3D Visualization

TNTmips

The TNTgis products include a full suite of 3D
visualization tools to aid you in viewing, analyzing and
understanding your geospatial data. Using digital
elevation models (DEMs) provided by MicroImages on
DVDs or other media, or your own local DEM, you can
view any type of geospatial data in 3D perspective and
stereo views in TNTmips, TNTview, and TNTedit. No
special data preparation is necessary. Atlases of your
geodata prepared in TNTmips and distributed in the
free TNTatlas can also include 3D views.

3D Visualization Highlights:

• Overlay any georeferenced image and any number of geometric layers
on a terrain (DEM) layer to create and save 3D perspective views

• Overlay points, lines, polygons, and labels in geometric objects on the
terrain with full styling, including transparency

• View attributes of geometric elements in DataTips in 3D views
• View any georeferenced image in stereo in 2D and 3D views using
anaglyph glasses or other stereo viewing device

• Create cross-sections and other 3D manifolds and view in perspective
either alone or in combination with surface map or image data

• Easily adjust 3D viewer position and viewpoint
• Switch between 3D wireframe view for fast preview and solid view for
full rendering

• Render 3D points and lines as 3D shapes
• Extrude polygons into 3D shapes above or below terrain with heights
set from polygon attributes

• Display points on stalks above terrain with stalk height set from point
attribute

View cross-sections in 3D along with
surface data

• Launch Google Earth from your TNTgis 3D view with automatic match
of your viewpoint and view geometry

• Fast update of the perspective view when layers are toggled on/off
• Control the detail and speed of terrain rendering
• Terrain properties can be stored with the DEM to speed display of 3D
perspective views

• Print 3D perspective and 2D anaglyph stereo views
• Record 3D animations that pan or orbit around a point or follow your
prescribed path

Extruded polygons in 3D views clearly
show variations in polygon attributes

For more information see: Technical Guides on 3D Visualization and Stereo and Tutorials
on 3D Perspective Visualization and Creating 3D Animations at the MicroImages website.
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Combining Local/Web Maps
In addition to supporting display of any combination of raster,
vector, shape, CAD, TIN, and pinmap objects, the Display
processes in the TNT products let you select Microsoft Bing
Maps layers, web-published tilesets, and layers published by
any Web Map Service (WMS) or ArcIMS to combine with your
local layers. For example, you can use Bing Maps layers as
reference layers when creating and editing your own spatial
data in the Spatial Data Editor or when georeferencing. The
search capabilities in the TNT products enable you to quickly
select from this extensive public collection of map and image
layers using text, geographic area, or addresses as your
search criterion.

ArcIMS and local vector layer

Combining Local/Web Map Highlights:
• Combine Bing Maps, web-published tilesets, WMS, ArcIMS,
and local geodata layers for custom displays
• Bing Maps and other web layers can be used for reference
when creating, editing, and georeferencing local geodata
layers
• Select local geodata in a wide variety of formats without
importing (if direct use supported) or changing CRS
• Use all Display tools, such as sketching, measuring, and
GPS tracking, with web layers
• Search sites for text, by geographic extents, or addresses

• Search servers, layers, or both in a single pass
• Extents of layers in current view automatically entered for

Map scale controls applied to local and ArcIMS layers

geographic extents search

• Sort search results alphabetically by
•

service title or by ground area
Choose from all layers offered by the
selected service, which are then
composited into a single display layer
Save your own list of favorite sites

•
• View URL for each service as DataTip
• Choose to view with/without relief shading if
•

available as an image dimension
Choose between anaglyph and other 3D
stereo viewing modes

Display Layers in Google Earth
Any map or image layer you can display in the TNT products,
including WMS and ArcIMS layers, can be sent as a
snapshot or a complete geodata layer for display as a ground
overlay in Google Earth. Non-georeferenced layers, such as
logos, are rendered as screen overlays.
Publishing Custom Google Maps on Your Web Site
Locating WMS and ArcIMS layers in TNTmips

WMS and local
layers in Spatial
Display (left)
and Google
Earth (below)

Custom Processing

TNTmips

Batch processing via the TNTmips Job Processing system
allows scheduling processes to run at any convenient time.
Multiple jobs can be run simultaneously to exploit your
computer’s multiple processor cores. The TNTgis geospatial
scripting language (SML) provides a wide range of options for
custom processing of your geospatial data. You can implement
novel new processes with dialogs, Views, and custom tools, or
automate workflows through a chain of processes. You can
add interactive tools and enhancements to standard Views to
work with the displayed layers. Thousands of built-in functions,
integrated documentation, and hundreds of sample scripts
make it easy to learn how to use these powerful tools.
Interactive script to generate parallel flight lines

TNTgis Batch / Custom Processing Highlights:

• Use TNTmips Job Processing to set up batch processing and run multiple
process jobs simultaneously in separate threads/cores

• Schedule jobs to run at any convenient time
• Job Manager provides control of job queue and scheduling
• Geospatial scripting language (SML) can read, modify, and create geospatial
data and attribute information for raster, vector, CAD, shape, and TIN

• Use simplified interactive Geoformula dialog to compute virtual display layers
or raster objects from one or more geodata layers

•
•
•
•

Create custom standalone processes and automate complex workflows
Set up macro scripts with menu options to process geospatial data in a View

Custom DataTip with graphic

Create interactive tools to select and process geospatial data in a View
Use a display control script to add custom text and graphics to DataTips to
automatically provide rich attribute information for layers in a View

• Write queries using any combination of attributes from relational databases
to select geospatial elements for display, editing, or processing

• Design custom point and line symbols for geometric objects using cartographic rendering scripts (CartoScripts)

• Thousands of built-in functions and classes provide access to compiled

Polygons from object-finding script

internal TNTgis procedures for fast efficient processing

• Image processing pipeline classes for easy assembly of multistep processing streams that can be designed in graphical Script Builder

• Script Editor with syntax checking, color syntax highlighting, and built-in error
messages

• Integrated documentation and hundreds of annotated sample scripts
• Define and add your own functions and procedures with local or global
variables

• Create custom dialogs for your scripts using simple XML dialog specification

Custom menu in View

For more information see: Technical Guides on Job Processing, Technical Guides on Scripting,
Scripting tutorials, and Sample Scripts at the MicroImages website.
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Editing Geodata

TNTmips

The Editor in TNTmips lets you create or edit any type of
geospatial data (raster, vector, CAD, shape, or TIN) including
linked data in many file and geospatial database formats. You
can use any type of geospatial data as a visual reference while
editing, including Bing Maps layers and the many web tilesets
hosted at MicroImages.com. The Editor includes general editing
tools that are optimized for efficiency along with many
specialized tools for working with particular types of data such as
contours.
Editing Geodata Highlights:
• Create and edit raster and geometric (vector, CAD, shape,
TIN) objects using any spatial data as visual reference, including Bing Maps,
web tilesets, and WMS layers

• Unlimited undo/redo, automatic backups, and timed auto-save
• Save and restart editing sessions including all reference layers
• Direct editing of many external raster and geometric file types including
shapefiles

• Create templates from any existing editable object for use in making new
objects with same database structure, styles, and georeference

• Edit multiple layers, snap to and auto-trace elements in different layers, and
convert reference layers to editable layers

Edit over Bing Maps or any web
tileset reference layer

• Copy, cut, and paste from one geometric or raster object to another
• Edit in stereoscopic 3D with tools following the terrain and open auxiliary 3D
perspective views to assist in editing

• Context-sensitive graphic editing tools for efficient editing of geometric
objects: move or extend start/end of line, or add, delete, or move any vertex
without switching tools

• Smooth lines automatically while tracing
• Spline, simplify, straighten, and snap lines and apply global filters (dangling

Thin and spline lines

lines, bubble polygons, sliver polygons, dissolve polygons, island polygons)

• Select elements by querying attributes and step through selected set for
interactive editing or filtering

• Easy assignment of attributes as you add and edit elements
• Auto-generate labels from attributes for points, lines, and polygons with
control of label style, size, position, and leader lines

• Specialized tools for setting contour line values and labeling contour lines
and roads

• Edit raster objects by drawing (lines, polygons, and geometric shapes),
painting, flood-fill, adding text, or editing numeric values

• Insert, move, rotate, or scale CAD blocks
Move/edit attached line labels

For more information see: Technical Guides on Editing Geodata and tutorials
Editing Vector Geodata, Editing Raster Data, and Advanced Vector Editing at the MicroImages website.
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Environmental Planning
TNTmips provides powerful spatial analysis tools that can assist you in
addressing wide variety of environmental issues such as soil and slope
analysis, watershed analysis, landuse and ground water protection,
ecological assestment for vegetation, wetlands and habitats, air quality,
energy etc. With GIS, image processing, 2D/3D visualisation and geospatial
analysis tools, TNTmips enhances understanding and analysis of the
environment, related hydrological, geological and ecological systems, and
human development. TNTmips also supports collaborative environmental
management by providing a variety of data publishing methods such as
creating electronic atlases, Google Earth overlays, and 3D simulations.
Visualize in 2D and 3D
TNTmips provides a wide range of 2D and 3D visualization options to enhance interpretation and presentation.

• Data classification: create color theme maps or graduated symbol maps
for visualisation and analysis

more

• 3D views: open oblique perspective 3D views to visualize your overlays
with full control over viewing geometry

more

• Stereo: use 2D, 3D perspective or stereo view for better visual understanding of spatial relationships

more

• Layer integration: use transparency effects, and advanced viewing tools
in 2D and 3D displays to visually integrate map data with other layers more

• Query layers: query attributes to select elements to answer location
questions

more

• Layer combination: query attributes of spatial layers of different types,
Areas with slope more than 15%
displayed over the thematic
elevation layer.

and combine the results on-the-fly using simple formulas

more

• Digital photo integration: visually integrate geotagged digital photos into
maps as symbols or pop-in photo keyed to cursor location

more

Apply Spatial Analysis in 2D and 3D
Use wide variety of spatial analysis tools to derive new information from the existing layers.

• Topography: create digital elevation maps (DEMs) from LIDAR, contour,
point, and other environmental data sources and compute, slope, aspect,
viewshed, watershed structure, ... more

• Watersheds: compute local directions of flow, stream order and network,
stream reaches, boundaries between watersheds, and the basins associated with the particular branches of the stream network more

• Buffer zones: create buffer zones to generate a zone influence of a
specified distance around selected geographic elements

more

• Merging: merge two or more layers of geometric data covering the same
area using a variety of operations (union, intersect, subtract etc.) more

• Multi-criteria decisions: compare a number of alternatives based on
selected criteria

more

• Build-Out: use variety of visualization, overlay, relational database tools
to compare the impacts of plans on environment

more

Watershed analysis that shows the
flow paths and watersheds, and 500
m buffer zones of only the perrennial
streams.

Monitor Changes Using Remote Sensing
TNTmips includes a full range of tools for enhancing images to use for recognizing natural and urban land cover.

• Enhancement: on-the-fly contrast enhancement, spatial filtering,
reprojection in the display and edit processes, and other image
enhancements
more

• Rectification: reproject base images to any map reference system
and orthorectify satellite images

more

• Multispectral: pan-sharpening satellite images for added resolution,
band ratios to highlight classification

more

• Classification: image classification and feature mapping to distinguish one land cover type from another
Transparent floodplain layer displayed
over an orthophoto.

more

• Custom: powerful geospatial scripting environment for developing
custom processing and enhancement tools

more

Create New Spatial Layers
You can create or alter your Vector, CAD, TIN, shape, raster environmental data layers or relational spatial
databases using the powerful layer editor.
• Interpret: create new environmental layers by drawing over composites of aerial or satellite images, scanned field map, contour lines,
Internet servers, ...

• Edit: edit any layer in a composite view with powerful interactive tools,
automatic backups and multiple undos

more

• Data integration: create new layers by cutting and pasting between
layers, combining layers, dissolving adjacent polygons based on
shared attributes
more

• Relational database: create new attributes for layers using relational
database structure, or linking to existing external database

• Templates: use templates to define relational database structure,
database picklists, and styles

more

Publish Hard-Copy and Electronic Versions

land use information shown in the
database table for the selected watershed.

Use TNTmips to lay out map data for printing, distribution as PDF/GeoPDF files, or as electronic atlases.
• Complete map layouts: make hard-copy map layouts with map
grids, legends, scale bars, database tables, marginalia

• Publish to PDF/KML: publish complete hard-copy layouts as KML
files for Google Earth or georeferenced PDF files for easy electronic
distribution more

• Publish as electronic atlas: create electronic atlases to view in
MicroImages FREE TNTatlas product with layer control, pop-in
attributes keyed to cursor location, and access to complete attribute
tables more

• 3D simulations: use FREE TNTsim3D to enhance public perception of alternatives using 3D simulations and movies

• Web-based mapping: share your maps online by publishing your
electronic atlases using TNTserver, view these atlases and combine
them with web layers from other sources using FREE TNT clients
such as a MAC widget, Windows Webap, iPhone, ... more

• Data export: export maps and map data to wide range of geospaMap layout rendered to KML and displayed
in Google Earth.

tial and relational database formats such as shape, geodatabase,
KML, SID, SVG, ... more

Feature Mapping

TNTmips

Feature Mapping is an interactive classification process
that can be applied to any aerial or satellite multiband
imagery, from high-quality hyperspectral to poor-quality
airvideo. Using Feature Mapping’s interactive tools, you
can analyze any number of bands to identify, mark, and
measure feature classes. You guide the classification
procedure by designating a sample area for a prospective
class on a reference image, then let Feature Mapping
tools find similar image cells throughout the image or in a
contiguous patch around the sample. You can classify as
much of the image as you like, including marking training
areas for use in the Automatic Classification process.
Feature Mapping Highlights:

• Analyze any number of image bands
• Classify the image one feature class at a time
•

Identify sample cells for feature class using point and/or polygon tool

• Generate class prototypes by exact match to sample cells or by ranges
defined by samples

• Automatically generate prototype class features over entire image, then
decide which cell clusters to mark (assign to the class)

• Mark individual features, multiple features selected by polygon, or Mark All
• Apply optional hole filling when marking features
• Grow individual feature class prototype as cluster of contiguous cells with
control over size

• Protect areas from being classified/misclassified by automated classifica-

Prototype feature (red) marked
using automatic hole-filling (green)

tion tools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draw polygons to manually define prototypes and features
Draw polygons to change class assignments for desired areas
View feature overlay as solid fills or unfilled outlines
Save feature set as vector object or KML file
Automatically transfer styles for feature classes to vector polygons
Define region-of-interest for classification purposes

Grow prototype feature

Generate report with statistics for all marked features
Automatic prompting to save any unsaved objects on exit
Classify imagery unsuitable for automatic classification
Optionally view sample cell ranges with values of pixel
under cursor outside current range highlighted

• Use multiple views for reference
For more information see: Technical Guides on Feature Mapping and tutorials
on Feature Mapping and Image Classification at the MicroImages website.

View features as outlines
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GIS

TNTmips

TNTmips is a full-featured Geographic Information System that
integrates display and processing of map data, imagery, and
terrain data along with the creation and management of
associated relational databases. This advanced GIS software
provides the tools needed to prepare, analyze, interpret, and
publish any type of geospatial data. Using TNTmips you can take
on projects in agricultural management, environmental
monitoring, mineral exploration, wildlife management, disaster
relief, land stewardship, archaeology, site planning, and many
other application areas.
GIS Highlights:
• Use local and web data, aerial and satellite imagery, map data, terrain data,
LIDAR, and enterprise databases (MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQL server, Oracle)

• No size or element count limits on spatial objects
• Display any number of data layers with different coordinate reference systems with automatic reprojection to match a target reference system

• Support for hundreds of predefined coordinate reference systems or define
your own

• Use geodata in many file formats immediately without import or conversion
• Create, edit, and process geodata in raster, vector, CAD, shape, and TIN

Interpolate surface from point data

structures

• GeoToolbox provides multi-purpose drawing tools for measuring, sketching
and annotation, and creating region objects for data processing

• Interactive Query Builder makes it easy to construct database queries to
highlight and select map elements using any combination of attributes

• Perform logical combination operations (intersect, union, exclusive union,
subtract, add) with map data layers

Compute buffer zones

• Generate buffer zones, grids, sample points, polygons fit to points, and
Voronoi diagrams from map data

• Compute and attach 2D or 3D statistical properties for map polygons from a
raster object, point data, or another set of map polygons

• Create theme maps with sets of styles for points, lines, or polygons automatically generated from numerical attributes

• Full suite of image enhancement, classification, and interpretation tools
• Construct and transform terrain data as points, triangular irregular networks
(TINS), contours, and Digital Elevation Model rasters

Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

• Compute viewsheds, watersheds, cut and fill analysis, and path analysis from
DEMs of any size

• Unique GeoFormula process facilitates custom combinations of any types of
geospatial data, such as multi-criteria decision analysis

• Automated region generation via buffer zone, cluster and polygon fitting, flood
zone, basin, and viewshed operations
For more information see the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tutorial
at the MicroImages website.

Logical combination operations
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Geodata Formats

TNTmips

Geospatial data in many file formats can be viewed and used
directly in TNTmips without requiring import. Dozens of raster
and geometric file formats can be used in their native form
while fully supporting image enhancements and the creation of
new attribute information and display styles. You can also
manually link to, import from, or export to an even wider array
of geospatial data, web tileset, and database formats. The
TNTmips Display process also allows you to render views
directly to several popular image formats and to standard web
tilesets. Styled geometric data in view also can be rendered to
tilesets and KML files, and complex map layouts to PDF files
for easy distribution of digital maps.
Geodata Formats Highlights:
Use geodata directly in many native formats

Web tileset, shapefile polygons, and KML lines

• Display, enhance, and use images in JP2/GeoJP2, TIFF/GeoTIFF, JPEG,
PNG, NetCDF, NITF, ERDAS Imagine, PCI, and other formats

• Display, enhance, and use elevation data in ArcGrid format
• Display, attribute, and style map data in shapefile, ESRI File Geodatabase,
AutoCAD DWG/DXF, Geomedia MDB, KML and other formats

• Use standard web tilesets as reference images
• Display, classify, and process LIDAR point data in the standard LAS format
• Link files automatically store supporting data such as styles, histograms,
pyramid tiers, and spatial indexes
Import or link to geospatial data and database information

• Link to map and attribute data in enterprise databases (Oracle, MySQL,

LIDAR point display from LAS file

Postgres/PostGIS, SQLserver)

• Import image, elevation, and other raster data from DEM, HDF, ENVI,
ASTER-HDF, MODIS-HDF, PALSAR, and dozens of other formats

• Import hyperspectral images from AVIRIS and ENVI formats
• Import geometric map data with attributes from ArcE00, Caris, DLG, TIGER,
and dozens of other formats

• Import georeference control points from GPS files
• Specify custom formats for binary image data and text-based map data

GeoTIFF images in 3D perspective

Export and render geospatial data

•
•
•
•
•

Export image and map data to dozens of file formats
Export map data to spatial databases (Oracle, MySQL, PostGIS)
Render view to JP2/GeoJP2, TIFF/GeoTIFF, JPEG, or PNG image
Render image and map data in view to KML or SVG
Render image and map data in view to Google Maps or Google Earth standard web tileset

• Export styled vector map data to KML or SVG geometric web tileset
• Render complete complex map layouts to PDF with embedded georeference

Complex map layout rendered to PDF

For more information see: Technical Guides on Geodata Formats at the MicroImages website.
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Making geologic maps is both a science and an art. Geologists must make precise
and accurate measurements and observations from outcrops and imagery, integrate
observations over a variety of spatial scales, and interpret 3D structures from
scattered surface clues. A geologic map is very data-rich, conveying information on
rock types, contacts, and outcrop and map-scale structures, each requiring attributes
and special symbology. With its seamless integration of GIS, image processing, and
3D visualization, TNTmips is up to the challenge of geologic mapping and geologic
map presentation.
Flexible Map Creation and Editing
The Spatial Data Editor in TNTmips and TNTedit provide a flexible environment for creating and editing your
geologic map layers.
• Unlimited reference layers: Map over composites of aerial or
satellite images, scanned field map, contour lines, ...

• Multiple editable layers: simultaneously edit contact, fault, structure point, and other layers with automatic backups and multiple
undos

• Pen display support: draw and edit naturally with a stylus directly
on an LCD pen display or separate tablet

• Relational database: save attributes for editable layers in relational
database structure or link to existing external database
Draw and edit directly on a pen display.

• Templates: save templates to reuse relational database structure,
database picklists, and styles

• GPS input: read GPS coordinates and use to add elements to map
layers
Mapping Structures in Stereo and 3D
Mapping geologic structures over an image base requires that you understand the 3D configuration of the surface.
The TNTmips Editor provides support for stereo and 3D viewing of your map and reference layers.

• Edit in stereo: map over a stereo view of any reference image
using a digital elevation model

• 3D views: open oblique perspective 3D views with full control
over viewing geometry

• Create cross-sections: automatically generate cross-section
prototype along designated section line with topographic profile
and marked surface contacts

• Add custom tools: add your own custom tool to the map view,
e.g. to measure and record the strike and dip of bedding from
an image and a digital elevation model

• DEMs available: regional and global elevation models are
included in the TNT products or use your own for more local
detail
(over)

Custom tool to measure and record strike and dip
in use with anaglyph stereo view of orthoimage.

2D and 3D Visualization
TNTmips provides a wide range of 2D and 3D visualization options to enhance interpretation and presentation.

• 3D views: open oblique perspective 3D views with full control over viewing
geometry

• Visual data fusion: use transparency effects in 2D and 3D displays to
visually fuse geologic map data with other layers to produce shaded relief
geologic maps and other custom products

• Cross-sections: geocode cross-sections or seismic profiles to display
vertically in 3D display

• Fence diagrams: display multiple intersecting cross-sections in 3D or
3D perspective view of geologic
map and cross-section.

combine with surface map layers to create 3D block diagrams

Image Enhancement
TNTmips includes a full range of tools for enhancing images to use for recognizing and mapping rock types and
structures.
• Integrated enhancements: contrast enhancement and spatial filtering integrated into the display and edit processes for maximum convenience

• Image rectification: rectify and reproject base images to any map reference
system, orthorectify satellite images using rational polynomials

• Multispectral image tools: pan-sharpening for added resolution, band ratios
to highlight critical lithologies, decorrelation stretch, classification

• Hyperspectral image tools: specialized tools for defining, extracting, and
mapping target spectra

• Custom processing: powerful geospatial scripting environment for developing
and applying custom processing and enhancement tools

Pan-sharpened Landsat 7
bands in false-color display

Publish Hard-Copy and Electronic Versions
Use TNTmips to lay out geologic map data for printing, distribution as PDF files, or as electronic atlases.

• Complete map layouts: make hard-copy map layouts with
map grids, legends, and scale bars and include 3D views to
present fence and block diagrams

• Legends: graphical legend-design interface for easy layout of
complex map legends

• Auto-orient attitude symbols: bedding, foliation, mineral
lineation, and others can be automatically rendered, labeled,
and oriented using cartographic scripts

• Fold / fault symbols: line symbols for map-scale anticlines
and synclines (including overturned), normal, thrust, and strikeslip faults are rendered by cartographic scripts

• Publish to PDF: publish complete hard-copy layouts as PDF
files for easy electronic distribution

• Publish as Electronic Atlas: create electronic atlases for
viewing in FREE TNTatlas product with layer control, pop-in
attributes keyed to cursor location, and access to complete
attribute tables

• Data Export: export maps and map data to wide range of
Portion of a geologic map legend created with
TNTmips graphical legend-design interface.

geospatial and relational database formats such as shape,
geodatabase, KML

Georeference / Rectify TNTmips
Geospatial data that you obtain for your projects may have
georeference information that is not accurate enough for your
objectives and may contain spatial distortions that require
rectification. The Georeference process in TNTmips lets you create,
import, or edit georeference information quickly and easily for any
type of geospatial data (image or geometric) including external files in
many formats. Images and geometric objects with different
coordinate reference systems can be displayed together in TNTmips
or you can permanently reproject them to a common reference
system. You can rectify spatial distortions in images using various
georeference models and orthorectify aerial and satellite images
using an RPC model and a DEM.
Create hundreds of control points automatically
from reference image using auto-register
Georeference / Rectify Highlights:
• Georeference spatial objects using reference objects in separate
view or as overlays in main view

• Support for thousands of predefined coordinate reference systems or define
your own

• Auto-register option automatically generates many georeference control
points for an image using a reference image or on-line web tileset

•
•
•
•

Control points colored by residual value clearly identify poorly-fitting points
Snap control points to a geometric reference object or a virtual map grid
Import control points from GPS files
Choice of several coordinate transformation models with varied complexity to
best match distortion in data

Snap control point to element in
reference vector

• Set up simple georeference for images with rows/columns aligned to map
coordinate axes

• Set up implied georeference for geometric objects containing map coordinates

• Transfer georeference from higher-resolution to lower-resolution bands in a
multispectral image

• Create 3D control points for displaying cross-sections and other manifold
objects in 3D perspective views

• Rectify/reproject georeferenced images or geometric objects to any coordi-

Rectify distorted images

nate reference system or define your own

• Resample images with choice of nearest neighbor, bilinear, bicubic, and
Lanczos methods

• Resample image to match a reference image in orientation, extents, and/or cell
size

• Orthorectify satellite images with rational polynomial coefficients and a DEM
and refine results using control points

• Create rational polynomial orthorectification model for any image using a DEM
and 3D control points
Choice of transformation models

For more information see: TechGuides on Georeferencing and Tutorials on
Georeferencing, Rectifying Images, and Orthorectification using Rational Polynomials at the MicroImages website.
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Geospatial Analysis TNTmips
Along with its data preparation and presentation capabilities,
TNTmips provides many advanced processes for compiling,
analyzing, and interpreting the geospatial characteristics and
database attributes of your geodata layers and creating
higher-level products from them. Specialized analysis
processes are provided for geodata in both raster and
geometric (vector, CAD, shape) formats and for transferring
spatial information from one layer to another. These
processes enable you to turn the data in your geospatial
layers into geospatial information.
Multi-criteria Decision Analysis

Geospatial Analysis Highlights:

• Generate single or multiple buffer zones for points, lines, and polygons
• Perform multi-criteria decision analysis using different spatially varying
conditions defined by any number of spatial layers to identify areas of
differing cost/benefit

• Select points, lines, or polygons for spatial analysis in various ways: all
elements, manual selection, or by querying database attributes

• Define stream networks, watersheds, and subwatersheds from a digital
elevation model

• Use Network Analysis to compute optimal routes and define service/distribution areas for facility locations

• Generate polygon grids (rectangle, hexagon, triangle) with specified orienta-

Polygon Fitting (Home Range)

tion to cover the entire geospatial layer or a particular polygon or region

• Compute centered or randomly-located sample points for polygon grid cells
and transfer attributes from polygons to points

• Fit polygons to distributions of point observations (bird nesting sites, disease
occurrences, ...) with separate polygons for points with different attributes

• Map density of distributed points for a specified radius
• Combine spatial information from coincident land use, habitat, or other

Point Density

categorical rasters into a single image identifying all unique combinations of
conditions

• Compile 2D or 3D statistical properties of polygonal areas in a selected
raster and attach these attributes to the polygons

• Compile selected attribute statistics from source points or polygons over
target polygonal areas and attach these attributes to the target polygons

• Determine the shortest downward path from a point in an elevation, distance, or cost raster

• Find the shortest or least expensive path between two points in a raster
representing elevation or cost
For more information see Technical Guides on Geospatial Analysis
and Geospatial Analysis tutorials at the MicroImages website.

Buffer Zones
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Hyperspectral Analysis TNTmips
The Hyperspectral Analysis process in TNTmips
provides the specialized tools you need to fully exploit
the spectral range and spectral resolution of your
hyperspectral images. On-the-fly reflectance calibration
and an integrated spectral library make the process
easy to use, yet it also includes powerful tools for data
reduction, spectral search, and spectral mapping. You
can extract and archive spectra from your image and
import your own field or laboratory reflectance spectra.
Your hyperspectral images can be imported or
converted to a single compressed hyperspectral object
for efficient storage, use, and processing.
Spectral Plot

Hyperspectral Analysis Highlights:
0.9

AISA formats)

• Store hyperspectral images in hypercube form (lossless compressed
using vector quantization) for efficient display and analysis

• Hyperspectral Explorer tool allows rapid selection of an informative 3-

Value

• Work with hyperspectral images from any sensor (AVIRIS, ENVI, and

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

2.1

2.2
2.3
Wavelength

2.4

band set for color display

• 3D hypercube display with choice of band to display on top and choice of
optional color palette

• On-the-fly calibration to reflectance using equal area normalization or flat
field correction

• Work with the entire image band set or choose a wavelength range
subset for analysis

• Integrated USGS spectral library with over 500 mineral spectra
• Extract spectra from image, import your own laboratory spectra, save in
custom spectral libraries

• Search any spectral library for matching spectra
• Integrated spectral plots from image or library spectra
• Integrated data reduction using Principal Components analysis or Minimum Noise Fraction Transform

• Identify spectral end-members using pixel purity index and n-Dimensional
Visualizer

• Image classification using spectral angle or self-organizing map classifiers
• Subpixel spectral mapping using linear unmixing or matched filtering
• Remove continuum from individual spectra or the entire image
For more information see: Technical Guides on Hyperspectal Analysis and Hyperspectral Analysis tutorial at the
MicroImages website.
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Image Classification TNTmips
TNTmips provides a full suite of flexible tools for
performing spatial/spectral classifications of your
images. The Automatic Classification process
provides automated unsupervised and supervised
multispectral image classification with extensive postclassification analysis tools, error checking, and classmerging. The Feature Mapping process lets you
visually identify class sample areas to guide an
incremental image classification. You can analyze and
classify hyperspectral images in the Hyperspectral
Analysis Process. The Automatic Raster
Combination process lets you combine classification
results from different dates or conditions for analysis.

Image Classification Highlights:

• Work with large images (full scenes, scene mosaics) and multiple images
from different sensors and/or dates

• Restrict classification to desired areas of any shape using mask
• Automated unsupervised and supervised classification with choice of
classifiers for each

• K-Means, ISODATA, Maximum Likelihood, and many other classifiers
including neural network methods

• Automatic display of classification result allows comparison with source
imagery or any other geospatial data

• Graphical presentation of class statistics (dendrogram, scatterplots, cooccurrence matrix) to aid interpretation and analysis

•
•
•
•

Reload classification result at any time for more analysis and modification
Progressively merge classes with unlimited undos
Name classes and save interpreted classification results at any time
Create training sets for supervised classification manually or from attributes of polygon or point data

• Separate statistics compiled for training set and for classification result
• Error matrix shows accuracy of supervised classification
• Use your visual interpretive skills to guide an incremental classification of
your image (i.e., Feature Mapping)

• Classify hyperspectral images and perform subpixel spectral identification
• Combine classification results for different dates or conditions into a single
image showing all combinations of classes to determine correlations
between different spatial conditions or detect change through time
For more information see: Technical Guides on Image Classification
and Image Classification tutorial at the MicroImages website.
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TNTmips

Image Processing
TNTmips allows you to display, create, and
process images of any type and up to terrabytes
in size. You can enhance, combine, rectify,
reproject, mosaic, and classify your geospatial
images to optimize information extraction and
data presentation. In addition, the Display
process provides inline spatial filtering,
enhancement, and reprojection options that
allow you to design the best views of your
images. You can even work with hyperspectral
images in the Hyperspectral Analysis process.
Image Processing Highlights:

• Pipeline architecture provides fast and efficient

Multiresolution Fusion (Pan-Sharpening)

image display and processing

• Use JP2, MrSID, and ECW images without import; multi-threaded
JPEG2000 compression/decompression for efficient use of large compressed images

• Work with rasters with any data type from binary to floating-point and
color composites

• Mosaic grayscale, multiband, or color images with mixed georeference to
any map coordinate system

• Mosaic any number of images of any size directly to a TNT tileset (a
linked set of uniformly-sized files in GeoJP2, PNG, or GeoTIFF format)
for fast efficient access

• Pan-sharpen multispectral satellite images with color calibration for
Ikonos and QuickBird

• Rectify-reproject georeferenced images to any of hundreds of predefined
coordinate reference systems or define your own

•
•
•
•
•

Orthorectify ortho-ready QuickBird, Ikonos, and others satellite images
Orthorectify and create DEM from airphoto stereo pairs
Frequency filtering and wide selection of spatial filters
Supervised and unsupervised classification of multispectral images
Use Principal Components or interactive Progressive Transformation
procedures for image analysis and data reduction

Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement

• Trend removal, decorrelation stretch, locally adaptive contrast enhancement, contrast matching, multilinear regression, and others

• Built-in geospatial scripting language for custom processing, hundreds of
sample scripts

• Display process provides inline spatial filtering, contrast enhancement,
color palettes, variable transparency, masking, and on-the-fly reprojection
For more information see: Technical Guides on Image Processing
and Image Processing tutorials at the MicroImages website.

Classification restricted using mask
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LIDAR

TNTmips

LIDAR point clouds containing millions of elevation points
can be viewed, classified, and analyzed in TNTmips directly
in their efficient LAS file format. Use the LIDAR Manager to
link, merge, tile, reproject or extract from LAS point clouds.
Tiled LIDAR files can be defined as a single seamless
LIDAR dataset for ease of display and use. Use the LIDAR
Classification process to detect and flag noise points and
to identify points on the ground surface. Many flexible
options are provided to Display LAS point clouds, including
selection of points by class or return type and styling of
points by class, elevation, return type, or intensity. View a
LIDAR point cloud as a virtual terrain surface with relief
shading, colored by elevation, or both, with full control of
point classes used to generate the surface.
LIDAR points colored by class and as virtual surface

LIDAR Highlights:

• Display, classify, and analyze LIDAR point clouds with tens of milions
of points in efficient LAS file format

• Use LIDAR Manager to merge, tile, or reproject LAS point clouds and
extract by area and/or by class

• Create and use tiled LAS files as single seamless dataset
• Automatically detect and classify high and low noise points
• Classify ground points by terrain-following or multiscale curvature
methods

Virtual terrain display, all points

• Specify set of classes to be available and manually reassign entire
classes if needed

• Select LIDAR points for display by class, return type, intensity, scan
angle, or a combination of criteria

• Style LIDAR points by class, elevation, return type, or intensity
• Style LIDAR points by current or previous class assignments and view
summary of class changes to evaluate automatic classification results

• View LIDAR cloud as virtual terrain surface with relief shading, colored
by elevation, or both

Virtual terrain display, ground points
classified in TNTmips

• Select points by return type or point class (current or previous) to use
for virtual terrain surface

• Adjust illumination direction used for shaded virtual terrain surface
• View vertical profile of 3D points within rectangular swath drawn as a
box within the view

• Rotate, expand, move, or redraw the profile box as needed and set
fixed or range-dependent vertical scale for profile

• Select points in the profile view for manual reclassification

Vertical point profile

For more information see: Technical Guides on LIDAR at the MicroImages website.
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TNTmips

Map Design
The TNTgis products include a full suite of interactive map
design tools to aid you in styling and layout for maps of any
type, complexity, and map scale. Interactive layout tools let
you add map grids, automatic scale bars, legends, annotation
text, and index maps with fine control over the positioning of
each element in the layout. Maps can be designed for
hardcopy printing, electronic delivery as an atlas, or both.
Hardcopy layouts also can be rendered to PDF for easy
electronic distribution. Complex map design can be
accomplished in TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview.
Map Design Highlights:
• Design layouts for electronic atlases to be viewed at
any scale or fixed-scale hardcopy layouts

Portions of a geologic map layout prepared in TNTmips

• Overlay map and image components in any number of coordinate reference
systems to match a target reference system

Scale bars using different units

• Incorporate any combination of raster, vector, shape, CAD, TIN, terrain, and
pin map layers in one or more logical groups for your map

• Include layers in a wide variety of external formats without importing (e.g.,
JP2, MrSID, GeoTIFF, shapefile, DGN, DXF, geodatabases)

• Include map and image components published on the Internet as web
tilesets or by a Web Map Service (WMS) and/or ArcIMS

• Add map grids in one or more projections with control over coordinate

Detailed legends for maps

display format

• Add scale bars that automatically adjust to changes in map scale
• Add multiple scale bars using different units, with full control over bar length,
intervals, and labels

Continuous color scale and
color scale range legends for
raster layers

• Add complex legends for multiple layers with automated generation of style
samples and full control over sample size, text styles, and legend layout

• Incorporate index maps and detailed map insets at appropriate scales
• Attach layout components to the page or to other components and precisely
position each component

• Use geographic attachment to organize many layers into logical groups and
still obtain precise geographic overlay

•
•
•
•
•

Incorporate 3D perspective groups and anaglyph stereo images
Apply borders, background colors, and drop-shadows to layout components
Interactively scale logos and other nongeoreferenced objects
Create templates for use with maps in a series
Render complete complex map layouts to PDF with embedded georeference

Free TNTatlas for Windows and Mac
The free TNTatlas program for Windows and Mac lets you view maps created in
TNTmips in their original form with no size restrictions. You turn individual layers on
and off and view all database information associated with the layers.

Complex map layout rendered to PDF

For more information see: Technical Guides on Map Design, Making Map Layouts tutorial,
and discipline-specific Map Design tutorials at the MicroImages website.
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Styling Map Data

TNTmips

The TNTgis products provide a variety of tools that enable you to
design map display styles to present your geospatial data in the
most attractive and informative way. Using the attributes attached
to the map elements, you can create display styles to depict
discrete feature categories or create theme maps that
automatically categorize map elements based on variations in a
numeric attribute. Interactive style editors let you design varied
styles for points, lines, and polygons, or you can use CartoScripts
to design custom point and line styles and even vary the
orientation of symbols. All map styles are automatically available
in legends shown in View window sidebars and in print layouts.
Styling Map Data Highlights:

Display of styled topographic map layers

• Easily choose a predefined symbol or style to apply to all elements in layer
• Automatically generate display styles for map element classes using color
spreads, palettes, or random colors

• Design individual styles for map element classes using libraries of predefined
point symbols, line patterns, and fill patterns, or create your own

• Style polygons by attribute class with choice of fill color, custom hatch
patterns, or bitmap fill patterns

• Set transparency for polygon fill colors to allow underlying layers to be visible
• Create point symbols from TrueType font characters
• Use CartoScripts to create custom data-dependent point and line symbols

County population theme map

and draw with varying orientations (e.g. geologic strike-dip symbols)

•
•
•
•
•

Display dynamic labels for points, lines, or polygons from attached attributes
Auto-generate and position label elements for points, lines, and polygons
Create line labels that automatically follow curving lines
Create pin maps from database tables with spatial coordinates
Create theme maps with sets of styles for points, lines, or polygons automatically generated from numerical attributes

• Set theme map category intervals automatically using equal range or equal
count distribution

• Alter automatically-generated theme map intervals using a histogram or by
manually entering boundary values

• Assign colors to theme map categories using color spreads from a variety of
color palettes

• Extrude points and polygons in 3D perspective views with several styling
options for point stalks and 3D polygon sides

Geologic map point and line symbols
created by CartoScript

• Legend samples automatically generated from style information for each
map layer

• Store style information locally with each map object or create style libraries
that can be used for all map objects in a series
For more information see: Technical Guides on Styles and tutorials on
Thematic Mapping and Creating and Using Styles at the MicroImages website.

Extruded polygons in 3D view
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Mix Local & Web Data TNTmips
In TNTgis you can supplement your local image, map, and
elevation data with the rich resource of web-based geospatial
data. You can view your data from any locale over a global
reference image and map data from Bing Maps, or use one of
the many on-line orthoimage tilesets hosted by MicroImages.
Use any of these web resources as a reference as you create,
edit, or georeference your local data. You can use web terrain
tilesets hosted by MicroImages as terrain layers to view any of
your local images (or MicroImages’ on-line web tilesets) in
stereo. You can also view layers published by any Web Map
Service (WMS) or ArcIMS, with integrated catalog searching to
allow you to select layers by text, geographic area, or
address.
Edit over Bing Maps or any web tileset or WMS layer

Mix Local & Web Data Highlights:
• Overlay any local raster, vector, shape, CAD, TIN, or pinmap on web-based
reference layers

• Bing Maps global image and map layers available as reference in every view
window in TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview

• View reference images from MicroImages’ extensive library of on-line satellite
and aerial orthoimage tilesets

• View web terrain tilesets hosted by MicroImages in shaded relief, color-coded
elevation, or both

• View your own custom image and web terrain tilesets that you have published
on the web

Display of web terrain tileset, WMS
map layer, and local hydrology

• Views automatically reconcile differences in coordinate reference systems
between local and web layers

• Use geospatial web layers as reference for creating and editing local data in
the Editor

• Use geospatial web layers as reference for creating georeference control
points for local data

• Use web image layers as reference for automatically generating hundreds of
georeference control points for local images

• Overlay web-based KML files with any local or other web data
• Use all Display tools (sketching, measuring, GPS tracking) with web layers
• Use web terrain tilesets hosted by MicroImages as surface layer to view any

Use Bing Maps or any web layer to
georeference your geodata

local image in stereo

• View WMS and ArcIMS layers and adjust their transparency
• Search WMS/ArcIMS catalogs by text, by geographic extents, or by address
• Save your own list of favorite WMS/ArcIMS sites
Display Layers in Google Earth
Any map or image layer you can display in the TNTgis products, including
WMS and ArcIMS layers, can be sent as a snapshot or a complete geodata
layer for display as a ground overlay in Google Earth.
For more information see: Technical Guides on Using Web Layers
at the MicroImages website.

View any local image in stereo
using MI web terrain tilesets
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TNTmips

Network Analysis
The Network Analysis process is used for solving routing
and logistical problems on a network of connected lines in
a vector object. The network might represent city streets,
state highways, water or sewer pipelines, or some other
utility network. You can use Network Analysis to determine
the optimal route connecting stops in the network, or to
allocate different parts of the network to service areas
around individual facility locations. These analyses utilize
the topology of the network and properties of the lines and
intersections (such as one-way directions and impedance
and demand values) that you can set up easily using the
tools provided.

Streets allocated to different distribution centers (circles)

Network Analysis Highlights:

•
•
•
•
•

Find optimal route (shortest, fastest, ...) connecting two or more stops

•
•
•
•

Easy to adjust stop or facility locations and compute new results

Define service/distribution areas for facility locations within the network
Set different service areas for inbound and outbound travel
Set route stops and facility locations interactively in integrated View

Set one-way
directions with
controls colorcoded to the
node color in
a line graphic

Optimal route and network allocation results shown automatically in View
with full user control of line and point styles

Designate one-way lines and allowed turn directions at intersections
Set barriers at designated intersections
Set impedance values for lines using any combination of attached attributes
(line length, average travel time, speed limit, ...)

• Set different impedance values for different turn directions at intersections
(e.g. higher impedance for turns crossing other traffic lanes)

•
•
•
•

Set demand values for lines for determining facility capacity
Save any number of stop tables for reuse; add, delete, or reorder stops
Save route report documenting all stops and turns
Control size of each service/distribution area by setting impedance limits for
each facility location

• Use impedance delays to give preference to certain facility locations when
allocating network lines

• Set capacity limits for facility locations to limit demand
• Save and reuse facility locations and network allocation results
• Save network allocation reports

Optimal route based on distance
and speed limits

For more information see the Network Analysis tutorial at the MicroImages website.
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Publish Web Maps TNTmips
Web tilesets are structures specifically designed to allow
geospatial data layers of any size and detail to be used efficiently
over the internet or your local network. TNTmips Pro can convert
your geodata into a tileset in which the data is subdivided into
many small, uniformly-sized tiles created over a range of discrete
zoom levels. You can use web tilesets to let anyone view imagery,
scanned maps, vector map data, and elevation data in a web
browser without the need for any special software on your web
server. Use the Assemble Geomashup process in TNTmips to
design web pages that display your custom data in Google Maps,
Bing Maps, Open Layers, or Google Earth.
Publish Web Maps Highlights:
• Create tilesets to present image or map data of any size area at any scale in
a web browser

• Export or mosaic imagery to standard web tilesets with choice of image
formats

•
•
•
•
•

Create SVG or KML geometric tilesets from styled vector map data
Create web terrain tilesets from elevation rasters
Choose range of zoom levels to create in the tileset
Comprehensive tools for subsetting or merging tilesets
Interactive process to design geomashup web pages to display your geodata
in Google Maps, Open Layers, Bing Maps, or Google Earth

• Overlay tilesets, KML files, and Google Fusion Tables on reference base
maps and imagery

Geomashup with image tileset

• Create Open Layers geomashups using only your own proprietary data for
use on your organization’s network or for portable offline use

• Choice of geomashup layer controls for independent and mutually-exclusive
overlays and overlay groups

• Pop-in info balloons present map attribute information from geometric
tilesets

• Geomashup legends for geometric tilesets adjust automatically for view
content

•
•
•
•

Interactive query to highlight map elements with selected attributes
Specify zoom level range, starting zoom level, and extents for geomashup

Geomashup with Fusion Tables

Design geomashup sidebar with layer controls, custom text, and logo
Include drawing and measurement tools in geomashup; viewers can save
annotations as KML

• Create 3D Collada tilesets to view your custom imagery and terrain in
Google Earth
For more information see Technical Guides on Publishing Web Maps
at the MicroImages website.

Optional measurement tools
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Publishing Geodata TNTmips
TNTmips provides a complete set of tools for publishing
geodata in print or electronic form. You can create hardcopy
map layouts with legends, scalebars, grids, and other
annotation, then print the layout or render it to PDF or KML.
You can assemble any number of layers of image and map
data in an electronic atlas that can be distributed on a CD or
DVD and viewed in the free TNTatlas software. TNTmips can
also convert your image and map data to web tilesets that can
be viewed on the web in Google Maps, Bing Maps, Open
Layers, or Google Earth in web pages you design in the
Assemble Geomashup process.
Publishing Geodata Highlights:
• Design hardcopy layouts with any number of map and image layers in any
coordinate reference systems

• Create complex map legends, add map grids in one or more projections,
and add multiple scale bars to hardcopy layouts

• Create electronic atlases that open automatically from DVD or CD
• Atlas layers include all original styling and attributes, and designated
attributes are shown in mouse-over DataTips in TNTatlas

• Make zoom-controlled atlases with layers that turn on/off based on current
view scale

• Make atlases with hyperlinks to additional map layouts, external data files,

DVD atlas viewed in free TNTatlas

or web sites

• Add custom tools designed to allow users to explore the geodata properties
• Synchronize TNTatlas view with Google Earth
• Create tilesets to present image or map data of any size area at any scale in a
web browser

• Create standard web tilesets from imagery and SVG or KML geometric tilesets
from styled vector map data

• Pop-in info balloons present map attribute information for geometric tilesets
• Use Assemble Geomashup process to design web pages to display your
geodata in Google Maps, Open Layers, Bing Maps, or Google Earth

• Overlay tilesets, KML files, and Google Fusion Tables on reference base maps

Web geomashup of map data.

and imagery in geomashups

• Set up geomashup layer controls to allow selection of independent and mutually-exclusive overlays, and organize overlays in groups

•
•
•
•
•

Design geomashup sidebar with layer controls, custom text, and logo
Geomashup legends for geometric tilesets adjust automatically for view content
Use interactive query to highlight map elements with selected attributes
Include drawing/measurement tools that can save annotations as KML
Use TNT geospatial scripts in interactive web applications for plan review
services and geodata provisioning

For more information see: Tutorial on Printing and Technical Guides on
Geomedia Publishing and Publishing Web Maps at the MicroImages website.
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Spatial Databases

TNTmips

The TNTgis products allow you to work with geodata in geospatial
databases, which store both spatial features and associated
attributes together in records in a database structure. TNTmips
supports file-based geodatabases such as ESRI Personal
Geodatabase and File Geodatabase as well as enterprise
databases such as MySQL Spatial, PostGIS, and Oracle Spatial.
You can link to and maintain geodata in the original database
tables, which for enterprise databases allows sharing of common
geodata throughout an organization. You can also import
geodata layers from a geodatabase to a TNTgis Project File, or
export your map data to any of these geodatabases.
Spatial Databases Highlights:

• Maintain spatial features and attributes in a relational database
• Transparently share data with other users and software
• Get point, line, and polygon geometries from spatial database tables (one
geometry type per table)

•
•
•
•

Support for multipoint, multiline, and multipolygon geometries
Link to any or all of the spatial tables in a database in one operation
Create a separate link object for each spatial layer stored in the database

Create styles and legends for
linked data

Linked spatial database tables represented as shape objects (ESRI File
Geodatabase layers linked as CAD objects)

• Use linked spatial database layers for display or analysis procedures
• Display linked spatial database layers with imagery, terrain, or any other
geospatial data

• View attribute information for spatial database layers as tables and in pop-

Pop-in DataTips show attributes

in DataTip

• Perform selection queries on attributes of linked spatial database layers
• Records for selected spatial elements automatically highlighted in spatial
database table views

• Select records in spatial database table to mark associated elements in
TNTgis spatial view

• Assign styles to elements using associated attributes in the spatial

Login control for enterprise databases

database

• Create map layout legends for spatial database layers with samples
automatically generated from attribute-based styles

• Log in to the database only required when first establishing the link
• Option to import spatial database tables as TNTgis vector or CAD objects
• Export TNTgis geometric (vector, CAD, or TIN) objects to spatial database
tables
View full attributes for marked elements

For more information see: Technical Guides on Spatial Databases at the MicroImages website.
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Stereo Viewing
You can see the geospatial data in any View window in the
TNTgis products in stereoscopic 3D (stereo) using a terrain layer
and any popular stereo viewing device. The TNTgis products
support all of the stereo 3D viewing technologies used in new
monitors, laptop screens, TVs, and projectors. Images, tilesets,
and map data can all be viewed on the stereo terrain surface,
providing a computer view that better replicates your experience
with the real 3D world. The drawing tools in all TNTgis
processes allow you to draw and edit geometric elements
directly on the stereo terrain surface. For applications where
terrain is important (geology, engineering, hydrology, mineral
exploration, forestry, and many others), you can increase your
accuracy and productivity while editing and doing visual analysis
by viewing your images and GIS data in stereo.

TNTmips

Draw and edit lines in stereo on the terrain

TNTgis Stereo Viewing Highlights:

• View any image or standard web tileset in stereoscopic 3D in TNTgis views
using an elevation raster object or Web Terrain Tileset

•
•
•
•
•

Create stereo views in Display, Editor, and many other processes in TNTmips
Toggle stereo display on/off
Choose stereo display mode to match your viewing device

active stereo

Use active stereo monitor or 3D TV (with shutter glasses)
Use passive (line-interleaved) stereo monitor or TV (with polarizing cinema
glasses)

• Use glasses-free (autostereoscopic) monitor or laptop
• View stereo on any monitor using inexpensive anaglyph colored glasses
• Vary the relative depth and maximum relief exaggeration of the stereo rendering to suit the terrain being viewed

passive stereo

• Stereo indicators identify left and right stereo renderings in view to allow
correction of inverted topography

• Transparent color overlay indicates any image areas not rendered in stereo
because they are outside the limit of terrain coverage

• Annotate, GeoToolbox, and Editor drawing tools are automatically rendered on
the stereo terrain surface

• 2D vector, CAD, and shape overlays are automatically rendered on the stereo

glasses-free (autostereoscopic)

terrain surface

• Use Editor to draw points, lines, and polygons on the terrain and automatically
assign 3D coordinates to the elements from the terrain surface

• Specify which of your eyes is dominant to provide more comfortable and
accurate drawing in stereo

• Render anaglyph stereo views to raster or print layouts with anaglyph stereo
images
anaglyph

For more information see: Technical Guides on Stereo Viewing at the MicroImages website.
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Surface Modeling
The Surface Modeling process allows you to construct and
transform representations of natural terrains and
mathematical surfaces from the 3D information you provide.
The Surface Fitting, Contouring, and Triangulation operations
allow you to produce Digital Elevation Model rasters (DEMs),
contour lines, and triangulated irregular networks (TINs),
respectively. The input for each operation can be any one of
the terrain representations described above or 3D point data.
Elevation values can be read directly from the 3D object or
assigned by query from any numeric field in its attribute
database. The process provides fast, efficient processing of
even very large datasets.

TNTmips

Contour lines with 5-meter interval produced
from a LIDAR DEM with 5-meter cell size.

Surface Modeling Highlights:

• Construct a DEM from contour lines, a TIN, point data, or database
records containing 3D coordinates

• Assign elevations for the DEM by query from any numeric database
field associated with the input data

• Efficiently process datasets with thousands of points or contour lines to
produce large, detailed DEMs

• Choose from many interpolation methods for surface fitting such as
Minimum Curvature, Inverse Distance, Profiles, and Polynomial

DEM

• Use geostatistics to fit a surface to your point data via the Kriging
method

• Choose the cell size and numeric type for the DEM
• Create contour lines from a DEM or TIN using Linear or Iterative
Thresholding methods

• Fast, efficient contouring of even very large DEMs
• Produce smoother contour lines using optional smoothing and
resampling of the DEM

Contours

• Create a TIN from a DEM, contour lines, or point data
• Use breaklines to create “hard” TIN edges that are preserved in the
event of further changes in the TIN structure

• Use polygon breaklines to limit the extents of the TIN
• Use optimization settings to constrain the density and detail of the TIN
• Bidirectional surface fitting specially tailored for geophysical data
acquired along parallel transect lines
Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN)
For more information see: Technical Guides on Surface Modeling
and Surface Modeling tutorial at the MicroImages website.
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Terrain Operations TNTmips
TNTmips provides a number of tools for analyzing and
processing terrain data. You can view, process, and classify
large LIDAR point clouds. The Topographic Properties process
computes general terrain characteristics such as slope, aspect,
shading, and curvature for digital elevation model (DEM) raster
objects. The Viewshed process identifies terrain areas that are
visible from input points on or above the surface. The Cut and
Fill Analysis process compares two DEMs of the same area
and identifies locations where their elevation values differ. The
Watershed Process models the movement of water over the
land surface. The Surface Modeling process provides
transformations between different elevation representations:
DEMs, contours, and triangulated irregular networks (TINs).

Viewshed (orange) computed for a 50-meter tower
for a LIDAR DEM with 2.5-meter resolution.

Terrain Operations Highlights:

• Display, classify, and analyze LIDAR point clouds with tens of millions of
points in efficient LAS file format

• Work with large-size DEMs at any resolution (detailed local LIDAR DEMs
to continent-sized 90-meter SRTM data)

• Compute slope magnitude, aspect (slope direction), and profile (vertical)
and plan (horizontal) curvature

• Compute relief shading with with virtual illumination from any direction to

relief shading from DEM

aid terrain visualization

• Automatically determine illumination parameters for relief shading to
match a particular location, date, and time of day

• Choice of several methods for determining the local surface shape when
computing slope, aspect, shading, and curvature

• Determine viewshed from points placed manually or loaded from any
geometric object (vector, CAD, or shape)

• Adjust height above surface indepently for each viewpoint
• Adjust field of view independently for each viewpoint by entering values or

slope magnitude from DEM

using on-screen graphics

• Determine changes in elevation through time due to erosion, landsliding,
or human activities

• Derive stream networks, watersheds, and subwatersheds along with many
geomorphic and hydrographic attributes

• Compute upstream catchment area and downstream flowpath for specific
locations by manually placing seed points in a view of the DEM or by
loading them from a vector geodata layer

contour lines from DEM

• Compute hydrologic/geomorphic characteristics of the DEM cells: specific
catchment area, compound topographic index (CTI), maximum upstream
flow distance, and downstream flow distance

• Perform contouring, surface fitting, and triangulation operations
For more information see: Technical Guides on Terrain Operations and
Analyzing Terrain and Surfaces tutorial at the MicroImages website.

watershed flowpaths
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Urban Planning
Urban Planners need to integrate a variety of data from multiple sources and
produce electronic and paper maps when making spatial decisions about
how cities grow and develop. TNTmips provides powerful tools for electronic
and paper map production that require attributes, special symbology, and
integrated analysis and presentation tools etc. With GIS, image processing,
2D/3D visualisation and geospatial analysis tools, TNTmips help planners
create, modify, and analyze spatial data to identify problems, forecast future
needs, prepare urban plans and monitor their implementation. TNTmips also
supports participatory planning for greater citizen involvement in spatial
decision-making by providing a variety of data publishing methods such as
creating electronic atlases, Google Earth overlays, 3D simulations.
Map Creation and Editing
The TNT Spatial Editor provide a flexible environment for creating and editing your map layers in the form of
Vector, CAD, TIN, shape, raster files and spatial databases.

• Reference layers: map over composites of aerial or satellite images,
scanned field map, contour lines, Internet servers...

• Editable layers: edit layers in a composite view with automatic
backups and multiple undos

more

• Data integration: generate new layers by extracting part of existing
maps, combining layers, dissolving adjacent polygons based on
shared attributes
more

• Relational database: attributes for editable layers can be in relational
database structure or linked to existing external database

• Sketching: draw sketches for interpretation and annotation on map
and image layers and save results as CAD object more

• Templates: use templates to define relational database structure,
database picklists, and styles
Draw and edit parcels and attach records

more

• GPS input: read GPS coordinates to add elements to map layers

2D and 3D Visualization
TNTmips provides a wide range of 2D and 3D visualization options to enhance interpretation and presentation.
• Data classification: create color theme maps or graduated symbol
maps for visualisation and analysis more

• 3D views: open oblique perspective 3D views with full control over
viewing geometry and visualise your overlays in 3D

more

• Visual data integration: use transparency effects, and advanced
viewing tools in 2D and 3D displays to visually integrate map data with
other layers
more

• Database queries: use queries to select elements with specific attributes
to answer location specific questions

more

• Layer combination: make queries using the associated attribute tables
of objects of different types, combine the results on-the-fly using geospatial formulas more

• Digital photo integration: visually integrate geotagged digital photos
into maps as symbols or pop-in photo keyed to cursor location

more

Display transparent floodplains layer
over landuse and view elevation raster
layer using view-in-view when needed.

Spatial Analysis and Modelling
Use wide variety of spatial analysis tools to derive new information from the existing layers.

• Overlay analysis: combine two or more layers of data covering the same
area using a variety of operations (union, intersect, subtract etc.) more

• Proximity analysis: create buffer zones to generate a zone of a specified
distance around geographic elements more

• Topographic analysis: use digital elevation rasters to compute, slope,
aspect, viewshed, watershed, ...

more

• Network analysis: define service areas for facility locations within the network, or find shortest, fastest, ... route connecting two or more stops more
Network Analysis that classifies
settlements according to which
service center is closest within a
distance of 50km.

• Grid analysis: subdivide larger areas into smaller regular polygon cells in a
desired shape and assign attributes

more

• Multi-criteria decisions: compare a number of alternatives based on selected criteria using Multi-Criteria Analysis

more

Remote Sensing for Monitoring and Change Detection
TNTmips includes a full range of tools for enhancing images to use for recognizing urban land cover.

• Integrated enhancements: contrast enhancement and spatial filtering
integrated into the display and edit processes

more

• Image rectification: rectify and reproject base images to any map reference
system, and orthorectify satellite images

more

• Multispectral image tools: pan-sharpening for added resolution, band ratios
to highlight classification

more

• Classification tools: image classification and feature mapping to distinguish
one urban land cover type from another

more

• Custom processing: powerful geospatial scripting environment for developing custom processing and enhancement tools more
Landuse data displayed
over an orthophoto.

Publish Hard-Copy and Electronic Versions
Use TNTmips to lay out map data for printing, distribution as PDF files, or as electronic atlases.

• Complete map layouts: make hard-copy map layouts with
map grids, legends, scale bars, database tables, marginalia

• Publish to PDF/KML: publish map and image layouts as
KML files for Google Earth or PDF files for easy electronic
distribution more

• Publish as electronic atlas: create electronic atlases to view
in MicroImages FREE TNTatlas product with layer control, popin attributes keyed to cursor location, and access to complete
attribute tables more

• 3D simulations: create 3D simulation of your geospatial data
and record the simulation as a movie using FREE TNTsim3D

• Web-based mapping: share your maps online by publishing
your electronic atlases using TNTserver, view these atlases and
combine them with web layers from other sources using FREE
TNT client applications more
Map Layout rendered to KML and displayed
in Google Earth.

• Data export: export maps and map data to wide range of
geospatial and relational database formats such as shape,
geodatabase, KML, SID, SVG ... more

Viewing Geodata

TNTmips

The powerful Display capabilities in the TNTgis products give you a
multitude of ways to explore and visualize your geospatial data.
TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTatlas allow you to view imagery, map
data, and terrain data in almost any form, including dozens of file
types in their native format. You can overlay any number of geodata
layers of different types, open multiple geolocked views, and even
add terrain data to create 3D perspective and stereoscopic
renderings. Powerful tools are provided for visualizing and enhancing
multispectral and hyperspectral images, designing display styles for
map data, making measurements, using interactive queries to
explore map attributes, and composing map layouts for printing.
Viewing Geodata Highlights:
Complex map data display with sidebar legends
• Overlay any number/type of geodata layer: raster, vector, shape,
CAD, TIN, database pin map, terrain, web tileset, Web Map Service, ArcIMS

• Include layers in a wide variety of formats without importing (e.g., JP2,
GeoTIFF, MrSID, shapefile, DGN, geodatabase)

• Overlay layers in different coordinate reference systems with automatic
reprojection to match the target reference system

• Use multiple views geolocked by scale, position, or both
• Use terrain data to create 3D perspective and stereoscopic views of image
and map layers

Sketching and measuring tools

• Pop-in DataTips reveal specified attributes for map elements / image cells
• Open database tables to view full set of map element attributes and select
elements and records manually or by query

• View window sidebar provides layer controls, legends, locator, zoom controls, and others

• Use View-in-View tool to compare sets of layers within a single view
• GeoToolbox provides multi-purpose drawing tools for measuring, sketching

DataTips show attribute information

and annotation, and creating region objects for data processing

• Stored pyramid tiers for images provide fast display at any scale
• Set visibility of map element classes by scale to provide map detail commensurate with the current view scale

• Set transparency for raster and geometric layers to provide visibility for
underlying layers

• Enhance contrast and adjust color of image using full image or designated
area and use on-the-fly image filtering to sharpen, smooth, and detect edges

View LIDAR data as points or as
virtual terrain surface

• Automatically generate display styles for map element classes, design
individual styles, or create custom styles using scripts

• View LIDAR data as points styled by class/elevation/return type or as virtual
terrain surface

• Design map layouts with legends, scale bars, map grids, and text and print
or render to PDF
For more information see: Technical Guides on Viewing Geodata and the
Introduction to the Display Interface tutorial at the MicroImages website.

3D perspective views
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Watershed Analysis TNTmips
The Watershed process in TNTmips models the
movement of water over the land surface. Using the
digital elevation model (DEM) raster object you select,
the process divides the terrain into separate
watersheds and determines the stream network for
each. Watersheds can also be divided into basins
(subwatersheds) associated with particular branches of
the stream network. Several geomorphic indices can
be computed for the terrain surface and hydologic
attributes can be determined for the stream lines and
basin polygons. The geospatial products created by
the watershed process can be used for environmental
analysis and as input for more specialized hydrologic
and geomorphic modeling such as soil erosion models.

Flowpaths and watershed boundaries in perspective view

TNTmips Watershed Analysis Highlights:

• Fast, efficient processing of very large DEMs (gigabytes in size)
• Compute vector flowpaths, watersheds, basins, and ridge lines
• Control drainage network density and basin size using flow accumulation thresholds for outlet, upstream limit, and branching points

• Quickly recompute and save multiple versions of flowpaths and basins
using different criteria

• Automatically fill spurious small depressions in DEM and set thresh-

flowpath and basin from seed point

olds to leave larger/deeper depressions unfilled

• Automatically place a drain (null cell) in bottom of unfilled depressions
to model their internal drainage

• Compute upstream catchment area and downstream flowpath for
specific locations by manually placing seed points in a view of the DEM
or by loading them from a vector geodata layer

• Save Watershed results at any time
• Compute hydrologic/geomorphic characteristics of the DEM cells:

computed stream orders

specific catchment area, compound topographic index (CTI), maximum upstream flow distance, and downstream flow distance

• Compute hydrologic attributes of flowpaths: stream order, elevation
drop, average slope, sinuosity ratio, upstream and downstream flow
distances, and others.

• Compute hydrologic attributes of catchment polygons: drainage
density, basin length, elongation ratio, basin relief, mean stream slope,
and many others

• Created segmented flowpath network using elevation or flow accumulation values
For more information see: Technical Guides on Watershed Analysis, and
Modeling Watershed Geomorphology tutorial at the MicroImages website.
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Planning Rural Development
TNTmips provides a variety of tools for managing spatial materials for
rural development planning of rural industrial sites, developable
residential land, agricultural land, tourism/recreation facilities etc.
These tools help to identify economic development opportunities and
publicize the existence of these opportunities for development. With
GIS, 2D/3D visualization and geospatial analysis tools, TNTmips helps
planners and decision makers plan, organize, and promote economic
opportunities in rural areas. TNTmips also provides a variety of data
publishing methods such as hardcopy printing, PDF creation, online
mapping, electronic atlases, Google Earth overlays, and 3D simulations
to assist in using your spatial information to promote, publicize and
manage economic development.
Map Creation and Editing
Create and edit your map layers in the form of vector, CAD, TIN, shape, raster files and spatial databases to
organize spatial information related to rural sites and communities.

• Reference layers: map over composites of aerial or satellite images,
scanned field map, Internet servers...

more

• Editable layers: edit layers in a composite view with automatic
backups and multiple undos

more

• Data integration: generate new layers by extracting part of existing
maps, combining layers, dissolving adjacent polygons based on
shared attributes
more

• Relational database: attributes for editable layers can be in relational
database structure or linked to existing external database

• Sketching: draw sketches for interpretation and annotation on map
Create and edit spatial data and attach
desired records to the elements to easily
identify rural assets.

2D and 3D Visualization

and image layers and save results as CAD object more

• Templates: use templates to define relational database structure,
database picklists, and styles

more

• GPS input: read GPS coordinates to add elements to map layers

TNTmips provides a wide range of 2D and 3D visualization options to organize, control, and monitor the rural
development sites and the economic activities.

• Data classification: create color theme maps or graduated symbol
maps for visualization and analysis

more

• 3D views: open oblique perspective 3D views with full control over
viewing geometry and visualize your overlays in 3D more

• Visual data integration: use transparency effects, and advanced
viewing tools in 2D and 3D displays to visually integrate map data
with other layers more

• Database queries: use queries to select elements with specific
attributes to answer location specific questions

more

• Digital photo integration: visually integrate geotagged digital
photos into maps as symbols or pop-in photo keyed to cursor
location more

Parcel data and town borders displayed over
an orthophoto along with a view-in-view
showing hydrology and irrigation information.

Site Selection for Economic Development
Use wide variety of spatial analysis tools to derive new information from the existing layers and to select the most
suitable site for the desired investment(s) based on the selected criteria.

• Overlay analysis: combine two or more layers of data
covering the same area using a variety of operations (union,
intersect, subtract etc.)
more

• Proximity analysis: create buffer zones to generate a zone of
a specified distance around natural resoruces

more

• Network analysis: define service areas within the network, or
find shortest, fastest, ... routes to facilities

more

• Topographic analysis: use digital elevation rasters to
compute, slope, aspect, viewshed, watershed, ...
Overlay Analysis to identify parcels between 12
and 20 hectares and outside the 500 meter buffer
from water wells and rivers.

more

• Multi-criteria decisions: compare a number of alternatives
based on selected criteria using Multi-Criteria Analysis

more

Remote Sensing for Monitoring and Change Detection
TNTmips includes a full range of tools for enhancing images to use for recognizing land cover.
• Integrated enhancements: contrast enhancement and spatial
filtering integrated into the display and edit processes
more

• Image rectification: rectify and reproject base images to any
map reference system, and orthorectify satellite images

more

• Multispectral image tools: pan-sharpening for added resolution, band ratios to highlight classification

more

• Classification tools: image classification and feature mapping
to distinguish one urban land cover type from another

more

• Custom processing: powerful geospatial scripting environment
for developing custom processing and enhancement tools more

Irrigation and hydrology data displayed
over an orthophoto.

Publicize Economic Opportunities
Use TNTmips to lay out map data for printing, distribution as PDF files, or as electronic atlases.

• Complete map layouts: make hard-copy map layouts with
map grids, legends, scale bars, database tables, marginalia

• Publish to PDF/KML: publish map and image layouts as
KML files for Google Earth or PDF files for easy electronic
distribution
more

• Publish as electronic atlas: create electronic atlases to view
in MicroImages FREE TNTatlas product with layer control, popin attributes keyed to cursor location, and access to complete
attribute tables
more

• 3D simulations: create 3D simulation of your geospatial data
and record the simulation as a movie using FREE TNTsim3D

• Web-based mapping: share your maps online by publishing
your electronic atlases using TNTserver, view these atlases and
combine them with web layers from other sources using FREE
TNT client applications
more
Site selection analysis results for rural
development rendered to KML and displayed in
Google Earth.

• Data export: export maps and map data to wide range of
geospatial and relational database formats such as shape,
geodatabase, KML, SID, SVG ...
more

Planning Tourism Events
TNTmips provides a variety of tools for managing spatial materials for
event planning from selecting the event site to organizing the physical
arrangement of booths, stands, stages etc. With GIS, 2D/3D
visualization and geospatial analysis tools, TNTmips helps event
planners plan, organize, promote, operate and evaluate tourism
events. TNTmips also provides a variety of data publishing methods
such as hardcopy printing, PDF creation, online mapping, electronic
atlases, Google Earth overlays, and 3D simulations to assist in using
your spatial information to promote, publicize and manage your events.
Map Creation and Editing
Create and edit your map layers in the form of vector, CAD, TIN, shape, raster files and spatial databases to
organize spatial information related to the event site, activities, travel, accomodation, and services.

• Reference layers: map over composites of aerial or satellite images,
scanned field map, Internet servers...

more

• Editable layers: edit layers in a composite view with automatic
backups and multiple undos

more

• Data integration: generate new layers by extracting part of existing
maps, combining layers, dissolving adjacent polygons based on
shared attributes
more

• Relational database: attributes for editable layers can be in relational
database structure or linked to existing external database

• Sketching: draw sketches for interpretation and annotation on map
and image layers and save results as CAD object more
Organize event site by arranging booths,
stands, stages and attaching desired
records to the elements

• Templates: use templates to define relational database structure,
database picklists, and styles

more

• GPS input: read GPS coordinates to add elements to map layers

2D and 3D Visualization of the Site
TNTmips provides a wide range of 2D and 3D visualization options to organize, control, and monitor the event site
and the activities.

• Data classification: create color theme maps or graduated symbol
maps for visualization and analysis

more

• 3D views: open oblique perspective 3D views with full control over
viewing geometry and visualize your overlays in 3D more

• Visual data integration: use transparency effects, and advanced
viewing tools in 2D and 3D displays to visually integrate map data
with other layers more

• Database queries: use queries to select elements with specific
attributes to answer location specific questions

more

• Digital photo integration: visually integrate geotagged digital
photos into maps as symbols or pop-in photo keyed to cursor
location more

Parade route and a pop-in photo keyed
to cursor location

Site Selection for Events
Use wide variety of spatial analysis tools to derive new information from the existing layers and to select the most
suitable site for the desired event(s) based on the selected criteria.

• Overlay analysis: combine two or more layers of data
covering the same area using a variety of operations (union,
intersect, subtract etc.)
more

• Proximity analysis: create buffer zones to generate a zone of
a specified distance around alternative event sites

more

• Network analysis: define service areas for event locations
within the network, or find shortest, fastest, ... routes to event
sites, facilities
more
Overlay Analysis to classify public parks for
selecting the event site according to their
proximity to the medical facilities and fire stations
over the transportation network.

• Multi-criteria decisions: compare a number of alternatives
based on selected criteria using Multi-Criteria Analysis

more

Risk Assestment and Security
TNTmips includes a full range of tools for assessing risks and providing security for the public during your events
and increases the fast response capability in case of emergency.

• Integrate information: visually integrate all sorts of spatial information
available for the event site to generate an emergency plan

more

• Visualize evacuation routes and exits: use editing tools to create
base maps showing evacuation routes and exits and present these
maps using advanced 2D and 3D visualization tools
more

• Evaluate accessibility to nearest emergency facilities: locate the
available fire centers, medical institutions, security teams, conduct
analysis for determining shortest, fastest routes to these facilities from
the event site, and classify these facilites in terms of their proximity to
the event site
more

3 km buffer zones from the event
center that shows the closest medical
facilities and fire stations.

Publicize your events
Use TNTmips to lay out map data for printing, distribution as PDF files, or as electronic atlases.

• Complete map layouts: make hard-copy map layouts with
map grids, legends, scale bars, database tables, marginalia

• Publish to PDF/KML: publish map and image layouts as
KML files for Google Earth or PDF files for easy electronic
distribution
more

• Publish as electronic atlas: create electronic atlases to view
in MicroImages FREE TNTatlas product with layer control, popin attributes keyed to cursor location, and access to complete
attribute tables
more

• 3D simulations: create 3D simulation of your geospatial data
and record the simulation as a movie using FREE TNTsim3D

• Web-based mapping: share your maps online by publishing
your electronic atlases using TNTserver, view these atlases and
combine them with web layers from other sources using FREE
TNT client applications
more
Map Layout that can be published in a variety of
formats for promotion and distribution.

• Data export: export maps and map data to wide range of
geospatial and relational database formats such as shape,
geodatabase, KML, SID, SVG ...
more

Tourism Planning
TNTmips provides powerfull tools for managing spatial materials for
tourism planning to identify tourism opportunities, develop diverse types
of natural and cultural attractions, tourism infrastructure and provide
tourism services. With GIS, image processing, 2D/3D visualisation and
geospatial analysis tools, TNTmips help tourism planners create,
modify, and analyze spatial data to plan tourism developments, monitor
their implementation and impact on economy, environment, and
culture. TNTmips also provides a variety of data publishing methods
such as hardcopy printing, PDF creation, online mapping, electronic
atlases, Google Earth overlays, 3D simulations to assist in using your
spatial information to promote, publicize and manage your destinations.
Map Creation and Editing
TNTmips help you organize your tourism data by creating and editing your map layers in the form of Vector, CAD,
TIN, shape, raster files and spatial databases

• Reference layers: map over composites of aerial or satellite images,
scanned field map, contour lines, database locations...

• Editable layers: edit layers in a composite view with automatic
backups and multiple undos

more

• Data integration: generate new layers by extracting part of existing
maps, combining layers, dissolving adjacent polygons based on
shared attributes
more

• Relational database: attributes for editable layers can be in relational
database structure or linked to existing external database

• Sketching: draw sketches for interpretation and annotation on map
and image layers and save results as CAD object

more

• Templates: use templates to define relational database structure,
database picklists, and styles
Edit visitor centers and attach records

more

• GPS input: read GPS coordinates to add elements to map layers

2D and 3D Visualization
TNTmips provides a wide range of 2D and 3D visualization options to enhance interpretation and presentation.

• Data classification: create color theme maps or graduated symbol
maps for visualisation and analysis

more

• 3D views: open oblique perspective 3D views with full control over
viewing geometry and visualise your overlays in 3D

more

• Visual data integration: use transparency effects, and advanced
viewing tools in 2D and 3D displays to visually integrate map data with
other layers
more

• Database queries: use queries to select elements with specific
attributes to answer location specific questions

more

• Digital photo integration: visually integrate geotagged digital photos
into maps as symbols or pop-in photo keyed to cursor location

more
Pop-in photo keyed to cursor location
from a touristic site.

Spatial Analysis and Modelling
Use wide variety of spatial analysis tools to derive new information from the existing layers.

• Proximity analysis: generate a buffer zone of a specified distance
around geographic elements representing attraction sites

more

• Network analysis: define service areas for touristic locations within the
network, or find shortest, fastest, ... routes to interesting sites

more

• Concentration analysis: find concentration of tourism services within a
specified distance of certain attractions

more

• Multi-criteria decisions: compare a number of tourism development
alternatives based on selected criteria
Proximity Analysis that shows the
location of tourist attractions within a
distance of 1 km of historical districts.

more

• Overlay analysis: combine two or more layers of data covering the
same area using a variety of operations (union, intersect, subtract etc.)

Publish Hard-Copy and Electronic Versions
Use TNTmips to lay out map data for printing, distribution as PDF files, or as electronic atlases.

• Complete map layouts: make hard-copy map layouts with
map grids, legends, scale bars, database tables, marginalia

• Publish to PDF/KML: publish georeferenced map and image
layouts as KML files for Google Earth or PDF files for easy
electronic distribution more

• Publish as electronic atlas: create electronic atlases to view
in MicroImages FREE TNTatlas product with layer control, popin attributes keyed to cursor location, and access to complete
attribute tables more

• 3D simulations: create 3D simulation of your geospatial data
and record the simulation as a movie using FREE TNTsim3D

• Web-based mapping: share your maps online by publishing
your electronic atlases using TNTserver, view these atlases and
combine them with web layers from other sources using FREE
TNT client applications more

• Data export: export maps and map data to wide range of
geospatial and relational database formats such as shape,
geodatabase, KML, SID, SVG ... more

Map Layout that shows park facilities. It can be
distributed to public using any of the Hard-Copy
or Electronic publishing tools provided by
TNTmips or other products.

Remote Sensing for Monitoring and Change Detection
TNTmips includes a full range of tools for image interpretation to use for monitoring tourism developments on
sensitive geographies.
• Integrated enhancements: contrast enhancement and spatial filtering
integrated into the display and edit processes
more

• Image rectification: rectify and reproject base images to any map
reference system, and orthorectify satellite images

more

• Multispectral image tools: pan-sharpening for added resolution, band
ratios to highlight classification

more

• Classification tools: image classification and feature mapping to
distinguish one land cover type from another
Road, hydrology and build-up areas
displayed over Landsat data.

more

• Custom processing: powerful geospatial scripting environment for
developing custom processing and enhancement tools

more

Color Binarization

The Color Binarization process in TNTmips
(Prepare / Raster / Color Binarization) creates binary rasters using colors you select off
the screen from the display of a raster object
(as illustrated above). By working with different colors, you can create several different binary rasters that pull out different features from the source map.
The next illustration shows a SPOT image
overlaid with three separate binary rasters
created by Color Binarization. The null value
in each binary raster is set to be transparent
in the display process so that only the extracted features of interest overlay the base
image: blue bathymetric features, red roads,
and green for railroads, pipelines, and other
annotations.
Color Binarization is a quick way to prepare
binary raster overlays from scanned maps (as
in the example above). The process can also be used as a step in raster-to-vector conversion projects. The binary
raster output can be thinned (Prepare / Raster / Thin Lines) and then automatically converted to line and polygon
elements in a vector object (Prepare / Convert / Raster to Vector / Auto Lines).
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Vector Combinations
The Vector Combination process in TNTmips (Prepare / Vector / Combine) provides nine different operations for geographic combination of vector objects. These operations use both logical and mathematical
combinations and include:
Add
Extract

Subtract
Extract and Clip

Logical-And
Inverse Extract

Source vector object

Logical-Or
Logical-Exclusive-Or
Extract and Add Boundary

Operator vector object

The Vector Combine operations use a Source vector object and an Operator vector object. You can select
elements for combination from both the Source and Operator using key field attributes, database queries,
or on-screen mouse selections. In the illustration here, five highlighted polygons have been chosen from
the Operator with the mouse.

The Extract operation identifies all
elements in the Source object
either completely or partially
included in the Operator
region. All such elements
are included in the
result without any
clipping.

The Extract and Clip operation finds
the elements in the Source object
that overlap the region defined
by the Operator, and clips
those elements at the
boundary of the Operator.

Vector combinations are used in many applications and are among the basic tools of GIS analysis.
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Directional Analysis
A new Directional Analysis process
(Interpret / Vector / Directional Analysis) analyzes lines in an input vector
object for directional qualities. The
process works in a "select by orientation" fashion, and highlights lines for
viewing, or copies them to an output
vector object based upon the line directional properties you specify.

The statistics used to generate the rose diagram can be computed from a variety of
directional properties in the input lines.

In this version of the process you can
set orientation selection parameters
either by entering values explicitly,
or by clicking on directions in the
accompanying Rose Diagram . The
Rose Diagram window is logically a
180 degree arc that displays line orientation statistics in a centrally symmetric 360 degree presentation.

erties of the input lines: Node to Node,
Line Best Fit, Line Segments,
Weighted Segments, Average Length,
Angle Deviation, and Fixed Length
Contours.

The process lets you set a Deviation
value so that lines whose orientation
is "close enough" to the selection orientation are also included. You can
also adjust a Minimum Length value
to exclude very short lines from analysis and processing.

Line Best Fit

Node to Node
Fixed Length Contours

Direction Analysis, which is also
called "Lineament Analysis", is used

in a variety of applications. Geologists use directional analysis for fault
line and fracture system analysis, and
for many innovative topographic and
lithographic analysis operations. The
supplemental documentation for this
process lists some recent technical
papers for further study.

Display and output lines drawn with Line Best
Fit, and 10-degree deviation threshold.

The Rose diagram can display statistics for a number of directional propLines selected that have an orientation of 20 degrees from North. Selection parameters allow 10 degrees of deviation, and a minimum line length of zero (0).

The rose diagram window shows line
orientation statistics with a 180 degree
arc displayed in a centrally symmetric 360
degree presentation. The 20 degree orientation has been selected.
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Distance Rasters

LEFT: A binary input raster containing the drainages in the Crow Butte map quadrangle. CENTER: Output raster object with cell
values that show the distance to the nearest black drainage feature. RIGHT: A buffer zone traced from the distance raster.

A new Raster Distances process
(Interpret / Raster / Distances) analyzes a binary input raster and creates an output distance raster in
which each cell contains the distance to the nearest binary feature
in the input raster. The distance
raster can be thought of as a continuous surface: low values are
close to the input features, and
high values are farther away. As a
surface, the distance raster yields
itself to further manipulations, such
as contour tracing (Prepare / Convert / Raster to Vector / Contours).
Contours derived in this way essentially define vector buffer zones
around the original binary input
features. The illustration at the top
of this page shows a network of
drainage lines used for input, the
distance raster that results, and a
set of vector contours traced on the
distance raster.

input features. The illustration
above shows distances computed
to only the black input features.
For input that contains large extent features of both black and
white, such as the coastline illustrated below, you may want to
compute the distance to the feature boundaries from both directions. In the example below, values on the black side indicate the
shortest distance to the white feature, while values on the white

side indicate the shortest distance
to the black feature.
The distance raster may be used to
generate large sets of nested vector contour lines, as illustrated
above, or it could be used in raster
GIS processes. For example, as a
processing raster in Feature Mapping (Interpret / Raster / Classify /
Feature Map), the distance raster
would influence classification outcomes based on spatial proximity
to the original binary features.

LEFT: A binary input raster that represents a shoreline. RIGHT: Output raster object
with cell values that show the distance to the shoreline from both directions.

Distance values in the output raster may be computed to black, to
white, or to both kinds of binary
MicroImages, Inc. 201 North 8th Street, Lincoln Nebraska, USA 68508-1347
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Surface Modeling
The Surface Modeling process can be used to
generate surface rasters, vector contours, and TIN
objects that represent many typesof functional sur
faces, such as ground surfaces, groundwater sur
faces, ore-bodies, or contaminant plumes.
The Surface Modeling operations previously avail
able as a number of separate processes are com
bined in a new process accessed by selecting Inter
pret / Surface Modeling... from the TNTmips menu.
You can consecutively create surface rasters, vec
tor contours, and TIN objects from a variety of
source objects using many new features and model
surfaces in a visual and interactive environment to
compare and evaluate new surface objects imme
diately.
The Surface Modeling process lets you create
surface rasters from 3D vectors, TIN objects, and
databases; create vector contours from surface
rasters or TIN objects; and create TIN objects from
3D vector objects.
The Surface Modeling window is used to select opera
tions, methods, and options for surface modeling
(lower- left). For example, a surface raster can be
created from a database containing x, y, and z coordi
nates as depicted by spatially located points (upper
right). Contours derived from the surface raster (cen
ter-right) and a TIN object created using the vector
contours (lower right) reflect the versatility of the
integrated new Surface Modeling process.
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Surface Properties
The new Surface Properties process uses a georeferenced elevation raster object (e.g. DEM) to compute new tables
containing surface measurements for vector elements as well as raster properties. The area can be specified by an
existing vector object or by a vector object created within the Surface Properties process.

an input elevation
raster and vector
polygon overlay

The process automatically attaches the properties it computes
to the vector object as new database tables. You can select a
line or polygon element in the display process and view the
associated records.
the Surface Properties process control window
for input and output
the elevation
table shows
properties of
the elevation
raster for a
selected
polygon

the surface
property tables
show properties
of polygon and
line elements

The surface properties more completely describe
the terrain than the standard projected two-dimensional area properties of vector elements.
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Wallis Filter
Portion of Landsat scene (Band 3, Red) with
normalized contrast. Little local detail can be seen in
areas with bright salt flats and very dark lava flows.

Locally Adaptive
Contrast Enhancement
The Wallis Filter process (Interpret / Raster / Filter /
Wallis) applies a locally-adaptive (spatially-varying)
contrast enhancement to a grayscale raster. This filter
is designed for grayscale images in which there are
significant areas of bright and dark tones. A typical
global contrast enhancement (e.g., Linear, Normalized)
cannot simultaneously produce good local contrast at
both ends of the brightness range. A global contrast
stretch designed to provide detail in dark areas will
likely saturate the bright areas, and vice versa.
The Wallis Filter adjusts brightness values in local areas
so that the local mean and standard deviation match
user-specified target values. This enhancement
produces good local contrast throughout the image,
while reducing the overall contrast between bright and
dark areas. The algorithm uses an image-partitioning
and interpolation scheme to speed processing of the
image. The output raster is a user-controlled weighted
average of the Wallis filter output and the original image.

Same scene with the Wallis filter applied. Contrast is
altered to provide a more uniform tone throughout the
image, with greatly improved local contrast in bright
and dark areas.

The illustrations on this page compare a normalized
contrast stretch with the Wallis filter result for an image
with extensive dark lava flows and local very bright
salt flats. Significant local features such as fault scarps,
bedrock joint patterns, and alluvial fan drainage patterns
are much more evident in the Wallis-enhanced image.
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TNTmips ® Vector Analysis Operations
Some of the topological vector operations available in TNTmips® and TNTlite™ are illustrated in the chart found
on both sides of this sheet. The topological data structure and these operations are similar to those found in ARC/
INFO, except topology is automatically created and maintained. TNTmips and TNTlite differ from ARC/INFO by
providing topological vectors and GIS operations in integrated combination with raster, CAD, and TIN data types.
All of these data types can be stored in the same project file in TNTmips, and a variety of methods are provided for
interconversion of data types (raster to vector, CAD to vector, raster to TIN, and so on). Moreover, TNTmips and
TNTlite perform these operations interactively with an easily used, windows-oriented interface.
Operation
Application

Description

Generate buffers • generate buffer zones
(setbacks)
around selected
elements

• merge new features

Update object

with a “cut and paste”
operation

TNTmips Feature

Example

(ARC/INFO command)

(TNTmips menu path)

Buffer Zones
(BUFFER)
(Process/Vector/Compute/Buffer Zones)
All Operator

Replace
(UPDATE)

By Element*

+

or
(Process/Vector/Combine/Replace)

• remove elements
in part of an object
prior to updating

• select elements to be

Extract, subset,
or reduce
elements

retained

Subtract

–

=

or

(ERASECOV)
(Process/Vector/Combine/Subtract) *Islands not selected as part of operator

Extract
(RESELECT)
(Process/Vector/Extract)
All Operator

• cut out part of an
object with “cookie
cutter”

Extract Inside
and Clip
(CLIP)

Extract
Partially Inside

+

By Element*

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Extract Inside and Clip)

+

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Extract Partially Inside)

Extract Partially
Outside

+

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Extract Partially Outside)
*Islands not selected as part of operator

All Source

Extract
Completely
Inside
Extract Inside
Add Border

+

Polygons Only

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Extract Completely Inside)

+

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Extract Inside Add Border)

Extract Outside
Add Border

+

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Extract Outside Add Border)

®
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Additional TNTmips Vector Analysis Operations
Operation
Application

Description

• overlay polygons and

Spatial join
(merge feature
attributes)

keep all elements in
both objects

TNTmips Feature

Example

(ARC/INFO command)

(TNTmips menu path)
All Operator

(UNION)

+

• retain only those
elements in the
source and operator
without overlap
Merge polygons

• drop borders between
neighboring polygons
with the same values
for selected attributes

Merge adjacent
maps

• merge polygons in
adjacent objects and
rebuild topology

• merge the same
feature classes from
adjacent objects
Merge
overlapping
maps

• merge various feature
classes to create new
features

=

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Union (OR))

• retain only those
elements that fall
within the source and
operator

By Element*

Union (OR)

Intersect (AND)
(INTERSECT)

+

or
(Process/Vector/Combine/Intersect (AND))

Exclusive Union
(XOR)

+

or

(Process/Vector/Combine/Exclusive Union (XOR))
*Islands not selected as part of operator

Dissolve
(DISSOLVE)
(Process/Vector/Dissolve Polygons)

Merge
(MAPJOIN)

+
(Process/Vector/Merge)

Merge
(APPEND)

+
(Process/Vector/Merge)

Merge
(APPEND with the
NOTEST option)

+
(Process/Vector/Merge)

MicroImages’ trademarked line of products includes TNTmips®, the professional Map and Image Processing System; TNTlite™, TNTmips for students
and learning professionals; TNTview®, for visualization and interpretation; TNTlink™, for construction of HyperIndex® stacks; TNTatlas™, for wide
scale publication of electronic atlases; and TNTsdk®, for development of custom modules for TNTmips. Other products mentioned herein are trademarks
or registered trademarks of their respective trademark owners.
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DEM-Orthophoto Features

Red boxed tick marks are georeference points. Yellow tick marks are correlation points. Colored labels indicate the
strength of the image correlation for each tie point. The area being modeled is inscribed with a red box.

A new easy-to-use interface facilitates placing correlation
points in the Relative Orientation step (step A) for DEM extraction and orthoimage creation. Twin canvases in a View
window show correlation points, georeference points, the area
being modeled, and the correlation point crosshair.
The associated Digital Photogrammetric Modeling window
presents a selection of process control features. Icon buttons
at the top of the window select the current processing step.
Tabbed sections present features associated with each process.
The Tie Points tab for Relative Orientation presents a zoomed
view of the current tie point position in each image. The Tie
Point is originally placed in one of the View window's two
canvases, and then evaluated and adjusted in the zoomed Tie
Points tab view. You can nudge the position of the tie point
with arrow buttons and then click the Adjust push button to
apply a best-fit statistical match to move the crosshairs.
The Parameters tab for Relative Orientation lets you choose
style and display options for correlation point labels,
georeference tick marks, the model area box, and the zoom
level of the Tie Points tab view.
MicroImages, Inc., 11th Floor - Sharp Tower, 206 South 13th Street, Lincoln, NE 68508-2010
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Basin Regions
Points Selected

Region Generated

Soils Extracted

~15 sec

Flood Zone Regions
Dam site selected

Region Generated

~10 sec

Flood Side Changed

or

The soil map within the elevation
raster is a farm of interest. The
Change Flood Side toggle button
determines whether the region is
above or below the dam. The
proposed dam (selected line) will
not flood the farm whether it holds
or breaks.

Boundary Options for Extracting with Regions
When you use a region to extract elements, there are six options for how to treat the elements that
cross the region boundary: Partially Inside, Completely Inside, Clip Inside, Partially Outside, Completely Outside, and Clip Outside.
Vector to extract from

Partially Inside

Completely Inside

Clip Inside

Region to extract with

Partially Outside

Completely Outside

Clip Outside

Database Tables for Clipped Elements
New tables are created, and the unattached records deleted when elements are extracted. Unattached records are the records associated only with elements that do not survive extraction. New
standard attributes tables are also calculated so that elements clipped at the region boundary have
accurate attributes, such as area and length. New standard attributes tables are calculated whether
or not the object extracted from had standard attributes tables.

A buffer zone region created around selected tributaries
was used to extract a portion of a soil map. The position of the region relative to the soil map is shown in
outline above (left center). The extracted soil polygons
are shown over the vector object from which the lines to
be buffered were selected (right center). The soil class
table and the standard attributes tables for the complete
and extracted soil maps are shown. The active polygon
in both objects was selected with a single mouse click.

Polygon Fitting Regions
All Points Selected

Region Generated

Soils Extracted

~1 sec

Cluster Regions
All Points Selected

Region Generated

~1 sec

Soils Extracted

Texture Growth Regions
Points Selected

Region Generated

Soils Extracted

~70 sec

Times Reported
All times reported were determined on a Pentium 133 with 16 Mb of memory running Windows 95.
The time required for region generation processes that use reference rasters is sensitive to raster
size. For example, the time reported to generate the Texture Growth Region shown above was
determined using a 1389 line by 1025 column reference raster. When the raster size was decreased
to 488 lines by 361 columns, the time required decreased to 20 seconds. This smaller sized raster
was used in all other raster related examples.

Advanced Options
The Advanced Options toggle button provides the ability to remove islands and subregions smaller
than a specified size for all region generation methods.

Default
includes
all islands
and subregions

All islands
removed
using
toggle
button

Small subregions
removed,
islands
restored

Threshold Regions
Selected Raster

Region Generated

Soils Extracted

~15 sec

Raster Cells Regions
Selected Raster & Polygon

~15 sec

Region Generated

Soils Extracted

Viewshed Regions
Point Selected

Region Generated

Soils Extracted

<30 sec

Voronoi Regions
Points Selected

Region Generated

~1 sec

Soils Extracted

Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement Filter
for RGB and Multi-Band Raster Sets
The Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement (LACE) filter can
now be applied not only to a single grayscale raster, but to an
RGB raster set, a color composite raster, or to a raster set with
more than three component rasters (multi bands). The LACE
filter is designed to improve local contrast for images that
include both very dark and very bright areas.

filtered image back into RGB color space. The Multi Bands
option performs a principal components transformation on the
input raster set and applies the contrast enhancement to the first
principal component raster. The filtered first principal
component is then used in the reverse transformation to produce
a filtered version of each input raster band.

All of the LACE filter operations can be launched from a single
user interface. The Composite Color and RGB options apply
the local contrast enhancement to a computed intensity raster
(average of the brightness in the Red, Green, and Blue
components). Several choices are offered for converting the

The LACE filter process now allows you to redistribute the
values in each input raster prior to application of the filter. The
input redistribution choices parallel the auto-contrast
enhancement choices available in the Spatial Data Display
process.

Portion of a Landsat TM scene (Bands 3, 2, 1 as RGB) with
normalized contrast enhancement. Dark lava flows and bright
salt flats reveal little local detail.

Same scene with the RGB LACE filter applied with Normalized
input redistribution. The final image is a weighted average of the
LACE filter output (90%) and the original image (10%).
Enhanced contrast in dark and light areas brings out significant
surface detail throughout the image.

GeoFormula Layers for Data Fusion
A GeoFormula is a computed display
layer that fuses data from one or more
input objects and displays the result. In
the display process, a GeoFormula
gives you a way to combine objects on
the fly. A GeoFormula display layer
contains a virtual object that is created dynamically, and then exists only
as a simple script when you are finished
with it. You can also run a separate GeoFormula process to prepare output objects to keep with your other project
materials.

The Script tab in the GeoFormula Controls window lets you type in a complex series of
statements and expressions that define manipulations to apply to objects for display.

GeoFormulas use the syntax
of TNTs Spatial Manipulation
Language (SML).
The Script illustrated here is treated at more length in the Getting Started booklet, Using
Geospatial Formulas. Essentially, the Brovey transform normalizes the low resolution RGB
component images and then multiplies the result by the high resolution grayscale image. A
scale factor in this implementation increases the display intensity.

The GeoFormula illustrated on this page implements the Brovey transform, which
enhances low resolution color imagery with high resolution grayscale imagery. Three
bands of 30-meter TM imagery have been selected with a 10-meter SPOT image to
display a synthetic 10-meter resolution for the color TM data.

Low resolution TM imagery

High resolution SPOT imagery

A simple GeoFormula
applies a Brovey Transform,
combining low resolution
color imagery with high
resolution grayscale imagery
to display a color image with
enhanced resolution.
Sample data for this
illustration is the 30-meter
Color-IR image from bands 4,
3, and 2 of Crow Butte TM,
and the 10-meter SPOT
panchromatic. When
objects have different spatial
extents, you can have the
process display the overlap
region (as in this example),
or the combined region.
GeoFormula layers can be
used in all standard display
contexts in TNTmips,
TNTedit, and TNTview. You
can also use a GeoFormula
script in a separate process
to create output objects.

GeoFormula display layer with
enhanced color resolution

Click the GeoFormula button
in the Group Controls window
to add a GeoFormula layer.
On a Pentium 180, execution and
display took only 10 seconds.

GeoFormulas can use all kinds of geodata objects from TNT Project Files.
The script illustrated at right uses 3
bands of TM imagery and the CBSOILS
vector object. The polygon attribute
YIELD.OATS is displayed where its
value is larger than zero. Elsewhere the
composite TM image is displayed.
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Hyperspectral Analysis Process
Hyperspectral remote sensors collect images simultaneously in many narrow,
contiguous wavelength bands. The prototype Hyperspectral Analysis process
in TNTmips V5.90 provides the specialized, interactive analysis tools that are
required to fully exploit the spectral range and spectral resolution provided by
hyperspectral datasets. The process allows you to work with two different types
of objects: hyperspectral images and spectral libraries. A hyperspectral image
consists of a set of raster bands in a Project File, along with associated wavelength information for each band. You can select and view spectra for image
cells and save them in a spectral library. The saved image spectra can then be
used to map similar materials throughout the image. You can also work with
libraries of field and laboratory spectra and use selected spectra to identify
matching materials in the image. The U.S. Geological Survey’s standard spectral library (containing laboratory spectra for nearly 500 minerals) is included
as a starting point for material identification.
Hyperspectral Analysis Workflow
Nominal Calibration
Convert radiance values to
apparent reflectance

RGB display of three bands from a hyperspectral image of
Cuprite, Nevada, acquired by NASA’s AVIRIS instrument
(Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer). When you
open a hyperspectral image for analysis, the process
automatically selects a set of three bands with low, medium,
and high wavelength for an RGB display. You can also use
the Layer Controls to add any single band or RGB
combination of bands to the display.

Available Methods:

Spectrum Matching

• Spectral Angle Mapper
• Band Mapping

Search USGS spectral
library for matching
laboratory spectra

Available Methods:

• Minimum Offset • Equal Area Normalization
• Dark Field Offset • Log Residuals
• Flat Field Calibration

Remove Continuum

Extract Image Spectra

Remove the spectral
envelope (continuum) from
the spectra to build a library
of “continuum-removed”
absorption features

View spectral plots, specify
a spectral range to work in,
save spectra in library

Available Methods:

Spectral Classification

• Spectral Angle Mapper
• Cross Correlation
• Linear Unmixing
• Matched Filtering

Classify image cells using
selected laboratory spectra or
extracted image spectra

Spectral Plot
1.0
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.0
2.05

2.11

2.17

2.23

2.29

2.35

2.41

Wavelength (micrometers)
Image spectrum extracted from area
dominated by the alteration mineral alunite.
Matching laboratory spectrum for alunite found
by the Spectral Angle matching procedure.

Classification results for selected mineral spectra overlaid on a single
grayscale image band. Each color identifies cells that match a specific laboratory
mineral spectrum within an adjustable tolerance level. Red = K-alunite, cyan = Naalunite, yellow = kaolinite, blue = chalcedony, green = calcite. Alunite, kaolinite, and
chalcedony (opal) are hydrothermal alteration products commonly associated with gold and
other precious metal deposits. The illustration shows separate color-mapped classification
results for each mineral using the Cross Correlation method.
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Network Analysis
TNTmips has long provided a simple routing tool as part of its Spatial Data Display process. Now this tool has
evolved into a separate process (Network Analysis) with many additional control functions, such as turn impedance at nodes and the ability to designate the carrying capacity and one-way traffic patterns of selected lines. In
addition to determining optimal routes that include any number of designated stops, you can use the process to
model allocation networks for any number of designated distribution centers. All nodes in the vector object used
for network analysis must have attributes assigned to ensure the validity of the results (otherwise your route may
go the wrong way on a one-way street or cross a barrier). Tools to assist you in assigning attributes are provided
in the Network Analysis process. One such tool lets you assign time delays to all nodes based on the turn angle
between the incoming and outgoing lines. You can then modify these times for the few intersections you know to
be exceptions.
In Routing mode, the Network Analysis process lets you designate
the location of stops you need to make and then figures out the
optimum path based on line and node attributes. Line length is the
most obvious line attribute to consider when determining the optimum path, but other factors, such as speed limits and passibility,
are also important. The allowable directions for turning and turn
time delays are important node attributes for routing. All nodes and
lines along the route are identified and drawn in a specified color.
[These colors are fixed in this prototype version as green for nodes
and cyan for lines (although they have been modified here to orange and red, respectively), but you will be able to define colors
and styles as the process is further developed. The stops are shown
larger in blue in the illustration at the left to help you distinguish
them on the printed
page.]
As you assign attributes to nodes and
lines, an enlarged
view of the selected
node and the lines attached to it or the selected line and its terminal nodes, respectively,
is shown in the appropriate attribute assignment window. These
views are color coded so you can easily identify the directionality of
lines, which is important for one-way streets.
In Allocation mode, you enter the location of centers, then the Network Analysis process identifies the linear components of the network that should feed that center (Allocate In) or that the center
should service (Allocate Out). These lines are colored to match the
point that represents the center. Demand is an important attribute of
lines in an allocation system. If the centers are schools, for example, the demand along a particular line is the number of students
living along the street.
MicroImages, Inc.
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Vector Filters
TNTmips provides a variety of filters for modification of vector objects. These filters include removing dangling
lines (overshoots), sliver polygons, excess nodes, and bubbles; simplifying (thinning) lines; closing undershoots;
dissolving polygons; and line densification (splining). All vector filters are now available in a single process and
can be run one right after the other on one or more vector objects. Filters are run in the order selected, with
subsequent filters being applied to the results of previous filtering operations. Click on the Test button to preview
the complete filter series selected, then modify parameters and test again as many times as necessary before
electing to save the output. All these filters are also available in the Object Editor (and TNTedit) for individual use
on any vector object you are editing.
You can select multiple vectors to apply
Input
vector object

the same filter set to. You can include
the same filter twice in a set by simply
selecting it twice (you might, for example,
apply the line simplification filter before
and after removing sliver polygons).
Each selected vector is tested separately. The filtered results for all vectors
are generated when you click on Run.
Click on the Show Details arrow to list
and set the filter parameters.

The Filter process lets you interactively determine the best filtering parameters for your vector objects by providing a Test function and Test View
window. The image in the Test View window progressively indicates the
appearance of the vector object after each filter is applied. In the illustration at the left, the blue lines are original elements that will be removed by
filtering (if you are running an Undershoots filter only, these lines will
remain). Magenta lines show gaps that will be filled by the Undershoots
filter, but removed by a later filter. The lines drawn in cyan represent the
lines that survive application of the Remove Bubbles filter. Green lines are
those that remain after application of the Sliver Polygons filter. The red
lines show the final result after application of the Line Simplification (line
thinning) filter. Lines not filtered out will be drawn in the color assigned to
the last filter. Lines drawn in
Result of
the original or intermediate
vector filtering
filter colors are not part of the
final filtered result. Any of
the assigned drawing colors
can be changed by clicking
on the Test Color button and
selecting a different color.

When you run the process and
create a new vector object, you
can view a report of how many
elements were affected by each
of the filters selected.
MicroImages, Inc.
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Hyperspectral Explorer
Have you ever tried to find a colorful RGB combination of bands
to highlight essential features of a hyperspectral image? Checked
combination after combination (selected from tens or hundreds
of available bands) by trial and error? Now you can automate
this task by using the unique Hyperspectral Explorer, a new part
of the Hyperspectral Analysis process in TNTmips V6.00.

Press the Hyperspectral Explorer icon button, draw a
rectangular inspection box in the Hyperspectral Image window,
and click the right mouse button to load the boxed portion of
each band into memory. The dashed line shows the location
of the Explorer window cross section view.

To use the Hyperspectral Explorer, first designate an inspection
box in the Hyperspectral Image window (up to the product of 256
by 256 cells in size). The inspection box provides a rapid animated preview of a large number of RGB band combinations
from which you can select the best combination to use for analysis, display, or printing.
The Hyperspectral Explorer creates a sample set of RGB images
using fixed intervals (number of bands) to separate the Red, Green,
and Blue components. You can set a single overall interband
interval or use different Red-Green and Green-Blue intervals. Setting a single interband interval of 10, for example, creates RGB
images using bands 1, 11, and 21; 2, 12, and 22; 3, 13, and 23;
and so on until each band has been used in at least one RGB
image.
The Explorer window provides controls for the animated preview. When you press the Play button, the process cycles through
the prepared set of RGB combinations in order of increasing wavelength and displays them at one second intervals in the inspection box. Other icon buttons allow you to pause, reverse, or restart the sequence. When you find a combination that highlights
the features of interest, press the Full View icon button to change
the full window display to this RGB combination.

To understand the lower part of the Explorer window, imagine
that all of the prepared RGB images of the inspection box are
stacked on top of each other, with the lower wavelength combinations at the top (see illustration below left). Then make a vertical slice down through the stack along a line through the middle
of the inspection box (shown as the dashed cross section line in
the view window). The Explorer window displays this vertical
slice. Each horizontal line of pixels in the window pane shows
the colors produced by one of the RGB combinations along the
cross section line. The display gives an overview of the range of
colors produced by each of the band combinations, allowing you
to zero in on useful ranges of combinations.

Cross Section Line
Inspection Box
Play

Reverse
Pause

Restart

Full View
Parameters

The Parameters window allows you
to choose a cross section direction
(horizontal or vertical) and set a
single interband interval.

Sample
RGB
Images

You can also move the colored
sliders to choose initial RGB band
assignments, establishing both
interband intervals and the
wavelength order of bands in each
RGB sample image. The
wavelength of each current band is
shown to the right of the slider.

When you “play” the Explorer, the white indicator
moves to show the position of the current image in the stack of sample RGB images.
You can also drag the indicator to quickly move to a different stack position.
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Setting Line Labels Interactively
A new tool has been incorporated into the Spatial Data Editor to place labels on lines that intersect the segment you draw for label positioning. You can designate the orientation of the label relative to the tool or the object and also indicate whether it should be above, below, or centered on the line. There is even an “assistant” to
help you write your label style query.

This query sets
label styles (size,
color, and position) for contour
lines. Styles vary
such that large
labels appear on
contours with zvalues evenly
divisible by 200.

The position of the label
relative to the line is set
as part of the label style.

Let the Wizard Write Your Script

You can
also label
streets.

Even simple labels may require some script writing knowledge. For example, the z-values on contour lines shown
above are not simply an attribute value—the value has been truncated to remove the decimal point and the four
places to the right that are found in Internal.MaxZ. There is also the matter of alternating label size. The Label
Assistant leads you through a number of windows that let you specify what the labels should include and how they
should appear. Additional choices depend on the type of line (contours or roads) you specify.

①

Choose the type of line you want
to label (only contours and roads
are currently supported).

②

For contours, set the number of
Interval Groups, which is the same
as the number of different label
styles you want; the number of
decimal places to be shown in
the contour value; and the
number of lines between labels.

③

Set the Step Interval, which is the elevation
change for a set of interval groups. Specify
the label height in object coordinates. Also
click on [Edit Style...] to set the font, color,
and alignment, which is used for all labels
unless changed in a subsequent window.

the label height for the minor interval and change the style if desired.
④ Specify
The settings in the steps on this page produce the contour labels shown.
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Subpixel Spectral Identification
Unlock the information in individual image pixels with Matched
Filter Classification in the TNTmips Hyperspectral Analysis process. Matched Filtering identifies specific materials and estimates their fractional abundance in each pixel (raster cell).

extract a spectrum for each from the image. You can extract a
spectrum for a single “purest” pixel, or an average spectrum for
a small area. Then use these end-member spectra as input to
Matched Filtering.

Most cells in a hyperspectral image include more than one (and
perhaps many) materials, each of which contributes to the composite spectrum of an individual cell. Matched Filtering unmixes
these composite spectra, without requiring that you know all of
the spectra that might be present. It searches for the target spectra against a background of multiple unknown spectra, and produces a fraction image for each target end member. The fraction image is a grayscale raster with floating point values indicating the degree of match to the target spectrum, expressed as
approximate fractional abundance (with 1.0 as a perfect match).

For more information on Matched Filtering, consult the new
Getting Started booklet on Hyperspectral Analysis.

If you know the locations of key surface materials in portions of
a hyperspectral scene, you can use the Spectral Profile tool to

RGB display of selected bands from a hyperspectral (AVIRIS)
image of Cuprite, Nevada. Two concentrically-zoned areas of
hydrothermal alteration and mineralization are ringed by the red
patches.

KAOLINITE ABUNDANCE (Percent of Pixel)

60 - 100%

40 - 60%

20 - 40%

0 - 20%

Grayscale fraction image produced by matched filtering for the
target image spectrum of the mineral alunite. Bright tones identify
image cells with a high proportion of alunite; these cells ring the
cores of the altered zones. Most of the image shows low fractions
of alunite, resulting in a lack of image detail in darker areas.

Target Image Spectra

Reflectance

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Wavelength (micrometers)
Alunite

Kaolinite
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Fraction image for the target kaolinite image spectrum, with colors
keyed to different abundance ranges. Kaolinite is concentrated
in scattered areas around the periphery of the altered zones.
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New Features in Network Analysis
Many new features have been added to enhance the Network Analysis
process first introduced in TNTmips 5.9. The majority of the features
new for V6.00 are related to drawing styles, including labels that provide stop numbers and line patterns for network paths. Drawing styles
are set up in the Network Analysis Preferences window.

click 1

First stop changed
to last stop (select
first stop and click
on Move Stop to
End icon) and path
recalculated.

Another important new feature is the ability to step
through the network by
clicking on a peripheral node
in the graphic area of the
Network Node Attributes
window. You can also pan
the view to the active node
or line by right-clicking on
its entry in the Network Node
or Line Attributes windows.

Step
through
the
click 3
network
click 4
lines
click 2
intersection by
intersection. You can step from intersection to intersection along any line by
clicking on a node (other than the central node) in the graphic
panel of the Network Node Attributes window. This feature assists in assigning
attributes to nodes in a local area. The active node in the View window updates
at the same time.

Centers and stops can be represented by a box, circle, crosshair, or
point symbol. Point symbols used to represent centers should contain a significant variable color component in order to match the lines
assigned to the center.

variable color

The red circle indicates a
prime area for locating a
new Oriental restaurant.

In Allocation mode, you enter the location of centers, then the Network Analysis process identifies the linear components of the network that should feed that center (Allocate In) or that the center should
service (Allocate Out). Here, each center represents an existing Oriental restaurant. An impedance limit of 2 km was set to determine the
local area for each restaurant in hope of identifying an under-served
area. A large, central under-served area is easily identifiable after
running the process (Allocate In).
MicroImages, Inc.
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Toolbox Measurements and Regions
A new Toolbox icon in the standard View window introduces new tools and consolidates many features previously
located elsewhere in the display process. Click the Toolbox icon in any View window to open the toolbox window
for selection, measuring, sketching, region controls, GPS input, profiles, cross-sections and histogram views.
An icon row in the Toolbox window lets you select the tool
you want. Tabbed panels give you access to specific tool
features and parameter settings.

The Measure tool
shows immediate
values for the measurements you draw
in the View window.
The right mouse
button lets you
convert a measurement polygon into a
region.

The Sketch tool creates a
layer you can manipulate in
the Group Controls window.

Histogram. Open a window to see a histogram
Element Selection. Click on an element in the
View window to select it to see its properties or use it in for raster values for the entire object or for selected regions.
other manipulations.
Profile. Open a window to see a graphic profile
Sketch and Measure. All of the line and shape of raster cell values for the active line or polygon in the
drawing tools are available for creating elements in a View window.
sketch layer, measuring features, and drawing regions.
Cross-section. Open a window to see a graphic
Delete Element. Click on a measurement, cross-section for raster cell values for the active line or
sketch element, or region and remove it from the View. polygon in the View window.
Regions. Draw, edit, and manage region ele- The Toolbox is available wherever the standard View
ments. Save regions in a Project File for use in other window appears throughout the TNT visualization, display, and editing processes.
TNT processes.
MicroImages, Inc • 201 North 8th Street • Lincoln, Nebraska • 68508-1347 • USA
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Salinas Valley Agricultural Fields
Low-Altitude AVIRIS Scene, 8 October 1998
The following images summarize preliminary analysis results for part of a lowaltitude hyperspectral image acquired in the Salinas Valley, California. The analysis was performed by MicroImages using tools in the TNTmips Hyperspectral Analysis process. The
image was acquired by NASA's Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) during an experimental low-altitude flight program to acquire imagery with high spatial resolution. Each image pair
below compares the result obtained from the data at full spatial resolution (4 meter pixel size, left) with the
result obtained from image bands that were resampled (using cubic convolution) to the 20-meter spatial
resolution of standard (high-altitude) AVIRIS images (right). These results demonstrate the benefits of
higher spatial resolution in hyperspectral images, and were submitted to NASA in support of efforts to
continue the low-altitude AVIRIS flight program.
Low-Altitude AVIRIS
Ground Resolution = 4 meters

Synthesized High-Altitude AVIRIS
Ground Resolution = 20 meters
Approximate Color Infrared
color combination of
AVIRIS bands (R = 875
nm, G = 693 nm, B = 596
nm). AVIRIS-LA resolves
details in cropping patterns
and within-field variations
in crops and soils.

B
B

Component 2 images
produced by the Minimum
Noise Fraction Transform.
AVIRIS-LA resolves
variations in crop condition within broccoli fields
(B) that are not resolved in
the 20-m image. The
reason for these rowparallel variations is not
known at this time.

B
B

The MNF transform used a set of image bands ranging from 0.4 to 2.5 µm, omitting bands with high
image noise due to atmospheric absorption. For this example only, the high-resolution MNF result (left)
was resampled to 20-m pixel size to produce the image on the right. Because the MNF transformation is
highly dependent on input image statistics, transform results from input bands with differing spatial
resolution are not directly comparable. The low-resolution MNF image simulates the results obtained if
low-resolution and high-resolution datasets had identical image statistics.
MicroImages, Inc.
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BF

VU
VU

BR

L1
BR

L1

L2
L3 L4
CS

VN
VN
VV

BF

Bare Field

BR

Broccoli

CS

Corn - senescent, with some green weeds

L1

Romaine lettuce, 4 weeks old, < 5% green cover

L2

Romaine lettuce, 5 weeks old, 10% green cover

L3

Romaine lettuce, 6 weeks old, 20% green cover

L4

Romaine lettuce, 7 weeks old, 40 - 50% green cover

VU

Vineyard, untrained vines

VV

Vineyard, vines on vertical trellis

VN

Vineyard, new, mostly bare soil

Crop Map for 8 October, 1998 AVIRIS-LA flight date

Color-mapped Chlorophyll-B
Ratio Images (Refl. 800 nm /
Refl. 635 nm). AVIRIS-LA
provides better resolution of
narrow lettuce fields with
different planting dates and
thus differing proportions of
plant cover (L1 to L4).

L1
L2
L3
L4

Magnified views of the
lettuce fields. AVIRIS-LA
resolves small areas of variation in crop condition within a
single fields (circled in left
image) that are not resolved
in the 20-m image. The
reason for this variability is
unknown at this time. Plots
of ratio values along the
profile lines are shown below.
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Constraining Database Field Values
You may anticipate a number of untrained personnel, such as temporary help, entering values into a database you
design. You may also need to enter values without a keyboard under field conditions. Placing constraints on the
values allowable for database fields lets you guide anyone entering data values to the choices acceptable to the
database designer, which increases the accuracy and reproducibility of observations. If all field values are constrained to be choices from a list, the need for a keyboard is also eliminated.
There are two versions of the Database Constraints window: one for alphanumeric fields (at left below) and the
other for numeric fields (below, right). In addition to placing constraints on a field, you can change the label to the
left of the field and add a label to the right of the field,
which may greatly enhance
immediate understanding of
reasonable field values. This
feature was previously availThis panel appears
only if the field
able only if you created a
selected is a
separate form for viewing the
foreign key field.
records in a table.
You set database constraints on a field by field basis by clicking on the Constraints
button in the table definition window. The constraints you designate apply to data
entry only in single record view; data entry in the corresponding tabular view is unconstrained. With string fields,
you can specify capitalization restrictions (no restriction, all upper case, all lower case, or initial capital). Regardless of how you enter the string, the capitalization will be altered to match the specified constraint. For numeric
fields, you can enter minimum and maximum allowable values for a field and the default value to supply. If a
number entered is less than the minimum, it will be changed to the minimum, and numbers greater than the
maximum are changed to the maximum. You specify whether a field can be left blank during data entry. This
specification can only be enforced in cases where you have to click an OK button to complete data entry, such as
in the sample table from the Data Logger AppliDat shown below.
The Database Constraints window contains an additional panel when the field selected is a foreign key field. This
panel lets you specify how to get the values from the primary key field in the designated table. You can turn on
Autocompletion, which will complete your entry with the first found match to what you have already typed. You
may only have to type a few characters of many, depending on the actual
field values, to get the correct entry. You also specify the interface style for
the field and what action to take if the value entered is not one of the values
in the table from which the foreign key field takes its values. The interface
style choices are text field, text field with popup list, and option menu.
The first option requires a keyboard, and autocompletion can be used. The
second and third options have you choose from existing valoption menu
for field values ues, with the popup list being preferable to the option menu
when the list of key field values is long. If the first option is
default option
selected and the entered value does not match one of the
menu value is a
values in an associated primary key field, you can choose
question mark (?)
to accept it anyway, popup an error message, create a
new record filled in with the defaults, or create a new record and prompt
for values.
MicroImages, Inc.
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™
Geologic Map CartoScripts™
Some of the line symbols are drawn on a particular side of each line (left or right
relative to the start point). You can use the Spatial Data Editor if needed to swap
the start and end of individual lines to achieve the correct orientation. The point
symbols use numerical attributes in particular fields in a database table to orient
and label each symbol and to select symbol variants. To use these scripts you
must edit them to reference the correct field and table for your data.

CartoScripts™ give you the ability to design custom map symbols for lines and
points in vector and CAD objects. You can also select alternate symbols and vary
the symbol elements using attribute values in database tables attached to the object. To illustrate the power of CartoScripts, MicroImages has created a set of
free scripts designed to render the specialized line and point symbols for geologic and geotectonic maps. All of the scripts set the size of point symbols and
line elements in millimeters relative to the scale of the printed map. You can edit
the scripts to set the desired map scale, element sizes, and color. Since these
scripts use many of the CartoScript functions in varied combinations, you can
also study them for ideas on how to create your own custom map symbols.

Geotectonic Map Symbols

Download free at: www.microimages.com / freestuff / cartoscript

Fold Axis Lines
Anticline

Solid

Dashed
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antclin2.qry
10.0

Overturned Anticline

anticln3.qry

antclin4.qry

Anticline (alternate)

anticln5.qry

antclin6.qry

Solid

Dashed

Left-Lateral Transform

trnfltl1.qry

trnfltl2.qry

Right-Lateral Transform

trnfltr1.qry

trnfltr2.qry

Spreading Axis or Ridge

ridge1.qry

ridge2.qry

Suture

suture1.qry

suture2.qry

Plate Motion Direction
and Rate

arrow.qry

Point Symbols for Attitude of Outcrop Features
Strike and Dip of Planar Features

Syncline

synclin1.qry

synclin2.qry

Overturned Syncline

synclin3.qry

synclin4.qry

Syncline (alternate)

synclin5.qry

synclin6.qry

Solid

Dashed

Normal

normflt1.qry

normflt2.qry

Normal (alternate)

normflt3.qry

normflt4.qry

Fault Lines
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High Angle Dip Slip
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hidsflt2.qry

Thrust

thrsflt1.qry

thrsflt2.qry

Left-Lateral Strike-Slip
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Right-Lateral Strike-Slip

ssfltrt1.qry

ssfltrt2.qry
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Note: Strike direction must
be specified in azimuth
using the right-hand rule.
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Cleavage: inclined, vertical
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Foliation: inclined, vertical

foliatn.qry

Joint: inclined, vertical
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New Matched Filtering Options
Two new variants have been added to the standard Matched
Filtering procedure in the Hyperspectral Analysis process:
Derivative and Locally Adaptive Matched Filtering. All of
the matched filtering methods detect a target spectral signature against a background of unknown spectra, and produce
a grayscale image showing the relative abundance of the target material for each image cell. The standard and derivative methods estimate the composite background spectrum
using the pseudoinverse of the correlation matrix for the entire image. The new derivative method uses the first derivative of the spectra in place of the original spectral values
when comparing spectra. This provides a better match between spectra with the same shape but differing overall brightness. The derivative method accentuates the contrast be-

The locally adaptive matched filtering method is best suited
for locating a target signature that is only very locally abundant. It estimates a composite background signature individually for each cell in the image. Inverse correlation matrices are computed for a number of overlapping square windows covering the scene, and are then used to interpolate an
approximate matrix for each image cell. The adaptive method
greatly reduces background noise in the fraction image for
rare target signatures. Its performance can degrade in parts
of a scene if the target material is abundant enough to contribute significantly to the local composite background signature.

Derivative

Adaptive

A
Relative Fraction

Standard

tween the target signature and the background in the fraction
image, and can improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

B

A

B

0.8 Standard
0.6
0.4 Adaptive
0.2
0

Derivative

Profile Position
Comparison of matched filtering results for a small part of the
Cuprite, Nevada AVIRIS scene using the wavelength range
1.98 to 2.5 µm. The target signature is an image spectrum for
the mineral alunite. Only the brighter of two small concentrations of alunite is evident in the standard matched filter fraction image. The weaker concentration is barely identifiable in
the derivative matched filter image against the still-noisy back-

ground. Both concentrations are very evident in the adaptive
matched filter fraction image, and background noise is greatly
reduced. Points A and B in the adaptive matched filter image
identify the ends of a profile line across the alunite concentrations. The graph shows a plot of the fraction image raster
values along the profile line for each of the matched filter methods. In this example both derivative and adaptive methods
improved the signal-to-noise ratio.

Other New Hyperspectral Analysis Features:
New Manual options are available for the on-the-fly Additive Offset and
Atmospheric Correction (scaling) conversions. These options let you set
global offset and scale values for a hyperspectral image that has already
been converted to scaled reflectance. In this example, the reflectance
range 0 to 1.00 is represented in the hyperspectral image by 16-bit
signed integer values from 0 to 10,000. Setting the Additive Offset value
to 0.00 and the Atmospheric Correction value to 10000 ensures that true
reflectance values are shown in spectral plots and used in processing.

You can now automatically exclude from processing the two ranges of
spectral bands near 1.4 and 1.9 µm that are severely degraded by water
vapor absorption. These ranges are shown as gaps in spectral plots, as
in the plot to the right.
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N-Dimensional Visualizer
in Hyperspectral Analysis
Spectra defined by cells in a hyperspectral image can be
represented as points in N-dimensional spectral space, where
N is the number of bands. Now you can view and manipulate N-dimensional scatterplots of image spectra with the
N-dimensional Visualizer tool in the TNTmips Hyperspectral Analysis process. This tool can be used to visualize the
spectral scatter of individual areas in the image, and to search
for image cells with extreme spectral values that represent
pure spectral end members.

Automatic random rotation
Rotation speed control

N-dimensional Visualizer

Manual
rotation
controls

In Rotate mode, you can also
rotate the plot by dragging the
cursor in the Visualizer window.

The N-dimensional Visualizer allows you to view the spectral scatterplot
from any direction in spectral space. You can rotate the plot manually, or
use the Spin option to automatically rotate the plot in random directions.

Use the standard polygon drawing
tools to define the sample area for
plotting cell spectra.
Classes to
Source

The N-dimensional Visualizer allows interactive or automatic rotation of the spectral scatterplot, as well as many
additional features:

" define a sample area for plot using standard
polygon drawing tools
" rotate plot manually with arrow buttons or by
dragging cursor in window
" automatic random rotation with speed control
" optional display of band axes and axis labels
" select groups of cells from scatterplot and group
into classes
" optionally merge classes with similar means or
variance
" map classified cells in sample area of source
image
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Pixel Purity Index and Masking
Aid Endmember Selection

Component 2

The Pixel Purity Index (PPI) is a new automated procedure in the Hyperspectral Analysis
process for defining potential image endmember spectra for spectral unmixing. When image spectra are treated as points in n-dimensional spectral space, endmember spectra should
lie along the margins of the data cloud. The PPI creates a large number of randomlyoriented test vectors anchored at the origin of the coordinate
Test Vector
space. The spectral points are projected onto each test vector, and spectra within a threshold distance of the minimum
M
ax
.
and maximum projected values are flagged as extreme (as
illustrated here in two dimensions). As directions are tested,
the process tallies the number of times an image cell is found
to be extreme. Cells with high values in the resulting PPI
M
raster should correspond primarily to “edge” spectra. The
in
Threshold
.
PPI raster then can be used as a mask to control input to the
Component 1
n-Dimensional Visualizer.

2 Use PPI raster as mask
for n-Dimensional Visualizer

1 Run PPI on
MNF Components
To speed processing, first
reduce the dimensionality of
the hyperspectral data by
running the Minimum Noise
Fraction Transform (MNF).
Select the set of noise-free
MNF components and open
it as a hyperspectral image.
Then select Pixel Purity
Index from the Image menu
in the Hyperspectral Analysis
window.

3 Use class raster as mask
with original hyperspectral
image to extract endmember
image spectra.

You can use the
n-Dimensional
Visualizer to
explore the
extreme MNF spectra that were found by
the PPI process. Use the controls on the
Image Mask subpanel to select the PPI
raster as a mask and set a threshold PPI
value. The mask is automatically displayed over the current image. (You can
create a color map for the PPI raster to show values above the threshold in color
[in the example above, red to yellow with increasing PPI value]. Nonzero
values below the threshold are shown in black.) When you launch the nDimensional Visualizer and select an area, only spectra from cells exceeding the
PPI threshold are plotted. Use the Visualizer controls to rotate the plot and
mark potential endmember spectra. When you are satisified with the selected
endmember classes, use the Classes to Source operation to save a new mask
raster with the selected endmember cells shown in their class color.
CIR Band Display

Vegetation Fraction

Soil Fraction

To extract the final image
endmember spectra, open
the original hyperspectral image and select
the endmember class raster created in the
previous step as an Image Mask. Use the
Spectral Profile tool to view image spectra
for the endmember class cells and save
your selected spectra in a library. (The
endmember class cells are easier to find if
you display a single image band or MNF
component as a grayscale reference image
over the hyperspectral image, as in the
illustration above.)

Water / Shade Fraction

RMS Error image

The Linear Unmixing procedure now produces not only fraction images for each endmember, but also an RMS error raster
that helps identify parts of the scene that were not adequately modeled by the selected endmember spectra.
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Adding Personal Notes to Quick Help
Geospatial analysis is a rapidly evolving technology. MicroImages is keeping pace with the field by developing
new processes and adding new features to existing TNT processes. Thus, keeping the Reference Manual for
TNTmips current is a formidable and never-ending task. In addition to the thousands of pages of instructions
available in the Reference Manual (2500 pages when printed for V6.10), a new system of quick help is being
introduced. When this new help is complete, it will provide short instructions and a number of direct links to
relevant sections of the Reference Manual.
This new help system also provides a mechanism to add personalized notes that can be viewed when you click on
Help. These notes could include sample result images embedded in the text, step-by-step directions for your
specific use of a particular application, or information about new features gleaned from the latest Release Notes or
Supplemental Documentation.
Clicking on the Edit icon
In addition to linking to related sections in the Reference Manual or
to other quick help sections, you
can insert hyperlinks to any file
type your operating system knows
how to launch. For example, you
can add a link to the .pdf file for a
Getting Started booklet, and the
link would launch Acrobat Reader
or Exchange (whichever you have
set up to run .pdf extensions). You
can also add links to web sites.
Adding your own notes is as simple
as clicking on the Edit icon at the
top of the Help window and typing
in the text you want to include.
Clicking on the Edit icon also lets
you add to or edit any previous
notes entered for a window. Personal notes can be entered in your
language, as shown by the sample
notes in Russian.

opens TNTmips’ Text File
Editor so you can add
your own help notes.

The notes you add can be in
your native language (example shown here in Russian).

Your personal notes
appear above the help
provided for the feature.
This mpeg movie was
launched by clicking on
the associated hyperlink
in the personal notes.

The help text shown is
provided for the 2D
Group View window in
Spatial Data Display.

Your added notes for all processes
are stored in a single file,
tnthelp.usr, which is not overwritten when you install a new version.
All of these items are hyperlinks to the corresponding location in the
If you routinely delete all TNTmips files before you Reference Manual, as are the underlined items in the text above.
upgrade, you need to keep a backup of this file where you will not throw it away.
Adding hyperlinks to your help requires that you know a little html. The codes and procedures necessary to link
to the Reference Manual, to jump elsewhere in quick help, to launch files in other applications, and to reach
designated web sites are provided in the supplemental documentation section entitled Personal Notes with Quick
Help, which was distributed with V6.10 of the TNT products.
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Profile and Plan Panes in 3D Simulation
Add Profile and Plan panes
to MPEG or AVI movies by
turning on the toggles.

New features in the 3D Simulation process
(Display / Spatial Data / 3D / New 3D Simulation) add Profile and Plan panes to MPEG or
AVI movies. The Profile pane shows a scrolling elevation profile and the viewpoint position above it. The Plan pane is an overhead 2D
view that shows the simulation path, a scrolling image background, and the current viewpoint.
Design your 3D simulation in the display process using surface objects, drape images, and
layers of point and line symbology. Visit each
of the control tabs in the Simulation Controls
window to select the program settings you want.
When the design is complete, click the Record
Movie button in the Simulation Controls window. The Profile and Plan features are offered
in the Profile / Plan tab of the Record Movie
window.

Click the Styles button to select or create a style object. Then click
Path, Viewer, and Terrain buttons to apply line, point, and fill styles.

The Profile and Plan features in the Profile / Plan tab of
the Record Movie window let you toggle each feature on
and off independently. You can choose background colors, line sytles, and point symbols. You can also set the
map scale for each pane separately in order to zoom in or
zoom out.
The Styles button lets you select or create a vector style
object for point, line, and fill styles. Once you have a
style object selected, use the Path, Viewer, and Terrain
buttons to create, modify, and assign styles. The Path
button lets you choose a line style that shows the path
the viewpoint follows. The Viewer button lets you choose
a point symbol, such as an airplane or satellite, showing
the veiw position. The Terrain button lets you choose
border and fill styles for the terrain profile.
The styles you choose are previewed in the sample panel
at the bottom of the Record Movie window. A Sample
Height slider moves the path line closer to or farther from
the terrain profile.

This sample MPEG uses the Crow Butte 8-bit elevation
and 8-bit composite TM image drape raster.

The Profile pane shows
a scrolling terrain
profile, flight path, and
current position.

The Plan pane shows
a scrolling 2D image,
the current viewpoint,
and flight path.

The playback controls vary according to the media
viewer you have on your system. The Profile and Plan
panes move with the 3D simulation to show the current
viewpoint.
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Customizing Menus and Toolbars
You can customize the menus and tool bars in geodata
display windows in the TNT products to simplify the list
of selections and icons that you see in the program. When
you select Customize Window from the Options menu in
a window, the system opens a long Customize dialog as
illustrated. Use the Customize dialog to turn off menu
selections you never use and streamline the visual inter-

face. It is easier and faster to navigate shorter menus
and pick from toolbars that have fewer icon buttons.
You may also want to simplify the interface for production technicians or your clients who have very specific
tasks and for whom long, full menus would prove distracting or confusing.
A checkbox with each item in the
Customize dialog lets you hide or
show that item in the interface of the
parent window.

The Add Raster
icon menu
contains 17
items, many of
which might go
completely
unused in your
circumstances.

Left: The Customize dialog is used
to turn off unused selections.
Above: The simplified Add Raster
icon menu has only 3 items.
After you close the Customize
dialog, your changes will show the
next time you open an instance of
the parent window.

The Options / Customize Window feature is available in all of the windows
associated with the 2D and 3D display and layout processes, including the Group
View window, the Group Controls window, the Group View (Perspective) window, 3D Simulation - Perspective View window, the Layout Controls window,
and the Layout View window. The main Display Spatial Data toolbar also has
a Customize Toolbar selection on the Setup menu.
The Customize dialog shows a hierarchical list of all the icon and menu selections available for the parent window. A checkbox with each item indicates
whether or not the interface currently includes the item. Un-check the box to
hide an item; check the box to show the item.
Customization features are available in many processes that use display windows, such as the Spatial Data Editor, TNTview, Surface Modeling, and Raster Extract.
Selection checkboxes in the Customize dialog (left) have been turned
off for 3D, New Display Layout, Help,
and four of the items on the Open
menu. The resulting toolbar for the
Display Spatial Data process is
illustrated at right.
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Joining Database Tables
The TNT products provide two general methods of combining database tables: unions and joins. Database union
operations are intended to add the records from one table to the records in another table. Join operations are
intended to add fields from one table to existing, related records in another table. Two types of unions and four
types of joins are available: union, outer union, natural join, left outer join, right outer join, and outer join. The
“outer” options take care of the less than ideal cases for both unions and joins. Union operations were added to the
TNT products in V6.20. Join operations are new for V6.30.
Database combinations are found on the File menu in the Database Editor (Edit/Attribute Databases or Edit Relations from the Make Table/Form icon menu in the table/selection icon row of a Layer, Group, or Layout Controls
window). The tables you want to join must both be in the database selected for editing. The records in the two
tables selected for joining must be related either by being attached to the same elements or by a primary key/
foreign key relationship. If not related, you will get no records in the new table.
Of the two tables used here, one has 5 records (US states that border the Pacific Ocean) and the other has 48 records
(the conterminous US states). Both tables have fields containing the state name and its 1990 population. Each
table also has two unique fields. The table with 5 records is selected as Table 1. A statistics line to report the
number of records and two distinct color schemes have
The fields and
been added to these tables to make the results more clear.
records from Table 1
are copied first.
The join operations start with the records in Table 1 and
add the unique fields from Table 2 to each record with attribute values determined by the relationship between the
Tables 1 and
tables.
2 have two
fields in
common

Table 1
Table 2

Note:
Alaska and
Hawaii are
not in Table
2.

Natural Join
Note that all fields have nonzero values, which is not true for
the “outer” operations shown on the following page.
Fields from Table 1

Unique fields from Table 2

The natural join results, which form the basis of all
the join operations, contain only those records with
key attribute values common to both tables. There
are only three states in common between these two
tables: California, Oregon, and Washington.

Table 1

Table 2

Natural Join
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Outer Join Operations
The natural join (see preceding page) is the basis for all join operations—if you look at record numbers, you will
see that California, Oregon, and Washington are records 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in all of the join operations. The
left outer join also includes records from Table 1 with key field attribute values not found in Table 2.

Left Outer Join
Records from Table 1 with key field attribute values not
also found in Table 2 lack values for the unique fields
from Table 2. The number of records in the output table
is equal to the number of records in Table 1.

Table 1

Table 2

Left Outer Join

Only the states that were also in
Table 1 have values for these fields.

Right Outer Join
The right outer join operation adds the records in Table 2
not found in Table 1 to the natural join results. (Records
for Alaska and Hawaii are not in this table.) Note in the
Count row that the total number of records matches that
for Table 2, but the number of records with capital cities
and percent total population entered matches the number
of records in the Natural Join result. Records from Table 2
with key field attribute values not also found in Table 1 lack
values for the unique fields from Table 1.

Table 1

Table 2

Right Outer Join

Outer Join
The outer join combines left and right outer joins so that all
key field attribute values from Tables 1 and 2 are in the
resulting table. Records not part of the natural join will lack
values for the unique fields from the other table. In this
example, Alaska and Hawaii lack urban and rural population
data, and all states that do not border on the Pacific Ocean
lack mention of a capital city and their percentage of the total
population. The total number of records in the outer join
result is the sum of the number of records in Tables 1 and 2
minus the number of records in the natural join result.

Table 1

Table 2

Outer Join
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New Features in Tabular View
Right Mouse Button Menus. Many of the functions available

This option is
not active for
style fields.

from the Record and Field menus are also available from new
right mouse button popup menus over a tabular view. If you rightThis option is
active only for
click over an individual cell, you get all the Record menu choices
computed fields.
(right, below divider), except New, and all the Field menu choices
These options
(above divider) that deal with the selected field, which excludes
are only active
Plot, Show All, and Show Style Sample. You get only Field menu
if elements are
selected.
choices if you right-click on a column heading and only the Record menu
options if you right-click over a Select Record checkbox. These right mouse button menus are provided as a
convenience to reduce the number of clicks required to accomplish a particular task.
Resize and Reorder Fields. You now use the mouse to resize fields in tabular view. Field width is not present on

any of the tabular view menus. You simply position the mouse over the separator between field headings until you
get the double arrow cursor, then drag the separator in the desired direction, and
release the mouse when the field has reached the desired size. The default field
widths reflect the width assigned in the table definition. Changing the width with
the mouse does not affect how much data is stored; it only affects how much data is
shown. Conversely, once you have viewed the
table in tabular form, changing the field width
in the table definition alters only the amount of
data stored; it does not alter the field width in
tabular view.

To resize a field, position the cursor
above the separator to the right of
the field to get the double-headed
arrow cursor, then click and hold the
left mouse button while you drag the
line to the desired position.

To change the order in which fields appear in
a tabular view, click on the field heading and
drag it in the direction you want the field
moved. As you drag, a box the size of the
field heading appears. Release the mouse
when the heading box is over the two fields
you want the field moved to appear between.

To reorder the fields in a table, click and hold the
left mouse button on the field heading and drag it
until the box about equally overlaps the two fields
you want the repositioned field to be between.
(To put the STNAME field, above, between the
CITYNAME and CITYCODE fields, drag the box until it
about equally overlaps the latter two fields.)

Any changes to field width and order made in the tabular view window are stored with the table as defaults so the
tabular view is displayed just as it appeared the last time you viewed the table.
Inverse Sorting and Sorting on More than One Field. To sort on a particular field, click on the field heading and

choose sort (either from the Field menu or from the right mouse button menu). If you select the same field and
choose sort again, the records will sort in inverse order. In some cases, you need to
select more than one field in order to get the records in the most useful order. The table
at the left, for example, has the cities in the western USA in alphabetical order without
regard for state. You need to sort on both the state and city fields to put the records in
alphabetical order by city and state. To sort on multiple fields, click on the heading of
the first field to sort on, then hold down the <shift> key and click on the
other field headings to be included in the sort. Order is important! To get
the desired results in this example, select state name first and city second. If
you select city first and state second, the results are the same as if you’d
only sorted on the city field. In order to produce a meaningful sort that
includes a second field, the first field selected must have multiple records
with the same value.
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Tabular View Preferences
Tabular view of database tables was redesigned to provide much faster display of tables with large numbers of
fields. Many other new features were added at the same time. Some of these features are controlled from the
Preferences window, which is opened by choosing Preferences from the Table menu in tabular view. The changes
you make from the default settings are saved with the individual table.
Preferences Features
Grid Lines. The first group of toggle buttons in the Preferences window lets you
choose whether to draw grid lines between field and record values and how the
lines appear if drawn. Turning off the 3D effect for grid lines saves one pixel per
row or column, and turning off the line altogether reduces the height or width by
one more pixel. If your monitor space is limited, such as on a portable, this space
savings may outweight having cells clearly divided. The color interleave capability can compensate for lack of row separation with grid lines.
Realtime Scrolling. This option determines whether

records scroll by as you drag the vertical slider to scroll
or update only when you release the slider. (If you
click in the trough or on the arrows, you always get
realtime scrolling.)

3D horizontal and vertical

3D off, horizontal only

3D off, vertical only

Hide Unattached Records. This toggle provides a quick means to hide records not associated with elements in the
current object. However, you need to remember if you turn this option on, because later you may want to attach
elements to existing records without previous attachments, and they will not show until you turn this option off.
Auto Scroll to First Selected Element. This option is very useful when you are selecting elements but prefer to

continue viewing all records. When there are more records in a table than will show in the
tabular view, you may not see which record is attached unless this feature is turned on (because the record attached to the selected element is not currently shown). When this option is
toggled on, the tabular view jumps so that the top record shown is the first record
attached to a selected element. This option is on by default.

Auto scroll off
(left) and on
(right) when
Lodi, CA
selected

Vertical Scrollbar Tip. You can choose one of the following options for the scrollbar
tip: None, Record Number, Row Number, and Sorted Field Value. The record number reflects the order in which records were added to the table, not
sorted field
their sorted order. The sorted order is provided by choosing row
value
Scrollbar Tip
number. Perhaps the most useful choice is sorted field value. The
tip indicates the value for the record at the top of the tabular view
in the scrollbar’s current position. The scrollbar tip is particularly
useful if you have realtime scrolling turned off, because it tells you what record
would be shown at the top if you stopped scrolling.

Colors. This button brings up the same Table Colors window available from the Table

menu in tabular view. The color settings in the window shown at the right match those
for the partially shown table (above, right), which provides an example of grid line
options (3D off, vertical only). The Statistics Row Colors toggle turns on color assignment for statistics and substatistics rows using the colors shown on the corresponding
buttons. This toggle must be on in order to change these assigned colors. The colors
assigned here are transferred to the CAD object generated if you choose the Save As
CAD Snapshot option and will be used if you incorporate the CAD snapshot in a layout.
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Sample SML Tool Script

Find Streets
The Find Streets tool script locates and highlights streets
you ask it to search for. You enter all or part of the street
name to search for, and the tool script produces a list of all
streets containing the text you entered. You then select the
street you want to find and the script redraws the view at
1:30000 with the lines that form the street highlighted and
centered in the View window. If all selected lines will not
fit in the View at 1:30000, the View is redrawn at a smaller
scale that fully contains the lines.
All lines that form the street are highlighted. The highlight colors for these lines are your designated selected and
active element colors (Options / Colors). You may need to change these colors to take into account the drawing
styles of the vector lines, which are purple, red, or black in this vector object. Thus, the default red highlight color
could not be distinguished from unhighlighted lines in some
The New Search
cases. For the purposes of this tool, you may want to set the
button opens a
Prompt window so
active and selected colors to be the same so that the selected
you can type in all
street has a uniform appearance. The highlight color
or part of the
name of the street
for the illustrations on this page is green.
you want to locate.
Click OK, and all
streets that match
the search criteria are listed. Double-click on the name of the street
you want to find or click on the Highlight the street icon.

The name of the town and the zip code are also provided in the list of streets found. The script assumes there
are not two separate streets in the same zip code with the
same name. If, however, it turns out that the part of the
street name you entered belongs to two different streets in
the same zip code (one Main Street, the other Main Drive,
for example), only the first encountered is listed but both
are highlighted when that selection is made.
The script automatically
pans to the selected street
when you double click on
the listing or click on the
Highlight the street icon.
The list is cleared when
you click on New Search.

RTE D’HYERES

Both in ZIP 83047
This custom script requires
the French data sets to run.
It is provided as a sample
script that can be modified
for your own data.

Note map scale
smaller than
1:30000 to fit all
selected in View.

VCHE D’HYERES
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or
design, on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are
available only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full
script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample Tool Script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script exchange at
www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Partial Script for Find Streets (street.sml)
# Zoom to selected position
proc DoZoom () {
#Finding the element numbers of this street (not sure that they are sorted)
local selpos;
if (nline == 0) return;
zooms
selpos = poslist.GetFirstSelectedPos();
array streetline[1];
nstreetline = 0;

#Retrieve the table containing the names of the towns
array townnames[ncode]; #VTown.point[townname[i]].ZONE_HABITAT.INSEE ==
V.line[codelist[i,2]].TRONCON_ROUTE.INSEE_COMD;
npts = NumVectorPoints(VTown);
ResizeArrayClear(townnames, ncode);

to
selected
elements

for i=1 to ncode {
curcode = V.line[codelist[i,2]].TRONCON_ROUTE.INSEE_COMD;
j = 1;
found = false;
townnames[i] = 0; #init
while (!found and j<=npts) {
if (VTown.point[j].ZONE_HABITAT.INSEE == curcode) {
townnames[i] = j;
found = true;
}
j = j+1;
}
if (townnames[i] == 0) { #error
PopupMessage(“Town name corresponding to “ +
NumToStr(curcode) + “ not found”);
}
}#i

for i=1 to nline {
curcode = V.line[linelist[i]].TRONCON_ROUTE.INSEE_COMD;
if (curcode == codelist[selpos,1]) {
nstreetline = nstreetline+1;
ResizeArrayPreserve(streetline, nstreetline);
streetline[nstreetline] = linelist[i];
}
}
ViewSetMessage(View, NumToStr(nstreetline) + “ lines found for this street”);
#Zoom in to the lines
class VECTORLAYERLINES vll;
vll = layer.Line;
vll.HighlightMultiple(nstreetline, streetline);
View.DisableRedraw = 1;
layer.ZoomToHighlighted();
if (ViewGetMapScale(View) < 30000) {
ViewSetMapScale(View, 30000);
}
View.DisableRedraw = 0;
ViewRedraw(View);

for i = 1 to ncode {
name$ = V.line[codelist[i,2]].TRONCON_ROUTE.NOM_RUE_D$;
zip$ = “ (“ + NumToStr(codelist[i,1]) + “)”;
town$ = “, “ + street$ =
toupper$(VTown.point[townnames[i]].ZONE_HABITAT.TOPONYME$);
poslist.AddItem(name$ + town$ + zip$);
}
poslist.SelectPos(1);

}#DoZoom
}#DoNew
# New Request
proc DoNew () {
poslist.DeleteAllItems();
nline = 0;
ncode = 0;

clears list,
prompts for
new search
street, and
finds lines

#asking to enter the name of a street (or a word contained in it)
street$ = PopupString(“Enter all or part of the name of the street to search for”, “”);
if (street$ == “”) return;
street$ = toupper$(street$);
#looking for a line containing street$ in its NOM_RUE_D or NOM_RUE_G attributes of
the TRONCON_ROUTE table
for i=1 to NumVectorLines(V) {
#class DATABASE DB = V.line[i].TRONCON_ROUTE;
if (V.line[i].TRONCON_ROUTE.NOM_RUE_D$ contains street$ or
V.line[i].TRONCON_ROUTE.NOM_RUE_G$ contains street$) {
nline = nline+1;
linelist[nline] = i;
}#if
reports total
}#i
number of
ViewSetMessage(View, NumToStr(nline) + “ lines found”);
if (nline == 0) {
#no element corresponding found
PopupMessage(“No streets found containing this word!”);
return;
}

# Close the window, switching to default tool
proc DoClose () {
if (setDefaultWhenClose) {
setDefaultWhenClose = false;
View.SetDefaultTool();
}
}
# Called the first time the tool is activated.
func OnInitialize () {
dlgform = CreateFormDialog(“Search for a street”,View.Form);
WidgetAddCallback(dlgform.Shell.PopdownCallback,DoClose);
dlgform.Width = 200;
class PushButtonItem btnItemNew;
class PushButtonItem btnItemZoom;
btnItemNew = CreatePushButtonItem(“New search”,DoNew);
btnItemNew.IconName = “new”;
btnItemZoom = CreatePushButtonItem(“Highlight the street”,DoZoom);
btnItemZoom.IconName = “apply_query”;
btnItemClose = CreatePushButtonItem(“Close”,DoClose);
btnItemClose.IconName = “delete”;

lines found by
search

#Some streets are found : find the different ones (by zip code)
#Assertion : not 2 streets with the same name in a town
#Limits : don’t take into account the streets separating 2 towns (the right zip code
INSEE_COMD and the left one INSEE_COMG are different)
for i=1 to nline {
found = false;
curcode = V.line[linelist[i]].TRONCON_ROUTE.INSEE_COMD;
j=1;
while (!found and j<=ncode) { #looks if code already found
if (codelist[j,1] == curcode) {
found = true;
}#if
j = j+1;
}#while
if (!found) { #new street
ncode = ncode+1;
codelist[ncode,1] = curcode;
codelist[ncode,2] = linelist[i];
}#if
}#i

closes search
window and activates default tool

creates
search
dialog

# Icon button rows are automatically attached to their parent form on the left
# and right. The “right” widget is unattached by setting the attachment to itself.

#

class XmRowColumn btnrowaction;
btnrowaction = CreateIconButtonRow(dlgform,btnItemNew,btnItemZoom);
btnrowaction.TopWidget = dlgform;
btnrowaction.TopOffset = 4;
btnrowaction.LeftWidget = btnrowaction;
btnrowaction.LeftOffset = 8;
btnrowaction.RightOffset = 4;
class XmSeparator btnsep;
btnsep = CreateHorizontalSeparator(dlgform);
btnsep.TopWidget = btnrowaction;
btnsep.TopOffset = 4;
btnsep.LeftWidget = dlgform;
btnsep.RightWidget = dlgform;
poslist = CreateScrolledList(dlgform);

(see street.sml for full script)
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Sample SML Tool Script

Flow Path
flow path with
buffer zone

seed point

upstream basin

Use the Save button to save the
computed watershed features
as vector objects in a Project
File.

The Flow Path sample script shows how powerful custom
analysis procedures can be performed on layers in the
current view using an SML Tool Script. The script uses
new SML watershed functions that operate on an elevation raster (DEM) in the View window. When you launch
the script, it opens a FlowPath and Buffer Zone window
and creates a graphic tool that allows you to place a watershed seed point on the DEM or on an overlying image
layer. Depending on the options you have selected in the
FlowPath window, the script computes and displays the
upstream basin (area with flow toward the seed point),
the flow path downstream, and a buffer zone around the
flow path. You can move the seed point and repeat the
analysis as many times as you like and save the computed
elements at any time.
One application of this script is the evaluation of surface
water pollution hazards. If the seed point represents a
location where contamination has been detected, the upstream basin is the area of potential sources. If the seed
point represents a contaminant spill, the flow path and buffer
zone indicate the downstream area that is at risk.

Use the toggle buttons to
choose which watershed
features you want computed
and displayed.

If the Display group
has more than one
layer, make sure
that the elevation
raster is the first
layer in the group
when you run the
Flow Path Tool
Script. In the example to the right, an RGB raster layer showing
a natural-color satellite image is displayed on top of the DEM.
The extents of the DEM layer are computed by the script and
displayed as a red rectangle. Use this rectangle as a guide to
placing seed points when the overlying image extends beyond
the DEM layer in one or more directions.

Development of this and other sample Tool Scripts continues
at MicroImages. Check the MicroImages web site for an
updated version incorporating additional features.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or
design, on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are
available only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full
script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. All sample Tool and Macro Scripts illustrated can be found in their entirety on your TNT products CDROM in the folder in which you installed TNTmips 6.4. These scripts, among others, can be downloaded from the SML
script exchange at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Script for Flow Path
array seedx[10];
class WATERSHED w;
class RASTER DEM;
class POINT2D pt;
class VECTORLAYER VecBuf;
class VECTORLAYER VecFlow;
class VECTORLAYER BasinLayer;
class VECTORLAYER BoundaryLayer;
class VECTOR VecBoundary;
numeric xMax,yMax,xMin,yMin;

array seedy[10];
variable
numeric numpts;
declarations
numeric firstpass;
class PointTool point_tool;
class RasterLayer DEMLayer;
numeric haslayers;
class XmForm dlgform;
class VECTOR VectIn;
array xPoints[10],yPoints[10];
class PromptNum PromptDistance;

func OnInitialize() {
is called the first
if (Group.FirstLayer.Type == “Raster”) {
time the tool is
DispGetRasterFromLayer(DEM,Group.FirstLayer);
activated
DEMLayer = Group.FirstLayer;
}
else {
PopupString(“First Layer must be a raster object for Watershed
Toolscript”);
WaitForExit();
}
demFilename$ = GetObjectFileName(DEM);
demInode = GetObjectNumber(DEM);
demObjname$ = GetObjectName(demFilename$,demInode);
w = WatershedInit(demFilename$,demObjname$);
WatershedCompute(w,”FillAllDepressions”);
firstpass = 1;

haslayers = 0;

initializes watershed
object (w); compute
depressionless DEM

numpts = 1;

dlgform = CreateFormDialog(“FlowPath and Buffer Zone”,View.Form);
WidgetAddCallback(dlgform.Shell.PopdownCallback,DoClose);
class
class
class
class

PushButtonItem
PushButtonItem
PushButtonItem
PushButtonItem

btnItemSave;
btnItemRemove;
btnItemSet;
btnItemClose;

creates “FlowPath
and Buffer Zone”
dialog window

btnItemSave = CreatePushButtonItem(“Save Output Layers...”,DoSave);
btnItemSave.IconName = “save”;
btnItemRemove = CreatePushButtonItem(“Remove Output Layers”,
cbDoRemove);
btnItemRemove.IconName = “remove_sel”;
btnItemSet = CreatePushButtonItem(“Set Number of Seedpoints...”,
DoSet);
btnItemSet.IconName = “apply”;
btnItemClose = CreatePushButtonItem(“Close”,DoClose);
btnItemClose.IconName = “delete”;
class XmRowColumn btnrowaction;
btnrowaction = CreateIconButtonRow(dlgform,btnItemSave,
btnItemRemove,btnItemSet,btnItemClose);
btnrowaction.TopWidget = dlgform;
btnrowaction.RightWidget = dlgform;
btnrowaction.LeftWidget = dlgform;
class XmToggleButton btnFlow;
class XmToggleButton btnBasin;
class XmToggleButton btnBuffer;
btnFlow = CreateToggleButton(dlgform,”Flow Path”);
btnBasin = CreateToggleButton(dlgform,”Upstream Basin”);
btnBuffer = CreateToggleButton(dlgform,”Buffer Zone”);
PromptDistance = CreatePromptNum(dlgform,”Buffer Distance”,
5,0,100);
btnFlow.Set = 1;
btnBasin.Set = 1;
btnBuffer.Set = 1;
btnFlow.TopWidget = btnrowaction;
btnFlow.LeftWidget = dlgform;
btnBasin.TopWidget = btnFlow;
btnBasin.LeftWidget = dlgform;
btnBuffer.TopWidget = btnBasin;
btnBuffer.LeftWidget = dlgform;
PromptDistance.TopWidget = btnBuffer;
PromptDistance.LeftWidget = dlgform;
class XmSeparator btnsep;
btnsep = CreateHorizontalSeparator(dlgform);

(FlowPath.sml)

btnsep.TopWidget = PromptDistance;
btnsep.TopOffset = 4;
btnsep.LeftWidget = dlgform;
btnsep.RightWidget = dlgform;
class
class
class
class

PromptStr
PromptStr
PromptStr
PromptStr

Promptflow;
Promptzone;
Promptbasin;
Promptborder;

Promptflow = CreatePromptStr(dlgform,”Flowpath Color”,15,”blue”);
Promptzone = CreatePromptStr(dlgform,”Buffer Color
“,15,”yellow”);
Promptbasin =CreatePromptStr(dlgform,”Basin Color
“,15,”green”);
Promptborder=CreatePromptStr(dlgform,”Border Color
“,15,”red”);
Promptflow.TopWidget = btnsep;
Promptflow.TopOffset = 4;
Promptflow.LeftWidget = dlgform;
Promptzone.TopWidget = Promptflow;
Promptzone.LeftWidget = dlgform;
Promptbasin.TopWidget = Promptzone;
Promptbasin.LeftWidget = dlgform;
Promptborder.TopWidget = Promptbasin;
Promptborder.LeftWidget = dlgform;
} # end of OnInitialize

computes flow path,
buffer zone, and basin
originating at seed point
(depending on options
selected in dialog)

proc DoFlowPath() {
View.DisableRedraw = 1;
if ((btnFlow.Set == 0) and (btnBuffer.Set == 0) and
(btnBasin.Set == 0)) {
return;
}
if ((btnFlow.Set == 1) or (btnBuffer.Set == 1) and
(btnBasin.Set == 1)) {
WatershedComputeElements(w,seedx,seedy,numpts,”FlowPath,Basin”);
}
if ((btnBasin.Set == 1) and (btnBuffer.Set == 0) and
(btnFlow.Set == 0)){
WatershedComputeElements(w,seedx,seedy,numpts,”Basin”);
}
if (btnBasin.Set == 0) {
WatershedComputeElements(w,seedx,seedy,numpts,”FlowPath”);
}
if ((btnFlow.Set == 1) or (btnBuffer.Set == 1)) {
WatershedGetObject(w,”VectorUserFlowPath”,userflowpathFilename$,
userflowpathObjname$);
OpenVector(VectIn,userflowpathFilename$,userflowpathObjname$);
}

adds flow path vector to view
if (btnFlow.Set == 1) {
VecFlow = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(Group,VectIn);
VecFlow.Line.NormalStyle.Color.name = Promptflow.value;
}
computes optional buffer zone

if (btnBuffer.Set == 1) {
around flow path and add to view
CreateTempVector(Buffer);
CreateTempVector(TempBuffer);
TempBuffer = VectorToBufferZone(VectIn,”line”,
PromptDistance.value,”meters”);
Buffer = VectorExtract(VecBoundary,TempBuffer,”InsideClip”);
VecBuf = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(Group,Buffer);
VecBuf.Line.NormalStyle.Color.name = Promptzone.value;
}

adds basin vector to view
if (btnBasin.Set == 1) {
WatershedGetObject(w,”VectorUserBasin”,userBasinFilename$,
userBasinObjname$);
OpenVector(BasinVector,userBasinFilename$,userBasinObjname$);
BasinLayer = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(Group,BasinVector);
BasinLayer.Line.NormalStyle.Color.name = Promptbasin.value;
}
BoundaryLayer.Line.NormalStyle.Color.name = Promptborder.value;
View.DisableRedraw = 0;
ViewRedrawIfNeeded(View);
haslayers = 1;
} # end of DoFlowPath
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Sample SML Tool Script

Area Statistics
The Area Statistics script is one example
of many possible applications you can
create using an SML Tool Script. This
sample script lets you draw a polygon
in the View window and get a listing of
computed raster statistics for the defined
area. The Tool Script, which is shown
on the other side of this page, automatically provides the graphic tool for drawing the polygon and the Region Statistics window to list the results. You could
customize this script by adding other statistics computations. You can also use
it as a model for building your own script
that draws a polygon and uses it for some
operation on one or more layers.

If you want to create your own Tool
Script, you don’t have to start completely from scratch. When you create
a new script you are provided with a
script “skeleton”: a series of commented lines that include a number of
predefined functions that will be called
(if used in the script) when the appropriate tool action or event occurs (as
explained in the comments preceding
each function). To use a function,
uncomment the lines containing the
start and end of the function definition,
and add code in between to define what
you want the function to do.
You can choose any icon (or design
your own) to launch the Tool Script
and provide text for its ToolTip.

The Area Statistics Tool Script operates on the raster layer that is currently
active. In the example above the DEM raster layer is active, but the polygon
outlining the burned area is drawn on an overlying RGB raster layer that
shows a natural-color satellite image. The resulting statistics include the
minimum, maximum, and mean elevations for the burned area, which might
help establish replanting schedules. When you are displaying multiple raster
layers, remember to make the target raster the active layer before computing
the statistics for the polygon. Statistics can be computed for any type of
grayscale or binary raster, but not for RGB raster layers.
MicroImages, Inc.

Development of this and other sample Tool
Scripts continues at MicroImages. Check
the MicroImages web site for an updated
version incorporating additional features.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options / Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or design, on
the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are available
only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full script is
printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below.
All sample Tool and Macro Scripts illustrated can be found in their entirety on your TNT products CD-ROM in the folder
in which you installed TNTmips 6.4. These scripts, among others, can be downloaded from the SML script exchange
at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Script for Area Statistics (regstats.sml)
proc cbRedraw() {
local numeric larea, lperimeter, lsurface;
larea = areaScale * area;
lperimeter = distScale * perimeter;
lsurface = areaScale * surface;
if (gc == 0) return;
ActivateGC(gc);

scales the values to specified units

when computing mean

redraws Region Statistics
window when new
statistics are computed

SetColorName(“gray75”);
FillRect(0, 0, da.width, da.height);
SetColorName(“black”);
if (cells > 0) {DrawInterfaceText(sprintf(“Raster: %s\nCells:
%d\nNull Cells: %d\nMinimum: %.2f\nMaximum: %.2f\nMean:
%.2f\nStandard Deviation: %.2f\nArea: %.2f\nPerimeter:
%.2f\nCentroid: %.2f, %.2f\nSurface Area: %.2f”,
rasterName$, count, cells - count, min, max, mean, stdDev, larea,
lperimeter, centroid.x, centroid.y, lsurface), 0, 10);
}
else DrawInterfaceText(sprintf(“Raster: %s\nCells:\nNullCells:
\nMinimum:\nMaximum:\nMean:\nStandardDeviation:\nArea:\nPerimeter:
\nCentroid:\nSurface Area:”, rasterName$), 0, 10);
}

main tool procedure, called
proc cbToolApply(class RegionTool tool) {
within OnInitialize function
if (checkLayer()) {
local numeric sum, sumsqr, xscale, yscale, zscale;
local numeric current, right, down, downright;
local region MyRgn;
local class StatusHandle status;
local class StatusContext context;
cells = 0; min = 0; max = 0; mean = 0; stdDev = 0; sum = 0;
sumsqr = 0; count = 0; surface = 0; area = 0; perimeter = 0;
centroid.x = 0; centroid.y = 0; current = 0; right = 0; down = 0;
downright = 0;
defines local variables for
xscale = ColScale(targetRaster);
yscale = LinScale(targetRaster);
statistics calculation
zscale = Group.ActiveLayer.zscale;
MyRgn = tool.Region;
MyRgn = RegionTrans(MyRgn, ViewGetTransLayerToScreen(View,
rasterLayer, 1));
MyRgn = RegionTrans(MyRgn, ViewGetTransLayerToView(View,
rasterLayer));
MyRgn = RegionTrans(MyRgn, ViewGetTransMapToView(View,
rasterLayer.Projection, 1));

creates
context = StatusContextCreate(status);
StatusSetMessage(context, “Computing values...”);

status dialog

foreach targetRaster[lin, col] in MyRgn {
if (!IsNull(targetRaster)) {
computes statistics
if (count == 0) {
max = targetRaster;
for the polygon
min = targetRaster;
}
else if (targetRaster > max) {
max = targetRaster;
}
else if (targetRaster < min) {
min = targetRaster;
}
sum += targetRaster;
sumsqr += sqr(targetRaster);
count += 1;
estimates surface area
}

by
adding areas of triangles
created by current cell and
cell below, cell to right,
and cell to lower right.

if (!IsNull(targetRaster))
current = targetRaster;
if (!IsNull(targetRaster[lin,col+1]))
right = targetRaster[lin,col+1];
if (!IsNull(targetRaster[lin+1,col]))
down = targetRaster[lin+1,col];
if (!IsNull(targetRaster[lin+1,col+1]))
downright = targetRaster[lin+1,col+1];
surface += .5*sqrt(sqr(yscale*current*zscale-yscale*
right*zscale)+sqr(xscale*current*zscale-xscale*down*zscale)
+sqr(xscale*yscale));

MicroImages, Inc.

surface += .5*sqrt(sqr(yscale*downright*zscaleyscale*right*zscale)+sqr(xscale*downright*zscalexscale*down*zscale)+sqr(xscale*yscale));
cells += 1;
}
avoids division by zero
CloseRaster(targetRaster);
if (count > 1) {
and standard deviation.
mean = sum / count;
stdDev = sqrt((sumsqr - sqr(sum) / count) / (count - 1));
area = MyRgn.$Data.GetArea();
perimeter = MyRgn.$Data.GetPerimeter();
centroid = MyRgn.$Data.GetCentroid();
}
cbRedraw();
StatusContextDestroy(context);
StatusDialogDestroy(status);
} # end of cbToolApply

destroys the status dialog when
computations are complete

}

is called the first time

the tool is activated;
func OnInitialize () {
form = CreateFormDialog(“Region Statistics”);
creates the graphic
form.marginHeight = 2;
tool and dialog
form.marginWidth = 2;
WidgetAddCallback(form.Shell.PopdownCallback, cbClose);
da = CreateDrawingArea(form, 173, 301);
creates drawing area
da.topWidget = form;
da.leftWidget = form;
for dialog window
da.rightWidget = form;
WidgetAddCallback(da.ExposeCallback, cbRedraw);
line1 = CreateHorizontalSeparator(form);
line1.topWidget = da;
line1.leftWidget = form;
line1.rightWidget = form;
line1.bottomOffset = 2;

creates separator between
statistics and menus

distMenu = CreateUnitOptionMenu(form, “distance_units_c”,cbDistUnits,
2, 0);
distMenu.topWidget = line1;
creates menu for selecting units
distMenu.leftWidget = form;
areaMenu = CreateUnitOptionMenu(form, “area_units_c”, cbAreaUnits,
1, 0);
areaMenu.topWidget = distMenu;
areaMenu.leftWidget = form;
line2 = CreateHorizontalSeparator(form);
line2.topWidget = areaMenu;
creates separator between
line2.leftWidget = form;
menus and buttons
line2.rightWidget = form;
line2.topOffset = 2;
saveButton = CreatePushButtonItem(“Save As...”, cbSave);

creates
buttons

closeButton = CreatePushButtonItem(“Close”, cbClose);
buttonRow = CreateButtonRow(form, saveButton, closeButton);
buttonRow.topWidget = line2;
buttonRow.leftWidget = form;
creates button row
buttonRow.rightWidget = form;
buttonRow.bottomWidget = form;
tool = ViewCreatePolygonTool(View, “”, “”, “”);
ToolAddCallback(tool.ActivateCallback, cbToolApply);
} # end of OnInitialize
func OnDestroy () {
tool.Managed = 0;
DestroyGC(gc);
DestroyWidget(form);
} # end of OnDestroy

creates standard
polygon drawing
tool

destroys the tool
when necessary
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Sample SML Tool Script

Region Statistics
The Region Statistics tool script demonstrates how you
can design a custom tool to visually select polygons and
convert them to a temporary region to define the area
for action on another coregistered layer. A tool with
these functions could then use the region in a variety of
operations. In this example, the region is used in the
simple operation of extracting statistics from a raster
object. This same tool could be modified to perform
many other functions with the regions it creates. For
example, it could extract points, lines, or polygons from
another vector layer or use the extract functions to create rasters of the regions.

statistics for a
single polygon

The Region Statistics script lets you select one or more
vector polygons then calculates a set of statistics from
an underlying raster for the area covered by the selected
polygon(s). The top vector layer is used for polygon
selection and the statistics are calculated for the bottom
raster layer. The statistics calculated include the number of cells, the number of null cells, the minimum and
maximum cell values, the mean cell value, the standard deviation of cell values,
the area of the region, its perimeter length, the coordinates of the centroid, and a
surface area estimation. You can choose from any of the 25 length units and 13
area units standardly available throughout the TNT products for viewing the perimeter and area statistics. You can also save the calculated statistics as a text
file. If you select the same text file again, the current statistics will be appended
to earlier entries.

This custom script reports the same
statistics as the Area Statistics tool
script. The method of area definition differs between the two—one
has you draw the area and the other
statistics for a multiuses selected polygons to create a
polygon region
region. Together these scripts provide an excellent example of how to
use the sample scripts provided by
MicroImages to put together the
pieces you need for your own custom tool. Think of the sample macro
and tool scripts provided as a series
of modules to be reused for the same
or different purposes in a script that
creates the custom tool you want. This script, for example, has modules concerned with selecting polygons, making a region
from selected polygons, using a status window, calculating standard raster statistics for a local area, and estimating surface
area from an elevation raster.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or
design, on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are
available only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full
script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample Tool Script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script exchange at
www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Partial Script for Region Statistics (regstatp.sml)
checks to see if
layers are valid

func checkLayer() {
local boolean valid = false;

if (Group.LastLayer.Type == “Vector”) {
vectorLayer = Group.LastLayer;
DispGetVectorFromLayer(targetVector, vectorLayer);
if (targetVector.$Info.NumPolys > 0) {
vectorName$ = vectorLayer.Name;
valid = true;
}
else vectorName$ = “No polygons!”;
}
else vectorName$ = “Not a vector!”;
if (Group.FirstLayer.Type == “Raster”) {
rasterLayer = Group.FirstLayer;
DispGetRasterFromLayer(targetRaster, rasterLayer);
if (targetRaster.$Info.Type != “binary” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “4-bit unsigned” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “8-bit signed” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “8-bit unsigned” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “16-bit signed” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “16-bit unsigned” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “32-bit signed” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “32-bit unsigned” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “32-bit float” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “64-bit signed” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “64-bit unsigned” and
targetRaster.$Info.Type != “64-bit float”) {
rasterName$ = “Type not supported!”;
valid = false;
}
else
rasterName$ = rasterLayer.Name;
}
else {
rasterName$ = “Not a raster!”;
valid = false;
}
return valid;
}

gets layer name if top
layer is vector, gives
error if not

gets point
coordinates of tool

point = TransPoint2D(point, ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1));
point = TransPoint2D(point, ViewGetTransMapToView(View, vectorLayer.Projection, 1));
elementNum = FindClosestPoly(targetVector, point.x, point.y, GetLastUsedGeorefObject(targetVector));
if (elementNum > 0) {
MyRgn = ConvertVectorPolyToRegion(targetVector, elementNum,
GetLastUsedGeorefObject(targetVector));

convert selected

gets layer name if
bottom layer is valid
raster type, gives
error if not

proc cbRedraw() {
local numeric larea, lperimeter, lsurface;
larea = areaScale * area;
lperimeter = distScale * perimeter;
lsurface = areaScale * surface;
if (gc == 0) return;
ActivateGC(gc);

point.x = tool.Point.x;
point.y = tool.Point.y;

scales the values to
specified units
redraws Region
Statistics window
when new statistics
computed

SetColorName(“gray75”);
FillRect(0, 0, da.width, da.height);
SetColorName(“black”);
if (cells > 0) {
DrawInterfaceText(sprintf(“Vector: %s\nRaster: %s\nCells: %d\nNull Cells: %d\nMinimum:
%.2f\nMaximum: %.2f\nMean: %.2f\nStandard Deviation: %.2f\nArea: %.2f\nPerimeter:
%.2f\nCentroid: %.2f, %.2f\nSurface Area: %.2f”,
vectorName$, rasterName$, count, cells - count, min, max, mean, stdDev, larea, lperimeter,
centroid.x, centroid.y, lsurface), 0, 10);
}
else DrawInterfaceText(sprintf(“Vector: %s\nRaster: %s\nCells:\nNull
Cells:\nMinimum:\nMaximum:\nMean:\nStandard Deviation:\nArea:\nPerimeter:\nCentroid:\nSurface
Area:”,vectorName$, rasterName$), 0, 10);
}

procedures after right mouse

proc cbToolApply(class pointTool tool) {
button click (tool applied)
if (checkLayer()) {
local numeric sum, sumsqr, xscale, yscale, zscale;
defines local
local numeric current, right, down, downright, elemNum;
local region MyRgn;
variables for statistics
local class POINT2D point;
calculations
local class StatusHandle status;
local class StatusContext context;
cells = 0; min = 0; max = 0; mean = 0; stdDev = 0; sum = 0; sumsqr = 0; count = 0; surface = 0;
area = 0; perimeter = 0;
centroid.x = 0; centroid.y = 0; current = 0; right = 0; down = 0; downright = 0;
xscale = ColScale(targetRaster);
yscale = LinScale(targetRaster);
zscale = Group.FirstLayer.zscale;

polygon(s) to region and
if (regionMode$ == “plus”) {
if (numRegions > 0) {
transform to appropriate
MyRgn = RegionOR(reg, MyRgn);
coordinate system
}
numRegions += 1;
vectorLayer.Poly.HighlightSingle(elementNum, 2);
}
else {
if (numRegions > 1) {
MyRgn = RegionSubtract(reg, MyRgn);
numRegions -= 1;
}
else {
MyRgn = RegionXOR(MyRgn, MyRgn);
numRegions = 0;
}
vectorLayer.Poly.HighlightSingle(elementNum, 3);
}
reg = CopyRegion(MyRgn);
status = StatusDialogCreate(form);
context = StatusContextCreate(status);
StatusSetMessage(context, “Computing values...”);
foreach targetRaster[lin, col] in reg {
if (!IsNull(targetRaster)) {
if (count == 0) {
max = targetRaster;
min = targetRaster;
}
else if (targetRaster > max) {
max = targetRaster;
}
else if (targetRaster < min) {
min = targetRaster;
}
sum += targetRaster;
sumsqr += sqr(targetRaster);
count += 1;
}

creates status dialog

calculates statistics
for the region

if (!IsNull(targetRaster))
method for
current = targetRaster;
estimating
if (!IsNull(targetRaster[lin,col+1]))
surface area
right = targetRaster[lin,col+1];
if (!IsNull(targetRaster[lin+1,col]))
down = targetRaster[lin+1,col];
if (!IsNull(targetRaster[lin+1,col+1]))
downright = targetRaster[lin+1,col+1];
surface += .5*sqrt(sqr(yscale*current*zscale-yscale*right*zscale)
+sqr(xscale*current*zscale-xscale*down*zscale)
+sqr(xscale*yscale));
surface += .5*sqrt(sqr(yscale*downright*zscale-yscale*right*zscale)
+sqr(xscale*downright*zscale-xscale*down*zscale)
+sqr(xscale*yscale));
cells += 1;
}
CloseRaster(targetRaster);
if (count > 1) {
mean = sum / count;
stdDev = sqrt((sumsqr - sqr(sum) / count) / (count - 1));
area = reg.$Data.GetArea();
perimeter = reg.$Data.GetPerimeter();
centroid = reg.$Data.GetCentroid();
}

additional statistics
calculated while
avoiding division
by zero

(see regstatp.sml for full script)
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Sample SML Tool Script

Run Browser
The Run Browser script provides an example of a custom
script used to launch an external application. The web
browser was chosen as the example program because it is
the one type of external program that all clients are most
Choose the element type for links
likely to have so you can run the script. The function that
when the active layer is a vector.
launches the external application is the same for any file
type; it simply uses the file name provided to determine
which application to launch. For example, file names that end in .ppt will
launch Microsoft PowerPoint.
The Run Browser script lets you select elements in a vector or cell values in a
raster layer, choose an associated URL for a web site to visit, then launch your
Internet browser and go to the selected site. The associations between element attributes or cell values and URLs are specified in a separate text file, which means there
are two files needed to use this tool (urls.sml and url.txt). The text file specifically lists
the name and description for each object with URL links. Any number of
objects can be listed in the file, but if the active layer in the group or layout
does not contain one of the objects named, you get a “File not found” message
instead of a list of URLs. To get results when you use this tool without altering
the sample text file, you need to have either CBSOILS_LITE from the CB_SOILS
Project File (CB_DATA folder) or CLS_MAXLIKE from the BERCRPCL Project File (BEREA
folder) as the active layer. Both Project Files are found with the litedata on
your TNT products CD-ROM or with the TNTlite datasets on MicroImages’
web site.
You can associate
one or more URLs
with each attribute
or cell value. You
can also associate the same URL with different attributes if desired. The sample
text file associates polygons of soil type KeB, JmD, or Bd in CBSOILS_LITE with
pages about the corresponding soil type at National Research Conservation Service’s web site. You could, of course, associate all the soil
types with appropriate pages. To use the tool, left-click on the polygon
or cell desired then
right-click to confirm
Links for raster value corresponding
the select tool is corto corn fields in the class raster.
rectly positioned. The
URL(s) associated
with where you
clicked appear
in the Select a URL window. Choose the desired URL, then click on the
Launch Browser button. Your Internet browser will open (if not open
already) and go to the designated web site and specified page.

These two web sites are
found when you click on
any cell that has been
classified as corn.

You can easily add URL links for your own objects to this file. Toward
the bottom of the Select a URL window there is an Action panel that lets
you choose between Scan and Add. Switch to Add, and for a vector, leftclick and right-click on an element of the type you want to link to. You
are then prompted to select a table and field for the attribute and finally,
to enter the URL you want elements with the selected attribute value to
link to. For a raster, you are simply prompted to enter the URL to add for
the cell value you clicked on. The necessary text with the proper syntax
is entered in the url.txt file. You can then toggle on Scan for the action,
select the cell or polygon, and go to the designated web site.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or
design, on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are
available only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full
script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample Tool Script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script exchange at
www.microimages.com/downloads/tool&macro.htm.

Reference File for Run Browser Script (url.txt)
[CBSOILS_Lite : (TNTlite) Part of Crow Butte soil type polygons]
{poly CLASS Class KeB}
http://www2.ftw.nrcs.usda.gov/osd/dat/K/KEITH.html
{poly CLASS Class JmD}
http://www2.ftw.nrcs.usda.gov/osd/dat/J/JAYEM.html
URL
{poly CLASS Class Bd}
http://www2.ftw.nrcs.usda.gov/osd/dat/B/BANKARD.html

object name
and description
element type
and attribute
value specified

[CLS_MAXLIKE : Class raster from 6_06, 7_30, & 10_10 (Green, Red, NIR6)]
{1}
cell values linking
{3}
to following URL(s)
http://www.microimages.com

http://www.wheatworld.org
http://www.oznet.ksu.edu/wheatpage/
{5}
http://www.jeffersoninstitute.org/pubs/drybeans.shtml
{6}
http://www.ag.ndsu.nodak.edu/media/beets/sgrbeet.htm
{7}
URLs linked
http://www.corn.org
http://www.ncga.com
to cell value 7
{8}
http://www.animalrangeextension.montana.edu/articles/Forage/General/Growing-alfalfa-hay.htm

Partial Script for Run Browser (urls.sml)
proc cbLayer() {
if (Group.ActiveLayer.Type == “Raster”) {
vectorLabel.Sensitive = 0;
pointButton.Sensitive = 0;
nodeButton.Sensitive = 0;
sets window options when
lineButton.Sensitive = 0;
polyButton.Sensitive = 0
active layer changes
}
else {
vectorLabel.Sensitive = 1;
polyButton.Sensitive = 1;
lineButton.Sensitive = 1;
nodeButton.Sensitive = 1;
pointButton.Sensitive = 1;
}
cbRedraw();
}
proc cbOpen() {
Open File button
filepath$ = GetInputFileName(filepath$, “Open URL file”, “txt”);
functions
cbRedraw();
}
proc cbGo() {
Launch Browser
local string url$;
button functions
url$ = list.GetItemAtPos(list.GetFirstSelectedPos());
if (list.SelectedItemCount > 0 and url$ != “No URLs found!” and url$ != “Type not supported!”
and url$ != “No element found!” and url$ != “File not found!”)
RunAssociatedApplication(url$);
}
proc clearHighlight() {
if (Group.ActiveLayer.Type == “Vector”) {
local class VECTORLAYER vl;
vl = Group.ActiveLayer;
if (mode$ == “point”) {
vl.Point.HighlightSingle(1);
vl.Point.HighlightSingle(1, 3);
}
else if (mode$ == “node”) {
vl.Node.HighlightSingle(1);
unhighlights
vl.Node.HighlightSingle(1, 3);
selected
}
element if
else if (mode$ == “line”) {
vl.Line.HighlightSingle(1);
active layer
vl.Line.HighlightSingle(1, 3);
is vector
The RunAssociated Application
}
else {
function launches whatever
vl.Poly.HighlightSingle(1);
application would be used if you
vl.Poly.HighlightSingle(1, 3);
double-clicked on the file on
}
}
your desktop. If the file name
}
ends in .doc, it will launch
proc cbClose() {
Close button
Microsoft Word; if the file name
pointTool.Managed = 0;
functions
DialogClose(form);
ends in .pdf, it will launch Adobe
if (setDefaultWhenClose) {
Acrobat or Acrobat Reader,
setDefaultWhenClose = false;
whichever would be used if you
View.SetDefaultTool();
}
double-clicked on the file on
}
your desktop.
proc cbModeChanged() {
if (pointButton.Set == 1) {
mode$ = “point”;
}
changesvector
else if (nodeButton.Set == 1) {
selection mode
mode$ = “node”;
}

else if (lineButton.Set == 1) {
mode$ = “line”;
}
else mode$ = “poly”;
}
sets Action
proc cbActionChanged() {
mode
if (scanButton.Set == 1) {
action$ = “scan”;
}
else action$ = “add”;
}
proc cbToolApply(class RegionTool polyTool) {
list.DeleteAllItems(); clears the list

right mouse button click to confirm
selection does the following

local string url$, layerName$, temp$, temp2$, item$, element$, table$, field$, value$;
local class FILE reffile;
sets up local
local class LAYER layer;
local numeric numTok, i, j, num, start;
variables
local class POINT2D point;
local class StatusHandle status;
local class StatusContext context;
layer = Group.ActiveLayer;

keep going if active
if (layer.Type == “Raster” or layer.Type == “Vector”) {
layer is raster or vector
point.x = pointTool.Point.x;
point.y = pointTool.Point.y; get coordinates of selected point
# Set up layer, object, layer name, and point transformations.
if (layer.Type == “Raster”) {
point = TransPoint2D(point, ViewGetTransLayerToScreen(View, layer, 1));
DispGetRasterFromLayer(rv, layer);
layerName$ = “[“ + rv.$Info.Name + “ : “ + rv.$Info.Desc + “]”;
}
else if (layer.Type == “Vector”) {
point = TransPoint2D(point, ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1));
point = TransPoint2D(point, ViewGetTransMapToView(View, layer.Projection, 1));
local class VECTORLAYER vl;
vl = layer;
DispGetVectorFromLayer(vv, layer);
layerName$ = “[“ + vv.$Info.Name + “ : “ + vv.$Info.Desc + “]”;
}
reffile = fopen(filepath$);
start = 0;
while(!feof(reffile)) {
url$ = fgetline$(reffile);
start += 1;
if (url$ == layerName$)
break;
}
if (url$ != layerName$)
list.AddItem(“File not found!”);
url$ = “”;
while(!feof(reffile)) {
temp$ = fgetline$(reffile);
url$ = url$ + temp$ + “\n”;
if (temp$ == “”)
break;
}
fclose(reffile);

determine that active layer
is named in reference file

retreive URL choices
for the active layer

close the
reference file

(see urls.sml for full script)
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UNDO Edits in Multiple Layers
The UNDO feature in the Geospatial Data Editor (Edit / Spatial Data
(Prototype Undo)) allows you to edit multiple objects in different layers,
and use the Undo tool to recover from separate edits as you switch
between the layers. The editor maintains a separate Undo history for
each object that is open for editing. Thus you can switch between layers,
make edits, switch back to other layers, and in each layer retain the
ability to Undo editing operations in the order they were performed in
that object. Any editing operations in other layers have no effect on the
Undo history in the active layer.

Two objects are open for
editing: a raster layer
containing a grayscale
agricultural image, and a
vector layer for interpretations. In Figure 1, the
vector layer is selected
and polygons are drawn
around non-cultivated
areas. The Undo tool
keeps a record of editing
operations for the vector
object.

The illustrations on this page show a simple case
in which two objects are open for editing: a
raster layer containing a grayscale airphoto, and
a vector layer. Polygons in the vector layer are
drawn as land use interpretations. The raster
layer is edited to show land use categories.
Figure 2: When you switch to a raster layer and
draw land use categories, the Undo tool keeps a
separate record of edits for the raster layer while
retaining the Undo record for the vector layer.

Each time the Undo tool is applied, the most
recent editing operation in the current layer is
canceled and the object is restored to its previous state. Even if dozens of editing operations have been applied in multiple other objects, the Undo tool applies only to the last
editing operation in the active layer.

Figure 3: If you switch
back to the vector layer,
the Undo tool can
remove the most
recently added polygons.
Figure 4: Switching
again to the raster layer,
the Undo tool removes
the red, orange, and
green category interpretations.

The Undo tool reverses editing operations including style assignments, drawing operations,
delete operations, shape modifications, move and resize operations, text
and label changes, topological modifications, and all collateral changes
to any associated attribute tables.
The Undo history for each object is maintained throughout the editing
session. The editor keeps the Undo history when you save an object
during a session, but the history is not retained when you close the editor. The Undo history for each layer is also limited by the number of
Undo Levels (up to 50 per object) that you select in the editor’s Preferences dialog (Setup / Preferences in the Spatial Data Editor window).
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UNDO Multi-step Edits
The UNDO feature in the Geospatial Data Editor restores raster cells to their original cell values.

Begin with an agricultural raster
image on which to draw land use
categories.

Draw land use categories with the
raster editing tools. This illustration
shows five category interpretations.

Back up ten steps with the Undo tool
in order to start over with the third land
use category.

The UNDO feature cancels all editing operations in CAD objects.

Building footprints in A CAD object

Edit styles for individual buildings

Undo several style assignments

The UNDO feature restores complete TIN topology.

With the Add Edge tool, you can add
a complex linear feature.

The editor automatically recomputes
the TIN topology, often adding many
nodes and reconfiguring edges.

When you click the Undo button, The
TIN object is restored to its exact state
before the line was added.
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UNDO Vector Edits
Adding a single linear
feature can create
intersections with many
existing polygons.

The spatial data editor
maintains full vector
topology as you edit. Thus,
when a new linear feature
is added, all its intersections with existing elements are reconciled.

One click of the
Undo button
removes all line
elements and nodes.

Complex topological changes can
An Undo feature in the Geospatial
be easily reversed with the Undo
Data Editor (Edit / Spatial Data
The editor automatically
feature. Instead of manually
(Prototype Undo)) allows you to
breaks the line you draw
deleting each discrete line seginto multiple elements with
ment and then removing excess
step back through recent editing
a node at every intersection.
nodes, the entire linear feature can
operations and recover the previbe removed in one step.
ous state of the object you are
editing. The power of this feature
is in its abillity to undo the complex topological changes
recent editing change is reversed. If you add elements,
that the discarded edits have caused. In the same way,
the Undo tool removes them. If you modify elements,
changes to related attribute tables are also undone.
Undo restores their previous shape and position.
The illustrations on this page show how you can step
The editor supports up to 50 levels of undo. Use the
back through a series of edits and restore the previous
Preferences dialog (Setup / Preferences ...) to specify
condition of a vector object. A linear feature is traced
the number of levels you want. If your computer has
diagonally across the view, intersecting many polygon
limited memory and disk space, then specifying fewer
elements. The editor maintains full topology for the vecundo levels will spare some of these system resources.
tor object, so the linear feature is automatically broken
into multiple line elements with a node at each intersection. Removing this linear feature without the undo feature would require explicitly deleting each discrete line
segment and then processing the vector object to remove excess nodes. By contrast, in one step the undo
feature removes all the line elements and nodes that were
The Preferences dialog
generated by the single operation of adding the line fea(Setup / Preferences...) lets
you choose up to 50 Undo
ture.
levels.

The Undo tool is presented with the icon buttons in the
View window. Each time you click the button, the most
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Sample SML Tool Script

ViewMarks
ViewMarks are position markers for a single view window. They are particularly useful for layouts covering a
large geographic area, especially when limited map scale
visibility is used to add and remove layers as you zoom
in and out. Mark a view of interest and return to that
view from any scale or position by selecting it from the
list of viewpoints you build up.
The script, a portion of which is shown on the other side
of this page, creates the Viewpoint List window (below,
left) with the buttons needed to make, save, and open
viewpoint lists; to add and remove points from the list; and to zoom to the selected point and close the
window. You can also double-click on a list entry to display it.
When you add a ViewMark, the default name provided
is the map scale and center coordinates for the view,
which can be changed to a more descriptive name.

The Viewpoint List remains as long as
the current View window is open. If you
want to use the same ViewMarks in another display session, you need to save
the list. When you choose to save your
viewpoint list, a .pos file is created. This
file simply contains the name you entered
for the viewpoint, the map scale, and center point for each viewpoint on the list.
Thus, the file can be used again with the
same group, layout, or single-layout atlas, or it can be used with a completely
different set of layers that covers the same
geographic area.
Thus, ViewMarks let you work with data sets that cover
large areas and still rapidly locate and return to areas of
interest in high resolution imagery or detailed vector
objects. ViewMarks have use beyond TNTmips’ Display process; they can be set up for any process that uses
a View window, for example, the Spatial Data Editor.
Thus, you can mark a number of positions that are critical to check after some global editing operation, such as
line snapping or filtering, and return to each with ease.
The example on this page is derived from the Nebraska Statewide atlas, which is a single layout that uses map scale controlled visibility to increase the level of detail shown as you
zoom in.
MicroImages, Inc.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options / Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or design, on the
toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are available only in
TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full script is printed
below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. All
sample Tool and Macro Scripts illustrated can be found in their entirety on your TNT products CD-ROM in the directory
where your TNT products are installed. These scripts, among others, can be downloaded from the SML script exchange
at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Partial Script for ViewMarks (vptool.sml)
class XmForm dlgform;
class XmList poslist;
class MAPPROJ projLatLon;
class TRANSPARM transMapToView;
class FILE posfile;
number ischanged;
number setDefaultWhenClose;
number numpos;
array posX[1];
array posY[1];
array posScale[1];
func DoSave () {
if (numpos == 0) return;
posfilename$ = GetOutputFileName(“”,”Select position file to save as:”,”pos”);
DeleteFile(posfilename$);
saves the list
posfile = fopen(posfilename$,”w”);
to a file
if (posfile == 0) return (false);
local i;
for i = 1 to numpos {
fprintf(posfile,”%s,%f,%f,%f\n”,poslist.GetItemAtPos(i),posX[i],posY[i],posScale[i]);
}
fclose(posfile);
ischanged = false;
return (true);
}
func AskSave () {
if (!ischanged || numpos == 0) return (true);
local answer;
answer = PopupYesNoCancel(“Save current point list?”,1);
if (answer < 0) return (false);
if (answer == 0) return (true);
return (DoSave());
}
proc DoZoom () {
local selpos;
if (numpos == 0) return;
selpos = poslist.GetFirstSelectedPos();
zooms to selif (selpos > 0) {
transMapToView = ViewGetTransMapToView(View,projLatLon);
ected position
if (transMapToView == 0) {
PopupMessage(“Cannot obtain map/view transformation.”);
return;
}
class POINT2D zpoint;
zpoint.x = posX[selpos];
zpoint.y = posY[selpos];
zpoint = TransPoint2D(zpoint,transMapToView,false);
class RECT vextents;
vextents = View.Extents;
if (zpoint.x < vextents.x1 || zpoint.x > vextents.x2 || zpoint.y < vextents.y1 || zpoint.y > vextents.y2) {
PopupMessage(“Point is outside extents of objects being viewed.”);
return;
}
View.DisableRedraw = true;
View.CurrentMapScale = posScale[selpos];
View.Center = zpoint;
View.DisableRedraw = false;
ViewRedraw(View);
}
}
proc DoAdd () {
transMapToView = ViewGetTransMapToView(View,projLatLon);
if (transMapToView == 0) {
PopupMessage(“Cannot obtain map/view transformation.”);
return;
}
adds current
class POINT2D cpoint;
viewpoint to
cpoint = TransPoint2D(View.Center,transMapToView,true);
numpos = numpos + 1;
list
ResizeArrayPreserve(posX,numpos);
ResizeArrayPreserve(posY,numpos);
ResizeArrayPreserve(posScale,numpos);
posX[numpos] = cpoint.x;
posY[numpos] = cpoint.y;
posScale[numpos] = View.CurrentMapScale;
namestr$ = sprintf(“1:%.0f %f %f”,posScale[numpos],posX[numpos],posY[numpos]);
namestr$ = PopupString(“Enter view position name:”,namestr$);
while (poslist.ItemExists(namestr$)) {
namestr$ = PopupString(“Name already used.\nEnter view position name:”,namestr$);
}
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poslist.AddItem(namestr$);
ischanged = true;
}
proc DoRemove () {
local selpos;
local i;
if (numpos == 0) return;
selpos = poslist.GetFirstSelectedPos();
if (selpos > 0) {
removes
poslist.DeletePos(selpos);
selected item
for i = selpos to numpos - 1 {
from list
posX[i] = posX[i+1];
posY[i] = posY[i+1];
posScale[i] = posScale[i+1];
}
numpos = numpos - 1;
ischanged = true;
}
}
proc DoNew () {
if (!AskSave()) return;
clears the list
numpos = 0;
poslist.DeleteAllItems();
ischanged = false;
}
proc DoOpen () {
if (!AskSave()) return;
posfile = GetInputTextFile(“”,”Select positions file to open:”,”pos”);
if (posfile == 0) return;
numpos = 0;
opens file
poslist.DeleteAllItems();
containing list
ischanged = false;
while (!feof(posfile)) {
filestr$ = fgetline$(posfile);
if (NumberTokens(filestr$,”,”) < 4) continue;
numpos = numpos + 1;
ResizeArrayPreserve(posX,numpos);
ResizeArrayPreserve(posY,numpos);
ResizeArrayPreserve(posScale,numpos);
poslist.AddItem(GetToken(filestr$,”,”,1));
posX[numpos] = StrToNum(GetToken(filestr$,”,”,2));
posY[numpos] = StrToNum(GetToken(filestr$,”,”,3));
posScale[numpos] = StrToNum(GetToken(filestr$,”,”,4));
}
fclose(posfile);
}
proc DoClose () {
closes the
if (setDefaultWhenClose) {
window and
setDefaultWhenClose = false;
switches to
View.SetDefaultTool();
}
default tool
}
func OnInitialize () {
class MAPPROJ tempLatLon;
tempLatLon.System = “LatLon”;
tempLatLon.Datum = “WGS84”;
projLatLon = tempLatLon;
dlgform = CreateFormDialog(“Viewpoint List”,View.Form);
WidgetAddCallback(dlgform.Shell.PopdownCallback,DoClose);
class PushButtonItem btnItemNew;
is called the first
class PushButtonItem btnItemOpen;
class PushButtonItem btnItemSave;
time the tool is
class PushButtonItem btnItemAdd;
activated
class PushButtonItem btnItemRemove;
class PushButtonItem btnItemZoom;
class PushButtonItem btnItemClose;
btnItemNew = CreatePushButtonItem(“New”,DoNew);
btnItemNew.IconName = “new”;
btnItemOpen = CreatePushButtonItem(“Open...”,DoOpen);
btnItemOpen.IconName = “open_”;
btnItemSave = CreatePushButtonItem(“Save...”,DoSave);
btnItemSave.IconName = “save”;
btnItemAdd = CreatePushButtonItem(“Add”,DoAdd);
btnItemAdd.IconName = “add_sel”;
btnItemRemove = CreatePushButtonItem(“Remove”,DoRemove);
btnItemRemove.IconName = “remove_sel”;
btnItemZoom = CreatePushButtonItem(“Zoom”,DoZoom);
btnItemZoom.IconName = “apply”;
btnItemClose = CreatePushButtonItem(“Close”,DoClose);
btnItemClose.IconName = “delete”;

(see vptool.sml for full script)
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Sample SML Macro Script

Zoom to Specified Map Scale
The Zoom to Scale macro script lets you specify a number of different map
scales or ground dimensions to use to adjust the display scale. When you
pick the desired scale from the drop-down menu on the Zoom to Scale script
icon, the contents of the View window are redrawn at the indicated scale. If
the scale is specified
in ground dimensions, for example 1
mile or 10 miles,
you get the specified
distance plus 10% for
the smallest window
dimension. (For example, if you choose
10 miles and the window is wider than it is
tall, 11 miles is visible
in the vertical dimension of the window.)

This option menu lets you designate
whether your macro script is designed for a simple button (push the
button and the macro script is executed) or a menu button. In order
for a macro script to provide choices,
you must indicate you want the icon
to be a menu button. You can then
type in the menu choices you want.

In order for the Zoom to Scale script to work as designed,
the objects displayed must either be georeferenced or scale
calibrated. In order for map scale displays to be accurate,
you also need to have set up your screen width and height
on the MI/X panel for General System Preferences (Support / Setup / Preferences).
This particular script accepts two kinds of scale input, map
scale and miles. If the menu choice is purely numeric, it is
taken as a designated map scale. If the menu choice consists of a number, a space, and any other character, it is taken
as a designated ground distance in miles.

Each time you select from the Zoom to Scale icon menu,
the scale is adjusted while maintaining the same view center if possible (if you are zooming out and are near the edge
of the displayed objects, the view will be recentered).
Remember when working with map scale that a smaller
entered number means things appear larger. For example,
the dimensions of a park or other area of interest will be
twice as large at 1:12000 as they are at 1:24000, which are
represented by menu choices of 12000 and 24000, respectively.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or
design, on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are
available only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full
script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. All sample Tool and Macro Scripts illustrated can be found in their entirety on your TNT products CDROM in the directory where your TNT products are installed. These scripts, among others, can be downloaded from
the SML script exchange at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Script for Zoom to Scale (zoomto.sml)
if (NumberTokens(MenuChoice$,” “) == 1) {
ViewSetMapScale(View,StrToNum(MenuChoice$));
}
else if (NumberTokens(MenuChoice$,” “) == 2) {
widthmeters = View.PixelSizeMillimeters * View.Width / 1000;
heightmeters = View.PixelSizeMillimeters * View.Height / 1000;
if (widthmeters < heightmeters) {
mindim = widthmeters;
}
else {
mindim = heightmeters;
}
newdim = StrToNum(GetToken(MenuChoice$,” “,1)) * GetUnitConvDist(“miles”,”meters”);
newscale = newdim / mindim * 1.1;
ViewSetMapScale(View,newscale);
}
You could change this script to zoom to entered
kilometer dimensions, rather than miles, by changing
the word miles to kilometers here.
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Sample SML Script

Creating Cumulative Data
Display of vector points as stalks or roots that convey information about a single attribute does not
require any special data preparation. Display of multiple attributes for a single vector point, however, requires that the point have multiple records attached and that one of the fields in those records
presents the desired attribute in a cumulative fashion. In this context, cumulative means that the
maximum value for one attribute class is the mini- mum value for the next attribute class. Some
types of data, such as bore hole data, may come in this form. Other types of data,
such as population data, generally do not. You
can, however, run an SML script (see reverse)
to create a new table with records and attachments in the form required for style by attribute using a color stack (see the plate
entitled Vector Points on Stalks if you are
not familiar with this feature). This
script can be easily adapted to other data
sets by simply changing the table and
field names to reflect those in the database table associated with the points you want
to display.
Before running the SML script, you should have
set up a class table that lists all attribute values for
the field you intend to use to style the stalks or
roots. This table need have only one field, the class
field, which is a primary key. After the new table
is created by the script, you need
to relate it to the existing class
original table
table generated by script
foreign key in
table. The field that contains the
SML generated
For every point, the new table should contain a record for each attribute
table points to
class information in the new
value you want displayed on the stalk or root. The desired attribute values
primary key in
class table
table (here called people) needs
here are White NonHispanic (a computed field), Asian, Black, and Hispanic.
The original table may contain many more fields than you want to use for
to point to the primary key field
styling.
in the Class table. You can establish this relationThe relationships between
ship either by choosing Edit Relations from the
the three tables required
Style
Class
Assignment
Make Table/Form icon for the database or by
for stalk or root display by
table
table
attribute using the color
choosing Edit Definition for the newly generated
stack feature are circled in
new
table. The Key Field selected in the Vector Object
the Database Editor at the
table
right.
Key Attribute Style Assignment window (Vector
Layer Controls / 3D panel / Line Style: By Attribute / Specify) also needs to be the primary key field in the Class table. You need to have the relationships set correctly to get the stalk and root styles you assign by attribute to display.
After the V6.50 release, an additional, simpler styling method that allows you to pick multiple fields
from a single record and specify their order and assigned color in the stack will be developed. The
method described on this page will still be necessary if you want to assign styles by attribute to a point
stalk or root, rather than simply assign colors to each attribute value. Assigning styles by attribute with
multiple attached records will allow you to also incorporate line patterns as part of the stalk or root style,
which will not be available with the yet to be developed feature.
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Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of TNTmips’ Spatial Manipulation
Language (SML). If possible, the full script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on
one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script
exchange at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.5_CD.

Creating Table with Data in Cumulative Form (cumul.sml)
clear(); #clear console
GetInputVector(Vect);
class DATABASE database;
class DBTABLEINFO tableinfo;
class DBTABLEINFO populationinfo;
numeric numPoints;
numeric index;
numeric record;
numeric numRecords;
numeric value;
numeric population;
Array records[1];
database = OpenVectorPointDatabase(Vect);
# Create new table
populationinfo =
TableCreate(database,”Population”,”Created by SML
script”);
TableAddFieldInteger(populationinfo,”population”,12);
TableAddFieldString(populationinfo,”people”,16,16);

TableReadFieldNum(tableinfo,”ASIANPOP”,record);
population += value;
index =
TableNewRecord(populationinfo,population,”Asian”);
records[1] = index;
TableWriteAttachment(populationinfo,i,records,1);
# Write Black population
value =
TableReadFieldNum(tableinfo,”BLKPOP”,record);
population += value;
index =
TableNewRecord(populationinfo,population,”Black”);
records[1] = index;
TableWriteAttachment(populationinfo,i,records,1);
# Write Hispanic population
value =
TableReadFieldNum(tableinfo,”HISPPOP”,record);
population += value;
index =
TableNewRecord(populationinfo,population,”Hispanic”);
records[1] = index;
TableWriteAttachment(populationinfo,i,records,1);

# Open old table
tableinfo = DatabaseGetTableInfo(database,”TABLE”);
numPoints = NumVectorPoints(Vect);

}

printf(“Script Ran to Completion”);

for i=1 to numPoints {
numRecords =
TableReadAttachment(tableinfo,i,records,”point”);
if (numRecords <= 0) continue;
record = records[1];
# Write White Non Hispanic population
value =
TableReadFieldNum(tableinfo,”WhiteNonH”,record);
population = value;
index =
TableNewRecord(populationinfo,population,”WhiteNonH”);
records[1] = index;
TableWriteAttachment(populationinfo,i,records,1);
# Write Asian population
value =
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Dynamic HyperIndex Links
The ability to create individual HyperIndex links to a web
site or external file has been in TNTmips for years. This feature has become much more powerful with the addition of the
ability to link spatially to different files and web sites. The
new HyperIndex link type choices, URL by Attribute and
File by Attribute, use database information associated with
individual vector elements to determine the web site or file to
be located and opened. When you couple File or URL by
Attribute with computed fields, you have powerful, dynamic
spatial links that are easy to create and update.
The atlas illustrated has a variety of links by zip code. When
you click on a zip code polygon (even if it is not displayed)
with HyperIndex Navigator, TNTclient, or
TNTatlas for Windows, you are given a
list to choose from. The destinations in this
case are four different pages at the Weather
Channel’s web site. Each of these is a URL
by Attribute link in which the database information pointed
to is a string expression computed field that combines the
basic URL for the Weather Channel web site with the zip
code that is supplied by the polygon to which expression
generthe record is attached. This web site was re- that
ates Climate
cently reorganized, and the linked web ad- field values
dresses changed. Updating the atlas to reflect
these changes was trivial—the string expression for the linked database information was
changed, which automatically updates the links
for all polygons. Such an update does not require editing the HyperIndex link but instead editing the
expression for the database field either by choosing Edit
Definition, which allows you to change the expression expression that
generates Forecast
for any or all fields in a table, or by choosing Field Op- field values
tions for an individual field and then choosing Edit Expression.
You can also change the table and field that
provide the web address or file name for a
particular object. When you intially establish
the link, you select the appropriate element
type in the HyperIndex Linker window, then
click on any element of that type in the layout’s active layer. If you later
want to edit that link, choose the Existing tool (arrow) and click on any
element of that type in the active layer.

The expressions (left) for
these two different URL
links are nearly identical.

The table with zip codes and zip code names
was imported with the zip code polygon vector.
The computed fields that contain the web links
were added to this table to make use of
existing attachments.

Some web sites are designed to take values from the URL and use them as input for the page, such as to fill in a form.
If your link is to such a web site, you can use spatial information related to where you click in the image area of the
atlas to fill in that form.
MicroImages, Inc.
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Convert Nodes to Point Elements
Vector topology creates a node at every intersection of line elements. Nodes serve
an important topological function, but their existence depends on the line elements.
Thus, as you delete adjoining line elements, the node may become an “excess node”
and is subject to deletion by the Remove Excess Nodes filter. Likewise, if you delete
all of the lines entering the node, the node will be deleted automatically.

The Convert Node to
Point tool creates a point
element from a node.

If you want to protect a node from such automatic deletions, you can convert it to a
point element. A point element is never automatically deleted, no matter what
happens to the line elements around it.
If all four line elements are deleted, the
node element is also
automatically deleted.

a node is deleted
When four line elements
intersect, a node element
is automatically created to
register the topology. The
node element is dependant on the intersection.
By contrast, point elements do not depend on
associated line elements.

If you want to
be sure the
point of intersection
remains even if the
associated line
elements are
deleted, convert the
node to a point
element.

Some node elements are
converted to point elements even
without use of the Convert Node
to Point tool. For example, a
Node survives automatic deletion
if you have attached database
attributes to it. Likewise, it
survives Remove Excess Nodes
if the adjoining line elements
have different attributes.

a point remains
In vector topology, a node
element is always
associated with at least
one line element.

Chain Snapping Extends Line Elements
The chain snapping feature in
the spatial data editor lets you
easily create a continuous line
feature consisting of several
discrete line elements. This is
especially useful for linear features whose attributes change
at identifiable points. For example, a road classification
changes from four-lane highway to two-lane highway and
then to urban street.

As you draw and save each segment, the editor places a node at
their junction so it is easy to change
database attributes and line styles.

When you trace a
complex feature,
save your line
element periodically.
A node separates
the line elements,
so you can apply
different attributes
and line styles.

Turn on the Chain Snap
toggle in the Snap
Options panel of the Line/
Polygon Edit Controls
window.

When chain snapping is on,
the next line element
automatically extends the
one you just saved.
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Explode Composite CAD Elements

The Spatial Data Editor supports composite CAD elements, in
which a single element is composed of multiple points, lines,
and/or polygons. Such a composite element can be used to
describe a complex feature that you want to treat as a single,
logical geospatial element. In the illustration below, a wetland
complex has been created as a composite of several polygons.

Originally, a
chain of lakes
was represented as one
composite
CAD element.

It is selected and manipulated as a single element.
Use the explode operation on composite elements when you
want to treat their components separately. In the illustration,
for example, separate attributes can be recorded for each lake in
the chain and different styles applied after the composite has
been exploded.

Later, separate data for
each lake is collected,
so each lake needs to
be treated separately.

Explode

Explode the
composite
element in order
to treat each lake
as a separate
element.

Use the Explode tool to
separate the components into discrete
polygons.

Undo/Redo Edits in Multiple Layers
Drawing a new line element that crosses multiple
polygons creates a new node element at every
intersection. Simple editing actions can create
complex changes to vector topology.

Draw

Add

Applying the Undo tool removes the new line
element and also all of the new node elements.
The previous topology is automatically restored.

Undo

Redo

Applying the Redo tool restores the new line
element and all of the node elements.

The Redo feature in the
Geospatial Data Editor (Edit /
Spatial Data ) works with the
Undo tool as you edit multiple
objects in different layers.
Use the Redo tool to reverse
the effect of your most recent
Undo operation in the current
editing layer.
The editor maintains a separate Undo/Redo history for
each object that is open for
editing. Thus you can switch
between layers, make edits,
switch back to other layers,
and in each layer retain the
ability to Undo and Redo editing operations in the order
they were performed in that
object. Any editing operations in other layers have no
effect on the Undo history of
the active layer.

Above: Undo and Redo keep track of complex vector topology. Undo and Redo also work with raster, CAD, and TIN objects.
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Save/Restart a Complex Editing Session
The Spatial Data Editor lets you create a complex editing
group with several editing layers and several reference
layers. You can save the whole group and reopen it another time. A saved editing group retains all editing conditions, so when you open the group in your next session,
you can resume your work exactly where you left off.

Choose File / Save Group in the
Spatial Data Editor window to
save a complex editing setup.
In this illustration tree stand
sampling points are created
over multiple reference layers.

With a large X Server
workspace, complex
edting groups are
easy to manage.
Multiple raster
and vector
reference
layers are
used while
editing a new
vector object of
points and
database
information
from a tree
stand survey.

Save a group To save an editing group, select Save Group from the File

menu in the Spatial Data Editor window.
Open a group To open a previously saved editing group, select Open from

the File menu in the Spatial Data Editor window.
View a group You can view an editing group in the display pro-

cess by selecting Open Group from the Open menu in the Spatial
Data Display toolbar.

Setting a Group Margin Distance
The View tab in the Preferences dialog (Setup / Preferences) in the Spatial Data Editor lets you set a margin distance that makes editing easier at the edge of
the group. Note: this Margin Distance is for the editing process and has nothing to do with margins used
for Display Layouts and Hardcopy Layouts.

The Margin
Distance
makes it
easier to edit at
the edge of the
editing group.

Select Preferences from the Setup menu in the Spatial
Data Editor window and click on the View tab in the
Preferences dialog.

With no Margin
Distance, it can
be difficult to draw
features at the
very edge of a
group because
the cursor
switches modes
when it comes to
the edge of the
View window: the
editing pencil
cursor becomes
the resize arrow
cursor.

In this example, a 100-meter
Margin Distance (black in this
illustration) gives more room to
the editing tools. You can scroll
past the edge of the original
group extents without coming to
the edge of the View window.
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Sample SML Tool Script

Running FRAGSTATS with TNTmips
The patch, which is the basic unit of landscape ecology, is a
piece of the landscape that is considered homogeneous at the
scale of a particular study. A landscape, or area of interest, is
a mosaic of patches of different types. Patch type is equivalent to a class in TNTmips terminology (patches of a single
type in the landscape belong to the same class).
In order to study landscape function and change, you need to
be able to quantify landscape structure. The FRAGSTATS program was developed for this purpose by Kevin McGarigal and
Barbara Marks. FRAGSTATS calculates a number of statistics for
each patch, for all the patches of a single class, and for the
landscape as a whole. FRAGSTATS is concerned with both landscape composition and landscape configuration.
Landscape composition addresses the variety and abundance of patches within the landscape, while landscape
configuration is concerned with physical distribution and spatial character of patches.
runs under DOS and outputs four files, each with the name you provide and a different extension (*.cla,
*.ful, *.lnd, *.pat). Because it runs under DOS, output file names are restricted to eight characters. Three of these
files are designed for direct database import from text while the fourth file
(*.ful) combines information on individual patches, patch classes, and the
landscape as a whole into a single, more humanly readable report.
FRAGSTATS

Two separate scripts for running FRAGSTATS are available with this release of
the TNT products. One is a tool script that lets you draw a region to define
the area of the underlying raster to use for calculation of statistics. The
other script is run through the SML process and requires the landscape raster and a mask raster to define your area of interest within the landscape.
The FRAGSTATS tool script demonstrates that a tool script can run an external
program using objects from TNTmips Project Files and that FRAGSTATS can
be used with an interactively designed mask (a region).
Once you have drawn and applied your region (or selected both the landscape and mask raster), you are asked to
supply an edge distance in meters. The edge distance is the setback
distance (in meters) within each patch for the purpose of calculating
core area metrics. Next, a DOS shell opens and reports progress while
FRAGSTATS is running. When FRAGSTATS is done, the DOS shell will say
finished in the title bar. You need to close the DOS shell in order to
continue working in TNTmips’ Spatial Data Display process. The
amount of time it takes FRAGSTATS to run is determined by the number of cells selected for processing and the number of patches within
the selected area.

Summary statistics for each patch type were imported to
a database related to the landscape raster by cell value.
A multiline DataTip that incorporates specific statistics of
interest (from the 40 in the *.cla file) was then
constructed using a string expression field.

The information shown in the multiline DataTip (left) was selected
from the table that resulted from import of the .cla file produced by
FRAGSTATS. The imported table can be related to the internal table
using cell value (Internal.Value), which corresponds to the patch
type in the FRAGSTATS output.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or
design, on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are
available only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full
script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample Tool Script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script exchange at
www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.5_CD.

Script for Running FRAGSTATS on RVC Data (fragtool.sml)
class XmForm form, buttonRow;
class PushButtonItem closeButton;
class MdispRegionTool tool;
class Raster targetRaster;
class LAYER rasterLayer;
string rasterName$, frag$;
class XmDrawingArea da;
class GraphicsContext gc;

fclose(outFile);

variable
declarations

runs

DeleteFile(Rout.$Info.Filename);
DeleteFile(tempFile$);

checks to see

func checkLayer() {
if active layer
local boolean valid = false;
is a raster of
# Get name of active layer if it is usable. If not output an error message.
valid type for
if (Group.ActiveLayer.Type == “Raster”) {
rasterLayer = Group.ActiveLayer;
FRAGSTATS
DispGetRasterFromLayer(targetRaster, rasterLayer);
if (targetRaster.$Info.Type == “32-bit float” or targetRaster.$Info.Type == “64-bit float”) {
rasterName$ = “Type not supported!”;
}
else {
rasterName$ = rasterLayer.Name;
valid = true;
}
}
else
rasterName$ = “Not a raster!”;
return valid;
}
proc cbRedraw() {
if (gc == 0) return;
ActivateGC(gc);
SetColorName(“gray75”);
FillRect(0, 0, da.width, da.height);
SetColorName(“black”);
DrawInterfaceText(rasterName$, 0, 12);
}
proc cbLayer() {
checkLayer();
cbRedraw();
}

draws text
in Fragstat
window

FRAGSTATS

deletes
temporary files

StatusContextDestroy(context);
StatusDialogDestroy(status);
}
else PopupMessage(rasterName$);
}
proc cbClose() {
tool.Managed = 0;
DialogClose(form);
if (setDefaultWhenClose) {
setDefaultWhenClose = false;
View.SetDefaultTool();
}
}

closes Status
window

actions when
close Fragstat
window

func OnInitialize () {
WidgetAddCallback(Group.LayerSelectedCallback, cbLayer);
form = CreateFormDialog(“Fragstat”);
form.marginHeight = 2;
form.marginWidth = 2;
WidgetAddCallback(form.Shell.PopdownCallback, cbClose);
da = CreateDrawingArea(form, 15, 400);
da.topWidget = form;
da.leftWidget = form;
da.rightWidget = form;
WidgetAddCallback(da.ExposeCallback, cbRedraw);

called first time
tool is activated,
creates windows
and asks user to
locate FRAGSTATS
executable

line = CreateHorizontalSeparator(form);
line.topWidget = da;
line.leftWidget = form;
line.rightWidget = form;
line.topOffset = 2;

check new
active layer
if changed

closeButton = CreatePushButtonItem(“Close”, cbClose);

proc cbToolApply(class RegionTool tool) {
if (checkLayer()) {
local region MyRgn;
sets local
local class StatusHandle status;
variables
local class StatusContext context;
local numeric lins, cols, csize, edist, value;
string type$, tempFile$, fragout$;
status = StatusDialogCreate(form);
context = StatusContextCreate(status);
StatusSetMessage(context, “Running fragstats...”);

procedure
when region
applied

lins = NumLins(targetRaster);
cols = NumCols(targetRaster);
tempFile$ = CreateTempFileName();
fragout$ = GetToken(GetOutputFileName(_context.ScriptDir, “Where would you like the results?”,
“”), “.”, 0);
csize = (LinScale(targetRaster) + ColScale(targetRaster)) / 2;
edist = PopupNum(“Enter the edge distance in meters:”);

writes to text file

value = 32071;
for row = 0 to lins - 1 step 1 {
for column = 0 to cols - 1 step 1 {
if (PointInRegion(row, column, MyRgn)) then {
fprintf(outFile, “%d “, targetRaster[row, column]);
}
else fprintf(outFile, “%d “, -value);
}
if (row != lins - 1)
fprintf(outFile, “\n”);
}

buttonRow = CreateButtonRow(form, closeButton);
buttonRow.topWidget = line;
buttonRow.leftWidget = form;
buttonRow.rightWidget = form;
buttonRow.bottomWidget = form;
tool = ViewCreatePolygonTool(View);
ToolAddCallback(tool.ActivateCallback, cbToolApply);

creates
status bar

MyRgn = tool.Region;
gets region
MyRgn = RegionTrans(MyRgn, ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1));
MyRgn = RegionTrans(MyRgn, ViewGetTransLayerToView(View, rasterLayer, 1));

outFile = fopen(tempFile$);

closes output file

run(sprintf(“%s %s %s %d %d 2 %d %d %d $ $ $ $ $ y y y y y”, frag$, tempFile$, fragout$, csize,
edist, lins, cols, value), 1);

applies the
region for use
in FRAGSTATS

frag$ = GetInputFileName(“c:/tnt/win32/fragstats.exe”, “Please locate the fragstat executable.”, “exe”);
} # end of OnInitialize
func OnDestroy () {
tool.Managed = 0;
DestroyGC(gc);
DestroyWidget(form);
} # end of OnDestroy
func OnActivate () {
checkLayer();
tool.Managed = 1;
tool.HasPosition = 0;
DialogOpen(form);
if (gc == 0)
gc = CreateGCForDrawingArea(da);
cbRedraw();
setDefaultWhenClose = true;
} # end of OnActivate
func OnDeactivate () {
setDefaultWhenClose = false;
cbClose();
} # end of OnDeactivate

called when tool
is destroyed

called when tool
is activated

called when tool
is deactivated
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GeoFormula Creation Wizard
The GeoFormula process in TNTmips (Process / GeoFormula) is a
streamlined scripting environment that lets you combine the spatial
and numeric information in vector and raster objects in several ways.
The process now includes a
GeoFormula Creation Wizard to
help you construct three types of
scripts: general numeric, general
with color result, or multi-criteria
analysis (see the accompanying
plate entitled Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis). All scripts create a
new raster object.
When you create a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) script
using the wizard, you are prompted to enter a set of weighting factors
for the input objects and to specify a source for score values for each
object. The wizard then creates a fully-functional MCDA script that
can be run without further modification.

You can launch the GeoFormula Creation Wizard
by using the default option on the new pop-up dialog that defines the starting mode for the
GeoFormula process.

You can also launch the wizard using the New
Formula (wizard) icon button on the main window.

1. You can enter any
value between 0 and
1.0 for the weight for
each object. If the
values you enter do
not sum to 1.0, press
the Normalize button
to rescale them automatically.

5.

Use the New Score Table
window to enter a score for
each value of the selected attribute. The Value and Score
fields are saved automatically
in a new table that is named
MCASCORE.

2. The wizard prompts
you to select the source
for the score values for
each input object.
These scores must be
read from an attached
database table. If you
have already set up
such a table, select the
Table and Field containing the values.

6. When you set up a new
score table for an input raster
object using the MCDA wizard, you can assign scores by
Unique Value (a separate
score entry for each cell value) or by Range. With the
Range option, simply enter the
number of ranges and the desired score for each.
3.

If no scores table
exists, press the New
Table button to begin
to create one.

4. Pick the table and field
containing the attribute to
associate with the scores.

When you
choose one
of the two
general
script
options, the
wizard
creates a
skeletal script with all lines commented out, along with
guidelines on how that type of script must be structured. You
then edit the script, removing the comment character from
the functional lines and adding lines to perform the desired
computation.
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Inspect File Shows File Contents
You receive a JPEG file
that imports incorrectly as
a grayscale image..

Inspect File reveals that the
file originated in Adobe
Photoshop.

In Photoshop you discover
that the JPEG uses nonstandard CMY color space.

The standard JPEG file
specification does not
support CMY color
encoding.

When you use the TNT products to assimilate and coordinate a wide
variety of geodata from many sources, you will inevitably come across files
in unknown or non-standard formats. Your
source may say “here is an Excel file” but
When a “standard”
you will discover that it does not import or
format does not
link correctly because the file is not really
import correctly, the
an Excel file. It may actually be in dBase or
problem is usually
CSV or Access format.
that non-standard
In most cases when a standard format does
elements have
not work, the problem is that non-standard
been introduced by
elements have been introduced by an iman improper export
proper export or conversion utility. Someor conversion utility.
times a file is corrupted when it moves from
one platform to another (Mac to UNIX to
Windows). It may also be that some other software offers an export feature
that does not comply with the manufacturer’s specification for that format.
It can be hard to know what the problem is if you cannot see the contents
of the file. Sometimes all you need to do is look at the contents of the
problem file alongside the contents of a file in the same format that works
correctly. You may see immediately that an extra carriage return character
has been introduced at the end of each record, or that the records are not of
the expected length, or that the byte order has been reversed.
Use the Inspect File utility (Support / Inspect Files) to identify the problem,
and you will be well on your way to solving the problem. Then you can
devise a process to strip the file of incorrect formatting or use TNT’s generic import process with a clear understanding of the file’s organization
and characteristics.

Once you save the
Photoshop JPEG with
standard RGB color, it
imports correctly.
Compare the contents of your mystery file with
the contents of a file in the same format that is
known to work correctly. Try different Data Type,
Format, and Byte Order settings.
Data Type

Format

Byte Order

Look for differences such as extra (or missing)
characters at the end of records, reversed byte
order, improper encoding, missing headers, or
outright data corruption. For a simple problem,
once you see it you may be able to devise a
quick solution yourself. For other problems,
Inspect File will prepare you to discuss it with
MicroImages or another vendor.
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Multi-Layer Snapping Options
The Snap Options
toggle exposes the
Snap Options panel.

The multi-layer snapping options in the Geospatial Data Editor (Edit /
Spatial Data) make it easy to maintain precise agreement between the
coincident features in your various project materials. When you add a
new feature, you can be sure that it aligns correctly with the representations of that feature that already exist in your other geodata objects.
Experienced geodata managers know that conflation can be a tricky
problem: different geodata objects from different sources do not quite
align correctly, so spatial operations, combinations, and queries present
difficulties. When coincident features are represented in different objects by data elements that do not align correctly, you have to deal with
double lines and sliver polygons. Reconciling such conflation differences
can be time consuming. Unresolved conflation issues prevent useful and
accurate analysis and combination operations.

Click the Snap Layer button in the
Line/Polygon Edit controls window to
open the Line Snap Layer Selection
dialog. Select the reference layer that
you want to use for snap control. Then
when you add a new element, it will
snap to the precise position of the
element in the reference object.

The multi-layer snapping
feature supports all standard the snapping options.
The snap target can be
specified by element type
(line, vertex, node, point, or
element).

You can Snap From the start,
end, or both vertices of the
new line. The snap can work
by adding, moving, or
extending the vertex. And
you can have overshoots
removed automatically.

The Geospatial Data Editor allows you to draw vector line elements and
snap their endpoints to elements selected from any other reference layer.
Thus you might use an airphoto image and a hydrology vector object as
reference layers, and then create new a field boundary vector object.
You could draw new vector line elements between fields by visual interpretation of the airphoto layer. Then you could snap the endpoints of the
new line elements to the position of an existing hydrology, property, or
road feature in another layer that already defines a boundary of the field.

The boundary of a field in the
editing layer is snapped to
hydrology in a reference layer

When you draw a
new line element,
its endpoint will
snap to the position
of the line element
in the snap layer.

Snap options in the
Editor make it easy to
maintain precise
agreement between
new elements that
you create and
existing elements in
other objects.

Change the snap
layer as you work to
use many different
reference objects,
such as hydrology,
property, or roads.

Use snapping options
to prevent conflation
problems between
new and existing
geodata elements.
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Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a quantitative
approach to evaluating decision problems that involve multiple variables (criteria). You can apply MCDA to a set of
spatial objects in TNTmips using the GeoFormula process.
A new MCDA script-creation wizard for the GeoFormula
process prompts you for input parameters and automatically
generates a script. (See the plate “GeoFormula Creation
Wizard for an introduction to this interface.) The wizard
uses the most commonly used form of MCDA, a weighted
linear combination method. You first assign a “relative importance” weighting factor to each of the spatial objects.
For each input object you are also prompted to select or set
up a table of numerical scores for the different “conditions”
depicted in the object. The conditions are specified by the
Criterion 1: ( weight = 40 %)
Soil Erodibility

values for a polygon attribute in a vector object or by cell
values or cell value ranges in a raster object. You assign
scores to indicate either the relative benefit or relative cost
associated with a particular condition. The MCDA script
computes an overall score for each output cell location by
multiplying the weighting factor for each object by the object score for that location and summing the products from
all of the input objects.
The MCDA example shown here concerns identifying areas of a forest where clearcut logging should be avoided
due to potential adverse effects on streams from sediment
runoff. The criteria objects used are a vector soil map scored
by soil erodibility, a vector map of stream buffer zones, and
a raster showing average annual rainfall.

Criterion 2: (weight = 35%)
Buffer Distance from Streams

Criterion 3: (weight = 25%)
Average Annual Rainfall
Rainfall, mm
985

591
(Scores
shown
below)
Vector Polygon
Category
Score
Severe.............100
Moderate........... 60
Slight.................10
None................... 0

Vector Polygon
Category
Score
<250 m............... 100
250 to 500 m........ 50
>500 m................. 10

Raster Value
Range
Score
946 - 985..............100
906 - 946................90
867 - 906................80
827 - 867................70
788 - 827................60

Raster Value
Range
Score
749 - 788................50
709 - 749................40
670 - 709................30
630 - 670................20
591 - 630................10

Output MCDA Raster (shown with a rainbow color palette)
92-100

45-54

82-91

36-44

73-81

27-35

64-72

17-26

55-63

8-16

The relative weight values can be
edited on the Values panel, allowing you to easily run several MCDA
models and compare the results.

Scores for all input objects in
this example were set up to
indicate relative cost (hazard). The higher MCDA values therefore indicate areas
of greater potential hazard to streams
from clearcutting. This map could then
be used to delineate zones where
clearcutting would be prohibited.
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Sample SML Scripts

Movie Generation Scripts
The Spatial Manipulation Language (SML) now puts you in the
director’s chair. Using new movie
generation SML functions in
TNTmips 6.50 you can create scripts that set up
and record custom animations of your geospatial
data. You can record these animations in either
MPEG format (any computer platform) or AVI format (Windows computers only) and set both
frame rate and recording time. MicroImages has
prepared a number of sample movie generation
scripts, one of which is excerpted on the reverse
side of this page. Although these movie generation scripts were prepared after the TNTmips 6.50
Products CD was mastered, you can download
any of the scripts as well as sample movie files
from the Downloads page of the MicroImages
web site:
www.microimages.com/freestuf/.
The 30 new SML functions and class methods
that implement movie generation incorporate
many of the capabilities of the 3D Simulation process in TNTmips. But they also give you more
control over the 3D viewing parameters. You can
specify viewer position and view
direction independently, so that the
3D view can look ahead along the
flight path (as in the standard 3D
Simulation process), or to the side,
straight down, or backward along
the flight path. You can create a
single 3D movie that incorporates

elements of the path, orbit, and pan modes of the
3D Simulation process.

View Window

But animations are not limited to 3D simulations.
An animation merely consists of a gradually varying series of static frames. Each frame is rendered
from one or more View windows created by the
script and then copied into the output MPEG or
AVI file. The movie therefore can record any sequential change in the view windows used to
create the frames.
A simple example would be a sequence of 2D
views showing a change in some mapped parameter through time. The script can sequentially
add and then remove a series of pre-prepared layers to and from the view, or modify the display
parameters for a single continuing layer (such as
a set of vector polygons with attached attributes)
to create the change from frame to frame. More
complex examples might sequentially display the
result of some process computed in the script,
such as a series of viewsheds computed for different positions along a traverse line through a
terrain model. The possibilities are limited only
by your source data and your imagination!

Frame

Movie

The main processing loop of any
movie script must perform three major
functions:
1. Change the content of one or more
view windows and redraw. This
step might involve altering the
viewing parameters for a 3D view,
or adding new layers or updating
existing layers in a 2D view.
2. Copy the contents of the view
window(s) to a frame. Additional
graphic symbols or annotation text
can be drawn directly into the
frame if you wish.
3. Copy the frame to the output movie
file.

In a 3D simulation script you can render both 2D and 3D views into each frame, as
shown in the above illustration. After each frame is captured you can also draw
symbols into it marking the current viewer position and view center position, and
draw a trail of previous position symbols behind the moving symbol. Sample 3D
simulation scripts are available to show how to script these features, and to set
up panning, a spiral orbit, and contant-altitude and constant-height flight paths.
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New functions in the Frame and Movie function groups
are used to set up the generic frame and movie parameters, capture the View window contents to a frame, and
copy the frame to the output AVI or MPEG file. For 3D
animations, new class methods in the VIEWPOINT3D
class are used to manipulate the settings for the 3D view.
You can set viewer and view center position coordinates
explicitly for each frame, or move either position a specified distance or direction relative to the previous position.
Either position can be rotated around the other. You can
also set either position and then use an azimuth angle,
elevation angle, and distance to define the other.
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Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the new features of TNTmips’ Spatial Manipulation
Language (SML). Key sections of one script are reproduced below for your quick perusal. The entire script can be
downloaded from the SML script exchange at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.5_CD.

Excerpts from Constant Height Flight Path Script
string format$;
format$ = “AVI”;

string ext$;
Make output file
ext$ = MovieGetFileExt(movie);
string filename$;
filename$ = GetOutputFileName(“”,”Make filename for movie”,ext$);

Set movie format, frame
rate, and recording time

string framerate$;
framerate$ = “MOVIE_FRAMERATE_24”;

if (time <= 1.0) time = 1.0;
numeric time;
time = 60;

numFrames = time * rate;

GetInputRaster(Surface);
GetInputRaster(RastDrape);
GetInputVector(FlightPathVec);
GetInputVector(ViewCenterVec);

Select input DEM for surface, raster
drape, and two vector objects
containing ground traces of
flight path and view center path

string styleFilename$;
string styleObjectname$;
GetInputObject(“Style”,”Select style object for center and viewer
point symbols:”, styleFilename$, styleObjectname$)
string viewer$;
Select style object containing
viewer$ = “VIEWER”;
string center$;
point symbol styles for viewer
center$ = “CENTER”

Get georeference
parameters for layers
and reset to group
class Georef georefFlight;
projection
georefFlight = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(FlightPathVec)
defined by
GeorefSetProjection(georefFlight,group.Projection);
raster drape
class Georef georefCent;
layer
georefCent = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(ViewCenterVec);
GeorefSetProjection(georefCent,group.Projection);

print(“START”);

Start recording movie
MovieStart(movie,filename$);

Variables to set size of 2D and 3D view
windows and zoom-out factor for 2D view

numeric zoomfactor;
zoomfactor = 1.0;

Create display group. Create flag to create
view without iconbar, scrollbars, status line,
and scale/position line; important to maintain
fixed window size during movie generation

class GROUP group;
group = GroupCreate();

for i = 1 to numFrames {
class POINT3D fpt;
fpt.x = xarrayf_eq[i];
fpt.y = yarrayf_eq[i];
fpt.z = zarrayf_eq[i];
vp.SetViewerPosition(fpt);
class POINT3D cpt;
cpt.x = xarrayc_eq[i];
cpt.y = yarrayc_eq[i];
cpt.z = zarrayc_eq[i];
vp.SetCenter(cpt);

string flags$;
flags$ = “NoScalePosLine,NoIconBar,NoScrollbars,NoStatusLine”;
class XmForm dialog2d;
Create dialog and 2D
class VIEW view2d;
dialog2d = CreateFormDialog(“VIEW 2D”);
view2d = GroupCreateView(group,dialog2d,””,size,size,flags$);
view2d.BackgroundColor.red = 67;
view2d.BackgroundColor.green = 100;
view2d.BackgroundColor.blue = 100;

view

Create dialog and 3D
class XmForm dialog3d;
class VIEW3D view3d;
dialog3d = CreateFormDialog(“VIEW 3D”);
view3d = GroupCreate3DView(group,dialog3d,””,size,size,flags$);
view3d.BackgroundColor.red = 67;
view3d.BackgroundColor.green = 100;
view3d.BackgroundColor.blue = 100;
GroupQuickAddRasterVar(group,Surface,1);
GroupQuickAddRasterVar(group,RastDrape,0);
DialogOpen(dialog2d);
DialogOpen(dialog3d);

x2d
y2d
x3d
y3d
w =
h =

= 0;
= 0;
= size;
= 0;
2 * size;
size;

Add surface and
raster drape to group

class Movie movie;
movie = MovieInit();
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Redraw both views

xarraycs[i] = point.x;
yarraycs[i] = point.y;

Copy both
views to frame

Loop to draw
previous viewer
positions in frame

point.x = vp.ViewPos.x;
Draw current viewer position in frame
point.y = vp.ViewPos.y;
point =
TransPoint2D(point,ViewGetTransMapToView(view2d,group.Projection));
point = TransPoint2D(point,ViewGetTransViewToScreen(view2d));
DrawSetPointStyle(viewer$);
DrawPoint(point.x,point.y);
xarrayfs[i] = point.x;
yarrayfs[i] = point.y;

context for frame

Update arrays of previous
viewer position coordinates

DrawTextSetColors(black);
DrawTextSimple(“Muddy Mountains, NV”,2,fontsize);
DrawTextSetColors(colorc);
DrawTextSimple(“View center path”,2,fontsize*2.1);
DrawTextSetColors(colorf);
DrawTextSimple(“Flight path”,2,fontsize*3.3);

Initialize movie

MovieAddFrame(movie,frame);

Set more movie parameters

Loop to draw previous
center points in frame

Update arrays of previous
center point coordinates

for j = 1 to (i - 1) {
SetColor(colorf)
FillCircle(xarrayfs[j],yarrayfs[j],2)
}

Create blank frame

MovieSetFormat(movie,format$);
MovieSetFrameRate(movie,framerate$);
MovieSetFrameWidth(movie,w);
MovieSetFrameHeight(movie,h);

Set view center position

class POINT2D point;
Draw current center point in frame
point.x = vp.CenterPoint.x;
point.y = vp.CenterPoint.y;
point =
TransPoint2D(point,ViewGetTransMapToView(view2d,group.Projection));
point = TransPoint2D(point,ViewGetTransViewToScreen(view2d));
DrawSetPointStyle(center$);
DrawPoint(point.x,point.y);

Full redraw of both views

Create graphics
ActivateGC(FrameCreateGC(frame));
DrawTextSetHeightPixels(fontsize);
DrawUseStyleObject(styleFilename$,styleObjectname$);

Set viewer position along flight path

for j = 1 to (i - 1) {
SetColor(colorc)
FillCircle(xarraycs[j],yarraycs[j],2)
}

view

Set fontsize for text annotation in frame

class Frame frame;
frame = FrameCreate(w,h);

Begin loop for each frame

FrameCopyFromView(frame,view2d,0,0,size,size,x2d,y2d);
FrameCopyFromView(frame,view3d,0,0,size,size,x3d,y3d);

Parameters to set location and
size of each view in movie frame

numeric fontsize;
fontsize = 16;

Section computing arrays of viewer
and center positions from input vectors
is omitted here; see script

ViewRedraw(view3d);

Open both views

ViewRedrawFull(view2d);
ViewRedrawFull(view3d);
ViewZoomOut(view2d,zoomfactor,1);

Check recording time and
calculate number of frames

class Georef georefS;
georefS = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(Surface);
GeorefSetProjection(georefS,group.Projection);

position and view center position

numeric size;
size = 320;

(PATHcHT2.sml)

Draw text
annotation
in frame

Add frame to movie

}
MovieStop(movie);
MovieExit(movie);
DialogClose(dialog2d);
DialogClose(dialog3d);

End of loop recording frames
Stop and exit movie, close dialogs
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Sample SML Script

Farm to Market Routing
TNTmips includes a Network Analysis process that determines the “best” route between points that fall
along a set of lines or the allocation of lines for the most efficient use in delivery to or transportation
from a set of centers. In either case, the stops along the route or the centers must fall on the line
network (the process automatically chooses the nearest node when you indicate the location
of a stop or center). But what do you do when your points, in this case farm gates and processing plants, are not actually on the roads? Use an SML script like the one described here.

New
Zealand

sample
data area

This script uses three vector objects: one to provide the road network, one with farm gate locations, and one with processing plant
locations. You can substitute any widely distributed product location
for the farm gates and any central location to which the product would
be delivered for the processing plants. The difficulty in this particular case is that the data is not suitable for direct use in the Network
Analysis process because, even if merged into a single vector object,
the points do not fall on the roads (you may have to zoom in quite a
way for it to be evident, see inset at left). The problem data was
provided by AgriQuality New Zealand (formerly part of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry). This script uses only the distance
from the processing plants to calculate impedance, but you can
include a variety of other factors, such as road conditions, speed
limits, and the price offered at each processing plant. You can readily
change the market components of the impedance on a daily basis if
need be with the end result of a dynamic appraisal of the best market
for delivery of your product today.
The script adds a node to the ROADS object at the closest point on the
closest line for each of the points in the FARMS object. It keeps track of these added nodes in an array that associates them with
the correct farm. Nodes are similarly added for each of the processing plants. The shortest distance between each farm and
processing plant is calculated using network analysis functions. This script adds two new tables to the point database of the
FARMS vector object: one with records attached to each point that list the distance to each of the processing plants and another
that provides the geographic coordinates of each processing plant in
the same coordinate system used by the FARMS object. The ROADS
vector ends up with many new nodes (equal to the number of farms
and processing plants) that are not required for topology. These nodes
can easily be removed by filtering the vector (use the Remove Excess Nodes filter) if desired.
The script attaches multiple records to each farm gate point—one
for each processing plant. Such multiple attachments mean you cannot simply style by attribute because the first record attached to every point reports the distance to the first processing plant. In order to style each point according to
which processing plant is closest or can be reached with
the least impedance, you need to style by script using a
script designed to evaluate all attached records. The script
used to style the results shown here is included on the back of this
page along with the script that determines the distance to each of the
processing plants.

distance
in km
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Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of TNTmips’ Spatial Manipulation
Language (SML). If possible, the full script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on
one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script
exchange at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.5_CD.

Script for Market Routes (network.sml)
clear(); #clear console
GetInputVector(Farms); #this vector is modified since tables are written to it
GetInputVector(Plants);
GetInputVector(TempNetwork); #this vector is modified by adding nodes

prompts for
input vectors

VectorToolkitInit(TempNetwork,”NoDBStatTable”);
VectorToolkitInit(Farms);

variable
declarations

numFarms = NumVectorPoints(Farms);
Array farms[numFarms];
numeric linenumber;
numeric tempx;
numeric tempy;
numeric a;
numeric b;
numeric distance;
farmgeo = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(Farms);
tempgeo = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(TempNetwork);

gets georeference
for farms and roads

printf(“The number of farms is %d\n”,numFarms);
for i=1 to numFarms {
SetStatusMessage(sprintf(“Processing point %d of %d of farms”,i,numFarms));
tempx = Farms.point[i].Internal.x;
tempy = Farms.point[i].Internal.y;
finds closest point
GeorefTrans(farmgeo,tempx,tempy,tempgeo,tempx,tempy);
on closest line to
linenumber = FindClosestLine(TempNetwork,tempx,tempy);
ClosestPointOnLine(TempNetwork,linenumber,tempx,tempy,a,b); farm gate and
VectorAddNode(TempNetwork,a,b,1);
adds a node
farms[i] = FindClosestNode(TempNetwork,a,b);
}

creates array of all
added nodes and
corresponding farms

numPlants = NumVectorPoints(Plants);
Array plants[numPlants];
plantgeo = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(Plants);

for i=1 to numPlants {
SetStatusMessage(sprintf(“Processing point %d of %d of plants”,i,numPlants));
tempx = Plants.point[i].Internal.x;
finds closest point
tempy = Plants.point[i].Internal.y;
GeorefTrans(plantgeo,tempx,tempy,tempgeo,tempx,tempy);
on closest line to
linenumber = FindClosestLine(TempNetwork,tempx,tempy);
processing plant
ClosestPointOnLine(TempNetwork,linenumber,tempx,tempy,a,b);
and adds a node
VectorAddNode(TempNetwork,a,b,1);
plants[i] = FindClosestNode(TempNetwork,a,b);
}

class Network net;
class Route route;
class MultiRoute multiroute;
numeric imp;

db = OpenVectorPointDatabase(Farms);
numeric recordnumber;
Array records[1];
numeric distance;

creates table that
tinfo = TableCreate(db,”Plant_Num”,”Created by SML script”);
TableAddFieldInteger(tinfo,”Plant”,3);
reports plant
TableAddFieldFloat(tinfo,”xcoord”,25,6);
locations in same
TableAddFieldFloat(tinfo,”ycoord”,25,6);
coordinate
for j=1 to numPlants {
tempx = Plants.point[j].Internal.x;
system as farms
tempy = Plants.point[j].Internal.y;
GeorefTrans(plantgeo,tempx,tempy,tempgeo,tempx,tempy);
recordnumber = TableNewRecord(tinfo,j,tempx,tempy);
records[1] = recordnumber;
TableWriteAttachment(tinfo,i,records,1);
}
tablename$ = “Plant_Dist”;
tinfo = TableCreate(db,tablename$,”Created by SML Script”);
TableAddFieldInteger(tinfo,”Plant”,3);
class DBFIELDINFO the_field;
the_field = TableAddFieldFloat(tinfo,”Net_Dist”,25,6);
the_field.UnitType = “Distance”;
the_field.Units = “kilometers”;

creates table and
field with km
distance units

for j=1 to numPlants {
printf(“Plant %d\n”,j);
SetStatusMessage(sprintf(“Calculating all routes from plant %d of %d”,j,numPlants));
NetworkCalculateMultiRoute(net,plants[j],farms,numFarms,multiroute);
for i=1 to numFarms {
SetStatusMessage(sprintf(“Calculating route %d of %d”,count,total));
count +=1;
printf(“Route from plant %d to farm %d\n”,j,i);

printf(“The number of plants is %d\n”,numPlants);

VectorUpdateStdAttributes(TempNetwork);
CloseVector(TempNetwork); #flush vector

sets network
impedance to
line length

total = numFarms * numPlants;
numeric count;
count = 1;
string tablename$;
class DATABASE db;
class DBTABLEINFO tinfo;

numeric numPoints;
numeric numFarms;
numeric numPlants;
numeric numLines;
numeric i;
Array xarray[1];
Array yarray[1];

numLines = NumVectorLines(TempNetwork);
for i=1 to numLines {
imp = (TempNetwork.line[i].LINESTATS.Length);
NetworkLineSetImpedance(net,i,imp,”FromTo”);
NetworkLineSetImpedance(net,i,imp,”ToFrom”);
}

updates standard attributes
and closes modified vector
object (road network)

calculates
distance of best
route from each
farm to each
processing plant
and adds to record
attached to farm in
distance table

NetworkMultiRouteGetRoute(multiroute,farms[i],route);
report$ = NetworkRouteGetReport(route);
distance = StrToNum(GetToken(report$, “ “,18));
recordnumber = TableNewRecord(tinfo,j,distance/1000); #m/1000 = km
records[1] = recordnumber;
TableWriteAttachment(tinfo,i,records,1);

NetworkRouteClose(route);
}
NetworkMultiRouteClose(multiroute);
}

NetworkClose(net);
CloseVector(Farms);
CloseVector(TempNetwork);
CloseVector(Plants);

net =
NetworkInit(GetObjectFileName(TempNetwork),GetObjectName(GetObjectFileName(TempNetwork),GetObjectNumber(TempNetwork)));
NetworkSetDefaultAttributes(net);

printf(“Script Ran to Completion”);

Script for Styling by Closest Plant
val = Plant_Dist[1].Net_Dist
id = Plant_Dist[1].Plant
for i = 2 to SetNum(Plant_Dist[*]) {
if (Plant_Dist[i].Net_Dist < val) {
val = Plant_Dist[i].Net_Dist;
id = Plant_Dist[i].Plant;
}
}

finds processing
plant with lowest
distance value

if (id == 1)
Style$ = “Style1” else
if (id == 2)
Style$ = “Style2” else
Style$ = “Style3”
UseStyle = 1

assigns drawing
style according to
plant identified as
closest
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Select TrueType Interface Fonts
The font and language support
in TNT permits the complete
translation of the TNT interface
to any language in the world.

A growing list of
language kits is
available on
microimages.com.

TrueType fort support
lets international
clients use fonts from
many sources.

Complete Font Support Virtually everything in the TNT products can be

used in all the languages supported. All of the TrueType (scalable) and BDF
(fixed) fonts on your computer appear on TNT’s Interface Font List Selection
dialog (Support / Setup / Fonts). This font support is built in to the MicroImages
X Server which uses the X11R6 level on all computer types. TNT uses its own
font server to manage TrueType fonts on Windows, Mac and UNIX platforms.
All the pieces are in place for full internationalization. All fonts and languages are
supported for
• map legends and annotations
• automatic feature labels
• menu and interface elements

• dialog boxes and messages
• documentation and help
• database records

Encoding Issues The TNT products use 2-byte Unicode (ISO 10646-1)

fonts for TrueType. Note: you may encounter “8859” TrueType fonts for nonAsian alphabets such as Cyrillic (8859-5), Arabic (8859-6), Greek (8859-7),
and Hebrew (8859-8). However, 8859 TrueType fonts are 1-byte, non-Unicode
fonts and do not work with this version of the TNT products.
Always use Unicode TrueType fonts. The Unicode encoding has code points
for all characters, glyphs, and symbols for all written languages. Of course, most
Unicode fonts include only selected portions of the huge Unicode character set
since they are usually prepared for use in a specific language.
TrueType fonts support
a variety of interface
styles and
languages.

Follow these steps to use
TrueType fonts for the TNT
interface elements.
1. Acquire an Appropriate
TrueType Font. Many fonts
are available on the Web
either as free downloads or
for sale from font vendors.
Get the font you need and
install it on your system.
(For example in Windows
95/98, drag the TTF file to the
Windows / Fonts folder.)
2. Download the TNT
Language Kit (.PKG) from
microimages.com
3. Install the TNT Language
Kit. Select Support / Setup /
Preferences and click the
Install Localization Package
button in the General System
Preferences dialog. Use the
Select File dialog to select
the PKG file you downloaded.
4. Select an Installed
Language. Select Support /
Setup / Preferences and
click the Language ... button.
Pick the language you want
from the scrolling list in the
Language dialog.
5. Add Language Fonts.
Select Support / Setup /
Fonts and choose a font
from the scrolling list in the
Interface Font List Selection
dialog. The Fonts To Use
pane shows the fonts that
TNT will use with the
currently selected Language.
TNT uses the fonts in the
order they appear on the
Fonts to Use list. Add and
Delete fonts for the current
Language so that the
primary font, size, and style
you want is first. Keep a
Latin-1 font at the bottom of
the list as a fallback and any
missing interface text will
appear in English.
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Using Inspect File for Raster Import
You receive an image
file that does not
import correctly.

Inspect File reveals a 54-byte
header and periodic records
1536 bytes apart.

You use the derived
parameters for a userdefined raster import.

The FF values may be
unused file space or the
beginning of the null cells
at the top of the image.
Further inspection is
needed.

File header information evidently ends
at byte 54.

The user-defined import
format accommodates
your observations from
Inspect File.
Simple observation
often gives you enough
information about a file’s
structure so that you can
make a reasonable
guess about its correct
import parameters.

As you scroll
through the file, you
observe that the first
series of 00 bytes
ends at 7782 . . .

. . . the next series
of 00 bytes ends at
9318 . . .

You may be able to solve many raster import problems by simple
observation of an import file’s content and structure. You can
often recognize periodic content changes that indicate new
records or lines of data. You may be able to see where header
information ends. You can do a little arithmetic to derive the
line and column dimensions of the image.
Of course the difficulty increases with complex formats that use
band interleaving or inter-band headers and trailers or image
compression techniques. The TNT raster import process lets
you specify a wide range of format and structure characteristics. Your inspection of the input file may give you a reasonable idea of its number of bands, line / column dimensions, data

. . . and the next 00 bytes end at 10854. Evidently,
each record, or line of image data, takes 1536
bytes, which is 3 times 512. So you make a guess
and tell the custom raster import process to import
8-8-8 RGB color data with 512 columns.

type, header and trailer size and location, byte order, and interleave type. Scroll through the file and note the addresses where
blocks of data begin and end. Watch for regular periodicity
which may indicate new rows or columns of the image. If you
think you know the row and column dimensions, compare their
product to the file size. If, for example, the file size is close to
three times the row x column product, you can guess that your
import image has three bands (24-bit) color.
Even if you can’t discover everything about the file, you may
be able to make a good guess so that the imported object begins to look like something when you display it in TNT. Then
you can go back, change a few parameters and try again.
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Inverse Hough Transform
The Hough Transform is a procedure for identifying linear features in imagery or in rasters
depicting the distribution of point features. The procedure utilizes a transformation from
normal x-y spatial coordinates to a specialized polar coordinate space. The Hough Transform
process in TNTmips 6.6 (Process / Raster / Interpret / Hough Transform) has been expanded
to perform the inverse transformation to normal coordinate space for designated positions in
the Hough space raster. This new inverse procedure creates raster and vector objects containing the lines corresponding to the selected Hough space positions. Controls for the
inverse Hough transform are
found on the new Inverse tabbed
View of the Hough Space raster
y
created from the point raster at left.
panel in the Hough Transform
Line
Annotations in red show the
window.
Hough space coordinate
system. Each sinusoidal
curve represents all possible
lines through one of the
points in the input raster.

(x-y origin
at lower left
corner of
image)

ta
Dis

nc

e

Angle

Input raster with points.

x

The Hough parameter space plots
line orientation and position by
distance from origin and angle with
the x-axis as illustrated above.

Each sinusoidal curve that crosses a
cell in the Hough raster increments its
value by 1. So a location where many
curves cross (indicating Hough coordinates for a prominent linear feature)
is a local cell value maximum. You can
set a global minimum percentage
threshold to identify all Hough raster
positions from which to generate output lines, or use a Circle graphic tool
to interactively identify individual local maxima corresponding to curve
intersections.

Turn on the Use Threshold toggle button and
enter a percentage to set
a global threshold for the
Hough raster.

+ distance

-π
+π

Curve intersections create local
cell value maxima indicating the
position and orientation of lines
connecting points.

Inverse Hough raster
created from the point
raster shown above.

- distance

Inverse Hough vector
overlaid on the input point
raster. Two nearby local
maxima created nearly
coincident lines.

3
3

2
4
4
2
1

1
The circle tool in the Inverse Hough
View window allows you to designate
one or more curve intersections for the
transform. Use the mouse to position
the circle and change its radius, then
click the right mouse button.

For each circle you place, the process finds the
location of the local maximum value in the Hough
raster and adds it to the list on the Inverse panel.
This list shows the item number, cell value, and
position in the Hough raster (column, line).

Input raster overlaid by vector
lines produced by the inverse
transform for the selected
Hough raster locations. Line
colors and numbers above are
keyed to the circles shown in
the Hough raster illustration to
the left.
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Sample SML Tool Script

Select Point
The Select Point sample script illustrates how
to write a tool script that lets the user interactively select elements from a vector object
in the View window. In this simple script,
which is shown on the other side of this page,
point elements are the target.
Like other tool scripts, you install the script
using the Customize / Tool Scripts... selection on the Options menu of a View window,
after which you can activate it by pressing
the resulting icon button on that (or any other)
View window. You then just move the
mouse pointer to the desired point in the
window and click the left mouse button. The
script finds the closest point element, records
its element ID number, and highlights the
point’s symbol in the View window.
The sample Select Point script implements
only the location and selection of point elements. MicroImages presents it as a prototype for many possible scripts that you could
develop to carry out interactive selection and
processing of individual vector elements. To
extend the script to perform an action on or
with the point element, you would add appropriate script statements to the end of the
function that is called when the user presses
the left mouse button. For example, the script
could read the map coordinates of the selected point and save them to an external
file, or pass them to another script function
or external program for processing.
The Select Point script was written for the
general case in which a View window can

When you run the Select Point tool script, point elements in the active layer (shown in this
view by cross symbols) can be selected one at a time by clicking the left mouse button.
The point element near the center of the view has been selected, and has been highlighted
by the script (magenta cross symbol).

display either a single group or a display layout or print layout with several
groups. If the View is a layout, the vector point object must be in the active
group. If there are several data layers in the active group, the object containing the point elements must be the active layer. If these conditions are
not met, appropriate error messages are displayed in popup dialog windows. (Note that tool scripts must be installed separately for normal
single-group view windows, display layout windows, and print layout windows.)

The Select Point script also illustrates how to design a tool script to
handle potential error conditions and show error messages in popup
dialog windows.
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No interactive graphic tool is created by the
Select Point script because in this case none is
needed. Tool scripts are able to directly record
the mouse pointer coordinates, which are stored
in the predefined variables PointerX and
PointerY (in screen coordinates). Other sample
tool scripts provide examples of the use of interactive point, line, and polygon graphic tools to
acquire information from the view window for
processing.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options / Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or design, on
the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are available
only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full script is
printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below.
All sample Tool and Macro Scripts illustrated can be found in their entirety on your TNT products CD-ROM in the folder
in which you installed TNTmips 6.6. These scripts, among others, can be downloaded from the SML script exchange at
www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Script for Select Point

(pointsel.sml)

# The following symbols are predefined

called when user presses
‘left’ pointer/mouse button

func OnLeftButtonPress () {
#

class VIEW View

use to access the view the tool script
is attached to

if the selected layer is not
valid, don’t do anything

if (checkLayer()) {
#

#

class GROUP Group

use to access the group being viewed
if the script is run from a group view

class LAYOUT Layout use to access the layout being viewed
if the script is run from a layout view

#
#
#
#

The following values are also predefined and
are valid when the various On...()functions are
called which deal with pointer and keyboard
events.

#

number PointerX

pointer X coordinate within view in pixels

#

number PointerY

pointer Y coordinate within view in pixels

class VECTORLAYER vectorLayer;
class Vector targetVector;
class GROUP activegroup;

variable declarations

checks layer to see if it is valid
func checkLayer() {
local boolean valid = true;
if (activegroup.ActiveLayer.Type == “”) {
PopupMessage(“Group has no layers!”);
valid = false;
get name of active layer if it is usable,
}
if not output an error message
else if (activegroup.ActiveLayer.Type ==
“Vector”) {
vectorLayer = activegroup.ActiveLayer;
DispGetVectorFromLayer(targetVector,
vectorLayer);
if (targetVector.$Info.NumPoints < 1) {
PopupMessage(“No points!”);
valid = false;
}
}
else {
PopupMessage(“Not a vector!”);
valid = false;
}
return valid;
}
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local class POINT2D point;
point.x = PointerX;
point.y = PointerY;

set local variables

get point tool location

point = TransPoint2D(point,
ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1));
point = TransPoint2D(point,
transform from
ViewGetTransMapToView(View,
screen to map
vectorLayer.Projection, 1));
coordinates
find closest vector point element
elementNum = FindClosestPoint(targetVector,
point.x, point.y,
GetLastUsedGeorefObject(targetVector));
highlight point element in view
if (elementNum > 0)
vectorLayer.Point.HighlightSingle(elementNum);
}
Add code here to define an action to perform
on or with the highlighted point element.

} end of OnLeftButtonPress
callback for when the active group changes in layout
proc cbGroup() {
activegroup = Layout.ActiveGroup;
}

func OnInitialize () { called the first time the tool is activated
if (Layout) {

if view is a layout, add a callback to
the function to check the active group

WidgetAddCallback(Layout.GroupSelectedCallback,
cbGroup);
activegroup = Layout.ActiveGroup;
}
else
activegroup = Group;
}
end of OnInitialize
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Sample SML Tool Script

Raster Profile
The Raster Profile sample script shows how you can set
up an SML Tool Script to record and process raster values along a user-drawn line. This script, excerpts of which
are shown on the other side of this page, provides a standard two-point line tool that enables the user to draw a
straight line anywhere in the View window. The script reads
cell values from a raster in the active layer and creates a
graph in a separate dialog window showing the corresponding vertical profile of the raster (cell value versus position
along the line).
Although the on-screen profile plot is the end result in
this example, you could easily modify the script to apply
other processing to the profile data. For example, profile
positions from a georeferenced raster could be converted
from raster coordinates to map coordinates, the profile
data could be output to a text file, and an external program
could be launched to create a formatted profile plot for
printing. You would implement these capabilities by adding appropriate program statements to the procedure that
is called when the right mouse button is pressed
[cbToolApply()].
The profile drawn by the Raster Profile script is an example of the type of graphic output that you can create in
a dialog window using simple SML drawing functions.

Profile from a digital elevation model raster. The
vertical graph axis is labeled with the minimum and
maximum cell values along the profile line. The
horizontal axis is labeled with the endpoint positions
in raster coordinates (column, line).

Many functions are provided to draw lines,
unfilled and filled geometric shapes, and text.
Related functions allow you to set colors and
fonts for the other drawing functions to use.

The Raster Profile script operates on the layer in the View window that
is currently active, but the active layer does not have to be the
topmost layer in the view. In the View window to the left, the lower of
two raster layers (a surface fit to electrical conductivity measurements
for an agricultural field) has been set as the active layer. The upper
reference layer is an RGB raster set showing a color aerial photograph
of the field. The profile line can then be drawn on a familiar image,
while the profile values are read from the underlying active raster
(profile shown below).
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options / Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or design, on
the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are available
only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full script is
printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below.
All sample Tool and Macro Scripts illustrated can be found in their entirety on your TNT products CD-ROM in the folder
in which you installed TNTmips 6.4. These scripts, among others, can be downloaded from the SML script exchange
at www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.4_CD.

Script for Raster Profile
proc cbRedraw() {
if (gc == 0) return;
ActivateGC(gc);

callback for drawing area
expose; draws text and graph

clear the drawing area
SetColorName(“gray75”);
FillRect(0, 0, da.width, da.height);
and redraw text
SetColorName(“black”);
DrawInterfaceText(sprintf(“Raster: %s”, rasterName$), 0, 10);

proc cbToolApply() {

get start and end point of tool line
transform to map coordinates

startpoint = TransPoint2D(startpoint,
ViewGetTransLayerToScreen(View, rasterLayer, 1));
endpoint = TransPoint2D(endpoint,
ViewGetTransLayerToScreen(View, rasterLayer, 1));

local string min$, max$;
local numeric size;
local class POINT2D graph1, graph2, graph3;

local numeric ystep, xstep;
get x and y step values
local class POINT2D cursor;
cursor = startpoint;
count = 0;
ystep = endpoint.y - startpoint.y;
xstep = endpoint.x - startpoint.x;
if (xstep == 0 && ystep == 0)
return;
if (abs(xstep) > abs(ystep)) {
ystep = ystep / abs(xstep);
xstep = xstep / abs(xstep);
if (ystep == 0) {
count = abs(endpoint.x - startpoint.x);
}
else
count = abs((endpoint.y - startpoint.y) / ystep);
}
else {
xstep = xstep / abs(ystep);
ystep = ystep / abs(ystep);
if (xstep == 0) {
count = abs(endpoint.y - startpoint.y);
}
else

min$ = sprintf(“%d”, min);
max$ = sprintf(“%d”, max);
size = strlen(max$);

graph axes

DrawTextSetFont(“stork”);
DrawTextSetHeight(10);

draw labels for graph axes

DrawTextSimple(max$, 0, graphy[1]+10);
DrawTextSimple(min$, (size - strlen(min$))*6.5, graphy[2]);
DrawTextSimple(sprintf(“%d, %d”, startpoint.x, startpoint.y),
graphx[1], da.height-3);
str$ = sprintf(“%d, %d”, endpoint.x, endpoint.y);
DrawTextSimple(str$, graphx[3] - strlen(str$)*6.5, da.height-3);

count = abs((endpoint.x - startpoint.x) / xstep);
}
count = count + 1;
doGraph = 1;

SetColorName(“magenta”);
local numeric xscale, yscale, prevnull;
xscale = (graphx[3] - graphx[2] + 1) / (count - 1);
yscale = (graphy[2] - graphy[1]) / (max - min);
if (value[1] < 0 || value[1] >= 0) {
draw profile
if (max - min == 0) {
DrawPoint(graphx[2], graphy[1] + (graphy[2]-graphy[1])*.5);
}
else
DrawPoint(graphx[2], graphy[2]-(value[1]-min)*yscale);
}
for i = 2 to count {
if (value[i] < 0 || value[i] >= 0) {
if (!(value[i-1] < 0 || value[i-1] >= 0)) {
if (max - min == 0) {
DrawPoint(graphx[2]+(i-1)*xscale, graphy[1] +
(graphy[2]-graphy[1])*.5);
}
else
DrawPoint(graphx[2]+(i-1)*xscale, graphy[2](value[i]-min)*yscale);
}
else {
if (max - min == 0) {
DrawTo(graphx[2]+(i-1)*xscale, graphy[1] +
(graphy[2]-graphy[1])*.5);
}
else
DrawTo(graphx[2]+(i-1)*xscale, graphy[2]-(value[i]min)*yscale);
}
}
}
}

callback for when user clicks the right mouse
button on the line tool (or clicks apply)

if (checkLayer()) {
startpoint = tool.start;
endpoint = tool.end;

if (doGraph == 0) return;

graphx[1] = size*6.5+5;
draw
graphy[1] = 20;
graphx[2] = graphx[1];
graphy[2] = da.height - 15;
graphx[3] = da.width - 5;
graphy[3] = graphy[2];
DrawPolyLine(graphx, graphy, 3);

(regstats.sml)

max = -1000000;
min = 1000000;

loop on line to generate point list
for i = 1 to count {
value[i] = targetRaster[round(cursor.y), round(cursor.x)];
if (value[i] < 0 || value[i] >= 0) {
if (value[i] > max)
max = value[i];
if (value[i] < min)
min = value[i];
}
cursor.x = cursor.x + xstep;
cursor.y = cursor.y + ystep;
}
if (max == -1000000 && min == 1000000) {
max = 0;
min = 0;
}
cbRedraw();
}

if the raster value
was retrieved from a
null cell or a
coordinate outside
the raster extents,
value[i] will be ‘not a
number’; therefore
testing if it is < 0 or >=
0 determines whether
it is a valid value

}
# Called when the close button is pressed.
proc cbClose() {
tool.Managed = 0;
DialogClose(form);
if (setDefaultWhenClose) {
setDefaultWhenClose = false;
View.SetDefaultTool();
}

Closes the dialogs.

}
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Be Creative with SML

The newly revised and expanded booklet Getting
Started: Writing Scripts
with SML provides instructions on how to prepare
scripts. It also provides
sample scripts to illustrate how to create the
various types of custom
applications listed here.

The Spatial Manipulation Language (SML) is the general purpose scripting
language used throughout the TNT products. If you have written selection
queries, you have already used basic elements of SML. But SML is also the
means by which you can add custom, unique capabilities to your TNT products. Use SML to create your own unique features for the display, interaction, processing, and distribution of your geospatial materials.
You can create and use SML custom operations in TNTmips, TNTedit, or
TNTview. Scripts prepared for use in these products can also be distributed
and used in TNTatlas.

Surfaces fit to different
point attribute values and
masked to boundary

SML Process Script
Use the SML Process to create custom scripts to uniquely process your geospatial
data. You can use an SML process script to apply an operation not found in the
standard TNT processes, or to automate a sequence of steps involving standard
processes or even additional external programs. SML process scripts can access
and create data in TNT Project Files or in external file formats. They can also
create dialog windows to allow interactive setting of program options and even
views of the input or output data.

Sample points
and boundary

Tool Script

Raster statistics for
drawn polygon

Use a Tool Script to provide a unique graphic tool to select data in a view window and apply
custom processing. A tool script can provide a point, line, or polygon tool to designate the portion
of the data to be processed. It can also create a dialog window to provide controls for the graphic
tool, the process, or to show the results of the processing. Once a tool script is installed, its icon
button automatically appears on the toolbar of all your TNT view windows. Tool script templates
provide skeletal function definitions that you can fill in to define the exact operations you need.

Macro Script
Use a Macro Script to implement custom commands that operate on the geospatial data in a
view window. A macro script can change the view of the data, operate on the data in the
veiw, or start an external program and provide it with data from and about the layers in the
view. Once a macro script is installed, its icon button appears on the toolbar of all your TNT
view windows. Program options can be provided on a dropdown menu from the script’s icon
button.
Zoom to selected map scale

SML Layer Script
Use an SML script to create a separate layer in a spatial display. With the Add SML display option you can
use an SML script to render a custom cartographic symbol such as a magnetic declination symbol.

APPLIDAT
You can use SML to create turnkey geospatial applications for users of TNTview or TNTmips.
An APPLIDAT (APPLIcation plus DATa) bundles an SML script (or scripts) with the geospatial
data to be processed. Data and script are loaded together automatically when each script is run,
so no file navigation is required. Launch each component script from an icon button on the
APPLIDAT’s toolbar, which can also include a button for instructions. An instruction set is easy
to create because you can use any editor that supports the HTML format.

Crop biomass
mapping APPLIDAT
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Point Density Rasters
A point density raster provides a reflection of the distribution of points
within a vector object. You may look at point data that covers a wide area
and see nearly continuous point coverage. However, if these points represent some naturally occurring feature or phenomenon, rather than a regular
sampling, there will be areas where the points are denser than
others.
A point density raster is created from a collection of vector points by determining the number of points that
fall within a specified radius of each raster cell. The
points may either simply be counted to produce the
cell value or an attribute can be specified to provide the value for each point. You select a table and field to supply the attribute value.
You can specify the radius used to look for points that determine the cell value by using the
radius tool to draw a circle that encloses a number of points, or the radius can be specified
directly in meters (or other distance units). Selecting a reasonable radius is critical to the outcome
of the process (Process/Convert/Points to Raster). The ideal radius will find at least one point for
each cell within the extents of the points and more than one for most cells. If
the radius is too small, the raster may appear like a grayscale representation of the vector points with many holes in the area of point coverage
(see 100 m radius illustration at the right). You want the smallest
radius that leaves no holes within the area of point coverage. When
the radius increases beyond this minimum for coverage, it makes
it harder to see differences in point density. Cell size is also an
issue—if the cell size is too large, there will not be as much
variation in cell values as with a smaller cell size. The radius
should always be larger than the cell size.

vector
points

The output density raster is clipped to the extents of the input
600 m
vector. If you elect to generate null values where there are no points
radius
100 m
within the specified radius, you will immediately notice the circular
radius
max value
edge effects if points are not aligned along the edges of the extents.
553
Edge effects occur along clipped edges as well, they are just not as visible. Densities will generally be lower at the edges of the data because
you have contributions from a reduced number of directions.

600 m
radius
max value
2502313830

You can limit the points used to
generate the raster with a selection query. The raster at the near
left had only about 20% of its
points selected when the raster
was generated. Using attribute information
Points used to generate
this density raster (near
rather than a raw point count may or may
left) were selected by the not change how the density raster appears,
query shown above.
but it certainly will change its cell values
(compare the maximum values shown above and below at left). Be
sure to keep in mind the potential values for the sum of point attributes within the designated radius when choosing your output data
type. If the selected attribute has values in the millions, you will not
get meaningful output with 8- or 16-bit raster types selected.
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Auto-Tracing Vector Line Segments
Commonly you want boundaries lifted from an existing data layer
into a new layer. The Auto-Trace capability in the Spatial Data Editor
lets you copy line segments from one or more vector reference layers
to the layer you are creating or editing. You can even switch reference
layers for different parts of the line you add. For example, you can
draw a property parcel outline that runs between a road and a stream,
auto-trace along the stream, draw back to the road, and then autotrace along the road, as shown in the example at the left. The roads
and hydrology in the example are in separate reference layers.
The Auto-Trace mode is available when adding a line if a reference
layer has been selected as the snap layer. You can switch between
the three line editing modes (draw, stretch, and auto-trace) as necessary while adding a line. In the case of
this example, the roads are initially selected
as the snap layer with the Add Line tool in
AutoTrace
the stretch mode because the polygon starts
on the road and goes straight to the stream
(nothing is being auto-traced). Once this
line segment is drawn, the snap layer is
changed to the hydrology, so the second
vertex will snap to the stream. The Add
Line tool is then changed to the auto-trace mode. Drawing in autotrace mode is a simple matter of clicking along the line you want to auto-trace at single node intervals (auto-tracing
will not jump more than one node). The line in this example branches shortly after it is met, so your first click in autotrace mode should be after this first branch but before the line branches again. The next click in this example is at the
point even with the south parcel boundary. At this point you would change back to stretch mode (because the next
line segment does not follow any existing lines), click straight across on the road, then change the snap layer back to
roads. Also, change back to the auto-trace mode. You can use the Close Polygon button to auto-trace the road and
close the polygon as soon as there is one or fewer nodes along the line to be auto-traced in the close-polygon gap.
Thus, with just five clicks in the View window, a very complex polygon has been created. The parts of the line that
were auto-traced are a vertex-by-vertex copy of the line in the reference layer. Not only do you save time, but you
avoid the conflation (sliver polygons and other artifacts) that often accompanies direct drawing of complex lines.
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Auto Generating Vector Polygon Labels

label position within polygon
may change with size

larger label (above) outside
polygon with leader line

The Spatial Data Editor can automatically generate labels
for selected vector points, lines, and polygons using text
you enter, attributes, or a script to produce the label text.
This color plate introduces auto-generation of polygon
labels. Auto-generating polygon labels is a heuristic process, and the solution is generally not ideal for all polygons. No automatic labeling procedure is completely successful in choosing the best label positions and avoiding
all collisions, especially between layers. Think of autogenerating labels as a two part process. In the first part,
you are looking for the best overall solution. In the second part, you interactively reposition or resize those labels for which the automatic solution was inadequate.
Label position, size, and angle can be altered by selecting an individual label for editing (see the color plate entitled Interactive Editing of Labels and Leader Lines). New
line labeling features are described on the color plate entitled Auto Generating Vector Line Labels.
Automatically generated polygon labels are now positioned
in the widest horizontal span of the polygon with preference
given to the span that contains the centroid. If the widest
span is not large enough for the label, a suitable position is
sought in the neighboring polygons and a leader line is added
to indicate the polygon to which the label refers. If the label
does not fit in the polygon and the longest line making up
the polygon’s boundaries is an edge of the vector object, the
label may be placed outside the vector’s original extents,
again with a leader line to the appropriate polygon. If the
label does not fit in the polygon or any of the surrounding
polygons, it will be centered over the polygon to which it is
attached for later manual repositioning.

Because label position is determined by label size, changing the label size may have a dramatic effect on position. It
is recommended that you use the Preview option when auto-generating labels. You can then try various label
sizes and fonts to decide on the best overall label solution before labels are added. Label size is determined
in one of two ways: by element height or by the assigned label style. Element height is set on the label
Metrics panel. It is the same for all labels generated for a single set of selected elements. This element
height can later be changed by editing selected labels. A style height is set in the Text Style Editor, which is
accessed from the Style tabbed panel. Here you indicate whether each designated style will use the element
height or the height you specify in the Text Style Editor.
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Interactive Editing of Labels and Leader Lines
with label
collisions

label
collisions
resolved

Auto-Generating polygon labels does not yet automatically handle label collisions. Collisions are likely to occur when a label is placed outside the associated polygon since the best place for the displaced label may also be the best
place for the label associated with the polygon where it is placed. The second
stage of labeling is to find such labels and move them, which is done one label
at a time with the Edit Element tool. When labels are on top of each other, you
can tell which label is selected because the leader line is also highlighted for
labels with leader lines. You have selected the label that belongs in the polygon if a leader line is not highlighted.
It is up to you to decide on the best position for a label when
there is a label collision. Often you can leave the label that
belongs with the polygon (no leader line) at its auto-generated position, and move just the label with the leader line.
When a label with a leader line is repositioned, the leader
line maintains its original point of attachment to the label
by lengthening/shortening and/or rotating. At some angles
or positions the leader line may run over the label text. The
length and angle of the leader line can also be edited. Note
in the illustrations below that the label baseline is shown in
or
the active color. Clicking on the Next button in the Leader
Lines panel of the Text Label Edit Controls shifts the active
designation to the leader line. The leader line can then be
repositioned from either end. You can also add leader lines
to a label so that a single label points to more than one
polygon. Labels that are moved from inside to outside the
associated polygon when editing automatically acquire a
vertex can be
leader line.
added to leader line

You can change the size, font, or other text style characteristics when editing a single label. If you do, a
window will open when you save the changes to the label to ask whether you
want to create a new text style, change the current text style, or ignore the
changes you made to text style. If you want the changes you made to apply
only to the label selected, choose the first option. When you resize a label, it changes both
the element height and the ascender height assigned to the current text style. If you want the
element height to change for the label you have edited but you do not want to change the
height for the style, choose the third option in the prompt window. You can also change the
angle of a label’s baseline, which effects the active label only.

The label manipulation
tool appears when a
label is selected for
editing.

Clicking over the label
text and dragging
repositions the label and
brings the leader line along.

Clicking on either end of
the baseline and dragging
rotates the label.

Clicking on the + and
dragging resizes the label.
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Introduction to Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
TNTmips “print to SVG” feature
What is SVG? SVG is the newly adopted, official World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) open format for the
storage, modification, and transmission of "smart" documents ranging from animated graphics to very complex map
layouts. All the graphics in the SVG map are expressed in XML into which fonts and raster components are
embedded. With this powerful new technology, SVG developers can create a new generation of Web applications
based on data-driven, interactive, and personalized graphics.
This SVG file was created from a TNTmips map
layout. It is displayed in Internet Explorer with
the free Adobe SVG plug-in. In Windows, the
.svg and svgz file types are associated with
Internet Explorer, so clicking on the file opens
the browser.

SVG supports
embedded
scripting. This
layer selection
list was added to
the default SVG
right-button
menu.

An Open Standard: Since SVG is controlled by the W3C, no private company
holds proprietary control over it. Each SVG file is expressed in this approved
XML extension. At any time you can load an SVG file into a text editor, an XML
editor, or a drawing program to modify its contents.
Small Files: As a vector file designed specifically for movement over a network
or the web, SVG files are compact. Rasters components can be embedded or
can be linked externally where they could be highly compressed. An SVG file
can be also be georeferenced.
Embedded Applications: SVG specifications also accommodate javascript, a powerful scripting language. When
these scripts are embedded in an SVG file they can automatically add display, control, and analysis functionality to the
product using the SVG file (e.g., to a web browser),

Get the most recent version of the free SVG plug-in for your browser from
http://www.adobe.com/svg/viewer/install/

SVG code created by TNTmips

SVG files created by
TNTmips display without
modification in any
browser that has the free
Adobe SVG plug-in. You
can also write your own
SVG code to add custom
features, such as selectable layers and pop-in
map attributes.
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Auto Generating Vector Line Labels
The Auto Generate Label operation for lines has
a number of advanced features. Continuous lines,
such as streets, may be broken into a number of
short lines by nodes or intersecting lines but these
individual line elements have the same attribute
value for the purpose of labeling. You can elect
to treat such lines as a single line when labels are
auto-generated (below, left).

All lines selected and labels auto-generated.

Labels can be placed above, below, or centered
on the line. You can clip under the label so the
line does not run through it and set the distance
from the label to clip. The clip under label feature is not part of the label preview and is only
evident after the labels are added and the vector
is redrawn. You can choose between straight,
spline, and exact as the method for fitting the
baseline of the label to the line it is attached to.
Advanced line labeling features include:
Vertical Alignment
• Above
• Centered
• Below
Editing
• Label slides
along line
attached to
Baseline Fit
• Straight
• Exact
• Spline
Special Features
• Clip Under Label
• Join Lines by
Attribute

Labels with all lines selected and automatically joined by attribute
for labeling.

Vertical
Alignment

at bottom

Clip Under Label

at top

Center and Clip Under Label

at center

Baseline Fit

Straight

Exact

Spline
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Screening for Label Collisions
Think of checking all labels for collisions as a positive editing activity in which you verify that all labels are well
positioned. It takes almost no time using this method to verify good placement for an individual label when zoomed
in. You also can be sure you checked every label because you get a message when
the end of the selected set is reached. The Next Selected button steps through the
members of the selected set, making the next member of this set the active element. If the next selected element is not
shown in the current view, the view will pan to center the new active element. When you find a label that needs to
be moved, right click (having already elected to edit elements), move or otherwise edit the label, right click to accept
the change(s), then move on (click Next Selected again).
If you decide to stop and edit other label collisions in the
view, you lose your position in the selected set. You can
easily pick up where you left off, however, by reselecting the first label you edited in the view then using the Select
Next button on the Active Element Information panel.
When a label collision is found,
simply right click, make necessary
adjustments, and right click again.
You can either have chosen the Edit
Element operation or you can
choose Edit from the right mouse
button menu if the Edit Elements
window is not open.

The technique for locating and fixing label
collisions is the same for lines and polygons
—zoom in until labels are large enough to
be selected for editing easily, then select all
labels and step through them using the Next
Selected button for labels. Panning is very
quick when zoomed in.

Selecting a label in the view that is
not the active element deselects
the other labels, but you can pick
up where you left off by selecting
the last automatically selected label
in the view (Sumner St in this
example) again and using the
Select Next button in the Active
Element Information panel.

Interactive Editing of Line Labels
When labels are generated with the Attach to Element option on (default setting), the label slides along the line to
which it is attached when you change the label position. This feature makes it easy to adjust the label position while
maintaining the alignment and baseline fit you set when the label was generated.

selected

sliding

repositioned
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Transferring Attributes in Polygon Fitting
A potential application for Polygon Fitting is to identify what
locations residents voluntarily visit on a regular basis, such
as the county parks illustrated here, and determine where
new similar facilities should be developed. Each household was asked which park(s) was attended most frequently.
The separate by attribute feature in Polygon Fitting was used
to reveal the clustering of residents that use the existing
parks and the areas where residents do not use existing
parks, presumably because they are too far away (see Polygon Fitting results below at left).
The Polygon Fitting process now has the ability to transfer
attributes from the points used to generate each polygon to
the polygon generated whether or not you separate by attribute. The choices made for object type affects the transfer
of attributes as illustrated below.
CAD object: 4 polygons,
each with 2 attached records

County parks shown over an airphoto of the area surveyed
for park attendance.

attribute attachment
for single or multiple
CAD objects

attribute attachment
for single vector object

vector object (illustrated
right): 6 polygons, 4 with 1
attached record and 2 with 2
attached records

Property centroids for the same areas shown with park
locations and Polygon Fitting results separated by attribute.

These two polygons would each have
two records attached as shown above.

See the section entitled Polygon Fitting in
the Process volume of the Online
Reference Manual for more information
about polygon fitting.
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Polygon Fitting By Attribute
The Polygon Fitting process (Process/Vector/Compute/Polygon Fitting) now
lets you specify an attribute to use for separating polygons so that you can fit
groups of polygons to points with a variety of attributes in a single pass. For
example, if you have vector points that represent observations of a number of
different identified individuals, you can generate separate home range polygon sets for each of the individuals in a single application of the parameters
set. For visualization purposes, the set of polygons is drawn in a unique color
when the separate by attribute feature is chosen and you are generating a CAD
object. You can also elect to have vector output with full topology preserving
the attributes of the input points.
Polygon Fitting can use the database records attached to thousands of
points and provide polygons that represent groupings by attribute value
(string or numeric). The process runs on all points or on selected points.
The property development subdivision polygons generated for all of nearly
7,500 points are shown at the right. The larger, outer polygon represents
those properties that are not part of any subdivision. Using a query to
select only those points assigned to a particular subdivision with a lot size
greater than 0.5 acres built on after 1969, again separating by subdivision, produces the result below.
If no points are selected, the process runs on all points. If points are
selected, the process runs only on the selected points. Points can be selected with the Select tool, the GeoToolbox, by query, or by record from
a tabular view. You can also elect to transfer attributes to the polygons
generated. All records are copied and appropriate attachments made to
the polygons generated if you choose the transfer attributes option.
You can save the output as a vector or CAD object. If saved as CAD, you
get a single polygon or multi-polygon element for each polygon set. When
a vector object is chosen, the output has polygonal topology and is,
thus, ready for other GIS
operations.

Subdivision polygons produced from nearly 7,500
real property centroids (above).

Polygons
drawn in the
same color
form a single
CAD multipolygon
element.

Your selection query can
make use of any field,
including computed
fields, and need not use
the same table as the
attribute used to separate
polygons.
Points that
represent
property greater than 0.5 acres in size belonging to any specified
subdivision and built on after 1969 were selected (approximately 650
points) for polygon fitting and separated by subdivision number.

These subdivision polygons are the same as
shown at the left, but the property centroids are
hidden.
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Windows Desktop or the X Desktop
V6.70 now provides a choice in the appearance of your TNT workspace under Microsoft Windows. By default,
TNT operates on the familiar Microsoft Windows desktop where every window opened by any TNT product
appears as a separate window along with the desktop icons and other windows opened by other applications.
These TNT windows open, close, resize, reposition, and behave like any other Microsoft windows; it is no longer
apparent that the Microimages X server is managing them. You also still have the option of using the familiar X
desktop which operates inside a single virtual workspace where you can organize all your process windows, and
focus your attention on your
geospatial activities.

Windows Desktop
The default when you install V6.70
is to preserve your Microsoft Windows desktop. Previous versions of
the TNT products always used the
X virtual desktop. New
MicroImages clients who start a
TNT product now see their normal
Windows desktop and use familiar
techniques to manage their windows
and processes.
In the Windows Desktop
mode, all TNT process
windows share the
Windows desktop with
other applications and
desktop icons.

To set preferences, open the MicroImages X Server
Preferences dialog either by selecting Preferences...
from the MI/X process icon menu, or by clicking the MI/X
icon in the Windows System Tray.
The Interface Type
dialog appears at
startup so you can
choose which desktop
interface you want.

X Desktop
Those who prefer to work with
TNT’s unique large, virtual, preemptive desktop and X windows can still
do so. You simply need to change
back to the X desktop mode after
installing V6.70.
You can switch back and forth between these interface modes in the
Interface Type dialog that opens at
startup.

In the X Desktop mode,
the TNT process
windows appear on the
virtual desktop of the
MicroImages X Server.
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SVG Capabilities
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is an open W3C specification
and therefore not controlled by proprietary interests. SVG is compatible with XML standards.
SVG created from
a map layout in
TNTmips

A text-based file format, SVG is self-describing in a human readable format. It accommodates standard text find functions. SVG
files contain vector graphics shapes, images, text, interactive
events, and are compatible with common Web technologies such
as HTML, XML, JavaScript, and Cascading Style Sheets.
SVG is a flexible and extensible format that is well suited to GIS
and cartographic applications. Discrete map elements are represented by SVG so that point symbols, labels, line symbols,
bitmap fills, polygon transparency, base raster images,
complex legends, and portable fonts are supported.
Indeed, many in the industry see nothing currently available that is better than SVG for
web-based cartography.

The free SVG
browser plugin from
Adobe supports
panning (Alt-drag)
and several levels of
zoom (Zoom in: Ctrlclick, Zoom out: ShiftCtrl-Click):
www.adobe.com/
svg/viewer/install/

SVG supports rotated text and text that
follows a curved path. Since the text is
actually text in an XML document, it can
be selected (as illustrated with BURI
BURI RIDGE ) directly in the SVG viewer
for copy and paste operations. You can
also use your browser’s Find Text On
Page feature to search for text in map
labels and legend entries.

a menu cascade
defined by a JavaScript

SVG benefits from the many XML development tools that are available. SVG will work on any platform: Windows, Mac, Linux, and
UNIX. XML development crosses all disciplines, so SVG integrates easily with
non-GIS software. And since many disciplines use XML, the costs of development are spread over a wide audience. SVG intelliSVG files are comgently connects graphic elements to non-graphic elements and thus makes it possible to
paratively small and
present smart, interactive maps with a robust, widely supported technology.
can be transparently
compressed and
uncompressed,
making them especially attractive for
web-based map
delivery.

A selection of SVG maps created from layouts in TNTmips are posted on the
MicroImages website. The layouts are provided in RVC, PDF, and SVG formats for
comparison:

http://www.microimages.com/documentation/SVG.htm
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Geologic Map of the Granite Gulch
Study Area, Inyo County, California

CartoScripts were used to style all of
the Structural Symbols (line and point
symbols) on the map and in the legend
(except for the map unit contact lines,
which use standard line patterns).

87

Structural Symbols

Map composed in
and printed from
TNTmips V6.7.
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Limit of geologic mapping

JPEG2000

A Closer Look at
Compression Artifacts
100:1 compression
1.6 Mb lossy JP2
This 4X zoom on the 100:1 JP2 image shows the loss of
significant detail. The large dark vegetation feature is generally
intact, but other features do not retain detail. Some highway
features remain, but they are discontinuous and easily confused with elements that actually appear to be bare soil in the
lossless original image. The oil field road grid is gone.

50:1 compression
3 Mb lossy JP2
The same 4X zoom on the 50:1
JP2 image shows some of the oil
field access road grid, although
in many places it is obscured.
Likewise detail has been lost in
the drainage and dark vegetation
features in the top half of the
image. The highway features do
retain their integrity, and detail
survives in the upland drainage
east of the dark vegetation.
Nevertheless, blurring is evident
throughout.

2.2:1 compression
75 Mb lossless JP2
This 4X zoom on the
uncompressed original image
shows clear pixelization at the
limit of the image resolution. The
drainage feature and dark
vegetation in the top half of the
enlargment have well-defined
jagged edges (typical of lossless
images) that show the resolution
limit of the image acquisition
device. The oil field access road
grid in the bottom half of the
image (faintly visible at 1x)
proves to be a single pixel wide
in most places.

At higher zoom levels,
the effects of
JPEG2000 compression become more
evident. For many
applications, the loss of
detail at higher zoom
levels will be unimportant. For example, if
you are delivering atlas
images over the
internet, you may not
need high-resolution
zoomable detail, while
you greatly value the
ability to deliver a 2 Mb
image 100 times as
fast as a 200 Mb
image. Many applications that use imagery
for direct visualization,
display, and printing
can use JPEG2000
lossy compression of
an appropriate level
without harm. But
understand that you
can still use JPEG2000
lossless compression
when you need to
retain full precision for
image analysis and
processing.
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JPEG2000: Almost Lossless
A Digital Elevation Model is just a model of the surface and not the true surface. The ruggedness of the relief, the cell size and
elevation interval, and the modeling method will determine how well the DEM represents the real surface. The usefulness of a
DEM depends upon the specific application. Estimating a cut and fill earth moving operation requires a far more accurate DEM
than using the same DEM in a sales simulation. Visual lossy effects are minor in a JPEG2000 exported from TNTmips with
compression selected as “Lossy (best quality).” This is a DEM of Nebraska, which has no mountains and very little rugged
terrain. Although this lossy JPEG2000 DEM is a further abstraction of the surface, it produces a smaller DEM which is quite
suitable for flight simulations and small scale applications, but of reduced value for others.
16-bit DEM
92 Mb
Missouri River valley

(3601 x
12001 cells)
Project File

90-meter cells
1-meter vertical
increment

JPEG 2000
794 Kb
Platte River valley

116:1
compression
JP2 file

Elevation range:
253 to 2024 meters

Histogram of elevation
changes in meters:
0
1
2
3
4+

26%
41%
21%
8%
4%

The image above is a difference raster, which shows a cell-by cell comparison of the original 92Mb 16-bit integer elevation
raster and the lossy 794KB JPEG2000 compressed JP2 file.
• 88% of the cells have a difference of 2 meters or less.
• < 2% of the cells have a difference greater than 4 meters.
• < 1% of the cells have a difference greater than 5 meters.
The general changes in elevation in the compressed DEM are 2
meters or less. Close inspection of the difference raster
indicates that the largest shifts in elevation (red cells) occur
along the edges of major flood plains and hilly areas.

Set the Compression
Type to “Lossy (best
quality)” for maximum
fidelity with lossy
compression.

For this DEM the “Lossy (best quality)” compression reduced
the size of the file by 116:1. Yet, this new DEM is still quite
suitable for uses such as flight simulation, as a base for a large
but detailed 3D perspective rendering, and even for image
restitution.
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JPEG2000: Lossy or Lossless?
JP2 compression is based on wavelet technology and gives very high compression ratios while maintaining a high
degree of image fidelity. Use JP2’s lossless compression for those project materials that must strictly retain exact
cell values for image processing and analysis. But for all activities that do not require precise cell values for
analytical processing, you can greatly reduce file sizes by selecting some level of JP2’s lossy compression.

Lossy JPEG2000
JP2 lossy compression conserves storage and memory when you use images for visualization, map and poster
layout, online atlases, and other display and geopublishing activities.

Lossy JPEG2000 is well-suited for:
• display and visualization
• map layouts
• project and report illustrations
• posters
• printed maps and images
• 3D simulation (TNTsim3D surfaces and textures)
• Web delivery
• TNTatlas on CD’s
• low-quality source data (such as video capture)
An image presented on the Web, especially one that is not
presented zoomed in closer than 1X, will be much smaller in
JP2 and therefore be transferred more quickly over the net. A
free browser plugin that enables JP2 viewing is available at:
http://194.231.34.35/products/download/index_e.html

Lossless JPEG2000
Use JP2’s lossless compression, or other lossless formats (such as the raster objects in a MicroImages Project
File), for all project materials that must strictly retain exact cell values for image processing and analysis.

Lossy JPEG2000 is NOT well-suited
for most forms of computer-based
image processing such as:
• surface analysis (contouring)
• elevation analysis
(watershed, flow path, critical points...)
• image processing
• multispectral image classification
• hyperspectral analysis
• multi-linear regression, principal components,
progressive transformation
• harmonic series
This classification raster was created from 5 bands of
satellite imagery. Neither this result nor the source image
bands should be subjected to any level of lossy compression.
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JPEG2000

Compression Results
168 Mb Landsat
75 Mb lossless JP2

A portion of a 3-band Landsat 7 image. This 1X view shows
a fine grid of oil field access roads east of the lake. All JP2’s
on this page were created from a 168 Mb Landsat image in a
TNTmips Project File. This lossless JP2 version is 75 Mb.

The Three 1X views on this page
demonstrate the image fidelity retained by JPEG2000, even at 100:1
compression ratios.

50:1 compression
3 Mb lossy JP2

This 3 Mb lossy JP2 version was created with a compression
factor of 50. This 50:1 compression ratio shows only slight
visible image degradation. The feature edges, highways, and
oil field access roads are intact, though slightly blurred.

100:1 compression
1.6 Mb lossy JP2

100:1 compression
detail enlargement
This 1.6 Mb lossy JP2 version was created with with a
compression factor of 100. This 100:1 compression ratio
retains much image information, but suffers from evident
degradation.

At this compression level many features are blurred. The
feature edges and highways are discontinuous in many
places. The oil field access road grid is almost completely
obscured.
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JPEG2000 Versus JPEG “Classic”
JPEG was introduced in 1992. At that time, the accepted practical technology for lossy image compression was the
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) method used in JPEG. In 1992, wavelet analysis and wavelet coding were still
new, computationally intensive technologies. Since then, considerable progress has been made in wavelet compression and computing technology. Rather than incrementally improving on DCT compression, the ISO JPEG standards
committee has adopted the completely new Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) used in JPEG2000. The result
is much higher compression and/or much lower image degradation at a specified compression level.
Many kinds of project materials and their raster representations are used in geospatial analysis, including scanned line
maps, images, digital elevation models, binary masks, discrete polygon maps, and radar images using complex numbers. JPEG2000 was designed for, and does an excellent job of compressing continuous tone images, but other data
types require other compression schemes. Be sure to select the appropriate compression method for the type of data
distribution and data values.

Original DCT JPEG
15:1 JPEG

DWT JPEG2000
15:1 JPEG2000

Visible tiling
artifacts in JPEG
compression.

Classic DCT JPEG shows evident tiling artifacts, color
degradation, and blurred linear features.

20:1 JPEG

JPEG’s tiles
cause some
interference with
linear features.

DWT JPEG2000 retains much more image detail without
introducing artifacts. (Inset shows uncompressed original.)

20:1 JPEG2000

JP2 doesn’t
have JPEG’s
characteristic
“blotch” artifacts.

Does JPEG2000 offer any advantage over JPEG for scanned maps? This map was scanned into a 24-bit TIFF image at 300
dpi and then converted to JPEG and JPEG2000. A 20:1 compression result for each method is illustrated. While careful
inspection does reveal differences, JPEG2000 offers little or no advantage over classic JPEG at 20:1 compression for scanned
maps. (Inset in the JPEG2000 illustration shows uncompressed 24-bit original.)
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Text Labels for Polygon Legends
TNTmips V6.70 provides several new features that you can use
to enhance the information content and appearance of legends
both on-screen (in LegendView) and in map layouts for printing
(in Multi-Object Legends).

Use the Sample Label button
to select the database field to
provide the sample label text.

Many maps use text labels in
addition to polygon fill styles
to identify different map units.
You have long been able to use
the Spatial Data Editor to automatically generate polygon
labels from a field in a database table. (This procedure
also now allows you to create
and edit labels with leader lines; see the plate
entitled Auto Generating Vector Polygon Labels). Now you can also create corresponding
labels for the polygon samples in legends. Simply use the new Sample Label button on the
Polygons panel of the Vector Layer Controls
window to select the database field to provide
the sample label text (choose the same field you used to generate the polygon
labels). The labels then automatically appear in their respective samples in
LegendView.
Map with polygon labels
auto-generated from
database table

For a printed legend with polygon sample labels, select the appropriate database
field for the Sample Label and add the polygon layer to a multi-object legend in a
map layout. The polygon labels are automatically drawn in the polygon samples
with the same text style (Normal) used for the sample descriptions.

LegendView with
polygon sample labels

Multi-object Legend entries with polygon
sample labels and justified text

Alignment Control for Legend Text
You can also now set the text alignment for legend descriptions or text entries in multi-object
legends. For each text style you can use the Text
Alignment menu on the Text Style window to
choose among four options: left, right, center, and
justify. Word-wrap is enabled automatically for
justified text in multi-object legends once you
create vertical column guides to define the right
edge of each legend column. See the plate entitled Advanced Text Features for more details
on text formatting.

For proper rendering of multi-object legend text
styles that are centered, aligned right, or justified,
you must add a vertical guide to define the right
edge of each legend column. To do so, right-click in
the Legend Layer Controls window at the position
where you want the vertical guide, and select Add
Vertical Guide from the pop-up menu.
Text alignment choices

Text now wraps
automatically as you
enter it in the Properties window. Although
this window always
shows the text aligned
left, your selected
alignment is applied in
the Legend Layer
Controls window and
in the map layout.
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Layouts Converted to SVG and PDF
Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF) and the World
Wide Web Consortium’s open-standard Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG) format are both designed to store and transmit high-resolution vector graphics, images, and text. Either
format can therefore accomodate all of the elements in your
complex TNTmips map layouts, including maps, images, legends, scale bars, logos, and text annotations. However, some
elements may be rendered slightly differently in the converted
PDF or SVG file than in the original layout. Examples of
these differences are described below.
You can convert a layout to either format as a “print” operation (select the format from the Printer Selection dialog
window). After you convert a layout to PDF or SVG, it can
be viewed in a web browser window if the associated plugin is installed. However, SVG is optimized for efficient
transmission of vector graphics, so SVG versions of maps
are much smaller than PDF versions. For example, the map
from which the illustrations on this page were extracted is
275 KB in SVG but 4,684 KB in PDF. In addition, SVG is
actually a programming language based on XML, so you
can modify the SVG file to make the map interactive. As
one example, you can create a layer menu that allows the
viewer to turn individual map layers (roads, streams, and so
on) on or off.

Portion of TNTmips Display Layout

Printed to PDF

1

MicroImages is continuing program development in this area
so that all of the elements and styles in your map layouts are
reproduced accurately and take advantage of all of the available features of PDF and SVG. The illustrations to the right
show some of the current differences in rendering TNT layouts to these two popular formats.
Layout text is rendered into SVG as text with font
information but into PDF as vector polygons. Text
in SVG files renders well regardless of size and scale,
but smaller font sizes are not very accurately represented in PDF. Work is in progress to support transfer of
text and fonts from your TNTmips layout into PDF.
1

The SVG format does not yet provide a means to
reproduce all TNTmips special font styles (enhance, shadow, and so on) and advanced text features
such as percentage of boldness. In this example the
text for “BOUNDARY” is bolder in SVG than in the
original layout.

Printed to SVG

2

In TNTmips you can set line labels to “clip” (blank
out) the line under each label. Clipped labels are
correctly rendered when you print to PDF but are not
yet supported when converting to SVG.
3

4

The position of rotated text may be shifted slightly
in SVG compared to your original layout.

2

3

4
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Inserting Special Characters
The Character Map window is available wherever you enter text whether
WYSIWYG or not, which means the Query Editor and Text File Editor as
well as text layers and legends, have this feature. The Character Map window, which is opened from the Edit menu or the right mouse button menu
over a text field in whatever
Unicode value
input entry code
window you are entering
glyph in
text, provides the Unicode
name of glyph
selected font
value and other information
for all characters with input
entry codes and can be
used to insert any character shown. Double clicking on any column will insert
the glyph from that row at
the current cursor position.
You can leave the character map window open as you type and use it to
insert characters as needed. If there are a few glyphs you use routinely,
you may want to learn their input entry codes, so you do not have to
repeatedly find them in the Character Map. To use the input code rather
than double-clicking on the desired character’s row, press <F2>, then
type the code followed by another <F2> or a space at which point the
indicated glyph will appear in your text block.
You can also access the Character Map
window while entering text in database
fields. The entries on the right mouse
button menu over a field depend on whether the text cursor has been positioned in the
field. After clicking on a field to position the text cursor, the right mouse button menu
choices are related to editing the contents of the field and provide access to the Character
Map. When the text cursor is not positioned in a field, the right mouse button menu
choices are related to properties of the field as a whole (hide, sort, and so on) or to
selecting elements or attaching records to elements. The Character Map window is only
available from the Edit menu after the cursor is placed in a field.

right mouse button menu with text
cursor in field
right mouse button menu when
text cursor is not placed

Your selected interface font is used for the text in database fields. If special characters
you require are not found in this font, the second column of the Character Map window will be blank or may show a character assigned as undefined, usually a box
(TrueType fonts). You can readily change fonts and examine their character maps in
the Spatial Data Display process, then change your interface font to one that better
suits your usage. Examples of glyphs inserted by selection from the Character Map
window are shown below both in the Text Layer Controls and as they appear in the layout.

screen capture from layout
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Sample SML Macro Script

Making Color Separates for Printing
High quality cartographic products printed in volume on a press
may contain features that are not screened. When color separates
are used for image maps, generally only the image is screened. These
features (screened or not) use a separate printing plate and press
pass for each required special ink color. The ink is often specially
mixed by the printer to a pantone number or other color calibration
value. If a continuous tone image is added to this map, it is screened,
but white areas must be left for each of the solid color ink passes.
To demonstrate the flexibility of SML, a sample Macro Script that
creates the color separates needed to produce plates for this kind of
volume printing has been developed. The script also produces a
grayscale image suitable for screening with the color overlay areas
masked out, which allows the overlay colors to be printed at the
specified color without being muddied by underlying black.
The sample script was written to handle four colors in the printing
process: black, cyan, yellow, and red. These colors are used for the
overlays on a grayscale image. The script creates five output rasters
with preassigned names. Four of these rasters, which represent each
of the color overlays, are binary TIFF files. The image raster is 8-bit
grayscale TIFF with masked areas for the cyan, yellow, and red overlays. The black overlay requires no masking as it is printing black over black or gray. These
TIFF images can then be used as input to digital based printing systems. The script can be easily
modified to satisfy your project and printer’s requirements.
In the SML script overlays are initially rendered to a 24-bit composite color
raster and then the pixels of the specified four colors are
used to create binary images. The example used is simplistic in that each overlay contains only one of the four
colors. Any or all of the allowed colors can be in each
overlay and will be assigned to
the appropriate binary raster during color separation. There is a
check for pixels that are not of the

cyan

appropriate colors
during the color
yellow
separation process. If such unknown color pixels
red
are found, you receive a warning that
provides the number of pixels of unknown color and asks if
you want to proceed. These pixels are not carried through the
color separation process. The script also provides a variable
black
that will retain the work files in RVC format, such as the 24bit composite color raster object with all overlays of the color separates before export to TIFF,
for visual review testing purposes. A portion of the script is provided for reference on the back
of this page.
grayscale with masks applied
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Customize from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or
design, on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features, which are
available only in TNTmips 6.4 or later, to assist with specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full
script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample Macro Script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script exchange at
www.microimages.com/sml/ftpsmllink/TNT_Products_V6.8_CD.

Partial Script for Making Color Separates from a Layout
(printsep.sml)
func rgbValue (r, g, b) {
return (((b * 256) + g) * 256 + r);
}

sets layer visibility based on

determines RGB
raster value from
separate R, G, B.

func cleanup () {
CloseRaster(ImageRaster);
CloseRaster(OverlayRaster);
if (!KeepWorkFiles) {
imagefilename.Delete();
overlayfilename.Delete();
}
statusdialog.Destroy();
}

cleans up
temporary files

func ExportBinary (inkcolor) {
msg$ = “Exporting binary TIFF for “ + inkname$;
statuscontext.TextUpdate(msg$,2);
if (KeepWorkFiles) {
binaryfilename = grayscalefilename;
exports
}
binary TIFF
else {
binaryfilename = CreateTempFileName(); for specified
ink color
}
binaryrastname$ = “B_” + inkname$;
CreateRasterBinaryMask(OverlayRaster,binaryfilename,
binaryrastname$,inkcolor);
targetpath = targetdir$;
targetpath.Append(inkname$);
targetpath.Make();
targetpath.Append(filename$);
ExportRaster(tiffexp,targetpath,binaryfilename,binaryrastname$);
if (!KeepWorkFiles) {
binaryfilename.Delete();
prompts user
}
for target
}
directory folder

targetdir$ = GetDirectory(“c:/temp”,”Select destination folder for TIFF
separates:”);
determines image and
if (targetdir$ == “”) Exit();
overlay resolutions.

imageres = PopupNum(“Image resolution in DPI?”,300,50,1200,0);
if (imageres < 0) Exit();
overlayres = PopupNum(“Overlay resolution in DPI?”,1200,imageres,
2400,0);
if (overlayres < 0) Exit();
statusdialog.Create(View.Form);
statuscontext = statusdialog.CreateContext();
statuscontext.Message = “Rendering Color Separations”;
resratio = overlayres / imageres;

creates
progress
dialog

resolution ratio between
overlay and image

imagecellsize = Layout.MapScale / imageres * .0254;
overlaycellsize = imagecellsize * resratio;

computes raster cell
sizes in meters

group = Layout.Firstgroup;
whether image and visibility in
while (group != 0) {
‘hardcopy’ view
layer = group.FirstLayer;
while (layer != 0) {
if (layer.IsVisibleInView(hardcopyviewnum)) {
isimage = (layer.Type == “Raster”);
layer.SetVisibleInView(imageviewnum,
isimage);
layer.SetVisibleInView(overlayviewnum,
!isimage);
}
else {
layer.SetVisibleInView(imageviewnum,0);
layer.SetVisibleInView(overlayviewnum,0);
}
layer = layer.NextLayer;
}
group = group.NextGroup;
}
if (KeepWorkFiles) {
imagefilename = targetdir$;
imagefilename.Append(“image.rvc”);
renders
imagefilename.Delete();
image raster
}
else {
imagefilename = CreateTempFileName();
}
statuscontext.TextUpdate(“Rendering images”,2);
errcode = Layout.RenderToRaster(imagefilename,”Image”,imageviewnum,
imagecellsize);
if (errcode < 0) {
PopupError(errcode);
Exit();
}

OpenRaster(ImageRaster,imagefilename,”Image”);
imagenumcols = NumCols(ImageRaster);
imagenumlins = NumLins(ImageRaster);

overlaynumcols = imagenumcols * resratio;
overlaynumlins = imagenumlins * resratio;

opens image
raster and
determines size

makes overlay raster
exact multiple of image
raster in size

if (KeepWorkFiles) {
overlayfilename = targetdir$;
overlayfilename.Append(“overlay.rvc”);
renders the
overlayfilename.Delete();
overlay raster
}
else {
overlayfilename = CreateTempFileName();
}
statuscontext.TextUpdate(“Rendering overlays”,2);
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Establishing Dynamic Relations Between
Nodes, Points, Lines, and Polygons
Dynamically-updated virtual fields (Computed and String
Expression fields) in vector databases can now access and
use attributes of other element types in the same vector object. For example, you can construct line element virtual
fields that access attributes of the start and end node of each
line or the polygons to the left and right of each line. In the
example illustrated below, line elements in a vector object
represent a network of sewer pipes. The SewerLineData table
consists of virtual fields that access the horizontal length of
each line (from the standard LINESTATS table) and the Zvalue (elevation above sea level) for the start and end nodes
for each line (from the Internal nodes table) as well as virtual fields that use these values to compute the vertical drop
and slope for each line element.
The Insert Field window (Insert / Field from the Query Editor window) now has an Element menu that allows you to
automatically insert both conventional and cross-element database references into the expressions you use to define virtual
fields. The Element menu lets you choose to insert refer-

ences from the current element database, from the database
for a topologically related element (such as start node and
end node for lines), or references to attributes for specific
elements by element number. The references for current element and for topologically related elements are complete
and useable as inserted. References to specific elements must
be edited manually to specify the element number.
Virtual fields can reference values in linked external database tables that might be revised at any time. But since virtual
fields are dynamically updated, any such revisions are automatically shown in your virtual fields and can be used to
control the display of elements on screen. For example, a
vector object could represent a network of gas or fluid pipelines, with current pressure recorded for each node in a
constantly-updated database. A virtual field for lines could
compute the current pressure drop for each pipeline segment
and styling by script or by theme based on that field could be
used to highlight segments with anomalous values.

Sewer lines table with virtual fields from line and node attributes
Values from line tables

Values from Internal Node table

Values computed from node and line attribute values

Sewer line
display; lines with
low slope (from
computed Slope field)
highlighted in red.

When creating a virtual field
in a Line table, use the
Current Line entry on the
Element menu to access
other tables in the Line
database.

The Element menu also
provides access to topologically-related elements or to
specific elements that you
must reference by element
number.

Selecting the Z field from
the Internal table for the
Start Node of the current
line.

Complete cross-element database
references are inserted for topologically-related elements. References
to specific elements require you to
add an element number.
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Improved Linking to Databases via ODBC
TNTmips has always supported direct linking to a few external database formats. The advent of Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) and TNTmips’ support thereof made it possible for you to link from TNTmips to any database format for which you have an ODBC
driver. Linking to a database rather than importing a copy to TNTmips’ internal format lets
you view and perhaps manipulate the database both in TNTmips and the original database
software without the need to keep track of the version to which changes have been made
(because there is only one version). Whether you can write to the database from TNTmips is
determined by the software to which it is linked. Rather than the date/time stamp used for
direct linking by TNTmips to determine if the
link information needs to be updated, the dynamic, changing nature of the external database file is automatically managed by ODBC.
You can now set up your ODBC links directly for any raster, vector, CAD, or TIN
object in the Spatial Data Display process or
in any process where you can view and use
these Objects’ databases. Previously, linking to ODBC data sources was only available in the Import process. Now, you can simply choose Link to Data Source from the menu
that drops down from the Make Table/Form icon in the table/selection icon row. When you
choose this option, the Link to Data Source window opens with all previously defined data
sources listed on the left. If your desired data source is not on the list, you can add a new
data source by clicking on the ODBC Control Panel button. Clicking on this button opens
the same ODBC Data Source Administrator window that opens when you choose ODBC
Data Source from your Control Panels. You can establish links to more than one data source
and to tables from more than one file for the same data source at one time.
TNTmips’ ODBC Driver Manager support has also been upgraded from 1.x to 3.5x. The major benefit of this upgrade is
Unicode support, which is necessary for the correct display of some languages, such as Japanese.
For the time being,
ODBC links still must
be set up through the
Import process to be
available for use in Pin
Mapping (as shown
here).

This table was created in Microsoft Access and is being
viewed in both TNTmips and Microsoft Access.
Changes made to the table in Microsoft Access are
viewable in TNTmips as soon as the changes are
saved.
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Editable Object Backup On Demand
The new automatic backup feature in the Spatial Data Editor is described on the Automatic
Backup Options When Editing color plate. The automatic backup feature causes less disruption
of your work than the periodic saves prompted by the Save Timer because backup is faster (no
optimization, no search tree rebuild, and so on) than saving. Automatic backup may result from
the passage of a designated period of time or a period of inactivity in the Editor providing
changes have been made. You, however, are not at the mercy of these preset timers to determine when your backup is made. You can select Backup Objects from the File menu in the
Spatial Data Editor window and all editable layers that have been changed since the last backup
was made will be backed up immediately. This can be quite useful if you are trying to track
down where a problem occurs.
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Improved Vector To Raster Conversion
Old Method

New Method

New tabbed panels
organize controls for
vector elements

The Vector to Raster Conversion process
(Process / Convert / Vector to Raster) provides several improvements for TNTmips
6.8. The most obvious is a new control
window featuring separate tabbed panels
with settings for Points, Lines, and Polygons. The process now also lets you take
advantage of
the standard
selection tools
available in
the View and
Layer Controls windows
(manual selection and select by Query).
For each element type you can choose to
process all elements or only those elements
you have selected.
There are additional improvements “under the hood”. The methods used to
rasterize polygons and lines have been rewritten to produce much more accurate
results. Both methods now use the full
floating-point precision of the vector coordinates in the rasterization. The polygon conversion now assigns a cell to a
polygon if the cell center is inside the polygon boundary. This method produces

Comparison of old (left) and new (right) methods of assigning cells to
polygons in the Vector to Raster conversion process. Black lines are vector
polygon boundaries. Using the old method, rare cells along polygon
boundaries were left unassigned (white cell in upper left illustration) and
some boundaries were offset in the conversion. The new method assures
that all cells in the output raster are assigned to a polygon and creates a
more spatially accurate representation of the polygon boundaries.

Old Method

New Method

Comparison of old (left) and new (right) methods of assigning cells to lines in
the Vector to Raster conversion process. Using the old method, some
segments of the rasterized lines might connect only at cell corners (indicated
by red circles). The new method enforces edge-to-edge connections
between cells in the rasterized lines, making the lines appear more continuous.

more spatially accurate boundaries between the rasterized polygons.
The line conversion method assigns a cell to a line if the vector line
transects any part of the cell. This procedure ensures edge-to-edge
contacts between all cells in the rasterized line, resulting in greater
visual continuity.
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Controlling Curvature When Warping Vectors
When you reproject vector or CAD objects, lines that are straight in the starting projection may need to be curved in the output projection in order to maintain
accurate positioning. You can now reproject these objects with increased accuracy thanks to the new line densification feature in the Vector / CAD Warping
process (Process / Vector / Warp... and Process / CAD / Warp...). The new
feature automatically inserts additional vertices in the reprojected lines to provide the required curvature.
You can control the map accuracy and complexity of the reprojected lines by
changing the Line Densification Accuracy value, which sets the maximum allowed deviation between any segment of the reprojected line and its computed
location in the new projection. The default value is 10 meters. Smaller accuracy values result in more line vertices, producing a better match to the projected
location at the expense of a greater stored size for the vector object. In practice, the deviation between lines warped with different accuracy settings is
much less than the difference in their accuracy values. The greatest visual
impact of the line densification feature is seen when you warp simplified vector objects with few line vertices, such as the state outline shown below.

Vector outline of the state of
Wyoming in Latitude /
Longitude coordinates.
Line vertices occur only at
the corners of the rectangle.
The length of the northern
boundary line is 605
kilometers.

Wyoming outline warped to
Albers Conic Equal-Area
projection. The Vector Warp
operation inserted numerous
intermediate vertices into the
northern and southern boundary
lines so they curve to match the
projected positions to the
desired accuracy.

1000 meter accuracy (45 line vertices)

10 meter accuracy
(4251 line vertices)
Close-up of the movement in part of the
northern Wyoming border line warped with
different densification accuracies and
displayed over a Digital Orthophoto Quad
image. The vertical yellow bar is 50 meters
long. The maximum deviation between
these warped lines is about 32 meters.
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Add Custom Color Palettes via XML
Choosing the right color is an important step when you create styles for elements in geometric objects (vector, shape,
CAD, TIN). TNTmips allows you to create custom color
palettes and use them in place of the MicroImages default
palette in the Style Editor windows for points, lines, and polygons. You can easily switch to a different palette at any time
by opening a Select Palettes dialog window and selecting
from a scrolled list of available palettes.
A custom color palette is specified in an XML file that defines each palette color in one or more color systems and

indicates the relative dimensions of the block of palette color
tiles to be shown. MicroImages has provided a number of
sample palettes that implement standard colors used in several U.S. and Canadian government map products. These
sample files can be found in a palettes subdirectory within
the directory in which you installed TNTmips. Also in that
location you will find a PaletteReadMe file that documents
the required format of the palette file and tells you where to
place your own palette files for use with this and later installations of TNTmips.
Shown below are some of
the color palettes implemented by MicroImages from
outside sources using the
XML palette specification.

U.S. Bureau of Land
Management

Web Named Colors

USGS CMY
Choose any of the color palettes
in the scrolled list to show and
use in the Style Editor. The last
palette selected is used for all
Style Editor windows (Point,
Canadian Land Inventory Line, and Polygon) until you
General Land Use
make a new selection in any of
the windows.
Any of the predefined color system
Below is the complete XML specification for the U.S. Geological Survey Color
tags below can be used to define
Chart palette shown in the Style Editor window above right:
individual colors in a palette:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<palette name="U.S. Geological Survey Color Chart" layout="4x2">

rgb8:
rgb16:
rgbpct:
rgbx:
cmy8:
cmypct:
cmyk8:
cmykpct:

8-bit (0-255) rgb
16-bit (0-65535) rgb
percent (0-100) rgb
hexidecimal rgb
8-bit (0-255) cmy
percent (0-100) cmy
8-bit (0-255) cmyk
percent (0-100) cmyk

<color name="Dark Blue" rgb8="0,151,164" cmykpct="87,8,20,0"/>
<color name="Purple" rgb8="137,51,128" cmykpct="47,73,10,0"/>
<color name="Brown" rgb8="131,66,37" cmykpct="30,60,75,25"/>
<color name="Yellow" rgb8="255,234,0" cmykpct="0,8,100,0"/>
<color name="Light Green" rgb8="201,234,157" cmykpct="20,0,40,0"/>
<color name="Red" rgb8="203,0,23" cmykpct="18.100,80,5"/>
<color name="White" rgb8="255,255,255" cmykpct="0,0,0,0"/>
Custom color palettes are also available for use in
<color name="Black" rgb8="0,0,0" cmykpct="0,0,0,100"/>
</palette>

the Color Editor used to select colors for window
backgrounds and graphic tools.
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For TNT products V6.8. Revised V7.1

Use the Palette...
icon button on any
of the Style Editor
windows to open
the Select Palette
window.

Automatic Backup Options When Editing
The Spatial Data Editor now has options that are independent of the Save Timer for automatic backup of your editing
work. This backup is accomplished in the background according to the parameters you set in the Editor Preferences
without you having to take any further action, such as clicking OK, unless you have Prompt when backup timer
elapses turned on. The backup copies the object you are editing and is much faster than saving (no optimization, no
search tree rebuild, and so on). The backup file also contains the “Undo” information from your editing session. A
status window opens to let you know a backup of your workspace is being performed. Backup is automatic after the
period of inactivity you specify. A backup is not created when scheduled if you have not made any changes since the
last backup.
Turns automatic
backup on/off.
Lets you change
where backup
files are stored.
Turns prompting for
backup on/off.
This value is the total
number of backup files kept
in your backup folder.

The path to your
backup files.

Sets the time interval
between automatic backups.
Time before automatic
backup when you stop
working in the Editor.

The number of backups
kept for each editable
object in the current
editing session.
The Preferences window is now non-modal, which means you can do other work in the Editor with it
open, so an Apply button has been added to let you activate changes without closing the window.

The Editor now detects whether it was correctly or abnormally terminated the last time
it was run. If you launch a second instance
of the Editor, the process thinks the last Editor session was abnormally terminated because there is no notification of normal exit.
If it was abnormally terminated, such as by power outage or exiting TNTmips without first
exiting the Editor, you will be asked if you want to open the most recent backup file. If you
say yes, the object in the most recent backup file is automatically located and loaded in the
Editor. You can choose to open a backup file at any time by selecting Open Backup from
the File menu in the Spatial Data Editor. When
you make this menu
Automatic naming of
choice, the Select Object
backup files uses the name
window opens with the
of the object you are editing
and appends it with the date
contents of your backup
and time it was created.
directory displayed.
Thus, you never need to
navigate to your backup
directory unless you
minute
object name
choose to do so.
YYYYMMDD
hour (military time)
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Destriping ASTER Images

Close-up of a color display of three bands of a raw
ASTER Level 1A image. Red = Band 3 (nearinfrared), Green = Band 2 (red), Blue = Band 1
(green). Prominent vertical striping is evident. For
these wavelength bands, all image values in a
horizontal line of cells are acquired simultaneously
by a linear array of detectors. Each vertical column
represents the sequential output of a single detector,
and differences in calibration between adjacent
detectors give rise to the striping.

Same image area after the Forward FFT (Fast Fourier
Transform) and Destripe procedures were run on the
individual bands. Striping has been completely suppressed with no blurring or degradation of ground
features.

The Destripe operation in the TNTmips Raster Frequency Domain Analysis process (Process / Raster /
Filter / Frequency Filter...) allows you to remove striping (periodic sensor noise) from aerial or satellite images
acquired using arrays of electronic detectors. Striping
appears as distinct linear stripes of varying brightness
in single-band displays (or of varying color in composite-color displays).

The Manual Destriping mode was used to process the ASTER
image shown here. In this mode the Parameters window lets
you outline areas in the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) raster
representing the striping frequencies, and define the amount
of suppression to apply to them. A Test option lets you
preview the destripe result for your designated sample area.

Raw (Level 1A) images acquired by the ASTER* sensor aboard the NASA Terra (EOS AIM-1) satellite
exhibit significant striping because of calibration differences between adjacent detectors. Destriping was
applied to a sample ASTER image of Pretoria, South
Africa (data provided courtesy of GEODATEC in South
Africa). This procedure completely suppressed the striping noise with no noticeable blurring or degradation of
the ground features shown in the image.
*Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
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Suppressing Vegetation in
Multispectral Images
MicroImages has created an SML script that automates processing of multispectral images to suppress the expression of
vegetation for geological and soil mapping applications. The
script, devegX.sml, implements a “forced invariance” methodology developed by NASA researchers* at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. Near-infrared and red image bands
are used to estimate spatial variations in vegetation abundance. Vegetation suppression can be applied to these bands
and to other image bands you select. The script determines
the statistical relationship between the values in each band
and the vegetation index. Band values are then adjusted so
that the average band value for each index level is uniform
across all vegetation index levels.

The forced invariance method works well in areas of opencanopy vegetation, such as arid and semi-arid terrains, where
many image cells include both vegetation and bedrock or soil.
Both bedrock outcrop patterns and the overall contrast of
nonvegetative materials are enhanced.

Color displays of Landsat Thematic Mapper images with
RGB = Band 7, Band 4, Band 2. Vegetated areas appear
green.

Same image areas and band combination after vegetation
suppression by devegX.sml. Bedrock outcrop patterns in
vegetated areas are much clearer.

In addition to the adjusted image bands, the script produces a
vegetation index raster and, for each devegetated band, a
raster scatterplot of band versus vegetation index values and
a graph (CAD object) of the smoothed band average versus
index values that are used to rescale the band.
The devegX.sml script is available for free download from:
www.microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm

Spring Mountains, southern Nevada, USA. Width of scene is 14.3 kilometers.

Inyo Mountains, eastern California, USA. Width of scene is 13.7 kilometers.
*Crippen, Robert. E. and Blom, Ronald G., 2001, Unveiling the Lithology of Vegetated Terrains in Remotely Sensed Imagery, Photogrammetric Engineering & Remote Sensing, Volume 67, No. 8, pp. 935-943.
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Nested SML Dialogs using XML
You can use an SML script to automate complex
processing sequences involving multiple input
and output objects of different types and varied
processing parameters to be set by the user. Although SML provides standard pop-up dialogs
for various types of user inputs, you can make
the script easier to use by creating one or more
custom dialog windows that bring together the
various user input tasks.
The sample script devegX.sml (available for free
download at www.microimages.com/freestuf/
smlscripts.htm) provides a good example of a
script that uses several custom dialog windows
that are constructed using XML dialog specifications embedded in the SML script. The script
is designed to process a multispectral image to
suppress the expression of vegetation and enhance the
contrast of background rock and soil (see the color plate
entitled Suppressing Vegetation in Multispectral Images).
The main dialog window opened by the script is used to
select input and output objects and to set most process
parameters. It is a modal dialog, meaning that the window must be closed with its OK or Cancel button before the remainder of the script can be executed. The
dialog window includes pushbuttons, toggle buttons,
labels, edittext and editnumber controls, and a listbox,
all of which are completely defined by XML code embedded in and interpreted by the SML script. Many of
the controls are initially disabled, but are activated in
sequence by callback procedures when required parameters higher in the dialog are set. This design leads the
user through the controls and ensures that all required
input objects and parameters are set before the OK button is activated.
The Set Dark Pixel Values window is opened by pressing a push-button on the main window. This window
presents a list of the selected input objects (as a sequence
of label elements) and an accompanying numeric field
to be edited by the user. Only the most general elements of this dialog can be specified by static XML code
in the script; the list of labels and the numeric fields
must be constructed dynamically from the input objects
that the user has previously selected. The procedure
called by the Set dark pixel values... pushbutton on the

main window (shown on
the reverse side of this
plate) first reads the static
XML code for the new
window and parses it into
memory. Additional XML
elements corresponding to
the object list and
editnumber fields are then
added to the XML structure before the dialog is
opened.
This script also provides examples of copying and modifying a color palette and creating and adding elements
to a CAD object.

Display of a correlation raster
(horizontal axis = vegetation index
value, vertical axis = band value)
with color palette, both created by
the script. The overlay is a CAD
object created by the script that
graphs the smoothed values
of average band value
per vegetation index
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Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of TNTmips’ Spatial Manipulation
Language (SML). If possible, the full script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on
one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script
exchange at www.microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm.

Script for creating Set Dark Pixel Values window (devegX.sml)
proc SetDP () {

Procedure to create dialog window to list input bands with
fields to enter dark-pixel values. Called by pressing Set
dark pixel values... pushbutton on main dialog window

Create string variable with
xmldp$ = ‘<?xml version=”1.0"?>
XML specification of dialog
<root>
<dialog id = “dpdlg” title = “Set Dark Pixel Values” OnOK = “dpOK()” >
<label>Set Dark Pixel (Path Radiance)</label>
<label>Correction Values:</label>
<groupbox ExtraBorder = “3”>
<pane id = “dplist” Orientation = “Vertical”/>
</groupbox>
Create empty pane with id attribute
</dialog>
to use when adding elements
</root>’;
before the window is opened
err = docdp.Parse(xmldp$);
if ( err < 0 ) {
PopupError( err );
Exit( );
}

prEditRED.SetAttribute( “id”, “prEditRED” );
prEditRED.SetAttribute( “Width”, “5” );
prEditRED.SetAttribute( “MinVal”, “0” );
prEditRED.SetAttribute( “MaxVal”, “255” );
prEditRED.SetAttribute( “Default”, NumToStr(redmin) );
prEditRED.SetAttribute( “Precision”, “0” );
Loop to add rows for additional bands to be processed
if ( numbands > 0 ) {
class XMLNODE panepr;
class XMLNODE labelpr;
class XMLNODE editpr;
local string editid$;

create horizontal pane for row
panepr = dplist.NewChild( “pane” );
panepr.SetAttribute( “Orientation”, “Horizontal” );

Modify the XML structure in
memory before opening the dialog

Get file/object names
for current band
infile$ = inrastfilelist.GetString( num );
(stored in stringlists)
inobjname$ = inrastobjlist.GetString( num );
labeltext$ = sprintf(“%s.%s \\ %s”, FileNameGetName(infile$),
FileNameGetExt(infile$), inobjname$);

Get the id for the parent pane
that will contain the list of
class XMLNODE dplist;
bands and the numeric fields
dplist = docdp.GetElementByID( “dplist” ); for the correction values

Add horizontal pane for the first row of dialog
elements (label and numeric field for NIR band)

labelpr = panepr.NewChild( “label” );
labelpr.SetText( labeltext$ );

class XMLNODE paneNIR;
paneNIR = dplist.NewChild( “pane” );
paneNIR.SetAttribute( “Orientation”, “Horizontal”);

class XMLNODE paneRED;
paneRED = dplist.NewChild( “pane” );
paneRED.SetAttribute( “Orientation”, “Horizontal”);
Add label with name of
class XMLNODE labelRED;
RED band to the RED pane
labelRED = paneRED.NewChild( “label” );
redprtext$ = sprintf(“%s.%s \\ %s”, FileNameGetName(redfile$),
FileNameGetExt(redfile$), redobjname$);
labelRED.SetText(redprtext$);
Add editnumber field
to the RED pane and
class XMLNODE prEditRED;
prEditRED = paneRED.NewChild( “editnumber” ); set its attributes

add label to the band pane

editpr = panepr.NewChild( “editnumber” );
Add editnumber field
editid$ = “editnum” + NumToStr( num );
to the band pane and
editpr.SetAttribute( “id”, editid$ );
set its attributes
editpr.SetAttribute( “Width”, “5” );
editpr.SetAttribute( “MinVal”, “0” );
editpr.SetAttribute( “MaxVal”, “255” );
editpr.SetAttribute( “Default”, NumToStr( rastmins[ num ] ) );
editpr.SetAttribute( “Precision”, “0” );

Add label with name of
class XMLNODE labelNIR;
NIR band to the NIR pane
labelNIR = paneNIR.NewChild( “label” );
nirprtext$ = sprintf(“%s.%s \\ %s”, FileNameGetName(nirfile$),
FileNameGetExt(nirfile$), nirobjname$);
labelNIR.SetText(nirprtext$);

Add horizontal pane for the second row of dialog
elements (label and numeric field for RED band)

string variable for id for editnumber element

for num = 1 to numbands {

Parse XML text for dialog into memory;
return error if there are syntax errors

class XMLNODE prEditNIR;
Add editnumber field
prEditNIR = paneNIR.NewChild( “editnumber” ); to the NIR pane and
prEditNIR.SetAttribute( “id”, “prEditNIR” );
set its attributes
prEditNIR.SetAttribute( “Width”, “5” );
prEditNIR.SetAttribute( “MinVal”, “0” );
prEditNIR.SetAttribute( “MaxVal”, “255” );
prEditNIR.SetAttribute( “Default”, NumToStr(nirmin) );
prEditNIR.SetAttribute( “Precision”, “0” );

reusable XMLNODE class instances for
new pane, label, and editnumber field
for each additional band

}
}
Get the dialog element from the parsed XML text and show
error message if the dialog element can’t be found
nodedp = docdp.GetElementByID( “dpdlg” );
if ( nodedp == 0 ) {
PopupMessage( “Could not find dialog node in XML document” );
Exit();
Set the XMl dialog element as the
}
source for the GUI_DLG class
dlgdp.SetXMLNode( nodedp ); instance we are using for the darkpixel-correction dialog window

ret = dlgdp.DoModal();
}

Open the dialog window as a modal dialog

end SetDP()
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Filter Vectors Using Scripts
A Remove By Script filter has been added to the suite of filters already
available in the Vector Filters process (Prepare / Vector / Filters). This filter
is also available in the Spatial Data Editor. The advantages of using the
filtering process are that you can filter multiple objects at one time and you
can filter more than one element type in a single run.
Additionally, there are three options for how to assign polygon attributes when line removal makes two
polygons into one.
The query you use to select elements for deletion must
apply to all objects chosen for processing. The database structure need not be identical, but the tables and fields used in the
query must be in all selected objects. In the example illustrated, the PO
(Political and Oceans) objects imported
from the Digital Chart of the World
(DCW), which breaks the world into
Choices for handling attributes of polygons
quadrants, have the same database
affected by line removal. The table’s attachment type determines whether associating records from both is possible. It is not possible
structure. The imported DCW data
for One To One, Implied One-To-One, and One Record per Element attachment types. In such
contains grid lines and other features
cases the record from the polygon with the lowest element number is assigned. This method is
the one used in the Spatial Data Editor.
with the same attribute values that clutter the data without adding any useful information. Such vector objects are ideal candidates for the Remove By
Script filter. You can see from the result below that some manual editing is still necessary. The filter script was
written to retain the external grid lines so that countries that are split at the edge of a quadrant will retain their
attributes.
As with other filters, you can make a test run to see if your script produces the desired results before creating your
filtered output objects. You can also choose to view the filter log (shown below) after the test or after the output
objects are created. A case like this where all the input objects have the same name may lead to some uncertainty as
to which is which in the filter log, but rest assured the objects are listed in the log in the same order they are listed at
the top of the Vector Filters window and filters are listed in
the order they are applied (top to bottom).

before
filtering

after
filtering

The filters did not do all the clean up necessary for this object, but
the manual editing job that remains has been greatly simplified.
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Publish Maps Containing Hatch Patterns
A hatch pattern in the TNT products is a fill pattern made up of
lines with width that does not
change as you zoom in and out.
Hatch patterns used for polygon
filling in your layouts can now
be converted to Adobe Acrobat
files (.pdf), Adobe Illustrator files
(.ai), and Scalable Vector Graphics files (.svg and .svgz) by printing from the Spatial Data Display
process. You select the appropriate file type from the list of printers in the Page Setup window.
TNTmips
These graphics programs do not
support lines that do not increase in width as you zoom in. Thus, the
appearance of any polygons filled with hatch patterns will differ from
their appearance in TNTmips as you zoom in in these graphics programs
(see the illustrations at the right). At Full View in a similarly sized window, the appearance of the graphic in these three programs will be about
the same as the vector in TNTmips. As you zoom in, however, the lines
will get wider in these Adobe programs while staying the same width in
TNTmips.

Adobe Acrobat

If you turn on the Include Layer Controls

Adobe SVG Viewer

toggle (under additional options) when
converting to SVG, you also gain the ability
to change the color of elements in Adobe
SVG Viewer. You can change the color of
hatch pattern fill elements in the viewer by
right-clicking on a line. If the hatch pattern
element you click on happens to be a line
pattern, you will change the color of all the
same elements in that line. For example, in
the red and white dashed line pattern you
can change the red to another color without
changing the white and vice versa.

Adobe SVG Viewer

In Adobe Illustrator, the hatch lines that
make up the pattern can be edited to
change color, opacity, thickness and
other attributes without any special
settings when printing. If a line pattern is
used for hatch lines, each pattern
element can be selected individually.
They are not treated as a repeating unit
as they are in the SVG Viewer. There is
no editing of hatch patterns in Adobe
Acrobat.

Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Illustrator
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Importing Vector Objects from Oracle Spatial Layers
An Oracle Spatial layer is a collection of geometries stored in a spatial table
and all their associated attributes, which are stored in a variety of additional
tables. Import and export of layers from and to Oracle Spatial require you
to provide your Oracle user name and password. Once you select the desired Data Source Name in the Import Oracle Spatial window, the Password prompt opens. Enter the User Name and Password that will allow
you to access the Oracle schema that contains the layer(s) you want to
import.
An Oracle schema is a collection of all the tables available to you under
your user name and password. There may be many tables in your schema
that are not part of or associated with any Oracle Spatial layer. However,
layers are the only substructure of your schema that can be imported in this
TNT process. A spatial table containing the geometries can be used to
identify all the other tables that make up the layer. Thus, only the names of
spatial tables in your schema will appear in the Import Oracle Spatial window. Selecting one of these tables is all you need to do to select that layer
for import.
This panel is discussed on the Oracle Spatial Import Options color plate.

After adding one or more layers to the Selected Tables column, use the Options tab
panel to specify the options for their import. You can choose the type of topology
Only spatial tables
that will be built for the vector object and if
from the schema
When you click on Add, tables are
it is to be optimized for faster rendering.
are shown here.
moved from the Tables column to
These and other options are discussed in
the Selected Tables column.
more detail on the color plate entitled Oracle
Spatial Import Options.
During import, the fields in the spatial table that are not part of a description of its geometries
come in as a table with the same name as the vector object. This table will have a One Record
per Element attachment type and one or more fields. There will always be a GID (Geometry
ID) or equivalent field, which corresponds to the GID column in the Oracle spatial table. If
the spatial data had no other attributes in Oracle Spatial, the GID field will be the only field
in the only table of the imported vector object. If there are related attribute tables, these
tables will be imported and the table with the same name as the vector object will have an
additional field, which is a foreign key field, that references a primary key in another table
through which other tables may also be related. There will be as many additional foreign key
fields as there are primary key fields in directly attached tables (does not include tables with
a Related Only attachment type because their relationships are already established).

The Database Editor’s graphic representation
of database tables illustrates the relationships
between tables in the line database in the imported
vector object. The object-named table
(HYDROLOGY_3D) and the line statistics table
(LINESTATS) generated on import are directly
attached to the elements. The table with the same
name as the vector object references a primary
key in the CLASS table.
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Table that
contains the
GID field
has the same
name as the
vector object.

Exporting Vector Objects to Oracle® Spatial Layers
You can export any TNTmips® vector object to an Oracle Spatial layer.
You may want to import and interactively edit a vector as the basis for
some analysis, such as vector combinations, buffer zone generation, or
polygon fitting, and then export the result. Any object you export will
create a layer that at least temporarily has polygonal, planar, or network
topology matching that of the object. Until that topology is modified by
subsequent Oracle Spatial actions, it is available for analysis within Oracle.
The analysis might be as simple as using the mutually exclusive areas of
polygons exported from a vector object with polygonal topology.
Oracle Spatial enforces very strict database rules that are not required by
the TNT products. The following are such Oracle Spatial requirements:
• The primary key field must be unique, which means you cannot
have two records in the same table with the same primary key value.
• All records must have a value for the primary key field.
• All foreign key field entries must be present in the primary key field.
• Referenced fields must be the same type (for example, string).
See the back of this sheet for the messages you will receive and how to
remedy these conditions.
Buffer zones (green) were generated in TNTmips
for the hydrology (blue) that was imported from
Oracle Spatial. The buffer zones only were
selected for export.

If your table does not meet these criteria, you will get a message on export that names the fields that are unacceptable to Oracle Spatial and why.
Using TNTmips, you will have to modify the database tables associated
with the vector you want to export so that it conforms to these requirements before you can successfully export them. You generally get the
spatial table and one or more other tables exported even if there is a condition present that keeps all tables from being exported.
If more than one record from a table is attached to an element, only one
attachment will survive because of the way relationships are structured in
the spatial table.

You need to specify the
element type to export
because only one element
type at a time can be
exported.

The black polygons
are the buffer zones
exported from
TNTmips. The white
lines are the
hydrology that
remained in Oracle
Spatial.

After you select the desired Data Source
Name, such as Oracle Spatial, the
Password prompt opens. Enter your
Oracle user name and password, click
OK, then click on the Export button.
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Export Warnings and How To Fix Them
Oracle Spatial enforces very strict database rules that are not required by TNTmips. You can, of course, create tables
that comply with these rules in TNTmips or modify existing tables to comply with these export rules. When you get
warning messages on export, be aware that these are Oracle Spatial’s limitations, not limitations in TNTmips. There
is a common Message window for all such warnings; you need to click on the Details button to get information on the
specific requirement that is not met. The following are the SQL execution errors that have been encountered on
export of some standard data, what those errors mean, and how to go about fixing them.
• unique constraint (schema.field_PK_table) violated

The identified field in the identified table is a primary key (PK) with the same value
found in more than one record. To fix, select multiply-attached elements (use Tabular
View in the View Selected Elements mode). Identify whether you have duplicate records
(records that have the same values for all fields). If you do, choose Edit Relations,
right click on the box that represents the named table, and choose Delete Duplicate Records.
If you do not have duplicate records, you will need to decide which of the records is correct
for the primary key in question and delete the record or alter the primary key field value. If
no records were found when you selected multiply-attached elements, follow the steps for removing duplicate
records except choose Delete Unattached Records when editing relations.
• cannot validate (schema.field_FK_table) - parent keys not found

The identified field in the identified table is a foreign key (FK) that has values not found in the referenced
primary key table. The last line of the message will identify the table and field referenced by this foreign key
in the form table (field). Sort on the identified fields in both the foreign key and primary key tables (if not
already sorted). When value(s) is found, check to see that the record is attached to elements (if not, delete the
record), then take appropriate action. Appropriate action would be to fix a typographical error in either the
foreign or primary key field or to add a corresponding record in the primary key table. It could also be that a
value has not been entered for a foreign key field, in which case you must enter a value that is already in the
primary key table or enter a new value and also add a record with that value to the primary key table.
• column type incompatible with referenced column type

Field types for a primary/foreign key pair are not the same (for example, one is an integer
and one is a string). The tables and fields involved are identified in the last two lines in
the message window in the form field_fk_table for the foreign key and table (field) for
the primary key. The solution is straightforward but involves several steps because you
cannot change the field type after it is added to a table. Edit the definition of the table
with the foreign key. Select the identified key field. Click on the Add Field icon. Set the field type to String
Expression if you need to create a string field from a numeric field or Computed if you need to create a
numeric field from a string field or convert between numeric types. Click on Edit Expression
and enter the expression required for your circumstances. Click OK in the Query Editor and
Table Definition windows. Open a tabular view of the foreign key table, right click on the field
name and choose Make Field Permanent. Return to the table definition and delete the original
foreign key field that was the wrong field type. Change the name of the new field to be the old field name. Set
up the relationship to the primary key table.
• cannot insert Null into ("schema"."table"."field")

A field that has the “Cannot be left blank” constraint set in the TNT products does not have values in all
records. A blank field can occur if you have entered values in tabular view and not entered values in all
records for that field. Constraints are only enforced in Single Record View. Either enter values for the constrained field in all records or choose Edit Definition and remove the field constraints.
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Oracle Spatial Import Options
TNTmips lets you choose the topology level for Oracle Spatial layers you
import as TNT vector objects. You can choose from polygonal, planar, or
network topology (see the color plates entitled Vector Object Topology Types
and Behavior of Topology Types) using the Topology Level option menu.
Spatial layers in Oracle Spatial have no topology. It is possible that geometries in a spatial layer may not violate a particular topology type if the layer
came from a topological system and has not been altered spatially.
If you know the layer you want to import has polygons with attributes,
choose polygonal topology for the imported vector object. Attributes associated with lines and points will also be imported when polygonal topology
is selected. If you know the layer you want to import could have polygons
but they have not been designated as such and do not have attributes, you
could choose either polygonal or planar topology. An example of such a
layer would be hydrology that does have lakes but was created as a lines only layer in Oracle Spatial. If you want to
assign attributes to the lakes after import, choose polygonal topology. If you are only interested in the line information, choose planar topology. If you are only interested in the line information and the layer has additional characteristics, such as an elevated aquaduct crossing drainage canals, choose network topology. If you have line data with
continuous lines that do not cross because of a 3D component but would cross when projected onto a 2D plane, such
as flight paths or infrastructure information (sewer, water, buried cable, and so on), choose network topology.
You are also presented choices for optimizing the vector object produced by import and creating element ID and/or
standard attributes tables. It is recommended that you choose to optimize your vector because optimization decreases
vector object display times. It is not unusual for an optimized vector to display five times faster than the same vector
object without optimization. Optimization changes the way a vector object’s elements are stored but has no effect on
topology. Element ID tables contain two fields, Current and Original, that are updated when validating the object
after lines or polygons have been split or deleted. If you do not care what an element’s orignal ID number was, there
is no reason to include this table since the table with the same name as the imported vector object (see the Importing
Vector Objects from Oracle Spatial Layers color plate) has a field with ID numbers. Standard attributes tables are
generally useful, providing information, such as line length and polygon area, that is available for general perusal or
can be retrieved with a mouse click for a specific element.
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Oracle® Spatial Layer vs TNT Vector Object
TNTmips® and Oracle Spatial each have their own vocabulary. In TNTmips, elements in vector objects have associated attributes that are stored in an element specific database. In Oracle Spatial, layers with their associated geometries and attributes are all stored as tables with additional tables that contain the relationship between these tables,
georeference information, and so on. TNTmips has elements and objects while Oracle Spatial has elements, geometries, and layers. An Oracle Spatial geometry is made of one or more elements and is equivalent to an element in
TNTmips. An Oracle Spatial layer is equivalent to a vector object in TNTmips.
Oracle Spatial layers have an associated spatial index that limits, and thus speeds up, searches based on spatial
criteria, such as intersection and containment. These indices are similar to the search trees built by vector validation
in TNTmips. The topology required for accurate GIS work is not stored with the Oracle Spatial layers. The spatial
layer is spaghetti, or a collection of geometries with spatial locations but no relationship to each other. This lack of
topology poses no problems for use with TNTmips. The required topology is built when the spatial table is imported
from Oracle Spatial. Topology is maintained continuously for any TNTmips use of a vector object.
Relationships between tables are shown
graphically in TNTmips’ Database Editor
window (below) and in tabular form in this
Oracle Spatial tabbed panel (left).

This table is
associated
with the
highlighted
spatial table.

This table was added
by the import process.
This table contains the same information as
the tabular form of the spatial table shown in
Oracle Spatial’s Table Editor window (below,
center). You can open the table by doubleclicking on it in the Database Editor.

Oracle Spatial also
provides a graphic
depiction of all components that would be
affected by changes in or
deletion of the spatial table
(or any other table). Two
of these components are
related to the log-in identity
and storage location, but
the others would be saved
as part of the vector
object in TNTmips.

The Oracle Spatial Index Advisor
(shown at right) lets you view the
geometries in your spatial tables. The attributes assigned in spatial tables
can be viewed in tabular form (immediately above) in the Table Editor, which
is opened from the Oracle Enterprise Manager Console (also above). There
is a record (row) that corresponds to each of the geometries in the layer.
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Interoperate Tools When Editing
Have you ever started drawing or tracing a line in the Spatial Data Editor then decided you needed to use some other
tool first and returned to the line tool to discover your line in progress is gone? This behavior has been changed so
that the temporary, in progress elements for each drawing tool are maintained. The illustrations below show the Add
Line tool returning after using the Zoom Box. You could also switch between adding lines, polygons, arcs, and so on
with the temporary element retained for each.

line continued
after using
Zoom Box

line
adding

Spline Lines in 3D
You can now use the Cubic and Quadratic BSpline methods to spline 3D lines. The lines are splined in the XY plane
and Z values for the new line vertices are interpolated. A portion of a line is shown here for both splining methods
when the Spline tool is active, with the lines before and after splining overlaid in a 2D view, and in 3D perspective
view with a Z offset between lines.
while editing

before and after
overlaid in 2D

before and after in 3D
perspective view with Z offset
cubic bspline

Cubic
BSpline

preview

after (orange)
before (blue)

selected
line

original

quadratic bspline

Quadratic
BSpline

preview
selected
line

after (orange)
before (blue)
original
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Sample Dialog Descriptions in XML
Shown below are several sample SML dialog windows with
the XML text used to create each one. In a dialog specification in XML, text elements (delimited by start- and end-tags)
represent components of the dialog and are identified by a
set of predefined XML tags. Various properties of each component (name, default settings, and so on) are included as

attributes of the component’s start-tag. In some cases all of
the information for a dialog control is represented by a combined start-end tag (called an empty tag) and its attributes.
The XML format facilitates dialog setup because elements
within the XML document are grouped and nested in a clear
logical structure that determines the layout of the dialog.

Label and Toggle Buttons
<?xml version=”1.0"?>
start-tag for the required root element of the XML document
<root>
start-tag for the dialog element with attributes
<dialog id=”tigerops” title=”Extraction Options” OnOK=”CheckTogs()”>
<label>Extract from TIGER:</label> text label element
<togglebutton id=”citybtn” Name=”City Polygons” Selected=”true”/>
<togglebutton id=”votebtn” Name=”Voting Districts” Selected=”false”/>
<togglebutton id=”congbtn” Name=”Congressional Districts” Selected=”false”/>
</dialog> end-tag of the dialog element
toggle button elements: empty tags with attributes
</root>
end-tag of the root element

Label and Combobox Menu

name of SML function or
procedure to execute when
dialog title
<?xml version=”1.0"?>
OK button is pressed
<root>
<dialog id=”selcomp” title=”Select Composite” OnOK=”OnOK()”>
<label>Select Composite Type:</label>
<combobox id=”comptype” Default=”24"> combobox element
<item Value=”24">24-bit composite</item> item list for the combobox
<item Value=”16">16-bit composite</item> menu; empty tags with
<item Value=”8">8-bit composite</item>
attributes
</combobox>
</dialog>
</root>

Radio Buttons (Only One Selected at a Time) in a Box
<?xml version="1.0"?> required XML version declaration
<root>
<dialog id="select" title="Select Process" OnOK="OnOK()">
<groupbox Name=" Process: " ExtraBorder="4"> box element with Name (label)
<radiogroup id="processgp" Default="entire">
group of radio buttons
<item Value="entire" Name="Entire Scene"/>
item list for the
<item Value="polygon" Name="AOI Polygon"/>
radiogroup
<item Value="manual" Name="Manual Selection"/>
</radiogroup>
end-tag for the radiogroup
</groupbox>
end-tag for the groupbox element
</dialog>
</root>

Togglebuttons, Labels, and Editable Numeric Field
<?xml version=”1.0"?>
id attribute lets SML script easily access the control setting or value
<root>
<dialog id=”tigrds” title=”TIGER Road Options” OnOK=”OnOK()”>
<label>Road processing options:</label>
<togglebutton id=”getrds” Name=”Extract Road Lines”/>
<togglebutton id=”mkbuf” Name=”Make Roads Buffer Zone”/>
<pane Orientation=”horizontal”> layout pane with child elements in horizontal row
<label>Buffer Distance:</label>
<editnumber id=”buffdist” Width=”4" Precision=”0" Default=”100" MinVal=”0"/>
<label>meters</label>
editable numeric field with number of decimal places
</pane> end tag for the layout pane
and default and minimum value attributes
</dialog>
</root>
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Build SML Dialogs Using XML
The Spatial Manipulation Language (SML) allows you to create
processing scripts for custom TNT applications and to automate
process workflows in the TNT family of products. Using SML you
can also create dialog windows that provide a graphical interface
for all user interactions with the script.
SML now provides a streamlined way for you to create custom
dialog windows that work interchangeably in SML in the X Windows environment (SML/X) or in SML for Windows (SML/W).
You specify the components and layout of a dialog using text composed of a simple set of tags and attributes that follow the format
and syntax rules of XML, the Extensible Markup Language. XML
simplifies the task of setting up the dialog because the XML elements in your dialog specification are grouped and nested in a
logical structure that mirrors the grouping of components in the

dialog. You can use the SML editor or any text editor to create the
dialog specification in XML, which can be in a separate text file or
embedded as a string within the SML script.
SML provides two sets of class methods for working with dialog
specifications in XML. Methods in class XMLDOC are used to
read and parse the XML text. Methods in class XMLNODE allow
the script to access the XML elements that correspond to particular components of the dialog.
Sample scripts for the dialog windows shown here are available for
free download at www.microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm.
groupbox

edittext

togglebutton

radiogroup
pushbutton

groupbox
listbox

A simple modal dialog window with a radiogroup in a groupbox (sample script radiogroup.sml). A radiogroup provides
a set of buttons in which only one can be turned on at a time.
The groupbox provides a labeled frame around its contents.
This window might be one of a series of dialogs to set
different processing selections. A modal dialog is one that
takes control and prevents any other program interaction until
the dialog is closed. OK and Cancel buttons are provided
automatically for modal dialog windows.

Available Dialog Elements:

label

combobox

A more complex modal dialog window for the sample
script pansharpcomp.sml. The dialog includes a number
of different controls, including pushbuttons, text fields
(edittext), toggle buttons, a listbox, and a combobox. The
edittext controls in this example are set to be read-only
(not editable); they are used to display the file and object
names for each of the selected input rasters.

Main Elements
pushbutton with icon
pushbutton
toggle
root: root element of the XML document
button
colorbutton
label
dialog: dialog window
Layout Elements
book: book of tabbed pages
page: tabbed page in a book
pane: window layout pane
groupbox: frame around other controls
Control Elements
label: simple text label
pushbutton: push button (with text or icon)
togglebutton: independent toggle button
colorbutton: color selection button
edittext: text entry control
label
editnumber
editnumber: numeric entry control
Two views of a nonmodal dialog created for the FlowPath ToolScript
radiogroup: group of radio buttons
(flowpathXML.sml). A nonmodal dialog permits other interactions
combobox: combo-box menu
while open, and is automatically provided with OK, Cancel, and Apply
menubutton: button with drop-down menu
buttons. This dialog includes a “book” of two tabbed “pages” that
listbox: scrolled list for selection
contain pushbuttons, toggle buttons, an editable numeric value field
(editnumber), and colorbuttons to select colors.
item: item in a list, menu combobox, or radiogroup
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Menus in SML Dialogs using XML
SML dialog windows set up using an XML specification
can include custom menus with your own set of menu options and associated actions. The menu can be shown on
the window by the menu name (Point Action... menu in the
sample window shown here) or by a designated icon (File
menu in the sample). The complete XML specification for this sample dialog window is shown below.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<root>
<dialog id="procpts" title="Process Selected Points" OnOK="OnOK()">
start-tag for the first menubutton element with icon to use for the button
<pane Orientation="Horizontal">
<menubutton id="file" Icon="DESKTOP_FILE" ToolTip="Text File..." OnSelection="OnFile()">
<item Value="open">Open Text File</item>
item list for the selections on the first menu
<item Value="close">Close Text File</item>
</menubutton>
start-tag for the second menubutton element with name to use for the button
<menubutton id="ptaction" Name= "Point Action..." OnSelection="OnAction()">
<item Value="save">Save Coordinates to Text File</item>
<item Value="buffer">Compute Buffer Zone</item>
item list for the selections on the second menu
<item Value="polygon">Find Enclosing Polygon</item>
</menubutton>
</pane>
<pane Orientation="Horizontal">
<label>Buffer Distance:</label> label for the buffer distance editnumber field
<editnumber id="buffdist" MinVal="0" MaxVal="1000" Precision="0" OnActivate="OnBuffDist()"/>
</pane>
numeric field for entering buffer distance
</dialog>
</root>

Strict Syntax Checking in SML
The geospatial scripting language (SML) in the TNT products provides a strict
level of syntax checking to ensure correct interpretation of complex code and
prevent inadvertent overwriting of variable values. When you check the syntax
of an SML script or query, warnings of violations of the following high-level
syntax rules are automatically shown:
1) All variables must be declared before they are used in a statement.
2) Assigned variable values must match the declared variable type.
3) All statements must end in a semicolon (“;”).
Violations of these rules are not interpreted as errors, and will not prevent scripts
from running. Warnings are presented in a separate Script
Warnings window that appears only if no lower-level syntax
errors were detected. Strict syntax checking is invoked automatically when you choose Syntax / Check from the SML
Editor or Query Editor window, but is not invoked when you
run the script. The $warnings keyword is available from the
Keyword list in the Script Reference window and can be
inserted into a script to specify a lower level of syntax checking if desired.
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SML Dialog with Tabbed Pages using XML
Shown below are two views of a sample SML dialog window with two tabbed
pages (panels) and the XML text used to create it. Tabbed pages are represented
in the XML text by page elements that nest inside a book element. In this example the controls on each tabbed page are placed within one of several layout

pane elements. Nested panes are used to organize dialog controls into vertical
columns or horizontal rows. Control elements can also be added directly into a
page (or into the dialog element for a non-tabbed dialog) to create a single vertical column or horizontal row of elements.

<?xml version=”1.0"?>
name of the SML function or procedure to call when the Apply button is pressed
<root> start-tag of the required root element of the XML document
<dialog id=”dlgform” title=”Flow Path and Buffer Zone” OnApply=”OnApply()”>
start-tag for the dialog element with attributes
start-tag of the book element consisting of tabbed pages
<book>
<page Name=”Controls”> start-tag for the first tabbed page; the Name attribute sets the page name
start tag for a layout pane to contain pushbuttons; Orientation attribute set to create a horizontal row
<pane Orientation=”horizontal”>
<pushbutton Name=”Save” Icon=”FILE_SAVE” ToolTip=”Save Output Layers...” OnPressed=”DoSave()”/>
<pushbutton Name=”Remove” Icon=”CONTROL_SUBTRACT_CYAN” ToolTip=”Remove Output Layers” OnPressed=”cbDoRemove()”/>
<pushbutton Name=”Number of Seedpoints...” OnPressed=”DoSet()”/> pushbutton elements: empty tags with attributes. Use the
Icon attribute to create an icon button with the named icon
end-tag for the first layout pane
</pane>
<pane Orientation=”vertical”> start-tag for a vertically-oriented layout pane to contain a column with toggle buttons
<togglebutton id=”btnSnap” Name=”Move Seed Point to Flow Path” Selected=”false”/>
<togglebutton id=”btnFlow” Name=”Compute Flow Path” Selected=”true”/>
toggle button elements: empty
<togglebutton id=”btnBasin” Name=”Compute Upstream Basin” Selected=”true”/> tags with attributes
<togglebutton id=”btnBuffer” Name=”Compute Buffer Zone” Selected=”false”/>
</pane> end-tag for the second layout pane
<pane Orientation=”horizontal”> start-tag for a horizontally-oriented layout pane to contain text label and editable numeric field
<label>Buffer Distance: </label>
editable numeric field with attributes
<editnumber id=”PromptDistance” Width =”5" Default=”100" Precision=”0" MinVal=”0"/> defining the default value, number
</pane> end-tag for third layout pane
of decimal places, and minimum
end-tag for the first tabbed page
</page>
allowed value
<page Name=”Colors”>
start-tag for the second tabbed page with default vertical orientation
<pane Orientation=”horizontal”> start-tag for a horizontally-oriented layout pane to contain the first color-button and label
<colorbutton id=”fcolor” OnChangeColor=”OnChangefcolor()”/>
<label> Flow path color</label>
name of the SML function
page with default
The Orientation attribute
</pane>
end-tag for the layout pane
or procedure to call when
vertical orientation; its
for a pane, page, or
the color is changed
<pane Orientation=”horizontal”>
children are arranged
dialog lets you set
<colorbutton id=”bacolor” OnChangeColor=”OnChangebacolor()”/>
in a vertical column
whether its contained
<label> Basin color</label>
elements are arranged in
</pane>
a vertical column or
<pane Orientation=”horizontal”>
<colorbutton id=”bucolor” OnChangeColor=”OnChangebucolor()”/>
horizontal row. The
<label> Buffer zone color</label>
default orientation for a
</pane>
dialog or page is vertical.
red boxes outline
<pane Orientation=”horizontal”>
The default orientation
panes with horizontal
<colorbutton id=”bocolor” OnChangeColor=”OnChangebocolor()”/>
for a pane is the opposite
orientation nested in
<label> Extents box color</label>
of its parent. All children
</pane>
the page; each pane
of a pane are laid out
</page>
includes a colorbutton
end-tag for the second tabbed page
from left to right or top to
</book>
end-tag for the book element
and label element in a
bottom.
</dialog>
horizontal row
</root>
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Communicate with
Visual Basic Programs using SML
Your SML (Spatial Manipulation Language)
scripts in TNTmips can now use Microsoft Windows ActiveX technology to launch and
communicate with component software programs created in Visual Basic, C++, or Java. An
SML script can directly access component class
structures (data structures and methods), open a
component dialog window (form), and exchange
data between SML and the dialog window. Any
spatial or attribute data that the SML script reads
from your TNT objects can be transmitted to the
component program. Any information processed
by the component program can be transmitted
to other application programs or sent back to
SML to be written to your Project File data.
To implement a Visual Basic (VB) component for
use with TNTmips, take these steps:
z design a VB form (dialog window) if a user
interface is required
z create properties, methods, and data structures in VB as needed
z write an SML script that "imports" the VB
component and handles data transfer between VB and your TNT spatial data and
attached database attributes
z use the Visual Studio 6.0 Tools / Package and
Deployment Wizard to build an installation
package to allow others to install and use the
component program

Example: Database Entry using Visual Basic Form
MicroImages has created a sample application to demonstrate how an SML
script can access program actions and dialogs created in Visual Basic.
This example uses an SML Tool Script to provide interactive selection of
vector elements in a View window in TNTmips. When you run the script
and select a vector polygon representing a land parcel, a form dialog
created in Visual Basic opens for you to enter owner name information to
be added to the database record for the parcel. Functions and data
structures registered with the Visual Basic application are directly accessible in SML and are used by SML to send data to and retrieve data from
the Visual Basic form.
The sample SML toolscript and Visual Basic code are shown on the other
side of this page. You can download these and other files required to run
this demonstration from: microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm.
After downloading and unzipping the VBDEMO file, take the following steps:
1. Run the Setup program to register the Visual Basic component program.
2. In TNTmips, display the vector object Parcel from the Parcels Project
File.
3. Install the ParcelToolVB toolscript button on the View window (View
window’s Options / Customize / Tool Scripts... ).
4. Run the
ParcelToolVB SML
toolscript; the script
imports the Visual
Basic class named
VBTestForm.

5. Left-click to select a
parcel polygon. The
toolscript passes the parcel
ID from the vector’s
ParcelInfo table to the
VBTestForm data structure.

TNTmips
SML

Visual
Basic

Database

ODBC

Access,
Other
Application
Software

SQL Server,
ORACLE

The Visual Basic demonstration component
described here lets you modify records in a
database table stored in a TNTmips Project File.
But that table could instead be an ODBC link to a
table maintained in Access or other database
software. Either way, the appropriate records are
updated and available to subsequent TNT
operations. You could also write your Visual
Basic application to take the database information
provided by TNTmips and communicate directly
with Access or any other ActiveX-aware software.

The toolscript calls the
VBTestForm class method
that opens the Test Form
dialog window created in
Visual Basic.
6. Enter names into the
First Name and Last
Name fields in the Test
Form dialog and press
[OK].
The toolscript retrieves the
names from the VBTestForm
data structure and writes
them to the appropriate fields
in the ParcelInfo table in the
vector’s polygon database.
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Visual Basic Source Code for VBDEMO
(MicroImages_SML_OLE_Demo.VBTestForm)
Option Explicit
Private mElemID As String
Private mFirstName As String
Private mLastName As String
Public Sub Clear()
mFirstName = ""
mLastName = ""
mElemID = ""
End Sub

define private data variables

define class method to
clear the fields in the Test
Form dialog window

Public Property Get ElemID() As String
define read/write
ElemID = mElemID
properties of
End Property
variables used
Public Property Get FirstName() As String for fields in Test
FirstName = mFirstName
Form
End Property
Public Property Get LastName() As String
LastName = mLastName
End Property
Public Property Let ElemID(ByVal str As String)
mElemID = str
End Property
Public Property Let FirstName(ByVal str As String)
mFirstName = str
End Property
Public Property Let LastName(ByVal str As String)
mLastName = str
End Property

Private Sub Class_Initialize()
initialize the component class
Clear
Debug.Print "Initialize Thing, ID=" & mElemID & " Name=" & mLastName & ", "_
& mFirstName
End Sub
Private Sub Class_Terminate() terminate the component class
On Error Resume Next
Debug.Print "Terminate Thing, ID=" & mElemID & " Name=" & mLastName & ", "_
& mFirstName
End Sub
define class method to open
Public Sub ShowDialog() the Test Form dialog window
Dim mdlg As dlgDemo
Set mdlg = New dlgDemo
NOTE: to enable multiple instances of the
With mdlg
component class to be used in SML, build
.txtDemo.Text = mElemID
your Visual Basic project as an ActiveX DLL
.txtFirstName = mFirstName
rather than an ActiveX EXE.
.txtLastName = mLastName
.Caption = “Test Form”
.Show vbModal
called when OK button is pressed
If .WasOK Then
mFirstName = .txtFirstName
transfer dialog field values
mLastName = .txtLastName
to private data variables
mElemID = .txtDemo
End If
End With
NOTE: The dialog window (form) is constructed in Visual Basic
End Sub
using the graphic Form Designer or the Application Wizard

Excerpt of Parcel Tool Script (ParcelToolVB.sml)
(use the Edit icon button in the Customize Tool Script window to view the script)
$import MicroImages_SML_OLE_Demo.VBTestForm

use preprocessor keyword to “import” the Visual Basic component class VBTestForm.
Note that preprocessor command lines must NOT end in a semicolon (;).

class VECTORLAYER vectorLayer;
variable declarations
class Vector targetVector;
class GROUP activegroup;
declare instance of imported VB class VBTestForm
class VBTestForm form;
class Database ParcelDB;

After you have opened the script in the SML
Editor window and checked syntax, the imported
class appears in the Insert Class window

func OnLeftButtonPress () { called when user presses ‘left’ pointer/mouse button
if (checkLayer()) {
if the selected layer is valid, proceed
local class POINT2D point;
local numeric elementNum;
Set local variables
local string parcelID$;
Get screen coordinates from cursor and transform to map coordinates
point.x = PointerX;
point.y = PointerY;
point = TransPoint2D(point, ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1));
point = TransPoint2D(point, ViewGetTransMapToView(View, vectorLayer.Projection, 1));
elementNum = FindClosestPoly(targetVector, point.x, point.y, GetLastUsedGeorefObject(targetVector));
if (elementNum > 0)
vectorLayer.Poly.HighlightSingle(elementNum); highlight polygon
parcelID$ = targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.ParcelID$;
form.Clear();

get the parcel ID for the
polygon from the database

clear fields in VB Dialog window if it has already been opened

form.ElemID = parcelID$;
form.ShowDialog();

pass the parcel ID to the VBTestForm
data structure to show in the form

open the Test Form dialog window

targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerLastName$ = form.LastName;
targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerFirstName$ = form.FirstName;
}
}

read the strings entered in the name fields in Test Form
and write them to the record in the ParcelInfo table

end of OnLeftButtonPress()
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Vector Topology Types
Three levels of vector topology are supported in TNTmips: polygonal, planar, and network, which can be 2D XY,
3D XY or 3D XYZ. Toplogy for 3D XYZ objects is often referred to as 2.5D because topology is maintained in the
XY plane only. The defining characteristics of these object types are provided below with an illustration of a typical
object of each topology level. In general, a vector object should represent a particular theme, such as soil type or
roads, and the theme will determine the necessary topology level. You can change the topology type of any vector
object in the Spatial Data Editor. All three topology types are always maintained during editing operations.
Polygonal Topology
Polygonal topology is the highest, or strictest, level of topology. It requires that no
two nodes have the same X and Y coordinates, all lines start and end in nodes, lines
do not intersect other lines or themselves (nodes are inserted where lines would
otherwise cross), enclosed areas are defined as polygons, and any point element
can be in at most one polygon. Polygonal topology is necessary if you want ground
area measurements, but it takes time and rigor to maintain, which may be unnecessary depending on your application. A soil map or property ownership map is
typical of a polygonal vector object. For some applications you may want to combine themes, such as ownership boundaries and roads, to make retrieval
of certain information, such as property owners along a specified road,
a matter for a simple query. Polygonal objects need not be rectangular.
Project File Maintenance
They can have an irregular boundary that conforms to the polygon edges.
Object Information
Planar Topology
Planar topology requires that all lines start and end in nodes and no two lines cross,
as with polygonal objects. However, polygon information is not maintained. With
the exception of polygon filling, planar and polygonal objects appear the same. Planar topology may be appropriate for hydrology if no lakes are present. Planar topology may also be appropriate for road systems that lack underpasses and overpasses
or other features that require network topology for correct representation. Note the
presence of nodes (red) at every position where lines would otherwise cross, as well
as at the dangling ends, in the roads at the left.
Polygonal and planar objects can be either 2D or 3D XYZ; topology is maintained in the X-Y plane for 3D objects of these topology types (polygon
dimensions and the location of nodes separating lines that would otherwise
cross are determined by projecting onto the X-Y plane).
Network Topology

Network topology places nodes at the start and end of all lines, but lines may cross
themselves or other lines. There are no polygons. Note the absence of nodes where
the lines cross in the grid at the left. Although nodes need not occur where lines cross,
they can be present at any intersection and are necessary for use in network analysis
(routing and allocation). The constraints imposed by 2D topology on
3D objects are eliminated by choosing network topology, which allows two nodes to have the same X and Y coordinates.
Lines that appear to cross in a 2D view may be separated
in 3D by their Z values, as shown in the 3D view of this
grid at the right. This topology type is well suited for
flight paths, sewer, water, and similar infrastructure representation.
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NIMA Topology.
NIMA’s (National Imagery and Mapping Agency’s) GIS side is active in establishing the ground rules for the
various levels of topology of vector geodata and in turn their potential applications. MicroImages’ vector
objects adhere to their definitions for Levels 1, 2, and 3 and the TNT products maintain and can convert
between these topological levels during editing and analysis. Of particular note is that NIMA is now defining
topology Levels 4 and 5 for full 3D and even multi-temporal geospatial data creation, storage, and analysis.
Level 0: (non-topological or spaghetti vector object)
Name:
Boundary Representation (2D or 3D coordinates)
Primitives:
Entity nodes & edges.
Relationships: None
Description: A set of entity nodes and edges
Level 1: (TNT network topology vector object)
Name:
Non-planar Graph (2D or 3D coordinates)
Primitives:
Entity nodes, connected nodes, and edges
Relationships:Start and end nodes, connected edges
Description: A set of entity nodes and edges that may meet at nodes
Level 2: (TNT planar topology vector object)
Name:
Planar graph (2D or 3D coordinates)
Primitives:
Entity nodes, connected nodes, and edges
Relationships: Start and end nodes, connected edges
Description: A set of edges and nodes where, when projected onto a planar surface, the edges meet
only at nodes.
Level 3: (TNT polygonal topology vector object)
Name:
Full planar topology (2D or 3D coordinates)
Primitives:
Connected nodes, entity nodes, edges, and faces (including universe face)
Relationships: Start and end nodes, connected edges, containing face, contained entity nodes, left and
right faces, outer and inner rings
Description: The surface is partitioned by a set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive
faces. Faces meet only at edges, and edges meet only at nodes.
Level 4: (not supported)
Name:
3D face topology (3D coordinates only)
Primitives:
Connected nodes, space nodes, edges, and faces (no universe face)
Relationships: Start and end nodes, connected edges, containing face, contained entity nodes, bordered faces, outer and inner rings
Description: A set of faces, edges and nodes where the faces meet only at edges, and the edges
meet only at nodes
Level 5: (not supported)
Name:
Full spatial topology (3D coordinates)
Primitives:
Start and end nodes, entity nodes, space nodes, edges, volumes
Relationships:Start and end nodes, connected edges, containing face, containing volume, contained
entity and space nodes, contained entity edges, bordered faces, bordered volumes,
outer and inner rings, outer and inner shells
Description: The space is partitioned by a set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive
volumes. Volumes meet only at faces, faces meet only at edges, and edges meet only
at nodes
For diagrams and more descriptive information about these levels of topology please see
www.geovista.psu.edu/sites/geocomp99/Gc99/037/gc_037.htm.
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Behavior of Topology Types
The color plate entitled Vector Topology Types lists the characteristics of polygonal, planar, and network vector
objects. How the objects behave in different applications provides insight into their differences beyond a simple
listing of their characteristics. The results of specific vector combinations (such as Extract Inside and Clip, shown
below) demonstrate functional differences between these new topology types.

or
Operator
(over Source)

Polygonal, Planar, or
Network Topology

Extract
Inside
and Clip

result with
polygonal input

result with planar
or network input

If there are polygons in the Source, they are maintained as polygons
when clipped so that attributes can remain attached. Thus, polygon
boundaries in the Operator are part of the output wherever polygons
are clipped. Planar and network topologies lack polygons, so the
output of the vector operation illustrated includes only clipped lines.

In the example above, the results from planar and network topology appeared similar to each other but diferent than
the polygonal topology results. In the example below, the results from polygonal and planar topologies appear
similar to each other but different than the network topology results. Topology is maintained in the X-Y plane for
polygonal and planar 3D vector objects (polygon dimensions and the location of nodes separating lines that would
otherwise cross are determined by projection onto the X-Y plane). Thus, when polygonal and planar vector objects
are merged, lines that may not actually cross in three dimensions will have nodes inserted where their X and Y
coordinates are the same. Z values at such inserted nodes are interpolated. The constraints imposed by 2D topology
on 3D vector objects are eliminated by network topology, since lines
The 3D views at the near left
can cross each other in two or three dimensions.
3D view of two polygonal, planar, or
network objects; same as 3D
view of single merged
network object.

Hydrology
Two 3D vector objects
are illustrated. The
Z
one drawn in blue
represents surface
Ground Water Surface
hydrology. The one
drawn in orange represents ground water
levels for the same
geographic area. As
illustrated (without polygon filling
or drawing nodes), these separate objects could
have polygonal, planar, or network topology.

node Z
values
interpolated

and below show the results of
merging the two vectors at the
far left if they have polygonal or
planar topology. The view
positions are the same for the
near and far left illustrations.
The representation below is
tilted toward the viewer
without moving laterally.

Merging 3D polygonal
or planar objects places nodes
where lines intersect when
projected onto the X-Y plane.
The Z values for these nodes are
interpolated from the Z values
of the nearest vertices of the
lines the node separates.
Thus, the lines from each
object have a middle ground
where they meet, which may
not be the desired result.
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SML Debugger and Script Timer
The SML Debugger window provides a specialized script execution
environment designed to help you analyze and debug a complex script.
You can also use it to evaluate the speed and efficiency of different
parts of your scripts.
The SML Debugger window shows the script and provides icon buttons that let you run the script or step through it one statement at a time.
As the script executes, an arrow pointer moves in the left column of the
window to show the statement currently being executed. (Experienced
programmers may wish to turn on the Show Pseudo Code icon button
to expand the script view to show and step through assembly pseudocode
generated for each statement.) When you step through a script with
processing loops, the pointer steps through a loop as many time as the
loop is repeated. You can also insert temporary break points by clicking in the left column; each break point is shown by a red button symbol.
Execution of the script stops automatically whenever a break point is
encountered. You can remove a break point by clicking on its symbol.
If the script uses the $include preprocessor command to
include another SML script, you can click on an icon in
the left column to expand the script pane to show the
included script statements.
When you turn on the Show Timing option and run the
script, the left column of the SML Debugger window
also shows the execution time (in seconds, to hundredthsecond accuracy) for each script step. Cumulative times
are shown for repeated processing loops. For user-defined functions and procedures, cumulative times for one
or more function calls are shown with the function definition, not where the function is called in the script.
Times less than 0.005
second (typical for
simple assignment
statements) are shown
as 0.00 in the timing
column. If you think a
script is taking an excessively long time to run,
you can use the script
timings to see what
parts of the script are
taking the longest times
to execute and assess
where you may be able
to increase the script’s
speed and efficiency.

Run
Pause
Show Pseudo Code
Step
Stop
Show Timing

Open the SML Debugger window using
File / Open from the SML window.

Left-click in the left column to place a temporary break point
(indicated by red button symbol, left above); script execution
stops when it reaches the break point (above right).

Click the + icon to expand the script view to see the code and timings for an included script.
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Build SML Dialogs Using Visual Basic
SML scripts that you develop for colleagues or clients
can be easy for them to use if you provide custom dialog windows to simplify entry or selection of process
settings. There are several ways in which you can develop and use custom dialogs with an SML script in the
TNT products. In addition to using either the OSF/Motif classes in SML or a dialog specification in
XML-format, you can also create the dialog within an
ActiveX component program that is called by and communicates with your SML script. You can use any
programming language that supports ActiveX (such as
Visual Basic, C++, or Java) to develop the dialog program. If you have experience with one of these
languages or prefer to use the form layout tools provided with Visual Basic, this may be the easiest way for
you to create custom dialogs for your SML scripts.

To demonstrate the use of an ActiveX component dialog with SML, MicroImages has created a demonstration
called VB_PanSharp, which creates a pan-sharpened
color composite raster using input objects and processing parameters set in a Visual Basic dialog. This
demonstration is derived from the PanSharpComp SML
script (which uses a dialog specification in XML) that
is distributed as a sample with the Building Dialogs in
SML tutorial booklet. Both Visual Basic and XML versions of the control dialog are illustrated below for
comparison.

Control dialog for the VB_PanSharp demonstration created in
Visual Basic, composed of Windows control components.

Control dialog for the original PanSharpComp SML script,
defined by an XML dialog specification.

In the VB_PanSharp application, the SML script imports the Visual Basic class VBform, which provides
the control properties, methods, and data structures associated with the dialog (form) in the VB module
panDemo. The code in these two modules enables two-

way communication between the two programs. The
SML script is able to obtain information on the dialog
settings from members of the imported Visual Basic
class, and events in the Visual Basic dialog (such as
pressing one of its buttons) can trigger actions in the
SML script.

The design mode in the Visual Basic module of Microsoft
Visual Studio provides a graphical editor for adding and
arranging the controls in your dialog (referred to in Visual
Basic as a form) as well as dialogs for setting their properties.

The Visual Basic code for this application is shown on
the other side of this page, along with download and
installation instructions. The accompanying color plate
entitled ActiveX Callbacks to SML provides more detailed information on methods of communication
between an ActiveX component program and an SML
script.
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Visual Basic Source Code for VB_PanSharp Demo
The SML script and Visual Basic files necessary to run this demonstration, along with the Visual Basic source code files shown
below, are available for free download at: www.microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm. After downloading and unzipping the
VB_PanSharp file, run the Setup program in the Package subdirectory to register the ActiveX component program.
VB_PanSharp: code for Form panDemo
Option Explicit
Event OnbtnRed()
Event OnbtnGreen()
Event OnbtnBlue()
Event OnbtnPan()
Event OnbtnOK()
Event OnbtnCancel()
Private Sub btnBlue_Click()
RaiseEvent OnbtnBlue
End Sub
Private Sub btnCancel_Click()
RaiseEvent OnbtnCancel
Me.Visible = False
End Sub

declare event names for
the dialog’s push-buttons

Public Sub HideDialog()
mDlg.Hide
End Sub

assign event name to
the predefined buttonpress event for each
push-button

Private Sub btnGreen_Click()
RaiseEvent OnbtnGreen
End Sub
Private Sub btnOK_Click()
RaiseEvent OnbtnOK
End Sub

hide modal dialog

assign raster name (passed in from SML script) to
text box next to each input raster button
Public Property Let RedName(ByVal str As String)
mDlg.txtRed.Text = str
End Property
Public Property Let BlueName(ByVal str As String)
mDlg.txtBlue.Text = str
End Property
Public Property Let GreenName(ByVal str As String)
mDlg.txtGreen.Text = str
End Property
Public Property Let PanName(ByVal str As String)
mDlg.txtPan.Text = str
End Property
get the selected bitPublic Property Get depth() As Integer
depth = mDlg.comboComp.ListIndex
End Property

Private Sub btnPan_Click()
RaiseEvent OnbtnPan
End Sub
Private Sub btnRed_Click()
RaiseEvent OnbtnRed
End Sub

VB_PanSharp: class VBform

show modal dialog
Public Sub ShowDialog()
mDlg.Caption = "Make Pan-Sharpened Composite"
mDlg.Show vbModal
End Sub

class called (“imported”)
by the SML script

Option Explicit
Private WithEvents mDlg As panDemo
Public Event OnbtnRed()
Public Event OnbtnGreen()
get button event names and
Public Event OnbtnBlue()
definitions for dialog from
Public Event OnbtnPan()
panDemo code
Public Event OnClose()
Public Event OnbtnOK()
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set mDlg = New panDemo
mDlg.comboComp.ListIndex = 1
mDlg.listBlend.ListIndex = 0
End Sub

when this class is initialized,
set the panDemo object as
source for the dialog and set
default selections for list and
combobox controls

Private Sub Class_Terminate()
On Error Resume Next
mDlg.Hide
Unload mDlg
End Sub

when this class terminates,
close the dialog and clear it
from memory

Public Sub RedSelected()
mDlg.checkRed.Enabled = True
mDlg.btnGreen.Enabled = True
End Sub

when red band selected,
enable contrast option for
red and button for green

Public Sub GreenSelected()
mDlg.checkGreen.Enabled = True
mDlg.btnBlue.Enabled = True
End Sub

when green band selected,
enable contrast option for
green and button for blue

Public Sub BlueSelected()
mDlg.checkBlue.Enabled = True
mDlg.btnPan.Enabled = True
End Sub

when blue band selected,
enable contrast option for
blue and button for pan

Public Sub PanSelected()
mDlg.checkPan.Enabled = True
mDlg.btnOK.Enabled = True
End Sub

when pan band selected,
enable contrast option for
pan and button for OK

Public Property Get conred() As Integer
conred = mDlg.checkRed.Value
End Property
Public Property Get conblue() As Integer
conblue = mDlg.checkBlue.Value
End Property
Public Property Get congreen() As Integer
congreen = mDlg.checkGreen.Value
End Property
Public Property Get conpan() As Integer
conpan = mDlg.checkPan.Value
End Property

depth value from the
combobox control as
a public variable
accessible to SML

get the status of the
contrast checkbox
controls as public
variables accessible
to SML

Public Property Get method() As String
Select Case mDlg.listBlend.ListIndex
Case 0
method = "HIS"
get the blending method
Case 1
from the list control as a
method = "HBS"
public variable accessible
Case 2
to SML
method = "Brovey"
End Select
End Property
Public Sub CloseForm()
mDlg.Hide
Unload mDlg
End Sub
Private Sub mDlg_OnbtnBlue()
RaiseEvent OnbtnBlue
End Sub
Private Sub mDlg_OnbtnRed()
RaiseEvent OnbtnRed
End Sub
Private Sub mDlg_OnbtnGreen()
RaiseEvent OnbtnGreen
End Sub
Private Sub mDlg_OnbtnPan()
RaiseEvent OnbtnPan
End Sub
Private Sub mDlg_OnbtnOK()
RaiseEvent OnbtnOK
End Sub
Private Sub mDlg_OnCancel()
Class_Terminate
End Sub

close the dialog and
remove it from memory

activate SML callback for
each dialog push-button
when it is pressed
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ActiveX Callbacks to SML
SML scripts can launch and communicate with ActiveX
component software programs created in Visual Basic,
C++, or Java. The method of communication between
an SML script and an ActiveX dialog window that it
launches depends on whether the dialog is set to operate as a modal or modeless dialog. A modal dialog in an
ActiveX program takes sole control of SML script interactions, so that no further parts of the script are
executed until the modal dialog closes. Using a modeless
dialog in an ActiveX program allows the SML script to
continue to execute even while the dialog is open.
Communication between a modal ActiveX component
dialog and an SML script is simple and indirect, since
the script and dialog are not actually active at the same
time. The SML script can pass data to “imported” component class members before the dialog opens and
retrieve information from component class members after the dialog closes. The SML script can then take
actions using or conditional upon the data retrieved.
Use of a modeless ActiveX component dialog requires ongoing communication between the dialog
and the SML script. SML permits such communication, so that user interactions with a modeless
component dialog can directly trigger actions by the
SML script, such as the display or redisplay of a TNT
View. When you create the ActiveX component class,
you can define events associated with the dialog controls, such as the press of a particular button. Each event
is provided with an associated class method that can be
used in the SML script to register the name of a function elsewhere in the script that will be called and
executed in response to that dialog event.
To provide an example of SML script interaction with
a modeless ActiveX component dialog created in Visual Basic, MicroImages has modified the sample
application described in the color plate entitled Communicate with Visual Basic Programs using SML.
This application uses an SML tool script to provide interactive selection of vector polygons representing land
parcels in a TNT View window, and a dialog opened by
An ActiveX component created in Visual Basic can be
compiled as a simple executable file or as a dynamic link
library (DLL). The latter method allows multiple instances
of the component to run simultaneously. A modal ActiveX
dialog can be activated from either form of component.
However, if your component uses a modeless dialog, you
must compile it as a simple executable file.

a Visual Basic program in which the user enters ownership information used to update the parcel database in
TNTmips or some other relational database. A new
ActiveX component class has been created to provide
either modal or modeless versions of the dialog, depending on the class method called in the SML script. The
sample tool script ParcelToolModeless.sml opens the
modeless form of the dialog, which remains open as you
select parcel polygons in the TNT View and update their
ownership information in the Visual Basic dialog. This
script includes callback functions registered with the
Apply and Close buttons on the Visual Basic dialog.
The sample tool script ParcelToolModal.sml opens the
modal form of the dialog, which does not require SML
callback functions. Excerpts of both of these scripts are
shown on the other side of this page.

Modeless Visual Basic dialog “Owner Form” (in the imported
class VBForm) that is launched by the ParcelToolModeless
tool script. After the names are filled in, pressing the Apply
button calls an OnApply() function in the tool script that
reads the name fields from the VBForm class and updates
the ParcelInfo database table and the TNT View window.

You can download the files required to run this demonstration
from microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm. After
downloading and unzipping the VBDEMO2 file, do the
following in the VBDEMO2 directory:
1. Double-click on MicroImages_SML_OLE_Demo_EXE.exe
to register the ActiveX component.
2. In Display, open the saved group ParcelGroup from the
Parcels Project File. The sample tool scripts are preinstalled in this group.
3. Run the ParcelTool Modeless tool script.
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Excerpt of Tool Script ParcelToolModeless.sml
called when user presses ‘left’ pointer/mouse button
func OnLeftButtonPress () {
if (checkLayer()) {
if the selected layer is valid, proceed
local class POINT2D point;
local numeric num;
set local variables
local string parcelID$;

This tool script opens the modeless version of
the Owner Form Visual Basic dialog window.
Functions in the tool script are called by the
Apply and Close buttons on the dialog.

get screen coordinates from cursor and transform to layer coordinates
point.x = PointerX;
point.y = PointerY;
point = View.GetTransLayerToScreen(vectorLayer).ConvertPoint2DInv(point);
num = FindClosestPoly(targetVector, point.x, point.y, GetLastUsedGeorefObject(targetVector));
if (num > 0) {
elementNum = num;
vectorLayer.Poly.HighlightSingle(elementNum);
parcelID$ = targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.ParcelID$;

get the element number of the enclosing polygon

highlight polygon;
get the parcel ID
for the polygon
from the database

clear fields in VB Dialog window; pass the parcel ID and other
form.Clear();
form.ElemID = parcelID$; parcel attributes to the VBForm class to show in dialog
form.LastName = targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerLastName$;
form.FirstName = targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerFirstName$;
form.ShowDialog();
}

open the Owner Form window as a modeless dialog;
SML script remains active as long as tool is active

}
}
function called when the Apply button on the Visual Basic dialog is pressed
func OnApply () {
set values in parcel table from info entered in Visual Basic dialog
if (elementNum > 0) {
targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerLastName$ = form.LastName;
targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerFirstName$ = form.FirstName;
TableTriggerRecordChangedCallback( parceltable ); notify RVC that table has changed
vectorLayer.UnhighlightAllElements( );
and unhighlight all elements
}
}
function called when the Close button on the Visual Basic dialog is pressed
func OnClose () {
View.SetDefaultTool(); reset tool icon buttons on View when VB dialog closes
}
Each type of event defined for the Visual Basic dialog
func OnInitialize () { function called the first time the tool is activated
is provided with a method in the imported class that
if (Layout) {
you can use to assign a function in the SML script that
WidgetAddCallback( Layout.GroupSelectedCallback, cbGroup );
is called and executed when that dialog event occurs.
activegroup = Layout.ActiveGroup;
}
else
activegroup = Group;
No callbacks are required with a modal Visual Basic dialog
func OnLeftButtonPress () {
because the VB dialog and SML script are not active
if (checkLayer()) {
register callback functions in the script
simultaneously. After the VB dialog closes, the SML script
...
[same
as
with the Visual Basic dialog
merely reads information from the VBForm class.
above excerpt]...
form.SetOnApply( OnApply );
if (elementNum > 0)
form.SetOnClose( OnClose );
vectorLayer.Poly.HighlightSingle(elementNum); highlight polygon get the parcel ID and
}
parcelID$ = targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.ParcelID$; other attributes for the
polygon from database
called each time the tool is activated
clear fields in VB
form.Clear();
Dialog window
func OnActivate() {
pass the parcel ID and other parcel attributes
form.ShowDialog(); show the VB dialog
to the VBForm class to show in dialog
form.ElemID = parcelID$;
}
form.LastName = targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerLastName$;
form.FirstName = targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerFirstName$;
called each time the tool is deactivated

Excerpt of Tool Script ParcelToolModal.sml

func OnDeactivate() {
form.HideDialog();
}

form.DoModal();

hide the VB dialog

open the Owner Form window as a modal dialog

<no script activity until the modal VB dialog closes>
set values in parcel table from info entered in Visual Basic dialog (now closed)
targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerLastName$ = form.LastName;
targetVector.Poly[elementNum].ParcelInfo.OwnerFirstName$ = form.FirstName;
TableTriggerRecordChangedCallback( parceltable );
vectorLayer.UnhighlightAllElements( );

notify RVC that table has changed
and unhighlight all elements

}
}
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Use Layouts to Customize TNTatlas/X
Level 1 (no Zoom to Scale icon)

Level 3
(Zoom to
Scale icon
and
Macros
menu
present)

Many Tool Scripts and Macro Scripts are data dependent. Other scripts
may be useful with a variety of layouts, but only if the data is at approximately the same map scale. The Macro Script used as an example here
gives reasonable displays with the Crow Butte data shown but the scale
choices are inappropriate for the United States and Nebraska levels of
the atlas used to navigate to this layout—viewing the United States or
Nebraska outline map at any of these map scales gives you nothing but
background color with the occasional line.

These layout- or group-specific Macro and Tool
Scripts can be created by
Level 2 (no Zoom to Scale icon)
the atlas designer in
TNTmips or by the
TNTatlas user if customization is allowed. To create a layout-specific Macro
or Tool Script, simply choose This layout only on the Use with
option button when you are adding the Macro or Tool Script. There
is a corresponding This group only choice when you are adding a
script to a group rather than a layout. You then need to save the
layout or group to which the script was added. The script is added
for your use in the current display session and will also appear each
subsequent time the group or layout is opened in any of the TNT products or when navigated to using TNTatlas or the HyperIndex Navigator
in any of the TNT products.
The other option on the Use with button depends on the kind of group or layout open.
All scripts added are saved separately for
2D groups, 3D groups, display layouts,
and hardcopy layouts. Specifics about
Macro Scripts and Tool Scripts and generalized customization are discussed on other
color plates.

Note that the map scale of the View matches that
selected from the Macro Script menu in the previous
View.
The presence of an icon on the toolbar is optional. Whether or not the icon
is shown, Macro Scripts are added to the Macros menu, which is only
present if there are associated Macro Scripts, and Tool Scripts are
added to the Tools menu. In the illustrations at the left note that the
Macro Script icon is absent for Levels 1 and 2 of this atlas, but it
appears on Level 3, which is a layout that has had a layout specific
script saved with it, along with the Macros menu. Also note the presence of map scale
controlled layer visibility as the Macro Script is used to change the map scale of the display.
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Modifying SML Tool Scripts for New Applications
Many Tool Scripts and Macro Scripts are data dependent requiring
layers or databases with specific names or the advance preparation
of a mask for example. These scripts can, however, be recycled for
use with other objects by changing the object/element specific
statements in the script. Many sample scripts are provided with
the TNT products, but these scripts likely
require modification for use with your data.
In the example illustrated on this page (see
the back of the page for a portion of the
script), a script that locates streets (lines) in a small area in France
has been adapted to locate cities (points) in the Digital Chart of
the World (DCW) data. This adaptation required changing file/
object names, element types, and database references, as well
as window titles, messages, and zoom scales when an element
is located. The modified Tool Script is specific for the North
America quadrant of the DCW, however, the only modification
necessary to make the Tool Script work for the other quadrants
is changing the file name.
If this Tool Script, or any Tool or Macro Script, is saved for use
with its associated layout/group only (see the color plate entitled
Use Layouts to Customize TNTatlas/X), it is then automatically
available for use in TNTatlas/X
when that layout/group is navigated to or opened.

The original script located all
lines making up a street whose
name matches the text you
enter within a town and lists
them for selection. When you
elected to zoom to your
selection, the street was displayed at
1:30000 or less if the length of the street
required a smaller map scale to fit in the
View (above). The modified script lists all cities that
match the text you enter. It then zooms so that your
selection is centered on the screen at 1:6,000,000
map scale, which is usually sufficient to provide some
contextual clues, such as state boundaries (right).
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Excerpt from script for finding streets

Adapted script for finding cities

(original script available at microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm)

(modifications shown in red)

# ToolScript looking for the street$ entered by the user
..
.
for i=1 to nline {
references to
curcode =
tables must be
V.line[linelist[i]].TRONCON_ROUTE.INSEE_COMD;
changed
if (curcode == codelist[selpos,1]) {
nstreetline = nstreetline+1;
ResizeArrayPreserve(streetline,
nstreetline);
streetline[nstreetline] = linelist[i];
}
}
ViewSetMessage(View, NumToStr(nstreetline) + “ lines found
for this street”);
#Zoom in to the lines
class VECTORLAYERLINES vll;
vll = layer.Line;
vll.HighlightMultiple(nstreetline, streetline);
View.DisableRedraw = 1;
layer.ZoomToHighlighted();
if (ViewGetMapScale(View) < 30000) {
ViewSetMapScale(View, 30000);
}
View.DisableRedraw = 0;
ViewRedraw(View);
}#DoZoom

element type
references
changed from
lines to points
zoom scale
changed to be
reasonable for
new data

# New Request
proc DoNew () {
poslist.DeleteAllItems();
nline = 0;
ncode = 0;
#asking to enter the name of a street (or a word contained in it)
street$ = PopupString(“Entrez le nom ou une partie du nom de
la rue a chercher”, “”);
text for
if (street$ == “”) return;
prompts is
street$ = toupper$(street$);
changed
#looking for a line containing street$ in its NOM_RUE_D or
NOM_RUE_G attributes of the TRONCON_ROUTE table
for i=1 to NumVectorLines(V) {
#class DATABASE DB =
V.line[i].TRONCON_ROUTE;
if (V.line[i].TRONCON_ROUTE.NOM_RUE_D$
contains street$ or V.line[i].TRONCON_ROUTE.NOM_RUE_G$ contains
street$) {
nline = nline+1;
linelist[nline] = i;
}#if
}#i
ViewSetMessage(View, NumToStr(nline) + “ lines found”);
if (nline == 0) {
#no element corresponding found
PopupMessage(“Aucune rue de l’échantillon de la
base de donnee ne contient ce mot!”);
return;
}
#Some streets are found : find the different ones (by zip code)
#Assertion : not 2 streets with the same name in a town
#Limits : don’t take into account the streets separating 2 towns
(the right zip code INSEE_COMD and the left one INSEE_COMG are
different)
for i=1 to nline {
found = false;
curcode =
V.line[linelist[i]].TRONCON_ROUTE.INSEE_COMD;
j=1;

# ToolScript looking for the street$ entered by the user
..
.
for i=1 to nline {
curcode =
V.point[linelist[i]].POareas.COUNTRY_OR;
if (curcode == codelist[selpos,1]) {
nstreetline = nstreetline+1;
ResizeArrayPreserve(streetline,
nstreetline);
streetline[nstreetline] = linelist[i];
}
}
ViewSetMessage(View, NumToStr(nstreetline) + “ lines found
for this street”);
you would likely also
#Zoom in to the lines
change the comments
class VECTORLAYERPOINTS vll;
to apply to the modified
vll = layer.Point;
script, but it is not
vll.HighlightSingle( ptlist[ selpos ] );
necessary
View.DisableRedraw = 1;
layer.ZoomToHighlighted();
if (ViewGetMapScale(View) < 6000000) {
ViewSetMapScale(View, 6000000);
}
View.DisableRedraw = 0;
ViewRedraw(View);
}#DoZoom

# New Request
proc DoNew () {
poslist.DeleteAllItems();
nline = 0;
ncode = 0;
#asking to enter the name of a street (or a word contained in
it)
street$ = PopupString(“Enter the name of the city/town you
want to find”, “”);
if (street$ == “”) return;
street$ = toupper$(street$);
#looking for a line containing street$ in its NOM_RUE_D or
NOM_RUE_G attributes of the TRONCON_ROUTE table
for i=1 to NumVectorPoints(V) {
#class DATABASE DB = V.point[i].PPPOINT;
if (V.point[i].PPPOINT.PPPTNAME$ contains
street$) {
nline = nline+1;
linelist[nline] = i;
}#if
}#i
ViewSetMessage(View, NumToStr(nline) + “ towns found”);
if (nline == 0) {
#no element corresponding found
PopupMessage(“No cities found that contain that
word!”);
return;
}
#Some streets are found : find the different ones (by zip code)
#Assertion : not 2 streets with the same name in a town
#Limits : don’t take into account the streets separating 2
towns (the right zip code INSEE_COMD and the left one INSEE_COMG
are different)
for i=1 to nline {
found = false;
curcode =
V.point[linelist[i]].POareas.COUNTRY_OR;
j=1;
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Calibrate Multitemporal
Landsat Scenes via SML
MicroImages clients in many countries are using the Spatial Manipulation Language (SML) to automate complex processing sequences
and apply custom procedures to their geospatial data in the TNT products. One recent and ambitious example is the script
LandsatCalibrationPilot.sml created by Mr. Ralf Koller, a graduate
student in geography at Friedrich Alexander Universität, ErlangenNürnberg, Germany. This script processes a group of four Landsat
scenes of the same area acquired on different dates to normalize them
to a common apparent surface reflectance independent of the sensor
type, illumination conditions, or atmospheric path radiance. In other
words, the script automates the complex series of processing steps
required to adjust a time-series of Landsat scenes to a common quantitative scale for use in monitoring change in surface conditions through
time. Accomodating different sensor types for each of the scenes requires many branching points in the code that lead to alternative
processing sequences. As a result, the current version of this script is
nearly 83,000 lines long. Despite this complexity, Mr.
Koller reports that he has successfully processed a 1309
by 2081-cell extract of four scenes in about 2 hours and
15 minutes on a Pentium III computer (866 MHz, 256
MB of RAM and 4GB of virtual memory).
Mr. Koller’s script manages selection of the many input
and output objects using a custom dialog window set up
by a dialog specification in XML embedded in the script.
The sensor type for each of the four scenes (Landsat7
ETM+, Landsat 5 TM, or MSS on Landsat 1 through 5)
is set using combobox controls on the main dialog window. The selected scenes must have the same cell size,
dimensions, and geographic extents. Scene-specific parameters (including acquisition date, sun elevation angle,
and others) are input using additional custom parameter
dialogs opened using the Parameters buttons
on the main dialog. Buttons on the lower
half of the main dialog are used to select the
destinations for the various output objects.
Mr. Koller has graciously agreed to make this
Landsat calibration / normalization script
available to other MicroImages clients with
the stipulation that it not be used for commercial purposes. You can download the
script LandsatCalibrationPilot.sml from
microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm.
Mr. Koller can be contacted at rpk@gmx.net.

Landsat5 TM,11 May 1997

The script’s main dialog
window (above) as well
as dialogs for entering
parameters for different
sensor types (left and
below) are custom
windows set up using
XML specifications in
the script.

Landsat7 ETM+,10 October 1999

Portion of two normalized reflectance Landsat scenes created by the
LandsatCalibrationPilot SML script (RGB = Band 3-2-1).
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Color Management for X Server and Views
People are often disappointed or surprised by the differences in color between the map they have designed and
become familiar with on their display screen and the printed product. This problem results from a lack of color
communication standards in the development of the display monitor and desktop printing (and press printing) industries, as well as many other industries. This lack of standards applies both to color space specification for different
devices of the same type and to communication with other devices. The TNT products have always offered color
balancing tools so that you could adjust the color balance of your printed output to be pleasing, but the colors of your
favored print may not have been reflected on the screen. Two complementary approaches have been implemented
internationally to remedy this problem. One is the definition of a standard color space, called sRGB, developed by
Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft, and the other is the International Color Consortium’s (ICC) profile format. Profile
format files go by two names: ICC on the Macintosh and ICM (Image Color Matching or Integrated Color Management) on Windows platforms. Such profiles tell the devices how to provide sRGB colors. ICC and ICM files can be
used on either platform. Some applications require the file extension to be changed to match the platform, but this
change is not necessary for TNTmips.
The TNT products now incorporate the use of these color profiles for Views, proofing to the screen, and printing (see
the color plate entitled Color Management for Printing and Proofing). Generally, you obtain the profiles for your
printer or display monitor when you install the drivers that came with these devices. Many are also available for download from the Internet. These profiles
need to be in the directory with TNTmips for operating systems other than Windows. For Windows, they can be located in their standard place within the Win•
dows directory. Color management in TNTmips involves the X server, TNTmips,
and the operating system. There are three places in Windows and Unix that need
compatible settings for the X server and View windows and an addishould be on if
the indicted View
tional place for settings for printing and proofing to the screen. In WinOption is
selected and off
dows, • you need to select a device profile in the advanced settings for
for the other two
your display in order for Windows to use that profile for the sRGB sent
to it. ‚ You also need to set the X Server Preferences to tell the display
driver to use that profile for the sRGB information sent to it and ƒ to set
your Spatial Data Display View Options to use sRGB if desired. If
‚
sRGB is not appropriate for your monitor, turn off the illustrated option
[Let the display driver do color management (ICM)] in the X Server
Preferences and choose a standard or custom profile in the View Options. The Mac does not have an X server setting but it is assumed that the
display driver will handle the color management if you have the sRGB proƒ
file selected for your display. This display setting is made on the Color
panel in the Hardware System Preferences for Displays on the Mac. You
cannot use the illustrated View Options choice (Use sRGB and let the display driver handle color management) if you want to proof to the screen.
Rendering intent. The rendering intent lets you determine how to handle colors
that are used in the source image (source gamut) that are not available for printing
(destination gamut). There are four rendering intents: Absolute Colorimetric, Relative
Colorimetric, Perceptual, and Saturation.
• Absolute colorimetric rendering. In this rendering method the colors in the source gamut that are
available in the destination gamut are rendered exactly as they are and colors outside the destination
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gamut are replaced by the nearest available color at the outer limit of the destination gamut. White may
or may not be reproduced exactly.
• Relative colorimetric rendering. In this rendering method an exact color match is required in everything but brightness, which may be modified so that the range of brightness matches that of the destination gamut. The source white (generally, 255R, 255G, 255B) is transformed into the destination white
(0C, 0M, 0Y, 0K), and all other colors are shifted accordingly.
Absolute colorimetric rendering is better suited for use when the destination gamut is wider than the source gamut
while relative colorimetric rendering is generally better when the destination gamut is narrower than the source
gamut.
• Perceptual rendering. This rendering method is best for photographic images when the destination
gamut is much narrower than the source gamut. Perceptual rendering compresses the complete source
gamut while preserving the relationship between colors.
• Saturation rendering. In this rendering method the original colors are modified to exactly fill the destination while preserving the saturation of the colors such that some parts of the color space are expanded
and others are compressed. No other rendering method can expand a narrow gamut to be wider.
Profiles. The Spatial Data Display View Options let you choose from a number of standard monitor profiles or
create a custom profile for your monitor. Again, the profiles you have to choose
from depend on what you have installed on your machine. The primary and
gamma values illustrated are those for sRGB while the white point of your monitor is determined from your monitor settings, which may be set from the menu on
your monitor or elsewhere depending on your monitor and operating system.

®
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Color Management for Printing and Proofing

turn this on if your
printer expects
sRGB data

You may have wished you had chosen different vector colors or had used the color
balancing tools after you see a printed copy. The ability to proof to the screen removes the need to blindly print and subsequently adjust colors. For accurate proofing, your View Options must have the rendering intent set to absolute colorimetric
rendering and you need to select a named or custom profile. If “Use sRGB and let
the display driver handle color management” is on, your display driver takes over
and the effects of proofing to the screen are lost. Background on color management
is provided on the color plate entitled Color
Management for X Server and Views.

The proof to screen option is found on the Profile tab in the Page Setup window.
This option runs the displayed pixels through the printer profile and returns
those values to the screen so what you see should match what the print will look
like if you adhere to the parameters stated in the preceding paragraph. Redrawing takes somewhat longer with this option on. If the printer driver you are
using expects sRGB data, as most HP printers do, turn on the “Use profile for
proofing only” toggle. You can then proof to the screen and also send the
printer the data it expects.

absolute colorimetric

relative colorimetric

perceptual

sRGB screen capture as reference for
screen proofs using NASA’s Blue Marble
imagery, which is available in georef-erenced
JP2 format to current TNTmips subscribers.

saturation

saturation,
out-of-gamut alarm on

These screen captures show proofing to screen results for the same
printer profile with each of the four rendering intents (see the color plate
entitled Color Management for X Server and Views). The screen
capture immediately above used the same rendering intent as the
screen capture above it but with the “Use out-of-gamut alarm” toggled
on. This option displays pixels that have been altered from their original
value in the color you select (here the default red) and can be used to
check any of the four methods. An additional color plate, entitled Color
Management and Printer Profiles, illustrates differences between printer
profiles when proofing to the screen. The difference between the
absolute colorimetric and the other three rendering intents is readily
apparent on screen and in printed copy, but the differences between the
other three are more subtle.
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Color Management and Printer Profiles
You know that the quality and appearance of prints differs from one printer to another, so it is reasonable that the
appearance of proofs to the screen would vary with the selected printer profile. Somewhat more interesting than
simple changes in resolution are changes in color management. Changes in color management become very apparent when you use the out-of-gamut alarm. All of the illustrations below are screen captures after proofing to the
screen with Relative Colorimetric rendering intent chosen for the printer profile. The View Options rendering intent
is Absolute Colorimetric. You may have noticed you have a different set of profile choices when you select your
profile under View Options than when you select one from Page Setup. A selection filter is used to provide only
those profiles that apply to the monitor when you are selecting a profile from the View Options and only those that
apply to printers when selecting a profile from Page Setup.
The illustrations below are shown in pairs. The top two use the same printer profile, which is for a lower resolution
printer than that selected for the bottom two screen captures. The two right images have the out-of-gamut alarm
turned on. The difference in resolution is not readily apparent in the two left screen captures, however, the differences in color management is striking. Significantly more pixels are altered from their original values in the higher
resolution printer. The difference is primarily in the darker greens; changes in the tan range are nearly comparable
between the two printers.

The captured illustrations use a single raster object derived from NASA’s Blue Marble: Land Surface, Shallow Water, and Shaded
Topography imagery developed by the Earth Observatory team. This raster object is available from MicroImages, Inc., in georeferenced JP2 format to current TNTmips subscribers. To learn more about the visible earth, the Earth Observatory team, or to acquire
additional images, visit http://visibleearth.nasa.gov or http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov.

A slight shift in color can make a large
difference in what is out of gamut. The
illustrations at the right are screen proofs
for the same printer profile used in the
bottom pair above. The ocean color was
shifted from [40 40 100] to [10 10 51].
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Providing a Customized Interface for TNTatlas/X

your customized user
interface (no
atlas is
necessary to
customize the
TNTatlas
interface)

Once you have customized your own version of TNTatlas/X, you can
elect to transfer those customization settings to an atlas prepared by the
TNTatlas Assembly Wizard. The TNTatlas Assembly Wizard uses the
customization settings saved with that version of TNTmips. To create
your window customization settings, you just need to run TNTatlas/X—
you do not need to open an atlas. Your customization settings are automatically saved when you click OK in the Customize window.
TNTatlas /X detects whether you have opened an atlas with HyperIndex
links and adds the HyperIndex Navigator and associated icons if links are
present. These icons do not appear for a single layout atlas, so the removal
of these icons by customization is not necessary.
You may want to use the same customization settings for all the atlases you
create or you may find different atlases should have different icons and menu
choices available. If you want to use the customization settings from an earlier
atlas, replace the .cst file created by the Wizard with one that has the desired
configuration and has the same name as the file distibuted by the Wizard.

You can also choose whether the atlas user has the ability to customize the
interface. You may think your customization provides all the tools your atlas users will need and they are likely to
create problems if given the ability to customize. Or, you may want to give them the ability to remove icons and
menu choices they do not use, add back some of the functionality you removed, or create their own Macro and Tool
Scripts. If you elect not to let your atlas users customize the interface, Customize will not appear on the Options
menu when the atlas is opened.

Link-Sensitive Cursor with Navigator Tool
The mouse cursor changes shape when the HyperIndex Navigator tool is active and over an index area in
the TNT products. You get the right hand cursor when over an index area and the left arrow cursor when
you are not. The right hand cursor differs between the X server products and TNTatlas for Windows .
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Automate Batch Imports using SML
The TNT products are widely known for the great number
and variety of data formats supported in the interactive Import / Export process. But if you have a large number of
files in a particular format to process, or an import is only
the first step in a multi-step process sequence, using an interactive dialog may not be the most efficient way to handle
the data. The Spatial Manipulation Language (SML) provides all the tools you need to write custom scripts to
automate the import or export of spatial data in almost any
fomat.

Use the SML Import
/ Export functions
and the Mie format
classes to write an
SML script to import
or export your
spatial data.

Each of the file formats supported for Import / Export has a
corresponding SML class (beginning with letters “Mie”, for
“MicroImages Import/Export”) with class members that you
can use to specify the necessary import or export settings
specific to that format. Once you have declared an instance
of the relevant Mie... class and set the desired values for its
class members, the script should call the function in the
Import / Export function group that is appropriate for your data type and processing
direction, such as ImportRaster(). Your script should pass the Mie class variable as a
parameter to this function, allowing the generic import or export function to process
the specified data format with your specified settings.
As an example of a script that automates batch import, MicroImages has created the
sample script IMPORT_SRTM.SML, which is shown on the other side of this page. This
script is designed to import preliminary elevation grids provided by NASA’s Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM; see box below). This elevation data
is distributed in raw binary files with 16-bit signed integer elevation
values. Each .hgt file is a grid with 1201 lines and 1201 columns sampled
at three arc-seconds of latitude and longitude, covering one square degree.
To import these files, the script uses the
MieUSERDEFINEDRASTER class, whose members allow you to
specify the data type, byte order, number of lines and columns, and other
parameters for a custom raster import.
The SML script is designed to import multiple elevation files in a single
directory. The SRTM height file names incorporate the latitude and longitude of the lower left (southwest) corner of the one-degree grid, so this
information can be used to georeference the imported grids. For each
file, the script parses the file name to determine the reference latitude
and longitude, imports the file, then creates a georeference subobject
with corner control points. MicroImages has used this script to import
all of the one-degree tiles covering South America, a total of 1813 files
representing 4.9 GB of data.
About SRTM DATA
The SRTM mission, flown on the Space Shuttle Endeavour in February 2000, used
an interferometric imaging radar system with dual radar antennas to collect topographic data over nearly 80% of Earth’s land surfaces. The preliminary digital
elevation grids currently being distributed to researchers and the public are not fully
processed: they contain numerous areas without data, water bodies that are not flat,
and ill-defined coastlines. Corrected data will be distributed at a later date. For
further information about about SRTM data see: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/.
Data download is available from: ftp://edcsgs9.cr.usgs.gov/pub/data/srtm/.

The illustration above shows a 3 x 3
block of the imported SRTM elevation
grids for South America, covering part
of Ecuador. Each elevation raster
covers one degree of latitude and
longitude, and each is displayed with
contrast stretched to its own elevation
range, so gray tones do not match at
the raster boundaries. Scattered
irregular white areas are null (no data)
areas corresponding to radar shadows.
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Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of TNTmips’ Spatial Manipulation
Language (SML). If possible, the full script is printed below for your quick perusal. When a script is too long to fit on
one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML script
exchange at www.microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm.

Script for batch import of SRTM elevation grids (import_srtm.sml)
This script imports and sets the georeference
for the 'headerless' *.hgt SRTM-3 files.

clear();

class FILEPATH filepath;
class STRINGLIST filenames;
class MieUSERDEFINEDRASTER srtm;

for i = 0 to filecount-1 {
print( "Now importing: " + filenames.GetString( i ) + " raster number: " +
NumToStr( i + 1 ) );
lat = getLatitude( filenames.GetString( i ) );
long = getLongitude( filenames.GetString( i ) );

get the latitude value from the *.hgt filename

if ( lat != -9999 && long != -9999 )
{
string inputfile$ = filepath.GetPath() + "\\" + filenames.GetString( i );
string objname$ = FileNameGetName( filenames.GetString( i ) );

func getLatitude( hgtfile$ ) {
local numeric latvalue = StrToNum( GetToken( hgtfile$, "NSEW.hgt", 1, 1 ) );
string hemisphere = GetToken( hgtfile$, "EW.hgt0123456789", 1, 1 );

ImportRaster( srtm, inputfile$, outputfile$, objname$, import raster
"file imported from: " + filenames.GetString( i ) );

if ( hemisphere == "N" ) {
if northern hemisphere
return latvalue;
}
else if ( hemisphere == "S" ) {
if southern hemisphere
return -latvalue;
}
else {
print( "Error parsing filename for latitude" );
print( "Bad file was: " + hgtfile$ );
return -9999;
}

'open' the raster so that it can be georeferenced
Raster importedRaster;
OpenRaster( importedRaster, outputfile$, objname$ );
SetNull( importedRaster, -32768 );
numeric xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax;
xmin = 0.5;
# left edge
xmax = 1200.5;
# right edge
ymin = 0.5;
# top edge
ymax = 1200.5;
# bottom edge

}
get the longitude value from the *.hgt filename

array numeric sourceX[3];
array numeric sourceY[3];
array numeric destX[3];
array numeric destY[3];

func getLongitude( hgtfile$ ) {
local numeric longvalue = StrToNum(GetToken(hgtfile$, "NSEW.hgt",2,1) );
string hemisphere = GetToken( hgtfile$, "NS.hgt0123456789", 1, 1 );
if ( hemisphere == "E" ) {
if eastern hemisphere
return longvalue;
}
else if ( hemisphere == "W" )
{
if western hemisphere
return -longvalue;
}
else
{
print( "Error parsing filename for longitude" );
print( "Bad file was: " + hgtfile$ );
return -9999;
}

sourceX[1] = xmin;
sourceY[1] = ymin;
sourceX[2] = xmin;
sourceY[2] = ymax;
sourceX[3] = xmax;
sourceY[3] = ymin;

set parameters for
USERDEFINEDRASTER
import

class MAPPROJ mapproj;
set projection parameters
mapproj.SetSystemLatLon();
mapproj.Datum = "World Geodetic System 1984";
use 'source' and 'dest' arrays to create
control point georeference for the object
CreateControlPointGeorefDefaultAccuracy( importedRaster, mapproj, 3,
sourceX, sourceY, destX, destY );

get the SRTM data
directory

string defaultpath$ = _context.ScriptDir;
filepath.SetName( GetDirectory( defaultpath$,
"Please select the directory containing the SRTM files for import" ) );
setImportParameters( filepath.GetPath() );
print( filepath.GetPath() );
filenames = filepath.GetFileList( "*.hgt" );
numeric filecount = filenames.GetNumItems();
print( filecount, "files found" );

get the output
string outputfile$ = GetOutputFileName(filepath.GetName(), file name
"Enter a file name for the imported srtm raster rvc", ".rvc" );
numeric lat, long;
numeric i;

save the object extents
as the 'source' and the
latitude / longitude values
as 'dest' arrays to be
used to create control
points at the raster
corners:
[1] = upper left corner,
[2] = lower left corner,
[3] = upper right corner

destX[1] = long;
destY[1] = lat + 1;
destX[2] = long;
destY[2] = lat;
destX[3] = long + 1;
destY[3] = lat + 1;

}
proc setImportParameters(path$)
{
srtm.NumLins = 1201;
srtm.NumCols = 1201;
srtm.DataType = "16-bit signed";
srtm.ByteOrder = "High-Low";
srtm.UseFile = 0;
srtm.DoPyramid = 1;
srtm.DoCompress = 1;
}

set the raster extents (in
object coordinates) based
on centers of corner cells

CloseRaster( importedRaster );
}
else

{
print( "Check file name and structure, lat/long not computed correctly" );

}
}
string s$ = "s";

take care of plural for final print
statement if needed

if ( filecount == 1 )
{
s$ = "";
}
let user know that it's done
print( "Done. ", filecount, "raster" + s$ + " imported." );
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Macro Script Setup
Macro Scripts and Tool Scripts add a powerful way to use Spatial
Manipulation Language (SML) in your TNT products. To add a Macro
Script so it can be run from an icon on the View window toolbar or the
Macros menu that can be optionally shown once a Macro Script is
added, choose Options / Scripts / Macro Scripts from the View window. Making this selection opens the Customize Macro Scripts window.
Click on New if your
Add Edit Delete
script is not yet written
New
Properties
or click on Add if you
already have a script (Process / SML / Edit Script). Clicking on New opens the
Query Editor window, which is used to prepare / edit SML scripts. A few predefined symbols that may be of use appear as comments when the Query Editor
opens. The same features available for script construction in the SML process are available here. You are prompted to save your
script when you click on OK in the Query Editor. Once the script is saved, the Macro Script Properties window opens. Clicking
on Add opens the Select File window so you can locate the script you want to use. Only *.sml files are listed by default—you need
to change the Files of Type option to all if your script has a different file extension or has been saved as an RVC object. Once the
script is located and you click OK, the Macro Script Properties window opens.
The Macro Script Properties window lets you choose an icon, indicate whether the
script is for a simple or a menu button, set up the ToolTip, enter menu items if a menu
button is used, indicate whether the script should appear for all groups/layouts or only
with the current one, and test your script. Clicking on the Icon button opens the Select
Icon window so you can choose another icon from the more than 700 icons in this size
available with TNTmips. The Type option menu offers two choices: Simple button
and Menu button. A simple button automatically executes its script without further
input from the user. A menu button drops down a list of choices that determine the
outcome of running the script. If Menu button is chosen in the Macro Script Properties
window, the Menu Choices text field becomes active so you can enter the menu choices
you want available when you click on the Macro Script icon on the View toolbar or select the script from the Macros menu. Each
line in the Menu Choices field represents a separate menu choice. Enter the ToolTip you want directly in the Name field. This
ToolTip will appear when the cursor is paused over the Macro Script icon in the View window. The Test button at the bottom of
the window lets you run your script without closing the customize windows. If the script does not perform exactly as anticipated,
the Edit button at the bottom of the window opens the Query Editor containing the script so you can make modifications.
Click OK in the Macro Script Properties and Customize Macro Scripts windows when you are done adding, developing, and/or
testing your script. Return to the Customize Macro Scripts window anytime to add or delete scripts, or open the Macro Script
Properties window (click on Properties icon in Customize Macro Scripts window) to change the icon, ToolTip, or menu choices.
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Global Data Set with Scale Controlled Labels
Map scale control is the ability to turn groups, layers, and/or elements on and off for display as you zoom in and out.
The TNT products provide two types of labels: label elements that are set up in the Spatial Data Editor and can be
positioned interactively in the Editor and on-the-fly labels that can be set up in the Spatial Data Display process using
various positioning parameters you designate. Previously, map scale control could be applied to labels only if the
vector object contained label elements—it was
not available for the on-the-fly labels. Map scale
control is now available for both types of labels.
The level of detail available in the Global
Data Sets is illustrated by the screen
captures on this page.

The 55 vector objects assembled in the layout
provided with the Global Data Sets available
from MicroImages to current TNTmips subscribers (see the color plate entitled Global Data
Sets) came from VMap0, which does not support labels for points, lines, or polygons where
only one element type per theme is provided.

The TNT products support points, lines, and
polygons in a single object with labels for any
or all of them. On-the-fly labeling was used to
provide labels for objects for which labels were
desired. Although not all objects are labeled, all
have DataTips set up so you can view attributes
for any element without an overwhelming
amount of text on the screen.
The goal with map scale controlled labels is to
not have the labels appear until they are legible
or nearly legible. When labels appear before
they are fully legible, it lets the viewer know
that the information is there if they care to zoom
in. You can often recognize the text of labels
that are only marginally legible. When labels
appear that are not legible at all, they generally
cause screen clutter, which masks other features
and outweighs the benefits of knowing that labels are present.

The two View windows show the on-the-fly labels that are visible at different map
scales. There are no labels drawn at full view in the World Atlas layout. The upper
window shows labels that appear when you zoom in far enough for the MODIS
mosaic image to no longer draw. The lower View shows additional labels that
appear when you zoom in again.
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Refresh Tabular Views of Linked Tables
Database tables you use with spatial data in the TNT products can actually reside in an external database (Oracle,
SQL Server, MySQL, MS Access, or others) which provides Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). Each time you
open a linked table in a TNT product, the current external data (including any updates made since you last viewed
it) are presented in your view of the table and used in any processes. However, the external database software may allow the
data to be accessed and updated by others while you are viewing
it. Unfortunately, ODBC does not provide a means to automatically notify database clients (in this case your TNT process) that
the source table has been changed.

Use the Refresh button to manually
update the tabular view of a linked
table.
Turn on the Refresh toggle on the
Preferences window (Table /
Preferences) to enable automatic
refresh of a linked table.

There are now several ways in which you can
have an open tabular view of a linked table check
the external database and update or “refresh”
your view of the data. You can do this manually
using the Refresh icon button on the tabular view
window. If you would like the table to automatically refresh, you can turn on the Refresh
toggle button on the Preferences dialog window
for that table (accessed using the Table / Preferences menu option). Associated with this toggle
is a numeric field in which you set the time interval in seconds for the refresh cycle. Note that
setting a very small refresh interval (less than a
few seconds) for a large table may slow your
viewing operations.

Refresh via SML
A linked table can also be updated by a Visual Basic / ActiveX
component program run from an SML tool script, as described in
the color plate entitled Communicate with Visual Basic Programs
using SML (www.microimages.com/documentation/
Owner Form
68visbasic.pdf). The tool script enables selection of
elements from the View window for updating via a
Visual Basic dialog. A new SML function is now available for use when the Visual Basic program has notified SML that the external database table has changed.
The TableTriggerRecordChangedCallback(table,
recordNum) function alerts the RVC file managment system that
the table has changed. This alert then triggers a redraw in the
View of any individual elements to which the
updated records are attached. Thus if the table
update results in a change in style for the selected element, that style change is applied
during the redraw. See the color plate entitled
Visual Basic Callbacks to SML for examples
of the use of this function.
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Converting Symbols to/from Shapefiles
The TNT products let you create symbols that include any combination of points, lines, polygons, and text (inluding
TrueType) using the standard drawing tools provided with TNTmips. You can also create a symbol directly from a
selected CAD object or CGM file. Shapefiles do not support the majority of these TNT symbol types. If you want to
create point symbols for export to shapefiles that will appear as they do in the TNT products, you need to restrict
symbol design to adding a glyph from a TrueType font using the text tool in the Symbol Editor. The other methods of
inserting a TrueType glyph into a symbol available in the TNT products convert the glyph from text into polygons so
they can be edited but are not usable as shapefile symbols.
In order to create symbols in TNTmips that will export to shapefiles as designed, you must:
• make sure the font you are using in TNTmips is available for use in ArcView,
• use only the Add Text method for creating symbols from TrueType fonts.
ESRI’s shapefile requirement that symbols be TrueType glyphs does not restrict you to alphanumeric symbols—many
symbol fonts are available. Be sure to choose a font supported by ESRI as not all TrueType fonts display correctly in
the ArcView Font Palette. If your symbol comes from a TrueType font that is not supported (as at the bottom left of the
page), your points are not represented by symbols in ArcView. If your symbols were created with any of the symbol
editing tools in TNTmips other than Add Text, a standard symbol (such as a circle or rectangle) will be substituted in ArcView.
ArcView

TNT products

Although multiple glyphs (the same or different) can be incorporated
in a single symbol [either placed separately in one or more colors
(top above) or as a single text string (bottom above)] in a single
color in TNTmips, only one of them appears in ArcView after export.

MapInfo Symbols

If your symbols (markers)
do not display in your
version of ArcView, check to
see that the font you
selected to prepare them in
TNT is correctly interpreted
by ArcView. The font shown on the right displays
properly in the TNT products but produces no symbols
in ArcView and should not be used. These tests were
done with ArcView GIS Version 3.1.
MapInfo Transportation
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Automatically Vary Transparency in
Raster Color Palettes

Color spreads with gradually varying transparency can
also be set up very easily. When you create the color
spread, assign different transparency values for the start
and end colors. When you apply the spread, transparency values are assigned to the intermediate colors in

+

the spread by varying the transparency linearly between
your end-member transparency values. You can easily
adjust the “transparency spread” by resetting the start
and end transparencies and reapplying the spread. (If
you set the same transparency for both start and end
colors, all colors in the spread are assigned the same
transparency. But you can more easily achieve a uniform tranparency for a raster with or without a color
palette by adjusting the layer transparency in the Raster
Layer Controls window). Varying transparency allows
you to easily create different data-fusion effects using
the same combinations of data so you can emphasize
the visual elements in each layer that are most important.

DEM with color
palette with
opaque colors;
single HIS
counter-clockwise
spread from
green to red.

Display
DEM
layer 60%
transparent

ª

The Color Palette Editor in TNTmips V6.90 allows you
to create and edit palette colors used in displaying raster objects. You can quickly create palettes by setting
up color spreads of varying types using standard color
models such as RGB, HIS, and HBS. You can also assign a transparency value for each palette color, allowing
you to set up displays that visually combine different
objects by overlaying a raster with partially-transparent
colors over another spatial object.

over
grayscale
image

Colors for lowest elevations
set to 100% transparency
(and color set to black for
illustration). To select a range
of indices for simultaneous
editing, select the first index
tile in the range with the
mouse, then hold down the
shift key while selecting the
last index tile in the range.
Varying Transparency
95%

to

40%

Remaining palette colors
respread with varying transparency from 95% (dark green) to
40% (red).

ª

Edit color palette; reapply color
spread with variable transparency

ª

Display with
variable transparency for
DEM palette
colors.

ª

100% Transparency

Variable
transparency
clearly reveals
cultural
features in
low-lying
areas while
providing color
for higher
elevation
areas.
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New Text Localization Utility
Official Translators of the TNT products now have a
single Text Localization Utility for translating the TNT
products interface. In previous releases of the TNT products, the language resources for the TNT products were
contained in a family of several separate resource files.
Now, all of those files have been combined into a single

a Find and Replace tool
replaces every instance of
an English word with a word
in the target language

resource file. The Official Translator edits the resource
file directly with the editing tools in the new multilingual
editor incorporated in the TNT Text Localization Utility.
After the translation has been finished, MicroImages
bundles the reference file with the TNT products where
it can be selected by any user of the TNT products.

select text for translation
from a single scrolling list

the original English phrase
appears in the English panel

the Official Translator types the translation
into the multilingual Translation panel

The Text Localization Utility
(tntloc.exe) lets the Official Translator
for a language create and update the
new textres.xxx resource file.

Official Translators can consult the completely revised tutorial Changing Languages
(Localization) for more information.

A completely revised tutorial Changing Languages (Localization) at microimages.com has a full description.

The textres file can be edited only with the
new Text Localization Utility (tntloc.exe).
The Text Localization Utility requires an authorization password, which MicroImages
supplies to each Official Translator.
In previous releases of the TNT products, any
professional client or TNTlite user could edit
the language resource files. Versions of the
booklet Changing Languages (Localization) for V6.8 and earlier described the process for editing the old language resource files.
Tools for adding and updating locales were
provided on the main TNTmips menu under
Support / Localization.

But starting with V6.9, the TNT products work only with
the textres file, and the textres file can be edited only by
an Official Translator who has the authorization password
for the target language. For each release, MicroImages
supplies the Official Translator with a new version of the
textres file for that language. The new textres file contains all the previously translated resources, plus the terms
and messages added in the new release.

These changes affect only the Official Translators for each language. All users will select the
interface language they want in the usual way.
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The new unified resource file is named
textres.xxx, where ìxxxî is the 3-letter language code, such as textres.ell (Greek), or
textres.deu (German).

Validating SML Dialogs Created in XML
You can create XML specifications for custom <!-- SMLFORMS DTD Version 1.0 -->
SML dialog windows directly in an SML script <!-- For use with SML Dialog Specifications in XML -->
Excerpt showing
with the SML editor or create separate dialog <!-- MicroImages, Inc. -->
specification files with any text editor. But you <!-- ======================================= --> the beginning lines
of the SMLFORMS
MAIN ELEMENTS
--> DTD file, defining
may find it easier to create your specifications <!-using a specialized XML editor. A number of free, <!-- ======================================= --> the main elements
<root>, <script>,
shareware, and commercial XML editors are avail- <!ELEMENT root (dialog | script)* >
and <dialog>.
able for download via the World Wide Web. <!ELEMENT script (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT dialog (book | pane | groupbox | label | pushbutton |
Nearly all XML editors can check that the XML togglebutton | colorbutton | edittext | editnumber | radiogroup |
is well-formed, conforming to basic XML syntax combobox | menubutton | listbox )*>
rules. Many editors also provide a graphical Tree
View of the document structure that simplifies editing. Some editors can
Xerlin is a free, open-source XML
compare the XML to a document model that specifies the available tags,
editor that is available for download at
their allowed attributes, and the relationships permitted between elements
www.xerlin.com. It is written in Java
(for example, the only allowed child element of a <combobox> is an <item>).
and will run on any computer platform
An XML file that conforms to its document model is said to be valid, and
that has the Java 2 runtime environthe checking procedure is called validation.
ment installed (Java SDK 1.2.2 or
higher, available for free download

The most widely-supported form of XML document model is a Document
from java.sun.com/j2se/). Xerlin allows
Type Definition (DTD). MicroImages has created a DTD for SML dialog
you to easily create a valid dialog
specifications (smlforms.dtd) that can be found in the sample data directory
specification using the SML dialog
SMLDLG that accompanies the Tutorial booklet Building Dialogs in SML
specification DTD. It provides a tree
(available at www.microimages.com/getstart/SMLdlg.htm). An excerpt of
view that allows you to select dialog
elements with the mouse and edit or
this file is shown above. Most validating XML editors read the DTD and
add elements to the selected one using
provide menus of valid elements that can be inserted into the current elethe right mouse button.
ment, menus of attributes available to be added for each type of element,
and menus of attribute values for those attributes that have a fixed set of
<?xml version="1.0"?>
valid values.
<!DOCTYPE root SYSTEM "smlforms.dtd">
MicroImages has also provided a Dialog Specification Template File
<root>
Dialog Specification Template File
<dialog>
(dlgtempl.xml, shown to the right) that you can open in a validating
(dlgtempl.xml) containing the
</dialog>
Document Type Declaration and
XML editor to create your dialog specifications. The template includes
</root>
<root> and <dialog> elements.
the <root> and <dialog> elements preceded by a Document Type Declaration that defines the name of the root element
Xerlin XML editor with a dialog specification loaded. The left panel
(<root>) and the name of the DTD and its location
shows a tree view, and available attributes are listed for the selected
(in the same directory as the XML file being edited).
element on the right panel. Attribute values can be filled in as
needed or selected from dropdown combobox-style menus.

Tree view of
dialog specification.

Menu of valid
values for the
HorizResize
attribute.

Xerlin XML editor
with the dialog
template file loaded.
Dialog elements can
be added or edited
using right mouse
button menus. The
Add option provides
a submenu showing
all dialog elements
that are valid as
children of the
selected element.
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Afghanistan Atlases on CD
Four sample atlases of Afghanistan have
been published on a sample CD by MicroImages. The CD demonstrates the use of
MicroImages’ FREE TNTatlas software,
which can be distributed FREE on a CD, DVD,
or other media along with digital map, image, and database materials in a geographically interrelated atlas structure. The sample
geodata used in these atlases has been deliberately designed to fit on a CD instead of a
DVD so it can be used on almost any computer. However, please note that by using
compression methods, such as JPEG2000 and
others, a large collection of geodata and the
TNTatlas software can be provided on a CD.
These atlases also demonstrate some of the
newest interactive features that can be designed and used in the TNT products and
incorporated into a TNTatlas.

The various choices for the
atlas spatial layout, additional
maps, or descriptive
information that you can view
are listed in the window that
opens when you click on any
of the atlas names. These
windows for the four atlases
are illustrated.

Choose from the four different atlases to
experiment with the use of different types
of maps and images with scale range control and to explore the wealth of additonal information provided in linked, external files
in other common formats, which include PDF and HTML. The DEMOGRAPHICS & HAZARDS atlas is linked to theme maps of
population and urbanization at the province and district level as well as to a number of externally linked files that provide
additional information on population and urbanization, climate, food and health care availability, and presence of landmines. The
initial view of both the population and urbanization geodata in these views shows province boundaries for Afghanistan colored to
reflect province population or urbanization. As you zoom in, scale control is used so that provinces are replaced by districts that
are also theme mapped to reflect population or urbanization. The DEMOGRAPHIC & HAZARDS atlas demonstrates a GraphTip that
pops in to display the name of the province, the urbanization of the province presented as a pie chart and a percentage, as well as
the total population for the province.
The COUNTRY IMAGE MAPS atlas initially presents a color-coded, 16-bit elevation raster for Afghanistan. When you zoom in, this
atlas replaces the elevation raster with a Landsat image sampled to approximately 60-meter resolution with 10:1 lossy JPEG2000
compression and a variety of map scale controlled vector layers. The GraphTip for the COUNTRY IMAGE MAPS atlas shows the
nearest road line segment in profile. (continued on other side)

The COUNTRY
IMAGE MAPS
atlas is shown
as it initially
appears at full
view (left) and
after zooming
in (right).
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HyperIndex Navigator tool

Using the HyperIndex Navigator
tool to click on a province opens a large
map for that province in PDF. These maps were prepared by the Afghan
Information Management Service.

The PLANIMETRIC MAPS atlas shows province boundaries at full view highlighting the province that contains Kabul. You can zoom
in and scale control will replace province boundaries with district boundaries, or click when the HyperIndex Navigator is the
active tool to open a large (approximately 33" by 23" if printed full size) planimetric map for each province or a smaller map (half
size in each dimension) for each district where you click. These maps present settlements, boundaries, rivers, and roads. The
scale of these maps varies with the size of the province or district. The GraphTip for the PLANIMETRIC MAPS atlas enlarges the
label(s) beneath the cursor to make it readable at any scale without all labels being so large that the map is obscured. The
GraphTip also deconflicts labels that are overlapping, enlarging and positioning them out from their initial map locations with
leader lines to their original map position.
The KABUL MAPS atlas provides maps of the city of Kabul and surrounding areas at five different map scales. The initial view of
this link positions these maps over the same 16-bit, color-coded, elevation raster of Afghanistan seen with the COUNTRY IMAGE
MAPS atlas with the addition of these maps in their geographic positions with instructions to zoom in. How well features match
across maps of different scales is demonstrated by zooming in to the indicated area. The Zoom In tool is the active tool for this
layout, so you just have to click where you want to zoom. The area of comparison shows the seams between 1:10,000, 1:50,000
and 1:100,000 maps. Maps at 1:200,000 and 1:500,000 are also included at this level of the atlas. The GraphTip for this atlas
provides the slope and aspect of the topographic surface at the cursor location both graphically and in text form.
To find out more about the use of GraphTips in this atlas, see the color plate entitled GraphTips in the Afghanistan Atlas.

The KABUL MAPS
atlas is shown
as it initially
appears at full
view (left) and
after zooming in
to the smallest
area indicated
(right).
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GraphTips in the Afghanistan Atlas
The sample CD atlas of Afghanistan illustrates the use of Display Control
Scripts to pop in GraphTips of various types. Four sample Display Control Scripts can be tried, three of which were initially developed for use
with other data. These scripts were quickly adapted for use with the Afghanistan
atlas to provide an example of how readily the sample scripts prepared by MicroImages and clients can be modified for use with your data. These scripts are available
for free download from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm. The GraphTips
produced by the original scripts that were adapted for use in this atlas are described in
detail on other color plates that provide script excerpts on the reverse side. The label
deconflicting GraphTip script was developed specifically for use with the Afghanistan
province and district data and is illustrated here with an excerpt of the script provided on
the back of this page.
The starting screen for the Afghanistan
atlas is divided into four quadrants, all of which are linked
to different spatial layouts that use a different Display Control Script to provide
the GraphTip for each quadrant. For additional information about the components of the Afghanistan atlas, see the color plate entitled Afghanistan Atlas on
CD. The DEMOGRAPHIC & HAZARDS quadrant is linked to two spatial layouts that
use the same Display Control Script, which pops in a GraphTip that provides
the province name, the urbanization percentage of the province presented as a
pie chart and text, and the total population of the province. The urbanization
percentage is the same color (red) as the urbanization representation in the pie
chart. Province-level information is displayed by the GraphTip whether you
are viewing province or district outlines. For more details on this GraphTip, see the color plate entitled Pie Chart and Bar Graph.
The COUNTRY IMAGE MAPS quadrant is linked to a spatial layout that uses
a Display Control Script to pop in a GraphTip that highlights the road
segment line closest to the cursor and presents its elevation information as
a profile graph. The road’s elevation information is obtained from the
bottom layer in the group being viewed, which is a 16-bit unsigned elevation raster object. See the color plate entitled Profile of Nearest Line for
more information on this GraphTip.
The KABUL MAPS quadrant is linked to a spatial layout with a Display
Control Script that pops in a GraphTip that presents the slope and aspect
at the cursor location graphically and as text. The elevation information
for the real-time slope and aspect calculations again comes from the bottom layer in the group. For more information on this
GraphTip, see the color plate entitled Enhanced
DataTips and GraphTips.
The PLANIMETRIC MAPS quadrant is linked to a
spatial layout that provides access through
HyperIndex links from the province and district
polygons to province and district maps in PDF
format prepared by the Afghan Information Management Service. The Display Control Script
for this layout (see back) zooms individual labels to readable size when they are too small to
be legible and enlarges and relocates, or
deconflicts, overlapping labels. The original labels remain in position. Note also that the text
color for the temporarily zoomed labels is different so they stand out from the originals.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpt for Deconflicting Labels
proc OnLayoutDrawEnd (
procedure called after
class GRE_LAYOUT layout,
layout is drawn
class GRE_VIEW view
){
group = layout.GetGroupByName(“Group 1”);
g_group = group;
}
function called when
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest (
DataTip event is triggered
foregroundcolor.name = “red2”;
offset.x = 10;
set text color and offset so
offset.y = 10;
label is not under cursor
imagegc = imgdev.CreateGC();
while (layer) {
labels = layer.GetLabels(view);
labels.GetItemAtLocation(point, place, 10);
reg = place.GetRegion();
places = labels.GetItemsOverlappingRegion(reg);
numeric number = places.GetNumItems();
if (number > 1) {
find the extents of the
groupreg.Clear();
labels in the view to
for q = 1 to number {
groupreg.UnionRegion(places[q].GetRegion()); deconflict
}
groupextents = groupreg.Extents;
expand the extents for good
groupcenter = groupextents.center;
looking balloon leaders
groupextents.Expand(10, 10);
reg.Clear();
compute zoom and
for q = 1 to number {
position to deconflict
place = places[q];
center = place.GetRegion().Extents.center;
angle = groupcenter.GetAngle(center);
place.SetCopyOnWrite(1);
while (place.GetNumAttachments()) {
place.DeleteAttachment(place.GetAttachment(1).Element);
}
exclude leader
zoom = 30 / place.GetRegion().Extents.GetHeight();
line from zoom
if (zoom < 1.0) zoom = 1.0;
calculation
place.Zoom(zoom);
dTheta = 0;
SolutionFound = false;
while (!SolutionFound && dTheta < 360) {
delta.x = cos(angle);
delta.y = sin(angle);
extents = place.GetRegion().Extents;
offset.x = groupcenter.x - extents.center.x;
offset.y = groupcenter.y - extents.center.y;
extents += offset;

move out from
center until label
no longer
intersects actual
label extents

while (groupextents.Overlaps(extents)) {
offset += delta;
extents += delta;
}
SolutionFound = reg.TestRect(extents, “FullOutside”);
if (!SolutionFound) {
ensure
dTheta += 10;
enlarged
angle += 10 / deg;
labels do not
}
overlap
}
offsets[q] = offset;
place.Move(offset);
reg.UnionRegion(place.GetRegion());
}
groupdelta.x = -reg.Extents.x1;
groupdelta.y = -reg.Extents.y1;
imgdev.Create(reg.Extents.GetHeight()+5,reg.Extents.GetWidth()+5);
imgdev.SetPixelSizeMM(view.PixelSizeMillimeters,
view.PixelSizeMillimeters);
imgdev.Clear(“white”);
imagegc = imgdev.CreateGC();
imagegc.SetOutputScale(view.GetMapScale());
maskdev.Create(imgdev.GetHeight(),imgdev.GetWidth());
maskdev.SetPixelSizeMM(view.PixelSizeMillimeters,

(LabelDecon.sml)

view.PixelSizeMillimeters);
maskdev.ClearAll();
maskgc = maskdev.CreateGC();
maskgc.SetOutputScale(view.GetMapScale());
maskgc.SetPixelFunction(“Set”);
for q = 1 to number {
place = places[q];
oldextents = place.GetRegion().Extents;
center = oldextents.center;
oldextents += groupdelta;
center += groupdelta;
place.SetCopyOnWrite(1);
while (place.GetNumAttachments()) {
place.DeleteAttachment(place.GetAttachment(1).Element);
}
exclude leader
zoom = 30 / place.GetRegion().Extents.GetHeight();
line from zoom
if (zoom < 1.0) zoom = 1.0;
calculation
place.Zoom(zoom);
extents = place.GetRegion().Extents;
delta = offsets[q] + groupdelta;
extents += delta;
newpt = extents.center;
place.Move(delta);
leader.Clear();
leader.AppendVertex(center);
leader.AppendVertex(newpt);
attachment.Leader = leader;
place.AddAttachment(attachment);
place.DrawSample(imagegc, foregroundcolor);
draw the label
place.DrawSample(maskgc, foregroundcolor);
to be used
}
newpt.x = -groupdelta.x;
newpt.y = -groupdelta.y;
new label position
offset = newpt - point;
datatip.SetImageTip(imgdev, maskdev, offset);
show the deconflicted labels
return (1);
}
how to handle a single
else {
label (no overlap)
place = places[1];
extents = place.GetRegion().Extents;
oldcenter = extents.center;
place.SetCopyOnWrite(1);
while (place.GetNumAttachments()) {
place.DeleteAttachment(place.GetAttachment(1).Element);
}
zoom = 30 / place.GetRegion().Extents.GetHeight();
if (zoom > 1.2) {
place.Zoom(zoom);
get new extents
extents = place.GetRegion().Extents;
and move the
delta.x = -extents.x1;
label copy
delta.y = -extents.y1;
place.Move(delta);
imgdev.Create(extents.GetHeight()+2, extents.GetWidth()+2);
imgdev.SetPixelSizeMM(view.PixelSizeMillimeters,
draw the label
view.PixelSizeMillimeters);
to be used
imgdev.Clear(“white”);
imagegc = imgdev.CreateGC();
imagegc.SetOutputScale(view.GetMapScale());
place.DrawSample(imagegc,foregroundcolor);
maskdev.Create(imgdev.GetHeight(),imgdev.GetWidth());
maskdev.SetPixelSizeMM(view.PixelSizeMillimeters,
view.PixelSizeMillimeters);
maskdev.ClearAll();
maskgc = maskdev.CreateGC();
maskgc.SetOutputScale(view.GetMapScale());
maskgc.SetPixelFunction(“Set”);
place.DrawSample(maskgc, foregroundcolor);
newpt.x = oldcenter.x - imgdev.GetWidth() / 2;
new label position
newpt.y = oldcenter.y - imgdev.GetHeight() / 2;
offset = newpt - point;
datatip.SetImageTip(imgdev, maskdev, offset);
show the DataTip
return (1);
}
}
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Anaglyph Stereo Viewing
Components:
• Anaglyph stereo 3D glasses—widely available in cardboard or plastic (< US$15)
• your current TNT computer, monitor, and display board
Configurations:
One of the oldest stereo viewing
strategies still has value due to its
simplicity. Anaglyph stereo rendering requires no special
computer hardware and is now
even better on the new digital
"pixel stable" flat-panel monitors.
Left and right views are superimposed in different colors and
viewed through simple glasses with corresponding color filters for the left
and right eye. Light-weight anaglyph glasses are available in cardboard, plastic, and as clip-ons; all are inexpensive. Because the glasses require no physical
connection to the computer, they are completely portable and provide an unencumbered view of the full screen from any position or angle. Simply remove
the glasses for normal, non-stereo viewing.
Anaglyph stereo provides a low-cost, highly portable, and distributable option. Anaglyph glasses can be used to view stereo images not only from a
monitor, but also from a stereo image projected on a screen in a classroom or
at a presentation, or even from a color print. Cardboard anaglyph glasses are
available in bulk at low cost and so are ideal for use with large groups in
classrooms or presentations. Their low cost also means that you can distribute anaglyph glasses along with a TNTatlas on CD or DVD containing
anaglyph stereo 3D views.
Pros:

• solid, stable, portable stereo fusion at a trivial cost
•
•
•
•

(flat-panel monitors with discrete pixels and fixed frequency give best 3D fusion)
uses full resolution of display (no interleaving)
moderate eye strain; eye fatigue is about the same as using a stereoscope
stereo screen image viewable by multiple users with their own glasses
stereo images can be printed for distribution and viewed in stereo

Cons:
• image colors altered by color filters in glasses; best results with grayscale images
• stereo may not be viewable by people with red-green color blindness

High-resolution orthoimages and digital elevation models are now becoming
widely available. High-quality stereo views can be rendered from this geodata in
TNTmips, TNTedit, TNTview, and TNTatlas to augment 2D and 3D perspective
viewing. Stereo viewing is effective in helping identify and map ground
conditions and features where direct work in the field is too expensive, timeconsuming, or hazardous. Stereo can also be used effectively to explore the 3D
spatial relationships between land surfaces and multiple subsurface manifolds.
Stereo views can be opened in the Spatial Data Editor in TNTmips and TNTedit
to assist in editing geodata in the companion 2D view.
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JPEG2000 Compression in Atlases
Including high-resolution satellite or airphoto imagery in an
atlas provides a reference layer in which detailed features
can be recognized readily by your target audience. Your atlases can include high-resolution images of sizeable areas
by utilizing JPEG2000 compression to reduce the stored size
of the images. Grayscale and color-composite images can
be stored in your atlas Project Files (or as linked JP2 files)
with one of several types of JPEG2000 compression:
Lossless, Best Quality (lossy), and User Defined (in which
you can select a target lossy compression ratio; for example,
to fit your atlas on DVD media).
As an example, the Property Viewer TNTatlas prepared by
MicroImages (see the color plate entitled Property Viewer

Uncompressed Image

Atlas for Lincoln, NE) includes a color orthophoto mosaic
with 1-foot (0.3 meter) resolution covering almost 1500
square kilometers. In order to incorporate this detailed 49.7
GB (uncompressed) image into the atlas, its stored size was
reduced to 3.97 GB by applying JPEG2000 lossy compression with a 12:1 target compression ratio, permitting
distribution of the atlas on DVD media. The loss of image
content at this level of compression is concentrated in areas
of relatively uniform color and brightness, where it has no
significant impact on the image quality. As shown in the
examples below, color edges and high-contrast image details are preserved, so ground features are as recognizable in
the compressed image as in the original mosaic.

12:1 Lossy JPEG2000 Compression

Cars parked around a triangular grass patch. Each cell in the
image is 1 foot (0.3 meter) square. The cars are still easily
recognizable in the lossy compressed image, and there is little

difference in the colors and detail of the cars between the two
versions. The major difference is the smoother appearance of
the grassy area in the lossy-compressed image.

Part of a baseball field with dirt infield (upper left) and grass
outfield (lower right). The darker diagonal strip in the upper
right is the shadow of a light tower. Each cell in the image is
1 foot (0.3 meter) square. The edges of areas with contrast-

ing color are well-preserved in the lossy-compressed image.
The smoothing and reduction in color contrast caused by the
JPEG2000 compression are mainly noticeable in the areas of
uniform color, where it does not affect recognition of features.
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Create Crystal Reports with SML
SML can use Visual Basic to generate a Crystal Report and subreports for a vector database in the TNT products. This script (shown
on the back) is data specific but readily adaptable for use with other vector objects. The
script imports the form from Visual Basic,
creates a class instance for the form, then
prompts for the vector object to create the
report for. The tables and fields desired for
the report are specified in the script. Once
the Visual Basic data table is initialized by
the script, the specified fields from each
record are read into the Visual Basic table,
which is used to generate the Crystal Report.
The script also makes use of prior settings
made in Crystal Reports that specify which
fields are available to the Crystal Reports
engine and what subreports you want.

The subreports are listed at the bottom of the
main report (shown above) until they have been
opened and then they are available as tabbed
panels (left). The setup of the graph and which
subreports to create are designated in Crystal
Reports before running the SML script. If you ran
the script in SML/Edit Script mode, you have to
close the Crystal Report for the SML Editor
functions to be active because the script is
executing as long as the Crystal Report window
is open. The subreport illustrated at the left
makes it immediately clear which soil types are
best for growing wheat.
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Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of TNTmips’ SML scripting language.
The full script is printed below for your quick perusal. The sample script illustrated can be downloaded from the SML
script exchange at www.microimages.com/freestuf/smlscripts.htm.

$import cbsoils_report.crystal_form
class crystal_form cf;
declare
variables

import the Visual
Basic Form

create an instance of
the form’s class in SML

string symbol, name;
numeric acres, wheat, oats, haydry, haywet;

vector v;
GetInputVector(v);

get input
vector

numeric num_d_records = NumRecords(v.poly.DESCRIPTN);
numeric num_y_records = NumRecords(v.poly.YIELD);
numeric current;

initialize the Datatable
in Visual Basic

cf.InitializeDataTable();
add the records
from the vector to
Visual Basic
loops through
records of
DESCRIPTN table

loops through
records of
YIELD table

declare more
variables

for current = 1 to num_d_records {
symbol = TableReadFieldStr(v.poly.DESCRIPTN, “SYMBOL”, current);
name = TableReadFieldStr(v.poly.DESCRIPTN, “NAME”, current);
acres = TableReadFieldNum(v.poly.DESCRIPTN, “ACRES”, current);
cf.AddDescriptnRecord(symbol, name, acres);
}
for current = 1 to num_y_records {
symbol = TableReadFieldStr(v.poly.YIELD, “SYMBOL”, current);
wheat = TableReadFieldNum(v.poly.YIELD, “WHEAT”, current);
oats = TableReadFieldNum(v.poly.YIELD, “OATS”, current);
haydry = TableReadFieldNum(v.poly.YIELD, “HAYDRY”, current);
haywet =TableReadFieldNum(v.poly.YIELD, “HAYWET”, current);
cf.AddYieldRecord(symbol, wheat, oats, haydry, haywet);
}

cf.InitializeReport();
cf.ShowForm();

create and show the
report after all the
records are added
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Sample SML Script

Terrain Curvature
You can use SML scripts to implement custom processing routines tailored for different kinds of project
materials. To illustrate custom processing of raster objects that represent terrain surfaces, MicroImages has
created a sample SML script that computes profile and
plan curvature values for the terrain surface.

The sample SML script computes both
curvatures in one pass through the elevation raster (DEM). Because most
DEMs include errors and processing artifacts (such as terracing on slopes) that
can affect the curvature computation, the
script provides the option of applying
an initial smoothing filter to the elevation values, and the choice of filter size.
The curvature values are computed from
a local best-fit mathematical surface for
each cell neighborhood, a procedure that
provides some additional smoothing.

straight
slope
concave up

3D perspective view of a sample terrain (elevation raster
with color palette displayed with partial transparency over a
shaded-relief image to create color-shaded relief).

0.03
0.02
0.01
0
-0.01
-0.02
radians / meter

Profile (vertical) curvature raster produced by the SURFCURVE script,
displayed with color palette over the terrain. Positive values indicate convexupward surfaces. Horizontal banding on slopes results from artifacts in production of the source DEM that produced terraced rather than more uniform slopes.
convex out

Profile curvature is the curvature in the
vertical plane parallel to the slope direction. It measures the rate of change of
slope and therefore influences the flow
velocity of water draining the surface
and thus erosion and the resulting
downslope movement of sediment. Plan
curvature (also called contour curvature)
is the curvature of a contour line formed
by intersecting a horizontal plane with
the surface. Plan curvature influences
the convergence or divergence of water
during downhill flow.

0.06

0.04
0.02

straight

Low Curvature

concave out

High Curvature

convex up

Surface curvature is the curvature of a line formed by
intersecting a plane (in some chosen orientation) with
the terrain surface. The curvature value is the reciprocal
of the radius of curvature of the line, so a broad curve
has a small curvature and a tight curve has a high curvature value. The script allows you to choose the curvature
unit: radians per meter or radians per hundred meters.

0
-0.02
-0.04
radians / meter

Plan (contour) curvature raster produced by the SURFCURVE script, displayed with color palette over the terrain. Positive values indicate convexoutward surfaces.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpt for Terrain Curvature (surfcurve.sml)
Procedure to read 3x3 kernel of DEM values
surrounding current cell.
proc readkernel (class raster K, numeric line, numeric colm){
numeric z1 = K[line-1, colm-1];
numeric z2 = K[line-1, colm];
numeric z3 = K[line-1, colm+1];
numeric z4 = K[line, colm-1];
numeric z5 = K[line, colm];
numeric z6 = K[line, colm+1];
numeric z7 = K[line+1, colm-1];
numeric z8 = K[line+1, colm];
numeric z9 = K[line+1, colm+1];
}
Function to check surrounding area of kernel. If no
difference, there is no need to do some computations. Also used as a safety against divide by zero.
func levelcheck(class raster L, numeric x, numeric y) {
if (z5 != z1) return true;
if (z5 != z2) return true;
if (z5 != z3) return true;
if (z5 != z4) return true;
if (z5 != z6) return true;
if (z5 != z7) return true;
if (z5 != z8) return true;
if (z5 != z9) return true;
return false;
}
Procedure to compute coefficients for
local quadratic surface fit to kernel.

curvature computation for typical cells
else {
Profile[lin, col] = scale * -2 * ( a * sqr(d) + b * sqr(ee) + c * d * ee) / prfdenom;
Plan[lin, col] = scale * -2 * (b * sqr(d) + a * sqr(ee) - c * d * ee) / plndenom;
}
}
else {
Plan[lin, col] = 0;
case for flat kernel area
Profile[lin, col] = 0;
}
}
end if ( levelcheck() )
else {
case for kernel including null cells, not
Plan[lin,col] =-32768;
enough data to compute curvature
Profile[lin,col] =-32768;
}
}
end if ( nullcheck() )
else {
case for edge cells, not enough
Plan[lin,col] = -32768;
data to compute curvature
Profile[lin,col] = -32768;
}
}
}
Main Program.
GetInputRaster(DEM);
cellX = ColScale(DEM);
cellY = LinScale(DEM);
GetOutputRaster(Profile, DEM.$Info.NumLins, DEM.$Info.NumCols, "32-bit float");
GetOutputRaster(Plan, DEM.$Info.NumLins, DEM.$Info.NumCols, "32-bit float");
SetNull(Profile,-32768); SetNull(Plan,-32768);
scale = PopupNum("Enter 1 to compute curvature in radians/m or
\nenter 100 for curvature in radians/100 m", 1, 100, 0);
doSmooth = PopupYesNo("Use averaged DEM values for curvature?", 1);

proc coeff(numeric dx, numeric dy) {
a = (z1 + z3 + z4 + z6 + z7 + z9)/(6 * dx^2) - (z2 + z5 + z8)/(3 * dx^2);
b = (z1 + z2 + z3 + z7 + z8 + z9)/(6 * dy^2) - (z4 + z5 + z6)/(3 * dy^2);
c = (z3 + z7 - z1 - z9)/(4 * dx * dy);
d = (z3 + z6 + z9 - z1 - z4 - z7)/(6 * dx);
ee = (z1 + z2 + z3 - z7 - z8 -z9)/(6 * dy);
f = (2 * (z2 + z4 + z6 + z8) - (z1 + z3 + z7 + z9) + (5 * z5))/9;
}
Procedure to compute curvature values from
proc makeCurv(class raster D) {
coefficients of best-fit quadratic surface.
for each D[lin,col] {

don't process edge cells

if (lin != 1 && lin != D.$Info.NumLins && col != 1 && col != D.$Info.NumCols) {
read 3x3 kernel values and check for null cells
readkernel(D, lin, col);
if ( nullcheck() ) {
don't process cell if 3x3 kernel is level
if(levelcheck(D, lin, col)) {
coeff(D, lin, col, cellX, cellY);

call procedure to compute
coefficients for quadratic surface

compute denominators for profile and plan curvature
expressions to check for division by zero
prfdenom = round(10^7*((sqr(ee) + sqr(d))*((1 + sqr(d) + sqr(ee)) ^ 1.5)))*10^-7;
plndenom = round(10^7*((sqr(ee) + sqr(d))^1.5)) * 10^-7;
if (prfdenom == 0 || plndenom == 0) {

avoid division by zero (summits,
depressions, and saddles)

if ( (a > 0 && b > 0) || (a < 0 && b < 0) ) {
Profile[lin, col] = - (a + b) * scale;
case for summit or depression
Plan[lin, col] = -32768;
}
else {
Profile[lin,col] = 0;
case for saddles
Plan[lin, col] = 0;
}
}

if (doSmooth == 1) {
class RASTER Temp;
local numeric filtsize = PopupNum("Size of averaging window in
cells? \n(3, 5, 7, or 9)", 5, 3, 9, 0);
CreateTempRaster(Temp, DEM.$Info.NumLins,
DEM.$Info.NumCols, DEM.$Info.Type);
compute averaged DEM value for non-null cell
else assign null value to Temp raster
numeric i, j;
for i = 1 to DEM.$Info.NumLins {
for j = 1 to DEM.$Info.NumCols {
if ( IsNull(DEM[i,j]) ) then
Temp[i,j] = -32768;
else
Temp = FocalMean(DEM, filtsize, filtsize);
}
}
SetNull(Temp, -32768);
compute curvatures from
makeCurv(Temp);
smoothed temporary raster
CloseRaster(Temp);
}
end of if (doSmooth() )
else
makeCurv(DEM);
}

compute curvatures
directly from DEM

SetNull(Profile, -32768);
SetNull(Plan, -32768);
CreateHistogram(Profile);
CreateHistogram(Plan);
CreatePyramid(Profile);
CreatePyramid(Plan);
CopySubobjects(DEM, Profile, "georef");
CopySubobjects(DEM, Plan, "georef");
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Dynamic Geospatial Analysis

Using Overlapping Polygons
The visual aspects of dynamic feature location are the focus of a companion color plate entitled Exploring District Services. The geodata
and their interaction in this sample SML Control Script are discussed here to help you further understand this example of dynamic feature
location. You can then incorporate this kind of interactive geospatial analysis into your projects. As stated in the companion plate,
displaying the schools assigned to every property location is only one of a myriad of possible applications for dynamic feature location.
So where the words “school” or “attendance area” are used, substitute the feature name and area appropriate for your application.
This sample application is a good example of interactive geospatial analysis whose speed and objective (reactive and automatic
response) require vector objects with full topology. This task would be difficult and slow to accomplish with CAD or shape-oriented
geodata. It uses seven coincident vector objects: three types of school attendance area polygon vectors (elementary, middle, and high
schools, illustrated below), three corresponding school building point location vectors (illustrated below), and a land ownership parcel
vector. In this example of dynamic feature location, none of the six school vector layers are directly displayed; they are used only by the
Control Script. A 1-foot resolution color orthophoto mosaic lets the user visually locate any property parcel of interest. This image layer
could be overlaid by other layers, such as a primary road network, to assist the user in locating a parcel.
As the cursor is moved over the image in the View, the Control Script detects the parcel when the cursor hovers over it for 0.5 seconds and
then displays the parcel boundary if the view scale is appropriate. It also confirms the address of the parcel by presenting it in a DataTip.
In this example, the school parcel outlines are displayed by the Control Script at map scales larger than 1:50,000 and the parcel outline
for the property beneath the cursor is drawn at scales greater than 1:15,000. Next the Control Script determines the location of the cursor
in each of the three overlapping school attendance area polygons. (Smaller scale values mean larger map scales.) It then locates the
corresponding school property in the parcels vector object, draws its outline if the map scale is appropriate, and accesses the three school
building location vector objects to draw their symbology into the view next to their parcel outlines. All this happens automatically in
the Control Script each time the cursor is moved without having to click or perform any other selection procedure as illustrated in the
associated color plate noted above.
This example of dynamic feature location permits the user to zoom in and out and explore the underlying spatial relationships of a
property of interest using the image layer, other reference overlays, and parcel boundaries. However, it could be modified to pan to,
center on, and display these same dynamic feature location results for any specific parcel by incorporating the Property Finder Tool
Script, which is described in the color plate of the same name.
Sample sections of the six school-related vector objects are presented below. The parcel boundary layer for this subarea is not shown
because it is very complex at the scale illustrated. To provide the context for the actual operation of this example of dynamic feature
location, Lincoln, Nebraska (population approximately 260,000) has 36 elementary schools, 11 middle schools, and six high schools.
Each time the cursor hovers over a parcel in this sample data, the complete Control Script evaluation and associated display appear in
about 0.5 seconds.
sample subset for illustration
elementary school
locations

elementary
attendance areas

middle school
locations

middle school
attendance areas

high school
locations

high school
attendance areas

The six school-related vector objects referenced by
the Control Script are shown separately at the left and
together above. The parcels vector object is too
dense to be shown at this scale.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Partial Script for Exploring District Services (schools.sml)
see back of plate entitled Exploring District Services for more of this script
numeric schoolPrclScl = 50000;
numeric mouselocPrclScl = 15000;
set offsets and
numeric labelOffset = 30;
map scales for
numeric schoolSymOffset = 25;
drawing
class GEOREF vecGeoref;
class POINT2D offset;
func FindPointInPoly(
function called to
class POINT2D pointloc,
find attendance
class VECTOR vPoints,
area polygons at
class VECTOR vPolys,
cursor position
class POINT2D cursorpos)
{
numeric closepoly = FindClosestPoly(vPolys, cursorpos.x,
cursorpos.y);
numeric i;
for(i=1; i<=vPoints.$info.NumPoints; i++) {
numeric polyForPoint = FindClosestPoly(vPolys,
vPoints.Point[i].Internal.x, vPoints.Point[i].Internal.y);
if(polyForPoint == closepoly) {
pointloc.x = vPoints.Point[i].Internal.x;
pointloc.y = vPoints.Point[i].Internal.y;
return 1;
}
}
return 0;
}
function called to
func FindPointInPolyElemNum(
find points that fall
class VECTOR vPoints,
in attendance area
class VECTOR vPolys,
polygons at cursor
class POINT2D cursorpos)
location
{
numeric closepoly = FindClosestPoly(vPolys, cursorpos.x,
cursorpos.y);
numeric i;
for(i=1; i<vPoints.$info.NumPoints; i++) {
numeric polyForPoint = FindClosestPoly(vPolys,
vPoints.Point[i].Internal.x, vPoints.Point[i].Internal.y);
if(polyForPoint == closepoly) {
return i;
}
}
return -1;
procedure called the first
}
time a GraphTip is activated
proc OnInitialize ()
{
numeric SZ=5;
}
func getTriOppositeLength(numeric adj, numeric opp, numeric outAdj) {
if(adj==0) return 0;
function called to determine
line from cursor location to
return outAdj * opp / adj;
school point
}
func getBinaryOutcode(class POINT2D p, class RECT r) {
numeric opcode = 0;
function called to determine if
if(p.x < r.x1) opcode = opcode | 1; school point is outside View

if(p.x > r.x2) opcode = opcode | 2;
if(p.y > r.y2) opcode = opcode | 4;
if(p.y < r.y1) opcode = opcode | 8;
return opcode;
}
func class POINT2D clipPoint(class POINT2D p, class POINT2D
mouseloc, class RECT ext) {
function called to
class POINT2D out = p;
find point location
numeric outcode = getBinaryOutcode(out, ext); or, if not in View,
while(outcode != 0) {
intersection of line
from cursor to
class POINT2D temp = out;
school point
if(outcode & 1 == 1) {
temp.x = ext.x1;
temp.y = mouseloc.y + getTriOppositeLength(mouseloc.x out.x, mouseloc.y - out.y, ext.x1 - mouseloc.x);
} else if(outcode & 2 == 2) {
temp.x = ext.x2;
temp.y = mouseloc.y + getTriOppositeLength(mouseloc.x out.x, mouseloc.y - out.y, ext.x2 - mouseloc.x);
} else if(outcode & 4 == 4) {
temp.x = mouseloc.x + getTriOppositeLength(mouseloc.y out.y, mouseloc.x - out.x, ext.y2 - mouseloc.y);
temp.y = ext.y2;
} else if(outcode & 8 == 8) {
temp.x = mouseloc.x + getTriOppositeLength(mouseloc.y out.y, mouseloc.x - out.x, ext.y1 - mouseloc.y);
temp.y = ext.y1;
}
out = temp;
outcode = getBinaryOutcode(out, ext);
}
return out;
}
func calcAngle(class POINT2D a, class POINT2D b) {
numeric x = b.x - a.x;
function called to
numeric y = b.y - a.y;
calculate angle of line
numeric angle = acos(x / sqrt(x^2 + y^2)); from cursor to View
if(y < 0) return PI - angle;
intersection for school
points not in View
return angle - PI;
}
proc drawAngledLine(class GC gc, numeric x, numeric y, numeric angle,
numeric len) {
procedure called to draw
numeric a = len * cos(angle);
line at calculated angle
numeric b = len * sin(angle);
gc.MoveTo(x, y);
gc.DrawTo(x-a, y-b);
}
proc drawAngledPoint(class GC gc, numeric x, numeric y, numeric angle,
numeric len) {
numeric a = len * cos(angle);
numeric b = len * sin(angle);
gc.DrawPoint(x-a, y-b);
}
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Font Substitution in the TNT Products
The cross-platform nature of TNTmips makes layout and atlas designers familiar with one of the difficulties experienced by graphic designers from the moment graphic design was computerized—the fonts you used for the text in the
layout may not be available on another computer. Many fonts are licensed and, therefore, cannot be freely distributed. This missing font problem exists within a single platform and is worse when you transfer your layout across
platforms. When a specified font is not found on a computer, the text does not disappear; a font substitution is made.
Many automatic font substitutions use a mono-spaced font, such as Courier, to replace any font not found without
regard for the type of font being replaced. Some programs will let you choose which font to substitute for the missing
font, which if you recognize the missing font name, will help in your selection. The TNT products offer two kinds of
font substitution: considerate automatic and designer specified.
Considerate automatic font substitution uses information about the missing font to choose the font to substitute. For
example, sans serif fonts are replaced by other sans serif fonts. The fonts used for substitution are listed below.
Designer specified font substitution lets the layout/atlas designer specify the fonts to try if the first specified font is not
found. The desired font and fallback fonts are specified in the form {~Farialbd.ttf,Helvetica.dfont;2,Arial-Bold.ttf},
which would use Arial bold if it was found, Helvetica bold would be the next choice, and then the Sun version of Arial
bold. This particular example would not need to be entered by the designer since it is done automatically by the TNT
products. If none of the fonts specified by the designer are found, the automatic fallback fonts are used.

on Mac with unknown font
substitution handled by Mac

on PC in Arial as originally designed

Platform

Windows

Sun

Font Family

Font File Name*

Sans
SansBold
Fixed
FixedBold
Serif
Serif Bold
SerifItalic
SerifBoldItalic

arial.ttf
arialbd.ttf
cour.ttf
courbd.ttf
times.ttf
timesbd.ttf
timesi.ttf
timesbi.ttf

Sans
SansBold
SansItalic
SansBoldItalic
Fixed
FixedBold
FixedItalic
FixedBoldItalic
Serif
Serif Bold
SerifItalic
SerifBoldItalic

Arial.ttf
Arial-Bold.ttf
Arial-Italic.ttf
Arial-BoldItalic.ttf
CourierNew.ttf
CourierBold.ttf
CourierItalic.ttf
CourierBoldItalic.ttf
TimesNewRoman.ttf
TimesNewRoman-Bold.ttf
TimesNewRoman-Italic.ttf
TimesNewRoman-BoldItalic.ttf

Platform

Mac OS X

Linux

outline
font
fallbacks

on Mac with Helvetica font
substitution handled by TNTmips

Font Family

Font File Name

Sans
SansBold
Fixed
FixedBold
Serif
Serif Bold
SerifItalic
SerifBoldItalic

Helvetica.dfont:1
Helvetica.dfont;2
Courier.dfont;1
Courier.dfont;2
Times.dfont;1
Times.dfont;2
Times.dfont;3
Times.dfont;4

Sans
SansBold
SansItalic
SansBoldItalic
Serif
Serif Bold
SerifItalic
SerifBoldItalic

helr____.ttf**
helb____.ttf
heli____.ttf
helbi___.ttf
timr____.ttf
timb____.ttf
timi____.ttf
timbi___.ttf

Sans
Fixed
Serif

duck.of
raven.of
cardinal.of

* Find the font file name to enter by clicking on the Font button anywhere you can enter text. The font file name is listed in parentheses. Do not use
the font file name provided in Support/Setup/Fonts.
** Underlines to equal eight characters.
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Copy/Paste between Geometric Objects
The Spatial Data Editor provides the ability to cut/copy and paste between geometric object types. If the receiving
object is a vector, then pasted elements are automatically converted to and acquire the selected topology with reconciliation for any intersections introduced. If the receiving object is in CAD format, closed shapes from a source
vector become CAD polygons if the source object had polygonal topology. Pasted regions also become polygons in
CAD format.
input

CAD

Elements can be copied from editable or reference layers, but you can only paste into an
editable layer. If you decide you want to paste into a layer that was added for reference,
simply convert it to an editable layer by
clicking on the Edit Reference Layer
icon.

lake (above)
and its island
(right) sketched
over airphoto
CAD

roads vector object

vector pasted into CAD

CAD pasted into vector

The attributes come with the pasted elements using the table joining method
you select in the Paste Placement Tool
window. If tables are joined and if the
attribute values of the copied elements are
already in that table in the object pasted into
and you are using that attribute for styling,
the pasted elements will be drawn in the appropriate style. The CAD objects illustrated
are styled by element, so the style comes
through when pasted into a CAD object but
not when pasted into a vector object.

The input objects can be in any coordinate reference system, which can be different for each
object. You do not need to make any adjustments; any necessary transformations are made when the selected
elements are pasted. The coordinate system of the object pasted into remains unchanged. The receiving object also
determines the topology level for the elements pasted. If you paste closed shapes from any geometric source into a
vector with polygonal topology, they become polygons and any intersections are resolved by the addition of nodes.
If these same shapes are pasted into a vector with network topology, the shapes will become lines (any polygon
attributes are lost) and intersections are not resolved.

Session Log Files
TNT applications now log various activities to a text file for aid in analyzing problems. The log files are named in the
form of YYYYMMDD.log and are placed in the user-MicroImages folder, which for Windows is My Documents/
MicroImages and on the Mac is library/logs/MicroImages in your home folder. For Unix/Linux this file is found in
the .MicroImages folder in the user’s home directory. The 10 most recent logs are retained, regardless of age. Once
a process starts, it will continue to log to the same file until termination, even if its use spans multiple days.
Every log entry gets a timestamp, the “process” name, and associated text. The following additional information is
presently logged for all applications (sample session log on back):
• Application startup time.
• Progress window notifications unless created with
• Executable path and build date/time.
“delay popup,” including: operation started, all text no• MISYSTEM, RVCSYS, and GEOM libraries build date/time.
tifications, including “time to ...” at end, and operation
• All error messages actually displayed to user in error
finished.
window.
• Process termination if exited normally.
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Sample from Session Log for a Day’s Work
2004-11-29 09:08:52
2004-11-29 09:08:52
2004-11-29 09:08:52
2004-11-29 09:08:52
2004-11-29 09:08:52
2004-11-29 09:21:55
2004-11-29 09:21:55
2004-11-29 09:21:55
2004-11-29 09:21:55
2004-11-29 09:21:55
2004-11-29 09:38:59
2004-11-29 09:38:59
2004-11-29 09:38:59
2004-11-29 09:38:59
2004-11-29 09:39:00
2004-11-29 09:46:35
2004-11-29 09:47:56
2004-11-29 09:47:56
2004-11-29 09:47:56
2004-11-29 09:47:56
2004-11-29 09:47:56
2004-11-29 09:52:18
2004-11-29 09:54:34
2004-11-29 09:54:34
2004-11-29 09:54:34
2004-11-29 09:54:34
2004-11-29 09:54:34
2004-11-29 09:55:33
2004-11-29 10:06:36
2004-11-29 10:06:36
2004-11-29 10:06:36
2004-11-29 10:06:36
2004-11-29 10:06:36
2004-11-29 10:07:26
2004-11-29 10:07:26
2004-11-29 10:07:26
2004-11-29 10:07:26
2004-11-29 10:07:26
2004-11-29 10:16:44
2004-11-29 10:18:27
2004-11-29 10:18:27
2004-11-29 10:18:27
2004-11-29 10:18:27
2004-11-29 10:18:27
2004-11-29 10:18:27
2004-11-29 10:18:28
2004-11-29 10:18:28
2004-11-29 10:18:28
2004-11-29 10:18:28
2004-11-29 10:18:28
2004-11-29 10:18:28
2004-11-29 10:18:28
2004-11-29 10:19:45
2004-11-29 10:19:59
2004-11-29 10:19:59
2004-11-29 10:19:59
2004-11-29 10:19:59
2004-11-29 10:19:59
2004-11-29 10:48:21
2004-11-29 10:48:21
2004-11-29 10:48:21
2004-11-29 10:48:21
2004-11-29 10:48:21
2004-11-29 10:54:28
2004-11-29 10:56:28
2004-11-29 10:56:28
2004-11-29 10:56:28
2004-11-29 10:56:28
2004-11-29 10:56:28
2004-11-29 10:58:13
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:05
2004-11-29 11:29:06
2004-11-29 11:29:06
2004-11-29 11:29:06
2004-11-29 11:29:06
2004-11-29 14:44:13
2004-11-29 16:01:23
2004-11-29 16:01:23
2004-11-29 16:04:20
2004-11-29 16:04:20

tntmenu
tntmenu
tntmenu
tntmenu
tntmenu
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
MaintRVC
MaintRVC
MaintRVC
MaintRVC
MaintRVC
MaintRVC
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
combrast
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntatlas
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntedit
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp

Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
C:\TNT\TNT70\tntmenu.exe built Nov 26 2004 22:43:05
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
C:\TNT\TNT70\sdedit.exe built Nov 26 2004 22:43:05
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
D:\tntatlasX\tntatlas.exe built Nov 27 2004 04:28:40
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application terminated normally
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 6 2004 02:50:20
D:\tntatlasX\tntatlas.exe built Nov 7 2004 03:45:08
RVCSYS built Nov 7 2004 02:45:53
geom library built Nov 9 2004 02:47:30
Application terminated normally
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
C:\TNT\TNT70\tntatlas.exe built Nov 27 2004 04:28:40
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application terminated normally
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
C:\TNT\TNT70\rastanly.exe built Nov 26 2004 22:43:05
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
C:\TNT\TNT70\tntdisp.exe built Nov 26 2004 22:43:05
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application terminated normally
Operation started with progress window
0.1 Opening Input Rasters...
0.2 Creating Output Rasters...
0.3 Processing rasters...
0.5 Computing pyramid for raster: SCALE_OFFSET
0.7 Computing histogram for raster 'SCALE_OFFSET'
0.8 Copying subobjects...
0.8 Copying object 1 of 4
0.8 Copying object 2 of 4
0.8 Copying object 3 of 4
0.9 Copying object 4 of 4
0.9 Time to process: 1 second
Operation finished with progress window
Application terminated normally
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
C:\TNT\TNT70\tntdisp.exe built Nov 26 2004 22:43:05
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 27 2004 02:52:49
D:\tntatlasX\tntatlas.exe built Nov 27 2004 04:28:40
RVCSYS built Nov 27 2004 03:06:16
geom library built Nov 27 2004 02:57:20
Application terminated normally
Application initialized
MISYSTEM built Nov 6 2004 02:50:20
D:\tntatlasX\tntatlas.exe built Nov 7 2004 03:45:08
RVCSYS built Nov 7 2004 02:45:53
geom library built Nov 9 2004 02:47:30
Application terminated normally
Operation started with progress window
0.1 Loading object to workspace...
0.2 Copying CAD: Lake...
0.2 Copying subobjects...
0.2 Copying object 1 of 4
0.2 Copying table 'Attribute'...
0.2 Copying subobjects...
0.3 Copying object 1 of 3
0.3 Copying object 2 of 3
0.3 Copying object 3 of 3
0.3 Copying CAD attachment list...
0.3 Building inverse lookup table
0.4 Copying object 2 of 4
0.4 Copying object 3 of 4
0.4 Copying object 4 of 4
0.5 Building search table...
0.6 Finding related records...
0.6 Finding related records...
0.6 Updating table dialogs...
Application terminated normally
Operation started with progress window
0.1 Reading layout...
Operation started with progress window
0.1 Generating cross section...

2004-11-29 16:04:20
2004-11-29 16:04:20
2004-11-29 16:04:20
2004-11-29 16:04:20
2004-11-29 16:04:20
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:21
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:22
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23
2004-11-29 16:04:23

tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp
tntdisp

0.2 Searching for intersections...
0.3 Processing lines...
0.4 Building search table...
0.5 Building search table...
0.5 Building search table...
0.5 Building search table...
0.5 Building search table...
0.7 Checking lines...
0.7 Building search table...
0.8 Creating node line lists...
0.9 Saving node line lists...
0.9 Removing invalid lines...
0.9 Initializing nodes...
0.9 Locating matching lines...
1.0 Creating node line lists...
1.0 Saving node line lists...
1.1 Combining vertices...
1.1 Initializing nodes...
1.1 Searching for intersections...
1.2 Creating node line lists...
1.2 Saving node line lists...
1.2 Removing sliver angles...
1.3 Creating node line lists...
1.3 Saving node line lists...
1.3 Creating node line lists...
1.4 Saving node line lists...
1.4 Building vector polygons...
1.4 Creating node line lists...
1.5 Saving node line lists...
1.5 Processing lines...
1.6 Building line reference tables...
1.6 Building node reference tables...
1.6 Processing lines...
1.6 Building search table...
1.6 Depth-sorting vector polygons...
1.7 Scanning lines...
1.7 Scanning polygons...
1.7 Building temporary polygons...
1.7 Searching for islands...
1.9 Computing vector line standard attributes...
2.0 Computing vector polygon standard attributes...
2.1 Computing vector polygon island standard attributes...
2.1 Validating Database
2.1 Validating Database
2.1 Validating Database
2.2 Building inverse lookup table
2.2 Building inverse lookup table
2.2 Building inverse lookup table
2.2 Building inverse lookup table
2.2 Building inverse lookup table
2.2 Building inverse lookup table
2.2 Building inverse lookup table
2.3 Copying subobjects...
2.3 Copying object 1 of 10
2.4 Copying object 2 of 10
2.4 Copying object 3 of 10
2.4 Copying object 4 of 10
2.4 Copying object 5 of 10
2.4 Copying object 6 of 10
2.4 Copying object 7 of 10
2.4 Copying object 8 of 10
2.4 Copying object 9 of 10
2.4 Copying object 10 of 10
2.4 Searching For Attached Records...
2.5 Copying table 'CLASS'...
2.5 Copying subobjects...
2.5 Copying object 1 of 3
2.5 Copying object 2 of 3
2.5 Copying object 3 of 3
2.5 Copying index for field 'Class'...
2.6 Searching For Attached Records...
2.6 Copying table 'CAPRANGE'...
2.6 Copying index for field 'SYMBOL'...
2.7 Searching For Attached Records...
2.7 Copying table 'DESCRIPTN'...
2.8 Copying subobjects...
2.8 Copying object 1 of 2
2.8 Copying object 2 of 2
2.8 Copying index for field 'SYMBOL'...
2.9 Searching For Attached Records...
2.9 Copying table 'POTENTIAL'...
2.9 Copying subobjects...
2.9 Copying object 1 of 2
2.9 Copying object 2 of 2
2.9 Copying index for field 'SYMBOL'...
3.0 Searching For Attached Records...
3.0 Copying table 'YIELD'...
3.0 Copying subobjects...
3.1 Copying object 1 of 2
3.1 Copying object 2 of 2
3.1 Copying index for field 'SYMBOL'...
3.1 Searching For Attached Records...
3.2 Copying table 'YLDUNITS'...
3.2 Copying subobjects...
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Sample SML Tool Script

Mosquito Habitat Statistics (U-Test)
MicroImages has collaborated with Dr.
(Col.) Tony Sweeney of the Institute for
the Biotechnology of Infectious Diseases at the University of Technology,
Sydney, Australia, to develop an SML
tool script to help in determining the
environmental variables that control the
distribution of different malaria-bearing mosquito species. In northern
Australia, a particular species of malaria-bearing mosquito is limited in
range to a coastal strip no more than 5

kilometers wide. The purpose of the
tool script is to perform an analysis of
test areas straddling the inland boundary of this strip to determine statistically
which environmental parameters define
the actual range of this species.
The uTest script (excerpts of which are
shown on the reverse side of this color
plate) is designed to work with a display group containing raster layers
depicting the spatial variation of various environmental variables (elevation,
slope, rainfall, and so on) and a vector
layer representing the inland boundary
of this malarial mosquito habitat. The
script was created as a tool script so
that it can provide interactive selection
of test areas in the View, perform the
statistical analysis, and present the results graphically in the View (using a
vector object styled with a CartoScript

generated automatically by the tool
script). Run statistics for each test area
are also saved in a record in a database
table created by the script.
To create rectangular test areas across
the habitat boundary, the user simply
left-clicks in the View near each desired
boundary location. For each environmental variable raster, the script
tabulates the raster cell values on either side of the boundary within each
test area. The script tests for significant differences across the boundary by
applying the Mann-Whitney U-Test to
the paired sets of values. A dialog window created and opened by the script
provides controls to set the dimensions
of the test area and the level of statistical significance to be used in the
analysis, and to select the statistical
measure to be graphed in the View.

Control window created by the tool script. The user
can set the dimensions of each test area, the level
of statistical significance to be used in the analysis,
and which statistic is graphed in the View.

Two test sites (white rectangles) straddling the
inland limit of the malaria-bearing mosquito species
along the coast of northern Australia. Sites were
located by left-clicking with the mouse near the
orange boundary line in the View. For each mouse
click the tool script finds the closest point on the
boundary line and generates a test rectangle
across the boundary with dimensions specified by
the user in the Boundary U-Test window.

Graphical result of the U-Test for the two test sites shown at left. The bar
graphs show relative U values for the five parameter rasters in the group.
The graphs of the run are created by a CartoScript that is automatically
generated by the tool script using the statistical results.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpt for Malaria Statistics Test (uTest.sml)
local numeric key = mergedArray[i];
local numeric bkey = bitset[i];
local numeric j = i;

Calculate Z based on the U value. For large samples the normal
approximation z = (U - mU)/oU can be used where mU and oU are
the mean and standard deviation of U as given by:
mU = n1n2/2 and oU = sqrt(n1n2(n1+n2+1)/12).

while (j>=h && mergedArray[j-h] > key) {
mergedArray[j] = mergedArray[j-h];
bitset[j] = bitset[j-h];
j = j - h;
}
mergedArray[j] = key;
bitset[j] = bkey;

func calculateZScore(numeric U, numeric n1, numeric n2) {
local numeric mU = n1*n2/2;
local numeric oU = sqrt(n1*n2*(n1+n2+1)/12);
return abs((U - mU)/oU);

Calculate U value for designated raster
(rast). The two sample sets are
designated based on a cell's inclusion
in a region.

}
func calculateUValue() {
n1=0; n2=0;
local numeric R1=0, R2=0;
local numeric U=0;

}
h = floor(h/3);
}

U = n1*n2 + n1(n1+1)/2 - R1
Where n1 and n2 are the two sample
sizes, and R1 is the sum of the ranks in
sample 1. Sample 1 is taken to be the
smaller of the two groups.

foreach rast in regionIn {
if(!IsNull(rast)) n1++;
}
foreach rast in regionOut {
if(!IsNull(rast)) n2++;
}

local numeric next;
for i=1 to last-1 {
next = i;

declare arrays for samples

local class REGION2D myRegIn, myRegOut;
if (n1 <= n2) {
myRegIn = CopyRegion(regionIn);
myRegOut = CopyRegion(regionOut);
}
else {
myRegIn = CopyRegion(regionOut);
myRegOut = CopyRegion(regionIn);
local numeric tmpN = n2;
n2 = n1;
n1 = tmpN;
}

look for ties in set and resolve all at once

local numeric sum=rank[next], count=1;
while(next<last && mergedArray[next] == mergedArray[next+1]) {
sum = sum + rank[next+1];
count++;
next++;
}
local numeric j;
for j=i to next {
rank[j] = sum / count;
use the average rank in case of tie
}
i = next;

get sample sizes for array declarations

local numeric size = n1 + n2;
local array numeric mergedArray[size];
local array numeric rank[size];
local array numeric bitset[size];
local numeric inVal = 1, outVal = 0;

generate ranks

}
for i=1 to last
calculate the sum of ranks for the smaller sample
{
if (bitset[i]==inVal) R1 = R1 + rank[i];
if (bitset[i]==outVal) R2 = R2 + rank[i];
}

copy regions to temp
regions and flip if
necessary

local numeric U1=0, U2=0;
U1 = n1*n2 + n1*(n1+1)/2 - R1;
U2 = n1*n2 + n2*(n2+1)/2 - R2;
U = min(U1,U2);

calculate the u value

return U;
local numeric i=1;
foreach rast in myRegIn {
if(!IsNull(rast)) {
mergedArray[i] = rast;
rank[i] = i;
bitset[i] = inVal;
i++;
}
}
i=1;
foreach rast in myRegOut {
if(!IsNull(rast)) {
mergedArray[i+n1] = rast;
rank[i+n1] = i+n1;
bitset[i+n1] = outVal;
i++;
}
}

copy samples to arrays

local numeric h=1, first=1, last=n1+n2;

}

Perform Mann-Whitney U-test on
all rasters in the active group.

func doMannWhitneyUTest(numeric pointNum, numeric latestRecord) {
local class GRE_LAYER currentRaster = activegroup.FirstLayer;
local numeric uValue = 0;
loop over each raster and
perform calculations
while (currentRaster != 0) {
if (isRasterLayer(currentRaster)) {
DispGetRasterFromLayer(rast, currentRaster);
uValue = calculateUValue();
calculate the z-score
local numeric zScore = calculateZScore(uValue, n1, n2);
compute whether test result is statistically significant
local numeric signif = computeSignificance(zScore, uValue);

rank values in mergedArray do a shellsort

write records to the database
writeStatisticsToTable(latestRecord, rast.$INFO.Name, uValue, zScore,
signif);
PopupMessage("wrote record for " + rast.$INFO.Name);

while ((h * 3 + 1) < last-1) {
h = 3 * h + 1;
}

}
currentRaster = currentRaster.NextLayer;

do the sort

while (h > 0) {
for i = h-1 to last {

for each of the h sets of elements

}
}
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Sample GraphTip Script

Pie Chart and Bar Graph
A common use of GraphTips is to pop-in a graphical presentation of the attributes of the geographic position of the cursor.
This is similar to a DataTip, but the graphical presentation
in the GraphTip makes it easier to compare relative values.
GraphTips are the dynamic equivalent of a pin-map, but without the clutter of presenting all the pins simultaneously, which
might obscure or distract from the spatial layers in the view.
Like a DataTip, a GraphTip can be restricted to operating

only when the scale of the view is in an appropriate range.

The county polygons in this view are Theme Mapped by the
number of households in the county. The GraphTip shows a
pie chart for each county with the percentage of these
households in different categories. The box in the lower part

of the Graph-Tip lists the categories and their percentages,
with the text colors providing the legend for the pie chart
above. The Theme Map and GraphTip values are all found in
a single table associated with the polygons.

The Theme Mapped county polygons in this view show
percentage population growth (or loss) between 1990 and
2000; these values are produced by a computed field in a
table with 1990 and 2000 population figures for each county.
The GraphTip shows a bar chart with the percentages of the

population in each of five age categories, with these values
coming from a different table. The combination of GraphTip
and Theme Map enables an easy visual assessment of the
relationship between population age breakdown and the longterm population growth patterns for these counties.

The illustrations below show two GraphTip examples that
plot categorical breakdowns of population values for counties (polygons in a vector object). Excerpts of the Display
Control Scripts that create these GraphTips are shown on
the opposite side of this page, and the complete scripts are
available for download.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpt for Pie Chart GraphTip
called when DataTip
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest (
event is triggered
class GRE_VIEW view,
class POINT2D point,
predefined class variables
class TOOLTIP datatip
){
numeric retval = 1; in GraphTip use only what is created by script
find cursor position
in layer coordinates

trans = view.GetTransLayerToScreen(cntyLayer, 1);
ptLayer = trans.ConvertPoint2DFwd(point);

polyNum = FindClosestPoly(CntyVec, ptLayer.x, ptLayer.y, vecGeoref, 0);
total = CntyVec.poly[polyNum].Household.Total;

get values for households for polygon

onePerson = 360 * CntyVec.poly[polyNum].Household._1_person_house / total;
family = 360 * CntyVec.poly[polyNum].Household.Family_househld / total;
nonfamily = 360 * CntyVec.poly[polyNum].Household.Nonfamily_house / total;
create graphics context for GraphTip

gc = imagedev.CreateGC();
gc.SetColorName("white");
gc.SetLineWidth(1, "pixels");
gc.FillRect(1,60,84,50);
gc.SetColorName("black");
gc.DrawRect(1,60,82,49);

fill white rectangle with black
border for label background

gc.DrawTextSetFont("ARIAL.TTF");
gc.DrawTextSetHeightPixels(9);
draw title for label area
gc.TextStyle.RoundWidth 1;
color.Name = "black";
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.DrawTextSetColors(color);
gc.DrawTextSimple("HOUSEHOLDS:", 8, 71);

gc.DrawTextSetHeightPixels(10);
draw pie slice for onecolor.Name = "red";
person households in red
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.FillArcWedge(42, 30, 25, 25, 0, onePerson);
gc.DrawTextSetColors(color);
draw label and
gc.DrawTextSimple("1 person:", 5, 82);
percentage in
percent$ = sprintf("%.1f\%", onePerson / 3.6);
same color
start = 80 - gc.TextGetWidth(percent$);
gc.DrawTextSimple(percent$, start, 82);
draw pie slice
color.red = 0; color.green = 60; color.blue = 0;
for family
gc.SetColor(color);
households in
gc.FillArcWedge(42, 30, 25, 25, onePerson, family);
dark green
gc.DrawTextSetColors(color);
gc.DrawTextSimple("Family:", 6, 94);
draw label and
percent$ = sprintf("%.1f\%", family / 3.6);
percentage in
start = 80 - gc.TextGetWidth(percent$);
same color
gc.DrawTextSimple(percent$, start, 94);
draw pie slice for non-family
color.Name = "blue";
households in blue
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.FillArcWedge(42, 30, 25, 25, onePerson + family, nonfamily);
gc.DrawTextSetColors(color);
draw label and
gc.DrawTextSimple("Nonfamily:", 6, 106);
percentage in
percent$ = sprintf("%.1f\%", nonfamily / 3.6);
same color
start = 80 - gc.TextGetWidth(percent$);
gc.DrawTextSimple(percent$, start, 106);
set the rendered image
datatip.SetImageTip(imagedev, maskdev);
and mask as source for
the GraphTip
return retval;
}

Script Excerpt for Bar Chart GraphTip
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest (
called when DataTip
class GRE_VIEW view,
event is triggered
class POINT2D point,
predefined
class variables
class TOOLTIP datatip
){
numeric retval = 1;
in GraphTip use only what is created by script
polyNum = 0;
find cursor position
in layer coordinates

trans = view.GetTransLayerToScreen(cntyLayer, 1);
ptLayer = trans.ConvertPoint2DFwd(point);
polyNum = FindClosestPoly(CntyVec, ptLayer.x, ptLayer.y, vecGeoref, 0);

read values from database for polygon under cursor
pcUnder18 = CntyVec.poly[polyNum].NEcntyPopAge.pc_under_18;
pc18to24 = CntyVec.poly[polyNum].NEcntyPopAge.pc_18_to_24;
pc25to44 = CntyVec.poly[polyNum].NEcntyPopAge.pc_25_to_44;
pc45to64 = CntyVec.poly[polyNum].NEcntyPopAge.pc_45_to_64;
pc65andOver = CntyVec.poly[polyNum].NEcntyPopAge.pc_65_and_over;
gc = imagedev.CreateGC();
gc.SetColorName("white");
gc.FillRect(0, 0, 100, 75);
gc.SetColorName("black");
gc.DrawRect(0, 0, 98, 75);

create graphics context for GraphTip
fill white rectangle with black
border for background

color.red = 100; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.FillRect(15, 60 - pcUnder18, 14, pcUnder18);
color.red = 0; color.green = 67; color.blue = 0;
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.FillRect(30, 60 - pc18to24, 14, pc18to24);
color.red = 0; color.green = 33;
gc.SetColor(color);

color.blue = 100;

fill rectangles with
different colors left
to right to create
vertical bars using
population category
value as height

gc.FillRect(45, 60 - pc25to44, 14, pc25to44);
color.red = 100; color.green = 67; color.blue = 0;
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.FillRect(60, 60 - pc45to64, 14, pc45to64);
color.red = 100; color.green = 0; color.blue = 100;
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.FillRect(75, 60 - pc65andOver, 14, pc65andOver);
gc.DrawTextSetFont("ARIAL.TTF");
set font attributes for labels
gc.DrawTextSetHeightPixels(9);
gc.TextStyle.RoundWidth = 1;
color.Name = "black";
gc.SetColor(color);
gc.DrawTextSetColors(color);
gc.DrawTextSimple("AGE GROUPS:", 22, 15);
draw black frame and
gc.DrawRect(15, 20, 75, 40);
grid line for chart
gc.MoveTo(15, 40);
gc.DrawTo(90, 40);
vertical axis labels
gc.DrawTextSimple("0", 12, 63, 90);
gc.DrawTextSimple("20", 12, 45, 90);
gc.DrawTextSimple("40%", 12, 25, 90);
draw labels for age group
gc.DrawTextSimple("0", 14, 70)
boundaries on horizontal axis
gc.DrawTextSimple("18", 26, 70);
(boundaries of bars)
gc.DrawTextSimple("25", 41, 70);
gc.DrawTextSimple("45", 56, 70);
gc.DrawTextSimple("65", 71, 70);
set the rendered
image as source
datatip.SetImageTip(imagedev, maskdev, offset);
for the GraphTip
return retval;
}
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Sample Tool Script

Infrastructure Graphical Profile
There are many infrastructure applications (for example, water and sewer
lines) in which a graphical profile can provide an invaluable visualization
tool. DataTips can provide considerable information about the elements at a
particular location, however, you may be interested in viewing information
for multiple contiguous elements either alone or with additional information,
such as elevation or start and end node information along a line. In addition
to relative and absolute elevation, a variety of easily understood information
can be presented in a sophisticated graphical profile. A Tool Script that
incorporates a number of these features is provided as an example that can
be readily adapted to your applications. This sample Tool Script lets you
select and view connected lines in profile with additional information, such
as node attributes for the start and end of the line, pipe material, diameter,
length, and so on.
Selection Features
Update the selected lines displayed in the Line
Profile window by right clicking in either the
Line Profile or View window.

• only allows selection of a sequence of connected lines
• add to either end of connected lines
• selected and active line colors you set are used
• active element highlights in both View and Line Profile window on
mouseover in either window
• left click to select lines, right click to update profile graphic
• clear selected lines to start a new set of connected lines

Attributes
• labels line ends with manhole (node) ID
• presents pipe material, diameter, and slope for the active line
• displays total length of selected lines

Graphics
• draw pipes as filled or unfilled polygons
• uses active and highlight
colors you set from the
View/Options menu
• show/hide grid with X and
Y intervals you set
• set elevation range for graphic
• pipe diameter and length determine pipe polygon dimensions at
scale set by elevation range
• get elevation and distance for cursor position in profile graphic
• manhole location drawn as vertical line from pipe bottom to surface
• show surface approximation (connect manhole lines) or draw surface profile from DEM
• Coordinate Display panel provides information about position of
cursor when over graphical display

unfilled (above), filled (upper left and below)

Choosing to use the DEM alters the graphic from straight
line connection from manhole to manhole to a line that
represents the changes in surface elevation along the
distance of the pipe. The bottom layer is presumed to
contain the surface values.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Partial Script for Infrastructure Graphical Profiles (LineProfile.sml)
The following excerpt is only a portion of the part of the script
that draws the graph section of the Line Profile window.

func class POLYLINE constructPipeFace(class POLYLINE bottom,
class POLYLINE top)
function called to
{
construct the pipe face
local class POLYLINE ret;
if (bottom.GetNumPoints() != top.GetNumPoints())
{
numeric fillPipes = 0;
return ret;
}
local numeric i;
for (i=0; i<bottom.GetNumPoints(); i=i+2)
{
ret.AppendVertex(bottom.GetVertex(i));
ret.AppendVertex(bottom.GetVertex(i+1));
ret.AppendVertex(top.GetVertex(i+1));
ret.AppendVertex(top.GetVertex(i));
ret.AppendVertex(bottom.GetVertex(i));
}
return ret;
}
func class POLYLINE constructPipeTop(class POLYLINE pipeBottom,
class POLYLINE origLine)
{
local class POLYLINE newLine;
function called to
local class POINT2D tmp;
construct the pipe top
local numeric i;
for (i=0; i<origLine.GetNumPoints(); i++)
{
local numeric vertex1, vertex2;
if (i==0) vertex1 = i;
else vertex1 = i-1;
vertex2 = i;
local class POINT2D p1 = origLine.GetVertex(vertex1);
local class POINT2D p2 = origLine.GetVertex(vertex2);
if (p1==p2)
{
vertex1++;
vertex2++;
if (i==0) vertex1 = i;
}
local numeric elemNum = findClosestLineElement(origLine,
vertex1, vertex2);
local numeric elevation = readLineTableRecord(elemNum,
“PIPE_DIAM”)/1000 + pipeBottom.GetVertex(i).y;
if (!IsNull(elevation))
{
tmp.x = pipeBottom.GetVertex(i).x;
tmp.y = elevation;
get elevation
newLine.AppendVertex(tmp);
from end node
}
}
return newLine;
}

func class STRINGLIST constructManholeNames(class POLYLINE
origLine)
function called
{
to construct
local class STRINGLIST manholeNames;
manhole names
local class POINT2D prevPoint;
draw the manhole
local numeric i;
names at the
for (i=0; i<origLine.GetNumPoints(); i++)
manhole tops
{
local class POINT2D point1 = origLine.GetVertex(i);
local string manholeLabel = “”;
if (point1!=prevPoint)
{
local numeric elemNum = FindClosestNode(lineVector,
point1.x, point1.y);
manholeLabel = readNodeTableRecordStr(elemNum,
“MH_ID”);
}
manholeNames.AddToEnd(manholeLabel);
prevPoint = point1;
}
return manholeNames;

}
func class POLYLINE constructManholeDepth(class POLYLINE
pipeBottom, class POLYLINE origLine)
function called
{
to construct
local class POLYLINE newLine;
manhole depth
local class POINT2D tmp;
local numeric i;
for (i=0; i<origLine.GetNumPoints(); i++)
{
local class POINT2D point1 = origLine.GetVertex(i);
local numeric elemNum = FindClosestNode(lineVector, point1.x,
point1.y);
local numeric elevation = readNodeTableRecord(elemNum,
“MH_INVERT”);
tmp.x = pipeBottom.GetVertex(i).x;
tmp.y = elevation;
get elevation
from end node
newLine.AppendVertex(tmp);
}
return newLine;
}
func class POLYLINE constructPipeBottom(class POLYLINE
origLine)
function called
{
to construct the
local string field = “PIPE_I_SN”;
pipe bottom
local class POLYLINE newLine;
if (origLine.GetNumPoints()<1) return newLine;
local class POINT2D tmp;
local numeric i;
local numeric distance=0;
local numeric elemNum = findClosestLineElement(origLine, 0, 1);
if (isLineReversed(elemNum))
check to see if
{
line is reversed
field = “CAN_I_DS”;
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Sample Tool Script

Pop-In View
A Tool Script can be used to present location-specific graphical
information in a View in similar fashion to a GraphTip created by a
Display Control Script. But while a GraphTip appears automatically with preset content whenever the cursor pauses over the View,
with a Tool Script the user can have control over when and where
the information appears and even over the specific content presented.
A custom tool created by a Tool Script can be selected or deselected
at any time from the View window’s toolbar, and the user triggers
the tool action (information presentation) explicitly with a mouse
click. The Tool Script can also provide a dialog window(s) to allow selection of the geospatial object to be used as the source for
the data presentation or to set other parameters. As with a GraphTip,
this source object need not be a layer in the group or layout, and the
ToolScript can also adjust for any differences in Coordinate Reference System, datum, or cell size between the source object and the
geospatial data in the View. A Tool Script also can be saved with a
group or layout for use in an atlas and can be set as the default tool
when the atlas is opened. The View can also include multiple versions of the same tool tied to different data, or multiple custom
tools with different purposes, each accessible from its own icon
button or Tool menu entry (as many as needed) on the View. Like
the standard tools on the View’s toolbar, these custom tools can be
added or removed from the window as needed to tailor the View to
your intended audience.
The sample Tool Script PopInViewTool.sml was created by
MicroImages to demonstrate these capabilities; excerpts of the script
are shown on the reverse side of this page and the complete script is
available for download from MicroImages.com. The tool created
by the script has capabilities similar to the Spyglass GraphTip scripts

(left-click)

When you select the custom PopInView tool from the View
window’s tool bar, a dialog window automatically opens
temporarily so you can specify the type of object to use for the
pop-in view (raster or vector) and then select the object. In
this example a raster object was selected to provide the
circular pop-in view when and where the left mouse-button is
pressed. This pop-in raster is a shaded-relief geologic map
showing labeled rock units and faults (red lines). The background raster object is a color orthoimage.

described in the color plate entitled Sample GraphTip Script: Spyglass View. The tool creates a circular GraphTip view at the cursor
location when the left mouse-button is pressed. When you first select the tool, a dialog opens to allow you to select the source of the
geodata to present in the circular view (raster or vector object in a
Project File or any linkable external file such as GeoTIFF, shapefile,
MrSID, ...). The pop-in GraphTip then shows the matching circular
portion of this object centered on the left-click position and matching the current scale of the View. When a raster object has been
selected as a source, the pop-in view is simply rendered into the
drawing area of the view window as needed. When a vector object
has been selected as the source, the tool extracts the matching vector
data to a temporary object covering only the GraphTip area. This
temporary vector object is then added to the group as a separate
display layer. In either case, the previous results are erased as each
new pop-in view is presented or when another graphical tool is selected from the View’s toolbar.

When you have selected a vector object as the source for the pop-in view, each left-mouse click extracts a circular area from the
source vector and adds it to the group temporarily as a separate display layer. Legend entries for the pop-in vector therefore
appear automatically in LegendView, and any previously-designated DataTips are active, including those for the pop-in vector
object. In this example the base group includes a color orthoimage mosaic with an overlay of major streets and the pop-in view
shows partially-transparent floodplain polygons. The DataTip exposed when the cursor pauses within the area of the GraphTip
includes any location/element-specific information set up for the GraphTip object and for any other layers; in this case the
DataTip identifies the 100-year floodplain from the GraphTip layer and the street name from the MajorStreets layer. The DataTip
for areas outside the GraphTip will show only information from the original display layers (in this case the MajorStreets layer).
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for Pop-In View Tool Script
(PopInViewTool.sml)
Procedure to extract circular area from source vector to
show as tool result in View. Draws circle in MaskVector
to use as extraction boundary; extracted vector is
added to group as a layer

Procedure called when user presses 'left' pointer/mouse button
proc OnLeftButtonPress () {
point.x = ceil(PointerX);
point.y = ceil(PointerY);
get transparm from screen coordinates to raster layer coordinates

proc VectorTool () {
create temporary vector objects:

ScreenToLayer = View.GetTransLayerToScreen(F_layer, 1);

temp vector to draw circle in for extraction
CreateTempVector(MaskVector,"VectorToolkit,Polygonal", "NoStatusText" );
CopySubobjects(ToolVector, MaskVector, "GEOREF");
extracted vector to display as tool result
CreateTempVector(ExtractedVector,"", "NoStatusText");

transform cursor screen coordinates to object
coordinates of raster that is first layer in group
LayerPoint = ScreenToLayer.ConvertPoint2DFwd(point);
check if cursor is on null cell
local numeric onNull = IsNull( F[LayerPoint.y, LayerPoint.x] );

get projection information for coordinate transformations
ToolGeo.OpenLastUsed(ToolVector);
ToolGeo.GetTransparm(ToolMapToObj, 1, ToolGeo.GetCalibModel() );
FMapToToolMap.OutputCoordRefSys = ToolGeo.GetCoordRefSys();
FGeo.OpenLastUsed(F);
FGeo.GetTransparm(FObjToMap, 0, FGeo.GetCalibModel() );
FMapToToolMap.InputCoordRefSys = FGeo.GetCoordRefSys();
apply transformations
SourcePoint = point;
find position in lin and col of displayed raster
LayerPoint = ScreenToLayer.ConvertPoint2DFwd(SourcePoint);
convert to map coordinates of displayed raster
MapPoint = TransPoint2D(LayerPoint, FObjToMap);
find map coordinates in georeference used by tool vector
ToolMapPoint = FMapToToolMap.ConvertPoint2dFwd(MapPoint);
convert map coordinates to object coordinates of tool vector
ToolObjPoint = TransPoint2D(ToolMapPoint, ToolMapToObj);
draw circular polygon in mask vector to use as extraction boundary
point =ToolObjPoint;
shape.Clear();
clear previous polyline
local class POINT2D circlepoint;
local numeric x, y;

class instance for computed vertex
position on circumference of circle

local numeric radius = 500;
local numeric r2 = radius * radius;
point.y += radius/2;

radius of circle in source
object coordinates

for (x = -radius; x <= radius; x++) {
y = sqrt((r2 - x*x) +0.5);
circlepoint.x = point.x + x;
circlepoint.y = point.y + y;
shape.AppendVertex(circlepoint);
}

create top half of circle
and add to polyline

if (isRaster) {
clear previous tool image from View
View.RestoreAll();
if (onNull == false) then
RasterTool();
if on non-null cell, show raster tool result
}
else if (isVector) {
local numeric removed = RemoveVectorLayer();
only redraw if a
if (removed == 2) then
vector layer was
View.RedrawDirect("NoBlankScreen");
actually removed
if (onNull == false) then
VectorTool();
if on non-null cell, show vector tool result
}
else {
PopupMessage("Please select an input object");
dialog.DoModal();
}
}
Procedure called when tool is activated
proc OnActivate () {
F_layer = Group.FirstLayer;
DispGetRasterFromLayer(F, F_layer);
}

get handle for raster that
is first layer in group

Procedure called when user presses 'left' pointer/mouse button
proc OnLeftButtonPress () {
point.x = ceil(PointerX);
point.y = ceil(PointerY);

get transparm from screen coordinates
to raster layer coordinates

ScreenToLayer = View.GetTransLayerToScreen(F_layer, 1);

for (x = radius; x >= -radius; x--) {
create bottom half of
y = sqrt((r2 - x*x) +0.5);
circle and add to polyline
circlepoint.x = point.x +x;
circlepoint.y = point.y -y;
shape.AppendVertex(circlepoint);
}
close polyline and add it as an element
to the MaskVector to use for extraction
shape.SetClosed(1);
VectorAddPolyLine(MaskVector, shape);
ExtractedVector = VectorExtract(MaskVector, ToolVector, "InsideClip");
VectLayer = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(Group, ExtractedVector);
View.RedrawDirect("NoBlankScreen");
}

transform cursor screen coordinates to object
coordinates of raster that is first layer in group
check if
LayerPoint = ScreenToLayer.ConvertPoint2DFwd(point);
local numeric onNull = IsNull( F[LayerPoint.y, LayerPoint.x] ); cursor is
on null cell
if (isRaster) {
clear previous tool image from View
View.RestoreAll();
if (onNull == false) then
RasterTool();
} else if (isVector) {
local numeric removed = RemoveVectorLayer();
if (removed == 2) then
only redraw if a vector layer
View.RedrawDirect("NoBlankScreen");
was actually removed
if (onNull == false) then
VectorTool();
} else {
PopupMessage("Please select an input object");
dialog.DoModal();
}
}
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Sample GraphTip Script

Profile of Nearest Line
The illustrations on this page show a GraphTip example that executes automatically whenever the cursor
is near a vector line. The line nearest the cursor is
highlighted and a GraphTip pops-in automatically to
show an elevation profile computed along the line
using values from an elevation raster. Excerpts of
the Display Control Script that creates this GraphTip
are shown on the opposite side of this page, and the
complete script is available for download.

A GraphTip can include multiple graphic elements including text,
with each element independently positioned. In this example the
vertical and horizontal cross-hair lines indicate the position of the
cursor along the line in both distance and elevation.

In this example the position of the GraphTip is also varied
depending on the position of the cursor in the View in order to
prevent it from obscuring the highlighted line element.

Creating GraphTips for your saved groups, layouts,
and atlases provides a data exploration capability that
is available automatically to anyone using the data.
A GraphTip can access and process data from several layers in the view and pop-in a graphical
presentation of the information for the current cursor
position. It can even detect the nearest point, line, or
polygon in a vector layer and compute characteristics of that feature from some other layer (or from an
object that is not currently part of the Group or Layout). For example, a Graph tip could find the vector
polygon that encloses the cursor location, use that
area to determine some statistical properties of a raster layer or off-line raster object, and present a graph
of the result (such as a frequency histogram of elevation values from an elevation raster).

This GraphTip obtains elevation values from a raster object
that is the bottom layer in the group, and highlights vector
lines in the top layer in the group. Intervening layers can
be turned off or on without affecting the operation of the
GraphTip, as shown by the photo layer turned on in this
illustration.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpt for Line Profile GraphTip
(LineProfileGraphTip.sml)
procedure to draw the graph with the given polyline

procedure to convert the polyline from obj to map coordinates

proc drawGraph (class POLYLINE graphLine, numeric vertexNum) {
drawGraphAxes(graphLine);

plot out the axes first

func class POLYLINE convertObjectToMap(class POLYLINE line) {
local class POLYLINE ret;
local class POINT2D obj, map;

gc.SetColorRGB(200, 50, 50); set profile color and plot point zero
local class POINT2D linePoint = graphLine.GetVertex(0);
local class POINT2D graphPoint = transPointToGraph(linePoint, graphLine);
gc.DrawPoint(graphPoint.x, graphPoint.y);

local numeric i;
for i=0 to line.GetNumPoints()-1 {
obj = line.GetVertex(i);
map = ObjectToMap(lineVector, obj.x, obj.y, vecGeoref);
ret.AppendVertex(map);
}

local numeric i;
plot the rest of the
for i=1 to graphLine.GetNumPoints()-1 {
profile vertices
linePoint = graphLine.GetVertex(i);
graphPoint = transPointToGraph(linePoint, graphLine);
if null skip point and move to next
if (isNull(linePoint.y)) {
linePoint = graphLine.GetVertex(i+1);
graphPoint = transPointToGraph(linePoint, graphLine);
gc.MoveTo(graphPoint.x, graphPoint.y);
}
else gc.DrawTo(graphPoint.x, graphPoint.y);
}
draw crosshairs
local class COLOR horizLineColor, vertLineColor; marking the point on
horizLineColor.red = 20;
the graph nearest to
horizLineColor.green = 20;
cursor
horizLineColor.blue = 80;
vertLineColor.red = 20;
vertLineColor.green = 20;
vertLineColor.blue = 80;
local class POINT2D graphCircle = graphLine.GetVertex(vertexNum);
graphCircle = transPointToGraph(graphCircle, graphLine);
gc.SetColorRGB(vertLineColor.red, vertLineColor.green,
vertLineColor.blue, 100);
gc.MoveTo(graphCircle.x, topGraphOffset);
gc.DrawTo(graphCircle.x, getHeight() - bottomGraphOffset);

return ret;
}
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest (
class GRE_VIEW view,
class POINT2D point,
class TOOLTIP datatip) {
datatip.Delay = 500;
local class POINT2D cursor = point;

store the cursor position

get the cursor position in map coords
local class TRANSPARM screenToView = ViewGetTransViewToScreen(view, 1);
local class TRANSPARM viewToMap =
ViewGetTransMapToView(view, vectorLayer.Projection, 1);
point = TransPoint2D(point, screenToView);
point = TransPoint2D(point, viewToMap);
translate 16 pixel distance to
local class POINT2D tmppoint0;
map projected distance
tmppoint0.x = 0; tmppoint0.y = 0;
tmppoint0 = TransPoint2D(tmppoint0, screenToView);
tmppoint0 = TransPoint2D(tmppoint0, viewToMap);

draw the
vertical line

local class POINT2D tmppoint;
tmppoint.x = sqrt(128); tmppoint.y = sqrt(128);
tmppoint = TransPoint2D(tmppoint, screenToView);
tmppoint = TransPoint2D(tmppoint, viewToMap);

draw label
gc.DrawTextSetColors(vertLineColor);
string dist = NumToStr(int(graphLine.GetVertex(vertexNum).x));
local numeric x, y;
set x position of measurement label

local numeric dist = computeDistance(tmppoint0, tmppoint);

if (graphCircle.x < (leftGraphOffset + gc.TextGetWidth(dist) + 1))
x = graphCircle.x + 1;
draw on right
else x = graphCircle.x - gc.TextGetWidth(dist) - 1;
draw on left
set
y
position
of
y = topGraphOffset + fontHeight;
measurement label
gc.DrawTextSimple(dist, x, y);

predefined function called when
the cursor pauses triggering a
datatip action event

get the line from the cursor position
local numeric lineNum =
FindClosestLine(lineVector, point.x, point.y, vecGeoref, dist);
if (lineNum == 0) return -1; if not close enough, don't display graph
local class POLYLINE line = GetVectorLine(lineVector, lineNum);
line = convertObjectToMap(line);

draw distance measurement label

draw horizontal line
if (!isNull(graphCircle.y)) {
gc.SetColorRGB(horizLineColor.red, horizLineColor.green,
horizLineColor.blue, 100);
set the line color

highlight the line
vectorLayer.line.HighlightSingle(lineNum);
view.RedrawLayer(vectorLayer);
get the closest vertex for display
local numeric vertexNum = line.FindClosestVertex(point);

gc.MoveTo(leftGraphOffset, graphCircle.y);
gc.DrawTo(getWidth() - rightGraphOffset, graphCircle.y);

draw line

draw label
gc.DrawTextSetColors(horizLineColor);
string elev = NumToStr(graphLine.GetVertex(vertexNum).y);
if(graphCircle.x > (getWidth() - rightGraphOffset - leftGraphOffset)/2) {
gc.DrawTextSimple(elev, leftGraphOffset+1, graphCircle.y-1);
}
draw on left
else {
gc.DrawTextSimple(elev, getWidth() - rightGraphOffset draw on right
gc.TextGetWidth(elev)-1, graphCircle.y-1);
}
}

get the line to graph - x-dimension is distance, y is elevation
local class POLYLINE graphLine = constructGraphLine(line);
create the graphics context to draw the graph to
createGC();
drawGraph(graphLine, vertexNum);
draw the graph
local class POINT2D offset;
offset = computeOffset(line, view, cursor);
datatip.SetImageTip(imagedev, maskdev, offset);
return 1;

compute Image tip
offset and display

}

}
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Property Finder Tool Script
When you are preparing your geospatial data for distribution as an atlas, you
can use SML Tool Scripts to provide the atlas with custom data-exploration
tools that are powerful yet simple to use, even for those who have little or no
experience with the TNT products. One example is the Property Finder Tool
Script (excerpted on the other side of this plate), developed in conjunction with
the Property Viewer atlas, a city-wide electronic atlas of Lincoln, Nebraska that
features a high-resolution color orthoimage, property ownership information,
and many other thematic layers (see the color plate entitled Property Viewer
Atlas for Lincoln, NE). You do not need to be a professional programmer to
develop such scripts; the Property Finder Tool Script was written by the author
of this plate, a technical writer with a geology background and modest geospatial scripting experience.
Upon opening, the Property Viewer atlas automatically selects the custom Property Finder tool and opens its dialog window, a simple tabbed-panel interface
designed in XML. The Property Finder provides three ways for atlas users to
locate particular property parcels in the atlas. They can: 1) use different leftmouse button actions in the TNTatlas window to zoom in to a specific location
in the view and select a property to show its information from the County
Assessor’s website; 2) search by property address; or 3) search by owner name.
The latter two methods utilize the detailed relational property database included with the atlas. The Tool Script uses
the address or owner name provided by the
atlas user to construct a selection query on
this database. The atlas user needs no prior
knowledge of the database content and structure and no knowledge of TNT query syntax
A successful address or
or structure.
owner name search autoThe property database and the search procematically brings the Result
dures in this Tool Script have been optimized
List panel to the foreto speed searches through the 100,000 propground with a list of the
matching properties with
erty records in the database. As a result,
owner and address. If only
search and display take only a few seconds
a single match is found,
even when the atlas is run directly from the
the TNTatlas window
DVD. Address searches require an exact
automatically recenters on
match between the address number and street
the property and highlights
name entered on the Address Search panel
its boundary.
and the corresponding fields in the property
database. The atlas user can optionally select a prefix (N, S, ...) and a street type (RD, ST, ...) from menus to narrow the search. Owner
name searches are less restrictive, despite the fact that a single field in the property database contains all the ownership information for each
property (last, first, and middle names for one or more owners). The last name entered on the Owner Name Search panel must match a last
name in the database field exactly, but the entered first name and middle initial combined need only match the beginning of a first name /
middle name combination in this field. The atlas user can therefore enter either a first name plus middle initial (narrowest search), a first
name only, or a partial first name (even just a first initial) for broader searches. For jointly owned properties, a matching first name / middle
name can be found regardless of what position it occupies in the composite
owner name field in the database.
Assessor’s information can
also be accessed for
properties found by address
or owner name search.
When more than one property matches
the address or owner name search
criteria, the atlas user selects the desired
property from the list and presses the
View Highlighted Property button to
display the property.

The Help button launches
the default Browser and
shows an illustrated HTML
file with instructions for
using the Property Finder.
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Macro and Tool Scripts can be created using SML in any TNTmips process that uses a View window (Options /
Scripts from the View window menu bar). These scripts are then available from an icon, which you select or design,
on the toolbar. Sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use these features to assist with
specific tasks you perform on a regular basis. If possible, the full script is printed below for your quick perusal. When
a script is too long to fit on one page, key sections are reproduced below. The sample script shown below can be
downloaded from the SML script exchange at www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpt for Property Finder (PropFinder.sml)
proc OnSearch ()
{

called when Search button on Property
Search dialog is pressed

settings = dlgwin.GetValues();
local numeric possibleRecList[1];
local numeric numRecords, record;

get control settings (values)
from dialog and store in
GUI_FORMDATA

record name string for comparison on next search
prevname$ = fullname$;
searchText.SetValue(fullname$, 0);
OnNewSearch();
search through parcel polygons

if (searchmode == 1)
{
...
address search; components of address are in separate
fields in the database (script code omitted here)
}
else if (searchmode == 0)
{

owner name search; entire name(s)
is in single field in database

local string lastname$, firstname$, middle$;
local string firstmid$;

reinitialize array holding
count = 0;
ResizeArrayClear(matchRecList, 0); numbers of matching records
ResizeArrayClear(propsArray, 0);

Narrow down the search from 99,000 records to just the records
in which the OWNER string begins with the requested last name.
Uses a function that takes advantage of an index on the selected
field to speed the search
numRecords = TableKeyFieldLookupList(parcelVector.poly.OwnerName,
"OWNER", lastname$, possibleRecList, "StartsWith" );

concatenation of first name
and middle initial

Now search the returned records for those
with a match to the requested name
for i = 1 to numRecords
{
local numeric name_in = 0;
update View window's
View.SetStatusBar(i, numRecords);
status bar
record = possibleRecList[i];

local string fullname$;
local numeric firstmidlength;
local numeric numTokens;
local numeric j;
local numeric name_in;

number of tokens in owner name
(delimited by space)

local class STRINGLIST tokenList;

stringlist containing tokens
from name

get owner name string from database
local string name$ =
parcelVector.poly.OwnerName[@record].OWNER$;
local class STRING teststr$;

read name values from formdata and set all to upper case
lastname$ = toupper$(settings.GetValueStr("lastnamefld") );
firstname$ = toupper$(settings.GetValueStr("firstnamefld") );
middle$ = toupper$(settings.GetValueStr("midintfld") );
concatenate middle initial with first name
if (middle$ <> "") then
firstmid$ = sprintf("%s %s", firstname$, middle$);
else
firstmid$ = firstname$;
get length of string to use
firstmidlength = strlen(firstmid$);
later in search
concatenate lastname and firstmid to use to display search text
fullname$ = sprintf("%s, %s", lastname$, firstmid$);

check for exact match with last name (not just starts with)
if ( GetToken(name$, ",", 1) == lastname$)
{
number of tokens in owner name with "," and "&" as delimiters
numTokens = NumberTokens(name$, ",&");
loop through tokens following last name
for j = 2 to numTokens
{
teststr$ = GetToken(name$, ",&", j); remove leading space
teststr$.remove(0, 0);
from test string

don't search if no owner name is entered in dialog
if (fullname$ == ", ")
{
statusText.SetValue("Please enter an owner name.", 0);
}

}

matchRecList[count] = record;
}
GetPolygons();

NOTE: this script requires
TNTmips or TNTatlas V7.0 DV
dated 14 April 2004 or later.

add polygon number to array

}

otherwise do new search

prevsearchmode = 0;

if ( left$( teststr$, firstmidlength) == firstmid$) then
name_in = 1;
token begins with name string; set
}
flag to get polygon number

if (name_in == 1)
increase array size for
{
polygon found
count = count + 1;
ResizeArrayPreserve(matchRecList, count + 1);

if name is same as previous, abort search and show previous results
else if ( (fullname$ == prevname$) && (prevsearchmode == 0) )
if (count == 0) then
OnFoundNone();
else
OnFound(count);
else
{

reinitialize array holding found
polygon numbers

call procedure to get polygons
corresponding to matching records

end else do new search
end else if (searchmode == 0)
}
end OnSearch
}

}
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Property Viewer Atlas for Lincoln, NE
The Property Viewer atlas for Lincoln, Nebraska was developed as a model for management and
presentation of city-wide or county-wide data in the form of an atlas. This atlas shows how you can
assemble high resolution airphotos (30 cm or 1 ft) with a variety of vector layers that represent
publicly available geodata, such as property parcels, floodplains, street centerlines, schools,
historic districts, onstreet and offstreet bicycle/pedestrian trails, school districts, city boundaries, and townships. An elevation layer is also included. Information from all of these layers
is shown in the DataTip that appears when the mouse is paused. A virtual field was added to
the parcels layer to provide a multiline DataTip that includes address, owner, whether the
property is owner occupied, the assessed value, the parcel ID, and the acreage. All other
layers contribute a single line to the DataTip when an element in that layer is beneath the
cursor (area features and rasters) or within 16 pixels of the cursor location (points and lines).
The DataTip background color reflects the property’s floodplain status. When out of the floodplain, the background color is green, which changes to yellow when within the 500 year floodplain, orange for the 100 year floodplain, and pale red when over a floodway. This color changing
behavior is directed by the Control Script described on the color plate entitled Add Styling to DataTips.
Each parcel polygon provides a link to the page on the County Assessor’s website for that parcel so you can view the additional
information available there along with a traditional photograph of the property. The links initially take you to a page on MicroImages’
website that redirects you to the appropriate parcel on the County Assessor’s site as a means of preventing links on the DVD from breaking
when the web specifications
for the County Assessor’s ofProperty Finder tool
fice change, as happened recently. Any link problems can
be corrected at MicroImages,
and DVD links will continue
to work.
The Property Viewer atlas
provides a custom tool script
that lets you search for parcels by address or by owner
name and controls the left
mouse button function.
When a single match is found,
the view is automatically repositioned and the parcel
boundary is highlighted at
the specified zoom level. For
more information on the custom Property Finder tool, see
the color plate entitled Property Finder Tool Script.

The DataTip at the
right shows street and
trail names, which are
not present in the
DataTip above. No
Situs means there is
no address for the
parcel.

The Property Finder tool opens with the atlas. Use the left mouse button to zoom
in or enter an address (Address Search tab) or name (Owner Name tab) to
immediately view a property at the zoom of your choice.
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Script for virtual field that supplies the multiline DataTip for the Parcels layer
When DataTips come from a computed field that includes formatting codes, the field width specified in the table
definition must be wide enough to include all the formatting codes, not simply the part that will show as the DataTip.
Because Arial and Arial Bold are the fonts specified in this script, automatic font substitution can be used. See the
color plate entitled Font Substitution in the TNT Products.
specifies font for text that
follows (the first is bold,
the second is not)

the space inside the quotes
following {~TABS 15L} is actually
an entered tab character
creates new line
in DataTip

"{~FARIALBD.TTF}Address:{~FARIAL.TTF}{~TABS 15L} " + ca123103.SITUS_ADDR + "\n" +
"{~FARIALBD.TTF}Owner:{~FARIAL.TTF}{~TABS 15L}
" + ca123103.OWNER + "\n" +
"{~FARIALBD.TTF}Owner Occupied:{~FARIAL.TTF}" + "{~TABS 15L}
"+
ca123103.OwnerResidence + "\n" +
"{~FARIALBD.TTF}Owner City:{~FARIAL.TTF}" + "{~TABS 15L} " + ca123103.OWN_CITY + ", " +
ca123103.OWN_STATE + "\n" +
using sprintf instead of
NumToStr here keeps
"{~FARIALBD.TTF}Assessed Value:{~FARIAL.TTF}" + "{~TABS 15L}
" + sprintf("$%.f",
values with 6 or more
ca123103.ASSESSED) + "\n" +
digits from being shown
"{~FARIALBD.TTF}Parcel ID:{~FARIAL.TTF~TABS 15L} " + ca123103.PRECINCT + "-" +
in scientific notation
ca123103.SECTION + "-" + ca123103.BLOCK + "-" + ca123103.PARCEL + "-" +
ca123103.SUBPARCEL + "\n"+
"{~FARIALBD.TTF}Acreage:{~FARIAL.TTF~TABS 15L} " + NumToStr(POLYSTATS.Area/4046.873)
+ " acres"
sets a left
tab at 15
characters

converts numeric
values to strings
(necessary because
this is a string
expression field)

converts the area of
the parcel from
meters to acres
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Sample GraphTip Script

Spyglass View
A GraphTip created by a Display Control Script automatically presents location-specific graphical information when
the cursor pauses over a position in the View. Taking this
concept a step further, a GraphTip can even pop-in a geographically-matching portion of another geospatial object
at the cursor location. The effect is similar to the View-InView tool provided with all TNT View windows, but the
pop-in “spyglass” view can have any shape, appears automatically as determined by the Display Control Script, and
requires no set-up by the end user. And unlike the ViewIn-View tool, a GraphTip can show a geospatial object
that is not assigned to any view layer, but simply resides
in an available Project File. The script that creates the
GraphTip can also automatically adjust for any differences
in Coordinate Reference System, datum, or cell size between the GraphTip source object and the geospatial data
in the View. The script can also rescale the geodata within
the GraphTip to match the current View scale.
MicroImages has prepared several sample Spyglass
GraphTip scripts that are illustrated here and available for
download from microimages.com. These scripts create a
circular GraphTip whose diameter is set to be a fixed fraction of the size of the View window.
The SpyGlassRaster script (shown on the opposite side of
this plate) uses standard GraphTip methods and structures

The SpyGlassRaster Display Control Script pops-in a circular
GraphTip with an image of the cursor’s geographic position. This
image is centered on the cursor position and read from a specific
raster object that is not a layer in the display group. In the
illustration, the group displays a scanned topographic map, while
the GraphTip pops-in the corresponding image from a color
digital orthoimage.

to copy the geographically-matching portion of a
raster object into the GraphTip at each GraphTip
event. The SpyGlassVector script constructs a
GraphTip that shows a matching vector object.
This vector script cannot use conventional
GraphTip methods, but instead extracts the relevant
vector data to a temporary vector object covering
only the area of the GraphTip. This temporary
vector object is added / removed as a separate layer
in the display group at each GraphTip event. Because the vector GraphTip is added to the display
group as a layer, its legend appears automatically
in LegendView, providing a context for the
GraphTip content. This legend includes samples
for only those data attributes present in the
GraphTip extract from the parent vector, and it is
updated automatically as the vector GraphTip layer
is replaced at each new GraphTip event.
The SpyGlassVector Display Control Script pops-in a circular GraphTip with geographically matching data from a vector object.
In this case the required portion of the vector data is extracted to a temporary vector object that is added / removed from the
display group automatically as needed. In this illustration, the GraphTip shows the matching part of a soil map with transparent
polygon fills, so the underlying topographic map image is visible through the GraphTip.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script for Spyglass Raster GraphTip
(SpyGlassRaster.sml Display Control Script)
class GRE_LAYER_RASTER F_layer;
class RASTER F, Zoom, SourceRaster;
class POINT2D rasterUL, offset, center;

global variable
declarations

Graphics rendering device in memory for drawing
24-bit raster image as GraphTip. Use _RGB16
version for 16-bit color GraphTip image or _GRAY8
version for 8-bit grayscale GraphTip image.

center.x = height/2;
center.y = height/2;

position in mask for
center of circle

offset.x = -height/2;
offset.y = -height/2;

offset GraphTip so it is
centered on cursor position

point.x = point.x + offset.x; reset point to upper left corner of GraphTip raster area
point.y = point.y + offset.y;
create temporary raster to construct spyglass image

class GRDEVICE_RAST_RGB24 rasterdev;

CreateTempRaster(Zoom, height, width, "24-bit color RGB");
graphics rendering device in memory for binary
image buffer (for transparency mask for GraphTip)

set up projection transformations
SourceGeo.OpenLastUsed(SourceRaster);
SourceGeo.GetTransparm(SourceMapToObj, 1, SourceGeo.GetCalibModel() );
FMapToSourceMap.OutputCoordRefSys = SourceGeo.GetCoordRefSys();
FGeo.OpenLastUsed(F);
FGeo.GetTransparm(FObjToMap, 0, FGeo.GetCalibModel() );
FMapToSourceMap.InputCoordRefSys = FGeo.GetCoordRefSys();
ScreenToLayer = view.GetTransLayerToScreen(F_layer, 1);

class GRDEVICE_MEM_BINARY maskdev;
class GC gc;

graphics context for
drawing to GraphTip mask

numeric height, width;
numeric count = 0;
class POINT2D SourcePoint, LayerPoint, MapPoint,
SourceMapPoint, SourceObjPoint;
class RVC_GEOREFERENCE SourceGeo, FGeo;
class TRANSPARM ScreenToLayer, FMapToSourceMap;
class TRANSPARM FObjToMap, SourceMapToObj;

copy cells from the spyglass image raster into the temp raster,
repeating (if zoomed in) or excluding (if zoomed out) cells as needed
local numeric x, y;
for (x = 0; x < width; x++) {
for (y = 0; y < height; y++) {
SourcePoint.x = point.x + x;
SourcePoint.y = point.y + y;

Procedure called when any view for the group is
created. Gets the raster from the group's first layer.
This raster (F) is used to establish a translation
between the screen coordinates of the mouse cursor
and the map coordinates of the desired location to
be displayed in the GraphTip's view circle.

find position in lin and col of displayed raster
LayerPoint = ScreenToLayer.ConvertPoint2DFwd(SourcePoint);

proc OnGroupCreateView (
class GRE_GROUP group
){
F_layer = group.FirstLayer;
DispGetRasterFromLayer(F, F_layer);
open raster that is source for spyglass image;
file should be in same directory as control script

convert to map coordinates of displayed raster
MapPoint = TransPoint2D(LayerPoint, FObjToMap);
find map coordinates in georeference used by spyglass image raster
SourceMapPoint = FMapToSourceMap.ConvertPoint2dFwd(MapPoint);
convert map coordinates to lin and col of spyglass image raster

string filename$ = _context.ScriptDir + "\\RalstonDOQQ.rvc";
OpenRaster(SourceRaster, filename$, "RalstonDOQQ");
}
Function called when the mouse is left over
a position. This is the primary function for
creating and displaying the GraphTip.

SourceObjPoint = TransPoint2D(SourceMapPoint, SourceMapToObj);
copy cell from spyglass source raster into the temp raster
Zoom[y+1,x+1] = SourceRaster[SourceObjPoint.y+1, SourceObjPoint.x+1];
}
}
create the raster device for the
local numeric error = rasterdev.Create(Zoom);
GraphTip and check for errors
if (error < 0) {
PopupError(error);
return (error);
}
create graphics context for mask and
draw circular image area (mask = 1)
gc = maskdev.CreateGC();
gc.SetColorPixel(1);
gc.FillCircle(center.y, center.x, width/2 - 2);

func OnViewDataTipShowRequest (
class GRE_VIEW view,
class POINT2D point, cursor position in screen coordinates
class TOOLTIP datatip
){
height =view.height/4;
width = view.width/4;
if (height < 32 && width < 32) {
height = width = 32;
} else {
if (height > width) {
width = height;
} else {
height = width;
}
}
maskdev.Create(height,width);
maskdev.ClearAll();

increment screen position

set height and width of
GraphTip area (in screen
pixels, as a fraction of
View dimensions). Height
and width should match.
Height must be > 32

datatip.PixelDelta = 0;
datatip.Delay = 300 ;
datatip.MarginHeight = 100;

set up the GraphTip

datatip.SetImageTip(rasterdev, maskdev, offset);
DeleteTempRaster(Zoom);
create memory device
for mask and set all to 0

return (1);

set the temp raster and binary
mask as the source for the
GraphTip image

in GraphTip use only what is created by script

}
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Step through Elements with Tab Key
It is often difficult to select the element you want to edit, particularly after auto generating labels, which may leave
multiple labels stacked on top of each other. Now you can use the tab key to step through all elements that could
potentially be selected at the position of your right mouse click. When the element you want is highlighted, apply the
desired action using the right mouse button menu. You set up what appears on the right mouse button menu using
Setup/Right Mouse Button. This Right Mouse Button Menu is available when the Edit Elements window is not
open. For a vector object, the Right Mouse Button menu may include Attribute, Auto Label, Convert to Point,
Delete, Edit, Element Offset, Redraw, Reverse Line, Snap, Spline, Straighten, and Thin. The search distance for
elements to tab through is set in Setup/Preferences on the Other tabbed panel. This search distance includes label
baselines and leader lines. Although only label editing is illustrated, you can select any of the actions available for
any of the element types.

label
selected

line
selected

different
label
selected

Note the change in the highlighted element above and to the left of the right mouse button menu. Also note that the choices available on
the right mouse button menu automatically change with the type of element selected. Other elements not illustrated are also selected
when tabbing through all elements within the specified search distance. Also note that when a label is selected by tabbing, both the text
and the leader line are selected, which makes it much easier to determine if the label of interest is selected than if only the text is
highlighted when two labels overlap completely as some do in these illustrations.

The choices available for the Right Mouse Button Menu are shown at the left. The before, during, and
after of fixing a single label collision are shown from left to right above.
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Greater Control Over TNTatlas/X Startup
If you create atlases for wide distribution, you may want to simplify the interface so as not to confuse or intimidate the
novice user. The ability to customize the atlas interface by adding/removing icons from the toolbar and menu entries
has been available for some time, but additional customization can now be achieved through the atlas startup file
(*.atl). Thus, there are two aspects of customization: one uses Options/Hidden Features in the TNTatlas window and
the other uses a text editor and the relevant
.atl file. The three navigation icons for TNTatlas can also now be removed by
customization for single layout atlases.
A number of specific controls for how an atCompare the default entries on
las appears when opened have been available
the Options menu (left) to an
for some time, such as the geographic coordiOptions menu customized for
the novice user (above). The
nates for the center of the view and whether
fact that there are hidden
to open at full image resolution or full view.
features to explore is lost when it
is the 14th entry on the menu.
New controls let you specify which tool is
The preferences for all entries
active when the atlas opens and include any
above hidden features can be
set by the atlas designer before
settings from your tntproc.ini file desired, such
their removal from the menu
as window position and size, width of the
(above) and should not concern
the novice user.
LegendView if it is present, measurement units
for the GeoToolbox, and so on. Thus, you
can specify that the atlas open with the HyperIndex Navigator tool active for hierarchical atlases or single layout
atlases with other types of HyperIndex links (for example, to websites or external files). You can also specify that the
atlas open with a custom tool (as shown below at the left and on the back of this page) designed for use with that atlas
being the active tool as with the Property Viewer atlas described in the color plate entitled Property Viewer Atlas for
Lincoln, NE. Choose the tool you think will be most useful for a particular atlas as the starting tool.
All of the specifications made by editing the .atl file for your atlas are maintained by the TNTatlas Assembly Wizard
when the .atl file is generated for the distribution destination. Your current TNTatlas customization file is also
transferred by the Assembly Wizard to the directory designated for distribution. This customization file (AtlasName.cst) should be at the root level of
your distribution media along with the
.atl file. Note that the Wizard copies
the customization settings for the version of TNTatlas that corresponds to
the version of TNTmips in which you
are running the Wizard. These customization settings are not the same as
those for TNTmips— they are set up while running TNTatlas. Be sure to run
the Wizard in the same version of TNTmips used to customize your atlas.
If you used Options/Hidden Features for TNTatlas 7.0, be sure to run the
Wizard in TNTmips 7.0, not TNTmips 6.9 or some other version.
You can include as much as you like from the [tntatlas] section of your
tntproc.ini in your .atl file (as shown on the back of this page). Some entries,
however, should not be included, such as any entry that includes a directory path for your computer. All of these
specifications will be used if the atlas is autorun from the CD. Some of the specifications, such as LegendView width
and other options set by the opening of the TNTatlas window, will not be used if TNTatlas is launched first and the
atlas is subsequently opened.
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Contents of ATL File for Property Viewer Atlas
You enter this information
in any text editor.

The Wizard creates these lines
based on your selections and
information you enter. The heading
is also created by the Wizard.
Note change in capitalization from the section
above. This change is
necessary for the
following information to be
recognized.

[TNTatlas]
CustomizeFile=LincolnNebraska.cst
DisableOpen=No
StartZoom1X=No
ActiveTool=Property Finder
Object=LincolnNebraska.DLAYOT
File=X:\LincolnData\LincolnAirphotoLayout\Property Viewer.rvc
Title=Property Viewer Lincoln, Nebraska
[tntatlas]
WinSizeLayout1View3=614 344
WinSizeLayout1View2=614 344
WinSizeCustomizer=240 568
DisplayLayoutViewDataTipMode=3
function_group_NumVisible=8
WinSizeSelectIcon=339 167
DisplayLayoutViewShowStatusLine=Yes
DisplayLayoutViewLegendViewShow=2
ViewRefreshInterval=30
ViewTrackCursorColor=65535 65535 0
ViewDefaultGeoLocked=Yes
ViewAutoOpen3dViewCtrl=No
ViewZoomPanWaitForRMB=Yes
ViewUpdateAfterDrawLayer=Yes
ViewDrawLayerOnUnhide=Yes
ViewRedrawOnAnyChange=Yes
AutoShowLayers=Yes
WinPosFieldListPosn=703 555
VectorPolyFillColor=0 43690 65535
VectorPolyBorderColor=0 0 65535
WinPosStyleEditor=39 453
RastWireframeColor3D=0 0 65535
RastPedBaseColor3D=32768 32768 0
ElementToolTipPixelDelta=2
ElementToolTipDelay=1000
HyperShowLinks=No
WinPosToolBox=674 233
WinSizeLegendView=217 575
HyperVerifySelection=No
WinPosHyperNavigator=555 725
WinSizeLocator=411 577
WinPosElementToolTipSelection=920 495
RegionLineColor=0 65535 0
RegionLineWidth=1
WinPosRegionGenWin=729 526
WinPosElementSelect=509 491
GPSMarkerColor=65535 65535 0
StartupMode=1
ActiveColor=65535 0 65535
HighlightColor=65535 0 0
ViewBackgroundLayoutDisplay=65535 65535 65535
WinPosLocator=754 422
WinSizeMain=740 575
WinSizeAtlasLayerMgr=372 150
WinPosAtlasLayerMgr=819 407
WinPosMain=35 90
WinPosLocator1=505 28
RastLocalOptm=0
RefreshInterval=10
[disptoolcombo]
MeasShowSurfaceDistance=Yes
MeasShowAreaMinMaxZ=Yes
MeasToolShowLayerInfo=2
MeasToolPositionUnits=7
MeasToolLengthUnits=7
MeasToolAreaUnits=10

For additional parameters that can
be specified in this section of the .atl
file see the exercise entitled
Additional Parameters for ATL Files
in the Constructing an Electronic
Atlas booklet.

If you want your distributed atlas
to look and perform as it does for
you, copy and paste the [tntatlas]
section from your tntproc.ini found
in the directory where you
installed this version of TNTmips
and TNTatlas. Remove any items
that include directory path
information.

Copy and paste the [disptoolcombo] section from your
tntproc.ini if you want to start with other than default units.
The easiest method to determine the numeric value for
each of the different units is to set the units you want to
use for measurements with the GeoToolbox in Spatial Data
Display or TNTatlas before you copy this section of
tntproc.ini. These numeric values can also be looked up in
the unit definition file (unitofmeasure.xml).
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Database Table Creation Wizard
One important distinction between geodata in a GIS system and simple graphics is the addition of attributes as well as
geographic information, which means you need to know how to set up databases. If you are going to use a complicated relational structure for your database, you should set the database up in advance. However, if you are simply
trying to add attributes as you work, such as while interpreting airphotos, you can set up tables while doing the
analysis. In either case the Database Creation Wizard in the TNT products will assist you in setting up new tables
when displaying or creating/editing any object type. You can easily create new vector objects, such as local schools,
with a phone book and a local streets layer. High resolution reference imagery greatly assists the ease and accuracy
of placing points for such features. You should create your database table before you begin adding points (for
example, for schools) or other elements when creating vector objects in this manner so you can be prompted for
attribute entry when each element is added. Entering attributes when
an element is added saves the time of having to reorient yourself to
which element is which. The database Prompt feature also automatically creates a new record for each element you add. This feature is
most useful for tables with One Record Per Element attachment types.
First you are prompted for a table name and descripYou can create a new database table and then set up database prompttion. If you do not want to enter a description, you will
ing or create a new table while setting up database prompting. When
need to press <enter> or move the mouse off the
window for the Next button to become active.
you choose to create a table with either method, you get some assistance from the Database Table Creation Wizard to get you started.
You are next
The second panel of the Wizard asks you how you want to relate
asked how to
relate records
records to elements, which has important implications for how the
to elements.
table is maintained throughout various operations. It also determines
The choices
the next step in the Wizard and how the Table Definition window
shown
initially appears when opened by the Wizard. Five of the six choices
correspond to
Corresponding Attachment Types
the attachment Related Only
take you through the path illustrated at the left. The other choice,
One to One
types indicated One Record Per Element Implied One-To-One
Relate to another table through a key field, opens an additional WizOne Element Per Record
No Restriction
below.
ard panel to let you specify the primary key field that relates the
tables and sets up the foreign key field pointing to it when the Table
Definition window is opened. The additional Wizard panel is shown
on the back of this page.
This last panel of the Wizard lets you know what will
happen next.

When you right-click to add the
point, you are prompted for your
database entry if database
prompting is set up. New records
are automatically created.

The Table Definition window initially opens showing the
Table Info tabbed panel so you can review the relationship set and further specify encoding or other options if
desired (upper window). Adding a field (lower window)
automatically switches the Table Definition window to
the Field Info tabbed panel.
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Additional Wizard Panel(s) for Related Only Tables

If you choose Relate to another table through a key field, you get this
panel before going to the Table Definition window. Note that in addition to
choosing the table and field to establish the relationship between tables
you can instead indicate that the table does not exist yet. If you choose
the primary key in an existing table, you get the table definition window
at the right with a field named the same as the selected primary key and
its foreign key relationship set up.
All fields in the selected table are listed to choose from. If you choose a
field that is not currently a primary key field, you will get an additional panel
in the Wizard (shown below) asking you to specify which of the two fields
(the one in the new table or the one selected from an existing table)
should become a primary key so the relationship can be established. If
you click on The field I want to relate this table through does not exist yet
toggle, the table Definition window opens with no initial fields or relationships as on the other side of this page. If there are no other tables in the
database, this box is automatically checked.
Choosing a field for the table relationship that is not currently a primary key causes the wizard to ask which table you want to contain the primary key.
When the existing table is selected (below), a field of the same name
The result of picking the new table is shown below. When the new
is added to the new table and the Relate to key option menu points to
table is selected, a field of the same name as in the existing table is
added, the Primary Key and Indexed toggles are checked, and the
the primary key in the existing table. The Primary Key toggle is not
Relate to key option menu is set to None.
checked, but the Indexed toggle is on to speed relational searches.
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Database Wizard and Virtual Tables
In addition to helping you create new tables for which you must do the data entry, the Database Table Creation
Wizard can help you create tables that will consist only of one or more virtual fields, referred to as a virtual table.
Virtual fields are computed or string expression fields, which are populated using the information currently in other
fields when viewed or used in analysis processes. Three examples of
virtual field use are:
• computations, such as creating a population density field using an
existing population field and the polygon area standard attribute;
• generating DataTips, such as multiline DataTips or DataTips that combine information from a number of
fields; and
• URL by attribute HyperLinks that combine the constant part of a URL with an attribute value to provide a
unique link for a polygon or class of polygons, such as weather by ZIP code
or property information by parcel ID.
Whether you are making a new table that will have a primary key and require
manual entry of all data or a table that will consist entirely of virtual fields, the
basic process for creating the table is the same (see the color plate entitled Database Table Creation Wizard). There
can be variations in the procedure introduced by the designated attachment type for the table.
DataTips typically consist of a single line for some or all layers in a layout. Showing DataTips for multiple layers is
not considered a multiline DataTip. A multiline DataTip provides more than one line of information about a single
layer by gathering all the information together in a single virtual field. Virtual fields can be added to existing tables or
can exist in a table by themselves with an implied one-to-one relationship. Separate tables make it easier to transfer
your added information to frequently updated objects. For example, a new version of the parcels vector used in the
Lincoln Property Viewer atlas (see the color plate entitled Property Viewer Atlas for Lincoln, NE) is available every
three months. Update of the table for this object takes about 20 minutes adding computed fields using copy and paste
operations or about one minute adding the table from the previous version each time a new vector is obtained. The
ease of bringing data forward does not change the necessity that you check and change these computed fields as
necessary to ensure they accommodate table and field name changes in the new vector object regardless of how it
was updated. For instance, the table name may match the vector object name, which includes the date. Each
reference to the table name would need to be changed for the scripts to work with the new vector object.
While a multiline DataTip is itself a virtual field, it can include information from other virtual fields as is the case in
the example provided here. In fact it uses a virtual field that gets its value from comparing another virtual field with
a real, or permanent, field from the imported database. When virtual fields depend on the results of other virtual
fields, the fields depended on must be added first because if a field that does not exist is referenced in a script, it
generates a syntax error. Virtual fields not directly related to the DataTip, such as the field providing the
URL by Attribute link, can also be included in this table.
The scripts for the four virtual fields added are included
on the back of this page.
The multiline DataTip produced from the single parcels layer
combines information from a number of permanent and virtual fields in
two of the tables associated with the parcels layer. The majority of the
information comes from the table initially imported with the parcels
layer, but the standard statistics table is also used to provide acreage.
Some lines of the DataTip that draw information from more than one
field combine that information in the DataTip script (for example, see
the Parcel ID line in the DataTip script on the back of this page) while
others draw from additional virtual fields (see the Owner Occupied
line in the DataTip script).
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Scripts for Virtual Fields in New Table

script for OwnerAddress field
STRING ownerAddress$ = "";

A new table with four virtual fields was created for the
parcels layer in the Property Viewer atlas to allow for
ease of transfer of these virtual fields to updated versions of the vector object. Three of these virtual fields
are needed for the DataTip and the fourth provides the
HyperLink to the County Assessor’s website.

if (CA032904.OWN_ST_NUM != "") {
ownerAddress$ = ownerAddress$ + CA032904.OWN_ST_NUM + " ";
ownerAddress$ = ownerAddress$ + CA032904.OWN_ST_DIR + " ";}
if (CA032904.OWN_ST_NAM <> "")
ownerAddress$ = ownerAddress$ + CA032904.OWN_ST_NAM + " ";
if (CA032904.OWN_ST_TYP <> "")
ownerAddress$ = ownerAddress$ + CA032904.OWN_ST_TYP;
return ownerAddress$

script for OwnerOccupied field
STRING resid$;
if (((CA032904.OwnerAddress == CA032904.SITUS_ADDR) or (CA032904.OwnerAddress ==
CA032904.SITUS_ADDR + " ")) and CA032904.OWNER != "")
resid$ = "Yes"
else if (CA032904.OWNER contains "CITY OF LINCOLN")
resid$ = "No"
else if (CA032904.SITUS_ADDR contains "NO SITUS")
resid$ = "Unknown"
else resid$ = "No"
return resid$
script for DataTip field
(formatting and tab codes removed)
return
"Address: " + CA032904.SITUS_ADDR + "\n" +
"Owner: " + CA032904.OWNER + "\n" +
"Owner Occupied: " + CA032904.OwnerOccupied + "\n" +
"Owner City
" + CA032904.OWN_CITY + ", " + CA032904.OWN_STATE + "\n" +
"Assessed Value: " + sprintf("$%.f", CA032904.ASSESSED) + "\n" +
"Parcel ID:
" + CA032904.PRECINCT + "-" + CA032904.SECTION + "-" + CA032904.BLOCK + “-” + CA032904.PARCEL + “-” +
CA032904.SUBPARCEL + "\n" +
"Acreage:
" + NumToStr(POLYSTATS.Area/4046.873) + " acres"

script for URL by Attribute field (P_I_D)
STRING pid$, p_i_d$, http$;
pid$ = CA032904.PID;
http$ = "http://www.microimages.com/redirect/lancaster/countyassessors.html?sys=+&vParcel=";
p_i_d$ = pid$.substr(0, 2) + "-" + pid$.substr(2, 2) + "-" + pid$.substr(4, 3) + "-" + pid$.substr(7, 3) + "-" + pid$.substr(10, 3);
return = http$ + p_i_d$;
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Directly Use PNG Files
PNG (Portable Network Graphics) is an extensible file format for the lossless, portable, well-compressed storage of
raster images supporting color mapped (8- and 16-bit), grayscale (8- and 16-bit), and truecolor (16- and 24-bit RGB)
images with an optional alpha channel. The alpha channel is an 8-bit opacity mask, which can provide semitransparency
as well as transparency. There can be a variety of information in a PNG file aimed at getting the best colors for
display and printing. This information may include an International Color Consortium (ICC, called ICM on the
Mac) profile, gamma and chromaticity information, and an alpha channel.
color model

The screen-captured illustration at the
left shows the effect of using the color
profile for a number of different color
ICC
models: CIE (Comite International
used
d’Eclairage, French for International
Lighting Committee), EBU (European
Broadcasting Union), NTSC (National Television System Committee),
ICC not
and sRGB (standard SRB). Each tile
used
represents the projection of sRGB
color space into two dimensions. BeThe effect of using the ICC/ICM color profiles for four different color models is shown above.
cause sRGB is the standard color
model for computer monitors, it appears the same in screen capture whether or not its color profile information is
used. Files that use other color models need their ICC/ICM color profiles applied in
order to match the sRGB monitor display standards.
CIE

EBU

NTSC

sRGB

Gamma and chromaticity sections of the PNG file are found with older files or files
created by older applications. If a PNG file has gamma and chromaticity sections, it
will not have an ICC/ICM profile and vice versa. On import to the TNT products,
gamma and chromaticity information is converted to an ICC profile created as a
subobject of the raster.
Because the alpha channel of a PNG file is an 8-bit opacity mask rather than a binary
mask, it can provide antialiasing using partial transparency. A value of 255 in the
opacity mask means that the display of the image raster is unaffected by the mask
(100% opaque) while a value of zero means the image raster is transparent to the
background (0% opaque, 100% transparent). Values in between have varying amounts
of transparency. The alpha channel is accessed (direct display) or saved (import) as a
subobject of the image raster object. Select this subobject just as you would any other
mask to provide transparency in display.

with (above) and without (below)
alpha channel selected as mask

Antialiasing can be effectively provided when the alpha channel is selected as an opacity mask. The
mask is selected at the right but not at the left.
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Dynamic Geospatial Analysis

Exploring District Services
A common geospatial question is “Given my location, what facilities are closest to me?” Facilities could mean
lodging, restaurants, truck stops, fire stations, polling places, or a myriad of other facility types. A related question is
“What roaming vehicles (for example, cement trucks, tow trucks, express pickup) are within a particular service area
(represented by a polygon)?” “Closeness”
can be determined in various ways, such
as overlapping polygons, shortest routes,
fastest routes, least cost routes, and so on.
These kinds of geospatial questions can be
resolved and visualized in the TNT products using a variety of approaches (Tool
Scripts, Macro Scripts, SML, queries,
APPLIDATs, routing, or network analysis).
Control Scripts can provide highly interactive and automatic tools for geoexploring
using dynamic feature location.
“Automatic” indicates that these
“feature location” analyses and resulting visualization all occur automatically in less than a second
each time the cursor is moved—
no mouse click or other selection
procedure is necessary.

The address for
the cursor location
is shown to
confirm you have
located the
desired property.

This example of automatic feature location
uses a Control Script to draw the outlines
and symbolic representations of the elementary, middle, and high schools in the attendance area assigned to the land
parcel at the current cursor location. The Control Script finds and outlines the land parcel beneath the cursor and
identifies it with a DataTip address. It then determines the three school attendance area polygon boundaries that
include the current land parcel and draws
the three school property boundaries and
adds a school type symbol and name beneath each.
At map scales less than 1:50,000, the
school symbol is centered over the school
property and the property outline is not
drawn. At map scales of 1:50,000 or
greater, the school parcel outline is drawn
and the symbol and school name label
are positioned below the outline (illustrated above). When the location of the
nearest school in any grade level grouping is not visible in the View, a symbol is
positioned at the closest edge of the View
in a straight line from the cursor location
to the school with an arrow indicating the
direction of the school [shown at left for
middle and high schools (blue and yellow, respectively)].
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Partial Script for Exploring District Services

(schools.sml)
see back of plate entitled Using Overlapping Polygons for more of this script
if((pointElemNum = FindPointInPolyElemNum(ptsVect, distVect,
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest(class GRE_VIEW view, class
mousepoint)) != -1) {
POINT2D mouseScrn, class TOOLTIP datatip)
schoolLoc.x
= ptsVect.Point[pointElemNum].Internal.x;
{
function called when cursor
schoolLoc.y = ptsVect.Point[pointElemNum].Internal.y;
view.RestoreAll();
pause triggers DataTip
schoolLoc = TransPoint2D(schoolLoc,
class GC gc = CreateGCForDrawingArea(view.DrawingArea);
ViewGetTransMapToView(view, curDistLayer.Projection));
ActivateGC(gc);
schoolLoc
= TransPoint2D(schoolLoc,
gc.SetColor(“white”);
ViewGetTransViewToScreen(view));
class STRING name = “Schools”;
class RECT extents;
class GRE_LAYER_VECTOR curPtLayer =
numeric buf=5;
MainLayout.GetGroupByName(“Schools”).FirstLayer;
extents.x1 = buf; extents.y1 = buf; extents.x2 = view.width-buf;
class GRE_LAYER_VECTOR curDistLayer =
extents.y2 = view.height-buf;
MainLayout.GetGroupByName(“School Districts”).FirstLayer;
class
POINT2D newLocation = clipPoint(schoolLoc, mouseScrn,
class GRE_LAYER_VECTOR parcels =
extents);
MainLayout.GetGroupByName(“Overlays”).GetLayerByName(“Parcels”);
class TEXTSTYLE textStyle;
draw school name
class VECTOR parcelVec;
textStyle.Shadow = 1;
below symbol
VectorLayerGetObject(parcels, parcelVec);
gc.TextStyle
=
textStyle;
class TRANSPARM tpPrclToScrn = ViewGetTransLayerToScreen(view,
gc.DrawTextSetColors(“white”, “black”);
parcels);
gc.DrawTextSetFont(“Arial Black”);
class POINT2D mousepoint;
draw parcel under
gc.DrawTextSetHeightPixels(12);
mousepoint = TransPoint2D(mouseScrn,
mouse pointer if map
class string schoolName =
ViewGetTransViewToScreen(view, 1)); scale appropriate
ptsVect.Point[pointElemNum].SchoolName.Name$;
mousepoint = TransPoint2D(mousepoint,
schoolName
= schoolName.toUppercase();
ViewGetTransMapToView(view, parcels.Projection, 1));
numeric textWidth = gc.TextGetWidth(schoolName);
numeric closeParcel = FindClosestPoly(parcelVec, mousepoint.x,
gc.DrawSetPointStyle(“School”);
mousepoint.y);
if(newLocation.x != schoolLoc.x || newLocation.y != schoolLoc.y) {
if(closeParcel != 0 && view.CurrentMapScale < mouselocPrclScl) {
gc.SetColor(“white”);
class RECT parcelExtents = drawParcel(
numeric angle = calcAngle(schoolLoc, mouseScrn);
gc, tpPrclToScrn, parcelVec, closeParcel); draw DataTip
gc.DrawArrow(newLocation.x, newLocation.y, angle * 180 / PI,
for
parcel
class string parcelAddress =
20, 20);
draw arrow if
parcelVec.Poly[closeParcel].CA032904.SITUS_ADDR$;
school not in View
gc.SetLineWidth(3);
gc.DrawTextSetHeightPixels(12);
drawAngledLine(gc,
newLocation.x,
newLocation.y,
angle, 40);
numeric addressLen = gc.TextGetWidth(parcelAddress);
gc.SetLineWidth(1);
gc.SetColor(“Lemon Chiffon”);
drawAngledPoint(gc, newLocation.x, newLocation.y, angle, 70);
gc.FillRect(parcelExtents.x2 + 10, parcelExtents.y2, addressLen, 12);
class POINT2D textpos = getAngledPoint(newLocation.x,
gc.DrawTextSetFont(“Arial”);
newLocation.y, angle, 70);
gc.DrawTextSimple(parcelAddress, parcelExtents.x2 + 10,
gc.DrawTextSimple(schoolName, textpos.x - textWidth/2, textpos.y
parcelExtents.y2 + 11);
+ labelOffset);
}
}
else
{
class STRINGLIST parcelColors;
if(view.CurrentMapScale
< schoolPrclScl) {
set
parcel
parcelColors.AddToFront(“Yellow”);
boundary colors
class POINT2D schoolLocParcel = TransPoint2D(schoolLoc,
parcelColors.AddToFront(“Blue”);
ViewGetTransViewToScreen(view, 1));
draw
parcelColors.AddToFront(“Dark Orange”);
schoolLocParcel = TransPoint2D(schoolLocParcel,
school
numeric iterNum=1;
ViewGetTransMapToView(view, parcels.Projection, 1)); parcel if
for(iterNum = 1; curPtLayer != 0 && curDistLayer != 0; iterNum++) {
numeric schoolPolyID = FindClosestPoly(parcelVec, map scale
class VECTOR ptsVect, distVect;
appropriate
schoolLocParcel.x,
schoolLocParcel.y);
VectorLayerGetObject(curPtLayer, ptsVect);
gc.SetColor(parcelColors.GetString(iterNum-1));
VectorLayerGetObject(curDistLayer, distVect);
class RECT parcelExtents = drawParcel(gc, tpPrclToScrn,
class string styleObj = “STYLE”;
parcelVec,
schoolPolyID);
gc.DrawUseStyleSubObject(_context.Filename, ptsVect.$info.Name,
class
POINT2D
screenCenter;
styleObj);
screenCenter.x = view.Width/2;
class POINT2D schoolLoc, mousepoint;
screenCenter.y = view.Height/2;
numeric pointElemNum;
draw school
numeric yPointPos = parcelExtents.y2 + schoolSymOffset;
mousepoint = TransPoint2D(mouseScrn,
point symbols
gc.DrawPoint(newLocation.x, yPointPos);
ViewGetTransViewToScreen(view, 1));
gc.DrawTextSimple(schoolName, newLocation.x - textWidth/2,
mousepoint = TransPoint2D(mousepoint,
yPointPos
+ labelOffset);
ViewGetTransMapToView(view, curDistLayer.Projection, 1));
} else {
last 11 lines of script omitted
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Direct Display of Shapefiles/Legends/Styles
ESRI shapefiles are directly displayed via TNT’s internal shape object format, which is suited for display and manipulation of shapefiles and Oracle Spatial data. Shape objects can maintain the same topology as shapefiles, namely
polygons should not cross themselves and polygon islands (polygons completely within another polygon) are kept track
shape
of. Shape objects have an important distinction shared with vector objects but different from CAD objects in their
object
database structure—shape objects can have identity tables. Identity tables have an implied one-to-one attachment,
icon
which allows you to create tables made entirely of virtual fields that massage the data found in other tables, which may
be linked source tables in their original format. Note that the transparent link created for direct display will also let you have
multiple tables associated with your shapefiles. Such tables are visible only while working with these files in the TNT products.
ArcView will only see changes in the .dbf file associated with the shapefile.
Shapefiles displayed in TNTmips can have additional styles than those shown in ArcView where the display style may be the
equivalent of “All Same” in the TNT products. The Rivers shapefile illustrated below had different styles assigned to the rivers
of major river basins in TNT, as indicated in the LegendView, while retaining their uniform style in ArcView. The Cities
shapefile is displayed by theme with size and color of the points based on population. These styles are saved as a subobject in the
transparent link file (shapename_shp.rlk), which is created and saved automatically.
Shapefiles displayed directly can have DataTips, which provide information for the closest element(s) as the cursor is moved.
The DataTip setup information is stored in the transparent link file, so you only need to set up your DataTips once. In addition
to the simple DataTips available directly from the database (.dbf) file associated with the shapefile, you can easily create a new
table to supply multiline DataTips using a virtual field to assemble information from multiple fields in the associated database
file. This new table becomes part of the transparent link file.

note styles
assigned to
rivers and
cities

Shapefile displayed in ArcView GIS (above) and TNTmips (right) at
the same time. A simple DataTip that presents information from the
associated database file is shown with TNTmips.

Three fields from the .dbf
file have been combined
with formatting in a virtual
field in a new table. This
field can be used to provide
a multiline DataTip for a
single layer as shown at the
left.

Unit conversion for database fields is another TNT DataTip feature that
can be utilized while directly displaying shapefiles. In any database table,
including the associated .dbf file, you can set the unit type (length, area,
angle, time, and so on—
more than 50 to choose
from) and the units in file from the list for the selected unit type. Once these settings
are made, you can change the units for display of the DataTip in the Layer Controls
window where the DataTip is specified. The table illustrated has one field for
square kilometers and another for square miles. This duplication of fields presenting the same information with different units is not necessary in TNTmips.
Another difference between shapefile display in ArcView GIS and TNTmips occurs in LegendView. The countries of the world
shapefile for this example has 25 repeating styles. In ArcView GIS, all 251 of the countries are listed in the LegendView.
TNTmips groups attributes with the same style into a single LegendView entry. Although 25 styles may seem like enough to color
code a world map, unique colors or some method of assignment other than by alphabet would produce a better result. For
example, Angola and Namibia share a border but are 150 countries apart in the list and, thus, have the same color, as do the
adjacent countries of South Africa and Zimbabwe and others.
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Enhanced Sketch Annotation
Sketch layers are CAD format objects that can be
created or added to using the GeoToolbox in TNTatlas or any TNT process with a View window. Inserting labels, frames, and leaders in sketch layers
now involves the addition of only a single text element with frame and leader styles set rather than separate text, ellipse (or box or circle), and leader line
elements. You can either sketch the elements you
want to annotate so you can assign attributes to your
sketch elements before labeling or you can simply
annotate what you see on the screen as illustrated.
Label frames let you set off the annotation text more
distinctly than choosing enhanced text so the label is
not lost in the background. Label leader lines let you
associate labels with features from which they are
removed. A single label may have multiple leader
lines as shown for one of the three labels in the example below.
Labels are added to a sketch layer using the Text tool in the
GeoToolbox. The label and frame style are set on the Sketch
tabbed panel and the text is entered on the Controls panel.
Leader lines are also added from the Controls tabbed panel
and are interactively sized and positioned in the View window. Leader lines can be simple line segments or the triangular leaders illustrated (see the V6.9 color plate entitled Label
Frames and Leader Lines).

Adding labels utilizes the
Sketch and Controls tabbed
panels in the GeoToolbox in
tandem.

click here
to add a
leader line

You specify label font, color,
size, and style, and access
frame parameters on the
Sketch tabbed panel (above
left). Text entry and addition
of leader lines are handled
from the Controls tabbed
panel (above right). The
frame shape, margins, and
colors and leader line style
are set in the Label Frame
Style window (right), which
is opened by clicking on the
Frame Style button at the
bottom of the Sketch panel
in the GeoToolbox. Addition
and placement of leader
lines is initiated by clicking
on the Add Segment icon in
the Leader Lines panel of
the Controls tabbed panel.

Triangular leader lines use the colors specified for the frame
while linear leaders have a color and width specified on the
Leader Lines tabbed panel of the Label Frame Style window.
All the leader lines illustrated are straight, but vertices can be
inserted and dragged to accommodate labeling as necessary.

The upper illustration at the near
right shows the label as the text is
added while the lower illustration
shows the leader line being added.
The label position and/or angle can
be changed in the View by dragging
when the text baseline is the
secondary tool color (blue in the
illustration) and the cursor is the 4point arrow or right hand shape,
respectively. The leader line is
positioned by dragging from the
label to the position desired for the
far end after clicking on the Add
Segment icon. You can switch
between editing the label position/
angle and editing the leader line
using the Next and Previous icons
in the Leader Lines panel.
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Render Complex Layouts to SVG
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is a graphics file format and web
development language created by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). SVG is based on XML and is well suited to GIS and
mapping applications. The Render to SVG feature in TNTmips
(Layout/Render to SVG) provides a variety of options for the creation of your SVG files. These options are also supported by the
SVG class available for use in SML, the TNT products’ scripting
language, so you can create SVG output when running SML scripts.
The Render to SVG window is organized into five panels: Options, Raster Controls, DataTip, Measure, and Layer Controls. The last three of the choices are only active if you have
turned on the corresponding Scripting choices on the Options panel.

General Controls.
• Set resolution.
A resolution of approximately 100 will produce an SVG file with the same amount of resolution you see on
your screen. Higher resolutions will provide more detail than you are currently viewing if greater detail is
present in the objects in the layout. Resolution applies to all input layer types.
• Render full layout.
Layers off by map scale at full view and hidden layers are not rendered to SVG file.
• Clip output to View.
Layers that are off by map scale at full view but are drawn in the current View are rendered to the SVG file if you
choose the Use View 1 extents option.
• Link to stylesheet.
Caution, some SVG viewers may not support stylesheet lookup.
• Use inline styles.
Inline styles are part of the SVG file.
• Apply compression.
Choosing compression creates a gzipped SVG file with an svgz extension.
• Use XML entities.
If you think you may be editing the SVG file, use of XML entities may simplify this task.
• Embed in HTML.
Currently only useful in Internet Explorer environments.
• Embed TrueType fonts.
Embedded fonts only work with version six or
later of the Adobe SVG viewer or if using the
Batik SVG viewer.
• Optimize for Illustrator.
Avoids styling issues with scaled view areas if
SVG is for use with Adobe Illustrator.

Raster Controls.
• Link to or embed rasters.
• Use PNG.
PNGs use only lossless compression.
• Use JPEG and set quality.
A value of 100 means best quality compression and lower values indicate decreased quality (increased loss).
(continued on other side)

without mouseover

with mouseover

The illustrations above provide an example of the functionality that can be
introduced to your SVG viewing by including JavaScripts with your SVG.
Examples of these kinds of JavaScripts are described on the back of this
page.
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JavaScript Controls.
• Link to JavaScripts.
Remember with linked files that when you want to copy your SVG file to another location you need to find and
copy all the link files also. All linked files are named the same as the SVG file with different extensions.
• Embed JavaScripts.
Turn off the Link To Scripts toggle to embed JavaScripts.
• Sample JavaScripts.
You can create your own JavaScripts and incorporate them in your SVG output. The sample interactivity scripts
provided with the TNT products are designed for use with geodata to provide DataTips, a measurement tool,
coordinate display, and layer controls. The right-click based layer controls are designed for Adobe’s SVG
browser plug-in while the other sample scripts provided, including the Layer Control Panel, should work with
most browsers. There are tabbed panels to set the options for the DataTip, Measure, and Layer Controls scripts.
These tabs are inactive until the corresponding scripting option is turned on. The result of the DataTip sample
script with a 2.0 enlargement ratio (the zoom factor for
symbol size change when the mouse is paused over the
symbol) is shown above at the right. The Coordinate Display script has no options—it uses the coordinate reference system used by the first group in the layout.
DataTips. If you select the DataTips script, the SVG file
produced will provide DataTips when you pause the
mouse over a visible vector element. The DataTips you
receive are as they are set up in TNTmips for the closest
element regardless of which layer it is in. Multiline DataTips are supported for individual layers as shown at the
right. Multiline DataTips, which are initially created as
virtual fields in the TNT products, and other virtual fields
become permanent when rendered to SVG, which means
DataTip content does not update after changes in element attributes. Symbol size change on mouseover is also set on the DataTip panel and is illustrated on the
other side of this page. You can also set the highlight mode and whether to blink the highlight.
Layer Controls. There
on/off
off
are two methods for including layer controls in
The control panel
layer controls (left)
your SVG file: a layer
are positioned at
control panel and the
the upper left of the
browser window
Adobe layer control
and the menu layer
menu. You can choose
controls (right) are
vector labels are rendered to a
either, both, or neither.
accessed from a
separate text layer resulting in
right mouse button
The Adobe layer control
two layers with the same name
menu over the
menu is available from
browser.
the right mouse button
menu along with other options and is supported by the Adobe SVG viewer only.
Coordinate Display. This script places coordinate readout boxes (shown at the upper left of the Property
Viewer / LincolnNebraska Microsoft Internet Explorer window above) that provide the current cursor position
in the same coordinates as the bottom group within the layout or View.
Measure. You can choose the Freehand Measurement Tool paradigm, which draws
the line and/or polygon for the measurement as you drag the cursor while holding
the left mouse button. If you turn this option off, each click produces a vertex in
the measurement line/polygon. Dragging is not recommended in this mode. Note
the polygon (in the case shown at the right, a rectangle) is filled with transparent
color as it is drawn.
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Sample GraphTip Script

Local Time Zones
GraphTips can pop in dynamically
changing information associated with
the geographical information in a view.
This simple example determines the
local time from the host computer and
dynamically associates it with the location of the geographic position of the
cursor. This GraphTip is easy to test
since the local time used in the script
is automatically available on any computer platform. Following this example, scripts can be designed that
automatically associate the cursor position with sensor networks, local or

current
local time

remote programs, URLs, linked databases, and other external sources.

current time in
South Africa
(okay to call)

the time shown in the clock graphic. This
latter value is obtained from a virtual field
that computes the time zone offset between your time zone and any time zone
of interest. The time zone map is a hidden layer in the group used for illustration. The clock face could be color coded
to reflect whether the time shown is a.m.
or p.m. but in the sample reflects acceptable calling times (after 8 a.m. and before 10 p.m.).

The sample script shown on the back
of this page uses the local time set on
your computer, your timezone offset
from Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT)
obtained from a database field, and the
offset from your time zone of the closest polygon to the cursor location over
the map being displayed to determine

current time in
Northern Territory of
Australia (do not call)

These time zone illustrations all use a global map.
You can substitute more detailed maps for larger
scale displays without altering your time zone map
or the control script for a group/layout that contains
more detailed, map scale controlled maps.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script for Time Zone Reporting
class GRDEVICE_MEM_BINARY maskdev;
class GRDEVICE_MEM_RGB24 imagedev;
class GC gc;
class POINT2D offset;
class GRE_LAYER_VECTOR timezone_layer;
class VECTOR Vect;
class GRE_GROUP group;
predefined class
variables
class TRANSPARM trans;
class POINT2D cursorPt;
class GEOREF georef;
class COLOR color;
procedure called the first time
a GraphTip is activated
proc OnInitialize () {
imagedev.Create(100,100); specify size for graphic
maskdev.Create(100,100); and mask
gc = maskdev.CreateGC(); create graphics context
for mask
gc.SetColorPixel(1);
gc.FillCircle(50,50,40);
offset.x = -50;
offset.y = -50;
procedure called when
}
group is opened

(timezone.sml)

minOffset = (x % 1) * 60;
hourOffset = int(x);
adjust hour for
if ((currentMin + minOffset) >= 60)
half-hour time
zones
hourOffset = hourOffset + 1;
modifiedMin = (currentMin + minOffset) % 60;
modifiedHour = (hourOffset + currentHour) ;
gc = imagedev.CreateGC();

create graphics context
for clock

if (((modifiedHour%24) >=22) or ((modifiedHour%24)
< 8))
gc.SetColorName(“misty rose”);
else gc.SetColorName(“sea foam”);
set clock face color
gc.FillCircle(50,50, 40);
according to local
time and draw
gc.SetColorName(“black”);
gc.DrawCircle(50,50,40);
gc.MoveTo(50,50);
local numeric h = ((modifiedHour% 12) + modifiedMin/
convert
60) * 30 - 90;
hours and
local numeric m = modifiedMin * 6 - 90;
minutes to
gc.DrawTo(20*cosd(h) + 50 , 20*sind(h) + 50); degrees
gc.MoveTo(50,50);
draw hour
minute
gc.DrawTo(30*cosd(m) + 50, 30*sind(m) + 50); and
hands

proc OnGroupCreateView (class GRE_GROUP group) {
timezone_layer =
(class GRE_LAYER_VECTOR)group.FirstLayer;
DispGetVectorFromLayer (Vect,timezone_layer); progc.DrawTextSetFont(“ARIAL.TTF”);
vides
georef = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(Vect);
access gc.DrawTextSetHeightPixels(9);
to time
}
color.Name=”black”;
zone
layer
gc.SetColor(color);
style and
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest ( called when DataTip
gc.DrawTextSetColors(color);
draw text for
event is triggered
class GRE_VIEW view,
gc.DrawTextSimple(“12”,47,20); clock face
class POINT2D point,
gc.DrawTextSimple(“6”,49,88);
class TOOLTIP datatip
gc.DrawTextSimple(“3”,82,52);
translates object coordinates to
declare variables and convert tick
){
gc.DrawTextSimple(“9”,13,52); position to degrees (repeated for
window coordinates so can find
polygon closest to cursor

trans = view.GetTransLayerToScreen(timezone_layer, 1);
cursorPt = trans.ConvertPoint2DFwd (point);

2,4,5,7,8,10, and 11)

numeric tick1, tick2, tick4, tick5, tick7, tick8, tick10,
tick11;
tick1=1 * 30 - 90;

closestPoly = FindClosestPoly(Vect,cursorPt.x, cursorPt.y,
draw ticks on clock face (repeated
for 2,4,5,7,8,10, and 11)
georef);
finds polygon
gc.MoveTo(50,50);
closest to cursor
local class DATETIME now;
gc.MoveTo(35 *cosd(tick1) + 50, 35*sind(tick1) + 50);
now.SetCurrent();
gc.DrawTo(50 *cosd(tick1) + 50, 50*sind(tick1) + 50);
currentHour = now.GetHour();
currentMin = now.GetMin();

get current time

assigns attribute value from closest polygon

x=Vect.poly[closestPoly].timeznp020[1].Central_OffsetH;

datatip.SetImageTip(imagedev, maskdev, offset);
return (true);
sets offset for GraphTip and
sets the rendered image and
}
mask as its source
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System

AutoOpen External Spatial Data Files
The TNT products open files from the desktop in all formats that are supported for direct display
and other uses (see back of this page). You can use either of the two methods available: doubleclick on the icon for the file you want to view or click on the file and choose Open
With TNTmips. Either of these selections launches Spatial Data Display and opens
a new View in the Spatial Data Display process with the file you selected. Selecting a second file opens another instance of Spatial Data Display and another new
View. Installing TNTmips is all you have to do for TNTmips to be a choice on the
Open With menu for Windows and Mac OS X.
Once you have opened the Spatial Data Display proNote: TNTmips 7.1 is also
available at the top of the
cess in this fashion, you can use the Group Controls to
first menu cascade in
add additional layers to a view just as when Display is
Windows. Using TNTmips
to open supported files in
opened from within TNTmips. Thus, you can open a
external formats opens
file in an external format that you want to use as a refthree windows: the Spatial
Data Display toolbar, the
erence layer, zoom in to an area of interest, then add
Windows
Group Controls window,
additional layers that are too dense for reasonable disand a Group View.
play at full view. As long as the extents of the added
layers fall completely within the first layer opened, the
View will remain at the same position and scale.
The double-click opening method requires that TNTmips be assigned as the default application for opening
files of the selected type. Many files on your machine
that can be directly used by the TNT products may
already have a different default application assigned
for double-click opening, such as Adobe Photoshop or Apple Preview
for TIFF (*.tif) and JPEG (*.jpg) files or ESRI ArcView for shapefiles
(*.shp). You can still open these files in their originally assigned application if you choose Open With instead of double-clicking. To assign
TNTmips as the default application for all files of the same type, rightOpening another file
click on one file of that type, choose Properties (Windows) or Get Info
opens a new instance of
Spatial Data Display with
(Mac) and change the Open With application. Changing the applicaa new group (new Group
tion from the Properties window in Windows changes the opening apControls and View
windows).
plication for all files of the same type. To set it for all files on the Mac,
click on Change All in the Open With panel of the Info window.
Most files will display automatically but you may be asked one or more
questions when opening a file if there are auto-link issues to resolve,
such as large rasters not pyramided, styles not found, or the inability to
determine the coordinate reference
system. For more
information on
these prompts, see
Macintosh
the color plate entitled Resolving
Auto-Link Issues.
Open With

TNTmips 7.1

Open With

TNTmips
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These Geodata Files AutoOpen
format
Raster
TIFF

extension
*.tif

description
Tagged Image File Format, developed by Aldus and
Microsoft, copyright now held by Adobe Systems
an effort by over 160 different remote sensing, GIS,
cartographic, and surveying-related companies and
organizations to establish a TIFF-based interchange
format for georeferenced raster imagery
Part 1 compliant files supported, may contain georeference as internal metadata, uses wavelet compression developed by LuraTech and others
Joint Photographic Experts Group
Portable Network Graphics
LizardTech proprietary wavelet compression format
Earth Resources Mapping proprietary wavelet
compression format, georeference may be in *.tab file

GeoTIFF

*.tif

JPEG2000

*.jp2

JPEG
PNG
MrSID
ECW

*.jpg
*.png
*.sid
*.ecw

Shape
shapefile
Oracle Spatial

*.shp

ESRI format, may have internal georeference
Oracle Spatial is not a file based format, select by
table

CAD
DGN
TAB

*.dgn
*.tab

DXF
DWG

*.dxf
*.dwg

Intergraph Microstation format, internal georeference
MapInfo format, internal georeference
AutoCAD Drawing eXchange Format
AutoCAD Drawing format
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System

Resolving Auto-Link Issues
When selecting a file supported for direct use in the TNT products, such as shapefiles (*.shp) or JPEG2000 (*.jp2), a
notification window may open to let you know that some expected component of the data was not found, such as
style or georeference information. Notice of missing components appears in an Auto-Link Warnings or an Auto-Link
Issues to Resolve window. You may also get the Dense Layer Verification window if you have chosen a layer with a
great many elements. This latter window also appears under the same circumstances for geometric objects in TNTmips’ Project File format and is discussed in the color plate entitled Managing Display of Large Vectors. For a list of
file types supported for direct use, see the back of the color plate entitled AutoOpen External Files in TNTmips.
The Auto-Link Warnings window is the simplest because it only serves to
notify you if an expected component has not been found with no further
resolution provided by the TNT products. This window is used for missing
optional information, such as style information. You can create new styles
for the object in any process where it is displayed. It is also possible that
you may have the accompanying style information but it is named incorrectly. If you think you have style information for a shapefile, check the
folder with the shapefile and companion files for a *.avl file that is named
differently than the other companion files. If there is one you think goes with the shapefile, name it the same as the
other companion files, delete the link file (*.rlk), and choose to display the shapefile again. Remember that the link
file contains all additional features not supported in the original format, such as additional database tables, vector
optimization, and raster pyramids, so you only want to delete it to gain access to styles if you have not made significant changes that will be in the link file.
Pyramiding large rasters is important for display at full view and other zoom
levels whenever viewing at less than full resolution. The raster file types
that can be directly displayed that use wavelet compression, which are
JPEG2000, MrSID, and ECW, already have pyramids defined. Other raster
file types will not. If you select an external raster file greater than 1000
cells in either dimension that is not pyramided, you will get an Auto-Link
Issues to Resolve window with three options for how to proceed. The small
amount of time taken to pyramid a large raster is well worth it in subsequent
display time improvements. These pyramids, as well as other display modifications you may make, are stored in a same-named link file (*.rlk). If you
have a high resolution display and the selected raster’s size is not much more than 1000 pixels in either direction
(which means the entire raster will fit in a View window at full resolution), you might choose not to create pyramids;
otherwise, it is highly recommended. Whether you choose the option to create pyramids for files one by one as you
view them or for all files of the same type within a folder is up to you and depends on whether you plan to use most
or all of them in the TNT products and how many there are.
If the Coordinate Reference System information for a file appears incomplete (for
example, the coordinate system has no datum specified), you are given the opportunity to provide this information as part of the auto-link file. If you do not
have this information or the file uses a local engineering coordinate system, choose
Leave as Engineering/Local. If you think it should have a Coordinate Reference
System and the details are not immediately at hand but you want to view the file
now, you can later specify the correct Coordinate Reference System using Support/Maintenance/Change Coordinate Reference System. If the information is
readily available, choose the default option if you want the information you supply to apply to the selected file only or choose the Ask and set for all files in folder
option if the information you will provide in the Coordinate Reference System
window applies to all the files of the same type in the folder.
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Scripts by JackTM

Mapping Dense Vegetation and Bare Soils
Satellite image bands that have been calibrated to surface reflectance by the SRFI (Standardized Reflectance Factor Index)
geospatial script (see the Scripts by Jack color plates entitled Calibrating Multispectral Satellite Images and Calibrate
Satellite Images to Surface Reflectance) can be used to interpret the biophysical properties and condition of surface materials. For example, the calibrated bands can be used to compute vegetation and soil indices in the GRUVI geospatial script
(see the color plate entitled Scripts by Jack: Mapping Vegetation/Soil Biophysical Properties). Providing appropriate processing parameters for GRUVI re- DIAG script results for QuickBird image extract from northeast Colorado, USA
quires identification of key False-color displays with RGB = Near-infrared, red, and green bands, respectively.
biophysical features in the image: Vegetated areas appear red and bare soils as gray to greenish-gray.
“pure” cells representing bare soil and
dense green vegetation. These areas
can be more easily identified by first
computing diagnostic products from
the image with the DIAG geospatial
script.

SRFI-calibrated bands. Circular areas
are corn fields irrigated by center-pivot
systems.

Bands processed with the DIAG script.
Colored cells indicate dense green
vegetation and bare soil. White areas
are cells that have been set to null by
DIAG-script processing.

DIAG Near-Infrared

Dense green
vegetation
SRFI Near-Infrared

The DIAG script operates on a set of
SRFI raster objects (processed through
the TERCOR geospatial script where
appropriate; see the color plate entitled
Scripts by Jack: Correct for Terrain
Induced Radiance Effects). The user
is prompted for limiting values from
the PVI (Perpendicular Vegetation Index) and PBI (Perpendicular
Brightness Index) raster objects previously computed by the SRFI script.
The DIAG script uses these limits to
identify cells with image spectra indicative of relatively bare soil or dense
vegetation. The script creates a new
set of raster objects containing SRFI
values for these relatively “pure” cells
and a null value for all other (mixedsignature) image cells. 2D Raster
Correlation scatterplots of SRFI values from the DIAG raster objects do
not include the clutter of points from
mixed-signature cells, making it easier
to identify the purest-signature cells
and note their corresponding SRFI values in the red and near-infrared bands
for input to the GRUVI script. A
sample result from this script is shown
to the right. The DIAG script is documented in FAQs by Jack Part C.
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Bare soils
(dark to bright)

SRFI Red

DIAG Red

Comparison of 2D Raster Correlation scatterplots of Near-Infrared versus Red bands
for SRFI (calibrated reflectance) rasters (left) and DIAG-processed rasters (right).
Axis units are standardized reflectance (in percent) x 100. DIAG processing eliminates cells with spectral signatures indicating a mix of soil and vegetation; the raster
objects produced are image bands containing only cells with relatively pure vegetation or soil spectra.

Dr. Jack F. Paris, a private remote-sensing and geospatial consultant/coach, has developed a collection of advanced, model, geospatial Scripts by Jack TM and associated documentation called FAQs by JackTM. These
scripts are in the public domain and can be used and modified as desired. For access to the scripts and FAQs,
more information, and contact with Jack, go to: www.microimages.com/freestuf/ScriptsByJack.htm
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System

Direct Use of CAD Files

(DWG, DXF, DGN, TAB)

The TNT products support import and direct use of CAD files in Autodesk’s drawing (DWG) and Drawing eXchange (DXF)
formats, Intergraph/Microstation’s DGN format, and MapInfo’s TAB format. Linking by double-clicking on a file in any of
these formats or browsing to and selecting them in Spatial Data Display or any other process creates a co-named file that contains
the link information (*.rlk). Links created in the Import process are stored in Project Files (*.rvc) creating the functional
equivalent of CAD objects. This Project File may
also contain other objects of other types. You can also
copy the elements into CAD objects during import,
rather than just linking, then the CAD object in the
TNT product is independent of the original file.
DWG and DXF files are the internal and interchange
formats, respectively, created by AutoCAD. These also
are used primarily for infrastructure design. Direct
use and import of DWG and DXF files is supported
by the DWGdirect libraries from Open Design Alliance. Direct use of DXF and DWG files is available
for all operating systems supported by the TNT products: Windows, Macintosh, Linux, and Unix.
DWG and DXF files do not have a place to store a
Coordinate Reference System (CRS). The first time
you choose a particular DWG or DXF file for
direct display, the Auto-Link Issues to Resolve
window opens for you to indicate what to do
about the lack of a CRS. You can identify the
Many external CAD files are likely to be engineering
CRS for the file if the file’s coordinates are in
drawings that are not georeferenced. Choose the Leave
a known CRS that ties the file to the Earth’s
as Engineering/Local option for such files in the Auto-Link
Issues to Resolve window when selected for direct use.
surface or leave the CRS as Engineering/LoUse the Georeference process to establish Earthcal. If you can define the CRS, this simple
oriented coordinates.
step is all that is necessary for the file to be
displayed with any of your other geodata of the same geographic area. If the CRS is left as Engineering/Local, these files can only
be sensibly displayed together with other layers that share a common coordinate system, or origin and scale. If you cannot
establish the CRS when linking, use the Georeference process in TNTmips or TNTedit to establish Earth-oriented coordinates so
your DWG and DXF files can be utilized with other geodata.
Files in DGN format are created by Bentley MicroStation and Intergraph MGE software, which are generally used for infrastructure design and are available only for Windows platforms. DGN files can be directly used for display or other processes as CAD
objects. Direct display of DGN files makes use of the Open Design Alliance DGNdirect libraries, which are currently available
for Windows platforms only. To use DGN files with other operating systems supported by TNTmips, use the Import process. The
Import process does not use the DGNdirect libraries and, thus, is not limited to Windows platforms. Like DXF and DWG, DGN
files do not store a CRS. You can define a CRS during linking so your DGN file can be used with any geodata if applicable or use
it only with other files that have the same Engineering/Local coordinates. If you cannot establish the CRS when linking, use the
Georeference process to establish Earth-oriented coordinates.
TAB files are in MapInfo’s internal format, which is generally used for mapping and geospatial analysis. Direct use of TAB files
is supported by the TAB/MIF library. TAB files may contain georeference information, which is used if available. If it is not
available, you will get the same Auto-Link Issues to Resolve window you get with DXF, DWG, and DGN files. If your TAB files
do not specify a CRS, use the georeference process in TNTmips or TNTedit to establish Earth-oriented coordinates. Direct use of
TAB files is supported for Windows, Macintosh, Linux, and Unix.
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Export

Creating External Files
TNTmips’ Export process lets you convert
Project File materials to a wide variety of external raster, vector, shape, CAD, TIN, and
database formats. The Export process is available in TNTmips and TNTedit but not in
TNTview or TNTlite.
Unlike TNTmips’ Import process, which lets
you approach file and format selection from
two directions (you can pick the file or the
format first), in the Export process you must
first choose the destination file format for export. Choosing the file format determines
which object type you can select. You can
export either vector or CAD objects to some
file formats and VRML export can use raster,
vector, or TIN input. You can choose multiple objects to export but all must be of the
same object type if more than one object type
is supported. Choosing the format for rasters may also further narrow the objects you can select (for example, you
cannot select 16- or 24-bit composite color raster objects for export to PCI).
The Export process opens with all formats supported for export shown in a list. This list can be sorted by name,
extension, or description by clicking on the heading for that column. You can shorten the list of formats for easier
selection by choosing the icon that corresponds to the object type you want to export. Similarly, entering the extension of the destination format will shorten the list as it is entered. If the extension is
unique, there will be only one entry in the list once all three letters are entered, however, some extensions, such as .img, are associated with more than one format.
If you click on the Next button before selecting objects to export, you are prompted to
select objects before the Export Parameters window opens. The format chosen for
Export Parameters choices for
export determines the contents of the Export Parameters window. If the format selected
raster georeference (above)
and null values (below).
does not directly handle georeference information, you specify how you would like
the georeference information handled. Rasters may have choices related to null values and compression among other parameters. All objects chosen for a single export must have the same
export parameters. For example, if multiple vectors are being exported to a format that supports
styles and a single attribute table, such as ArcView shapefile format, the style assignment table and the
attribute table selected for export must be named the same in all the vector objects. Multiple rasters selected for
export can have different null values, if From
Source is chosen for the
null value in the Export
If you change your mind about the format you want to export to after
choose from more than
Parameters window.
you have selected objects or are simply doing another export and have
forgotten to remove the objects from the previous export and you
select a new format that is unsuitable for the objects selected, you are
notified and asked if you want to clear conflicting objects from the list.

Another sample Export
Parameters window is
shown at the right.

50 string encodings
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Export

Rasters for Google Earth
TNT vector object
TNT raster object

export TNT transparent raster to PNG

Google Earth permits the selection of local raster files as overlays for local “flying.” Any of the various types of geodata
objects prepared in TNTmips and TNTedit can be used to create
these raster overlays for Google Earth. These rasters must be in
GIF (*.gif), TIFF (*.tif), PNG (*.png), or JPEG (*.jpg) format and
be accompanied by a Keyhole Markup Language (*.kml) header
file in the same directory with a matching name. The KML file
contains the positional information and other data Google Earth
needs to use the raster as a local layer.
Vector, CAD, shape, and other TNT objects can also be added as
overlays by converting them to one of these four raster types.
Using PNG is recommended since it has transparency, compression, and can be used as 8-bit composite color or 32-bit true
color RGBalpha. Geometric objects, pin maps, or other content
converted to a PNG file will contain the geometric elements (for
example, styled points, lines, and/or polygons) as shown in this
illustration while the rest of the PNG raster will be transparent. If
your polygon elements or components of your symbol use partially transparent colors, they will retain this partial transparency as illustrated by the floodplain polygons.

Any TNT raster object can be exported with an optional, conamed *.kml header file. Google may add new formats to the
accepted list. As a result, this export option can be selected for
any of the many TNT raster export formats, for example JPEG2000
compressed raster (.jp2), MrSID (.sid)... Other software
export produces
two files
may also adopt this KML file as a means to provide the
same geoposition information for other formats similar
to the general use of ARC/INFO world and MapInfo
TAB files. For these reasons, TNT’s Export process perDouble-clicking on
the KML file opens
mits the creation of these auxiliary files for any exGoogle Earth with
ported raster format.

the transparent PNG
file in the correct
geoposition.

The only coordinate reference system used at this time
by Google Earth is WGS84 latitude and longitude in
decimal degrees with an optional altitude above mean
sea level. Plan ahead and create all your different types
of objects in this system if Google Earth is the target or
convert them later before exporting.

The Google Earth Lodging
layer is turned on but is not
visible at this zoom level.

TNT-derived floodplains overlay and Google Earth
Lodging layer over Google Earth image
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Scripts by JackTM

Mapping Vegetation/Soil Biophysical Properties

Color-infrared combination of QuickBird MS image bands
for an agricultural area in Colorado. The three circular
center-pivot irrigated fields that are dominated by red
colors are corn fields near maximum biomass density.
Color variations in these fields are due to both biomass
density differences and background soil surface color and
wetness variations. The top center circular field is newlyplanted, with very low biomass density; the darker wedgeshaped portion of this field was wet from ongoing irrigation.

Traditional Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
image of the fields computed using optional settings in the
GRUVI script. Higher NDVI (brighter tones) are meant to
indicate higher vegetation biomass, but NDVI is also unduly
influenced by background soil surface wetness; note the
wedge of wet soil in the top center circular field is obvious
and appears brighter than the adjacent dry soil background.

GRand Unified Vegetation Index (GRUVI) image of the
fields computed by the GRUVI script using an optional
background soil adjustment parameter optimized for this
image. Soil surface wetness variations are not visible and
do not contaminate the biomass signal in this image.

The GRand Unified Vegetation Index (GRUVI) geospatial script in the
Scripts by JackTM series incorporates concepts derived from Dr. Jack F.
Paris’s several decades of research and practical experience in applications of remote sensing to agriculture and natural resources. The GRUVI
script produces a pair of calibrated indicator rasters for green vegetation biomass and soil surface brightness. These indicators are computed
from near-infrared and red spectral bands of a multispectral image that
has been calibrated to scaled surface reflectance values using the SRFI
geospatial script (see the Scripts by Jack color plates entitled Calibrating Multispectral Satellite Images and Calibrate Satellite Images to
Surface Reflectance) and corrected for terrain effects if needed using
the TERCOR script (see the color plate Scripts by Jack: Correct for
Terrain Induced Radiance Effects). You can provide additional scenespecific processing parameters (band values characteristic of dense
vegetation and soil) to allow the script to compensate for local soil
surface characteristics and conditions and produce a vegetation index
that directly indicates the true variability of vegetation.
All vegetation indices depend upon the differing responses of healthy
green vegetation and soil in the near-infrared and red spectral bands.
Near-infrared light penetrates the leaf canopy, interacting with multiple canopy levels before reflecting upward to be measured by a satellite
sensor. Near-infrared light is therefore sensitive to vegetative biomass,
not just leaf area, and interacts with the soil surface between and below
the plants as well. The near-infrared response of “vegetation” is thus a
complex non-linear mixture of the foreground vegetation and the background soil surface that can have a range of brightness due to variations
in soil surface color, texture, organic content, and wetness. Most standard vegetation indices, such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI), do not adequately account for the influence of background soil surface variations on the result. With the proper input
parameters, the GRUVI script can solve this nonlinear mixing problem
to provide vegetation and soil brightness indices that are independent
of variable soil surface conditions.
GRUVI processing parameters can also be adjusted, if you choose, to
compute a range of standard vegetation indices, such as NDVI, the Soil
Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI), and others. By selecting different
pairs of spectral image bands as input raster objects in place of nearinfrared and red, you can use the script to compute indicator rasters of
other foreground-background biophysical conditions, such as green trees
and shrubs against a background of yellowed (senescent) grass, or
flooded vegetation. The GRUVI script is documented by Part E of
FAQs by JackTM, which provides not only instructions for use of the
script, but also a full conceptual background, including discussions of
all standard vegetation indices.

Dr. Jack F. Paris, a private remote-sensing and geospatial consultant/coach, has developed a collection of advanced, model, geospatial Scripts by Jack TM and associated documentation called FAQs by JackTM. These
scripts are in the public domain and can be used and modified as desired. For access to the scripts and FAQs,
more information, and contact with Jack, go to: www.microimages.com/freestuf/ScriptsByJack.htm
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Import

Duplicate Microsoft Access Relationships
Relational databases associated with spatial data and
geodata provide the foundation for powerful selection
and styling queries for viewing and analysis. Relational
databases contain fields that
point to fields in other tables
to determine the element/
record association rather
than having every record in
every table directly attached
to the associated elements.
Setting up the proper relationships for your tables can
be time consuming if you
have a large number of
tables. These relationships can
be made in TNTmips or some
other database software. Relationships established in
Microsoft Access are maintained when the Access database is imported or linked to
by the TNT products. You do
not need to do anything during import for these relationships to be maintained—it is
automatic.

Access

TNTmips

Database table relationships can be
viewed in Microsoft Access (Tools/
Relationships from the menu bar) and the
TNT products (Edit Relations from the
Make Table/Form icon in the element
database row in the
layer controls
window). The view in
Access is more
complicated because
the fields in each table are also shown in
the relationship diagram and the connecting lines run between the two associated
fields or the top or bottom of the list if the
field is not showing in the table window.
The TNT products show the table name
and direction of the relationship (arrow
points from table that references the
primary key in another table to the table
with the primary key).

Once you have imported or
linked to your database tables,
they can be used directly for
pin mapping if the records contain geographic coordinates, but most frequently you want to associate the records with elements in a geometric
object. Getting elements associated with records in all tables after import involves just setting up attachments for the
records in one table. The best choice for this table depends on the database structure. Often the geometric object to
which you imported the database will have another table with direct attachments that you can relate your new tables
to. If so, you need only select the foreign key field in the original table to have all relationships established. For
example, if you have a vector that presents state or county outlines with a directly attached table that identifies them
by name and an imported relational database that also has a table with state or county names, you can relate your
imported database using these fields without having to establish attachments to individual polygons.
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Import

Selecting Format First
TNTmips’ Import and Export processes support hundreds of external raster, vector, shape, CAD, TIN, and database
formats. Additionally, many popular file formats are supported for direct use in the TNT products without the need
for import, such as Autodesk’s DWG files (*.dwg) and Drawing Exchange Files (*.dxf), MicroStation/Intergraph
DGN files (*.dgn), JPEG2000 files (*.jp2), MrSID files (*.sid),
and shapefiles (*.shp). See the back of the color plate entitled
With All selected for
System: AutoOpen External Geodata Files for a complete list of
the filter, the more
than 125 import
formats supported for direct use.
formats are all shown.
Note relative size of
slider in scroll bar.

TNTmips’ Import process lets you approach file and format selection from two directions: you can first pick the file and let the
process determine the format or you can select the format, which
will determine the data type (raster, vector, CAD, database) and
limit the files you can select for import. The first approach is
discussed on the companion color plate entitled Import: Selecting File First for Import. The latter approach is discussed further here. If you click on
any of the specific data type
CAD icon
icons (Raster, Vector, CAD,
With the CAD icon
or Database, not All), the list of available file formats is
selected, only CAD
reduced to reflect your choice. Selecting a data type icon
formats are shown.
before choosing a file format is recommended. In addiNote absence of
scroll bar (all CAD
tion to shortening the list, it will set up the object type to
formats shown).
be created, which can be easy to overlook, on the window that opens when you
press the Next button for files that can be imported as vector or CAD.
Choosing the file format before you browse and select the file to import gives you the benefit of the Import process’s
selection filters. To help you find the format of interest, you can sort the Name, Extension, and Description columns
of the format list by left-clicking on the column heading. Once a file format is selected, only files in that format are
shown in the Select Files window after you click on the Select Files button.
Another way to choose the file format is to enter the extension if you know it in the field provided. When you type the
first letter of an extension, the list of formats immediately decreases
to show only those that contain that letter in the extension. This
list is further refined as you continue to enter the extension. Once
you enter the three-letter extension, you are usually left
with a single entry. Some extensions are used by multiple formats, such as .img, and you will need to know
the format or select the file first to let the import process decide on a format.

The number of files shown to
choose from can be vastly different
before (left) and after (right)
specifying the file format to import.

Some file formats can be imported as vector or CAD
objects. If you click on Select and choose a file in one
of these formats without first clicking on the vector or
CAD data type icon, you specify the desired object type
in the Import Parameters window that opens after you
click on the Next button. Be sure to check that the
object type set is the object type you want. The default
object type in the Import Parameters window will be
the same as the first object type icon for the format shown
in the object type column of the Import window.
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Import

Selecting File First
If you click on Select Files first,
you can select one or more
files as long as all selected
files are in the same format.

TNTmips’ Import process lets you select either the file or the
format first. This color plate describes the features associated with selecting a file as the first step for import.
Selecting the format first is discussed on the companion
color plate entitled Import: Selecting Format First along
with other introductory information.

If you click on the Select Files button for Import with the
format set to the default Any supported format, you can
choose a file in any format, which is particularly useful
when you are working with data you are not familiar with.
For example, you may have files you were told you could
use in TNTmips but you do not know that you should
choose MRLC (Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics) for
the *.dda file you have. Additionally, some file formats
use the same extension for more than one data type, so
unless you are familiar with the data, you may not know
which choice to make from the complete list or which
data type icon to select before choosing the file format from a
shortened list. Clicking on the Select Files button as a first step
lets the Import process determine the object type for you. Be aware, however, that you may select a file that is not
supported by import. In such a case, you will be warned that the file type may not be supported and, if you choose to
proceed with an unsupported format, you will get
no output.
There is not always a one to one correspondence
Choosing the file first (left) selects
or narrows the appropriate import
between a file extension and the file format and
format. If you choose *.ddf by
object type. For example, five different raster forentering the extension, you get a
mats that TNTmips can import use a .img file exchoice of two file formats (below).
If you choose the file, the Import
tension. Files in Spatial Data Transfer Standard
process chooses the correct file
(SDTS) and GRASS formats have the same file exformat.
tension (.ddf) and may contain either raster or vector data. If you select a file with an extension that is
used by more than one format that can have more
than one data type without first restricting the data type (by clicking on the
raster, vector, CAD, or database icon), the file you select will determine the
data type and you will be offered a choice on the format list between the different file formats that use the same
extension.
Some file formats can be imported as vector or CAD. If you click
on Select and choose a file in one of these formats without first
clicking on the vector or CAD data type icon, you specify the desired object type in the Import Parameters window that opens after
you click on the Next Button. The data type will be specified for
you if you click on the vector or CAD data type icon before you
select the file.
Multiple files/objects can be selected for import or export, but they
must be the same file or object type (for example, all shapefiles or
all raster objects). The Format menu presents all export file formats
for the data type you have selected.

Click here to move on to
Import Parameters window.
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Sample Tool Script

Control Display by Area of Interest
A TNTmips display group can include a “virtual mosaic” of
tiled geodata layers, with each of the many (even thousands
of) individual layers covering only a portion of the group
area. Most commonly the “tiles” would represent data layers such as elevation models, orthoimages, or vector map

With such a virtual mosaic, it can be cumbersome to
toggle on/off all the particular layers in a specific area
in the group using the Group Controls or LegendView.
MicroImages has created a sample tool script that allows you to toggle layers on or off on a spatial basis
by using a rectangle tool in the View. The Layer Select script (which is excerpted on the reverse side of
this plate) allows you to toggle on all layers overlapped
by the selection box or toggle off all layers contained
within the selection box. These and other variant actions (illustrated here) are initiated by keystrokes
combined with a right mouse click. The script is implemented to work with any
type of object layer, but it
also contains sample code to
show how the toggle action
can be restricted to a particular object type (such as raster
layers).

Turn on Layer Select tool and
drag out a rectangle in the View

right-click

In the View above, a
number of color digital
orthoimages, each
covering one quarter of
a map quadrangle, have
all been set initially to
be hidden (note empty
check boxes in LegendView). The Layer
Select tool is used in
this example to turn on
all orthoimage layers
that overlap the drawn
rectangle (right). Other
optional tool actions are
illustrated below.

layers derived from individual map quadrangles. In the example illustrated here, hundreds of color orthoimage tiles
(each covering one quarter of a map quadrangle) are arrayed
in a display group that also includes several lower-resolution map layers that cover the entire area.

NOTE: if you are using a one-button mouse
on the Mac, use a + click in the View as
the equivalent of a right mouse click.
All layers that partially or
completely overlap the
selection box are turned
on, all others turned off

Ctrl + right click
Shift + right click
Ctrl + Shift + right click

All layers that are completely enclosed
in the selection box are turned off. All
other layers remain in their previous
state.

All layers that overlap the selection
box are turned on. All other layers
remain in their previous state.

All layers are turned on.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for Layer Toggle Tool Script (LayerSelTool.sml)
Procedure called when the Right Mouse button is clicked after
using the tool to create a rectangle. It calls the appropriate
procedures to make the desired geographic selection of layers.

Procedure to compare two regions and set the values of
overlapping and enclosed to true or false based on the
results of the comparison.
proc compareRegions(class REGION2D selR, class REGION2D layR) {
if ((layR.Extents.x1 < selR.Extents.x2) && (layR.Extents.x2 > selR.Extents.x1))
{if ((layR.Extents.y1 < selR.Extents.y2) &&
(layR.Extents.y2 > selR.Extents.y1)) {
overlapping = true;
} else {
overlapping = false;
}
} else {
overlapping = false;
}

proc cbToolApply(class MdispRegionTool tool) {
local numeric shiftWasPressed = ShiftPressed;
local numeric ctrlWasPressed = CtrlPressed;
local class GRE_GROUP currentGroup;
local class GRE_LAYER currentLayer;
if (Layout) {
currentGroup = Layout.FirstGroup;
currentLayer = Layout.FirstGroup.FirstLayer;
}
else currentLayer = Group.FirstLayer;

if ((layR.Extents.x1 > selR.Extents.x1) && (layR.Extents.x2 < selR.Extents.x2))
{if ((layR.Extents.y1 > selR.Extents.y1) &&
(layR.Extents.y2 < selR.Extents.y2)) {
enclosed = true;
} else {
enclosed = false;
}
} else {
enclosed = false;
}

View.DisableRedraw = 1;
while (currentLayer != 0) {
if (checkLayer(currentLayer)) {
checkOverlap(currentLayer);
local numeric visible;

See if layer matches criteria

Shift + Right Click

}

if (shiftWasPressed && !ctrlWasPressed) {
currentLayer.SetVisibleInView(View.GetViewNum(), overlapping ||
currentLayer.IsVisibleInView(View.GetViewNum() ) );
}
Ctrl + Right Click
else if (!shiftWasPressed && ctrlWasPressed) {
currentLayer.SetVisibleInView(View.GetViewNum(), !enclosed &&
currentLayer.IsVisibleInView(View.GetViewNum() ) );
}
Shift + Ctrl + RightClick
else if (shiftWasPressed && ctrlWasPressed) {
currentLayer.SetVisibleInView(View.GetViewNum(), true);
}
Right Click
else {
currentLayer.SetVisibleInView(View.GetViewNum(), overlapping);
}

Procedure to transform the extents of the tool
and the layer to View coordinates and then call
compareRegions() to compare them.
proc checkOverlap(class GRE_LAYER testLayer) {
local class REGION2D testRegion = tool.RegionData;
local class REGION2D testLayerReg = testLayer.MapRegion;
local class TRANSPARM tempTrans;
tempTrans = ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, true);
testRegion = RegionTrans(testRegion, tempTrans);
tempTrans =
ViewGetTransMapToView(View, testLayer.MapRegion.CoordRefSys);
testLayerReg = RegionTrans(testLayerReg, tempTrans);

}
currentLayer = currentLayer.NextLayer;
if (Layout) {
if ((currentLayer == 0) && (currentGroup.NextGroup != 0) ) {
currentGroup = currentGroup.NextGroup;
currentLayer = currentGroup.FirstLayer;
}
}

compareRegions(testRegion, testLayerReg);
}
Function to return whether or not the current layer matches
the specifications the user wants. In its current form, it only
makes sure the layer has a type. The commented-out section
is an example of how to specify what type of layers the user
wants the script to work with.
func checkLayer(class GRE_LAYER checkLayer) {
if (checkLayer.Type == "") {
PopupMessage("Layer has no Type");
return (false);
}
# if (checkLayer.Type == "Raster") {
#
if (checkLayer.Name.indexOf("Tile_r", 0) != -1 ) {
#
return (true);
#
}
# }
# return (false);
return true;
}

Cycles through all layers

}
View.DisableRedraw = 0;
View.RedrawIfNeeded();
tool.HasPosition = 0;
#cbClose();

Uncomment this line to have tool
deactivate after each use.

}
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System

Orthographic Projection for Global Views

Note the province
boundaries in the
Democratic Republic of
the Congo are shown in
both View windows and
in the oblique view at the
middle right.

First choose a
Projected Easting
and Northing
Coordinate
System, then a
datum, and finally
False northing
choose Orthographic for the
Projection method.
You define the
center point for the
projection using the
parameters on the
Projection panel
(note centered on
Equator and Prime Meridian at right).

The Orthographic views shown use four
different image rasters: Visible Earth (Blue
Marble: Land Surface, Shallow Water and
Shaded Topography) in View above and at
right; Earth’s City Lights below center,
ETOPO30 below left, and GTOPO30
below right. Some or all of the political
boundaries from a global vector object are
also shown. The Polar Orthographic view
includes a Latitude/Longitude grid.

Equatorial
N 0° E 150°
Pacific Rim Elevation

0.00000000 m

TNTmips provides hundreds of predefined
Coordinate Reference Systems and thousands of possible combinations of Coordinate Systems and datums to define the
Coordinate Reference System of your
choice. The Orthographic projection is used
for perspective views of the Earth, Moon,
and other planets to make them appear as
they would in a photograph from space.
Orthographic projections can be polar (centered on the north or
south pole), equatorial
(centered on the equator), or oblique (not centered on the equator or
a pole). Polar and
equitorial orthographic,
as well as oblique, projections can use any
longitude for the natural origin to provide rotation of the Earth. The
latitude of natural origin
provides the tilt for oblique
Orthog r a p h i c
projections.

Polar
N 90° W 90°
Arctic

Oblique
S 10° W 60°
South American Lights

Oblique
N 30° E 30°
Congo Provinces

Oblique
N 34° E 94°
Asian Shaded Relief
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Make It Poster Size
Remember that hardcopy layouts can be any size and can be printed on large format
printers or divided over multiple pages. The enlarged area at the right illustrates the
additional resolution of the imagery that makes it suitable for poster size printing. You
certainly are not limited to the quality of the data provided by MicroImages on its
Global Reference Geodata DVD—choose imagery with resolution suitable for your
project or poster. Remember that a lot of high resolution data is available for free
download. For example, Landsat coverage of most of the Earth’s land surface is
available from around the year 2000 with 14.25 meter resolution (https://
zulu.ssc.nasa.gov/mrsid) while the resolution of this image from the DVD is
approximately one kilometer. Note that you can include map scale controlled
features and labels, which can be drawn/hidden as you change the scale of
your layout.
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Scripts by JackTM

Calibrate Satellite Images to Surface Reflectance
Several of the geospatial Scripts by JackTM deal with
calibration of multispectral satellite images (see the
color plate entitled Scripts by Jack: Calibrating Multispectral Satellite Images). The SRFI script
processes each spectral band of a multispectral image to produce a new, calibrated set of image bands
with Standardized Reflectance Factor Index (SRFI)
values. SRFI values are scaled integer reflectance
values equal to the Standardized Reflectance Factor
(in %) times 100. On this scale, 100% reflectance is
equivalent to a SRFI value of 10,000. The script can
adjust image bands from various sensors (currently
including QuickBird2, IKONOS 2, ASTER, Landsat
7 ETM+, and Landsat 4-5 TM) to a consistent, calibrated reflectance scale that represents a consistent
biophysical property of the surface. These adjustments are important in producing accurate band ratio
indices (such as a vegetation index) for a single scene
and in comparing scenes from multiple dates and
sensors.
Three options in the SRFI script provide progressive,
cumulative adjustments. Option 1 applies sensor
gain and offset values to convert raw image values to
calibrated radiance, then uses the solar elevation angle
to compute reflectance at the top of the atmosphere.
Option 2 corrects the top-of-atmosphere values for
the additive, band-dependent effects of atmospheric
path reflectance (haze). Path reflectance values are
computed empirically from band histograms and a
power-law model of the dependence of haze on wavelength. Option 3 corrects for band-dependent
atmospheric attenuation (absorption) effects to compute the scaled reflectance of the surface materials.
This option also computes Perpendicular Vegetation
Index (PVI) and Perpendicular Brightness Index
(PBI) raster objects that can be used in diagnostic
analysis of the image (such as with the DIAG script
described in the color plate entitled Scripts by Jack:
Mapping Dense Vegetation and Bare Soils).
The SRFI script is amply documented with over 60
pages in two sections of FAQs by JackTM. The conceptual background for the SRFI adjustments is
provided in Part A, and the application of these concepts in the script is covered in Part B.

Sample SRFI script results with Landsat 7 data
“Natural Color” Display
False Color Display
RGB = Band 3, Band 2, Band 1
RGB = Band 7, Band 4, Band 2

SRFI Option 1: Scaled reflectance at top of atmosphere. Atmospheric haze
and attenuation remain and affect the overall image brightness. Band-by-band
differences in these effects also alter the color-balance of these RGB images.

SRFI Option 2: Scaled reflectance corrected for atmospheric path reflectance.
Haze is removed, but remaining atmospheric attenuation effects make images
too dark and too red.

SRFI Option 3: Scaled reflectance of Earth surface materials with all
atmospheric effects (path reflectance and atmospheric attenuation) removed.
Remaining brightness variations due to varying slope angles and directions in
hilly areas can be corrected using the TERCOR geospatial script (see the color
plate entitled Scripts by Jack: Correct for Terrain Induced Radiance Effects).
Cell values in SRFI-calibrated bands are
scaled integers equal to reflectance factor
(in %) times 100. The DataTip to the left
for a cell in a field with a full crop canopy
shows a reflectance value of 48.1% in the
Red color component (near-infrared image
band), 1.15% in the Green component (red
image band) and 3.44% in the Blue
component (green image band).

Dr. Jack F. Paris, a private remote-sensing and geospatial consultant/coach, has developed a collection of advanced, model, geospatial Scripts by Jack TM and associated documentation called FAQs by JackTM. These
scripts are in the public domain and can be used and modified as desired. For access to the scripts and FAQs,
more information, and contact with Jack, go to: www.microimages.com/freestuf/ScriptsByJack.htm
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Sample Geospatial Script

Patch Holes in SRTM DEMs
Radar data acquired by the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) has been used
by NASA to produce a digital elevation model (DEM) covering 80 percent of Earth’s
land area. SRTM DEM tiles with 1 arc-second cell size are available for North America,
and 3 arc-second DEMs are available for other areas. These SRTM DEMs, however,
include data voids (holes) due to localized problems with the radar acquisition process,
including layover, shadowing, and lack of signal return from smooth water surfaces.

Small portion of a 1-arc second SRTM
DEM in a mountainous area. Data
holes (null value areas) are shown in
cyan. Line of profile shown in black.

Red marks data holes plus SRTM DEM
cells that differ in elevation from the
reference DEM by more than 75 meters,
the difference threshold used in this
example for replacing with the DEM value.

MicroImages has created a sample geospatial script to fill the no-data cells in SRTM
DEMs. The SRTMFILL script (excerpted on the opposite side of this page) operates on
the interior null cells in an imported SRTM DEM raster object, filling the holes to
provide a continuous elevation surface that can be used for watershed analysis, terrain
visualization, or other processes.
Several simple types of holes can be filled using just the SRTM DEM; these holes
include single null cells (partly or completely surrounded by real-value cells), which are
filled by interpolation, and multicell holes that are surrounded by cells with a constant
elevation (such as holes in water surfaces). In addition to these special cases, holes can
be filled using one or more reference DEMs, which need not match the SRTM DEM in
cell size, geographic extent, or coordinate reference system. Each void cell in the SRTM
DEM is replaced with the elevation from the geographically corresponding cell in a
reference DEM. You have the option of feathering these hole-fills into their surroundings by specifying a number of 1-cell wide buffer zones around each void. Cell values
in each buffer zone are computed by averaging the SRTM and reference cell value using
weighting factors that vary across the buffers to provide a smooth blending. You can
also choose to set a maximum allowed elevation difference between SRTM and reference DEMs; SRTM values that exceed this difference are initially set to null and are
therefore replaced with reference DEM values when the holes are filled.
Profile of processed SRTM DEM along black line in
illustrations. Original data voids shown in orange;
buffer areas for feathering elevations shown in yellow.

Brown lines outline a 3-cell buffer zone
used in this example for feathering the
edges of void fills.

Processed SRTM DEM with holes filled
and feathered.

Process dialog window provided by the SRTM Hole Fill script.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for scripts
and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for SRTM Hole-Filling Script (SRTMfill.sml)
This procedure traverses through the SRTM raster and replaces
any null values with the corresponding cell value from the
reference DEM. The SRTM cell will remain null if the current
reference DEM does not overlap or if the corresponding reference
DEM cell is null.

This procedure blends the SRTM data with the Reference data
that was used to fill the null cells based on the distance from
the null voids that the user specifies.
proc BlendBufferZone( class RASTER zoneBufferR, numeric zoneNum ) {
print(" Buffering in Zone " + NumToStr(zoneNum) +
" of " + NumToStr(cellBufferDist) + "\n");
local class POINT2D point;
local class GEOREF outG, refG;

proc FillWithRefRaster() {
print("Filling Voids with Reference Data\n");
local class GEOREF outG, refG;
local class POINT2D point;

outG = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(outR);
refG = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(RefR);

outG = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(outR);
refG = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(RefR);

create a transparm if the CRSs are different
local numeric same = 1;
if (outG.CoordRefSys.Name != refG.CoordRefSys.Name) {
same = 0;

create a transparm if the CRSs are different
local numeric same = 1;
if (outG.CoordRefSys.Name != refG.CoordRefSys.Name) {
same = 0;

local class TRANSPARM trans;
trans.InputCoordRefSys = outG.CoordRefSys;
trans.OutputCoordRefSys = refG.CoordRefSys;

local class TRANSPARM trans;
trans.InputCoordRefSys = outG.CoordRefSys;
trans.OutputCoordRefSys = refG.CoordRefSys;

}
SetStatusMessage("Computing new values in Buffer Zone");

}

find the overlapping object coordinates for outR
SetStatusMessage("Filling holes with Reference Data");

local class RECT overlap = FindIntersectionOfRasters(outR, RefR, 1);
local numeric I = 1, J = 1;

find the overlapping object coordinates for outR
local class RECT overlap = FindIntersectionOfRasters(outR, RefR, 1);

traverse through the overlapping area

traverse through the overlapping area

local numeric m, n, buffFactor;
for m = overlap.y2 to overlap.y1 - 1 {
SetStatusBar(m, rows);
for n = overlap.x1 to overlap.x2 - 1 {

local numeric i, j;
for i = overlap.y2 to overlap.y1-1 {
SetStatusBar(i, rows);
for j = overlap.x1 to overlap.x2-1 {

start the blending process if the cell is in the buffer zone

if the cell is null, find the matching cell in the reference DEM

if ( zoneBufferR[I, J] == 1 ) {
point = ObjectToMap(outR, n, m, outG);

if ( IsNull(outR[i,j]) ) {
point = ObjectToMap(outR, j, i, outG);

convert point to the correct CRS if not the same

convert to the correct CRS if they are not the same

if (!same) {
point = trans.ConvertPoint2DFwd(point);
}

if (!same) {
point = trans.ConvertPoint2DFwd(point);
}

convert map coordinates to SRTM raster line/column
point = MapToObject(refG, point.x, point.y, RefR);
point.x = round(point.x);
point.y = round(point.y);

convert map coordinates to SRTM raster line/column
point = MapToObject(refG, point.x, point.y, RefR);
point.x = round(point.x);
point.y = round(point.y);

make sure the matching cell in the DEM is valid
if ( point.x >= 1 and point.x <= RefR.$Info.NumCols) {
if ( (point.y >= 1) && (point.y <= RefR.$Info.NumLins) ) {

check to make sure the point is valid, then replace it

assign the output cell the value of the SRTM plus the
linear differnce based on what zone the cells are in

if ( point.x >= 1 and point.x <= RefR.$Info.NumCols) {
if ( (point.y >= 1) && (point.y <= RefR.$Info.NumLins) ) {
outR[i,j] = RefR[point.y, point.x] * RefDataScale;
}
}

buffFactor = (cellBufferDist - zoneNum + 1) * 1.0 / (cellBufferDist
* 1.0 + 1);
outR[m,n] = outR[m,n] + (buffFactor) * ((RefR[point.y, point.x] *
RefDataScale) - outR[m,n]);

}

}

}

}

}

}
J++;

}

}
I++;
J = 1;
}
}
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GeoToolbox

Show/Hide Areas of Interest
Layouts can be complex assemblies of many overlapping layers that cover part or all of the extents of
the layers as a whole. These layers may turn on and
off by map scale or you may need to hide/show layers to reveal the layers of interest in the group or layout. Layers can be individually hidden/shown using
the toggles in the Layout or Group Controls windows
or in LegendView. It may be difficult to detemine by
layer name which layers you want to turn on/off in a
complex layout, such as that shown at the right with
many color orthoimage layers that you would need to
recognize by quarter quad number to identify the layers you wanted to turn on/off in the absence of a
graphic tool to choose which layers to show/hide.
The graphic tools let you turn layers on/off by
area using the options on the Select panel of
the GeoToolbox. This feature is available when
you use any of the area tools (polygon, rectangle, circle, ellipse, arc wedge, arc chord, regular polygon, or region) to draw a shape. The
options for showing/hiding are the same as the
options for selecting elements with an area tool:
partially inside, completely inside, partially outside, and completely outside. Clicking on the
Show Layers or Hide Layers button shows/hides
all the layers that fit the selected criterion.

Using Show Layers
Partially Inside turns on
seven Digital Ortho
Quarter Quad (DOQQ)
layers, which fall
completely or partially
within the circle drawn.

This functionality is also implemented for rectangular areas in a sample Tool Script, which is
discussed on the color plate entitled Sample
Tool Script: Control Display by Areas of Interest.

A topographic map is displayed with a number of airphotos of the same area initially hidden (above left). Clicking on Show Layers with the option
menu set to Partially Inside gives the result shown in the center. From the initial starting point, clicking on Show Layers with the option menu set to
Completely Outside gives the result shown at the right.
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Urban Studies

Site Selection Analysis
TNTmips provides powerful tools for site selection analysis, which
decides the best location for various urban land uses. Basic
zoning decisions at various urban planning scales are based on
an initial selection process using several criteria, which generally
take into account the different views of stakeholders involved in
the process. The site selection process requires a flexible GIS
tool that is capable of combining attributes of various
thematic layers easily as well as conducting additional
layer-based analyses such as buffer zone analysis, slope
analysis and so on. The power of TNTmips for site
selection comes from the various tools embedded in
the software that enable professionals to prepare the
thematic layers and make analysis easy. TNTmips lets
you easily apply element selection queries that meet
multiple criteria that come from a variety of sources
slope layer computed in degrees
by transferring attributes from a number of differently
themed vector objects.
In this hypothetical example, there are several thematic layers
such as slope, property information (vacancy, area, ownership), flood plain status, accessibility from major streets and
so on. A query for the parcel layer polygon database is shown
below to select suitable parcels that fit the following criteria:
parcels with a mean slope of less than 10% and area greater
than 50000 m2, vacant and not in the flood plain, located outside the 500 meter buffer zone from major streets.

floodplain vector object
displayed with transparency
over an elevation raster

ownership pattern with
the property records

multiple buffer zones
from major streets
(300, 500, 1500 m)

tables transferred from
other vector objects

There are alternative ways that TNTmips can be used to find the suitable parcels
based on these criteria. In this example, making queries using the parcel polygon database is the simplest way. This method requires that pertinent tables of
other layers such as floodplain, buffer distances, and slope be transferred into
the polygon database of the parcels layer to which the query will be applied.
The thematic layers are prepared using various processes in TNTmips. The
information on parcels’ vacancy and area are separate fields in the parcels table.
A raster layer for slope analysis is generated either in degrees or percentages
(along with aspect and shading) by using Process/Raster/Elevation/Slope,
Aspect, and Shading. In order to use the properties of this raster layer as a
table for the parcels layer, TNTmips provides another tool to compute the
slope statistics for each parcel (Process/Vector/Attributes/Raster Properties).
Similarly, the buffer zones can be computed using Process/Vector/Compute/
BufferZones. After preparing these thematic layers, you can transfer the tables
of the vector objects such as floodplain and buffer distances to the parcels
layer (Process/Vector/Transfer Attributes). Then you will have one vector
layer with the all necessary attributes attached in order to make the queries
The parcels vector object displayed by attribute
shows the selected parcels that fit the given criteria. based on the stated criteria.
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Urban Studies

Slope Analysis
The powerful interpretive features of TNTmips expand the use of contour lines from simply making topographic maps to
include wider applications, such as in the field of urban studies. Slope analysis is an important component of site selection
analysis and the thematic slope layer needed for this analysis can be easily created using a series of processes in TNTmips.
A thematic slope layer is composed of slope interval categories derived from a slope layer. Another use of slope layer is
discussed on the color plate entitled Urban Studies: Site Selection Analysis.
• Acquire contour lines: The data of interest may be acquired in various forms. It is
important to have a GIS application that is capable of processing the data that is available. In this example, the contour lines of Grant township in Lancaster County, NE were
obtained from the City of Lincoln and Lancaster County Information Systems Map Shop
website (http://ims.ci.lincoln.ne.us/gisweb/) in Arc/Info “Export” (E00) vector format.
These contour lines were imported into TNTmips using the Import process.
• Create DEM using the contour lines: The Surface Fitting operation in Process/
Surface Modeling provides an easy way to create a DEM. When the input vector object
contains elevation contours, the Lines/Edges panel is enabled in the Surface Modeling
window and if the input object is 3D, Object Z is the default selection on the Value option
button. In this example, the input vector object is not 3D but the contour lines are
associated with a table that contains the elevation field values. If the input object is 2D,
Query is the default on the Value option menu. The query simply identifies the table and
field that contain the elevation value. More information on Surface Modeling can be
found in the Surface Modeling tutorial booklet .
• Compute slope: The Process/Raster/Elevation/Slope, Aspect and Shading process
computes all three raster types in a single pass through the input DEM. You can also
choose just one or two of these output raster types. The cell values of the slope raster
may be expressed as percentages or degrees. Percentages are used in this example.

Vector contour lines

DEM raster object

• Generate slope intervals: Process/GeoFormula

is a scripting environment that lets you create a new
raster object composed of slope intervals. Using
GeoFormula, you can generate slope intervals that
designate the areas with a slope less than 10%, from
10–20%, from 20–30% and greater than 30%.

The thematic
slope layer
illustrated is the
raster object
created by the
GeoFormula
process,
displayed using
a color map to
indicate slope
range.

The new raster object that was
created by GeoFormula can
Slope raster object
be used in different ways. In
the illustrations at the left, the thematic slope layer created by
GeoFormula is displayed in a layout. There are various ways
of using the thematic slope layer in site selection analysis. The
Process/Convert/Raster to Vector/Auto-Boundaries process
is a useful tool when a thematic slope layer is required as a
vector object. Also, generating Threshold or Raster Expression regions provides an easy way to use a thematic slope
layer to make selections from other layers interactively.
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Sample Tool Script

Measure Strike/Dip of Geologic Features
The patterns traced across the landscape by layered rock units provide key evidence about
surface and near-surface geologic structure. Geologists can map these surface features remotely using aerial or satellite images, but in order to quantify the structural geometry, they
need measurements of the strike and dip (measures of 3D orientation) of the rock layers at
many locations. This Tool Script enables geologists to measure and record the strike and dip
of bedding or other map-scale planar features (such as joints, faults, dikes, and others) using
a reference image overlaid on an elevation raster in the View. Key portions of the script are
excerpted on the opposite side of this page. The script solves the classic “3-point problem”
of structural geology: given the x-y-z coordinates of three non-colinear points on a plane,
compute the strike and dip of the plane.
In the Tool Script’s default Add mode, you use a standard polygon tool provided by the script
to indicate in the View window the locations of the three required points (as triangle vertices)
on a planar geologic feature. The script reads the elevation for each point from the elevation
raster (which must be the first layer in the group), determines the corresponding plane, computes its strike azimuth, dip angle, and dip azimuth, and shows these values in the script’s
control window. The script also computes the outcrop trace of the computed plane over the
terrain surface in the vicinity of the measurement point and draws this trace in the view.
Comparing this trace to the local outcrop pattern shown by the reference image provides you
with a visual quality-control assessment of the accuracy of the computed orientation of the
plane. The polygon tool remains active to allow you to adjust the triangle vertices, if necessary, yielding a revised set of orientation values and a new outcrop trace. When you accept
the orientation measurement, a point element is added to the designated Strike/Dip vector
object and the orientation values are stored in an attached record in the associated point
database. These points are also automatically styled by CartoScript with the appropriatelyoriented and labeled symbol for the
strike and dip of bedding. The Tool
Script can be revised easily to reference a different CartoScript for
styling symbols for other planar
geologic features.
CartoScripts for various geologic
map features are available for
free download from:
www.microimages.com/
In Add mode, use the polygon tool to draw a triangle on the
freestuf/cartoscripts/
desired planar feature (above left). Use the Line/Polygon Edit
Controls (left) to adjust the triangle if needed, then press
[Apply] or press the right mouse button. The computed values
for the plane are shown in the Tool Script’s control window
(right) and the outcrop trace is drawn in the View in the selected
color (above right). Press [Accept] on the control window to
store the point and its data.

Measurement locations are added as point
elements to a vector object and automatically styled using the appropriatelyoriented and labeled strike and dip symbol
from an accompanying CartoScript.

The point
symbol is placed
at the center of
the triangle and
styled by
CartoScript.
The Tool Script’s control window provides
View, Add, Edit, and Delete modes.

The outcrop trace line for each measurement location is also added to a separate
vector object with your selected line color. In the Tool Script’s View mode, you can
left-click on any strike-dip symbol to select it and use the Accept button on the Tool
Script’s control window to toggle the point’s outcrop trace on or off. In this manner
you can turn on and view several outcrop traces simultaneously. These computed
outcrop traces can help you trace outcrop patterns and contact positions through
areas of poor exposure (due to vegetation or soil cover) that might surround your
measurement points.

In the Tool Script’s View mode, you can select one or
more data points and turn on their outcrop traces for
mutual comparison and to help map outcrop patterns.

The Tool Script’s Edit mode allows you to select and edit existing strike-dip measurements. Selecting a point in this mode reactivates the polygon tool with its former
vertex locations so that you can adjust its position and compute revised orientation
measurements and a revised outcrop trace. You can also delete points and their accompanying outcrop traces using the Tool Script’s Delete mode.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for scripts
and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for Strike-Dip Tool Script (StrikeDipTool.sml)
Function to get the x and y screen coordinates from a polyline vertex
func class POINT3D setXY(numeric num) {
local class POINT3D tmp = poly.GetVertex(num - 1);
return tmp;
}
Function to get the z value from the elevation
raster at the location of a polyline vertex

Procedure to compute the strike and dip for a nonvertical plane
proc computeNonVerticalPlane() {
partial derivative of dip in x-direction
dipX = a / c;
(opposite of the slope component)
if ( b == 0 ) plane is parallel to y-axis (north-south), dipY is 0
{
if ( a == 0 ) plane is parallel to both x and y and thus is horizontal
{
dipAng = 0;
strikeAng is undefined
strikeAng = null;
dipDir = null;
}
else {
plane is not horizontal, strike is north-south

func class POINT3D setZ(class POINT3D pt3d, numeric num) {
local class POINT3D tmp;
tmp.x = pt3d.x; tmp.y = pt3d.y;
convert from screen to view coords
tmp = TransPoint2D(tmp, ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1));
convert from view to map coords
tmp = TransPoint2D(tmp, ViewGetTransMapToView(View,
rasterLayer.MapRegion.CoordRefSys, 1));

dipAng = atand( dipX );

if ( dipAng < 0 ) then dipAng = -1 * dipAng;

convert from map coordinates
to object coordinates

local class Georef georef;
local class POINT2D objcoord;
georef = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(DEM);
objcoord = MapToObject(georef, tmp.x, tmp.y, DEM);

if ( dipX > 0 ) {
dipDir = 90;
strikeAng = 0;
}
else {
dipDir = 270;
strikeAng = 180;
}

with the object coordinates we can get the cell value
numeric cellval = DEM[objcoord.y, objcoord.x];
tmp.z = cellval; a raster cell value
return tmp;
Function to compute linear coefficients of the equation
of the plane from the three 3D points in the polyline tool

dipY = b / c;

func class POINT3D computePlanarCoefficients() {

partial derivative of dip in y-direction
(opposite of the slope component)
compute dip angle
from dipX and dipY

if ( dipAng < 0 ) dipAng = -1 * dipAng;
compute azimuth of dip direction from dipX and dipY; value
returned by atand() is between -90 and +90, so must adjust
result to get positive azimuth value between 0 and 360
depending on which quadrant dip vector is in

call functions to get X,Y coordinates
from three polyline vertices and to
find corresponding Z value from
elevation raster

dipDir = atand( dipX / dipY );
if ( dipDir == 0 ) {

if one of the z values is bad, then stop - return invalid ctrPt

dip direction is due north or south

if ( dipY < 0 ) dipDir = 180;

dip direction is south

}

if (!(isZValid(pt1.z) && isZValid(pt2.z) && isZValid(pt3.z))) {
string s$ = "Error: One (or more) of the points has an invalid elevation.";
PopupMessage(s$);
ctrPt.x = NullValue(DEM);
ctrPt.y = NullValue(DEM);
ctrPt.z = NullValue(DEM);
return ctrPt;
} else {
pt21 = computeDifference(pt2, pt1);
pt31 = computeDifference(pt3, pt1);

if ( dipDir < 0 ) {

Compute linear coefficients for the equation of the plane

}

a = Determinant( pt21.y, pt21.z, pt31.y, pt31.z );
b = Determinant( pt21.x, pt21.z, pt31.x, pt31.z ) * -1;
c = Determinant( pt21.x, pt21.y, pt31.x, pt31.y );

dip direction in SE or NW quadrants,
must adjust value

if ( dipX > 0 ) {
dipDir = 180 + dipDir;
}

dip direction in SE quadrant

else {
dipDir = 360 + dipDir;
}

dip direction in NW quadrant

dip direction in SW quadrant, must adjust value

else if ( dipX < 0 ) dipDir = 180 + dipDir;
compute strike angle from dip direction and convert
negative values to positive azimuth in range 0 to 360

compute the center point of the triangle; this is the point that is
created and attributed with the information about strike and dip

}

dip direction is due west

dipAng = atand( sqrt( sqr(dipX) + sqr(dipY) ) );

local class POINT3D pt1, pt2, pt3; three points on a plane
local class POINT3D pt21, pt31;
differences between point positions
local class POINT3D ctrPt;

ctrPt = computeCenterPoint(pt1, pt2, pt3);
createPlaneRaster(pt1, pt2, pt3);
return ctrPt;

dip direction is due east

}
} else { strike not parallel to y-axis, dipY is nonzero

}

pt1 = setXY(1);
pt1 = setZ(pt1,1);
pt2 = setXY(2);
pt2 = setZ(pt2,2);
pt3 = setXY(3);
pt3 = setZ(pt3,3);

compute dip angle from dipX

strikeAng = dipDir - 90;

strike direction from right-hand rule

if ( strikeAng < 0 ) strikeAng = 360 + strikeAng;
}
}

}
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Scripts by JackTM

Generalized Mapping of Biophysical Properties
Multispectral satellite images of agricultural and range land can be
used to map biophysical properties such as the surface color and
moisture content of exposed and subcanopy soil, green and brown
vegetation biomass, and others. Other applications include removal
of the effects of unresolved intermittent grass and shrub cover to
enhance the spectral mapping of exposed geological surfaces. The
Tasseled Cap transformation simultaneously computes 2 or more
biophysical indicators from a set of 3 or more multispectral image
bands. It can therefore incorporate more information than ratio or
modified ratio indices (like most vegetation indices), which use only
a pair of spectral bands.

Scatter of points for
partially vegetated
Green
vegetation area has shape of a
“tasseled cap”
f
eo
ls
Lin Soi
e
r
Ba

Red Reflectance Value

Tasseled Cap Component 2 (Greenness) for the same area computed
from six bands of the SRFI-scaled
Landsat 7 image. Bright tones
indicate fields with the highest green
vegetation biomass; fields with bare
soil are dark.

TC Component 2: Greenness

Near Infrared Reflectance Value

Color-infrared combination of Landsat
7 bands (corrected to calibrated
surface reflectance using the SRFI
script) for an agricultural area near
Stockton, California. Bright red colors
indicate fields with the highest green
vegetation bio-mass; fields with bare
soil are blue-green.

The set of spectral values for each cell in a multispectral image
locate a point in a spectral space defined by an orthogonal coordinate axis for each image band. In the Tasseled Cap transformation,
cell values are projected to a new spectral space with a rotated set of
orthogonal coordinate axes (components) that are better aligned to
trends in the data created by variations in biophysical properties.
Most implementations apply the Tasseled Cap transformation to raw,
uncalibrated multispectral images to automatically produce 4 new
transformed images of soil Brightness, vegetation Greenness, soil
surface Wetness, and Yellowness due to senescent vegetation and
haze. The transformation coefficients used in these traditional Tasseled Cap applications are not dependent on the scene
characteristics, but instead are determined solely by the
imaging device.

Green
vegetation

Line of
Bare Soils

TC Component 1: Brightness

2D scatterplots from the Raster Correlation tool for a Landsat 7 image of an
agricultural area near Stockton, California (larger area surrounding the image
excerpts shown above). Left, plot of near-infrared versus red reflectance
calibrated with the SRFI script. Right, plot of Tasseled Cap component 2
(Greenness) versus component 1 (Brightness) computed using the default
parameters in Method 2 of the TASCAP script. After this coordinate transformation, the line of bare soils is nearly parallel to the Brightness axis, and trajectories of increasing vegetation cover toward the peak are nearly parallel to the
Greenness axis.

Dr. Jack F. Paris has adapted the Tasseled Cap transformation to multispectral images previously calibrated to
reflectance using the SRFI script (see the color plate entitled Scripts by Jack: Calibrate Satellite Images to Surface
Reflectance). In this enhanced transformation, which is
implemented in the TASCAP geospatial script, the transformation coefficients are independent of the imaging
sensor. Applying the transformation to reflectance-calibrated multispectral images provides better, more
consistent results than with raw image data. The script
and the underlying concepts are documented in Part F of
FAQs by JackTM.
Three methods of applying the Tasseled Cap transformation are provided in the TASCAP script. Method 1 uses
coefficients developed by the U.S. Geological Survey and
can be applied to six bands of Landsat Thematic Mapper
(TM) or Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) images calibrated to top-of-atmosphere SRFI values. It produces the
standard components described above.
Method 2 can be applied to scaled surface reflectance images from TM, ETM+, or any four-band imager (with blue,
green, red, and near-infrared bands). This method uses
default reflectance values to compute transformation coefficients, allows you to choose from 4 to 6 input bands,
and produces the standard set of output components.
The third method provides the greatest flexibility. It can
be applied to any SRFI-calibrated images from any sensor that has at least three spectral bands. Transformation
coefficients are derived from the spectral values of specific biophysical materials that you identify by their
line-column location in the image. You can therefore tailor the transformation to provide indices for the particular
surface materials of interest to you.

Dr. Jack F. Paris, a private remote-sensing and geospatial consultant/coach, has developed a collection of advanced, model, geospatial Scripts by Jack TM and associated documentation called FAQs by Jack TM. These
scripts are in the public domain and can be used and modified as desired. For access to the scripts and FAQs,
more information, and contact with Jack, go to: www.microimages.com/freestuf/ScriptsByJack.htm
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Scripts by JackTM

Correct for Terrain Induced Radiance Effects
The TERCOR geospatial script corrects Standardized Reflectance Factor Index (SRFI; see the Scripts by Jack color
plates entitled Calibrating Multispectral Satellite Images and
Calibrate Satellite Images to Surface Reflectance) values
in all calibrated bands for the predictable illumination variations caused by terrain slope and aspect. To make these
corrections, the script uses cell values in a shading raster
object that you have previously computed from a matching
elevation raster object (using sun elevation and azimuth
angles appropriate for the image) in the TNT Slope, Aspect,
and Shading process. SRFI values are adjusted as needed in
hilly areas but remain unchanged in areas of flat terrain.

The TERCOR script differentiates direct solar illumination
from diffuse skylight (which does not contribute to terrain
shading) when it makes the shading adjustments. Skylight
arises from atmospheric scattering; increasing haze increases
the fraction of illumination due to skylight while decreasing
the direct illumination fraction. Both haze and skylight also
vary predictably with wavelength. The script prompts for a
skylight fraction for the green-light image band, then uses
this value to compute skylight fractions for the other bands
using a power-law model based on band wavelength. Documentation for the TERCOR script is provided in FAQs by
Jack Part D.

TERCOR.SML sample results for Landsat 7 extract from central California, USA
False-color displays with RGB = Band 7, Band 4, Band 2, respectively. Vegetated areas appear green.

Scaled-reflectance bands produced by the SRFI script retain
terrain-induced brightness effects in the hilly area in the
southwest half of image.

Shading raster from 30-m DEM, used by the script to
correct reflectance values for terrain effects.

Processing with TERCOR.SML greatly reduces terrain
shadowing in the southwest half of the image and more
clearly reveals the ecological zonation of vegetation in this
area. North-facing slopes have a more humid microclimate
and denser green vegetation (shrubs and trees), while the
more arid south-facing slopes are mantled with senescent
grass and soil in this dry-season image. Band values in the
flat agricultural area in the northeast portion of the image
were not altered by TERCOR processing.

The TERCOR script works best with orthorectified satellite
images. Terrain-induced relief displacement in unrectified
images causes variable registration errors between image cells
and shading raster cells in hilly areas. The misregistered
cells may have the wrong shading correction applied, producing brightness artifacts in the terrain-correct image. These
artifacts most commonly appear as localized bright and dark
fringes along ridge tops and valley bottoms.

Dr. Jack F. Paris, a private remote-sensing and geospatial consultant/coach, has developed a collection of advanced, model, geospatial Scripts by Jack TM and associated documentation called FAQs by JackTM. These
scripts are in the public domain and can be used and modified as desired. For access to the scripts and FAQs,
more information, and contact with Jack, go to: www.microimages.com/freestuf/ScriptsByJack.htm
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Scripts by JackTM

Color-Enhance Satellite Images of Coastal Areas
Multispectral satellite images of coastal settings can be used to evaluate the biophysical materials of the shallow water-bottom as well as
those of the adjacent onshore area. Because water strongly absorbs near-infrared and longer wavelengths, natural-color combinations of
shorter-wavelength, less-strongly absorbed visible light bands from Landsat TM, QuickBird,
and similar sensors are the most useful color satellite images for interpreting submerged
features. But the partial absorption of visible light in the water column darkens the submerged areas compared to the land surface, and the preferential absorption of red light
shifts the hues of submerged features toward blue. As a result, standard manipulations of
global contrast and brightness for a coastal scene cannot produce an image that is optimal
for both land and water features.
The WATER script in the series of geospatial Scripts by JackTM first separates the areas of
land and water and then applies specialized contrast and color enhancement to the submerged water features. It produces a color-composite with an enhanced natural color image
for the bottom features of the shallow-water area and either a natural color, color-infrared,
or grayscale (with choice of near-infrared or green bands) image for the land area.
The WATER script requires a set of multispectral satellite image bands (blue, green, red,
and near-infrared) that have been calibrated to scaled surface reflectance values using the
SRFI geospatial script (see the Scripts by Jack color plates entitled Satellite Image Calibration Scripts and Calibrate Satellite Images to Surface Reflectance). SRFI-values in the
near-infrared and blue bands are used to classify and then separate the water and land cells
in the source image and produce a WATERMASK raster object. This mask (which can be
filtered using an accompanying FILTER_WATERMASK script) is then automatically used
to apply separate color enhancement to the water and land areas. You can run the script
using default parameters to enhance land and water features, or you can adjust individual
enhancement parameters (with separate settings for land and water areas) to apply overall
brightening, selectively brighten dark features, and add or subtract red hues. Step-by-step
instructions and the conceptual background for the WATER and FILTER_WATERMASK
scripts are provided and illustrated in Part G of FAQs by JackTM.

Natural color display of QuickBird multispectral image bands (2-meter cell size) of a
small coastal area near Key West, Florida.
Islands range from urbanized (upper left) to
mostly vegetated (center right). Most of the
image is clear shallow water less than 2
meters deep with differing proportions of bare
sediment and seagrass. The darker channels
are 3 to 5 meters deep. Contrast enhancement tailored to the land areas leaves the
shallow water areas too dark and too blue.

Sample results from WATER.sml with different options for land areas in the fused image
These illustrations of the Key West test area show sample results
from the WATER script using different processing options for the land
portion of the image. The water area in all images is an enhanced
natural-color band combination that compensates for the varying

absorption of different wavelengths (colors) by water. Left, naturalcolor band combination for land. Center, color-infrared band
combination for land. Right, grayscale display of near-infrared image
band for land area.
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Urban Studies

Watershed Analysis
Watershed analysis is an important component of urban land use planning since land use decisions directly affect the
quality of water resources. The Watershed process in TNTmips computes the local directions of flow, the stream network,
the boundaries between watersheds, and the basins associated with particular branches of the stream network so you can
make a detailed watershed analysis. A series of processes in TNTmips helps you to analyze the amount of land devoted
to various urban uses within the watershed boundaries.
• Create Watershed Boundaries. The Watershed process (Process/Raster/El-

evation/Watershed) computes standard watershed polygons, basins, and flowpaths
using the input DEM. In this example, the input DEM was created using the contour lines of Grant township in Lancaster County, NE obtained from the City of
Lincoln and Lancaster County Information Systems Map Shop website (http://
ims.ci.lincoln.ne.us/gisweb/) as described in the color plate entitled Urban Studies: Slope Analysis. The watershed boundaries computed by the Watershed Analysis process are saved in a vector object. More information on Watershed Analysis
can be found in the Modeling Watershed Geomorphology tutorial booklet.
• Compute Land Use properties for watersheds. The land use data for Grant

township was obtained in shapefile format and imported into TNTmips. The parcel vector polygons were dissolved into larger
polygons for each land use category (Process/
Vector/Compute/Filter/Dissolve Polygons) and
the 36 land use categories available were reduced to 11 categories. The Polygon Properties process (Process/Vector/Attributes/Polygon Properties), which generates polygon statistics for a pair of vector objects (the source
The selected watershed below contains
and destination objects) and attaches the sta- 4345791.11 m of residential area that
tistical tables to the destination object, provides accounts for 34% of the selected
watershed area.
a powerful tool to compute the area and the
percentages of each land use category in a wawatershed boundaries
tershed. In this example, the Percentage table
displayed over the land
use vector object
was automatically created in the watershed
polygon database using the Polygon Properties process.
The Statistics and Substatistics features
available on the database Table menu
help you visualize the total area and the percentage of the land
use categories that occur in each watershed.
watershed boundaries displayed
over the elevation raster

2

• Simplify Percentage table by computing new database
fields. The Percentage table contains all area and percentage

records attached to each land use polygon in a particular watershed. Simplifying the percentage table requires that you generate a new database table that contains the land use categories, the area, and the area percentage that land use category
occupies in a particular watershed. In this example, a computed field was created for each land use category in a new
database table using a simple query.

The new database table generated shows the areas and the
percentages for each land use category for the selected
watershed above.
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Scripts by JackTM

Workflow: Calibrating/Analyzing Multispectral Images
The diagram below shows how you can use the geospatial scripts in
the Scripts by JackTM series (represented by the colored boxes) in
various combinations to calibrate, analyze, and enhance multispecImage
Metadata

tral satellite images. Any of the script products can also be used
along with other geospatial data in standard TNTmips processes for
display, further analysis, or presentation.

SRFI
Image Calibration
Correct raw image values for:
z Sensor gain/offset and solar
zenith angle and irradiance
z Path-radiance (haze)
z Atmospheric absorption

DEM
Shading

Multispectral Satellite Image
QuickBird, Ikonos, ASTER,
Landsat TM or ETM+

DIAG

TERCOR

Image Analysis

Image Calibration

Process SRFI bands to identify bare
soil and dense green vegetation and
determine input parameters for
GRUVI and TASCAP.

Correct surface reflectance
values for terrain-induced
illumination variations.

Image Bands Calibrated to
Scaled Surface Reflectance

WATER
Image Enhancement

GRUVI

Color-enhance calibrated
images of coastal areas to
reveal underwater features.

TASCAP

Image Analysis

Image Analysis

Compute optimized vegetation
and soil indicator rasters or
custom indicators of other
biophysical properties.

Compute Tasseled Cap
biophysical indicator rasters
or custom indicators of other
biophysical properties.

Yellowness
Wetness

Soil

Brightness
Vegetation

Greenness

Color Composite
Enhanced natural color for
water area merged with
natural color, color infrared,
or grayscale for land.
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Scripts by JackTM

Calibrating Multispectral Satellite Images
The cornerstone script in the geospatial analysis series of
Scripts by JackTM calibrates each spectral band of a multispectral satellite image into a surface reflectance raster object. This
SRFI script (see the color plate entitled Scripts by Jack: Calibrate Satellite Images to Surface Reflectance) adjusts the cell
values of each image band to a consistent, calibrated reflectance scale that represents a consistent biophysical property
of the surface. These adjustments can remove wavelengthvariable atmospheric effects (haze and attenuation) that have
variable but predictable impacts on each band in an individual
ASTER, 9 May 2001

multispectral image. The adjustments also compensate for
date/time/scene-dependent effects such as sensor gain differences and varying solar illumination geometry that become
important factors when you are working with multiple scenes.
An accompanying TERCOR script (see the color plate entitled Scripts by Jack: Correct for Terrain Induced Radiance
Effects) performs local adjustments to the reflectance values
to account for the effects of slope and aspect of terrain relative to the geometry of its solar illumination.

ASTER, 5 May 2002

Color-infrared combination of ASTER image bands (Red = near-infrared band, Green =
red band, Blue = green band) that have been calibrated to scaled reflectance using the
SRFI and TERCOR geospatial scripts. Band combinations from the two dates are
displayed with the same contrast enhancements, so similar colors in the two displays
indicate the same scaled reflectance values. In computing scaled reflectance, these
scripts have adjusted for band-dependent effects (atmospheric scattering), between-scene
effects (differences in the solar illumination direction and changes in sensor gain in the
green and red bands), and for the variable effects of slope and aspect on reflectance,
among others. These calibrated images provide an improved basis for analyzing the
distribution and condition of crops, natural vegetation, soil, mineral assemblages of rocks,
and other features on each date and for comparing these features between scenes. For
example, the illustrations below show optimized vegetation index images on the two dates
for the area indicated by the box (upper left). These index images were computed using
the GRand Unified Vegetation Index (GRUVI) geospatial script.

Once these scripts have converted
the “as collected” image values
(scaled radiance) to surface reflectance (a biophysical property of
the surface), the image bands can
be be further processed and analyzed as desired in any appropriate
TNT process or script. For example, they can be used to compute
band ratio indices of properties
within a single scene, such as a
map of green vegetation biomass
(a biological property) or a map of
soil brightness (a physical property). Other scripts in this series (see
the Scripts by Jack color plates entitled Mapping Vegetation/Soil
Biophysical Properties and Generalized Mapping of Biophysical
Properties) provide flexible approaches to computing these and
other maps of biophysical surface
properties.
The calibrated image bands also
provide the basis for analyzing
multiple images that may have
been acquired by different sensors,
at different locations, and/or on
different dates. The use of scaled
reflectance values enables more
accurate comparison of conditions
in different areas or of changes in
conditions in a single area through
time.
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Sample Tool Script

Draw into CAD Object in a Script
A CAD object in TNTmips can contain either geospatial data
or nongeoreferenced graphics related to your geospatial data,
such as data plots, profiles, a rendered database table, or
map-margin graphics. The TNT geospatial scripting language (SML) can be used to draw graphical elements (lines,
arcs, geometric shapes, and text) into a CAD object that can
then be used in map layouts or exported to a CAD file format for use with other software products.

pressed. Generic methods for drawing graphic elements are
provided by a GC (graphics context) class that can be used
in conjunction with either a dialog window or a CAD object.
The script class hierarchies for these two applications are
illustrated in the diagram below, and their use is compared
in the drawing procedure code excerpts included on the opposite side of this page.

The PipeProfileCAD tool script shows that the same powerful drawing methods can be used to draw graphics into a
dialog window created by the script and to then replicate
and save the same plot as a CAD object when needed. The
primary purpose of this script is to present an on-screen vertical profile of a selected portion of an underground pipe
network. (The color plate entitled Sample Tool Script: Infrastructure Graphical Profile expands upon the design of
this script for drawing the plot to an on-screen window.) The
script can then save this on-screen profile to a CAD object
when the Save Graph as CAD button on the window is

Geospatial script class structures for drawing
into a dialog window (left) and CAD object (right).
(SML class names in blue.)
GUI_DLG
CAD
Dialog window
CAD object

Line Profile window created by the PipeProfileCAD tool script,
showing a vertical profile of a selected section of a subsurface
pipe network. The upper black line connects surface manholes;
the subsurface pipes are drawn in red. The graph is drawn into
the window by the script using database values for a contiguous
set of line elements selected interactively in the View. The
currently active line element is highlighted in purple.

Display of a CAD object that replicates the pipe profile
graphic from the Line Profile window. Pushing the Save
Graph As CAD button on the Line Profile window (left)
redraws the profile to a selected new CAD object. In this
example the same drawing attributes, colors, and font were
used in the tool script to create both the window graphic and
the CAD object, and the results are virtually identical.

GUI_CANVAS
Control allowing drawing
in a dialog window

GRDEVICE_CAD
Graphics rendering device for
drawing into a CAD object

GC
GC
Graphics context for drawing; provides methods
for drawing lines, arcs, shapes, and text
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/freestuf/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for Pipe Profile Script (PipeProfileCAD.sml)
Procedure used to draw the graph in the dialog window;
uses global GC to allow interactive element highlighting
proc drawGraph() {
pipeBottomSave = pipeBottom;
pipeTopSave = pipeTop;
pipeFaceSave = pipeFace;

save pipe top and
bottom for highlighting

createGC();
gc.DrawTextSetFont("ARIAL");
local class COLOR color;
setTrans(pipeBottom);

local string xlabel = "Distance (m)";
local string ylabel = "Elevation (m)";
local numeric drawTwoPointLines = 0;
local numeric drawStartEndPoints = 1;

local numeric fontHeight = 12, axisLabelOffset=3;
setGraphOffsets(gc, fontHeight, axisLabelOffset);

create graphics
context for graph

draw the grid
color.red = 80; color.green = 80; color.blue = 80;
drawGrid(gc, getGridIntervalX(), getGridIntervalY(), pipeBottom, color);

set up graph axes

local numeric fontHeight = 12, axisLabelOffset = 3;
setGraphOffsets(gc, fontHeight, axisLabelOffset);

draw and label the axes
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
drawGraphAxes(gc, pipeBottom.GetVertex(pipeBottom.GetNumPoints()-1).x,
xlabel, ylabel, drawTwoPointLines, color, fontHeight, axisLabelOffset);

set the graph offsets
- (globals)

draw the pipe face
local class COLOR fill = vectorLayer.SelectedElemColor;
drawRectangles(gc, pipeFace, color, fill, fillToggle.GetValue());

fill in the background

local class COLOR bgcolor;
bgcolor.red = 98; bgcolor.green = 98; bgcolor.blue = 98;
drawBackground(gc, bgcolor);

class POLYLINE manholeSurfaceLine;
draw the surface line
if (doUseDEM()) {
(as DEM or from DB)
gc.DrawSetLineStyle("");
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
draw smoothed
drawPolyline(gc, smoothedSurface, color);
DEM surface line
manholeSurfaceLine = demSurface;
}
else {
draw surface line
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
drawPolyline(gc, surface, color);
manholeSurfaceLine = surface;
}

draw the grid
color.red = 80; color.green = 80; color.blue = 80;
drawGrid(gc, getGridIntervalX(), getGridIntervalY(), pipeBottom, color);
draw and label the axes
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
drawGraphAxes(gc, pipeBottom.GetVertex(pipeBottom.GetNumPoints()-1).x,
xlabel, ylabel, drawTwoPointLines, color, fontHeight, axisLabelOffset);
draw the pipe face
local class COLOR fill = vectorLayer.SelectedElemColor;
drawRectangles(gc, pipeFace, color, fill, fillToggle.GetValue());
draw the surface line
class POLYLINE manholeSurfaceLine;
(as DEM or from DB)
if (doUseDEM()) {
gc.DrawSetLineStyle("");
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
draw smoothed
drawPolyline(gc, smoothedSurface, color);
DEM surface line
manholeSurfaceLine = demSurface;
}
else {
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
drawPolyline(gc, surface, color);
draw surface line
manholeSurfaceLine = surface;
}
draw the manholes
color.red = 20; color.green = 80; color.blue = 20;
drawManholes(gc, manholeDepth, manholeSurfaceLine, color);
draw the manhole labels
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
drawManholeNames(gc, manholeSurfaceLine, manholeNames, color,
"ARIAL", 12);
canvas.Refresh(1);
}

refresh the
drawing canvas

Procedure for drawing graph in CAD object; passed a
local GC when called by the OnSaveGraph() procedure
proc drawGraphForCAD(class GC gc) {
local class COLOR color;
gc.DrawTextSetFont("ARIAL");
setTrans(pipeBottom);

set up the affine transformation for the graph

set the graph offsets
- (globals)

fill in the background
local class COLOR bgcolor;
bgcolor.red = 98; bgcolor.green = 98; bgcolor.blue = 98;
drawBackground(gc, bgcolor);

set up the affine transformation for the graph

local string xlabel = "Distance (m)";
local string ylabel = "Elevation (m)";
local numeric drawTwoPointLines = 0;
local numeric drawStartEndPoints = 1;

set up graph axes

draw the manholes
color.red = 20; color.green = 80; color.blue = 20;
drawManholes(gc, manholeDepth, manholeSurfaceLine, color);
draw the manhole labels
color.red = 0; color.green = 0; color.blue = 0;
drawManholeNames(gc, manholeSurfaceLine, manholeNames, color,
"ARIAL", 12);
}

Procedure called when Save Graph as
CAD button on dialog is pressed
proc OnSaveGraph() {

prompt user to select output CAD object

GetOutputCAD(CADgraph);
create GREDEVICE for drawing into CAD object
deviceCAD.Create(CADgraph , getHeight(), getWidth() );
local class GC gcCAD;
gcCAD = deviceCAD.CreateGC();

create local graphics
context for the device

drawGraphForCAD(gcCAD);

call procedure to draw the
graph for the CAD object

deviceCAD.Close();

close CAD graphics device

CloseCAD(CADgraph);
}

close CAD object
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Tool Script Templates
Macro Script icon
Tool Script icon

Tool Scripts and Macro Scripts add a powerful way to use TNT's geospatial scripting language (SML) in your TNT products. To add a tool script to run from an
icon on the View window toolbar and/or a choice from the Tool menu, choose
Options / Scripts / Tool Scripts from any View window. Making this selection
opens the Customize Tool Scripts window. Tool Script icons appear to the left of
any Macro Script icons on the View window toolbar (with the Tool Selection icons).

Click on New if your script is not yet
written or click on Add if you or
someone else has already written the
Add Edit Delete
script (Process / SML / Edit Script).
New
Properties
Clicking on New opens the Query Editor window, which is used to prepare / edit SML scripts. The same predefined
symbols provided for Macro Scripts appear as comments when the Query Editor
opens. Additionally, a number of predefined values (such as number PointerX,
which provides the cursor X coordinate within the view in pixels) and functions likely to be used in a Tool Script are provided as
a template for your custom script. The template includes functions used the first time a tool is activated; when the tool is
destroyed; when the tool is activated and deactivated; when
the tool is suspended (during redraw) and resumed (after
redraw); when the left, right, or middle mouse button is
pressed or released; when the cursor moves without a button press; when the cursor moves with a button press; when
the cursor enters or leaves the View window; and when the
user presses a key. If you want to use these functions in
your script, uncomment the lines (remove the leftmost #)
and add function code between the lines as needed. The
same features available for script construction in the SML process are available here. You are prompted to save your script when
you click on OK in the Query Editor. Once the script is saved, the Tool Script Properties window opens.
The Customize Tool Scripts window has the same buttons and functions as the Customize Macro Scripts window (see the Macro
Script Setup color plate). If you choose to add an existing script, once the script is selected, the Tool Script Properties window
opens. The Tool Script Properties window lacks some of the features of the Macro Script Properties window—you choose an
icon and set up the ToolTip, but there is no Type option button and consequently no Menu Choices panel. The Test button is not
available for Tool Scripts. You need to test the tool from the View window itself once
the tool is added.
Click OK in both the Tool Script Properties and Customize Tool Scripts windows when
you are done adding your script. You can always return to the Customize Tool Scripts
window (Options / Customize / Tool Scripts) to add or delete scripts, or open the Tool Script Properties window (click on the
Properties icon in Customize Tool Scripts window) to change the icon or ToolTip.
A number of different sample Tool Scripts are provided with the TNT products. You can use components from any or all of
these scripts to create the custom tool you need for your specialized application. The interface windows created by some of
these Tool Scripts are shown below.

The ViewMarks Tool Script builds up a
list of desired view points and scales
so you can jump to specific locations.

The Area Statistics
Tool Script lets you
draw a polygon
around a region on
the screen and
computes the area
statistics for that
region of the selected
raster.

The Flow Path
Tool Script lets
you choose
which of a
number of
watershed
properties you
would like to
see from a
given point in
the view.
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System

Access Control Lists
In enterprise situations where many people are involved, you may want to restrict who has permission to
view and who has permission to change geospatial data or the information in database fields. With or
without an enterprise environment, you may have developed a custom product using the TNT SDK and
want to control how others can manipulate the data distributed with it. Such management issues are handled by
credentials and access control lists. Credentials are established by user name and password. An access control list
determines the necessary credentials to access the contents of a Project File, object, or subobject in a variety of ways,
which include viewing, modifying, deleting, viewing database structure, modifying database structure, creating subobjects (children), and copying. You can even control who has access to individual database tables and database
fields. Thus, a specific user may be unable to view some fields in a table, be allowed to view but not change certain
fields, and be able to view and change others. The access control list also determines who can see owner information
for the file/object and who can read and change the access control list.
Access control is set up in the Project File Maintenance process. For database tables and fields,
access control can also be set up anywhere the database has been selected for viewing. When
you click on the Edit Access Control icon or select Access Control from the right mouse button
menu for a table, you are prompted for your user
name and password. If the file, object, or subobject does not already have an access control list at that level, you become the owner by default. There are two sets of default permissions:
one for the owner and the other for “everyone.” Everyone is all people
not specifically named in the list. The owner always has permission to
see owner information and read and change the access control list.
These three permissions are off by default for “everyone” but can be
turned on. When Show Owner Info is allowed for the current user, the
information entered in the Edit Owner Information window is included
with the other information shown about the file or object when you
click on the Info button in Project File Maintenance.
There are three access permission states indicated by check boxes: allow, deny, and ambiguous (neither box is checked). When permissions are ambiguous for an individual user, the permissions set for
“everyone” are checked. If permissions are still ambiguous, the permissions for the parent object are checked up to the file level. For
example, if no permissions are set for a database field (specific user
and everyone), the permissions for the table are checked, and if these
are not set, then the permissions for the database are checked followed
by permissions for the vector. If permissions are still ambiguous, the
permissions for the file are checked. If these permissions are also ambiguous, the action is allowed. The color of the locks to the right of the permissions check boxes indicates whether
an option is allowed for both explicit and ambiguous settings. Some permission combinations are nonsensical, such
as allowing modification but not viewing at the same level. However, allowing modification of a database table
without permission to view the vector it is under may be useful.
Access control is optional and need not be used unless you want to restrict access to your data in situations such as
noted above. Access control lists can be viewed by all TNTmips users, but the ability to edit access control lists must
be requested from MicroImages. If you do not have this option, the OK button is never active.
When a file with an access control list at any level is selected for any process, the user is prompted for name and
password just as when editing an access control list. If a file with an access control list was the last selected file for a
process, you will be prompted for name and password before you select anything.
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Access Control in SML and SDK. You can pass or require credentials (user name and password) to control what

data is accessed and where it is written in custom scripts and in custom processes you develop using TNTmips’ SDK.
If credentials are passed, any person running the script or process has the access of the user specified in the script. If
credentials are not passed and are required, the open and create functions
will prompt for user name and password. There is also a function to prevent
this dialog from opening if credentials are not passed and the script tries to
access an object or file that requires credentials.
A simple script that opens a raster using credentials and reports the raster type in the Console window is shown
below.
If this line is omitted, the

script will prompt for user
class RASTER R;
name and password if
class RVC_CREDENTIALS credentials;
needed when run.
credentials.Set("myname", "password");
OpenRaster(R, "E:/test/credtesting/creds.rvc", "_24BIT_BGR", credentials);
typ$ = R.$Info.Type;“print(typ$);

When credentials are passed and a file/object is created by a process developed with the SDK or a script, the user
named becomes the owner of the file. Additional permissions are set as described on the other side of this page. The
function called DisableCredentialsPopup() is used to prevent the User Name and Password prompt from opening
when credentials are not passed. A script that uses this function will fail with an error (user does not have permission
to complete the operation) without first prompting for credentials when a file/object is used that has restrictive permissions set. This error is the same error received when the credentials entered or passed will not provide access to the
file/object.
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Urban Studies

Allocating Services Using Network Analysis
Network analysis has a wide area of application in urban and regional studies especially in transportation/land use planning
and economic geography. The allocation of lines for the most efficient use in delivery to or transportation from a set of
centers has been widely used to assess the location of existing service centers or to determine the optimal placement of new
service centers at various scales. The Network Analysis process in TNTmips includes an Allocation mode, which identifies
the linear components of the network that should feed that center (Allocate In) or that the center should service (Allocate
Out) when the locations of centers are identified. Once the linear components of the network that should feed that center
or that the center should service are identified, a series of processes in TNTmips helps you to continue with further analysis
such as designating the catchment areas of these centers, identifying the areas deprived of the service in question, or
locating new centers. The Network Analysis process requires you to locate each center on the line network. There is also
a sample script provided by MicroImages that is quite helpful for working with data where the centers are off the roads.
The color plate entitled Farm to Market Routing describes how to use this SML script. More information on Network
Analysis can be found in the Network Analysis tutorial booklet.
In this example, the aim is to evaluate the accessibility of selected service
centers in Ankara, Turkey. The illustration at the left shows the road network, settlement locations, and service centers in Ankara province. These
three vector layers were used to classify the settlements according to which
center is closest and to identify the settlements that are not within 50 km of
any of the centers specified. The evaluation criterion is the distance between the settlements, where the length of the lines that represent roads is
the selected attribute to calculate impedance in Network Analysis. The
Network Analysis process lets you use a variety of other attributes, such as
road conditions, speed limits, and price. You can also designate impedance
at nodes, one-way traffic patterns of selected lines, and carrying capacity.
The first illustration at the left below classifies the roads feeding each center within the 50 km impedance limit and shows the
areas deprived of the service in question according to this 50 km limitation. The second illustration below shows the
classification of settlements according to which center is closest within a distance of 50 km and the settlements that are not
within the service allocation area. Based on this information, you can reposition the existing centers, add new centers, or
reconsider the 50 km limitation.
ANKARA, TURKEY

The Roads layer was classified
to show the roads within 50 km
feeding each center.

The settlements are classified
according to which service
center is closest or if they are
beyond the 50 km limit.
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Multiresolution Fusion

Calibrated Pan-Sharpening
The QuickBird and IKONOS satellite sensors each provide blue, green, red, and nearinfrared multispectral bands and a higher-resolution panchromatic band that spans the
spectral range from blue to near-infrared. The TNTmips Multiresolution Fusion process provides specially-tailored pan-sharpening calibration options for these QuickBird
and IKONOS multispectral/panchromatic image bundles. These proprietary calibration options enable you to produce pan-sharpened natural-color or color-infrared
composites or RGB raster sets with proper color balance and relative spectral calibration, results that cannot be achieved using generic pan-sharpening methods.
To apply this calibration, choose QuickBird (Pan + MS) or IKONOS (Pan + MS) from
the Type menu on the Source tabbed panel. You are then prompted to choose the
panchromatic band and all four multispectral bands. Two additional controls on the
Source panel are activated only for these sensor types. Choose Histogram Dark Edge
from the Atmospheric Path Correction menu and turn on the toggle button labeled
“Use Paris panchromatic spectral range correction” to set up the special spectral calibration and balancing. You can then choose from any of the color fusion methods
(Method menu on the Fusion tabbed panel), but the Paris method provides you with the
most flexibility to enhance the contrast and color of the final pan-sharpened image (see
the color plate entitled Multiresolution Fusion: Comparison of Color Fusion Methods). Using these calibration procedures for Multiresolution Fusion produces
pan-sharpened QuickBird and IKONOS images with optimal, balanced color as well
as high spatial detail.
The algorithms used for QuickBird and IKONOS calibration in the
Multiresolution Fusion process were developed for MicroImages by
Dr. Jack F. Paris, a remote-sensing researcher and long-time client
with 40 years of experience in image processing.
QuickBird Multispectral Bands (2.8-m cell size)

RGB display of red, green, and
blue spectral bands from a QuickBird multispectral scene (2.8-m
cell size) of a residential area in
Fort Collins, Colorado. Thumbnail
to the right shows detail of the
lower right corner of the image.

Portion of the QuickBird scene shown
below with only generic natural color
pan-sharpening applied, without sensorspecific calibration. Colors are distorted:
areas of green vegetation are far too
bright and water is far too dark.

Pan-sharpened to 0.7-m cell size using QuickBird calibration

Pan-sharpened natural-color
composite produced in the
Multiresolution Fusion process
from this QuickBird scene using
the sensor-tailored calibration.
The result using the Paris color
fusion method is a 0.7-m color
image with proper color balance.
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Sample Script

Mapping Catchment Areas for Sample Points
The SampleCatchments script developed by MicroImages
demonstrates how the TNT geospatial scripting language
(SML) enables you to automate complex processing of your
geospatial data and provide custom analysis capabilities.
This script uses functions and data structures associated
with the TNTmips Watershed process to delineate the upstream watershed catchments for sample locations
represented by many points in a vector object. The
TNTmips Watershed process provides interactive manual
placement of seed points to compute upstream catchment
areas, but this is only practical for a few sample points.
The SampleCatchments script automates this procedure
for use with hundreds or thousands of sample points and
also creates appropriate attributes for the derived
catchments. The catchment mapped by the script for each
sample point encompasses the area of the landscape that
could have contributed to the composition of the water or
stream sediment sample collected at the point’s location.

Dioxin concentration (pg / g)

Stream sediment sampling locations (black dots) monitoring dioxin
pollutant levels in the lower Willamette River basin (Oregon, USA).
Upstream catchment polygons determined by the SampleCatchments script for these locations are theme-mapped by dioxin
concentration (in picograms dioxin per gram of sample).

Input sample points (orange dots) may not
lie exactly on the flowpaths calculated by
the watershed function, so the script snaps
each sample point to the closest vertex on
the closest flowpath line (black dots) within
the specified search distance before
delineating the upstream catchments.

You can use either a raw DEM or a depressionless DEM previously created by the
Watershed process. In the latter case, turn off the Fill All Depressions toggle
button to skip this computationally-intensive step. Use the Flow Path and Basin
panel to set the parameters controlling the density and complexity of the flowpaths created by the script. For the most efficient
processing of many sample points, process the DEM through the standard Watershed process first and experiment there to
determine the flowpath parameter set that creates the flowpath network with the minimum required density and complexity.

The vector objects and associated databases produced by this
script could be used to help identify likely source areas associated with anomalous sample compositions in stream pollution
studies and in mineral exploration surveys, among other applications.
Script inputs include an elevation raster object (DEM) and
the vector object containing the sample points. These objects
are selected and other script parameters are set using controls
on a custom dialog window created and opened by the script.

The script, which is excerpted on the reverse side of this plate,
produces a vector object containing the sample points after
relocation to the nearest watershed flowpath and another containing the catchment area polygons, among others. Any
database attributes attached to the sample points are automatically transferred to records attached to the relevant catchment
polygons. The color plate entitled Sample Script: Catchment
Analysis for Locating Ore Deposits provides additional examples of the use of this script.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for SampleCatchments.sml
Use the new sample point locations to compute a new user defined watershed
string watershedparms$ = "";
if ( mainDLG.GetCtrlByID("id_FILL_ALL_DEP").GetValueNum()) {
watershedparms$ += "FillAllDepressions,";
}
if ( mainDLG.GetCtrlByID("id_COMP_USR_FLOWPATH").GetValueNum()) {
watershedparms$ += "FlowPath,";
}
watershedparms$ += "Basin";
Recreate the watershed elements using the new modified points
WatershedComputeElements(watershed, x, y, numSamplePoints, watershedparms$);
if ( mainDLG.GetCtrlByID("id_COMP_USR_FLOWPATH").GetValueNum()) {
WatershedGetObject(watershed, "VectorUserFlowPath", ObjectFilename, ObjectName);
ObjNumber = ObjectNumber(ObjectFilename, ObjectName, "VECTOR");
CopyObject(ObjectFilename, ObjNumber, OutputProjectFile);
}
Get a vector object handle for the computed
basins from the watershed structure

WatershedGetObject(watershed, "VectorUserBasin", ObjectFilename, ObjectName);
ObjNumber = ObjectNumber(ObjectFilename, ObjectName, "VECTOR");
CopyObject(ObjectFilename, ObjNumber, OutputProjectFile);
OpenVector(UBasinVECT, OutputProjectFile, "USDBASIN");
local class GEOREF UBSNgeoref = GetLastUsedGeorefObject(UBasinVECT);

Open the "VectorUserBasin" and get it's georef

local numeric numBasinsComputed = 0;
local numeric numUserBasins = NumVectorPolys(UBasinVECT);
local class DATABASE UBasinDB = OpenVectorPolyDatabase(UBasinVECT);

Relate the user basins to the appropriate
sample points that are within the basin

if (TableCopy(SampleDB, SampleTBL, UBasinDB) < 0) {
message = "Error occured while trying to copy the sample table.\n" + "Exiting the script now... \n";
print(message);
fwritestring(summaryFile, message);
CloseRaster(SampleDEM);
CloseVector(WarpVECT);
Exit();
}

CloseVector(SampleVECT);
CloseVector(ResultVECT);

Copy the sample database table from original vector

CloseVector(UBasinVECT);

local class DBTABLEINFO UBasinSampleTBL = DatabaseGetTableInfo(UBasinDB, sampleTblName);
UBasinSampleTBL.OneRecordPerElement = 1;
local class DBTABLEINFO UBasinPolyToPolyTBL = TableCreate(UBasinDB, PolyToPolyTblName, PolyToPolyTblDesc);
TableAddFieldString(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, sampleIDFldName, 12);

Sample ID related to the basin polygon

TableAddFieldInteger(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, numPolysPerSampleFldName, 15);

Number of vector polygons related to that sample

TableAddFieldFloat(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, areaSamplePolysFldName, 15, 4);

Total of all vector polygons related to that sample

for i = 1 to numUserBasins {
records[1] = TableWriteRecord(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, 0, "", 1, -1);
TableWriteAttachment(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, i, records, 1, "polygon");
}

Create a record in the table for each basin

for i = 1 to numSamplePoints {
In object coordinates
Temp1ObjX = ResultVECT.Point[i].Internal.x;
Temp1ObjY = ResultVECT.Point[i].Internal.y;
ObjectToMap(ResultVECT, Temp1ObjX, Temp1ObjY, RSLTgeoref, Temp1MapX, Temp1MapY);
polyNum = FindClosestPoly(UBasinVECT, Temp1MapX, Temp1MapY, UBSNgeoref);
if (polyNum > 0) {
If a polygon was found, save the sample name to the polygon table
TableReadAttachment(ResultSampleTBL, i, records, "point");
sampleNum$ = TableReadFieldStr(ResultSampleTBL, sampleIDFldName, records[1]);
TableReadAttachment(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, polyNum, records, "polygon");
TableWriteField(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, records[1], sampleIDFldName, sampleNum$);
TableWriteField(UBasinPolyToPolyTBL, records[1], numPolysPerSampleFldName, 1);
}
}
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Urban Studies

Creating Raster Overlays for Google Earth
Overlaying different data layers for synthesizing and manipulating spatial layers in combination is the most common technique
used in urban and regional analysis. With its raster overlay feature, Google Earth has provided professionals a powerful
tool for data overlays. TNTmips has expanded the use of overlay analysis in the field of urban and regional studies by
including various tools for creating raster overlays for Google Earth. The capability of TNTmips to create raster overlays
for Google Earth is mentioned in various color plates. This color plate presents a simple method to create a raster overlay
for Google Earth using the historic districts in New York City as an example.
• Acquire historic districts layer. In this example, the borders of the historic districts in New York City were
obtained from the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission website (http://www.nyc.gov/html/lpc/html/
maps/gis.shtml) in shapefile format. TNTmips lets you directly view and use ESRI shapefiles without importing. Thus,
the historic districts were used directly in the Display process of TNTmips. Since the Coordinate Reference System of
the original shapefile is NAD83/Lambert Conformal Conic, the group projection settings were changed to use a Lat/Lon Coordinate Reference System, which Google Earth requires for correct positioning.
• Render to Google Earth KML. The Render to Google Earth KML

feature in the Display menu lets you automatically save the contents of the
full view to a 24-bit composite color raster in the formats that Google
Earth requires for raster overlay. When you choose to render to Google
Earth KML in the Display process, the Render to Google Earth KML window lets you specify the format and the
resolution of the raster to be rendered. The Coordinate Reference System for this raster is determined by the group
projection settings, which were set to Lat/
The historic districts layer displayed in Google Earth with no transparency.
Lon for historic districts layer. In this example, the view content composed of the
historic districts was rendered in PNG
format with a co-named KML file.
• Open raster in Google Earth. You

can overlay the historic districts layer in
Google Earth by double-clicking on the
resulting KML file. If the Show result in
Google Earth toggle is on while rendering to KML, the rendered raster is displayed in Google Earth automatically.
The first illustration at the left shows the
historic districts layer displayed in Google
Earth.
• Use Google Earth features for further
analysis. Google Earth provides a vast amount
of geographic data that can be used with the
layers added. The second illustration at the left
shows the tilted and rotated view of the historic
districts with the 3D buildings layer opened.
The tilted and rotated view of the historic districts
layer with partial transparency displayed with
Google Earth's 3D buildings layer.
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Sample Geospatial Script

Contours to DEM via Morphological Interpolation
The MorphContour script (excerpted on the opposite side of this page) demonstrates a method of interpolating an elevation raster from contour lines using
morphological functions, as described by William Barrett, Eric Mortensen, and
David Taylor in the 1994 paper entitled An Image Space Algorithm for Morphological Contour Interpolation (http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/178773.html).
MicroImages implemented this algorithm as a sample script in order to evaluate
its results at the request of several clients who referenced this paper.
The script first transfers elevation values from contour lines in a vector object to
corresponding cells in the output raster object, leaving the inter-contour areas
initially blank. It then applies raster morphological functions including dilation
and erosion to the inter-contour areas to find the midline between each pair of
contours and assign those midline cells the average value of the two bounding
contour elevations. The original contours and the new set of midlines (intermediate contours) then define a new set of inter-contour areas that are processed as
before to find an additional set of finer midlines. This procedure is repeated
until all possible midlines have been found.
As described in the above-cited paper, the morphological interpolation algorithm
only treats areas lying between pairs of contours with different values. Thus

Raster with input contours (black) and first set of
midlines (red) created by one pass of the
morphological interpolation procedure. Cells
defining a midline are assigned the average
value of the enclosing contours.

Relief shading computed in the
Topographic Properties process
from an elevation raster
produced by the MorphContour
script from the vector contours
(orange lines) shown overlaid
on the left-hand image. Shading accentuates the abrupt
changes in slope at the contour
locations and alternating
steeper and shallower slopes
(arrows) that result from the
inherent linear nature of the
morphological interpolation
procedure carried out by the
script.

areas surrounded by only a single closed contour (hilltops, the bottoms of closed depressions, and local areas at the boundary of the region being processed) are not
interpolated. The procedure outlined in the paper simply leaves thes cells unfilled as
holes in the DEM. As each of these areas left blank by the interpolation procedure is
surrounded by cells with the same elevation, MicroImages added a routine to the
script to fill each of these areas with the surrounding elevation value. Thus hilltops
and other closed-contour areas are flat in the output elevation raster. To provide additional detail in these areas, you can use the TNTmips Editor to add contours with
estimated elevation values to the vector contour object to smoothly fill in these areas
prior to running the script.
The morphological procedure described in this paper effectively performs a linear
interpolation in the local slope direction between each pair of contours. As a result, in
any given downslope transect the slope is nearly constant between each contour pair,
and there may be large changes in slope at the contours themselves. The abrupt changes
between constant-slope segments are evident when the interpolated elevation raster is
shaded, as shown by the illustrations above.

Hilltop area with original vector contours
(black) and new contour lines (red) added
to the vector object in the TNT Editor with
estimated elevations to provide a more
rounded shape to the hilltop before
processing in the MorphContour script.
Relief shading raster from DEM produced
from these contours is also shown.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for
scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for Morphological Contour Interpolation
(MorphContour.sml)
tempValue = Rin[r + er, c + ec];
if (tempValue > newValue) {
newValue = tempValue;
}

This function copies the input raster to the output raster (Rtemp)
and morphologically erodes the the output raster cells that have
a starting value equal to the maskValue (inter-contour cells). The
function returns the number of cells that were eroded.

}
}
} end for ec

func MyErosion(Rin, Rtemp, maskValue) {
RasterCopy(Rin, Rtemp);

} end for er

local numeric r, c, er, ec, tempValue, newValue, count=0;
for r = 1 to NumLins(Rin) {
for c = 1 to NumCols(Rin) {
newValue = maskValue;
if (Rin[r,c] == maskValue) {
count++;
for each cell in the element
for er = -1 to 1 {
for ec = -1 to 1 {
if the element value isn't null
if (!IsNull(element[er+2,ec+2])) {

if (newValue != minValue) {
Rout[r,c] = newValue;
}
}
}
}

end for r

end of MyDilation
This function sets the cells in the raster that symbolizes
the new medial lines (Rin1) to the average value of the
two contour values that created it.

if the element is within the bounds of Rin
if ( ((r + er) >= 1) and ((r + er) <= NumLins(W)) and
((c + ec) >= 1) and ((c + ec) <= NumCols(W)) ) {

proc MyMedialLine(Rin1, Rin2, Rmask) {
numeric i, j;
for i = 1 to NumLins(Rin1) {
for j = 1 to NumCols(Rin1) {

tempValue = Rin[r + er, c + ec];
if (tempValue < newValue) {
newValue = tempValue;
}

if (Rmask[i,j]) {
Rin1[i,j] = (Rin2[i,j] + Rin1[i,j]) / 2;
}

}
}
}
}

end for ec
}

end for er

if (newValue != maskValue) {
count--;
Rtemp[r,c] = newValue;
}
}
}
} end for r

end for c

end for c

}

}
}

Portion of main procedure that applies the morphological
functions to compute midlines for contour pairs.
while (done) {

RasterCopy(Rtemp, Rin);
print("Erosion Count:", count);
return count;
} end of MyErosion
This procedure copies the input raster to an output raster and
then morphologically dilates the masked cells in output raster.
proc MyDilation(Rin, Rout, maskValue, minValue) {
RasterCopy(Rin, Rout);
local numeric r, c, er, ec, tempValue, newValue, count=0;
for r = 1 to NumLins(Rin) {
for c = 1 to NumCols(Rin) {
newValue = minValue;
if (T[r,c] == maskValue) {

done = 0;
numRuns++;
filling all inter-contour cells in mask rasters with the maximum value
RasterCopy(A, W);
RasterCopy(A, T);
numeric i, j;
for i = 1 to NumLins(A) {
for j = 1 to NumCols(A) {
if (A[i,j] == Min) {
W[i,j] = Max;
T[i,j] = Max;
}
}
}
while( MyErosion(W, Temp, Max) > 0) { }
MyDilation(W, U, Max, Min);
MyRasterXOR(W, U, V);
MyMedialLine(W, U, V);
done = MyAddToAccumulator(W, V, A, Min);

for each cell in the element
for er = -1 to 1 {
for ec = -1 to 1 {
if the element value isn't null
if (!IsNull(element[er+2,ec+2])) {
if the element is within the bounds of Rin
if ( ((r + er) >= 1) and ((r + er) <= NumLins(W)) and
((c + ec) >= 1) and ((c + ec) <= NumCols(W)) ) {

print("Accumulator Count:", done, "\nRun Completed:", numRuns, "\n");
}
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Spatial Display

Adding Layers to Existing Displays
All layer types can be added from icons and from menus, whichever you prefer. You need to have a display group or
layout open to add layers to the list in the Display Manager window. Opening new or previously saved groups and
layouts is described on the color plate entitled Spatial Display: Getting Started Using the New Design. If no displays
are open, the list is empty and a shortcut exists that lets you add layers to an as yet unopened 2D group using the Add
Objects icon or by selecting Objects from the Add menu. After displays are open, this same icon/menu choice will
add objects to the active group (indicated by bolding in the list in the Display Manager). The items on the Add/Layers
menu cascade are not active unless a display is open. A number of other items on the Add menu, such as multiple
groups, scale bar, and text, are dimmed unless the active display is a layout.
An object refers to a spatially-related collection of data that appears at the first level inside a
Project File or folder in a Project File. An object can be stored in raster, vector, CAD, TIN, or database format in the
Project File. The word layer applies in the context of display where a layer is the lowest member in the hierarchy for
display. (To complete the hierarchy, layers are always in1 RGB layer
cluded in a specific group, and a group can exist as a display on its own or be included in a layout.) An object is the
3 objects
electronic source of a layer. There is often a one-to-one correspondence in the Display process between objects and layers (for example, a single vector object is always a single
vector layer), but that is not always the case. Objects can
also be read and combined to build layers. Many raster layers (for example, RGB, CMY, and RGBI) are composites of
more than one object. GeoFormula and script layers can
also combine many objects into a single layer.
Objects versus layers.

An additional distinction is made between layers and objects
for the purpose of adding them in the Display process: an object
selectable from the Add Objects icon or menu is any single-object layer type that can be selected and added without
further input from the user. This usage of the word object, as in Add Objects, excludes combinations of raster objects,
database pinmaps, scripts, and geospatial database layers. The special layer types that only exist in the context of
groups and/or layouts (map grids, scale bars, text, and legends) are not objects. Map grids are added from the Add/
Layer menu or the Add Map Grid icon. Special layer types that only occur as separate groups in a layout (scale bars,
legends, and text) are on the first level of the Add menu, not on the Layer
cascade. These entries and their corresponding icons on the toolbar are dimmed
unless the active project is a layout to which they can be added.
These distinctions between objects and layers lead to two separate choices on
the Add menu: Objects and Layer. Selecting Add/Objects opens the Select Objects
window immediately to let you select any raster, vector, shape, CAD, or TIN object
in any combination to add to the list for the active group. Each object selected
becomes an individual layer. The Add Objects icon has the same behavior. Selecting Add Layer opens a cascade so you can select the specific layer type you want to
add. This choice has the advantage of a refined selection filter if you are just in
search of one object type. Also the last object selected for each layer type is remembered separately so the default location when the Select Objects window opens may
be different for Add/Objects and Add/Layer/Vector.
Using the Skip button. When you are prompted for objects by opening a new group, if
you only want to add a multiple raster layer or a pinmap, click on the Skip button in
the Select Objects window to open a new, empty group. Clicking Cancel during the
selection process will cancel opening the new group. For the layer types that cannot be added using the Add Objects
icon, you should initially choose Empty 2D from the New Display icon or from the Display/New menu.
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Spatial Display

Mouse Actions in the Display Manager
There are three mouse actions that can produce results in the Display Manager window: left-clicking, right-clicking,
and pausing the cursor. The effect of a left mouse click on a button or menu is generally straightforward and
produces immediate action. The many functions that are available from the right mouse button for layouts, groups,
layers, elements, databases, and tables are not so obvious. Pausing the mouse cursor provides a ToolTip that identifies the left-click action and whether right-clicking will list new options. Additional information is revealed when the
cursor is paused over a layer name. The redesign of the Display process for version 2006:72 of the TNT products
has moved many functions that were formerly available by left-clicking on an icon to right mouse button menus. If
you do not see a familiar function, try right-clicking on the name of the object to act on.
Pausing the cursor. Pausing the cursor for a half second will activate ToolTips if any apply at

the paused location. When paused over an icon button that has both an associated left mouse
button action and a right mouse button menu, both are mentioned in the ToolTip (above right). When the cursor is
paused over a layer name, the ToolTip provides the full path and name of the file
the layer comes from, the object name and description, and possibly additional
information, such as the maximum and/or minimum map scale at which the
layer is visible (left). For multiple component
raster layers, the object name for each component is provided. When the cursor is
paused over a database table name, the type of table (standard attribute, system, style
assignment, or the default database table), the table name and description, the attachment type, and the number of records and fields are shown (right).
Left Mouse Button Actions. Left mouse button actions in the Display Manager are generally associated with

icons, however, left-clicking on a layer name makes it the active layer and the group and/or layout that contains it also
become active (shown in bold). Similarly, clicking on a group name makes it the active group. When a group is
active, any layers added are added to that group. Common left mouse actions, such as the operation of show/hide
check boxes and expand/collapse icons, are not discussed further here.
A left click on the Layout icon opens the Layout Settings window to set the properties for the entire layout.
These options include whether the layout is for display or hardcopy, whether groups are auto-tiled when
added, whether the layout is kept in the TNTserver cache, and matte options for the layout as a whole.
A left click on the Group icon opens the Group Settings window to set the properties for the entire group.
You can change the group name, set the projection and clipping, assign group attachments and spacing, set
map scale visibility for the group as a whole, set mutual exclusivity, combine layers in LegendView, and set the label
management mode and how the group is saved in a template.
A left click on an icon that identifies a layer type opens the Layer Controls for that layer except
for sketch layers, which have no controls. A left click in the check box to the left of the layer name
or group name in a layout shows/hides it. A layer is not necessarily visible when its check box is checked—it may be
off by map scale or out of the view. The color coding in LegendView indicates why a layer is not currrently visible.
A left click on a database table icon opens the Table Properties window. To open the table you click in the
check box to the table icon’s left.
Right Mouse Button Actions. Right mouse button actions in the Display Manager are seldom immediate—a menu

almost always appears. You can however, turn layer display on/off with either the left or right mouse button. Right
mouse button menus are described on three color plates: Layout, Group, and Layer Right Mouse Button Actions.
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Spatial Display

Integrated Control of All Displays
The New icon
provides a menu to
choose from.

When groups and layouts are opened
they are automatically expanded by one
level (which means layouts are
expanded to show all groups but not
layers and groups are expanded to
show layers).
These gadgets let you
expand/collapse the list.
The display in bold is the active display, or
the display to which layer additions and
other changes will be made. You can
make any level in the hierarchy active by
clicking on its name.

The Display process uses a Display Manager
window to manage the content of one or more
views for different groups and layouts. All open
groups and layouts (referred to collectively as
displays) are managed from a single list in this
Display Manager. When the Display process
opens, use the New or Open icons on the controls window toolbar to get started (see the color
plate entitled Spatial Display: Getting Started
Using the New Design).
It is typical to work with a number of open displays, which may be related as illustrated here
or unrelated. You can, for example, have different people preparing insets for a map layout
you are designing and have both this saved group
(inset) and the layout open. You could also have
a saved group with a 3D view that you want to
view while constructing another group in 2D
from newly acquired layers of the same area. You can
have multiple unrelated displays open when you are
fine tuning the printed characteristics of one map while
starting on the next. When different displays have
shared geographic extents, you can use the GeoLock
feature in the TNT products to zoom and/or reposition
all display views in concert. You can also have the
scale and position of some or all View windows be
independent of the others.

Three open displays (a saved layout,
a saved group, and a new 2D group)
are all managed from the same
controls window (above). The display
groups (left and right) are intended as
different-scale insets for the map
shown above (insert at left shown at
upper right of map).
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Spatial Editor

Selecting and Managing Layers
Managing layers in TNTmips’ Editor (Main/Edit) has been redesigned to reflect the changes in the Display process.
See the color plate entitled Spatial Display: Getting Started Using the New Design to acquaint yourself with the
features of the Display process. Features specific
to the Editor are introduced here. The Editor lets
you combine one or more editable layers with any
number of reference layers. Editable layers’ names are shown in purple so they
editable can be readily distinguished in the layers
vector
list. If the layer is the active editable layer,
layer
the name will also be bolded. The object type icon for an editable layer is also
changed to include a penvector
reference cil.
layer

Like the Display Manager
window in the Display process, the
Editor utilizes a controls window that
lists all the layers and a View window for display and interactive editing. Depending on your current operation, you may have additional
windows open. For example, as illustrated at the right, the Vector Tools
and Line/Polygon Edit Controls are
also open when adding a line, in this
case to a new empty vector object that
has acquired its georeference information from one of the reference layers.

editable layers are
shown in purple

The View window (above right) illustrates
adding a new line to a new vector object. The
ability to snap to and trace from different
reference layers as the line is drawn have
produced a relatively complex line segment
(shown in green) with just four clicks of the
mouse. The first click snapped the beginning
of the line to the roads layer (brown line), the
second click snapped to the drainage layer
(blue line), the third click traced the drainage
past the first fork, and the fourth click jumped
another fork tracing the drainage to the
nearest vertex.

Files in all external formats that can
be selected for direct display, such as
TIFF, JP2, DGN, DXF (see the Quick
Guide entitled Direct Use of Popular
Geodata Formats for a complete list)
can be directly selected for editing with
the exception of shapefiles. These files are converted to the corresponding
internal format when saved (raster or CAD). Shapefiles and two other ESRI formats, E00 and Coverage, are
selected for editing using Object/Open External. These three file types can then be converted to internal format
(Object/Properties/Convert to internal format toggle) or exported to their original format (Object/Save As).
The Editor Layer Manager window has a menubar with four choices: Object, Reference, Setup, and Help. The
options on these menus are further explained on the back of this page.

(over for menu details)
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Object
These menu options apply to the object you are editing.
New. Choose from Vector, CAD, TIN, or Raster.
Open. Choose from any spatial object in Project File format or other format that can be directly
used (except shapefiles, which are opened using Open External).
Open Group. Open any group previously saved from Display or the Editor. If saved from the
Editor, editable layers remain editable layers.
Open In-Place. Opens object without making a copy and saves changes to original object.
Open External. Choose from ESRI E00, Coverage, and shapefiles. Edit just like any internal
object. Can be converted to internal object or saved in original format.
Open Backup. Automatically defaults to the location where the Editor saves backup files so you can
select the desired file, which may or may not be the last backup saved. You control this automatic backup behavior on the Backup tabbed panel of the Preferences window (Setup/Preferences).
Revert to Last Saved. Removes the object you are currently editing and restores the object to the state it was in at
the time of your last save.
Backup Objects. Initiates a backup of all open editable objects.
Save. Saves changes to the currently open object. The first time this option is used you receive a warning that
saving over the original object will remove the original object.
Save As. Prompts you to locate and name a new object for saving changes.
Save All. Prompts you to save changes for all editable objects. You can choose between Save and Save As for
previously saved objects.
Save Group As. Creates group description that includes all layers, both reference and editable. This group can be
opened in the Editor or Display processes. If opened in the Editor, editable layers are again editable.
Properties. Opens Object Properties window, which lets you examine and/or change object properties including
coordinate type (2D XY, 3D XY, 3D XYZ), topology level, extents mode, units, and other properties.
Close. Removes object from the Editor. If editable with unsaved changes, you are asked if you want to save.
Close Group. If you opened a group or saved a group, this option lets you close that group.
Exit. Closes the Editor. If any editable layers have unsaved changes, you are asked if you want to save.
Reference
These menu options apply to reference layers.
Objects. Opens Select Objects window so you can choose one or more objects to be reference layers.
Layer. Select the layer type you want to use for reference before the Select Object window opens. You
need to use this option to add multiple-object layers, such as RGB from three 8-bit raster objects.
Open 2D View. Opens another 2D View window with the same layers listed in the Editor window.
Open 3D View. Opens a 3D View with the same layers listed in the Spatial Data Editor window.
Setup
These menu options let you set how the Editor will operate in a number of situations.
Preferences. This window has ten tabbed panels for setting your Editor preferences: View, Layer,
Save, Backup, Color, Raster, Vector, CAD, TIN, and Other.
Right Mouse Button. Choose the functions to appear on your right mouse button menu when using the Editor.
Database Prompt. Set when to be prompted for new database records during the editing process.
Snap Grid. Set up a grid to snap vertices of added elements in vector, CAD, and TIN objects. You define
the size of a grid cell here, either interactively with an elastic box or by entering the grid cell size. To
use the snap grid when adding or editing elements, toggle on the Snap Grid icon in the Edit Controls window.
X-Y Digitizer. Use an X-Y digitizer instead of the mouse for Editor input. This option is active if you have set up
an X-Y digitizer for your system (Tools/System/X-Y Digitizer).
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Export

Export Geometric Objects to MySQL Spatial
The MySQL relational database system includes spatial extensions that allow it to store geographic features
as well as their associated attributes. You can use the
Export process in the TNT products to export geometric (vector or CAD) objects in your TNT Project Files
to a MySQL database table.
Each spatial object is stored in MySQL as a separate
table with one record for each spatial element. A
special geometry column in each table stores the spatial coordinate information for its element, while
conventional data columns hold associated attributes. A MySQL spatial table can store any of the
types of spatial element found in TNT vector objects (point, line, or polygon), but there can be only one of these element types per table. Therefore,
when you export a vector object you are prompted to choose a single element type to export. You also can select a single associated attribute table to
provide the basic attributes to be stored in the same MySQL spatial table.
MySQL provides no explicit mechanism for storing style information, so no
display styles are exported.

The MySQL_SPATIAL export
prompts you to choose the element
type and one associated attribute
table to export, then provides a
dialog to allow you to log in to the
MySQL database.

If the TNT geometric object you export includes a number of related attribute tables, you can use the MySQL Database export to export these
additional tables to the same MySQL database to which you exported the
spatial object. Keyfield designations and relationships are not set automatically by the export, so you will need to set these manually in MySQL after the tables are exported.

The MySQL Administrator window above shows a listing of MySQL
tables containing geometric and attribute data exported from vector
objects by TNTmips. The geometry_columns and spatial_ref_sys tables
are administrative tables. Each of the other listed tables was exported
from a single TNT vector object. The View to the right displays some of
these MySQL spatial tables after linking and restyling in TNTmips.
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Export

Export Geometric Objects to PostGIS
The PostgreSQL relational database system includes PostGIS spatial extensions that allow it to store geographic features as well as
their associated attributes. You can use the Export process in the
TNT products to export vector or CAD objects in your TNT Project
Files to PostGIS (PostgreSQL spatial) database tables.
Each spatial object is stored in PostgreSQL as a separate table with
one record for each spatial element. A special geometry column in
each table stores the spatial coordinate information for its element,
while conventional data columns hold associated attributes. A
PostGIS table can store any one of the types of spatial element found in TNT vector objects (point, line, or polygon),
but there can be only one of these element types in an object
per table. Therefore, when you export a vector object you
are prompted to choose a single element type to export to
that spatial table. You also can select a single associated attribute table to provide the
essential attributes to be stored in the same PostGIS table. PostgreSQL provides no
explicit mechanism for storing style information, so no display styles are exported.
If the TNT geometric object you export includes a number of related attribute tables,
you can use the PostgreSQL Database export to separately export these additional tables
to the same PostgreSQL database to which you exported the spatial object. Keyfield
designations and relationships are not set automatically by the export, so you will need
to set these manually in PostgreSQL after the tables are exported. Alternatively, you
could use the TNT Database Editor to preprocess the attribute information for the vector or CAD object prior to export so that all of the desired attributes are included in a
single database table that you can then select for export with the elements to PostGIS.

The PostGIS export prompts you to
choose the element type and one
associated attribute table to export,
then provides a dialog to allow you to
log in to the PostgreSQL database.

The PostgreSQL Administrator window above shows a listing of PostgreSQL
tables containing geometric and attribute data exported from vector objects
by TNTmips. The geometry_columns and spatial_ref_sys tables are
administrative tables. Each of the other 11 listed tables was exported from
a single TNT vector object. The View to the right displays some of these
PostgreSQL spatial (PostGIS) tables after linking and restyling in TNTmips.
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Export

Export to Uniform JP2/GeoJP2 Tiles
Many software packages are unable to display, or are very slow
to display, large JPEG2000-compressed rasters. For example,
they may not display a JP2 file of 10 GB created by a large
mosaicking operation. You can now export any raster object of
any size (gigabytes or terabytes) into uniform-sized JP2/GeoJP2
files. These smaller files are then available for individual display
in file-size or performance-limited products. After exporting,
these tiles can also be linked, without alteration, into a single
multifile raster object for very fast, sub-second display at any
scale in the TNT products, even when reading directly from a
DVD! For example, the multifile raster object can be used as an
image layer in the FREE TNTatlas while still providing other
software access to the individual small JP2/GeoJP2 tiles. See
the color plate entitled Import: Linking to Create a Multifile
Raster for more information on using these tiles in a multifile
raster object.
The export to separate tile files produces uniform-sized square
image files with the dimensions you specify (in number of cells).
If the dimensions of the raster you export are not evenly divisible by your specified tile size, blank cells are added to the last
row and column of tile files in the array to achieve the correct tile size. In the example
illustrated here, a mosaic of quarter-quadrangle color orthoimages for a
Nebraska county (37,555 lines by 71,094 columns, 1-meter cell size) was
exported to a tiled array of 600 JP2 files with tile dimensions 2048 by
2048 cells. The mosaic included marginal areas of null cells, including a
large null area in the upper right corner. The export created an array of 19
rows by 35 columns of tiled JP2 files; the file names are automatically
constructed by appending the row and column number to the root file
name you provide. Tiles that fall entirely within a null area of the parent
raster are automatically omitted from the export. Tiles that include partial
null areas from the parent raster are assigned a value of zero for those
areas. Since JP2 files do not support the concept of a null value, such
areas appear black in a display of a multifile raster object linked to the tiled JP2 files.

For tiled output,
turn on the Export
as separate tile
files toggle button
and fill in the cell
dimension field to
set the size of the
tiles.

Above, a large orthoimage mosaic with
null cells outside the image area
displayed transparent (white areas).

Above left, display of a multifile raster object linked to a tiled set of separate JP2 files exported from the orthoimage mosaic; a white map grid is overlaid to illustrate the tile boundaries. On the
right are displays of two of the separate, component JP2 files, with their locations in the array indicated by the leader lines.
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TNTatlas

Using GPS with Nebraska Land Viewer Atlas
The Nebraska Land Viewer
Atlas 2nd Edition can accept
and show locations from a
GPS device as an aid to navigation when the Atlas is used
on a portable computer in the
field. The TNTatlas view
window marks the current
GPS location with a colored
marker symbol of your
choice. The position of this
marker is automatically updated as the GPS position
changes, and the view can
also automatically pan to
keep the GPS position visible. When the Atlas view is
zoomed in to reveal the color
aerial imagery that shows
ground features as small as 3
feet, the GPS marker location
can be easily related to
Marker showing the current GPS position,
nearby landmarks that are
on a county road near a farmstead.
visible in the image on your
computer screen and on the ground.
Additional valuable map reference information is provided
by the DataTip, which pops up automatically when you pause
the mouse cursor over the image. The DataTip lists the
county, township, and section for the cursor location, among
other information.

The atlas can also open a log file of saved GPS waypoints
and “play back” the saved positions for review of field locations back in the office.

The Auto-Scroll
option, which is
turned on by default,
enables the TNTatlas
window’s view pane
to automatically
scroll (pan) to keep
the current GPS
location within the
view.

The Add Device selection on the
GPS menu opens the GPS
Device Settings window so you
can select the GPS port and
data protocol. Most GPS
devices can generate output
positions using the NMEA 0183
protocol.

DataTip for the current cursor position,
including the township and section.

If Auto-Scroll is off and the GPS location is
outside of the current view, an arrow marker
points in the direction of the GPS location.
You can then use the scroll bars on the
TNTatlas window to move the viewing area
horizontally and vertically in that direction
to locate the GPS marker.

TNTatlas supports GPS input via your computer’s serial or parallel port. To use a GPS
device with a USB connection, use a USB to
serial (RS-232) adapter to connect the GPS
cable to your computer’s serial port.
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Digital Geological Maps of Japan
The Geological Survey of Japan AIST has released a set of
digital geologic maps that cover virtually all of Japan at
1:200,000 scale. Each
map quadrangle covers
an area of 1 degree of
longitude by 40 minutes
of latitude projected to
the UTM coordinate reference system. These
digital maps were compiled and prepared in
TNTmips after conversion to vector form from
scans of the original paper maps. The maps
were edited in TNTmips
to update them with the latest geological information and to
reconcile discordances along quadrangle boundaries. Line
attributes were also unified across all of the maps. The 124
quadrangle datasets were produced over a period of 4 years
beginning in 2001.
The vector maps are provided in TNTmips Project Files and
as USGS Digital Line Graph and shapefile formats exported
from TNTmips. Two TNT vector objects are provided for
each quadrangle: one containing styled geologic map polygons and one with styled lines depicting faults. The
illustration below shows a subarea of one quadrangle at the
native map scale of 1:200,000 with the styling provided with

the data. The text labels for the map polygons were autogenerated in the TNT Spatial Data Display process for this
illustration. The reverse side of this plate shows a map layout of a full quadrangle map at a smaller map scale with a
multi-object legend created using the metadata provided with
the maps. Image files (GIF and JPEG) are provided for each
quadrangle showing fully styled renderings of the vector map
layers with and without a shaded relief background.
These digital geologic maps are distributed on a series of 7
CD-ROMs with geographic groupings of quadrangles. Each
CD-ROM is available for purchase separately from the Geological Survey of Japan (www.gsj.jp/Map/EN/dgm.htm).

Sample area from one of the Digital Geologic Maps of Japan. The polygon and line styles shown here are provided with the
vector objects in the TNT Project Files. The layers are shown at the same scale as the source maps (1:200,000).
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Global Geodata (2006:72)
MicroImages has prepared four Global Data Sets centered on the Greenwich meridian in MicroImages’ TNT Project File format to
distribute on a single DVD: two World 500 m color images, World 1:1,000,000 Map Features, World Vector Shoreline Plus (1:250,000),
and World 1 km Elevation. Each is georeferenced to Latitude / Longitude with the WGS1984 datum. Most layers are assembled into a
layout that can be used with any TNT professional product and with TNTatlas. Full credits and more detailed information for each Global
Data Set are provided on the DVD.
TNT Global Geodata (2006:72)
requires 2006:72 of the TNT products.
The World 500 m Color Images were prepared from the Blue Marble
Next Generation—A true color earth dataset including seasonal
dynamics from MODIS with (right) and without (bottom right)
bathymetry available from Visible Earth (http://visibleearth.nasa.gov).
MicroImages is distributing the image without bathymetry in the TNT
products’ Project File format as a composite 24-bit raster object with
embedded, lossless JPEG2000 compression. The image with
bathymetry has embedded, 99:1 JPEG2000 compression.
The 1:1,000,000 World Map Features vector objects were created
from VMap0 data prepared by the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA, formerly NIMA) in 2000. VMap0 is an updated and
improved version of NGA’s Digital Chart of the World (DCW®),
which is organized into four libraries in VPF format to represent
quadrants of the earth. These libraries provide approximately
130,000 files representing various map themes: Boundaries,
Elevation, Hydrography, Industry, Physiography, Population,
Transportation, Utilities, Vegetation, and Data Quality. TNTmips
was used to merge all these files into 10 TNT Project Files, which
each correspond to a theme and contain several global vector
objects. Seven of the eight global vector objects created for the
Boundaries theme are shown at the left. There are many
improvements in this data over the VMap0 prepared in 1997 that
was provided with TNT products 2003:69.
WVSPLUS
The World Vector Shoreline Plus (WVSPLUS) vector object was also created by NGA in VPF format. WVSPLUS provides data at a
number of different resolutions, only the highest of which is provided with this data set. The Countries/Coastlines/Oceans
files at 1:250,000 were converted to Project File format and filtered to remove Lat/Lon grid lines. The difference in
complexity between WVSPLUS (blue) and VMap0 (green) is illustrated at the right. Increased complexity, however, does
not necessarily insure a better fit with underlying imagery.

VMap0

The World 1 km Elevation raster object was prepared
from GTOPO30 data. GTOPO30 is a global Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) resulting from a collaborative effort over a three
year period led by the US Geological Survey’s EROS Data Center
in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. GTOPO30 was derived from a
variety of raster and vector sources. The data was imported
as 33 pieces, mosaicked, and had a color map applied in
TNTmips. The World 1 km Elevation is distributed in the
TNT products’ Project File format with embedded
lossless JPEG2000 compression.

Political boundaries in a Map Features object overlaid in
TNTmips on the World Color Image (right) with an enlargement
of the Falkland Islands, or Islas Malvinas, (above) to show how
well they overlay. A DataTip for an island off the coast of West
Falkland, or Isla Rasa Grande, is shown.
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TNTatlas

Nebraska Land Viewer Atlas 2nd Edition
The Nebraska Land Viewer atlas was developed as a model presentation of multiple layers of statewide
geodata in the form of an electronic atlas with more than a terabyte (TB) of data (if uncompressed)
on a single DVD. The 2nd Edition of the atlas features faster loading and display as well as
enhanced interactive tools for exploring the atlas geodata.
Natural color orthoimagery at 1-meter resolution covering the entire state of Nebraska is the
basis of the Land Viewer atlas, but has been reorganized to provide much faster display of this
detailed imagery. The original orthoimagery was made publicly available for downloading as
5,867 JPEG files. Each of these original raster files matches 3.25 minutes of latitude and
longitude and thus they have various sizes. A seamless raster mosaic was prepared from these
rasters and has been exported to a tiled set of 3,239 separate JP2 files, each 8,192 cells by 8,192
cells. The new orthoimage layer in the atlas is a multifile raster object linked to these JP2 files,
which incorporate JPEG2000 compression at a ratio of 200:1 in order to maintain the original 1meter image resolution and still fit all of the atlas data on a single DVD. Use of this innovative
multifile raster structure provides dramatic improvement in display speed from the hard drive and especially from the DVD when compared to display of the original orthoimage mosaic used in the 1st Edition (a single raster object with
JPEG2000 compression). When the multifile raster orthoimage layer is displayed at or near maximum resolution (1X zoom), redisplay
after scrolling is 5 to 10 times faster, now typically less than 1 second. The time required for initial loading of the atlas data from the DVD
has also been reduced.
The Land Viewer atlas also includes a variety of vector layers for location reference that represent publicly available geodata, such as city
and county outlines, highways and roads, Natural Resource Districts (NRDs), township/range/section grids, and USGS map quadrangle
outlines. The atlas opens with a statewide view of Nebraska counties overlaid on a Landsat satellite image mosaic, and more detailed layers
are turned on automatically as you zoom in to smaller areas. Two custom exploration tools are provided to let you quickly focus in on any
area of interest. If you know the approximate location of your area, you can simply left-click with the mouse in the TNTatlas view to zoom
in to it. The zoom-in action (controlled by a tool script and set as the default tool in the atlas) varies depending on how far you have already
zoomed in, and is designed to enable you to zoom from the initial full state view to maximum detail in the orthoimage layer in no more than
4 steps. At the initial full view, the left-click action selects the enclosing county and zooms to its extents. Subsequent left-clicks recenter
the view on that point and zoom in by 4X, until the display scale falls below 1:25,000, after which the left-click zooms in to maximum detail
in the orthoimage layer. You can also search for areas by name using the Find Area of Interest dialog that opens automatically with the atlas.
You can use this dialog to locate a township, section, NRD, county, USGS map quadrangle, or city or town. When a single match is found,
the view highlights and centers the feature and automatically zooms in to show it and its immediate surroundings. The Find Area of Interest
dialog and its actions are set up by a TNT display control script so that the dialog remains active as you use the Zoom In tool or any of the
interactive tools in the GeoToolbox. If you close the Find Area of Interest dialog, or it becomes hidden behind other windows, simply press
the Open Find Area Dialog icon
The Find Area of Interest
button on the toolbar to reopen it.
The Find Area of Interest window
also provides a quick way to
download quarter-quadrangle
orthoimages from the Nebraska
DNR ftp site. You can use controls on the Orthoimages tabbed
panel to get the list of available
images for the USGS quadrangle
you have centered in the view, select the desired images, choose
from two available coordinate reference systems, and download the
associated files. A Help file
opened from the Help button on
the Find Area of Interest window
provides more detailed information on the atlas’s exploration
tools and download utility.

Open Find Area Dialog
Zoom In (Variable by Scale)

window opens with the
atlas, providing customized search capability.
The custom Zoom In
(Variable by Scale) tool is
also activated, allowing
customized zooming.
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Import

Linking to Create a Multifile Raster
The Import process in the TNT products allows you to create
links to external geospatial data files in a range of formats so that
you can maintain the data in their original format without duplication but still use them with your other TNT spatial data. For
external sets of raster files that have a “tiled” arrangement (see
below), you have the option to set up a link that creates a single,
multifile raster object that links simultaneously to all of the external files. A linked multifile raster object appears to you in the
TNT processes as a single raster object (see the color plate entitled System: Using the Multifile Raster Object). Meanwhile,
the original data files remain available for individual use in the
TNT products or by other software products.
In order to be suitable for multifile linking, the components in a
set of external raster files must be georeferenced, have uniform
line and column dimensions, and be arranged in a regular rectangular grid with aligned edges. If adjacent tiles overlap, the amount
of overlap must be the same for all tiles. These requirements are
imposed in order to provide the most rapid display of very large
multifile datasets. Some currently-available raster datasets that
meet these criteria are the elevation files produced by NASA’s
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and orthoimage
bundles produced by the United States Geological Survey for metropolitan areas in the United States.
Multifile linking is available in the TNT import process for the
SRTM, JP2/GeoJP2, TIFF/GeoTIFF, and MrSID formats. The
multiraster linking procedure first checks to see that the selected
files have the requisite tiled arrangement and valid georeference
(either embedded in the image file or as an auxiliary file such as a
World file). It then builds a proprietary wrapper file that links to
each of the external files and contains an optimized structure for
displaying the tiled files. This proprietary structure provides very
fast display times at all scales regardless of the size of the linked
dataset (including multi-gigabyte sizes). A multifile linked raster
object can be created in just a few minutes even for large tiled
raster datasets, as shown by the compressed orthoimage example
illustrated here (see the illustration caption for details).

Multifile raster object linked to 641 tiled MrSID files with
10:1 compressed color orthoimages of Lincoln, Nebraska.
Each orthoimage file is 5000 lines by 5000 columns with a
cell size of 0.3 meters. The area covered by this detailed
imagery is 34.5 by 43.5 kilometers, and the compressed
imagery collection is spread over two directories occupying
4.5 GB of hard drive space (uncompressed size 44.8 GB:
641 x 5000 x 5000 x 3 bytes/cell). Despite the large
aggregate size of the 641 linked files, the proprietary
structure built during the link procedure allows this multifile
raster object to display in under 1 second at any scale, from
full extents (above), to maximum detail (below), or any
fractional scale in between. This large multiraster object
was created in the Import process in 20 minutes (including
selecting the MrSID files) on a 1.8 GHz G5 PowerPC Mac.

Choose a compression method to apply to the pyramid
tiers constructed and stored for the external files.

Choose link settings as shown above in the Import Parameters window to
create a multifile raster simultaneously linked to multiple external files.
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Import

Linking to MySQL Databases
MySQL is a powerful relational database system that,
like the TNT products, can run on all major operating
systems, including Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X.
Your TNT geospatial objects can directly use attribute
information stored in a MySQL database on any of
these platforms. Simply use the Import process in the
TNT products to link tables in the MySQL database to
your TNT object. The import/linking procedure for
MySQL prompts you to log in to the MySQL server
host and specify the desired MySQL database. You
In the example shown
can then choose to link to (or fully import) any or all of here, TNT spatial data on a PC running Windows XP is linked to a database
the tables in the selected MySQL database. All pre- in a MySQL database server residing on a PC running LINUX.
existing keyfield designations and relationships
between the selected MySQL tables are maintained automatically by the link connection or when imported. Pairing MySQL with the
TNT products provides flexible cross-platform capability for handling both geospatial and attribute data. In addition, the TNT products
can link to geospatial data stored using the spatial extension to MySQL (see the color plate entitled Import: Linking to MySQL
Geodatabase Layers).

Tables to the right of this arrow reside in a MySQL database. The relationship between these two tables was set
up manually in the TNT Database Editor. It effectively
relates all of the interrelated MySQL tables to the polygon
elements in this vector object.

Linked MySQL tables that contain spatial coordinate information can
be pinmapped directly. But if the attributes in MySQL tables pertain
to the spatial elements in a TNT geometric object, you will need to
make at least one keyfield relationship between a linked table in the
MySQL database and a TNT table with records directly or indirectly
related to the geometric elements (using the Database Editor or the
table’s Properties window). Once this relationship has been made, the
MySQL attributes can be used as the basis for DataTips, selection
queries or other scripts, or geometric element styling, as in the example shown here. TNT tabular views of the linked tables can be set
to automatically refresh at a selected time interval to show any changes
made in the attribute values by the MySQL database administrator
while the tabular view is open. For geometric objects with styling
based on attributes in the linked tables, attributes changed while the
spatial object is displayed require a redraw of the layer to update the
styles in the View window. Otherwise such attribute changes appear
automatically the next time the TNT objects are used.

Real estate parcel
polygons styled using
a property class
attribute residing in a
linked table in the
MySQL database.

Tabular view of one of the linked tables in the MySQL database.
The highlighted record is related to the selected vector polygon via
keyfield relationships among the MySQL tables and one between a
MySQL table and a table in the vector object’s polygon database.
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Import

Linking to MySQL Spatial Layers
The MySQL relational database system includes
spatial extensions that allow it to store geographic
features that can be served to applications such as
the TNT products. Following the specifications
of the Open Geospatial Consortium, each MySQL
spatial object (layer) is stored in a separate spatial
table in the database, with one record in this table
for each distinct spatial feature (element) in the
layer. Ancillary tables store coordinate reference
In the example
system information and other internal data. In the
illustrated on this
plate, links are set up on a PC running Windows XP to geospatial tables
spatial tables, a geometry column stores the geoin a MySQL database residing on another PC running Linux.
metric information for each record, while
conventional data columns hold associated attribute information for that feature. Point, line, polygon, multipoint, multiline, and
multipolygon geometries are supported. The multi-element geometries allow the geometry field in a single record to store multiple
elements of the same type, all of which have the same associated attribute set. Like a shapefile, however, each spatial table can store
only one of these types of spatial element; a single MySQL geodatabase
layer cannot include both attributed lines and polygons, for example.
You can set up links to MySQL spatial layers in the TNT Import process.
The import/linking procedure first prompts you to log in to the MySQL server
and specify the desired database. You then choose the destination object
type for the spatial data in TNT. To link to the MySQL layers, choose Shape
as the object type. This choice creates in the destination Project File a shape object that represents and links to the elements and
associated attributes that remain stored in the corresponding MySQL spatial table. (Alternatively, you can choose to fully import
the MySQL layers to TNT objects by choosing either Vector or CAD as the destination object type.) Finally, you specify the
destination Project File and select any or all of the MySQL spatial tables for linking/import.
Linked MySQL geospatial layers can be styled using associated attributes in the MySQL spatial table and used for spatial display
or analysis procedures. Since the TNT products and MySQL can run under all major operating systems, including Windows, Mac
OS X, and Linux, combining these products provides flexible cross-platform GIS capability in an enterprise GIS environment. For
example, standard GIS data could be stored in a MySQL database running on a central Linux server, but this data could be analyzed
and used to generate specialized products in TNTmips on client computers
running Windows or Mac OS X.

Each of the shape layers in this View
is linked to a geospatial table in a
MySQL database. Display styling
(including partial transparency for
polygon fills and styling by MySQL
attribute for streams) was set up and
saved for each layer in the TNTmips
Display process after linking. In this
illustration the linked MySQL shape
layers are overlaid on a relief-shading
raster object created in TNTmips from
a digital elevation model.
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Import

Linking to PostGIS Spatial Layers
PostGIS is a geospatial extension to the free, opensource PostgreSQL object-relational database
system. PostGIS enables PostgreSQL to store
geospatial data and serve it to applications such
as the TNT products. Each PostGIS geospatial
data object (layer) is stored in a separate table in
the database, with one record in a spatial table for
each distinct spatial feature in the layer. Ancillary
tables store coordinate reference system information and other internal data. In the spatial tables,
a special PostGIS geometry column stores the geo- In the example illustrated on this plate, links are set up on a G5 Mac running
metric information for each record, while Mac OS X 10.4 to PostGIS spatial layers in PostgreSQL database server
tables residing on a PC running Windows XP.
conventional data columns hold associated attribute information. Point, line, polygon, multipoint, multiline, and multipolygon geometries are supported. The multi-element
geometries allow the geometry field in a single record to store multiple elements of the same type, all of which have the same
associated attribute set. Like a shapefile, however, each spatial table can store only one of these types of spatial element; a single
PostGIS geodatabase layer cannot include both points and lines, for example.
You can set up links to PostGIS spatial layers in the TNT Import process. The import/
linking procedure first prompts you to log in to the PostgreSQL server host and specify the
desired database and schema. You then choose the destination object type for the spatial
data in TNT. To link to the PostGIS layers, choose Shape as the object type. This choice
creates in the destination Project File a shape object that represents and links to the elements and associated attributes that remain
stored in the corresponding PostGIS spatial table. (Alternatively, you can choose to fully import the PostGIS layers to TNT objects
by choosing either Vector or CAD as the destination object type.) Finally, you specify the destination Project File and select any or
all of the PostGIS spatial tables for linking/import.
Linked PostGIS layers can be styled using associated attributes in the PostGIS spatial table and used for spatial display or analysis
procedures. Since the TNT products, PostgreSQL, and PostGIS can run under all major operating systems, including Windows,
Mac OS X, and Linux, combining these products provides flexible cross-platform GIS capability in an enterprise GIS environment.
For example, standard GIS
data could be stored in a
PostgreSQL database running
on a central Linux server, but
this data could be analyzed
and used to generate specialized products in TNTmips on
client computers running
Windows or Mac OS X.
The shape layers in this
View are all linked to
PostGIS spatial tables
residing in a PostgreSQL
database server. Display
styling (including partial
transparency for polygon
fills) was set up and saved
for each layer in the TNTmips Display process after
linking. The PostGIS shape
layers are overlaid on a
relief shading raster object
created in TNTmips from a
digital elevation model.
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Import

Linking to PostgreSQL Databases
You can use attribute information stored in a PostgreSQL
database in conjunction with your TNT geospatial objects by
using the Import process in the TNT products to link to the
external database. The import/linking procedure for
PostgreSQL allows you to log in to the PostgreSQL server
host and specify the desired database and schema. You can
then choose to link to (or fully import) any or all of the tables
in the selected PostgreSQL database. All pre-existing keyfield designations and relationships between PostgreSQL
tables are maintained automatically by the link connection.
Linked PostgreSQL tables that contain spatial coordinate information can
be pin-mapped directly. But if the attributes in PostgreSQL tables pertain to
the spatial elements in a TNT geometric object, you will need to make at
least one keyfield relationship between a linked table in the PostgreSQL
database and a TNT table with records directly or indirectly related to the
geometric elements (using the Database Editor or the table’s Properties window). Once this relationship has been made, the PostgreSQL attributes can
be used as the basis for DataTips, selection queries or other scripts, or geometric element styling, as in the examples shown here. TNT tabular views
of the linked tables can be set to automatically refresh at a selected time
interval to show any changes made in the attribute values by the PostgreSQL
database administrator while the tabular view was open. For geometric
objects with styling based on attributes in the linked tables, attributes changed
while the spatial object is displayed require a redraw of the layer to update
the styles in the View window. Otherwise such attribute changes appear
automatically the next time the TNT objects are used.

In the example shown here, TNT spatial data on a G5
Mac running Mac OS X 10.4 is linked to a database in
the PostgreSQL database server residing on a PC
running Windows XP.

Tables to the right of this arrow
reside in a PostgreSQL database.
The relationship between these
two tables was set up manually

in the TNT Database Editor. It
effectively relates all of the interrelated PostgreSQL tables to the polygon
elements in this TNT vector object.

PostgreSQL is a powerful, free, open-source relational database system. Like
the TNT products, the PostgreSQL database server can run under all major operating systems, including Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X.
Pairing PostgreSQL with the TNT products provides flexible cross-platform capability for handling both geospatial and attribute data. In
addition, the TNT products can link to spatial data stored in the PostGIS spatial extension to PostgreSQL (see the color plate entitled
Import: Linking to PostGIS Geodatabase Layers).
Nebraska Crop
Production
in 2001
by County
Irrigated
Corn
(millions of
bushels)

Dryland Corn
(millions of
bushels)

Irrigated
Soybeans
(millions of
bushels)

Dryland
Soybeans
(millions of
bushels)

Theme-maps of Nebraska counties in which the fill colors represent ranges of crop production for the year 2001. Each map is
based on values in a field in a separate table in the linked PostgreSQL database shown in the Database Editor view above.
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Import

Linking to SQL Server Databases
Your TNT geospatial objects can read,
query, and base element styling on attribute
information stored in a Microsoft SQL
Server database. Simply use the Import
process in the TNT products to link the SQL
Server database to the TNT database of the
desired geospatial object. After linking, you
can use common fields in a TNT table and
a linked SQL Server table to relate the SQL
Server database to the elements in your TNT
geospatial object.
The linking procedure for SQL Server uses a specially tailored OLE
DB connection that allows you to log in to the SQL Server host, query
the host for the available databases, and select the desired database.
You can then choose to link to (or fully import) any or all of the tables
in the SQL Server database. All pre-existing keyfield designations and
relationships between SQL Server tables are maintained automatically
by the OLE DB connection. This procedure works with all current
versions of SQL Server, including the FREE SQL Server 2005 Express
Edition, which is limited to computers with a single CPU but supports
databases up to 4GB in size.
TNT tabular views of linked SQLserver tables can be set to automatically refresh at a selected time interval to show any changes made in
the attribute values by the SQLserver database administrator while the
tabular view was open. For geometric objects with styling based on
attributes in the linked tables, attributes changed while the spatial object is displayed require a redraw of the layer to update the styles in the
View window. Otherwise
such attribute changes appear automatically the
next time the TNT
objects are used.



The Database Editor view above shows the polygon database
for a vector object with census tract polygons for Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania. The Geo, HouseholdSize, MedianAge,
and SexByAge tables exist in an SQL Server Express database, which was linked into the TNT polygon database using
OLE DB. The structure of the SQL Server database (relations
between tables) is automatically maintained by the OLE DB
connection. After linking, the SQL Server Geo
table was manually related to the TNT Census
tract table (arrow marked by red star),
effectively relating all of the SQL Server
tables to the vector polygons. The HouseholdSizePc table in the TNT vector database (shown in
the Tabular view below) is a new TNT table containing
only computed and string expression fields that
reference fields in the HouseholdSize table in
the external SQL Server Express database.

Allegheny
County,
Pennsylvania

Percent of households
with married couple and
children under age 18
in year 2000
by census tract.

The theme map to the left shows census tracts for
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, which includes the city
of Pittsburgh in the center. The polygon fill colors
indicate ranges in the percentage of households with a
married couple and children under age 18. This theme
uses values in a computed field in the TNT HouseholdSizePc table in which the percentage for each record is
computed using two fields in the HouseholdSize table in
the linked SQL Server Express database.
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Import

Linking to External Databases using OLE DB
Although the spatial objects in your TNT Project Files
can store complex attribute information in relational databases embedded with the objects, you can also maintain
attributes in an external database that can be accessed and
edited by other applications. The Import process in the
TNT products allows you to link to (or fully import) external attribute data stored in Microsoft Access, SQL
Server, or Excel files on any Windows platform using Microsoft’s OLE DB technology. All
relationships set up in the Access or SQL Server
database are maintained automatically during the
import.
Any linked tables that include spatial coordinate
fields can be pinmapped directly in a TNT View,
but more commonly you will be using an external
database with attributes pertaining to elements in a
TNT geometric object. In this case you will need to
make at least one keyfield relationship between a
table in the external database relational structure and
a TNT table with records directly or indirectly related to the geometric elements. Once you have
identified the matching key fields in this pair of
tables, you can set up the required relational link
using the Database Editor or the table’s Properties
window.
Once the external database has been linked, its attribute values can be viewed, queried, and used as
the basis for element styling in TNT. These attribute
values can be updated and records can be added to
these tables using the parent program of the data
source, although the structure of a table (number of
fields, field types, and so on) should not be changed
after linking. Attribute values can be changed and
saved in SQL Server, Access, or Excel while the
linked table is being used or viewed in the TNT products (with some exceptions). An open TNT tabular
view of the table can be updated manually to show
these saved changes using the Refresh button, or its
Preferences can be set to automatically refresh at a
selected time interval. Otherwise such changes automatically appear in your linked tables the next time
the relevant objects are used in the TNT products.

OLE DB offers considerable advantages over the older ODBC database linking method. OLE DB is more efficient, stable, and several
times faster than an ODBC connection. In addition, OLE DB allows
random access and relational linking to external database structures
that lack a primary key field. For this reason you can use OLE DB to
relate a linked Excel spreadsheet to TNT tables and geometric object
elements, an option that is not available using ODBC.

After setting up an OLE DB link to an
external database with point/node
information, a single relational link ties
all of the inter-related external tables to
a TNT attribute table and thus to the
nodes and points in this vector object.

TNT
internal
element
table

TNT
attribute
tables

Root
table in
external
database

Other
related
external
tables

Node selected
with cursor
in View window
Associated records selected in OLE DB-linked external database tables. Use the Refresh button
to update a TNT tabular view to show changes made concurrently in the table’s parent program.
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Scripts by JackTM

Object Finding in Grayscale Images
The OBJECT geospatial script in the Scripts by JackTM series is
designed to segment an image into areas of relatively uniform properties and to create vector polygons outlining these areas. The script
operates on a single grayscale raster, such as a selected band of a
multispectral satellite or aerial image. For even better results, choose
an index raster computed by the GRUVI or TASCAP scripts in the
Scripts by Jack series, which captures properties computed from
two or more calibrated multispectral satellite image bands (see the
Scripts by Jack color plates entitled Mapping Vegetation/Soil Bio-

physical Properties and Generalized Mapping of Biophysical Properties for more information).

Color-infrared display of visible and near-infrared ASTER bands (15m spatial resolution) for an agricultural area near Yuma, Colorado.
Red colors (high near-infrared brightness) indicate fields with good
crop cover; the most extensive cover at time of image is in circular
fields with center-pivot irrigation. Width of area is 5.7 kilometers.

GRand Unified Vegetation Index (GRUVI) raster object computed
from SRFI-calibrated ASTER near-infrared and red bands using the
GRUVI script in the Scripts by Jack series of geospatial scripts.
Brighter tones indicate higher vegetation biomass. This grayscale
index raster was input to the OBJECT script to delineate fields with
moderate to high plant biomass.

Parameter settings in the OBJECT script allow you to restrict the
image segmentation to a particular range of grayscale values. In
the example analysis of an agricultural area illustrated here, a GRUVI
vegetation index raster was processed using a floor value that omitted cells with little or no vegetative cover and a ceiling value that
ignored variations in high biomass areas, resulting in discrete large
polygons outlining the fields with full or nearly full crop cover and

a series of smaller polygons segmenting fields with moderate but
spatially variable crop cover.

Raw scene object polygons (black borders; no manual editing
performed) created by the OBJECT script from the GRUVI raster,
overlaid on the ASTER color-infrared display. Script settings were
tuned to omit areas of low biomass, to ignore biomass variations in
areas of high biomass, and to reject polygons with areas less than
500 square meters.

Using the specified input value range, the script computes the probability that individual cells lie on connected edges between more
uniform areas, and saves the result as an Edge Probability raster.
Weak boundaries can be eliminated in this procedure by setting a
minimum allowed probability value, and smoothing can also be
applied. The remaining edges are then vectorized using watershed
functions. Additional settings can be used to filter the resulting
vector object, including deleting lines separating the most similar
areas, eliminating small polygons, and thinning (smoothing) the
polygon boundaries. The set of vector polygons produced by the
script can then be refined manually in the TNTmips Editor (not
used in producing the illustrations shown here).
The final scene-object polygons can be used in TNTmips to process or analyze other spatial data objects; for example, collect
statistical information by polygon from other raster or vector objects and store it in the database attached to the polygons.

Dr. Jack F. Paris, a private remote-sensing and geospatial consultant/coach, has developed a collection of advanced, model, geospatial Scripts by Jack TM and associated documentation called FAQs by Jack TM. These
scripts are in the public domain and can be used and modified as desired. For access to the scripts and FAQs,
more information, and contact with Jack, go to: www.microimages.com/freestuf/ScriptsByJack.htm
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Sample Script

Catchment Analysis for Locating Ore Deposits
Regional surveys of stream sediment geochemistry are a
major tool in exploration for mineral resources. Well-chosen sampling locations along major and tributary streams
allow reconnaissance characterization of large areas and
detection of anomalous elemental concentrations that could
signal the presence of an ore body. The SampleCatchment
script developed by MicroImages provides initial geospatial processing of geochemical datasets with hundreds or
thousands of sample points and creates products that can
be used as input for further geospatial and statistical analysis. The script uses a digital elevation model to delineate
the upstream watershed catchment area for each sampling
point and transfers the point attributes to the appropriate
catchment polygons (see the color plate entitled Sample
Script: Mapping Catchment Areas for Sample Points).
Multiple samples within a single watershed generate
subcatchments that are attributed to identify the number and
identity of adjacent upstream and downstream catchments. Catchments theme-mapped by copper concentration (ppm) in geochemical
The composition of each sample is influenced by all up- stream sediment samples taken at locations marked by black dots. Portion of
a 26,000 square kilometer area with over 1200 sample points processed using
stream subcatchments, so each catchment is also attributed the SampleCatchments script. Box outlines area shown in illustrations below.
with the total area of all contributing subcatchments.
The illustrations on this page provide a hypothetical example of how geospatial
analysis of the sample catchments in TNTmips can be used to help solve one of the
main interpretive challenges with geochemical data, the identification of anomalous concentrations. Background values of each element, such as copper, can
fluctuate from catchment to catchment depending on the relative proportions of
different rock types exposed in the contributing area, even in the absence of ore
bodies. In order to predict background values of copper, the Polygon Properties
process was used to overlay the catchments with a geologic map and determine for
each subcatchment the areal extent and percentage of different rock units. A geospatial script (GeolUnitArea, excerpted on the opposite side of this page) was then
used to identify for each catchment all of its contributing catchments and to sum
the rock unit areas over those catchments. The resulting table of copper concentrations and unit percentages was used in a statistics program to perform a multilinear
regression to compute a predicted copper concentration and residual for each catchment. After reimport to TNTmips, the residuals were then weighted by total
contributing catchment area using a computed field and theme-mapped to reveal
Geologic map of part of the test area.
two catchments with anomalously high copper concentrations within the test area.

Catchments Theme-Mapped by
Measured Copper Concentration
(legend same as upper right map)

Residuals (measured minus predicted value)
of Log10 Copper Concentration (ppm)

Residuals of Log10 Copper Concentration
Weighted by Catchment Area
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for GeolUnitArea.sml
proc getUpstreamIDs ( string sampleID$ )
{
local numeric j;
local string fieldbase$ = "UpSample";

get list of polygon elements attached to that record

Define recursive function
to get upstream sample
IDs from given sample

idList.AddToEnd(sampleID$); add current sample ID to global ID List
get record number in PointToPoint table for current sample ID
local numeric recNum =
TableKeyFieldLookup(ptTable, "REC_NO", sampleID$);

numAttachedPolys =
TableGetRecordElementList(basinInfoTbl, recNum, polyList);
loop through polygons
for k = 1 to numAttachedPolys
{
sumBasinArea += BasinVectOut.poly[ polyList[k] ].POLYSTATS.Area;
get list of record numbers of PERCENTAGE
table records attached to polygon

numPctRecords =
TableReadAttachment(percentTbl, polyList[k], pctRecordList);

get number of upstream samples
local numeric numAdjUp = immediately adjacent to the current basin
TableReadFieldNum(ptTable, "NumUpSamples", recNum);

for m = 1 to numPctRecords
{
n = pctRecordList[m];

if ( numAdjUp > 0 ) if there are adjacent upstream polygons, get list
{
of sample IDs for adjacent upstream samples
from UpSample[num] fields in PolyToPoly table

if ( BasinVectOut.poly.PERCENTAGE[@n].FORMATION$ == "Cu")
then cuArea += BasinVectOut.poly.PERCENTAGE[@n].Area;
else
if ( BasinVectOut.poly.PERCENTAGE[@n].FORMATION$ == "Du")
then duArea += BasinVectOut.poly.PERCENTAGE[@n].Area;
else
if ( BasinVectOut.poly.PERCENTAGE[@n].FORMATION$ == "Mu")
then muArea += BasinVectOut.poly.PERCENTAGE[@n].Area;

local class STRINGLIST tempList;
for j = 1 to numAdjUp
{
create string for field name holding the appropriate
UpSample basin ID and add to local stringlist
local string field$ = fieldbase$ + NumToStr(j);
tempList.AddToEnd( TableReadFieldStr(ptTable, field$, recNum) );
}
loop through local list of UpSample
fields to get their adjacent upstream
basin IDs and call procedure to check
for j = 1 to numAdjUp
for basins further upstream
{
getUpstreamIDs( tempList[j-1] );
}
}

loop through attached
records to compute sums

[repeat for all rock units]
}
}
}
cuPct = 100 * cuArea / sumBasinArea;
duPct = 100 * duArea / sumBasinArea;
muPct = 100 * muArea / sumBasinArea;
[repeat for all rock units]

use summed basin area
and summed unit area to
calculate percentage

sum unit percentages for each basin as check

}
loop through records in UnitArea table and sum area of
each geologic unit in contributing area, compute
percentage for each unit, and write values to the table
for i = 1 to unitAreaTbl.NumRecords
{
local numeric j, k, m, n;
local string sampID$ = BasinVectOut.poly.UnitArea[@i].REC_NO$;
record number in PolyToPoly table
local numeric recNum;
local numeric sumBasinArea; running sum of polygon areas for basin
local numeric cuArea, duArea, muArea; numeric variables for
summed area and percent of
local numeric cuPct, duPct, muPct;
each rock unit in map area
array to hold element numbers of polygons
PolyToPoly record is attached to
local array numeric polyList[1];
local numeric numAttachedPolys;

number of polygons attached

local array numeric pctRecordList[1];
local numeric numPctRecords;
getUpstreamIDs( sampID$ );

array to hold record numbers of
PERCENTAGE table records
attached to each polygon

call recursive function to get list of
all upstream sample/basin IDs

loop through list of contributing basins to sum geologic unit areas
for j = 1 to idList.GetNumItems()
{
get record number for basin's record in the PolyToPoly table
recNum = TableKeyFieldLookup(basinInfoTbl, "REC_NO", idList[j-1]);

totUnitPct = round( (cuPct + duPct + muPct + ouPct + qalPct + tgPct +
tsPct + tvPct + pCgrPct + pCgsPct ) );
sumBasinArea = sumBasinArea / 1000000;
cuArea = cuArea / 1000000;
convert summed areas from
duArea = duArea / 1000000;
square meters to square km
muArea = muArea / 1000000;
[repeat for all rock units]
write computed results to appropriate fields in UnitArea table
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "CheckArea", sumBasinArea);
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "Cu_Area", cuArea);
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "Cu_Pct", cuPct);
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "Du_Area", duArea);
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "Du_Pct", duPct);
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "Mu_Area", muArea);
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "Mu_Pct", muPct);
[repeat for all rock units]
TableWriteField(unitAreaTbl, i, "Total_Unit_Pct", totUnitPct);
clear all
sumBasinArea = 0;
cuArea = 0;
duArea = 0;
qalArea = 0;
tgArea = 0;
pCgrArea = 0; pCgsArea = 0;
idList.Clear();
}

sum variables for next pass
muArea = 0;
tsArea = 0;
totUnitPct = 0;

ouArea = 0;
tvArea = 0;

clear global stringlist of
contributing basin IDs
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Urban Studies

Overlay Analysis Using Vector Combinations
Overlay analysis is the most common technique used in urban and regional studies to derive new information from two or
more layers of data covering the same area. The map layers are combined to form a new layer that provides new
information derived from the attributes of the input layers. TNTmips provides powerful tools to overlay two or more
layers, which can be either in raster or geometric format. Among many robust tools that can be used for overlay analysis,
the Vector Combination process is most widely used because of its flexibility to select a subset of the vector elements and/
or select less than the full object extents. The Vector Combinations process includes 14 different operations to choose
from depending on the questions to be answered. More detailed information on Vector Combinations can be found in the
Vector Analysis Operations tutorial booklet.
land use categories layer (source)

floodplain status layer (operator)

The simple problem addressed in this example
is to derive the percentage of urban land developed over floodplain in Lancaster County,
NE. There are two types of input objects for
vector combinations: the source and the operator. The illustration at the right shows the
two input vector objects required for this
analysis: land use categories and floodplain
status. Using the land use layer as the source
object and the floodplain status layer as
the operator, we can remove the areas
that are not within the floodplain from
the land use layer. The new vector object that shows the land use categories
within the floodplain was generated using the subtract operation, which retains
only those source elements that fall
within the area of the operator.
land use categories within the flood plain

The illustration at the left shows this new layer, where the areas outside the floodplain were extracted from the land use layer. The automatically generated polygon
standard attributes table and the land use attributes table from the source layer provide the necessary information to derive the area of each land use category developed over floodplain in Lancaster County, NE. As shown in
the illustration below, the total urban land developed over
the floodplain is 4284 hectares constituting 13.49 percent of
the total floodplain area, which is 31754 hectares.

detail from the land use
categories within the
floodplain layer
This database table
shows percentage
area devoted to each
land use developed
over the floodplain.
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Multiresolution Fusion

Comparison of Pan-Sharpening Methods
Multiresolution fusion of satellite images to produce natural-color or color-infrared products
entails not only spatial enhancement using a panchromatic band but also recombination and
optional enhancement of the color infomation provided by the selected multispectral image
bands. Several methods of handling the color fusion task are available from the Method
menu on the Fusion tabbed panel in the Multiresolution Image Fusion window. These methods enable you to produce pan-sharpened products with appropriate brightness, contrast, and
color balance, which is especially important when you opt to produce a color composite as
the sharpened product for direct visual interpretation, printing, or publication.
The Paris color fusion method is an optimized color-space transformation with integrated
contrast enhancement of the selected panchromatic band. Contrast adjustment and other
related controls on the Fusion panel are automatically activated when you choose this method.
You can control the
contrast enhancement
by varying the dark
and bright cutoff percentile values and adjust the overall brightness
of the result by varying the Intensity Boost parameter. The Saturation Boost setting lets you adjust the saturation of the colors produced
without altering the overall color balance. In addition, you can adjust the relative contributions of brightness and intensity to the
color-space transformation.
The well-known Brovey fusion method computes the ratio between
a panchromatic cell value and the average of the corresponding
multispectral cell values and uses that ratio to compute the color
component values for the pan-sharpened product. The panchromatic
contrast enhancement and intensity boost options are also available
with this method, but not the saturation boost option provided with
the Paris method.
Natural-color RGB display of 4-m resolution multispectral
bands from a portion of an IKONOS image bundle.
Natural-color Multiresolution Fusion results for this area
using two color fusion methods are shown below.

The Paris color fusion method in the Multiresolution
Fusion process was developed for MicroImages by Dr.
Jack F. Paris, a remote-sensing researcher and long-time
client with 40 years of image-processing experience.

Brovey Method

Paris Method

Calibrated pan-sharpened color composites (natural color) produced in the Multiresolution Fusion process from an IKONOS
sample image bundle. Image on the left was created using the Brovey color fusion method with contrast enhancement of the
IKONOS panchromatic band and modest intensity boost. The right image used the Paris color fusion method with enhanced
panchromatic contrast and intensity boost with the addition of modest saturation boost to create more saturated colors without
changing the overall color balance of the image.
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Multiresolution Fusion

Pan-Sharpening of Landsat Band-Ratio Images
The TNTmips Multiresolution Fusion process can be used not only
to pan-sharpen satellite image bands and three-band color combinations, but also to enhance the products of various image-processing
procedures carried out on a broader range of spectral bands. As
one example, band ratio images, computed by dividing the cell value
of one multispectral band by that of another band, are comonly used
in geological interpretation of Landsat satellite images, among others. In mineral exploration, ratios of Landsat Thematic Mapper
bands 3/1 (emphasizing red iron oxides), 5/4 (also emphasizing iron

oxides), and 7/5 (emphasizing clay-rich rocks) are commonly used
to prospect for hydrothermal alteration zones that may be ore-bearing. The illustrations on this page show how these ratio products
derived from Landsat 7 multispectral bands can be pan-sharpened
in the Multiresolution Fusion process using the Landsat 7 panchromatic band (band 8) to create a more easily-interpreted spatial
product. The pan-sharpening procedure not only enhances the spatial resolution of the ratio products, it also restores topographic
information that aids in geologic interpretation of the images.

False-color display of raw Landsat 7 bands 7, 4, and 2 as R, G, and
B (respectively) provides modest differentiation of surface materials
for this small area of desert terrain in Nevada (width of area is 5 km).

Landsat 7 panchromatic band for the sample area. This band has
15-m spatial resolution (compared to 30-m resolution for the
multispectral bands).

RGB display of three computed Landsat 7 band ratio raster objects
for the sample area (ratio 3/1 = R, 5/4 = G, 7/5 = B). The ratio
products emphasize differences in surface material composition, in
part by removing tonal variations due to topographic illumination
effects. Areas of different surface material are thus more clearly
defined than in the RGB display of raw image bands, but the image is
noisy, and the lack of topographic context hampers interpretation of
geologic relationships and structure.

Pan-sharpened color-composite created using the high-resolution
Landsat 7 panchromatic band and the three band-ratio raster objects
displayed at left as the low-resolution red, green, and blue color
components. Multiresolution fusion not only enhances the spatial
resolution of the ratio combination, it also adds back topographic
illumination and shading effects and suppresses ratio image noise,
aiding both differentiation of materials and interpretation of their
geologic and structural relationships.
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Import

Linking to Personal Geodatabases
You can use the Import process in the TNT products
to import geospatial layers from a Personal
Geodatabase created by ArcGIS or set up links to
use the layers in their native form. A Personal
Geodatabase stores one or more geospatial layers
(feature classes in ESRI terminology) in a Microsoft
Access file. Each geospatial layer in the Personal
Geodatabase is stored in its own table in the Access
file. A single spatial table contains only one type of
spatial element (polygon, line, or point). A Personal
Geodatabase with geologic map data, for example,
might have separate spatial tables for rock units
(polygons), rock contacts (lines), faults (lines), and
outcrop structural measurements (points). Each spatial table has one table row for each component
element. A shape column in the table stores the spatial information for each element in binary form, and
other columns contain the attributes for these elements.
You can select any or all of the spatial tables in a
Geodatabase for import or linking. If you choose to
link to the Geodatabase spatial tables, a linked shape
object is created in your selected TNT Project File
for each selected table. Georeference information
is automatically detected and stored with each shape
object. When displayed or processed, each shape

Each shape layer in this view is linked to a separate table in a single
Personal Geodatabase file, the digital version of the Surficial Geology
of the Eagles Mere 7.5-minute Quadrangle, Pennsylvania, published
by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. (The topographic map base is a separate linked GeoTIFF file.)
Each shape layer contains a single spatial element type (polygon, line,
or point) and all types are included in this view. Styles for the shape
layers were set up in the TNTmips Display process using the attribute
values provided in each map layer’s table in the Geodatabase file.

object reads the spatial information for its elements directly from
the spatial table in the
Geodatabase file. Each linked
shape object is represented in the
TNT interface with one or more
linked attribute tables for the type
of spatial element it contains. Attribute values in these tables are
also read directly from the Access file when needed. You can
use these linked attributes as the
basis for setting up display styling (as illustrated by the
examples on this page), for
DataTips, and for selection queries and other forms of script.
Each shape object in this view is linked to a separate Personal Geodatabase file with map
data for a county in Utah, USA. Styles for the shape layers were set up in the TNTmips
Display process using the attribute values provided in each layer’s table in the Geodatabase file. The shape layers are displayed over a relief-shading raster computed from a
digital elevation model in the TNTmips Terrain Properties process.

If you elect to import rather than
link, you have the option to import the layers as standalone
shape, vector, or CAD objects.
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Urban Studies

Proximity Analysis
Proximity analysis determines the relationship between selected geographic elements by identifying the locations of other
elements within a specified distance. Creating buffer zone regions is the most common method used in proximity analysis.
TNTmips provides powerful tools, such as the Region and Select tools, in the GeoToolbox that help you easily generate a
zone of a specified distance around geographic elements and select elements based on whether they fall inside or outside
the boundary of this buffer. Regions provide very sophisticated and powerful selection capabilities for proximity analysis.
More information on regions can be found in the Interactive Region Analysis tutorial booklet. The issue addressed in this
example is identification of land use within a 750 m distance of public schools or 200 m distance of pedestrian trails in
Grant township of Lancaster County, NE using a series of features in TNTmips.
• Create buffer zones for selected features. In this example, the data of interest is composed of vector polygons
with attributes of land use categories, vector points for public schools and vector lines for pedestrian trails. The Display
process allows you to select elements from each layer and create a buffer region around the selected elements. In this
example, all point elements from the
schools layer and all line elements
from the trails layer were selected.
Then, a 750 m buffer zone from each
public school and a 200 m buffer
zone from each pedestrian trail were
generated. These two buffer zone
regions were automatically added to
the list in the Region panel of the 750 m buffer zone region
combination of buffer zone
200 m buffer zone region
GeoToolbox window. This panel from public schools
regions: 750 m buffer region
from pedestrian trails
as point
from public schools or 200 m
represented as line
also provides tools to delete, save, represented
elements
buffer region from pedestrian
elements
add, or combine regions.
trails
• Combine regions and select areas of interest using new region. The
Combine icon on the Region panel of the GeoToolbox becomes active as soon as
two regions are listed. There are four combination operations available to help you answer
many questions related to proximity analysis:
Intersect (AND), Union (OR), Exclusive Union
(XOR), and Subtract. In this example, the
Union (OR)
Combinations
Union (OR) operation was selected to find the Region
allow you to make
areas within either the 750 m buffer zone from selections based on
each public school or the 200 m buffer zone multiple vector layers.
from each pedestrian trail. The resulting region was used to select the polygons from the land use layer that fall completely within the region created.
• Calculate statistics for selected features. Once the polygons within

areas classified into landuse categories within the
specified distance of public
schools and pedestrian trails

a 750 m distance of public schools or 200 m distance of pedestrian trails
were identified, the total area devoted for each land use category was
easily calculated for the selected polygons using the automatically created
polygon statistics table and the substatistics feature in tabular view. TNTmips also lets you save the statistics in a separate database table. The
illustration at the left shows the total area devoted to each land use category within the specified distance of public schools and pedestrian trails.
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TNTview

Using Vector Snapshots in Google Earth
If you are displaying only vector or other geometric objects when you take a Quick Snapshot and you are saving
snapshots in PNG format, the background areas of the view canvas are transparent in the PNG file. If your vector
elements are partially transparent, they will be partially transparent when overlaid in Google Earth. If your view
consists of both opaque and partially transparent elements, these styles will be preserved in the PNG file and used in
Google Earth. Google Earth has a transparency slider that works on a layer by layer basis. So instead of capturing
composite views, you may want to capture each layer separately without transparency so the full range of transparency can be controlled independently within Google Earth.

parcels

floodplain

Independent
snapshots were
captured of the
same area of two
vector layers
displayed without
transparency.

You may want to create your snapshots with more descriptive names than are available with the simple default prefix method so you can identify your layers in
the list of Temporary Places in Google Earth. If you
save each snapshot using View/Save Snapshot As, you
can name each snapshot as desired when it is created.
If you do not use this method to capture a snapshot and
later decide you want a different
name, you need to change all associated file names to match and
edit the *.kml file in a text editor
to change the KML name assigned
by default in the KML file to the
new name of the snapshot files.
The name appears twice in the
KML file.

Folder and files created by the Quick
Snapshot tool. Note that these snapshots
were created using Save Snapshot As to
provide a distinct name.

highlighted
layer
transparency
slider

A portion of the parcel boundaries and floodplain
polygons for Lincoln, Nebraska was displayed in
TNTview when two Quick Snapshots were taken
(top illustrations). Once in Google Earth, the
floodplain layer was highlighted and the
transparency slider used to adjust the transparency
of the floodplain polygons without affecting the
opaque parcel boundaries. If you want more
extensive vector coverage while still maintaining
reasonable resolution, you can take a series of
snapshots. Click in the scroll bar trough between
each snapshot to obtain a series of images with
10% overlap. You can also use Display/Render To/
Raster to render the entire geometric layer to PNG
with associated georeference and KML files (see
Spatial Display: Render to KML). However, the
geometric object should be relatively simple since
Google Earth limits each PNG raster used as a
Temporary Place to 2048 by 2048 cells.
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TNTview

Link, Import, and Export
You can use TNTview and other professional TNT products to link to, import from, and
export to a wide variety of file formats. Additionally, a large number of formats are
supported for direct display and use (see the Quick Guide entitled Direct Use of Popular
Geodata Formats), which makes the link or import step to use external files in TNTview
unnecessary or a matter of preference. Direct use automatically creates a link file with the
same name and in the same folder as the selected external file but with an RLK extension.
When you link using the Import process, you choose the Project File where the link
object is located. In both cases, the link file/object is used to store additional information created to enhance the use
of the external files, such as raster pyramids, styles, and additional database tables. Import and Export are on the
Tools menu in the TNTview window. TNTlite also has the ability to link, import, AND export within the size constraints of TNTlite.
Your choice of whether to directly use, link to, or import files depends on a number of factors. If you want the files
available for use and modification in TNTview and other vendor’s products without divergence, choose direct use or
linking if available for the format. If you have raster tiles that you want to use collectively as a multifile raster object,
choose linking in the Import process or import to Project File format (see the color plates entitled Import: Linking to
Create a Multifile Raster and System: Using the Multifile Raster Object).

The illustrations above show direct use of four 5000 x 5000 cell MrSID
files (left) and after linking with a single tiled raster (multifile raster
object) for all files (right). Although just four files are used for
illustration, TNTview can use any number of these external raster tile
files for either of these methods. The multifile raster object was
selected for export to JP2 files with the Export as separate tile files
option on with 500 as the number of square cells to make 100 TNTlitesized JP2 tiles from each of the four MrSID input objects. When you
use this export option, a file for direct use in the TNT products is
created with each tile that provides the georeference information. If
the Georeference option in the Export Parameters window is set to
None, the JP2 file is georeferenced for use in the TNT products only.
If you select another georeference option, you get the type of
georeference selected for each tile. Thus, with ARC/INFO World
georeference selected, you would get 1200 files (400 *.jp2, 400 *.prj,
and 400 *.j2w).

400 files produced by export
to 500 x 500 tiles (below)
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Sample Geospatial Script

Theme Mapping a Raster
The Raster Intervals script, which is excerpted on the opposite side of this plate, provides an example of a standalone
processing script with its own interactive control dialogs. The script categorizes the cells in a grayscale raster into a
selected number of grayscale-value intervals and outputs a raster with a single value for all cells in each such interval
with an accompanying color palette for display. This procedure
The main control dialog window for the Raster
is analogous to the Theme Mapping option provided in the TNT
Intervals sample script provides controls for
products for setting up display styling for elements in a vector
selecting the input raster object, setting the
number of intervals into which to divide the range
object based on the values of associated numerical attributes. The
of raster values, and selecting the distribution type
script allows the user to specify the number of intervals (up to a
(Equal Range or Equal Interval).
maximum of twenty) and the distribution type (equal count or
equal interval). The Raster Intervals script can be used to categorize any grayscale integer raster containing a range of values
such as elevation, slope angle, vegetation index, and so on.
Pressing the Run button on the Raster Intervals window opens the Distribution window,
which lists the value ranges initially determined by the script and statistical information
about them. You can use this dialog to customize the ranges by editing the minimum or
maximum values; adjacent ranges are automatically adjusted in response to your changes.
The script creates a color palette for the
output raster object with default colors
automatically assigned to each raster
interval, as shown on the color buttons on
the Distribution window. You can change
the color for any interval by pressing its
color button, which opens the standard
TNT Color Editor window.
The Preview Result button on the Distribution window opens a Preview window that
displays a temporary output raster based
on the current range and color settings.
Pressing OK on the Distribution window prompts for a destination for the output
raster and launches the final processing to create the output.

The Raster Intervals script provides three custom windows to allow the
user to select the input raster and set up initial process parameters, view
and edit the range values and palette colors, and preview the resulting
raster. The Raster Intervals, Distribution, and Preview windows are
each set up in the script using a dialog specification in XML to define
the controls and their layout. The script provides a number of examples
of how to set up callback actions for varied dialog controls, how to set
up and use a dialog to display spatial objects created by a script, and
how to create a series of interrelated script dialogs. In addition, the
default color palette is stored in an XML text string that the script automatically parses into an XML document in memory. The script therefore provides an example of the methods used for accessing data in
such an XML structure (in this case red, green and blue color values)
when they are needed during processing.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Excerpts of Script for Raster Theme-Mapping (RasterIntervals.sml)
Procedure to update cell counts and percentages for intervals
proc updateCounts (numeric indexStart, numeric indexEnd)
{
local numeric i, counter;
reset cell counts for relevant intervals to 0
for i = indexStart to indexEnd
{
cellCount[i] = 0;
}
loop through input raster to get cell count for each specified interval

Callback procedure when Distribution dialog opens. Sets
initial colors of colorbuttons before opening (there is no
way to do this using the XML structure, so must access the GUI
control class for the colorbutton directly. Since this dialog is
modal, it isn't created until DoModal method is called, so buttons
must be set using the dialog's OnOpen callback.
proc onOpenDistrib ()
{
for i = 1 to numInterval
loop through the intervals to assign colors
{
local string interval$ = NumToStr(i);

for each RastIn
{
++ counter;
for i = indexStart to indexEnd
{
if (RastIn >= minRange[i] && RastIn <= maxRange[i]) then
++ cellCount[i];
}
}

assign red, green, and blue values for interval
from XML structure to COLOR class instance
class COLOR color;
class XMLNODE colorNode;
colorNode = docColor.GetElementByID(interval$);
color.red = colorNode.GetAttributeNum("red");
color.green = colorNode.GetAttributeNum("green");
color.blue = colorNode.GetAttributeNum("blue");
get handle for relevant colorbutton control in dialog

compute cell percentage for each interval
for i = indexStart to indexEnd
{
cellPct[i] = 100 * cellCount[i] / counter;
}
}

Procedure to make interval raster with color palette.
Used for temporary preview raster and for output raster.
proc makeIntervalRaster(class Raster Rast)
{
local class GUI_CTRL_COLORBUTTON colorbutton;
local class ColorMap palette;
local class COLOR color;
for each RastIn
{
value = RastIn;
Rast = SetInterval(value);
}
CreateHistogram(Rast, 0);
CreatePyramid(Rast);
CopySubobjects(RastIn, Rast, "GEOREF");
create color palette for output raster from
the colors in the distribution dialog
for i = 1 to numInterval
{
local string interval$ = NumToStr(i);
colorbutton = dlgDistrib.GetCtrlByID(sprintf("colorbut%s", interval$));
color = colorbutton.GetColor();
ColorMapSetColor(palette, i, color);
}
ColorMapWriteToRastVar(Rast, palette, "IntervalColors", "Color palette");
SetNull(Rast, 0);
}

class GUI_CTRL_COLORBUTTON colorbutton;
colorbutton = dlgDistrib.GetCtrlByID(sprintf("colorbut%s", interval$));
colorbutton.SetColor(color);
}
}
Procedure called when Preview dialog is initialized.
Used to create view within the dialog and to create a
group to view the temporary raster.
proc onInitDialog ()
class instance for layout
{
local class GUI_LAYOUT_PANE viewpane; pane to contain the view
class for widget for layout pane
local class widget viewpaneWidget;
to serve as parent for the view
class for group to be
shown in the view

local class GRE_GROUP viewgp;
local class GRE_LAYER_RASTER tempLayer;
get handle for layout pane from dialog

viewpane = dlgPreview.GetPaneByID("viewpane");
viewpaneWidget = viewpane.GetWidget(); get parent Xm widget for pane
viewpaneWidget.Resizable = 1;
viewgp = GroupCreate();

set parent widget to be resizable
create display group

add the Temp raster to the group
tempLayer = GroupQuickAddRasterVar(viewgp, Temp);
tempLayer.DataTip.Prefix = "Interval: ";
create 2D view of group in dialog
view = viewgp.CreateView(viewpaneWidget,"",450, 350, "NoCloseOption");
view.ScalePosVisible = 0;
}

hide scale/position report

Function to return the class interval of the current raster
value by comparison to range boundaries.
func SetInterval(valueIn) {
for i = 1 to numInterval {
if (valueIn >= minRange[i] && valueIn <= maxRange[i]) then
return i;
}
}
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System

Using the Multifile Raster Object
A multifile raster object links simultaneously to multiple tiled
external raster files (see the color plate entitled Import: Linking
to Create a Multifile Raster). A multifile raster appears to TNT
processes as a single raster object, and it can be displayed and
used in processes just like conventional TNT raster objects.
As an example, consider a multifile raster created by linking to
multiple Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) height
files. As shown by the illustrations on this page, you can design
and save contrast tables and color palettes for the grayscale

multifile raster to enhance its display. You can also use standard tools in the GeoToolbox, such as the Profile View, to explore
the data contained in the raster. You can use the multifile raster
as input to various processes that compute derived properties,
such as the slope, aspect, curvature, and relief shading in the
Terrain Properties process. (Raster processes that use a multifile
raster as input create conventional, nonlinked raster objects as
output.) You can also use the Raster Extract process to extract
an area out to a conventional raster object.
Multifile raster object linked to a disjunct set of SRTM elevation files covering Australia and island groups to the north.
The yellow areas in this illustration have no linked elevation
file. This multifile raster is made up of 870 linked elevation
files (format HGT), each of which is 1201 lines by 1201
columns in extent (with approximately 90-meter cell size).
These linked files total 2.34 GB of data (870 x 1201 x 1201 x
2 bytes/cell). Creating this multiraster object took less than 5
minutes (including selecting the SRTM files) on a 1.8 GHz G5
PowerPC Mac.

Extract
Raster
Yellow = area not covered
by linked SRTM HGT files

Display with
Color Palette

Multifile raster displayed with a color
palette and overlaid with a red map
grid indicating the boundaries of the
component SRTM tiles. The green
line was drawn across several tiles
using the GeoToolbox ruler tool to
designate a profile line for the Profile
View shown at right.

Produce
Slope,
Aspect,
Shading,
Curvature
Rasters
Compute
Elevation
Profile

Conventional raster extracted from the
multifile linked raster (area outlined by
the green box in the illustration at left)
using the Raster Extract process.

Portion of a relief shading raster
computed directly from the
multifile linked raster using the
Terrain Properties process.
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Urban Studies

Visualizing Geodata in Google Earth
Google Earth has a raster overlay feature that you can use to provide additional information about the underlying earth
imagery. This feature of Google Earth is widely used in urban and regional studies. All types of geodata objects displayed
in any TNT product can be used as overlays in Google Earth. Raster overlays for Google Earth must be in GeoTIFF
(*.tif), TIFF (*.tif), PNG (*.png), or JPEG (*.jpg) format and be accompanied by a Keyhole Markup Language (*.kml)
header file in the same directory with a matching name. There are various ways of creating raster overlays in these formats
in TNTmips. Any TNT raster object can be exported with an optional, co-named *.kml header file. Vector, CAD, shape,
and other TNT objects can be added as overlays by converting them to one of these four raster formats. The easiest and
quickest way to overlay your geodata in Google Earth is using the Quick Snapshot tool. If you have Google Earth installed,
you just need to take a snapshot of the view canvas with the Quick Snapshot tool in TNTview or any other TNT product,
then double-click on the resulting KML file in the snapshot folder to open Google Earth zoomed to the area of your
snapshot. Taking a snapshot is equivalent to extracting a piece except that the cell size is altered to be the ground
dimensions of a single screen pixel at the screen resolution when the snapshot was taken. More information can be found
in the color plate entitled Spatial Display: Quick Snapshot of View Contents. You can also use the Render to Google
Earth KML feature to create raster overlays for Google Earth. This TNTmips feature lets you render the full extents of the
contents of the view window and set the resolution of the image to be rendered. In a future version of TNTmips, you will
also be able to render 3D extruded polygons to KML, which will let you visualize 3D objects in Google Earth.

A portion of the theme map of assessed property values in Lincoln,
Nebraska is shown in the above illustration. The property values in the
owner occupied parcels are divided into 5 categories using TNTmips.

The transparency of
the raster overlay
can be set using the
transparency slider in
Google Earth. In this
example, the raster
overlay has its own
transparency.

In this example, the parcels vector layer was used to create
a theme map of assessed property values for the owneroccupied parcels in Lincoln, NE. The property information
for each parcel was obtained from the Lincoln Property
Viewer atlas distributed with the TNT products. In the
Display process, zoom in on an area of interest for a
detailed view as shown in the illustration at the left. The
theme map styles were assigned 30% transparency. The
snapshot of this view was captured in PNG format so that
the transparency of the styles is recognized in Google Earth
as shown in the illustration below. You may also capture a
Quick Snapshot of the view where the styles are not
assigned transparency, and use the transparency slider in
Google Earth to adjust the transparency as desired.

Theme map of property
values displayed over
Google Earth image of
Lincoln, Nebraska. Note
the partial transparency of
the parcels selected for
the theme map.
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USGS Afghanistan Geologic Maps
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has used TNTmips to prepare a series of 32 geologic maps of Afghanistan at a scale of
1:250,000, in cooperation with the Afghan Geological Survey
and Afghanistan Geodesy and Cartography Head Office. These
maps provide complete coverage of the country and are published electronically in the USGS Open File Report series as
PDF map files that can be printed to scale. Each map covers a
quadrangle 1º latitude by 2º longitude in size, or portions of
several quadrangles along the border of the country. The complete map references are listed on the reverse side of this page
along with a download link, and the index map to the right shows
the map areas with report numbers. A companion series of topographic maps has also been published (see the Technical Guide
entitled USGS Afghanistan Topographic Maps).
The map compilers at the USGS used the Surface Modeling
process in TNTmips to generate topographic contours for the
maps from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 85-m
digital elevation data. The contours and geologic boundaries
are overlaid on a shaded-relief image also derived from the
SRTM elevation data in the TNT Slope, Aspect, Shading process (now the Topographic Properties process). For this first
series of digital geologic maps, geologic boundaries and faults

Map area with Open File Report
Number (e.g. 2005-1116-B)

USGS 1:250,000
Afghanistan
Quadrangle, labeled by
latitude and longitude
of lower left corner
(e.g. Latitude 34º N,
Longitude 68º E)

were digitized from scanned paper geologic maps in the Spatial
Editor without any update or revision, then the geologic unit
polygons were attributed and styled. A second series of geologic maps is planned in which the geology will be reinterpreted
on the basis of satellite imagery and limited field work. (over)

Portion of Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3468, Chak Wardak-Syahgerd (509) and Kabul (510) Quadrangles, Afghanistan, U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1107-A, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon and Kenzie J. Turner. Extract shown at native scale of
1:250,000.
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All of the 32 Afghanistan geologic maps listed below are available for free download as PDF files
from: http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2005. See the index map on the reverse side of this page for locations.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3764 and 3664, Jalajin (117), Kham-Ab (118),
Char Shangho (123), and Sheberghan (124) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1092-A, compiled by Ronald R.
Wahl.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3470 and the Northern Edge of Quadrangle 3370,
Jalal-Abad (511), Chaghasaray (512), and Northernmost Jaji-Maydan (517)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051108-A, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon and Kenzie J. Turner.

Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3666 and 3766, Balkh (219), Mazar-I-Sharif
(220), Qarqin (213), and Hazara Toghai (214) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1093-A, compiled by Ronald R.
Wahl.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3362, Shin-Dand (415) and Tulak (416) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1109-A,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon and Charles R. Lindsay.

Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3768 and 3668, Imam-Saheb (215), Rustaq (216),
Baghlan (221), and Taloqan (222) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological
Survey Open File Report 2005-1094-A, compiled by Chris J. Fridrich, Charles
R. Lindsay, and Lawrence W. Snee.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3870 and 3770, Maymayk (211), Jamarj-I-Bala
(212), Faydz-Abad (217), and Parkhaw (218) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1095-A, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon and Douglas B. Stoeser.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3670, Jarm-Keshem (223) and Zebak (224) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1096-A,
compiled by Douglas B. Stoeser.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3772, 3774, 3672, and 3674, Gaz-Khan (313),
Sarhad (314), Kol-I-Chaqmaqtin (315), Khandud (319), Deh-Ghulaman (320),
and Ertfah (321) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open
File Report 2005-1097-A, compiled by Charles R. Lindsay.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3560, 3562, and 3662, Sir Band (402), KhawjaJir (403), Bala-Murghab (404), and Darah-I-Shor-I-Karamandi (122)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051098-A, compiled by Kevin C. McKinney and David J. Lidke.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3364, Pasa-Band (417) and Kejran (418) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1110-A,
compiled by Kevin C. McKinney, David A. Sawyer, and Kenzie J. Turner.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3366, Gizab (513) and Nawer (514) Quadrangles,
Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1111-A, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3368 and Part of Quadrangle 3370, Ghazni (515),
Gardez (516), and Part of Jaji-Maydan (517) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1112-A, compiled by Florian
Maldonado and Kenzie J. Turner.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3260 and 3160, Dasht-E-Chahe-Mazar (419),
Anardara (420), Asparan (601), and Kang (602) Quadrangles, Afghanistan.
U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1113-A, compiled by Van S.
Williams.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3262, Farah (421) and Hokumat-E-Pur-Chaman
(422) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1114-A, compiled by David J. Lidke.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3264, Nawzad-Musa-Qala (423) and Dehrawat
(424) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1115-A, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon and Charles R. Lindsay.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3564, Chahriaq (Joand) (405) and Gurziwan
(406) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1099-A, compiled by Kevin C. McKinney and David A. Sawyer.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3266, Ourzgan (519) and Moqur (520) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1116-A,
compiled by David A. Sawyer and Douglas B. Stoeser.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3566, Sang-Charak (501) and Sayghan-O-Kamard
(502) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1100-A, compiled by Kenzie J. Turner.

Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3168 and 3268, Yahya-Wona (703), Wersek (704),
Khayr-Kot (521), and Urgon (522) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1117-A, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3568, Polekhomri (503) and Charikar (504) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1101-A,
compiled by Charles R. Lindsay, Lawrence W. Snee, Robert G. Bohannon,
Ronald R. Wahl, and David A. Sawyer.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3162, Chakhansur (603) and Kotalak (604) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1118-A,
compiled by Florian Maldonado.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3570, Tagab-E-Munjan (505) and Asmar-Kamdesh
(506) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1102-A, compiled by Charles R. Lindsay, Lawrence W. Snee, Robert G.
Bohannon, Ronald R. Wahl, and David A. Sawyer.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3460 and 3360, Kol-I-Namaksar (407), Ghuryan
(408), Kawir-I-Naizar (413), and Kohe-Mahmudo-Esmailjan (414) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1103-A,
compiled by Van S. Williams.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3462, Herat (409) and Chesht-Sharif (410) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1104-A,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon and Charles R. Lindsay.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3464, Shahrak (411) and Kasi (412) Quadrangles,
Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1105-A, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon and James Yount.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3466, Lal-Sarjangal (507) and Bamyan (508)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051106-A, compiled by James C. Yount.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3468, Chak Wardak-Syahgerd (509) and Kabul
(510) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1107-A, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon and Kenzie J. Turner.

Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3164, Lashkargah (605) and Kandahar (606)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051119-A, compiled by Dennis W. O’Leary and John W. Whitney.
Geologic Map of Quadrangle 3166, Jaldak (701) and Maruf-Nawa (702) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1120-A,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3060 and 2960, Qala-I-Fath (608), Malek-SayhKoh (613), and Gozar-E-Sah (614) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological
Survey Open File Report 2005-1121-A, compiled by Dennis W. O’Leary, John
W. Whitney, and Robert G. Bohannon.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3062 and 2962, Charburjak (609), Khanneshin
(610), Gawdezereh (615), and Galachah (616) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1122-A, compiled by Dennis W.
O’Leary and John W. Whitney.
Geologic Map of Quadrangles 3064, 3066, 2964, and 2966, Laki-Bander (611),
Jahangir-Naweran (612), Sreh-Chena (707), Shah-Esmail (617), Reg-Alaqadari
(618), and Samandkhan-Karez (713) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1123-A, compiled by Dennis W. O’Leary,
John W. Whitney, and Robert G. Bohannon.
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USGS Afghanistan Topographic Maps
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has used TNTmips to prepare a series of 32 topographic maps of Afghanistan at a scale
of 1:250,000, in cooperation with the Afghan Geological Survey and Afghanistan Geodesy and Cartography Head Office.
These maps provide complete coverage of the country and are
published electronically in the USGS Open File Report series
as PDF map files that can be printed to scale. Each map covers
a quadrangle 1º latitude by 2º longitude in size, or portions of
several quadrangles along the border of the country. The complete map references are listed on the reverse side of this page
along with a download link, and the index map to the right shows
the map areas with report numbers. A companion series of geologic maps has also been published (see the Technical Guide
entitled USGS Afghanistan Geologic Maps).
The map compilers at the USGS used the Surface Modeling
process in TNTmips to generate topographic contours for the
maps from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 85-m
digital elevation data. The contours are overlaid on a color
shaded-relief image also derived from the SRTM data using the
TNT Slope, Aspect, Shading process (now the Topographic Properties process). The stream lines are selected flow path lines
generated from the SRTM data using the TNTmips Watershed

Map area with Open File Report
Number (e.g. 2005-1116-B)

USGS 1:250,000
Afghanistan
Quadrangle, labeled by
latitude and longitude
of lower left corner
(e.g. Latitude 34º N,
Longitude 68º E)

process. This process automatically generates stream order attributes for the flow paths, and a selection query on the Horton
stream order value was used to extract an appropriate density of
stream lines for each map.
(over)

Portion of Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3666 and 3766, Balkh (219), Mazar-I-Sharif (220), Qarqin (213), and Hazara Toghai (214)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan, U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1093-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon. Extract is
shown at the published scale of 1:250,000.
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All of the 32 Afghanistan Topographic maps listed below are available for free download as PDF files
from: http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2005. See the index map on the reverse side of this page for locations.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3764 and 3664, Jalajin (117), Kham-Ab (118),
Char Shangho (123), and Sheberghan (124) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1092-B, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon.

Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3470 and the Northern Edge of Quadrangle
3370, Jalal-Abad (511), Chaghasaray (512), and Northernmost Jaji-Maydan
(517) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1108-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.

Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3666 and 3766, Balkh (219), Mazar-I-Sharif
(220), Qarqin (213), and Hazara Toghai (214) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1093-B, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon.

Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3362, Shin-Dand (415) and Tulak (416) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1109-B,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.

Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3768 and 3668, Imam-Saheb (215), Rustaq
(216), Baghlan (221), and Taloqan (222) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1094-B, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3870 and 3770, Maymayk (211), Jamarj-IBala (212), Faydz-Abad (217), and Parkhaw (218) Quadrangles, Afghanistan.
U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1095-B, compiled by Robert
G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3670, Jarm-Keshem (223) and Zebak (224)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051096-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3772, 3774, 3672, and 3674, Gaz-Khan (313),
Sarhad (314), Kol-I-Chaqmaqtin (315), Khandud (319), Deh-Ghulaman (320),
and Ertfah (321) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File
Report 2005-1097-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3560, 3562, and 3662, Sir Band (402),
Khawja-Jir (403), Bala-Murghab (404), and Darah-I-Shor-I-Karamandi (122)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051098-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3564, Chahriaq (Joand) (405) and Gurziwan
(406) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1099-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3566, Sang-Charak (501) and Sayghan-OKamard (502) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File
Report 2005-1100-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3568, Polekhomri (503) and Charikar (504)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051101-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3570, Tagab-E-Munjan (505) and AsmarKamdesh (506) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File
Report 2005-1102-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3460 and 3360, Kol-I-Namaksar (407),
Ghuryan (408), Kawir-I-Naizar (413), and Kohe-Mahmudo-Esmailjan (414)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051103-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3462, Herat (409) and Chesht-Sharif (410)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051104-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3464, Shahrak (411) and Kasi (412) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1105-B,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3466, Lal-Sarjangal (507) and Bamyan (508)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051106-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3468, Chak Wardak-Syahgerd (509) and Kabul
(510) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1107-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.

Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3364, Pasa-Band (417) and Kejran (418) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1110-B,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3366, Gizab (513) and Nawer (514) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1111-B,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3368 and Part of Quadrangle 3370, Ghazni
(515), Gardez (516), and Part of Jaji-Maydan (517) Quadrangles, Afghanistan.
U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1112-B, compiled by Robert
G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3260 and 3160, Dasht-E-Chahe-Mazar (419),
Anardara (420), Asparan (601), and Kang (602) Quadrangles, Afghanistan.
U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1113-B, compiled by Robert
G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3262, Farah (421) and Hokumat-E-PurChaman (422) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File
Report 2005-1114-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3264, Nawzad-Musa-Qala (423) and Dehrawat
(424) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report
2005-1115-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3266, Ourzgan (519) and Moqur (520) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1116-B,
compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3168 and 3268, Yahya-Wona (703), Wersek
(704), Khayr-Kot (521), and Urgon (522) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1117-B, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3162, Chakhansur (603) and Kotalak (604)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051118-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3164, Lashkargah (605) and Kandahar (606)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051119-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangle 3166, Jaldak (701) and Maruf-Nawa (702)
Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 20051120-B, compiled by Robert G. Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3060 and 2960, Qala-I-Fath (608), MalekSayh-Koh (613), and Gozar-E-Sah (614) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1121-B, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3062 and 2962, Charburjak (609), Khanneshin
(610), Gawdezereh (615), and Galachah (616) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1122-B, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon.
Topographic Map of Quadrangles 3064, 3066, 2964, and 2966, Laki-Bander
(611), Jahangir-Naweran (612), Sreh-Chena (707), Shah-Esmail (617), RegAlaqadari (618), and Samandkhan-Karez (713) Quadrangles, Afghanistan. U.S.
Geological Survey Open File Report 2005-1123-B, compiled by Robert G.
Bohannon.
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TNTatlas

Using Hidden Layers
An atlas can be used to distribute a select set of geospatial data to
your clients, who can then use the free TNTatlas program (which
you can include on the atlas media) to view the data and use it for
decision-making and/or delineating target areas for your services.
A single-layout atlas provides the simplest design, with clients using the zoom tools to navigate to the desired area and viewing scale.
Designing such an atlas requires considerable care in the choice of
geospatial layers to include, the ordering of the groups and layers,
and in setting an appropriate visibility scale range for each layer or
group (layers are automatically hidden at view scales outside the
specified range). You may also want to set some layers to be hidden by default at all scales, to be turned on manually by the client
when they choose. (See the tutorials entitled Introduction to Designing Electronic Atlases and Constructing an Electronic Atlas
for overviews of atlas design.) The goal is to provide, at each viewing scale, relevant reference data without cluttering the view, so
your clients can quickly and easily locate their target area and identify the significant features for analysis and decision-making.
Although a number of data layers in the atlas may be hidden at any
particular scale of view, even these hidden layers can provide information to your clients, and you can design the atlas so that these
layers can play a role in analysis and selection procedures as well.
Hidden layers can provide location-specific attribute information
(or cell values for raster layers) to the viewer by means of pop-in
DataTips that appear when the mouse cursor pauses over the view.
To design the atlas so that DataTip information is shown for hidden
Layers hidden at the current map
scale are indicated in green.

as well as visible layers, you can set the default DataTip Options
for the atlas layout to Maximum (as illustrated below), which allows up to 20 layer-entries in the DataTip. (The atlas user can set
their own DataTip viewing options in TNTatlas as well.) You can
set up the DataTip for a layer to provide a single value for each
element, use string expression fields to list multiple attributes, or
use a Display Control script to create and present graphic information (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Designing
Complex DataTips for details).
Any geometric layer in the atlas can be set up so that particular
elements (such as polygons) are temporarily highlighted in color
when the cursor pauses over the element. Since highlighting works
even when the layer is hidden, you can hide a visually-complex
layer that might clutter the view, but allow the individual element at
the cursor location to be revealed by highlighting. A highlighted
polygon can also be marked (selected) using the Select tool and
used to create a region for later use (see the Spatial Display
TechGuides entitled Regions from Polygons in Any Geometric Layer
and Highlight and Mark Elements in Hidden Layers for more information). Highlighting and marking work best in an atlas if
highlighting is turned on for only one target geometric layer, and
the atlas layout should be saved with this as the active layer (and
with marking disabled for elements in all other geometric layers).
Then when the atlas user highlights an element in this layer, their
left-click automatically enables marking for that layer, allowing them
to mark elements and create regions as desired.

Layers hidden by default at all
scales are indicated in gray.

Choose Options / DataTip from the
View window to set the Maximum
option to enable presentation of
DataTip information from hidden
layers.
In this illustration of a sample farm
land atlas, the farm field geometric
layer (OtoeCLU_vec) is hidden, but a
field polygon outline highlights in
yellow in tandem with the appearance
of the DataTip (which also automatically shows the area of the field in
acres).
Much of the location-specific attribute
information in this DataTip comes from
layers that are hidden, including the
section, farm field area, hydrologic
unit, and soil attributes.
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Canada 90-Meter Elevation Data (CDED90)
The 90-Meter Canada Elevations CD distributed by MicroImages provides
elevation data for all of Canada with a cell size of 3 arc-seconds (approximately 90 meters in the north-south direction) from the Canadian Digital
Elevation Data (CDED) series. MicroImages acquired the data in blocks,
mosaicked the blocks to a common cell size (the original data has lower
east-west resolution at higher latitudes) and created a TNT tileset of
linked JP2 files. The tileset structure is optimized to allow very rapid
display of the entire dataset in the TNT products at any viewing scale.
In addition, the small individual JP2 tile files (2048 by 2048 cells) can
be used in any other software program that supports the JP2 format.
Lossless JPEG2000 compression was applied to preserve the fidelity of
the original data. Elevations are in integer meters, with geographic coordinates referenced to the NAD83 horizontal datum.
The elevation dataset provided on this DVD can be used in many ways in the
TNT products:
• use as a terrain surface for stereo views of imagery
and other geodata
• use as a terrain surface for 3D perspective views of
imagery and other geodata
• use in the Topographic Properties process to derive
slope, aspect, and curvature data and shaded relief
images
• use in the Watershed process to delineate watershed
boundaries, drainage networks, and their many
associated attributes, along with other derived
geomorphic/hydrologic characteristics
• use for Viewshed Analysis
• display with one of many standard color palettes (or
design your own custom color palette) as backdrop
for vector overlays
Anaglyph stereo display of Landsat 7 scene (30-meter cell size)
• overlay with partially-transparent shading raster to
of Coast Range in British Columbia using the CDED90 TNT
create a color shaded relief display
tileset directly as the terrain layer.
• extract portions of the raster data as needed for local
projects

3D Perspective view of Manicougan Crater, Quebec; Landsat 7
color-infrared image draped on terrain extract from CDED90.
This 200 million year old meteorite crater is one of the oldest
and largest preserved impact structures. The reservoir (black)
filling the eroded inner ring of the crater is 70 km in diameter.

Technical Specifications
Size: 0.58 GB
Compression: Lossless JPEG 2000
Format: TNT Tileset using 2048x2048 GeoJP2 files
Data Type: 16-bit signed integer
CRS: Geographic / North American Datum 1983 (NAD83)
Elevation Units: Meters
Extents: N 84° 00' 00", W 142° 00' 00" (Upper Left),
N 41° 00' 00", W 52° 00' 00" (Lower Right)
Number of Cells: 108,002 Lines x 51,601 Columns
Cell Size: 3 arc-seconds (nominally 90 meters)
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Create KML or KMZ files for Google Maps
The KML or KMZ files created with TNTmips can be displayed in Google Maps as long as they are uploaded to a web
site. You or anyone else can then display them by going to maps.google.com, typing in their URL, and clicking on
the Search button. The KML or KMZ file specified by this URL is automatically displayed as an overlay to the normal
Google Maps content. Since your layer is an overlay, an image will obscure the Google Map content unless it has a
transparency set for it in a TNT product. The size of the KML or KMZ file for use in this fashion is limited to about
1MB thus limiting the size of an image overlay or collection of digital photos. There is also a limitation on the number
of elements that can be returned. A KMZ file is a compressed KML file and when used as an overlay to Google Maps
these size limitations apply to the uncompressed version of the KMZ file.
TNTmips provides you a variety of tools to create a KML or KMZ file from your linked geodata files and TNT
objects, groups, and layouts. The Render to KML or KMZ feature in the Display process will create these files for all
or part of your groups and layouts. Use the Export process to convert elements in a linked geometric file format or
shape, CAD, or vector object into these Google formats. The Create Geotagged Image Database feature creates a
pinmap layer that can be saved in these formats. You can find more information on creating KML files using various
processes in TNTmips in the Technical Guides entitled Export: Geometric Objects to KML, and Spatial Display:
Render Raster Objects to KML.

The URL of the KML or KMZ
file can be copied from the
website and pasted here.
In this example, KMZ file
generated in the Display
process of TNTmips is
published on a sample
website at http://mi.tntmips.
googlepages.com/, which
was created with Google
Page Creator, a free product
to create web pages using a
gmail account.
The content of the group
(illustration below) in TNTmips
is displayed in Google Maps
(illustration to the right)

The illustrations above show the KMZ file displayed in Google Maps. The
KMZ file shown above was created using the Render to Google Earth KML
feature in the Display Process of TNTmips. A group containing a raster
layer showing the land use of Lincoln, NE downtown and a pinmap layer
showing some pictures from the downtown in the form of image DataTips
(illustrated to the left) was rendered to KML with KMZ compression. Note
that the image DataTips created in TNTmips are retained in Google Maps. If
you choose to create KML files without KMZ compression, you can still use
Google Maps for viewing your KML files. However, it is recommended that
you prefer KMZ format to KML since the links to images are not stored
internally in the KML format as in KMZ. To get the desired results in Google
Maps when using a KML file, you need to upload all linked images to your
website along with the KML file.
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Terrain Analysis

Deriving Complex Composite Viewsheds
The Viewshed Analysis process in TNTmips products generates a viewshed for a specific viewpoint on an elevation
raster, or a composite viewshed for multiple viewpoints. When you open the Viewshed Analysis process by selecting Raster/Elevation/Viewshed from the menubar, you are prompted to select an elevation raster. The Viewshed
Analysis window opens along with a View window showing this elevation raster you selected and a default viewpoint at the center. The Viewshed Analysis window is used to add multiple viewpoints, change the viewshed parameters such as location and height of the viewpoint, and set the vertical/horizontal angles of view for the viewpoint
added. Right-clicking on the View window when the Field-of-View icon is on or clicking on the Test button in the
Viewshed Analysis window allows you to preview the Viewshed. Using this preview feature, you can test viewshed
results with different parameters. Each time you make a change and right-click on the view window, or click on the
Test button in the Viewshed Analysis window, the temporary viewshed is overlaid over the elevation raster in the
view. When you are finished with testing, you can click on the Run button and save the viewshed as a new raster
object.
Field-of-View icon

View
Distance

The default viewpoint is located
at the center of the elevation
raster as shown here. The Fieldof-View icon is on by default
showing the viewshed search
area based on the View
Distance, which covers the
extents of the selected elevation
raster by default. Right-clicking
anywhere in View window
generates a preview of
viewshed when the Field-ofView icon is on.

The illustration to the right
shows the cells visible in the
viewshed. The yellow color is
assigned to the viewshed using
a color palette in the Raster
Layer Controls window of this
temporary viewshed raster.
Right-clicking on the Raster
icon in the LegendView and
selecting Controls from the
menu lets you open Raster
Layer Controls window.
Viewpoint

Location of the
viewpoint on the
elevation raster.

Field-of-View Tool

Z value for the
viewpoint from the
elevation raster.

Offset height of the
viewpoint above the
elevation surface.

Vertical angles of the upper
and lower limbs of the fieldof-view in the vertical plane
measured from horizontal.

Number of the
viewpoint.

Bounding angles of the fieldof-view in the horizontal
plane. Start Angle is
measured from the X-axis.
Maximum radial
search distance in
the horizontal plane.

Click to delete the
highlighted viewpoint.

The values in any field can be entered or changed
by manually entering the desired values.
Upper limb of the Field-ofView tool defined by Sweep
Angle from Start Angle.

Click to add
viewpoint.
The composite
viewshed for
both viewpoints
shown in table.

This illustration shows the
second viewpoint added
new viewshed parameters.

Use to convert the Height
units of the viewpoint
when the units of the
elevation raster and the
View Height are different.

Sweep Angle is angle
between the lower
and upper limbs of
the Field-of-View tool.
Lower limb of the Fieldof-View tool defined by
Start Angle.

Click to preview Click on the Run button
the viewshed.
save the viewshed as a
raster object.
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The Viewshed Analysis process lets you use mouse to reposition the active viewpoint and change the horizontal fieldof-view in the View window. Any changes to the location of the viewpoint and to the horizontal field-of-view in the
View window is reflected in the Viewshed Analysis window, and vice versa. You can also generate composite viewsheds
for multiple points, save viewshed points as a vector object, and add more viewshed points from a previously saved
geometric object (CAD or Vector). You can also specify the percentage for the minimum number of the viewpoints
that the cell must be visible from to be included in the composite viewshed. The Percentage of Viewpoints setting in
the Viewshed Analysis window is active only if there is more than 1 viewpoint specified. If you accept the default
percentage, which is set to 0, any cell visible from at least 1 viewpoint is included in the composite watershed.
Use the right or left arrow
cursor to click and drag on
the radius lines to change the
Start Angle and Sweep Angle.

Use the hand cursor
to click and drag on
the arc to change the
View Distance.

Use the four-point
arrow cursor to
click and drag
within the wedge
to reposition the
viewpoint.
Click to select
another elevation
raster.

The illustration above shows multiple viewpoints
four of which are inactive viewpoints and one of
which is the active viewpoint with its horizontal field
of view. You can set horizontal field of view either by
mouse in the View window or manually entering
values in the Viewshed Analysis window. Note that
any change on horizontal field of view are updated
in the View and Viewshed Analysis windows.

Click to restore
default values for the
highlighted viewpoint.

Click to achieve more accurate results
when analyzing an area larger in extent
(tens of kilometers across or greater)
Click to run the Viewshed
Analysis process.
Click to invert transparency
to display the cells that can
be visible from the selected
viewpoints transparent.

Clicking on this icon opens
the menu where you can
edit the colors of active and
inactive view points on the
View window by using the
Color editor.

Threshold percentage for the minimum
number of the viewpoints that the cell
must be visible from to be included in
the composite viewshed. 50% means
that composite viewshed is composed
of the cells which are visible from at
least 50% of the viewpoints.

Opens the menu where
you can choose to load
or append viewpoints
from a geometric object.

Saves the viewpoints as a vector
object. When you reload or append
this saved vector, the viewshed
parameters are retained.

The composite
viewshed created
by the 5 viewpoints
in the table above.

The composite viewshed
above shows the cells that
are visible from at least 1 of
the 5 viewpoints specified.
(The Percentage of
Viewpoints is set to 0)

The composite viewshed above
shows the cells that are visible
from at least 3 of the 5 viewpoints
specified. (The Percentage of
Viewpoints is set to 50%)
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Spatial Editor

Using WMS Layers as Reference Layers
The Editor in TNTmips lets you use Web Map Service (WMS) layers as reference layers while creating or editing local objects (objects found on your
computer or your private network). You can add multiple
WMS layers from one or more WMSs (see the Technical
Guides entitled Spatial Display: Select WMS Layers for
Viewing and Viewing WMS Layers) if desired. Each WMS
layer can be one layer or a composite of layers from a
single WMS.
The ability to use WMS layers provides you access to
unlimited terabytes of reference layers published on the
Internet by many individuals and organizations. However, just as with any other web browsing experience, there
is no guarantee that a layer will be received or continue to
be available. If your access to a WMS reference layer is
lost in the coarse of an editing job, save your progress
and save the group (Object/Save Group As) so you can
readily continue your editing session at a later time. References to the WMS layers (URLs) selected are saved as
part of the group so that when it is opened later, the WMS
layers can be automatically retrieved if the site(s) is responding.

MicroImages has compiled a list of cataolgs to assist in
your initial location of WMS content providers, which is
provided on the Catalogs panel of the Web Map Service
Selection window that opens when you click on the Add
WMS icon. Even with this assistance, it may take you
some time to locate layers of interest to you since there is
such a wide variety of sites offering numerous layers.
Some sites provide only global data while others may be
limited to a local area or state. The web sites you have
selected layers from are added to the list on the Recent
tabbed panel in the Web Map Service Selection window
so you can readily revisit sites you have selected from
previously. Once you have found a site that provides
layers you find useful, you can add it to the list on the
Favorites tabbed panel in the same window.
Remember that WMS content is dynamic and rapidly expanding. You may want to periodically revisit sites and
reexamine listings on the Catalogs panel that were not of
initial interest to see if they have added layers or sites that
are of use to you as reference layers for your current editing needs.
Add WMS icon
hidden local reference layer
used to zoom to city
boundaries

WMS layer

local editable layer (editable
layers are listed in purple)

Nebraska Highway 92 fits poorly with this orthophoto image of the
city of Arthur (above). The orthophoto is a WMS layer from the
Nebraska Land Viewer atlas, which is provided as one of the
sample atlases on MicroImages’ web site. The highway line,
which is a local layer, was selected for editing and vertices were
dragged to fit the highway in the image (right).
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System

Empty Tiles Not Stored in Raster Objects
MicroImages has optimized the internal structure of spatial data
objects in the TNT products to enable you to cover entire large
project areas with single spatial objects that have high spatial detail. The boundaries of your project area may be irregular in shape
because you don’t have or don’t need to show or process data outside of those limits. For large raster objects, this means that some
boundaries of your real data values can be well inside the edge of
the rectangular raster encompassing your project area, leaving large
empty areas around the margins. These empty areas are indicated
by a binary null mask or by a single raster value that has been assigned as the null value. Since these empty areas contain no useful
data, the TNT products save on file space by not storing raster values for large portions of these empty areas.

Stored
tiles
No tiles
stored for
empty
areas.

This Landsat color-infrared image of an irregularlyshaped area of several counties in northeast Kansas
was mosaicked in TNTmips. The large red rectangle
outlines the outer boundary of the raster objects, while
the black rectangles represent the boundaries of the
internal tiles stored in each raster object for this image.
Note that no tiles are stored in these raster objects for
areas that contain no real data values. Also note that
partial tiles are automatically used at the east (right) and
south (bottom) edges of the real image area.
This set of three relatively small 8-bit raster objects has
an extent of 4183 columns by 4755 lines and a cell size
of 30 meters. The size of the tiles set by the Mosaic
process in these internal raster objects is 256 by 256
cells. If values were stored for all empty areas of these
rasters, their uncompressed size including pyramid tiers
would be 80 MB (4183 x 4755 x 3 raster objects = 60
MB plus ~30% more for the pyramid tiers). The actual
uncompressed size of the 3 rasters and their pyramid
tiers with no empty tiles stored is 67 MB.

The TNT products use an internal tiling scheme for storing a raster
object in a Project File. Each raster object is subdivided into small,
uniform, rectangular tiles, and the data values for the cells in each
tile are stored together in the file for efficient display and processing. For raster objects with large null areas, many internal tiles may
lie entirely within the null area and thus contain no useful data.
Storage of a set of default cell values for these empty tiles would
add significantly to the file size of the raster object. Although applying compression to the raster object mitigates this problem
somewhat (empty internal tiles have a uniform cell value and thus
can be highly compressed), the storage overhead for empty tiles
can still be significant for large raster objects with complex boundaries. And there may be many instances in which using compression
is not appropriate: you may need to preserve the original raster cell
values to do further processing, or you may simply wish to avoid
lossy compression artifacts in the image. The TNT products avoid
this problem entirely, as all processes that create raster objects automatically detect tiles that are entirely null and omit these tiles
from the file structure.

This natural-color orthoimage
mosaic created in TNTmips
covers Barnstable County,
Massachusetts, which includes
Cape Cod, several small
islands, and narrow coastal ocean areas. No
orthoimages were acquired over the ocean
areas away from the coastline, so the actual
image area covers only 41.5% of the spatial
extent of the rectangular mosaic raster
(outlined by the red box). No tiles were stored
for the empty areas of the mosaic (white).

This 24-bit composite raster object has a cell size of 0.5 m and an
extent of 136,000 columns by 136,000 lines. The Mosaic process has
set the tile size for this internal raster object at 512 by 512 cells. If cell
values were stored for all of the empty areas of this raster, its raw
uncompressed size would be 51.7 GB (136,000 2 cells x 3 bytes per
cell); the addition of pyramid tiers and null mask would result in an
aggregate size of 69.1 GB. The size of the actual uncompressed
mosaic without empty tiles (including pyramid tiers and null mask) is
20.74 GB. Applying lossy JPEG2000 compression with a 20:1 compression ratio (to match that of the compressed input orthoimages)
when using the TNT Mosaic process to create this raster object reduces
the required storage to 2.4 GB (including pyramid tiers and null mask).
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Sample Geospatial Script

Flight Planning
MicroImages has created a sample geospatial tool script that
provides an interactive automated procedure for laying out a
pattern of parallel, equally-spaced flight lines for aerial operations. This tool script can be added to 2D View windows in the
TNTmips Display process and TNTview, and can be saved with
a layout for use in an atlas in TNTatlas.

created and clipped to this buffer polygon. You can save the
resulting flight lines, target area boundary, and buffer boundary
in separate vector or CAD objects. The flight lines can also be
exported to GPS Exchange (GPX) format so the line data can
be imported by and used to control a GPS-based navigation
system.

The Flight Planning tool script (excerpted on the reverse side of
this page) creates a set of parallel flight lines that completely
cover the designated target area with the specified direction and
line spacing. The script provides interactive tools for drawing
the target polygon in the View over any desired reference
geospatial data (such as a map or satellite image) and for drawing a reference line to indicate the flight line direction. These
tools are activated by controls on a custom dialog window created and opened by the script. You also have the option of
loading the area boundary from an existing vector, CAD, or
region object. The dialog provides fields for entering the flight

Pressing the Orientation Line button activates a line tool that
allows you to draw a straight reference line in the view to
indicate the flight line direction (its compass direction is shown
automatically by a pop-in ToolTip). Drag either end of the line
tool to adjust its position and direction, then right-click to
accept the line. This line is used as the reference line for
creating the set of parallel flight lines at the designated line
spacing. The end points of this orientation line can be anywhere inside or outside of the desired flight area, as all of the
flight lines the script creates are automatically extended to or
clipped at the specified buffer distance around the area
boundary.

After you enter the flight line spacing and buffer distance values in
the Flight Plan dialog window, press the Create Boundary button to
activate a polyline tool that you can use to draw the outline of the
flight area in the View. A Line/Polygon Edit Controls window opens
automatically with the tool to allow you to make adjustments to the
shape of the polygon if needed. When you have correctly placed
the boundary polygon, right-click or press the Apply button on the
Edit Controls window to accept and use it.

line spacing and a buffer distance to extend the flight lines around
the target area polygon. After these parameters and the boundary polygon and reference direction line are set, pressing the
Compute Flight Lines button generates a buffer zone polygon
around the target area boundary and the parallel flight lines are

Pressing the Compute Flight Lines button creates the buffer
zone (cyan in this illustration) around the boundary and the set
of flight lines (yellow). You can then save the flight lines,
boundary, and buffer boundary as separate vector or CAD
objects, and export the flight lines to a GPS Exchange (GPX)
file for use in navigation.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for
scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Excerpts of Flight Planning Tool Script (FlightPlan.sml)
Procedure called when Boundary
proc PolyLineActivate() {
LineTool.Managed = 0;
button on dialog is pressed;
PolyLineTool.Managed = 1;
activates polyline tool.
PolyLineTool.HasPosition = 0;
View.SetMessage("Draw polygon in view outlining the area boundary.");
}
Procedure called when user
proc OnPolyLineToolApply() {
right-clicks to accept the
class POLYLINE polyline;
field boundary polygon.
polyline = PolyLineTool.GetPolygon();
polyline.AppendVertex(polyline.GetVertex(0));

proc OnExport() {

Procedure called when Export to
GPX button on dialog is pressed.

class SR_COORDREFSYS latloncrs;
latloncrs.Assign("Geographic2D_WGS84_Deg");
class REGION2D layerregion = group.ActiveLayer.MapRegion;
layerregion.ConvertTo(latloncrs);
class RECT extents = layerregion.Extents;

set CRS
for vector

class TRANSPARM MapToGeog;
MapToGeog.InputCoordRefSys = group.ActiveLayer.MapRegion.CoordRefSys;
MapToGeog.OutputCoordRefSys = latloncrs;

class TRANSPARM ScreenToView = ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1);
class TRANSPARM ViewToMap = ViewGetTransMapToView(View, crs, 1);

class FILE fOut;
fOut = GetOutputTextFile("c:/default.txt", "Select Text file", "gpx");

polyline.ConvertForward(ScreenToView);
polyline.ConvertForward(ViewToMap);

write GPX header
fwritestring(fOut, "<?xml version=\"1.0\"?>\n");
fwritestring(fOut, "<gpx\n");
fwritestring(fOut, " version=\"1.0\"\n");
fwritestring(fOut, " creator=\"MicroImages - http://www.microimages.com\"\n");
fwritestring(fOut, " xmlns:xsi=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance\"\n");
fwritestring(fOut, " xmlns=\"http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/0\"\n");
fwritestring(fOut, " xsi:schemaLocation=\"http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/0
http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/0/gpx.xsd\">\n");

VectorAddPolyLine(vectorPoly, polyline);
PolyLineTool.HasPosition = 0;
LayerDestroy(vectorPolyLayer);
vectorPolyLayer = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(group, vectorPoly);
ViewRedraw(View);
orientationBtn.SetEnabled(1);
View.SetMessage("Press Orientation Line button to set direction of flight lines.");
}
proc LineActivate() {
Procedure called when Orientation
PolyLineTool.Managed = 0;
button on dialog is pressed;
LineTool.Managed = 1;
activates line tool.
LineTool.HasPosition = 0;
View.SetMessage("Drag a line in the view in the desired flight line direction.");
}
proc OnLineToolApply () {
array numeric xpoints[5];
array numeric ypoints[5];
ClearVector(vectorLine);
ClearVector(vectorPoint);

Procedure called when user right-clicks
to accept the orientation line.
clear everything but boundary
polygon and buffer polygon

class TRANSPARM ScreenToView = ViewGetTransViewToScreen(View, 1);
class TRANSPARM ViewToMap = ViewGetTransMapToView(View, crs, 1);
coordstart = TransPoint2D(TransPoint2D(LineTool.start, ScreenToView, 0),
ViewToMap, 0);
coordend = TransPoint2D(TransPoint2D(LineTool.end, ScreenToView, 0),
ViewToMap, 0);
xpoints[1] = coordstart.x; xpoints[2] = coordend.x;
ypoints[1] = coordstart.y; ypoints[2] = coordend.y;
VectorAddLine(vectorLine, 2, xpoints, ypoints);
add line
LineTool.HasPosition = 0;
VectorAddPoint(vectorPoint, coordstart.x, coordstart.y);
VectorAddPoint(vectorPoint, coordend.x, coordend.y);
LayerDestroy(vectorLineLayer);
add line to view
LayerDestroy(vectorPointLayer);
vectorLineLayer = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(group, vectorLine);
vectorPointLayer = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(group, vectorPoint);
ViewRedraw(View);
computeBtn.SetEnabled(1);
View.SetMessage("Press the Compute Flight Lines button to create flight lines.");
}

determine bounding lat/lon
if (extents.x1 < extents.x2) {
minlon = extents.x1;
maxlon = extents.x2;
}
else {
minlon = extents.x2;
maxlon = extents.x1;
}
if (extents.y1 < extents.y2) {
minlat = extents.y1;
maxlat = extents.y2;
}
else {
minlat = extents.y2;
maxlat = extents.y1;
}
class STRING bounds$ = sprintf("<bounds minlat=\"%.6f\" minlon=\"%.6f\"
maxlat=\"%.6f\" maxlon=\"%.6f\"/>\n", minlat, minlon, maxlat, maxlon);
fwritestring(fOut, bounds$);
class STRINGLIST pointlist;
class STRING point$, name$;
class POINT2D pt; class GEOREF georef = GetGeorefObject(vectorInitLine);
for i = 1 to NumVectorLines(vectorInitLine) {
for j = 1 to NumVectorPoints(vectorPoint) {
pt.x = vectorPoint.point[j].Internal.x;
pt.y = vectorPoint.point[j].Internal.y;

step through each line
for all points

find points that lie on current line and add these points
if (FindClosestLine(vectorInitLine, pt.x, pt.y, georef, 0.0001) == i) {
point$ = sprintf("<wpt lat=\"%.6f\" lon=\"%.6f\">\n",
MapToGeog.ConvertPoint2DFwd(pt).y,
MapToGeog.ConvertPoint2DFwd(pt).x);
pointlist.AddToEnd(point$);
}
}
pointlist.Sort();
output points in pointlist
for k = 1 to (pointlist.GetNumItems()) {
fwritestring(fOut, pointlist[k-1]);
name$ = sprintf(" <name>LINE%i #%i</name>\n", i, k);
fwritestring(fOut, name$);
fwritestring(fOut, "</wpt>\n");
}
pointlist.Clear();
}
fwritestring(fOut, "</gpx>\n");
fclose(fOut);
}
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Multiresolution Fusion

Pan-Sharpening Landsat with SPOT Panchromatic
The Multiresolution Image Fusion process in TNTmips allows you to use panchromatic (pan) and multispectral (MS) images from different sources and
sensors to produce pan-sharpened color images. The source pan and MS
images need not match in spatial extents or be georeferenced to the same
coordinate reference system, and the cell size of the pan image does not
need to be an integer reduction of the MS image cell size (as is typical with
pan and MS bands produced by the same sensor). The MS bands are
automatically reprojected and resampled if necessary to match the extents,
coordinate reference system, and cell size of the pan image. In the example shown on this page, a 5-m panchromatic SPOT image was used to
pan-sharpen a portion of a natural-color Landsat 7 ETM band set with
28.5-m cell size. In this instance both images happened to be
georeferenced to the same coordinate reference system, but this is not
required.

Source data for 5-meter pan-sharpened
color image of Marseille, France

SPOT
orthorectified
panchromatic
image, 5-meter
cell size,
August 2002

Landsat 7 ETM
orthorectified
“natural color”
image, 28.5-meter
cell size, July 2001

Accurate cell-by-cell spatial
registration of the pan and MS
images is required to produce
good pan-sharpening results
without image artifacts. As a
start, both source images must
be accurately georeferenced.
Orthorectified source images
were used for the example
shown here, as they provide
the best registration of internal image features in areas with significant topographic relief by correcting for relief displacement effects
that may differ in the pan and MS source images. (Orthorectified
Landsat images are available for free download from the Global
Landcover archive at http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/portal/geocover/.)
Seasonal changes in vegetation and temporal changes in cultural features can also affect pan-sharpened images produced from source
images acquired at different times; in this example summer images
from successive years were used to reduce these temporal effects.
Finally, the accuracy of color rendering in the pan-sharpened product
decreases as the cell-size difference between the pan and MS images
increases.

Detail of a 5-meter, natural-color pan-sharpened image of
Marseille, France created in the Multiresolution Image Fusion
process from the source images described above.

Same subarea of the 5-meter SPOT panchromatic source image.

Same subarea of the Landsat ETM 28.5-meter source image.

0
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3D Display

Zoom Google Earth to Match 3D View
You can launch Google Earth from a TNT Display or Editor View window using the Zoom Google Earth to Match View
icon. Google Earth will automatically open to view the current location of the 3D View as a TNT Placemark in the
Temporary Places list. When Google Earth is launched from a 3D view, the heading (azimuth angle), pitch (tilt), and
viewer position will match. The vertical exaggeration set in Google Earth does not change so it may
be different than that for your view in the TNT products.
When you click on this icon:
• A “TNT Placemark” entry appears in your Temporary Places list in Google Earth just as when
you use this icon from a 2D View window (see the
Technical Guide entitled System: Zoom Google
Earth to Match View).
• You are not sending any image or element information to Google Earth for display. To send image and overlay data to Google Earth, render or
export to KML or save a snapshot as KML.
• You will see the Google Earth base image along
with any additional layers you turned on for viewing in your last Google Earth session.
• If Google Earth is already open, its view will be
repositioned and zoomed to match your 3D view.

TNTmips 3D View

The 3D view of the color,
shaded-relief raster
displayed in TNTmips
(above) sets the position,
heading, and tilt for your view
in Google Earth (left and
below) when you click on the
Zoom Google Earth to Match
View icon in the 3D View
window. Change the
elevation exaggeration by
selecting Tools/Options in
Google Earth.

initial view with elevation
exaggeration set to 1
(same as TNT 3D
view) in Google Earth

initial view with
elevation exaggeration set to 3 in
Google Earth
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Zoom Google Earth to Match View
You can open Google Earth and zoom to the same extents as currently shown in the TNT View window by
clicking on the Zoom Google Earth to Match View icon in Spatial Display, the Editor, TNTatlas, and any other
TNTmips process that has a View window. When you are displaying an local
Google Earth
area you would like to view and dis- layers
(below) was
cover more about by using Google
opened to the same
extents shown in
Earth’s resources, click on the Zoom
the Display View
Google Earth to Match View icon. directly
window (left), which
from
shows the
When you click on this button, shapeboundary of Mount
Google Earth will open (provided files
Rushmore National
you have it installed) and zoom to the
Park amid the
surrounding
approximate extents of your view directly
Badlands.
looking straight down.
from
GeoTIFF

Any additional layers you turned on
WMS
for viewing in your last Google Earth layer as
session (shown under Places or Lay- base
layer
ers) will also be shown if they fall
within the area displayed. If Google Earth is already open, its
view will be repositioned and zoomed to show the extents
you have selected in TNT. The Google Earth view will also
be returned to the default orthogonal viewing perspective.
Use the graphic tools in Google Earth to zoom and tilt its view
as desired. The image shown below in Google Earth has been
tilted from its default orthogonal view (right) to reveal the
topgraphic details of the surrounding terrain for the area in
the TNT view. You must have
the Terrain layer enabled in
Google Earth to see this effect.
The results of turning on some
of the other standard layers
are shown on the back of this
page. You could take the time
to gather the same types of information and make it available in a TNTatlas, including
a link to a self-navigated or
automatic flythrough using
TNTsim, if you want to distribute the information. However, for casual use, you may
find that others have gathered
the information of interest to
you in Google Earth.

name changed

Use the graphic
tools in Google
Earth to zoom
and tilt the view
as desired. You
can also rename
the view-mark
created from its
default “TNT
view-mark,” as
shown (left) using
a right-click menu
choice.
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The Wikipedia links (under Layers/Geographic Web) are shown below for the area zoomed to match the view in TNT. Clicking on the central link
opens the information on the right about Mount Rushmore.

The Panoramio links(also under Layers/Geographic Web) for the areain the TNT view after zooming are turned on in the illustration below. One of
these links is shown at the right.
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Export

Geometric Objects to KML
The TNTmips Export process converts the elements in internal geometric objects (vector or CAD) or in linked formats (SHAPEFILE,
DXF, DGN, DWG, TAB) into the Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file for use in Google Earth and Google Maps. A single
attribute table associated with each type of element can also be exported (for the objects’ points, lines, and/or polygons). If the
object has a relational table attribute structure you can use computed fields or the other database management tools in your TNT
product to prepare the appropriate flat attribute table before using export. Any attribute of the element type in any table can also
be selected to set the extrusion height (Z value) for the elements when they are viewed in Google Earth.

Click on the Next button to open
the Export Parameters window.
The Placemark panel is not
active since the input object
does not contain any point
elements.
Click on any of these
buttons to select a field
from an attribute table using
the Select Table dialogue.

The Export Parameters window provides separate panels to set up
the export of the geometric objects’ points, lines, and /or polygons
to placemarks, paths, and/or polygons in the KML file. If the
object does not contain a particular element type then the panel for
that conversion will not be activated. Each active panel allows you
to select a Name Field and an Extrusion Field from a database
table. When you click on the Name Field or Extrusion Field button on any panel, the database tables associated with that element
type are listed along with the fields they contain. When you specify
the Name Field, each element in the KML file is named with its
associated record from that field and also keeps the records from
the other fields of the selected table. By specifying an Extrusion
Field, you can get your 2D geometric object elements extruded
into virtual solid objects extending above the surface in Google
Earth. The numerical values in the Extrusion Field are used as the
distance above a flat surface, which can be modified by a constant
multiplier that you can enter as a vertical scale.

When the KML file created from a geometric object is displayed
in the Google Earth, the name and description of the object are
listed under the Temporary Places folder on the Places panel of
Google Earth. You need to expand the object name on this panel to
The Population field from the
Population_1990 database
view all element types in the KML file. The elements are listed
table is selected for extrusion.
with the value of the table.field you selected during the export
process. When you click on the field value of any element, you can view the records from other fields in that table. The display
styles defined in TNTmips are not exported to the KML file. The polygon and line elements are displayed with random styles and
transparency in Google Earth. You can change these styles using Google Earth’s style assignment tools and save them in your
KML file.
Enter the desired value to use
as a constant multiplier for the
values in the Extrusion field.

KML exported without extrusion feature

KML exported with extrusion feature

The illustrations above show two KML files exported from the same vector data containing Nebraska counties as polygon elements. The county
names listed for each polygon on the Places panel of Google Earth were specified as Name Field during the export process. The illustration at the left
shows the KML file exported without specifying an Extrusion Field for polygons. The illustration at the right shows the KML file exported by specifying
an Extrusion Field representing county populations from a population database field. The population values were also multiplied by a scale factor of
0.5 during the export process to get a more comparable 3D visualization for the population differences between the counties in Google Earth.
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System

Multi-Threaded JPEG2000 Compression/Decompression
TNTmips can make extensive use of JPEG2000 compression for raster objects. JPEG2000 compression and
decompression operations are multi-threaded in all TNT
processes to allow simultaneous use of all of your
computer’s processor cores (2, 4, 8, or more). Multi-threading enables JPEG2000 operations to spread the processing
workload across multiple cores, which provides particular
speed benefits when the operation involves decompression
and compression of large rasters, such as in import/export,
extraction, or creating a mosaic. You can also start multiple processes in TNTmips, each of which uses JPEG2000
compression/decompression (e.g., 3 separate exports and/
or mosaics into separate JP2 files). This multitasking will
increase use of your cores by using multi-threading to very
neary 100% before delaying the time to complete any of
these simultaneous processes.

Timing Comparison, Multi-Thread versus Single Thread
Task: Export JPEG2000-compressed raster to tiled set of lossycompressed JP2 files on 8-Core, 3.0 GHz Mac Pro
(2 Quad-Core Intel Xeon processors) with 8 GB RAM;
read from / write to separate SATA hard drives.
Source Raster

JP2 Tile Set

RGB composite,
48,203 columns
x 35,612 lines,
500 MB
compressed

945 tiles, each
1024 x 1024 cells,
compressed to
lossy 10:1

RGB composite,
115,000 columns
x 145,000 lines
3.98 GB
compressed

2,668 tiles, each
2500 x 2500 cells,
compressed to
lossy 12:1

Processing Time
Single Thread: 21.2 min
Multi-Threaded
2 threads: 10.6 min
4 threads:

9.8 min

8 threads:

9.6 min

Single Thread: 3 hr 6 min
Multi-Threaded
2 threads: 1 hr 33 min

4 threads: 1 hr 24 min
Multi-threading to multiple cores offers considerable speed
benefits in JPEG2000 operations in comparison to a single
8 threads: 1 hr 27 min
processing thread. Those speed benefits obviously depend
on the number of cores, but also on other potentially limiting factors such as bus speed,
hard drive speed, how many other concurrent processes are running, and whether or not the TNTmips
Processor Core Usage
process is reading from and writing to different drives.
Thread Limit
0
50
100%

You can evaluate the impact of multi-threading in any TNT process involving JPEG2000
compression or decompression on your particular system by using the TNT General System Preferences to temporarily set the Process thread limit override (thread limit for any
individual TNT process) to 1, which simulates
the use of your multi-core computer as a singlecore system. You can then increase this value to
retest the process using additional threads (up to
the number of cores available). Timing comparisons are provided here for a single process
involving both decompression and compression:
exporting a large JPEG2000-compressed raster
object from a Project File to a tiled set of lossycompressed JP2 files. Tests were run on an
8-core Mac Pro computer with the TNT thread
limit set to 1, 2, and 4 threads, and then with no
To test your multi-core system’s TNT
performance against a simulated
limit (allowing all 8 cores to be used by the prosingle-core system, temporarily set
cess).
the Process thread limit to 1 in the
General System Preferences (Tools /
System / Preferences). You must
restart TNTmips in order for this
change to take effect.

Monitoring the CPU usage in the Mac Activity
Monitor during the single-thread tests showed
95 to 100% CPU usage of a single core and provided benchmark times for the tests with higher
thread limits. In the tests with 2 threads, multi-threading to 2 processor cores resulted in
routine usage of 60 to 80% of each core’s capacity and nearly halved processing times.
Increasing the thread limit to 4 provided a further small reduction in processing time, but
removing the thread limit to allow simultaneous use of all 8 cores provided little or no
additional time reduction. As the graphs of CPU core usage in the illustration show, as the
number of threads used by the process increases, the percentage of each core’s processing
capacity that is used falls from 30 to 60% with 4 threads to 25 to 40% with 8 cores, diluting
the benefit of having the additional cores available for this multi-threading application.

Single Thread

2 Threads

4 Threads

No thread limit
(8 cores)

Snapshots of processor core usage
from the Mac Activity Monitor display
during JPEG2000 decompressioncompression tests. Each horizontal
bar graphs the instantaneous use in
percent of one processor core.
Vertical lines mark 5% increments.
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Sample Geospatial Scripts

Launch Programs with TNTmips Data
Interactive geospatial scripts such as Tool Scripts and Macro
Scripts can process the spatial objects in a View window to
derive information and/or new spatial objects that can be
saved or exported to various external file formats. Once such

a file has been created, the script can also automatically open
the file in the software program with which you have registered that file type on your computer. A simple function
called RunAssociatedApplication() is used for this purpose.
Three sample scripts that use this function are illustrated
below and excerpted on the reverse side of this page,
with the portions using this function highlighted in color.

The Snapshot macro
script takes a snapshot
of the View contents,
exports it to the desired
raster file format (such
as JPEG, TIFF, PNG,
and BMP) and then
opens the file in the
program associated with
that file type. In this
example run under Mac
OS X, the output TIFF
file opens in Preview.

In the illustrations to the right, the Soil_Info tool script compiles
cumulative area and soil attributes from a user-defined portion
of a vector soil map, writes the information to a CSV (CommaSeparated Values) file, and opens that file in the program
associated with that file type (in this case, Microsoft Excel).

The Area Statistics tool script (described in the
Technical Guide entitled Sample SML Tool Script: Area Statistics) computes raster statistics for a user-defined area and allows the statistics to
be saved as a text file. For the illustration above, this script was modified
so that its save procedure (excerpted on the reverse) automatically opens
that text file in the associated software program (in this case, Notepad).
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Excerpt from Snapshot Macro Script
(Snapshot.sml)
CreateTempRaster(rast, 1, 1, "binary"); Create a temporary raster and
then get the filename from it.
Get the snapshot.
ViewSaveSnapshot(View, rast.$Info.Filename, "snap", "snapshot of view");
Export and open the snapshot.
if (MenuChoice$ == "JPEG") {
OpenRaster(ras, rast.$Info.Filename, "snap");
ConvertCompToComp(ras, rast.$Info.Filename, "snapa", 24);
CloseRaster(ras);
jpegHandle.exportCompressFactor = 75;
ExportRaster(jpegHandle, _context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.jpg",
rast.$Info.Filename, "snapa");
RunAssociatedApplication(_context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.jpg");
}
[... similar steps for PNG, BMP, PCX, and GIF formats omitted...]
else if (MenuChoice$ == "TIFF") {
tiffHandle.CompressionType = "NONE";
tiffHandle.PlanarConfiguration = "Pixel interleaved";
tiffHandle.ExportGeoTags = 1;
OpenRaster(ras, rast.$Info.Filename, "snap");
ConvertCompToComp(ras, rast.$Info.Filename, "snapa", 24);
CloseRaster(ras);
ExportRaster(tiffHandle, _context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.tif",
rast.$Info.Filename, "snapa");
RunAssociatedApplication(_context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.tif");
}
else if (MenuChoice$ == "TXT") {
ExportRaster(asciiHandle, _context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.txt",
rast.$Info.Filename, "snap");
RunAssociatedApplication(_context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.txt");
}
else if (MenuChoice$ == "DOC") {
ExportRaster(asciiHandle, _context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.doc",
rast.$Info.Filename, "snap");
RunAssociatedApplication(_context.ScriptDir + "snapshot.doc");
}
DeleteTempRaster(rast);

Delete the temporary file.

Area Statistics Tool Script (regstats.sml)
with modifications (red) to open output file
(modified version: regstats2.sml)
proc cbSave() {

Called when the save button is pressed.
Saves statistics to text file.

# outfile = GetOutputTextFile(_context.ScriptDir, "Choose file...", "txt");
Prompt user for the name of the output text file,
open the file, write to it, and close it
textfile$ = GetOutputFileName(_context.ScriptDir, "Choose file...", "txt");
outfile = fopen(textfile$, "w", "ASCII");
fprintf(outfile, "Raster: %s\nCells: %d\nNull Cells: %d\nMinimum:
%.2f\nMaximum: %.2f\nMean: %.2f\nStandard Deviation:
%.2f\nArea: %.2f\nPerimeter: %.2f\nCentroid: %.2f, %.2f\n
Surface Area: %.2f", rasterName$, count, cells - count, min, max,
mean, stdDev, larea, lperimeter, centroid.x, centroid.y, lsurface);
fprintf(outfile, "\nDistance Units: %s\nArea Units: %s\n\n",
distMenu.value, areaMenu.value);
fclose(outfile);
RunAssociatedApplication(textfile$);
}

Open text file in
associated program

Excerpt from Soil Info Tool Script
(Soil_Info.sml)
proc OnRightButtonPress () { Called when user presses right mouse button.
if ( checkLayer() ) {
soilVec.GetDefaultGeoref(vGeoref); get the georeference for the soil vector
Region created by tool has screen coordinates; must translate to
map coordinates of the view (view coordinates) and then to map
coordinates of the vector object in the active layer.
toolRegion = RegionTrans(tool.RegionData, View.GetTransViewToScreen(1));
toolRegion = RegionTrans(toolRegion,
View.GetTransMapToView(vGeoref.GetCoordRefSys(), 1) );
convert region to temporary vector object to use for extraction
CreateTempVector(regionVec);
regionVec = ConvertRegionToVect(toolRegion);
View.SetMessage("Extracting area...");
CreateTempVector(xSoilVec);
xSoilVec = VectorExtract(regionVec, soilVec,
"InsideClip", "AddBorder,RemExRecords");
CloseVector(regionVec);
View.SetMessage("Making CSV file...");

extract the area of the
soil vector object to a
temporary vector for
processing

prompt user for name of output CSV file; open file and write header line
outfileName$ = GetOutputFileName(dfltName$, "Choose output CSV file:", "csv");
outfile = fopen(outfileName$, "w");
fprint(outfile, "musym,acres,muname,mukind");
loop through extracted polygons to get areas from POLYSTATS table;
use HASH to keep track of soil types and accumulate areas
for i = 1 to xSoilVec.$Info.NumPolys {
key$ = xSoilVec.Poly[i].mapunit.musym$;
polyarea = xSoilVec.Poly[i].POLYSTATS.Area;
soil type is already in
the soil area hash
add area of current polygon to value already stored for that soil
if (soilAreaHash.Exists(key$) ) {

soilAreaHash[key$] = soilAreaHash[key$] + polyarea;
}
new soil type
assign area of polygon to soil
else {
area hash key
soilAreaHash[key$] = polyarea;
polyNumHash[key$] = i;
assign element number of
}
polygon to polynum hash key
}
get list of hash keys as a stringlist to loop through them
keylist = soilAreaHash.GetKeys();
loop through keys by numeric position in stringlist (starting with 0)
for i = 0 to keylist.GetNumItems() - 1 {
soil identifier
musym$ = keylist.GetString(i);
area for soil type; convert area
polyarea = soilAreaHash[musym$];
from square meters to acres
polyarea = polyarea * areaScale;
get soil name and kind from fields in mapunit table
using polygon numbers stored in polynum hash
polynum = polyNumHash[musym$];
field contains commas, so must be quoted for use in CSV file
muname$ = "\"" +xSoilVec.Poly[polynum].mapunit.muname$ + "\"";
mukind$ = xSoilVec.Poly[polynum].mapunit.mukind$;
write values to a line in the output CSV file
fprintf(outfile, "%s,%.2f,%s,%s\n", musym$, polyarea, muname$, mukind$);
}
View.SetMessage("Done.");
launch program associated
fclose(outfile);
with the CSV file type
RunAssociatedApplication(outfileName$);
(e.g. Excel)
CloseVector(xSoilVec);
}
}
end of OnRightButtonPress
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Multifile Raster

Multifile Raster from Map Quadrangles
Several kinds of raster geographic data, including digital elevation
models, topographic maps, and nautical and aeronautical charts,
are distributed by map quadrangle or similar geographically-defined
units. Although the quadrangles in a given series have uniform
geographic extents, the raster files for a set of quadrangles covering
a large area may vary in line and column dimensions (for example,
due to differing orientations of the quadrangles with respect to the
coordinate reference system used). Despite these variations, you
can easily create a multifile raster object linked to a set of quadrangle files (in JP2/GeoJP2, MrSID, TIFF/GeoTIFF, or SRTM
formats) in the TNTmips Import process. The files to be linked
into a single multifile raster object can overlap, have differing raster dimensions, and can vary to a small degree in cell size. However,
the files must be in the same file format and must have the same

coordinate reference system. Topographic map files must be collarless (that is, omitting the portion of the map sheet outside the
map boundary).
The multifile linking procedure does not provide edge reconciliation or special processing of overlapping areas in adjacent files.
Thus if the quadrangle raster files have empty (black) cells along
their edges, outside the quadrangle boundary, you should use the
TNTmips Mosaic process to assemble them into a single internal
raster object. The Mosaic process provides various options for handling overlap areas between adjacent input rasters to insure that
black cells along the edge of a quadrangle are excluded from the
mosaic and the valid data from the adjacent quadrangle is used instead. After the mosaic is completed, you can use it in the Create
Tileset process (Raster / Create Tileset) to make a multifile raster
object linked to a tiled set of external files in the desired format.

Left, multifile raster object linked to 906 shaded-relief topographic
map files (MrSID with 15:1 compression, 2-meter cell size) for
7.5-minute quadrangles covering nearly all of the state of Arkansas. An overlay of the quadrangle boundaries is shown for
reference; a zoomed-in view of the area outlined by the red box is
shown below left without the quadrangle boundary overlay. Note
that there are no visible gaps along the quadrangle boundaries in
the multifile raster object at any viewing scale. The input files were
created by the University of Arkansas at Monticello Spatial Analysis
Lab (UAM SAL) by fusing shading images from the National Elevation
Dataset with collarless Digital Raster Graphic topographic images for
each quadrangle. The aggregate size of all the linked files is 6.8 GB,
representing about 102 GB of uncompressed data, yet the multifile raster
object can be displayed at any scale in under 1 second. Linking in the
TNTmips Import process to create the multifile raster object required only 8
minutes (including selecting
the 906 input files). The input
shaded DRG files are available
for free download from
www.geostor.arkansas.gov.

Above, one shaded DRG quadrangle file. The files
were processed by UAM SAL so that the edge
portion of each raster outside the quadrangle
boundary (overlay of black lines) includes data from
the adjacent quadrangles, leaving no blank edge
cells. This processing allowed assembly of a
seamless multifile raster with no blank cells along the
seams between adjacent quadrangles.
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U.S. 10-Meter Elevation Data (NED10)

NED10 (ft)

The illustrations to
the right show
equivalent areas of
the 10-meter NED,
30-meter NED, and
global 90-meter
SRTM elevation
datasets (black lines
outline raster cells).

The U.S. 10-Meter
Elevation Data (NED10)
NED30 (ft)
distributed by MicroImages
provides seamless elevation data
for the conterminous United States from the
National Elevation Dataset (NED) with a cell-size of 0.3 arc-second
(approximately 10 meters). The NED has been produced by the U.S. Geological Survey by merging the
best quality elevation data available across the United States. MicroImages acquired the data in 1 degree
by 3 degree blocks, converted the elevation values from floating-point meters to integer feet, mosaicked
the blocks, and created a TNT tileset of linked JP2 files. The tileset structure is optimized to allow very
SRTM90 (m)
fast display of any area in this dataset in the TNT products at any viewing scale. In addition, the small
individual JP2 tile files (2048 by 2048 cells) can be used in any other software program that supports the JP2 format. Lossless
JPEG2000 compression has been applied to preserve the fidelity of the original data while reducing file sizes. The NED10
elevation tileset is in geographic (latitude-longitude) coordinates referenced to the NAD83 horizontal datum.
The NED10 tileset can be used in many ways in the TNT products:
• use as a terrain surface for stereo views of 1-m
•
orthoimagery and other geodata
•
• use as a terrain surface for 3D perspective views of
imagery and other geodata
• use in the Topographic Properties process to derive slope,
•
aspect, and curvature data and shaded relief images
• use in the Watershed process to delineate watershed
•
boundaries, drainage networks, and their many associated
attributes, along with other derived geomorphic/hydrologic characteristics
Technical Specifications
Size: 17.7 GB
Compression: Lossless JPEG 2000
Format: TNT Tileset using 2048 x 2048 GeoJP2 files
Data Type: 16-bit signed integer
CRS: Geographic / North American Datum 1983 (NAD83)
Elevation Units: Feet
Extents: N 50° 00' 00", W 125° 00' 01" (Upper Left),
N 24° 31' 23", W 66° 00' 00" (Lower Right)
Number of Cells: 275,151 Lines x 637,202 Columns
Cell Size: 0.3 arc-second (nominally 10 m)

use for Viewshed Analysis
display with one of many standard color palettes (or
design your own custom color palette) as backdrop for
vector overlays
overlay with partially-transparent shading raster to create
a color shaded relief display
extract portions of the raster data as needed for local
projects

Anaglyph stereo display using a TNT color image tileset of 1meter natural color orthoimagery of all of Nevada as an image
overlay and the US NED10 tileset as the terrain layer. Display is
zoomed in to show detailed features in a small area.
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Multiresolution Fusion

Pan-Sharpening Procedures
The TNTmips Multiresolution Image Fusion process (Raster / Combine / Multiresolution Fusion) provides flexible resolution-enhancement of a multispectral image using a higher-resolution panchromatic image band, a procedure commonly known as pan-sharpening. This
process can be used to pan-sharpen images or image extracts from a variety of
Original
satellite sensors, including QuickBird, IKONOS, OrbView3, SPOT, Landsat
7, and IRS LISSIII. The spatial extents of the panchromatic band and the
multispectral band set do not have to match exactly, nor are there constraints
on their ratio of cell sizes, so you
can mix panchromatic and multispectral data from different image
sources if desired. The low-resolution panchromatic band is
automatically reprojected to match
the extents (if necessary) and cell
size of the high-resolution bands.
You can choose from several image source types on the Source
tabbed panel and choose fusion
products (composite or RGB separates) and color fusion methods on
the Fusion tabbed panel. The available combinations of these options are summarized in the table at the bottom of this page. Additional processing options
are available for certain source types.
Specially-tailored processing is available for QuickBird and IKONOS images,
as detailed in the Technical Guide entitled Multiresolution Fusion: Calibrated
Pan-Sharpening. For these images you can use the panchromatic band plus all
four multispectral bands to create calibrated, color-balanced natural color or
color-infrared composites or color separates that combine optimal color with
high spatial detail. For images from other sensors you can use the panchromatic band and any three multispectral bands or a color composite derived
from these multispectral bands to create a pan-sharpened composite-color image or color separates. The spectral range of panchromatic bands varies from
sensor to sensor; therefore for best natural color or color-infrared results you
should choose multispectral bands that match the range of that sensor’s panchromatic band. Finally, you can use the Unspecified option on the Type menu
to process the panchromatic band and three or more multispectral bands to
produce a pan-sharpened set of grayscale bands.

Color-infrared combination of image bands from a small
portion of a QuickBird scene of an area in Vermont.
Above, display of original bands (2.4-meter cell size).
Below, same band set after pan-sharpening to 0.6-meter
cell size reveals significantly more spatial detail.

Pan-sharpened

Several color fusion methods are available in the Multiresolution Fusion process. Results from the Paris and Brovey methods are compared in the TechGuide
entitled Multiresolution Fusion: Comparison of Pan-Sharpening Methods.
Summary of Multiresolution Fusion Inputs, Products, and Methods
Source Type
QuickBird (Pan + MS)
IKONOS (Pan + MS)

Inputs

Panchromatic + 4 multispectral
bands in specified order

Available Fusion Products
Natural Color or Color-Infrared:
Composite color
8-bit separates
16-bit separates

Pan + RGB Separated

Panchromatic + 3 multispectral
bands as R, G, and B

Pan + RGB Composite

Panchromatic + composite-color raster

Composite Color
8-bit RGB separates
16-bit RGB separates

Unspecified

Panchromatic + 3 or more
multispectral bands

Match source: 1 sharpened grayscale product for each input MS band

Available Color
Fusion Methods

Brovey
Paris

Brovey
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Digital Photos

Convert Photo Table to Vector Points
The TNTmips Database to Vector Conversion process allows
you to convert the photo locations in a geotagged photo database table into an ordered set of vector points connected by a
line. The records in the source table are also transferred to the
vector point database and attached to the relevant points. Thus
when you display the resulting vector object, you can set the
DataTip for points to show the image thumbnail temporarily
when you pause the mouse cursor over a point, or simultaneously
display all of the photo thumbnails as point symbols. As one
O STREET
16

Southeast Lincoln
Historic Tour

17

15
L STREET

D STREET

S 14th STREET

G STREET

14

example, the map illustration below shows the general route
(red line) of a tour of historic homes and other buildings, with
each numbered stop showing the building’s photo thumbnail
centered on its location (thumbnail as point symbol).
Line generation is optional in the Database to Vector Conversion process. You set the point order for generating the line
connecting the photo points by choosing an appropriate numeric
field in the photo database table. Choosing the Date and Time
field orders the photo points by their acquisition date and time.
If you wanted to connect the photo points in
some other particular order, you could use the
Display or Database Editor process to add
18
an integer field to the source table and manually assign the desired numeric order value
to each record, then choose this field to order the points in the conversion process. In
the historic tour example, the tour photos
were acquired in the desired order along the
tour route, so the Date and Time field was
choosen to order the line points.

13

12
11

A STREET

S 17th STREET

10

Turn on the toggle to generate a line connecting the
photo points, then select the field in the table to
determine the point order.

SOUTH STREET
6
S 27th STREET

5
9

8

7
4

1. Roberts House,
2. W.F. Hitchcock House
3. Woods House
4. F. M. Spalding House
5. Yost House
6. Maple Lodge
7. Ryons-Alexander House
8. Elias Dial House
9. James D. Calhoun House
10. O.J. Burckhardt House
11. Morris Weil House
12. Phillips Castle
13. Clark-Leonard House
14. Little-Atwood House
15. Tifereth Israel Synagogue
16. Rock Island Railroad Depot
17. Sheldon House
18. R.O. Stake House

3158 Sheridan Blvd
2733 Sheridan Blvd
2501 Sheridan Blvd
2221 Sheridan Blvd
1900 S 25th Street
2030 Euclid Street
1835 Ryons Street
2033 S 16th Street
1130 Plum Street
1236 Washington Street
1149 S 17th Street
1845 D Street
1937 F Street
740 S 17th Street
344 S 18th Street
1940 O Street
2525 N Street
145 S 28th Street

To use the photo thumbnails as point
symbols, choose Image Thumbnail
from the Style menu on the Points
panel of the Vector Layer Controls
window.

3

2
VAN DORN STREET

1

Vector object with photo points
and connecting red line created
using the Database to Vector
Conversion process, in layout
including a reference map layer,
stop number labels, and other
annotation.
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Spatial Display

Regions from Polygons in Any Geometric Layer
A region is a simple topological object used to outline a geographic area of interest. Regions can be used in a variety of
TNT processes to select portions of other geospatial objects
for processing, and they can be added to Sketch layers to quickly
build up complex sketch overlays.
Although there are many
ways to define a region,
one of the simplest and
most convenient is to mark
(select) one or more polygons in a geometric object
displayed in a View window and make a region
from them. You can make
a region from marked polygons in any type of
geometric object (vector, CAD, or shape).
Since shape objects are links to external
data in the shape format, this means that
you can make regions directly from linked
shapefiles, ESRI Geodatabase files, and
linked data stored using the spatial extensions of enterprise databases, including
Oracle, MySQL, and PostgreSQL
(PostGIS). Region generation from polygons is available in TNTatlas in addition to
TNTmips and TNTview.

1 Use the Select tool to
mark one or more
polygons in the View.

2 Choose Compute Region / Marked
Polygons from the right mouse button
menu for the object’s polygon element
entry in the Display Manager
3 Click the OK button
in the Selected
Polygon Region
window.

4 Open the GeoToolbox and
open its Region panel,
which lists the temporary
region object. Use the
Save icon button to save
the region object to a
Project File for later use.

Highlight and Mark Elements in Hidden Layers
Geometric layers that are hidden at the current view scale in a
layout or atlas can be set up so that any element in the hidden
layer is temporarily highlighted in color when the cursor pauses
over the element. With the Select tool active for the View, you
can pause the mouse over a hidden element so it highlights,
then left-click on the highlighted element to mark it exclusively
or add it to a set of previously marked elements from this or
other layers. If you have marked a set of polygons, you can
then create a region from them as outlined above.
Element highlighting requires that a DataTip be set up and activated for the hidden geometric layer. If this layer is the active
layer, using the Select tool in the view automatically activates
marking for its elements (as long as you have not enabled marking for other visible layers). If the hidden geometric layer is
not the active layer, you must manually enable marking for the
desired element type in this layer in the Display Manager.
To enable highlighting for elements in the hidden layer, open the panel for the
desired element type in the Layer Controls window, choose a field from an
attached database table to provide DataTip information, and turn on the
Highlight toggle button. To ensure that the DataTip and highlighting are active
for the hidden layer, choose DataTips / Maximum from the Options menu on
the View window (activates DataTip information for all layers in the View).
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Spatial Display

Render Map Layouts to KML
The Render to KML feature in the Display process creates a KML or KMZ file from the geospatial layers in your groups or map
layouts, including geometric, raster, map grid, and/or pinmap layers. You can render the layers in groups/layouts either for the
inclusive extent of all layers used in the view or for the extent of any open 2D or 3D view window. The KML or KMZ file stores
all groups and the spatial objects in those groups separately retaining the visibility settings in the TNTmips Display process. You
can also control the cell size of the rasters and coordinate accuracy of the geometric objects rendered to KML.
The Render to KML window is organized into 3 panels:
Select any open
Options, Raster Controls, and Geometric Controls. The
view window or
last two panels are visible only if you have a geometric and/
Entire Display to
specify the extents
or raster layer in any of the groups. You can render your
of the KML file.
group/layout to KML in the extents of any open view window choosing from the Extents list that automatically inIf there are raster objects and
geometric objects in the layout,
cludes the name of the view window when opened. The
the coordinate accuracy of the
Options panel also allows you to render your layouts in KMZ
geometric objects automatically
format (the compressed form of KML) and to launch Google
matches the cell size of the
raster objects.
Earth automatically to display the KML file generated. If
you keep the default settings in the Raster Controls and Geo- Increasing the coordinate
metric Controls panel, all raster objects in your group or accuracy and/or resolution
by entering smaller values
layout are rendered in the highest resolution available and than automatically specified
the coordinate accuracy of the geometric objects automati- value increases the size of
the KML file generated.
cally matches the cell size of the raster objects.
All geospatial objects in a layout are rendered into a single KML file, however, when this KML file is displayed in Google Earth,
each group in the layout is listed in the Places panel as an expandable folder, which stores each original TNT object in that group
in a separate sub-folder. Each sub-folder keeps the content of
the associated object type in the form of polygon, path or
placemark elements when applicable. Thus, you can control
individual layers in the resulting KML file using Google Earth
tools.
The display styles for line and polygon elements defined in
TNTmips are also stored in the KML file. However, the
KML file can not always be displayed in Google Earth with
exactly matching styles if you assigned TNT styles not
reproducable in Google Earth. If the elements are not displayed in styles you desire, you need to reassign styles for the
spatial elements using Google Earth’s style assignment tools.

KML:
The illustration above shows a layout which was rendered to KML with the
default setting. The resulting KML file displayed in Google Earth is shown in
the illustration to the right. The labels in vector objects are displayed as
placemarks in the KML file. The styles of the placemarks and the grid lines
were changed using Google Earth style assignment tools.
The illustration below shows the content of a vector object in the Places
panel of Google Earth when a layout has been rendered to KML. The
polygon elements are listed with assigned styles. The DataTip information
generated by string and memo fields in
TNTmips products shows up as an
element name in Google Earth. The
elements are listed without any identification in the Places panel if there is no
DataTip defined in TNT products or if the
DataTips are generated from other types
of fields. The name of the elements in the
Places panel are limited to 60 characters.
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Spatial Display

Render Raster Objects to KML
The Render to KML feature in the Display process provides you the options to control the format, resolution and
quality of the images created with the KML file. When rendering layouts or groups to KML an image is created in
either a JPEG or PNG format for each raster object in the layout and saved in the same folder as the KML file. If the
layout is rendered to KMZ, the compressed form of KML, the images are embedded in the KMZ file.
You can use the settings in the Raster Controls
The Geometric Controls tab is
visible only when there is a
tabbed panel to control the format, resolution and
geometric object in a group.
quality of the images when rendering to KML. The
Select any open view
Render to KML feature allows you to create the
window or Entire Display
raster objects either in PNG or JPEG format choosto specify the extents of
the KML or KMZ file.
ing from the Format menu. If you use the default Enter a value Click to select
format
from
to
specify
a
setting where the format selection is made autothe list.
cell size.
matically, either PNG or JPEG is chosen based on
the raster content. The PNG format is the default format for the rasters
with transparency. You can set the quality of the images in JPEG format by entering a value for JPEG Quality setting. The higher values for JPEG
Toggle on this button to create a KMZ file
Quality setting creates better quality images with a larger file size. The Cell in which the image created for each raster
Size setting defaults automatically to a value calculated in meters from the object is embedded.
raster object that has been added to the view and has the smallest cell size. You can change this automatically
specified cell size and its units according to your desired output resolution requirements. If you enter lower values
than the value calculated by default, you get more detail than you are currently viewing (if available) at the expense
of getting a KML file in a larger size. The minimum cell size you can specify for the raster objects is limited to the half
of the automatically specified cell size. The automatically specified cell size also matches coordinate accuracy of
geometric objects if the any group contains geometric objects. More information about rendering geometric objects
to KML is provided in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Render Map Layouts to KML.
Google Earth currently limits the size of each raster used as a Temporary Place (typically 4096 by 4096 cells). Your
display card may even limit this size futher. If your output size is larger than allowed, it will not display in Google
Earth even though you have a KML or KMZ file. You can alter the size of the rasters rendered to a KML file to fit into
Google Earth’s limitation by changing the cell size and/or JPEG quality. You can check the limit on the size of the
raster used as a Temporary Place by choosing About Google Earth from Help (PC) or Google Earth (Mac) menu.

KML:

The illustration above (left) shows the two raster objects, WETLANDS and DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTO, in a group. The WETLANDS raster object is
a binary raster that contains transparent cells. The DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTO raster object is a composite raster object that contains no transparent cells. When this group is rendered to KML with default settings accepted, a PNG image is created for the WETLANDS raster object and a
JPEG image for the DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTO raster object. The illustration above (right) shows the content of the same group in Google Earth.
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TNTatlas

Viewing WMS Layers in Layouts
Web Map Service (WMS) layers can be viewed in
TNTatlas if they have been saved as part of a layout created in TNTmips, TNTedit, or TNTview.
Such layouts can also include layers available on
CD or DVD. All of the features and tools available
in TNTatlas with other layer types, including sketching, measuring, and GPS tracking, are available for
use with WMS layers. Access to the Internet or
intranet server that provides the WMS layer(s) is all
that is needed for you to view them in TNTatlas.
As with other types of atlas layers, all display parameters are determined for you by the atlas designer. For information on additional features
available for WMS layers in other TNT products,
see the Technical Guides entitled Spatial Display:
Select WMS Layers for Viewing and Viewing WMS
Layers.

L
o
c
a
l
M
e
d
i
a
WMS

The GeoToolbox lets you do manual photointerThe layout shown above in TNTatlas has two local layers, which could be
on CD or DVD or a local drive and two layers from two different WMSs.
pretation by sketching, assigning attributes, and/or
labeling elements. In addition to manual input, you
can track live GPS input or playback pre-recorded GPS logs. Continuously updated measurements are provided for
GPS input, and the track can be added to a sketch or used to create a region. Any measurements made can be
recorded in a text file. Additional region manipulations, such as generating buffer zones or combining regions, are
also available in the GeoToolbox or from a right mouse button menu over the view while the GeoToolbox is open.

Replay of
selected GPS log.

Choose any of 10
tools to make your
measurements.

Use all the tools of the GeoToolbox to measure,
create sketch elements, and/or generate
regions using WMS layers for reference.

When you open a GPS log, TNTatlas
automatically repositions the view so the
GPS track is visible.
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X Server 2007:73

Windows Desktop Backdrop
MicroImages’ 2007:73 X server by default uses a new option to insert a semi-transparent backdrop in Windows desktop mode to organize your running TNT processes.
The color and degree of transparency is set in the MicroImages X Server Preferences
window (right) that opens when you click on the MicroImages X server icon in the
notification area of your taskbar (typically at the right or bottom of the taskbar, near
the clock). The default backdrop is blue with 50% transparency (illustrated below).
When running with the backdrop on, choosing any of the TNT windows from the
taskbar or clicking on any of the TNT windows brings all of the TNT windows to the
foreground on top of the backdrop. You can switch to other applications by clicking
on any of their windows or choosing them from the taskbar. When running without
the backdrop, choosing a TNT window from the taskbar or by clicking on it does not
bring any other TNT windows to the foreground. For example, if you are in the
Display process then switch to some other application and return to Display by selecting the Display Manager window, the View window does not come to the foreground with it in the absence of the
backdrop.
Running in Windows desktop mode with the backdrop has the advantages of running in X desktop mode, namely that all of
your TNT windows remain associated and in the foreground, without the disadvanteges, such as obscuring other applications and using TWM rather than the Windows operating system to manage your windows. In Windows desktop mode
with or without the backdrop, MicroImages’ X server provides an additional, optional, organizational tool if you like your
windows to be
aligned—windows
edges will snap to
other TNT window
edges or to the
taskbar or monitor
edge when a window is moved close
to one of these locations. To turn this
option on, click on
the Options tab in
the Preferences window, scroll down to
the Windows Desktop Options section
and turn on the Snap
windows to screen
borders and other
windows option.
Click here to open X
server preferences. You
may have to expand the
notification area to see
the MicroImages X
server icon.
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Sample Tool Script

Strike/Dip Tool Works with Any Georeferenced Image
MicroImages has 90-meter global (including all of
Canada) and 30- and 10-meter conterminous USA digital elevation models for use in the TNT products. You
can use these tileset raster objects to provide elevations for the Strike/Dip Tool Script and use any
georeferenced image as an overlay for geologic interpretation. These DEMs also allow you to view your
image in stereo while using this tool (anaglyph or other
3D viewing device). Using these materials, this tool
script assists you in applying your geologic skills in
3D to locate and record the orientation (strike and dip)
of any interpretable rock layers for any area in the
world.
This SML tool script is described in more detail in the
Technical Guide entitled Sample Tool Script: Measure Strike/Dip of Geologic Features. It provides a
tool for placing three non-colinear points on the trace
of a planar geologic surface. From these points the
script computes the orientation of the plane and its
local intersection with the surface (outcrop trace) and
creates a vector point attributed with the measurements. As noted above, recent improvements allow
the script to be used with any georeferenced image
and DEM of any location in the world.
MicroImages Elevation Datasets

Strike/Dip measurements created with the Strike/Dip tool script using outcrop
patterns in a Landsat image of the Anti-Atlas Mountains, Morocco. The 90-m
Global SRTM Elevation TNT tileset was used directly as the first layer in the
group to provide the elevation values needed for the strike/dip computations.

Any of your local, private georeferenced imagery can be used directly without alteration with this tool script and the global and

USA single tileset elevation raster objects described in these
Technical Guides:

• Global 90-Meter Elevation Data (SRTM90) (extended to include all of Canada)
• U.S. 30-Meter Elevation Data (NED30)
• U.S. 10-Meter Elevation Data (NED10)
You can also easily use your private, local, higher-resolution
DEM as the base for 3D viewing and interpretation with this
tool script. Your local image overlay can be in any directly
supported format and of any size, including huge TNT tilesets
such as the 51.9 GB Nevada statewide orthoimage tileset of
1-meter resolution illustrated to the left.
Any Georeferencing

Correct attitude measurements are computed from any
georeferenced DEM using any supported map coordinate
system:

• any projected map coordinate system
• geographic (latitude/longitude) coordinates
• any coordinate units (meters, feet, ...)
Any Elevation Units

The DEM can provide elevation values in any units (meters,
feet, decimeters, ...). Simply set the cell value scale for the
Strike/Dip measurements created with the Strike/Dip tool script. The
image overlay (displayed in anaglyph stereo) is a TNT tileset created from DEM (in Project File Maintenance) to the value needed to
a 1-meter natural color orthoimage mosaic covering all of Nevada. The
rescale the DEM elevation units to meters.
US 10-Meter NED Elevation Data (NED10), a TNT tileset with elevations
in feet, was used directly to provide the elevation values needed for the
strike/dip computations and as a terrain layer for the stereo display.

Download the updated Strike/Dip Tool Script from
www.microimages.com/downloads/tool&macro.htm
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Canada 20-Meter Elevation Data (CDED20)
The 20-Meter Canada Elevations DVD distributed by MicroImages provides
elevation data for nearly all of Canada with a cell size of 0.75 arc-seconds
(approximately 23 meters in the north-south direction) from the Canadian Digital Elevation Data (CDED) series. MicroImages acquired the
data in blocks, mosaicked the blocks to a common cell size (the original data has lower east-west resolution at higher latitudes) and created
a TNT tileset of linked GeoJP2 files. The tileset structure is optimized
to allow very rapid display of the entire dataset in the TNT products at
any viewing scale. In addition, the small individual JP2 tile files (2048
by 2048 cells) can be used in any other software program that supports
the JP2 format. Lossless JPEG2000 compression was applied to preserve the fidelity of the original data. Elevations are in integer meters,
with geographic coordinates referenced to the NAD83 horizontal datum.
The elevation dataset provided on this DVD can be used in many ways in the
TNT products:
• use as a terrain surface for stereo views of imagery
and other geodata
• use as a terrain surface for 3D perspective views of
imagery and other geodata
• use in the Topographic Properties process to derive
slope, aspect, and curvature data and shaded relief
images
• use in the Watershed process to delineate watershed
boundaries, drainage networks, and their many
associated attributes, along with other derived
geomorphic/hydrologic characteristics
• use for Viewshed Analysis
• display with one of many standard color palettes (or
design your own custom color palette) as backdrop
for vector overlays
• overlay with partially-transparent shading raster to
Anaglyph stereo display of Landsat 7 scene (30-meter cell size)
of Coast Range in British Columbia using the CDED20 TNT
create a color shaded relief display
tileset directly as the terrain layer.
• extract portions of the raster data as needed for local
projects

3D Perspective view of Coast Range in British Columbia. Pansharpened Landsat 7 color-infrared image (15-meter cell size)
draped on terrain extract from CDED20.

Technical Specifications
Size: 3.98 GB
Compression: Lossless JPEG 2000
Format: TNT Tileset using 2048 x 2048-cell GeoJP2 files
Data Type: 16-bit signed integer
CRS: Geographic / North American Datum 1983 (NAD83)
Elevation Units: Meters
Extents: N 83° 00' 00", W 142° 00' 00" (Upper Left),
N 41° 29' 59", W 52° 29' 59" (Lower Right)
Number of Cells: 199,204 Lines x 429,609 Columns
Cell Size: 0.75 arc-seconds (nominally 23 meters)
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System

Free Geodata from MicroImages
Each professional TNT product ships with FREE geodata sets on DVDs. These geodata sets provide useful reference
data for your projects. They also demonstrate the latest, optimized, fast TNT geometric and raster structures you can
create and use for your geodata in TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview. For example, the
global 90-meter and 30-meter USA elevations are both single, large, raster tilesets
that are so fast they can be used for stereo viewing or analysis directly from DVD.
Similarly, each global feature layer (e.g., coast lines, political boundaries, and so
on) is a single global vector layer with full topology and attributes. See the
Technical Guides at www.microimages.com/documentation/TGGeodata.htm for
more detailed information on these datasets.
Free Products
• Global Geodata 2006:72. This DVD contains four sets of global data: two
World 500-m color images, World 1:1,000,000 Map Features, World Vector
Shoreline Plus (1:250,000), and a World 1 km resolution Elevation raster. The
two 500-meter color images were prepared from the Blue Marble Next Generation images with and without bathymetry available from NASA. Both use JPEG2000
compression and are 43,200 lines by 86,400 columns. The World 1:1,000,000 Map
Features vector objects were assembled from VMap0 data created by the National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) in 2000. VMap0 is an updated and
improved version of NGA’s Digital Chart of the World (DCW®). The map
themes include Boundaries, Elevation, Hydrography, Industry, Physiography, Population, Transportation, Utilities, Vegetation, and Data Quality. The
World Vector Shoreline Plus (WVSPLUS) vector object was also created by
NGA in VPF format. WVSPLUS provides data at different resolutions, only
the highest of which is provided with this dataset. The World 1 km Elevation
raster object was prepared from GTOPO30 data.
• NED30 30-Meter USA Elevations (2008). The 30-meter USA Elevations DVD provides seamless elevation data for the conterminous United States from the National Elevation Dataset (NED) with a cell size of 1 arc-second (approximately 30
meters) produced by the U.S. Geological Survey. The data was acquired in 1-degree
by 3-degree blocks, converted from floating point in meters to integer feet, and
assembled into a TNT hierarchical tileset with lossless JPEG2000 compression.
The complete raster set has 91,703 lines and 209,910 columns.
• GLOBAL90 90-Meter Global Elevations (2008). The 90-Meter Global Elevations DVD-DL provides elevation data for all continental areas between 56
degrees south latitude and 60 degrees north latitude plus arctic Canada and
Alaska. This dataset was assembled from the version of NASA’s Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation data posted by the U.S. Geological Survey that corrects a half-cell registration error in the earlier USGS
version. Local voids in the dataset were filled using the corresponding cells
from a void-filled SRTM dataset produced under the auspices of the Consultive
Group for International Agriculture Consortium for Spatial Information. Coverage
for northern Alaska (from the U.S. National Elevation Dataset) and northern Canada (from Canadian Digital Elevation Data) were added before mosaicking. The final TNT tileset uses lossless JPEG2000 compression and has
166,944 lines and 432,001 columns.
(over)
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FREE Sample Atlases
• Land Viewer Nebraska Statewide 2nd Edition. The Nebraska Land Viewer atlas was
developed as a model presentation of multiple layers of statewide geodata in the form of an
electronic atlas with more than 1 terabyte of data (if uncompressed) on a single DVD.
The original, natural color orthoimagery covering the state of Nebraska at 1-meter resolution is available for public download as 5,867 JPEG files orthophoto quarter quads.
TNTmips was used to mosaic these rasters into a single, tileset raster using JPEG2000
compression. A number of vector layers are also included for location reference: city
and county outlines, highways and roads, Natural Resource Districts (NRDs), township/
range/section grids, and USGS map quadrangle outlines. Two custom tools are included
with this atlas: one to rapidly zoom you from full extents to full resolution in a maximum of
four clicks; and the other to help you find your area of interest using township and range with or
without the section number or using the name of an NRD, county, 7.5' quadrangle, city, or town.
This same tool links you to the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources for download of the original data available for the
map quadrangle in the center of your View.
• Property Viewer, Lincoln, NE 2nd Edition. The Property Viewer atlas for Lincoln was
developed as a model for management and presentation of city- or county-wide data. This
atlas shows how you can assemble high resolution airphotos (30 cm or 1 ft) with a variety
of vector layers that represent publicly available geodata, such as property parcels, floodplains, street centerlines, schools, historic districts, onstreet and offstreet bicycle/pedestrian trails, school districts, city boundaries, and townships. An elevation layer is also
included. Information from all of these layers is shown in the DataTip that appears
when the mouse is paused over any feature. A custom tool lets you search for property
polygons by address or owner name. This tool also links you tothe Lancaster County
Assesor’s Office for a located property so you can view current property records.
FREE for Viewing Online
• State Orthophotos. The USDA has collected 1- or 2-meter imagery of various states since
2003 (e.g. approximately 80% of the conterminous 48 states in 2006). This would be about 50 terabytes of imagery but is
distributed by USGS in MrSID county files usually compressed 15:1 for a total of about three terabytes. MicroImages has
downloaded these images, converted them to 15:1 JP2 files, and mosaicked them into statewide tileset coverages. These state
images can be viewed at any scale from the Online Maps link at microimages.com.
FREE Geodata Provisioning
• State Orthophotos. The 1- or 2-meter USDA imagery of your site can be provisioned (i.e., extracted or windowed) from
any of the state orthophoto tilesets described above. Simply go to www.geospatialgateway.com and use the web client it loads
to select the year, state, area, format, and other desired parameters. The area you have defined will be extracted to an FTP site
and notification of its availability sent to your email address. This site demonstarates that only a low cost TNTserver and a
TNTmips are required to provision geodata via the Internet.
Geodata Available for Purchase
• Canada 20-Meter Elevation Data (CDED20, 2007). This DVD provides elevation
data for nearly all of Canada with a cell size of 0.75 arc-seconds (approximately 23 meters
in the north-south direction) from the Canadian Digital Elevation (CDED) series. This 4
GB raster is provided as a 16-bit signed integer TNT tileset with lossless JPEG2000
compression and has 199,204 lines and 429,609 columns. The tileset is comprised of
smaller, linked GeoJP2 files, which can be used in any other software program that
supports the JP2 format.
• U.S. 10-Meter Elevation Data (NED10, 2007). The 0.3 arc-second (approximately
10-meter) elevation data of the conterminous United States was obtained from the U.S.
Geological Survey and uses the best quality elevation data available. The data was acquired in
1-degree by 3-degree blocks and converted from floating point in meters to integer feet and
mosaicked into a single raster tileset. This 17.7 GB raster tileset uses lossless JPEG2000 compression and has 275,151 lines and
637,202 columns. Because of its size, this dataset is delivered on a pocket hard drive.
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Import

Database Tables from KML Schema Tags
The TNTmips Import process creates a CAD or Vector object and a database table attached to the object's elements from the
Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file using KML schema tags. The points, polygons, and/or lines stored in a KML file
can be imported into a CAD or vector object along with the attributes attached to the objects’elements if the KML file
involves schema tags to keep the database tables. You can find more
information on importing from KML format in the Tech Guide entitled Im- The Import process lets
port: Geospatial Objects from KML.
you import the KML file in
the vector or CAD format.

When you select a KML file to import, the Import process allows you
to specify an object type to import the elements into a CAD or Vector
object. The Import process automatically detects the KML schema
tags and prompts you to provide object names for each database table
detected. If you choose to auto-name the objects to be created, the
database table names are used to name each object. If the KML file
contains path, placemarks and polygons and their associated attributes in a
schema tag, you get three different objects for each of the element type and
a database table. The number of the objects created is determined by the
schema tags in the KML file. When you import a vector or a CAD object
from a KML file, an attribute table is automatically generated and the records
of this table are associated with the elements of each CAD or vector object
imported. This attribute table, named as Table generated by KML file contains two fields, Name and Description, if the KML file contains no schema.
The Field Name is the element name in the KML file, whereas the field
Description contains the Google Earth's information table contents in the
HTML format. For the KML files with schema tags, the Import process
creates the same table without the default Name and Description fields but
the table created contains the same the fields defined in the schema tags.

Clicking on the Import
button opens the standard
object selection dialog.

The illustration above shows that the KML file
selected for import contains two database tables in
the form of schema tags. The Population object and
the States object are created from the schema tags
for Population and States database tables; the
States-Capital object contains the components of
the KML file without schema tags.

The features associated with the KML schema tags can be
used only when the KML file is opened in Google Earth Pro.
Point Database table viewed in Google Earth Pro.

The illustration above shows the elements imported from a KML file. The two vector objects
displayed, Population and State, are created
by the TNTmips Import process using KML
schema tags. The DataTip shown is created
using the HTML field, description, imported
from the KML file.

Point Database table imported
from a KML without schema tag.

Point Database table imported
from KML schema tag.
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Export

Database Tables to KML Schema Tags
The TNTmips Export process converts the attributes attached to the elements in internal geometric objects (vector or CAD) or in
linked formats (SHAPEFILE, DXF, DGN, DWG, TAB) in the Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file into schema tags. These
are an extended Placemark element in the KML code used to add database fields. Once a single attribute table associated with
each type of element is selected for the objects’ points, lines, and/or polygons, you can create a KML schema tag for the selected
attribute table to view the whole content of the selected table in the Google Earth Pro. You can also use Google Earth Pro's
database table tools for selecting elements using attributes, sorting fields according to values, hiding row/columns, etc.
The features associated with the KML schema tags can be
used only when the KML file is opened in Google Earth Pro.

The Export Parameters window provides separate panels to select a Name Field
from a database table for the geometric objects’ points, lines, and /or polygons.
When you click on the Name Field button on any panel, the database tables
associated with that element type are listed along with the fields they contain.
When you specify the Name Field, each element in the KML file is named with
Toggle on this button
to create KML
its associated record from that field and also keeps the records from the other
schema tag to
fields of the selected table. Toggling on the Use KML schema to include tables
include the database
button lets you view the selected database table in Google Earth Pro including
tables selected.
its fields and records. If the object has a relational table attribute structure
The CITYNAME field
you can use computed fields or the other database management tools in
from the Population
your TNT product to prepare the appropriate flat attribute table before
database table is
selected for point
using export. You can find more information on exporting to KML format
elements (placemarks).
in the Tech Guide entitled Export: Geometric Objects to KML.
When the KML file created from a geometric object is displayed in the Google Earth, the object name shows up under the
Temporary Places folder on the Places panel of Google Earth along with the elements listed with the value of the table.field you
selected during the export process. Although you can view the records from other fields for each element, Google Earth does not
allow you to view the whole content of the table but Google Earth Pro does.

Click on any of these
buttons to select a
field from an attribute
table using the Select
Table dialogue below.

The illustration to the left shows the point elements listed on the Places
panel with the value of the Population.CITYNAME field selected during the
Export process. Clicking on the field value of any point element, displays
the records from all fields of Population table for the associated element.
Point Database table viewed in TNTmips.

Point Database table viewed in Google Earth Pro.
The Google Earth Pro provides
Tools/Table selection on the main
toolbar to view database tables. The
illustration to the left shows the part
of the table showing records from
Population database table exported
with a KML schema tag. If the KML
file is exported without a schema tag,
the table contains only the name and
description fields for the table
selected during the Export process.

Scroll down to view
other database tables.
Scroll down to view
the records of the
database tables
Double-click on any
cell to zoom into the
associated element.
Right-click on any cell
for further Table tools.
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Spatial Display

Locating and Using ArcIMS Layers
As with WMS layers, there are two steps in the selection of map and image layers from an ArcIMS (Arc
Internet Map Server) service for display in the TNT products. In the first step you select the service publishing
layers on the network using the ArcIMS Service Selection window. In the second step you choose the layers you want
to view from those offered by the selected ArcIMS service. This step uses the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls
window, which lets you control ArcIMS-specific parameters such as the layers selected and transparency. Both of
these steps require communication between your computer and the ArcIMS service, which generally requires that an
Internet or other network connection be working for all parties. Connectivity is the key to successful ArcIMS layer
display (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Select ArcIMS Layers for Viewing).
ArcIMS Service Selection
The ArcIMS Service Selection window has four tabbed panels: Recent, Favorites, Catalogs, and Search. If you have
not previously added an ArcIMS layer, the Catalogs panel will be active by default.
Catalogs panel. An ArcIMS catalog is an XML file that lists the ArcIMSs available from one or more web servers.

MicroImages provides a list of catalogs to assist you in location of ArcIMS materials for your use as reference layers.
Initially the Catalogs panel shows only the list of known catalog names, which requires no web communication. You
can pause the cursor over any of the catalogs on this list to view the URL pointing to its location and an abstract if
available. The two catalogs on this list supplied by MicroImages both contain all ArcIMSs located by searching the
web. One is sorted alphabetically and the other is sorted by the number of services provided by the ArcIMS server.
When any catalog name is expanded (by clicking on the + to its left), your TNT product requests information to
expand that catalog’s contents by querying the web site that is publishing that catalog. If a response is received, all
the ArcIMS services indexed by the selected catalog located at the URL are listed. Clicking on one of these initiates
a request for a variety of information from that specific ArcIMS service (for example: layers available, their geographic extents, Coordinate Reference Systems supported). If this second response is received, the URL for the
ArcIMS is filled in at the bottom of the window along with its name, and the OK button becomes active so you can
open the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls window and select the desired layer(s) from that ArcIMS service for addition
to your view.
Catalogs

web sites
hosting
ArcIMS
services

When you hover over a web site or ArcIMS
service entry, its URL appears in a DataTip.
After an ArcIMS service is selected, its URL is automatically entered,
the status line provides the name of the ArcIMS service, and the OK
button is active to open the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls.

ArcIMS
services

Hover over the
name field to see
the complete URL.

before an ArcIMS
service is
selected
The OK button is not
active until an ArcIMS
service has been
selected and a response
that contains the ArcIMS's
capabilities has been
received.

The Recent tabbed panel
lists the ArcIMS services you
have visited most recently.

Recent panel. After you view an ArcIMS layer, that ArcIMS

will be listed on the Recent tabbed panel (below left), which
keeps track of the last 30 ArcIMS services you selected.
After viewing an ArcIMS layer, the Recent panel rather
than the Catalogs panel is initially shown when you choose
to add another ArcIMS layer. Clicking on an entry on this
panel initiates a request for the capabilities of the selected ArcIMS,
which is the same as the second request mentioned for the Catalogs panel. Once a reply is received, the OK button
becomes active so you can proceed with your ArcIMS
layer selection. The URL for each ArcIMS service is shown as the
(over)
DataTip when you hover over its listing.
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Favorites panel. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) site is provided by deClicking on Add to
fault on the Favorites panel. Other services can be added for indefinite
Favorites opens a
retention by clicking on the Favorites tab and the Add to Fawindow with the ArcIMS
name provided as the
vorites button once they are selected from any other panel.
default name for your
The Add to Favorites button is not active until a URL is present
selection.
in the field below because you selected its ArcIMS from the
Recent, Catalogs, or Search panel and a response was received from
that ArcIMS. You can also type or paste a URL in this field and press <enter> to initiate a request for its service
information. When a response is received from the ArcIMS service, the Add to Favorites button becomes active.
Search panel. For information on the Search panel see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Searching Micro-

Images’ Catalog of ArcIMS Layers.
Shared fields and functions. Right-clicking on an entry on any of the first three panels or on the Search Results panel

lets you remove it from that list. The two fields at the bottom appear with all four tabbed panels. Thus, an ArcIMS
service selected on the Catologs, Recent, or Search Results panel can be added as a favorite from the Favorites panel
without having to select the service again. You can also add a catalog to the list or enter the URL for an ArcIMS
service directly at the bottom of the window. Regardless of which of the panels you use to choose an ArcIMS service,
the procedure is the same once you click on the OK button, which opens the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls.
ArcIMS Service Layer Controls
Clicking on the OK button in the
ArcIMS Service Selection window
opens the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls window listing the layers available from the selected ArcIMS service
along with various display options.
These display options include which
colors to make transparent (the background color, white, and/or black)
and the percentage of transparency
to use for the image as a whole. You
can add to or change the layers added
to a view from an already specified ArcIMS service by clicking on the Layer Controls icon in the Display Manager to
open the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls, and then change
the layers checked for viewing. You also have the opportunity to update the view to reflect the changes without closing
the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls window by clicking on
the Apply button.

DataTips for ArcIMS layers include extents and
map scale control information.

1 ArcIMS layer
(composite image of
3 selected layers)

A single, new layer is added to your view that is composed of one or more layers from the selected ArcIMS service
each time you click on the Add Web Layer icon and select ArcIMS in the Display Manager or the Editor Layer
Manager. If more than one layer is chosen from the selected ArcIMS service in the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls
window, the ArcIMS layer displayed in the TNT products is a composite image of those layers (see illustration above).
In order to turn layers from the same ArcIMS on/off individually in the view, each must be added as a separate ArcIMS
layer using the Add Web Layer button in the Display Manager. You can select as many layers as you want from the
list of available layers provided for the currently selected ArcIMS service.
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Spatial Display

Select ArcIMS Layers for Viewing
The TNT products
can view combinations of map and image layers from ArcIMS (Arc Internet Map
Server), Web Map Service (WMS) network sources, and your local, private geodata. The ArcIMS and WMS geodata layers can be accessed from the Internet or
your local intranet. All Display tools, such
as sketching, measuring, and GPS tracking, are available for use with ArcIMS images whether alone or in combination with
local or WMS layer types. These same
layers
tools are available for use with ArcIMS lay- These
do not appear
ers in the free TNTatlas product. The abil- in the legend at
ity to use ArcIMS layers provides you ac- full view
(above).
cess to an extensive collection of reference
images published on the Internet by many organizations.

These ArcIMS
layers have map
scale visibility
control, so new
layers appear as
you zoom in.
Note that only
the currently
visible layers are
shown in
LegendView for
ArcIMS layers.

To begin viewing ArcIMS layers, simply select Main/Display from the TNT menubar, click on the Add Web Layer
icon (shown above left), and choose ArcIMS. You can
select one or more layers from a single ArcIMS to define
each ArcIMS layer to view in the TNT products. You can
create a display that uses layers from multiple ArcIMSs by
choosing to add ArcIMS layers multiple times. When multiple layers are selected to create one ArcIMS layer, the
ArcIMS you are requesting the layers from will combine
them and return a single, composited layer. If you want to turn ArcIMS layers from a single service on/off individually in the
Display process, you need to add them to your view as separate ArcIMS layers.
Clicking on the Add Web Layer icon and choosing ArcIMS as soon as you open the
Display process will open a new 2D Display with the ArcIMS layer you select. You
can also use the Add Web Layer icon to add layers to an existing group or layout that
catalogs
includes WMS, other ArcIMS layers, and/or locally available geodata in any format
web sites
hosting ArcIMSs
supported by TNT products.
ArcIMSs

The procedures for selecting ArcIMS layers are basically the same as those for
selecting WMS layers except the concept of groups is not supported—each layer is
selected individually. If you know the URL for an ArcIMS site you want to get the
location of network layers from, enter the URL, and continue on. If you are not
familiar with ArcIMS services or are interested in reviewing and using the geodata
published by the ArcIMS sites that MicroImages has located by scanning the Internet,
click on the Catalogs tab. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) site is provided by default on the
Favorites panel. You can also search for AcIMS layers of interest using the features
on the Search tab (see the Tecnical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Searching MicroImages’ Catalog of ArcIMS Layers).
Selecting ArcIMS layers requires communication with the ArcIMS service to dis-
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cover its capabilities, such as what layers and map projections are available. The list on the Catalogs panel is stored on your
machine and communication with the web sites specified by these catalogs is not necessary when you first view the panel.
Expanding a catalog to reveal its sites and ArcIMSs requires communication with the web site to obtain its list of ArcIMSs.
Communication to discover the capabilities of an ArcIMS is initiated when you click on one of the ArcIMSs in the list. Just as
when using your web browser to search the Internet for information or when selecting WMS layers, it is possible that your
Internet connection is not functioning properly or that there are problems with the site you are trying to reach or the server it is
operating. There is never a guarantee that a specific web page can be displayed. The same is true when choosing an ArcIMS. If
an appropriate response is received, the OK button in the ArcIMS Selection window becomes active. Click on the OK button to
see the layers available from the selected ArcIMS and continue the selection process. If the OK button does not become active, the
selected ArcIMS is not currently responding, and you should look elsewhere for
layers to display or try again later.

Turn on these toggles
to make black, white,
and/or the
background color fully
transparent.

When you select an ArcIMS from a catalog, its URL is shown in the field near the
bottom of the window. Once a response is received from the service, the OK
button becomes active.

Click the OK button to open the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls window, which
provides a listing of all layers available from the selected ArcIMS. This ArcIMS
Set transparency
Service Layer Controls window is the window that opens when you click on the
percentage for data areas.
ArcIMS layer icon in the Display Manager. When opened from the Display Manager, the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls window also has an Apply button so you
can modify your choices and check the results in the View before electing to close
the window. When you open the ArcIMS Service Layer Controls for an ArcIMS
layer already added to your view, you are changing the content of that layer, not adding a new one. The file name and extents for
each ArcIMS layer are identified by a DataTip. The obArcIMS
ject type is also identified by the icon preceding the layer
layer
opaque
name as image, polygon, line, or point data.
Remember you are selecting one or more ArcIMS layers
to comprise a single layer for display in the TNT products. You can select a single layer or multiple layers,
which will be composited into a single layer. You can add
ArcIMS layers to your own groups or layouts as shown at
the right.
Your initial successful acquisition of the capabilities from
an ArcIMS does not insure your continued communication with that server. Creating a view that uses only local
geodata files and TNT objects is totally under the control
of the TNT process and the local operating system. The
layer buffers are all filled and only then does the composite view show. If a layer is not found, this is immediately
known and you are prompted to locate it. But TNT display does not know when an ArcIMS layer will be available in its local buffer as this is under the control of the remote site
publishing the layer using ArcIMS and your communication rate with
that site. Communication rates are affected by many factors, such as
hardware, priorities, connection speed, and are not under the control of
local software, such as your TNT product. As a result, when all the local
layers are buffered, your view with all the local layers will be shown and
will later be redrawn when the ArcIMS layer is available. This uses a
new multithreaded capability incorporated into the TNT Graphics Rendering Engine (GRE). Using this capability your viewing activity will
not be stalled waiting for an ArcIMS layer that may never arrive, and
you can use all the tools and actions as if the final view is complete.

ArcIMS layer
over local
base layer

ArcIMS
layer 60%
transparent

ArcIMS layer

local layer
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Spatial Display

Locating and Using WMS Layers
There are two steps in the selection of Web Map Service (WMS) layers for display in the TNT products. In
the first step you select the WMS. This selection uses the Web Map Service Selection window. In the second
step you choose the layers you want to view from those offered by the selected WMS. This step uses the Web
Map Service Layer Controls window, which lets you control WMS-specific parameters such as the layers selected and transparency. Both of these steps require communication between your computer and the WMS, which generally requires that an Internet
connection be working for all parties. Private WMSs, for example proprietary geodata published by a TNTserver, may only be
available over a local intranet, or private network, and require access using a password. Password protected geodata may also be
published for access over the Internet by a TNTserver. Connectivity is the key to successful WMS layer display (see the Technical
Guide entitled Spatial Display: Select WMS Layers for Viewing).
Web Map Service Selection
The Web Map Service Selection window has four tabbed panels: Recent, Favorites, Catalogs, and Search. When you add a WMS
layer, the Favorites panel will be active by default.
Favorites panel. There is a default entry on the Favorites panel that links to

MicroImages’ extensive collection of seamless orthophoto coverage for individual
Clicking on Add to
Favorites opens a
US states collected by the USDA and mosaicked into a special,
window with the WMS
web-oriented, hierarchical tileset structure using TNTmips. To
name provided as the
add other entries to the Favorites panel for indefinite retention,
default name for your
selection.
select an entry on the Catalogs, Recent, or Search/Results panel,
then click on the Favorites tab and the Add to Favorites button. This button is not
active until a URL is present in the field below because you selected its WMS from
another panel and a response was received from that WMS. You can also enter or paste a URL in this field and press <enter> to
initiate a request for its capabilities. When a response is received from the WMS, the Add to Favorites button becomes active.
Recent panel. After you view a WMS layer, that WMS will be listed for
easy reuse on the Recent tabbed panel, which keeps track of the last 30
WMSs selected. Clicking on an entry on this panel initiates a request for the
capabilities of the selected WMS, which is the same as the second request
mentioned for the Catalogs panel. Once a reply is received, the OK button
becomes active so you can proceed with your WMS layer selection. The
URL for each WMS is shown as the DataTip when you hover over its listing.

The Recent
tabbed panel
lists the
WMSs you
have visited
most recently.

Catalogs panel. A WMS catalog is an XML file that lists the WMSs avail-

able from one or more web servers. Your TNT product provides an installed
list of catalogs, including catalogs that reference layers maintained by MicroImages, to assist you in location of WMS materials for your use as reference
Catalog
WMS

Catalog
Actions and tools for
manipulating overview
This global overview image
and vector layer are installed
with your TNT product.
before WMS
selection

When you hover over a WMS entry, its URL appears in a DataTip.
Additional information is provided in the DataTip shown over the WMS
name at the bottom of the window after it is selected (see below).
The OK button is not active until a WMS has been selected and a
response that contains the WMS's capabilities has been received.
After a WMS is selected, its URL is automatically entered, the status line
provides the name of the WMS, and the OK button is active.

(over)
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layers. For more information on MicroImages’ catalogs for web services, see the TechGuide entitled System: MicroImages’ WMS
and ArcIMS Catalogs. Initially the Catalogs panel shows only a list of catalogs, which requires no communication with the WMSs
listed on this panel. You can pause the cursor over any of the catalogs to view the URL pointing to its location and an abstract if
available. When a catalog is expanded (by clicking on the + to its left), your TNT product requests information about the catalog
contents by querying the web site that is publishing that catalog. If a response is received, the WMSs in the selected catalog
located at the URL are listed. Clicking on one of these initiates a request for a variety of information from the selected WMS (for
example: layers available, their geographic extents, formats, Coordinate Reference Systems supported, access permission information). If this second response is received, the URL for the WMS is filled in at the bottom of the window along with its title,
and the OK button becomes active so you can open the Web Map Service Layer Controls window and select the desired layer(s)
from that WMS for viewing.
Search panel. For information on the Search panel see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Searching MicroImages’ Catalog

of WMS Layers.
Shared fields and functions. Right-clicking on an entry on any of the first three panels lets you remove that entry from the list.

The URL and Status fields at the bottom of the Selection window appear with all four tabbed panels. Thus, a WMS selected on
the Catologs, Recent, or Results tab of the Search panel can be added as a favorite from the Favorites panel without having to
select the WMS again. You can also enter the URL for a catalog to add to your list or enter the URL for a WMS directly at the
bottom of the window. Regardless of which of the panels you use to choose a WMS, the procedure is the same once you click on
the OK button, which opens the Web Map Service Layer Controls.
Web Map Service Layer Controls
Clicking on the OK button in the Web Map
Three selected layers from a single
WMS are displayed as one composite
Service Selection window opens the Web Map
WMS image layer in TNT.
Service Layer Controls window listing the
layers available from the selected WMS along
with various display options. Layers in the
Web Map Service Layer Controls window
1 WMS layer
may or may not be grouped and expandable
(composite image of
3 selected layers)
(by clicking on the + to its left) depending on
how the layers are published by that WMS.
To select a specific layer for display, it must
be available and, thus, have a check box in
front of it. For expandable groups, checking
the box will select for display all of the layers that appear by expanding the entry. You
can add to or change the layers added to a view from an already
specified WMS by clicking on the Layer Controls icon in the
Display Manager to open the Web Map Service Layer Controls,
and then change the layers checked for viewing from that WMS. At this point, you have the opportunity to update the view to
reflect the changes without closing the Web Map Service Layer Controls window by clicking on the Apply button.
You can select as many layers as you want from the list of available layers
provided. A single, new layer is added to the view that is composed of one or
Clicking here selects all
more layers from the selected WMS each time you click on the Add Web Layer
layers below it in the
hierarchical grouping
icon and choose Web Map Service (OGC) in the Display Manager or the Editor
for display. To select
Layer Manager. If more than one layer is chosen from the selected WMS in the
only one of the layers
Web Map Service Layer Controls window, the WMS layer displayed in the TNT
below, you must first
uncheck the box that
products is a composite image of those layers (see illustration above). In order
controls them both.
to turn layers from the same WMS on/off individually in the view, each must be
added as a separate WMS layer using the Add Web Layer button in the Display Manager.
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Spatial Display

Select WMS Layers for Viewing
The TNT products can view combinations of map and image layers from Web
Map Service (WMS), ArcIMS (Arc
Internet Map Server) network sources
and your local, private geodata. The WMS and ArcIMS
geodata layers can be accessed from the Internet or your
local intranet. All Display tools, such as sketching, measuring, and GPS tracking, are available for use with WMS images whether alone or in combination with other layer types.
These same tools are available for use with WMS layers in
the free TNTatlas product (see the Technical Guide entitled
TNTatlas: Viewing WMS Layers in Layouts). WMS images
can also be used in the Editor as reference layers (see the
TechGuide entitled Spatial Editor: Using WMS Layers as
Reference Layers). The ability to use WMS layers provides
you access to an extensive collection of reference images
published on the Internet by many organizations.

WMS base
layer with
local vector
overlays

To begin viewing WMS layers, simply select Main/Display
from the TNT menubar, click on the Add Web Layer icon in the Display Manager, and choose Web Map Service (OGC). You can
select one or more layers from a single WMS to define each WMS layer in the TNT products. You can create a display that uses
layers from multiple WMSs by adding multiple WMS layers. When multiple layers are selected to create one WMS layer, the
WMS you are requesting the layers from will combine them and return a single, composited layer. If you want to turn WMS
layers from a single WMS on/off individually in the Display process, you need to add them to your view as separate WMS layers.
Clicking on the Add WMS icon as soon as you open the Display process will open
a new 2D Display with the WMS layer you select. You can also use the Add Web
Layer icon to add layers to an existing group or layout that includes locally available, ArcIMS, or other WMS layers (see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display:
Select ArcIMS Layers for Viewing).
If you are familiar with WMSs and you know the URLs for your favorites, enter
the URL, and continue on. For those who are not so familiar with WMSs or who
are interested in reviewing and using the geodata published by the WMS sites that
MicroImages and others have located by scanning the Internet, click on the Catalogs tab. Just as you can add to the Favorites list, you can add catalogs and catalog
collections to the Catalogs list.
Selecting WMS layers requires communication with the WMS to discover its capabilities, such as what layers and map projections are available. The list on the
Catalogs panel is stored on your machine and communication with the WMSs
specified by these catalogs is not necessary when you first view the panel. Expanding a catalog to reveal the WMSs listed requires communication with the WMS to obtain its list. Communication to discover the
capabilities of a WMS is initiated when you click on one of the WMSs in the list. Just as when using your web browser to search
the Internet for information, it is possible that your Internet connection is not functioning properly or that there are problems with
the site you are trying to reach or the server it is operating. There is never a guarantee that a specific web page can be displayed.
The same is true when choosing a WMS. If an appropriate response is received, the OK button in the Web Map Service Selection
window becomes active. Click on the OK button to see the layers available from the selected WMS and continue the selection
process. If the OK button does not become active, the selected WMS is not responding, and you
should look elsewhere for layers to display or try again later.
When you select a WMS from a catalog, its URL is shown in the box near the bottom of the
window. Once a response is received from the WMS, the title of the WMS is provided in the field below
the URL and the OK button becomes active. At this point, contact and other information for the WMS is
provided as a DataTip when you pause the mouse over the field with the WMS title (right).
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(over)

Click the OK button to open the Web Map Service Layer Controls window, which provides a listing of all atlases/layers available
from the selected WMS. The presentation of layers available for selection varies from one WMS to the next. As a TNT products
user, you should be familiar with the concept of individual layers organized into groups, and groups organized into layouts, which
is used in display processes throughout the TNT analytical products and in TNTserver. WMSs provided by a TNTserver present
layers for selection using this hierarcy: layouts/atlases are listed and can be expanded to show the groups they contain, which can
be further expanded to list their individual layers. Some other WMSs list only individual layers; some may have groups that can
be expanded in the Web Map Sevice Layer Controls window, but these layers are not intended for display together (for example, the Blue Marble Next
Generation, Global MODIS derived image group from the JPL Global ImLayouts themselves cannot
be selected as a WMS layer
agery Service expands to list multiple versions of the same imagery col(checkbox absent).
lected on different dates and their United States elevation, 30 m group provides
A pre-composited, multia choice of data type and units). This Web Map Service Layer Controls
group layout can be
selected as a WMS layer.
window is the window that opens when you click on the WMS layer icon in
the Display Manager. When opened from the Display Manager, the Web
Individual groups
Map Service Layer Controls window also has an Apply button so you can
and layers can be
modify your choices and check the results in the View before electing to
selected.
close the window. When you open the Web Map Service Layer Controls for
a WMS layer already added to your view, you are changing the content of
that layer, not adding a new one.
Remember you are selecting one or more WMS layers to comprise a single
layer for display in the TNT products. You can select a single layer or a
group, which will be composited into a single layer. You cannot select a multigroup layout as a layer unless it has been precomposited
into a single layer by TNTserver or some other means. You can add WMS layers to your own multigroup layouts as shown at the
right with the floodplains layer. If layout attachments have been made to the group you want the WMS layer(s) to display with
and the selected WMS layer has greater extents than your base group, add the WMS layers in a separate group that is geographically attached to your base group. Adding WMS
WMS layer
layers to a separate, geographically-attached group
not clipped
avoids changing the base group’s extents, which will
affect the positioning of other attached groups. A
WMS layer
toggle in the Group Settings window lets you match
over local
the clipping of the WMS group to the base group
base and
overlay
clipping.
Your initial successful acquisition of the capabilities
from a WMS does not insure your continued communication with that WMS. Creating a view that
uses only local geodata files and TNT objects is totally under the control of the TNT process and the
local operating system. The layer buffers are all
filled and only then does the composite view show.
If a layer is not found, this is immediately known
and you are prompted to locate it. But TNT display
does not know when a WMS layer will be available
in its local buffer as this is under the control of the
remote site publishing the WMS and your communication rate with that site. Communication rates are affected by
many factors, such as hardware, priority, connection speed, and are
not under the control of local software, such as your TNT product.
As a result, when all the local layers are buffered, your view with
all the local layers will be shown and will later be redrawn when the
WMS layer is available. This uses a new multithreaded capability
incorporated into the TNT Graphics Rendering Engine (GRE).
Using this capability your viewing activity will not be stalled waiting for a WMS layer that may never arrive, and you can use all the
tools and actions as if the final view is complete.
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layers
WMS layer
clipped

Spatial Editor

Using Web Layers as Reference Layers
The Editor in TNTmips lets you use WMS and/or
ArcIMS layers as reference layers while creating
or editing local objects (objects found on your computer
or your private network). You can add multiple web layers from one or more WMSs/ArcIMSs (see the Technical
Guides entitled Spatial Display: Select WMS Layers for
Viewing and Viewing WMS Layers) if desired. Each WMS/
ArcIMS layer can be one layer or a composite of layers
from a single WMS/ArcIMS.
The ability to use WMS and ArcIMS layers provides you
access to unlimited terabytes of reference layers published
on the Internet by many individuals and organizations.
However, just as with any other web browsing experience, there is no guarantee that a layer will be received or
continue to be available. If your access to a WMS/ArcIMS
reference layer is lost in the coarse of an editing job, save
your progress and save the group (Object/Save Group As)
so you can readily continue your editing session at a later
time. References to the WMS/ArcIMS layers (URLs) selected are saved as part of the group so that when it is
opened later, the web layers can be automatically retrieved
if the site(s) is responding.

your initial location of WMS and ArcIMS content providers, the appropriate one of which is found on the Catalogs
panel of the Web Map Service Selection and ArcIMS Service Selection windows that open when you click on the
Add Web Layer icon and choose the desired service. Even
with this assistance, it may take you some time to locate
layers of interest to you since there is such a wide variety
of sites offering numerous layers. Some sites provide only
global data while others may be limited to a local area or
state. The web sites you have selected layers from are
added to the list on the Recent tabbed panel in the Web
Map Service Selection window so you can readily revisit
sites you have selected from previously. Once you have
found a site that provides layers you find useful, you can
add it to the list on the Favorites tabbed panel in the same
window.
Remember that WMS/ArcIMS content is dynamic and rapidly expanding. You may want to periodically revisit sites
and reexamine listings on the Catalogs panel that were
not of initial interest to see if they have added layers or
sites that are of use to you as reference layers for your
current editing needs.
Add Web Layer icon

MicroImages has compiled two cataolg lists to assist in

hidden local reference layer
used to zoom to city
boundaries

WMS layer

local editable layer (editable
layers are listed in purple)

Nebraska Highway 92 fits poorly with this orthophoto image of the
city of Arthur (above). The orthophoto is a WMS layer from the
Nebraska Land Viewer atlas, which is provided as one of the
sample atlases on MicroImages’ web site. The highway line,
which is a local layer, was selected for editing and vertices were
dragged to fit the highway in the image (right).
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Spatial Editor

Direct Editing and Creation of Shapefiles
Shapefiles are collections of files with the same name but
different extensions. These separate files contain the elements (*.shp), a database table (*.dbf), a georeference
(*.prj), drawing styles (*.avl), and so on. When you select a shapefile from within your TNT products, you see
only the files listed with the *.shp extension. Shapefiles
by convention have only one database table and one element type: lines and multi-lines, polygons and multi-polygons, or points or multi-points.
Just as you can select shapefiles for display as shape objects in the TNT products without first importing them,
you can create or edit shapefiles in the Spatial
Editor. When you select a shapefile for direct
editing, changes are updated to the linked shapefile as they are made, which means there is no
Undo. When creating a new shapefile, you are
prompted to select a shapefile and you click on
the new file button and name it at that time. The New
Object Values window then opens so you can set the georeference, the coordinate type (2D-XY or 3D-XYZ), and
the element type (point, multi-point, line or polygon). The
next step is to create the required database table. You
then commence editing in place.

The road lines in this shapefile need adjustment to fit the
roads shown in the orthophoto used for reference.

already
edited lines

There is a different set of editing tools when linked to
editing in
shapefiles than for vector or CAD objects because not all
progress
tools are appropriate for each object type. Additionally,
the element type of the object affects which of the shape
tools are active. For example, the Add Line, Add Point ,
and Add Multi-Point tools are inactive for shapefiles with
polygons as their element type. The tools that are common between these sets, operate in the same manner for
all object types. For example, the common line editing
The line scan be quickly moved and reshaped with automatic switching
tool switches between inserting vertices and reposition- between grabbing an existing vertex or end or inserting a vertex at a
ing existing vertices as you edit the line depending on new location.
whether there is a vertex near the cursor. A vertex will be inserted if the marker along the line is a diamond ( ) or
grabbed if the marker is a plus (+).
Shapefiles viewed in ESRI products have only one associated table, which is in DBF format. You can add tables
when editing your shapefile and they will be stored in a transparent linked file and only
be viewable and editable from within the TNT products. Internal shape tables, like
vector and unlike CAD tables, can have an implied one-to-one attachment type (one
element per record, record number equals element number), which is very handy for
DataTip for line in a single
setting up multi-line DataTips for a single layer. All the records are created for you
shapefile with a supplemental
database table
automatically and you can use computed fields to pull in data from other tables. Shapefiles
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do not have nodes, but do have a simple topology. For
example, islands (polygons completely inside another
polygon) are kept track of. If you draw or edit a polygon
so that it crosses itself, you automatically create a multipolygon with the same attributes for each component
polygon.

vector object, provides an Undo capability, and when you
are ready to save changes, the object is exported to a
shapefile. You also have the option of saving this copy
of your shapefile as a TNT vector object by turning on
the Convert to internal format toggle in the Object Properties window. Although there is no Undo when editing
If you want to edit a copy of your data and have the Undo shapefiles directly, you have the option to save or cancel
capability available, choose Object/Open External/ editing changes for the element currently being edited.
ArcView “Shapefile” Format in the Editor Layer Man- Once you elect to save changes, they cannot be undone.
ager window. This selection imports the shapefile to a
editable shapefile (points, opened)

Because each shapefile can
contain only one element
type, interpretation of imagery
or editing existing shapefiles
may require three different
shapefiles, one each for
points, lines, and polygons.
In this illustration, two existing
shapefiles have been opened
for editing (points and lines)
while a third was created as a
new, polygon-containing
shapefile.

editable shapefile
(lines, opened)

reference Web
Map Service
(WMS) layer

reference raster
object (local)

editable shapefile
(polygons, new)
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GeoToolbox

Erasing Portions of Lines and Polygons
The GeoToolbox provides integrated sketching,
measuring, selection, and region creation by letting you switch seamlessly between these activities. You
can immediately get measurements for any sketch element you draw or add any element used for measuring to
a sketch. Closed shapes initially drawn for measuring or
as part of a sketch can be converted to regions and used
for selection by the GeoToolbox.
The line and polygon tools switch between drawing and
erasing by changing which mouse button you press or by
using opposite ends of the stylus with a digitizing tablet.
Switching from the left mouse button to the middle mouse
button where you click changes you from drawing to erasing without having to go to the Controls panel of the GeoToolbox to change the operation. This simple control
makes switching between drawing and erasing nearly
effortless.

it is visible over all backgrounds. When erasing, the cursor is a circle, which is also white and black.
Erasing capability is only active with the add-to-start, addto-end, and insert vertex operations for line and polygon
drawing. Use the eraser near the start or end of the line
(depending on the selected add operation) to erase the
first/last vertex. If the Insert Vertex operation is selected
on the Controls panel of the GeoToolbox and you use the
eraser, the nearest vertex on the line is removed. Your
erasing method will match your line drawing mode. If
using Draw mode, click and drag to erase your line. If
using Stretch mode, click near each vertex that you want
to delete. Remember that you need to be near the end of
the line/polygon selected for the add operation and work
in from there. You cannot erase from the start then from
the end of the line or switch to removing vertices in the
middle without changing to the appropriate operation on
the Control panel of the GeoToolbox

The cursor used when drawing is a crosshair with an open
area in the center so you can see the pixel(s) beneath where To resume drawing your line/polygon, simply switch to
you click. The crosshair is white with a black outline so the left mouse button for your clicks or the opposite end
of the stylus. For digitizing tablets that have a
stylus with erase capabilities, you need to configure the erase function to middle-click or button 2.

You can switch instantly between drawing and erasing by
changing the mouse button you use or flipping your
digitizing stylus over. The line above was drawn in Stretch
mode and partially erased (right) with a few middle-clicks
of the mouse.
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View Thumbnails in Project File Maintenance
Project File Maintenance now incorporates the preview
and overview functions for Project Files that have been a
part of object selection dialogs for some time. Both the
preview shown in the Project File Maintenance window
and the Project File Overview window use thumbnails,
which are stored in a thumbnails container subobject.

parameters subobject. Although thumbnails are quite
small and take up very little drive space, they do take
time to generate and may be slow for complex geometric
objects. If you are distributing your data on CD or DVD,
it is recommended that you generate thumbnails for the
data before burning it to disk. Having thumbnails for
These thumbnails use the last selected display parameters objects viewed from CD or DVD gives quick response
at the time the thumbnail is created. Thus, if the object times if the viewer should choose to use the Preview or
has been displayed with other style selections made, the Overview feature.
thumbnail may be out of date. You can turn on a toggle Raster, vector, shape, CAD, TIN, and legend objects are
to automatically update thumbnails or click on the Up- shown in the Project File Overview window. Database,
date Preview button when it becomes active, which indi- style, text, script, group, layout, and template objects are
cates that the thumbnail has an older date than the display not shown. There are five choices for thumbnail size
(32x32, 64x64, 96x96, 128x128, and 196x196). You can
set and change the size of the thumbnails in the Overview window. You may want to base your size on the
number of objects in the file.
RVC is the file extension for the TNT products’ proprietary Project File format. However, in object selection
windows and in Project File Maintenance, all file types
that are directly usable in the TNT products appear in the
directory listings, such as JP2 and SHP. You may know
that an object you are looking for is in a Project File and
want to condense the list for quicker scrolling.

This toggle switches between viewing all
usable file types and viewing only RVC files.

Turning on this toggle
opens a Preview panel
in the Project File
Maintenance window,
which shows a
thumbnail of the
highlighted object
(above).

The buttons at the top of the
Project File Overview let you
change the thumbnail size
and set whether the overview
automatically opens when
using Project File Maintenance or selecting objects.

all usable files

RVC files only
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Spatial Editor

Graphic Tool Updates
The Spatial Editor provides professional, interactive tools
to create, georeference, and edit project materials consisting of vector, image, CAD, TIN, shape, and relational
database objects. This Technical Guide addresses line
and polygon editing features that let you create and edit
lines and polygons interactively and manually. These two
methods can be mixed by placing vertices interactively
and refining their positions using the Manual entry panel.
The GeoToolbox, which is available in all TNT processes
with a View window, provides integrated sketching, measuring, selection, and region creation by letting you switch
seamlessly between these activities. The graphic tools
used for these activities have been updated to incorporate
new capabilities to make them easier and more intuitive
to use. These same tools are used for adding elements in
the TNT Spatial Editor. Manual entry and editing using
these graphic tools also has a new look. The ability to
effortlessly switch between drawing and erasing for lines
and polygons in the GeoToolbox and in the Editor is described in a separate Technical Guide entitled GeoToolbox: Erasing Portions of Lines and Polygons.
Shapes that can be rotated, namely rectangles, ellipses, and
regular polygons, have a dashed rotation
handle. Simply move the cursor over this
dashed line until the cursor becomes the
double-headed arrow, then click and drag
until the shape is at the desired angle. The
earlier method of holding down the <shift>
key when the cursor is the left-hand shape
(ellipse and regular polygon) or cornerresize shape (rectangle) is also still supported.

Rotation Handle.

You can change the number
of sides (segments) for shapes drawn with the
Regular Polygon tool by simply rolling the
mouse wheel. Roll the wheel forward (away
from you) to increase the number of sides and
toward you to decrease the number of
sides. This mouse wheel function is active regardless of the cursor shape. You
can also enter the desired number of segments by clicking on the Manual tab
Mouse Wheel.

Insert a
vertex
above this
vertex.

Delete
this
vertex.

Change the
Coordinate
Reference
System used for
viewing and
entering vertex
coordinates.

(GeoToolbox) or opening the Manual Entry panel (Spatial Editor).
The contents of the Manual tabbed
panel of the GeoToolbox for lines and polygons have been
redesigned to make it easier to add and delete vertices
from the lines and polygons you draw. These same features are in the Editor for adding and editing lines and
polygons.

Manual Vertex Entry.

There are two individual controls for each vertex in the
line: Insert and Delete. The Insert button inserts a vertex
before the vertex the button is associated with. When a
vertex is inserted, default coordinates are added that place
the new vertex at the midpoint between the vertices before and after it. If a new vertex is inserted at the beginning of the line by using the Insert button at the left of the
vertex 1 row, it also has default coordinates assigned that
extend the line away from and in a straight line with the
original first segment. These default coordinates, just like
any other coordinates in the list, can be edited. There is
an Add row at the bottom of the list (shown in the illustration below) that lets you type in the coordinates you want
to assign to a new endpoint for the line.
When the cursor is over the
line you are drawing in the view
window, the nearest vertex is
marked with a plus (+) and the
corresponding entry on the
Manual tabbed panel is
highlighted. The cursor
changes to the hand cursor for
dragging the marked vertex in
the view.

(over)

marked vertex

line start
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line
end

As you move your cursor
over the line or polygon you are drawing with the GeoToolbox, the closest vertex is marked with a + and it is
highlighted in the list of vertices on the Manual panel.
When a vertex is marked in the view by cursor proximity,
it can be dragged to a new location. You can also add to
the start or the end of the line when its corresponding
vertex is not marked if you are within the sphere of influence of the start (adds to start) or near the end or not near
other vertices (adds to end). Clicking on a line segment
five or more pixels from the nearest vertex will insert a
new vertex. This integrated drawing and reshaping of
lines and polygons is available with the Automatic line
drawing mode in the Editor.
Interactive Element Editing.

Multipoint elements use a similar
grid control, but there is no Insert button. As the cursor
nears a point, it is marked in the view and highlighted in
the grid control to make it easy to identify a point you
might want to delete from the multipoint element.
Multi-point Elements.

Use of the mouse wheel in
conjunction with the manual entry panel for lines and polygons in CAD , shape, and sketch objects switches you to
adding a new line or polygon in a multi-line or multipolygon element, once other lines/polygons in the element have been cycled through (there will be no vertices
listed initially and only the Add entry will be visible on
Multi-line/polygon Elements.

the Manual panel). Note that the View window must have
focus for scrolling through elements in a multi-line or
multi-polygon on the manual panel to be activated. As
you scroll through components, the component with vertices shown on the Manual Entry panel is highlighted in
the view. Scroll toward you to move up in the multi-line/
polygon component list and away from you to move to
earlier added components.
There are also Previous Line and Next Line buttons in
the CAD and Shape Tools windows to change the active
element component. The corresponding shortcut keys
are Page Up and Page Down, respectively, when the View
window has focus.
first multi-line
component
highlighted for
editing (endpoint
markers shown)

second multiline component
highlighted for
editing

ready to add
new component
to multi-line
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Spatial Display

Render Graphics to KML/KMZ
You can include graphics, such as your logo or other
nongeoreferenced TNT objects, in the groups or layouts
rendered to KML/KMZ. Since these layers are not tied to
the ground, Google Earth will render them as screen overlays. As screen overlays, they remain in the plane of the
screen when you use Google Earth’s pan, tilt, and 3D features. They also remain the same static size and in the
same position if you resize the view or zoom in or out.
The simplest application of rendering a graphic to a screen
overlay might be to embed your logo into a KMZ file

along with your geodata layers. All the nongeoreferenced
components of your layout, including legends, scale bars,
and text can be rendered to a KML/KMZ file. It is up to
you to determine which layout components will be rendered, where they are positioned, and how they will look
as screen overlays in Google Earth’s imagery. See the
Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Render Map Layouts to KML for more information on the settings for this
rendering process.

When the KML/KMZ file is opened in Google Earth, you zoom to an area
slightly larger than the geographic extents of your layout. Note how the use of
enhanced text makes the legend labels visible over a variety of backgrounds.
You can design a layout so that it only includes components that are suitable
for use as screen overlays. Alternatively, you can turn unwanted components
off before rendering to KML; hidden, nongeoreferenced layers are not
rendered. Hidden, georeferenced layers are rendered to KML but initially
hidden when opened in Google Earth. Alternatively, you can render all
components to KML and turn off unwanted screen overlays in Google Earth.

This simple layout was rendered to KMZ for display in Google
Earth. In more complex layouts you might not want to render all of
the groups to KML. For example, the north arrow would not be
pointing north at any orientation other than north to top in Google
Earth (unless georeferenced), and scale bars do not resize as
you zoom in and out. Any text groups to be rendered in a TNT
layout should have an enhanced text style using light and dark
colors so the text is visible over any background.
You can turn individual georeferenced or
nongeoreferenced groups and layers on/off in
your Google Earth view after rendering your
layout to KML/KMZ. If you change your view so
that the California polygons no longer show, you
can simply turn the legend off.
Your screen overlays remain
upright when the image is tilted.
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Import

Geospatial Objects from Google KML
Google’s Keyhole Markup Language is a transportable container for
moving geodata to and from Google Earth. Various products can be
used to create, use, or exchange data stored in KML/KMZ files for
subsequent use with Google Earth or other purposes. A KML file can
be a simple geometric data layer that may or may not be accompanied
by external linked raster files in common formats. A KML or KMZ
file can also be a complex encapsulated layout of geometric, tabular,
and raster geodata layers and supporting attribute, style, and other
information.
Using TNTmips to import a KML or KMZ file will separate the KML
layout folders and components into vector, CAD, and raster objects with
the
necessary subobjects. The files will be imported into geometric and
methos
raster objects in the geographic coordinate system (CRS) by default. However, you can choose to convert file’s contents during import into a different CRS from among the thousands supported by the TNT products. After
importing the TNT objects, the result can be viewed, modified, replaced,
assembled into new layouts, and so on using the geospatial analysis capabilities of the TNT products. For information on how to move TNT objects
into KML/KMZ files, see the following Technical Guides: Export: Geometric Objects to KML; Export: Rasters for Google Earth; Spatial Display: Render Raster Objects to KML; Spatial Display: Render Point
Symbols to KML; and Spatial Display: Render Map Layouts to KML.

Specify the object
type to import
geometric objects.

The KML/KMZ file contains
only geometric object(s).

The KML/KMZ file contains
raster and geometric object(s).

Each folder in the KML or KMZ file that contains point, line, and/or polygons is imported into a CAD or
vector. Using the Import parameters window you choose if each folder’s contents are to be converted to a The KML/KMZ file contains
vector or CAD object. If you target that the folder is to be converted into a vector object, the import creates only raster object(s).
its topology optimized for faster drawing and prepares element IDs and standard attribute tables. The
object is created with a single, separate attribute table for the points, lines, and polygon elements. If a CAD object is designated as the
target for a folder it will have a single attribute table for all elements in the CAD object. If display styles have been defined for elements
in the folder during its creation or by its use in Google earth, these will also be imported for the CAD object. The attribute table for every
CAD or vector object will have two reference fields created by default. The Name field is the element name in the KML file. The
Description field contains Google Earth’s information table contents in the HTML format.
The Import Parameters window is also used to set the options for the raster objects imported from the KML/KMZ file. These setting
include the desired raster compression, the pyramiding method and the null value. You can also optionally compute 3D properties from
the geometric features in each folder during import from a raster in the file if appropriate (for example, when the raster is co-registered
DEM).

The illustrations above show two geometric layers (Soils and Hydrology) displayed over a raster layer (Topo Map). The illustration to the left
shows the KMZ file containing these layers in Google Earth. As shown in the Places panel of Google Earth, the content of each layer is kept as
a separate folder. The illustration to the right shows the same layers after importing the KMZ file into TNTmips Project File. The Hydrology and
Soils layers were imported into CAD objects and the Map layer was imported into a raster object.
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Use LAS LIDAR Point Files as Shape Objects
The LAS file format is a public format for the storage and exchange of LIDAR point data. These binary files store point coordinates,
intensity values, and other LIDAR-specific attributes for raw or processed LIDAR points. LAS files can be used to store varied types of
LIDAR point data, from raw swath points for individual flight lines to final processed, aggregated, and spatially-tiled data.
An LAS file representing a single flight strip may contain tens of millions of LIDAR points and associated attributes. The TNT products
allow you to simultaneously view and use many of these huge LAS files without the need for a separate time-consuming import procedure.
When you choose a particular LAS file for the first time for use in any TNT process, you are prompted to provide the appropriate coordinate
reference system parameters (if they are absent in the LAS file) and to build a search table (which is required for efficient display and
selection of the points). Building the search table takes no
more than a few minutes for even huge files. A linked LAS
file is presented in the TNT products as a shape object that

Detail of two linked LAS LIDAR shape layers (green and orange
point clouds) displayed over a reference 1-meter color orthoimage
(shown to the right at the same scale for comparison). The gaps in
the point clouds are due to missing LIDAR returns from the largely
algae-covered pond surface. These LIDAR points, acquired and

processed by the US Geological Survey, have been subdivided
spatially into rectangular tiles, with one LAS file for each tile. The
tile on the left includes over 20.5 million points, while the right-hand
tile has over 32.5 million points.

Coordinates, return intensity,
and other LIDAR point
attributes stored in the LAS
file can be examined in
standard TNT table views
(tabular or single-record).
LAS file header information
is automatically stored in a
metadata subobject that can
be opened from the LAS
shape layer’s right mouse
button menu in the Layer
Manager or from any Object
Selection dialog.

can be directly viewed or edited. The LIDAR elevation point attribute information stored in the LAS
file is presented as a standard TNT database table
that you can view in either tabular or single-record
format. LIDAR points can be individually marked
in the View to examine their attributes or for editing, or you can use the Point Profile tool to visualize
the 3D relationships within groups of points for one
or more flight strip LAS files (see the Technical
Guide entitled Spatial Display: Point Profile Tool).

Detailed view and point
profile of points in two
linked LAS LIDAR shape
layers (orange and blue
points) representing point
clouds from adjacent
overlapping LIDAR swaths.
The point profile plots
points from the green
rectangle in the View, with
the profile plane oriented
crossing part of the point cloud overlap. Each of these LAS shape layers
includes over 24 million points.
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MicroImages’ WMS and ArcIMS Catalogs
Various organizations, including MicroImages, maintain catalogs of the WMSs published on the Internet. The names and
addresses (which means URLs) of these catalogs are installed
as an XML file as part of your TNT product to assist you in
locating map and image layers published by these WMSs.
Viewing the corresponding list of catalogs on the Catalogs
panel of the Web Map Service Selection window requires no
connection to the Internet or any WMS. You can pause the
for the WMS
cursor over any of the catalog names in this panel to view DataTips
catalogs currently offerred
where it is published (which means the catalog’s URL) and by MicroImages.
view the abstract provided by its originator at the time it was
added by MicroImages to the catalogs list.
Pausing the cursor over the status line after a service has
MicroImages maintains a similar list of ArcIMS catalogs, responded displays a DataTip with the service title, WMS
which is also installed with your TNT products as an XML version, maximum height and width, access, and constraints
file that provides the default content for the Catalogs panel for the WMS (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Disof the ArcIMS Service Selection window when you choose play: Locating and Using WMS Layers). None of this inforto add an ArcIMS layer. MicroImages has also started main- mation is available for an ArcIMS service, so its less
taining a WFS catalog. An entry point to this catalog is not informative DataTip matches the URL in the line above (see
yet installed with the TNT products because WFS layer sup- the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Locating and Using ArcIMS Layers).
port is not yet complete.
When you select a WMS or ArcIMS of interest and the site
responds with the appropriate information, the OK button
becomes active and will open the Service Layer Controls for
the Web Map Service or ArcIMS, which lets you browse
through the layers offered by a specific service. The purpose of this control window is similar to those used to set up
vector, CAD, raster, and other object types for addition to a
composite TNT view or modification of display parameters
for an object already in the view. You can choose the map
and image layers of interest from the WMS and set the options for how they will be drawn in the composite view with
your local geodata layers. You can choose a preferred CRS
and format from among those advertised by the service, set
the overall transparency for a layer, and choose whether to
detect the background color, white, and/or black to treat as
Choosing a WMS from the selected catalog’s list directs a null. If you have layers in your view in a CRS not advertised
second request to that specific WMS for a variety of stan- by the service, TNT will warp the web layers to match.
dard information about the map and image layers it is publishing (for example, available layer names and titles, their You can add to the WMS or ArcIMS catalogs list installed
geographic extents, formats, Coordinate Reference Systems with the TNT products by clicking on the Add Catalog butsupported, access permission requirements, and so on). ton on the Catalogs panel of the Service Selection window
and entering the URL location of the cataArcIMS services have less information
as of
Service Type
available in their responses when se- 16 May 2008 WMS ArcIMS WFS log and the name you want to use for it. This
catalog entry is then added to the catalogs
lected from a catalog list, providing Distinct Servers
404
1,015
72
XML file on your machine.
2,416 20,171
144
only available layer names and geo- Services
Layers
982,735 439,741 4,114
graphic extents.
When a catalog is expanded in this panel (by clicking on the
+ to its left), your TNT product uses its address and your
Internet connection to request that catalog’s current contents
from the web site that maintains it. For example, MicroImages’ catalogs are updated frequently and validated daily;
your query results will reflect the latest contents. If a catalog is received (in XML), the WMSs that it has indexed are
decoded and listed on the Catalogs panel. The DataTip for
the services in a catalog displays the service’s URL. MicroImages’ current WMS catalog indexes more than 2,000
WMSs that publish over 900,000 map and image layers (see
table below). MicroImages’ current ArcIMS catalog list more
than 20,000 ArcIMS access points offering approximately
400,000 layers.
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U.S. 30-Meter Elevation Data (NED30)
The 30-Meter USA Elevations DVD distributed by MicroImages provides seamless elevation data for the conterminous United States from the National Elevation Dataset
(NED) with a cell-size of 1 arc-second (approximately 30 meters). The NED has
been produced by the U.S. Geological Survey by merging the best quality elevation data available across the United States. MicroImages acquired the data in 1
degree by 3 degree blocks, converted the elevation values from floating-point
meters to integer feet, mosaicked the blocks, and created a TNT hierarchical
tileset. The TNT tileset raster is linked to a set of uniformly-sized GeoJP2 files
stored in conveniently-sized subdirectories of a separate tileset directory. This
tileset structure is optimized to allow very fast display of the entire dataset in the
TNT products at any viewing scale. In addition, the small individual JP2 tile
files (2048 by 2048 cells) can be used in any other software program that supports
the JP2 format. Lossless JPEG2000 compression has been applied to preserve the
fidelity of the original data while reducing file sizes. The NED30 tileset is in geographic (latitude-longitude) coordinates referenced to the NAD83 horizontal datum.
The DVD also includes
samples of higher-resolution elevation data: 1/3 arc-second NED
data (approximately 10-meter cell size) and LIDAR elevation data
with 5-meter cell size, both for parts of northern Louisiana.
The elevation datasets provided on this DVD can be used in many
ways in the TNT products:
• use as a terrain surface for stereo views of any
georeferenced imagery or other geodata
• use as a terrain surface for 3D perspective views of
imagery and other geodata
• use in the Topographic Properties process to derive slope,
aspect, and curvature data and shaded relief images
• use in the Watershed process to delineate watershed
boundaries, drainage networks, and their many associated
attributes, along with other derived geomorphic/hydrologic
characteristics
• use for Viewshed Analysis
• display with one of many standard color palettes (or
design your own custom color palette) as backdrop for
vector overlays
• overlay with partially-transparent shading raster to create a
color shaded relief display
• extract portions of the raster data as needed for local
projects
Technical Specifications
Size: 3.78 GB
Compression: Lossless JPEG 2000
Format: TNT Tileset using 2048 x 2048-cell GeoJP2 files
Data Type: 16-bit signed integer
CRS: Geographic / North American Datum 1983 (NAD83)
Elevation Units: Feet
Extents: N 50° 00' 00", W 125° 00' 00" (Upper Left),
N 24° 31' 37", W 66° 41' 30" (Lower Right)
Number of Cells: 91,703 Lines x 209,910 Columns
Cell Size: 1 arc-second (nominally 30 m)

Anaglyph stereo display of color orthoimage (1-foot cell size) of
Hot Springs, Arkansas using the sample NED 10-meter TNT
tileset as the terrain layer.

3D Perspective view of mountainous terrain in the Sierra
Nevada, California; pan-sharpened Landsat 7 scene (15-meter
cell size) draped on terrain extract from the NED30 dataset.
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Spatial Editor

Creating and Using Geodata Templates
Any object you can open directly for editing in
TNTmips’ Spatial Editor can be opened and/or
saved as a template for use in creating similar
objects. A template object has the same georeference and
database structure as the object it was created from but
has no elements (geometric templates) or cell values (raster templates). Templates are the same data type as the
object they were created from. For example, for a new
vector object, the coordinate type and topology level would
match and for a new raster object, the cell type would be
the same (bit-depth, signed, unsigned, composite color,
and so on). Currently editable geodata opened in the
Editor using Object/Open External (E00, Coverage, or
shapefile) are saved as vector templates. Templates for
external CAD format files that can be opened directly for
editing (DXF, DWG, DGN, and TAB) are saved as
Project File format CAD objects.

elements have no records. These tables have all the fields
and relationships of the corresponding table in the object
the template was made from. The only tables that have
all records copied are tables with a related only attachment type.
If you have tables that are directly attached with values
you want to reuse in objects made from the template, you
should set up database constraints that use a related only
table to provide a pick list for the field (see the Technical
Guide entitled Constraining Database Field Values).
If standard attribute tables exist in the original object, they
will be created for the new object but will not have any
records. As elements are added after the template is used
to create a new object, records are automatically added
and populated in the standard attribute tables. Element
ID tables, if present, and the Internal system table also
have records added and populated automatically. Style
assignment tables have a related only attachment type,
which means these tables are fully populated in the template enabling automatic style assignment as described above. For more
information on table attachment types
see the Quick Guide entitled Database
Attachment Types.

Raster templates also include contrast tables, color maps,
edit and display parameters subobjects, and if a class raster, the style object. Geometric templates include style
objects, display and edit parameter subobjects, and database tables as described below. Because you get both the
style object and the style assignment table, as you add
elements to the new object created from the template and
give them attributes used for styling in the object the template was made from, the new elements will automati- To create a template object, open an existing object for editing in the Editor and
cally have their styles assigned.
choose Object/Save As Template.
Maintaining the database structure does not mean simply When you create a template in this mancopying all the tables. Because there are no elements in ner, the object that remains loaded in the
geometric templates, tables that are directly attached to Editor is the original object. To use a
template to create a new object, click on
Create
the Create Object from Template icon
Object from
Template
(left) or choose Object/Create from Template from the menu in the Editor Layer
Note the
absence of
elements.

user defined
tables

automatic
tables

system
tables

A new vector created from a template has no elements and the same
database structure as the original object.

DataTips showing table contents in a template object. The DataTip on
the left is for a table that was directly attached to elements in the original
object. It has no records in the new object created from the template,
but all the fields are defined. The DataTip on the right is for a relatedonly table, which has all the fields defined and the same number of
records as the original table.
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Manager. You can choose either a template object you also become customary when performing a project for
have created or choose an existing, reference object from someone, such as image interpretation, that they supply a
which you would like to produce an object without ele- template to define what form they want the geodata you
ments or cell values. When you do the latter, the ele- return to be in and what attribues it should have.
ments/cell values are stripped out and database
The table relationships shown are exactly the same in the original object and a
adjustments made just as when you save a temtemplate saved from it. Most of the tables in this database have a related only
plate, but there will be no saved template. If you
attachment type and, thus, all of their records are retained in a template. The
three tables that are directly attached to elements do not have any records in
use data-containing objects to create your new
the template object.
objects without elements or cell values, any
changes made to the reference object will be reflected in the next new object made from it. You
could also create a new template that reflects the
changes.
After choosing Create Object from Template, add
elements and assign attributes as desired to your
new object. You are prevented from saving the
new object over the template because a template
is designed for reuse.
You may want to create a directory used exclusively for storing templates, for example Vector
Templates/Forestry Projects. You then know immediately where to go when you want to create
a new object of the same type. There is no special icon for template objects because they simply are the same object type as the original (raster,
vector, or CAD) without elements or cell values.
It may be that templates already exist that can be
acquired and used for your discipline. It may

These three tables would have
no records in a template.
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Spatial Editor

Creating Geodata Using a Pen Display
An interactive pen display combines a high-quality LCD
monitor with the pen-based control of screen cursor positon
provided by a graphics tablet. The pen is used directly on
the screen (in place of a mouse) to control the cursor position, providing a natural and intuitive interface for any
drawing application. A pen display is thus the ideal interface for creating and editing geodata objects in TNTedit and

The tip of cordless pen stylus controls the position of the
screen cursor on the pen display. Simply pressing the pen
tip down to the screen is equivalent to a left mouse-click at
that cursor position, so you can very quickly add preciselylocated points to a vector object, for example. When you are
drawing lines or polygons, you can draw continuously by
keeping the pen tip on the screen (using the drawing tool’s

Editor control windows placed
on primary monitor

Editor View window placed on
and sized to fill the 23-inch (diagonal) LCD screen of
the Wacom Cintiq 21UX pen display.

Draw and edit directly on the display using the pen in the Spatial Editor.

the Spatial Editor in TNTmips, especially when you are working with geometric objects (vector, shape, or CAD) over
reference imagery or map layers. The pen interface allows
fast and accurate editing, such as tracing curved features to
increase your productivity. The pen stylus is also convenient for controlling the Zoom Box tool or any of the graphic
selection and sketching tools in the TNT GeoToolbox, which
are available in any View window throughout the TNT products.
Wacom (www. wacom.com) makes pen displays with LCD
panels ranging from 12 inches to 23 inches (measured diagonally) in size. The pen display can be used as a
stand-alone monitor or in a multiple-monitor
setup with either Windows or Mac OS X
systems. The Wacom pen displays have
integrated adjustable stands that can vary
the tilt angle of the display from 65 degrees
(upright) to 10 degrees (nearly parallel to the
desktop) and can rotate the display from side to
side so you can find the most comfortable position
for both drawing and viewing. The 12-inch Wacom
pen display is also light enough to use in your lap.

Draw mode) or precisely place individual vertices (using the
tool’s Stretch mode). The side switch on the pen activates a
right-click (for accepting a line or polygon you have drawn,
for example). The rubber eraser switch on the opposite end
of the Wacom pen stylus can also be used to erase vertices
from a line or polygon (see the Technical Guide entitled
GeoToolbox: Erasing Portions of Lines and Polygons). The
Wacom pen displays also have programmable keys on either
side of the LCD display; for example, you could assign the
right-click function to one key and various TNT hotkey zoom
functions to others.

The TNT products also support
the use of a pen stylus for
drawing with traditional
graphics tablets, such as the
cordless Wacom Graphire
Bluetooth tablet illustrated here.
While providing a natural drawing
action, a tablet doesn’t allow the same
direct-on-screen editing experience as an
interactive pen display, but does have the
advantage of much lower cost.
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Attributes and Databases

Predefined Database Tables (S-57)
The TNT products support creating new user-defined and predefined tables. Addition of existing tables from a
variety of sources, including those supported by linked communication through OLE DB and the older ODBC, such
as Access and MySQL, is also supported (see a series of Technical Guides concerning linking in the Import process
developed for version 2006:72 of the TNT products). S-57 is the electronic data transfer standard prepared by the
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) for use with Digital Hydrographic Data. The TNT products provide
the predefined tables and table structure (schema) for S-57 Edition 3.1 and separately for the Additional Military
Layers (AML) 3.0.1, which extend the S-57 schema. These tables contain all the attribute information used for digital
hydrologic features. Using predefined tables lets you prepare an object for assignment of any number of attributes
very quickly for points, lines, and/or polygons. S-57 usage is restricted to vector, CAD, and shape objects. S-57
tables may have dozens of reference fields with constraints that are automatically defined when the table is created.
To add a table from a predefined table set,
choose New Table from the right mouse
button menu for the database and turn on
the Predefined option on the first panel of
the database creation wizard. The next panel
(shown at the right) in the New Table wizard presents the organizational groupings for
the predefined empty tables along with
DataTips that identify the contents of the folder. You get the appropriate tables for the element type database you are adding the table to. If you are adding an S-57 table to the point database, you see a Points
folder in the Geographic folder, and you see a Polygons folder if adding a table to the polygon database. If adding to
a CAD object you see the Points, Lines, and Polygons folders. When you expand an element type folder, all of the
empty tables for that element type are listed. When you select one of these empty tables all of its populated reference
tables are automatically added. These reference tables provide a list of allowable values for the field. Each of the S57 tables has a detailed DataTip that becomes the table’s description when it is added. The description appears in the
DataTip when you pause the mouse over the table’s name in the Display Manager.
The next wizard panel (shown at the right) lets you specify the
units in which you will be entering data in the new table and indicate whether you want a string field (Unicode) added to the S-57
defined fields for the table so you can include data capture notes.
The default width of this field is 256 characters, which can be subsequently changed in the Table Properties window if desired. The
next panel (not shown) provides the standard name and description for the table selected, so that it can be edited if necessary. You can also choose to show the legacy object name
and description valid for versions 2005:71 and earlier, which expands the wizard window to show this information.
The next panel (shown at the right) lets you choose how to relate
the records in the new empty table to the elements in the geometric object. The default choice when creating an S-57 table is One
record per element. See the Quick Guide entitled Database Attachment Types for more information on attachment types available for use in the TNT products. The final wizard panel (not
shown) is merely informative and tells you that the table properties window will open next. The Table Properties window lets you
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add, delete, or edit fields and
set or change constraints.
When creating a new table using predefined information,
you generally do not want to
change this information because it will no longer be S-57
compliant. The new table is set
by default to prompt for attribute information when an element is added to the object.

These buttons open a window so you can
select the desired attribute value from the
list defined by the S-57 standard.

Some constrained fields
allow only a
single selection
while others
allow multiple
selections as
shown below.
When multiple
values are
selected, they
appear in the
field separated
by commas.

A few of the fields have simple
constraints set, such as the minimum and/or maximum allowed
value. Fields constrained in this
manner will alter values entered
outside the designated range to
the closest limit. Other fields
are constrained to present
choices for the field value from the records in an additional reference table. Such additional tables are automatically
added when you choose one of the tables that uses this kind of constraints. Simple constraints are a feature supported
in single record view only. Once the information is filled out in single record view, you can switch to tabular view for
attribute viewing if desired. Tabular view does not enforce simple constraints but it does provide a means for selecting
values from other tables to fill in a field.
A special feature of the implemetation of S-57 hides these additional
tables from the user unless the Show System Tables option is on. The
tables providing constrained values may greatly outnumber the tables
System tables not
of interest. For example, the Obstruction point table, which lists obshown (above)
structions to navigation, has twelve different tables that provide the valand shown (right).
ues for 12 of its fields. There is no need to view these tables directly
unless you want to edit the information they contain for corrections and
These tables
provide values for
changes in the S-57 attribute system. When you edit the contents of
some of the
these tables, existing records with values from that table are not altered.
constrained fields.
If you find something you want to change (for example, a typographical
error), you should change the text in the s57.scm file, which implements
the S-57 publication, so it will be changed for subsequent selections of that table. The s57.scm file resides in the
directory where your TNT product was installed. It is an XML file that has had the extension changed so that TNT
recognizes it for predefined table use.
You can also create your own set of predefined tables for situations in which you repeatedly create objects with a
shared set of attributes. Use the s57.scm (XML) file as a model for a new file that is appropriate for your data set.
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Spatial Display

Quick-Adding RGB Raster Sets
layer would be displayed over the single RGB layer. You
can also select multiple RGB sets as long as each set has
different extents. (If you select multiple sets with the same
extents, all are added as separate, single-raster layers.)
With some thought given to data organization, you could
display a virtual mosaic composed of hundreds of RGB
sets with a single selection click. It only requires that all
files be in the same directory and that the red, green, and
blue rasters are all that is in each file. You can then simply navigate into the directory and click on the Add All
icon. For more information on creating virtual mosaics
and display speed see the Technical Guide entitled SpaYou can add other layers in the same selection step. If in
tial Display: Raster Layer Caching. The example on the
the example illustrated selection had continued and the
Crow Butte soils layer had also been selected, the soils plate uses composite raster layers, but the principle is the
same.
You can add one or more sets of raster objects as a
single RGB layer by clicking on the same icon used
to quick-add any type of single-object layer. If you select
three coregistered, coextensive raster objects with red,
green, or blue in their object name, they will be added as
a single RGB layer. You do not need to select them in
red, green, blue order; their names are used to determine
the correct component. Color name identification is case
insensitive. If you are using the TNT products in a language other than English, the localized color names are
also used.

Use this icon
button to quickadd raster sets.

Layers were selected in green, blue, red order (above) but still
are used for the component that corresponds to their names.
You can add additional layer types for overlay, additional RGB
raster sets, or single, noncoincident rasters in the same
selection step.

At the left layers were selected in green, red, blue order,
then a vector overlay was selected. Display combines the
raster components into a single layer correctly and
overlays the vector.
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Image Processing

Extracting Raster Areas with Buffer
TNTmips provides six interactive selection
methods to define the complex area in an
internal or linked raster that you want to
extract to a new raster. All of these methods are noted here and the By Region and
By Polygons methods are described in detail. These two methods can automatically
add the additional cells you specify by creating a buffer zone inside or outside the
complex area you define with a selected
region or polygons.
•

•
•

•
•
•

the number of extra buffer cells to add around the region
or polygon(s) used to define the extraction area. Adding
cells as a buffer by entering a non-zero number in the
Buffer Cells field allows you to see some of the area around
the region or polygon used for extracting or restrict the
area to be inside these boundaries. For example, you may
want to see the imagery for the area immediately surrounding your stream or other sensitive area buffer zone polygons or regions to assess potential hazards. You may want
to extract map quad-sized areas from a wider area mosaic
with somewhat larger than quad-sized output to insure
All. Copy the entire input raster to a different output you have the entire quad and to provide overlap areas for
format and/or compression type and ratio than the in- virtual or other mosaics.
put raster. You can also set a different output format The primary difference between the Select By Region and
using any of the other methods.
Select By Polygons options is that the former gives you a
Range. Use a rectangle tool to select the area or enter single raster output and the latter gives you a separate
raster for each selected polygon.
its line and column numbers manually.
By Mask. Select a binary mask to define which cells The appropriate buffer distance will be determined by the
will be valid or invalid in the output raster. Edge cells resolution of the raster you are extracting from and your
can also be trimmed.
intended use of or requirements for the result. The higher
By Region. Choose a region object to define the area, the resolution of the raster, the greater the number of buffer
which may be complex and contain nested islands.
cells before you will see a difference (it takes 10 cells in a
By Polygons. Use all polygons or polygons selected 10-meter resolution raster to cover the same ground disby query or interactively from a geometric object.
tance as 1 cell in a 100-meter resolution raster). Using a
Manual. Outline the area(s) to extract using the buffer can also fill in small holes or gaps in your selected
region (see illustration below).
polyline drawing tool.

The By Region and By Polygon
selection methods let you specify

100-year
floodplain
region

For some applications, such as image classification, you
may want to produce a raster that has been extracted using a region in order to buffer toward the inside of some
features and the outside of others. For example, you
may be interested in classifying a particular section of
land but wish to exclude the interior water bodies from
contributing to the classification
(see back). Generally if your
output is to be used in the classification process, you want a single
raster output and so should pre-

The raster being extracted from and the100-year floodplain region used to extract are shown above (left). The results
without choosing buffer cells and with a specified number of buffer cells inside and out are nearly indistinguishable at full view
(center). However, when you zoom in, the differences are clear (right three partial views labeled with their buffer cell
options). You get a single output raster when extacting with a region. This region consists of five polygons, which if converted to vector format and all polygons were selected for extracting, would create five output rasters.
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pare a region from the multiple polygons that would be Merge to/Vector) then convert this vector object to a reinvolved.
gion (Convert/Geometric to Region) to save steps. Although region combinations can be done directly in the
You may also want to eliminate the roads along the edges
Raster Extract process, each combination can have only a
of the section of land from the area to be classified along
single source and operator. Remember that nested areas
with any water bodies contained within the section. To
(from vector polygons) in a region are alternately inside
simply eliminate section roads, you would buffer inside
and outside the region.
the section boundaries. Such buffering could be done
raster to
with the selected section polygon or with a region created
extract
from
from that polygon.
It is trivial to create regions from marked (selected) polygons in any TNT process with a View window. Simply
select the desired polygon(s), right click on its vector layer
element row in the Display or Layer Manager window,
and choose Marked Polygon Region. The region generated will be listed on the Region tabbed panel of the GeoToolbox. If a region that has been saved is required for
the process of interest, as it is when extracting by region
in Raster Extract, you can also save the region from this
tabbed panel.
To eliminate section roads and water bodies within the
section with a buffer around the water bodies to ensure
you are not including any water, you need to combine
regions using the operations available on the Region
tabbed panel of the GeoToolbox. For this example, you
want to subtract the region created for the lake polygon
from the region created by the polygon formed by the
section boundary (see right). Region Combinations can
be performed directly in and saved from the Raster Extract process.
In some instances, where the polygons of interest come
from a number of different vector objects and you want
to create a region to use for extracting, you can merge the
selected polygons into a single vector object (Geometric/
region boundary

Result of Raster Extract with the area selected by
region and buffered inside satisfies both inside section
roads and outside lake area in a single pass. Region is
shown along with extracted raster result above.

Red Fox
Lake
vector
polygon

section
boundary
lines
vector
object

outside
region

inside
region

Using region combinations to
subtract the lake region (operator)
from the section boundaries region
(source) produces a region with a
hole where the lake was.

Cluster analysis of agricultural land with (center) and without (right) pixels from
the section roads and water that bias the classification. In each case, only 10
sample classes were generated!
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Spatial Display

Render Point Symbols to KML
The Render to KML feature in the Display process allows you to display your point elements in Google Earth with the
same symbols used in the TNT products. The KML file created stores each point symbol as a placemark element
(also called Marker) and its associated symbol as a placemark icon. Along with the KML file, a separate raster in PNG
format is created for each point symbol during the rendering process. These rasters are each used as a placemark icon
in Google Earth. The Render to KML feature allows you to render your point symbols either to a KML or a KMZ file.
If rendering to a KML file is selected, the raster created for each type of point symbol is a separate PNG file located
on a local drive linked into the KML file. If rendering to a KMZ file is selected, all the rasters created are embedded
in the single KMZ file. Selecting a KML or KMZ file will launch Google Earth and display all of the rendered point
symbols as Temporary Places. When displayed in Google Earth, the point symbols appear as they do in the TNT
products. You can control the scale of the point symbols during the rendering process. If required, the scale and
opacity of the symbols can be changed individually using the tools in Google Earth.
The render to KML window has Options and Placemark Controls tabbed panels for rendering the point symbols. The
Raster Controls, Geometric Controls, and WMS/ArcIMS Controls panels are also available but only if point symbols
are being displayed over other geospatial objects in the TNT view. The Options panel allows you to render the point
symbols layer to match the extents of the Entire DisSelect any open view
These panels are visible only if
play (main view window) or the extent of a subarea window or Entire
the group or layout contains the
displayed in a secondary view (View 1, View 2, …). Display to specify the
associated geospatial objects.
A toggle button is available to compress a KML file extents of the layer in
the KML file.
and all its linked components into a single compressed
KMZ file. A toggle button is also available to auto- Toggle on this button
matically launch Google Earth when the rendering is to create a KMZ file.
complete. The Placemark Controls panel allows you Increasing this value
to specify the scale of the placemark icons and the creates placemark
with higher image
size of the image that will be used as the placemark icons
quality in the expense
icon. The Image Size setting determines the actual of larger file size.
height and width of the PNG files created for your point
Toggle on this button
Increasing this value
symbols. Increasing the default value for the Image
for an automatically
creates larger symbols for
calculated scale based
your placemarks when
Size gives you icons with higher resolution and more
on the current view.
displayed in Google Earth.
detail. The Icon Scale allows you to control the scale
of your point symbols when displayed in Google Earth. By changing the default value for the Icon Scale setting, you
can display your points with larger or smaller symbols in Google Earth. If you toggle on the Assign View Based Scale button, the
Icon Scale setting gets inactive, and the scale is automatically determined for each symbol according to the current view.

The illustration abov

4
The left illustration shows point symbols, displayed as two geometric layers in TNTmips. The right illustration shows the KMZ file in Google Earth that
was created by rendering the TNT View at the left. You can have the placemark icons displayed at any desired scale by changing the settings in the
Placemark Controls panel during the rendering process. You can also use Google Earth tools to change the scale and the opacity of each icon.
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Spatial Display

Render WMS and ArcIMS Layers to KML
All the layers in a group or layout in the view of a TNT product can be rendered into a local KML or KMZ file for use as temporary places
in Google Earth. This includes web layers that have been located on the Internet and added to the view from sites that are publishing
maps and images using an ArcIMS or Web Map Service (WMS). Layers in a view selected from ArcIMS and WMSs can be rendered into
links only (i.e., modified URLs) in a KML/KMZ file that Google Earth will automatically use to update the content of the KML files. You
can also render these web layers into a local KML file that are linked to raster files created from the view in TNTmips. During rendering,
the currently viewed portions of these ArcIMS and WMS layers are automatically converted from their web source’s data type, format, and
coordinate reference system into PNG or JPEG rasters. These rasters have the latitude/longitude cells using the WGS84 datum required
by Google Earth. When rendering to a KML file is selected, all the rasters created are separate PNG or JPEG files located on a local drive
linked into the KML file. If rendering to a KMZ file is selected, all the rasters created are embedded in the KMZ file. In either case, KML
or KMZ, these rasters and the other rendered TNT geometric objects, attributes, styles, etc. in the view are all on the local drive.
Selecting KML or KMZ file will launch Google Earth
and display all of the rendered layers, including the
ArcIMS and WMS captured layers, as Temporary
Places that are local and independent of their original
locations, formats, coordinate reference systems, projections, etc. For more information on using map and
image layers published on the Internet by a Web Map
Service as Temporary Places in a KML/KMZ file see
the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Locating and Using WMS layers.

The ArcIMS layer is
rendered in full
extents regardless
of the selection
when rendered as
dynamic web layer.
Toggle on this button
to create a KMZ file.

This tab is active once a raster
object is added in a group along
with the ARC-IMS layer and/or
the Create Dynamic Web Layer
button is toggled off.

This tab is visible only
when there is a TNT
geometric object in a
group along with the
web layer.
This tab is active
only when creating
a dynamic web
layer.

The render to KML window has Options, Raster Controls, Geometric Controls, and WMS/ArcIMS Con- Toggling on this button
creates a dynamic web
trols tabbed panels. The Options panel allows you to layer where the image
Entering higher values than the default pixel
size required by Google Earth for the maxirender web layer to match the extents of the Entire accessed by the KML is
Display (main view window) or the extent of a sub- automatically updated when mum height and width increases the resolution
at various zoom levels at the expense of
area displayed in a secondary view (View 1, View 2, the original data provided
by the ArcIMS is amended. slower display speeds in Google Earth.
…). A toggle button is available to compress a KML
file and all its linked components into a single compressed KMZ file. A toggle button is also available to automatically launch
Google Earth when the rendering is complete. The WMS/ArcIMS Layer Controls and the Raster Controls panels work mutually
exclusive for the web layers depending on the status of the Create Dynamic Web Layer toggle button. Once you toggle on this
button, the WMS/ArcIMS Layer Controls panel is dimmed and the
Raster Controls panel becomes active. The WMS/ArcIMS Layer
Controls panel allows you to set the maximum height and width of
the image canvas that will be viewed in Google Earth. Increasing the
maximum height and width values will let you get higher resolution
at the expense of slower display speed.

REPLACED WITH wms VIEWS

The illustration above shows the rendering of a WMS layer in a group in a
TNT view into a KMZ file to create a Temporary Places in Google Earth.
The Extents used were the full extent of the primary view (Entire Display).
As shown in the illustration to the left, the layer in the TNTview was a
WMS layer showing the ecoregion protection4 indicator for 2006 Environmental Performance Index from the Socioeconomic Data and Applications
Center (located at http://beta.sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/mapserver/wfs/
EPI2006)
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The Raster Controls panel is used to specify if the web layer is to be converted to PNG or JPEG and the compressed quality for the JPEG
raster when rendering the web layer as a static image. An automatic option is also available that will automatically select from these
options based on the data type advertised by the ArcIMS or WMS source (for example, PNG is used to provide for transparency). The cell
size and units for the rendered raster are also set on this panel. The default cell size is meters and calculated based on the extents of the
layers added to the group in the view if only web layers are being viewed . If additional local raster objects have been added to the group
the default is calculated from the raster in the group that has the smallest cell size. You can change from the recommended defaults to
some other desired cells size and units. If you enter a smaller cell size you may get more detail for a layer, if it is available from the source,
but get larger KML/KMZ files and slower rendering. The minimum cell
size you can enter for a web layer or other rasters in a group is one-half the Select any open view
This tab is active when the
Create Dynamic Web layer
automatically specified cell size derived from the layers in the group. window or Entire
button is toggled on.
Note that the extent of a layer that can be requested from an ArcIMS or Display to specify the
extents of the ArcIMS
WMS source is controlled and limited by that source. It is usually set as layer in the KML file.
small to control how much demand you can put on that server and how
much of that map and image you can capture. As a result, requesting a Toggle off this button to
much smaller cell size to match your view’s extent may not yield the create a local KMZ file.
desired result from a particular source. A request for more data than the
limits set by the web layer source can result in no response at all, an
extent matching the limits at the resolution requested, smaller cells and a
Entering smaller values than
bigger file but with no increase in detail, or other unanticipated results.
The Geometric Controls panel shown in the views here is only visible if
you have a local geometric layer in the group with the web layer. Information on the use of the Geometric Control panel can be found in the
TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Render Raster Objects to KML.

Select the format of the
image created from the
web layer.

automatically specified value
for the Cell Size and increasing
JPEG Quality increases the
size of the KML file generated.

Entire Display
In the example at the left, the primary view (Entire Display) was used to
view the entire extent of the ArcIMS layer from the site that is publishing it
to locate the specific area of interest. This view was used for reference to
open a second view (View 1) zoomed to a local area of interest. This View
1 was selected in the Render to KML window to determine the extent to
be converted and to control the size of KML/KMZ files. The ArcIMS layer
shown at the illustration below is 2005 Generalized Land Use of Minnesota (located at http:/gis.metc.state.mn.usservlet/com.esri.esrimap.
Esrimap?ServiceName=MN_MetroGIS_DataFinder__Planning_Development
&ClientVersion=9.0) in Google Earth.

View 1 extents

The group shown to the right is rendered to KML using the View 1 extents
instead of being rendered at its full extents by choosing Match View 1
from the Extents menu in the Options tabbed panel.
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Spatial Editor

Saving Selections from Geometric Layers
The Save Section As feature of TNTmips’ Editor lets you
select any area of any raster, vector, or CAD object and
save it as a new object of the same type. Shape objects
opened using Object/Open External are saved as Project
File vectors by this feature. You
can draw a free form polygon
to select the area, use the circle
or rectangle tool, or use an already saved region. The contents of the Save Section As
window change with the selected Region Type (Polygon,
Circle, Rectangle, or Region) to
provide the appropriate options
for the selected tool.
The erase functions
available when drawing lines and polygons
using the GeoToolbox
are also available when
drawing a polygon to
define a section (see
Manual entry
the Technical Guide
parameters
entitled GeoToolbox:
for rectangle
Erasing Portions of
Lines and Polygons).
There is a Manual Entry check box that lets
you create or refine
your shape by enterRegion used to define areas saved
using the designated Region Edge
Test to save soil polygons within 400
meters of a selected perenniel
stream. The results for each region
edge test are presented with the
description of that region edge test
(at right and on back). The input
object has 2237 lines and 777
polygons. Both original and results
are 2D X-Y vector objects with style
objects, geographic georeference,
and an identical database structure.
The CLASS table in the original vector
has 75 records.
region created from buffer zone
polygon for perennial stream

ing/editing coordinates when drawing a polygon, circle,
or rectangle to define your area of interest.
The Region Edge Test choices for vector and shape objects are Partially Inside, Completely Inside, Clip Inside,
Partially Outside, Completely Outside, and Clip Outside.
If a database record has no attached elements in the output, it is automatically removed from the database. For
CAD format, your options are Partially Inside, Completely
Inside, Partially Outside, or Completely Outside. With
vector, CAD and shape objects you can also choose to
use only the marked elements when applying the Region
Edge Test.
• Partially Inside includes all
249 lines, 94 polygons,
29 CLASS records
elements that are completely or
only partially inside. The
complete element is included
if any part of it is inside the
region boundary (vector or
CAD).
99 lines,
28 polygons,
14 CLASS records

251 lines,
86 polygons,
29 CLASS records

• Completely Inside includes only
elements that are fully inside the
region boundary. Any elements
that cross the boundary are not
included (vector or CAD)
• Clip Inside clips lines and
polygons to region boundaries
(vector only).

• Partially Outside includes the
elements fully outside the
region boundary and those that
begin outside and cross into the
region (vector or CAD).

partially
outside
2159 lines, 752 polygons,
75 CLASS records

(over)
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• Clip Outside clips at the region
boundary keeping all elements
from the outside of the region
out to the extents of the vector
(vector only).

• Completely Outside includes
only those elements that do not
cross the region boundary
(vector or CAD).

2028 lines, 702 polygons,
74 CLASS records

Note: The example in this TechGuide uses a region generated in TNTmips’ Spatial Editor from the results of the
Buffer Zone process (Geometric/Compute/Buffer Zones).
The desired buffer zone polygon (see illustration right)
was selected by mouse and converted to a region by choosing Compute Region/Marked Polygons from the right
mouse button menu for the buffer zone layer’s polygon
database. The initial buffer zones were computed at 400
meters around perennial streams in the Buffer Zone process. Buffer zone regions can also be computed directly
in the Editor from marked elements.
The Right Mouse Button Menu
(RMBM) in the Display or Editor
Layer Manager lets you generate
regions from marked elements
either directly or with additional
computation. To generate regions
from elements drawn using the
GeoToolbox, right-click near the
drawn element in the View window
and choose the desired region type.

2181 lines, 758 polygons,
75 CLASS records

Buffer zones were
generated at 400
meters from perennial
streams, which were
selected by query to
identify lines with this
attribute
(Class.Description
=="Perennial stream")
before the buffers
were computed.

This buffer zone polygon
was selected to generate
the region used for saving
part of the soils vector
object to a new vector
object using the various
edge test methods.

RMBM in View
window for
elements
drawn with
GeoToolbox
RMBM for polygon
database in Layer Manager
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Spatial Editor

Saving Areas of Raster Layers
The Save Section As feature of TNTmips’ Editor lets you
select any area of any raster, vector, CAD, or shape object and save it as a new object of the same type. You can
draw a free form polygon to select the area, use the circle
or rectangle tool, or use
an already saved region.
The contents of the Save
Section As window
change with the selected
Region Type (Polygon,
Circle, Rectangle, or
Region) to provide the
appropriate options for
the selected tool. The
erase functions available when
drawing lines and polygons using the GeoToolbox are also
available when drawing a polygon to define a section (see the
Technical Guide entitled GeoToolbox: Erasing Portions of
Lines and Polygons). For more information on using the
Save Section As feature with vector, CAD, and shape
objects, see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Editor: Saving Selections from Geometric Layers.

a null mask. A null mask is a highly compressed, binary
raster that indicates whether a cell is used (1) or ignored
(0). For more information see the TechGuides entitled
Miscellaneous: Managing Raster Null Cells and Spatial
Display: Create and Edit Masks and Null Masks. Raster
objects are always rectangular regardless of the shape you
draw for your area. The null cells in the new raster you
create using Save Area As are any that were null in the
original object and any cells not included in your selection that are needed to fill out the rectangular raster object. Both types of cells are defined by the null mask.
There is a Manual Entry check box that lets you create or
refine your shape by entering/editing coordinates when
drawing a polygon, circle, or rectangle to define the area
to copy. When defining a rectangular area, you can also
specify a rotation angle. To interactively rotate your drawn
rectangle, hold down the shift key when near a corner to
pivot the rectangle around the opposite corner.
For raster objects, your Region Test options are Inside or
Outside. Compressed raster input is uncompressed in the
output. Areas outside the defined region will have a value
of zero in the output and are defined as null by the null
mask.
1-meter mosaic
of Nebraska
(352,256 lines x
737,282 columns)

When you save an area from a raster object, you also get

Platte River
floodplain
New raster created by drawing
the polygon at the left after
zooming in, choosing Object/Save
Section As, then clicking on Save.
If you are only interested in studying or analyzing a certain stretch of
a river, there is no need to maintain the raster for the full state. In this
example, the 1-meter Nebraska input object has 352,256 lines and
737,280 columns while the floodplain output object has 18,663 lines
and 30,962 columns. Both are 24-bit, composite color raster objects
with color maps and Nebraska State Plane georeference. The output
object also has a null mask.
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Spatial Display

Searching MicroImages’ Catalog of ArcIMS Layers
There are thousands of Internet sites using the ArcIMS protocol to publish more than 400,000 map and image
layers of possible interest to you for viewing in combination with your local geodata. MicroImages searches
the Internet daily to provide you an up-to-date catalog of these sites and the layers they offer for use in your TNT
products. Your TNT product provides you with the search tools to explore this large and growing catalog of geographic materials for layers of local or general use. These search tools are discussed in detail here and are located on
the Search tabbed panel in the ArcIMS Service Selection window. The related Recent, Favorites, and Catalogs tabbed
panels in this window are discussed in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Locating and Using ArcIMS
Layers. This same TechGuide also outlines the use of the related ArcIMS Service Layer Controls window to manage
the addition of maps and images from this source to your TNT view after you have located and selected them.
Search Panel
The Search panel lets you search for ArcIMSs and layers of interest by specifying specific geographic areas or topics.
MicroImages continuously searches the Internet and maintains an updated database of all geodata layers published
by any ArcIMS service. Any search you make using the Search Text tabbed panel uses the current catalog on
MicroImages’ web site, so each time you search you are getting the latest results. The Search panel has four tabs:
Text, Places, Extents, and Results.
Search Text panel. You can search for ArcIMSs or ArcIMS layers of

interest by entering text and/or by specifying geographic extents. When
using text as your search criterion, both servers (ArcIMSs) and their
layers can be searched in a single pass. When searching servers, the
URL and server name are searched for the entered text. When searching layers, the layer’s name is searched. The text
searching options include searching for any of the words entered, for all of the words entered, and matching whole
words only (for example, micro would match MicroImages and microscope with this toggle off but not with it on).
When you click on the Search button on this panel, you are automatically taken to the Results tabbed panel.
Search Places panel. In addition to searching servers and layers for text, you can use the Geonames or Google Maps
database to find ArcIMS layers for your location of interest. The maximum number of results returned is 500. These
searches return point locations but you indicate how large an area you want around this location. The default for the
Geonames search is 100 kilometers, which is represented by a box that is 200
kilometers on a side (edges are 100 km from the point). The box is centered
on the point location in the overview at the bottom of the ArcIMS Service
Selection window. The default size of the box for the Google Maps search
varies with the type of place found (for example, country, county, or city).
The size of this box can be interactively adjusted in the overview or numerically adjusted by typing into the Extents Buffer Size field.

In order to use the Google Maps search, you must have a valid Google Maps
Key. If you do not have one, you are prompted to obtain a key when you
click on the Find Places button and a button is provided that takes you to a
web page that lets you sign up for the Google Maps API (Application Programming Interface) key. You must have a Google account, such as Gmail, to
sign up and your key is tied to this account. If you do not have a Google
account, you can create one by following a link on the key sign-up page.
Both Geonames and Google Maps searches return the place name, the country where that place is found, and the Lat/Lon coordinates of the point’s location. As you select items in the list, the corresponding point is highlighted in the overview. If you are zoomed in on
the global overview, it automatically pans to show the location of the currently highlighted entry in the list. If you go
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to the Extents panel, you will see that the extents represented by the buffer-size rectangle have been filled in, Limit
Extents has been toggled on, and the User Defined option for limiting extents is also turned on.
Search Extents panel. When you turn on the Limit extents toggle, the
fields for defining geographic extents become active. If you are adding ArcIMS layers to a group that already has other layers in it, you
have the option of matching the extents of the group to which the
ArcIMS layer is being added or matching the current view extents in
addition to manually defining the geographic extents or using the
Geonames or Google Maps search results to define them for you. You
can also use the Select tool above the overview to select a country
polygon to define the extents. Ususally you will also choose to eliminate results with global or nearly global extents
(which means N 89.5° to S 89.5° and E 179.5° to W 179.5° or greater) because all of these would likely contain your
aea of interest.

There are three choices to determine result extents: contain, be contained by, and overlap. Contain means that you
desire the extents shown or entered to be larger than or equal to the extents advertised for the server/layers. Be
contained by means that the server/layer extents must be smaller than or equal to the shown extents that you have
defined. Overlap means that it will be used if any portion of the server/layer extents contains some portion of the
extents shown that you have defined.
Search Results panel. The Search Results panel lets you sort the re-

sults by the name of the ArcIMS or by the ground area of the globe
represented by the layers available from the ArcIMS. If sorting by the
latter method, the smallest ground area is listed first. A smaller area
means that the data covers a more local region and, thus, may be of
more interest to you or of a higher resolution. If your search returned
more than 100 results, the Next button will be active. Once the Next
button has been used, the Previous button becomes active. The Preview Selected Layers button retrieves and displays only the selected
layers in the overview panel.
Overview Panel
The overview panel by default automatically displays a global raster
and country outlines vector that are automatically installed with your
TNT product to provide a context for selecting the desired ArcIMS
layers and other uses. It also lets you review the content of the layers
provided by a service before adding them to your composite display.
If a service is selected on any panel, the preview will show all layers
available from that service. If you used the Search panel to find
individual layers, only the selected layer is shown. To view selected
layers, click on the Preview Selected Layers button on the Search
Results panel.

Zoom In
Zoom Box
Full
Zoom
Select Box
Stop
Out

Refresh

Zoom to
Location

In addition to the buttons for zooming in and out, the display hotkeys that zoom in and out around the cursor position
(+ and -, respectively) are active as is the mouse scroll wheel for zooming in/out. Clicking in the view will also zoom
in 2X around the location of the click. You can left-click and drag to reposition the view. The Zoom to Location
function is also available so that you can zoom to a designated location at an optionally specified scale. The Select
tool lets you either select a country polygon to define the search extents or select a point resulting from a search and
have it highlighted in the list of results. The Box tool lets you interactively change the buffer size that is set numerically on the Search Places panel.
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Spatial Display

Searching MicroImages’ Catalog of WMS Layers
There are two steps in the selection of Web Map Service (WMS) layers for display in the TNT products. In the
first step you select the WMS using the Web Map Service Selection window. The first three tabbed panels of
this window and their shared features are discussed in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Locating and
Using WMS Layers. The second step, which involves the Web Map Service Layer Controls window is also discussed
in that TechGuide. The remaining advanced features of the Web Map Service Selection window located on the Search
panel and the overview at the bottom of the window are discussed in this TechGuide.
Search Panel
MicroImages continuously searches the Internet and maintains an updated database of all geodata layers published
by any WMS. Your search uses the catalog on MicroImages’ web site, so each time you search you are getting the
latest results. The TNT WMS layer search capabilities make direct use of this catalog database. The Search panel lets
you search for servers and layers of interest by specifying specific geographic areas or topics to search for. The
Search panel has four tabs: Text, Places, Extents, and Results.
Search Text panel. You can search for WMS servers or WMS
layers of interest by entering text and/or by specifying geographic extents. When using text as your search criterion, both
servers and layers can be searched in a single pass. This option
is on the Results panel. When searching servers, the abstract,
URL, server title, and keywords are searched for the text you enter. When searching layers, the layer’s title is
searched. You have the option of searching for any of the words entered, all of the words entered, or part of a word.
When you click on the Search button on this panel, you are automatically taken to the Results tabbed panel.
Search Places panel. In addition to searching servers and layers for
text, you can use the Geonames or Google Maps database to find WMS
layers for your location of interest. The maximum number of results
returned is 500. These searches return point locations and you indicate
how large an area you want around this location. The default for the
Geonames search is 100 kilometers, which is represented by a box that
is 200 kilometers on a side (edges are 100 km from the point). The box
is centered on the point location in the overview at the bottom of the
Web Map Service Selection window. The default size of the box for the
Google Maps search varies with the type of place found (for example,
country, county, or city). The size of this box can be interactively
adjusted in the overview or numerically adjusted by typing into the
Extents Buffer Size field.

In order to use the Google Maps search, you must have a valid Google
Maps Key. If you do not have one, you are prompted to obtain a key
when you click on the Find Places button and a button is provided that
takes you to a web page that lets you sign up for the Google Maps API
(Application Programming Interface) key. You must have a Google
account, such as Gmail, to sign up and your key is tied to this account.
If you do not have a Google account, you can create one by following
a link on the key sign-up page.
Both Geonames and Google Maps searches return the place name, the country where that place is found, and the Lat/
Lon coordinates of the point’s location. As you select items in the list, the corresponding point is highlighted in the
overview. If you are zoomed in on the global overview, it automatically pans to show the location of the highlighted
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entry in the list. If you go to the Extents panel, you will see that the extents represented by the buffer-size rectangle
have been filled in, Limit Extents has been toggled on, and the User Defined option for limiting extents is also turned
on.
Search Extents panel. When you turn on the Limit extents

toggle, the fields for defining geographic extents become active. If you are adding WMS layers to a group that already has
other layers in it, you have the option of matching the extents
of the group to which the WMS layer is being added or matching the current view extents in addition to manually defining
the geographic extents or using the Geonames or Google Maps search results to define them for you. You can also
use the Select tool above the overview to select a country polygon to define the extents. You can choose to eliminate
results with global or nearly global extents because all of these would likely contain your aea of interest.
There are three choices to determine result extents: contain, be contained by, and overlap. Contain means that the
extents shown or entered are larger than or equal to the extents advertised for the server/layers. Be contained by
means that the server/layer extents must be smaller than or equal to the shown extents. Overlap means that any
portion of the server/layer extents contains some portion of the extents shown.
Search Results panel. The Search Results panel lets you sort the re-

sults by the title of the WMS or by the ground area of the globe represented by the layers available from the WMS. If sorting by the latter
method, the smallest ground area is listed first. A smaller area means
that the data covers a more local region and, thus, may be of a higher
resolution. If your search returned more than 100 results, the Next
button will be active. Once the Next button has been used, the Previous button becomes active. The Preview Selected Layers button shows
the selected layers in the overview panel.
Overview Panel
The overview panel shows a global raster and country outlines vector that are automatically installed with your TNT product to provide
a context for selecting the desired WMS layers. It also lets you review the content of the layers provided by a service before adding
them to your composite display. If a service is selected on any panel,
the preview will show all layers available from that service. If you
used the Search panel to find individual layers, only the selected layer
is shown. To view selected layers, click on the Preview Selected
Layers button on the Search Results panel.

Zoom In
Zoom Box
Full
Zoom
Select Box
Stop
Out

Refresh

Zoom to
Location

In addition to the buttons for zooming in and out, the display hotkeys
that zoom in and out around the cursor position (+ and -, respectively) are active. Clicking in the view will also zoom
in 2X around the location of the click. The Zoom to Location function is also available so that you can zoom to a
designated location at an optionally specified scale. The Select tool lets you either select a country polygon to define
the search extents or select a point resulting from a search and have it highlighted in the list of results. The Box tool
lets you interactively change the buffer size that is set numerically on the Search Places panel.
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System

Viewing User Settings and Session Logs
The Contact Support form available in the TNT products
(Help/Contact Support) can be used to request new features, request help in exploiting the full capabilities of your
TNT products, and report errors. This form automatically collects information from your computer to assist
with its TNT error reporting function. You have direct
access to all of this automatically collected information
using the buttons in the Automatically Upload panel of
the Contact Support window (see illustration below). You
may gain some insight into the operation of a process by
examining your session log, which may also provide useful information for a programmer when trying to troubleshoot an error. For more information on the contents of
your session log, see the 2004:70 Technical Guide entitled Session Log Files.
The View Settings button opens the Settings window that
presents in text format the contents of your tntproc.ini and
tnthost.ini files in use by the version of the TNT products
you are running along with a listing of all the files and
their dates in the directory that contains the currently running TNT product installation (DirectoryList.txt tab). The
View Session Log button opens the current session log in
database table format, which provides several ways of

manipulating the arrangement of the information using
TNT’s standard table manipulation features, such as sorting and reordering fields. To sort on a field, click on its
heading. To change the order of the fields, click and hold
on its heading and drag it left or right. You can also open
earlier session logs and view basic information about your
computer from this window.
The fields in the Session Log Viewer table are: Date, Run
Time, Process ID, Process, and Description. The Date
field reports the end of the processing time for the procedure detailed in the Description field. The start time for a
process is also recorded. The Run Time is reported in
seconds. The process ID is a unique number that applies
to an individual instance of a process. A process (executable program) may include many different menu choices.
For example, the Vector Filtering and Buffer Zones
choices both run the vectanly.exe process. The process
ID lets you distinguish between these two when both are
running at the same time. A typical TNT user runs more
than one process at a time, so session log files will have
entries from a number of processes intermixed when the
session log is sorted by date. Sorting by process ID groups
all instances of a process running from a single menu selection. If you run two instances of the same menu selection, the process ID will still be unique.

Contact Support window panel

The description field provides
information about each step in a
process as it is completed. Many
of these steps are “behind the
scenes” and would not be
encountered as a processing
message while running. In
addition to opening the session log
from the Contact Support form, it
can be opened directly from the
menu (Tools/Miscellaneous/View
Session Log).
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Spatial Editor

Automatically Smooth Traced Lines
Lines and polygons that you draw on-screen in the Spatial Editor’s
continuous drawing mode typically include various types of digitizing artifacts. Screen cursor positions cannot be resolved more
finely than the spacing between screen pixels, so continuous diagonal lines are digitized with stair-step artifacts. Imprecise hand
movements can produce spurs and closed loops in the line. When
you use a stylus with a tablet display or graphics tablet, extra stylus positions can be
digitized at the begining and end of lines as the stylus approaches or lifts from the
surface.
The Editor’s Draw mode automatically removes digitizing artifacts from the active
line segment each time you lift the stylus (or lift up on the left mouse button if you are
using a mouse). Spurs, cul de sacs (“wide spurs” that are no more than one screen
pixel in width), and closed loops up to four screen pixels in size are removed automatically in an iterative manner. The start and end of the line are also automatically
filtered to remove extraneous vertices. The filtered line is then smoothed to remove
stair-steps according to the setting on the Smoothing slider. A slider value of 0 results
in no smoothing; values 1 through 4 provide increasing smoothing. (Smoothing increments do not represent variations in a single smoothing parameter; different filter
logic is used for each smoothing level). No line vertex is moved more than one screen
pixel distance at any smoothing level. The pre-smoothing version of the active line is
kept in memory so that you can change the Smoothing slider to judge the effects at
each smoothing level before resuming drawing. You can thus vary the smoothing
setting as you draw different parts of a single line, or set and keep a consistent smoothing setting. Artifact removal and smoothing are available in Draw mode when you
add or edit lines or polygons.
The red line in the illustration to the left was traced over a
color orthoimage in the Spatial Editor using a small graphics tablet and stylus. Below are special magnified views
that show the original drawn line with digitizing artifacts
(black) overlain by the line produced by automatic artifact
removal and smoothing (red) for different levels of smoothing (shown by the Smoothing slider illustration in the upper
left corner of each). The large gray circles show details of
the smoothed result for three segments of the line with
different types of digitizing artifacts.

Line Smoothing Provides:
1) automatic iterative removal of the
digitizing artifacts shown below prior to
smoothing (at all smoothing levels):
spurs
cul de sacs
(1 screen pixel wide)
loops (area up
to 4 screen
pixels)
filtered result
2) progressive smoothing of stair-steps:

Smoothing
slider

Smoothing is active
in the Draw mode
when you add or edit
lines and polygons.
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Vector Analysis

Stream Order for Stream Line Networks
Stream systems are characterized by numerous tributaries that merge downstream, and thus can be represented as networks of segments with a
hierarchical structure. Geomorphologists rank the relative importance of
stream segments in the network by assigning a numerical order value to each
segment using one of four ordering systems (Strahler, Horton, Shreve, and
Scheidegger). The TNTmips Stream Order Generation process (Geometric
/ Compute / Stream Orders) automatically determines stream order values
for networks of connected lines in a vector object and records these values in
a Stream Order table with records attached to the lines. (An explanation of
stream order systems can be found in the TNT tutorial entitled Modeling
Watershed Geomorphology; the Watershed process automatically computes
stream orders for the standard flowpaths.)
The Stream Order process automatically analyzes the selected vector object
to identify each connected line network. The assigned ID number of each
network and the number of lines (segments) it contains are listed in the Stream
Sample stream networks overlaid on a shaded-relief
Order Generation window, and each network is drawn with a separate color
image of the terrain.
in the View window. If you have selected a 3D vector object, which has
elevation values for its elements, these values are automatically used to
identify for each network the dangling node with the lowest elevation,
which is designated the outflow node and indicated by a point symbol in the View. If
Outflow Tool
you have selected a 2D vector object, you
are asked whether you want to use an elevation raster object (DEM) to automatically
identify outflow nodes. If no DEM is available, you can use the interactive Outflow Tool
in the View window to identify the most
downstream line-segment in each network to
set the outflow nodes. (You can also use this
tool to indicate any outlets left unidentified
Connected stream networks are
by the elevation-based methods). When an
automatically identified and
outflow node has been set for each stream
drawn in separate colors in the
network, you can press the Compute button
View. Outflow nodes in this
to compute the stream orders.
example were designated
automatically for this 2D vector
The stream lines in the input vector must form
object from a DEM raster (hidden
outflow nodes
complete connected networks that trace flow
in the View for this illustration).
throughout the various watersheds. Wider
rivers must be represented by stream centerlines rather than separate
lines for each bank, and water bodies represented by polygons (ponds,
lakes, and reservoirs) within watersheds must be removed and flow lines
connected across their locations to provide continuity in the stream ordering. To ensure their removal, the vector object must contain no
polygons, but must have polygonal topology to allow the process to
check for their absence. In addition, the process checks that no more
than three stream lines join together at a
single node (value in the NumLines field
of the Internal table for nodes). Before using the Stream Order process you can use
the TNTmips Editor to correct the stream
line vector object for any of these defects.
You can use selection procedures and selection queries to identify problem areas,
then automatically step through the selected
The Stream Order table created by the process records stream order values for each
line. Stream lines in the illustration above are Theme-Mapped by Strahler order.
set to perform any needed edits.
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Geospatial Analysis

Clipping Voronoi Diagrams
A Voronoi diagram is composed of Voronoi, or Thiessen,
polygons. Voronoi diagrams can be generated in TNTmips from TIN nodes or from the points selected from a
vector object. These input nodes/points are variously
called the center points, input points, or source points.
Source points is used here to avoid the potential confusion caused by the term center point since these points
are often not in the center of the Voronoi polygon. Every
location within an individual Voronoi polygon is closer to
the source point of that polygon than to any other Voronoi
polygon’s source point. Voronoi polygons are also convex such that a line drawn between any two locations in
the polygon is contained entirely within the boundaries
of the polygon. A Voronoi diagram provides efficient twodimensional spatial analysis. For example, the points may
represent air rescue centers in a state or other geographic
region. If a Voronoi diagram has been generated from
these points, the center closest to a given rescue site on a
direct straight line can be readily determined by locating
the geographic coordinates within the diagram.

the slightly extended minimal convex polygon surrounding the points
(default), the geographic min/max
box of any selected raster, vector,
CAD, TIN, or shape object, or it can
be clipped to the irregular outline
of a region object.

The vector object used to generate a Voronoi
diagram can
contain lines
and polygons, as well as points, but only the points are
used to generate the diagram. A theoretical Voronoi diagram is unbounded, but representation as a vector object
requires a finite boundary. When generated from vector
points in TNTmips (Geometric/Compute/Voronoi Polygons from Vector), a Voronoi diagram can be clipped to

Another common choice for clipping uses a region created from one or more polygons in that vector or any other
object (see pair at right in illustration below). You can
create and save such a region directly in the Voronoi Diagram process. If a region is used for clipping, some polygons may no longer meet the Voronoi criteria described
above: some polygons may not have source points that
fall within their area and/or may not be convex. If the
source points have attributes, they are automatically transferred to the resulting polygons so the closest source point
can be identified.

using points only (no clipping applied)

A common choice to use for nondefault clipping of Voronoi diainput object
grams is the vector from which the
diagram was generated. A Voronoi diagram that uses the
extents of the vector it was generated from will have some
larger polygons than those generated with default clipping (see center pair in illustration below) unless there are
points at the four geographic extremes of the object, and
the Voronoi diagram generated will satisfy the Voronoi
criteria. The Voronoi diagram solution for the selected set
of points can be extended to include the full extents of the
reference object or region used for clipping, and it is this
extended solution that is clipped when clipping is applied.

clipped to object extents

clipped to region created from vector polygon

Three pairs of Voronoi diagrams generated from the same set of points are shown above. Each pair has the Voronoi diagram in position over the
input vector object (left member of pair) and alone. The pair at the left shows the Voronoi diagram generated when the source points are used to
define the area (default clipping applied). The center pair shows the diagram that results from clipping the extended Voronoi diagram to the extents of
the input vector object. This result is also meets the Voronoi criteria. The pair at the right shows the result when the extended Voronoi diagram is
clipped to a region. This clipping result does not meet the Voronoi criteria described: some polygons lack source points and the diagram is not
convex. In all cases point attributes are automatically transferred to the resulting polygons, which enables the closest point to be readily identified.
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Georeferencing

Use Web Layers as Reference Layers
The TNT products let you georeference raster and geometric
layers by entering known coordinates for specific locations or
by using a reference layer(s) to
provide the coordinates for corresponding locations. The objects to be georeferenced can be
any raster or geometric layer in
Project File format or any other
format supported for direct use,
such as MrSID, JPEG2000,
DWG, and shapefiles (for additional information see the Technical Guide entitled System:
Direct Use of Geodata Files).
Reference layers can be in any
of these formats and may also be Web Map Service
(WMS) and/or ArcIMS layers.
There are more than one million WMS and about
half that number of ArcIMS layers available worldwide on the web for selection as reference layers to
georeference your data. MicroImages also maintains 1- and/or 2-meter statewide image coverage
available from a WMSfor the conterminous United
States. This data was downloaded as individual
counties originally acquired by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) as part of its
National Agricultural Imagery Program
(NAIP). All available counties for a
given year were then mosaicked in
TNTmips and are available for use as
reference layers from http://www.
microimages.com/geodata/
StateOrtho.htm.
You can also use WMS and ArcIMS
layers for interpretation of new geometric layers using TNT’s Spatial Editor (see the TechGuide entitled Spatial
Editor: Using Web Layers as Reference Layers).

1939 airphoto
in MrSID
format

A WMS layer (below)
obtained from the
catalog of seamless
state coverages
created from NAIP
imagery by MicroImages was used as
reference for an
historic, scanned
airphoto from Rhode
Island (left) available
from the Rhode
Island Geographic
Information System
(RIGIS).

2008 WMS
layer from
MicroImages’
web site

Open the Layer Manager to add a WMS
or ArcIMS layer for reference.

note match
at edge

Input and reference layers shown in overlay in TNT’s
Georeference process. The 1939 airphoto is shown with 50%
transparency to better illustrate the fit between the two images.
The enlargement shows that despite the lack of identified control
points in the southeast part of the image because of changes, a
very good fit can be obtained.
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System

Use and Export BigTIFF Files
Image files in the standard TIFF file format are limited in
size to 4 GB (compressed or uncompressed). Due to advances in imaging and image-processing technology in many
fields, detailed images and image mosaics now routinely
exceed that 4 GB limit. BigTIFF is a proposed extension to
the TIFF format that enables this open, multi-purpose file
format to support image files that greatly exceed 4 GB in
size (see the box to the right for technical details). All
bitdepths, datatypes, compression modes, and standard tags
(including georeference information) in the regular TIFF/
GeoTIFF format are also supported in BigTIFF.
The TNT products provide complete support for image files
in BigTIFF or regular TIFF formats:
• direct use in any process
• import from TIFF / BigTIFF
• export to TIFF / BigTIFF
• use as source or target in pipeline scripts.
BigTIFF files have a “.tif” or “.tiff” file extension just like
ordinary TIFF files. The TIFF library used in the TNT products deals seamlessly with reading TIFF and BigTIFF files
on Windows and Mac OS X platforms. As with ordinary
TIFF and GeoTIFF files, you can directly select and use an
image file in BigTIFF format in any TNT process. If you
want to import a BigTIFF file to the MicroImages Project
File format, you can choose BigTIFF, GeoTIFF, or TIFF from
the format list in the Import process. On import or direct
use, BigTIFF files are recognized automatically from infor-

A Tale of Two Offsets
In both TIFF and BigTIFF files, the starting positions of
internal image directories and image data segments in
the file are identified by their offset: the total number of
bytes from the beginning of the file. In the standard
TIFF format, offset is specified by a 32-bit integer (4
bytes). The largest offset that can be specified is thus
2 32 bytes, or 4 GB. The major change in the BigTIFF
extension to the TIFF format is to store the offset value
as a 64-bit integer (8 bytes). That change extends the
theoretical maximum file size to 264 bytes, or 16 exabytes (2 20 terabytes)!

mation in the file header and file reading adjusts accordingly.
The Export process, on the other hand, requires that you explicitly choose to export to BigTIFF rather than standard
TIFF format. Choosing BigTIFF from the format list automatically turns on the Export as BigTIFF toggle on the Export
Parameters window that is comon to all varieties of the TIFF
format. (You can also turn this toggle on manually if you
have started the export from the TIFF or GeoTIFF format
selections). Only images that would produce files larger than
4 GB (after compression) need to be written as BigTIFF (standard TIFF export will fail if the output file exceeds that size).
Smaller images can be exported as either TIFF or BigTIFF.
If you plan to use a BigTIFF file outside of your TNT product, you should determine whether other software to be used
with the image can read files in this relatively new format.

NASA Blue Marble global image (43,200 lines by 86,400 columns, 460-meter cell size) exported to BigTIFF. File size is 10.4 GB uncompressed or 4.08 GB with lossless LZW compression.
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Multiresolution Fusion

Use Contrast Tables in Image Fusion
The TNTmips Multiresolution Fusion process (Raster / Combine / Multiresolution
Fusion) allows you to automatically use contrast tables previously saved for any
source grayscale images to provide contrast-enhanced image values to the pan-sharpening operation. The fusion process can thus take advantage of any linear, normalized,
exponential, logarithmic, or user-defined contrast settings you have already set up
for the source raster objects in the Display process.
When you turn on the Use contrast tables if available toggle on the Source tabbed
panel, the process uses the last-used contrast table (if any) for the source panchromatic image and for separate RGB multispectral source rasters. This option is most
useful when you choose the Panchromatic + RGB Separated or the Unspecified
source type, as the special calibration processing applied for the Quickbird or IKONOS
source types provides good color balance, brightness, and contrast in the fusion product directly from the raw image values. Using contrast enhancement is advantageous
when pan-sharpening Landsat 7 or SPOT images, or when mixing panchromatic and multispectral source images from different
sensors. If you use the panchromatic contrast enhancement option on the Fusion panel, this manual enhancement is applied in
addition to any contrast enhancement applied from a saved contrast table.

Color fusion result from Landsat 7 image data shown below
using exponential contrast tables for the color and panchromatic
bands.

Color fusion result from the same Landsat 7 image data but
without using the available contrast tables or the manual contrast
enhancement for the panchromatic band.

Source Landsat 7 color bands (4, 3, 2 = R, G, B) with exponential
contrast (left side) and no contrast enhancement (right side).

Source Landsat 7 panchromatic band with exponential contrast
(left side) and no contrast enhancement (right side).
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Global 90-Meter Elevation Data (Global90)
The 90-Meter Global Elevations DVD-DL distributed by MicroImages provides elevation data for all continental areas between 60 degrees north latitude and 56 degrees
south latitude plus arctic Canada and Alaska. This dataset was built around the
latest version of NASA's Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation
data posted by the US Geological Survey, which corrects a half-cell registration
error in the earlier USGS version. MicroImages imported this revised SRTM
data and filled local voids related to poor radar returns (chiefly water bodies
and steep mountain slopes facing away from the sensor) using elevation values
from corresponding cells in the earlier void-filled SRTM dataset produced under the auspices of the Consultative Group for International Agriculture (CGIAR)
Consortium for Spatial Information (CSI). MicroImages also added coverage
for northern Alaska (from U.S. National Elevation Dataset) and northern Canada
(Canadian Digital Elevation Data). These data were mosaicked and converted to a
TNT hierarchical tileset. The TNT tileset raster is linked to a set of uniformly-sized
GeoJP2 files stored in conveniently-sized subdirectories of a separate tileset directory.
This tileset structure is optimized to allow very fast display of the entire dataset in the TNT
products at any viewing scale. In addition, the small individual JP2 tile files (2048 by 2048 cells) can be used in any other software
program that supports the JP2 format. The data are in geographic (latitude-longitude) coordinates with 3 arc-second cell size
(about 90 meters at the equator) referenced to the WGS84 horizontal datum. Lossless JPEG2000 compression has been applied to
preserve the fidelity of the original data while reducing file sizes.
The elevation dataset provided on this double layer DVD (DVDDL) can be used in many ways in the TNT products:
• use as a terrain surface for stereo views of any
georeferenced imagery or other geodata
• use extract as a terrain surface for 3D perspective views of
imagery or other geodata
• use in the Topographic Properties process to derive slope,
aspect, and curvature data and shaded relief images
• use in the Watershed process to delineate regional watershed boundaries, drainage networks, and their many
associated attributes, along with other derived geomorphic/
hydrologic characteristics
• use for Viewshed Analysis
• display with one of many standard color palettes (or
design your own custom color palette) as backdrop for
vector overlays
• overlay with a partially-transparent shading raster to create
a color shaded relief display
• extract portions of the raster data as needed for local
projects
Technical Specifications
Size: 7.03 GB
Compression: Lossless JPEG 2000
Format: TNT Tileset using 2048 x 2048-cell GeoJP2 files
Data Type: 16-bit signed integer
CRS: Geographic / World Geodetic System 1984
(WGS84)
Elevation Units: Meters
Extents: N 83° 08' 13.5'', W 180° 00' 01.5'' (Upper Left),
S 55 ° 58' 58.5'', E 180° 00' 01.5'' (Lower Right)
Number of Cells: 166,944 Lines x 432,001 Columns
Cell Size: 3 arc-seconds (nominally 90 meters)

Anaglyph stereo display of Landsat 7 scene (30-meter cell
size) of Morocco using the Global 90-meter Elevation TNT
tileset as the terrain layer.

3D Perspective view of volcanoes in Kamchatka (eastern
Russia); Landsat 7 scene (30-meter cell size) draped on a
terrain extract from the Global 90-meter Elevation data.
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System

What Is a Shape Object?
CAD, topological vectors, and TINs are common structures for spatial data with associated attributes stored in a linked or internal
database. Each of these spatial structures has advantages in specific geospatial applications requiring geometric data. All can be
directly used in the TNT products as linked layers or internal spatial objects.
Over recent years database systems have been extended to ingest and integrate both geometric and raster components into their
relational table structures. Each popular database system has its independent approach to storing geometric elements and rasters
as specialized fields in tables. Oracle uses Oracle Spatial, PostgreSQL uses PostGIS, MySQL and DB2 use Spatial Extensions,
SQL Server 2008 provides spatial support, and so on. There is enough similarity in how these structures store spatial components
and their georeference that the geodata layers they can define can be treated as shape objects in TNTmips.
Database spatial structures can be imported by TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview into vector or CAD objects. However, since
they are often being maintained and used as databases, they are subject to editing, analysis, and change by their creator, manager,
or the public using other software products. To accommodate this, and the simple topology they maintain, the TNT products only
link to these relational database structures. When a link is made to define a shape object, indexes are built in the link to provide
for rapid access to geometric components and associated attributes. The shape objects defined by these links can be used in the
TNT processes just like the other geometric object types. They can be viewed as layers and analyzed and edited to alter the linked
relational tables. If the content of the linked tables in the external database system is changed by the database product or other
software, the TNT process is aware of this and appropriate action is taken, such as rebuilding the link. For this reason, and
because TNT links to these structures are rapidly built or rebuilt, there is no imported internal version of a shape object.
A spatial layer in a database is defined by relational database tables including a “spatial table” of geometric elements. Only
minimum topology is maintained in this relational structure and, thus, in the linked TNT spatial object: polygons cannot cross
themselves but polygon islands are kept track of (an island is a polygon completely inside of and not touching another polygon).
There is only one element type per shape object: points,
multipoints, lines/multiline, or polygons/multipolygons.
Multipoints, multilines, and multipolygons are single elements made up of more than one point, line, or polygon,
respectively, and these elements may be spatially separated (e.g., multiple spatially separated polygons). If your
analysis or application requires a more complex level of
topology, then import the shape object into a vector object. Import will create the selected network, planar, or
polygonal (full) topology but disconnects this spatial data
from any subsequent alterations of it in its original relation table structure and database system.
The following database, list, and table geometric structures are used as shape objects in TNTmips. Shapefiles
and LIDAR LAS points are automatically linked and directly accessed as shape objects. Links to Oracle Spatial,
PostGIS, ESRI Personal Geodatabase, and MySQL with
Spatial Extender as shape objects require user input and
are established in the Import process.
For more information on the use of shape objects in the
TNT products see the following Technical Guides: Direct
Display of Shapefiles/Legends/Styles, Import: Linking to
PostGIS Spatial Layers, Import: Linking to MySQL Spatial Layers, and Import: Linking to Personal Geodatabases.

Direct display of a TIGER/
Line 2007 shapefile with
styles defined in TNTmips.
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Vector Analysis

Generating Vector Grids
The TNTmips Vector Grid Generation process subdivides larger areas into smaller regular polygon cells and allows
you to save the polygon cells generated as a vector object for further use. You can specify an area for subdivision by
using the full extents of an existing geospatial data or by manually defining the extents in a desired coordinate
reference system. You can also generate grid cells for the vector polygons or a region. You can choose from a
number of shapes to generate the grid cells and adjust cell size parameters based on the shape you selected. There is
also an optional feature for automatic creation of a database table storing the grid references.
The Grid Generation window provides two separate panels to specify the extents of the area to be subdivided and set
the cell shape parameters. The Border tabbed panel allows you select any geospatial object to use its full extents for
grid generation. Once you select a source object, the object is displayed in the Grid Generation Viewer window along
with the Object Extents layer. The coordinate reference system and the extent inforClick to select a source
mation automatically appears on the Borders tabbed panel. Instead of using the
for specifying the area to
be subdivided by the Grid
extents of the source object, you can define an area for subdivision by manually
Generation process.
entering the extents in a desired coordinate referClick to select the
ence system. The Cell Shape tabbed panel lets
source object. Note
you generate grids in the following shapes: Trithat the name of
angle, Rectangle, Hexagon, Random Rectangle or
this button varies
according to your
Parallel. Once you select one of these shapes listed
selection from the
in the Cell Shape menu, you can adjust the paramSource menu.
eters for the selected cell shape to determine the size of
This section is
your grids. You can control the direction of the grid
automatically filled
cells either by manually specifying snap mode,
out when a source
object is selected.
angle, and origin values on the Cell Shape tabbed
panel or interactively set the direction of grid
cells by mouse in the Grid Generation Viewer
Click to
window. When you are satisfied with the cell
select the
grids you have designed in the Grid Generashape of
tion Viewer window, you can permanently
the gridcell.
save the grid cells as a vector object.
Change parameters to
define the size of the
cells. Different parameters are provided for
the cell shape selected.

Click to generate grid cells
as specified and view the
results in the View window.

Click to save
grid cells as a
vector object.

Change the orientation
variables to set the direction
of the grid cells. The values
in this section is automatically adjusted if the grid cell
direction is set interactively.

Use the Orientation tool to
interactively set direction
of the grid cells.

The illustration to the left
shows the rectengular
grid cells generated
using the extents of the
raster object (Otoe 10m
DEM). The illustration to
the right shows the
hexagonal grid cells
generated using the
polygons in the vector
object (Farm Boundary).
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Database

Creating a Picklist from a Table or Text
You can set up the necessary tables and relationships to
use picklists when you design a relational attribute structure for your geometric objects in TNTmips. It takes some
planning and understanding of foreign and primary key
relationships to make efficient use of picklists when you
set up your own TNT relational attribute structure. However, picklists are easy to use for assigning attributes
whether you design them into your attribute structure or
add them as needed or derive them from existing string
fields using the picklist wizard.
See the TechGuide entitled Database: Picklist Relational Structure and the Managing Geoattributes tutorial booklet for additional information on relational database structure and
attachment types in the TNT products.

the structure and linkage of relational databases. These
methods are applicable for creating picklists for new objects that have no elements and for objects with existing
elements without assigned attributes.
The approach for adding a picklist to your new object
depends on whether the attribute values to be used are in
text or database table format.
Import. Use the TNT Import process to create a new picklist table in the desired database if the values are in a text
file format.
See the Import a Database Table from DB-TEXT exercise in the
Importing Geodata tutorial booklet.

Copy or Add Table. Use the File/Copy Table menu selec-

This TechGuide addresses creating picklists from existing text files or database tables not already associated with
your geometric object. There are a number of other
TechGuides concerned with picklists that may better suit
your needs. The TechGuide entitled Database: Wizard to
Create a New Picklist describes the features and use of
the picklist wizard. Database: Create a Picklist for a
Shapefile discusses how to get a picklist for use in assigning or changing attributes for shapefiles that are being
used in their native format.

tion from the Database Editor window or Add Table from
the right mouse button menu in the Display Manager.
See the Adding Tables exercise in the Managing Relational
Databases tutorial booklet.

Be sure to open the Table Properties window for your new
table and set the attachment type on the Table tabbed panel
to Related Only. This table atno table directly
tachment type is required for a
attached to
picklist table. A related-only atelements
tachment type is automatically
elements
set if the table is imported. You
imported or
copied table
must also make sure that the
field you want to provide the picklist is designated as a
primary key field.

The simplest possible database structure that uses a picklist has two tables as shown below: one with records that
are directly attached to your geometric elements and the
other that is a related-only, picklist table providing the
values for these records. The picklist table is the relatedonly table, and the directly-attached table obtains the val- Create the Directly Attached Attribute Table
ues for one of its fields from the picklist.
Your newly created picklist table must be related to an
attribute table to be used as a picklist. You create this new
represents
attribute table using the same New Table wizard used
elements in
throughout TNTmips to create any table directly linked to
the geometric
object
geometric elements. This table is the table that has the
string field with values to be assigned from the picklist
table that is directly attached to
table of picklist values
when the geometric elements are created or edited in the
geometric elements and has foreign
that is related only and
associated object.
key field related to the picklist
has primary key field
Create Picklist Table by Import or Copy

A picklist can be created from the values available in a
text file or independent database table (i.e., a table not
associated with the geometric elements in the desired object). The first step is to get the picklist table with the
values you want to use into the desired vector, shape, or
CAD database. The methods used require knowledge of

The New Table wizard can be opened from the Database
Editor window or from the right
mouse button menu at the database level in the Display Manager. Either method will open
the New Table wizard to the first
panel where you can create a
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User Defined table (see the TechGuide
entitled Database Table Creation Wizard). Enter a name and description for
this attribute table in the next wizard
panel. In the next panel you set how
to relate the records
in your new attribute
table to the geometric elements they are
linked to as illustrated. If your geometric elements are
in a vector or shape object, choose One record per element, element number equals record number. If your geometric elements are in a CAD object. select One record
per element, one element per record. The TechGuide entitled Database: Picklist Relational Structure provides
more information about acceptable attachment types.
The New Table Properties window automatically opens
once attribute table setup is complete. Use it to add the
fields you want in the directly-attached attribute table.
Include the string field that will be connected to, and populated from, the values and styles in your picklist. The
New Table Properties window automatically switches from
the Table to the Field tabbed panel after you add the first
field. Use the Relate to key option menu on this panel to
connect the selected foreign key string field to the primary key string field you created in the picklist table. It is
this connection, or relationship, that can open this picklist
and make its values and associated styles available for
one-click selection in your editing and display activities.
Creating Multiple Picklists

table, you already have the directly-attached attribute table.
You simply add another string field to it and set up the
connection as described above. Add a new string field to
the directly-attached table by opening its Properties window and clicking on the Add Field button. You connect
this new field using methods described above with the
second (or third...) picklist table’s primary key selected
on the Relate to key option menu. Use the picklist wizard
to create a new picklist table if you do not have the values
for the new picklist in electronic form (see the TechGuide
entitled Database: Wizard to Create a New Picklist).
Adding Styles to a Picklist Table

Styles can be added to each value
in a picklist table using the Setup
Picklist button in the Table Properties window. You can add or edit
styles for any field that already has
a picklist. You can also add or edit
styles in additional steps after the
picklist table is created using the
picklist wizard (see the TechGuide
entitled Database: Wizard to Create a New Picklist). Alternatively,
you can use the procedures for setting up styles that start
from the Layer Controls for the geometric object you want
to style. Both approaches to setting up styles and assigning them to specific attributes use the same interface. Both
of these procedures create a style assignment table. This
style assignment table must be selected for the Style field
option menu on the appropriate element panel of the Layer
Controls to be used for drawing elements. Both procedures automatically add the style assignment table they
create to this Style option menu.

More than one string field in your directly-attached attribute table can be a foreign key field and connect to a
See the Creating and Editing Styles tutorial booklet.
picklist table. You can use the import/copy procedures
outlined above if the picklist values already exist in elec- Editing Picklist Tables
tronic form. Since you are creating an additional picklist You can easily edit a picklist at any time. Open the Table
Properties window for the directly-attached attribute table.
Click on the Setup Picklist button to open the Edit Picklist
window. Edit existing values or add more values to the
picklist table. You can also access the windows and tools
that create and/or assign the styles to be used for each
existing or new picklist value from this window.

Multiple picklists
for a single table

You can also use the standard table editing procedures to
add fields or change existing field values in your picklist.
Simply use the picklist table itself rather than the picklist.
See the Modifying an Existing Table exercise in the Managing
Relational Databases booklet.
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Export

Export LIDAR Points to LAS Files
The TNTmips Export process allows you to export large
collections of LIDAR points to LAS files, the standard binary file format used for exchange of LIDAR point cloud
data. The points you export can be in vector, shape, CAD,
or TIN objects.
Although TNTmips allows you to view LIDAR point clouds
directly from linked LAS files (represented as shape objects in TNT), processing of the points in TNTmips (e.g.,
merging tiled point cloud data, filtering and classification
via SML script, or editing) may necessitate importing the
points to an internal TNT geometric object (vector, CAD,
or TIN). After processing and analysis of your LIDAR
points is complete the data can then be exported to LAS
format for general distribution or use in other software.

Display (zoomed in) of LIDAR point cloud data in a TNTmips
vector object. The points in this vector object have also been
exported to the LAS file shown in illustration below.

LAS files produced by the TNTmips Export process conform to version 1.2 of the LAS file format standard. The
export process assumes that the primary attribute table associated with the points in the TNT geometric object already
includes the set of attribute fields required by this LAS
format specification. Any changes in the LAS point attributes made during processing in TNTmips are transferred
to the LAS file during export.

Display of shape object linked to the LAS file exported from the vector object
displayed in the illustration at the top of the page. The same geographic area
is shown in both Views. The table illustrated above right (named LIDAR)
shows the primary tabular data for a selected point (in magenta in the View).
The selected point has been classified as Classification 5, High Vegetation
(as shown in the ilustration of the Classification table). The red rectangle in
the View is the graphic for the Point Profile tool; the 3D LIDAR points in this
rectangle are plotted as a vertical profile in the Point Profile window illustrated
to the right.
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Seamless Digital Geological Map of Japan
The Geological Survey of Japan AIST recently released a digital Seamless Geological Map of Japan that was
compiled and prepared in TNTmips. The map compilation includes data for 124 quadrangles (1 degree of longitude by 40 minutes of latitude) that cover nearly all of Japan at a scale of 1:200,000. The digital maps are distributed
on a pair of DVDs and include fully-styled vector maps in TNTmips Project Files. These vector maps are also
provided in USGS Digital Line Graph and shapefile formats exported from TNTmips and as raster images of the
styled map quadrangles in several image formats.

TNTmips was used to edit the raw vector maps after
conversion from scans of the original paper quadrangle
maps. Vector objects depicting geologic map polygons
and fault lines were edited to provide continuity of geologic features at quadrangle boundaries and to update
the maps with the latest geologic information. Polygon
and line database attributes, text labels, and map styles
were also constructed in TNTmips. A sample area of
the styled vector map for one of the quadrangles is shown
at reduced scale to the right.
The Seamless Geological Map of Japan is available for
purchase from the Geological Survey of Japan
(http://riodb02.ibase.aist.go.jp/db084/main_e.html).

Sample area from one of the Geological Map of Japan
quadrangles shown at reduced scale.
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Sample Script

Compute Map Unit Areas for Catchments
Sampling and geochemical analysis of stream sediment is
an important tool used in exploration for mineral resources.
The sediment in a single sample is sourced from the upstream catchment area, so any prospective geochemical
anomalies must relate to that area. If multiple samples lie
within the same drainage, all of the smaller upstream
catchments contribute to the sediment sampled at the more
downstream locations. MicroImages provides a custom
geospatial processing script (SampleCatchments) that uses
watershed functions to delineate the upstream catchment
area for each point in a large sample set (see the Technical Guide entitled Sample Script: Mapping Catchment Areas for
Sample Points). The script generates a local upstream catchment polygon for each sample and records the number and
identities of any additional upstream contributing catchments.

Tg

In this illustration the
MapUnitAreas script was
used to tabulate areas for a
Tg
single geologic map unit, Tg
(Tertiary granite, shown in
red in the map to the right).
The black polygons outline
catchments for individual
stream sediment samples (dark green dots). All of the
catchments shown lie within a single stream drainage.
The sample point in the upper left is farthest downstream,
so its total catchment area is the sum of all of the catchment polygons shown. The Tg unit area and area percentage for this sample (shown in the Single Record View
above left) are therefore computed using all of the contributing catchment polygons. Tertiary granite underlies 52.3%
of the total catchment area of this sample.

computation to a single target map unit. The script performs
a logical intersection (vector AND) of the catchment polygons and map unit polygons, which subdivides each catchment polygon into its constituent map unit polygons. Map
unit areas (in square kilometers) and area percentages are
then computed recursively (summed over all contributing
catchments) for each sample point and stored in a database
table. This map unit area table is written to a copy of the
input sample point vector object and its records are attached
to the corresponding points. The table is also written to a
copy of the input catchment polygon vector object and its
records attached to the corresponding polygons.

Identifying geochemical anomalies in these sediment
samples requires knowledge of the rock units and soils
within the contributing areas. In particular, the areal
extents of different rock and soil units can affect the
background values of the chemical elements measured
and influence the identification of anomalies. To aid in
this analysis, MicroImages has created another custom geospatial processing script that tabulates the areas of map units that occur in each catchment polygon
and any upstream catchments.
The inputs to this MapUnitAreas script (excerpted on
the reverse) are topological vector objects: the sample
point and catchment polygon objects created by the
Sample Catchments script and an overlapping vector
geologic, soil, or other map. You can choose to compute area information for all map units or restrict the
Te r t i a r y
Tv (volcanic): 67.9
6.1
Tg (granite):
Paleozoic
(sedimentary)
Mu: 9.0
Du: 3.8
Cu: 11.2

Tv

Mu
Du
pCgs

Cu

Tg

Precambrian
pCgs(gneiss): 1.9
99.9%

Tv

In this illustration
the MapUnitAreas
script was used to
tabulate areas for
all geologic map units. The resulting percentage values
are shown for a sample and catchment polygon that have
no upstream contributing catchments, so the tabulation
shown covers only this polygon. Zero values for map
units not included within this catchment are omitted in
the list above.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for GeolMapUnits.sml
procedure to return stringlist with IDs for current
catchment and its upstream catchments

function to return stringlist with single
entry for each map unit identifier
func class STRINGLIST getMapUnitList (class DBTABLEINFO dbInfo, class
STRING fieldName$)
{
for i = 1 to dbInfo.NumRecords
{
read map unit identifier field in record
if (mapUnitIdFieldTypeStr == "string")
{
unit$ = TableReadFieldStr(dbInfo, fieldName$, i);
}
else
unit$ = NumToStr(TableReadFieldNum(dbInfo, fieldName$, i) );
if (unit$ <> "") if string is not empty
{
if stringlist is empty, add the unit identifier to the list
if (list.GetNumItems() == 0) then
list.AddToEnd(unit$);
otherwise loop through the stringlist to
else see if unit identifier is already in list
{
unitInList = 0;
for j = 1 to list.GetNumItems()
{
if (list[j - 1] == unit$) then unitInList = 1;
}
if (unitInList == 0) then
list.AddToEnd(unit$);
}
}
}
list.Sort(); sort list alphabetically

proc getUpstreamIDs (class STRING IDstr, class STRING sampFld$, class
DBTABLEINFO sampTbl, class DBTABLEINFO ptpTbl )
{
add current sample ID to global ID List
catchmentIDlist.AddToEnd(IDstr);
get record number in the point sample table for the current
sample ID; this table is directly attached to the point elements
local numeric recNum = TableKeyFieldLookup(sampTbl, sampFld$, IDstr);
get the element number of the sample point this
record is attached to (function returns an array)
local array numeric ptNums[1];
TableGetRecordElementList(sampTbl, recNum, ptNums, "point");
get the record in the PointToPoint
table that is attached to this point
local array numeric recNums[1];
TableReadAttachment(ptpTbl, ptNums[1], recNums, "point");
get number of upstream samples immediately adjacent
to the current basin from PointToPoint table
local numeric numAdjUp = TableReadFieldNum(ptpTbl, "NumUpSamples",
recNums[1]);
if (numAdjUp > 0)
if there are adjacent upstream polygons
{
get list of sample IDs for adjacent upstream samples
from UpSample[num] fields in the PolyToPoly table
for j = 1 to numAdjUp
{
create string for field name holding the appropriate
UpSample basin ID and add to local stringlist

return list;
}

local string field$ = fieldbase$ + NumToStr(j);
local class STRING tempIDstr;
read ID from the current upstream field
if (sampIdFieldTypeStr == "string") then
tempIDstr = TableReadFieldStr(ptpTbl, field$, recNums[1] );
else
tempIDstr = NumToStr( TableReadFieldNum(ptpTbl, field$,
recNums[1] ) );
tempList.AddToEnd(tempIDstr);
}

add ID as string to
temporary stringlist

loop through temporary list of UpSample fields to get
their adjacent upstream basin IDs and call this function
recursively to check for basins further upstream
for j =1 to numAdjUp
{
getUpstreamIDs( tempList[j-1], sampFld$, sampTbl, ptpTbl);
}
}
}
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Database

Choose Attributes Using a Picklist
A single click of the mouse on a value in a picklist can assign that value and
its associated style to one or more geometric elements you draw or select.

Picklists enable you to quickly assign attributes to geometric elements from a predetermined set of attributes set up for
the geometric object you are working with. You can open and use multiple picklists to assign attributes to new
elements, to existing elements that previously lacked attributes, or to change currently assigned attributes. Picklists
are automatically available for any database table string-field with a
foreign key relationship to another table. If styles have been assigned
to the primary key field the foreign key points to, you will also get style
samples next to the attribute values in the pick list (as shown in the
illustration at the right). To make the maximum use of picklists, you
need to structure your relational database appropriately. Appropriate
new
record
structure is discussed in the Technical Guide entitled Database: Picklist
Relational Structure.
Picklists are opened from the single record view window. If one or
more string fields in the table is a foreign key field, it has a picklist to
assign its attributes. This automatic availability of a picklist is indicated by a right-pointing arrowhead in the column next to the field
name of each foreign key. Clicking on this arrowhead opens a picklist
window containing all the available attribute values for that field. The
values are in alphabetical order and the styles assigned to them are
shown if set up. More than one single record view can be open in a
TNT product, and each can be used to open multiple picklists as illustrated on the following page. You can use the picklist wizard to set up
the necessary database relationships for new and existing tables that
lack them (see the TechGuide entitled Database: Wizard to Create a New Picklist).

existing
record

Using Picklists
TNT remembers the picklists that were open the last time a specific single record view was open. If that single record
view is reopened, these same picklists will reopen automatically, even if the TNT product has been restarted. If the
field name
table name
object name
table has more than one foreign key and multiple picklists were opened
from the single record view, all of those picklists will reopen automatically.
The picklist can be used to assign new attribute
values to a record or to change already assigned
attribute values. Choosing a value in the list immediately updates the corresponding value in the associated single record view. The list remains open
for additional use after field value assignment until
This illustration shows a selected polygon, the associated single
record view that provides the soil class, and the picklist for soil
classes. The picklist opens by default to the width of the style
sample (if any) and the width of the widest attribute value. This
width is convenient for showing the items in the list but the title
bar width may not be sufficient to show the full name of the field
the picklist is used to populate. Thus, the field name is presented first since it is the most likely part of the full name to be of
use in distinguishing between different picklists (see the
expanded title bar above right).
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it is closed using the Close icon in its window or the associated
single record view is closed. There is no danger of the picklist
becoming lost if you have many database and other windows open
on your desktop. Depending on the placement of your currently
open applications and windows the picklist may come to the front
with the open table that refers to it. If it does not, simply click on
the button that opens the picklist and it will come to the front. Closing and reopening the table will also bring both the table and its
picklist to the front if the picklist was open before.
If there are additional fields in the table into which the picklist values are inserted, you will need to make sure to update the other
fields if necessary to match your selection from the picklist. You
can also use computed or string expression fields to pull appropriate attribute values from other tables based on your picklist selection or
other information (shown at right).

single
record
view

tabular
view

Templates with Picklists
The table at the top has two picklists (field name in
A template is a skeletal object you design for repeated use with your green) and a string expression field (field name in
project(s). Because picklists are maintained in related only tables, they blue). The string expression field returns a value
based on your selection from the picklist on the right.
become part of any object template saved in the spatial Editor and are The use of computed and string expression fields in
automatically available for use with any new object you create using that this example lets you automatically fill in additional
template. A template provides a standardized approach that can easily be fields that are dependent on your picklist choice. The
tables and picklists shown above are for the polygon
used over and over by its designer or any other project participant. Any selected at the bottom of the page on the reverse
existing object can be converted to a template. All tables with a related- side. Note that styles have not been assigned for the
only attachment type are populated with their original records and di- picklist tables above.
rectly attached tables have all fields defined but no records in the template object. See the TechGuide entitled Spatial
Editor: Creating and Using Geodata Templates for more information on this topic.
Templates can be created in TNT’s spatial Editor from newly created or previously existing objects. There is no point
in creating a template from a new object until its structure is finalized and all necessary database tables, relationships,
and picklists have been set up. If there are multiple, similar projects to be completed by different people, you may
want to create the template early in the production of the first object that will use it, in other words, before all elements
have been added. Waiting until the initial object is complete before the template is created lets you incorporate all of
the redesign of the database structure that may occur as the project develops.
Picklists for Shapefiles
Shapefiles in their native format can have only one associated database table. Thus, the criterion for automatically
available picklists (any string-field attribute with a foreign key relationship to another table) would seem to exclude
shapefiles. However, you have the ability to add such tables to shapefiles when they are being used directly in the
TNT products. The tables that supply the picklists are visible only within the TNT products, but the table populated
from the pick lists (assuming it is the implied one-to-one *.dbf table used by TNT and other systems with shapefiles)
can be viewed and used in any software product that supports direct use or import of shapefiles. See the TechGuide
entitled Database: Create a Picklist for a Shapefile for more information.
Using Field Constraints
A feature quite similar to picklists is available in earlier versions of the TNT products using database field constraints,
but it requires considerably more user input for its setup. In earlier versions and in TNT 2009, you can still use this
method and specify that a foreign key field only be allowed values from the primary key field it points to and that a
popup window could provide these values. Attribute selection lists established in this manner with database constraints can be accessed from either a single record or tabular view of a database table. These relationships and
actions must be established on a field by field basis using the Constraints interface accessed from the Table Properties
window. However, picklists are automatically available for your use with string fields (including string expression
fields) in single record view if a foreign key/primary key relationship exists in version 2009 or later.
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Database

Picklists Provide Easy Assignment of Attributes
What Is a Picklist?

Picklists tables can be prepared in advance to act as constraints by providing only the designed categories, or values, for the attribute. Picklist tables can also be created at
any time from the values already in a string field in an
attribute table. Picklist tables can also be created when a
new string field is added to an attribute table. The string
values in any picklist table can be edited or added to at
any time and the associated styles added or changed. The
templates you prepare to reuse your existing attribute structures with new objects will also preserve and transfer the
string values and style assignments of all picklist tables.

A picklist is a window that provides
one-click selection of any of the allowable string values for a particular
attribute associated with one or more
elements in a geometric object. Using a picklist window is quick and easy
and avoids multiple steps by providing easy, interactive assignment of attribute values. Multiple picklist windows can be used for a single directlyattached attribute table in your TNT
display or editing operations. A
sample picklist for a string field
named FACILITY is shown at the right.

Use Wizard to Create or Edit a Picklist Table. A pick-

How Is a Picklist Used?

•

Assign attributes with a single mouse click

•

No keyboard required

•
•

Use symbols/patterns to quickly identify correct choice
Fill out multiple fields in a table from picklists

•

Automatically populate all associated computed fields
after selection from picklist

•

Picklists automatically available in templates created
from geometric objects with picklists

What Is a Picklist Table?

A picklist table could contain all the soil type identities that
occur in a county. A single click on the picklist window would
fill in that soil type in the associated string field for a new or
selected polygon(s).
A picklist table could contain all the types of point element
features that might be found in an infrastructure survey, such as
manholes, gas meters, cable boxes, water meters, and so on, for
simple assignment to new points. A new feature type that is not
included in the picklist table can be easily added and used.

list wizard is available to create or edit a picklist for any
string field in an attribute table with one-to-one attachment to geometric elements. Simply click on the Setup
Picklist button in the Table Properties window to open
the picklist wizard. It guides you through the steps to create a
picklist table and enter its string values and link to the associated styles. The Setup Picklist button can also be used to access
an existing picklist table and add or edit values and styles.
Build a Picklist from Text or Table. The values you want to

use for your picklist may already exist in an independent table
or a text file that can be imported into a table. You do not need
to use the picklist wizard to manually enter these values. A
string field in the table to be used as a picklist table can be
related to a string field in an attribute table and thus provide its
picklist. Using an existing table as a picklist table requires some
familiarity with TNT table creation and management options as
follows.
• Copy the table or import the text list to the desired
database
•

Create the directly-linked attribute table if not already
available

•

Establish the connection between the directly-attached
attribute table and the picklist table through the Table
Properties window

See these individual Technical Guides concerning picklists for additional information.

Database: Choose
Attributes Using a Picklist

Database: Wizard to
Create a New Picklist

Database: Create a
Picklist for a Shapefile

Database: Creating a Picklist
from a Table or Text

Database: Picklist
Relational Structure
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Database

Wizard to Create a New Picklist
A TNT attribute picklist is a specialized list derived from a database table
that contains the allowable attributes for elements in a geometric object.
A picklist lets you quickly assign attribute values from a list you set up. The TNT products provide a wizard to create a new
picklist for use with a new or existing database table. The picklist wizard sets this table up with the correct database relationships
when you are creating or editing a table that has a field you want to populate with values from the picklist you create. The
necessary database relationships are described in the Technical Guide entitled Database: Picklist Relational Structure. The wizard
also lets you assign styles to appear in the picklist and be used for drawing elements in the geomertric object with attribute values
assigned from the picklist.
Create a Picklist from New or Existing Table
To create a picklist using the picklist wizard, click on the Setup Picklist
button in the table properties window for a new or existing table with
records directly attached to the elements in the geometric object. This
opens the wizard to create a new table that will provide the picklist for the
field highlighted in the New Table or Table Properties window. The Setup
Picklist button is not active if the highlighted field is not a string field,
which includes string and Unicode string field types, or is a primary key
(shown at left). The field that will be populated by the picklist cannot be a primary
key because it needs to be related to the
primary key in the picklist table. The values for other field types, such as
computed fields and memo fields, do not make sense to pick from a list.
Numeric fields, such as integer and floating point fields, are also excluded
because it is likely quicker and easier to just enter the number. If you have a
small number of allowable numeric values, you can make a picklist for them
by including them in a text field.
Name the Picklist Table. You name the picklist table on the first panel of the

picklist wizard. A default name and description are provided that include the
name of the field the picklist is associated with and its identity as a picklist.
Simply click Next to accept the default.
Define Picklist Fields. The next panel lets you define the fields that will be in the
picklist table. By default, a field in this list with the same name as the field the
picklist is being created for is shown. You can again click Next if this field is the only field you want in your picklist table.
Additional fields may be added to the table if desired by clicking on the New Field entry and typing in the field name. When a
new field is added, it will have the same properties as the preceding field, all of which may be changed. The field type
is changed from this default by left-clicking on the type column and selecting the desired type from the menu. The
available field types are shown on the menu at the left. The measurement category and units are also designated by leftclicking in the column and selecting from a menu. The width and places values are changed by typing into the fields.
You can also right-click to change the order of fields or delete them. Only the first field is shown in the picklist, but the
others can be viewed when the picklist table is opened. Computed fields are not a choice on this menu but can be added
to the picklist table through the normal table editing procedures.
Define Picklist Choices. Picklist choices are specified in the third picklist wizard panel. If the field you are creating the picklist
for already has values, this panel will be pre-populated with those values. You can add to this list of values or start a list for a new
table by clicking on the <New Record> entry and typing into the field or fields. Creating a picklist with values that match the
values in an already existing, directly attached table is useful if you will be adding more elements to the object and/or if you want
to create a template for use when you create new objects. None of the records in a directly attached table are saved with a
template, but all of the records in a related-only table (such as the picklist table) are maintained in the template.

Note that there is an Assign styles after saving toggle on this panel. If this toggle is off, clicking on the Finish button in the wizard
adds the picklist table to the database and returns you to the Table Properties window for the table that will use the picklist. You
will note that the Relate to key box has been filled in with the picklist table and field names.
(over)
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Use this icon to switch
to Single Record View.

This button appears in single
record view only. Clicking on it,
opens the picklist.

Note that the second
field shown in the tabular
view of the picklist table
illustrated does not
appear in the picklist this
table provides.

or

single record view of table
with field that can be
populated from its picklist

picklist
without styles
assigned

picklist
with styles
assigned

picklist table in
tabular view

Define Styles as Part of Picklist Setup
If the Assign styles after saving toggle is on, clicking on the Finish button opens the Assign Styles by Attribute window. The
attribute you created the picklist for is automatically selected and its values listed for style assignment. Style assignment for the
picklist table from the picklist wizard operates the same as when assigning styles to any geometric object from the Layer Controls
window. However, when you click on OK after assigning drawing styles, you return to the Table Properties window for the table
you were creating/editing when you clicked on the Setup Picklist button. When the Assign styles after saving toggle is on, you go
directly to the Assign Styles by Attribute window when you click on the Finish
button. The styles you set up, will automatically show in the picklist. To use
the styles set for the picklist as the drawing styles for the elements after their
attribute value is selected from the picklist, you need to choose the style assignment table you set up for the picklist in the Layer Controls window. The name
of the style table is the same as the name of the picklist appended with _Styles.
Additional Picklist Considerations
This picklist table setup can be changed at any time by clicking on the Setup Picklist button again when the appropriate field is
highlighted in the Table Properties window or through the regular database editing operations accessed from the Display or Layer
Manager window. If you skip entering field values and/or assigning styles while using the wizard, both can be done later.
Remember that picklists can only be accessed from a single record view of the table that has the field the picklist is intended to
populate (see illustration at top of page). Picklists are automatically available without using the wizard procedure for any table
with a foreign key reference to a string field in a related-only table. If you want to use the values in an existing table for your
picklist without using the wizard, you should refer to the discussion on the TechGuide entitled Database: Creating Picklists
Manually for New Objects.
Remember that the contents of the picklists created using the picklist wizard or created manually can be reused if you save the
object as a template and use the template as the starting point for the next object you want to create (see the TechGuide entitled
Spatial Editor: Creating and Using Geodata Templates for more information on this topic). You can also simply add the picklist
table generated by the wizard to a new or existing object and set up the necessary relationships manually (see the TechGuides
entitled Database: Creating Picklists Manually for New Objects and Database: Picklist Relational Structure.)
Choose Edit Relations from the right
mouse button menu at the database
(not table) level in the Display
Manager to see how the tables are
related to each other and to perform
various manipulations.

Representation of
object with single
table before picklist
table is added...

...after picklist
added but
before styles
are assigned...

...after styles are assigned.
The leftmost box in
the Edit Relations
window represents
the elements.
This arrow indicates that the elements are
related to the records in the SOIL TYPE table.

This arrow indicates that the records in the
SYMBOL_PICKLIST_STYLES table are also related to the
records in the SYMBOL_PICKLIST table.
This arrow indicates that the records in the SOIL TYPE table
are related to the records in the SYMBOL_PICKLIST table.
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GeoToolbox

Points, Multi-Points, and Options
CAD, sketch, and shape objects can have multi-point,
multi-line, and/or multi-polygon elements. These element
types are not available for vector or TIN objects because
of topology constraints. Multi-points/lines/polygons are
complex elements that consist of more than one of the
indicated element type grouped for selection and further
manipulation as a single element. When the object containing these complex elements is drawn, the elements
look no different than multiple, individual elements. However, interactive element selection will reveal that more
than one point, line, or polygon is selected when you click
on one of the elements that is part of a complex element.
The spatial Editor supplies a tool to separate complex elements into individual elements when a CAD or shape
object is being edited.
Separate icon buttons are used to choose between points
and multi-points in the GeoToolbox. The separate icon
for multi-points in the GeoToolbox avoids accidental use
of the multi-point mode.
There is a single icon button for adding point elements in
the spatial Editor that creates either points or multi-points
in CAD and shape objects, depending on your sequence
of steps. Creating multi-lines/polygons rather than single
lines/polygons requires deliberate action by the user.
Multi-points are added by left-clicking at the location of
each of the points in the complex element then right-clicking to finish the element’s point set. The method for switching between adding single lines/polygons and multi-lines/
polygons is discussed in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Editor: Graphic Tool Updates.

Point

Multi-Point
one (single) point selected

point/multi-point mix

one multi-point selected

A display of points that includes three single points and one complex
point (made up of five individual points). The magenta points illustrate
the points selected by a single click near a simple point (center) or a
complex point (right).

The Point and Multi-Point tools operate somewhat differently. When adding single points, successive left-clicks
change the location of the point until its location is finalized by a right-click. When using the Multi-Point tool,
each left-click adds a point as a component of the complex element. In both cases, a right-click finalizes the
new element by adding the point/multi-point in its current position.
Changing the location of an individual point within a multipoint requires use of the Edit tool in TNT’s spatial Editor.
The individual points in a multi-point element can be separated into multiple single points using the Separate Complex Elements tool in the spatial Editor.
You can set the action of your right mouse click when
adding points/multi-points from the GeoToolbox (Options/
Right Mouse Button in the GeoToolbox window). Your
options are to choose the desired action from a pop-up
menu when you right-click or to have the right-click automatically perfrom some action, such as adding the element to a sketch or recording its measurement parameters.
If a sketch object or file for measurements is not open
when the corresponding option is set, you will be
prompted to select one (new or exisiting) the first time
you right-click.

The choices on the region generation
section of the right mouse button menu
depend on the element type selected or
drawn. The Choose from Menu option
must be active to add your drawn shape
as a region or generate regions from it.

If you use the Choose from Menu option, a right-click
can select elements in (or out) of the area you draw, add
the drawn element to a sketch layer, record its measurement parameters to a file, add the drawn element as a
region, generate a region from the element drrawn, or
zoom to the extents of the tool (drawn element). This last
choice has no effect if you have drawn a single point.
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Mosaic

RGB Mosaics from Multiband Inputs
The Auto Mosaic process in TNTmips can create color composite tilesets from any three bands you select from one or many
multiband images. You can also easily make different color tilesets and mosaics from the same set of input images without
reselecting the inputs. For example, you can choose bands to prepare tilesets or mosaics that are true color, color infrared,
infragreen, or some other false-color combination of input bands including those that represent special ratios or other processing results.
Web map and image viewers (e.g. Google Maps and Google Earth) restrict the tiles in their tilesets to uniformly-sized color
images or maps in a single projection and structure for maximum display performance. Auto Mosaic therefore automatically
converts the 3 bands you choose to color composite tiles in the required projection and structure when you choose a Google
Maps Tile Overlay or Google Earth Super-Overlay as your output tileset.
Auto Mosaic can convert multiband images to either color composite tiles or multiband tiles in a TNT tileset raster. You can
create this tileset with lossy or lossless-compressed color composite tiles for use in web viewers or as multiband tiles in
JPEG2000 format for your further TNT analysis or display activities. The Standard TNT raster option can also be selected
to mosaic to a single, large color-composite raster or multiband set of raster objects in a TNT Project File.
The view pane in the Mosaic window always displays a color combination
of 3 bands when your input multiband images have 3 or more bands per
image. In the example illustrated below, 14 Landsat images with 6 bands
each (bands 1 through 5 and 7) have been selected as inputs.

The 3-band RGB
combination
displayed in the
view pane is also used to assemble the output mosaic when you
mosaic to a color composite
target. The Select Bands pushbutton on the Parameters tabbed
panel opens a dialog for selecting the bands to
assign to the Red, Green, and Blue colors. In
the Select dialog shown above, Landsat bands
4, 3, and 2 are chosen to produce a colorinfrared combination, as displayed in the Mosaic
window to the left.
In the Select dialog below, Landsat bands 7 (the
6th band in the input set), 4, and 2 are chosen
to produce an “infragreen” display and RGB
composite
mosaic.

Mosaic automatically sets the output to the mandatory color composite when you
choose Google Maps or Google Earth as the target with multiband input images.

A pair of radiobuttons are provided
next to the Target menu when you
select TNT tileset raster as the
mosaic target. These buttons allow
you to toggle between RGB composite
and multiband output.

For a Standard TNT raster target the
output Raster Type setting automatically
determines the output. Choose one of
the two RGB composite raster types to
create a color composite raster from
multiband inputs. Choosing any other
data type results in multiband output.

The message in the Mosaic window’s information pane indicates which bands are currently
selected for the RGB display. In addition, the
beginning of this message line changes from
“Display Bands:” to “Selected Bands” when
the output mosaic is an RGB composite.

(over)
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You can select a large collection of similar multiband images all at once or select each multiband image separately. After
your inputs have been selected your assignment of any 3 bands to red, green, and blue requires only a few mouse clicks. You
can also select as input a single, large, multiband image; single TNT raster; or TNT tileset. For example, the input can be a
single large multiband TNT orthoimage, created in the TNT Manual Mosaic process, which you can then convert to a Google
Maps, Google Earth, or TNT tileset in Auto Mosaic.

In the example shown above, the Mosaic window’s Add button was pressed to open the Select Objects window and use the Add all
(including subfolders) icon button in it to select, in 1 step, 6 JP2 files (one per subfolder) each containing 4 bands of an NAIP 2008
orthoimage mosaic for a Minnesota county. (If all of the image files are in the same directory, you can use the Add All icon button
instead.) These 4 bands can be used to make natural color (R-G-B = bands 1-2-3) and/or color-infrared (R-G-B = bands 4-1-2)
Google Maps, Google Earth, or TNT tilesets or Standard TNT raster mosaics.
All input bands must have the same raster data type and bit-depth
when you select a collection of multiband images all at once.
Otherwise the Select Objects dialog notifies you with an error
message as in the illustration to the left. In this example the
selected orthoimage JPEG2000 files include 4 component bands
(each one an 8-bit unsigned grayscale raster) and a 24-bit colorcomposite raster produced from 3 of the component bands.
You can still use the efficient all-at-once selection options with files
that include mixed raster types if consistent names are used for
the desired component bands (e.g., Component_1, Component_2,
... in the illustration to the left). Simply select the bands for the
first image individually and press OK on the Select Objects
window. The bands you have selected are now used as a filter
when you use the Add All or Add all (including subfolders) to select
a large number of images in one step. The mass selection
procedure ignores the bands that do not match your model set and
selects only the matching bands from all of the selected files. The
file you manually selected to produce your model set is also
automatically ignored in these procedures to avoid duplication.

The multiband images you select as inputs to Auto Mosaic can be in TNT Project Files as individual raster objects or TNT
multiband tilesets. They can also be in other georeferenced image formats that support the use of multiband images (GeoJP2,
GeoTIFF, MrSID, ...). These options make it easy to produce and publish your tilesets from multiband orthoimages such as
the 4-band GeoJP2 imagery distributed by the National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA), orthorectified Landsat Thematic Mapper 7-band imagery, or any other multiband orthoimages.
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Database

Picklist Relational Structure
Assigned attributes provide the Information about geometric features in Geographic Information Systems. The spatial data you work with for GIS purposes may run the gamut from one extreme (geometric elements organized into
files/objects that are georeferenced and are linked to a complete relational database) to the other extreme (geometric
elements that do not exist until after you create them using photointerpretive techniques, real-time GPS input, or by
some other means). You might also have a template object that contains the complete, reusable database structure
along with georeference but no elements (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Editor: Creating and Using Geodata
Templates and Database: Choose Attributes Using a Picklist). When working with newly created elements in new
files/objects, you may have an established relational database framework to associate with these geometric elements
(either as part of a template or from some other data source) or you may need to create all the tables and relationships
yourself. You may also have files/objects with existing geometric elements and a fully structured relational database
that need to be updated by adding new elements or adjusting element database attachments. Regardless of where
your project falls on the spectrum, picklists are designed to make assigning attributes to geometric elements easier.
To understand how picklists work, you need to understand the use of relational databases in geospatial applications.
Relational databases contain multiple tables that may not be directly
attached to individual geometric elements and yet the appropriate
record can be identified by selecting an element. For example, if a
record directly attached to an element you select has soil type as the
These tables have direct
primary key, records in all other open tables that reference this priattachments to the
mary key and have the same soil type are also selected. You can
geometric elements
(arrow points from
view these relationships between elements and tables in a TNT relaelements to tables)
tional database by choosing Edit Relations from the right mouse
button menu for the database in the Display process or using Tools/
Database/Edit. This choice opens a tree view of the structure of
table that provides picklist
your relational database as illustrated at the right. Tables that are
related but have no direct attachments to elements are referred to as All tables except the polystats table have a foreign key
relationship to the Soil Type table illustrated, which means
related-only tables. For more information on the tree view features, that the Soil Type table contains a primary key pointed to
by a field in each of these other tables (i.e., arrows from
see the Managing Relational Databases tutorial.
these tables point to Soil Type table). All of the records in
all of the related-only tables will be preserved for use in
Primary versus Foreign Key Fields
new objects if the geometric object is saved as a template.
Relationships between tables, and thus between attributes and geometric elements, are established using key fields. A primary key is
an important field in a table that is referred to by other tables. It is the means by which other tables are related to
geometric elements. Soil type is an example of a primary key field that may be referenced by other tables that present
additional information based on soil type, such as yield and wildlife habitat suitability. Many database systems
require that primary key fields cannot be blank in any record and that the values be unique in every record. (The TNT
products do not enforce uniqueness to allow for compound primary keys where the value is composed of multiple
fields, such as first, middle, and last name fields in a single individual’s record. Each one of these fields may have
values duplicated in other records.) A foreign key field points to a primary key in another table and uses the same
values presented for the primary key. Primary key/foreign key relationships can establish an association between a
selected element with a single directly attached record and records in any number of other relational tables that lack
direct attachments but share the same primary and foreign key values.

Use a One-to-One Attachment
Picklists are available when the primary key field resides in a related-only table. A table that makes use of the picklist
should have an implied one-to-one attachment type for greatest ease in assigning attributes for a new vector or shape
object. An implied one-to-one attachment type means that there is a record for every element, every element has a
record attached (which means the number of elements equals the number of records), and the record number correMicroImages, Inc. • 11th Floor –Sharp Tower • 206 S. 13th Street • Lincoln, Nebraska • 68508-2010 • USA
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sponds to the element number. A corollary effect of these special conditions is that these tables with implied one-toone attachment automatically have a record associated with every element. CAD objects do not support implied oneto-one tables; choose one record per element, one element per record, or one to one for this object type. Other
related-only tables may also make use of picklists to populate fields, but a table that is directly attached to the
elements and also is related by reference to some primary key in common is necessary for such a related-only table to
achieve association with elements.
Three Common Situations
Although any combination of attributes and geometric elements is possible, three basic situations you may encounter
when viewing, editing, or creating objects with attributes you want to assign from picklists are described below.
Using picklists with correctly structured databases or templates. When geometric data is acquired by import,
the object will have existing elements and may have a relational database structure depending on the source of the
data. You may need to add elements or reclassify existing elements in geometric objects that already have relational
databases. TNT object templates have the same relational database structure as the objects they were created from but
have no elements (see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Editor: Creating and Using Geodata Templates). If the relational database has a foreign key field in the table attached to the elements (i.e., from an existing object) or that will be
attached to elements (i.e., via a template), you will automatically have a picklist to provide values for that field. You
can proceed as described in the TechGuide entitled Database: Choose Attributes Using a Picklist. You may also have
a complete relational database without any elements if you created a template from a similar object. When an object
is saved as a template, the complete database structure The database structure of this template object matches that of the treeview
is maintained, but tables directly attached to elements for the object the template was created from illustrated on the front.
will not have any records. Records in related only tables
no
are copied to the template object. Thus, when adding
elelments in
elements to a template object, you will automatically
newly
opened
have the same picklists and picklist values as the origirelated only table
template
nal object to use to select attributes. A number of exterhas same records
nal file types, such as shapefiles, DGN, DXF, and TAB
as original
DataTip
for Soil
files, do not support relational structures. For imported
Type
files that do not support relational databases or do not
table
have one set up, you will need to follow the procedures
outlined below for adjusting a database to use picklists.
Creating a database to use picklists. In a new geometWhen a template object is opened there
ric object you want to create the table that will be directly
directly attached
are no elements and no records in a
attached to the elements first. Then create the related table
table has no
table defined to have direct attachment
records
that contains the picklist before you add any elements. For
to elements. It will have related only
tables with the same records as the
more information on creating new objects with a database
object the template was created from.
structure that will provide picklists, see the TechGuides entitled Database: Wizard to Create a New Picklist and Database: Creating Picklists Manually for New Objects.
Adjusting a database to use picklists. The information used to populate the values in a picklist may exist in a text
file or external database table. It may also be included as one of the fields in an existing table that is simply not
correctly related to supply a picklist (e.g., it is directly attached to the elements or is not referenced by a foreign key).
Proceed as above if you lack the necessary tables. If the picklist field is not a primary key, you may only need to
adjust the table properties to establish the primary/foreign key relationship to get the picklist desired. You can set
these relationships manually or use the picklist wizard to create a new table and establish the relationships for you.
Native shapefiles and some other formats can have only one database table and every element must have a record
attached. A means of creating and using picklists within the TNT products for such files is described in the TechGuide
entitled Database: Creating Picklists for Use with Shapefiles.
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Database

Create a Picklist for a Shapefile
The TNT products support direct use of shapefiles in any process that takes geometric object input (for example, Display,
Edit, Merge to Vector). Shapefiles are files with a *.shp extension that contain one type of geometric element (point, line, or
polygon) associated with a single database table. However,
shapefiles are incomplete without one or more same-named
additional files with different extensions that may accompany
the shapefile. Examples of these same-named files are *.dbf
that provides a database table, *.prj to provide georeference,
*.avl to provide styles, a variety of index files (*.shx, *.sbn,
*.sbx), and so on. The TNT products make use of these auxiliary files when available.
The accompanying *.dbf and *.shx files are the only additional
files that are manditory for use of a shapefile (any other samenamed files define optional properties). The *.shx file provides an index
between the elements in the *.shp file and the records in the *.dbf file. Each
element in the shapefile must have an attached record in this database file.
However, this type of database file allows for only one table, which means
it does not support relational databases. However, in TNTmips you can
create a relational database for use with a shapefile. Additional related tables
and other TNT features, such as display parameters, are stored in a TNT
same-named *.rlk file. Other products displaying the same shapefile will not see
these additional related tables.

right click here
to choose Edit
Relations

table link to
original *.dbf file

The above tree diagram shows the
relationships between tables
formed when a shapefile is
selected for direct display in the
TNT products. The LegendNames
table and style Assignment Table
are created automatically in TNT
when a shapefile is selected if it
has a *.avl file with this information.
This information is stored in the
same-named *.rlk file.

Picklist Wizard
All the information you need for your picklist table is likely already in the shapefile
and ready to use with the wizard to create a picklist. Simply right-click on the
linked table (in this case, FACILITY) in the Display Manager or the Database Editor
window, and select Properties. Locate the
field you want to use for the picklist among those at the left of the Table
Properties window. The field you want to use for the picklist is most
likely the field used to specify the element drawing style. This field is
designated as a primary key in the automatic linking used for direct display of shapefiles. Primary key fields cannot be used to generate picklists
(see the TechGuide entitled Database: Wizard to Create a New Picklist).
However, you just need to turn this toggle off for the Setup Picklist button
to become active.
Click on the Setup Picklist button to begin picklist creation
using the wizard provided for this task. You are first prompted
to name and provide a description for the picklist table. You can accept the
defaults by clicking on the Next button or change the text as desired and then click on Next. You are then presented
with the field name and type to use the picklist for. These default choices match the properties for the field highTurn off the Primary Key toggle
to make the Setup Picklist
button for the FACILITY string field
become active.
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lighted when you clicked on the Setup Picklist button. You can add
additional fields for reference, and they will appear in the picklist table
but not in the picklist itself. See the TechGuide entitled Database:
Wizard to Create a New Picklist for an illustrated description of the
operation of this wizard.
After you click Next in the Define Fields panel, the Enter Values panel
will open and is pre-populated with all the existing values
from the field for which you are setting up the picklist. There
is a <new record> entry at the end of the list that lets you add
additional values for assignment to elements if known at this
time. Additional records with new values can also be added
later. When you click on Finish in the Enter Values panel,
you will return to the Table Properties window if the Assign
styles after saving toggle is off or proceed to the Assign Styles
by Attribute window if the toggle is on.

The field identified here has
a picklist available from
single record view with the
choices below.
Click here to add to the picklist choices
derived from the original shapefile.
With this toggle off you
skip style assignment
for the picklist.
If you finish before
assigning styles, your
picklist will appear as
showwn at the left. To
assign styles later,
return to picklist editing
using the same steps
used to open the picklist
wizard when you
created the picklist.

Assigning Styles to Picklists for Shapefiles
The easiest method for assigning styles to be shown in the picklist is to proceed to style assignment directly from the
picklist wizard. When you click on the Setup Picklist button for an existing picklist, the wizard opens an Edit Picklist
window that will let you add new choices to the picklist table and proceed to style assignment when you click OK if
the Assign styles after saving toggle is on.
Style assignment for shapefiles presents all element types in a single
window. Make sure the correct element type is selected in this
window (for this example, points). To use the styles already set
up for drawing the shapefile, click on the Styles button and navigate to the Styles subobject under the shape object that is selected
for drawing the shape elements (not the style subobject under the picklist table, which is selected by default but is a
new subobject with no initially defined styles). Making this
selection creates a link to the original style subobject with
styles provided by the AVL file and fills in the Available Styles
panel with the styles used for drawing elements. It is then
simply a matter of assigning styles to the desired attribute
values using standard selection and assignment procedures
(as shown at the left). If drawing styles have not been
assigned by attribute, you can use the default style object
to set up your new styles.
Select style object already
used for drawing elements
to populate this panel.

same picklist as
above but with
styles assigned

If additional records are added to the picklist and you design new styles for them, these styles will be available for
drawing elements to which these new attribute values are
assigned. Check that the correct style assignment table
is selected by opening the Assign Styles by Attribute
window from the Layer Controls and verify that the
attribute selected is from the picklist table.

style assignment
table for picklist
original style assignment table

Relationships between tables for the shapefile after picklist has
been added and styled are shown. Remember that only the linked
FACILITY external dbf file is viewable in other software packages.
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Database

Single Record View
TNTmips provides two different methods of viewing database
tables: single record view and tabular view. Tabular view is
intended for working with mutliple records and/or geometric
elements. Tabular view provides

attached/
related
indicator

• the ability to mark elements related to selected records;
Undo All
Changes
• the ability to view only the records attached to the active
element, the records attached to all marked elements, or
Save
all records;
New
• right mouse button menus with contents that depend on
Record
your click location (Select Record checkbox, column
Select
heading, or individual cell) and whether elements are
from List
selected; and
• the ability to sort on one or more fields, change field order, and add
statistics and substatistics.

These icons step through attached/related records
but vary in number and have different ToolTips
depending on the attachment type of the table.
Switch to
Previous Record Last Record
tabular
First Record Next Record
view

green indicates
foreign key field
blue indicates computed
or string expression field

These features of tabular view that are not available in single record
view are reviewed in tutorial booklets and other Technical Guides.
Single record view is designed for working with single selected geometric elements and provides access to pick lists (see the TechGuide entitled System:
Choose Attributes Using a Pick List). If a single geometric element has multiple records attached, you can step through each record using the icons in
single record view or use the icons to view any record in the table. Single
record view also directly shows field units if they are assigned and provides a
means to change the units on a field-by-field basis for viewing purposes. The
appropriate unit type menu opens when you click on a field with units shown
(for example, area, length, angular velocity). The numeric value in the associated field will change to reflect the new units (for example, 18966.98450450
m becomes 18.96698450 km). The DataTip over the unit column spells out
the units shown in abbreviated form (for example, the DataTip for km2 is square
kilometers).

Click on a row
in the units
column with
units shown to
change the
units used.

New Record. When you click on the New Record icon, a new empty record
that is attached to the active geometric element is added to the end of the
table. If you do not want it attached to the active element, click on the Attached to active element toggle button to turn
it off or have no elements selected when you add a new record.
Save. There is an Ask Before Saving toggle on the Table menu that determines whether saving is automatic or
you are prompted as to whether you want to save your changes when you switch to another record or close the
table. The only time it is necessary to use the Save button is if you want to update changes to the current record
without moving to another record so you can see how your changes affect the values in or attachments for another
table. Saving will also update the information shown at the bottom of the table view (# attached, record #, and # in
table).
Undo Record Changes. This button is only active if you have made changes to the record you are currently
viewing. Clicking on this button undoes all the changes you have made to that record.
(over)
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Tables with implied one-to-one, one-to-one, and one record per element attachment types have only two
icons in the toolbar section immediately to the left of the First Record icon.
The Attached to active element icon is a toggle button that indicates whether the record being viewed is attached
to the active element (toggled on) or not attached (toggled off). When a geometric element is initially selected,
this button will be toggled on because the default behavior of single record view is to show the first record attached to
the active element. If the element has no records attached, this button will be off as illustrated at the start of this
paragraph (does not have a pushed-in appearance as shown in the second and third following paragraph illustrations).
It will also be off for the attachment types listed above if you have used one of the blue buttons (for example, Next
Record and Previous Record) that moves you between records. When the Attached
to active element icon is off while viewing tables with one to one or one record per
element attachment types, you can click on this icon to attach the record being
currently viewed to the active element. In the case of these two attachment types,
that means that any currently attached record must first be unattached. Because this
may not be your intention, you are given a warning message (shown at the right) to alert you to the consequences if
you proceed. When the icon is toggled on, you can click on it to unattach the current record from the active element
for these two attachment types. You cannot use this icon to attach a different record to or unattach a record from an
element for tables with an implied one-to-one attachment type. You can change the attribute values in such a record
but not attach or unattach it.
The Go to Attached icon will return you to the one record attached to the active element in tables with the listed
attachment types. When the Attached to active element icon is toggled on, the Go to Attached icon is dimmed
because you are already viewing the attached record.
You get five icons to the left of the blue record navigation icons on the single record view toolbar
when the table attachment type is One element per record, No restriction, or Related only.
The functions of the Attached to active element icon are described above. The icon appears with a dotted line as
illustrated here for related only tables. The word Attached is replaced with Related in the ToolTips if the table’s
attachment type is related only. If the active element is related to only one record,
the other four icons in this group will be dimmed. When a record from a table with
a no-restriction attachment type is shown in single record view, you can use the
Attached to active element icon to attach and unattach records regardless of whether
that record is attached to other elements or other records are attached to the active
element. When a record from a table with a One-element-per-record attachment
type is shown as attached to an element, it can be unattached using this icon. However, if you try to attach a record
already attached to another element to the active element, you will get the warning message shown at the right that
indicates the record will have to be unattached from the other element before it can be attached to the active element.
Records in related only tables cannot be attached or unattached because their associations are established by the
primary key/foreign key relationship. Changing key field values will change which records are associated with an
element.
The First Attached icon takes you to the first attached/related record for the active geometric element if you have
navigated away from it.
The Previous Attached icon helps you cycle through the records attached to the active element. This icon will be
dimmed if you have not moved from the first related/attached record.
The Next Attached icon takes you to the next attached/related record if there are multiple related records.
The Last Attached icon takes you to the last record in the set attached/related to the current active element.
This set of icons takes you to the first, previous, next, or last record in the table you are viewing rather
than stepping through only the related or attached records. If you want to go to a specific record
number, choose Go to Record from the Record menu in single record view.
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Export

Styles by Script to Shapefile *.avl
You can create a style assignment table with
a single button click when your vector drawing styles are assigned by script. The Convert Script to Table button is found in the
Vector Layer Controls window, which allows
this feature to be used in any process with a
View window. The table made by clicking
on this button can be selected to control the
styles when exporting vector objects to shapefiles. The styles are then translated into a same
named *.avl file for use in displaying the shapefile in other software. The table created can
also be selected to provide styles when exporting to KML.

The Convert Script
to Table button is
active when the
Style option is set to
By Script.

Choose the style assignment
table created from your script
to assign styles for elements
in the shapefile created by the
Export process.

The TNT products support more styling options than supported for shapefiles. For example, shapefile polygon bitmap fill patterns
exported to *.avl are limited in size (an 8 x 8
repeating pattern) and number of colors (2),
and shapefiles do not support unpaired line pattern components with offsets from the center
of the line. KML supports only solid polygon fills (no fill patterns). You
need to keep these limitations in mind when assigning styles to vector
objects intended for export to shapefiles or KML files.

In ArcView GIS
after export
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Spatial Display

Zoom to Make Visible & to Min/Max Detail
The TNT products let you control which layers are visible by
map scale so that lower resolution layers that display faster
can be replaced by higher resolution layers after you zoom in.
There is also no reason to display very detailed geometric
data when zoomed out because
the display may be a meaningless mass of indistinguishable
elements. You can set geometric elements to be visible by
map scale according to attributes or set the scale for the
layer as a whole. The zooming features described here apply only to visibility scale set
for the layer as a whole.

Some or all of
these menu
choices appear
when map scale
control is set for
a layer.

Maximum Detail

You can set map scale visibility by layer
Minimum Detail
or by group. For individual layers, the
map scale can be set in the Layer Controls window or it can be set for each layer in
a group or layout by right-clicking on the group or layout name in the Display Manager and choosing Set Scale Ranges from the menu. Layers that are off by scale at the current zoom level have a
Zoom to Make Visible choice on their right mouse button menu. There will also be one or two additional menu
choices related to zooming: Zoom to Minimum Detail, Zoom to Maximum Detail, or both. You get both when the
layer has both a minimum and maximum scale set. If the view is in the scale range in which the layer is visible, the
Zoom to Make Visible choice is not on the menu. The names of layers that are off by map scale at the current display
scale are shown in green in the LegendView.
Map scale visibility may be confusing. Larger map scale means smaller map scale numbers and more detailed
features. A 1:1 map scale means that the image/geometric object is shown at actual size while a 1:100 map scale
means that the object is shown at 1/100th of its actual size. In TNTmips the larger number is put in the maximum
scale field even though it reflects a smaller map scale. The maximum scale set is the view mapscale for the Zoom to
Minimum Detail right mouse button menu choice.
Zoom to Make Visible and Zoom to Minimum Detail produce the same result
when you are zoomed out beyond the visible scale for the layer. Zoom to
entry in this field appears
Make Visible and Zoom to Maximum Detail have the same effect when you
in Maximum column
are zoomed in beyond the scale at which the layer is drawn. Zoom to Minimum Detail is present as a right mouse button menu choice when a value is
entered in the Maximum column of the Scale Ranges window. The Maximum column in the Scale Ranges window
is equivalent to the righthand field in the Layer Controls window. Zoom to Maximum Detail is present on the right
mouse button menu when there is an entry in the Minimum column.
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ASTER Global Elevation Data
A Global, 1 arc-second (approximately 30-m) Digital Elevation Model
(GDEM) derived from Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) imagery is now available. This DEM
was jointly released by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry
(METI) of Japan and the United States National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). It consists of 22,600 1°-by-1° tiles covering
land surfaces between 83°N and 83°S latitude. The tiles are in
GeoTIFF format with latitude-longitude coordinates referenced to the
WGS84 datum and elevations in integer meters referenced to the
EGM96 geoid. The GDEM tiles may be downloaded individually or
in small groups at no charge from the Earth Remote Sensing Data
Analysis Center (ERSDAC) of Japan and NASA’s Land Processes
Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC):
http://www.gdem.aster.ersdac.or.jp

https://wist.echo.nasa.gov/api/

GDEM Production

ASTER can acquire stereo images using its near-infrared band, which
has nadir-pointing and backward-pointing telescopes and thus can
image the same area along the satellite track from different angles.
The ASTER GDEM was produced by automated processing of the
entire 1.5-million-scene ASTER archive in the following steps:

• stereo-correlation to produce 1,264,118 individual scene-based
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEMs, providing repeat coverage for nearly all land areas
cloud-masking to remove cloud-obscured pixels
stacking all cloud-screened scene DEMs
removal of residual bad values and outliers
averaging of the stacked pixel values to produce final pixel
values
replacing selected residual bad values with elevations from
reference DEMs
partitioning into 1°-by-1° tiles
SRTM3
90 meter

3D perspective view of 1 arc-second ASTER GDEM tile
N27E086, Himalaya Mountains, Nepal. A color reliefshaded rendering of the DEM is draped over the DEM
terrain layer. View is toward the north-northeast, with
Mt. Everest on the horizon in the upper right.

Comparison with SRTM DEM

The ASTER GDEM, like the DEMs produced from
the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), is
the product of direct remote-sensing of the Earth’s
surface from orbit. The ASTER GDEM extends farther north and south into the Arctic and Antarctic
regions than SRTM data, providing unique data for
arctic Eurasia, Greenland, Canada, and for Antartica.
The original SRTM DEMs also contain numerous
voids in steep mountainous areas due to radar shadowing and foreshortening effects. The elevation
coverage of steep terrain is more complete in the
ASTER GDEM, though its accuracy degrades in such
areas.
(over)
ASTER GDEM
30 meter

SRTM3
30 meter

Shaded relief images computed for a mountainous area in central Colorado. Images compare the ASTER GDEM (1 arc-second or
nominal 30 meter cell size) in the center with two version of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission version 3 DEM: the 3 arc-second /
90 meter data that is available for most of the globe (left) and the 1 arc-second / 30 meter data that is available for the United States
(right). While the cell size of the ASTER GDEM is approximately 30 m, topographic features smaller than 100 to 120 m, such as the
smaller channels on the alluvial fan surface in the upper right, are not resolved in the ASTER GDEM. Its effective spatial resolution is
thus comparable to the global 90-meter SRTM3 DEM.
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ASTER GDEM Accuracy Assessment

The accuracies estimated for the ASTER GDEM prior to its production
were 20 meters for the elevation values and 30 meters for horizontal positioning (both at 95% confidence level). A preliminary quality assessment
of the ASTER GDEM by the producing agencies compared GDEM tiles for
the conterminous United States with USGS NED data and more than 13,000
ground control points. GDEM tiles for other continents were compared to
local DEM data and to SRTM data. This assessment concluded that the
actual elevation accuracy of GDEM tiles is within or close to the stated
accuracy of 20 meters at 95% confidence. However, this research concluded that while the ASTER GDEM elevation values are posted on a 1
arc-second (approximately 30 meter) grid, it does not actually resolve topographic features of that size. The ASTER GDEM appears blurry in
comparison to other 30-meter DEMs (NED30 and the 30-meter SRTM data
for the United States). The spatial detail that is resolvable by the ASTER
GDEM is estimated to be between 100 and 120 meters.

Color shaded-relief from ASTER DEM tile
S01W079, northern Ecuador, showing several
volcanoes rising above populated and cultivated
valleys. Width of view is approximately 40 km.

Anomalies and Artifacts

The ASTER GDEM also contains residual artifacts and anomalies that affect the overall accuracy and use of the data. Some
of the artifacts are evident in a display of the raw elevation data, while others become visible when the DEM is relief-shaded.
The most common artifacts relate to local
Stack number = 3 to 7
variations in the number
of individual scene
DEMs that were stacked
to create the final averaged DEM elevation
value. Each ASTER
GDEM tile is provided
with a companion
GeoTIFF file that
records the stack numbers for that tile. The
most accurate elevations
Stack number = 22
were derived from stacks
of 20 or more scene At left is a small area of an ASTER GDEM tile, shown with relief shading, that includes a number of “pit”
The middle image is the stack number raster for the corresponding area, and the image on
DEMs. Elevation accu- anomalies.
the right is the relief-shaded NED30 data for comparison. The pits correspond to local areas of low
racy decreases with stack number (darker gray tones) in the stack number raster.
decreasing stack number,
and is especially poor for stack number of 4 or less. Small, irregular areas with much lower stack number than their
surroundings are common and give rise to small pits and bumps in the ASTER GDEM with elevation anomalies from a few
meters to 100 meters or more. The illustration above shows an example of these anomalies as expressed in a shaded relief
view and the corresponding stack number image.
Some ASTER GDEM tiles include pixels for which no cloud-free ASTER data are available. These areas are dominantly in
the tropics and in extreme northern and southern latitudes. These voids were patched using SRTM, NED, and other DEM
data where available; the patched values were adjusted to correct for offsets between the ASTER and reference DEM. In the
arctic and antarctic regions, where no reference DEMs were available, residual cloud cells have been assigned a value of
-9999 in the ASTER GDEM. In addition, inland water bodies have not been specially processed to produce horizontal water
surfaces.
Research Grade

METI and NASA state that Version 1 of the ASTER GDEM should be viewed as “experimental” or “research grade”.
However, they have decided to release it because they feel its benefits outweigh its flaws and because they hope the work of
the user community will help to produce an improved version in the future.
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Scripting

TNT Geodata Logger
This sample APPLIDAT (APPLIcation plus DATa) shows how customized software and
data can be bundled together for field teams to use with off-the-shelf hardware. Collecting
field data the traditional way involves using multiple paper maps for locating field positions, recording field positions and observations on data forms, transcribing the field data
into the GIS database, and making the data available to the enterprise GIS system. An
APPLIDAT like this sample can replace that tedious and error-prone sequence with a single
streamlined process.

A simple icon bar presents a menu
of choices to the field team.

Sample APPLIDATs written in TNT’s geospatial scripting language (SML) have been provided with TNTmips for the last 10 years (introduced with version 1998:59). Advances in off-the-shelf hardware since that time,
which include brighter portable screens, more accurate GPS coordinates, and geotagged digital photos, have increased the utility
of these applications.
• A hierarchical TNTatlas or a single layout atlas can provide an overview of the area and more detailed imagery that is
accessed using HyperIndex Navigator or by zooming in, respectively.
• A field team can create points and enter geospatial data directly into geocoded Project File databases.
• A GPS device can automatically center the display of a team member’s portable computer on their current position.
• The team can use the mouse or stylus to place a new point on the display precisely from visual observation.
• They can create a new database record selecting from any number of predefined custom tables.
• They can edit existing database records from any table with current observations.
• The records from the field team’s computer can be directly merged with the enterprise GIS system.
Use this icon to navigate through the levels of a hierarchical atlas.

Use this icon to add points that represent observation locations and
associated data.
Including a scanned topographic
map will alert the field team to the
steepness of the terrain in the
survey area.
area of
detail

The field team can recognize
local features on the display.

Customized HelpTips can
prompt the field team for
the next action.

A field team can zoom in from regional images
to local images that show recognizable
features. SPOT, topo map, and airphoto
layers are illustrated.

If no GPS symbol appears in the View window, clicking the GPS icon
button opens the GPS Source Manager Window for setting up a GPS
device.
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Scripting

Geodata Logger—Selecting a Position
Logging field data involves locating the position of the field observation on the computer screen and then adding (or
modifying) a database record for the feature. A Point tool displays a circled crosshair in the Geodata Logger view
window. The team adjusts the position of the crosshair to mark the position of the feature they want to record.
Activate the Point tool when you are ready to start recoding
observations.

The blue selection circle is used to designate the position of the
stream feature you wish to record on this sample image. Move the
cursor to a feature and select it with the left mouse button. The
arrow keys can be used to fine tune the position of this circle.

+

The Point tool is used to mark the position of a field observation.
It can be positioned with the mouse or centered on GPS
coordinates.

When used without a GPS device, the Point tool is
positioned with a mouse or stylus. The keyboard arrow keys can be used to nudge the crosshair for fine
adjustments. The field team relies on direct observation of features that appear in the Geodata Logger
view window to place the crosshair.
In this mode, the APPLIDAT displays a series of “noGPS” HelpTips that appear with a yellow background.
When no GPS device is being used, the Point tool’s crosshair is the
only symbol posted on the display.
The team may click the GPS Source Manager icon button
to select and configure a GPS device.

When used with an active GPS device, the Point tool
can still be positioned manually as described above.

The blue selection circle is used to designate the position of
the stream feature you wish to record on this sample image.
Your current GPS position is also shown as a crosshair of a
different color.

The team can also use the icon that returns
the Point tool’s crosshair to the GPS position.
The crosshair’s position can still be adjusted manually. When a GPS device is active and the crosshair
has been moved away from the GPS position, a series of “GPS-active” HelpTips appear with a white
background.
When a GPS device is in use, the display
shows the Point tool’s crosshair and another
symbol for the GPS position.

The blue selection circle is used to designate the position of
the stream feature you wish to record on this sample image.
Your current GPS position is also shown as a crosshair of a
different color. At the present time they are coincident. This
indicates that you want to record the position of a stream
feature upon which you are standing.

The crosshair can
always be moved
from the GPS
position manually.

If the GPS device reports a position beyond the
extents of the view window, a special GPS symbol
points of the edge in the direction of the GPS
location. An auto-scroll feature can automatically
follow a moving GPS source as long as the project
material includes an object that contains the new
GPS coordinates.

After you move the crosshair to the GPS position,
the two symbols are superimposed. In this mode
when the GPS source moves, the Point tool automatically follows and the APPLIDAT displays a series of “GPS-coincident” HelpTips that appear with
a green background.
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Scripting

Geodata Logger—Adding New Records

An APPLIDAT can give your field teams easy access to any number of database tables. This sample APPLIDAT
shows how eleven Stream Features tables have been presented on an icon menu bar. Each icon has a ToolTip that
shows the name of the associated table. Clicking on an icon opens the associated table with a new record automatically added and the coordinates at the crosshair location automatically filled in.
The field team can add new records at the
crosshair by selecting a table from the icon
bar. The APPLIDAT automatically fills in the
coordinate value fields for the crosshair
position. The new record window can be
customized to present data entry options to
help ensure data integrity. In this example,
most fields have pop-in windows with lists that
offer predefined values in the correct data
range. Your custom data entry windows can
contain many other notes and prompts.

The window that
opens when you click
on an ellipsis (...)
button presents a list
of preselected values
as shown at the right
for accurate data
entry. These
preselected values
reside in a related
database table.

To ensure complete
records, the OK
button is inactive until
all required fields have
been filled in.

After the crosshair has been positioned
on a feature, a new record window is
opened by clicking one of the database
table icons on the Stream Features
menu bar.

Crosshair/GPS coordinates are automatically entered for the new record.

Field measurements can be
entered in
selectable units.
Changing the
units of a field
that already has
a value
automatically
converts the
value to the new units. For example, changing the units of a
field that contains the value 10 from feet to meters changes
the value from 10 to 3.05.

Careful design of a database with all the necessary constraints would allow a field team to enter all values with a
hand-held computer and stylus, which eliminates the need for a keyboard in the field. With a combination of onscreen HelpTips and well-designed data entry forms, a high degree of reliability and completeness can be ensured.
By eliminating as much question as possible in the minds of the field team and by constraining their data entry
choices, you can maximize the amount of usefule data collected and minimize the need for return trips to correct
errors or collect missing data.
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Scripting

Geodata Logger—Editing Records
Edit existing records by placing the crosshair over a point in the Geodata Logger window and clicking the right
mouse button. The APPLIDAT opens the record for that point. Drag the crosshair to change the record’s coordinate
values and/or directly edit field values.

Points representing record locations
appear as colored symbols. The
symbol color corresponds with the
color of the table’s icon button outline
in the icon menu bar.

When the crosshair is
over a record symbol, a
HelpTip appears.

Place the crosshair over a
point symbol and click the
right mouse button to open
its record for editing.

The record associated with
the highlighted symbol
opens for editing. Any of the
field values can be updated
according to the current
conditions of the site.

Your custom APPLIDAT can include a number of special features that make it easier for
your field teams to understand and learn. You can quickly
create a file of the latest instructions and program changes.

To ensure complete records,
the OK button is inactive until
all required fields have been
filled in. Customized instructions are created as

an HTML file and stored as a subobject
of the APPLIDAT script in the Project File.

The instruction file for your APPLIDAT is easy to create and
maintain, because you can use any editor that supports the
HTML format. Thus you can write up the latest instruction
information in a program such as Microsoft Word and use its
Save As... feature to save the file in HTML format. To associate your new help file with the APPLIDAT, edit your
APPLIDAT script in the SML script editor in TNTmips and
select Add Text Resources from the File menu. When you
select your HTML file, TNT copies it as a subobject under
the SML script.
Instruction files will not become separated from the
APPLIDAT because they are bundled together with all the
other APPLIDAT resources—a team never gets to the field
only to discover that some file or piece of data is missing.
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JPEG2000 Compression for Global ASTER DEM
The Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) derived from ASTER imagery consists of 22,600 1°-by-1° tiles covering land surfaces
between 83°N and 83°S latitude (see the Technical Guide entitled ASTER Global Elevation Data). These tiles are distributed as
uncompressed GeoTIFF files 24.8 MB in size. The total uncompressed size of the complete set of ASTER GDEM tiles is thus 547
GB. When you directly view these ASTER GDEM tiles in TNTmips, the pyramid tiers created to provide fast viewing at any zoom
level increase the required disk storage by about 37%, for a total stored size of 750 GB.
DEM data generally compress very
efficiently because contiguous cells
have similar values. The stored size
of ASTER GDEM tiles and mosaics
can be dramatically reduced without
loss or with insignificant loss of detail by using JPEG2000 compression.
JPEG2000 provides both lossless and
lossy compression schemes that are
based on a pyramided representation
of the raster, reducing the need for additional pyramid tiers for fast
viewing. TNTmips allows you to apply JPEG2000 compression to raster
objects stored in TNT Project Files
or to export linked GeoTIFF files to
GeoJP2 files using JPEG2000 compression.

10 km

ASTER Global DEM tile N10E041, northern
Ethiopia, shown with color relief-shading. The
extensive low-relief areas in this tile result in
efficient JPEG2000 compression (see table
below).

MicroImages has converted a sample
of ASTER GDEM tiles and tile mosaics to GeoJP2 files with lossless and
lossy JPEG2000 compression. The GDEM samples include different types of terrain from several continents. The results of these
tests are discussed below and on the reverse.
Lossless JPEG2000 Compression
Lossless JPEG2000 compression preserves all of the original elevation values. In our tests lossless JPEG2000 compression reduced
the 24.8 MB ASTER GDEM tiles to sizes ranging from 4.1 to 2.4
MB, or a range of compression ratios from 6:1 to about 10:1 (see
table to the right). The differences in these compression ratios are
related to variations in the topographic complexity and local relief
of the terrain represented in the tiles, as illustrated above. JPEG2000
lossless compression is able to achieve higher compression for areas with smoother, less complex topography.
Assuming an average lossless compression ratio of 8:1, we estimate that the stored size of the complete ASTER GDEM could be
reduced from 547 GB to about 68 GB using lossless JPEG2000
compression (see table below right).
Lossy Best Quality JPEG2000 Compression
The Lossy Best Quality option for JPEG2000 applies the minimum possible lossy compression. As with lossless compression,
the amount of compression achieved is directly related to the local
topographic complexity of the tile. In our tests Lossy Best Quality
compression reduced the size of the 24.8 MB ASTER GDEM tiles
to sizes ranging from 2.5 MB to 0.9 MB. These compressed sizes
correspond to compression ratios ranging from 10:1 to 27:1 (see
table above right).

10 km

ASTER Global DEM tile N27E086, Nepal.
This tile spans the foothills and crest of the
Himalaya Mountains. The topographic
complexity in this tile results in less efficient
JPEG2000 compression (see table below).

ASTER GDEM Tile
(24.8 MB Uncompressed)

JPEG2000
Lossless
Compression

JPEG2000
Lossy
Best Quality
Compression

N10E041
Northern Ethiopia
low to moderate local relief

2.4 MB
10:1 ratio

952 KB
27:1 ratio

N38W106
Colorado, USA
moderate to high local relief

3.0 MB
8:1 ratio

1.4 MB
18:1 ratio

N27E086
Nepal
very high local relief

4.1 MB
6:1 ratio

2.5 MB
10:1 ratio

Table with sample variations in compressed size and compression ratio for ASTER GDEM tiles with varying topographic
complexity and local relief when compressed using JPEG2000
Lossless and Lossy Best Quality compression.

ASTER
GDEM
GeoTIFF

JPEG2000
Lossless
Compression

JPEG2000
Lossy
Best Quality
Compression

JPEG2000
Lossy 80:1
Compression

547 GB

68 GB

30 GB

6.9 GB

Table comparing stored size of the complete ASTER GDEM
data set with estimated sizes using JPEG2000 compression.

To assess the quality and fidelity of the lossy-compressed ASTER GDEM, we exported a mosaic of 9 tiles to GeoJP2 using
(over)
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Left, mosaic of 9 GDEM tiles in northern Ethiopia. Below are detailed colorshaded relief views of the small area enclosed by the black box that
compare the original and Lossy Best Quality surfaces. The loss of spatial
detail with Lossy Best Quality JPEG2000 compression is negligible.

1000 m
Original
uncompressed

Lossy Best
Quality JPEG2000
Compression

meters

40 km

0
1
2

Lossy Best Quality JPEG2000 compression. The mosaic covers
terrain with varied relief in Ethiopia (see illustration above). The
uncompressed size of the set of GDEM tiles for this area is 223
MB. The exported GeoJP2 file of the mosaic with Lossy Best
Quality JPEG2000 compression is 12 MB in size (about 19:1
compression ratio). As shown in the graph above, 83% of the
cells in the lossy-compressed mosaic retain the same value as in
the original DEM, and nearly all the rest differ by only 1 meter.
The maximum deviation from the original is 2 meters. This deviation is well below the stated vertical accuracy of 20 meters for
the ASTER GDEM data, and causes no visual loss of detail in the
compressed DEM in comparison to the original.
Assuming an average compression ratio of 18:1, the stored size
of the complete ASTER GDEM set could be reduced to about 30
GB using JPEG2000 Lossy Best Quality Compression with only
insignificant loss of spatial detail.
Lossy 80:1 JPEG2000 Compression
In order to investigate the effect of lossy compression at higher
compression ratios, we exported the ASTER GDEM mosaic discussed above to a GeoJP2 file with 80:1 lossy JPEG2000
compression. This 80:1 compression reduced the stored size of
the DEM from 223 MB for the original GeoTIFF tiles to 2.8 MB.

Color overlay indicates
cell value changes (m);
green = 1, black = 2.

Histogram of elevation difference (m) between
JPEG2000 Lossy Best Quality (19:1) compressed ASTER GDEM and original. The
maximum elevation deviation is 2 meters.

83%
17%
.005%

As shown in the illustrations at the bottom of this page, even
with this large degree of compression, the loss of spatial detail in
the compressed version is barely noticeable. A histogram of the
change in cell value from the original DEM to the lossy-compressed version is shown below. The histogram shows that 79%
of the cells in the compressed raster have unchanged value or are
only 1 meter above or below the elevation of the original. Only
1% of the cells differ by 4 meters or more from the original, and
the maximum deviation is 20 meters. Therefore no cell in the
80:1 compressed DEM differs from its original value by more
than the stated vertical accuracy of 20 meters for the ASTER
GDEM data. Using 80:1 lossy JPEG2000 compression, the size
of the complete set of ASTER GDEM tiles could be reduced to
6.9 GB, small enough to fit on a double-layer DVD. This compressed data would be adequate for 3D and stereo visuallization
and many other uses.
meters
0
1
2
3
4+

33%
46%
16%
4%
1%

Histogram of elevation difference (m)
between 80:1 JPEG2000 lossy compressed ASTER GDEM and original.
The maximum elevation deviation is 20
meters, but 95% of cells have values
within 2 meters of the original GDEM.

2000 m

Original uncompressed

Lossy 80:1 JPEG2000 Compression

Above, color-shaded relief views of a sample area in the Ethiopia mosaic comparing the
original uncompressed surface to the surface with 80:1 lossy JPEG2000 compression.
Loss of spatial detail with lossy compression is barely noticeable.

Above left, raster indicating change in cell
value with lossy compression over west
side of sample area. Color values shown
in histogram above. Above right, cells that
changed by 4 m or more are shown over
the color-shaded east part of the area.
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Geospatial Scripting

Complex Query and Multipage Reports via Script
The TNT Geospatial Scripting Language (SML) allows you to create custom applications with
a user interface designed to simplify setting up complex operations. For example, MicroImages
recently collaborated with a reseller to use SML to create a farm management application for
the sugar cane industry. The script dialogs (in Portugese) allow people with little training to set
up and run queries involving multiple criteria about soils, inputs, productivity, and crop condition and to generate attractive reports of the query results as PDF files. This script can be
launched from a hyperlink in a layout in TNTatlas, TNTview, or TNTmips.
Simple Interface for Complex Queries The Consulta script presents a custom dialog window
with multiple tabbed panels (set up using a dialog specification in an XML file) and a view
window that displays the field boundaries of a group of
separate farms. This dialog provides controls for selecting and setting up queries of over 40 attributes and
easy selection of allowed values for each attribute.
When the Apply button is pressed the script uses the
dialog settings to construct the appropriate queries
(which may involve text, numeric, logical, or date-time
fields), find all polygons that match all of the specified
criteria, and highlight them in the script’s view window.

The report-creation dialog (shown
above) can be opened after a
successful query. It provides a
choice of three report types,
options for sorting the tabular data
in the reports, and fields for
entering the report author and
desired observations (which are
appended to text blocks on the
first page of each report).
The script generates a separate
report for each farm and automatically determines the number of
pages required to show all of the
tabular data. Shown to the right is
a 2-page report.

Create Multipage Reports The user of the script can
also generate reports containing attribute information
for the fields selected by the current query set. A report
PDF file is created automatically for each of the farms
that has polygons included in the selected set. The user can choose one
The Consulta dialog window (left) created by the script
uses tabbed panels to present over 40 attribute types
of three report categories with differthat can be queried. A toggle button activates each
ent
attribute types focusing on
attribute query; menus present value choices for text
management,
soils, and diseases and
attributes and numeric fields allow entry of the desired
range for numeric and date attributes. Pressing the
pests. Each report is generated from
Apply button runs the queries and highlights in the view
a base layout for that farm and report
(shown above) the field polygons that match all query
type and includes a farm map with the
criteria. In this example 244 polygons match the values
selected polygons shaded, a list of the
specified for 4 attributes.
query criteria used, the report author,
date and time, and any observations
entered by the author in the reportcreation dialog. The tabular
information is filled in automatically
from the selected polygons and sorted
by the attribute column selected by
the author. The script automatically
determines the number of pages
needed to show all of the required
table rows and generates additional
pages as needed by creating a virtual
layout for each additional page and
rendering it to the same PDF file. The
first page of a sample report is shown
on the reverse side of this page.
Each report includes a map of the field
polygons for that farm. Polygons that match
the query set are automatically shaded and
provided with polygon labels showing the
polygon ID numbers.
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586
579
518
558
409
504
581
404
509
515
503
508
612
505
610
516
91
499
498

ID

ATR
(kg/t)
156.29
155.56
153.63
153.22
152.15
150.58
148.15
148.13
148.10
146.92
146.26
145.27
145.11
144.51
143.87
143.67
142.61
142.42
141.98

Labora
Laboratório
C
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório B
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório B
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório A
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora
Laboratório C
Labora

Laboratório
Labora

Yes

Solo A
08/20/2004
08/20/2004
08/20/2004
09/12/2003
09/12/2002
09/12/2003
09/12/2003
05/20/2004
08/20/2004
08/20/2004
09/12/2003
09/12/2003
09/12/2003
08/20/2004
08/20/2004
09/12/2003
03/27/2001
09/12/2003
08/20/2004

Levantamento

Observ
Observações:
Precisa levar as pessoas para
Fazenda Juba depois das 14 horas

Ano de Referência:
Refe
2005
Data: 24/2/2009
Hora: 12:25
Elaborado por: John Jones

Cri
Critérios:
Tipo de Reforma= PCCH
Nitrogenio entre 70.0 e 99.7
ATR entre 130.00 e 160.00

Fazenda Jaruba

Relatório Solo
Rela

Nitro
Nitrogênio
(kg/t)
83.70
87.40
82.40
93.50
83.40
82.50
98.20
83.70
81.30
88.50
86.50
85.60
79.50
85.10
74.60
83.60
94.40
92.30
93.20

0

Fósforo
(kg/t)
50.10
38.50
14.60
56.90
30.50
51.80
58.10
48.40
17.70
33.80
15.30
38.50
33.80
10.50
10.50
14.50
46.80
44.20
59.70

1

2 km

42°39'30"

42°40'

42°40'30"

Po
Potássio
(kg/t)
2.40
1.90
1.50
2.90
1.70
3.60
4.80
3.80
1.40
2.50
1.90
2.80
1.90
1.70
1.70
1.70
2.60
2.90
3.70

Talhões Selecionadas
Tal

Sistema de Coordenadas: Geográfico
Geog
Datum: SAD 1969, Brasil
Ellipsoíde: GRS 1967
Ellips

Fazenda Selecionada

42°41'

42°41'30"

5.80

6.00
6.20
6.00
5.60

5.60

6.10
6.00

pH

103°22'30"
10
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103°22'
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103°21'
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505
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558

499

497

103°21'
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CTC
(mmol/d
(mmol/dm³)
44.20
51.30
36.60
46.30
41.70
53.70
53.20
52.50
40.90
46.80
38.70
49.90
43.30
42.60
42.90
38.70
47.30
44.70
52.50
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567 509

503504
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404 551
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91
409

103°20'
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516
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Argila
(%)
61
64
59
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67
61
58
64
61
62
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55
55
65
69
65
64

103°20'30"
10

498

103°20'30"
10

Silte
(%)
15
17
14
12
14
13
19
13
13
17
14
12
13
11
11
17
19
17
15

103°19'30"
10

518

103°19'30"
10

Areia
(%)
24
19
27
30
24
26
14
26
29
19
25
26
25
34
34
18
12
18
21

103°19'
10
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611

103°19'
10

42°39'30"

42°40'

42°40'30"

42°41'

42°41'30"

Sample Script

Export 3D Cross-Sections to Google Earth
Geologic cross-sections and seismic profiles can be georeferenced with 3D
control points in TNTmips to allow these objects to be displayed in 3D in
their correct positions and orientations. The resulting manifold georeference
includes 3D control points connected to form a triangular mesh to define a
projective surface (see the Technical Guides entitled Georeferencing Manifold Surfaces and Manifolds in 3D Views). MicroImages has created a
script using the TNT geospatial scripting language (SML) that automates
the export of one or more manifold 3D cross-section objects to a KMZ file.
This allows the section or sections to be viewed immediately in 3D in Google
Earth in their correct geographic positions and orientations. This script,
ExportMultiSectColladaKMZ.sml, is excerpted on the reverse of this page.
Google has adopted the COLLADA file format (http:www.khronos.org/
collada/) as the medium to allow custom 3D models to be viewed in Google
Earth. A COLLADA file representing a geologic cross-section specifies the
3D projective surface (triangulated position mesh constructed from the TNT
3D control points), references the section image (a PNG image file), and
contains a mapping of these image coordinates to the vertices in the position mesh. A KML file is used to provide Google Earth with the geographic
position and orientation of the COLLADA models. The sample SML script
creates a COLLADA file and corresponding PNG image file for each selected
cross-section, creates the KML file that positions these models, and packages all of these products in a single KMZ file (ZIP file with a .kmz file
extension) for easy use in Google Earth.
Both COLLADA and KML files are XML structured text. SML includes
classes that make it easy to read, modify, and write XML-formatted text, as
shown in the script excerpts on the reverse. The sample script contains
template COLLADA and KML files as text strings; these templates are read
into memory and modified as needed before being written to the output.
SML also includes classes to access control point coordinates and information on hard edges and triangulation boundaries. This information allows
the manifold triangulation to be
faithfully recreated
in the COLLADA
file.

The KMZ files produced by the SML script described here
include KML animation code to raise the cross-sections
from their subsurface position (where they are hidden
below Google Earth’s terrain) to a position above the terrain
surface. The top illustration shows the Google Earth view
with a single geologic cross-section partially raised and still
intersecting the terrain, while the bottom illustration shows
the same section raised to its highest position. A custom
geologic map tileset produced separately in TNTmips is also
shown in this view. The animation control automatically
provided by Google Earth lets the user “play” the animation
or drag the slider to manually position the sections at any
intermediate elevation.

Google Earth does
not allow viewing
of objects below
the Google Earth terrain surface (other than by toggling off the terrain, flattening
it to sea level). In order to allow viewing of the COLLADA cross-section models
with the Google Earth terrain, the SML script creates KML time-space animation
code that allows the user to interactively raise the sections above the terrain from
their natural subsurface positions. The script automatically analyzes the elevations of all cross-section control points to set the animation elevation range so
that all sections are raised in concert and the maximum height raises all section
bases clear of the Google Earth terrain.

Google Earth view of four geologic cross-sections
exported together using the sample SML script, along
with a geologic map tileset produced separately in
TNTmips. The script packages the section image files,
COLLADA models, and KML code for all of the
exported cross-sections within one KMZ file.

This sample script is available for download along with the following
sample products illustrated on this page:
Geologic map Google Earth Super Overlay: CRgeolmap.zip
Single-section KMZ file illustrated above: SectionC.kmz
Multiple-section KMZ file illustrated to the left: CastleReefSections.kmz
www.microimages.com/downloads/smlscripts.htm
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Georeference Input Object view
of a geologic cross-section
raster with manifold georeference. The SML script described
here processes the manifold
control points to recreate this
triangulation in a COLLADA file
for 3D display in Google Earth.
Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for scripts
and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Excerpts from ExportMultiSectColladaKMZtrack.sml
parse the COLLADA file template and get the root node
err = daedoc.Parse(dae$);
if (err < 0) { PopupError(err); break; }
colladaRootNode = daedoc.GetRootNode();
set created and modified dates, units, and scale factor
node = colladaRootNode.FindChild("asset");
node1 = node.FindChild("created");
node1.SetText(dt$);
node1 = node.FindChild("modified");
node1.SetText(dt$);
node1 = node.FindChild("unit");
node1.SetAttribute("name", unit$);
node1.SetAttribute("meter", sprintf("%.4f", unitConvToMeters) );
set the output PNG file as the library image
node = daedoc.GetElementByID("Xsect-image");
node1 = node.FindChild("init_from");
node1.SetText(pngFilepath.GetName() );
set the position mesh count and array
arraycount = numPts * 3;
node = daedoc.GetElementByID("mesh1-geometry-position-array");
node.SetAttribute("count", NumToStr(arraycount) );
node.SetText(xyzString);
set the count for the position array accessor
node1 = node.GetParent();
node2 = node1.FindChild("technique_common");
node3 = node2.FindChild("accessor");
node3.SetAttribute("count", NumToStr(numPts) );
set the texture mesh count and array
arraycount = numPts * 2;
node = daedoc.GetElementByID("mesh1-geometry-uv-array");
node.SetAttribute("count", NumToStr(arraycount) );
node.SetText(uvString);
set the count for the uv array accessor

NOTE: Two versions of the cross-section export script are
available. They differ in the method used to animate the crosssections and limit use of the exported KMZ file to specific
Google Earth versions:
ExportMultiSectColladaKMZ.sml:
KMZ useable in all Google Earth versions
ExportMultiSectColladaKMZtrack.sml:
KMZ file useable in Google Earth 5.2 and later.
Smoother animation using <gx:Track> element.

add info to the KML structure for this section
create <Document> element for this section in <Folder>
document = folder.NewChild("Document");
node = document.NewChild("name");
node.SetText(xsecName$);
create <Placemark> for the cross-section with name
placemark = folder.NewChild("Placemark");
placemark.NewChild("name", xsecName$);
create <gx:Track> element for <Placemark> and set <altitudeMode>
track = placemark.NewChild("gx:Track");
track.NewChild("altitudeMode", "absolute");
create <Model> element in <gx:Track>
model = track.NewChild("Model");
model.SetAttribute("id", sprintf("model%d", k) );
create <Orientation> element for <Model>
node = model.NewChild("Orientation");
node.NewChild("heading", NumToStr(angleToNorth) );
node.NewChild("tilt", "0");
node.NewChild("roll", "0");
create <Scale> element for <Model>

node1 = node.GetParent();
node2 = node1.FindChild("technique_common");
node3 = node2.FindChild("accessor");
node3.SetAttribute("count", NumToStr(numPts) );
set the material and primitive for the triangles element

node = model.NewChild("Scale");
node.NewChild("x", "1.0");
node.NewChild("y", "1.0");
node.NewChild("z", "1.0");

node = daedoc.GetElementByID("mesh1-geometry");
node1 = node.FindChild("mesh");
node2 = node1.FindChild("triangles");
node2.SetAttribute("count", NumToStr(numTriangles) );

node = model.NewChild("Link");
node.NewChild("href", "files/" + xsecName$ + ".dae");

node3 = node2.FindChild("p");
node3.SetText(pString);
write out the COLLADA file
class STRING daefile$ = dir$ + "/" + xsecName$ + ".dae";
printf("\nDAE filepath = %s\n", daefile$);
daedoc.Write(daefile$);

create <Link> element for <Model>

create <ResourceMap> element for <Model>
node = model.NewChild("ResourceMap");
node1 = node.NewChild("Alias");
node1.NewChild("targetHref", "files/" + xsecName$ +".png");
node1.NewChild("sourceHref", "files/" + xsecName$ +".png");

class FILEPATH daeFilepath(daefile$);
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System

Direct Use of Geodata Files
The TNT products can directly select and use geodata files in the wide variety of formats listed below.
The name of any geodata file in a format that is listed here for direct use will automatically appear in
the standard Select Objects window along with any TNT Project File names. If the name of a file does
not appear in this list it is not in a format that can be directly used and must first be imported into a
raster or geometric object in a Project File and perhaps subsequently georeferenced. Double-clicking
on the name of any TNT supported geodata file can also be used to open it in a new 2D Display group.
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Database

Hierarchical Picklists
A TNT attribute picklist is a custom list you set up
from your database table that contains the allowable
attributes for elements in a geometric object. A picklist
lets you quickly assign attribute values to elements.
A series of Technical Guides with substantial basic
information about picklists is available (see
microimages.com/documentation/cplates/
75PicklistIntro.pdf or search Tech Guides for
“picklist”). It is possible that your picklist may be
quite long. If there are natural groupings in the picklist,
such as cities, animal types, or landcover classes, you
can use these natural groupings to condense the list
and create a hierarchy to select from.
• Make long picklists more compact for attribute selection.
• Choose desired field for grouping of picklist
attribute values.

field that provides default picklist values
(ungrouped or lowest level of hierarchy)

field to
use for
grouping

button that opens picklist
window from single
record view

Right-click in a Picklist
window to view or adjust its
settings.

It is easy to create a hierarchical picklist structure and
the hierarchy may contain as many levels as desired.
The fields used to create the hierarchy must be in the
same table as the primary key that provides the picklist
values. It is then a simple matter of selecting the field
to set up the grouping for each level in the hierarchy.
• Group into hierarchical picklist structure by
simple field selection.
• Create as many levels in hierarchy as desired.

field used to
determine order
of picklist items
field used to
create
hierarchy

values to
display in
picklist
The Settings button is
active if a field is
specified for grouping.

ungrouped picklist

The picklist table contains the values that appear on a
picklist in a primary key field. The field in the table
that the picklist opens from has a foreign key relationship to the corresponding primary key in the
picklist table. The same window that lets you set up
your picklist hierarchy also provides other picklist
display control options. These options apply to the
ungrouped picklist and to the lowest (last) level of a
hierarchical picklist.
• Choose any field in picklist table for viewing
in the picklist.
• Choose any field in picklist table to determine order of picklist items.

picklist grouped by
"group” field values
(Common Name
displayed as above)

picklist grouped by
"group” field values
with Scientific Name
chosen for viewing

(over)
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Multiple Grouping Levels
The same data can be organized differently in your
picklist selection hierarchy if there are additional fields
in your picklist table that can be used for grouping.
Each field used for grouping a picklist must be in the
same table as the picklist being grouped. When you
are setting up multiple hierarchical levels, the fields
used for grouping at each level are in different tables.
In the illustrated example, the field used for the first
level of grouping (Genus) is in the table that provides
both the common name and scientific name for the
marine animal sightings (top table). The field that
provides the second level of grouping (Family) is in
the Genus picklist table. You can add this field and
its values when setting up the picklist table for the
lower level of grouping.

picklist table
for common
names

Genus names in the
common name picklist
table are used for the
first grouping in the
hierarchy.

picklist grouped by
Family and Genus field
values (Common
Name shown)

picklist grouped by
Family and Genus field
values with Scientific
Name chosen for
viewing

picklist table for
genus names
contains family
names used
for grouping
Sightings of dolphins, sea turtles, whales, and sharks off the coast of Kenya.
The Landsat 7-4-2 tileset available for direct use as an Internet tileset from
MicroImages’ web site provides the reference image.
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Geomedia Publishing

Today’s Earthquakes in California and Nevada
http://www.geoprovisioning.com/canvquakes/
The Internet is increasingly becoming a source
for publicly available, regularly-updated
geospatial data that capture manmade and natural phenomena that vary with time. Examples
include satellite and aerial imagery, natural hazards data (wildfires, earthquakes, ...), and
weather and climate data. At the same time,
free web geoviewers and local geoviewer applications such as Google Maps, Google Earth,
and Microsoft Bing Maps now allow anyone to
mashup their geodata with the native global
maps and images in these viewers, providing
an enriched geospatial context. These developments set the stage for automated applications
to harvest time-sensitive data, process and/or
combine it with other pertinent geospatial data,
and present the results locally or on a web page
in one of these geoviewers.

Last Update: 30-Oct-09 15:03:26 UTC

Earthquake Magnitude
Earthquake Focal Depth (kilometers)
The Geospatial Scripting Language (SML) and
Job Processing System in TNTmips Pro allow
1.0
3.0
5.0
0 to 5
5 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 30
you to design and implement such an automated application. MicroImages has developed an
Major active faults (locations generalized)
example that can be found at the web address
Left-click on an earthquake symbol to see information about the earthquake.
shown at the top of this page. This web page
uses the Google Earth browser plug-in to show
Google Earth plugin and legend from the MicroImages’ demonstration Californiaearthquake epicenter locations for the past 24
Nevada Earthquake web page. The earthquake epicenters (colored spheres) and
fault lines are in a KML file that is created once per hour using a TNT geospatial
hours for the U.S. states of California and Nescript (SML) that is run automatically by the TNT Job Processing System.
vada. The earthquake data (points) and
script run automatically by the TNT Job Processing system.
reference faults (lines) are contained in a small KML file that
When the web page is accessed, embedded JavaScript code
is overlaid on the global imagery provided via the web by Gooautomatically loads this KML file in the Google Earth browsgle. This KML file is recreated hourly using a TNT geospatial
er plug-in and zooms to the extents of the map data in the
KML file. The Google Earth browser plugin provides standard controls that allow any visitor to the web page to zoom in
and change the viewpoint to examine the earthquake overlay
and background imagery in 3D perspective view from any
viewpoint and any direction. A static legend in the web page
provides an explanation of the earthquake symbols and fault
lines. Left-clicking on an earthquake symbol opens a Google
Earth placemark balloon with detailed information about that
earthquake.

The standard view controls in the Google Earth browser plugin on
the California-Nevada earthquake web page allow changing the
viewpoint from the initial overhead view to a lower-angle 3D
perspective view in any direction from any viewpoint. Left-clicking
on an earthquake symbol opens a Google Earth info balloon with the
date, time, magnitude, and depth of that earthquake.

Details on the TNT geospatial script used to download the
earthquake data and create the KML file are provided in the
Technical Guide entitled Sample Script: Building Dynamic
Web Geomashups. This script acesses the global earthquake
epicenter locations and related data posted and continuously
updated by the U.S. Geological Survey Earthquake Hazards
Program (http://earthquakes.usgs.gov/eqcenter/catalogs/) as
the source for this demonstration application.
(over)
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The TNT geospatial script that downloads and processes the
earthquake data is run on a computer with direct access to the
web space where the sample web page is posted. The hourly
KML file can thus be written directly to the resource directory
referenced by this web page. In addition to the KML file, this
script creates a small text file containing the date and time
when the KML was last updated, which is referenced as an
include file by the sample web page. The computer hosting
this web page has PHP processing available, so one line of
PHP code in the page is used to read the date-time text file and
include its text in the page. (As a result, this web page has a
.php file extension rather than .htm). A server-side include
within a standard HTML page could also be used to accomplish this task.
All of the files necessary for this sample web application are
packaged in a Zip file that is available at MicroImages.com:
http://www.microimages.com/downloads/smlscripts.htm

This package includes the sample TNT geospatial script and
all of the resources necessary to run it; a scheduled job file
that repetitively runs this SML script; an example KML file
created by the SML script; and the sample web page and its
referenced graphics files. You can use these items as a reference in developing your own on-line geospatial applications.
The JavaScript code used in the sample web page uses functions provided in the Google Earth Application Program
Interface (API) to set up the Google Earth Browser plug-in
and load the sample KML file. Documentation on the Google
Earth API can be found at http://code.google.com/apis/earth/.
Use of the Google Earth Browser plug-in also requires a Google
Account and a Google Maps API key for the web domain (see
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/signup.html). Similar online documentation is available for the JavaScript APIs for
Google Maps and Microsoft Bing Maps if you choose to develop an application for one of these web geoviewers.
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Spatial Display

Adding Tilesets to Your View
A Google, Microsoft, or NASA tileset presents an image
or map that has been precomputed into a structure optimized for viewing in a web geoviewer or their free viewer
applications. A tileset is a structure made up of many
image files in a required small size, format, and coordinate reference system. There can be many millions of
these tile files in a single tileset structure if it covers a
large geographic area at high resolution. The performance
of a web geoviewer or local viewer used to display a tileset
is independent of the size of the tileset and the resolution
and area it covers. Viewing these precomputed structures
over the Internet or network does not require the wait time
often encountered in the response time of a Web Map Service (WMS) to prepare the requested view. However, a
WMS will have faster response times for images derived
from a precomputed tileset structure. Viewing a tileset
from a local drive or the Internet is inherently fast since
only a few tiles need to be read regardless of the location
or scale of the view.

A global topographic map provided as a tileset over the Internet is the
backdrop for airfields and populated places vector overlays on a local
drive. Note that the DataTip for this tileset layer provides the URL to the
specific zoom level tile displayed at the cursor location.

Tilesets in TNTmips. TNTmips can prepare and view tile-

the TNT products. Other tileset structures (Google, Bing...)
sets in the native structures defined by Google, Micro- are selected by choosing an associated TSD (Tileset Defisoft, or NASA for use in their web geoviewers and local nition) file.
geoviewer applications. Tilesets published on the InterTileset TSD Files. To use a remote tileset as a layer in a
net (or locally) do not require any special web server or
TNT view, it must be defined by a TSD (*.tsd) link file
service. They are easily accessed by URLs that direct the
with a name that matches the top, or master, directory in
geoviewer or local application, including TNTmips, to the
the tileset structure. A *.tsd file is created by any of TNTlocation of the requested tiles in their structure. A link on
mips’ Tileset processes or the Publish Geomashup proa web page can direct these popular geoviewers to discess. The *.tsd link file for a specific tileset can be stored
play the tiles for any area and zoom level included in a
• locally with the tileset’s master directory
tileset. The TNT products can also link to and add any of
• locally but linked to a tileset somewhere on the
these tileset structures from local or Internet sources. This
local network or any Internet site
capability is available whether or not the
• with the tileset anywhere on the
native tileset structure was prepared by
Internet and accessed from TNT by
TNTmips or is available from some other
URL.
source.
A TSD file is an XML-formatted text file
TNT also has its own tileset structure that
that contains the URLs or relative paths
is linked to tile files in other formats supfor the tileset components and provides
ported for direct use in the TNT prodinformation about its structure, tile foructs (GeoJP2, GeoTIFF, and PNG).
mats, extents, coordinate reference sysOther tileset structures support only a
tem, and zoom levels.
single Coordinate Reference System
Selecting Tilesets for Display. Tilesets
and may allow only one tile size. TNT
can
be on the Internet or local. The first
tilesets offer eight different tile sizes and
step
in adding a tileset to a view is to
a wide variety of Coordinate Reference A number of sample tilesets in various
Systems for your tilesets. Native TNT tile- web geoviewer formats with the required choose between Internet and local tilesets are selected like any other raster in TSD link file are provided on MicroImages’ sets, which determines the subsequent
web site for you to select from.
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selection interface. Local tilesets with linked
*.tsd files can be selected using the standard TNT navigation and selection techniques. These TSD files contain relative
paths to the location of the TSD file that
specify the location of the tiles on your local drives or network.

The remote
OpenStreetMap tileset
highlighted in the list on
the front of this page is
shown at the left in a
TNT view. Global
hydrology, which is a
local layer, has been
added below.

Internet Tilesets. Internet tilesets are ac-

cessed by URL and their individual tiles are
located using the URLs in the selected TSD
file that specify the tile locations. A number of tilesets in various structures are selectable from MicroImages’ web site to
provide examples of the benefits of using
tilesets for display over the Internet.
These tilesets are listed for your selection
when you choose to add an Internet tileset layer. You can choose among the listed
tilesets or type in or paste the URL for
another tileset with an associated *.tsd file known to you.
Like any other web layer type, which include WMS and
ArcIMS layers, tilesets can be mixed with local layers or
other web layers in your TNT view.

local
layer

remote tileset layer
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Complex Geologic Map Created in TNTmips
Geologists Jerzy Don and Roman Gotowala of the Institute of Geological Sciences, Wroclaw University, Poland, have used
TNTmips to create a complex, large-format geologic map of an area in southern Poland and the Czech Republic. Entitled
Tectonic Map of the Nysa Klodzka Graben (Sudetes), the hardcopy version of the map is 15.75 by 29.4 inches (40 by 75.6
centimeters) in size and covers an area of about 450 square kilometers at a scale of 1:50,000. This colorful map (excerpted
at full scale below) portrays the distribution of 9 rock units, major faults and tectonic boundaries, and local structural
measurements. The map makes use of many of the cartographic capabilities available in TNTmips map layouts: solid and
patterned polygon fills, varied line styles, a complex legend, text annotations, a scale bar, and several map grids. Each of the
numerous geologic strike/dip point symbols is rendered with the proper orientation and label using a CartoScript that reads
the required values from the associated point database. Topographic contours with a 5 meter contour interval were generated
from SRTM DTED 2 using the TNTmips Surface Modeling process.

Full scale portion of the Tectonic Map of the Nysa Klodzka Graben (Sudetes) by Jerzy Don and Roman Gotowala.

This tectonic map was created to accompany an article by these authors entitled Tectonic evolution of the late Cretaceous
Nysa Klodzka Graben, Sudetes, SW Poland in the journal Geologia Sudetica, volume 40, 2008, pages 51-63. A PDF file
including the article and the full-size map can be downloaded free at http://www.ing.pan.pl/sudewww/tom040.html. A
reduced-size version of the entire map is shown on the reverse of this page.
(over)
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Spatial Display

~10-meter Global Image Coverage
Add as layer in any TNT display!
MicroImages has used publicly available imagery to create a Google Maps and Bing Maps global tileset using the tileset creation,
management, and publication features available in every TNTmips. Any user of TNTmips with Internet access can directly select
and view this global image coverage as a reference layer in TNTmips at any resolution and scale approaching 10 meters at the
equator. It can also be directly viewed as an overlay with adjustable transparency in your browser in Google Maps or Bing Maps.
Zoom Level 13: Landsat 742 (19-m pixel size at equator)

The higher resolution levels in this tileset (Google Maps zoom levels
8 to 14) were constructed from false-color pan-sharpened Landsat
imagery with a spatial resolution of 14.25 meters, while the lower
resolution levels (zoom levels 0 to 7) utilize the natural-color Structural Earth tileset also created by
MicroImages (see the Technical
Zoom Level 8: Landsat 742
(611-m pixel size at equator)
Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Publishing Your Professional
Geodata Via Google). You can view
Zoom Level 2: Structural Earth
(39-km pixel size at equator)

The Landsat 15m Global tileset
switches seamlessly from
natural-color Structural Earth
imagery at low resolution
(Google/Bing Maps zoom levels
0 to 7) to false-color Landsat
Geocover 742 imagery at higher resolution (zoom levels 8 to 14). These
views of the tileset at three different zoom levels center on an area on the
west coast of Turkey. TNTmips treats the fixed zoom levels in the tileset
in the same manner as the stored pyramid tiers in a standard image,
automatically computing and displaying any required intermediate zoom
level.

this web layer in the TNTmips Display process and use it as a reference layer for your work in other TNT processes such as
Georeference and the Spatial Editor (see illustrations on the reverse of this page). Details of the construction and deployment of
this tileset can be found in the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Google and Bing Maps in a “Box”.
The source imagery for the higher-resolution levels in this global coverage is the compressed Landsat mosaic available from
NASA (https://zulu/scc.nasa.gov/mrsid). This mosaic utilizes Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) scenes acquired
circa year 2000. These scenes were orthorectified,
pan-sharpened, and contrast-enhanced by NASA to
provide a seamless mosaic. Each false color mosaic utilizes ETM+ band 7 (middle-infrared) as the
red component, band 4 (near-infrared) as the green
component, and band 2 (green) as the blue compoThe Landsat 10m Global
tileset can be selected for
nent. This band combination allows good
viewing from the Tileset
discrimination of vegetated areas, bare rock and soil,
window, which is opened by
urban areas, and other ground features. A guide to
choosing the Remote Tileset
interpretation of colors in this false-color imagery
option on the Add Web
Layer icon button menu from
is included on the reverse of this page.
the Display Manager or
Layer Manager.

(over)
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You can use the MicroImages Landsat 10m Global coverage as
a reference layer in the Georeference process to create control
points to georeference or refine the georeference for moderateresolution imagery and map data.

In the Spatial Editor you can use the
Landsat 10m Global tileset as a
reference layer for creating or editing
geometric map data layers, such as the
geologic map polygons shown in the
Editor View illustration to the right.

This global tileset consists of a set
of fixed-resolution zoom levels
consistent with those used in
Google Maps and Microsoft Bing
Maps. The spatial resolution of the
original pan-sharpened Landsat
imagery (14.25 meters) falls between the nominal pixel sizes of
two of the fixed Google/Bing
Maps zoom levels (level 14, 10meters at the equator, and level 13,
19 meters at the equator). To preserve the detail in the original imagery, the tileset includes both of these zoom levels in low-latitude areas. Because of the Web
Mercator coordinate reference system required for this tileset, the maximum zoom level needed to portray the full resolution of the
source imagery is reduced at higher latitudes. Although only fixed zoom levels can be shown in Google Maps and Bing Maps,
TNTmips treats these fixed tileset zoom levels in the same manner as pyramid tiers in a standard image, automatically computing
and displaying any required intermediate zoom level.
Interpretation of Landsat Band 7-4-2 False Color Imagery
Forest

Bare Soil

Water

Snow / Ice

Shades of green

Magenta, pale
pink, lavender

Black to dark
blue

Cyan, medium blue

Crops

Rock

Urban Areas

Clouds

Shades of green

Magenta, pink,
lavender, gray,
brown

Lavender

White to pink
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Geospatial Scripting

Processing LAS LIDAR Point Files
LIDAR point files in the standard LAS file format can be
directly displayed and used in this native format in TNTmips
Pro. The linked LAS files are represented in TNTmips processes as shape objects. Processing scripts written in the
TNT geospatial scripting language (SML) can also access
LIDAR point data directly from LAS files, process the points,
and create new LAS files to contain the result. The LIDAR
points do not have to be imported to an internal TNT geospatial
format at any point in this processing. SML’s ability to work
directly with native LAS files
can save a significant amount
of processing time that would
otherwise be needed to import files that can contain millions of points.
The RVC_SHAPE class in
SML is used to represent a
linked LAS file. This class
includes a MakeLAS()
method that is used to create
a new LAS file to contain the
processing output. This
method can create LAS files
in the LAS Point Data Record
Formats 0, 1, 2, and 3 supported in LAS version 1.2.
The input LAS file can be
used as a template to set the
format of the output file.

this page and available from the Scripting page at
microimages.com (http://www.microimages.com/downloads/
scripts.htm). The LAS_GROUND script illustrates how an
SML script can use LIDAR point classifications to control
processing. It copies only points classified as Ground to a
new LAS file. These ground points could then be used as
input to generate a bare-earth elevation raster. The
LASextractByRegion script uses a region to extract all LIDAR points within the region to a new LAS file.

The illustration above left shows an LAS LIDAR point file with 216,055
points classified into the material categories shown in the legend to
the left. Sample script LAS_GROUND was used to extract all points
classified as Ground to a new LAS file with 106,466 points (displayed
above right).

LAS files store the spatial coordinates and attributes of
each LIDAR point together in
a single record within a database table. Each point in a
linked LAS file can thus be
accessed as a record in a
shape database table, and the
data can be read, copied,
modified, and written to an
output LAS file entirely using
database constructs (database,
table, record, field, ...).
To demonstrate direct processing of LAS files using
TNT geospatial scripts,
MicroImages has prepared
several sample scripts that are
excerpted on the reverse of

The illustration above left shows a portion of a large, high spatial-density LAS LIDAR point
file of an urban area. The file includes 9,863,071 points, many of which have been classified (using an automated procedure) into ground and vegetation categories; the latter
categories also include buildings. The black rectangle outlines a region object enclosing
several blocks of buildings. Sample script LASextractByRegion.sml was used to extract all
points within this region to a new LAS file with 276,420 points (illustration above right).
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language
for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Excerpts of LAS_GROUND.sml
class RVC_SHAPE lasIn;
get input LAS shape object
class RVC_OBJITEM objItemIn;
DlgGetObject("Select input LAS shape object:", "Shape", objItemIn,
"ExistingOnly");
lasIn.Open(objItemIn, "Read");
get default georeference
from input LAS file

class RVC_GEOREFERENCE georef;
lasIn.GetDefaultGeoref(georef);
class RVC_DBASE_SHAPE dbIn;
dbIn.OpenAsSubobject(lasIn, "Read");
class RVC_DBTABLE tableIn;
tableIn.Open(dbIn, 0, "Read");

open input shape database
and main table (table
number = 0) for read

DlgGetObject("Select input LAS shape object:",
"Shape", objItemIn, "ExistingOnly"); get input LAS shape object
lasIn.Open(objItemIn, "Read");
class RVC_GEOREFERENCE georef;
lasIn.GetDefaultGeoref(georef);
crs = georef.GetCoordRefSys();

get the extents of the LAS shape object for comparison with region
lasIn.GetExtents(lasExtents);
class RVC_DBASE_SHAPE dbIn;
dbIn.OpenAsSubobject(lasIn, "Read");
class RVC_DBTABLE tableIn;
tableIn.Open(dbIn, 0, "Read");

get filepath for output LAS file
class FILEPATH path = GetOutputFileName("output.las",
"Select LAS file to make:", "las");
make output LAS file for ground points; use method that takes the
RVC_DBTABLE class instance for the existing LAS file to set the
same point data record type for the new LAS file
class RVC_SHAPE lasOut;
lasOut.MakeLAS(path, georef.GetCoordRefSys(), tableIn);
class RVC_DBASE_SHAPE dbOut;
dbOut.OpenAsSubobject(lasOut, "Write");
class RVC_DBTABLE tableOut;
tableOut.Open(dbOut, 0, "Write");

open shape database
and main table for write

record class instances for reading, copying, and writing records
class RVC_DBTABLE_RECORD recordIn(tableIn);
class RVC_DBTABLE_RECORD recordOut(tableOut);
class RVC_RECORDNUM recordNum;
container for record number
loop through LIDAR point records to find points classified as ground
for i = 1 to tableIn.GetNumRecords()
{
recordNum.Number = i;
tableIn.Read(recordNum, recordIn);

read record from input LAS

check value in Classification field, copy only ground points
if (recordIn.GetValue("Classification") == 2)
{
copy field values from record in
recordIn.CopyTo(recordOut); input to a new record for the output
tableOut.AddRecord(recordOut);
}

write the new record
to output LAS file

}

get default georeference
from input LAS file

selectRegion();

open input shape database
and main table (table
number = 0) for read

call user-defined procedure to select
and check the extraction region

get filepath for output LAS file
class FILEPATH path = GetOutputFileName("output.las",
"Select LAS file to make:", "las");
make output LAS file for extracted points; use method that
takes the RVC_DBTABLE class instance for the existing LAS
file to set the same point data record type for the new LAS file
class RVC_SHAPE lasOut;
lasOut.MakeLAS(path, crs, tableIn);
class RVC_GEOREFERENCE georefOut;
lasOut.GetDefaultGeoref(georefOut);
printf("Input CRS: %s\n", georefOut.GetCoordRefSys().Name);
class RVC_DBASE_SHAPE dbOut;
dbOut.OpenAsSubobject(lasOut, "Write");

open shape database
and main table for write

class RVC_DBTABLE tableOut;
tableOut.Open(dbOut, 0, "Write");
record class instances for reading, copying, and writing records
class RVC_DBTABLE_RECORD recordIn(tableIn);
class RVC_DBTABLE_RECORD recordOut(tableOut);
class RVC_RECORDNUM recordNum;
container for record number
class STATUSCONTEXT status;
class STATUSDIALOG statusDLG;
statusDLG.Create();
status = statusDLG.CreateContext();
status.BarInit(tableIn.GetNumRecords(), 0);
status.Message = "Processing LIDAR points...";
class POINT2D pt;

Excerpts of LASextractByRegion.sml
input LAS file linked as a shape object
class RVC_SHAPE lasIn;
class RVC_OBJITEM objItemIn;
Coordinate reference
class SR_COORDREFSYS crs;
system of input LAS file
class RECT3D lasExtents;
class REGION Reg;
proc selectRegion () {
GetInputRegion(Reg);
Reg.ConvertTo(crs);

extents of the input LAS file in its CRS

region object selected
procedure to select the region object
and check that its extents overlap
those of the LAS file

if (lasExtents.Overlaps(Reg.Extents) == 0) {
PopupMessage("Region selected does not overlap LAS file extents;
please select another ");
selectRegion();
}
}

loop through the LIDAR point records to find points inside region
for i = 1 to tableIn.GetNumRecords()
{
status.BarUpdate(i, tableIn.GetNumRecords(), 0);
recordNum.Number = i;
read record from input LAS
tableIn.Read(recordNum, recordIn);
to record container
pt.x = recordIn.GetValue("X");
pt.y = recordIn.GetValue("Y");

get map position of current point

check that these map coordinates
if (Reg.IsPointInside(pt) )
are inside the extraction region
{
copy field values from record in
recordIn.CopyTo(recordOut);
input to a new record for the output
tableOut.AddRecord(recordOut);
}
}
statusDLG.Destroy();

write the new record
to output LAS file
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LIDAR

Interactive Editing of Point Classes
LIDAR point files in LAS format include a Classification
field that can be populated using choices in the standard
Classification table included in the file. TNTmips provides the ability to interactively change these point
classifications directly in LAS files that are linked as shape
objects. To begin, display the LAS shape object and open
the Reclassify window from the Display Manager using
the right mouse button menu for the shape layer (see illustration to the right).
Unclassified

Marked by threshold

Classified as ground

In the Display Manager the
Reclassify option is available
on the right mouse button
menu for any shape object
layer corresponding to a
linked LAS file.

LIDAR points can be selected
for reclassification using any of
the marking tools in the Point
Profile window. In this example unclassified points corresponding to the ground surface are marked using the Threshold tool in
the Point Profile (above and top center). The Reclassifiy window
was set to change Never Classified points to Ground (above left)
and the marked points were reclassified (top right).
Building points as high vegetation

The Reclassify window provides
a pick list of LAS LIDAR point
classes from which you can
choose one or more point
classes to change. Set the
single output class using the
Change Classification to menu.

The Reclassify window (above) shows a built-in pick list
of LAS LIDAR point classes with the associated point
styles that have been set for the selected shape object.
You can choose one or more classes to be changed and set
a single output class using the Change Classification to
menu. You can select points for reclassification using any
of the marking tools in the Point Profile window (illustrations to the left; see the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR:
Point Profile Tool) or select points in the View using standard GeoToolbox marking tools (illustrations below).
Once you have set the input and output classes and selected one or more LIDAR points, press the OK or Apply
button on the Reclassify window. Only the marked points
matching the chosen input classes are reclassified.

Marked in View using polygon

Reclassified as building

LIDAR points can be selected in the View for reclassification
using any of the graphic tools in the GeoToolbox (illustration top
left). In the illustrations above left and center the polygon tool
has been used to outline a group of 27,364 points initially classified by an automated procedure as
high vegetation (dark green). The rectilinear shape of this set of points in plan view indicates the
points actually represent a building roof. In the Reclassify window (left) high vegetation was set as
the only point class to change, so the selection polygon can include points in other classes. The reclassification procedure changed
the class of 25,498 of the marked points (as indicated by the status line in the Reclassify window) in a few seconds (above right).
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Sample Script

Building Dynamic Web Geomashups
MicroImages has prepared a demonstration of an automated,
regularly-scheduled geomashup application that downloads updated geospatial data from the Internet, processes and combines
the data with other geospatial data, and posts the result on a web
page for viewing in the Google Earth browser plug-in (see the
Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Today’s Earthquakes in California and Nevada). The key component of this
application is a custom processing script written in the TNT
Geospatial Scripting Language (SML) that is run hourly by the
TNTmips Pro Job Processing System.
The data in this example are global earthquake epicenter locations and associated attributes. These data are posted and continuously updated as a comma-separated text file by the U.S.
Geological Survey Earthquake Hazards Program (at http://
earthquakes.usgs.gov/eqcenter/catalogs/). This sample SML
script (canvquakes.sml, excerpted on the reverse of this page)
takes advantage of the many capabilities in SML:
• the HTTP_CLIENT class for connecting to web servers and
downloading data;
• the MIE classes for importing data; and

Processing Steps in SML Script to Create a Google Earth
Geomashup with Earthquake Data (canvquakes.sml)
1

Connect to USGS web site and download
current 24-hour global earthquake epicenter
file (comma-separated text).

2

Import point data in text file to a temporary
TNT vector object and store earthquake
magnitude, depth, and other parameters in
a database table with 1 record per point.

3

Extract epicenter points and records for
the specified range of latitude and longitude to a new temporary vector object.

4

Add string expression field to the point database table and assign expression to create a
multiline string listing earthquake attributes for
each point for use as a DataTip.

5

Add extracted epicenter vector object to
an existing page layout containing a
vector layer with major active fault lines.

6

Modify settings for earthquake epicenter
vector layer to specify the database field
for point DataTips.

7

Set earthquake epicenter point styles
by script; symbol size is based on
magnitude, color based on depth.

8

Render the modified layout to a KML file
referenced by the sample web page.

9

Create text file with date and time the KML file
was created (text to be shown on web page).

• the KML class, which allows a script to render a layout containing various geospatial layers into a KML file that anyone
can then view in the Google Earth desktop application or in a
browser with the Google Earth plug-in.

Google Earth plug-in displaying KML earthquake overlay
produced by the sample script and the native Google
global imagery. The feature balloon information shown
when an earthquake epicenter marker is clicked is
tranferred to the KML file from the TNT DataTip settings.

The box above right summarizes the script processing steps, from
downloading the text file to rendering a layout with styled earthquake points and reference fault lines to a finished KML file.
The earthquake epicenter points in the TNT layout are converted
to placemarks in the KML file. The script takes advantage of
several automated features of the KML rendering procedure in
SML. First, any vector element attribute information that is set
for viewing in a DataTip in the TNT products is automatically
converted to a “description” for the resulting placemark in the
KML file. Google Earth shows this description in a pop-up “fea-

+

ture balloon” when each placemark is clicked. The sample script
therefore sets up a DataTip for each earthquake epicenter point using
a string expression field it creates in the vector point database table.
The expression for this field creates a listing of multiple earthquake
attributes that are read from various other fields in the table.
The KML rendering procedure in the SML script also automatically
assigns 3D marker symbols (sphere or cube) from the Google Earth
marker library to any TNT vector points that are styled using the TNT
predefined point symbols (circle or box). The sample script therefore assigns epicenter point symbols using a query that references
preset styles in a style object stored in a reference TNT Project File.
Marker size is set to vary with earthquake magnitude, and the marker
color is determined by the depth of the earthquake below the ground
surface.
Automated running of this sample script on a repeating schedule in
the TNTmips Pro Job Processing System is discussed in the TechGuide
entitled System: Scheduling Automatically Repeating Jobs. (over)
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Script Excerpts for canvquakes.sml
1

Download USGS daily global earthquake summary file

class STRING address$ = "earthquakes.usgs.gov";
class STRING url$ =
"http://earthquakes.usgs.gov/eqcenter/catalogs/eqs1day-M1.txt";
class STRING textfile$ = _context.ScriptDir + "/Download/eqs1day-M1.txt";
class HTTP_CLIENT http;
clear();
http.SetTimeOut(15);
err = http.Connect(address$, 80);

connect to the web server
download the text file

http.DownloadFile(url$, textfile$);

2

Import the comma-delimited text file of earthquake
epicenters to points in a vector object

class RVC_OBJECT tempfile;
tempfile.MakeTempFile(1);

5

class STRING layoutfile$ = _context.ScriptDir +
"/resources/QuakeResources.rvc";
class GRE_LAYOUT layout;
layout.Read(layoutfile$, "FaultLayout");
class GRE_GROUP group;
group = layout.FirstGroup;

filename for the layout

get handle for the single group in the layout

add the earthquake epicenter vector to the group in the layout
class GRE_LAYER_VECTOR quakeLayer;
quakeLayer = GroupQuickAddVectorVar(group, CaNv_Quakes);

7

set up new vector object in tempfile

class RVC_OBJITEM fqObjItem;
class RVC_DESCRIPTOR fqDescript;
fqDescript.SetName("GlobalQuakes");
fqDescript.SetDescription("");

Read page layout with major fault lines and
add the earthquake epicenter vector to it.

object item for vector with global
daily earthquake epicenters

Set the earthquake epicenter point styles by script using a
previously saved style script file that uses point styles
already created and saved in a style object in a reference
Project File. These styles use the predefined filled circle
symbol with different colors assigned by earthquake depth;
Render to KML automatically converts these predefined circle
symbols into a shaded sphere symbol in Google Earth.
set previously-created style object with point styles to use

fqObjItem.CreateNew(tempfile.GetObjItem(), "VECTOR", fqDescript);
set up class for import/export of vector from/to text; the
class method to import the object takes an RVC_OBJITEM
rather than an RVC_VECTOR class instance.
class MieTEXTVECTOR mieTV;
set existing format file that records all import settings including
additional database fields and the coordinate reference system
for the earthquake data
class STRING formatFilename$ =
_context.ScriptDir + "/resources/eqFormat.fmt";
mieTV.FormatFilename = formatFilename$;

Copy epicenter points within the specified latitude/
longitude range to a new temporary vector object

class RVC_VECTOR CaNv_Quakes;
CreateTempVector(CaNv_Quakes, "Planar");

create new temporary
vector object for the
California-Nevada
epicenter points

query string to select epicenter points
within desired latitude-longitude range

class STRING ptQry;
ptQry = "if (CLASS.Lat > 32.5 && CLASS.Lat < 42.0 && CLASS.Lon > -124.75
&& CLASS.Lon < -114.0) return true;";
class instance for the global earthclass RVC_VECTOR GlobalQuakes; quake vector object, needed for the
VectorCopy Elements function
open the global earthquake vector object
GlobalQuakes.OpenByName(fqObjItem.GetFilePath(),
fqObjItem.GetObjectPath(), "Read");
use query to copy epicenters from global earthquake vector
to temporary California-Nevada epicenter vector object
err = VectorCopyElements(GlobalQuakes, CaNv_Quakes,
"RemExRecords", ptQry);
printf("VectorCopyElements returned %d\n\n", err);
GlobalQuakes.Close();

set up earthquake point styling by script; read style
script from saved file to avoid syntax check problems with Table.Field references in the query
class STRING ptStyleQry;
ptStyleQry = TextFileReadFull( sprintf("%s/resources/QuakeStyle.qry",
_context.ScriptDir) );
quakeLayer.Point.StyleMode = "ByScript";
quakeLayer.Point.Script = ptStyleQry;

err = mieTV.ImportObject(textfile$, fqObjItem);
printf("mie ImportObject returned %d\n\n", err);

3

class STRING styleFile$ = _context.ScriptDir +
"/resources/QuakeResources.rvc";
class FILEPATH styleFilepath(styleFile$);
class RVC_STYLE ptStyles;
ptStyles.OpenByName(styleFilepath, "PtStyles.STYLE", "Read");
quakeLayer.StyleObject = ptStyles;

close the global earthquake vector object

8

Render the layout to a KML file.

print("Rendering updated layout to KML.");
class DATETIME dt;
dt.SetCurrent();
dt.ConvertToUTC();

get current datetime
and convert to UTC

class STRING datetime$;
string with datetime for web page
datetime$ = dt.GetString();
datetime$ += " UTC";
printf("update datetime: \n", datetime$);
open text file and write datetime string (overwrite)
class STRING dtFilename$ = _context.ScriptDir + "/datetime.txt";
class FILE dtFile = fopen(dtFilename$, "w");
fwritestring(dtFile, datetime$);
fclose(dtFile);
class STRING kmlName$ = _context.ScriptDir + "/eqs1day_canv.kml";
class FILEPATH kmlPath(kmlName$);
KML file information
class KML kml;
kml.SetPath(kmlPath);
kml.SetLayout(layout);
kml.SetResolution(450);
kml.Write();
CaNv_Quakes.Close();
tempfile.Close();

render the modified layout to KML
target resolution 450 m

close temporary objects
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Georeference

Import GPS Control Points from GPX File
GPX (the GPS Exchange Format) is an XML
data format for the interchange of GPS data
(waypoints, routes, and tracks) between applications. Using the Georeference process
in TNTmips you can import GPS points directly from GPX files to use as control points
in georeferencing your spatial data objects.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?>
<gpx
version="1.0"
creator="ExpertGPS 1.1.1 - http://www.topografix.com">
<name>Torrey Pines GPS Waypoints</name>
<desc>GPS points for georeferencing IKONOS image</desc>
<bounds minlat="32.839075" minlon="-117.245323"
maxlat="32.858112" maxlon="-117.227625">
</bounds>
<wpt lat="32.858033" lon="-117.243817">
<name>Cliffridge Pk 1</name>
<desc>Center of pitchers mound, larger baseball diamond.</desc>
<sym>Dot</sym>
<type>Feature</type>
</wpt>
Excerpt of a sample GPX log
...
containing GPS waypoints.
</gpx>

Choosing the Import option from the Control Points menu prompts you to select a
GPX file containing GPS locations. (You can
also select a file of control points exported
from another object as a TXT or CSV file). If The Import from GPX window lists the point coordinates read from the GPX file you have
you select a GPX file, the Import from GPX selected to import. The Name column is populated using text from the <name> tag (if any)
for each GPS point. If the toggle to Exclude points outside data extents is turned on, entries
window opens (see illustration above). This for such points are shown in color, as for the Soledad Peak point in this example.
window lists the GPS points contained in
the file and their latitude/longitude coordinates (GPX currently supports only WGS84 / Geographic coordinates). You have the option to
exclude points outside the extents of your input object; such points are listed in a color in the Import from GPX window. During import the
GPS point coordinates are converted (if necessary) to the reference system you have selected to use for your input object. The imported
points are added to the control point list with their converted map coordinates.

Control point list after import of GPS points (5 through 13; points 1 through 4 are
corner points from the image’s original affine georeference). If you have
included a Name column in the point list (selected using Options / Columns), point
names from the GPX file are shown. Map coordinates from the GPX file are
automatically converted to the reference coordinate system if necessary. The
previous control points and the selected residual model are automatically used to
estimate image coordinates (shown in red) for the imported points. Switch to
Edit mode to correctly position the imported points relative to the input image.

If the input object is already nominally georeferenced
prior to the GPX import, object coordinates are also
estimated for each new control point. These estimated
object coordinates are shown in red in the control point
list (see illustration to the left). The prior georeferencing
need not be highly accurate; it could be nominal
georeference originally supplied with the geodata object, or a few points that you have manually entered
using a reference object. The prior georeferencing
should include sufficient control points to allow the
selected residual model to be computed. (A message is
shown in the Statistics panel at the bottom of the
Georeference window if the number of control points is
insufficient). If there is no georeference when you import the GPS points, the object coordinates for all
imported points are set to 0,0.

After importing the GPS points, you should examine the
position of each point relative to the input object. If you determine that a point is not accurately located
(based on its description in the GPX file or other notes from the GPS survey), use the crosshairs tool in
the Edit mode to move the point to the correct object coordinates. The illustration to the left shows an
example where a GPS
point known to be at
GPS control point in estimated
the center of the
image location after import
pitcher’s mound of a
(left), and relocated to its
correct image position using
baseball diamond is
Edit mode (right).
manually relocated
from its estimated position. Once you have checked
and relocated all of the GPS control points, you should
examine the residuals. If you believe the GPS points to
be the most accurate control points, you may wish to
Control point list after
repositioning the GPS control
disable the pre-existing control points to see if that propoints and disabling the initial
duces a better fit to the georeference model (lower
four corner control points.
residual values) and if so, delete them.
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Georeference

Snap Control Points to Elements or Reference Grid
The Georeference process in TNTmips provides several different
modes for adding or editing control points. These modes are designed to assist you in placing the points. For example, when you
are georeferencing to a reference object, the default mode is Estimate from Model. When adding control points in this mode, initially
positioning the crosshairs in the input view not only sets the input
coordinates for the point, it automatically computes candidate map
coordinates based on the current point set and model (when there
are sufficient points to compute a solution) and shows these coordinates in the control point list. You can override these automatic
coordinates simply by moving the crosshair in the reference view
or by editing the coordinate fields. Conversely, placing the crosshair
in the reference view sets the map coordinates and computes estimated object coordinates.
Several other helper modes for placing control points are also available. You can snap individual control points to elements in an
input or reference geometric object (vector, CAD, or shape). Separate options are available to snap to the nearest line or point and to

Input
Snap to End Snap to
or Point
Vertex

Apply to
Selected

Reference
Snap to End Snap to Snap
or Point
Vertex to Grid
Apply to
Selected

Estimate from Model

Estimate from Model

snap to the nearest line vertex. You can also set up a virtual map
grid in any map coordinate system and snap control points to the
nearest grid intersection. This latter option does not require a
reference object, and is most appropriate when georeferencing map
sheets that include map grid lines or tick marks.
These modes for adding or editing control points are set separately
for the input and reference object using icon buttons in the Input
and Reference sections of the toolbar on the Georeference window,
as illustrated above. The individual snap options are described in
more detail and illustrated below and on the reverse.

The illustrations above show an ASTER satellite image (in Input View, left) being georeferenced
using a shapefile of state roads (in Reference View, right). A new control point is being added
with the Reference object mode set to Snap to End or Point (input is in default Estimate from
Model mode). With these settings, manually positioning the Input View crosshairs tool on a
highway intersection (left illustration) results in the reference crosshairs automatically snapping to the nearest road intersection (coincident line ends) in the reference shape object. The
accepted control point is illustrated below left. Its map coordinates are shown in color in the
control point list (for the duration of the current session) and its source is described by a
ToolTip (below).

Snap to Nearest Line End or Point
You can use the Snap to End or Point
mode to snap to the ends of line elements
(nodes) or points in an input geometric
object and/or in a reference geometric object. (The Snap to End or Point icon
button is active for both input and reference if both are geometric objects.) A
reference geometric object can be in any
coordinate reference system, which need
not match the reference system being
used for the control points. This mode is
particularly useful with reference geometric objects depicting intersecting line
features, such as road or stream networks.
Snap to End or Point mode automatically
snaps the control point in the designated
View to the nearest line endpoint or point
element when the crosshairs tool in the
other view is manually positioned. The
example illustrated to the left shows a new
control point being added to an input
raster using this mode for a reference
shapefile depicting a road network.
When the point is manually placed on
the image in the Input View using the
crosshairs tool, the crosshairs tool in the
Reference view is automatically snapped
to the nearest line end (in this case a road
intersection) to provide the necessary
map coordinates for the new point. Note
that in this case a number of different
nearby crosshairs positions in the Input
(over)
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View yield the same snapped map coordinates; correct placement of the input
crosshairs on the image is your responsibility. If the Snap to End or Point mode is used
simultaneously for both input and reference
geometric objects, both input and reference
crosshairs automatically snap to the nearest
corresponding features when either tool is
manually repositioned.
You can also use the Snap to End or Point
mode when editing control points (e.g. points
that were manually placed). In Edit mode,
you must manually reposition the crosshairs
tool in the view for which snapping is set in
order to trigger the snapping action.
Snap to Vertex
The Snap to Vertex mode is available for input and/or reference geometric objects. Its
operation is similar to the Snap to End or
Point mode, except that it snaps the
crosshairs tool in the specified view to the
nearest line vertex. This mode is most useful
for geometric objects with many non-intersecting polygons, such as agricultural field
boundaries, building footprints, and street
curb lines (block boundaries) in which you
can use sharp corners of polygons (which
may or may not be line ends) as reference
positions. An example using agricultural field boundaries in a reference shapefile is illustrated to the right.
Snap to Map Grid Intersections
The Snap to Grid mode is available on the Reference toolbar for
any type of input object. For input objects that include map grid
lines or grid intersection tick marks, such as scanned topographic
maps, you can use this mode to quickly snap map coordinates to
the nearest grid intersection. Using this mode requires enough
previously entered control points to compute a solution to the
registration model.
Turning on the Snap to Grid mode automatically opens the Snap
Grid window that you use
to set up a virtual reference

The illustrations above show an orthoimage of a rural county (in
Input View, left) being georeferenced using a shapefile of agricultural field boundaries (in Reference View, right). A new control
point is being added with the Reference object mode set to Snap to
Vertex. Manually placing the crosshairs tool in the Input View
results in the Reference View crosshairs tool automatically
snapping to the nearest vertex at the corner of a field. The
accepted control point is illustrated to the left and shown in the
control point list below.

map grid. You set the map grid’s coordinate reference system,
which may differ from the reference system being used for the
control points, and set the grid line spacing interval in both eastwest and north-south directions.
Once the virtual grid is established, placing the crosshairs tool in
the Input View automatically sets that control point’s map coordinates to the nearest virtual grid intersection. Correct placement of
the point relative to the input object is your responsibility.

The illustration to the left shows a scanned topographic map that
includes grid lines in the Australian Map Grid with 1,000-meter spacing.
This map is being georeferenced with the aid of the Snap to Grid
feature. The Snap Grid dialog window (above left) is used to set the
coordinate reference system for the map grid and east-west and
north-south grid spacing. Placing the crosshairs tool on or near a grid
line intersection automatically sets map coordinates from the nearest
grid intersection in the virtual map grid (as shown by the map coordinates in the control point list illustrated above). Only the image
coordinates require manual adjustment to provide correct registration.
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System

Direct Use of KML/KMZ Files
KML/KMZ files provide a means of getting geodata to
and from Google Maps and Google Earth. The TNT
products provide a number of methods to create and use
KML files. You can export individual objects to KML
and render single layers or entire layouts to KML or the
compressed KMZ version of a KML file. KML and
KMZ files can be imported into Project File format. Local or Internet-based KML and KMZ files can also be
directly viewed and used in a variety of TNT processes.
KML/KMZ files are just one of many file types supported
for direct use (see the Technical Guide entitled System:
Direct Use of Geodata Files).

• from any source in combination with tilesets accessed
directly from the Internet, and
• supply KML/KMZ files to others with the TNT products for use in combination with any geodata accessible to them (locally or over the Internet).

KML/KMZ files to be used in TNTmips can be on a local drive (including local networked drives) or may be
located on the Internet. Local files can be selected like
any object in Project File format, other file types supported
for direct use, or tilesets with local tileset description
(*.tsd) files using the Add Objects icon or any other
selection procedure in the TNT products. KML/KMZ
The ability to use KML/KMZ files directly as display lay- files located on the Internet can be added
ers allows you to view files
using the Add Web Layer icon in pro• received from others in combination with your pro- cesses that support web layers, which
prietary data,
include Display, Georeference, and Edit.
• from a list of your My Maps names created and saved
as public maps in Google Maps,
The KML layer consists of
• created with Google Earth tools or SketchUp,
point symbols
• from any source in combination with WMS or ArcIMS map-pin
marking the ends of the
layers,
route and the route line.

Landsat 742 10m false
color Internet tileset from
microimages.com
KML web layer showing route of
128-km bicycle race in Denmark

In the illustration above, an
Internet KML layer is overlaid on
two web tileset layers (1 m) from
microimages.com and a local
global layer (500 m). The higher
resolution of the web tileset layers
is apparent when you zoom in on
an area of overlap (left).
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LIDAR

Auto-Linking to LAS Point Clouds
You can view and use LIDAR point clouds in
the standard LAS file format directly in
TNTmips Pro. The first time you select an LAS
file for viewing or other use, a number of autolink procedures are carried out to prepare the
file for efficient use. Because LAS files may
contain tens of millions of points, the points
must be scanned to build a search tree that allows fast access to the points and their
attributes. This scan takes only a few seconds.
A boundary region is also created automatically
for LAS files containing LIDAR swath data. You
can also choose or create the point classes that
will be available for use with the point cloud and specify a coordinate reference system if
if it is not specified in the LAS file. The Auto-Link Issues to Resolve window for LAS files
that controls these procedures is illustrated above.

Choosing or Setting Up LIDAR Point Classes
The LAS file format specifies a range of standard point class numbers and names, some of
which have been assigned specific usages (such as Ground, Building, High Vegetation, and
Water, among others). However, many point classes in the LAS standard set have not been
assigned to particular materials, and including them all in point legends and class selection
controls would be confusing. In addition, you may wish to define your own custom use for
one or more of the unassigned LAS classes. Therefore in the auto-link procedure you can
specify a specific set of point classes to use with the LAS file(s) being linked and define
your own class usages. The Lidar Classes menu lets you choose the standard LAS point
set (ASPRS Default), choose a custom class set you have created previously, or create a
new class set. Choosing New from this menu opens the Setup Lidar Classes window
illustrated to the right, which allows you to specify which individual classes to use, a point
color to associate with the class, and to change the Usage field associated with individual
classes. The classes you select for the set, along with any additional classes used in the
LAS file when first scanned, are the only ones that will be included in tables and point
legends when the LAS file is used.

The Auto-Link Issues to Resolve window
lets you set the guidelines for linking to
one or more LAS files.

The Lidar Classes menu lets you choose the
point classes that will be available for use
with the LAS file(s) being linked. You can
choose the default ASPRS class set, a
custom set you have previously defined, or
create a new class set. If the menu defaults
to one of your custom class sets, you also
have the option to edit that set.

Dialog for selecting classes to include
in a new LIDAR point class set.

Toggles for
choosing
classes

Left-click in
Usage field
to edit.

Left-click on
color sample
to change the
class color.

Coordinate Reference System
If no georeference information is detected in the LAS file, the Auto-Link Issues window includes a Coordinate Reference System panel. A
toggle in this panel lets you keep the reference system as Engineering /Local. But if you wish to view the LAS file with other spatial data
and have metadata describing its spatial reference system, you can set a toggle to be prompted for the information for the selected file or
all LAS files in the same directory. If you choose one of these options, pressing OK on the Auto-Link Issues window launches the standard
Coordinate Reference System window, allowing you to specify the spatial
reference system to use (see the Technical Guide entitled Coordinate Reference System Window).

Boundary Region

Zoomed-out
view of Object
Boundary for a
LIDAR swath.

LAS files containing points from a single LIDAR flight swath include an
attribute indicating points on the edge of the cloud. If these edge points are
present in the LAS file, the auto-link procedure automatically creates an
Object Boundary region connecting these points. This region object is
stored in the link file created for the LAS file. By default the TNTmips
Display process only displays LAS points when you are zoomed in to small
scale values at which points can be separately rendered to the screen. The
object boundary region can be displayed along with the LAS file to indicate
the edges of the point cloud when you are zoomed out beyond the scale
range in which the LIDAR points are drawn, as shown in the View illustration to the left.
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LIDAR

Select Points by Class, Return Type, Intensity
LIDAR point clouds in the standard LAS file format that are
displayed in TNTmips Pro are provided with a specialized Lidar Layer Controls window. You can use the controls in this
window to select and style the points based on their elevation
or their LIDAR acquisition characteristics (see the Technical
Guide entitled LIDAR: LAS Point Cloud Display Options for
an overview). Controls on the Select tabbed panel allow you to
choose which points to show in the View on the basis of their
LIDAR point class, return type, range of return intensity, range
of scan angle, or any combination
of these characteristics.
The Select panel on the Lidar Layer
Controls window allows you to
choose points based on class,
return type, return intensity, or scan
angle. The illustration to the right
shows these controls set to show
all points, as in the View to the right.

Above, view of a portion of an LAS LIDAR point
cloud for an urban area. All points are shown for
the area, with points styled by class.

Select by Class
LAS points that you display may have been previously classified using automated and/or manual procedures. The LAS
format provides for a standard set of material classes, including ground, vegetation (low, medium, and high), building, and
so on. When you first use an LAS file in TNTmips, you can
also define your own additional material classes by assigning
names to unused classes in the LAS structure. The
Classes list on the Select tabbed panel of the Lidar
Layer Controls shows the standard LAS classes and
any additional class names you have specified, each
with a toggle button. You can choose to show any
individual point class or combination of classes, or
In this view only points in the Unclassified, Ground, and Building classes shown.
toggle on the box for All.

Select by Return Type

When points are also styled by class, as in this example, the point legend in
LegendView automatically adjusts to show only the classes chosen for display.

Each LIDAR laser pulse illuminates a finite area that may include objects at various heights above the ground, each of which
can yield a return pulse that reaches the sensor at a different

Single-return points styled by class. Most
are returns from hard surfaces (ground and
buildings) or from the tops of dense clusters
of vegetation.

time. LIDAR systems can typically record up to 3 to 5 return
pulses per emitted pulse. Each of these return pulses results in
a separate 3D point in the point cloud with an associated number of returns and return number.
Expansive solid surfaces such as the
ground and building roofs typically create single returns. Multiple returns are
most often generated by vegetation,
where portions of the LIDAR pulse penetrate deeper through gaps in the canopy,
reflecting off branches and leaves at various heights, or from the ground. A
LIDAR pulse straddling the edge of a
building also generates multiple returns.
The Return Type toggle buttons allow
you to display all returns, single returns,
Multiple-return points (first, last, intermediand several categories of multiple returns:
ate) styled by class. These include vegetafirst, last, and intermediate.
tion points and multiple returns around the
(over)
edges of buildings.
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Select by Intensity
Intensity is the relative strength of the return pulse measured by the LIDAR sensor. Characteristics of the reflecting objects that affect return intensity include the
reflectivity of the material at the LIDAR wavelength, how smooth or rough the
surface is, and the orientation of the surface relative to the sensor. Highest return
intensities are associated with smooth, highly
reflective surfaces, such as bright building
roofs, that face the sensor (surface perpendicular to the direction of the laser beam).
Darker surfaces absorb more of the laser
energy while rougher surfaces scatter some
of the energy away from the sensor, each
resulting in lower return intensities. A smooth reflective surface may nevertheless
produce lower intensity returns if it is tilted away from the direction of the incoming light pulse and thus reflects most of the energy away from the sensor.
The numerical values recorded for intensity vary with the acquisition system, and
so should be used only in the relative sense. To use return intensity to choose
points for display, turn on the Intensity checkbox and set minimum and/or maximum values in the adjacent numeric fields. These fields initially show the actual
range of intensity values of the points in the LAS file.

LIDAR points with return intensity values
greater than 250, styled by class. The
clusters of red points on the right side of the
area are smooth, light-colored building roofs
that efficiently reflected the laser energy
back to the sensor. A scatttered set of points
classified as ground and low vegetation also
fall within this intensity range.

Select by Scan Angle

Selecting LIDAR points
with scan angles
within 14 degrees on
either side of the nadir
line in this example
excludes points in the
upper right corner of
the view area.

Airborne LIDAR systems scan the emitted laser pulses rapidly from side to side perpendicular to the aircraft track.
The scan angle is the angle of the laser beam outward from
a straight-down direction (0 degrees at nadir), including the
roll of the aircraft. Scan angle can theoretically range from
-90 degrees to the left of the aircraft to +90 to the right,
though in practice points are typically recorded within about
30 degrees on either side of the nadir line. At higher scan
angles the shape of the laser beam “footprint” can become
highly distorted, reducing accuracy.
To select points by scan angle, turn on the Scan Angle
checkbox and set minimum and maximum scan angle values in the adjacent numerical fields.

Combine Selection Criteria
The different groups of selection controls on the Select tabbed panel are
not mutually exclusive, so you can
set selection criteria in multiple categories at the same time, as shown
in the illustrations to the right.

Additional Filter

LIDAR points selected for display based on
multiple criteria: Ground class, single return
only, with return intensity greater than 150.

Using the specific selection controls described above and on the
reverse, you can readily select LAS points for display based on
their standard LIDAR attributes. The Additional Filter menu at the
bottom of the Select tabbed panel (illustrated to the right) presents
the general selection options for elements in geometric objects (shape,
vector, or CAD): All, By Attribute, By Map Scale, and By Query.
These options are most useful for LIDAR point selection if you
have assigned addtional attributes of your own to the points, in
which case you can add your own custom selection criterion to the
criteria set using the standard LIDAR selection controls.

The Additional Filter menu
presents general selection
options common to all
geometric objects.

Spurious LIDAR points are never
actually deleted from an LAS file,
just marked as “deleted” if they
are to be ignored during processing. You can elect to show such
points by turning on the Show
Deleted Points toggle button.
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LIDAR

Style Points by Class, Elevation, Intensity
LIDAR point clouds in the standard LAS file format that are
displayed in TNTmips Pro are provided with a specialized Lidar Layer Controls window that allows you to select and style
the points based on their LIDAR characteristics. The Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: LAS Point Cloud Display Options
provides an overview, while LIDAR: Select Points by Class,
Return Type, Intensity describes point characteristics and associated selection procedures.
The Style menu on the Lidar Layer Control window’s Style
tabbed panel has a ClassificationStyle option that provides access to the standard Assign Style by Attribute window for setting
colors, symbols, and sizes for the points based on their LIDAR
point class (see the Tutorial entitled Creating and using Styles).
However, a more flexible set of choices are provided when you
choose the Special option from Style menu. When you choose
this option, controls are provided for quickly setting point colors using a variety of LIDAR point characteristics (class,
elevation, return intensity, and return type), while points can
be set to be all the same size or assigned a range of sizes
based on intensity.

The Style tabbed panel on the Lidar Layer Controls window provides
a Special option on the Style menu that allows you to easily vary the
color and size of points on the basis of specific LIDAR attributes.
The Color menu lets you set
point color by LIDAR point
class, elevation, return
intensity, and return type.

Point size can be set All
Same or By Intensity.

Setting the Color menu to By Class provides a listing of LIDAR
classes and their currently assigned colors. You can change any
class color by selecting the class in the listing and picking a new
color using the color palette on the right side of the panel.

Point Colors by Class
Choosing By Class from the Color menu provides a streamlined interface for viewing and modifying point colors
assigned to the LIDAR classes, as shown in the illustration
at top right of this page. Each available point class is listed
along with a color sample showing its assigned color. You
can easily reassign any class color by selecting the class
name in the listing and choosing a new color from the color
palette on the right side of the panel. A view with all LIDAR
points selected for display and styled by class is illustrated to
the right.

View with point
colors set By
Class, as shown
in the illustration
above.

Point Colors by Elevation
The By Elevation color option applies a color spread to the
range of LIDAR point elevations in the LAS file, as illustrated in the view shown below right. Style controls provided
with this option include a Spread menu from which you can
choose a predefined color spread or the Manual option. For
the Manual option you use the color buttons to the right of
the Spread menu to choose starting and ending colors and
the Path menu to choose a color path (such as RGB, HIS
Clockwise, and others). When you choose the By Elevation
color option, a continuous color-scale legend is automatically provided in the
View. The Legend
Length setting on the
Style panel sets the
length (in screen pixels)
of this legend.
(over)
Controls for the Color By Elevation option let you choose or
design an elevation color spread to color the LIDAR points.

All points styled by elevation, with color scale shown in LegendView.
Tree tops are the highest elevations in this urban scene.
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Point Colors by Intensity
The By Intensity color option applies a color spread to the range of LIDAR return
intensities in the LAS file, as illustrated in the view shown to the right. The color
spread controls for intensity are similar to those for elevation, described on the
reverse. The only addition for intensity is the Distribution menu, which allows
you to apply a mathematical redistribution to the range of intensity values before
the color spread is applied to the points. The Distribution options are Linear, Equalize, Normalize, and Logarithmic. The nonlinear redistribution options can produce
a more discriminating
color spread when there
are extreme outliers in the
intensity range. A continuous color range
intensity legend is autoThe By Intensity color option allows you to set a
matically provided in
numerical distribution option for the intensity values and
LegendView.
then applies a color spread to the adjusted values.

All points colored by intensity using the Equalize
distribution option. Bright-colored building roofs
show the highest return intensities (red colors),
while trees (which generate multiple returns)
show the lowest intensity values.

Point Colors by Return Type
The By Return Type color option assigns point colors to the 5 return types (Single,
First of Multiple, Last of Multiple, Intermediate, and Other) that are listed on the
Style panel. You can easily reassign any return type color by selecting the type
name in the listing and
choosing a new color
from the color palette on
the right side of the
panel. A view with all
LIDAR points selected
for display and styled by
return type is illustrated
All points colored by return type (above left) as shown in the Lidar Layer Controls illustration above. Single
return points (green) are generated by solid surfaces such as the ground and building roofs. Multiple
to the left.
returns (blue, cyan, and yellow) are generated by vegetation and building edges.

Point Colors by Return Number
The By Return Number
color option assigns point
colors to return numbers
1 through 5. You can easily reassign any return
number color by selecting
the type name in the listing and choosing a new
color from the color palette on the right side of
the panel.

The illustration to the right shows all LIDAR points
colored by return number using the colors shown in the
Lidar Layer Controls illustration above. Return 1 includes
both single returns and the first of multiple returns.

Point Size All Same or by Intensity
The Style panel also provides controls that let you set point
size to be all the same, or to vary the size by intensity. The
latter option allows you to portray variations in intensity using
the point size and another LIDAR attribute using point color.

All points can be set to the same
width (as shown below) in
screen pixels, in millimeters or
inches on screen, or in ground
meters.

You can set point size to vary by intensity and limit the percentage
intensity range to exclude spurious high or low values, as shown in
the illustration of the controls above. In the zoomed view excerpt shown to the left, points are colored
by class and sizes set by intensity. Smaller, low-intensity points are primarily multiple returns from
vegetation (green) and ground returns (orange) from the shadowed southeast side of the building (red).
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LIDAR

Viewing Virtual Surface Aids Reclassification
You can display, pan, and zoom a LIDAR point cloud in the
standard LAS file format in real time as a virtual surface
created from your choice of the LIDAR point classes. You
can display this surface in grayscale shaded relief, colored
by elevation, or a combination (see the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: View LAS Point Cloud as Surface). In
comparison to a simple display of classified points, these virtual surface options make it much easier to visualize the 3D
information contained in the points over a broad area. If
points other than ground points are included in a shaded surface rendering, it is easy to recognize buildings, trees, and
other above-ground features. Guided by the shapes visible in
the virtual surface, you can use the area selection tools in the
GeoToolbox to outline specific areas to select the contained

points (even when the points themselves are not currently
shown). You can then reclassify specific point classes in the
selected point set to a different point class (see the TechGuide
entitled LIDAR: Interactive Editing of Point Classes). The
virtual surface is automatically updated to reflect the change
in classification. Since you can create the virtual surface
from any selection of point classes, reclassifying points may
produce dramatic changes in the virtual surface if the reclassification moves points to a class not being used to generate
the surface.
The illustrations below and on the reverse provide examples
of the use of a shaded virtual surface as a visual reference
for reclassifying points in a partially-classified LIDAR point
cloud.

Orthoimage (left) and relief-shaded virtual surface (right) constructed in the TNT view from LAS LIDAR points of a small area
(165 meters across) outside Denver, Colorado. The scene includes a house, driveway, and scattered trees. LIDAR points
covering this area (shown in illustration below left) have a spacing of 50 to 70 centimeters. Bare-earth points have been
classified by the vendor using an automated procedure, leaving remaining points unclassified. The virtual surface is based
on both bare-earth and unclassified points, so the house and trees are clearly visible in the virtual surface along with natural
topographic features. See the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: View LAS Point Cloud as Surface for details on virtual surface
display.

In the illustration on the left, ground (orange) and unclassified (yellow) LIDAR points are overlaid on the shaded virtual
surface, which helps to identify clusters of unclassified points as structures and trees. In the inset, the GeoToolbox polygon
tool is used to outline and select the points covering the house (red). The Reclassify procedure was then used to change
the classification of the unclassified points in the selected set to the building class (see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR:
Interactive Editing of Point Classes ). Since the latter class is not used in creating the virtual surface in the view, the updated
virtual surface (right) no longer shows the house. The portion of the surface that coincides with the house footprint is
interpolated from the surrounding (ground) points and thus approximates a bare-earth surface.
(over)
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The illustration on the left shows the virtual surface derived from the LIDAR points after reclassification of the house points.
The Point Profile tool (green rectangle) is used to outline an area north of the house footprint. LIDAR points (not displayed)
within the box area are used by the tool to create a vertical point profile (shown to the right, looking north; see the TechGuide
entitled LIDAR: Point Profile Tool ). The points shown in the profile include ground points (orange) that define a downward
slope to the east, and unclassified points (yellow) above the ground that define several trees.

In the illustration on the left, the threshold tool is used in the Point Profile to place a sloping threshold line (green, between
the vertical green lines) slightly above the ground surface and select points above that threshold (selected points shown in
red; see the see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Point Profile Tool). The unclassified points in the selected set were then
reclassified to the medium vegetation class. Since the latter class is not used in creating the virtual surface in the view, the
updated virtual surface (illustrated on the right) no longer shows the trees within the profile area.
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LIDAR

View LAS Point Cloud as Surface
TNTmips Pro allows you to display a LIDAR point cloud in the standard
An overview of all LAS LIDAR display options is presented
LAS file format as a virtual surface. The virtual surface can be colored by
in the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: LAS Point Cloud
elevation, shown in grayscale shaded-relief, or in a combination of shadDisplay Options. You can display LIDAR points directly,
ing and elevation color. The virtual surface is constructed on-the-fly
subsetting and styling them based on their LIDAR characteristics, as described in more detail in the TechGuides
from a subset of the points visible in the view, so displaying the surface
LIDAR: Select Points by Class, Return Type, Intensity, and
is as fast as displaying the points themselves. You can select the points
LIDAR: Style Points by Class, Elevation, Intensity.
to use to create this surface based on return type and LIDAR point class
(such as ground, building, and so on). You can view the virtual surface with or without overlaid LIDAR points by adjusting a minimum
point spacing threshold that automatically turns the point display off at zoom levels where the points are so closely spaced that they would
obscure the terrain. Controls for constructing and visualizing the virtual terrain surface are on the Terrain tabbed panel of the Lidar Layer
Controls window, which is illustrated at the bottom right.

View of a small portion of a LIDAR point cloud (total over 5.3 million points) that will be used here to illustrate virtual surface display. The view
is about 550 meters in width, with nominal ground spacing of the LIDAR points about 1.5 meters. The area shown is a steep hillside sloping
downward from upper left to lower right of the view. The natural color orthoimage of the same area at right shows residential roads and
homesites with forest in the northwestern (higher) portion (the LIDAR points and orthoimage were both acquired under leaf-off conditions). The
LIDAR points were partially classified by the vendor using automated procedures, with class colors shown in the legend in the View illustration
at left. Points in the Ground (orange) and Model Key Point (pink) classes are single-return points interpreted to be on the bare earth surface.
Non-Ground points (cyan) are the first or intermediate of multiple returns, interpreted as likely vegetation points. The Unclassified points
(yellow) are interpreted to include manmade structures and some vegetation. Visual comparison of the classified point cloud and the
orthoimage confirms that this classification is generally accurate.

Relief Shaded Surface
The Shaded option for virtual surface display presents a grayscale
shaded-relief view.
The Relief Illumination panel provides
standard controls for
the shading: Direction and Elevation
Angle of the virtual
illumination source
and Vertical Exaggeration of the
surface.
Turning on the
Smooth Shading
toggle in the Terrain
tabbed panel applies a
smoothing function to
(over)

Radio buttons on the
Terrain tabbed panel for
choosing the terrain
display type (or none).

The Select panel includes
controls for choosing the
subset of points to use to
construct the virtual terrain.

Relief-shaded virtual terrain (above left) constructed from the LIDAR points shown top left using bare-earth
points and Single and Last returns (set using the Select controls as shown in the illustration above right). The
shaded terrain shows that homesites have been leveled by cutting into the hillside on the uphill side and building
embankments on the downhill side.
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the virtual surface before the shaded view is created. Smoothing is designed
to suppress small irregularities in the surface that represent small objects or
that result from artifacts (noise) in the elevations measured by the LIDAR
sensor. A sample comparison of smoothed and unsmoothed virtual surfaces
is illustrated to the right.
For all terrain display options you can use the controls on the Select panel
(illustrated on the reverse and below) to choose the subset of points used to
construct the virtual surface. You can choose any combination of classes to
use, or All. On the Returns menu you can choose between Single and Last
(single returns and last of multiple returns) and Single and First (single
returns and first of multiples). When you are viewing an unclassified point

Detail of shaded virtual terrain display without smoothing
(above left) and with smoothing
(above right).

cloud, the Single and Last return option provides a virtual terrain that more closely models
a bare earth surface. The illustrations to the left
show shaded virtual surfaces constructed using all LIDAR point classes but with different
choices for return type.

Shaded virtual surfaces for the western portion of the sample area using all LIDAR point
classes, including buildings and vegetation. The surface on the left was constructed
using the Single and Last option from the Returns menu. In the forested area, the last of
multiple returns reaches deeper into the tree canopy and in places reaches the ground.
The surface on the right was constructed using the Single and First return option, and
thus models more of the tree canopy in the forested area.

The Minimum
point display
spacing field
sets the minimum
allowed spacing
(in screen pixels)
between LIDAR points to allow the points to
be shown overlaid on the virtual surface. Point
display is automatically turned off at zoom levels at which the points would be more closely
spaced than this value.

Surface Colored by Elevation

Virtual surface for the sample area constructed
using only bare earth points and displayed using the
Elevation terrain option with the color spread shown
in the Elevation Color interface illustration to the
right. The elevation colors highlight the general
southeast slope of the bare earth surface.

The Elevation terrain option applies a color spread to the range of elevations in the
virtual surface, as illustrated to the left. Turning on this option activates the Elevation Color controls, illustrated to the right. You select a predefined color spread
using the Palette menu or choose Manual to design a custom spread. The Manual option
provides color buttons to set the starting and
ending colors for the spread and a Path menu for
choosing a color path (such as RGB, HIS Clockwise, and others). You can use the Distribution
menu to apply a mathematical redistribution to
the elevation values in the surface before the color
spread is applied. The Distribution options are
Linear, Equalize, Normalize, and Logarithmic. The numeric fields to the right of the
Distribution menu set percentage limits for the range of elevations to include in the
spread, which you can use
to eliminate spurious high
and low elevation values
from the spread range.

Color Shaded Surface
The Color Shaded terrain option combines a shaded relief
display with a color spread by elevation to provide a synoptic view of the surface, as shown for the sample area in the
illustration to the right. The Relief Illumination and Elevation Color controls are both active with this option and can
be adjusted as described above. The surface can also be
smoothed using the Smooth Shading option.

Virtual surface for
the sample area
constructed using
only bare earth
point s and
displayed using the
Color Shaded
terrain option.
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LIDAR

TNTmips Used in Monitoring River Health
The Murray-Darling River Basin covers 1,000,000
square kilometers in southeast Australia. The basin
supports over one third of the country’s total gross
value of agricultural production and includes three
quarters of its irrigated crops and pastures. The future of the economies and populations that are
supported by this agriculture depend on the sustainable management of the basin’s rivers and land
systems. Terranean Mapping Technologies, a
MicroImages reseller in Brisbane, Australia, recently
completed an award-winning project with the MurrayDarling Basin Authority to use airborne LIDAR
surveys to characterize river channel form and vegetation for the basin. TNTmips standard features
and scripts written in the TNTmips Geospatial Scripting Language (SML) were used extensively to
efficiently process and analyze the LIDAR data to
produce stream and vegetation statistics. The automated workflows implemented via SML script were
critical in implementing analytical procedures that could
be undertaken by GIS operators with no training in
geomorphology, yet produce robust, objective, and repeatable measures of river health.
To measure the precise shape of river channels and
the distribution of riparian vegetation foliage in three

Map showing the extent of the Murray-Darling River Basin (shaded)
in southeast Australia. The study involved 1610 aerial survey sites
(yellow triangles) and 109 control sites (red triangles). Each survey
site encompasses a 1-kilometer stretch of river channel that was
surveyed using airborne LIDAR and multispectral orthoimagery.

dimensions, the project performed airborne
LIDAR surveys of 1610 channel sites in the
basin. An automated batch process was
implemented in TNTmips using an SML
script to sort and name the LAS point cloud
files for each site and process the points to
generate terrain surfaces (with and without
structures), vegetation height surface, foliage density, contours, and other primary
datasets for each site. According to the
project manager at Terranean, David Moore,
“The TNTmips job queue manager proved
highly effective in managing and optimising
the computationally intensive processing of
data across multiple networked computers
to produce the large number of output files
for all 1610 sites”.
Top, a 3D perspective view of the natural color orthoimage collected for a
channel site with LIDAR points added in the color extracted from this same
image. Above, classified LIDAR points are shown in a vertical profile across
a channel site using the TNTmips Point Profile Tool.

Geomorphic variables characterizing the
channels and riparian features were extracted from the high-resolution LIDAR
(over)
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DEMs using an interactive “Variable Extraction Toolkit” developed as an SML
script. The toolkit’s graphical user interface (shown below) presents a number of
automated feature extraction tools organized
into a simple workflow. GIS operators used
the interactive toolkit to map the channel
centerline and channel banks and to divide
each site into various channel and riparian
zones.

Vegetation density by height, displayed from surface rasters produced in
TNTmips as part of the primary LIDAR point processing via an SML script.

The final data generated for the project consisted of vegetation measurements that could
be statistically analyzed to help determine
the health of the river at each site. Spatial
algorithms were developed in TNTmips to
generate eighteen vegetation measurements
for specified zones in and adjacent to the
river channels. The measurements represent attributes such as vegetation height,

shading of the channel, and foliage density.
Click for technical details.
The researchers concluded that TNTmips
software proved to be an ideal platform for
establishing automated workflows to produce consistent and repeatable GIS output
data from classified LIDAR LAS files. The
scripting capability in TNTmips SML also
proved to be a “highly effective geospatial
modelling environment for the development
of the Variable Extraction Tool, due to its
ability to integrate a wide range of data
types and formats, including LiDAR LAS
files, and its advanced geospatial analysis
functions.” Using TNTmips SML scripts
also allowed implementation of automated
procedures that minimized the need for user
interaction, allowing variable extraction to
be carried out by GIS operators with no
training or experience in geomorphology or
riparian ecology.

The Variable Extraction Toolkit, implemented in TNTmips as an interactive
SML script, allowed GIS operators to quickly delineate the channel centerline,
analyze automatically-generated transect lines to define channel banks, and
map geomorphic zones along and adjacent to the channels.

Terranean Mapping Technologies won the
2010 Queensland Spatial Excellence award
in the Environment category for their design and execution of this complex project. The automated procedures designed and
carried out in TNTmips allowed the project to be completed within budget in a period of less than 12 months.
More information on this project can be found at http://terranean.com.au/environment.htm#MDBA. A technical paper on the
project, co-authored by Terranean Director David Moore, was presented at the 15th Australian Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Conference in Alice Springs, Australia in September 2010.
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Geospatial Scripting

Auto-Register Images using Web Tileset
The Georeference process in TNTmips includes an Auto-Register procedure to automatically generate hundreds to thousands of control
points for an image using a reference image of the same area (see the
Technical Guide entitled Georeference: Auto-Register to Reference
Image). This same capability is also available for use in scripts using
the TNT Geospatial Scripting Language (SML). MicroImages has
provided two sample scripts to demonstrate this capability: one
(excerpted on the reverse) that uses one of the standard web tilesets
hosted at the MicroImages website as the reference image, and
one that uses a local color-composite raster in a TNT Project File
as the reference.
Auto-Register settings and operations are encapsulated in the
IMAGE_PIPELINE_AUTOREGISTER class. This class has
members that allow the script writer to set all necessary autoregister parameters, such as Initial Accuracy and Maximum
Residual. A schematic diagram showing how the class is
used in the sample scripts is shown below. One band is
selected from the multiband input image (right side of diagram) to match to the reference and is used to create an
image pipeline source. A pipeline source is likewise creSPOT 4 scene
ated for the reference. If using a web tileset as reference, a
(displayed using a colortileset pipeline source is created using the URL string for
infrared band combination) with cell
the web tileset on the internet (or the filepath for a local
size of 20 meters, with control points created using
web tileset). A selection filter is used to select the color
the Auto-Register procedure in the sample SML script. The reference
image is the South Dakota 2010 GM_BM web tileset hosted at
component to use for matching. If a local composite image
microimages.com (derived from NAIP natural-color county orthoimages).
is used as reference, the color to use for matching can be
specified directly in the constructor for the pipeline source,
Auto-Register Settings:
so no selection filter is required. The resulting pipeline stages for the input image
Match green spectral component in input
and reference are passed as parameters to the Run() method of the AUTOREGISTER
and reference
class, which carries out the operation and creates the resulting control-point
Initial Accuracy Estimate = 20 cells
georeference in memory. A Save() method on the class is then used to write this
Generated Point Spacing = 75 cells
georeference subobject to each of the bands of the input image.
Maximum Point Residual = 1.5 cells
Schematic of the Sample Auto-Register Scripts

Web
tileset

OR

Image Bands to
Auto-Register

Local
image
Local
image

URL
PIPELINE
SOURCE
Specifying
Color to Match

TILESET
PIPELINE
SOURCE

SELECTION
FILTER

(Selects color
to match)

OR

PIPELINE
SOURCE
Input Band to
Match

AUTOREGISTER
Run

Save Georeference to Input Bands

Reference

Georeference

Although the auto-register
operation in SML utilizes image pipeline structures, it is
not a complete pipeline operation, as no new “target”
image is created, only georeference information.

Correlation Patch Size = 128 cells
These sample scripts are
Maximum Adaptive Model = Order 2 Polynomial
designed for standalone
auto-registration of a 4Auto-Register produced 537 control points
band SPOT satellite
RMS Residuals:
image that has been imX = 0.36 cells, Y = 0.43 cells, XY = 0.56 cells
ported to a TNT Project
(Model = Plane Projective)
File. However, these
scripts can be adapted
Mean Absolute Residuals:
easily to process any
X = 0.28 cells, Y = 0.32 cells
single-band or multiband
image or color composite in a variety of file formats (such as GeoTIFF or
GeoJP2) or to do batch processing of a number of input images.

The auto-register settings in these scripts likewise can be tailored to the dimensions, cell-size, and geometry of different input images. In the local reference
example the coordinate reference system (CRS) read from the reference image
is used for the auto-registration procedure and the output georeference, but
you can use the CRS of the input image (the default if not specified) or any
other valid CRS instead. The auto-register procedure can also be integrated
into a more general image-processing script that carries out resampling to the
output CRS, image enhancement, and other production procedures.
(over)
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for
scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

AutoRegisterSPOT4bandWebTilesetRef.sml
(uses a web tileset on the internet as the reference image for auto-register)
numeric err;

set auto-register class parameters; coordinate reference
system will be set automatically from the input image

error checking procedure
proc ReportError(numeric linenum, numeric err) {
printf("FAILED -line: %d, error: %d\n", linenum - 1, err);
PopupError(err);
}
clear();

print("Setting up auto-register...");
statusC.Message = "Setting up auto-register...";
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_AUTOREGISTER autoReg;
autoReg.SetAutoGenerateGCPs(1); set to auto-generate control points

clear the console

autoReg.SetModel("PlaneProjective");
choose image bands to auto-register
class STRING prompt$;
prompt$ = "Choose 4 SPOT MS bands:";
class RVC_OBJITEM inpObjItemList[];
numeric numBands;

hash of RVC_OBJITEMs for
selected raster objects

set initial model

autoReg.SetUseExistingGCPs(0, 0);

don't use existing control points
(will be deleted when done)

autoReg.SetInitialAccuracy(20);

Initial Accuracy = 20 cells

autoReg.SetGCPSpacing(100);

Point Spacing = 100 cells

autoReg.SetMaxGCPResidual(2);

Maximum Residual = 2 cells

DlgGetObjects(prompt$, "Raster", inpObjItemList, "ExistingOnly");
numeric i;
check ObjItem hash
for i = 1 to inpObjItemList.GetNumItems()
{
printf("Band %d = %s\n", i, inpObjItemList[i].GetObjectPath() );
}

autoReg.SetCorrPatchSize(128);

Correlation Patch Size =128 cells

autoReg.SetMaxModel("PolynomialOrder2");

set Maximum Model

run auto-register
get URL for the web tileset to use for the reference
class STRING url$, default$;
default$ = "http://www.microimages.com/geodata/kappa/SD2010 GM state/
SD2010 GM state.tsd";
prompt$ = "Enter or paste URL of web tileset reference:";
url$ = PopupString(prompt$, default$, "Web Tileset URL");
create status dialog and its context
class STATUSDIALOG statusD; status dialog to show process status
statusD.Create();
class STATUSCONTEXT statusC;
context for the status dialog
statusC = statusD.CreateContext();
create pipeline source for the single band of the input to use
for Auto-Register; specify by 1-based index to the ObjItemList
where 3 = Band 3 = green:
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC inpSource(inpObjItemList[3]);
err = inpSource.Initialize();
if (err < 0) then ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("input source initialized");
create pipeline source for the reference
web tileset (natural color-composite)
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_TILESET refTileset(url$);
err = refTileset.Initialize();
if (err < 0) then ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("reference source initialized");

print("Parameters set, starting auto-register");
statusC.Message = "Running auto-register...";
autoReg.Run(inpSource, refSource);
get RMS XY residual and result model from the auto-register class
numeric resultRMS;
class STRING resultModel;
resultRMS = autoReg.GetResultRMSResidual();
resultModel = autoReg.GetResultModel();
printf("Result residual = %.2f\n", resultRMS);
printf("Result model = %s\n", resultModel);
check the overall control point RMS and if it passes,
save georeference to all of the inputs
if (resultRMS <= 1.5)
{
print("residual less than cut-off, saving result");
for i = 1 to inpObjItemList.GetNumItems()
{
autoReg.SaveGeoreference(inpObjItemList[i]);
printf("saved georeference for input %d\n", i);
}
}
set final status dialog message and destroy the dialog
statusC.Message = "Script Ran to Completion";
statusD.Destroy();

filter to select the green component of the reference tileset
array numeric srcSamples[1];
srcSamples[1] = 2;
index for green component
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_SELECT refTilesetGreen(refTileset,
srcSamples, 1);
err = refTilesetGreen.Initialize();
if (err < 0) then ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("select filter for reference tileset initialized");

print("Done");

A similar sample script using a local color-composite
image in a Project File as the reference is entitled:
AutoRegisterSPOT4band.sml
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Tilesets

Checking Spatial Properties Using Tile Maps
Standard web tilesets (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google
Earth, and NASA World Wind) can contain millions of small
individual raster files organized in different zoom level directories and their nested subdirectories. It is thus not practical
to assess the completeness and speed of display of a web
tileset by examining its file structure or by viewing every
tileset area at every different zoom level. Therefore,
TNTmips Pro provides tools for verifying the integrity of web
tilesets you might acquire from various sources. Processes
that link to, modify, or create web tilesets by default construct small tile maps that record the spatial distribution of
tiles, their file formats, and tile sizes at each zoom level. You
can use the tile map at each zoom level to
• examine its spatial coverage
• assess the completeness of its coverage
• identify missing tiles
• view the file format of every tile
• identify tiles in non-optimal formats.

A Google Maps tileset with orthoimagery of Sequoia and Kings Canyon
National Parks in California, USA
(zoom level range 4 to 17). This
tileset has problems with tile formats
such as you might find in web tilesets
created outside TNTmips.

PNG tiles, and yellow for 24-bit PNG tiles). An accompanying size map uses cell values to record the stored size of the
tile files in KB, so brighter grays in the display indicate large
tile files. You can display tile maps and size maps in TNTmips
to see the spatial distribution of tiles at each zoom level, their
file formats, and their sizes; DataTips for the tile maps and
size maps list the file format and size in KB (respectively) for
particular locations. Tileset versions of the tile maps are also
automatically created so you can view the tilemaps in your
favorite web geoviewer. Examples of tilemaps and size maps
are illustrated below.
Moving large web tilesets from one physical drive location to
another is problematic because current desktop computer operating systems are not optimized to deal with copying the
very large number of directories and files that make up a
web tileset. Thus it is possible for the copy process to fail at
some point, leaving one or more tileset zoom levels incomplete. Comparing tile maps from different zoom levels can
help you identify such problems in the resulting tileset.

Zoom level 13 tile map (left) and stored tile size map (right) for
the national parks tileset. This tileset was created using the
option for 24-bit PNG tiles (yellow) instead of 8-bit PNG for
edge tiles. While most fully-opaque interior tiles are in JPEG
format (green), a few interior tiles are in 24-bit PNG format;
DataTips for one such interior tile are shown. These opaque
PNG tiles have much larger stored sizes than equivalent JPEG
tiles, and would thus require longer download times, slowing
the display of the tileset in a geobrowser.

You can use tile maps in conjunction with the Validate Tileset
process to identify and correct problems with your tilesets
(see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Validating Structures).
A tile map is actually a series of TNT raster objects, one for
each zoom level in the tileset. Each tile map raster has one
cell for each tileset tile, color-coded to identify the file format
of the corresponding tile file (green for JPEG, red for 8-bit

Zoom level 13 tile map after
the tileset was processed in
Validate Tileset to convert
fully-opaque PNG tiles to
JPEG and convert remaining
edge 24-bit PNG tiles to 8-bit
PNG (red).

Tile maps can also be useful in identifying tile format issues
that might affect the performance (download speed) of your
tileset when it is viewed in a browser on the Internet. In web
tilesets that depict aerial or satellite images, interior tiles that
are fully populated with image data are commonly stored in
JPEG format because its lossy compression minimizes the
stored size and maximizes the download speed of these tiles.
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(over)

(When you create or merge tilesets you can set the image
quality level for JPEG tiles to control the compression level
and thus the stored sizes of the tiles.)
The PNG format (8- or 24-bit) may be used for edge tiles in
image tilesets so that the portions of tiles outside the image
boundary can be transparent. (Map tilesets rendered from
geometric data may use 8-bit PNG format for all tiles to provide transparency for areas in between the map features.)
However, PNG files use lossless rather than lossy compression, so PNG tiles at either bit-depth require more storage
and longer download times than JPEG tiles. For a Google
Maps or Bing Maps tileset with a tile size of 256 by 256
pixels, a fully-populated image tile might be 10 to 20 KB in
size in JPEG format, 50 to 60 KB in 8-bit PNG format, and
150 to 175 KB in 24-bit PNG format. Thus the optimal tile
format combination for image tilesets uses JPEG for all fullypopulated interior tiles and 8-bit PNG for all edge tiles. The
color-coding of tile formats in tile maps makes it easy to identify the locations of tile format problems that would slow the
web display of the tileset: PNG format used for fully-opaque

interior tiles and 24-bit PNG used for edge tiles instead of 8bit PNG. An example of such problems and the results of
correcting them in the Validate Tileset process are shown in
the illustrations on the front side of this page.
If you have a local copy of a third-party web tileset, you can
use the Link to Tileset process in TNTmips Pro (see the
Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Link to a Structure) to
create a TSD link file that enables its use in TNT processes.
This procedure by default also creates a tilemap for the tileset,
which you can use as described above to assess the completeness of the tileset and correct any tile format problems.
MicroImages also strongly recommends that you use the
Validate Tileset process to check the integrity of any thirdparty tileset you acquire.
For any local copies of web tilesets that already have a TSD
link file but do not yet have a tilemap, you can use the Tileset
Manager (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Managing
Structures) to create a tilemap. All processes in TNTmips
Pro that modify or create a new web tileset also by default
construct tilemaps.
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Tilesets

Link to a Structure
Anyone’s map, image, plan, or other spatial data
A sample hierarchical Google
published on the Internet as a Google Maps,
Maps tileset has
Google Earth, Bing Maps, or World Wind stanzoom levels 10
dard web tileset can be used in the TNT
through 18, as
shown by the
Professional Products. In order to view such a
subdirectory for
tileset in a view in TNT, its content and structure
each numbered
zoom level.
must be defined by a small TileSet Definition
(TSD) link file. This is an XML file that identifies
the tileset structure type, location, number
Below, the Tiles directory illustrated above is selected in the Automatic panel of the
of levels, etc. The tileset referenced by this
Link to Tileset process. Link to Tileset automatically determines the structure of the
tileset (hierarchical for Google Maps and Bing Maps in this example) and lists the
TSD file can be local or on the Internet,
minimum and maximum zoom levels in the window.
and the TSD file can be located anywhere
it can be accessed by your TNT product,
such as on your local hard drive or on the
remote web server that is hosting the
internet tilesets it references (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Using a TSD
Link File). Once your custom TSD file
Directory listing after Link to Tileset process has been run, showing that a TSD link
has been created and tested on a local drive,
file has been created for the tileset, enabling it to be used in the TNT products. The
process has also created sample HTML/ JavaScript files that enable the tileset to be
it can be moved to any accessible location
viewed immediately in your browser in Google Maps, Microsoft Bing Maps, and
by adjusting the tileset links it contains.
OpenLayers. A
The Link to Tileset process in TNTmips can
also create a TSD file for any standard web
tileset conforming to one of the structures
noted above and whose directory structure
can be read (i.e., it resides on a local or
network drive), even if some other software
built the tileset. Every tileset created by
TNTmips is automatically provided with a
TSD file that is updated by any TNT process that alters the tileset’s content.
For a single tileset you can use the Automatic tabbed panel
on the Link to Tileset window to select the folder containing
the tileset (which may be organized in subfolders). The
process immediately analyzes the directory structure and
tile file names to determine and list the structure and type of
the tileset and the range of zoom levels. Pressing the Run
icon button further parses the tileset structure to determine
its spatial extents and create the TSD file. For Google and
Bing Maps tilesets the process also creates standard HTML
/ Javascript files that enable you to immediately view the
tileset in Google Maps, Bing Maps, and Open Layers. A
Manual tabbed panel is provided to enable you to link to
tilesets with a more complex directory structure, as described

“getPath.php” file also
enables the hierarchical tileset to be
viewed in Bing Maps
3D. The subdirectory
whose name ends in
“_Reference”
contains the tile map
files for the tileset.

on the reverse. By default the process also creates a tile
map that records the spatial distribution of tiles and their tile
formats for each zoom level. You can use the tile map to
identify missing tiles that might have been lost while moving
the tileset to a different location, or tile format problems that
could result in increased download times for tileset tiles over
the internet (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Using
Tilemaps).
This Link to Tileset process can be useful in several situations. For example, some other software product has
created a standard tileset on a network location that you
have access to read and use. The Link to Tileset process
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(over)

can scan this structure and write the TSD file needed to use
the tileset as a layer in a view in TNT. You can also use
Link to Tileset to update the TSD and ancillary files for an
existing linked tileset to incorporate new features, web tools,
and other improvements provided in subsequent updates to
TNTmips (a procedure you could also perform using the
Tileset Manager). You can also use Link to Tileset to recreate the TSD file if the structure of a linked tileset has been
altered outside of TNTmips, such as deleting or adding a
zoom level or other operations. However, when you are
working with a third-party tileset or one you have manually
altered, after using Link to Tileset you should also use the
Validate Tileset process to confirm that the tileset fully conforms to its standard tileset structure and contains the optimal
set of tile file formats (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets:
Validating a Structure).
The Manual tabbed panel in the Link to Tileset process can
be used to link to local or network tilesets spread across
multiple tile directories and locations, such as tilesets covering the same area but with different zoom level ranges

created from different source images and residing on different network drives. You can specify the tileset structure,
coordinate reference system, extents, tile size and format(s),
and minimum and maximum zoom levels. In the illustrations
below, two hierarchical tilesets for a single county are being
linked to be used as a single local tileset by specifying the
relative directory paths (Location field in the table at the
bottom of the panel) to the tiles for each individual zoom
level.
TSD files can also be created manually in a text or XML
editor for local or internet tilesets created by any other software product as long as these tilesets conform to the standard
tileset structures noted above. To create a TSD file to access such a tileset, start with an existing TSD file and edit it
to provide the appropriate information, following the guidelines outlined in the TechGuide entitled Tilesets:
Components of the Tileset Definition File. The primary
information you need is the directory path (local tileset) or
URL (internet tileset) required to request each individual tile
from the local or internet source. The form of these requests is more or less standard for each of
the tileset structures supported by
TNTmips*.

Landsat CIR hierarchical
tileset with zoom levels 8
through 12.

Detail of 1-meter resolution color-infrared
orthimage hierarchical tileset with zoom levels
13 through 17 covering the same county.

The Manual tabbed panel on the Link to Tileset window is being used in these illustrations to link simultaneously to two hierarchical tilesets
(illustrated and described above right) created with different but contiguous zoom level ranges from source images with different spatial
resolution covering a single county. You might use this procedure if the component tilesets are stored on separate local or networked drives
and you wished them to remain in those locations. The Location field in the table at the bottom of the window is being used to specify the
relative directory paths to the tiles at each individual zoom level. A relative path (with tile directory name preceeded by “./”) can be used if
you save the TSD file in the directory containing the Tiles directory or directories. (You could also use the Merge Tilesets process to copy
and integrate component tilesets into a new tileset in a single physical directory structure.)

* The structure and access to each standard tileset structure supported by the TNT Professional Products is documented in the following
Technical Guides:
Tilesets: Bing Maps Structure
Tilesets: Google Maps Structure
Tilesets: Google Earth Structure
Tilesets: World Wind Structure
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Tilesets

Validating Structures
Standard web tilesets (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google
Earth, and NASA World Wind) are conceptually simple hierarchical directory structures that can contain millions of small
individual raster files in several very common formats. When
you are using simple raster images, you can easily check
them for completeness and processing artifacts by viewing
at full extents, then zooming to full resolution and panning
around to a few sample locations. In a web tileset, however,

els, tiles or folders that are not used or are outside the stated
extents of the tileset, and various tests of the condition of
individual tile files (blank, all black, all white, wrong tile dimensions, among others). Another test checks for KML errors
in Google Earth tilesets.
The Validate Tileset process is also useful for indentifying
subtle issues that affect the stored size and display speed of
a web tileset, such as fully opaque PNG tiles (which can be
replaced by more highly-compressed JPEG tiles)
and 24-bit edge PNG tiles (which in many cases
can be replaced by 8-bit PNG tiles).

Queue
Job
Save
Job

Run

Add

Remove
Selected

Remove All
View Log File

Use the checkbox controls to
enable or disable individual
validation tests, or set all
tests using the Enable All
and Disable All buttons.
Most tests can be set to either
report or fix the associated
errors; a right mouse-click in the
Action column entry for a test
reveals a menu from which you
can pick the desired action. You
can set the action for all tests at
once using the Fix All or Report All
button.

it is impossible to systematically view every tile file at every
zoom level. You are unlikely to visually identify a local problem in a tileset that was incorrectly designed or built, has
been subsequently damaged, or undergone some other undesirable modification at some particular zoom level and
geographic location.
The Validate Tileset process scans every directory and tile
file in a standard web tileset to detect, report, and where
possible (and requested) repair the tileset. It can be applied
to any locally available web tileset that has been produced in
TNTmips. It can also be applied to local web tilesets acquired from other sources. In the latter case you must first
use the Link to Tileset process in TNTmips to create a small
Tileset Definition (TSD) file that allows a tileset to be used in
TNT processes (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets:
Link to a Structure).
Using the information in the TSD link file as a starting point,
Validate Tileset provides tests to check for missing zoom lev-

Standard options affecting the auxiliary files produced with each
tileset are found on the Options tabbed panel. You can also
choose to halt processing if any error cannot be resolved.

You can use the diagnostic tools in the Validate Tileset process in conjunction with tilemaps, which show the spatial
distribution of tiles, their file formats, and stored sizes at each
zoom level (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Checking
Spatial Properties Using Tile Maps). Validate Tileset produces a log file that tabulates errors found in the individual
tests by zoom level, and tile maps can be used to pinpoint the
spatial locations of those errors. Validate also updates existing tilemaps to reflect any changes it makes in the tileset
structure.
(over)
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Although the error fixes incorporated in the Validate
Tileset process result in a tileset that conforms to its
description in its TSD file, you can choose to remake
the TSD file as well to update it to the current TSD
format version. You can also remake all auxiliary files,
which include all of the standard HTML files that enable the tileset to be immediately viewed in the associated
geobrowser, to incorporate any newly added tools and
features.

Validate Tileset Log G:\CacheCntyUtah\CacheUT_CIR2006\CacheUT_CIR2006fix.log
Tileset: G:\CacheCntyUtah\CacheUT_CIR2006\CacheUT_CIR2006.tsd
2010-08-27 13:09:05
Errors:
10 Fully opaque PNGs
Time Reading of tiles: 5.3 minutes
Scanning of tile data: 47 seconds
Scanning of tileset structure: 21 seconds
Total: 6.4 minutes

Portion of a sample Validate Tileset
log file. The sample Google Maps
tileset includes both JPEG and PNG
files. The latter file type should be
used only for edge tiles that include at
least some transparent (no data)
cells. In this case 10 PNG files were
found to be fully opaque, and so can
be replaced with JPEG files that are
more compressed and that consequently load faster in Google Maps.

---------------------------Level 17
Total Errors: 0
---------------------------Level 16
Total Errors: 2
Fully opaque PNGs
Errors: 2
G:\CacheCntyUtah\CacheUT_CIR2006\CacheUT_CIR2006_Tiles\16\24328\12456.png(136.42 KB)

As part of the development of the TNTmips processes
that create, render, and merge tilesets, MicroImages has
created many large tilesets and published them for your
use. Our extensive use of these processes made it clear
G:\CacheCntyUtah\CacheUT_CIR2006\CacheUT_CIR2006_Tiles\16\24469\12402.png(109.40 KB)
that while tilesets seem simple, once created they are
like black boxes: it is very hard to detect what is inside by
As a result, all of these processes have been refined to prolooking in from the outside. The Validate Tileset and Tileset
duce high-quality tilesets that work with maximum efficiency
Manager processes evolved to support this large effort, and
in all geobrowsers. However, MicroImages recommends
these processes are now available to support your own acthat you use the Validate Tileset process to check the integtivities with tilesets. A large tileset takes a considerable amount
rity of any tileset you obtain from outside sources and other
of computer time to prepare. The problems addressed and
software before you publish the tileset on the internet. You
repaired in the Validate Tilesets process can save damaged
can further test the published tileset from the end-user’s viewtilesets and improve the performance of apparently valid
point via geoviewer by using the interactive diagnostic tool
tilesets. Identifying various error conditions in large tilesets
described in the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Remote
also enabled MicroImages to make adjustments in the
Diagnostic Tool.
TNTmips tileset processes to avoid creating these conditions.
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System

Preview Local and Internet Geodata Layers
The TNT products let you preview any supported geodata layer (local or Internet-based) prior to adding it to your
composite view or other application. The preview feature is especially useful when selecting Internet-based maps
and images if you have uncertainty about what is actually published. It is also useful for local layers that you may not
be familiar with. Once you decide a layer is what you want, you can select it for use by clicking on the icon for the
layer or by double-clicking on the layer name.
Google Maps/Bing Maps web tileset

Local layers can be on your computer or a LAN in Project File
format or any of the numerous other file types supported for direct
use (see the Technical Guide entitled System: Direct Use of Geodata Files for a listing of local data types in other formats that are
supported). Internet-based layer types supported include
• KML files,
• maps in a My Maps collection,
• standard Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google Earth, and World
Wind tilesets defined by a TSD link file,
• and layers published by an ArcIMS or WMS service.
The Preview tab shows you the item highlighted on the Browse
tabbed panel. For a general discussion of the features of the integrated selection dialog, see the Tech Guide entitled System: Using
Internet-based Maps and Images.

Google Earth web tileset

WMS

KML

My Maps
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ArcIMS

RVC vector object

GeoJP2

shapefile

RVC CAD object

Additional external formats supported for direct use and preview:
raster
Windows Bitmap (*.bmp)
PNG
NetCDF
MrSID
Arc Binary Grid (*.adf)
JPEG
SDTS (*.ddf)
GIF
ERDAS (*.img, *.lan)
DOQQ
DTED

GeoTIFF

RVC raster object

shape
Oracle Spatial
CAD
DGN
DXF
TAB
DWG
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Image Processing

Resampling Methods
Rescaling a raster object or reprojecting it to a different coordinate reference system involves creating a new raster cell grid on
a different alignment than the original raster. A value for each cell
in the new raster object must be computed by sampling or interpolating over some neighborhood of cells in the corresponding
position in the original raster object. This resampling procedure
is a component of a number of processes in TNTmips, including
Automatic Resampling, Auto Mosaic, and Export to Tilesets,
among others. These processes offer a number of different
resampling methods to compute the new raster values.

Cell Neighborhoods used in Computing a Resampled Cell Value
Target cell in
resampled raster
original raster (part)

input cell used in computing
the new cell value
resampled raster

Resampling inevitably introduces some visual artifacts in the
resampled image. The main types of artifacts are most easily
Nearest Neighbor
Bilinear
Bicubic (all versions),
Lanczos 4 x 4
seen at sharp edges, and include aliasing (jagged edges), blurring, and edge halos (see illustration below). The various
Bicubic (cubic convolution): The closest 4 x 4 block of input cells is
resampling methods used in TNTmips are designed to mitigate
used to compute each output cell value. The weighting factors for
one or more of these artifacts. The resampling methods disthe average of the input cells are computed using a cubic (third-order)
cussed below are shown
function of distance. Bicubic resampling reduces both aliasing
schematically in the illusPotential Resampling Artifacts
and blurring in comparison to the nearest neighbor and bilintration at top right of this
ear methods. It may introduce edge halos, but these are not
page, and examples are
likely to be noticeable in typical continuous-value images and
Aliasing
Blurring
Edge halos
shown below and on the
surface rasters.
reverse.
Bicubic Sharper and Bicubic Smoother: These methods are variants
Nearest Neighbor: Each cell value in the resampled raster is
of the basic bicubic interpolator that alter the interpolation coeffidetermined by simply copying the value from the closest input
cients slightly to produce mildly sharper or smoother results
cell. This method is most suitable for reprojecting a raster object
(respectively). Differences between the three bicubic methods are
(without a change in cell size) when preserving the original cell
subtle and may be difficult to see without directly overlaying the
values for later quantitative analysis is important. When
results and switching between them. The bicubic smoother method
resampling involves rotation, the nearest neighbor method introis recommended by some sources for upsampling and the bicubic
duces severe aliasing of sharp edges.
sharper method for downsampling (resampling to a larger cell size).
Bilinear: In this method the output cell value is the linear disLanczos 4 x 4: This method uses the same 4 x 4 input cell neighbortance-weighted average of the four closest input cell values.
hood as the bicubic methods but a different mathematical combination
Bilinear interpolation minimizes aliasing but introduces signifiof the input cell values. It is best suited for downsampling, and procant blurring. It is most suitable when resampling to a smaller
duces results very similar to the bicubic and bicubic sharper methods.
output cell size (upsampling).
Nearest Neighbor

Bicubic

1X

Bicubic Smoother

1X
2X

Bilinear

1X
2X

Bicubic Sharper

1X

1X
2X

2X
Lanczos 4 x 4

1X
2X

2X

Example resampled images using the various resampling methods are shown above at 1 X (1 raster cell per screen
pixel) and magnified by a factor of 2 (2X). The simple high-contrast test image is shown to the left. In the example
above, this image was reprojected to a different coordinate reference system (involving a modest counter-clockwise
rotation), and the cell size was reduced from 2.4 meters to 2.0 meters (increasing resolution, or upsampling).

(over)
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At left is a portion of an orthoimage with resolution (cell size) of 1 foot (0.3 meter).
Several small buildings and an adjacent parking lot in a community in Pennsylvania
(USA) are shown. This image was reprojected (from NAD83 / SPCS83 Pennsylvania South zone to WGS84 / Spherical Web Mercator) and upsampled to a cell size
of 0.2 meter. The results using the various resampling methods are shown below
at 1 X (1 raster cell per screen pixel, left image for each) and with 2 X magnification of the upper left corner of each image (right image for each). Differences
between the resampled images are most evident for the areas circled in yellow in
the test image (left), which include a diagonally-striped area of the parking surface
and a portion of the building roof.

Nearest Neighbor

Bicubic

Bicubic Sharper

Bilinear

Bicubic Smoother

Lanczos 4 x 4
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Terrain Operations

Watershed Flowpath and Basin Thresholds
The generation of stream flowpath lines and basin polygons from a
digital elevation model raster (DEM) in the Watershed process in
TNTmips is governed by several threshold value settings: Inlet,
Outlet, Branch, and Basin. You can adjust these thresholds to
produce flowpath and basin vector objects with the level of detail
required for the scale of your map presentation or project analysis
while eliminating unneeded features. Controls for setting these
parameter values are found in the Threshold section of the Flowpath
and Basin tabbed panel. The Watershed process computes default
values for each threshold based on the dimensions of the input
DEM. All of these thresholds are area values related to “flow accumulation”: for each DEM cell, the size of the upstream area that
contributes flow to that cell. You can use the Units menu on the
Threshold panel to set the area units in which to show and enter
these values (see illustration to the right).

Use the Units menu to choose the area units for the Flowpath
and Basin threshold values (cells, square meters, square
kilometers, hectares, and others).

Inlet Threshold
The Inlet threshold determines how far upstream each flowpath line extends toward
its drainage divide. The upstream end (inlet) of each flowpath is set at the last cell at
which the upstream area contributing flow
to that location exceeds the Inlet threshold
value (see illustration below). A smaller
inlet area value allows flowpath lines to extend farther upslope toward the drainage
divides (see illustration to the right).

Flowpath
direction
Larger
Inlet
Value

Outlet = 26 ha

Smaller
Inlet
Value

1

1

upstream contributing area
for the flowpath inlet
upstream end of
flowpath line
created

2

2

3

3

Standard flowpaths (blue lines) created in the Watershed process for a DEM with 30meter cell size using different values for the Inlet threshold. Left, Inlet value = 3
hectares; right, Inlet value = 30 hectares. A smaller value for the inlet area causes
flowpath lines to extend farther upstream toward the drainage divides (left example),
as shown by the tributaries numbered 1 through 3 in each result, among others. A small
Inlet threshold is appropriate for local studies emphasizing stream headwaters, but may
produce an excessively detailed stream network for regional projects and maps.

Flow
accumulation
values at
stream
outlets:

Outlet = 500 ha

35,188 ha
Edge of
elevation
data

Inlet = 30 ha

Inlet = 3 ha

205 ha
48 ha
218 ha
635 ha

Standard flowpaths produced using different values for the Outlet threshold: left,
26 hectares; right, 500 hectares. Increasing the Outlet threshold value eliminates
flowpath lines in small watersheds around the edges of the DEM which may not be
part of your area of interest or significant for the purpose of your project.

Outlet Threshold
Flowpath lines are traced upstream beginning
with the location where the stream intersects
the edge of the DEM or the boundary of an area
with null cells. This location is the stream outlet. The Outlet parameter sets a lower limit on
the size of watersheds and their flowpath networks. Only boundary cells with flow
accumulation values greater than the Outlet
threshold are used to generate flowpath lines.
Increasing the Outlet threshold value therefore
reduces the number of flowpath lines that are
generated around the edges of the input DEM
(see illustrations to the left). You can adjust this
threshold to eliminate flowpath lines in small
edge watersheds that are not relevant to the pur(over)
pose of your project.
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Branch Threshold
The Branch threshold controls the upstream splitting of flowpath lines at potential junctions with tributary streams (branches). A branch
flowpath is generated when the flow accumulation value at the tributary mouth (upstream area draining to the branch point) is greater than
the Branch threshold value. A smaller Branch value allows the Watershed process to create many short tributary flowpaths joining the
larger streams, producing a denser stream network appropriate for detailed local studies. Increasing the Branch value eliminates the shorter
tributary flowpaths, leaving flowpath lines for the main stream and larger tributaries. A reduced flowpath density would be more appropriate for less-detailed regional watershed projects and map presentations. The Branch threshold therefore is a major control on the overall
density of the flowpath line network produced (see illustrations below).
Branch = 28 ha

Branch = 100 ha

Standard flowpaths (blue lines) produced in the Watershed process using different values for the Branch parameter: left, 28
hectares; right, 100 hectares. Larger values for the Branch threshold eliminate shorter tributary flowpath lines, producing a sparser
flowpath network.

Basin Threshold
3

Polygons in the Standard Basins vector object created by the Watershed process show subdivisions within larger watersheds. Each basin
is the area drained by a particular flowpath branch or branch network of the main flowpath. (If you turn on the Separate Valley toggle, basin
polygons are also generated for each segment of the main stream between branch junctions.)
The Basin threshold controls the generation of standard basin polygons. A basin polygon is generated for each branch system that drains
an area equal to or greater than the Basin threshold value. A smaller value for the Basin threshold allows the process to produce separate
basin polygons for smaller tributary systems, producing a basin object appropriate for local detailed studies. Setting a larger value for the
Basin threshold eliminates basins associated with smaller flowpath branches (see illustrations below), producing a more generalized basin
vector object more appropriate for less detailed projects covering larger areas.
Basin = 57 ha

Basin = 200 ha
1

2
3
4

5
Standard flowpaths (blue lines) and basins (orange polygons) produced in the Watershed process using different values for the
Basin threshold: left, 57 hectares; right, 200 hectares. Larger values for the Basin threshold eliminate the basin polygons associated with the smaller stream branches (such as the polygons numbered 1 through 5 on the left illustration, among others).
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Tilesets

Bing Maps Structures
You can create custom web tilesets for
Tilesets with a hierarchical directory structure created in
use in Microsoft Bing Maps using the
the Export Raster Tilesets and Mosaic processes in
TNTmips can be used in either Google Maps or Bing
Auto Mosaic and Export Raster Tilesets
Maps. When you make a tileset with hierarchical strucprocesses in TNTmips. Microsoft reture for either Google Maps or Bing Maps, these processfers to these tilesets as “Custom Tile
es automatically create separate HTML files to enable
Layers”. Each custom tile layer conviewing the tileset in both Google Maps and Bing Maps.
sists of a set of uniformly-sized tile files
(256 by 256 pixels). Each of these tiles is aligned on a fixed global grid in the Spherical Web Mercator
projection. Each tile is an image or map of the ground at a predetermined, fixed zoom level. Thus
every pixel in every tile at any zoom level represents a single fixed ground location. The number of
tiles in the tileset (and its stored size) depend upon the size of the area depicted, the resolution of the
source imagery or map, and the number of zoom levels created for viewing the tileset.
Microsoft uses this same conceptual structure in
the imagery and maps it loads from its web sources,
which accounts for its rapid response. This rigid
pre-rendered pyramid of grid-aligned tiles ensures
fast retrieval and display in Bing Maps. Only a
few tiles need to be located and read from the
server for any particular view, regardless of the
size of the tileset. You can maintain a custom tile
layer on a local drive for private use or publish it
on the Internet to it make publicly available. In
either case, Bing Maps can quickly and efficiently
load the tiles from your overlay for display with
its native layers.
Zoom Levels

Zoom Level 1: 4 tiles

0,0

0,0

1,0

2,0

3,0

0,1

1,1

2,1

3,1

0,2

1,2

2,2

3,2

0,3

1,3

2,3

3,3

1,0

0,1

1,1

Global tile grids at the two lowest-resolution
Bing Maps zoom levels. Bing Maps uses a
Spherical Web Mercator projection representing
the globe as a square shape. Tiles at each
zoom level are indexed by tile row and tile
column number (beginning with 0) from the
upper left corner of the global map. The number
pairs on each tile grid show the tile column and
tile row (X,Y) for each tile.

Bing Maps uses a numbered sequence of zoom
levels as shown in the illustration and table to the
right. The least-detailed zoom level in Bing Maps
is level 1, which represents the entire globe with a 2
by 2 grid of tiles. The common corner of these four
tiles is located at 0 degrees longitude and 0 degrees
latitude. Each integer increase in zoom level doubles
the number of tiles in both the north-south and eastwest directions. Zoom level 2 covers the globe with a
4 by 4 grid of tiles, level 3 with an 8 by 8 grid, and so
on. Because the tile size is fixed, each increase in
zoom level also reduces the size of the area on the
ground represented by one pixel in a tile by a factor
of 2, providing increasing visual detail in the tileset at
higher zoom levels (see table to the right and the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Setting Zoom Levels).
Tile Coordinates and Quadkeys

Zoom Level 2: 16 tiles

Zoom
Level 1
Quadkeys

Zoom Level 2
Quadkeys

Bing Maps Pixel
Size at
Zoom
Equator
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

78 km
39 km
19.6 km
9.8 km
4.9 km
2.4 km
1.2 km
611 m
306 m
153 m
76 m
39 m
19 m
10 m
5m
2.4 m
1.2 m
60 cm
30 cm
15 cm
7.5 cm
3.7 cm
1.9 cm
9.3 mm

Table of possible
pre-rendered, fixed
zoom levels in a
Bing Maps Custom
Tile Layer

Zoom Level 3
Quadkeys

0

1

00

01

10

11

000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

2

3

02

03

12

13

002 003 012 013 102 103 112 113

20

21

30

31

020 021 030 031 120 121 130 131

22

23

32

33

022 023 032 033 122 123 132 133

Bing Maps tiles are also
indexed using quadtree
keys, or “quadkeys”.
Each quadkey number
identifies a single tile at a
single zoom level.

200 201 210 211 300 301 310 311

Tile positions within each zoom level are indexed in Bing
Maps by tile column and tile row numbers. Tile columns are
numbered from left to right and tile rows from top to bottom
of the global map, each beginning with 0 as shown in the
illustration above. Any tile position in the tileset can thus be

202 203 212 213 302 303 312 313
220 221 230 231 320 321 330 331
222 223 232 233 322 323 332 333

identified by its zoom level, tile row, and tile column. This
indexing system allows tile files in a custom tile layer to be
stored in a hierarchy of nested subdirectories organized by
zoom level and tile row, as discussed on the reverse.
(over)
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Bing Maps tiles are also indexed using quadtree key numbers, or “quadkeys”. Each quadkey number uniquely
identifies a single tile position and zoom level. At the lowest zoom level, each of the four tiles is assigned a value from
0 to 3 as shown in the illustration on the previous page. At
the next zoom level each of these original tile areas is subdivided into four higher-resolution tiles. The quadkey for each
of these tiles begins with the value inherited from the corresponding lower-resolution tile followed by the value 0, 1, 2,
or 3 according to its position within the lower-resolution tile.
The length of the quadkey is thus equal to the zoom level of
the tile.

information needed for Bing Maps to place each custom tile
in the correct geographic position and zoom level. All of the
custom tile layer’s tile files of either format can thus be placed
in a single tile directory (a “flat” structure). Custom tile
layers with this native flat structure can be viewed in both
2D and 3D in Bing Maps. Custom tile layers that cover
large areas at high resolution can include millions of tile files.
A very large Bing Maps custom tile layer using the native
flat structure could thus exceed your computer operating
system’s limit on the number of files permitted in a single
directory.
Hierarchical Structure

Flat Bing Maps Structure with Quadkey Filenames

Bing Maps also supports custom tile layers that use a hierarchical directory structure and custom file names rather than
the native quadkey file naming structure. In the hierarchical
Bing Maps structure, all of the tile files for each zoom level
are stored in a correspondingly-named directory (see illustration below left). Within each zoom level directory, the
tile files for each tile row are stored in a separate subdirectory
named by row number. The individual tile
files are named by their corresponding tile
Bing Maps Custom Tile Layer Hierarchical Directory Structure
column number. This hierarchical structure
TN2008_NC_BingMaps_Tiles
ensures that a tileset will not exceed
(master tile directory)
the limit on number of files or directories set by your computer ’s
Zoom Level Subdirectories Named by Zoom Level Number (Z)
operating system. Bing Maps custom
tile
layers with this hierarchical strucblank
ture can be viewed in 2D in Bing
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17 PNG
Maps, but not in 3D.

The native structure for Bing Maps tile layers uses the
quadkey identifier for each tile as its file name root, followed by the file extension appropriate for the file format of
the tile. (A Bing Maps tile layer can contain JPEG and/or
PNG tile files; see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats). The tile filename alone contains all of the

Tile Row Subdirectories
Named by
Tile Row Number (Y) 199

How the Custom Tile Layer
is Loaded in Bing Maps
200

201

202

Tile Files Named by Tile Column Number (X)

128.png

129.png

130.png

131.jpg

132.jpg

133.jpg

134.jpg

135.png

136.png

137.png

138.png

139.png

Directory structure for a Bing Maps Custom Tile Layer created in TNTmips using the
Automatic option for Tile Format, which creates JPEG files for interior tiles and PNG
files for edge tiles to provide transparency for non-image areas. This tile layer includes zoom levels 5 through 17. Tiles are stored in nested subdirectories, first by
zoom level number and then by tile row number. Individual tile files are named by tile
column number.

A sample HTML file created with
each Bing Maps custom tile layer includes JavaScript code that loads the
tileset in Bing Maps for display in
your web browser. The script in this
file references classes and methods
provided by Microsoft in the Bing
Maps AJAX Control application programming interface (API). This
JavaScript code specifies the geographic extents of your custom tile
layer, the minimum and maximum
zoom levels, and the tile layer’s opacity. As Bing Maps renders your
custom tile layer, it calls a function
for each tile position to identify the
path to the corresponding tile file.
The form of this function depends
upon the tileset structure.
For both flat and hierarchical structures, the entire Bing Maps custom
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33767.jpg

Illustrated to the left is a single 256 by 256-pixel tile from
zoom level 17 of the orthoimage tileset with hierarchical
structure that is illustrated on the previous page. The
ground extent of a single pixel at level 17 at this latitude
is 0.996 meter. The Bing Maps tile coordinates for this
tile are: tile row or Y = 51,209, tile column or X = 33,767.
The Javascript code in the sample HTML file created
with this tileset constructs the URL to this tile file (shown
below) using the numeric zoom level directory name, tile
column directory name, and tile file name.

[path to tileset] \ TN2008_NC_BingMaps_Tiles \ 17 \ 51209 \ 33767.jpg

tile layer is stored in a subdirectory whose name consists of the name of
your tileset followed by “_Tiles”. If your custom tile layer has the flat
structure, this single subdirectory contains all of the tile files. The JavaScript
code to get the tile files constructs a simple file path consisting of the tile
directory name followed by a placeholder string defined by Microsoft to
indicate that tile files are named using the quadkey system. Bing Maps
therefore loads the file with the filename corresponding to the quadkey for
the current tile position. Since the your tile directory can contain files in
either PNG or JPEG format, these tiles are loaded as separate layers by the
JavaScript code.
If your custom tile layer has the hierarchical structure, the directory/file
path to any tile file in the structure consists of: tiles directory/zoom level
number/tile row number/tile column number (see the illustration on the previous page. In this case the JavaScript function uses the tile row and column
for the current tile position to construct the required directory/file path for
Bing Maps to locate and load each required tile file. As in the flat structure,
PNG and JPEG tiles are loaded as separate layers.
Bing Maps Key

Folders, Tiles, and File Size by Zoom Level
for a Sample Bing Maps Custom Tile Layer
(1-m Orthoimage Mosaic of a US State)
(see Technical Guide entitled
Tilesets: Understanding Sizes)
Source image size: 352 GB (uncompressed)
Image area:

109,185 square kilometers

Tile Size:

256 x 256 Pixels (required)

Tile Formats:

JPEG + PNG for edge tiles

Coordinate Reference System:
WGS84 / Spherical Web Mercator (required)
Zoom
Level
5*
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17 †

Number
of
Folders
1
2
2
3
4
7
13
25
49
96
192
382
762

Number
of Tiles

Size on
Disk

2
5
7
18
43
143
516
1,871
7,236
28,388
112,485
447,836
1,786,429

32 KB
92 KB
308 KB
0.98 MB
2.86 MB
6.96 MB
17.1 MB
58.8 MB
201 MB
750 MB
2.88 GB
10.6 GB
40.5 GB

* minimum zoom level: lowest level requiring
more than one tile to cover the image area
†

maximum zoom level: pixel size equal to or less
than the spatial resolution of the input image
Total Number of Folders:

1,551

Microsoft requires that a web page (“application”) that uses the Bing Maps
Total Number of Tiles:
2,384,979
AJAX Control API to load a custom tile layer in Bing Maps must be regis55.1 GB
Total Size on Disk:
tered and assigned a Bing Maps Key. The registration procedure requires
that you provide a name for your web application and the URL of the web
site hosting the application. The JavaScript in the sample HTML file must
set the credentials for your web application using the Bing Maps Key. Instructions for registering your web application and
obtaining one or more Bing Maps Keys is at: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee692181.aspx.
Size of Google Maps Tile Overlay Structures

The table above the number of tiles and stored size by zoom level for a Bing Maps hierarchical tileset created in TNTmips
from statewide, 1-meter color orthoimage coverage of the state of Tennessee. As each higher zoom level requires up to 4
times the number of fixed-size tiles than the previous level, high-resolution Google Maps tilesets can include millions of tile files
and require tens of gigabytes of drive space (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Understanding Sizes). You should take
these factors into account as you plan your processing activities.
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Geospatial Script Builder

Exporting an Image
ExportToPNG.smlb

ExportToTIFF.smlb

Script Builder example that exports a raster image in a Project File
to a PNG file with auxiliary georeference files. This very simple
example is easily modified to use a different export format, as
shown to the right.

Script Builder example that exports a raster image in a Project File to
a GeoTIFF file.

Function that opens a dialog to
select the RVC image to export.

Pipeline Source
for RVC Image
to Export
PipelineTarget
for GeoTIFF
Image File

Class that specifies the
name and location of the
RVC image to export.

Function that opens a dialog to
select the name and location for
the output GeoTIFF image file.

Filepath for the
selected GeoTIFF file.

Settings class for
GeoTIFF export

It is easy to use the Script Builder in TNTmips to design
scripts to export images from your Project Files to an external image format. And once you have the basic design, it
is easy to switch the design to a different export format.
The two examples shown here export an image to a PNG
file (with auxiliary georeference files) and a GeoTIFF file.
Each example uses the modular SML Image Pipeline to
perform the image conversion. All settings for the PNG

conversion are made directly using the PNG pipeline target
class. Other image formats such as GeoTIFF and GeoJP2
provide a larger set of options for conversion, so these options are specified using a separate settings class.
These Script Builder examples can also be modified easily
by inserting additional image operations (pipeline filters) into
the pipeline. The code that is automatically generated by
these sample Builder files is shown on the reverse.
(over)
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Many sample scripts and Script Builder files have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’
scripting language for scripts and queries. These scripts and Builder files are distributed with TNTmips and also can be downloaded
from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Code generated by Builder example ExportToPNG.smlb

Code generated by Builder exampleExportToTIFF.smlb

numeric err = 0;
### rvc_objitem ###
class RVC_OBJITEM rvc_objitem;

numeric err = 0;
### rvc_objitem ###
class RVC_OBJITEM rvc_objitem;

### DlgGetObject ###
err = DlgGetObject("Choose input image:", "Raster", rvc_objitem);

### DlgGetObject ###
err = DlgGetObject("Choose input image:", "Raster", rvc_objitem);

### rvc ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC rvc(rvc_objitem);
err = rvc.Initialize();

### rvc ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC rvc(rvc_objitem);
err = rvc.Initialize();

### GetOutputFileName ###
string str_1 = GetOutputFileName("c:/temp", "Choose output TIFF filename",
"*.tif");

### GetOutputFileName ###
string str_1 = GetOutputFileName("c:/temp", "Choose output TIFF filename",
"*.tif");

### filepath ###
class FILEPATH filepath(str_1);

### filepath ###
class FILEPATH filepath(str_1);

### png ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_PNG png(rvc, filepath);
err = png.Initialize();
err = png.Process();

### tiff_settings ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_TIFF_SETTINGS tiff_settings;
tiff_settings.SetCompression("LZW");
### tiff ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_TIFF tiff(rvc, filepath);
err = tiff.Initialize();
err = tiff.Process();
tiff.SetParms(tiff_settings);
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Geospatial Script Builder

Reproject TIFF and Export to JPEG2000
TIFFresampleToCRStoJP2.smlb

Filepath for
the selected
TIFF file

Pipeline Source
for TIFF Image
to Resample
Resample
Filter

Function to open a selection
dialog for the input TIFF image

PipelineTarget
for JPEG2000
Image File

Coordinate reference system to
use for resampling/reprojection

Filepath for the
selected JPEG2000 file
Function to open a selection
dialog for the output J2K image

The Builder sample file TIFFresampleToCRStoJP2.smlb
generates a script that takes a georeferenced GeoTIFF image as input, reprojects/resamples it to a specified coordinate
reference system (WGS84/UTM Zone 12N) and cell size
(1 meter), and transforms it to JPEG2000 format (J2K)
with 12:1 lossy compression. This structure takes advan-

Settings for the
conversion to
JPEG2000

tage of the modular design of the SML Image Pipeline. This
Script Builder sample can be modified easily to substitute
different input or output raster file formats (e.g., RVC, PNG,
JPEG, MRSID, ERS) or to insert additional image operations (image pipeline filters). The code generated by this
Builder file is shown on the reverse.
(over)
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Many sample scripts and Script Builder files have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’
scripting language for scripts and queries. These scripts and Builder files are distributed with TNTmips and also can be downloaded
from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Code generated by Builder example TIFFresampleToCRStoJP2.smlb
numeric err = 0;
### GetInputFileName ###
string str_1 = GetInputFileName("c:/data/", "Choose input TIFF:", ".tif");

### filepath_1 ###
class FILEPATH filepath_1(str_2);

### filepath ###
class FILEPATH filepath(str_1);

### j2k_settings ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_J2K_SETTINGS j2k_settings;
j2k_settings.SetReversible(0);
j2k_settings.SetTargetRatio(12);

### tiff ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_TIFF tiff(filepath);
err = tiff.Initialize();
### sr_coordrefsys ###
class SR_COORDREFSYS sr_coordrefsys("11844");
### resample ###
class
IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_RESAMPLE
sr_coordrefsys, 1, 1, "Bicubic");
err = resample.Initialize();

### GetOutputFileName ###
string str_2 = GetOutputFileName("c:/data/", "Choose output J2K:", ".j2k");

resample(tiff,

### j2k ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_J2K
j2k_settings, "ArcWorld");
err = j2k.Initialize();
err = j2k.Process();

j2k(resample,

filepath_1,
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Geospatial Script Builder

Reproject Image To Match Reference
ResampleMatchRef.smlb

Function that opens a
dialog to select the RVC
image to resample
Pipeline Source
for RVC Image
to Resample
Resample
Filter

Class that specifies the
name and location of the
RVC image to resample

PipelineTarget
for Output
RVC Image

Pipeline Source
for RVC Image
to Match

Class that specifies the
name and location of the
output RVC image
Class that specifies the
name and location of the
reference RVC image

Function that opens a
dialog to select the
reference RVC image

The Builder sample file ResampleMatchRef.smlb generates
a script that takes resamples and reprojects a raster image
in a TNTmips Project File to a match the projection, extents, and cell size of a reference RVC raster image. This
structure takes advantage of the modular design of the SML

Function that opens a
dialog to select the
output RVC image

Image Pipeline. This Script Builder sample can be modified easily to substitute different input or output raster file
formats (e.g., RVC, PNG, JPEG, MRSID, ERS) or to insert additional image operations (image pipeline filters). The
code generated by this Builder file is shown on the reverse.
(over)
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Many sample scripts and Script Builder files have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’
scripting language for scripts and queries. These scripts and Builder files are distributed with TNTmips and also can be downloaded
from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Code generated by Builder example ResampleMatchRef.smlb
numeric err = 0;
### rvc_objitem ###
class RVC_OBJITEM rvc_objitem;

### rvc_1 ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC rvc_1(rvc_objitem_1);
err = rvc_1.Initialize();

### DlgGetObject ###
err = DlgGetObject("Choose raster to resample:", "Raster", rvc_objitem,
"ExistingOnly");

### resample ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_RESAMPLE resample(rvc, rvc_1,
"BicubicSharper");
err = resample.Initialize();

### rvc ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC rvc(rvc_objitem);
err = rvc.Initialize();
### rvc_objitem_1 ###
class RVC_OBJITEM rvc_objitem_1;
### DlgGetObject ###
err = DlgGetObject("Choose reference raster:", "Raster", rvc_objitem_1,
"ExistingOnly");

### rvc_objitem_2 ###
class RVC_OBJITEM rvc_objitem_2;
### DlgGetObject ###
err = DlgGetObject("Choose output raster:", "Raster", rvc_objitem_2,
"NewOnly");
### rvc_2 ###
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_RVC rvc_2(resample, rvc_objitem_2);
err = rvc_2.Initialize();
err = rvc_2.Process();
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Tilesets

Clipping Input Images
TNTmips can prepare standard web tilesets whose structure
conforms to those described by Google, Microsoft, and NASA
for their popular viewers. These include:
• Tile Overlays for Google Maps
• Super-Overlays for Google Earth
• Custom Tile Layers for Microsoft Bing Maps
• Tile Layers for NASA’s World Wind
and also TNT raster object tilesets for use in MicroImages’ commercial products. Each of these standard tilesets must conform
to its vendor’s specific file naming and directory structure. Each
directory level contains tile files of specified size, image file
format, and zoom level. These tileset structures are designed
to ensure rapid retrieval and display of the required tiles at any
zoom level. Tile formats and tileset zoom levels are described,
respectively, in the Technical Guides entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats and Tilesets: Setting Zoom Levels.
When you prepare tilesets in the Export Raster Tilesets and

Auto Mosaic processes in TNTmips, you can designate an individual clipping area for each input image to define the portion
of that image to be used in creating the output tileset. You also
have the option to apply an outer buffer zone to the clipping
areas. (The TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Clipping to a Project
Boundary describes how you can also use a region to limit the
overall extents of the output tileset or tilesets.)
You can choose a previously-created geospatial object to define the clipping area to be used for each image. The object
you choose can be a region, vector, or shape object in any coordinate reference system. It can also be a binary raster object
that matches the dimensions of the input image. If you choose
a vector or shape object that includes more than one polygon/
shape, the outline of the union of these polygons (i.e., the outer
boundary excluding islands) is used to define the clipping area.
You can choose objects to define clipping areas for all input
images or only for selected images. You can also use standard
drawing tools to manually draw polygons for selected input
images in the view and save them
as region objects to define clipping
areas, as shown on the reverse.
The Clipping Area column in the
Object list shows the name of the
spatial object you have chosen to
define the clipping area for that input
image. The default entry in this field
is All to use all of the input image if
you haven’t specified a clipping
area.

The image on the left in this mosaic layout has a
clipping area defined by a binary raster object,
which is automatically applied as a mask to
make the masked-out (clipped) areas transparent in the Mosaic window’s view pane. The full
rectangular extents of the input raster continue
to be outlined in color (green in this illustration).

The input image on the right in this mosaic layout has a clipping area defined
by a shape object (shown in the red outlines above right) made up of several
shapes (polygons) outlining map quadrangles; only the outer boundary of this
set of shapes is used to define the clipping area. When you define the clipping
area using a shape, vector, or region object, the extents outline of that input
raster is modified automatically to show only the clipping area you have
defined (outline shown in yellow).

Choose Clipping Area for Single Input Image
You can designate the clipping area for a
particular input image by right-clicking on
the Clipping Area field for that image’s
entry in the object list in the Mosaic or
Export Raster Tilesets window, as illustrated
to the right. From the popup menu that
appears, select Choose; the standard Select
Object dialog then appears to allow you to choose a region, vector, or shape object or a coincident binary raster object.
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Choose Clipping Areas for Multiple Inputs
You can also designate clipping areas for one
or more input images in one operation using
the Clipping Areas icon button (circled in red in
the illustration to the right). This button
operates on input images you have selected in
the Mosaic or Export Raster Tilesets window’s
input image list. Left-click on an entry to select a
single input image; press the <ctrl> key while left-clicking on the desired entries to select multiple input images. With the desired
images selected, press the Clipping Areas icon button and select Choose Clipping Areas from the dropdown menu. The standard
Select Object window then appears to allow you to select a clipping area object for each of the highlighted input images. If no input
images are highlighted when you press the Clipping Areas icon button, you are prompted to select a clipping area object for each of
the input images.

Automatically Add Clipping Areas

An automatic procedure for adding clipping areas is available
when the input images you are processing are files in image
formats supported for direct use in TNTmips (JP2/GeoJP2, TIFF/
GeoTIFF, MrSID, among others) and the clipping area for each
image is defined by a shape file with the same filename as the

image file. Press the Clipping Areas icon button and choose
Automatic Clipping Areas from the menu. The selection procedure looks for the matching shapefile in the same directory as its
associated image; if it is not found, you are prompted for a
directory to search.

Using the GeoToolbox to Draw and Save Regions to Define Clipping Areas

To manually define a clipping area for an input image, press the GeoToolbox icon
button at the top of the Mosaic or Export Raster Tilesets window’s view (circled in
red in the illustration to the left). You can use the drawing tools in the standard
GeoToolbox dialog to draw the desired area, create a temporary region from it, and
save the region to a Project File. You can then use the procedures described above
to choose that saved region object to define the clipping area for an input image.
Use of the GeoToolbox to define regions is described in the Tutorial booklet entitled
Interactive Region Analysis.

Set Clipping Area Buffer
Reset Clipping Areas
To remove the clipping area for a
particular input image and thus revert
to using its full extent, right-click on
the Clipping Area field for that
image’s entry in the input list and
choose Reset from the popup menu.
If the clipping areas you are using are political (county,
state, provincial, national...) or other defined boundaries,
you might not want to clip the input images exactly at
these boundaries. You might instead want to include a
portion of the image surrounding the outside of each
boundary for context. The Parameters tabbed panel on
the Mosaic and Export Raster Tilesets windows includes a
Clipping Area Buffer field where you can set the width of
an outside buffer zone in image cells. This distance is
automatically used to create buffer zones around all of the
clipping areas you have set.

To clear the clipping areas for all input images,
press the Clipping Areas icon button and choose
Reset Clipping Areas from the dropdown menu.
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Tilesets

Creating a Standard Web Structure
TNTmips can prepare standard web tilesets whose structure
conforms to those described by Google, Microsoft, and NASA
for their popular viewers. These include:
• Tile Overlays for Google Maps
• Super-Overlays for Google Earth
• Custom Tile Layers for Microsoft Bing Maps
• Tile Layers for NASA’s World Wind
and also TNT raster object tilesets for use in MicroImages’ commercial products. Each of these standard tilesets must conform
to its vendor’s specific file naming and directory structure. Each
directory level contains tile files of specified size, image file
format, and zoom level. These tileset structures are designed
to ensure rapid retrieval and display of the required tiles at any
zoom level.
The Export Raster Tilesets process (Tileset / Image / Export)
is designed to efficiently produce standard web tilesets from
your input orthoimages. Each input image is converted into a
separate output tileset in the designated tileset structure. Export Raster Tilesets allows you to set up these tileset operations
to run concurrently as jobs in the TNT Job Processing System
to take advantage of your computer’s multiple processing cores
for maximum process efficiency.
Input Images
The input orthoimages for Export Raster Tilesets can be color
composites, RGB combinations from multiband images, or
The pane in the upper
part of the Export Raster
Tilesets window lists the
images selected for
creating tilesets along
with the reference
system, cell size, input
and output dimensions,
and other information for
each. The reference
system and cell size
values are shown in red if
the selected tileset target
requires that the image
be reprojected and/or
resampled.

Add Color Composite Images
Add Images

The Export Raster Tilesets and Merge Tilesets processes are
designed to work together to efficiently assemble very large
standard web (raster) tilesets. You can first prepare multiple
smaller tilesets in the Export Raster Tilesets process, where
TNT Job Processing allows you to run concurrent tileset
operations to exploit your system’s multiple processor cores.
You then use the Merge Tileset process to assemble these
individual tilesets into a single larger tileset. See the Technical
Guide entitled Tilesets: Assembling Very Large Structures.

single-band grayscale rasters. These images can be in TNT
Project Files or other image formats supported for direct use in
the TNT products (GeoJP2, GeoTIFF, MrSID, ...). Export
Raster Tilesets can process these input images concurrently in
the background, reading the various image formats, decompressing them as needed, converting from the input Coordinate
Reference System to that required for the tileset, resampling to
build each fixed-scale tile layer, and compressing each tile to
the required format.
The Export Raster Tilesets window provides separate icon buttons for adding color composite, multiband, and single-band
images to the input list. There is also a general Add Images
icon button that automatically determines the image or raster
type from the images you select. When you choose a multiband image (3 or more bands), use the Select Bands icon button to assign bands to the red, green, and blue color components.
(over)

Add Multiband Images

Add Single Band Images

Select Bands

Remove Selected

Processing
Areas

Export Raster Tilesets
window set to convert a set
of 877 Landsat composites
(JP2 files) to Google Maps
tilesets. Each JP2 file is a
compressed color composite of Landsat bands 7, 4,
and 2 with 15 meter cell
size. These composites
provide global coverage of
land areas excluding
Antarctica but including many islands. The total compressed size of the 877 composites (with about 30:1 lossy JPEG2000 compression) is 151 GB. The uncompressed size would be about 4.5 TB.
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When you choose multiband images (3 or more
bands) to create color image tilesets, press the
Select Bands icon button to choose the RGB
combination of bands to use.

The band number you choose for
each display color is listed in the
text field in the lower left portion of
the Export Raster Tilesets window.

The bands you assign to
Red, Green, and Blue are
used for the color display
in the view pane

Each image you choose is shown in the list in the upper part of
the Export Raster Tilesets window. This list shows the input
and estimated output raster dimensions of each, the number of
tiles to be produced, and the estimated disk space required.
The list also shows the input CRS and cell size, which are
shown in red if the target tileset type requires that the image be
reprojected and/or resampled to a different cell size.

Clipping Areas and Bounding Region
The Export Raster Tilesets process allows you to select existing geospatial objects to control the image areas and overall
extent of the output tilesets. You can designate a clipping area
individually for each input image to define the portion of that
image to be used in creating the output tileset. You can also set
a limit on the overall extents of the entire set of output tilesets.
For both clipping areas and the bounding area, you can set a

The view pane in the Export Raster Tilesets window shows
each input image as well as the outline of the Clipping Area
object (if any) that you have chosen for that input image (yellow
outlines in this illustration). These outlines are used to define the
image areas to be written to the tileset created from individual
input images.

buffer distance to automatically enlarge the designated region
to provide additional image context. Procedures for setting up
clipping areas and a bounding region are detailed in the Technical Guides entitled Tilesets: Clipping Input Images and Tilesets:
Clipping to a Project Boundary, respectively.

Image Format and Tile Size
The Image Format menu provides a selection of the image file
formats that are available for the particular tileset structure you
have selected. For Google Maps, Google Earth, and Bing Maps
tilesets the default JPEG + PNG (8bit) format option automatically uses PNG format for any tile that crosses the border
of the valid image area (to provide transparency for non-image
areas) and JPEG format for all other tiles (to provide maximum
compression). The TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Tile Image
Formats provides more information about the various image
formats used for tile files in standard web tilesets.
Zoom Levels
A Google Maps, Google Earth, Bing Maps, or World Wind
tileset comprises many levels pre-rendered at different spatial
resolution to provide quick retrieval and display of the required
tiles at any zoom level. In the Export Raster Tilesets process
you can set the maximum zoom level (highest resolution) and
the minimum zoom level (lowest resolution) to be created in
your tileset. Procedures for setting zoom levels along with
details of the zoom level nomenclature for different tileset structures can be found in the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Setting
Zoom Levels.
Save Jobs
Job Processing
Queue Jobs
The Export Raster Tilesets process allows
you to take advantage of the concurrent
Run
processing capabilities of your computer’s
multiple processor cores using the TNTmips Job Processing
System. You can set up many tileset creation operations at one
time and use the Queue Jobs icon button to immediately queue
each of the tileset conversions as a separate job or the Save
Jobs icon button to hold these jobs for later release.

Creating Tilesets for Merging
As outlined in the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Assembling Very
Large Structures, you can use the Export Raster Tilesets process to create a number of adjoining tilesets that subsequently
will be assembled into a larger tileset using the Merge Tilesets
process. When you create these component tilesets, you do
not necessarily need to produce all of the lower resolutionlevels, as many of these tiles will need to be recomputed during
the merge operation. Tilesets that you will merge do not have
to match in maximum zoom level and number of levels (see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Merging Structures). However,
for maximum efficiency in the merge process you should create at least several resolution levels in addition to the maximum
resolution level. Many of the tiles in these higher resolution
levels can be reused (merely copied, not recomputed) in Merge
Tilesets, and creating them in the Export Raster Tilesets process allows you to take advantage of concurrent processing
via Job Processing, as discussed above.
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Geomedia Publishing

DataTip Design for Google Maps/Earth Info Windows
In TNTmips you can set up DataTips for your geospatial objects to dynamically show attribute information in TNT view windows. When the
mouse pauses over any spatial element (such as a point, line, or polygon), a
pop-in DataTip shows the attribute information for that element using the
database field you have designated as the DataTip source. Google Maps,
Google Earth, and the Google Earth browser plug-in employ a somewhat
similar concept to present descriptive information for the map features in
KML overlays in these geobrowsers. An Info Window (also called the
information window, info balloon, or description balloon by Google) is displayed over the map when the user left-clicks on a map feature. The info
window shows particular information stored with the feature in the KML
file: the name of the feature at the top of the window, followed by the
description below it (see illustration to the right).

KML Name

KML Description

Google Maps info window for a soil map polygon
in a KML geometric tileset showing the soil
symbol as the KML name at the top followed by
the full soil name as the KML description.

In TNTmips there are several ways in which you can convert fully styled geometric data into KML form for display in Google
Earth or Google Maps. For map data covering small areas you can use the Render to KML procedure in the Display process
to render the contents of the View window to a single KML file. For map data covering large areas (states, provinces,
countries) you can use the Export Geometric Tileset process to render a styled vector object into a KML geometric tileset, a
tiled multi-resolution KML form (for details see the Technical Guides entitled Spatial Display: Render Map Layouts to
KML and Tilesets: Export Geometric Structures). Both of these operations create a KML feature for each geometric
element in your input data, and in so doing they also automatically transfer the TNT DataTip information for that element to
the corresponding KML feature. The structure and formatting of your DataTip text is automatically used to assign different
parts of the DataTip information to the KML name and description, so you can design the DataTip in your source vector
objects to control the way in which attribute information is shown in Google’s info window for the resulting KML layer.
KML Name from Single-Line DataTip

If elements in the vector object you Right, a TNT DataTip for a geologic
convert to KML have DataTips con- fault line in a vector object. The
sisting of just a single line of text, then DataTip consists of a single line of
that DataTip text is automatically text showing the type of fault.
The settings for this line DataTip in
transferred to the KML name attribute the Vector Layer Controls window
for each map feature. The single line are shown below. The fault type
of DataTip text can come solely from is read from the specified field in
an attached database table; the word “fault” is apthe contents of a field in an attached pended as a suffix added to the attribute value.
database table, or the database attribute can be augmented with a static
prefix and/or suffix that you specify
in the Layer Controls window (see
illustrations to the right). The KML
name from a single-line DataTip is automatically shown in bold in the info
window in Google Maps and the Google Earth browser plug-in, but in non-bold
font in the desktop Google Earth application.

Google Maps geomashup of
geologic map data using KML
files. The Google info window
for a fault line feature shows
the KML name for the line
created from the single-line
DataTip in the source vector.
Google Maps automatically
shows the name in bold font.

Mapunit.musym + "\n"
+“Mapunit.muname;

KML Name and Description from Multiline DataTip

You can create DataTips showing multiple lines of data drawn from any number of database fields by using a string expression database field as the basis
for the DataTip. A string expression can include references to fields in the
same or related database tables, static text, and formatting (see the Quick
Guide entitled Multiline DataTips). A two-line DataTip can be produced by a
simple string expression that references two database fields and uses the newline
character code (“\n”) to introduce a line break (see illustration to the right).

Two-line TNT DataTip from a simple string
expression database field (text in box) using
the newline character code (\n). The
corresponding Google info window is
shown at the top of this page.
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When graphic elements using this type of two-line string expression DataTip are rendered to KML, the first line of the
DataTip is automatically transferred to the KML feature name and the second line to the feature’s KML description. The
result is a two-line Google info window, as shown in the illustration at the top of the previous page.
Both TNT DataTips and Google info windows support HTML formatting to set font styles, headings, and tables with multiple
columns to show a list of attributes with a label to the left of each attribute. An example for a geologic map polygon layer is
shown below. You can use any of the HTML heading tags (<h1>, <h2>, <h3>, etc.) to create a bold heading at the top of the
TNT DataTip. When you render a vector object to KML form, the HTML-formatted DataTip heading for any element is
transferred to the corresponding KML feature’s name attribute. The Google info window sets the font size for the name
automatically based on the heading rank, with the largest font set for <h1> and decreasing font sizes for the subsequent
heading ranks. The body of the DataTip below the heading is automatically transferred with its formatting to the KML
feature’s description. In the HTML-formatted DataTip example shown below, the cells in the left column of the table include
a style property for the <td> (table data) elements that sets bold styling for the attribute labels.
Left, a TNT multiline DataTip
from a string expression
database field that uses
HTML tags to specify a
heading at the top and a table
with rows and columns for
the body of the DataTip text.
The string expression used
is shown in the text in the
box below.

Right, Google Maps info
window from a KML
geometric tileset created
from the vector object
shown at the left. The
DataTip heading is
transferred to the KML
name while the table that
forms the body of the
DataTip is transferred to
the KML description.

'<H3>' + MAPUNITS.PTYPE + '</H3>' +
'<table style="font-family:arial,helvetica,sans-serif">' +
'<tr> <td style="font-weight:bold">Unit: </td> <td>' + MAPUNITS.UNIT + '</td> </tr>' +
'<tr> <td style="font-weight:bold">Type: </td> <td>' + MAPUNITS.CAT1 + '</td> </tr>' +
'<tr> <td style="font-weight:bold">Origin: </td> <td>' + MAPUNITS.CAT2 + '</td> </tr>' +
'<tr> <td style="font-weight:bold">Age: </td> <td>' + MAPUNITS.AGE + '</td> </tr>' +
'</table>';

Embedding Web Hyperlinks in Info Windows

A Google info window can include a hyperlink that can be clicked to open a web page. You can set up such a hyperlink as part
of a TNT DataTip string expression in the source vector object. Although the hyperlink is not useable in TNT DataTips, it is
transferred along with the rest of the DataTip information when you render the object to a KML file or KML geometric tileset.
In the example shown below, a KML tileset of property parcel polygons includes in the info window a hyperlink to open a page
on the county assessor’s website with more detailed information about each specific parcel polygon.
Parcel DataTip String Expression (table contents omitted)
'<H3>' + parcel.Situs_NoCity + '</H3>' +
'<p style="font-family:arial,helvetica,sans-serif">
<a href = " ' + parcel.P_I_D + ' " target="_blank" >
Go to Assessor site </a>
</p>' +
'<table style="font-family:arial,helvetica,sans-serif">' +
...
'</table>';

Right, a Google Maps info window for a property parcel polygon in a KML geometric tileset.
The info window includes a hyperlink that can be clicked to open a web page on the county
assessor’s website containing more detailed information about the parcel. The HTML formatting for the hyperlink is set up in the DataTip string expression in the source vector object
(shown above). In this example the parcel-specific URL is set up in another string expression
field, parcel.P_I_D. That expression, shown below, contains parameters specific to the target
website.
String Expression for the parcel.P_I_D field that generates a parcel-specific URL string
string http$, more$, url$;
http$ = "http://orion.lancaster.ne.gov/appraisal/publicaccess/PropertyDetail.aspx?";
more$ ="PropertyID=" + NumToStr(parcel.PROP_ID) +
"&dbKeyAuth=Appraisal&TaxYear=2011&NodeID=11&PropertyOwnerID=" + NumToStr(parcel.PROPOWN_ID);
url$ = http$ + more$;
return url$;
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Stereo Viewing

Creating a Full-Color 3D Video
from a TNTmips Stereo View
You can create full-color 3D YouTube videos from screen recordings of your activities (editing, sketching, ...) in a TNTmips passive
stereo view. You record the initial video of the line-interlaced stereo view using standard screen-recording software. You then
process the video to convert each line-interlaced frame into separate left and right images placed above and below each other in the
output video frame to create a 3D video. When you upload this
reprocessed video to YouTube and identify it as 3D, anyone can
then view it in stereo 3D using their available stereo viewing device (passive stereo, active shutter glasses, or anaglyph glasses).
This document presents instructions on recording a screen video of
a stereo view activity and converting it to 3D. The companion
Technical Guide entitled Posting and Configuring a 3D Video on
YouTube covers how to set up the 3D video for viewing on YouTube.
CamStudio Settings for Screen Recording
1) CamStudio can record to either AVI or Flash video
formats. Make sure that
Record to AVI is shown in
the upper right corner of the
CamStudio window canvas
(see illustration to the right);
Toggle to
Format Indicator:
if not, toggle the SWF icon
switch
set to
button to switch the format.
formats

Record to AVI

2) Choose Options / Video
Options to open the Video Options window. Set the options
illustrated below, then press [OK].
Choose Microsoft
Video 1 from the
Compressor menu

With the Auto-Adjust
checkbox turned on,
adjust the Max
Framerate slider
until the Playback
Rate value above
(circled in red in the
illustration) is about
30 frames / second.

3) Choose the directory where you want videos to be automatically saved by choosing Options / Program Options / Directory
for Recording. You can choose from the Windows temporary
directory (the default), the CamStudio installation directory, or
an option to open a dialog to designate a directory of your choice.
4) By default CamStudio automatically names each recorded video
using the date and time of recording. If desired, you can choose
Options / Program Options / Name of AVI File to choose to be
prompted for a name for the video file.

Software Used
1) Screencast recording software that can record video from the
computer screen to AVI format. These instructions refer to the
FREE CamStudio software for Windows (http://camstudio.org
or http://www.microimages.com/support/screen-recorder.htm).
2) StereoMovie Maker (Windows, FREE, http://stereo.jpn.org/
eng/stvmkr/) to convert the AVI-formatted video recorded from
the interlaced (passive) stereo view to a 3D video with separate
left and right images in each frame.

Set Up an Interlaced Stereo View in TNTmips for Recording
For an interesting stereo video, choose an area with a colorful
reference image and local topographic relief. You have a wide
choice of available reference data:
Reference Image
• Bing Maps Aerial
• MicroImages’ web tilesets
• Your local tilesets or images

Terrain
• MicroImages’ web terrain tilesets
• Your web terrain tilesets
• Your local DEMs

Consult the TechGuide entitled Stereo Viewing: Use Any Popular
3D Display Method for steps to configure the TNT view for lineinterlaced passive stereo viewing.

Anyone can view TNT displays in stereo without specialized
hardware by using the anaglyph stereo mode with low-cost
anaglyph glasses. Screen videos of anaglyph stereo views
can be uploaded directly to YouTube without further processing. Anyone can then view these videos in stereo using
anaglyph glasses. However, anaglyph videos cannot be
viewed in stereo using other stereo viewing devices.

Recording a Screen Video Using CamStudio
Record
Stop
1) Launch CamStudio and select the Region option from
the Region menu. This setting lets you designate a
rectangular portion of the
screen to record to video.
2) Press the Record icon button (red ball on left end of toolbar).
3) A crosshair cursor appears on the screen. Click and
drag the cursor to open a box to outline the area of the
View window you want to record. Keep in mind that a
larger frame size increases the
size of the final video file. In
addition, you may wish to limit
the recording region to the view
canvas, as the labels and other
controls on the View window
will appear blurry in a stereo
video after the conversion from
interlaced frames to separate
left-right images.
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4) When the recording box is the desired size, release the mouse
button to begin recording. CamStudio indicates the screen area
being recorded by marking the corners with thick green lines
(see illustration below).

canvas in the Stereo Movie Maker window automatically shows
the first frame of your video. The original interlaced image is
shown at the bottom (labeled “Composition”) and the extracted
Left and Right images are shown in the upper part of the window (see illustration in bottom left corner of this page).
3) Choose File / Save Stereo Movie.
4) In the Save Stereo Movie window (see illustration below):
a) Navigate to the desired output directory and enter a name
in the File Name field
b) Choose Above/Below in the Stereo Format box
c) Turn on the Resize checkbox, which exposes fields
labeled X and Y. The numbers in parentheses following
the labels are the number of columns (X) and lines (Y) in
your video.
d) In the X field, enter the X value shown in parentheses.

5) Perform your activity in the View. Try to use slow, smooth
actions and minimize extraneous mouse cursor movements.
6) When your activity is complete, press the Stop icon button (blue
square icon) on the CamStudio window.

e) For the Y field, divide the full frame height by 2, round to
the nearest integer, and enter the result. This setting is
necessary to produce a 3D video that preserves the correct
aspect ratio in YouTube.
f) Press the Save button.

Converting a Screen Video of Interlaced Stereo to 3D
Stereo Movie Maker is used to process the 2D video of your interlaced stereo View frames into a 3D stereo movie that conforms to
YouTube specifications. The left and right image lines of each
line-interlaced frame are extracted into contiguous left and right
images that are written into single frames with one image above
the other. Stereo Movie Maker automatically resamples each extracted image to the same size as the original full interlaced frame.
For proper viewing in YouTube, the left and right images must be
downsized in the Y direction by a factor of two so that the resulting
stereo image has the same aspect ratio as the original video.
1) Launch Stereo Movie Maker.
2) Choose File / Open Stereo Movie and select your AVI file. The
frame size of your video (width x height) is shown in the
window’s title bar following the name of the selected file. The
5) A Video Compression
window
opens;
choose Indio® Video
5.10 from the Compressor menu. This
compressor reduces
the stored size of the
video without introducing excessive
blurring. Press OK to start recording.
6) The scroll bar at the top of the Stereo Movie Maker window
moves to the right as the video is processed, and each frame is
previewed in the window’s canvas. When the rendering is complete, you are ready to upload the processed video file to
YouTube (see the TechGuide entitled Stereo Viewing: Posting
and Configuring a 3D Video on YouTube).
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Geomedia Publishing

Geomashup Sidebar for Google Earth
A Geomashup for Google Earth launches a browser window with standard Google zoom and pan controls and a
sidebar for custom controls. The sidebar provides a text
entry field to fly to a location, an overlay legend and selection list, and a customizable HTML pane. Layers in a
Google Earth geomashup may be tilesets prepared using
the Google Earth structure and/or KML interpretations of
vector objects. Tilesets in the Google Earth structure are
referenced by KML files. These tileset-reference KML
files are created by all TNT processes that generate these
tilesets. Google Earth has different optimal tile specifications for its Super-Overlay tiles than Google Maps and
Bing Maps (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets:
Google Earth Structure). Google Earth has its own base
map defined so the Base Maps panel is inactive in the
Assemble Geomashup process.

Legend/Layer Controls
The tileset name and KML overlay file names are used in
the sidebar for the mashup legend for each overlay you
add to the list. The default tileset name is the title in the
KML tileset link file or the name of the KML file if the file
does not contain a title. You can change this default name
in the Layer Name field on the Overlays tabbed panel to
the text you want to appear for the layer name in the
sidebar. The overlay at the top of the list will be the top
layer in the the Google Earth legend and view of the geomashup.
Google Earth overlay tilesets added to a mashup can be
turned on and off in the legend in a mutually exclusive
fashion using radio buttons (i.e., only one overlay at

To add a Google Earth tileset not in MicroImages’ list to your
Geomashup, click on the Add Remote Tileset or KML icon in the
Assemble Geomashup window and click on the Enter Path/URL
icon in the Select objects to display window. You can then paste
or type the URL for the KML file associated with the tileset into
the field to the left of the icon. Press <enter> to add it to the list.

a time can be selected using this layer control in the legend). Clicking on the radio button in the sidebar for a
layer in the legend will switch to show only that overlay
tileset. Switching overlays using the radio button will not
change the current scale or viewpoint in the Google Earth
view. Clicking on the name in the legend will switch to
the new layer and automatically select the corresponding
radio button, but will return the Google Earth view to the
startup viewpoint and scale for the overlay.
Check boxes can be used in the legend list in the sidebar

Controls in list are the
same as for other APIs.

provides radio
buttons when on

If your geomashup content is duplicated at multiple
URLs, enter them all here for load balancing.

This html file provides the information shown below the layer
names and visibility controls in the Google Earth sidebar.
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instead of or in combination with radio buttons to turn
overlay tilesets on and off. Check boxes are not mutually
exclusive and every ovelay that is checked on for viewing will be added as an overlay to the Google Earth view.
An overlay tileset that is checked on will obscure any lower
overlay that covers the same area that is also checked on
in the sidebar where its tiles are opaque (i.e., where its
tiles are JPGs). Areas where it uses PNG tiles will permit
lower layer tilesets concurrently checked on to show
through. For example, the transparent areas that complete the rectangular tiles for an irregular opaque area of a
tileset will permit the base layer or lower layer to show
through with an accurate boundary as in the Nebraska
eastern edge (shown on preceding page). Similarly a road
network rendered as an all PNG tileset and checked on
for display as an overlay will permit an image tileset lower
in the legend order, but also checked on, to show through
as a reference background. For other geomashup control
options, see the Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Geomashup Control Options.

Custom HTML Pane
The sidebar pane below the legend is created by an HTML
page whose content and behavior can be whatever you
wish. You add your custom content by pasting the URL
for it into the Sidebar Content URL field on the Assemble
Geomashup Options tabbed panel. You can set the width
of the sidebar to the right of this field on the Options panel.
In the example shown below, the content of this pane is
simple HTML text that describes the overlay tileset layers. Only the link is used in the mashup to access the
content of this pane. Thus it can be located wherever you
wish on the web and provide your custom content or actions. In this simple example it presents a new link to the
site where the source images used to create the overlay
tilesets can be downloaded. Use this scrolling panel and
your HTML to provide instructions, new tools, new mashups, advertisements, whatever you wish.

Sample HTML file to specify sidebar content (right)
The HTML shown below creates the sidebar text and link used by MicroImages for the multi-year, US State 1-meter
orthoimage geomashups. You can use this HTML file as a template and modify it to fit your purposes or use any
HTML file desired. Your HTML can include graphics and links that you want to present in the sidebar.
<div style=”margin:0px;padding:0px 3px 0px 3px;”>
These multi-date seamless 1-meter color images of
each state were prepared for your viewing in TNTmips
(Windows or Mac). TNTmips is a fully featured geospatial analysis system that you can purchase to prepare
and easily publish your geodata for similar Internet
applications.
<br /><br />
The source imagery for this sample presentation is
collected annually by the USDA (United States Department of Agriculture) as a joint <a href=”http://
datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/” target=”_blank”>NAIP
project</a> of
<ul>
<li style=”padding:3px 3px 3px 6px;text-indent:-10px;text-align:left;”>FSA (Farm Service
Agency)</li>
<li style=”padding:3px 3px 3px 6px;text-indent:-10px;text-align:left;”>NRCS (Natural Resources
Conservation Service)</li>
<li style=”padding:3px 3px 3px 6px;text-indent:-10px;text-align:left;”>RD (Rural Development)
with additional support from the USFS, USGS, and individual states.</li>
</ul>
</div>
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Geomedia Publishing

Managing Custom Base Maps for Geomashups
The Assemble Geomashup process in TNTmips (Main / Assemble / Geomashup) allows you to mashup your own tilesets with geodata
layers from remote sources for viewing in a web geobrowser (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google Earth, or Open Layers). An overview of
this process is provided in the Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Introduction to Geomashups. A geomashup consists of
base maps and overlays. A base map is a background reference map or image tileset. Proprietary base maps are automatically available for
use in several of the web geobrowsers, and you can also add one or more custom tilesets from local or web sources. A geomashup can
include more than one base map, but only one can be displayed at a time in a geobrowser. Overlays provide more viewing flexibility, as
multiple overlays can be displayed simultaneously, and each overlay can be provided with controls allowing the viewer to toggle it on/off
and to dynamically vary its transparency. Setting up overlays for a geomashup is discussed in the TechGuide entitled Geomedia
Publishing: Managing Custom Overlays for Geomashups.

Base Maps
You can create geomashups with one or more base maps consisting of:
• proprietary base map tileset layers provided by the geobrowser
whose Web Mapping API you have selected
• proprietary plus your custom base map tileset layers (web or local)
• your custom base map tilesets alone (Google Maps or Open Layers).
The Assemble Geomashup window has separate tabbed panels for managing Base Maps and Overlays. Each panel can list multiple layers in the
geomashup. The controls for adding and managing layers on the Base
Maps panel are illustrated above right. You can add tilesets as base maps
to the geomashup from remote (web) or local sources. Clicking on a layer
entry in either list makes it the active layer (highlighted in red; see illustrations to the right). The active layer is the one operated on by the controls
for moving a layer up or down in the list or removing a layer. The order of
base map layers in the list in Assemble Geomashup is not significant,
as it does not specify the layout of base map controls presented in
the geobrowser. (Layer order is important for overlays, however.)
Each layer in the Base Maps list in Assemble Geomashup is provided
with a checkbox in the far left column of the list that you can use to set
whether the layer is to be included in or excluded from your previews
and subsequently in the geomashup. All newly added base maps are
initially set to be included. You can also completely remove any base
map layer from the list on the Base Maps panel by highlighting the
layer and pressing the Remove Selected icon button.

Adding Base Maps

Operations on the Active Layer

Add Remote Tileset

Add components to Active Base Map

Add Base Map
(from local source)

When you add your custom base map, the Min Zoom and Max Zoom fields
automatically show the minimum and maximum zoom level values available
in the selected tileset. You can edit these values to further restrict the
allowed zoom range if desired. For your custom base maps you can also
add copyright or descriptive information that is shown in the geobrowser
view when that basemap is visible (see illustration on reverse).
Selecting more than one local tileset at a time using the Add Base Map icon
button adds the selected tilesets as components of a single base map layer
in the geomashup. (You can also highlight an existing custom base map
layer and use the Add Components to Active Base Map icon button.) For

Move Up Move Down
Remove All

Layer control tools for adding and managing base maps.
Sample of Base Maps panel
with three proprietary Google
base map layers and a custom
orthoimage base map of the
state of Oregon (bottom).
Left-click on the Layer Name
field of a layer (or any of its
other text fields) to make the
layer active, which highlights it
in red.

Use for Initial Base Map
Exclude from / Include in
Output

One base map is always visible when a geomashup is viewed in a geobrowser.
A geomashup that includes multiple base maps is automatically provided
with controls for switching between them in the geobrowser. The Options
panel in Assemble Geomashup allows you to choose the style of base map
selection control to be used (see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Geomashup Map Control Options). To designate the base map
layer to be shown when the geomashup is first displayed, click on the Use
for Initial Base Map icon for the desired layer (the green ball icon marks the
initially visible base map).

Remove Selected

Two of the proprietary Google base
map layers have been excluded from
the geomashup (checkboxes turned
off). The custom base map layer is
now set as the initial base map (green
ball marker), and the name of this
layer has been edited to shorten it to
better fit in the geobrowser controls.

Below, preview of the resulting Google Maps geomashup
with Oregon 2011 as the default base map and the default
“box” control for choosing a base map to display.

example, for one geomashup layer you could select several
tilesets covering the same area that were created with different ranges of zoom levels from imagery or maps with
different spatial detail. These components are listed sepa(over)
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rately in the Base Maps panel and highlighted in yellow below their
master layer name (see illustrations below).
You can also set up a composite custom base map layer that is a visual
merge of multiple tilesets by setting transparency values in the layer list
for each of these components. For example, your custom base map layer
could include a fully opaque shaded-relief tileset (no transparency) overlaid by a color elevation tileset with partial transparency to produce a
color shaded-relief base map. You can only edit the Transparency field
for components in a multicomponent basemap; a base map layer as a
whole has a mandatory transparency of 0% (completely opaque).

Managing Proprietary Base Maps

Include Extents

Custom base map layer (red highlight) with Min Zoom and Max
Zoom fields automatically set from the range of zoom levels in
the tileset. For a custom basemap you can also enter information in the Description or Copyright field as illustrated above.
This text is shown in the geobrowser view when that base map
is visible. In this example the Include Extents toggle has been
set for the custom base map tileset, so that its spatial extents
control the initial extents of the geomashup when it opens in the
geobrowser (see the TechGuide Geomedia Publishing:
Managing Overlays for Geomashups).

When you select Google Maps as the Web Mapping API, three proprietary Google base map layers are shown by default: Google Map (map
base), Google Satellite (satellite/aerial imagery base), and Google Terrain (shaded-relief map
base; see illustration above
right). The Google Maps
API allows the HTML/
JavaScript code created by
Assemble Geomashup to
Hide/Show Components
specify which of these You can add multiple tilesets as components of a single base map layer. Components are listed separately
base maps to make avail- (highlighted in yellow) beneath their master layer name (above left). In this example, the two tilesets cover the
able for viewing in the same area with different ranges of zoom levels and were produced from parent imagery of different resolution
(Landsat for the less detailed zoom levels and aerial orthoimages for the more detailed zoom levels). You can
geobrowser. All three enter a name for a multicomponent layer (above center) or edit the default name for any custom base map or
Google base map layers are overlay layer. The Hide/Show Components arrow icon button collapses/expands the component listing.
checked on for inclusion by
default; you can turn off the checkbox for
any of these base map layers to exclude it
from the geomashup. You can enter Min
Zoom Level and Max Zoom Level values
for the proprietary Google Maps base maps
to restrict their zoom level range to that of
a custom base map or overlay that you are
also using in the geomashup. You can also Above, setting up a composite
remove any of the Google Base Map lay- custom base map with a partiallyers from the list on the Base Maps panel transparent elevation tileset
displayed over a shaded-relief
by highlighting the base map layer and tileset to produce a color shadedpressing the Remove Selected icon button. relief image in the geobrowser
Should you wish to add back a Google (preview at right).
Maps base map you previously removed
from the list, press the Add Remote Tileset icon button and
Three base map layers are shown
select the desired Google proprietary base map from the Web/
by default when you choose Bing
ProprietaryTilesets folder in the Select Objects window.
Maps for the Web Mapping API.
When you choose the Bing Maps the Web Mapping API, the
Base Maps panel shows three base map layers by default:
Road (map base), aerial (satellite/aerial imagery base), and
Bird’s Eye (oblique aerial images). The Bing Maps API does
not allow a geomashup HTML file to exclude any of these base map
layers from the geomashup, so you cannot turn off the Include/Exclude
checkbox for any of the proprietary Bing Maps base map layers. You
also cannot highlight and remove any of these Bing Maps base map
layers from the Base Maps list. You can, however, set the Use for Initial
Base Map marker for any of these proprietary layers.
Google Earth uses a single imagery base map and its API allows custom
imagery and maps to be added to a geomashup only as overlays, not as
base maps. The Base Maps panel is therefore inactive when you choose
Google Earth as the Web Mapping API.

Due to the design of the Bing Maps
API, you cannot exclude any of the
proprietary Bing Maps base map
layers from the geomashup.

Public OpenStreetMap Base Maps
Global base maps created by the OpenStreetMap project are
available for use in geomashups and can be selected from the
Web/Global/OpenStreetMap browse directory in the Select
Objects dialog. The selections include Mapnik, Mapnik Transparent, and Osmarender, which are all street map tilesets created
using different styling and filtering of the underlying street
map data. The Cycle base map provides a street map base with
cycling routes highlighted. The OpenStreetMap base maps
are particularly useful in geomashups using the Open Layers
API, which does not provide proprietary base maps.
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Geomashup Drawing Tools Sidebar
You can create Google Maps geomashups with a sidebar equipped
with drawing and measuring tools that anyone can use to make
measurements and to make and save annotations while viewing the
geomashup in their browser. Users can add point markers and draw
lines, rectangles, circles, or polygonal shapes. Any number of
elements can be added, and each element can be provided with a
custom name and description. Users can also obtain KML text for
the entire collection of drawing elements at any time.
In the Assemble Geomashup process, use the Template menu on
the Layout tabbed panel for Google Maps to choose the Drawing
Tools Sidebar. (See the Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Geomashup Layout Templates for other sidebar options.)
The width and position (left or right) of the sidebar can also be
specified.
When the geomashup is viewed in a web browser, the drawing
Geomashup with drawing tools sidebar, which has been used to
toolbar appears at the top of the sidebar. When you draw an elecreate a point marker, rectangle, circle, and polygonal shape.
ment, its associated measurement (position coordinates for a marker,
The name and description for each element, entered when the
elements were created, are listed in the sidebar.
distance for a line, radius for a circle, ...) is shown in a box at the
bottom of the map view. In addition, an information window automatically opens in the map view with
Add
Draw
Draw
placeholder text for a name and descripMarker Rectangle Shape
tion. You can edit this text directly in the
information window. Clicking on the color
sample in the info window opens a color
picker to allow you to change the color
Draw
Draw
Get
used for the element’s boundary line and
Line
Circle
KML
fill. The names and descriptions of all
Use the Template menu on the Layout tabbed panel to
2

1

choose the Drawing Tool Sidebar for a Google Maps
geomashup. You can also set the sidebar position
(left or right) and width in pixels.

added elements are automatically listed in the sidebar, which automatically scrolls vertically if needed. You can click on an element
(or on its listing in the sidebar) at any time to reopen the information window and modify the information text or color. The
information window also includes the option to delete the element.
Press the Get KML button at any time to obtain KML text for the
current collection of drawing elements. This text is presented in a
text field in a popup dialog. Due to security measures enforced by
browsers, this dialog is prohibited from saving a KML file directly.
You can copy this text to the clipboard, paste it into a new document in a text editor, and save the result as a KML file (*.kml) that
can be viewed in Google Earth.

When you draw an element, an information window automatically
opens with a default name for the element as shown in illustration
1 above. You can select and edit the text in this window to
provide your own name and description for the element, as
shown in illustration 2. Clicking on the color sample opens a color
picker control (inset) that lets you set the color to be used for the
shape outline and fill. You can reopen an element’s information
window and make changes at any time by clicking on the element.

Pressing the Get KML
button opens a dialog
with a text field
containing KML text for
all of the drawing
elements. Copy this
text to the clipboard,
use a text editor to
paste it into a blank
document, and save as
a KML file that can be
viewed in Google Earth.
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Geomedia Publishing

Geomashup Layout Templates
The Assemble Geomashup process in TNTmips provides several
predefined templates that you can select to define the layout of a
Google Maps geomashup within the browser window. You can set
up geomashups in which the map area occupies the entire browser
window, or divide the window into a map area plus a sidebar. The
sidebar can contain the layer controls and legends, custom text to
describe the geomashup, a logo graphic, or drawing tools that viewers of the geomashup can use to measure features and draw
annotations.
You can select the geomashup template from the Template menu at
the top of the Layout tabbed panel. The available options are Full
Page Map, Custom Layout, MicroImages Dynamic Standard, and
Drawing Tools Sidebar.

Full Page Map
The default geomashup template is Full Page Map. In this layout
the map area fills the entire browser window, and the overlay controls (including legends if any) are shown within the map area in the
position you designated on the Options tabbed panel. The map
area automatically adjusts in size if the browser window is
resized. A full page map geomashup with overlay controls
and legend is illustrated at the top right of this page.

In a full page map geomashup there is no sidebar. The overlaycontrols (with legends) are placed within the map area. No
limits are set for the size of the map area, so it is free to expand
or contract depending on the size of the browser window.

Overlay
Controls

Custom Layout
The Custom Layout template adds a sidebar which includes the overlay controls (and legends if any). You can
also add custom text and a custom logo to the sidebar, as
shown in the illustration to the right. The map area and
sidebar are created with specified dimensions using the
Map Width, Map Height, and Sidebar Width controls in
the Size Settings portion of the Layout panel (see illustration below). Width and height can be set in pixels to create
fixed sizes on screen or as a percentage of the browser
width/height for a layout that adjusts in size as the browser
window size changes. The sidebar can be placed on the
right or left side of the map view using the Sidebar menu.
(You can also choose None to omit the sidebar and just
use the map area with its specified dimensions.)

Custom
Sidebar
Text (from
HTML file)

Custom
Logo
Graphic
A geomashup with a custom layout can include a sidebar on the right or
left side of the map area. The sidebar includes the overlay controls at the
top and can include custom text set from an HTML file that you specify
and a custom logo graphic from a file (GIF, PNG, or JPEG) that you specify.

custom logo. The logo must be a GIF, PNG, or JPEG file whose loca.
tion you specify in the Sidebar Logo URL field in the Size Settings.
You can also specify the desired height in pixels at which to display
the logo.
The overlay controls are automatically placed at the top of the
sidebar. The middle portion of the sidebar is reserved for descriptive text that you supply in the form of an HTML-formatted
text file whose location you specify in the Sidebar Content URL
field in the Size Settings. If the sidebar text file will be in the same
directory as the geomashup HTML file, you can use a relative
path in this field; otherwise specify a full web URL to the file. If
the custom sidebar text is too long to fit within the allotted height,
it is automatically provided with a vertical scrollbar.
The bottom portion of the sidebar is reserved for your optional

MicroImages Dynamic Standard Layout
The MicroImages Dynamic Standard layout template is identical to a
Custom Layout except that the MicroImages logo is automatically
provided at the bottom of the sidebar.

Drawing Tools Sidebar
The Drawing Tools Sidebar template creates a geomashup with a
sidebar equipped with drawing and measuring tools that any viewer
of the geomashup can use to make measurements and to draw and
save points, lines, circles, rectangles, and polygons. For more information see the Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing:
Geomashup Drawing Tools Sidebar.
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Geomashup Data Management Options
You can use the Assemble Geomashup process in TNTmips to
combine your own standard web (raster) tilesets, geometric tilesets,
and KML files with geodata layers from other sources on the Internet
for viewing in a web geobrowser (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google
Earth, or Open Layers). You can create geomashups for private use
on your local computer or network or for public use on the Internet.
Geomashups intended for Internet use can be created by selecting
tilesets and KML files that are already on the web. Alternatively,
you can create a web geomashup by selecting your custom tilesets
and KML files that are currently stored on a local or network drive,
but which you intend to copy to a web location later along with the
geomashup. The Options tabbed panel in the Assemble Geomashup
window provides data management settings that allow you to ensure that the geomashup will work properly in its intended final
location.

Data Links in Geomashup Files
An HTML/JavaScript file (*.htm) is created by the Assemble
Geomashup process with links specifying the location of the tiles
folder for each tileset you have selected as a custom base map or
overlay (or the location of the KML file for a simple KML overlay).
The JavaScript code in the file uses each of these links (stored as a
“base URL” setting) to construct a template enabling the web mapping API you have selected (e.g., Google Maps) to access and
display each tile in your custom tilesets when needed. The type of
data links that are embedded in the HTML/JavaScript file created
by the TNT Geomashup process depends on the locations of the
tilesets that you select and your settings on the Options panel.
The data link type in turn affects the scope of use and portability of
the geomashup. The three possible types of data link are web
address (URL), relative directory path, and absolute directory path.
These link types and their characteristics are shown in the table at
the bottom of this page and are explored further below.

Internet Tilesets
In the Assemble Geomashup process you can use the Add Remote
Tileset and Add Remote KML icon buttons to select tilesets and
KML files that are already on the Internet. You can directly choose
one of the tilesets hosted by MicroImages or enter the URL for a

Other aspects of the Assemble Geomashups process are
covered in the Geomedia Publishing Technical Guides
entitled Introduction to Geomashups, Managing Custom Base
Maps for Geomashups , Managing Custom Overlays for
Geomashups , Geomashup Control Options, and others .

custom tileset or KML file you have posted on your website (see
the Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Adding Custom Web Layers to Geomashups for a description of these
procedures). When you select only overlays or custom base maps
that are already on the Internet for a geomashup, the resulting
HTML/JavaScript geomashup file includes the full web address for
each of these layers. As a result, these web links remain valid
regardless of the location of the geomashup HTML file, as long as
the computer hosting the geomashup has an Internet connection.
If the geomashup includes only standard web (raster) tilesets or
SVG geometric tilesets, the geomashup file is completely portable;
it can be used on any local computer that has an Internet connection, or it can be posted on the Internet for proprietary or public
use. If the geomashup includes KML files or KML geometric tilesets,
however, security restrictions built into web browsers place limits
on the portability of the geomashup file. These restrictions require
that any KML data to be viewed in the browser must be hosted
within the same web domain as the geomashup HTML/JavaScript
file; any KML data from other domains are not shown.

Local Tilesets to be Copied to the Internet
You can create geomashups that use local tilesets as custom base
maps and overlays and later copy these tilesets and the HTML/
JavaScript geomashup file to your website for public use. To do so
successfully your local data must be properly organized. Before
creating the geomashup, make sure that all of the component tilesets
(and/or KML files) to be selected are stored in a single local folder,
which we can term the base folder, as illustrated below for a
geomashup of two local tilesets. Save the geomashup HTML file
in the base folder as well. The tileset links in the geomashup file are
written as relative paths starting at the base folder (see the table
below left). You can then copy the base folder and all its contents
to the desired web location for public or private use on the Internet.
(over)

Types of Geomashup File Links to Custom Tilesets
Link Type

Example, Conditions and Characteristics

web
address
(URL)

http://web1.mysite.com/mashups/Landsat432/Landsat432_Tiles

relative
path

absolute
path

Tileset is on the Internet. HTML/JavaScript geomashup file need not be
stored with the tileset, and can be local or on the Internet. This tileset
can be viewed in any web geobrowser including 3D versions (Google
Earth browser plugin and Bing Maps 3D).
/Landsat432_Tiles
Tileset and HTML/JavaScript geomashup file are in the same folder.
Geomashup folder can be used locally or posted on the Internet for use
in 2D geobrowsers (Google Maps, Bing Maps 2D, and Open Layers).
file =///G:/CacheCnty/Landsat432_Tiles
Local tileset folder and the HTML/JavaScript geomashup file are in
separate folders. The geomashup can only be used locally and the HTML/
JavaScript file is only portable within the local computer or network.

Local Base Folder

Geomashup.htm
Tileset1
Tileset1.tsd
Tileset1_Tiles
Tileset2
Tileset2.tsd
Tileset2_Tiles

Example of proper organization of
local tilesets and geomashup file to be
copied to the web. The geomashup
file and its component tilesets should
be contained in the same base folder,
which can then be copied in its
entirety to the desired web location.
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(In order to speed up copying the geomashup data, you may wish
to first create a Zip file or RAR or TAR archive of the base folder
contents.) This procedure is applicable to geomashups designed
for 2D geobrowsers (Google Maps, Bing Maps, and Open Layers).
You can also continue to use the local copy of the geomashup data
as long as your local computer is connected to the Internet.
The procedure described above is appropriate for a related set of
tilesets that will be used in a single 2D geomashup. If you have a
large number of tilesets that you wish to use in different combinations in a number of geomashups, it will be more convenient to
copy the individual tilesets to your website first before creating the
geomashups as described in the Internet Tilesets section above.

Setting the Base Folder URL
Geomashups designed for 3D geobrowsers (using the Google Earth
browser plug-in or Bing Maps 3D) require full web addresses in the
geomashup HTML/JavaScript file for all linked components. A
geomashup with relative links created from local data as described
in the preceding section will not work in these 3D geobrowsers.
You can still create a valid 3D geobrowser geomashup starting with
local tilesets if you first determine the web location (URL) where
you plan to copy the geomashup and its data. You can then enter
this URL (including the name of the folder you will copy) in one of
the Base Folder URL fields on the Options panel of the Assemble
Geomashup window. The geomashup process concatenates this
URL with the relative path to each tileset or KML file to create a full
web URL for each layer in the resulting HTML/JavaScript
geomashup file. For example, in the illustration below the Base
Folder URL settings are for a local base folder named Townsend
that will be copied into the .../geomashups/ folder on the website.

geomashup file would then need to be remade with proper links to
the new locations of the tilesets.

Specifying the JavaScript Library Location
When you view a geomashup in a browser, the JavaScript code
stored in the geomashup file calls functions stored in an external
JavaScript library specific to the Web mapping API being used.
MicroImages supplies a JavaScript library for each of the supported
Web Mapping APIs (Google Maps, Google Earth, Bing Maps, and
Open Layers) with your TNTmips installation in a folder named
WebAPIs. Each geomashup HTML/JavaScript file requires a valid
link to the location of an accessible copy of the relevant JavaScript
library.
In the Assemble Geomashups window, the JavaScript Library Extensions portion of the Options tabbed panel provides two options
for the library location. You can choose to automatically create a
copy of the library with the geomashup; when you save the
geomashup, the library files are then copied to a subdirectory (named
for the Web Mapping API) within the folder that contains the
geomashup file. With this option the geomashup HTML/JavaScript
file contains relative path links to the local library location. These
library links are maintained if the geomashup file and all of the
contents of the enclosing folder are copied to a web location.
If you plan to host a number of geomashups on your website, you
may wish to first copy the set of JavaScript libraries to a single
location on your website. You can then choose the Link From URL
option on the Options tabbed panel and enter the URL to the location of the specific library on your site, as shown in the illustration
below for a Google Maps geomashup. The saved geomashup then
includes the full web URL of the library folder, and can be used on
your website or on a local computer with Internet access.
Specifying the location
of a JavaScript library
that has been copied
to your website.

Options Specific to Bing Maps

Upper part of the Options tabbed panel in the Assemble Geomashup window for a Google Maps geomashup. When you are
creating a geomashup using local tilesets that you plan to post
on the Internet, you can enter one or more web addresses
(URLs) specifying the location of the folder that will contain the
referenced tilesets. The Geomashup HTML/JavaScript file will
then contain a full web URL to the tiles folder of each of the
tilesets you have selected. A full web URL is required for
tilesets that are to be used in a 3D geobrowser (Google Earth
browser plugin or Bing Maps 3D).

Tilesets That Remain Local
If you are not planning to relocate local tilesets and their geomashup
file to the Internet, you can save the geomashup HTML/JavaScript
file in any location in your local file system. If the geomashup file is
not saved in a directory containing its referenced tilesets, it then
contains an absolute local directory path to the Tiles folder for
each included tileset. The geomashup file remains useable if relocated anywhere within the file system where it was created, as long
as the tilesets remain in their original locations. Moving such a
tileset, either locally or to the Internet, however, invalidates the
absolute path links in the geomashup file. The HTML/JavaScript

Bing Maps can display, in its 2D mode, custom tilesets with either
the native, flat Bing Maps structure with quadkey filenames, or
hierarchical tilesets (in the Google Maps structure) with tile addresses indicated by zoom level, tile row, and tile column (see the
TechGuides on Tilesets entitled Bing Maps Structures and Google
Maps Structure). The Assemble Geomashup process (and the TNT
processes that create Bing Maps tilesets) create HTML/JavaScript
files with a tile address template that is appropriate for the tileset
structure you have specified. In order for Bing Maps to display a
custom tileset in 3D, however, the tile addresses must be specified
to the Bing Maps API using its native quadkey filenames.
MicroImages has developed a small PHP script that translates, on
the fly, individual tile addresses from the hierarchical Google Maps/
Bing Maps zoom-row-column format to the corresponding Bing
Maps 3D quadkey identifiers. If you are creating a Bing Maps
geomashup with custom hierarchical tilesets for the Internet, you
can turn on the Create getPath.php toggle button on the Options
tabbed panel to create this PHP file (getPath.php) to enable the
hierarchical tileset to be viewed in Bing Maps 3D as well as 2D.
This PHP file is created in the same folder as, and is referenced by,
the geomashup HTML/JavaScript file. Path translation by this
PHP script works automatically on web servers as long as they
(continued)
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have PHP script execution enabled.
If you will have a number of Bing Maps
geomashups of hierarchical tilesets on
your web site, or are making them for
use on a local computer, you can post
a single copy of the getPath.php file in
an accessible location in your web doTo enable viewing of a hierarchical Google Maps/
main and have each Bing Maps 2D/3D
Bing Maps tileset in Bing Maps 3D, you can:
geomashup reference that file. The Options panel for Bing Maps geomashups
provides a field below the Base Folder
...store a tile address translation
...or provide the web address of a copy of the
URL list where you can specify the web
PHP
script
with
each
geomashup.
PHP translation script on your website.
address (URL) of the directory where
the getPath.php file is or will be posted on your website.
Pushbutton for obtaining and applying a Bing Maps Application ID.
Microsoft requires that a Bing Maps geomashup must include a
Bing Maps Application ID. Once you have applied a Bing Maps
key while creating a tileset in any TNTmips process, that key value
is stored with your TNTmips process settings and is automatically
inserted into the Bing Maps Application ID field in the Assemble
Geomashup window’s Options tabbed panel for Bing Maps. The
ID value is then embedded in your geomashup file when it is created. If you have not yet obtained the needed ID, you can press
the Bing Maps Application ID pushbutton next to the ID field on
the Options panel. This action opens your default web browser at
the Microsoft web page where you can apply for and obtain an
Application ID for use with all of your Bing Maps tilesets and
geomashups.

Configuring Geomashups and Tilesets for
Multiple Servers
If the website hosting your tilesets and geomashups has more than
one web server, you can copy the geomashup data to each of these
servers to spread the load and speed delivery of the tileset data to
those viewing your geomashups. Each of the web servers on your
site would have its own URL, for example:
http://m1.mysite.com/
http://m3.mysite.com/
http://m2.mysite.com/
http://m4.mysite.com/
A single geomashup file can include a list of base URLs for each
referenced tileset, with each link in the list referencing a different
server, so that tiles for any particular tileset can be delivered from
any of the host servers. These lists of base URLs can be set up
automatically in several ways in the Geomashup process, as detailed below.
MicroImages has also found that configuring a single web server
with multiple web addresses, and using those multiple URLs in
geomashups, provides significantly faster geomashup load times
compared to geomashups using only a single URL. If you run your
own website and Domain Name System (DNS) server, you can simply add new DNS entries that serve as aliases for your single web
server. If your website is hosted outside your organization, the
web host would have to make the required changes to their DNS
server.
Excerpt of a
tileset TSD link file
edited to include
URLs for multiple
server locations.

There are two ways in which the Assemble Geomashup process
can automatically create a geomashup HTML/JavaScript file with
multiple-server links to each tileset. If the tilesets you have selected are currently on a local or network drive, but you will later
move them to the web, you can use the Base Folder URL fields on
the Options tabbed panel as described on the previous page. Enter
one Base Folder URL for each of the real or virtual server address
on your website as shown in the illustration below. When the
geomashup file is created, each of these Base Folder URL values is
concatenated with the relative path to the Tiles folder for each
tileset to form the proper list of server links in the file.
Base Folder URL field
with URLs for four
different web servers
(or web server aliases),
set up for a geomashup
of a tileset on a local
drive that you intend to
move to the designated
location on one or more
servers.

If the tilesets you wish to use are already on your web server (or on
multiple servers), you need to have a single TSD link file for each
tileset, with each TSD file containing links to all of the real or virtual
locations of that tileset. Each TSD file created with a tileset has a
Locations element that can contain either a relative path or a web
URL to the Tiles directory. You can manually edit the Locations
element to list a web location for each of the real or virtual locations
of the tileset, as shown in the example at the bottom of this page.
When you select the edited TSD file for this tileset in the Assemble
Geomashup process and save the geomashup, all of the locations
listed in the TSD file are automatically transferred to the geomashup
HTML file so that the tiles are accessed from all available servers.

<Locations>
<href>http://m1.mysite.com/geomashups/Townsend/RockUnits/RockUnits_Tiles/[z]/[y]/[x].[ext]</href>
<href>http://m2.mysite.com/geomashups/Townsend/RockUnits/RockUnits_Tiles/[z]/[y]/[x].[ext]</href>
<href>http://m2.mysite.com/geomashups/Townsend/RockUnits/RockUnits_Tiles/[z]/[y]/[x].[ext]</href>
<href>http://m2.mysite.com/geomashups/Townsend/RockUnits/RockUnits_Tiles/[z]/[y]/[x].[ext]</href>
</Locations>
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Geomedia Publishing

Geomashup Map Control Options
Geomashups can optionally include a variety of controls to allow the
Other aspects of the Assemble Geomashups process
viewer to select which data layers and area to view along with other
are covered in the Technical Guides on Geomedia
components providing view enhancements such as an overview map
Publishing entitled Introduction to Geomashups ,
Managing Custom Base Maps for Geomashups ,
and scale bar. MicroImages uses the term standard map controls to
Managing Custom Overlays for Geomashups, and
refer to controls and features that are provided and supported directly
Geomashup Data Management Options.
by the web mapping API you have selected (i.e., the geobrowser in
which the geomashup will be viewed). Standard map controls include base map selection
and zooming / panning, as well as various view
enhancements. A selection of different conThe Map Control Options grouping on the Options tabbed panel of the
trol styles are available for these functions,
Assemble Geomashup window allows you to choose among the
depending on which web mapping API you
standard map controls provided by the web geobrowser API you have
have selected as your target geobrowser
selected. In this example, options for Google Maps are shown.
(Google Maps, Google Earth, Bing Maps, or
Open Layers). You can also add different types
of custom controls (supported by JavaScript
libraries provided by MicroImages) to your
geomashups, as described in the Technical
Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Geomashup Custom Overlay Controls. You can
easily evaluate your map control choices while building the geomashup by using the
preview icon buttons on the Assemble Geomashup window.

Base Map and View Controls
The Map Control Options section of the Options panel allows you to select among the
standard controls and features that are available for the web mapping API you have
selected. The Map Control Options sections for Google Maps and Bing Maps are shown
in separate illustrations above right.
Google Maps
Zoom and Pan
Control Styles

Large
Zoom
Control

Google Maps Base
Map Control Styles

Open Layers Standard Controls

Bing Maps Dashboard Size Options

Horizontal
Normal

Dropdown
Small
Zoom
Control

Standard map control options for Bing
Maps. The Dashboard Size menu
provides a choice of the control styles
illustrated below.

The Normal Bing Maps dashboard
(above) integrates control of base
maps with zoom and pan controls.
The Small and Tiny options separate
the controls for these functions.

Open Layers geomashups automatically include the view controls
shown above left. Base map and
overlay controls are integrated into
a single layer control panel, which
you can choose to include or not.

The Google Maps geomashup interface has
Small
Tiny
zoom and pan controls in the upper left corner
of the map view and a separate base map control in the upper right for switching base maps (proprietary and custom). You can choose from large or small versions of the zoom control, or select an
Automatic option that dynamically switches between large and small controls depending on the size of
the browser view. A toggle button lets you choose whether to include the pan control. Two styles of
base map control are available: a horizontal style or a dropdown menu. You can also choose to omit the
base map control.
In Bing Maps, basemap selection and view controls are integrated in dashboard control sets (illustrated
above center), which you can select using the Dashboard Size menu in the Bing Maps version of the
Map Control Options. The Small and Tiny options are suitable for geomashups designed for mobile
devices.

Mandatory 3D control
set for the Google
Earth browser plugin.
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(over)

There is no Map Control Options grouping on the Options panel
for Google Earth, as Google Earth geomashups are automatically provided with a single mandatory 3D view control set
(illustrated on the other side of this page, bottom right), and no
base map controls are available in Google Earth.

Base Map Control

Pan Control

Street View Control

Open Layers geomashups are also automatically provided with
a single mandatory view control set. Base map selection is
controlled by check boxes integrated into a general layer controls panel for both base maps and overlays. You can choose
whether or not to include the layer controls (via a Layer Controls toggle) and, if included, whether the layer controls panel
should be initially open or collapsed to an icon. TheOpen Layers standard controls are illustrated on the other side of this
page, middle right.

Zoom Control
Overview Map
Scale Bar

Standard map controls and enhancements available for
use in Google Maps geomashups.

Search Bar
(custom control)
Layer
Control

Current Location

Dashboard

Overview Map
Overview Map
Scale Bar

Search Bar

Scale Bar

Standard map controls and enhancements available in Bing
Maps geomashups.
Map controls and enhancements available in a Google Earth geomashup.

Additional Enhancements
In Google Maps, Bing Maps, and Google Earth geomashups you can include
additional enhancement features provided by the selected API. You choose
these options using toggle buttons in the Map Control Options grouping on
the Options tabbed panel.
Geomashups for Google Maps, Bing Maps, and Google Earth can include an
overview map inset and scale bar. A current location indicator, which shows
a sequence of progressively more specific location labels at the top of the
geobrowser view, is available for Bing Maps and Google Earth. A standard
search control is provided for Bing Maps geomashups, while a similar capability is available for Google Earth geomashups from the Custom Control
Options; see the Geomashup Custom Overlay Controls TechGuide for details.
In addition to these on-screen controls, for Google Maps geomashups you
can choose to implement zooming by double-clicking in the view and by
using the mouse wheel. The checklist to the right lists the standard controls
and their availability by API. The various controls are also shown for each
geobrowser type in the illustrations above.

Additional Enhancements Checklist
Control

Overview Map
Scale Bar

Google
Maps

✔
✔

Current Location
Search Bar
Double-click Zoom
Mouse Wheel Zoom

Bing Google
Maps Earth

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

No enhancements are available for use in Open
Layers geomashups.

For Google Earth geomashups the Map Control Options also include toggles
to enable atmospheric effects and to add the Google Earth reference overlays
listed below:
• Grid: latitude/longitude grid lines
• Roads: roads and road names
• Borders: country and area borders and place names.
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Geomedia Publishing

Geomashup Custom Overlay Controls
for a mutually-exclusive grouping using radio buttons. The NeYou can add tilesets to your geomashups as base maps, only one
braska Counties overlay includes county boundaries and labels
of which can be viewed at a time, or as overlays, which allow mulwith a transparent background, and so could be viewed in combitiple layers to be selected for simultaneous viewing. Geomashups
nation with either of the imagery tilesets.
have separate layer controls for base maps and overlays, and you
can use the Options panel in the Assemble Geomashup process to
You can set up a combination of radio button and check box overchoose the types of controls to include for each. Here we discuss
lay controls for Google Maps geomashups. Choose one of the
the types of available overlay controls and how you select them, as
Visibility Control options (with or without Transparency Slider)
well as other custom geomashup controls. The resulting controls
from the Overlay Control menu. On the Overlays tabbed panel,
are created in your geomashup via JavaScript libraries created by
turn on the Mutually exclusive overlay toggle (see illustration beMicroImages. Choosing controls for
base map selection, panning, and zoomCustom Overlay Controls
ing is covered in the Technical Guide
Control
Sample (Google Maps)
Google
Bing
Google
Open
Maps
Maps
Earth
Layers
entitled Geomedia Publishing:
Check Boxes and
Geomashup Map Control Options.
✔1
✔

Overlay Control Options

Transparency slider

Overlay controls are selected using the
✔2
✔
✔
✔
Check Boxes Only
Custom Control Options section of the
Options tabbed panel. The contents of
this section vary depending on which
Radio Buttons
✔3
✔
controls are supported for the Web Map(mutually-exclusive)
ping API you have selected as your
target geobrowser (Google Maps,
Check Boxes and
✔3
Radio Buttons
Google Earth, Bing Maps, or Open Layers). In Open Layers geomashups the
None
✔
✔
✔
✔
only choices are whether or not to inSpecial terminology for Google Maps API:
clude layer controls (via a Layer
1 Visibility Control and Transparency Slider 3 Choose Visibility Control and use the
Controls toggle) and, if included,
Mutually exclusive overlay toggles on the
2 Visibility Control
whether the Layer Controls panel should
Overlays tabbed panel to designate the set of
overlays to be controlled by the radio buttons.
be initially open or collapsed. For all
other web mapping APIs you can select
from different styles of controls using the Overlay Control menu.
low) for each of the overlays that you want to be part of the mutuAvailable selection controls for overlays include:
ally-exclusive group. The set of overlays so designated are provided
• check boxes (allowing each overlay to be toggled on/off inde- with a set of radio buttons. Any other overlays are provided with
check boxes, allowing them to be controlled individually. The rependently; called Visibility Control for Google Maps)
sult is shown in the Check Boxes and Radio Buttons example in the
• radio buttons (mutually-exclusive group of overlays, only one
Custom Overlay Controls checklist above. Currently a geomashup
visible at a time)
can include only one group of mutually-exclusive overlays.
• combination of checkboxes and radio buttons
(over)
In addition, some selection controls can also be provided with a
slider that lets the viewer vary the transparency of an overlay. This
slider is shown only for the overlay that is currently active in the
geomashup. The overlay controls that are available for the different web mapping APIs are indicated in the Custom Overlay Controls
checklist illustration above.

Combining Check Box and Radio Button Controls
In some geomashups you may have a group of overlays that you
wish to be mutually exclusive, controlled by radio buttons, and one
or more other overlays that you want to allow to be visible along
with the exclusive group, and thus controlled by check boxes. For
example, in the control illustrations shown in the Custom Overlay
Controls checklist above, the geomashup includes two statewide
imagery layers acquired in different years. Since these opaque
imagery layers cover the same areas, they are obvious candidates

Mutually exclusive overlay toggles turned on to designate a set of
mutually-exclusive overlays to be provided with radio button controls.
Other aspects of the Assemble Geomashups process are covered
in the Technical Guides on Geomedia Publishing entitled Introduction to Geomashups , Managing Custom Base Maps for Geomashups, Managing Custom Overlays for Geomashups, Geomashups
for Google Earth, and Geomashup Data Management Options.
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In Google Maps geomashups you can set the desired position and
layout of the overlay controls in the geobrowser view using menus
in the Overlay Control settomgs group (illustrated below). You can
set the control position (Bottom, Top, Left, Right, Top Right, and
others) and its orientation (whether layer entries are laid out in a
horizontal row or a vertical column). You can also specify X and Y
offsets (in screen pixels) of the control from the edge of the
geomashup view.

The Custom Control Options portion of the Options tabbed panel
(shown here for Google Maps) includes Overlay Control settings
that allow you to set the position of the overlay controls in the view
along with settings that allow you to add other custom controls.

You can choose to include a toolbar with measurement tools in
Google Maps geomashups. This toolbar (illustrated at the bottom
left of this page) is shown to the right of the standard Google Maps
map control at the top of the map view. There are separate tools for
placing a point (indicated by a standard Google marker), and for
drawing a line, rectangle, circle, or arbitrary polygonal shape. A
corresponding measurement is then shown near the bottom of the
map view. The Pan icon button lets you switch the mouse interaction in the view back to the default panning operation.
Google Maps geomashups can include a feature that allows the
viewer to left-click in the geobrower view and get an information
bubble that reports the elevation at that location (as illustrated
below). To provide this feature, turn on the Click to get location
elevation toggle in the Custom Control Options.

Other Custom Control Options
In addition to layer controls, other custom controls and features
are available for geomashups and are specified in the Custom Control Options section of the Options tabbed panel as illustrated above
for Google Maps.
A Drag Zoom tool is available for use in Google Maps and Bing
Maps geomashups and is selected by turning on the Drag Zoom
toggle. This tool allows the user to drag out a rectangular zoom box
within the geobrowser view. When the tool is activated by pressing its icon button (see illustration below), the view is dimmed
temporarily while you drag the zoom box.
After zooming, the tool remains active (indicated by the dimmed view) for a short
time before automatically turning off.
The custom Drag Zoom control
allows you to drag out a box in
the geobrowser view to zoom
in to the specified area. The
tool is shown in the illustration
at the left in Google Maps (tool
icon circled in red). The
equivalent control in Bing Maps
(right) also includes an icon to
return to the home view.

Pan

Custom elevation report in a Google Maps
geomashup.

The Image URL field in the Custom Control Options for Bing Maps
sets the source of the images used for the transparency sliders.
You should keep the default value for this field unless you have
designed your own slider graphic.
You can include a custom Fly Here! search bar in
the sidebar of Google Earth geomashups (illustrated
below) by checking the Search Bar toggle in the
Custom Control Options.

Add Draw
Draw
Draw Draw
Marker Line Rectangle Circle Shape

The measurement tools available for
Google Maps geomashups allow you
to place a point marker or draw a
graphic in the map view and have a
corresponding measurement shown
near the bottom of the map view:

Sidebar in a Google Earth geomashup with
overlay controls and Fly Here! search box.

marker: shows position coordinates
line: shows distance
rectangle: shows bounds
circle: shows radius
polygonal shape: shows area
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Georeference

Style Control Points by Residual
Control points are displayed in the Georeference process as an
independent layer in the Input and Reference views. You can
set the styles used for the control points and their labels and
choose to auto-hide point labels to prevent crowding when
many points are shown in the view. You can also assign colors
to control points based on residual values. This option is especially useful when you are evaluating the spatial distribution of
residuals for a large number of control points created using the
Auto-Register procedure (see the Technical Guide entitled
Georeference: Auto-Register to Reference Image). Using this
option, you can see at once the locations of all points with high
residual values, allowing you to assess whether their high residual values may be related to surface topography, sensor optics,
or other factors.
The Color by menu on the Control Point Layer Settings window lets you choose how to set control point colors. The Status
option allows you to choose separate colors in which to display symbols for enabled and disabled control points. The
other three options set a color spread based on residual values:
Residual (the full XY residual value), Residual X (component in
the X direction), or Residual Y (component in the Y direction).
When one of these three options is selected, you can choose a
predefined color spread or choose Manual, which provides standard controls for setting beginning and ending spread colors
and the spread path (RGB, HIS clockwise, and others). The

A SPOT 5 image with 1145 control points generated by Auto-Register,
with control point colors set by Residual. A grayscale display of a
single image band is shown so that the control point colors are more
prominent. Control point labels are not shown at this zoom level
because the number of points exceeds the current label limit (100).

You can open the
Control Point Layer
Settings window by
choosing Control Points /
Layer Controls from the
Georeference window,
or right-click on the
Control Point layer name
in the view window’s
sidebar (or the Layer
Manager if open) and
choose Controls from
the popup menu.

Distribution menu lets you choose how the residual values are
mathematically distributed. You can choose from Linear, Equalize, Normalize, and Logarithmic methods.
The lower part of the Control Point Layer Settings window
presents controls allowing you to choose the color to use for
control points that are currently selected in the Georeference
window’s control point list, as well as the font to use for control point labels. It also allows you to set the sizes of the point
symbols and their labels (in screen pixels). Separate sets of
size controls are provided for the Main View and the Locator;
these settings apply to both the Input and Reference views.
For both point symbols and label, you also have the option of
surrounding point symbols and labels with a different-colored
halo to make them stand out against backgrounds of varying

Control point labels automatically appear when you zoom
in far enough that the number
of points shown in the view is
less than the value you have
set for the Limit Labels to
parameter. Points and labels
are shown here with the
default black halos around the
colored symbol and text,
making them more visible
against backgrounds of
different brightness or color.

brightness and color. The default halo color is black, but you
can pick any color.
The Auto-Register procedure can produce hundreds or thousands of control points for an input image. When the views of
an auto-registered image are zoomed out, showing labels in
addition to symbols for all points would obscure your view of
the image being georeferenced. The Control Point Layer Settings window allows you to set a limit to the number of control
point labels shown for the Main views and their Locator views.
Labels are automatically hidden when the number of points
shown exceeds the limit. Thus zoomed-out views with many
points omit the labels, while labels are automatically turned on
when you zoom in to a smaller area showing fewer control
points.
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Geomedia Publishing

Introduction to Geomashups
A mashup is a web page or application that combines data or
functionality from two or more external sources to create a
new service. A geomashup combines geospatial data (such as
maps, images, point locations, ...) from multiple sources into a
single interactive web page display. Geomashups commonly
show geodata for a particular area or a particular theme and
overlay it on a global reference map or image such as the proprietary map and satellite layers offered by Google Maps and
Bing Maps. The Application Programming Interface (API) for
Google Maps, Google Earth, Bing Maps, or Open Layers provides the geomashup with familiar controls for panning the
view and zooming through different levels of detail.

Assemble Geomashups Process
The Assemble Geomashup process in TNTmips (Main /Assemble / Geomashup) allows you to mashup your own web
tilesets with geodata layers from remote and local sources for
viewing in a web geobrowser. You can choose base maps,
overlay layers, the web mapping API to use, and the map controls to include. At any time during the assembly of your
geomashup you can immediately preview it in any popular Windows or Mac browser (Firefox, Safari, Internet Explorer,
Chrome, and Opera) to test the current design and operation.
Each time you preview your geomashup the process assembles
a temporary file with HTML and JavaScript required for your
current layer choices and tools. When you are satisfied with
the design of your geomashup you can create a permanent
geomashup HTML/JavaScript file (*.htm) in the desired location. A layout file (*.msh) automatically saved with your
geomashup file records your settings and can be reloaded in
the Assemble Geomashup window so you can make and save
modifications if needed. Your geomashup can then be easily
copied to any web site. The geomashup file can be posted
directly as a page in this web space (or incorporated in another
web page) for public viewing by anyone using their web browser.
Load Geomashup

Save Geomashup

Save Geomashup As
Browser Previews

The Assemble Geomashups window lets you choose base maps,
overlays, and the type and style of map controls to use. In the
example above, the base map and overlays have been selected
for the geomashup shown at the top of the page.

4

1

4

2
3

Preview of a Google Maps geomashup constructed in the
Assemble Geomashup process. This geomashup includes:
1

Base Map: Google Maps Terrain layer.

2

Overlay: Local tileset (Google Maps Tile Overlay) of colorinfrared orthoimage Cache County, Utah, which can be
zoomed to a resolution of 1 meter.

3

Overlay: Google Maps Labels layer (which includes
roads, highway route symbols, and place name labels).

4

Tools: Custom zoom box, controls for toggling overlays,
changing their transparency, and others.

No special software or services are required to publish your
tilesets for public viewing as geomashups. You can select any
of your tilesets in Google/Bing Maps or Google Earth structures for use in a geomashup. The remote sources you select
may be proprietary (e.g., layers from Google Maps, Google
Earth, and Microsoft Bing Maps, which may require an API
key) or public, such as the Open Street Map Mapnik and
Osmarender layers, MicroImages on-line web tilesets, or your
own tilesets you have posted on the web.

Why Geomashups?
Geomashups are a great way to publish your tilesets for viewing on the Internet or your intranet. They provide a number of
advantages:
• no special server software is needed for access to your
geomashup, only a standard web server;
• global reference layers provide geographic context for your
local or regional tilesets;
• familiar map controls for panning and zooming; and
• add custom controls for zooming, toggling layers, and
varying overlay transparency.
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Tilesets

Mosaic To Google Earth Super-Overlay
The Auto Mosaic process in TNTmips Pro can convert a large collection of
your maps and images into a tileset with the native Google Earth SuperOverlay structure for optimal viewing in Google Earth. The Super-Overlay
includes the tileset structure and a master KML file that references and overlays your data as a temporary layer on the native Google Earth imagery in
your local Google Earth application or in the Google Earth browser plugin.
This KML file and the map or image tileset it references can be distributed
on a DVD or other media for local use or accessed directly from your web
site. The Mosaic process creates a companion HTML file that you can add
to your web pages to allow anyone to view the Super-Overlay in their browser
with the Google Earth browser plug-in.

Super-Overlay is Google’s term for a tiled, multiresolution image that provides the most efficient and
responsive 3D perspective viewing of your very large
images in Google Earth. Each tile in the hierarchical
structure is accompanied by an individual KML file
that specifies that tile’s extents and appropriate level
of detail and also references the corresponding tiles
in the next higher resolution level. This structure
allows Google Earth to rapidly load only those tile
areas that are currently in view and to determine the
appropriate resolution level to show for each area
depending on the closeness of the user’s viewpoint.

1 Reference System
Choosing Google Earth as the
mosaic target on the Output
tabbed panel automatically
sets the Reference System
option on the Extents tabbed
panel to the WGS84 /
2
Geographic coordinate
reference system required by
3
Google Earth.
2 Image Format

4
A Google Earth SuperOverlay can include tiles in
JPEG, TIFF, and / or PNG
format. The default format
option automatically uses PNG
format for any tile that crosses
any border of your valid image
area (to provide transparency for
null areas) and JPEG User Defined
format for all other tiles (to provide
maximum compression). More
information about choosing tile
formats can be found in the Technical Guide
entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats.

1

3 Tile Size
The tile size (linear dimension of the square tiles) in a Google Earth Super-Overlay
must be a power of 2. Google recommends a tile size of 256 or 512 pixels, but
MicroImages has found that a tile size of 1024 for large tile overlays provides
excellent performance in Google Earth while reducing the number of tile files by a
factor of 16 compared to a 256-pixel tile size. The Tile Size field is set to a default
value of 1024 the first time you choose Google Earth as a mosaic target, but the
last-used value is retained as the default for subsequent Google Earth mosaics.
Google Earth Zoom Levels
A Google Earth Super-Overlay includes sets of precomputed reduced-resolution
tiles for viewing at different levels of detail (“zoom levels”) in Google Earth.
Because Google Earth does not require a single fixed tile size, levels-of-detail in
a Google Earth Super-Overlay are not required to conform to a global, predefined numbering system. Rather, the zoom level numbers and the ground
pixel size at any particular level vary depending on the selected tile size. For
more information see the Tileset Technical Guides entitled Google Earth
Structure and Setting Zoom Levels.
4 Maximum Zoom Level

Perspective view in Google Earth of the SuperOverlay created from the small mosaic layout
shown on this page. Google’s Super-Overlay
tileset structure provides the fastest possible
display of your very large overlays in Google Earth.

The Mosaic process automatically sets a default value for the Maximum Zoom Level setting so that the highest-resolution level in the
Google Earth Super-Overlay has a cell size equal to or smaller than the input raster with the highest resolution. You can set a lower
value to produce a tileset with a lower maximum resolution if desired.
(over)
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5 Number of Levels
The Number of Levels setting
defaults to a value such that at the
minimum zoom level the image area
in your Super-Overlay covers no
more than 256 by 256 pixels. The
geographic extents of your image
may cause it to cross the tile
grid boundaries, resulting in
5
up to 4 tiles in this level. You
can change the Number of
6
Levels setting to reduce the
number of zoom levels
7
created in your tileset.
8
6 Create Full Super-Overlay
Structure
9
A Super-Overlay works best
in Google Earth if the master
10
KML file links to a minimum
zoom level with a small
number of tiles (2 to 4) and
accompanying KML files. If
you choose to produce a
reduced set of zoom level tiles, such that the minimum zoom
level produced still has a large number of tiles, the Auto-Mosaic
process can produce “dummy” lower zoom levels with linked
KML files but no image tiles to complete the low-zoom-level
portion of the Super-Overlay Structure. The resulting structure
can then be viewed correctly in Google Earth.
7

8

9

Zip output

Google Maps Key

A Google Earth Super-Overlay can consist of hundreds of
thousands of small individual tile files and KML files organized
in a series of subdirectories. Copying this tileset to another
drive location or medium can be time-consuming because of
the large number of directories and files involved. Copying the
tileset is much faster if it has been archived in a single Zip file.

Using your Google Earth Super-Overlay in the Google Earth
browser plug-in may require a Google Maps API key. If you
have already obtained a Google Maps API key, enter your key
value in the field. If you don’t yet have an API key, press the
Google Maps Key pushbutton. Your web browser then opens
and shows the web page where you can sign up for the
Google Maps API and obtain a key. The Mosaic process writes
this API key value into the required section of the sample
companion HTML file produced with the tileset.

If you plan on moving or redistributing your Google Earth
Super-Overlay, turn on the Zip output toggle to copy the entire
tileset into a single Zip file. Turn on the accompanying toggle if
you want the original tileset files to be deleted after the Zip file
is created. The Tileset Manager can be used to automatically
unzip a directory-zipped tileset (see the TechGuide entitled
Tilesets: Managing Structures). As an alternative, you can
use a third-party compression application to archive the entire
tileset into a single Zip or RAR archive for copying.

Create folder for tileset
The Google Earth tileset you create consists of a folder
containing all of the zoom level tiles as well as a number of
auxiliary files that enable the tileset to be used in the TNT
products and viewed in web geobrowsers. Turning on this
toggle creates a folder that encloses all of the files and
folders produced. This folder is automatically given the tileset
name.

10 Make Tile Map
The Make Tile Map toggle enables creation of a tile map that
records the spatial distribution of tiles along with their image
formats and sizes. You can use tile maps to check the
integrity of your tilesets and identify and correct problems
(see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Checking Spatial
Properties Using Tile Maps).
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Tilesets

Mosaic to Google Maps Tile Overlay
The TNTmips Auto Mosaic process can convert a large set of your maps and images into a standard web tileset in various structures,
including the native Google Maps Tile Overlay structure. This Google Maps tile overlay can be viewed by anyone from your web site in
a web browser or locally from a hard drive, DVD, or other media. In addition to creating the strictly-defined Google Maps Tile Overlay
structure, the process creates a sample HTML file that references your tileset and allows you to display it in a browser with various
combinations of the native Google Maps tile layers and labels (i.e., Google Maps mashups). You can use this HTML file directly as a web
page or copy and paste the relevant portions to embed the Google Maps mashup in an existing web page. Posting a mashup that references
native Google Maps layers may require that you obtain a Google Maps API key authorizing this use. You can use controls on the Mosaic
window to obtain and enter your API key so that it is written to the sample HTML file created by the process.
The numbered paragraphs below (keyed to numbers on the illustration) explain the various settings and options for creating a Google
Maps tileset.
1 Reference System
Choosing Google Maps as the
mosaic target on the Output
tabbed panel automatically
sets the Reference System
option on the Extents
2
tabbed panel to the
Spherical / Web Mercator
3
coordinate reference
4
system required by Google
Maps.
5
2 Image Format
A Google Maps tile overlay
can include tiles in JPEG
and / or PNG format. The default
format option automatically uses
PNG format for any tile that
crosses the border of the valid
image area (to provide transparency for null areas) and JPEG User
Defined format for all other tiles (to
provide maximum compression). More information about
choosing tile formats can be found in the Technical Guide
entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats.
3 Tile Size
All tiles in a standard Google Maps tile overlay are 256 by
256 pixels in size. This tile size is automatically set when
you select Google Maps as the mosaic target. An option for
a 128-pixel tile size is also provided to create a tile overlay for
display on a cell phone.
Google Maps Zoom Levels
A Google Maps tile overlay includes a set of precomputed
reduced-resolution tilesets for viewing at different fixed
zoom levels. Zoom levels are numbered beginning with
level 0, which represents the entire globe with a single tile
centered at 0 degrees longitude and 0 degrees latitude.
Each integer increase in zoom level doubles the number of
tiles in both the x and y directions. Level 1 covers the globe
with a 2 x 2 grid of tiles, level 2 with a 4 x 4 grid, and so
forth. This structure also means that each tile row and
column number corresponds to a specific geographic
location on the Earth. Because the tile size is fixed, each
increase in zoom level also increases the spatial resolution
(reduces the pixel size in map coordinates) of the tiles at
that level. Nominal pixel sizes (at the equator) are shown in
the table to the right for the higher zoom levels. See the

1

Tilesets TechGuides entitled Google Maps
Structure and Setting Zoom Levels for more
information.
4 Maximum Zoom Level
The Mosaic process automatically sets a
default value for the Maximum Zoom
Level setting so that the highestresolution level in the Google Maps tile
overlay has a cell size equal to or
smaller than the input raster with the
highest resolution. For example, in the
mosaic layout in the illustration above, all
input rasters have a cell size of 1 meter,
so the Maximum Zoom Level value has
defaulted to Level 17, or 91 centimeter
cell size at the center latitude of the
input images.

Fixed
Google Nominal
Maps
Pixel
Zoom Size at
Level Equator
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

39 m
19 m
10 m
5m
2.4 m
1.2 m
60 cm
30 cm
15 cm
8 cm

5 Number of Levels
The Number of Levels setting defaults to a value such that at
the minimum zoom level the image area in your tile overlay
covers no more than 256 by 256 pixels. The geographic
extents of your image may cause it to cross the fixed Google
Maps tile grid boundaries, resulting in up to 4 tiles in this level.
You can change the Number of Levels setting to reduce the
number of zoom levels created in your Google Maps tileset.

(over)
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6 Google Maps Key
If you have already obtained a
Google Maps API key, enter your
key value in the field. If you don’t
yet have an API key, press the
Google Maps Key pushbutton.
Your web browser then opens
and shows the web page where
you can sign up for the Google
Maps API and obtain a key.
6
7 No data text
If you pan beyond the
7
extents or zoom beyond the
available zoom levels for
8
your Google Maps tile
overlay (and no Google tiles
9
are available), a special
transparent PNG tile
10
showing a “no data”
message is automatically
shown in your browser for all
blank areas. You can edit the No
data text field to change the text to
be shown in these no data areas.
8

Create folder for tileset
The Google Maps tileset you create consists of a folder
containing all of the zoom level tiles as well as a number of
auxiliary files that enable the tileset to be used in the TNT
products and viewed in web geobrowsers. Turning on this
toggle creates a folder that encloses all of the files and folders
produced. This folder is automatically given the tileset name.

9 Zip output
A Google Maps tile overlay can consist of hundreds of
thousands of small individual tile files organized in a series of
subdirectories. Copying the raw tileset to another drive
location or medium can be time-consuming because of the
large number of directories and files involved. Copying the
tileset is much faster if it has been archived in a single Zip file.
If you plan on moving or redistributing
your Google Maps tile overlay, turn on
the Zip output toggle to copy the tile
overlay and the sample HTML file that
references it to a single Zip file. Turn on
the accompanying toggle if you want the
raw tile overlay files to be deleted after
the Zip file is created. The Tileset
Manager can be used to automatically
unzip a directory-zipped tileset (see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Managing
Structures). As an alternative, you can
use a third-party compression application to archive the entire tileset into a
single Zip or RAR archive for copying.
10 Make Tile Map
The Make Tile Map toggle enables
creation of a tile map that records the
spatial distribution of tiles along with
their image formats and sizes. You can
use tile maps to check the integrity of
your tilesets and identify and correct
problems (see the TechGuide entitled
Tilesets: Checking Spatial Properties
Using Tile Maps).

Windows
directory listing
for the sample
Google Maps
tile overlay created from the mosaic layout in the illustration
above. The filename you provide when you start the Auto
Mosaic process is used to name a filename_Tiles directory
that contains all of the tile files and the sample filename.html
file that references the tileset.

The sample HTML file created with your Google Maps web tileset
displays it as an overlay in Google Maps. Floating buttons along the top
of the browser view enable the user to switch the basemap beneath
the custom overlay to any of the native Google Maps basemaps (Map,
Satellite, or Terrain).
The sample HTML file also provides the Google toolbar for address
searches, restricts the selection of Google Maps zoom levels to the
range of levels in your Tile Overlay, and restricts panning the view
center beyond the bounds of the Tile Overlay.
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Stereo Viewing

Posting and Configuring a 3D Video on YouTube
3D stereo videos you have created from TNT stereo views can be uploaded to YouTube (www.youtube.com) so anyone can view them in
stereo. If you properly configure the YouTube settings, users can view the 3D video using any available stereo device (passive stereo,
active shutter glasses, or anaglyph glasses). You need a YouTube account before you post videos. Google provides instructions for setting
up a YouTube account at: http://support.google.com/youtube/bin/static.py?hl=en&page=guide.cs&guide=1646810.

Once you have a YouTube account, you are ready to post a video on your channel.
1) Sign in to your account on YouTube by pressing the Sign In button in the top right
corner of the YouTube web page (circled in black in the illustration above).

The Technical Guide entitled Stereo Viewing:
Creating a Full-Color 3D Video from a
TNTmips Stereo View provides step-by-step
instructions for creating a YouTube-ready 3D
stereo video from a TNT passive stereo view.

2) Press the Upload link at the top of the YouTube web
page (circled in red in the illustration above).
3) The Upload video files page appears (illustrated to the
right). You can either:
a) Press the Select files from your computer button to
open a File Upload dialog allowing you to navigate
to and select the stereo video file to upload.
b) Drag and drop the video file anywhere on the
Upload video files page to start the upload.
4) After the upload is complete, a page appears that allows
you to enter information about the video and configure
the settings. In the Basic Info tabbed panel (illustrated
to the right):
a) Enter in the fields provided the Title and Description to be shown in the channel listing for your
video (the video file name is the default title text).
You can also provide search tags to aid keyword
searches.
b) Choose a topical category from the Category menu.
c) Choose the desired privacy setting: Public, Unlisted,
or Private. The Public setting allows anyone to
search for and view the video. The Unlisted setting
means that your channel page and search results do
not have entries for the video (so the general public
cannot view it), but you can provide the URL for the
video privately to specific people to allow them to
view it. The Private setting allows only those with
YouTube accounts you specify to view the video.
5) In the Advanced Settings tabbed panel (illustrated to the right),
choose the option This video is already 3D from the 3D Video
menu. A second menu then appears on the panel with stereo
formats; choose Top to Bottom: Left on Top.
6) Click on the link provided at the top of the information
page (underneath the video title) to view your video.
7) The red 3D icon on the YouTube video
player (circled in the illustration to the
right) allows the viewer to turn 3D on and
off and to change the viewing method.
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Learning On Your Own
Geospatial Analysis
67tutorial booklets with step-by-step procedures are
available. These 12- to 72-page PDF booklets are
available for download and are installed for direct
access as part of your TNT product. This is a total of
approximately 1800 color pages, which exceeds the
materials in at least two textbooks.

67 1800
pages

booklets

67 booklets: approximately 1800 pages

TNT Product
Concepts

Displaying
Geospatial Data

3D Perspective
Visualization

Georeferencing

Sketching and
Measuring

Acquiring
Geodata

Importing
Geodata

Exporting
Geodata

Pin
Mapping

Theme
Mapping

Making Map
Layouts

Editing
Raster Geodata

Editing
Vector Geodata

Editing
CAD Geodata

Editing
TIN Geodata

Advanced
Vector Editing

Creating and
Using Styles

Printing

Getting
Good Color

Image
Classification

Mosaicking
Raster Geodata

Rectifying
Images

Combining
Rasters

Filtering
Images

Managing
Geoattributes

Managing
Relational
Databases

Operating with a
GPS Unit

Sharing Geodata
with Other
Popular Products

Making DEMs
and Orthoimages

Interactive
Region Analysis

(over)

More tutorial booklets

Analyzing Terrain
and Surfaces

Surface
Modeling

Building Dialogs
in SML

Geospatial
Scripting

Using Geospatial
Formulas

Network Analysis

Designing
Electronic Atlases

Feature Mapping

Building and
Using Queries

Using CartoScripts

Writing Scripts
with SML

Constructing
Electronic Atlases

Using TNTatlas for
X Windows

Vector Analysis
Operations

Making
Geologic Maps

Making
Making Image Maps
Topographic Maps

for TNTmips 2010
(v76) and later

Creating 3D
Animations

Installation and
Setup Guide

Remote Sensing
of Environment

Map Projections

st
hi
Localization

Modeling
Watershed
Geomorphology

ic
or

Precision Farming

Geographic
Information Systems

Coordinate
Reference Systems

Hyperspectral
Imaging

Interpreting Digital
RADAR Images

Glossary for Geospatial Analysis

Digitizing Soil
Maps

Technical
Characteristics

Using TNTsdk

Understanding
and Maintaining
Project Files

Working with
Massive Geodata
Objects

al

TNTmips Free
Specifications

Orthorectification
Using Rational
Polynomials

Analyzing
Hyperspectral
Images

Tilesets

Render from Displayed Layers
The Display process in TNTmips Pro allows you to render any spatial object
(vector, shape, CAD, raster, or database
pinmap) or combination of spatial objects
to a standard web tileset that can be viewed
in Google Maps, Bing Maps 2D/3D,
Google Earth, or World Wind. Any styles,
symbols, labels, and other visual enhancements that you have designed for viewing
your geospatial layers are also used for rendering these objects to a tileset. For
geometric objects (vector, shape, and
CAD) you can use the familiar methods
for controlling the elements that are drawn:
selection by attribute, by query, or by map
scale. Your geospatial layers are rendered
to a tileset in essentially the same form and
appearance as they are rendered to the
View window. However, the full extents
of the displayed spatial data are rendered
to the tileset, not just the portion currently
shown in the View. Each zoom level in
the output tileset is rendered separately
from the source data.
You access the Render to Tileset control
window from the Display Manager (Display / Render To / Tileset). Use the Output
tabbed panel (illustrated on the reverse) to
specify the target geobrowser, image format, maximum zoom level, and number

Left, a geomashup of tilesets
created using the Render to
Tileset option in the Display
process in TNTmips. This Google
Maps geomashup can be viewed
at the web address shown below.
The Color Shaded Relief tileset in
this geomashup was rendered
from an elevation raster with color
palette overlaid with partial
transparency by a shaded-relief
raster computed from the same
elevation raster (below left).
http://www.microimages.com/geodata/epsilon/PAstreamsRelief_GM/PAstreamsRelief_GM.htm

The Pennsylvania Streams layer in the geomashup above was produced from a suite of
TNT vector objects representing stream courses. PNG tiles were used for all zoom
levels in this stream tileset to allow areas between the stream lines to be transparent.

of zoom levels, along with other settings specific to the selected geobrowser.
If necessary, the spatial data layers are automatically reprojected to the coordinate reference system required for your selected geobrowser target before the
layers are rendered to the output tiles. The Parameters tabbed panel lets you

Magnifier

The TNT view above includes
four vector layers showing built
area and vegetative surface
cover polygons (with solid and
patterned fills) and lines with
complex styles showing highways
and roads. Render to Tileset
uses the displayed styles for
each of the layers to create each
tile in the output tileset.

Locator

The Preview panel allows you to
see a preview rendering at any
zoom level for any area of the
data. The preview shown here is
rendered from the four vector
layers illustrated far left. The
Preview panel includes an
optional Magnifier that lets you
examine the rendering in the area
surrounding the cursor at 2X, 3X,
4X, or higher magnification.
Standard zoom and reposition
icon buttons are provided to let
you quickly change the area or
zoom level of the preview. You
can also use the box graphic in
the Locator pane (which indicates
the size and location of the
current preview) to pan and zoom
the preview.

(over)
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Save Jobs

Queue Jobs

Run
Use the controls on the Output tabbed panel
to choose the target geobrowser, image
format, maximum zoom level, and number of
zoom levels. These controls are similar to
those found in the Export to Tilesets process
and the Mosaic process.
The displayed layers are rendered to tiles in memory in blocks of
predefined size. To minimize tile-edge artifacts with styled geometric
elements, blocks are rendered with a buffer and then clipped to the
designated block size. Use the controls on the Parameters tabbed
panel to choose the block size and block buffer size.

choose the resampling method to be used to reproject raster layers; you can choose from Nearest Neighbor, Bilinear Interpolation,
or Cubic Convolution.
To manage memory, the spatial layers are rendered in memory in
square blocks of predefined pixel dimensions. You can choose a
rendering size of 2048 x 2048, 4096 x 4096, or 8192 x 8192 pixels. Choose the largest size that is appropriate for your computer’s
physical memory. To reduce potential rendering artifacts with
styled geometric elements at the boundaries between rendering
blocks, the spatial layers are actually rendered to a slightly larger
block area and then clipped to the specified rendering block size.
You can set the size of this rendering block buffer in pixels.
Render to Tileset can take advantage of your computer’s multiple processor cores via the TNTmips Job Processing system to
speed tileset rendering. Use either the Save Jobs or Queue Jobs
icon button at the top of the window to partition the rendering
procedure into a separate job for each rendering block and enable simultaneous processing of multiple blocks. The TNT Job
Manager automatically opens to show the list of held and/or
queued jobs and allows you to set the number of simultaneous
jobs to process. You can easily run as many simultaneous jobs as
your computer has processor cores (e.g., 4 or 8 simultaneous jobs),
speeding the overall tileset rendering process. If you do not wish
to use job processing, simply press the Run icon button to run the

rendering as a single process. For more information, consult the
Technical Guide entitled System: TNTmips Job Process System.
Rendering tilesets from views containing geometric layers (vector, shape, or CAD) may necessitate special preparation of the
geometric data. Map data layers represented by geometric objects are prepared at a particular map scale. Zooming out from
the intended map scale (as occurs when rendering geometric data
to a tileset with multiple zoom levels) may result in excessive
data density, line complexity, and poor rendering of styles and
symbols at progressively lower resolutions. To enable you to
design the proper rendering of complex data, you can preview
the tileset rendering at any desired zoom level for any data area
using the Preview panel (illustrated on the front side of this page).
The preview can be panned and zoomed and provides a magnified view of the rendering.
For the geomashups with vector layers illustrated on these pages,
each source vector was progressively filtered and edited in
TNTmips to reduce line density and complexity for the lowerresolution zoom levels. Render to Tileset was then used to produce
a separate, single-level tileset for each zoom level from the vector object appropriate for that display scale. The zoom level
tilesets for each map theme were then assembled into a single
tileset for use in the geomashup.

http://www.microimages.com/geodata/epsilon/ElkhornLoupGM/ElkhornLoupBaseOfAquiferBing3D.html
Shown above is a geomashup of three tilesets, each produced in TNTmips from vector objects. The three tilesets depict
map data for a groundwater aquifer in northern Nebraska. The layers include a map of geologic units below the aquifer,
contours (with labels) of the elevation of the base of the aquifer, and surface streams. The geomashup in Bing Maps can
be viewed at the web address noted above.
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Stereo Viewing

Move Beyond 1492
Do you live and accumulate knowledge and experience in a flat 2D world?
It is more accurate to use, create, and update geodata in a realistic stereo view than in a flat 2D approximation. Make your work and results more interesting, accurate, and satisfying. For example, interpret, annotate,
create, or edit any of your geodata in stereo using drawing tools that follow the terrain.
Automatically convert any layers in a TNT 2D View to 3D:
Click Stereo icon button on View

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bing Maps
images
scanned maps
shapefiles
vectors
CAD drawings
sketches
drawing tools
terrain
LIDAR clouds
WMS layers

Now you can extend your 3D experience and knowledge into your geospatial visualization, interpretation,
presentation, and other applications. At the click of an icon TNTmips immediately converts a 2D view in any
process into a stereo view.

Use the computer monitor you already have. No
new equipment is required!

You can even use your large-screen 3D television for stereo viewing across your desktop or for
presentations and collaborative stereo projects. Passive 3D TVs are sold by Toshiba, LG, Visio, and others.

At any time you can also update your computer to use the latest inexpensive color stereo monitors. Your
TNTmips already supports all of the newest stereo viewing options. For details see Use Any Popular 3D
Display Method and Inexpensive Hardware for Full Color TNT Stereo.
(over)
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You can also use TNTmips to prepare your geodata for stereo viewing and interpretation in Google Earth or
Google Maps. Use these popular geoviewers with their familiar tools and features to share your results and
provide a means of collaborating on a project throughout your organization or the world.

Stereo
Google Earth

Stereo
Google Maps

Stereo is Useable in Each TNT Product
Active
Glasses

3D Display Method
Passive GlassesAnaglyph
Glasses
Free
Glasses

Drawing Tools
Annotate

GeoToolbox

Sketch Edit

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

TNTview

✔
✔
✔

TNTmips
Basic

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

TNTmips
TNTedit

(low-cost product restricted to web-based geodata and terrain or local geodata and terrain within its size
limitations)

TNTmips
Free

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

(free product restricted to local geodata and terrain within its size limitations)
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Stereo Viewing

Drawing Tools Follow Terrain
All of the TNT products support drawing in stereo on monitors or TVs that use 3D
shutter glasses, polarized glasses, or new glasses-free stereo technology, as well as
on any 2D monitor or TV using anaglyph glasses. The table at right shows the
stereo viewing and drawing capabilities of each of the TNT products. High-quality
full-color stereo views of geodata provides faster and more accurate tracing of natural
or man-made terrain-related features. Some examples include geologic contacts,
soil boundaries, landslides, fire scars, timber stands, and others.

Stereo Tool Support in Each TNT Product
Annotate Sketch GeoToolbox Editing
TNTmips
TNTedit

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

TNTview
TNTmips
Basic
(low-cost product restricted to web-based
geodata and terrain or local geodata and
terrain within its size limitations)

✔
✔
✔

The stereo view
you use with the
TNT drawing
TNTmips
and editing tools
✔
✔
✔
✔
Free
can include your
(free product restricted to local geodata and
own local image,
terrain within its size limitations)
tileset, scanned
map, terrain, and geometric layers in any combination. You can also
use on-line image or map tilesets published by MicroImages or others,
and even include WMS layers. The 2D to stereo conversion can use
your local high-resolution DEM or MicroImages’ free DEMs or on-line
web terrain tilesets.

Editor View in line-interleaved mode on a passive stereo
monitor using polarized glasses. A contact between
geologic rock units is being mapped (yellow line) in 3D over
a false-color Landsat 7-4-2 image. The terrain used to
create the stereo is MicroImages’ on-line ASTER 30m
Global web terrain tileset.

Display View window in anaglyph stereo with electric
power line routes being traced using the Line tool in the
GeoToolbox. The active tool and saved lines are shown
in stereo and conform to the terrain surface. The image
is MicroImages’ on-line 2008 natural-color orthoimage
tileset of Pennsylvania, rendered in stereo using
MicroImages’ on-line NED 10m USA web terrain tileset.

When any TNT view is toggled from 2D to stereo, all of the drawing,
tracing, and editing tools automatically operate on the stereo surface.
When you use the Annotate tools or the GeoToolbox sketch tools in
TNT view windows, elements in the resulting sketch (CAD) object are
assigned 2D (x, y) coordinates, but the stereo View automatically drapes
the tool and elements on the terrain surface. Other processes in TNTmips
can be used to convert the result to 3D coordinates if needed. When
you use TNT’s advanced geodata editor in stereo to create a new topological vector or CAD object or shapefile, the new object is set up by
default with 3D coordinates with Z values automatically assigned from
the terrain. If you choose to edit in a stereo view an existing vector or
CAD object or shapefile with 2D coordinates, you are prompted to
choose whether to convert the object to use 3D coordinates.

Display View in anaglyph stereo with a recent wildfire burn area being
outlined using the Polygon tool in the TNT Annotate tool set. The
image is MicroImages’ on-line natural-color orthoimage tileset of Utah
with 1-meter resolution, rendered in stereo using MicroImages’ on-line
NED 10m USA web terrain tileset.
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Stereo Viewing

Inexpensive Hardware for Full Color TNT Stereo
Choose any of the following display systems to add full-color stereo viewing to the 2012
version of TNTmips Pro, TNTmips Basic, TNTmips Free, TNTedit, or TNTview.
Stereo is Useable in Each TNT Product
3D Display Method
Drawing Tools
Active Passive Glasses- Anaglyph
Glasses Glasses
Free
Glasses Annotate GeoToolbox Sketch Edit
TNTmips
TNTedit
TNTview

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

TNTmips ✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
Basic
(low-cost product restricted to web-based geodata and terrain or local geodata
and terrain within its size limitations)
TNTmips ✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
Free
(free product restricted to local geodata and terrain within its size limitations)

✔
✔
✔
✔

Completely “glasses free” Toshiba portable ($1,000).
(this is also a powerful laptop capable for all your projects)
No glasses are required for using all TNT stereo capabilities in full color stereo on this glasses free 3D laptop. It
is a powerful new portable that does not require any glasses for using TNT in full color 3D on its 15.6" screen.
This Toshiba QOSMIO laptop also has the latest powerful features such as i7 (i.e., 4 cores), USB 3, stereo DVD,
3D video, ... It comes configured as the QOSMIO model F755-3D150, F755-3D320, and F755-3D350. Make
sure of these product numbers as there are other Toshiba QOSMIO 3D laptops that are not glasses free stereo
and use active 3D glasses and display boards that are not supported in stereo by TNTmips.
Lowest cost at $100

(just add a 2nd 23” color passive 3D monitor or use your 3D TV)
Simply add one of the following inexpensive 23", passive 3D monitors to your computer to use TNTmips in fullcolor stereo. No special graphics card is required.
The cost of a good 23" second monitor is about $200. The 3D monitors recommended below are about $300 so
the additional cost to use the monitor for full-color stereo is $100. Or, you can connect to and use any newer
passive 3D TV you have access to for the cost of an appropriate HDMI cable. Make sure the cable you use is
rated as Enhanced HDMI.
A 3D passive stereo monitor or TV can be added and used for TNT stereo on any Windows 7/Vista/ XP, or MacOS
desktop or portable such as a mini-Mac, a Mac portable, and other older portables such as a netbook.
These 23" passive stereo monitors come ready to use with light-weight, inexpensive polarized glasses. New
passive stereo is the same technology and quality as commonly used for 3D movies. In fact, the same glasses
used in the theater can be used with these passive monitors. All these monitors are about equal in full-color
stereo quality but vary in other features such as built-in speakers and power supplies.
ViewSonic V3D231

23", HDMI & DVI & VGA, 1 pair 3D glasses

LG D2342PB-PN

23", HDMI & DVI & VGA, 1 pair 3D glasses

HP2311gt23

23", HDMI & DVI & VGA, 2 pair 3D glasses

Use any big screen passive 3D TV or projector as a TNT 2D or 3D monitor. Every new or older passive 3D TV will
work with your desktop or laptop graphics. Passive 3D TVs are sold by LG, Toshiba, Visio, and others.
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Highest quality for desktop computers

(requires NVIDIA Quadro* graphics in your desktop or laptop computer and an active 3D monitor)
Add to your desktop computer an NIVIDIA Quadro* graphics card from PNY, NVIDIA, or other that has a QuadBuffered OpenGL driver. A suitable Quadro 400 or 600 graphics card costs about $100. Use any active 3D
monitor, newer active 3D TV, or active 3D projector.
The active 3D monitors listed below have been tested for use with TNT stereo; for highest quality choose the 23"
or 27" Samsung A950 monitor)
Viewsonic VX2268WM

22", DVI& VGA, $200

Acer HN274H BMIIID

27", HDMI, DVI, VGA, built-in emitter, 1 pair of glasses, $550

Alienware (Dell) OptX AW2310

23", HDMI & DVI, HDMI, $450

Samsung S27A950D

27", HDMI & DP, built-in Bluetooth emitter, 1 pair of 3D glasses, $600

Samsung S23A950D

23", HDMI & DP, built-in Bluetooth emitter, 1 pair of 3D glasses, $450

The emitter for the active glasses is built-in and glasses are included where noted. If this is not shown then a
separate emitter box that plugs into a USB port and the glasses must be added. The NVIDIA 3D Vision kit
provides these at $120.
For the absolute highest quality choose the 23" or 27" Samsung monitors from this list. They use the newest 3D
technology and provide brilliant TNT stereo with light-weight comfortable glasses. They do not flicker and are
useable even under bright fluorescent or window lighting, and other extreme office lighting conditions.
Alternatively, use a big screen active 3D TV or projector as a TNT 2D and 3D monitor. Connect from the NVIDIA
Quadro Board or laptop using an HDMI connector on the TV. An enhanced HDMI connector and enhanced HDMI
cable are recommended for maximum resolution. New or many recently purchased (within 2 years) active 3D
TVs use this Enhanced HDMI connector. Suitable active 3D TVs are sold by Samsung, Sharp, Sony, Panasonic,
Mitsubishi, and others.
Laptops
Laptops are available that display active 3D using shuttered glasses on their built-in monitor. To use TNT stereo
on these laptops’ built-in monitor and on a 2nd add-on monitor the laptop must use an NVIDIA Quadro* board that
has a Quad Buffered OpenGL driver. Suitable laptops are available from HP, Dell, Fujitsu, Lenovo, and perhaps
others using the Quadro FX graphics board.
At this time MicroImages is not aware of any laptop whose built-in display screen supports passive stereo using
polarized glasses. An external passive 3D monitor, 3DTV, or 3D projector can be added to any laptop to use
TNTmips in stereo.
* For active 3D TNT stereo does not support or use DirectX or Vision 3D or any Radeon or GeForce graphics card. Only NVIDIA
Quadro graphics cards are supported by TNT stereo. TNT stereo uses the Quad-Buffered OpenGL driver that is available from
NVIDIA for their Quadro quad-buffered display cards in desktop computers or in laptops. The only Quadro board not suitable for
TNT stereo is the Quadro NVS board commonly used in business-oriented computers and laptops. The required Quad-Buffered
OpenGL driver used by TNT is not available for the NVIDIA Quadro NVS board.

Completely free using anaglyph ($0)
In the past MicroImages shipped paper anaglyph glasses with every new TNT product. We now include a pair of
good plastic anaglyph glasses in every shipment. If you must continue to work without modern stereo viewing
hardware these plastic glasses are much better, even when worn over your prescription glasses. MicroImages
will send these new plastic anaglyph glasses to anyone who does not have them and has purchased a TNT 2012
product by any method. However, you must pay the shipping charge by DHL or FEDEX (sorry, no surface mail as
it would not be reliable). Getting your plastic glasses would be very easy for you if you have a DHL or FEDEX
account number; simply provide your account number to MicroImages with your request.
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Tilesets

Components of the Tileset Definition File
TNTmips can prepare, display, and process standard tilesets
in their native structures defined by Google, Microsoft, and
NASA for use in their web geobrowsers and local geoviewer
applications. In order to use such a tileset in the TNT products, the tileset structure must be defined in a TileSet Definition
(TSD) file, a small XML text file that serves as a descriptive
link to the tileset structure. The name of a TSD file matches
the name of the tileset and has a .tsd file extension. A TSD
file is created by TNTmips processes that create or modify
tilesets, such as Export Raster Tilesets, Auto Mosaic, Link to
Tileset, Validate Tileset, and others. The Link to Tileset process can build a TSD link file for any valid, supported tileset

structure created outside (or inside) of the TNT products
(see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Link to a Structure).
A TSD file specifies the reference system and geographic
extents of the tileset, the size and file formats of the tiles,
and the zoom levels available. A TSD file can link to a tileset
structure that resides on a local or network drive or anywhere on the Internet. The sample TSD file shown and
described below links to a local tileset. It also includes alternate forms of key elements (commented out) for use if the
tileset is posted on the Internet.

Sample TSD file for a Local Tileset
1

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<TileSet version="1.0.1">

2

<Version>2010</Version>
<BuildDate>08 Apr 2010</BuildDate>

3

TSD file for a Google Maps Tile Overlay with Zoom Levels 5 through
17 created from 1-meter orthoimage mosaic of the state of Tennessee
(below; see the Technical Guides entitled Tilesets: Understanding
Sizes and Tilesets: Google Maps Structure.) Numbered elements of
the TSD file are explained below and on the reverse of this page.

4

<Structure>Hierarchical</Structure>
<CRS>EPSG:3857</CRS>

5

<BoundingBox minx="-10053352.258394" miny="4161687.061004" maxx="-9088946.741912" maxy="4394497.729754"/>
<LatLonBox north="36.679290" south="34.983853" east="-81.647398" west="-90.310800"/>

6

<TileFormat size="256" extension="png" mime-type="image/png"/>
<TileFormat size="256" extension="jpg" mime-type="image/jpeg"/>

7

<ZoomLevels TopLevel="0">
<ZoomLevel level="5"/>
<ZoomLevel level="6"/>
<ZoomLevel level="7"/>
<ZoomLevel level="8"/>
<ZoomLevel level="9"/>
<ZoomLevel level="10"/>
<ZoomLevel level="11"/>
<ZoomLevel level="12"/>
<ZoomLevel level="13"/>
<ZoomLevel level="14"/>
<ZoomLevel level="15"/>
<ZoomLevel level="16"/>
<ZoomLevel level="17"/>
</ZoomLevels>

8

9

Google Maps Tile Overlay
Described by this TSD File

1-meter Natural Color Orthoimage Mosaic,
State of Tennessee, USA
This tileset can be zoomed in from the
overview shown above to a maximum zoom
level with pixel size of 1 meter.

<Locations>
<!-- <href>http://www.yoursite.com/TN2008_NC_GoogleMaps_Tiles/[z]/[y]/[x].[ext]</href> -->
<path cacheremote=”no”>.\TN2008_NC_GoogleMaps_Tiles\[z]\[y]\[x].[ext]</path>
</Locations>
</TileSet>

1

TileSet
The TileSet element of the TSD file contains all of the
elements that provide a complete definition of the
structure of the tileset.

3

Structure
Tile files in a tileset can be stored in different directory structures and have different file name conventions for
use with particular web geoviewers. The Structure element specifies one of three structures:

2

Version and Build Date
The version and build date of TNTmips that created this
TSD file for the tileset.

• Hierarchical: nested folders starting with zoom level, usable with Bing Maps, Google Maps, Google Earth, and Open
Layers
• Flat: all tile files in one folder, usable with Microsoft Bing Maps 2D/3D (recommended for small tilesets only)
• WorldWind: usable in NASA World Wind
(over)
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4

CRS (Coordinate Reference System)
The CRS element specifies the Coordinate Reference
System used by the tileset structure, expressed in the
form of a code number in the widely-used European
Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG) Geodetic Parameter
Dataset. In this example, EPSG:3857 specifies the
Web/Spherical Mercator CRS used in Google Maps and
Microsoft Bing Maps (described as WGS84 / PseudoMercator in the EPSG database).

5

BoundingBox and LatLonBox
The BoundingBox element lists the minimum and
maximum X and Y coordinates of the tileset in its
native CRS.
The LatLonBox element lists the minimum and maximum latitude and longitude of the tileset in the WGS84
Geographic CRS, the most commonly-used global
reference system for map coordinates.

6

TileFormat
A TSD file includes a TileFormat element for each tile
file format used in the tileset. In this TSD file example
there are two TileFormat elements, one for PNG tiles
and one for JPEG tiles.
Each format element specifies the size (width and
height) of the square tiles in pixels. The extension
attribute specifies the file extension used for that file
format in local use. For Internet use there is also an
attribute that specifies the “mime-type” (internet media
type) of the tiles.

7

ZoomLevels
The ZoomLevels element brackets a list of the zoom
levels (sets of tiles pre-rendered at different scales)
included in the tileset. The TopLevel attribute indicates
the number of the top or least-detailed zoom level in the
tileset structure.

8

9

ZoomLevel
There is one ZoomLevel element for each numbered
zoom level in the tileset defined by the TSD file. The
zoom level number is indicated by the level attribute
value. If the tiles for some zoom levels are stored in a
location different from the default specified by the
Locations element, the relevant ZoomLevel elements
have path or href attributes to specify these alternate
storage locations (see the following discussion of the
form of the path and href attributes for the Locations
element).
Locations
The Locations element specifies the default physical
location of the tileset and its tiles on a local or network
drive or on the Internet. The Locations element for a
local tileset includes a path element, whereas the

corresponding element for an Internet tileset is called
href . In this TSD file example for a local tileset, the href
element for Internet use is included but commented out.
The path and href elements specify a model or template
path to the tiles in the tileset; this template corresponds
to the directory structure and file name convention used
for this particular tileset structure. The first part of this
template for the path element is the relative directory
path to the master tiles folder, in which all tiles are
stored. For an Internet tileset, the href element begins
with the absolute web address (URL) of the master tiles
folder.
The remainder of the path or href element (following the
master tile directory location) indicates the naming
pattern of nested subdirectories (if any) and tiles in the
structure. This path structure is described in a comment
line above the Locations element in each TSD file (not
shown on the reverse). For the Google Maps tileset in
the example presented here,
<path cacheremote="no">
.\TN2008_NC_GoogleMaps_Tiles\[z]\[y]\[x].[ext]</path>

[z] = Zoom Level directory
[y] = Tile Row directory
[x] = Tile Column directory
[ext] = File Extension
When a TSD file is created for a tileset by TNTmips, the
path element is automatically filled in with the local or
network path to the tileset. An alternate href element for
Internet use is also automatically created with a dummy
internet address, and this element is commented out by
default:
<!-- <href>http://www.yoursite.com/TN2008_NC_GoogleMaps_Tiles/[z]/
[y]/[x].[ext]</href> -->

If you move a tileset to your Web space and wish to use
it in the TNT products, you need to uncomment the href
element and edit its contents to provide the correct web
address and directory path for the master tiles directory:
<href>http://www.microimages.com/geodata/epsilon/TN2008_NC/
TN2008_NC_GoogleMaps_Tiles/[z]/[y]/[x].[ext]</href>.

For an internet tileset, both href and path elements can
be active (uncommented); TNTmips automatically uses
the location specified in the href element as the source
for the tileset.
TNTmips automatically caches tiles downloaded during
display of a remote tileset to speed up redisplay and
reuse of the tileset. If the href element is active, the
path element can be used to specify a particular local
drive location for these cached tiles (otherwise TNTmips
uses its default temporary directory). To enable a
specific cache location, set the value of the
cacheremote attribute of the path element to “yes”.
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Tilesets

Clipping to a Project Boundary
TNTmips Pro can prepare standard web tilesets (Google Maps,
Google Earth, Bing Maps, and NASA World Wind) and also
TNT raster object tilesets (accessed via TNT Project Files), all
of which can be used in the TNT products. When you create or
process tilesets in the Export Raster Tilesets, Auto Mosaic,
Merge Tilesets, or Extract Tilesets processes*, you can designate a project boundary to simultaneously limit the extents of
all of the output tilesets. You specify this project boundary
(bounding region) by designating a previously-created geometric object that defines one or more polygons. The object you
choose can be a vector, CAD, shape, or region object in any
coordinate reference system. If you choose an object that includes more than one adjoining polygon, the outline of the union
of these polygons (i.e., the outer boundary excluding islands)
is used to define the bounding region. The interface controls

used to select the object for the bounding region are illustrated
for each of these processes below and on the reverse. You can
also use standard drawing tools to manually draw a polygon in
the process window’s view and save it as a region object to
define the bounding region, also as illustrated on the reverse.
Regardless of the method used to define the bounding region,
you have the option to apply an outer buffer zone to this region. The buffer distance is specified in raster cells, as illustrated
for the various processes. In each of these processes you can
also designate individual clipping areas for any of the input
images (in Auto Mosaic and Export Raster Tilesets) or input
tilesets (in Extract Tilesets and Merge Tilesets). The Technical
Guide entitled Tilesets: Clipping Input Images describes procedures for designating input-specific clipping areas.

Auto Mosaic Process
To apply a project boundary in Auto Mosaic,
choose Limit to Region from the Selection
menu on the Extents tabbed panel and press
the Bounding Region pushbutton to select the
desired geometric object. The outline of the
selected object is automatically shown as an
overlay in the Mosaic window’s view. In the
illustration to the right, quarter-quadrangle
orthoimages from a Nebraska county are being
mosaicked to a tileset, and the bounding
region is the county boundary
(shown here in yellow).
In Auto-Mosaic the same buffer
zone setting is used for clipping
areas and the bounding region.
Set the buffer zone width in cells
in the Clipping Area Buffer field
on the Parameters tabbed panel.

Export Raster Tilesets Process
In the Export Raster Tilesets process, use the
Bounding Region pushbutton on the Parameters tabbed panel to select the geometric object
to define the bounding area for all of the output
tilesets. The outline of the selected object is
automatically shown as an overlay in the Export
Raster Tilesets window’s view, and the source
extents overlays in the view are automatically
clipped at this boundary. In the illustration to
the right, tilesets are being created for county
images of the state of Kansas, and the bounding area is the outer boundary of the state
(shown here in yellow).
To create a buffer zone around the bounding
region, enter the desired value in cells in the
Bounding Region Buffer field on the same
tabbed panel.

* These tileset processes are documented in the following Technical Guides:
Tilesets: Creating a Standard Web Structure
Tilesets: Merge Structures
Tilesets: Mosaic to Google Maps Tile Overlay
Tilesets: Extract Structures
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(over)

Merge Tilesets Process
In the Merge Tilesets process, use
the Bounding Region pushbutton on
the Parameters tabbed panel to
select the geometric object to define
the bounding area for the output
tileset. The outline of the selected
object is automatically shown as an
overlay in the Merge Tilesets
window’s view. In the illustration to
the right, three adjoining state
orthoimage tilesets (Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut) are
being used as input. The red outline
overlay is a bounding region
outlining a group of watersheds
(covering parts of the three states)
that is being used to clip the output
merged tileset.
To create a buffer zone around
the bounding region, enter the
desired value in cells in the
Bounding Region Buffer field on
the same tabbed panel.

Extract Tilesets Process
In the Extract Tilesets process, use the
Bounding Region pushbutton on the Output
tabbed panel to select the geometric object
to define a bounding area for all of the
output tilesets. The outline of the selected
object is automatically shown as an overlay
in the Extract Tilesets window’s view. In the
illustrations to the right, a bounding region is
being used to extract the same area from
two orthoimage tilesets (one natural color,
the other color-infrared) that each cover all
of the state of Tennessee. The bounding
region (shown here in yellow) is the boundary of a group of counties surrounding the
city of Nashville.
To create a buffer zone around the bounding
region, enter the desired value in cells in the
Bounding Region Buffer field on the same
tabbed panel.

Using the GeoToolbox to Draw and Save Regions to Define Bounding Regions

To manually define a bounding area, press the GeoToolbox icon button at the top
of the view pane in the process window (circled in red in the illustration to the
left). You can use the drawing tools in the standard GeoToolbox dialog to draw
the desired area, create a temporary region from it, and save the region to a
Project File. You can then use the procedures described above to choose that
saved region object to define the bounding region for the process. Use of the
GeoToolbox to define regions is described in the Tutorial booklet entitled Interactive Region Analysis.
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Tilesets

Managing Structures
Standard web tilesets (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google
Earth, and NASA World Wind) are conceptually simple hierarchical directory structures that can contain millions of small
individual raster files in several very common formats. After
a tileset structure is created, it may be desirable to delete,
remake, or add lower-detail zoom levels without remaking
the entire tileset. The Tileset Manager process in TNTmips
provides this capability. A large tileset can also confound
even the lastest versions of Windows and Mac OS, which
cannot efficiently handle operations on millions of files in a
single directory or directory hierarchy. This is especially true
of operations on the entire tileset, such as
copying, zipping, or deleting.
The Tileset
Manager can zip the tile
Queue Job
files into one zip file per
Save Job
directory to reduce the
overall file count to a
level that these operating
systems can handle efficiently. It can also unzip
a directory-zipped tileset.

image fits within a single image tile at that zoom level, even if
you have requested even lower-resolution zoom levels.
Alternatively, the Delete levels option on the Settings panel
allows you to delete a range of existing zoom levels from the
selected tilesets. In both the Build and Delete operations the
TSD link file that describes the tileset structure is automatically updated to reflect the addition or removal of the specified
zoom levels.
If you have adequate space on the drive hosting your input
tileset, additional zoom levels created using the Build levels

Add
Run

Link to
Tileset

Remove Selected

Remove All
Edit TSD

You can also edit the
TSD file linked to a tileset
or create or recreate a
TSD link to a tileset. The
HTML and KML auxiliary files of a tileset can
also be updated in this
In this illustration the Tileset Manager is set up to compute additional lower-resolution zoom levels (12
through 8) for a Google Maps tileset with existing zoom levels 17 through 13. To facilitate later copying of
process to take advanthe modified tileset to a new location, the option to Zip tile files in each directory is also turned on.
tage of new capabilities
operation can be stored in the same directory structure with
that are added and supported in upgrades to TNTmips. You
the existing tileset using the Build in place menu option. For
can operate on tilesets one at a time or select several tilesets
massive tilesets (e.g., the MicroImages global Landsat tileset),
with similar structures to process together. Tileset Manager
there may not be space on a single hard drive to store all of
operations can be run immediately using the Run button or
the desired zoom levels. In this case you can choose the
directed to the TNTmips Job Manager using the Save Job or
Build to location menu option, which prompts you for a new
Queue Job icon buttons.
directory location (which can be on another hard drive) to
Building and Deleting Levels
store the directories and tiles for the added zoom levels. The
If you have tilesets with only one (or a few) higher-resolution
TSD file is automatically modified to reference the correct
zoom levels, you can use the Build levels option on the Setdrive location for each zoom level, allowing a single massive
tings panel to build additional lower-resolution zoom levels
tileset to be spread across several drives.
that are computed from the existing tileset and added to its
structure. You specify the range of additional zoom levels by
setting the Minimum and Maximum levels. If the zoom level
range you specify overlaps with the range of existing zoom
levels, only the new levels are created. In addition, building
of low resolution zoom levels ceases when the total tileset

Zip and Unzip Tile Files
To facilitate copying and moving large tilesets, TNTmips processes that create tilesets offer the option to package the tile
files in each subdirectory in the structure in zip files. If you
did not choose this option when creating a tileset, the Tileset
(over)
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Manager allows you to create zipped tileset subdirectories.
You can choose to zip the existing tileset structure (using the
Zip in place menu option) or make a zipped copy of the
original tileset using the Zip to location menu option.
Although TNTmips can display and process tilesets that are
zipped by subdirectory, a directory-zipped tileset must be unzipped in order to be displayed in a browser via one of its
standard HTML files created with the tileset or via a
geomashup. You can choose the Unzip output option on the
Settings panel to automatically unzip all of the zip files in a
directory-zipped tileset. You can do this in place or choose
the Unzip to location menu option, which makes an unzipped copy of the tileset in the designated location, leaving
the input zipped tileset intact.
Link to Tileset
If you have obtained a standard web tileset from an outside
source, this tileset requires a TSD link file in order to be
viewed or processed in TNTmips. You can use the Link to
Tileset icon button on the Tileset Manager window to open
the Link to Tileset window, select the directory containing
the tileset, and create the required TSD file. This procedure
can also be accessed directly from the TNTmips menu using
the Tileset / Link To menu selection (see the Technical Guide
entitled Tilesets: Link to a Structure).
Edit TSD
If you have made manual changes to the structure of a tileset
(e.g., using the operating system to delete or relocate one or
more zoom level directories), the Tileset Manager allows you
to manually update the tileset’s TSD file to bring it into conformity with the new tileset structure. The Edit TSD icon
button at the top of the Tileset Manager window opens the
Edit TSD window, which is illustrated to the right. This
window provides interactive controls for modifying different parts of the TSD file. You can add a descriptive
title and metadata to the tileset using the fields at the top
of this window. (Right-clicking on the Title or Metadata
field of a tileset’s list entry in the Tileset Manager window opens a simpler window for editing the title and
metadata). The information in the Title and Metadata
fields is added to the TSD file. If the auxiliary HTML
files are remade, the information is also added to appropriate tags in these files. When the tileset and HTML
files (which allow it to be viewed in a geobrowser) are
posted on the web, the title and metadata in the HTML
file can be indexed by Google and other web search services, allowing your tileset to be found by web searches.
You can adjust the geographic extents of the tileset by
entering new values in the extents fields and specify the

new minimum and/or maximum zoom level. The Location/
Level grid in the bottom portion of the window allows you to
specify the new directory paths for any specific zoom levels
that have been manually relocated.
Other Tileset Manager Operations
From time to time MicroImages adds features to the structure of the TSD tileset link file to refine the way in which it
describes the tileset structure or to store additional information with the tileset. Even if you are making no structural
changes to the input tileset with the Tileset Manager, you can
turn on the Remake TSD toggle on the Settings panel to remake the tileset’s TSD file using the current TSD format.
(As noted above, any Tileset Manager operations you perform that alter the structure of the tileset automatically remake
the TSD file.)
The Remake auxiliary files menu choices determine whether
the standard HTML files accompanying the tileset are remade when the tileset’s structure is updated. You can choose
to always or never remake these files, or to only recreate
missing auxiliary files.
The Make Tile Map toggle enables the creation of a tile map
that records the spatial distribution of tiles along with their
formats and sizes. You can use tile maps to check the integrity of your tilesets and identify and correct problems (see
the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Checking Spatial Properties Using Tile Maps).
The Options tabbed panel on the Tileset Manager window
allows you to provide the Google Maps Key that is necessary for your tileset to be viewed by anyone in Google Maps
from your website. You can also specify the location of the
PHP script that allows viewing of a hierarchical (Google Maps)
tileset in Bing Map’s
3D mode (see the
TechGuide entitled
Geomedia Publishing: Geomashup
Data Management
Options for more
information).
The Edit TSD window
provides controls that
allow you to manually
update the contents
of a TSD file whose
tileset structure has
been altered manually
rather than by
standard TNTmips
tileset processes.
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Tilesets

Understanding Sizes
Standard web tileset structures that you create in TNTmips for use in
Google Maps, Microsoft Bing Maps, NASA World Wind, or Google Earth
contain several tiers or levels of tiles at different spatial resolutions covering the entire area of the tileset (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets:
Setting Zoom Levels). These pre-rendered pyramids of tile files ensure
rapid retrieval and display of the required tiles at any zoom level, but contribute signficantly to the stored size of the overall tileset. Each additional
higher-resolution zoom level adds up to 4 times the number of tiles found
in the next lower zoom level. Thus the higher resolution zoom levels (i.e.,
higher zoom number) have the most significant impact on the stored size
of the tileset in these structures. The Export Raster Tilesets and Auto
Mosaic processes in TNTmips automatically determine and set a default
maximum tileset zoom level that captures the full spatial detail of your
input image or images. If your tileset requires this level of detail, as you
plan your activities you should take into account the stored size and number of files required to retain that level of detail.
The relationship between tileset zoom level, the number of tiles
and tile folders, and stored size is shown in the table below
(over)
using a Google Maps Tile Overlay as an example.

1-meter Natural Color Orthoimage Mosaic,
State of Tennessee, USA
(state boundary outlined in yellow)
Dimensions: 201,487 Lines x 786,557 Columns
(includes null cells)
Image Area:

115,000 square kilometers

Coordinate Reference System:
NAD83 / UTM Zone 16 N
Uncompressed size of image:

352 GB

Tennessee Orthoimage Google Maps Tile Overlay
Image clipped to Tennessee state boundary
Google Maps Zoom Levels:
5 to 17
256 x 256 Pixels (required)
Tile Size:
Tile Formats: JPEG with PNG for edge tiles
Image area:
109,185 square kilometers
Coordinate Reference System:
WGS84 / Spherical Web Mercator (required)
Folders, Tiles, and File Size by Zoom Level
Zoom
Level
5

*

Pixel
Size at
Equator

Pixel
Size in
TN**

Number
of
Folders

Number
of Tiles

Size on
Disk
32 KB

4.9 km

4.0 km

1

2

6

2.4 km

2.0 km

2

5

92 KB

7

1.2 km

1.0 km

2

7

308 KB

8

611 m

496 m

3

18

0.98 MB

9

306 m

248 m

4

43

2.86 MB

10

153 m

124 m

7

143

6.96 MB

11

76 m

62 m

13

516

17.1 MB

12

39 m

31 m

25

1,871

58.8 MB

13

19 m

15 m

49

7,236

201 MB

14

10 m

7.7 m

96

28,388

750 MB

15

5m

3.9 m

192

112,485

2.88 GB

16

2.4 m

1.9 m

382

447,836

10.6 GB

17 †

1.2 m

1.0 m

762

1,786,429

40.5 GB

**

Tennessee orthoimage Tile Overlay shown in Google Maps at
zoom level 5. This tileset was created by the Export to Tilesets
process from a single Tennessee TNT tileset raster object that is
a mosaic of USDA/NAIP individual county orthoimages.

computed at the latitude of the center of the state

*

minimum zoom level: lowest level requiring more than
one tile to cover the image area

†

maximum zoom level: pixel size equal to or less than the
spatial resolution of the input image.
Total Number of Folders:

1,551

Total Number of Tiles:
Total Size on Disk:

2,384,979
55.1 GB

The same Tile Overlay shown in Google Maps at the maximum
appropriate zoom level of 17 (Google Maps resolution of 1 meter
at this latitude).
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This structure was created from a statewide orthoimage mosaic of
the state of Tennessee with 1-meter spatial resolution. This tileset
covers an image area of over 109,000 square kilometers (42,150 square
miles) and contains over 2 million tiles. It requires 55 GB of storage
space even with the majority of the tiles in lossy-compressed JPEG
format (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats).
About 74% of the stored size of this tile overlay is taken up by the
tiles in the highest zoom level (level 17 = 1 meter spatial resolution).

Tennessee Orthoimage TNT Tileset Raster Object
Tile Size:

2048 x 2048 Pixels

Tile Format:

JPEG2000 15:1 Lossy Compression

Dimensions: 201,487 Lines x 786,557 Columns
(includes null cells)
Image Area:

115,000 square kilometers

Coordinate Reference System: NAD83 / UTM Zone 16N
Number of Folders: 101

Copying a tileset as large as the Tennessee Google Maps Tile Overlay
Number of Tiles:
30,026
described above can be quite time-consuming, as current Windows
Size on Disk:
22.9 GB
and Mac operating systems do not efficiently cope with copying thousands of directories and millions of files. To allow more efficient
copying of large tilesets (such as moving the tileset to your web space), the Export Raster Tilesets, Merge Tilesets, Auto Mosaic,
and other tileset processes in TNTmips provide the option to archive each tile row subdirectory in a separate Zip file. The Tileset
Manager in TNTmips can be used to automatically unzip all of the zipped directories. You can choose this option if you plan to
relocate a completed tileset to a different drive or computer where TNTmips can be run. Alternatively, you can simply use a thirdparty file compression utility to archive the entire tileset directory to a Zip or RAR file that can be moved to the destination
computer and then uncompress it there using the same utility application.
A TNT tileset raster object of the same Tennessee statewide orthoimage can use the more efficient, larger *.JP2 files. Even at 15
to 1 lossy JPEG2000 compression, this tileset raster object has higher visual quality and is much smaller than a Google or
Microsoft Bing Maps tileset using the mandatory lossy JPEG tile files and lossless-compressed PNG edge tiles (22.9 GB versus
55.1 GB). A TNT tileset raster object can also use lossless compression for the JP2 tile files, or use tiles in other losslesscompressed formats (GeoTIFF, PNG).
All standard web tilesets are optimized for rapidly viewing a color image from the Internet at predetermed scales. A TNT tileset
raster object can be used for rapid viewing in the TNT products either locally or via a LAN or the Internet at any scale and in any
Coordinate Reference System. It can not be used in the common web geoviewers. However, this 22.9 GB TNT tileset of
Tennessee uses fewer, larger tile files that do not bog down copy and delete operations in operating systems. A 4-band orthoimage
or a satellite image with any number of bands can also be converted to a multiband TNT tileset that stores all of the image data
efficiently in a single set of multiband tile files. The bands in the multiband tileset can then be used in the TNT products to view
various band combinations (e.g. color-infrared, natural color, ...).
If lossless GeoJP2 tile files are used in a multiband TNT tileset, these tileset raster objects are suitable for analysis by any TNT
process (band ratios, geoformulas, classification, ...). They can also be used directly as input to the Auto Mosaic and Export
Raster Tilesets processes to prepare the color-composite tilesets used for web geoviewing of that same area. This procedure
results in a pair of image tilesets: a Google/Bing Maps tileset used for fast viewing in familiar Internet geoviewers, and a matched
TNT tileset that can be analyzed in TNTmips processes or geospatial analysis scripts (SML) using Job Processing (see the
TechGuide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System).
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Stereo Viewing

Overlay Your Geodata in Google Earth
You and all your associates can view and interpret any
geospatial materials in color stereo in Google Earth. Simply
convert your image, map, vector, CAD, shape, and other digital materials of any size to Google Earth tilesets in TNTmips.
The low-cost TriDef 3D Windows application
(www.tridef.com) renders your overlays and the Google Earth
imagery in color stereo. Your tilesets can be on your local
drive, a network drive, or on the Internet. Using your network storage, anyone in your organization can now view and
interpret your geodata in color stereo using Google Earth’s
familiar viewing and drawing tools (see the Technical Guide
entitled Stereo Viewing: Interpret Your Geodata in Google
Earth).
Anyone who has access to your tilesets and the TriDef application can view and interpret them in color stereo using
red-cyan anaglyph glasses. Active stereo viewing is supported
for most NVIDIA and Radeon graphics boards using DirectX.
Passive stereo viewing does not require a special display
board. If you have access to a stereo monitor or big-screen
TV you can easily check out TriDef 3D using the free 14-day
trial and view Google’s standard content in stereo. To download the free trial visit www.tridef.com/download/.
When you install the TriDef 3D software, it automatically
runs a display setup that scans your system to detect your
stereo display. If none is detected, a Control Panel opens to
allow you to manually set the stereo mode. If you have a
stereo display that was not detected, you can choose a dis-

TriDef Google Earth anaglyph stereo view of a Google Earth
standard web (raster) tileset rendered from a theme-mapped raster
object in TNTmips. The tileset depicts relative hazard from landslides in the Oakland-Piedmont area of California; yellow color
indicates highest hazard.

To see the Google Earth view in stereo, run the TriDef
3D Ignition application and launch Google Earth from
within the TriDef 3D Ignition window. Then add your
custom layers as usual in Google Earth.

play by manufacturer and model, or choose from a list of standard display types such as line interlaced or side by side. If you
do not have a stereo display, choose Colored Glasses for the manufacturer and Red/Cyan for the model to use MicroImages’
anaglyph glasses.

TriDef Google Earth anaglyph stereo view of KML geometric
tilesets created in TNTmips. Point symbols are locations of
stream sediment samples with geochemical analyses. Polygons are stream catchments delineated by the TNTmips
Watershed process, with polygon fills indicating relative copper
content of sediment, with yellow indicating highest values.

The component of TriDef 3D that is used to create stereo views
for Google Earth (as well as a number of PC games) is called
TriDef 3D Ignition, which you can launch from the Windows
Start menu. The TriDef 3D Ignition window shows icons for
Google Earth and any supported game programs. To launch
Google Earth in stereo mode, simply double-click on the Google
Earth icon in the TriDef 3D Ignition window, or highlight the
icon and press the Launch button.
TriDef 3D uses Direct X 9.0 (or later versions) and thus only
runs under Windows. Minimum system requirements for TriDef
3D are Windows XP or Vista (32-bit ), or Windows 7 (32- or 64bit) using an Intel or AMD Athlon dual-core CPU.
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Stereo Viewing

Sketch Over Your Tileset in Google Earth
Anyone in your organization can use Google Earth with the low-cost TriDef 3D Windows application to view in color stereo any Google
Earth tilesets you have created in TNTmips (see the Technical Guide entitled Stereo Viewing: Overlay Your Geodata in Google Earth).
Your custom tilesets can be designed to show features that are not readily visible in Google Earth’s native imagery, and the simple
drawing tools in Google Earth can be used by anyone to sketch points, lines, and polygons over your
custom overlay and save the reAdd
Add
sult as a KML or KMZ file. The Placemark
Path
ability to view your custom [Point]
[Line]
Add Polygon
geodata in stereo from any 3D
viewpoint makes it easy to visualize and interpret
3D surface features in Google Earth.
The Add Placemark, Add Path, and Add Polygon
buttons on the Google Earth toolbar can be used
to draw points, lines, and polygons (respectively).
Each tool dialog window allows you to specify
drawing styles (color for point, line, polygon border and fill and line/border width). The Path and
Polygon tools allow you to add, reposition, and
delete vertices, and elements you have added can
be reopened for further editing by right-clicking
on its sidebar entry and choosing Properties from
the popup menu. But lines cannot be snapped to
existing lines, and adjoining polygons must be
drawn independently in full. All elements you
draw in Google Earth are created with 2D coordinates only, so the drawing tools and elements are
not rendered in stereo. However, Google Earth
automatically displays your sketch elements draped
over the Google Earth terrain (see illustration below).

Google Earth view in anaglyph stereo using the TriDef application. Lines and
polygons (black) are being sketched in stereo using Google Earth’s drawing tools
to outline boundaries between different exposed rock units. View shows a desert
area in Morocco with an overlaid Google Earth standard web tileset created in
TNTmips from a pan-sharpened Landsat false-color composite using bands 7, 4,
and 2. This overlay was added as a temporary layer from a local network. The
illustrations below compare the custom false-color overlay (left) with Google
Earth’s imagery (right). The colors in this tileset overlay created in
TNTmips accentuate contrasting types of rocks exposed at the surface,
making it easier to locate geologic contacts.

Lines and polygons sketched in Google Earth have 2D
coordinates (x, y only) but Google Earth automatically
displays them draped over the terrain, as shown in
this low-angle oblique view.
You can create a folder in the
Temporary Places portion of
the Google Earth sidebar and
create all of the sketch
elements within that folder
(example folder at left named
“Sketch”). At any time you can
right-click on the folder and
choose Save Place As from the
popup menu to save all
elements in a KML or KMZ file.

Each sketch element you draw appears as a separate entry in the Google
Earth sidebar within the Temporary Places folder. To keep and save these
elements together, you can create your own folder under Temporary Places
and keep it as the active folder. All sketch elements will then be created
within that folder. You can then save the entire folder contents as a KML
or KMZ file as illustrated to the left.
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Tilesets

Using a TSD Link File
TNTmips can prepare and display standard web tilesets in their
native structures defined by Google, Microsoft, and NASA for
use in their web geoviewers and local geoviewer applications.
These tileset structures include:

•
•
•
•

Tile Overlays for Google Maps
Super-Overlays for Google Earth
Custom Tile Layers for Microsoft Bing Maps
Tile Layers for NASA’s World Wind

Each of these tileset structures includes a variable number of
pre-rendered zoom levels, each consisting of many small image tiles in a required size, coordinate reference system, and
file format.

A TSD file is created by all TNTmips processes that create
tilesets (Export Raster Tilesets, Auto Mosaic, Merge Tilesets,
...). The Link to Tileset process can build a TSD link file for
any valid standard web tileset structure created outside (or inside) of the TNT products. The name of a TSD file matches
the name of its tileset and has a .tsd file extension. The TSD
link file can be stored

• locally with a local tileset’s master tile directory
• locally but linked to a tileset somewhere on the local network or any Internet site

• with a remote tileset anywhere on the Internet and accessed

The TNT products can
access custom tilesets
that reside on a local or
network drive or anywhere on the Internet.
In order to use one of
these tilesets, the tileset
Custom tilesets residing anywhere on
structure and location
your local network can be used in the
Merge Tilesets or Validate Tileset
must be defined in a
processes. Simply select the TSD file
TileSet Definition
that links to the desired tileset. In this
(TSD) file, a small
example of merging Google Maps Tile
XML text file that serves
Overlays, a statewide orthoimage tileset
as a descriptive link to
of Rhode Island is being selected for
the tileset. A TSD file
merging with tilesets of Massachussetts
and Connecticut. The TSD file for the
specifies the reference
Rhode Island tileset is stored in the
system and geographic
same directory as the master tiles
extents of the tileset,
directory.
the size and file formats
of the tiles, and the
zoom levels available (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets:
Components of the Tileset Definition File). The TSD file also
specifies the location of the tileset components (relative path
for a local or network tileset and URL for a remote tileset).

by URL in the TNT products

You can view custom tilesets stored on your local network in the Display process by choosing the TSD file
that links to the desired tileset (for details on this procedure and for viewing remote tilesets, see the
TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Adding Tilesets to
Your View). You can also select local tilesets for use in
the Merge Tilesets, Validate Tileset, and Extract Tileset
processes by selecting the appropriate TSD file.
The View to the left displays three layers:

•
•
•

the publicly-available Open Street Maps
Mapnik tileset from the Internet
a local Google Maps Tile Overlay of statewide
1-meter orthoimagery for Tennessee selected
using its TSD file
a local TNT vector object with Tennessee
county boundary polygons in yellow
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Tilesets

Assembling Very Large Structures
The Export Raster Tilesets and Merge Tilesets processes are designed to work together to efficiently assemble very large standard
web tilesets. Export Raster Tilesets exploits your system’s multiple processor cores and the TNTmips Job Processing System to
convert multiple orthoimages or other rasters into Google Maps Tile Overlays, Google Earth Super-Overlays, Bing Maps Custom
Tile Layers, NASA World Wind
Tile Layers, or TNT raster object tilesets (see the Technical
Guide entitled Tilesets: Creating
a Standard Web Structure). The
Merge Tilesets process is then
used to assemble many individual large tilesets prepared in
Export Raster Tilesets into an
even larger single tileset by simply copying or moving the tiles
together and merging tiles in any
overlapping areas (see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets:
Merge Structures).

Three state orthoimage tilesets created
concurrently in the Export Raster Tilesets
process, then merged.

Job Processing

Export and Merge Tilesets versus Mosaic

The Export Raster Tilesets process allows you to take advantage of the concurrent processing capabilities of your
computer’s multiple processor cores using the TNTmips Job
Processing System. You can set up many tileset creation operations at one time and use the Queue Jobs icon button to
immediately queue each of the tileset conversions as a separate
job or the Save Jobs icon button to hold these jobs for later
release. The TNTmips Job Manager allows you to set the
number of jobs that can run concurrently and to manually manage the job list or to set up regular scheduling for job execution
(such as overnight or weekend processing). See the TechGuide
entitled System: TNT Job Processing System for an introduction
to job processing.

The Auto Mosaic process in TNTmips can also be used to
create your final large tileset directly from multiple input images. It has the added capability of precisely controlling how
image overlap areas are processed. However, producing a very
large tileset from many large input images is slower than the 2step sequence of Export and Merge tilesets. Mosaic runs as a
single process and the input images are processed one at a
time. In contrast, using job processing in Export Raster Tilesets
allows you to process 2, 4, 8, ... images concurrently. The 2step procedure is much faster when applied to a large collection
of images that are ready for assembly into a final large tileset,
even a global tileset.

Step 1:
The most efficient procedure to
create very large tilesets uses the
Export Raster
Export Raster Tilesets process to
Tilesets Process
convert each input orthoimage or
Input
Output
raster into a separate tileset using Job images tilesets
Processing. Export Raster Tilesets
allows you to set up many tileset
operations at once and run them as
concurrent jobs on your multicore
system, providing efficient production
.
.
of very large, even global, tilesets.
.
.
The Merge Tilesets process then
.
.
merges these individual tilesets into
the final very large tileset.

Step 2:
Merge Tilesets
Process
Input
Output
tilesets
large
tileset

.
.
.

The Auto Mosaic
Mosaic
process can also be
Process
used to create a large
Input
tileset from a large
Output
images
collection of input
large
images. However,
tileset
this is slower than the
2-step procedure
since the mosaic runs
as a single process
.
.
with no concurrent
.
processing of the
input images.
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Tilesets

World Wind Structure
You can convert very large images or image collections into
tilesets for use in NASA’s World Wind using the Auto Mosaic and Export Raster Tilesets processes in TNTmips. Each
World Wind tileset overlay consists of a set of uniformlysized tile files (512 by 512 pixels). Each tile is an image or
rendered map of the ground at a predetermined fixed levelof-detail. Each of these tiles is also aligned on a fixed
equirectangular (Plate Careé) global grid, so every pixel in
every tile at any level-of-detail represents a single fixed ground
location. This tiling system is optimized for World Wind’s
global 3D Earth model, in which higher-resolution tiles are
shown in the foreground and lower-resolution tiles in more
distant parts of a perspective view. This tiling system enables World Wind to rapidly identify and load only those tiles
that are currently in the view and to determine the appropriate level-of-detail to show for each area of the 3D view.
World Wind Level 0: tiles 36 by 36 degrees
4,0

4,3

4,6

4,9

2,0

2,3

2,6

2,9

0,0

0,3

0,6

0,9

Global tile grid at the lowest World Wind level-of-detail is a 10 x 5
array with each tile covering 36 degrees of latitude and longitude.
World Wind uses an equirectangular (Plate Careé) Earth model and
a tile size of 512 pixels. Each subsequent level-of-detail doubles
the number of tiles in both directions. Tiles are indexed at each
level by tile row and tile column number (starting with 0) from the
lower left corner of the global grid. The number pairs in the
illustration above show the tile column and tile row numbers (X,Y)
for selected tiles.

Levels-of-Detail (Zoom Levels)

A World Wind tile overlay contains a hierarchy of pre-rendered tiles of different spatial resolution, which can be referred
to as levels-of-detail or zoom levels. World Wind uses a
numbered sequence of levels-of-detail as shown in the table
below. The least-detailed level is level 0, which represents
the entire globe with a 10 x 5 array of tiles as previously
described and shown in the illustration to the left. Each integer increase in level-of-detail doubles the number of tiles in
both the north-south
World
Approximate
and east-west diWind
Pixel
rections. Because
Detail
Pixel
Size at
Level
Size
Equator
the tile size is fixed,
7.8 km
0
4.2 arc-min
each increase in
1
2.1 arc-min
3.9 km
detail level also re2 km
2
1.1 arc-min
duces
the
3
32 arc-sec
978 m
dimensions of the
16 arc-sec
489 m
4
area on the ground
7.9 arc-sec
245 m
5
represented by one
4.0 arc-sec
122 m
6
pixel in a tile by a
61 m
7
2.0 arc-sec
factor of 2, provid31 m
0.99 arc-sec
8
0.49 arc-sec
15 m
9
ing increasing visual
7.6 m
10
0.25 arc-sec
detail in the tileset
3.8 m
11
0.12 arc-sec
at higher levels.
1.9 m
12
0.062 arc-sec
(Because World
1m
13
0.031 arc-sec
Wind uses a differ48 cm
14
0.015 arc-sec
ent tile size and tile
24 cm
15
0.0077 arc-sec
grid than Google
Maps and Bing Table showing range of possible prerendered, fixed levels-of-detail in a NASA
Maps, levels-of-de- World Wind tileset.
tail in World Wind
do not have the same map scale as the zoom level with the
same number in Google Maps or Bing Maps.)

World Wind Tile Reference System

Hierarchical Structure

Tiles in the equirectangular (Plate Careé) global grid used in
World Wind are aligned to a rectangular grid defined by parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude. The width of the
resulting global grid is twice its height. At the lowest (base)
level-of-detail this grid consists of a 10 by 5 array of square
tiles, each 512 by 512 pixels and covering 36 degrees of latitude by 36 degrees of longitude, as illustrated above. Each
subsequent detail level doubles the number of tiles in both
directions. Tiles at each level-of-detail are indexed by their
horizontal tile row number and vertical tile column number.
Tile rows and columns are numbered beginning with 0 at the
lower left corner of the global map (unlike Google Maps and
Bing Maps, which use the upper left corner as the origin).
World Wind tile row and column numbers are shown in the
illustration above for selected tiles at the least-detailed level.

Tile files for a World Wind tileset are stored in a hierarchical
structure of nested folders starting with a directory for each
numbered level-of-detail (see illustration on the reverse).
Within each level-of-detail directory, the tile files for each tile
row are stored in a separate subdirectory named by the fourdigit row number (including leading zeros). Individual tile file
names are hyphenated, with the four-digit row number followed by the four-digit tile column number. World Wind tilesets
created in TNTmips can contain JPEG or PNG tile files, or a
mixture of JPEG and PNG files if the Automatic format option was used to create the tileset (see the TechGuide entitled
Tilesets: Tile Image Formats). Each tile row subdirectory
contains all tiles for that row regardless of file format.
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(over)

Folders, Tiles, and File Size by Detail Level
for a Sample World Wind Tileset
(1-m Orthoimage Mosaic of a US State)

World Wind Tileset Directory Structure
TN2008_NC_WW_Tiles
(master tile directory)

(see Technical Guide entitled
Tilesets: Understanding Sizes )
Source image size:

Subdirectory for each level-of-detail

Image area:

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

352 GB (uncompressed)

109,185 square kilometers

Tile Size:

512 x 512 Pixels (required)

Tile Formats:

JPEG + PNG for edge tiles

Coordinate Reference System:
WGS84 / Geographic (mandatory)

Tile Row Subdirectories
Named by
3555
Tile Row Number

3556 ... 3602

3603

Detail
Level

Number
of
Folders

Number
of Tiles

Size on
Disk

2*
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 †

2
2
2
2
4
7
13
25
49
97
193
386

3
5
9
16
58
193
687
2,571
9,914
39,117
155,786
620,916

106 KB
385 KB
1.5 MB
6 MB
11 MB
25 MB
65 MB
207 MB
682 MB
2.6 GB
8.6 GB
25.6 GB

Tile Files Named by Tile Row and Column Number

3556-2551.png 3556-2552.jpg 3556-2553.jpg

3556-2554.jpg

Directory structure for a NASA World Wind tileset created in
TNTmips using the Auto Mosaic process. The JPEG + PNG format
option was used, creating JPEG files for interior tiles and PNG files
for edge tiles to provide transparency for non-image areas. This
tileset includes World Wind levels-of-detail 2 through 13. Tiles are
stored in nested subdirectories, first by level-of-detail number and
then by tile row number. Individual tile files are named by tile row
and column number.

Using a World Wind Tileset

World Wind loads Internet and local tilesets from its Layer
Manager list, which is constructed using information stored
in files in configuration directories. TNTmips creates an
XML-formated configuration file along with each World Wind
tileset ([tilesetname].xml). To add your tileset to the World
Wind Layer Manager list, copy this configuration file to the
configuration directory for Earth-images. In a default Windows installation the path to this directory is:
C:\Program Files\NASA\World Wind 1.4\Config\Earth\

World Wind requires that all local tilesets reside under its
Data directory, so you must copy your tileset directory
([tilesetname]_Tiles) Data directory in order for World Wind
to find and load the tiles. The configuration file created by
TNTmips assumes that your local tilesets will reside the
Earth\NewLayers subdirectory. In a default Windows installation the path to this directory is:

* minimum detail level: minimum level requiring
more than one tile to cover the image area
†

maximum detail level: pixel size equal to or less
than the spatial resolution of the input image;
1 meter in this example for Tennessee
Total Number of Folders:

722

Total Number of Tiles:

829,275

Total Size on Disk:

37.7 GB

Size of World Wind Tileset Structures

The table above shows the number of tiles and stored size by
detail level for a World Wind tileset created in TNTmips from
statewide, 1-meter color orthoimage coverage of the state of
Tennessee. As each higher level-of-detail requires up to 4
times the number of fixed-size tiles than the previous level,
high-resolution World Wind tilesets can include millions of tile
files and require tens of gigabytes of drive space (see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Understanding Sizes). The number of tiles in the tileset (and its stored size) depend upon the
size of the area depicted, the resolution of the source imagery or map, and the number of zoom levels created for viewing
the tileset.

C:\Program Files\NASA\World Wind 1.4\Data\Earth\NewLayers\.
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Georeference

Editing Manifold Surface Triangulation
Tools for Editing a Manifold Triangulation

When you georeference a spatial object such as a raster cross-section using the
Manifold model, the 3D control points are automatically connected to form a triangular mesh that defines the projective surface for 3D perspective display. The
default triangulation covers the entire area bounded by the control points and may
include triangles around the boundary of the object that are outside the area you
wish to be visible in the 3D display. If the manifold object is not planar, some
boundary triangles may cross the bend lines. If retained, these boundary triangles
may obscure the 3D solid view of portions of the section in some view directions.
The Georeference Input View window provides several tools that allow you to edit the manifold
triangulation. The icon buttons for these tools are
illustrated above right. You can select and remove
individual edges or triangles. Deleting a triangle
makes that area of the object transparent in 3D solid
view. If a boundary triangle
is deleted, the outside edge
of the triangle is also automatically deleted. The
Control Points menu on the
Georeference window includes a Restore Deleted
Elements option to negate
previous deletions.

Define
Fixed
Edge

Remove
Selected
Fixed Edges

Remove
Selected
Edges

Remove
Selected
Triangles

Illustrated below is a raster object showing a vertical geologic cross-section
made up of three planar segments separated by vertical bending lines (defined
by pairs of control points). Thin red lines in this Georeference 2D view show the
default triangulation automatically created from the eight 3D control points. The
triangles labeled A and B include only the white background of the scanned
cross-section, and these triangles also cross the bends in the section.
bend out

bend in
A

B

bend in
bend out
wireframe perspective view
3D perspective views (above) of the cross-section with default
manifold triangulation as viewed with a downward pitch of about 30
degrees from the horizontal. Boundary triangle A is shaded in the

solid perspective view;
section partly obscured by white edge triangle
wireframe view (above left). When viewed from this angle in solid
mode (above right), the white background rendered on this boundary
triangle obscures the upper part of the cross-section. These
boundary triangles can be
removed using the manifold
editing tools to prevent these
extraneous background
areas from being rendered in
3D views.

The cross-section after boundary triangles A and B were deleted
using the Remove Selected Triangles tool, shown in 2D in the Georeference Input View (above) and in the 3D Reference View (right). The
section is no longer obscured by extraneous boundary triangles.
To remove a triangle or edge, turn on the Remove Selected Edges or
Remove Selected Triangles tool, left-click on the desired element to
highlight it (such as the yellow-highlighted triangle illustrated to the
left), then right-click to delete the element.

(over)
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You can also define fixed edges connecting pairs of control
points. These fixed edges are retained in any subsequent change
in the manifold triangulation due to the addition or deletion of
other control points. For example, you may wish to define
fixed edges along any bend lines in a manifold cross-section.
The Define Fixed Edge tool provides a line graphic tool that
you use to connect two adjacent control points. The line ends

of this tool automatically snap to the closest points when you
stop dragging out the line. You can define a fixed edge along an
existing edge in the triangulation, or connect two points that
are not directly connected in the default triangulation. The
Remove Selected Fixed Edges tool can be used to remove individual fixed edges if needed. You can also remove all fixed
edges using an option on the Control Points menu.
Fixed edges defined
along bend lines

The Define Fixed Edge tool provides a line graphic (in yellow in the
illustration above left) that you drag between the control points you
wish to connect. Right-click to accept the line and define the fixed

edge. In the illustration above right, fixed edges (shown in blue)
have been defined along both bend lines in the cross-section
manifold.
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Tilesets

Google and Bing Maps in a “Box”
MicroImages has used publicly-available imagery to create a Google Maps and Bing Maps global tileset using the
tileset creation, management, and publication features available in every TNTmips. This global 10-meter coverage
is a single hierarchical tileset of ~60,500,000 files in ~13,700 directories. Each file is a 256 by 256-pixel JPEG or
PNG image tile. This tileset occupies 1.2 terabytes on an NTFS 2 TB hard drive that has been interfaced to the
MicroImages web site using the inexpensive eSATA external drive carrier illustrated.
Zoom levels 0 to 7 are a natural color Structural Earth image assembed from the Blue Marble August 2004 naturalcolor Earth image (created from MODIS imagery by NASA) merged with relief-shaded topography and bathymetry
using TNTmips.
Zoom levels 8 to 14 are ~10-meter resolution Landsat false-color global coverage.
This global tileset was prepared on an 8-core Power Mac using TNTmips.

Input Imagery
• A 2 TB drive containing 879 files of false color Landsat mosaic image files downloaded from
https://zulu/scc.nasa.gov/mrsid.
• Each source image file is a mosaic tile covering an area of 5 degrees of latitude by 6 degrees of longitude in *.sid
format.
• Each image mosaic tile has a spatial resolution of 14.25 meters in the UTM coordinate reference system appropriate for its location.
• Most of the 100s of individual Landsat images used to create each mosaic were acquired in the year 2000.
• All of the 879 image mosaics are false-color composites of Landsat band 7, band 4, and band 2 as red, green, and
blue (respectively).
• This false-color band combination was selected by NASA to provide good discrimination of various natural and
man-made land cover types.
Mosaic into Tilesets 1
• The Auto Mosaic process in TNTmips was used to assemble groups of the 879 UTM Landsat tiles into 29
Google/Bing Maps hierarchical tilesets.2
• Each of these intermediate tilesets is a large geographic patch converted to the required Spherical Web Mercator
coordinate reference system.
(over)
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Merge into Global Tileset
The Merge Tileset process in TNTmips was used to merge the 29 tilesets into a single global Google / Bing
Maps standard web tileset with zoom levels 8 to 14.
Assemble Components into Geomashup
TNTmips’ Geomashup process was used to layout, package, and zip up the Landsat and Structural Earth3 global
tilesets into Google Maps and Bing Maps geomashup HTML web pages with the desired tools and base layers
ready to publish on any web site.
Install on Any Web Site
The geomashup web package was copied to the MicroImages web site and unzipped. The two HTML files it
contains were posted as web pages so the Landsat 10-meter Global data can be viewed in a browser in Google
Maps and Bing Maps:
Google Maps:

www.microimages.com/geodata/tilesets/googleMaps/Landsat742.html

Bing Maps:

www.microimages.com/geodata/tilesets/bingMaps/Landsat742.html
Structure and size of this global tileset:
Folders, Tiles, and File Size by Zoom Level*
Zoom
Level

Number of
Folders

Number
of Tiles

Size

Size on
Disk

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
2
3
6
11
21
42
83
166
331
660
1,319
2,453
3,990
4,600

1
4
12
44
153
495
1,724
6,319
23,878
92,457
364,177
1,445,437
5,542,645
17,319,271
35,789,413

60 KB
218 KB
795 KB
2.9 MB
10 MB
32.1 MB
89.1 MB
242 MB
735 MB
2.5 GB
9.6 GB
38.5 GB
137 GB
371 GB
652 GB

64 KB
288 KB
960 KB
3.7 MB
13 MB
41 MB
118 MB
339.4 MB
1,082 MB
3.8 GB
14.5 GB
57.4 GB
209 GB
593 GB
1,155 GB

*See the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Understanding Sizes .

1

All 879 Landsat source mosaics can be mosaicked directly from the downloaded *.sid files into the single global
hierarchical tileset to skip the merge step. However, it is more efficient to mosaic smaller groups of these input
mosaics into intermediate tilesets in parallel using TNTmips Job Processing to optimize the use of multiple cores.

2

A single hierarchical tileset can be used as a Google Maps Tile Overlay and as a Microsoft Bing Maps Custom
Overlay.

3

The Structural Earth natural-color portion of this global tileset is used for the low-resolution global synoptic zoom
levels (0 to 7). It covers both ocean and continental areas and is in natural color, making it easier to navigate to
familiar local areas. These Structural Earth levels were also assembled in TNTmips using many geodata sources (see
the Technical Guide entitled GeoMedia Publishing: Publishing Your Professional Geodata Via Google).
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Tilesets

Google Earth Structure
You can convert very large images or image collections into
tilesets for use in Google Earth using the Auto Mosaic and
Export Raster Tilesets processes in TNTmips. A Google
Earth tileset created in these processes conforms to the Super-Overlay structure, Google’s term for a tiled,
multi-resolution image that provides the most efficient and
responsive 3D perspective viewing of your very large images in Google Earth. The Super-Overlay includes the tileset,
which is partitioned into a nested set of directories by level
of detail (zoom level) and tile row, and a master KML file
that references the tileset. Each tile in the hierarchical structure is accompanied by an individual KML file that references
the relative path to the tile file and specifies its geographic
extents, appropriate level of detail, and the corresponding
tiles in the next higher resolution level. This structure is
optimized for use in Google Earth’s 3D perspective view, in
which higher-resolution tiles are shown in the foreground
and lower-resolution tiles in more distant parts of the view.
The Super-Overlay structure allows Google Earth to rapidly
identify and load only those tiles that are currently in the

view and to determine the appropriate resolution level to show
for each tile area.
Reference System and Tile Sizes

Tiles in a Super-Overlay are aligned to the WGS84 / Geographic
coordinate reference system required by Google Earth to allow
tiles to be draped on their global 3D terrain model. Google Earth
does not require a specific tile size, but the linear dimension of
square tiles must be an integer
128
power of 2 between 256 and 2048
512
pixels. Google recommends a tile
256
size of 256 or 512 pixels, but
1024
MicroImages has found that a tile
size of 1024 for large tilesets provides excellent performance in
2048
Google Earth while reducing the
number of tiles by a factor of 16
(4096, not shown)
compared to a 256-pixel tile size.
Allowed Tile Sizes (linear

Google does not require that tile dimension in pixels) for a
boundaries in a Super-Overlay co- Google Earth Super-Overlay.
incide with any predefined global
grid. However, the Export Raster Tilesets and Auto Mosaic processes automatically set tile boundaries consistent with those in
the Google Maps global grid. This procedure creates Google
Earth tilesets with consistent tile boundaries than can later be
merged using the Merge Tilesets process.

Google Earth Super Overlay Directory Structure
TN2008_Google_Earth_Tiles
(master tile directory)

Levels of Detail (Zoom Levels)

TN2008 Google Earth.kml (master KML file)
Subdirectory for each zoom level

0

1

2

3

4

Tile Row Subdirectories
Named by
Tile Row Number

5

0

6

7

...

1

8

89

9

90

10

91

Tile and KML Files Named by Tile Column Number
17.jpg

17.kml

18.jpg

18.kml

19.jpg

19.kml

20.jpg

20.kml

Directory structure for a Google Earth Super-Overlay created in
TNTmips in the Auto Mosaic process. A Super-Overlay includes a
master KML file and a subdirectory for each zoom level (level-of-detail,
11 in this example). Each level-of-detail directory contains a subdirectory for each tile row containing tile files named by column number.
Each image tile is paired with a KML file of the same name.

A Google Earth Super-Overlay contains a hierarchy of prerendered tiles of different spatial resolution, or levels-of-detail
(to use Google’s term). The size of the ground area represented by a single tile pixel is reduced by a factor of two for
each integer increase in level-of-detail, providing increasing
visual detail for screen areas that are closer to the viewer in
Google Earth’s 3D view. For convenient file management
TNTmips creates a numbered directory to contain the tiles for
each level-of-detail. Unlike Google Maps tilesets, levels-ofdetail in a Google Earth Super-Overlay are not required to
conform to a global, predefined numerical system of fixedresolution “zoom levels”. Rather, the number of levels-of-detail
and the ground pixel size at any particular level varies depending on the resolution and geographic extents of your source
image(s) and the tile size used to partition the image. The
maximum detail level in a Super-Overlay contains tiles that
match the full detail of the source image, while the minimum
detail level (numbered 0) includes the entire extents of the tileset
image in a single tile.
Tile Naming and Formats

Because the path and filename for each tile file is stored explicitly in an accompanying KML file, Google Earth does not
require any particular naming convention for tile files. TNT
organizes the tiles for each detail level in numbered
subdirectories by tile row number and names tile files by tile
column number.
(over)
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A Google Earth Super-Overlay can contain JPEG, TIFF, or PNG tile files, or a
mixture of JPEG and PNG files if the default format option was used to create
the tileset (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats). Each tile
row subdirectory contains all tiles for that row regardless of file format.
How Google Earth Loads the Tiles:
Ground Overlays and Network Links

The KML file accompanying each image tile in the Super-Overlay uses the KML Ground Overlay structure to identify the path
and filename of the accompanying tile, its geographic extents,
and a minimum size in screen pixels at which the tile should be
displayed. These settings allow Google Earth to drape the tile on
its global 3D terrain in the correct location. If there are tiles
covering the same area at the next-higher level of detail, this
KML file also includes a Network Link structure for each higherresolution tile (see illustration to the right). Each Network Link
includes the path and name of the KML file for the higher-resolution tile as well as those tile extents and minimum screen size
settings. Google Earth determines the projected size of each
candidate tile on screen and compares that to the minimum screen
size setting for the tile to quickly identify and load the tiles of the
correct level-of-detail for each part of the 3D view.
Folders, Tiles, and File Size by Detail Level
for a Sample Google Earth Super-Overlay
(1-m Orthoimage Mosaic of a US State)
(see Technical Guide entitled
Tilesets: Understanding Sizes )
Source image size: 352 GB (uncompressed)
Image area:

109,185 square kilometers

Tile Size:

1024 x 1024 Pixels

Tile Formats:

JPEG + PNG for edge tiles

Coordinate Reference System:
WGS84 / Geographic (mandatory)
Detail
Level
0*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10†

Number
of
Folders
1
1
1
2
3
6
12
23
46
92
184

Number
of Tiles

Size on
Disk

1
2
4
14
39
150
569
2,121
8,291
32,650
129,179

318 KB
1.2 MB
4.9 MB
19 MB
58 MB
119 MB
273 MB
895 MB
2.7 GB
7.9 GB
22.2 GB

* minimum detail level: level requiring only one tile
to cover the image area
†

maximum detail level: pixel size equal to or less
than the spatial resolution of the input image;
1 meter in this example for Tennessee
Total Number of Folders:

382

Total Number of Tiles:

173,022

Total Size on Disk:

34 GB

../9/90/19.kml
Level 9 Tile

KML
“Network Links”

../9/90/19.jpg
Corresponding
Level 10 Tiles

../10/180/38.kml

../10/180/38.jpg
../10/181/38.kml

../10/181/38.jpg

../10/180/39.kml

../10/180/39.jpg
../10/181/39.kml

../10/181/39.jpg

Each KML file references its accompanying image tile as a Ground
Overlay (green lines above) and includes the geographic extents of
that tile, enabling Google Earth to display each tile draped onto the
terrain in its correct location. If there are tiles covering the same
area at the next higher level of detail, the KML file uses a network
link structure to reference each of these higher-resolution tiles (red
lines). The network link for each higher-resolution tile includes its
geographic extents and level-of-detail settings.

Using the Google Earth Super-Overlay

A local copy of a Super-Overlay can be viewed in the Google Earth desktop
application by double-clicking on the KML file in the master tile files directory. This KML file and the image tileset it references can also be distributed
on a DVD or other media for local use, or posted on your website for remote
access by anyone in their desktop Google Earth (this application requires that
you post a downloadable KML file with a Network Link pointing to the SuperOverlay’s master KML file). TNTmips processes also create a sample HTML
file along with each Google Earth Super-Overlay that you can add to your
web pages to allow anyone to view the tileset in their browser with the Google
Earth plug-in.
Size of Google Earth Super-Overlay Structures

The table to the left shows the number of tiles and stored size by detail level
for a Google Earth tileset created in TNTmips from statewide, 1-meter color
orthoimage coverage of the state of Tennessee. As each higher level-of-detail
requires up to 4 times the number of fixed-size tiles than the previous level,
high-resolution Google Earth tilesets can include millions of tile files and require tens of gigabytes of drive space (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets:
Understanding Sizes). Since Google Earth allows you to choose from a range
of allowed tile sizes, you can minimize the number of files required by using
a larger tile size. You should take these factors into account as you plan your
processing activities.
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Tilesets

Google Maps Structure
The custom tilesets you create in TNTmips for use in Google
Maps conform to all of Google’s specifications for their native
tileset structure. Google refers to these as “Tile Overlays”.
Each of these tilesets consists of a single hierarchical directory
structure containing uniformly-sized tile files (256 by 256 pixels or 128 by 128 for cell phones). Every tile is aligned on a
fixed global grid in the Spherical Web Mercator projection.
Each tile represents the ground at a fixed, predetermined zoom
level. Thus every pixel in every tile at any zoom level represents a single fixed ground location. Since the zoom levels are
fixed, the number of levels and tiles and the tileset size depend
upon the resolution of the imagery or map they represent.
Google uses this same conceptual structure in the imagery and
maps it loads from its web sources, which accounts for its rapid
response. This rigid pre-rendered pyramid of grid-aligned tiles
ensures fast retrieval and display in Google Maps. Only a few
tiles need to be located and read from a particular Google Maps
zoom level directory for any particular view, regardless of the

size of the tileset. Google Maps will display your small, untiled images and maps
directly from a variety of file formats.
However, your global, state, province,
or city-wide images and maps of any
size can be transformed into a Tile Overlay tileset by TNTmips using the Export
Raster Tileset or Auto Mosaic processes.
You can maintain a custom Tile Overlay
on a local drive for private use or publish it on the Internet to it make publically
available. In either case, Google Maps
can quickly and efficiently load the tiles
from your overlay for display with its
native layers.
Zoom Levels

Google Pixel
Zoom Size at
Level Equator
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

157 km
78 km
39 km
19.6 km
9.8 km
4.9 km
2.4 km
1.2 km
611 m
306 m
153 m
76 m
39 m
19 m
10 m
5m
2.4 m
1.2 m
60 cm
30 cm
15 cm
7.5 cm
3.7 cm
1.9 cm
9.3 mm

Google Maps uses a numbered sequence
of zoom levels, and all of the tiles for
each level are stored in a correspondGoogle Maps Tile Overlay Directory Structure
ingly-named subdirectory (see illustration
to the left). The least-detailed zoom level
TN2008_NC_GoogleMaps_Tiles
(master tile directory)
in Google Maps
is level 0, which
Zoom Level Subdirectories Named by Zoom Level Number (Z)
represents the
entire globe with
a
single tile cenblank
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17 PNG
tered at 0
degrees longiTable of possible
tude and 0
pre-rendered, fixed
degrees latitude. Each integer increase in zoom
zoom levels in a
Tile Row Subdirectories
Google Maps
level
doubles
the
number
of
tiles
in
both
the
northNamed by
tileset
south
and
east-west
directions.
Zoom
level
1
199
200
201
202
Tile Row Number (Y)
covers the globe with a 2 x 2 grid of tiles, level 2
with a 4 x 4 grid, and so on (see illustrations on the reverse of this page).
Tile Files Named by Tile Column Number (X)
Because the tile size is fixed, each increase in zoom level also reduces the
size of the area on the ground represented by one pixel in a tile by a factor
of 2, providing increasing visual detail
128.png
129.png
130.png
131.jpg
132.jpg
133.jpg
in the tileset at higher zoom levels (see
table above and the Technical Guide
entitled Tilesets: Setting Zoom Levels).
Tile Coordinates
134.jpg

135.png

136.png

137.png

138.png

139.png

Directory structure for a Google Maps Tile Overlay created in TNTmips using the JPEG + PNG
default option for Tile Format, which creates JPEG files for interior tiles and PNG files for edge
tiles to provide transparency for non-image areas. This tile overlay includes zoom levels 5
through 17. Tiles are stored in nested subdirectories, first by zoom level number and then by
tile row number. Individual tile files are named by tile column number.

Tile positions within each zoom level
are indexed in Google Maps by tile column and tile row numbers. Tile
columns are numbered from left to
right and tile rows from top to bottom
of the global map, each beginning with
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(over)

Zoom Level 0: 1 tile

0 as shown in the illustration to the right. Within
each zoom level directory in the Google Maps
Tile Overlay structure, the tiles for each tile row
are stored in a separate subdirectly named by row
number (see illustration on the front side of this
page). The individual tile files are named by their
corresponding tile column number. This hierarchical structure ensures that a tileset with a
practical maximum spatial resolution will never
exceed the maximum number of files or directories permitted by your computer’s operating
system.

Zoom Level 1: 4 tiles

0,0

Zoom Level 2: 16 tiles
0,0

1,0

2,0

3,0

0,1

1,1

2,1

3,1

0,2

1,2

2,2

3,2

0,3

1,3

2,3

3,3

1,0

0,0
0,1

1,1

Global tile grids at the three lowest Google Maps zoom levels. Google Maps
uses a Spherical Web Mercator projection representing the globe as a square
shape. Tiles at each zoom level are indexed by tile row and tile column number
(beginning with 0) from the upper left corner of the global map. The number
pairs on each tile grid show the tile column and tile row (X,Y) for each tile.

Illustrated to the left is a single 256 by 256-pixel tile from zoom level 17 of the orthoimage tileset whose structure
is illustrated on the front side of this page. The ground extent of a single pixel at level 17 at this latitude is 0.996
meter. The Google Maps tile coordinates for this tile are: tile row or Y = 51,209, tile column or X = 37,767. The
Javascript code in the sample HTML file created with this tileset constructs the URL to this tile file (shown below)
using the numeric zoom level directory name, tile column directory name, and tile file name.
[path to tileset] \ TN2008_NC_GoogleMaps_Tiles \ 17 \ 51209 \ 33767.jpg
33767.jpg

(see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Components of the TMS File)

How the Structure is Loaded in Google Maps

The entire Google Maps tileset structure is stored in a subdirectory whose
name consists of the name of your tileset with “_Tiles” appended. The directory/file path to any tile file in the structure thus consists of: tiles directory/
zoom level number/tile row number/tile column number (see the illustration
above). As Google Maps renders your overlay and requests each tile by zoom
level and tile column and row, the JavaScript in the sample HTML file created
with your tileset directly constructs the required filepath to the tile using the
supplied values (see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Publishing Custom Google Maps on Your Web Site).
A Google Maps Tile Overlay can contain JPEG and/or PNG tile files (see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats). Each tile row subdirectory
contains all tiles for that row regardless of file format. PNG and JPEG tiles
are loaded separately as different layers by the Javascript in the sample HTML
file.

Folders, Tiles, and File Size by Zoom Level
for a Sample Google Maps Tile Overlay
(1-m Orthoimage Mosaic of a US State)
(see Technical Guide entitled
Tilesets: Understanding Sizes)
Source image size: 352 GB (uncompressed)
109,185 square kilometers
256 x 256 Pixels (required)

Tile Formats:

JPEG + PNG for edge tiles

Coordinate Reference System:
WGS84 / Spherical Web Mercator (required)
Zoom
Level
5*
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17 †

Accompanying the zoom level subdirectories in the Tiles directory is a single
PNG file named “blank.png”. This tile file contains the “no data” text you
selected when you created your tile overlay. The JavaScript in the sample
HTML file loads this tile as the first layer for every tile position in your overlay. The “no data” message is thus visible in Google Maps at every tile
position where no JPEG or PNG file is available in your tile overlay.
Size of Google Maps Tile Overlay Structures

The table to the right shows the number of tiles and stored size by zoom level
for a Google Maps tileset created in TNTmips from statewide, 1-meter color
orthoimage coverage of the state of Tennessee. As each higher zoom level
requires up to 4 times the number of fixed-size tiles than the previous level,
high-resolution Google Maps tilesets can include millions of tile files and
require tens of gigabytes of drive space (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets:
Understanding Sizes). You should take these factors into account as you plan
your processing activities.

Image area:
Tile Size:

Number
of
Folders
1
2
2
3
4
7
13
25
49
96
192
382
762

Number
of Tiles

Size on
Disk

2
5
7
18
43
143
516
1,871
7,236
28,388
112,485
447,836
1,786,429

32 KB
92 KB
308 KB
0.98 MB
2.86 MB
6.96 MB
17.1 MB
58.8 MB
201 MB
750 MB
2.88 GB
10.6 GB
40.5 GB

* minimum zoom level: lowest level requiring
more than one tile to cover the image area
†

maximum zoom level: pixel size equal to or less
than the spatial resolution of the input image
Total Number of Folders:

1,551

Total Number of Tiles:

2,384,979

Total Size on Disk:

55.1 GB
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Tilesets

Interpret Features for any Global Area
MicroImages provides free access via the Internet to a ~10 meter global Landsat Geocover tileset image. You can directly
use this on-line image as a visual reference in TNTedit or the Spatial Editor in TNTmips to create or edit CAD, vector, or
shape data for any land area. You can interpret this enhanced image layer to add or edit points, lines, polygons, attributes, and
style assignments. The Spatial Editor also supports opening multiple geolocked views, so as you use the editing tools in the 2D
Editor view, you can also open additional geolocked reference views to show the image in stereo or to show other georeferenced
maps or image views of the same area.
If your features can not be interpreted from this global image coverage, you can use TNTmips to assemble georeferenced
images or maps of your project, city, province, or nation into custom tilesets. These custom tilesets can then be viewed from
a local drive, LAN, or web site and similarly interpreted using the Spatial Editor in a local or remote TNT product. Assembling
your image or map materials into a standard web tileset for interpretation as illustrated by this global sample permits very fast
access to any view of the area covered.
Choose Web Layer from the Editor View window’s Add icon button menu...

Geolocked reference
view with anaglyph
stereo from Global 10meter Landsat layer

...then select the Global 10m Landsat
7-4-2 layer to display as reference

Editor view with Global
10-meter Landsat tileset
used as reference

Geolocked reference
view with color shaded
relief from 30-meter
ASTER DEM

Mapping geologic fault lines in Ethiopia in the TNTmips Spatial Editor using the Global
10-meter Landsat 7-4-2 image tileset published at www.microimages.com. Vector lines
are traced over this reference image in the Editor view (left). The same tileset is also
shown simultaneously in anaglyph stereo in a reference view (View 2, upper right). A
second reference view (lower right) shows a color-shaded-relief rendering of a 30-meter
ASTER DEM for the same area.
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Georeference

Control Points for Manifold Surfaces
A manifold contains its own shape and position information in the form
of a set of 3D georeference control points defined using the Manifold
geometric model. This 3D piecewise affine model connects the control
points to form a triangular mesh that defines a projective surface for 3D
perspective display of the raster or geometric object manifold. The
Georeference process provides a 2D view of the input object with overlays showing the control points and resulting triangulation (which is
based solely on the distribution of the control points in this flat, 2D
view). Also available is an optional 3D perspective view so you can
assess the 3D results of adding or editing control points.
If the manifold object represents a single planar surface (such as a
planar vertical cross-section), then four accurate 3D control points near
the corners of the object (defining two triangles) is sufficient for correct
perspective viewing. For more complex manifold surfaces (multiple
planes or curving surfaces) with many more control points, the
Georeference Input View window provides tools that let you edit the
triangulation (see the Technical Guide entitled Georeference: Editing
Manifold Surface Triangulation for more information).

To set up manifold georeferencing for a vector or raster
object, first select Manifold from the Model menu. When you
add the control points, be sure to enter the correct elevation
value in the Elevation field for each one. Note that you can
use the Options / Units menu to choose the most convenient
units (meters or feet) for input of the elevation values.

Georeference Input View (2D) of a vertical, planar, geologic cross-section (raster
object) with the triangulation created from the 3D control points. Choose Show 3D
Reference View from the Options menu on the Georeference window to open a 3D
perspective view of the manifold (shown to the right).

In the 3D window you can view the manifold in Solid
mode (as shown above) or in wireframe mode
(which shows a perspective view of only the
triangulation). In Solid view only the part of the
manifold object inside the boundary of the control
point triangulation is rendered to the screen. (This is
true for 3D views of manifolds in any TNT process.)

If parts of the manifold that you wish to view in solid mode lie outside the limits of your control points, you can use the Extrapolate Boundary
Control Points operation (selected from the Control Points menu on the Georeference window) to automatically create extrapolated points at
the corners of the object (points 5, 6, 7, and 8 in 2D view above left). The coordinates of each extrapolated point are computed to lie in the
plane of the nearest triangle. A 3D view of the manifold with extrapolated corner control points is shown above right.
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Tilesets

Provide Access to Public Imagery
High-resolution image and terrain coverage is now available from a variety of sources. Aircraft systems routinely
provide this geodata with resolutions for US cities as detailed as 30 centimeters (~1 foot) or even down to 7.5 to 10 cm
(3 to 4 inches). Image coverage of this type for many US cities is available for free download from the USGS National
Map Seamless Server (http://seamless.usgs.gov). Many cities are now acquiring such imagery annually as the basis for
planning, mapping, and monitoring changes in urban infrastructure and other projects that require high spatial detail.
Public funds are often used to acquire these images and terrain coverage. Public access to these materials for private
activities helps develop support for their continued acquisition and improvement. Wide-scale access to high-resolution
local imagery has been made possible by the Google and Microsoft mapping web sites and associated desktop applications. While the public is very familiar with using their mapping interfaces, the image and map coverage they provide
is of their choice and supports their commercial objectives. Forunately, Google and Microsoft have provided mechanisms (Application Programming Interfaces, or APIs) that permit the public to view other high-resolution image and
terrain coverage of any global area using these familiar interfaces.
At resolutions measured in centimeters, the annual coverage of even a smaller city can require as much hard drive
space as orthoimage coverage of an entire state or province at 1 meter resolution. In order to view large custom image
and map layers using the Google and Microsoft mapping interfaces, the custom imagery must conform to the tileset
structure documented by these vendors. These structures dictate that the imagery is divided into millions of small tile
files at defined scales and formats, in a specified coordinate reference system, and in a rigorously-defined directory and
filename structure.
TNTmips can transform a collection of orthophotos or a terrain of 10 GB, 100 GB, or 1 TB into the tileset structure
required by these popular web-based geoviewers (e.g. Google Maps, Google Earth, or Bing Maps) or related desktop
applications (e.g. Google Earth or NASA World Wind). A custom web tileset tileset of an entire city’s centimeter-range image
coverage can be prepared to use as a single layer in any of these viewers. Once the tileset is prepared, it can be added to your
web site using the sample HTML/JavaScript client automatically produced with the tileset by TNTmips or using your custom
HTML page. TNTmips also provides a Geomashup process that you can use to design a custom combination of one or more
local or remote custom tilesets, base and overlay layers from Google or Bing Maps, and standard or custom tools and controls.

A standard web tileset prepared in TNTmips from 10-centimeter (4 inch) resolution orthoimagery of the entire city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania is displayed in Bing Maps (left) and Google Maps (right). The left view is zoomed out from the maximum
zoom to show the entire Philadelphia Museum of Art. The right view shows the southeast edge of the building and adjacent
parking at the maximum zoom level (Google Maps zoom level 21).
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Tilesets

Publishing a Seamless Map on the Internet
Topographic, geologic, planimetric, and other types of maps are commonly published at standard scales and map sheet sizes as
PDF, TIFF, shapefile, and other popular formats. TNTmips can convert individual maps or sets of maps from these sources into a
seamless web tileset structure for fast viewing via the Internet in Google Maps and Bing Maps 2D and 3D. Only a single tileset is
needed for use in any of these popular and familiar Google and Microsoft map viewers. Standard web tilesets can also be created
for fast viewing in Google Earth or NASA World Wind. Publishing your map tileset created in TNTmips requires no special web
site services, no special downloads, no special licensing or recurring charges. It’s simply your tileset accessed from your
standard web site.
TNTmips creates a standard web tileset that can be viewed in Google Maps and Bing Maps 2D and 3D using
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Opera, and Chrome. It also creates sample HTML files to immediately view
the tileset from your local drive or from your web site in any of these browsers.

Individual map sheets, mosaicked maps of an entire nation, or local project maps can be assembled into a standard tileset in
TNTmips. All of the maps of differing scales in a series (e.g., 1:25,000, 1:50,000, 1:250,000, 1:1,000,000) can be combined with
appropriate viewing scale controls into a single tileset. TNTmips can produce tilesets matching the structure published by Google
and Microsoft for use via their web interfaces, browser plugins, and downloaded desktop programs (e.g. Google Earth and World
Wind). Thus a tileset can be viewed and manipulated by anyone in any popular browser (Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Opera, ...).
Simply post the tileset in your web space and post the standard HTML or KML link file created by TNTmips with every tileset.
TNTmips is a fully-featured geospatial analysis system, and it is unlikely that you would need any other product to complete your
map conversion and publishing. You can start with your maps in almost any form and end up with a fast, easy, public presentation
of your complete map coverage as a single map or as individual sheets. Some typical map formats that you could use as startingpoints for creating tilesets in TNTmips include: 1) TIFF files containing ungeoreferenced scans of each published map in its
original map projection along with the map borders and annotations; 2) map layers as CAD, shape, or other geometric format with
or without georeferencing; 3) georeferenced PDF files that have each map theme as a separate raster or geometric feature layer.
TNTmips has been commercially available for 25 years and has evolved to enable you to start with any of these map materials and
prepare them into a standard web tileset structure for fast public web access or for your proprietary in-house use via a virtual
private network.

These illustrations show various browser views of a standard web tileset created in
TNTmips from a mosaic of 32 individual 1:250,000-scale shaded-relief topographic maps
covering all of Afghanistan and published as PDF files by the United States Geologic
Survey. These PDF files were converted to PNG files, then georeferenced in TNTmips prior
to conversion to a tileset in the Auto Mosaic process in TNTmips. The two views above
illustrate this single standard web tileset zoomed out in Microsoft Bing Maps (above left)
and zoomed in to the full map resolution in Google Maps (above right). The illustration to
the right shows a 3D view of the same map tileset in Bing Maps 3D.
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Tilesets

Scaling Map Elements for Geometric Structures
MicroImages’ KML and SVG geometric tilesets are tiled structures that are created by TNTmips to present map data in a
web browser in styled geometric form for any size area over a
range of Google Maps zoom levels. (See the Tileset Technical Guides entitled SVG Geometric Structure and Geometric
KML Structure for descriptions and illustrations of these
TNTmips capabilities.) The Export Geometric Tileset process, which creates these tilesets, renders geometric elements
from a source vector object into KML or SVG tiles using the
display style settings stored with that source object. The tiles
for each zoom level are independently rendered directly from
the source vector object at the map scale corresponding to
that Google Maps zoom level. Source vector lines are automatically simplified (thinned) to reduce line complexity for
successively lower zoom levels (for more details see the Tileset
TechGuide entitled Export Geometric Structures).

and polygon borders can be scaled in TNTmips in several
ways. Sizes of these graphic elements can be set relative to a
particular map scale, so that their on-screen sizes change as
you zoom to different scales. Alternatively, you can set element sizes to be independent of map scale by setting the Style
Editor’s At Scale setting to None. When setting styling for a
vector object that will be converted to a geometric tileset covering a wide range of zoom levels, it is often best to set element
sizes in screen pixels and to set that size to be independent of
map scale. With these settings, map elements appear with
the same size on screen at every zoom level in TNT displays
of the source vector object and in Google Maps displays of
the derived geometric tileset. Using fixed screen sizes rather
than map-scale controlled sizes also eliminates the potential
problem of symbols and lines becoming too small to be recognizable at the lowest zoom levels.

Map scale differs by a factor of two between successive
Google Maps zoom levels. Thus a geometric tileset must
present styled map data over a very large range of map scales.
For example, a tileset with Google Maps zoom levels 10
through 15 presents map data at scales ranging from approximately 1:490,000 to 1:15,000. Careful design is required to
set the display styles for the source vector object so that equivalent graphic elements in the geometric tileset are appropriately
styled over such a large range of map scales.

However, if the tileset is to include a small number of zoom
levels, anchoring element sizes to a particular map scale so
that they appear at different sizes at different zoom levels can
provide an effective map display. Examples of both strategies are illustrated below.

The size of point symbols and labels and the width of lines

The SVG and KML formats used in geometric tilesets differ
in their capabilities to store and render complex map element
display styles. Additional guidelines for setting up vector
element styles for polygons, lines, and points for conversion
to geometric tilesets are presented in the TechGuide entitled
Tilesets: Styling Map Elements for Geometric Structures.

Scale-Independent Line and Point Styles
The illustrations to the right show several geometric
tileset layers with lines and point symbols styled with
sizes set in screen pixels independent of map scale.
The tilesets are shown at two different Google Maps
zoom levels. Line widths and the point symbol sizes
remain constant on screen regardless of the zoom
level. The scale-independent style is specified by
choosing None from the At Scale menu in the Style
Editor for the line or point symbols (shown below for
points).
GM zoom level 15
GM zoom level 13

GM zoom level 12

GM zoom level 14

Scale-Dependent Line and Point Styles
The illustrations to the left show portions of a
Geologic Map geomashup using SVG
geometric tilesets. The complex line styles
in green and pink, and the point symbols
showing geologic strike and dip, are in three
different SVG geometric tileset layers
rendered from vector objects with styles
created by TNT CartoScripts that set symbol
sizes relative to map scale. These scaledependent symbols work over the limited
range of zoom levels needed for these layers
in this geomashup.
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Tilesets

Share City-Wide Centimeter Resolution Imagemaps
High-resolution image and terrain coverage is now available from a variety of sources. Aircraft systems provide this
geodata with resolutions for US cities as detailed as 30 centimeters (~1 foot) or even down to 7.5 to 10 cm (3 to 4 inches).
Submeter image coverage of this type for many US cities is available for free download from the USGS National Map
Seamless Server (http://seamless.usgs.gov). Some cities acquire annual centimeter-resolution imagery for use as base
maps for planning, mapping, and monitoring changes in urban infrastructure and other projects that require high spatial
detail. An Australian image acquisition company is providing public access to 7.5 cm color imagery updated monthly for
major Australian cities including Melbourne, Perth, Adelaide, Brisbane, and others (try it at http://www.nearmap.com).
Business and private uses of Google and Microsoft high-resolution imagery are already well-established. However,
license restrictions, date of acquisition, extent of coverage, suitable resolution, and other constraints are under their
control and set to optimize their advertising and other paid-for business applications.
TNTmips creates standard web tilesets that can be viewed in Google Maps and Bing Maps 2D and 3D using
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Opera, and Chrome. It also creates sample HTML files allowing you to
immediately view a web tileset from your local drive or from your web site in any of these browsers.

Imagery with ground resolution measured in centimeters and acquired with public funds can be widely shared for viewing
in the familiar Google Maps and Bing Maps 2D and 3D geoviewers when the imagery is published as a single standard
web tileset created in TNTmips. In this fashion each and every basemap image coverage of a city can be easily made
available via the Internet and shared for city management, business activities, and use by private citizens. It can be used
as a current high-detail spatial reference for city personnel responsible for planning, property assessment, policing, fire
services, safety, building permits, contract approval, environmental, waste disposal, water and sewage, road maintenance, city owned property, surveying, information services, GIS support, community and industrial development, and
parks and recreation management. Private organizations can use it for project impact studies. It can be used as a basic for
collecting spatially-oriented public input to a proposed project, vote, tax assessment, and many other issues that require
spatial awareness.
(over)

Above, a TNT display of a tileset prepared in
TNTmips from 10-centimeter (4 inch) resolution
orthoimagery of the city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and published at the URL shown below.
The orange polygon outlines a 180-acre redevelopment area in north Philadelphia. At right, this
same internet tileset is used as a reference layer in the TNT Spatial Editor and zoomed nearly
to its maximum resolution. The footprint of a proposed new housing unit is being outlined as a
vector polygon within the confines of a currently-vacant lot in an area of row houses.
http://www.microimages.com/geodata/742_0/Philadelphia 2008 GM/Philadelphia 2008 GM.tsd
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TNTmips can transform your collection of orthophotos, maps, or terrain of 10 GB, 100 GB, or 1 TB into a standard web
tileset for immediate viewing in Google Maps and Bing Maps 2D and 3D. A tileset can also be produced for immediate
3D viewing of these same materials in the browser version of Google Earth. This Google Earth tileset is portable and can
also be used in field situations where there is no connection to the Internet. A tileset can also be prepared for similar use
in 3D in NASA’s World Wind open source viewer. Any of these tilesets can be added to your web site using the sample
HTML/JavaScript client automatically produced with the tileset or using your custom HTML page. TNTmips also
provides a Geomashup process that you can use to design a custom combination of one of more local and remote tilesets,
base and overlay layers from Google or Bing Maps, and standard or custom tools and controls (see the Technical Guide
entitled Geomedia Publishing: Introduction to Geomashups.
When your custom tileset has been published on the Internet it is available for use not only in the Google and Microsoft
geoviewers, but also in any software that can utilize its standard web tileset structure. Your programs can directly access
a custom local or Internet tileset’s contents using a small open-source TileSet Definition (TSD) file or open-source Tile
Map Service (TMS) file. Geodata read from a tileset through a TSD or TMS link file is georeferenced and can be
displayed and interactively used by a local program, just as any other local reference layer in any other format. For
example, a tileset layer can be directly interpreted in MicroImages’ commercial TNTmips product to create or update
point, line, or polygon features and their attributes or even saved locally in some other geodata format.

The same 10-centimeter imagemap tileset of Philadelphia created in TNTmips and illustrated on the reverse is shown here in
two 3D perspective views in the Bing Maps 3D geobrowser. Bing Maps 3D includes many textured 3D buildings for this and
other cities, enhancing the visual experience of viewing your detailed orthoimagery in 3D. You can view this tileset at the link
shown below:
http://www.microimages.com/geodata/742_0/Philadelphia%202008%20GM/Philadelphia%202008%20GM_BingMaps.html
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Tilesets

Styling Map Elements for Geometric Structures
MicroImages’ KML and SVG geometric tilesets are tiled structures that are created by TNTmips to present map data in a web
browser in styled geometric form for any size area over a range of
Google Maps zoom levels. (See the Tileset Technical Guides entitled SVG Geometric Structure and Geometric KML Structure for
descriptions and illustrations of these TNTmips capabilities.) The
Export Geometric Tileset process, which creates these tilesets, renders geometric elements from a source vector object into KML or
SVG tiles using the display style settings stored with that source
object. The tiles for each zoom level are independently rendered
directly from the source vector object at the map scale corresponding to that Google Maps zoom level. Source vector lines are
automatically simplified (thinned) to reduce line complexity for
successively lower zoom levels (for more details see the Tileset
TechGuide entitled Export Geometric Structures).
The SVG and KML formats used in geometric tilesets differ in
their capabilities to store and present complex map styles. This
Technical Guide presents guidelines for setting up styling for the
various types of geometric elements in the vector objects that you
intend to convert to SVG and KML geometric tilesets. See the
Tutorial entitled Creating and Using Styles for general instructions
on setting up styles for vector elements.
A geometric tileset can be used on a website to present styled map
data over a very large range of map scales. Careful design is required to set the display styles in the TNT vector object you plan to
convert into a geometric tileset so that its graphic elements are
appropriately styled over a large range of map scales. The Tileset
TechGuide entitled Scaling Map Elements for Geometric Structures suggests general strategies for scaling graphic element styles
to produce appropriately-scaled map elements in geometric tilesets.
Styling Polygons
In TNTmips you can style polygon fills using bitmap patterns, hatch
(geometric) patterns, or solid colors with variable transparency.
Bitmap patterns cannot be rendered to geometric tilesets and so
should not be used in your source vector objects. Solid color fills
work best in both KML and SVG geometric tilesets, as they can be
very compactly described in the tile files. Using partially transparent fills allows other underlying layers and the Google Maps base
map to be visible through your tileset overlay. Transparency values of 35% to 50% work well for light-toned to moderate-toned
overlay colors (see illustration below), retaining adequate color
saturation while still allowing underlying layers to be visible.
Geologic map polygons in
a KML geometric tileset
overlay shown over the
Google Maps terrain
basemap. All fill colors for
these polygons in the
source vector object were
set with a transparency of
35%. A global transparency value can also be set in
the Assemble Geomashup
process for all colors in a
tileset layer.

The Assemble Geomashup process lets you select geometric tilesets
to be used as overlays in Google Maps. It also lets you set a global
transparency value for all colors in the layer. This setting overrides any transparency values set for individual colors in the KML
or SVG tile files. Thus you do not need to set transparency values
individually for each fill color in the source vector object prior to
making the tileset; you can instead render fully opaque polygon
fills to the geometric tileset yet display them in the Google Maps
mashup with partial transparency. You can also choose to add a
slider to the layer controls for the mashup that lets the user dynamically alter the transparency of the layer at any time.
Hatch fill patterns can also be rendered to geometric tilesets, but
are not generally practical for KML tilesets because they introduce
too much graphical complexity into the KML tiles. That complexity results in larger KML tile files that take more time to parse and
render in the browser. Because SVG tile files describe graphic
data more compactly and are directly interpreted by browsers, hatch
fill patterns can be used in SVG geometric tilesets without noticeably affecting viewing performance.
Geologic map
polygons in an SVG
geometric tileset
shown over the
Google Maps terrain
basemap. Three of
the polygon classes
show here were
styled using hatch
patterns in the
source vector object.

Vector polygon elements can also be styled in TNTmips with a
border, which can be either a solid line style or a line pattern. If
you wish to use line patterns to style the borders of polygons that
are contiguous (sharing common line boundaries), it is best to style
the polygons without borders and instead apply the desired “border” style to the corresponding line elements in the source vector.
Otherwise the border patterns of adjacent polygons may conflict
with or overwrite each other.
Polygons in a vector object in TNTmips can also be set to show
dynamic text labels from attached attributes in the polygon database. Although the KML format does not support text labels, the
SVG format does. When you make an SVG geometric tileset these
dynamic labels are rendered into the SVG tiles independently for
each zoom level. It is usually best to set the sizes of these labels in
screen pixels independent of map scale so they retain a constant
screen size at all zoom levels. It is also best to set the position
option for these labels in the Vector Layer Controls window to Fit
Inside or None. With this setting, labels are only shown if they fit
inside the parent polygon. Thus at low zoom levels only the larger
polygons have labels, but as you zoom in to higher levels more and
more labels appear as the screen size of the smaller polygons increases (see illustration on the reverse side of this page). You can
(over)
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also set an explicit range of map scales within which the dynamic
labels are shown in the vector object. This scale range is retained
when the vector object is converted to a tileset and so can be used
to exclude labels entirely at the lowest zoom levels.

Google Maps views of SVG geometric tileset with geologic map
polygons created from a TNT vector object with dynamic polygon
labels with positioning setting Fit Inside or None . Left view is at
zoom level 10, right view at zoom level 11. Since polygons and
their labels are rendered to each zoom level independently, more
labels appear at higher zoom levels as the screen size of
polygons increases relative to the fixed-size labels.

Styling Lines
Line elements in TNT vector objects can be styled as solid lines of
varied colors and widths, or using line patterns, such as dashed or
dotted lines. You can also create and use complex static line patterns combining multiple solid, dashed, or dotted elements, or use
CartoScripts to generate complex custom symbols that are rendered
dynamically for each line based on line attributes (see the Tutorial
booklet entitled Using CartoScripts).
Complex line patterns and custom CartoScript line styles are reproduced with excellent fidelity in SVG geometric tilesets, as the
SVG file format directly supports dashed line styles, and individual
components of more complex symbols are rendered as graphic elements into the individual SVG tile files at each zoom level.
Examples of such styles in SVG tilesets are shown in the illustration below.

converts dashed lines to multigeometry elements when creating a
KML geometric tileset. An individual solid line element is stored
for each dash, but all “dash” elements for a particular vector line
are grouped together to share the same style and a single set of
attributes. Complex CartoScript line symbols are also automatically tranferred to KML with each part of the symbol stored as an
individual graphic element, though these symbols are reproduced
in KML less faithfully than in SVG. However, dashed lines and
more complex symbols add significantly to the size and complexity of the KML tile files, which increases the time required in the
browser to interpret and render the elements. Complex line styles
should thus be used sparingly in vector objects that are used as
sources for KML geometric tilesets.
Styling Points
Point elements in TNT vector objects can be styled with:
• geometric symbols ranging from simple predefined shapes to
complex symbols you design,
• bitmap point symbols, and
• custom graphic symbols that are rendered dynamically from
attributes during display using CartoScripts
Geometric point symbols and CartosScript symbols are rendered
directly into the tile files of SVG geometric tilesets as graphic elements with appropriate styling. The SVG format supports the
concept of geometric point symbols, so SVG geometric tilesets
can faithfully reproduce point symbols of varied complexity, including complex custom CartoScript renderings. Bitmap point
symbols are automatically embedded as bitmaps within the individual SVG tile files.
When you create a KML geometric tileset, all static symbols (geometric and bitmap) are rendered to very small PNG image files that
are automatically linked to the output KML files. Each unique
symbol is represented by only a single PNG image file, which is
linked to all occurrences of that symbol in the tileset, avoiding redundant symbol files. These PNG image files are able to reproduce
typical point symbols quite well. If the points in the source vector
object have custom symbols rendered dynamically by a CartoScript,
each part of the resulting symbol is rendered as an individual graphic
element into the KML tile files. This procedure can capture simple
to moderately complex symbols created by CartoScripts. However, the KML file format does not explicitly support the concept
of a geometric point symbol or predefined geometric shapes (circles,
rectangles, etc.), so the KML equivalent of a TNT CartoScript symbol that uses geometric shapes may be only approximated. SVG
tilesets support geometric shapes and do a better job of reproducing complex, CartoScript-rendered symbols.

Google Maps geomashup of several SVG geometric tileset
layers showing elements of a geologic map. SVG layers with
line elements representing fold lines (pink) and faults (black, red,
and green) have complex line symbols created dynamically by
CartoScripts from the line attributes during rendering. These
complex symbols are reproduced well in the SVG tilesets.

On the other hand, the KML file format provides more limited options for styling lines, recording only the color and width of solid
lines. When you are styling vector lines for conversion to a KML
geometric tileset, it is best to use solid line styles with varying widths
and colors. Although the KML format does not explicitly support
dashed lines, the Export Geometric Tileset process automatically

Above, KML geometric tilesets with
PNG point symbols rendered from
simple geometric symbols. Right, SVG
geometric tileset with complex symbols
rendered from TNT CartoScript.
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Tilesets

Tile Image Formats
TNTmips Pro can prepare standard web tilesets whose structure
conforms to those described by Google, Microsoft, and NASA for
their popular viewers. These include:

•
•
•
•

Tile Overlays for Google Maps
Super-Overlays for Google Earth
Custom Tile Layers for Microsoft Bing Maps
Tile Layers for NASA’s World Wind

thus most appropriate for continuous-tone images. If you choose
the JPEG User Defined format or either JPEG + PNG format option, you can specify the desired compression quality using the
Quality numeric field. JPEG files do not support transparency. If
there are non-image areas (whether set to null or left black) within
or around the edge of the input image set, JPEG tiles that cross
these boundaries are black in the non-image area. These marginal
(over)

TNTmips can also create TNT raster object tilesets accessed via TNT Project
Files for use in MicroImages’ commercial products. Each of these standard
tilesets must conform to its vendor’s specific file naming and directory structure.
Each directory level contains tile files of
specified size, image file format, and
zoom level. These tileset structures are
designed to ensure rapid retrieval and
display of the required tiles at any zoom
level.
The Export Raster Tilesets, Auto Mosaic,
and Convert Tileset processes in
TNTmips allow you to choose from the
allowed range of image formats and tile
sizes for the tileset structure you select
from the Target menu. The options on
the Image Format and Tile Size menus in
these processes are summarized in Table
1 below. Compression and transparency
characteristics of the different image formats are summarized in Table 2.
Mosaic window showing input color-infrared orthoimages, with target set to Microsoft Bing
Maps. Insets show image format and tile size options for Bing Maps. These format and size
Image Formats
options are also summarized for all tileset structures in the table below. Bing Maps tilesets
Tiles in a Google Maps,
made from this layout using different file format options are shown on the reverse.
Microsoft Bing Maps, or
NASA World Wind web tileset
Table 1. Image formats and tile sizes available for different tileset structures.
are JPEG and/or PNG files.
Tile Image Format
Tile Sizes
Google Earth is more flexible
(width & height in cells)
Tileset Structure
JPEG PNG GeoTIFF GeoJP2
with regard to tile formats, al256, 128*
Yes
Yes
Google Maps Tile Overlay
lowing TIFF files as an
Yes
Yes
Bing Maps Custom Tile Layer
alternative to JPEG and PNG..
256, 128*
The JPEG + PNG format op512
NASA World Wind Tile Layer
Yes
Yes
tions (described herein) that
Google Earth Super Overlay
Yes
Yes
Yes
256, 512, 1024, 2048
are provided for these tileset
structures create an optimal
TNT tileset raster object
Yes
256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192
Yes
Yes
combination of these tile for* option for tileset display on cell phones
mats for most uses.
A TNT tileset raster object in a Project File links to
tile files in a single format chosen from PNG, GeoTIFF,
or JPEG2000 (GeoJP2) image formats.
JPEG Format
JPEG is a 24-bit color format that provides greater compression than PNG or TIFF, reducing the storage required
for the tileset, but the compression is always lossy and

Table 2. Characteristics of different tile file image formats in tilesets.
JPEG

PNG

TIFF

GeoTIFF

GeoJP2

24

24,8

24

24

24, 16, 8

Compression

Lossy

Lossless

Lossless

Lossless

Lossless
or Lossy

Transparency

No

Yes

No

Yes †

Yes †

Format Characteristics
Color depth (bits)

†

TNT tileset transparency in the TNT products via null mask
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Microsoft Bing Maps Custom Tile Layers created from the mosaic layout shown on the front side of this page. The tile
overlay on the left was created using the JPEG + PNG (8-bit) format option, which uses JPEG format for complete
image tiles and automatically switches to 8-bit PNG format for tiles that cross the edge of the image, providing
transparency for null areas while minimizing stored size. The tile overlay on the right was created with the JPEG Best
Quality format option. Non-image pixels around the edges of the image in the tile overlay are black. In zoomed-out
views these marginal black areas may extend far beyond the edges of the image because Bing Maps tiles have a
fixed size of 256 by 256 cells at all zoom levels and are aligned on a predetermined grid for faster display.

black areas are larger at lower-numbered zoom levels in the output
tileset because web tilesets have fixed tile sizes at all zoom levels,
and tile edges are constrained to a predetermined global grid for
faster display (see the illustration above right). The format options
that mix JPEG and PNG tiles provide an optimal solution to this
situation.
PNG Format
Unlike JPEG and TIFF formats, PNG tiles can incorporate transparency. When TNT processes create tilesets using PNG format,
each PNG tile that includes the boundary of the image area (or of
the bounding area you specify) is automatically set to be transparent over the non-image area of the tile. This edge transparency
provides an attractive edge for image tilesets. PNG format should
also be used for tilesets that are rendered from geometric data (lines
and polygons) to provide transparency for the areas between the
map features.
PNG tiles can be either 8-bit indexed color (using a color palette)
or 24-bit RGB color. PNG 24-bit tiles provide full color fidelity
for continuous-color images. However, 8-bit PNG files are only a
third the stored size of 24-bit files, and the slight color loss associated with conversion to 8-bit is barely noticeable for many aerial
and satellite images. The smaller size of 8-bit PNG files means
that they download and display much faster in a geobrowser than
24-bit PNG tiles. The smaller 8-bit PNG tiles are definitely preferred for map tilesets with few colors and large areas of uniform
color.
Both 24-bit and 8-bit PNG tiles are automatically compressed using a lossless compression scheme that is appropriate for
continuous-tone images as well as map images. However, PNG
tiles of continous-tone images at either color depth are usually significantly larger than JPEG tiles, which use lossy compression. For
example, a fully populated image tile might be 10 to 20 KB in size
in JPEG format, 50 to 89 KB as 8-bit PNG, and 150 to 175 KB in
24-bit PNG format.
JPEG + PNG Format Options
TNT processes that create standard web tilesets provide two for-

mat options that combine JPEG and PNG formats. These options
use JPEG User Defined format for interior, fully-opaque tiles to
provide maximum compression (smallest stored tile size) and automatically switch to PNG format for edge tiles to provide
transparency for non-image areas. You can choose either JPEG +
PNG 8-bit (the default option) or JPEG + PNG 24-bit options.
The JPEG + PNG 8-bit option is the optimal choice for image
tilesets, providing attractive edge transparency while minimizing
the stored size of the tiles, which also maximizes the speed of download and display of the tileset.
TIFF and GeoTIFF Formats
You can use TIFF files in a Google Earth tileset. They are actually
GeoTIFF tiles that can also be used directly as georeferenced images in other processes. You can also select the GeoTIFF tile format
for TNT tileset raster objects. TIFF and GeoTIFF format options
include uncompressed and two lossless compression options
(PackBits and LZW). TIFF format is suitable for any type of image but provides less compression than JPEG or GeoJP2 and does
not provide transparency for non-image pixels when used in Google
Earth tilesets. If you wish to use a format with lossless compression and/or transparency for Google Earth tiles, PNG format is
thus preferable to TIFF.
JPEG2000 (GeoJP2) Format
JPEG2000 (GeoJP2) image format is available for use in TNT tileset
raster objects accessed via Project Files within the TNT products.
JPEG2000 is an advanced image format that provides either lossless
or lossy compression that is superior to that found in JPEG and
TIFF formats. Menu options for JPEG2000 format include Lossless
and two lossy compression options, Best Quality and User-Defined.
If you choose User-Defined lossy compression you can set the desired compression ratio using the Ratio field (see the Technical
Guide entitled Mosaic Directly into JPEG2000).
Although GeoTIFF and GeoJP2 tile formats do not directly support transparency, TNT Tileset Rasters provide transparency for
non-image areas by means of a null mask that is stored with the
tileset and used automatically when the tileset is displayed.
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Tilesets

Remote Diagnostic Tool
Every standard web tileset created in TNTmips is automatically provided with a remote diagnostic tool to permit the designer
of a tileset to check its integrity at any time. The standard HTML files produced with every web tileset created in TNTmips
contain a link to this tool in the JavaScript library at microimages.com. The tool is activated by left-clicking on a hidden button
in the upper left corner of the browser view. This button is hidden because the tool is of no interest to the end user viewing the
tileset in Google Maps or Bing Maps. The tool enables you as the tileset designer to remotely inspect the properties of the
tileset to help you investigate any problems that may have developed in its deployment to or use from a web site. For example,
a zoom level may be missing or particular tiles may be missing or corrupted. The tool allows you to determine the current
zoom level and the tile coordinates, map coordinates, and format of any individual tile, along with other information. MicroImages
recommends that you retain the link to this inspection tool in the HTML you use to publish the tileset. TNTmips also provides
a Validate Tileset process that can scan a complete tileset, report common problems, and repair them (see the Technical Guide
entitled Tilesets: Validate a Structure).
Placing the cursor
near the upper left
corner of the
browser view
reveals the partly
transparent button
to activate the tileset
diagnostic tool and
shows a ToolTip
indicating the
current zoom level.
Left-clicking on the diagnostic tool’s button opens a scrolled
panel over the geobrowser view showing properties of the
tilesets being viewed.
Properties of the View
Zoom level (z), tile row number (y), and tile column number (x)
of the tile at the view center.
Map coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the view center.
Minimum and maximum latitude and longitude of the view area.
General Properties of the Tile Overlays
(The values in this example are for the custom Philadelphia
orthoimage tileset with JPEG and PNG tiles [hosted by MicroImages] and the Google Labels layer).
Entries for JPEG and PNG tile “layers” for the custom orthoimage tileset. Listed for each are the TNTmips version that
created the layer (with version date), the date the layer was
created, the range of available zoom levels, and the minimum
and maximum latitude and longitude of the tiled data. Clicking
on the Base URL web link opens a directory listing of the
master directory containing the tile files.
Entry for Google Labels overlay.

You can edit the values in the tile coordinate fields, then press the select tile button to the right to recenter the browser view at
the new tile coordinates. (Left clicking in a boxed field places the cursor at the end of the number string, as indicated for
illustration purposes by the red line in the “x” field above left; backspace to delete the desired numerals [center above], then
retype the desired value [above right]). You can also recenter by editing the latitude or longitude coordinate and
(over)
pressing the go button.
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Left-clicking within the geobrowser view outlines the boundary of the tile(s) covering that location (red box
above) and selects the overlay tiles at that position. The map and tile coordinates of the point you clicked
are added to the diagnostic tool’s scrolled list (at the top of the visible list in the illustration). Thumbnails of
the overlay tiles at that position, their layer names, and their web addresses (URLs) are also added to the
list. The layer names of missing tiles are highlighted in pink.
Each valid tileset shown in the view has only one tile at a particular location. The orthoimage tileset in this
example was created with both JPEG and PNG tiles, so the tile at the specified location can be either a
JPEG or PNG tile file. The diagnostic report shows a URL for both of these possible tile files. The actual tile
at the position shown in the example is a JPEG file, so its thumbnail is shown in the list. The layer name for
PNG tiles is highlighted as “missing”, but this status does not indicate an error in the tileset. If no tile was
returned by the orthoimage tileset at that location for either format, both layer names would be highlighted in
pink as missing.
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Tilesets

Georeferencing in the Range .5 to 10 meters
Georeferencing spatial data is a common application of TNTmips. This often requires adding control points to your maps,
images, diagrams, or other project materials. It also requires that coordinates in an earth-related coordinate reference system
are available for features in these materials. The source of these map coordinates can be a map, orthoimage, or other
geospatial data that covers the area of your new materials at an appropriate scale and accuracy.
TNT mips provides free on-line access to the latest USDA / NAIP 1-meter color orthoimagery for the conterminous United
States for use in georeferencing your spatial materials of 1- to 20-meter resolution. These high-resolution state tilesets can be
used via the internet from microimages.com as reference images for colocating the control points to be transferred to your
materials.
If your project area is not covered in this imagery, or you have access to higher-resolution imagery, you can easily assemble
your own reference tilesets in TNTmips using any georeferenced maps and imagery of your city, province, or nation. These
tilesets can then be used in your TNTmips via your local network or
via your web site. For example, very high resolution (10 to 100 centimeter) orthoimagery is available for many US cities (see list of coverage
areas at http://seamless.usgs.gov/products/listofortho.php). These images can be downloaded from http://seamless.usgs.gov, assembled into
a tileset, and used in
TNTmips to georeference
your sub-meter resolution
imagery, local maps, or enChoose Web Layer from the Refergineering drawings.
ence View’s Add icon button menu...
...then select the desired state
orthoimage tileset to use as a
reference layer

Georeferencing a historical black-and-white aerial photgraph of Loma Linda California acquired in 1967 (shown
above left) using as a reference image the 2009 California natural-color 1-meter orthoimage tileset viewed directly
from microimages.com (above right). In the Georeference process be sure to choose an appropriate model for
computing residuals; the Plane Projective model was used here to account for distortions due to camera tilt. Add
any of the MicroImages’ state orthoimage tilesets to the reference view by choosing the Web Layer option on the Add
icon button’s menu, then choose the desired tileset from the Select Object window (top).
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Tilesets

Merge Structures
The Merge Tilesets process (Tilesets/Image/Merge) in TNTmips Pro allows you to
merge a few or many standard web tilesets into a single tileset. You can assemble many
spatially-adjacent smaller tilesets created in the Export Raster Tilesets process, such as
state or provincial orthoimage tilesets (“mosaicking” tilesets). The process allows you
to set the range of output zoom levels individually for each input tileset, so you can
also construct a single tileset from a number of spatially-coincident or overlapping
tilesets that contain different zoom level ranges. This capability allows you to combine
imagery tilesets produced from input images with different spatial resolutions (e.g.,
aerial orthophoto and satellite images) or a number of single-zoom-level tilesets created from geometric layers in the Render to Tileset procedure in the Display process
(see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Render from Displayed Layers).
All of the tilesets you select for a single merge operation must be standard web tilesets
of the same type (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google Earth, or NASA Worldwind). The
output of any merge process can be written to a new tileset with its own structure and
TileSet Definition (TSD) link file, or you can merge one or more tilesets into an existing
tileset in place. Tiles from the input tilesets that can be reused without modification are
either copied or moved to the destination tileset. Use the File Handling menu to
choose between copying (which leaves the input
tilesets in place) or moving (which deletes the input
tilesets). In any areas of spatial overlap at individual
zoom levels, new tiles are computed from the input
tiles using the overlap handling rule you select from
the Overlap Method menu, in the same way that overlapping images are handled in the Automatic Mosaic
process. New tiles are also computed as needed for
any output lower-resolution zoom levels that are outside the zoom level range of the inputs. However, a
tileset merge cannot produce higher-resolution
(higher zoom level) tiles from a lower zoom level.

The Export Raster Tilesets and Merge Tilesets
processes are designed to work together to
efficiently assemble very large tilesets. You
can first prepare multiple, spatially-adjoining
smaller tilesets in the Export Raster Tilesets
process, where TNT Job Processing allows
you to run concurrent tileset operations to
exploit your system’s multiple processor cores.
You then use the Merge Tileset process to
assemble these individual tilesets into a single
larger tileset. See the Technical Guide entitled
Tilesets: Assembling Very Large Tilesets .

Add

Remove
Selected

Set All Set Selected
Levels
Levels
Clipping
Areas

Save Job

Queue Job

Run

Choosing Input and Output Tilesets
To select tilesets to merge, use the Add icon button
on the Merge Tilesets window’s toolbar and select
the TSD file representing each tileset. The list in the
Merge Tilesets window shows the name of each input tileset, its range of source zoom levels, and other
details. Then press the Output button to select the
destination. If you are merging to a new tileset, navi- Merge Tilesets process window set to merge individual Google Maps natural-color
gate to the desired drive location and name a new orthoimage tilesets for three states: Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island.
TSD file to identify and describe the new tileset. If
are presented when you select an existing tileset as the process
the Create folder for tileset folder and auxiliary files toggle is
output.
turned on (the default), an enclosing directory is automatically creZoom Level Range
ated with the designated name to contain all of the tileset
A default range of output zoom levels is
constituents, including the TSD file.
automatically computed for each source
Click to change
Alternatively, you can merge one or more tilesets into an existing
tileset and is shown in the Output Levels
output zoom levels
tileset in place by selecting the TSD file of the target tileset as the
column in the tileset list.
output of the process (rather than as one of the input tilesets). The
You can modify the output
input tilesets are then merged into this existing tileset, modifying
level range individually for
its structure and its TSD file. This procedure can be useful if you
each input tileset. The Outneed to add a small area to an existing large tileset (e.g. adding a
put Levels column includes
missing county to a statewide orthoimage tileset). In that case
a small icon button in the shape of a black triangle; pressing this
merging in place can be much faster than creating a completely new
button opens the Select Zoom Level window, in which you can set
tileset, as the existing tiles in the large target tileset do not need to
the output minimum and maximum zoom levels for that tileset. You
be moved or copied to a new location. Because this procedure
can also use the Set All Levels and Set Selected Levels icon butpermanently modifies the target tileset, however, several warnings
(over)
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tons in the Merge Tilesets toolbar to open the Select Zoom Level
window and set the range for one, several, or all inputs at once.
The maximum output level must be equal to or less than the maximum zoom level in the source tileset. If you set a lower output
maximum, any higher zoom levels in the input tileset are ignored
and not used to create the output.
The output minimum zoom level you set can be equal to, less than,
or greater than the minimum level in the source tileset. If you set
the output minimum to a higher value than the minimum source
zoom, the lower-numbered zoom levels in that tileset are ignored
when constructing the merged tileset. If your output minimum is
less than that of the source, tiles for these reduced-resolution zoom
levels are automatically computed when needed from the higherresolution zoom levels. If your zoom level range settings are such
that an area of a particular zoom level could be populated either by
existing tiles at that level from one of the inputs or tiles recomputed
from a higher-resolution source, preference is given to the higherresolution source. Thus when you are merging tilesets that overlap
spatially but include different zoom level ranges, the minimum output zoom level you set for each input is critical in determining
which imagery appears at the lower zoom levels in the merged result (see illustrations below for examples).
Example 1: Merge Adjoining Tilesets (tileset “mosaic”)
Input
Input Tilesets
Zoom
A
B
Levels

Merged Tilesets Using Different
Output Minimum Zoom Level for A
Output Minimum Zoom Levels:
A = B = 11
A = 12, B = 11

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Image Format
The Image Format menu allows you to set the tile file format(s) to
use in the merged tileset. The output format need not be the same
as that of the input tilesets, but using a different output format
requires that tile files that could be merely copied if using the same
format will instead have their contents read and converted to the
new file format(s), increasing processing time If the format selection includes JPEG, you can set a quality percentage value for the
JPEG compression and choose whether to apply this quality setting only to new JPEG tiles (created by merging overlapping input
tiles) or to also recompress existing JPEG tiles. See the TechGuide
entitled Tilesets: Tile Image Formats for more information about
image formats in tilesets.
Clipping Areas and Bounding Region
You can define a specific spatial portion of any input tileset(s) to
use within the merge operation by designating a clipping area for
each of the desired tilesets. You can also define a project boundary
(bounding region) to limit the overall extents of the output tileset,
and set buffer distances for the bounding region and clipping areas. Procedures for setting clipping areas and a bounding region
are described in the TechGuides Tilesets: Extract Structures and
Tilesets: Clipping to a Project Boundary.
You can use the Merge Tilesets process to “mosaic” adjoining and/
or partially overlapping tilesets (for example, orthoimage tilesets of
adjacent states or counties). In the example to the left, Google
Maps tilesets A (zoom levels 17 through 12) and B (zoom levels 15
through 11) are merged. Two sample outputs are illustrated. With
the output minimum zoom level set to 11 for both tilesets (the default
setting), this minimum zoom level is populated with imagery from
both input tilesets; the tiles at level 12 of tileset A are automatically
resampled to produce the new reduced-resolution tiles for its
portion of the merged tileset. With the minimum zoom level for
tileset A set to 12 (same as its input), zoom level 11 in the merged
tileset only contains tile data from tileset B. Because only tileset A
contains data at zoom levels 16 and 17, the merged tileset in both
cases only contains tiles in those zoom levels for the area contributed by tileset A.

Example 2: Merge Tilesets by Zoom Level
Merged Tilesets Using Different Output Minimum Zoom Level for Tileset C

Input
Zoom
Levels

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Input Tilesets

Selected Output
Zoom Levels

Merge I

Selected Output
Zoom Levels

Merge II

Selected Output
Zoom Levels

A

A
13 to 11

A
13 to 11

A
13 to 11

B

B
15 to 14

B
15 to 14

B
15 to 14

C

C
17 to 16

C
17 to 14

C
17 to 11

The Merge Tilesets process lets you specify the output range of
zoom levels to create from each input tileset. This feature allows
you to merge tilesets produced from imagery with different spatial
resolution covering the same (or overlapping) areas and affords
you control over which imagery is used to populate each zoom
level in the merged tileset. In the example illustrated above, three
tilesets with different ranges of zoom levels are merged. Three
sample merged outputs are illustrated. In all of the sample cases,
the output zoom level ranges set for tilesets A and B are the same
as their input ranges, which do not overlap. The output zoom level
range is varied in each case for tileset C, which has input zoom
levels 17 and 16 and covers only part of the area covered by
tilesets A and B. In sample merge I, the output zoom level range for
tileset C is the same as its input range. In this case each zoom

Merge III

level range in the merged output contains tiles from only one input
tileset, so producing the output tiles merely involves copying (or
moving) them from the input to the output destination. In sample
merge II, a lower output minimum zoom level (14) is set for tileset C.
Because in overlap areas tiles recomputed from higher zoom levels
are created in preference to existing low-resolution tiles, zoom
levels 15 and 14 of the output tileset contain imagery from both
tileset C (in its area of coverage) and tileset B (outside the area
covered by C). In sample merge III, the output minimum zoom level
for tileset C is set to zoom level 11, the same as the minimum input
level for tileset A. As a result, the tileset C imagery is propagated
all the way through the zoom levels to the minimum zoom level 11,
and the three lowest-resolution zoom levels all include imagery
from tilesets A and C.
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Tilesets

1-meter Stereo of Anywhere in the USA
MicroImages provides free access via the Internet to 1-meter color orthoimagery of the conterminous United States. Color USDA / NAIP
imagery is available for multiple years for most states from 2003 onward. You can use this detailed color imagery in your TNT product
(including the $200 TNTmips Basic) to view any USA land area in stereo using your stereo viewing device. Simply add the appropriate
state web tileset to a 2D view, add any other layers of interest, and convert the view to stereo using the Stereo icon button on the View
window. When prompted to select a terrain layer, simply select the USA 10-meter NED web terrain tileset or a more detailed 3-meter LIDAR
web terrain tileset (available for selected states). The stereo conversion then automatically uses and resamples this web terrain tileset to
create the stereo separation in the View.
If your area of interest is not covered in this USA 1-meter imagery, or you have access to higher-resolution imagery, you can assemble
georeferenced images of your project, city, province, or nation into standard web tilesets. These custom tilesets can then be used from a
local drive or from your web site as a layer in any TNT 2D
Global, USA, Canada, and Brazil DEMs in TNT raster tileset form
view and converted to a stereo view using the web terrain
are also available for FREE download and your local use in TNT
tilesets noted above. If you wish even greater stereo spatial
stereo views:
accuracy, you can also build higher-resolution DEMs using
http://www.microimages.com/geodata-htm/elevation/index.htm
the terrain and LIDAR analysis features built into every
TNTmips.
Press the Add Web Layer
icon button and choose
the desired USA state
tileset to display.
Press the Stereo icon button and choose
a web terrain tileset covering your area of
interest.

Stereo Modes Supported:
Anaglyph (color filter glasses
provided with TNTmips)

Passive (polarized filter glasses)

Active (shutter-glasses)

Autostereoscopic (glasses-free)

Anaglyph stereo display of the town of Circleville, West Virginia and surroundings using
1-meter West Virginia 2011 orthoimage tileset and 3-meter West Virginia LIDAR web
terrain tileset, both published at www.microimages.com and available for use in every
TNT product, including the low-cost TNTmips Basic.
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Tilesets

10-meter Stereo of Anywhere in the World
MicroImages provides free access via the Internet to a ~10-meter global Landsat image. Your TNT product, including the $200
TNTmips Basic, can use this circa 2000 image to view any land area including many islands in stereo using your stereo viewing
device. Simply add this tileset to a 2D view, add any other layers of interest, and convert the view to stereo using the Stereo icon
button on the View window. When prompted to select a terrain layer, simply select the ASTER 30-meter global web terrain tileset
or the SRTM 90-meter global web terrain tileset. The stereo conversion then automatically uses and resamples the selected web
terrain tileset to create the stereo separation in the View.
If the ground detail or color rendering of this global image are not adequate for your purposes, or you have access to higherresolution imagery, you can assemble georeferenced images of your project, city, province, or nation into standard web tilesets.
These tilesets can then be used from a local drive or from
Global, USA, Canada, and Brazil DEMs in TNT raster tileset form
your web site as a layer in any TNT 2D view and conare also available for FREE download and your local use in TNT
verted to a stereo view using the web terrain tilesets noted
stereo views:
above. If you wish even greater stereo spatial accuracy,
http://www.microimages.com/geodata-htm/elevation/index.htm
you can also build higher-resolution DEMs using the terrain and LIDAR analysis features built into every TNTmips.

Press the Add Web Layer
icon button and choose
the Global Landsat 7-4-2
tileset to display.
Press the Stereo icon button and choose
a global web terrain tileset.

Stereo Modes Supported:
Anaglyph (color filter glasses
provided with TNTmips)

Passive (polarized filter glasses)

Active (shutter-glasses)

Autostereoscopic (glasses-free)

Anaglyph stereo display of a confluence of valleys in the Pamir Mountains, Tajikistan
using the ~10-meter global Landsat 742 tileset published at www.microImages.com
and 30-meter ASTER web terrain tileset, published at microimages.com and available
for use in every TNT product, including the low-cost TNTmips Basic.
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Tilesets

Update USA Map Features
MicroImages provides free direct use via the Internet of the latest available 1-meter USDA / NAIP color orthoimagery
tilesets of the conterminous United States. You can use this imagery in the TNT products to view any area in the USA directly
at any appropriate scale. Used as reference images in TNT’s integrated, powerful Spatial Editor, these new images can be
interpreted to create or update your custom map layers. The points, lines, polygons, attributes, and style assignments you edit
or create can be in CAD, vector, or shape format.
If your area of interest is not covered in this USA 1-meter imagery, or you have access to higher-resolution imagery, you can
use TNTmips to assemble georeferenced images of your project, city, province, or nation into standard web tilesets. Your
custom tilesets can then be viewed from a local drive, LAN, or your web site and interpreted by any local or remote TNT
product. The TNT Spatial Editor also supports the use of multiple geolocked views. This permits viewing and editing using
reference tilesets from your network along with local images and map data of the same area (e.g. the 1-meter imagery in one
view, an existing map in another, and so on).
Choose Web Layer from the Editor View’s Add icon button menu...
...then select the desired USA state orthoimage tileset to display.

Adding lines for a newly-constructed highway
to a road map of Utah County, Utah (vector
object) in the TNTmips Editor using the 2011
1-meter Utah orthoimage tileset viewed from
www.microimages.com as a reference layer
(left window). The second geolocked view
window (top) shows these new lines over a
reference state orthoimage tileset from 2009.
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Import-Export

EPANET Pipe Networks in TNTmips
Physical Components in
the EPANET Network Model
Line Elements

Node Elements

Pipe

Junction

Pump

Tank

Valve

Reservoir

EPANET
EPANET is a free Windows computer program developed by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPANET
performs simulations of hydraulic and water quality behavior
within pressurized pipe networks, such as a city water supply
system. A network can consist of pipes, pipe junctions, pumps,
valves, storage tanks, and reservoirs. EPANET tracks the flow
of water in each pipe, the pressure in each node, and the
height of water in each tank or reservoir during a simulation
period consisting of multiple time steps. It can also track the
concentration of a chemical species throughout the network
during the simulation period. EPANET can be used to help
assess alternative design and management strategies for
improving water flow and water quality throughout a system.

In TNTmips you can create, edit, import, and export vector objects
representing pipe networks that conform to the model used by the
free EPANET hydraulic simulation program (see box above). The
EPANET model represents physical components of a pipe network
as geometric elements. Pipes, pumps, and valves are line elements
(links in EPANET terminology). Pipe junctions, tanks, and reservoirs are node elements. Many hydraulic properties of these
elements, as well as simulation settings, are also stored in attribute
tables. The EPANET auxiliary text file format (*.INP) is the interchange format between EPANET and TNTmips. Both TNTmips
and EPANET can import and export attributed pipe networks as
INP files, along with any simulation settings. TNTmips can also
create and edit pipe network vector objects with the EPANET network schema. These networks can be exported to EPANET via an
INP file to run hydraulic simulations. A georeferenced pipe network vector object can thus be part of a full infrastructure GIS in
TNTmips while still being a source for hydraulic simulations and
analysis.
Import from EPANET INP
To import an EPANET network text file, choose the INP file using
the Select Files button in the Import process window (Main / Import; see illustration above right). This action automatically selects
the EPANET format in the format list. Pressing the Next button on
the Import window opens the standard Import Parameters window.
There are no format-specific import settings for EPANET files.
Press Import on the Import Parameters window to select or create a
Project File for the imported vector object and to name the object.
The EPANET import in TNTmips creates a vector object with network topology. This topology level allows the vector object to
include line elements that cross without an intersecting node, in

A pipe network vector
object displayed in
TNTmips after import
from an EPANET INP file.

Import and Import Parameters windows for EPANET.

this case representing pipes that cross over/under each other without a physical junction. The EPANET INP file specifies for each
line element the identity of the starting and ending nodes. The
imported vector object in TNTmips replicates these node-line relationships so that the directionality of all elements in the hydraulic
network are preserved.
The EPANET import in TNTmips imports all of the component
and network property tables found in the INP file and attaches
records to the appropriate network elements. EPANET INP files
include separate tables for each type of network component (such
as pipes and tanks) but no master node and line tables that identify
the component types for each element in one easily accessible
place. To remedy this lack and simplify element styling, querying,
and other operations in TNTmips, the EPANET import creates Link
Type and Node Type tables to identify the element types, as illustrated on the next page.
MicroImages has created CartoScripts (EPANETlines.qry and
(over)
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Editing or Creating a Pipe Network in TNTmips
You can change the hydraulic property attributes of a pipe network
vector object in the TNTmips Display process by opening the relevant table, selecting the desired element in the View, and editing
the value of the property in the table (see the Tutorial entitled Managing Geoattributes).

When importing an INP file, TNTmips
creates a Link Type table with records
identifying pipes, pumps, and valves;
and a Node Type table identifying pipe
junctions, reservoirs, and tanks.

EPANETpts.qry) to reproduce in
TNTmips views the pipe network element
symbols shown in EPANET. (These symbols are shown in the illustration at the top
of the previous page.) The EPANET import in TNTmips automatically sets the
style options for the new vector object to use these CartoScripts.
Because vector node elements in TNTmips cannot be directly styled
by script or by attribute, the controls for point elements are enabled for this purpose instead. As illustrated below, on the Points
tabbed panel of the Vector Layer Controls window the Style menu
selection is automatically set to By Script and the EPANETpts
CartoScript is automatically set as the style script.

Pipe network nodes styled By Script using the Point display
controls.

Georeferencing a Pipe Network Imported from EPANET
The network graphic in EPANET can be an accurate map representation or merely a schematic diagram, with arbitrary coordinates
designating only relative positions of network elements. Each link
(line) element in EPANET must be attributed with a Length value
(in feet or meters) along with other hydraulic properties in the
element’s record in the component table. It is these Length attribute values that are used in EPANET’s hydraulic simulation
computations rather than values derived from element coordinates.
Even if a network was created in EPANET using map coordinates,
the INP file contains no information on the coordinate reference
system.
In order to display or edit an imported pipe network with other
geospatial data, you will therefore need to use the Georeference
process in TNTmips (Main / Georeference) to set the coordinate
reference system and location of the pipe network vector object. If
you can ascertain that the INP file contains map coordinates and
have information on the coordinate reference system used, you can
use the Georeference process to set up Implied Georeference (which
indicates that the internal element coordinates should be interpreted
as map coordinates in the designated reference system; see the Technical Guide entitled Georeference: Simple and Implied). If the
INP files uses arbitrary coordinates, you can use a reference image
or geometric object to set up georeference control points for the
imported pipe network (see the TechGuide entitled Georeference:
Overview).

You can use the Editor in TNTmips (Main / Edit) to move or add
physical components to an imported pipe network or to create a
new vector
Create Object
Choose Network
object
in
topology and the
which you
EPANET schema
when creating a
can construct
new pipe network
your own
vector object.
pipe network
for use in
TNTmips
and EPANET (see the
Tutorial entitled Editing
Vector Geodata).
To create a new vector
object in the Editor,
press the Create Object
icon button on the Editor Layer Manager and
choose Vector from the
menu. In the New Object Values window,
select Network from the
Topology Level menu and EPANET from the Schema menu (see
illustration above). These settings create a new vector object with
all of the node and line attribute tables required or permitted in
EPANET INP files and also set up the network element styling by
script in the same fashion as the INP import. As you use the Editor
to create the elements of your pipe network, you will need to assign
the network properties and the hydraulic properties for each element that are necessary to carry out EPANET simulations.
Exporting a Pipe Network to EPANET INP
You can use the Export process (Main / Export) to export a pipe
network vector object to an INP file in order to run a simulation in
EPANET. In the Export window, choose EPANET from the format list and then select the vector object to export. Press the Next
button to open the Export Parameters window. If the vector object
has control point georeference, a toggle button labeled Export as
Map Coordinates is active in this window. Turn this toggle on if
you wish to transfer element coordinates as map coordinates rather
than arbitrary object coordinates. Press the Export button to designate the name and location for the new INP file and complete the
export.

INP files do not include EPANET simulation results; these can be
saved in EPANET in other text and binary file formats. Thus there
is no need to re-import the network to TNTmips after running an
EPANET simulation.
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Feature Mapping

Interactive Image Classification
Feature Mapping is a multispectral image classification process that couples your visual interpretive skills with automated
image analysis methods. The goal of this interactive process
(Image / Interpret / Feature Map) is to subdivide an image
spatially into a set of spectral categories, or feature classes,
that you define based on your visual analysis and knowledge of
the image area. Using Feature Mapping’s interactive tools, you
indicate image locations that are representative of a particular
feature class, then let the tool automatically find image cells

Feature Mapping provides three main methods for assigning
image areas to feature classes: define samples and mark features, grow and mark features, and draw features. You can
switch between these classification methods at any time.

Define Samples and

Mark Features

Using the Define Samples tool, you can designate any number
of sample cells that are representative of a single feature class,
then run a Classify procedure that automatically finds unclassified cells with similar spectra throughout the image,
producing a set of class prototypes. Sample cells

Feature Mapping window showing partial results of interactive analysis of a portion of a Landsat satellite image of an arid region in the
southwestern United States. Surface exposures of different types of rocks are being mapped to create a geologic map. The feature
classes (rock units in this example) are shown in different colors in a Features raster overlay in the view and in the feature legend in the
window’s sidebar. Six bands of the Landsat image are being analyzed, while the reference false-color image (shown by itself above right)
shows bands 7, 4, and 2 as red, green, and blue, respectively.

that are spectrally similar. Your reference view of the image
can be a single image band, an RGB color combination of three
of the bands, or another color combination (HIS, CMYK, and
others). While your visual interpretation is typically limited to a
color combination of 3 bands, the automated analysis procedures in Feature Mapping can simultaneously process any
number of image bands that you have selected for analysis.
After any automated procedure, you have the choice whether
or not to assign the identified cells (a prototype feature) to the
designated class.
You can add feature classes at any time during your analysis,
giving each a name and assigning it a color. The areas that you
map and assign to a feature class are recorded in a Features
raster that is displayed as an overlay on top of the reference
image. Your feature class definitions and styles are saved automatically when you save the Features raster (File / Features /
Save), and you can reload a saved Features raster in a later
session along with the image bands if needed. You can use
Feature Mapping to completely classify an image or to create a
set of training areas to be used in the Automatic Classification
process (Image / Interpret / Auto-Classify).

and prototypes are indicated temporarily in the Features overlay in unique colors. You can then examine the individual
prototype cell clusters (as in the illustration below) and decide
which ones to assign to the current feature class using the
Mark Features tool. Unclassified “holes” in the prototypes also
can be automatically “filled” (assigned to the feature class) during the marking step if you choose. This method is described
further in the Technical Guide entitled Feature Mapping: Define Samples and Mark Features.

Above left, sample cells (yellow, indicated by arrows) placed with
the Define Samples tool for a prospective feature class. Above
right, class prototype patches (red) found by the Classify procedure.
(over)
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Grow and Mark Features
With the Grow and Mark Features tool, you left-click at a representative location within a prospective feature, and the tool
attempts to grow a single prototype feature patch by finding a
contiguous (connected) set of unclassified cells with similar
spectra. You can vary the rate of growth of the prototype
using the mouse wheel or icon buttons to control the size and
spectral variability of the prototype produced, as illustrated
below. You can then choose whether or not to add the prototype to the current feature class (mark the feature) and optionally
fill holes in the prototype. This method is described in more
detail in the TechGuide entitled Feature Mapping: Grow Feature Prototypes.

A feature prototype (red area) being defined with the Grow and
Mark Features tool. The growth rate has been increased from left
to right to produce a larger prototype. When you add the prototype
to a feature class, the unclassified holes inside it can be automatically added to the class as well if you choose.

Draw Features
In addition to the automated tools noted above, the Draw Features tool set allows you to manually add to or edit the set of
features you are creating. Using these drawing tools (point,
line, polygon, rectangle, and circle) you can draw and add individual features, draw prototypes for later assignment to features,
and change all or part of an existing feature to another feature
class (or to unclassified). You can also draw protected areas
to be left unclassified by the automated classification procedures. These activities are described in more detail in the
TechGuide entitled Feature Mapping: Draw Features, Prototypes, and Protected Areas.

Add
Remove
Region of Interest
Region of Interest
You can use the Region of Interest tool to draw one or more
polygons to limit the spatial area to be analyzed by the automatic classification procedures. After drawing a polygon, you
can use the Add or Remove icon buttons on the toolbar to add
or remove the enclosed area from the Region of Interest. The
Region of Interest is created as a temporary mask raster that
shows excluded areas grayed-out in the view. You can clear
excluded areas at any time by choosing File / Region of Interest / All. You can also save the Region of Interest as a raster
object in a Project File for later re-use if needed (File / Region
of Interest / Save).
Other Feature Mapping Aids
The Features overlay uses solid colors to indicate different feature classes, so the areas of the image that you
have already classified are obscured in the main view by
this overlay. You can open an additional view window
that shows the reference image with a Feature Outlines
overlay, which has a one-cell-wide outline of each feature class rather than solid color fills. This Feature Outlines
overlay is automatically created and updated from the Features
raster as you work, so you can use the added View to refer
more clearly to the reference image as your classification
progresses (see the TechGuide entitled View Features as Outlines for more information).

Additional
Feature
Mapping view
showing
Feature
Outlines to
provide a
clearer view of
the reference
image.

If you have a vector object with polygons outlining features
pertinent to your classification, you can add the vector object
as a Reference Vector and use any of its polygons to limit the
area of prototypes created with the Define Samples classification procedure (see the TechGuide entitled Feature Mapping:
Using a Reference Vector).

Polygon tool (above left) and circle tool (above right) in the Draw
Features tool set being used to outline areas to be added to feature
classes.

Although the main product of Feature Mapping is the Features
raster, you also have the option to save the feature information
as a vector object in a Project File, or as a KML file for 3D
perspective viewing in Google Earth (see the TechGuide entitled Feature Mapping: Save Features as Vector and KML).
You also have the option to create a text report that summarizes statistics for each feature patch, including the feature
assignment, line and column number of the feature patch centroid, the number of cells, area covered, and boundary length.
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Feature Mapping

Draw Features, Prototypes and Protected Areas
In addition to automated tools for classifying multispectral images, the Feature Mapping process in TNTmips
provides drawing tools that let you manually modify the set of features you are creating. Using the Draw Features tool set (icon illustrated to the left) you can draw and add individual features, draw prototypes for later
assignment to features, change all or part of an existing feature to another feature type (or unclassified), and define protected
areas to be left unclassified by the auPoint Polygon Circle
tomated classification procedures
Draw
Features
(Define Samples and Grow and
Mark Features). You can switch beSettings
Line Rectangle
tween classification tools at any time. When you turn on the Draw Features icon button, additional
icon buttons appear to the right on the Feature Mapping toolbar

When you turn on the Draw Features (right). These icons let you activate the desired drawing tool
tool set using its icon button on the Fea- (point, line, polygon, rectangle, or circle). The Settings icon
opens a menu (right) that lets you choose the line/
ture Mapping toolbar, additional icon button
polygon drawing mode (Draw or Stretch) and provides an
buttons appear on the toolbar (illus- option for clearing the contents of the current drawing tool.
trated to the right), and a small Draw
Features window opens. The icon buttons allow you to choose a specific drawing tool: point, line,
polygon, rectangle, or circle. A Settings button provides a menu that lets you clear the drawing tool
and change between standard modes for drawing lines or polygons (Draw or Stretch). The Draw
Features window (illustrated to the right) provides two menus, each of which allows you to choose
an established feature class, Unclassified, Prototype, or Protected. The Change from menu sets the feature
class or other area type to operate on, and the Change to menu sets the output assignment. The Add option
at the bottom of the menu opens a dialog that allows you to define one or more additional feature classes.
Draw Feature or Prototype
In some cases you may wish to assign an area to a single feature class despite the fact that it includes different
surface materials exhibiting varied spectral signatures (producing different colors in your reference RGB band combination).
The example in the illustration below at left is a dry lake bed in an arid region, shown in an ASTER satellite image using a
false-color band combination.
Using the Polygon tool to outline
The lower portion of the lake bed
a previously unclassified area
is covered by precipitated salt
(left) and assign it to a feature
class. The mapped feature
(shown in the cyan color in the
(blue) is shown below.
reference image), while higher
areas are covered by dark mud
(dark gray color). Mapping this
composite feature using the automated classification tools
(Define Samples or Grow and
Mark Features) would be cumbersome, so it may be easier to
simply draw the feature using the
Polygon tool provided by the
Draw Features mode as shown.
To draw a new feature in a previously unclassified area, choose Unclassified from the
Change from menu, then choose the desired output feature class from the Change to menu. Use any of the provided
drawing tools to draw or outline the feature, then right-click to assign the area to the feature class. Instead of drawing
features directly, you can draw areas as prototypes, groups of cells that are indicated by a special color in the Feature
Mapping window but have not yet been assigned to a feature class. To do so, choose Prototype from the Change to menu
instead of a feature class. Once you have drawn one or more prototypes, you can use the Mark Features tool to choose which
ones to assign to particular classes (see the Technical Guide entitled Feature Mapping: Define Samples and Mark Features).
(over)
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Reassign Feature Areas
You can also use the Draw Features tool
set to assign a previously-classified feature or group of features to a different
feature class or to mark those cells as
unclassified. In the Draw Features window, use the Change from menu to
choose the feature class of the feature(s)
you want to change, and the Change to
menu to select the output feature class
(or Unclassified). Use the Polygon, Rectangle, or Circle tool to enclose all of the
features you want to reclassify, then
right-click to make the assignment. In
the example illustrated here, an area incorrectly assigned to the Granite feature
class (pink color) is changed to Unclassified using the Rectangle tool in the Draw Features tool set.

An area erroneously
mapped as the
Granite feature
class (pink, left) is
set back to unclassified (below) using
the Rectangle tool in
the Draw Features
tool set.

Draw Protected Areas
The Draw Features tool can be used to designate areas to be excluded from any manual or automated classification procedures in Feature Mapping. Such areas are designated as Protected. To create protected areas using the Draw Features tool
set, choose Protected from the Change to menu in the Draw Features window before outlining the desired area. One
application of protected areas, illustrated below, is to protect islands (real or virtual) within a prototype area from being
assigned to the designated feature class along with the surrounding prototype by the optional hole-filling procedure (Options /
Hole-Filling).

Lake with islands in Landsat Band 7-4-2
reference image.
When a prototype is marked (assigned to a
feature class), holes of any size within the
prototype are automatically filled when the
hole-filling option is turned on (Options /
Hole-Filling). When prototype features have
been identified with the Define Samples tool,
you can easily designate unclassified
“holes” as Protected so that they will not
become part of the feature when the
prototype is marked. These illustrations
show an example of actual islands within a
lake. After a prototype is created for the
lake surface using the Define Samples tool,
the Draw Features polygon tool is used to
protect the islands. Because only unclassified cells were set to be protected, there
was no need to meticulously draw the exact
outlines of the islands.

Prototype (orange) from Define Samples
tool covering lake surface and surrounding
the islands.

Drawing polygon around islands using
Draw Features tool to change Unclassified
cells to Protected.

Islands now Protected (green), so the holefilling procedure will not mark these areas as
water along with the lake surface.

Lake surface prototype assigned to Water
feature class (blue).
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Feature Mapping

Grow Feature Prototypes
Feature Mapping is an interactive image classification
process in TNTmips that provides you with several
tools for assigning image areas to different spectral feature classes. The Define Samples tool lets you identify
spectrally similar but discontinous patches over the entire image,
then decide which ones to assign to a class. In contrast, the Grow
and Mark Features tool (icon illustrated above left) lets you define
one feature area at a time and use the mouse wheel to vary the size
and spectral variability of the area to assign to a class.
To use the Grow and Mark Features tool, you left-click in a representative area of a feature you are trying to map. The process first
looks at the local neighborhood around the click point to determine
initial cell value ranges in each image band. It then expands these
value ranges and identifies all contiguous image cells around the
click point with values within the new ranges. These cells are
identified on screen in color as a feature prototype. The expansion

Initial Feature Prototype (yellow)

Decrease Growth Factor

Clear Samples
and Protypes

Minimum Growth Factor

Maximum Growth Factor

icon button, or simply left-click elsewhere in the image to clear the
prototype and start a new one.
When growing prototypes, The Grow and Mark Features tool only
considers cells that are not already assigned to a feature class and
that have not been set as protected using the Draw Features tool.
By default Feature Mapping automatically fills holes that are wholly
enclosed within a prototype area when you mark it. This behavior
can be turned off /on using an entry on the Options menu.

Prototype expanded using mouse wheel

Using the Grow and Mark Features tool: left-click within the desired image feature to create
a prototype consisting of contiguous cells similar in spectral properties to the neighborhood
where you clicked. Use the mouse wheel to grow or shrink the prototype area. Right-click
to assign the prototype to the currently-selected feature class (“marking” the feature). If the
hole-filling option is turned on, fully-enclosed holes within the prototype are filled when the
feature is marked. In this example, distinctive alluvial fan deposits are
mapped using 9 bands of an ASTER satellite image scene. A false-color
reference image consisting of middle-infrared, color-infrared, and visible
green bands is shown.

of the value ranges (and size of the prototype area) is limited by a
growth factor. You can use the mouse wheel to vary the growth
factor and thus the size of the prototype area found. Roll the
mouse wheel toward you to increase the growth factor and grow
the prototype area; roll the mouse wheel away from you to decrease the growth factor and shrink the prototype area. Alternatively,
you can use the Increase Growth Factor and Decrease Growth Factor buttons on the Feature Mapping window toolbar (illustrated in
the top right corner of this page) to adjust the prototype size. You
can also quickly reset the growth factor to either its minimum or
maximum value using the Minimum Growth Factor and Maximum
Growth Factor buttons. When you are satisfied with the size of the
prototype, right-click to assign its cells to the currently-selected
feature class (“marking” the feature). You can instead clear the
current prototype by pressing the Clear Samples and Prototypes

Increase Growth Factor

Grow and Mark
Features Tool

Prototype expanded further; right-click
to mark (assign to feature class)

Marked feature
using hole filling

If a prototype feature is still growing after a specified number of
seconds has passed, a window (illustrated above) opens that asks
if you want to continue growing the feature or if you’d like to retry
with a reduced growth factor. You can also click on Cancel to clear
the prototype. The Options / Growth Verify Time menu lets you set
the growth time limit to 1 second (the default) or 2, 5, 10, 30, or 60
seconds.
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Feature Mapping

View Features as Outlines
The image areas that you classify interactively in
the Feature Mapping process in TNTmips are recorded as areas of solid color in a Features raster.
This raster layer overlays the image you are using
as a visual reference in the Feature Mapping main
view, so the image areas you have already classified are obscured beneath the feature class colors.
As a solution to this issue, Feature Mapping also
provides a Feature Outlines raster layer.
Feature Outlines is a raster that provides a one-cell
wide outline of each feature class area, allowing
the reference image to be visible in the interior portions of each feature area. This temporary raster
is automatically created and updated from the Features raster as you work. The Feature Outlines
layer is automatically shown instead of the Features layer in the Locator view in the sidebar but is
hidden by default in the main view. You can use
Feature Mapping window showing pond (blue) and wetland (green) feature
the Show / Hide checkboxes in the sidebar to turn
classes mapped in a small area of the Sandhills region of Nebraska, USA, using a
on the Feature Outlines and turn off the Features
4-band orthoimage. A color-infrared reference image using three of the image
layer in the main view to enhance visibility of the
bands is shown. The Features raster with its opaque colors is shown in the main
reference image while still keeping track of the areas
view by default but is hidden in the Locator. Conversely the temporary Feature
already mapped. However, a more effective op- Outlines raster is shown by default in the Locator but hidden in the main view.
tion is to open an additional view window (View /
Outlines raster layer is turned on by default instead of the FeaOpen Additional View). Additional Feature Mapping views intures raster. Thus you can continue to work with the Features
clude all of the layers shown in the main view, but the Feature
raster shown in the main view while referring as
needed to the secondary view showing the reference image overlaid by the Feature Outlines.
At any time you can also save the feature class
areas as a vector object that can be displayed in
any TNT view and/or as a KML file for viewing
the features in 3D in Google Earth (see the Technical Guide entitled Feature Mapping: Save
Features as Vector and KML).

Wetland
feature
outlines

Pond
feature
outlines

An additional Feature Mapping View window (above)
includes all of the layers shown in the main window but
with default visibility of the Features and Feature Outlines
rasters reversed: the Feature Outlines layer is shown and
the Features layer is hidden by default in the additional view.
A portion of this view is shown magnified to the right to more
clearly show the 1-cell wide outlines of each feature area. The
additional Feature Mapping view thus allows you to continuously
see the image areas that you have already mapped as features for
reference as you continue mapping features.
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Feature Mapping

Define Samples and Mark Features
Feature Mapping, the interactive image classification process in TNTmips, provides several tools that let you guide
your computer in identifying areas to assign to different spectral feature classes. You can use the Grow and Mark Features
tool to click within a feature area and automatically find contiguous cells with similar spectra (see the Technical Guide
entitled Feature Mapping: Grow Feature Prototypes). In
contrast, with the Define Samples tool you identify a number
of sample cells for a feature, automatically find cells with
similar spectra throughout the image (a class prototype), then
decide which prototype cell clusters to assign to the feature
class using the Mark Features tool.

Define Samples and Classify
After activating the Define Samples tool, left-click
at one or more locations in the image that you think
are representative of a single feature class. Each
image cell you click on becomes a sample that is shown in
color in the Features overlay, and whose cell values in each
analyzed band are recorded. (You can remove a sample with
a shift-click or control-click.) Choose Options / Show Values to open a Sample Values window that shows the current
minimum and maximum cell value in each band for the sample
set. The Cursor column in the Sample Values window also
shows the cell values for the current cursor location as you
move the cursor over the image. Any values in this column
that are outside the current ranges of the sample set are also
highlighted in red, so you can easily detect when adding a particular cell to the sample set will expand the ranges. If all the
Cursor cell values are shown in black, then adding that cell will
not increase the
value ranges of
the sample set.

Above, a number of sample cells
(indicated in yellow) have been
created using the Define
Samples tool in an area of dark
volcanic bedrock (basalt). The
Sample Values window (right)
shows the minimum and
maximum cell values for the
current sample set as well as
the values at the cursor location, with values outside the current
sample set range highlighted in red.

Define Samples

Mark Features

Feature Mapping window being used to classify a portion of a Landsat
satellite scene in an arid region with little vegetation in the southwestern United States. Six spectral bands are used in the analysis. The
reference false-color image uses bands 7, 4, and 2 as Red, Green,
and Blue, respectively.

Once you have designated one or Define Samples Classify
more samples for a prospective
feature class, you can automatically identify similar cells in the Clear Samples & Prototypes
image by running the Classify procedure. Press the Classify icon button on the Feature Mapping
toolbar (illustrated above) or simply right-click in the Feature
Mapping view. The process analyzes all cells in the image (not
just those in the current view area) and identifies all cells whose
values fall within the sample set value ranges. These prototype
feature class cells are shown in color in the Features overlay.
(The default colors for sample cells and prototypes are yellow
and red, respectively, but you can choose alternate colors at
any time by selecting the Colors item from the Options menu.
You can also have the Classify procedure find only cells that
exactly match any of the sample cells using the Options / Classification rule menu.)
Prototype feature
class cells (red)
found using the
initial sample set.
A number of
darker portions of
the basalt outcrop
were not represented in the
sample set and
thus are not
included in the
prototype set.
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(over)

If all portions of your prospective feature are not covered by the prototype,
you can continue to designate sample
cells in the uncovered areas and run
the Classify procedure again until all
desired areas (except for local holes;
see below) are covered. It is likely
that cells outside the areas you want
to assign to the current feature class
are also included in the prototype set,
but you can deal with this situation in
the next phase, which is marking features. (You can also choose to
abandon the current samples and prototypes at any time by pressing the
Clear Samples and Prototypes icon
button on the Feature Mapping
toolbar).

Feature Mapping view after additional sample
cells were added in darker basalt areas and
Classify procedure was run again to create
an expanded prototype set. A number of
spatially separated areas have been included
within the prototype set.

Mark Single Feature
Mark All
Mark Features
Marking is the procedure
of assigning prototype features (individual areas of
Mark Features Mark by Polygon
contiguous prototype cells)
to a feature class. When you turn on the Mark Features tool
set, a Feature Class Selection window also opens, allowing
you to name and assign a color to each feature class, and to
choose which of
Add Class
the feature classes
you are currently
working with. You
Selected
feature
can create feature
class
classes with this
dialog at any time as
you classify an image.

At this stage you use your own interpretive skills to evaluate
each prototype area and decide whether it should be assigned
to the current feature class. To help in this activity you can
open an additional view window (View / Open Additional View)
that by default shows only the outlines of prototype and feature class areas (see the Technical Guide entitled Feature
Mapping: View Features as Outlines) over the reference image, as shown in the top right illustration.
The Mark Features tool set provides a point tool (Mark Single
Feature: click on a feature area to assign) and a polygon tool
(Mark by Polygon: draw polygon around the prototype areas
to assign). With each tool, only the designated prototype areas
are assigned to the feature class.
When you mark features, you have the option (on by default)
to have “holes” in a prototype area (unclassified areas continuously surrounded by prototype cells) automatically “filled”
(included with the feature class) when the prototype is marked.

You can open another Feature Mapping view
which by default shows only the outlines of
prototype and feature class areas. This
second view can help you visually evaluate
prototype areas and decide whether to assign
them to the current feature class.

Use the Mark
Single Feature tool
to click on a
contiguous set of
prototype cells
(above at left) to
assign it to the
current feature
class (below at
left, green area).
With the Hole
Filling option
turned on, all holes
of any size within
the protype area
are also assigned
to the feature
class.

With the Mark by Polygon tool, you draw a polygon
around the desired prototype features (above left),
then right-click to assign them to the currently
selected feature class (result above right).

This option can be toggled on or off at any time using the
Options menu on the Feature Mapping window.
Feature class areas are recorded in a Features raster that is
shown as an overlay in the Feature Mapping window. When
you are finished with a mapping session, be sure to choose File
/ Features / Save (or Save As) to save the Features raster along
with your feature class definitions. In later sessions you can
reload the saved Features raster along with your image bands.
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Feature Mapping

Save Features as Vector and KML
The main product of your interactive image classification activities in the Feature Mapping process in TNTmips (Image /
Interpret / Feature Map) is a Features raster object that shows
areas assigned to each of the named feature classes in a unique
color. However, you also have the option to save features in
two other forms: as a vector object in a TNTmips Project File,
and as a KML file.
When you save features as a vector object (File / Features /
Save as Vector), the boundary of each contiguous feature area
is converted to a polygon in the designated output vector object. Feature names and associated cell values are saved to
polygon attribute tables and are attached to all associated polygons and thus can be set to appear in polygon DataTips in
views. The color information you have set up for the feature
classes is also automatically transferred to the vector object as
polygon fill and border styles. The resulting vector object then
can be displayed in TNTmips with any relevant images, tilesets,
or geometric objects (vector, shape, or CAD), or it can used as
the basis for further analysis or processing.
You can save features as a KML file (File / Features / Save
as KML) for interactive 3D perspective viewing in Google
Earth. The boundaries of each feature class are written to
the KML file as a
multigeometry element with all
component polygons as children
of this element.
The feature class
colors are transferred to the KML
file as polygon fill
and border colors.

Feature Mapping window showing pond (blue) and wetland
(green) feature classes mapped in a small area of the Sandhills
region of Nebraska, USA, using a 4-band orthoimage. A colorinfrared reference image using three of the image bands is shown.

Wells
Above, saved Features vector object displayed over
the 2012 Nebraska natural color orthoimage web
tileset hosted at MicroImages.com. Also shown is a
vector object with groundwater well locations (blue
dots). The polygon styles in the Features vector
have been edited to make the fill colors partially
transparent, allowing the underlying image details to
be seen in these areas. Polygon tables with the
feature class names and associated feature class
raster cell values (above left) are automatically
saved with the Features vector object, so that the
feature class name or the value can be set to be
shown in the polygon DataTip.
Left, Google Earth window showing KML file with
pond and wetland features saved from the Feature
Mapping process in TNTmips. Each feature class is
written to the KML file as a multigeometry element
(with all component polygons as children of this
element) with the associated color assigned as the
KML polygon fill and border colors.
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Geomedia Publishing

Using Google Fusion Tables in Geomashups
Fusion Tables is a Google data visualization web application
that allows you to upload large data tables with point, line, or
polygon geometries and easily create custom thematic maps
shown in Google Maps (http://www.google.com/fusiontables/
Home/). You can include these Fusion Tables maps as overlays
in the Google Maps geomashups you create in TNTmips using
the Assemble Geomashups process. Fusion Tables maps can
be combined with your standard web tilesets, KML files, and
SVG and KML tilesets to create data-rich geomashups. You
can make geomashups with Fusion Tables you have created,
or include public Fusion Tables created by others.
In order to create and use your own Google Fusion Tables,
you need to have one or more Google Drive accounts. You can
sign up for free Google Drive accounts at https://
drive.google.com. In order to use your Fusion Tables maps in
a geomashup, you must also obtain a Google API Key through
the Google API Console (see https://developers.google.com/
console/help/ for instructions).
You can export TNT geometric objects with their attributes to
Fusion Tables (see the TechGuide entitled Create Google Fusion Tables from Vector, Shape, or CAD Objects). Google’s
Fusion Tables controls allow you to set up simple map styles
for the map elements and to select attributes to show in the
info balloon when an element is clicked in the view. These
Add Fusion Table Overlay
1

Google Maps geomashup (created in TNT Assemble Geomashup
process) with three Google Fusion Table overlays (Schools,
Bike Trails, and Zoning polygons) and a shaded relief raster
tileset overlay.

settings are automatically incorporated in the Fusion Tables
overlays you add to your geomashups.
Use the Add Fusion Table Overlay icon button on the Assemble
Geomashup window’s Overlay tabbed panel to add a Fusion
Table layer to the geomashup. The illustrations below show
the steps to select a Fusion Table from a Google account.
(over)

The Select Objects window
opened by the Add Fusion Table
Overlay icon button defaults to the
Web domain and shows a
FusionTable folder.
4

2
Choose the
desired Fusion
Table from the
browse list for
the selected
Google Account.

Navigate into the FusionTable folder. The browse list includes
an Add User entry and a folder for any Google account from
which a Fusion Table has already been selected.
3

If selecting a FusionTable from a listed Google account,
navigate into the folder for that account.
or
If adding a new user account, double-click on Add User (or singleclick on the icon). In the FusionTables window, enter the Email
address and password for your Google account and press [OK].
TNTmips stores this login
information and automatically uses it for subsequent selections from this
account.

5

Choose the desired
settings on the Custom
Settings dialog (see text).
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The first time you select a Fusion Table from one of your
Google accounts in Assemble Geomashup, you are prompted
for the account name (the Email address you provided to Google)
and the password. TNTmips stores this login information locally so that it can be used automatically each time you select
from that account. The Fusion Table selection dialog presents
a folder for each known account and gets a list of available
Fusion Tables from Google when you navigate into the account folder. When you select a table, the table records are
also examined in the background to determine the location and
areal extents of the table’s geometric elements. This information is used by the Assemble Geomashup process to establish
the center coordinates and default initial zoom level for the
geomashup.

Your geomashups can also incorporate Fusion Tables from other
sources that have been shared for public viewing. Simply view
the map visualization of the table in your browser, then copy
and paste the map’s URL into the Fusion Table selection dialog.

You can also include in your geomashups Fusion Tables maps
from other sources that have been shared for public use. Google
provides a help page with a search tool for finding public data:
http://support.google.com/fusiontables/bin/
answer.py?hl=en&answer=2573812&topic=1652595&ctx=topic

Once you have located a public Fusion Table map you would
like to use, view the map visualization in your browser, then
copy the map’s URL and paste it into the Fusion Table selection
dialog in Assemble Geomashup (see the TechGuide entitled
Adding Custom Web Layers to Geomashups for details on pasting URLs).

Heat Maps
Fusion Tables provide an option (most useful for point data) to
display the data as a “heat map”, which displays the spatial
density of the data using a range of colors (no color, green,
yellow, orange, and red in order of increasing density). Currently Google computes the “density” value strictly on the basis
of overlap of the point symbols, which means that heat maps
are most useful at low-numbered zoom levels (zoomed out).
The Custom Settings dialog for Fusion Table layers, which
opens automatically when you add the layer, provides the op-

tion to show the layer as a heat map. In addition, you can
choose to limit the range of zoom levels at which the heat map
visualization will be used; outside that range, the standard map
styling is shown. Thus you can set the geomashup to show a
heat map of point data at low zoom levels in which the points
would are tightly packed, and automatically switch to a display
of the raw point data at higher zoom levels. An example using
earthquake epicenter locations for Central America is illustrated
at the bottom of this page.
The Custom Settings dialog for a
Fusion Tables layer lets you
choose to display the data as a
heat map for a specified range
of layers and use the normal
map styling for the remainder of
the zoom level range.

Geomashup of Central America region with a Fusion Table layer of earthquake epicenters and a KML layer showing tectonic plate
boundaries (colored lines). The Fusion Table layer options were set to show a heatmap visualization of the earthquake locations
from Google Maps zoom levels 3 through 6 (zoom level 5 shown above left) and the earthquake points at higher zoom levels (zoom
level 7 shown above right).
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Create Google Fusion Tables from
Vector, Shape or CAD Objects
Preliminary Instructions for TNTmips 2013DV
You can export polygons, lines, or points in a TNT vector, shape, or
CAD object to a Tab-Separated Values (TSV) text file (*.tsv) that
you can then upload into a Google Fusion Table. You can use the
Fusion Table interface to create maps from the table and set element styles to use in the maps. You can also use the Assemble
Geomashup process in TNTmips to add a Fusion Table map as an
overlay in a geomashup. A sample Fusion Table geomashup can be
viewed at: http://www.microimages.com/geodata/rho/FusionTables/
GoogleFusionTablesGeomashup.htm.

Uploading the TSV File to Google Fusion Tables
In your web browser, go to the Google Drive home page
(drive.google.com). Press the blue Sign In button in the upper right
corner of the page and log in to your Google Account.

In order to use Google Fusion Tables, you need to have one or
more Google Drive accounts. You can sign up for free Google Drive
accounts at https://drive.google.com.
Exporting the Geometric Elements
In the Export process (Main / Export) in TNTmips 2013DV:
• Choose Fusion Table in the format list.
• Select the geometric object to export.
• Press [Next...] to open the Export Parameters window.

The Export Parameters window for Fusion Tables includes a section for each type of geometric element (point, line, or polygon)
that is present in the object. In most cases only one type of element
should be exported to an individual FusionTable. Use the Include
checkbox control to choose the desired element type to export. In
the example above, the input vector object has attributed polygons
and lines, but only polygons are set to be exported.

Google Drive provides procedures for uploading the TSV file from
your computer and importing it into a Fusion Table. After you have
signed in to your Google Drive account:
• Press the red Create menu button on the left side of the
Google Drive web page (illustration above).
• Select More from the Create menu and Table (beta) from
the submenu to open the Import new table dialog (illustration below).

In the Parameters controls for the desired element type:
• Use the Select Table button to choose the attribute table to
export with the geometric elements.
• Select the Style Table with the style information (if any) for
the elements.
• Adjust the Coordinate Accuracy settings if desired.
• Press [Export...] and name the output text file (*.tsv) to be
saved on your local computer drive.
The following style properties are included as fields in the TSV file
for your use in Fusion Tables:
Polygons

Lines
Points

TNT Style Attribute

Fusion Table Field Name

border color
border width
fill color & transparency
color
width

bordercolor
borderwidth
fillcolor
linecolor
linewidth

---- Not yet implemented ----

• Press the Browse button on the Import new table dialog to
•
•

navigate to and select the TSV file you exported using
TNTmips.
The .tsv extension on the selected file is detected and the
Separator character radio control is automatically set to Tab.
Press the Next button.
(over)
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The Fusion Tables Import new table dialog changes to show a
preview of the table to be imported.
• Press the Next button on the Import new table dialog.

Previewing a Map of Your Fusion Table
You can create a map of your Fusion Table data by choosing Map
from the Visualize menu under the name of your table in the Fusion
Table table view. The row of text links above the map include
options to set up map styles and to choose columns to show in the
info window that pops up when you or any other viewer clicks on
a map element.
To set up map styles, click on the “Configure styles” link to open a
Change map styles dialog, which is illustrated below.

A final Import new table dialog appears (above) with the name of
your TSV file shown as the default name for the Fusion Table. You
can edit the table name, indicate whether or not to allow others to
export your Fusion Table, and provide a description of the table
and information about its source.
• Press the Finish button on the Import new table dialog to
upload your data into your new Fusion Table.
Sharing Your Fusion Table
When your table data has finished loading, the browser will show
your imported Fusion Table in a table view that shows the first 100
records (rows) of data and the first of your columns. The page
includes a text link labeled “Next” to see the next page of table
rows, and an arrow icon button to scroll to the right through the
columns. (The Fusion Tables interface has two modes, a “classic
look” and a “new look”. These instructions and illustrations refer
to the default “classic look”.)

In order for you to use maps made from your Fusion Table as
overlays in a geomashup, the table must be shared for public use.

• Press the Share button in the top right corner of the table
•
•

view (circled in red in illustration above) to open the
Sharing settings dialog (illustrated below).
Change the first entry under Who has access from “Private”
to “Public on the Web”.
Press the Done button on the Sharing settings dialog.

By default a Fusion Tables map uses the same style for all of the
map elements. You can set the color and other parameters for this
“all same” style on the Fixed tabbed panel of the Change map
styles dialog.
If the geometric elements you exported were styled “By Attribute”
in TNTmips and you selected the appropriate style table during the
export, then these style attributes are stored as columns in the
Fusion Table and available for you to use to style your Fusion
Tables map. In the Change map styles dialog:

• In the element list on the left side of the dialog, choose the
element attribute such as Fill color for polygons.
• Click on the Column tab.
• Turn on the toggle button to use the color (or width)
specified in a column.
• Press the menu button underneath the toggle to choose the
column in the table that contains the style attribute values
(see the table on the reverse for the names of the style
attribute fields created by the TNT export).
• When you have made all style choices, press the Save
button on the Change map styles dialog.
A full discussion of the other style options in Google Fusion tables
is beyond the scope of these instructions. Please see the Google
Fusion Tables tutorials that are available at
http://www.google.com/fusiontables/Home/.
To design the layout of the map element info window, click on the
Configure info window link above the map. The Change info
window layout dialog has an Automatic tabbed panel that lets you
choose which columns should be included in the info window text.
The Custom tabbed panel allows you to directly edit the HTML
template for the info window text to change the order of entries,
modify the attribute labels, and add other text.
Google describes the current Fusion Tables application as a beta
version. Google maintains a list of requested new features at http:/
/code.google.com/p/fusion-tables/issues/list, and a user forum at
http://productforums.google.com/forum/#!categories/google-fusion-tables.
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Geomedia Publishing

Grouping Overlays in Geomashups

Geologic map geomashup made up of five SVG geometric tilesets illustrating the use of overlay groups. The lowermost overlay
consists of a single tileset depicting the rock unit polygons, while the other four tilesets were added to a layer set that was designated as an overlay group named Structural Data. All of the overlays in the Structural Data group can be turned on (illustrated above
left) or off (above right) simultaneously using the group checkbox. The overlays in this group can also be turned on or off individually when the group is checked on.

Custom overlays in geomashups can be organized in overlay
groups. An overlay group has a folder icon in the layer controls
that allows the viewer to open (expand) the group to show the
component overlays in the layer controls or to close the group to
show only the group name. The overlays within a group have
individual layer controls allowing them to be turned on or off,
and the group has a control allowing all overlays in the group to
be turned off simultaneously. A group can be configured so that
its overlays can each be turned on or off independently with
checkbox controls (illustrated above), or so that its overlays are
mutually exclusive, provided with radiobutton controls so that
only one overlay in the group can be visible in the map view at a
time (illustrated to the right). Use of overlay groups allows you
to create logical associations of overlays with control behavior
appropriate to the type and purpose of the map or image data.
Show/Hide components of overlay

Combine with
other overlays

Geomashup of orthoimage tilesets acquired in different years
for the state of Kansas illustrating mutually exclusive
overlays in groups. Natural color and color-infrared (CIR)
image tilesets have been assigned to separate groups. The
overlays within each group have been set to be mutually
exclusive and thus are provided with radiobutton controls.
Additionally, the two groups have been set to be mutually
exclusive. Thus only one overlay in one group is visible in
the geomashup at a time, which is appropriate
behavior for these coextensive image
tilesets.

Assemble Geomashup window for the Kansas orthoimage geomashup illustrated
above. The two layer sets in this list were set to be groups by turning on the Show
as Group in Layer Controls toggle in the Group Settings dialog (opened using the
Custom Settings icon button for each overlay group as shown). When this setting is
turned on, a folder icon is shown for the Show/Hide components of overlay button in
the Assemble Geomashup window. The Group Settings dialog also allows setting
whether the group folder is shown initially closed or open, and setting the contents
of the group to be mutually exclusive (providing them with radiobutton controls).
The two overlay groups have been set to be mutually exclusive by turning on the
Combine with other overlays toggle for each one as shown.

In order to create an overlay group in the
Assemble Geomashup process, add the desired layers (standard web tilesets, SVG or
KML geometric tilesets, KML files, or Google
Fusion Tables) to a single layer set. You can
do this by adding all of the layers in a single
operation, or add components one by one to
an existing layer set (see illustration on the
reverse). You can expand or collapse the list-
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(over)

You can added components to an existing layer set by:
• turning on the Show/Hide components of overlay button (circled
in red above left)
• left-click in any field of one of the components to highlight it
(orange color above)
• use any of the Add buttons to add one or more tilesets, KML
files, or fusion tables to the layer set.

ing of the layer set components using the Show/Hide components of overlay button in the layer list. (The layer set list is
expanded automatically when you add multiple layers in a single
operation). Edit the Layer Name field to provide an appropriate
name for the set.

The illustration above shows a geologic map geomashup using
the same data as the example on the reverse but with a
different organization of the component tilesets. Here the Folds,
Faults, and Strike / Dip tilesets are in a layer set that functions
as a single overlay named Structural Data (set by not turning on
the Show As Group in Layer Controls toggle in the Group
Settings dialog; see illustrations below). These “sublayer”
components are not shown individually in the layer controls in
the geomashup, so they cannot be turned on or off independently. The Rock Units and Contacts tilesets are in a layer set
designated as an overlay group, so these tilesets are shown
separately in the layer controls
within the Rock Units and
Contacts group and have their
own layer control checkboxes.

The Group Settings window allows you to designate how the
layers within the layer set behave in the geomashup. This window is opened automatically when you add multiple layers at
once; it can be opened manually by clicking on the Custom
Settings icon button for the layer set. The Show as Group in
Layer Controls toggle in the Group Settings window determines whether or not the layers in the layerset are treated as a
group. If this toggle is turned off, the layer set components
are treated as a single overlay, are not listed
individually in the geomashup layer controls,
and thus cannot be turned on or off individually. If the Show as Group in Layer Controls
toggle is turned on, the layer set components
are treated as individual overlays within a group
and are provided with individual layer controls
in the geomashup. Use the Folder Options buttons (Closed, Open) to set whether the group
is initially shown collapsed or expanded in the The Show/Hide components of overlay button has
geomashup layer controls. Use the Contents an arrow icon for a layer or layer set designated
of Group Are Exclusive Layers toggle to set as a single overlay and a folder icon for a layer
set designated as a group.
whether the overlays in the group are provided
with checkbox or radiobutton controls.
The Show/Hide components of overlay button is automatically
assigned different icons in the Assemble Geomashup window
depending on the status of the layer set. It has an arrow icon
for a layer or layer set designated as a single overlay, but the
icon changes to a folder when the layer set is designated as a
group (see illustration above right). Thus these icons give a
quick visual indication of which layers are set as groups and
which are set as single overlays.

Settings for Structural Data
layer set designated as a
single overlay with sublayers
that cannot be independently
controlled in the geomashup.

Settings for Rock Units and
Contacts layer set designated
as a group with independent
overlays.

A geomashup can include as many groups and/or individual
overlays as desired. Groups and other overlays can be set to
be mutually exclusive using the Combine with other overlays
toggles as shown for the Kansas orthoimage geomashup example on the previous page.
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Geomedia Publishing

Legends for Geomashup Geometric Layers
Geomashups that you create in the Assemble Geomashup
process in TNTmips can include geometric overlays created from a TNT vector object. Geometric overlays may
be SVG geometric tilesets, KML geometric tilesets, or
single KML files. When you create a geomashup with
geometric overlays, you can choose to include a legend
for any geometric layer or layers that have map elements
(points, lines, or polygons) with different styles based on
their attributes. The resulting legend is part of the
geomashup layer controls and shows a style sample for
each unique category as well as the corresponding attribute value (see illustrations to the right).
When you add a geometric overlay to a geomashup, a
Custom Settings window automatically opens (see illustration below). Turn on the Show Sub-legend in Layer
Controls toggle in this window to create the legend for
this layer. When the geomashup is viewed in the browser,
the user can open or close the legend by left-clicking on
the folder icon that is next to the layer’s name (see
illustrations to the right). The Legend Options in the
Custom Settings window allow you to choose whether
the legend folder is initially open or closed.
(over)

A geomashup that includes a KML geometric tileset layer with points
showing groundwater well locations. The point legend in the layer
controls shows the water use indicated by the different point symbol
colors. When you enable the legend in the Assemble Geomashup
process you can set the legend to be initially open (above) or closed
(below). Any legend also can be manually opened or closed in the
geomashup by clicking on its folder icon.

A toggle button in the Custom Settings window for a geometric layer lets you set
whether or not to show a legend for that layer in the layer controls. You can also
set whether the legend initially should be open or closed. For KML layers these
legend controls are only available when you choose to use the MicroImages
GeoXML parser for the layer (radio control at top of window).

Custom Settings
You can reopen the Custom Settings
window for a geometric overlay if
needed to adjust the legend settings.
First, left-click on the Show components
of overlay icon button for the layer
(circled in red above). In the component
row for the layer (with yellow background in illustration above right) click
on the Custom Settings icon button.

A geologic map geomashup (right) using
SVG geometric tilesets. Legends are
shown in the layer controls for both fault
lines and map unit polygons. When the
legend(s) make the height of the controls
too large to fit within the current browser view, a vertical scroll bar is automatically provided for the layer controls.
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When a geomashup is loaded in the browser, legends are
constructed dynamically for those geometric layers that
are visible at the current zoom level. As the zoom level is
changed, new legends are constructed as needed for geometric layers that become visible. Legends are constructed
by analyzing the tiles being viewed to produce the minimal list of attributes and their corresponding styles. As
the geomashup is zoomed and panned, the new tiles are
examined and any attributes not previously encountered
are automatically added to each legend.
Each legend entry in the layer controls is automatically
provided with a checkbox that can be used to show or
hide all of the map elements in that category independently from the other element categories, as illustrated
below. You can turn any number of legend categories off
or on as desired (see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia
Publishing: Use Legend to Query Elements by Style).

A geologic map geomashup with legends for the map polygon layer
and the fault lines layer, each of which is a single KML file. The layer
controls and legends are embedded in a sidebar panel in this example.

Left-click on the checkbox next to a legend sample to hide
(above) or show in the browser view all of the map elements in
that category.

For KML geometric layers only (single and tileset), you can
also left-click on the legend sample to temporarily highlight
all of the map elements in that category, as illustrated above
right.
A geometric layer in a geomashup can be a single KML file
produced by the Render to KML operation in the Display
process or a KML or SVG geometric tileset created in the
Export Geometric Tileset process (see the Technical Guides
entitled Spatial Display: Render Map Layouts to KML and
Tilesets: Export Geometric Structures). In each of these
operations, the attribute information you have set to display
in the DataTip for each vector element is automatically transferred to the corresponding map feature in the geometric
tileset or KML file. Typically you would set up the vector
DataTip to include the attribute upon which the element styles
are based (the base attribute); this is required in order to

Left-click on a legend sample for a KML or KML tileset layer to
highlight in the browser view all of the map elements in that
category (pale green areas in this illustration). Click again to
turn off the highlighting.

produce a useful legend for the resulting geometric overlay
in a geomashup. If you use a single-line DataTip for the
vector elements to show just the base attribute, those attribute values will automatically appear in the legend in the
geomashup. If you set up a multiline DataTip for the vector
elements using a string expression field as the source for the
DataTip, you must list the base attribute first and include
HTML formatting to enclose it in a heading tag; the base
attribute is then assigned to the name property for each feature and the remainder of the DataTip text to the
description property (a geomashup legend shows the name
property for each category). See the TechGuide entitled
Geomedia Publishing: DataTip Design for Google Maps/
Earth Info Windows for instructions and examples on how
to set up the proper HTML formatting for a multiline DataTip
for conversion to KML files and geometric tilesets.
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Geomedia Publishing

Map View Settings in Geomashups
As you design a geomashup in the Assemble
Geomashup process, you can specify the range
of zoom levels over which each individual overlay or custom base map will appear using the Min
Zoom and Max Zoom fields on the Overlays and
Base Maps tabbed panels. But the zoom level
range of the geomashup as a whole is not constrained by these settings. By default the
geomashup allows the entire zoom level range
supported by the target web mapping platform,
allowing it to zoom outside the scale range of your
custom data.
You can use the Map View panel in the Assemble
Geomashup window to limit the overall zoom level
range for a Google Maps, Bing Maps, Open LayThe Map View tabbed panel of the Assemble Geomashup window (above)
displays your input standard (raster) web tilesets and KML files over the
Bing Maps base image or map and provides standard controls for zooming
and panning. In this example of a Google Maps geomashup, orthoimage
tilesets of two adjacent states are shown along with a KML file of a recreational trail corridor (orange line) that extends into both states. A full exents
view of these layers is shown to the left. The Initial Map View and Allowed
Zoom Range controls (outlined in red in the illustration above) have been
used to set the overall zoom level range for the geomashup (using the
Minimum and Maximum menus) and the starting zoom level. The view has
been zoomed in to show only the area around the trail corridor, and the Use
view below for initial extents toggle has been
turned on to set the initial extents of the geomashup (shown below left).

ers, or Google Earth geomashup. Use the
Minimum and Maximum menus in the Allowed
Zoom Range pane to set the zoom level range
that will be available from the zoom level control in the geomashup (such as limiting the
zoom level range to that of your custom data).

Initial browser view of the geomashup created with the illustrated Map View
settings. The initial extents shown were set to correspond to those of the Map
View in Assemble Geomashup. The range and initial setting of the Google Maps
Zoom Level control (outlined in yellow here) were set using the Minimum Zoom,
Maximum Zoom, and Starting Zoom menus on the Map View panel.

You can also specify initial settings for the
geomashup map view. Use the Starting Zoom
menu in the Initial Map View controls to select the zoom level to be shown initially when
the geomashup opens. The Map View panel
also includes a view pane that displays your
input layers over the Bing Maps base image
or map. (This view currently can display standard [raster] web tilesets and KML files, but
not geometric tilesets.) You can zoom and pan
this view to a particular area of interest and
have these extents set for the starting view of
the geomashup by turning on the Use view
below for initial extents toggle button.
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Geomedia Publishing

Managing Custom Overlays for Geomashups
The Assemble Geomashup process in TNTmips (Main / Assemble / Geomashup) allows you to mashup your own tilesets with geodata
layers from remote sources for viewing in a web geobrowser (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google Earth, or Open Layers). An overview of
this process is provided in the Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Introduction to Geomashups. You can add one or more
local or web tilesets as either base maps or overlays, which are treated differently in a geobrowser and have separate layer controls. A
geomashup can include more than one base map, but only one can be displayed at a time in a geobrowser. Overlays provide more viewing
flexibility, as multiple overlays can be displayed simultaneously, and each overlay can be provided with controls allowing the viewer to
toggle it on/off and to dynamically vary its transparency. Setting up and managing base maps for a geomashup are discussed in the
Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Managing Custom Base Maps for Geomashups.

Adding and Managing Overlays
The Assemble Geomashup window has separate tabbed panels for managing Base Maps and Overlays. Each panel can list multiple layers
in the geomashup. When you make a geomashup for Google Maps, the proprietary Google Labels overlay (which includes roads and place
name labels) is automatically shown in the Overlays list. You can add other custom overlays to use in addition to, or in place of, the Google
Labels overlay. Bing Maps and Open Layers provide no proprietary overlays, and the Google Earth API does not allow a geomashup to
access their proprietary overlays. As a result, Assemble Geomashup only shows a proprietary overlay when you have selected the Google
Maps Web Mapping API.
Adding Overlays
Add WMS Add Overlay (tileset from local source)
The controls for adding and managing layers on the Overlay panel
Add Fusion Overlay
are illustrated to the right. The custom overlays you add to the
Add KML (Vector) Overlay
Table Overlay
(from local source)
geomashup can be standard (raster) web tilesets, geometric (SVG or
KML) tilesets, simple KML files, Web Map Service (WMS) layers, Add Remote
or Google Fusion Tables. Separate icon buttons are provided for Tileset or KML
selecting layers from the web (remote) and from local sources. Use
Remove All
Remove Selected Layer Move Up Move Down
the Add Remote Tileset or KML icon button to add a web-hosted
Operations
on
the
Active
Overlay
standard web tileset, KML file, or geometric tileset (KML or SVG) to
the geomashup. Use the Add Overlay icon button to add a tileset
Layer control tools for adding and managing overlays.
from a local source and the Add KML (Vector) Overlay icon button
to add simple KML files or KML geometric tilesets from a local source. Clicking on a layer entry in the Overlays list makes it the active layer
(highlighted in red; see illustrations below). The active layer is the one operated on by the controls for moving a layer up or down in the
list or removing an overlay layer. The order of overlay layers in the list in the Assemble Geomashup window determines the order in which
the overlays are listed and rendered in the geobrowser view (see illustrations below).

Overlays tabbed panel for a Google Maps geomashup
listing the proprietary Google Labels overlay (bottom
layer in list) and two custom overlays. Left-click on the
Layer Name field of a layer (or any of its other fields)
to make the layer active, which highlights it in red
(middle layer in this example).

The Move Down button has
Select This
been used to move the
Overlay Initially
Nebraska 2010 GM_BM
Turn Off/On Initial Visibility
orthoimage tileset to the
bottom of
the list.

A geomashup can set which overlays should be visible and which
should be turned off when it is first opened in the geobrowser. The
Turn Off/On Initial Visibility toggle in the Overlays list of the Assemble Geomashup window sets this condition individually for
each overlay (a green ball icon indicates that the overlay will be
initially visible). One overlay is also always “selected” in the
geobrowser view and is highlighted in blue in the overlay control
list. The Select This Overlay Initially radio buttons in the Overlays panel of the Assemble Geomashup window set which overlay
(indicated by the yellow ball marker) will be initially selected in the
geobrowser. On the Options tabbed panel you can choose the

In the illustration to the
left, the proprietary
Google Labels overlay
has been moved to
the top and Initial
Visibility turned off for
it. The Nebraska
Counties overlay has
been set to be initially
selected.

Preview of the geomashup created by the overlay settings shown
above, with the Google Labels layer intially toggled off.
(over)
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type of overlay layer controls and other controls to include in the
geomashup (see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing:
Geomashup Custom Overlay Controls). The geomashup can provide each overlay with a checkbox to turn it on or off or create
radiobutton controls for mutually exclusive layers. The checkbox
control can also be combined with a transparency control that allows
the viewer to interactively vary the transparency of the active overlay layer.
Each layer in the Overlays list in the Assemble Geomashup window
is provided with a checkbox in the far left column of the list that you
can use to set whether the layer is to be included in or excluded from
the geomashup (including previews). This feature allows you to
create several geomashups with different combinations of the same
set of overlays without having to delete and re-add any layers (see
illustration to the right). All newly-added overlays are initially set to
be included. You can also remove any overlay layer from the list on
the Overlays panel by highlighting the layer and pressing the Remove Selected icon button.
Each overlay also has a toggle button that sets whether the layer is
included in or excluded from the layer controls. A green ball icon in
this column indicates that overlay will be included, which is the default state (see illustration to the right). If an overlay is excluded from
the layer controls, it is visible in the geomashup map view but has no
layer control, so it cannot be turned off by the user.
When you add a custom tileset as an overlay, the Min Zoom and
Max Zoom fields automatically show the minimum and maximum zoom
level values available in the selected tileset. You can edit these
values to set a more limited zoom range for that overlay if desired.
(The Map View tabbed panel lets you set a zoom level range for the
entire geomashup; see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Map View Settings in Geomashups).
The Transparency field allows you to set Transparency Percentage
an initial transparency value (between 0
and 100%) for each overlay.

Include in Output / Exclude from Output
The example Overlays listing shown above uses the same
overlays as the examples on the reverse. However, here the
Include in Output/Exclude from Output checkbox has been
turned off for the proprietary Google Labels layer. As a result,
the resulting preview or final geomashup (background image)
includes only the two custom tileset overlays.
In the example below using the same overlays, the Include in
Layer Controls toggle button has been turned off for the Nebraska
orthoimage tileset. This layer is therefore visible in the geomashup but has no layer control, so it cannot be turned off by the user.

Include in Layer Controls / Exclude from Layer Controls
Include Extents toggle

Excluding Layer Extents
Each layer on the Overlays panel and
Base Maps panel has an Include Extents
toggle. All layers with this toggle turned
on are used together to determine the
default initial spatial extents and zoom
level of the geobrowser view in previews
and in the saved geomashup. The Include Extents toggle is turned on by
default for each custom overlay or base
map added to the geomashup. It is
turned off by default for the proprietary
Google Maps and Bing Maps layers,
which have global extents. When you
have added several overlays covering
different areas, you can therefore use
these toggles to choose which layer(s)
to use to set the initial view of the
geomashup, as shown in the illustrations
to the right. (You can also use controls
on the Map View panel to set a desired
intial zoom level and the initial map extents.)
(continued)

A geomashup that includes as custom
overlays a color shaded-relief tileset of
Pennsylvania and an orthoimage tileset of
the city of Philadelphia. In the illustration
above, the Include Extents toggle is turned
on (black square) for both custom
overlays. The larger extents of the
statewide tileset therefore control the
initial extents of the geobrowser view in
the geomashup. The resulting zoom level
is outside the range of the Philadelphia
orthoimage tileset, so only the statewide
tileset is initially rendered. In the illustration below, the Include Extents toggle has
been turned off for the statewide tileset,
so the geomashup opens zoomed in on
the Philadelphia orthoimagery.
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Multicomponent Overlays and Overlay Groups
You can add multiple tilesets or KML files to a single layer set and
use the Group Settings window to designate how the components
of the layer set behave in the geomashup. The components can be
designated as parts of a single named layer with one entry in the
geomashup layer controls, or as separate layers with individual
controls within a group of layers (with a group control that allows
the entire group to be turned on or off).

You can select more than
one tileset or KML file at a
time to become components
of a single overlay. The
Overlays list is automatically
expanded to show the
components (in yellow in the
illustrations above), and
placeholder text is shown for the overlay name; you must edit the
name field to provide a suitable name for the overlay. The Group
Settings window automatically opens when you select multiple
objects at the same time. If you do not turn on the Show As Group
in Layer Controls toggle on this dialog, the component objects are
added to geomashup as a single overlay without separate layer
controls, as shown in the preview below, which shows orthoimage
tilesets of three adjacent states.

You can added components to an existing layer set by:
• turning on the Show/Hide components of overlay button (circled in
red above left)
• left-click in any field of one of the components to highlight it
(orange color above)
• use the Add... buttons to add one or more tilesets, KML files, WMS
layers, or fusion tables to the layer set.

You can add multiple layers in a single operation, as illustrated at the top of the page; the Group Settings window opens automatically in
this case. You can also add components one by one to an existing layer set (see illustration above left), in which case you can manually
open the Group Settings window using the Custom Settings icon button for the layer set.
The Show as Group in Layer Controls toggle in the Group Settings window determines how layer sets are presented in a geomashup. If
this toggle is turned off, the components of the layer set are added to the geomashup as a single overlay. For example, the overlay could
include several spatially adjacent tilesets (as in the illustrations at the top of the page), or several tilesets with different sources and zoom
level ranges but that cover the same geographic area. If the Show as Group in Layer Controls toggle is turned on, the layer set
components are treated as individual overlays within a group and are provided with individual layer controls within the geomashup.
Layers in the group can be provided with checkbox controls or can be set to be mutually exclusive, with radiobutton controls, as in the
example illustrated below (see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Grouping Overlays in Geomashups for details).

A layer set configured as a group of mutually-exclusive layers that are
provided with radiobutton controls in the geomashup (right).
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Raster & Image Processing

Compute Vegetation Indices from
Composite Color-Infrared Images
The Predefined Raster Combination process in TNTmips (Image / Combine / Predefined) provides a large number of operations
that combine values from one or more input raster objects in various ways to compute the values for a new output raster. Among
these operations are options to compute several types of vegetation index using near-infrared and red image bands that are either
separate input raster objects or components of 24-bit color composites. With the Type menu in the Raster Combination window
set to the Indices option, three options on the Operations menu are designed for use with color-infrared composite raster inputs:
• Normalized Difference from Composite Color Infrared
• Modified ND from Composite Color Infrared
• TVI from Composite Color Infrared
These options allow you to choose one or more composite
color-infrared images as input and compute a separate index
raster for each one. These operations assume that the nearinfrared band values are stored as the red component in the
composite and the red spectral band values are the green
color component in the composite. To streamline processing of multiple composite images, you have the option to
AutoName the output rasters based on the input composite
raster names.

Above, the Raster Combination window set to compute NDVI
for 10 composite color-infrared images using the Normalized
Difference from Composite Color Infrared option on the
Operation menu (with Type menu set to the Indices option).
The Scale Factor and Raster Type settings shown result in
integer NDVI values with a possible range from -100 to +100.

If you are processing images stored with a separate raster
object for each spectral band, use the standard Normalized
Difference, Modified ND, and TVI operations. For these
operations you choose a pair of input raster objects corresponding to the two spectral bands, so only one index raster
object can be created at a time.
The two columns of illustrations to the right show a selection of
composite color-infrared images (left column) and NDVI rasters
(right column) computed in one run in the Predefined Raster
Combinations process using the Normalized Difference from
Composite Color Infrared option. Each image shows a circular
crop field irrigated using a center-pivot system during the height
of the growing season. The NDVI rasters are displayed with
color theme maps to accentuate differences in NDVI within the
fields (dark green = high NDVI, brown = low NDVI).
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LIDAR

Automatically Classify LAS Point Clouds
The Lidar Classification process in TNTmips (Terrain / Lidar
Classification) allows you to automatically reassign points in
one or more LAS point clouds to different classes using criteria that you specify. If the input files have already been classified,
you can choose which point classes to reclassify and which
ones should retain their previous classification. The process
includes separate classifiers to identify ground points and noise
(anomalously high and low points). Each classification run
applies a single classifier, and each type of classifier produces
specific result classes. The ground classifiers apportion all
processed points into either Ground or Unclassified result classes.
The noise classifier only changes the class of points matching

point density, Coordinate Reference System (CRS), and coordinate ranges. Point spacing and point density are shown in
the distance unit used in the CRS (meters or feet). Only files
with the same CRS as the first selected file are accepted in the
input list. Lidar classification can be run as an interactive process (using the Run icon button) or under Job Processing (using
the Queue Jobs icon button in the toolbar).
When you process multiple input files, the same classifier parameters are applied to each file. Each classifier includes criteria
that relate to the horizontal spacing of points; thus for best
results the input files should have similar point spacing. A
checkbox button below the classifier description lets you specify

Toggle buttons to include/exclude
input classes from processing

Choose result by
input/result class

The Classes list in the Lidar Classification window allows you to choose which classes of points in the input files to
process, and also lists the potential result classes produced by the selected classifier (such as Ground and Unclassified for
the Ground classifier shown). For each combination of input class and result class, press the small arrow icon to open a
menu to choose whether to accept the classifier result or leave the point class unchanged.

the specified noise criteria, assigning such points to either the
low noise or high noise classes (see the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: Automatically Classify Noise in LAS Point
Clouds). Each LAS file is processed “in place”, but you have
the option to save the previous classification information with
the file (see below).

whether the input files are processed separately or are treated
as one spatial unit. The latter option is appropriate when you
load files that are contiguous tiles or flightlines from a single
survey area, and allows edge points to be properly treated in
neighborhood operations using points from adjacent files.

Because the LAS files are processed in place, you can run
classifications sequentially on the same set of input files. For
example, if you are starting with unclassified point clouds, you
could run the noise classification first, then a ground classification. You can also use the same classifier in multiple iterations
with different parameters to refine the results. Classifiers are
selected from the Classify menu, and a brief description of the
selected classifier is shown below this menu. Parameter setting controls for the selected classifier are shown in the
Parameters panel.

The Classes panel lists (in the column on the left) the existing
point classes found in the input files along with the total point
counts per class, and provides a toggle button for each class
allowing you to choose which input classes to process. A
column is also shown for each result class for the currentlyselected classifier. For each combination of input class and
result class you can choose whether to accept the classifier
result or retain the previous class for those points, as shown in
the illustration above. When a classification run is completed,
the values in the Count column are updated to show the resulting point counts for each class.

Lidar Classification Window
The LAS files you select for processing are listed in the upper
part of the Lidar Classification window (illustrated above) with
columns showing their point counts, nominal point spacing,

Saving Previous Classifications
Each input LAS file is processed “in place”, but you have the
option to save the previous classification information via a
(over)
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checkbox button below the classifier description. The old class
information is stored separately for each input file. The
automaticallly-generated name of a previous class file includes
the name of the input LAS file followed by the date and time of
processing and the file extension “.lasclass”. (No previous
class file is created if all points in the input file were never
classified or unclassified). When a reclassified LAS file is viewed
in the Display process, the points can be styled by class using
the current class assignments or using any previous saved class
assignments (see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Comparing
Automatic Classification Results), allowing you to evaluate class
changes on a point-by-point basis if desired.

Class Change Reports
You can choose to have the classification process create a tabular report of the classification changes by turning on the Generate
report of changes checkbox. The report option requires saving
the previous classification, so the latter option is turned on
automatically if necessary. If you run classification as an interactive process, the results for all input files (whether
processed separately or as a spatial group) are presented automatically in a separate window that appears when processing
is complete (illustrated above right). The report table includes
a row for each input class processed and a column for each
result class produced; cells in the table record the number of
points in each input class that were assigned to each output
class. Separate columns list the number of points removed
from each input class (reassigned to all other classes) as well
as the total number of points processed from each input class.
Rows at the bottom of the table list the number of points added
to each result class and their point totals.

A classification change report created for a ground classification of
a set of 4 LAS files (shown in the illustration on the reverse) which
as received included points in the Unclassified (19,296,665) and
Ground (4,345,840) classes. The input classes processed (both
classes in this example) are listed in the left-hand column of the
report window. The remaining columns list, for each input class,
the number of points assigned to each of the result classes
(Unclassified and Ground in this example), the number of points
removed from each input class, and the total number of input class
points processed. In this example 593,240 input Ground points
were reclassified as Unclassified. However, a much larger number
of input Unclassified points (5,028,090) were reclassified as
Ground. The reclassified LAS files include a total of 8,780,690
Ground points, almost double the number in the input files.

You can save the class change report as a table in an HTML file
by pressing the Save As button. If you run classification under
Job Processing, no report dialog appears, but the report is saved
directly to HTML. If you have elected to run each input file
separately under job processing, a separate change report file
is saved in the input file directory for each input with a name
derived automatically from the input file name. If you classify
the input files as a unit, you are prompted for the name of a
single HTML file to contain the change report.
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LIDAR

Comparing Automatic Classification Results
As you classify LAS point clouds in one or more steps
in the Lidar Classification process in TNTmips, you have
the option to save each previous classification along with
the reclassified LAS file (see the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: Automatically Classify LAS Point Clouds).
When you view a reclassified LAS file in the Display
process, you can choose any of these previous classification results (see illustration to the right) to use along
with the current classification as the basis for selecting
and styling points for display and comparison of the classifications (see illustrations below).

The Previous Classification
menu on the Object tabbed
panel of the Lidar Layer
Controls window allows you
to choose which saved
previous classification to
use for selecting and styling
points. Each classification
is identified on the menu by
its date and time.

lawn

trees

road

trees
All Points

lawn
Ground Points

Previous Classification

Ground Points, Current Classification

Changed Points, Current Classification

Portion of a single LAS file (displayed over Bing Maps imagery) with LIDAR points selected and styled to compare the current classification
with a saved previous classification. Above left, points are styled using the saved previous classification, which included unclassified
(yellow) and ground (orange) points. All points (both classes) are shown on the left half of the illustration, whereas only ground points are
selected to display on the right half. Above center, ground points are selected and styled using the current classification, which is the
result from the TNTmips Lidar Classification process using the Terrain Following ground classifier limited to processing only unclassified
points in the input. Many of these previously unclassified points in open areas (lawn and road) were reclassified as ground in this operation. The illustration above right displays only the points whose class assignment changed (unclassified to ground) between the previous
and current classification; these points are styled using the current classification and are thus shown as ground points.

You can use controls on the Select
and Style tabbed panels on the Lidar Layer Controls window (see
illustrations to the right) to select
points for display by their current
or previous class assignments and/
or to color the points by their current or previous class assignments
(among other options). You can
also choose to display only points
that have had their class changed
(or not changed) by the current classification. You can use these various
options to quickly change the LAS
point display to assess the results
of the different classifications.

When you choose to display only certain Lidar point
classes (using the controls on the Select tabbed panel
in the Lidar Layer Controls window), you can use the
Classification menu to set whether the current or
previous classification is used to select the points.
Checkboxes to the left of this menu let you further
restrict the selection to only points that have been
changed between classifications, or only those left
unchanged.

Using the Color menu on the Style
tabbed panel, point colors can be
set to show the current class
assignments (the By Class option)
or the class assignments from the
previous classification (among
other options).
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(over)

When you choose classes to use
to display a virtual terrain surface
(shaded, color elevation, or colorshaded) from the LAS points, you
can also use either the current classification or the selected previous
classification. The Terrain tabbed
panel on the Lidar Layer Controls
windows provides a Classification
menu in addition to controls for
choosing individual classes to use
to create the surface visualization
(see illustrations to the right).
As you make visual comparisons
between current and previous classifications, you can also create and
view a report summarizing the
class changes using the Report
button next to the Previous Classification menu on the Object tabbed
panel (see illustration below).

Color Shaded Relief from Ground Class Points Only

Previous Ground Classification

Current Ground Classification

Color shaded-relief virtual surfaces created from ground class points for a portion of a single LAS
point cloud that has undergone several ground classification steps. The illustration on the left
shows the surface created from ground points from the previous classification, whereas the one
on the right shows the surface from the current ground points. In the previous classification,
returns from the roof of a large building were misclassified as ground, and therefore the building is
included in the virtual surface. The later ground classification with revised settings changed the
roof points to unclassified. These roof points are now correctly excluded from the virtual ground
surface, which is interpolated across the building footprint at ground level (producing the large
triangular facets in the center of the image).

Use the Classification menu on the Terrain tabbed panel to
choose which classification to use in conjunction with the
class toggles to display a virtual terrain surface.

Press the Report button to generate a listing of the class
changes between the selected previous classification and
the current classification.
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LIDAR

Classify Ground Points by Multiscale Curvature
LIDAR point clouds may contain point returns from bare ground, vegetation, water, and man-made objects such as buildings,
towers, and wires. In order to create a bare-earth terrain surface, a major application of LIDAR surveys, it is necessary to
differentiate ground from non-ground returns in the data. The Lidar Classification process in TNTmips (see the Technical Guide
entitled LIDAR: Automatically Classify LAS Point Clouds) includes several classifiers that you can use to automatically identify
likely ground points. The Ground - Multiscale Curvature classification method is designed for use in forested areas with a
relatively small proportion of
ground returns.

Multiscale Curvature
Classification Strategy
The Multiscale Curvature
(MSC) classifier uses an iterative, multiscale approach
to evaluate local point deviations from a mean surface
and progressively eliminate
points above this surface
from the ground class. The
classifier begins by considering only points that are
single returns or the last of
multiple returns, as earlier
returns are almost certainly
from vegetation. Some last
returns are also rejected as
likely vegetation if their elevations are significantly
higher than nearby last-ofmultiple returns. The
remaining points are considered potential ground points.
The MSC classifier computes a mean surface from
potential ground points by

Bing Maps Image of Test Area

Ground Points from Multiscale Curvature

Virtual Terrain Display from All Points

Virtual Terrain Display using Ground Points
from Multiscale Curvature method

Unclassified points (green)
(Trees)

Ground points
(orange)

performing thin-plate spline interpolation with tension, then smoothing the temporary terrain surface
using a low-pass filter. The cell size of the interpolated surface is controlled by the value of the
Nominal Point Spacing (NPS) parameter. Processing is divided into three stages using progressively
larger terrain cell sizes: stage 1 uses 0.5 NPS, stage
2 uses NPS, and stage 3 uses 1.5 NPS.
(over)

Result from LIDAR ground point classification by the Multiscale Curvature method
for an area of coniferous forest with moderate relief. The Bing Maps image (top
left) and other illustrations show only a portion of the classified area; the scale
bar length is 50 meters. The illustration top right shows the distribution of ground
points (orange) classified (from all input points) by the Multiscale Curvature
method in the Lidar Classification process in TNTmips. Over the entire test area,
the Multiscale Curvature classification identified 584,138 ground points out of
5,689,788 points (10.3%). The density of ground points varies depending on the
spacing of the trees. The illustrations directly above are color shaded-relief
virtual terrain displays from the Lidar points. Blue color indicates lower elevations
and red the higher elevations; total relief in the test scene is about 130 meters.
The virtual terrain on the left uses all point classes, so the surface includes trees.
The virtual terrain on the right is based only on the ground points classified by the
Multiscale Curvature method. The boxes in the illustrations (red over images,
black over terrains) outline the location of the point profile shown to the left. The
vertical and horizontal scales in the profile are equal, so true ground slopes are
shown. Most trees were excluded from the ground point class by the Multiscale
Curvature classifier. However, the ground virtual terrain includes several
scattered pyramidal “bumps” (e.g., top center and top right) where some tree
returns were misclassified as ground. Such isolated points can be reclassified
manually (see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Interactive Editing of Point Classes).
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Each of the three classification stages
also includes multiple iterations. In each
iteration a mean surface is computed at
the current cell size from the remaining
potential ground points. Points are then
eliminated from the pool of potential
ground points if their elevations are higher
than the mean surface elevation and their
height above it exceeds the value of the
Curvature Tolerance parameter.
Nonground points are thus eliminated in
each iteration as the mean surface is refined, and iterations continue within each
classification stage until the number of
points eliminated in the last iteration falls Multiscale Curvature ground classifier set to process several unclassified LAS files as a
group. Classifier settings can be modified in the Parameters panel as described in the text.
below a percentage threshold. When all
three stages are complete, the remaining
surfaces, as described above. The default value for this papoints that have not been rejected are classified as ground.
rameter is set automatically based on the nominal point spacings
The majority of nonground points are rejected in the first clasof the input LAS files (shown in the Spacing column in the file
sification stage using the highest-resolution model terrain
list). The value you use for this parameter should be no larger
surfaces. Because of the smaller cell size used in this phase,
than the typical point spacing, and may need to be smaller if the
the mean surfaces computed may still be influenced by the
files have highly variable point spacing, which may occur in
presence of above-ground vegetation and man-made structures.
tiled Lidar data when individual tiles include points from sevIncreasing the cell size in the later stages produces smoother
eral adjacent flight lines.
mean surfaces that are less influenced by remaining local vegetation points, allowing these points to be progressively
eliminated.
Because of its multistage, iterative approach, the MSC classifier requires longer processing times than the Terrain Following
ground classifier for comparable input data.

Parameters for Multiscale Curvature
Controls for setting the values of the parameters that guide the
Multiscale Curvature classifier are in the Parameters pane of
the Lidar Classification window. The Nominal Point Spacing
parameter controls the resolution of the interpolated terrain

The Curvature Tolerance value sets the maximum height allowed above the mean surface for a point to be retained in the
pool of potential ground points. You can enter values between
0.1 and 1.0. The value shown is used in the first of the three
classification stages. For each subsequent stage, 0.1 is automatically added to allow larger deviations from the smoother
mean surfaces. A smaller value for the Curvature Tolerance
parameter tends to avoid misclassifying low vegetation points
as ground, but may also eliminate valid ground points in areas
with complex local topography.
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LIDAR

Automatically Classify Noise in LAS Point Clouds
LIDAR point clouds may include noise points, which have anomalously
high or low elevations in comparison to the elevations expected for ground,
vegetation, and structures in the survey area. Points with anomalously
high elevations can be caused by laser pulse returns from thin clouds and
haze, birds, or low-flying aircraft. Multiple reflections from structures and
trees also may result in returns with excessively long travel times and thus
point elevations that are anomalously low. When point clouds are displayed
with points colored by elevation, noise points expand the apparent elevation
range and therefore limit the range of colors assigned to the valid elevation
points (see illustrations to the right).
You can automatically reclassify noise points in one or more LAS point
cloud files using the Lidar Classification process in TNTmips (Terrain /
2D View (above) and Point Profile (below) of LIDAR
Lidar Classification) by choosing the Noise option from the Classify menu.
point cloud (points colored by elevation) with patch of
You can choose to process points in all input classes or exclude certain
high noise points (red) that are more than 2500 feet
classes. Points that meet the noise criteria you specify are reassigned to
higher than corresponding ground and structures.
Because of these high points, all other points with
the high noise or low noise classes. You also have the option to mark
valid elevations are only shown in shades of blue.
points as “withheld”, which means that they will be excluded by default
from further processing. Files are processed “in place”, but you have the
option to save the previous classification information along with the new
classification (see the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: Automatically Classify
LAS Point Clouds).
Anomalously high points (thin cloud?)
Noise Classification Strategy
The noise classifier takes a two-tiered approach to identifying noise points.
Points with valid elevations
It first compares each point’s elevation to an expected overall elevation
(ground, vegetation, structures)
range that you specify, and if the elevation is outside of that range the point
is reclassified to the high or low noise class. If the point elevation is within
the expected range, it is then evaluated based on its elevation above or
below the surrounding
points and assigned to a
noise class if its deviation
from
the
neighborhood elevation
exceeds your specified
threshold values. In order to set appropriate
values for the noise
classifier’s parameters,
you should first display
and examine the LAS
files to ascertain the expected overall range of Noise classifier set to process four LAS files as a group. All input classes (Unclassified, Ground, Model Key
ground and structure el- Point, Water, Overlap Points, and Tower/Pole) are set to be included in the process. The option to also mark
evations and determine output noise points as “withheld” is turned on.
an approximate maximum height of vegetation and structures. If you are processing multiple files at the same time, they should
be contiguous files from the same project area, as the same set of classification parameters are applied to all input files.

Noise Classification Parameters
Enter your expected overall minimum and maximum elevation values in the Overall Range fields in the Parameters panel. The
settings in the upper part of this panel pertain to the neighborhood-based classification. The Search Distance value should be large
enough so that the number of neighboring points you specify in the Minimum Neighbors field can be found for most points. A
typical value would be at least 5 times the nominal point spacing (shown in the Spacing column for each file in the input file list).
(over)
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The values in the Maximum Above
Neighbors and Maximum Below
Neighbors fields set the maximum allowed deviations from the
neighborhood elevation; a point whose
deviation exceeds one of these thresholds is reclassified as noise.
In some LIDAR files the spatial density of points may vary, with local areas
having very sparse points, such that
the Minimum Neighbors criterion cannot be met in the sparse areas. For
example, large areas of open water typically have very few and scattered
View of reclassified point cloud with points styled by
View of reclassified point cloud
returns because most laser pulses are class, showing cluster of anomalously high points
styled by elevation, with noise points
absorbed or reflected away from the now assigned to the High Noise class (brown).
omitted to show expaned color range
sensor. If your input point clouds infor valid elevation points.
clude a large
open-water area
with sparse points
and a known elevation, you can
set minimum and
maximum allowed
elevations for
these sparse point Noise classification report for the block of 4 LAS files shown on the previous page. The Low Noise column shows
areas in the Sparse that 6 unclassified points were reclassified as low noise. The High Noise column shows that 18, 543 unclassified
points and 45,388 overlap points were reclassified as High Noise.
Range fields in the
Parameters panel (for example, a narrow elevation range above and below sea level for point clouds in a coastal area). Sparse area
points that have insufficient neighbors for the neighborhood evaluation have their elevations compared to the specified Sparse
Range and are reassigned as noise if their elevations fall outside this range.
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LIDAR

Classify Ground Points by Terrain Following
A major application of LIDAR point clouds is the accurate delineation of the terrain surface. However, LIDAR data may also
include point returns from vegetation and man-made objects such as buildings, towers, and wires. Creating a bare-earth terrain
surface requires that these above-ground returns be excluded. The Lidar Classification process in TNTmips (see the Technical
Guide entitled LIDAR: Automatically Classify LAS Point Clouds) includes several classifiers that you can use to automatically
identify likely ground points. The Ground - Terrain Following method uses a fast, slope-based approach to identify ground points.
Terrain Following Strategy
The Terrain Following
classifier begins by considering only points that
are single returns or the
last of multiple returns, as
earlier returns are almost
certainly from vegetation.
Some last returns are also
rejected as likely vegetation if their elevations are
significantly higher than
nearby last-of-multiple
returns. A square grid of
designated cell size is then
used to select an initial
sampling of potential
Virtual Terrain Display using Ground Points
Virtual Terrain Display from All Points
ground points, with each
from Terrain Following method
grid cell represented by
Result from ground classification by the Terrain
the lowest point near the
Following method for an area with moderate relief
and a mix of forest and open areas. A Bing Maps
center of the cell.
The point grid is subdivided into square seed
areas, which should be
large enough to include at
least several actual gound
points. Within each seed
area, the lowest grid point
is identified as ground and
is used to begin an
upslope search for additional ground points using
three slope constraints.
These constraints are based on the concept that the edges of point clusters
representing trees, bushes, and buildings are marked by abrupt increases in
point-to-point slope from ground to off-ground points. For each identified
ground point, sample points in the eight neighboring grid cells are also classified as ground if the slope to that point is less than an initial slope value. In
addition, neighboring points are classified as ground if the slope from the
existing ground point to the neighbor is less than a maximum slope threshold
and the change in slope is also less than the designated slope increment value.
Using these criteria, ground points are progressively added to the identified
set in the seed area, typically moving in one or more upslope directions.
The upslope search for ground points in a seed area may be blocked locally
by vegetation or steep ground slopes, so that viable ground points behind
(over)

image of the area is shown to the left; the scale bar
length is 200 meters. Above, color shaded-relief
virtual terrain displays of Lidar points covering the
area with nominal point spacing of 0.56 meter. Blue
color indicates lower elevations and red the higher
elevations; total relief in the scene is about 250
meters. The virtual terrain on the left uses all point
classes, so the surface includes trees and scattered
houses. The virtual terrain on the right is based only
on ground points classified (from all input points) by
the Terrain Following method in the Lidar Classification process in TNTmips. Trees and houses were
effectively excluded from the ground class, yet the
classification produced a sufficient density of ground
points to produce a detail terrain visualization even in
the forested areas. The black box in the terrain
illustrations ( red in the image illustration) outlines the
location of the point profile shown below. The
vertical and horizontal scales in the profile are equal,
so it shows the true slope of the terrain.

Unclassified points (green)
(House)

(Trees)

(Trees)
Ground points
(orange)
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these barriers may not be identified initially. Therefore the
ground points identified in the
upslope search are used to initiate a downslope search for
additional ground points using
similar slope constraints. Finally, points not included in the
gridded sample set are processed and classified as ground
if their elevations are below the
surface defined by the ground
points identified in the gridded Terrain Following ground classifier set to process six unclassified LAS files as a group. Classifier
sample.
settings can be modified in the Parameters panel as described in the text.

Forested Area with Steep Terrain

Virtual Terrain Display from All Points

Virtual Terrain Display using Ground

Points from Terrain Following method
Result from ground classification by theTerrain Following method for an area of
coniferous forest in steep terrain. A Bing Maps image of the area is on the left; the
Unclassified points (green)
length of the scale bar is 100 meters. Center and right, color shaded-relief virtual
terrain displays of Lidar points covering the area with nominal point spacing of 0.3
(Trees)
meter. Blue color indicates lower elevations and red the higher elevations; total
Ground points
relief in the scene is about 370 meters. The virtual terrain in the center uses all
(orange)
point classes, so much of the surface is dominated by trees. The virtual terrain on
the right is based only on ground points classified (from all input points) by the
Terrain Following method in the Lidar Classification process in TNTmips. The red
box in the image illustration (black in the terrain illustrations) outlines the location of the point profile shown above. The vertical and
horizontal scales in the profile are equal, so true ground slopes are shown. Most trees were excluded from the ground point class by the
Terrain Following classifier, but the ground virtual terrain shows scattered “bumps” where some tree returns were misclassified as ground.
In order to classify points on bare patches on steep slopes (e.g., center of area illustrated) as ground, a Maximum Slope setting of 50
degrees was used, but in areas with lower slopes this setting failed to exclude all vegetation points from the ground class. Such isolated
points can be reclassified manually (see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Interactive Editing of Point Classes).

Parameters for Terrain Following
Controls for setting the parameters that guide the Terrain Following ground classifier are on the Parameters pane of the
Lidar Classification window. The Grid Interval value sets the
cell size of the sampling grid; this value should be a small (2 to
5) multiple of the typical point spacing (shown in the Spacing
column in the input file list for each LAS file). The Seed Interval value sets the size of the square seed areas. As discussed
previously, the seed area size should be large enough to ensure
that at least several valid ground points are present in each seed
area. In practice, this means that seed areas should be larger
than typical tree crowns in forested areas and larger than the
largest buildings (otherwise the lowest point in the seed area
may be in vegetation or on a building roof). On the other hand,

if seed areas are too large, they may include too many terrain
irregularities and vegetation barriers, so that the upslope and
downslope ground point searches may be blocked from reaching all parts of the seed area. Thus seed areas should be no
larger than necessary to ensure identification of true ground
seed points.
The Initial Slope, Slope Increment, and Maximum Slope values
are explained in the previous discussion. Setting suitable values for the Slope Increment and Maximum Slope parameters
requires consideration of the terrain slopes and amount of local
topographic relief in the data area. In areas with steep terrain
slopes higher values for the latter parameters will be required in
order to avoid excluding valid ground points on steeper slopes
and areas of rough ground.
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Geomedia Publishing

Use Legend to Query Elements by Style
When you create a geomashup with geometric overlays, you can choose to include
a legend for any geometric layer or layers
that have map elements (points, lines, or
polygons) with different styles based on their
attributes. See the Technical Guide entitled
Geomedia Publishing: Legends for
Geomashup Geometric Layers). Each legend entry has a checkbox that can be used
to show or hide all of the map elements in
that category independently from the other
element categories. You can therefore use
these legend controls to peform simple interactive queries by showing only map
elements with particular attribute-based
styles. This selectivity allows you to examine the spatial distribution of selected map
features independently and to compare those
distributions to map data in other layers.
The illustrations on this page show an example using KML tileset layers depicting
statewide groundwater data for Nebraska.
A KML point tileset shows the locations of
almost 170,000 groundwater wells categorized by water use. This dataset includes
nonextractive wells, such as those used for
geothermal heatpump systems, water quality and water level monitoring, and injection
wells. A tileset with polygons depicts cumulative changes in the level of the
groundwater table. In the local area illustrated here the water table has fallen as
much as 30 feet, though some parts of the
area have seen little net change. The simple
legend query controls for the well points allow the user to focus attention on only those
wells that extract water from the aquifer
and to compare those well types with the
spatial patterns of water table change. In
the upper illustration, only domestic, livestock,
and industrial wells are shown, and these
sparse wells show little spatial correlation
with the areas of water table fall. In contrast, the lower illustration shows only
irrigation wells, which are much more numerous and closely spaced than the other
extractive well types, and which are largely
clustered in the areas of significant water
table fall.

-20 to -30 ft

-10 to -20 ft

-5 to -10 ft

In these illustrations the legend for a KML point tileset of groundwater well locations
for Nebraska is used as a simple query tool to compare the distribution of wells of
different type to areas of falling water table level (colored areas labeled with
amount of fall above). Above, only livestock, domestic, and industrial wells are
shown; these wells show little spatial correlation to the areas of falling water table.
Below, only irrigation wells are shown, and this dense array is clustered over the
area of falling water table.
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Geomedia Publishing

Adding Custom Web Layers to Geomashups
The Assemble Geomashup process allows you mash up tilesets
and KML files that have already been posted on the World Wide
Web. You can use the Add Remote Tileset or KML icon button (see
the illustration to the right) to open a selection dialog for this purpose. The Browser tabbed panel at the top of this dialog shows a
directory listing of tilesets and KML files that are hosted by
MicroImages. The Enter Path/URL field initially shows the path to
the last MicroImages web layer you selected or the root folder
labeled “Web” if this is your first selection. To select one of the
MicroImages tilesets or KML files, simply browse through the directories in the selection dialog and choose the desired item from
the list. You can move back up through the current directory path
by clicking on any of the path components in the Enter Path/URL
field or use the Up One Level icon button to its left.

Add Remote Tileset or KML

Use the Add Remote Tileset or KML icon button to open a
selection dialog to specify the URL (web address) for the
tileset or KML data on the web that you wish to use as an
overlay in the geomashup.

To add your own custom web layer to the geomashup, you need to
specify the full web URL for the tileset TSD file or the KML file.
You can either manually enter the URL in the Enter Path/URL field
or copy and paste the URL into the Select Objects dialog. You can
also add the URL for any of your custom web layers to your Favorites list for easy selection in any TNTmips process (see discussion
on the next page).

Copying and Pasting a URL
Although you can manually type the URL into the Enter Path/URL
field (see below), there is less chance of error if you paste it in. You
can use your web browser to copy the file URL to the clipboard, as
described in the illustration to the right.
To paste the URL into the Select objects dialog, press the Paste
URL/Path icon button to the right of the Enter Path/URL field (see
illustration below). The path you have copied to the clipboard is
pasted directly into the list in the Selected tabbed panel in the lower
part of the selection dialog. Simply press the OK button to accept
it and close the dialog. (If the text string in the clipboard is not a
valid path or URL, an error message is shown in the status field at
the bottom of the Select Objects dialog.)

You can use most web browsers to copy to the clipboard the
URL of the tileset TSD file or KML file you want to add to the
mashup. Navigate to the directory containing the desired file,
right-click on the file listing and choose “Copy link [...]” option
from the pop-up menu. The exact wording of this menu option
varies with the browser. For example, it is “Copy link
address” in Google Chrome and “Copy link location” in Firefox.

Manually Entering a URL

Enter Path/URL field

Catalog of MicroImages
hosted web data

You can manually type a URL into the Enter Path/URL field. To do
so, either
• toggle on the Enter Path/URL icon button to the right of the field
• simply left-click in the Enter Path/URL field.

Press the Paste URL/Path
icon button to paste a
copied path or URL directly
into the Selected list.

Left-click to type a URL in the
Enter Path/URL field, or press
the Enter Path/URL icon button
to the right

(over)
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When the desired URL has been entered into the
Enter Path/URL field in the Select Objects window, press the Enter or Return key on your
keyboard to accept the URL. It will then be shown
in the Selected tabbed panel at the bottom of the
window, as shown in the illustration to the right.
You can then press the window’s OK button to
complete the selection procedure.

Pressing the Enter
or Return key on
your keyboard
moves the URL to
the Selected list,
ready to be accepted by pressing OK.

Adding a Custom URL to Your Favorites List
You can add the URL for any of your custom web layers to your
Favorites list during the selection procedures described on the
previous page. Once the custom URL is shown in the Selected list
in the Select Objects dialog, you can left-click on its list entry to
highlight it as illustrated below and press the Add to Favorites icon
button (or right-click on the list entry and choose Add to Favorites
from the popup menu). The Favorites tabbed panel is then automatically exposed and now contains your custom URL. Any custom
web layer that you add to your favorites list can then be selected
for the Assemble Geomashup process (or other suitable TNTmips
process) from the Favorites tabbed panel in the Select Objects
Add to Favorites

dialog. Simply highlight the list entry of the desired custom URL
and press the Add to Selected icon button, which adds this URL to
the dialog’s Selected list. You can then press OK on the selection
dialog to finalize the selection.
The Favorites list entry for a custom URL includes a Name field that
by default shows the file name of the TSD or KML file being selected. You can edit this list name if you desire. Simply left-click on
the item in the Favorites list to highlight it and press the Rename
icon button above the list. A Rename dialog opens to allow you to
edit the list name.

Add to Selected

Rename

During the selection procedure you can also add a custom URL to your Favorites list for easy subsequent
selection. With the custom URL added to the Selected list in the Select Objects dialog, left-click on its list entry
and press the Add to Favorites icon button (or right-click on the list entry and choose Add to Favorites from
the popup menu). The Favorites tabbed panel is automatically exposed showing the Favorites list, which now
includes your custom URL. You can add any item in the Favorites list to the Selected list on the Selected
tabbed panel by left-clicking on the Favorites item and pressing the Add to Selected icon button. You can
change the default name of an item in the Favorites list by left-clicking on the item and pressing the Rename
icon button, which opens a Rename dialog for editing the list name.
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GeoToolbox

View Raster and Web Terrain Profiles
In geospatial views in TNTmips, TNTview, or TNTedit, you can use the GeoToolbox to view profiles of raster or terrain surface cell value
versus distance along a path of any shape. You can use the Profile View in the GeoToolbox to view profiles for raster objects or web terrain
tilesets (local or on the Internet) that are either current layers in the view or that you select after drawing a path over another reference layer.
You can draw profile paths with the Ruler or Line tools or with any of the tools that draw closed shapes (Polygon, Rectangle, and so on).
The Profile View can show a single profile from one object or show a set of profiles from a collection of rasters and/or terrains. The Profile
View provides a number of options for displaying profiles, and it can show trend lines and associated statistics that you can use to analyze
a profile (see the Technical Guide entitled GeoToolbox: Analyze Raster and Web Terrain Profiles). You can also use the Profile View in
conjunction with the GeoToolbox Point tool and a set of rasters or terrains to show a graph of cell value versus object number for a specific
cell location (see the TechGuide entitled GeoToolbox: Graph Values from Multiple Rasters/Terrains by Location).

Profile from a Single Displayed Raster or Web Terrain Tileset
4

1 Display a raster object or web terrain

tileset in the View window, then click
on the GeoToolbox icon button.

In the GeoToolbox window, press
the Open Profile View icon button.

2 In the GeoToolbox window, select the

desired drawing tool to draw the path
or geometric shape.

Drawing tools that can be used
for profile viewing.
3 In the View window, draw the path to

use for the profile. The Open Profile
View icon button becomes active
only when a path or geometric shape
is drawn using an appropriate
drawing tool.

Path drawn using the Line tool over a web
terrain tileset (terrain surface layer) with
elevation data at 1-meter spacing for the
U.S. state of Pennsylvania.

When a single raster or terrain surface layer is shown in the View,
the Profile View automatically shows a profile for that layer using
the current path. The profile updates automatically if the path is
redrawn in the view. When you move the mouse cursor along a
profile plot in the Profile View window, the cursor position is also
automatically tracked along the profile path in the geospatial View,
as illustrated below.

Profile View for the path shown to the left.

minimum and maximum values are shown in the Range fields below
the plot. The Manual Range option on the Show menu allows you
to enter custom values in the Range fields to set a particular vertical
scale range, as illustrated below. The Show menu in the Profile
View also includes a Grid option that toggles the plot grid lines off/
on and a Fill option to fill the area below the profile line with the
profile color (as illustrated below). The Show menu also includes
Font and Label Size entries that allow you to choose the font and
font size of the labels on the plot. The Colors icon button on the

Above, mouse cursor placed over a
profile plot in the Profile View.
Right, tracking symbol at the corresponding
position on the path in the geospatial View.

Profile Plot Options and Snapshot
The start, end, and interval values for the plot’s vertical scale are
set automatically based on the range of values along the path
(rounded to be divisible by 2, 5, or a power of 10). The resulting

Turning on the Manual Range toggle item on the Show menu allows
you to edit the Range numeric fields below the profile plot to set the
desired vertical range of the plot. The plot in this illustration is also
shown with the plot grid turned off and the color fill option turned
on using toggle items on the Show menu.
(over)
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Profile View opens a dialog (illustrated below) that lets you choose
colors for the plot area: the background (interior of the plot rectangle), margins (outside the plot
Colors
rectangle), text and grid, and the
profile itself. You can use these
options to design the plot for presentation purposes, then use the
Snapshot option (File menu) to
snapshot the plot area of the Profile View to a designated raster
object in a Project File.

Profiles with Multiple Useable Layers in View
If the View includes more than one raster and/or terrain surface
layer when you press the Open Profile View icon button, the result
depends on which type of layer is the current active layer (shown
in bold in the layer list in the Display Manager and View sidebar
legend). If a terrain surface layer (raster or web terrain tileset) is the
active layer, the Profile View opens directly showing the profile
from that surface layer. If any other type of layer is the current
active layer, a Select option for profile view window opens (illustrated below). The choices on this window depend on which types
of layers are present and currently active; it may present any of the
following choices for the profile source:
• use the object in the
active layer
• use the object(s) in
the surface layer(s)
• use the object(s) in
the raster layer(s)
• use all layer objects
• ask for objects to profile
Several of these options allow you to simultaneously create profile
lines in the Profile View from multiple layers in the View. Choosing
the last option above opens a Select Object dialog window to allow
you to choose one or more raster objects or web terrain tilesets that
are not currently displayed (but cover the area of the profile line) to
use as the data for the profile(s).

Profiles from Multiple Layers / Objects
When multiple objects are designated for use in the Profile View, a
separate profile line is automatically generated in the plot area for
each object. Different colors are automatically assigned for each
profile line, as illustrated below. The names of the profiled objects

are shown in the listbox above the plot area. You can click on any
of the object names in the list to select it. The name is highlighted
in black in the list and a wider line width is used for the corresponding profile line in the plot. You can use the color fill option with
multiple profiles, though the fills may obscure underlying profiles.
You can use the standard layer control icon buttons in the Profile
View window’s toolbar to raise or lower the selected profile or move
it to the top or bottom of the list in order to remedy overlap issues.

Profiles When Viewing Only Reference Layers
You do not need to have a raster or web terrain tileset in the View in
order to use the Profile View. When you draw a path in a View
showing only standard web tileset or geometric object layers (vector, shape, CAD, or region) and press the Open Profile View icon
button, a Select Object dialog opens to allow you to choose one or
more raster objects or web terrain tilesets (local or from the web)
covering the path area to
use as the data for the
profile(s). The selected
spatial objects are not
added as visible layers to
the View.

Path drawn in view
showing only
vector layers.
Profile from a
selected DEM
raster covering
the same area.

Profiles from RGB Raster Layers
When you create a profile path for a raster layer displaying an RGB
color image (single color-composite raster or separate red-greenblue raster objects) or a selected color-composite raster object, the
Profile View shows a profile line for each of the three color components, with the line color keyed to the
component color, as illustrated below.
The three components are also shown in
the listbox above the profile plot.

Profile line (above) in view of
raster layers with vegetation
index (NDVI) values for three
dates during a growing
season. The plot in the Profile View (right) shows a separate profile line for
each of the rasters, the names of which are shown in the listbox above the plot.

The Profile View shows a profile for each color component for RGB color raster layers or composite rasters.
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GeoToolbox

Analyze Raster and Web Terrain Profiles
The Profile View window provides a number of display
modes and tools to let you analyze and view statistics of
profile plots you create from rasters or terrain surfaces in
TNT views (see the Technical Guide entitled GeoToolbox:
View Raster and Web Terrain Profiles).

Trend Lines
Turning on the Trend toggle option on the Show menu
adds a polynomial regression trend line
to the profile plot. You can vary the order (maximum exponent value) of the
polynomial expression from 1 (linear) to
15 using the Trend Order menu below
the profile plot. The higher the polynomial order, the more closely the trend
line conforms to the profile. Examples
using a topographic profile are illustrated
to the right.
Left-clicking on the profile plot places a
set of cross-hairs that you can move
across the plot. The vertical reference
line of the cross-hairs indicates the current horizontal position along the profile,
and various measures for this location The Trend toggle option on the Profile View’s Show menu adds a polynomial regression trend
line (blue) to the profile plot. Select the mathematical order (1 to 15) of the polynomial
are shown in the numeric fields at the expression from the Trend Order menu. The illustrations above show trend lines of various
bottom of the Profile View window. The orders fit to a topographic profile from the USA NED10 web terrain tileset sampling the
Value field shows the profile line value western slope of a mountain range in California. A left mouse-click on the plot area places a
at the current location while the Distance set of crosshairs as shown in the bottom left illustration. The numeric fields in the panel at
the bottom of the window show values of various statistics at the current location along the
field shows the horizontal distance from profile as shown by the vertical reference line of the cross-hairs.
the profile origin. The Trend Value field
Analysis Plots
shows the value of the trend line of the current order at the
Options on the Analysis menu allow you to show
current distance (whether the trend line is displayed or not),
how several types of derived values vary along
while the Trend Residual shows the difference between the
the profile. These values include the slope (First
profile and trend values. The semivariance and autocorrelation
Derivative), change in slope (Second Derivative), Trend Revalues are statistical measures of the relatedness of adjacent
siduals, and the Semivariance and Autocorrelation statistics.
values along the profile.
Examples are illustrated below.
(over)

Profile plot that forms the basis for the
illustrated statistics plots.

Autocorrelation compares neighboring profile
values and computes their correlation.

The First Derivative plots the slope of the
profile line versus distance.

Residuals are the differences between
actual values and the trend values.

The Semivariogram compares neighboring
profile values and calculates their relatedness.

The Second Derivative plots the change in
slope of the profile line versus distance.
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Cross-sectional Area
The Profile View window provides a Cross-section Area field
that works in conjunction with the cross-hairs graphic. This
field shows the area between the profile plot and the horizontal
cross-hair line for the plot segment bracketing the vertical crosshair position. In order for an area value to be shown, the
profiled object must be a web terrain tileset or an elevation
raster for which the Value type and Units have been set (see the
QuickGuide entitled Terrain Layer Value Type and Units). In
addition, the horizontal cross-hair must intersect the profile on
both sides of the vertical cross-hair position. If there are multiple intersections, you can move the vertical cross-hair laterally
to see area measurements of the different profile segments, as
illustrated below. Area measurements are shown for profile
segments that are
either above or
below the horizontal cross-hair.

The Cross-section Area field shows the area of a closed shape formed
by the profile line’s two intersections of the horizontal cross-hair line
around the vertical cross-hair. The profile line can be either below (left)
or above (right) the horizontal cross-hair.

Save Profile Plot and Statistics
The Save option on the Profile View’s File menu saves a commaseparated text file with the profile information in a form that
can be easily imported to a spreadsheet. Fields in this file record
the X and Y coordinates of each profile point, the 2D and 3D
distances from the origin, and trend line information specific to
the trend order set when the file is saved: the trend value, residual, semivariance, and autocorrelation. An excerpt of a profile
text file is shown below.
X, Y, Distance2D, Distance3D, Value, Order 1 Trend, Trend Residual,
Semivariance, Autocorrelation
-13516699.1, 4777629.9, 0, 0, 184.1, 297.7, 113.6, 0, 1
-13516670, 4777654.6, 38.2, 38.2, 184.3, 298.4, 114.1, 11.8, 1
-13516641, 4777679.4, 76.4, 76.4, 185.5, 299.1, 113.6, 45.4, 1
-13516611.9, 4777704.2, 114.6, 114.7, 187.8, 299.9, 112, 97.2, 1
-13516582.8, 4777729, 152.8, 153, 190.7, 300.6, 109.9, 163.1, 1
-13516553.8, 4777753.8, 191, 191.3, 193.6, 301.3, 107.7, 238.7, 1
-13516524.7, 4777778.6, 229.2, 229.6, 196.2, 302.1, 105.9, 320.6, 1

The Statistics option on the File menu opens a Profile Statistics window with summary statistics for the profile, including
the number of points, profile length, minimum, maximum
and mean values, variance, and standard deviation. Coefficients of the polynomial trend line of the currently specified
order are also
shown. You
can save these
statistics to a
text file using
the Save As button on the
Profile Statistics window.
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GeoToolbox

Graph Values from Multiple
Rasters/Terrains by Location
The GeoToolbox Profile View allows you to create cell value plots from corresponding positions in multiple raster objects or web terrain tilesets. These
graphs, which plot cell value (y-axis) versus object number in the list of selected objects (x-axis), can have many applications. For example, you might
have a time series of vegetation index rasters for the same area and want to
plot variations in the index over time for one or more locations. Or you might
want to make simple “spectral” plots for selected locations in broadband multispectral images, such as SPOT, Landsat, or WorldView.
To make such graphs:
• display the desired objects in the View
• use the GeoToolbox Point tool to specify a cell location in the View (or
use the Multi-Point tool to specify several locations for multiple profiles)
• press the Open Profile View icon button on the GeoToolbox toolbar
• in the popup option dialog, choose “Show Raster layer object(s) in new
profile view”.
Point positions in the profiled objects are computed independently Plots of variation in Normalized Difference VegetaPoint
Multi-Point
Open Profile View
from each object’s georeference tion Index (NDVI, scaled from -100 to +100) from
January through December 2000 for three locations
information, so the objects need in southeastern New Mexico, from a set of 36
not match in projection, cell size, AVHRR 10-day composites.
or geographic extent. (You can
use a series of ungeoreferenced raster objects if all have the same number of lines
and columns.) You can also mix objects of any integer or floating-point data type. If
you display an RGB color image (single color-composite raster or separate red-greenblue raster objects), each color component is shown as a separate entry in the Profile
View. The raster objects that you wish to graph do not need to be loaded for display;
you can display a reference object, such as a reference image or vector map, and
If multiple useable objects are in the View
choose raster or terrain objects not currently displayed to provide the values for the
when you press the Open Profile View icon
button, a dialog window opens automatically
plot(s) (see the Technical Guide entitled GeoToolbox: View Raster and Web Terrain
so you can choose which objects to use for
Profiles). The data for all currently-shown profiles can be saved in a comma-delimthe profile (including selecting objects not
ited text file for easy import into a spreadsheet or other software application.
currently being displayed).
Left, “spectral” plots of six Landsat7 ETM bands in order of increasing wavelength (bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 7) for three locations specified
in the View using the GeoToolbox
Multi-Point tool (shown by the cross
symbols, right). The View shows
an RGB layer using three of the
Landsat bands. When the Select
option window opened after the
Open Profile View button was
pressed, the Ask for objects to
profile option was chosen, allowing
selection of all six ETM bands in the
desired order. The plots on the left
are shown with markers (“nodes”)
for each raster value, an option set
using the Node option on the Show
menu. You can also choose
various combinations of filled plots,
markers, and stair-step plots.
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Raster & Image Processing

Reproject Using Thin Plate Spline Model
The Raster Resampling using Georeference process in
TNTmips (Image / Resample and Reproject / Automatic)
offers a choice of mathematical models to perform the coordinate transformation to the designated coordinate reference
system. The Model menu on the Settings tabbed panel of the
process window offers several global best-fit models (including affine, conformal, plane projective, and polynomial
models of various orders) in which the map coordinates of
control point locations may be adjusted to varying degrees to
achieve the best global fit. The piecewise affine model maintains the assigned map coordinates of all control points but
computes a unique affine transformation for each triangular
patch of the raster between control points.
The Thin Plate Spline model is a global elastic transformation
that maintains the assigned map coordinates of all control
point locations but applies smoothly varying transformations
between control points. Using the input control points, the
transformation from image to map coordinates is modeled
mathematically as the deformation of a thin elastic plate. The
computed global transformation minimizes the bending energy (curvature) of this hypothetical plate. The influence of
an individual control point in this model is localized and diminishes rapidly with distance from the point.
Use the Model
menu on the
Settings tabbed
panel to choose
the transformation model to use
when resampling
and reprojecting
the input
raster(s).

Right, unrectified color aerial photo
of an area about 3 km wide featuring
a deep canyon (over 300 m local
relief) in northwest Colorado, USA.
Above, the photo raster after
georeferencing (with over 450
control points) and reprojection using
the Thin Plate Spline model. The
photo is overlaid on an orthoimage of
the area. The red lines superimposed on the photo show the resampling result for a set of originally
orthogonal grid lines matching the extent of the photo. These lines
emphasize the varying changes in geometry of the photo resulting
from the reprojection.

Because the Thin Plate Spline
method does not adjust the assigned
map coordinates of the input control
points during the reprojection, the result is sensitive to any errors in
placement of the control points. In
addition, the control points should be
well-distributed over the input image,
including points near the edges. You
may wish to check the result of the
reprojection with an independent set
of ground control points if available.
The Thin Plate Spline model is not
available as a warping model in the
Georeference process because the
transformation between image and
map coordinates is not mathematically reversible.

Thin Plate Spline Model
Piecewise Affine Model
Comparison
Details of lines resulting from reprojecting an originally orthogonal square grid using the Thin Plate
Spline and Piecewise Affine models for a local area of the image illustrated at the top of the page.
Green dots are georeference control points. The Thin Plate Spline model produces a smoothly
varying transformation illustrated by the curving grid lines, whereas the Piecewise Affine model
utilizes a unique affine transformation for each triangular patch between control points.
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Tilesets — Google Earth

Use Custom Terrains for Projects
Large-scale mining and construction projects can significantly
alter the local shape of the terrain. If you have updated imagery and elevation data (e.g., a Lidar DEM) for a project site,
you can use the Export Google Earth 3D Tileset process in
TNTmips (Tileset / Collada / Build) to prepare the data for 3D
viewing of the reshaped surface in Google Earth. The process
produces a KMZ file containing a tiled set of COLLADA models that incorporate your imagery and terrain data (see the

Technical Guide entitled Tilesets — Google Earth: Overlay
Geodata Using a Custom Terrain for details). When you open
the KMZ file in Google Earth, Google Earth loads the COLLADA
models for the current viewing area and view scale, allowing
you to view your imagery draped over your custom terrain
surface. (When you create the tileset, you can set an elevation
offset to raise the models to avoid intersecting with Google
Earth’s terrain.) An example of a mine site in Pennsylvania is
shown below.

Overview in Google Earth of a strip mine site in Pennsylvania. The illustration on the left shows a custom Google Earth 3D tileset covering
the site, and the illustration on the right shows the native Google Earth data. This tileset in the left illustration was created in the Export
Google Earth 3D Tileset process in TNTmips using a Lidar DEM with 1-meter cell size and natural color (leaf-off) orthoimagery with 0.3-meter
cell size, both acquired in 2008. The 2008 imagery and DEM show a more advanced stage of development at the mine than the Google Earth
terrain and imagery.

Close-up Google Earth views of the northwest edge of the mine site showing the detailed Google Earth 3D tileset (left) and Google Earth’s
imagery and terrain (right). The Google Earth 3D tileset was created with a 20-meter offset above its true elevation to avoid intersecting
with the Google Earth terrain and with no vertical exaggeration. The 2008 imagery and DEM used in the Google Earth 3D tileset are more
recent and more detailed than the comparable data in Google Earth. The Google Earth 3D tileset shows the edge of the expanded mine
workings, and its detailed terrain captures the steep edges of two terrace surfaces in the mine.
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Tilesets — Google Earth

View Shaded Relief Using a Custom Terrain
Google Earth 3D tilesets that you create in TNTmips combine your
custom elevation data with a raster image that is draped over that
terrain for 3D viewing in Google Earth. A shaded-relief raster produced directly from your elevation data (DEM raster) in the
Topographic Properties process in TNTmips provides a very useful image to use as the drape image in a Google Earth 3D tileset.
When you view a shaded-relief 3D tileset in Google Earth, features
of your custom 3D surface are visually accentuated by the relief
shading in the drape image. Subtle topographic features that might
be obscured by vegetation patterns or cultural features in an aerial

or satellite image become more obvious in the more uniformly-textured shaded relief image, especially if you have used high-resolution
elevation data as input (e.g., bare-earth Lidar DEM).
The illustrations below show Google Earth views of example shadedrelief Google Earth 3D tilesets created using high-resolution Lidar
DEMs in the Export Google Earth 3D Tileset process (Tileset /
Collada / Build). See the Technical Guides entitled Tilesets — Google
Earth: Overlay Geodata Using a Custom Terrain and Terrain Analysis: Computing Topographic Properties for details of the processes
used to create these examples.
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Shaded-relief Google Earth 3D tileset showing coastal terrace near
Fort Ross, California, along the trace of the San Andreas fault.
Terrain and shading created from Lidar DEM with 0.5-m cell size. A
variety of natural and man-made topographic features are easily
visible.

Shaded-relief Google Earth 3D tileset of a surface coal mine in
eastern Pennsylvania. Terrain and shading created from Lidar DEM
with 1-meter cell size. A large terraced spoils pile is in front of the
shallow mine pits.
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Shaded-relief Google Earth 3D tileset showing the lower end (terminus) of the Carbon Glacier on the flank of Mt. Ranier, Washington.
Terrain and shading created from Lidar DEM with 1-meter cell size.

ancient
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Shaded-relief Google Earth 3D tilesett showing a fault scarp along
the eastern foot of the Grand Teton mountain range, Wyoming.
Terrain and shading created from Lidar DEM with 0.5-meter cell size.
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Tilesets — Google Earth

View Geodata using Your Custom Terrain
The Export Google Earth 3D Tileset process in TNTmips (Tileset /
Collada/ Build) allows you to process your custom imagery and
high-resolution elevation data for viewing in Google Earth. The
process produces a KMZ file containing a tiled set of COLLADA
models that incorporate your imagery and terrain data (see the
Technical Guide entitled Tilesets — Google Earth: Overlay Geodata
Using a Custom Terrain). When you open the KMZ file in Google

Earth, Google Earth loads the COLLADA models for the current
viewing area and view scale, allowing you to view your imagery
draped over your detailed custom terrain surface. (When you create the tileset, you can set an elevation offset to raise the models to
avoid intersecting with Google Earth’s terrain.) Some examples of
detailed Google Earth 3D (COLLADA) tilesets are illustrated below
and on the reverse.

Google Earth Terrain

Custom Terrain

Google Earth close-up views of an area in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, USA, showing cliffs along the side of a glacial valley. View on
the left shows Google Earth’s terrain and imagery (a natural color orthoimage). On the right is a Google Earth 3D tileset constructed for the
same area in the Export Google Earth 3D Tileset process in TNTmips. This tileset was created using a DEM with 2-meter cell size and
natural-color orthoimages with 0.3-meter cell size, with no vertical exaggeration. The Google Earth 3D tileset shows a much more detailed
surface than the default surface shown for this area by Google Earth.
Google Earth Terrain

Custom Terrain

Google Earth views showing the same area as in the top illustrations. The view on the left shows a Google Earth raster tileset created in
TNTmips (using the Export to Tilesets process) from a color-infrared orthoimage. Since this tileset only includes a custom image overlay, its
custom imagery is draped on Google Earth’s native, low-resolution terrain surface. On the right is a Google Earth 3D tileset constructed for
the same area using the same color-infrared orthoimagery and a detailed 2-meter DEM. The Google Earth 3D tileset combines both the
custom imagery and a detailed custom terrain, so more topographic detail is visible when this tileset is viewed in Google Earth.
(over)
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Google Earth Terrain

Google Earth Terrain

Custom Terrain

Custom Terrain

Custom Terrain

Google Earth views of an area of the Mojave Desert in southern
California, USA along the linear trace of the Garlock fault (indicated
by the red arrows). At top is view with Google Earth’s native
terrain and imagery. The other two views show Google Earth 3D
tilesets constructed using a Lidar DEM with 0.5-meter cell size and
with no vertical exaggeraton. The tileset in the middle illustration
shows a natural color orthoimage with 0.3-meter cell size, while the
one below it shows relief-shading computed in TNTmips from the
DEM. The custom terrain in these tilesets captures the topographic
expression of this active fault trace (linear depressions and ridges)
in much more detail than shown by Google Earth’s terrain surface.

Custom Terrain

Google Earth views of the coastal terrace and seacliffs near Fort
Ross, California. At top is view with Google Earth’s native terrain
and imagery. The other two views show Google Earth 3D tilesets
constructed using a Lidar DEM with 0.5-meter cell size and with no
vertical exaggeraton. The tileset in the middle illustration shows
natural color orthoimagery, while the one below it shows color
infrared orthoimagery. The detailed custom terrain in these Collada
tilesets captures the form of the steep seacliffs and the canyons
transecting the flat terrace surface. In contrast, the coarser terrain
surface in Google Earth shows more subdued, rounded, and less
steep cliff faces and canyon walls and does not preserve the
sharp slope breaks at the edges of the terrace surface.
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Tilesets — Google Earth

Overlay Geodata Using a Custom Terrain
The Export Google Earth 3D Tileset process in
TNTmips (Tileset / Collada / Build) allows you
to process your custom elevation data and imagery into a tileset for viewing in 3D in Google
Earth. The inputs for the process are an elevation raster (Digital Elevation Model) and one or
more raster images (orthoimage, shaded-relief
image of the DEM, or any other desired singleraster image) covering all or part of the same
area. A Google Earth 3D tileset allows you to
view your custom imagery draped over your
custom terrain in 3D from any viewpoint in
Google Earth.
A Google Earth 3D tileset consists of a tiled
and pyramided set of 3D models created over
a range of Google Earth zoom levels that you
specify. For each tile area and zoom level the
process creates an image file for each of your
View in Google Earth of a Google Earth 3D tileset that includes color-infrared
orthoimagery and a custom DEM derived from Lidar and stereo imagery.
selected drape rasters and a COLLADA file
that stores the corresponding patch of your terCOLLADA (COLLAborative Design Activity) is an XML-based
rain data. Image tiles that contain transparent cells are stored
format designed for the exchange of digital 3D models. A
in PNG format, otherwise JPG format is used. A KML file is
COLLADA file can define one or more surfaces (such as ground
also produced for each drape image tile to relate the image
terrain or the sides of a building) and the mapping of colors or
image textures to these surfaces. Google Earth supports the
tile to the corresponding COLLADA terrain file and to specify
display of 3D COLLADA models referenced by KML/KMZ files.
to Google Earth the location, orientation, and scale of each
model.
Selected CIR Image Drape

During export the tiles at the maximum zoom level are created first, then reduced-resolution versions of each
drape image are used to create the tiles at successive zoom levels. The KML files for the
reduced-resolution tiles contain network links to the
tiles covering the same area at the next higher-resolution zoom level to allow Google Earth to switch tiles
as you zoom. After the Export process creates all of
the zoom levels, a single master KML file is created
for each drape image to describe the entire tiled structure. When you load this KML file in Google Earth,
Google Earth loads the COLLADA models and drape
images that cover the current viewing area and that
match the current view scale, enabling you to view
your imagery draped over your custom terrain surface. (over)
Google Earth Tileset vs Google Earth 3D Tileset
A Google Earth tileset (KML Super-Overlay) created in TNTmips contains
tiled custom images that Google Earth drapes over its native terrain
surface. In contrast, a Google Earth 3D tileset (COLLADA tileset)
created in TNTmips includes its own tiled terrain data in addition to one
or more tiled images. A Google Earth 3D tileset is thus a full 3D representation of your terrain and image data, and it can be displayed in
Google Earth in 3D independent of the Google Earth terrain surface.

Selected SHADING Image Drape

Optional clipping region

Use the Input tabbed panel on the Export Google Earth 3D
Tileset window to select the input DEM and the image or
images to be draped over it; all are automatically shown in
the view pane on the right side of the window. If a drape
image does not cover exactly the same area as the DEM,
only the area in common between them is processed. You
also have the option to choose a region object to further
limit the area to process. When you use a clipping region,
you can expand the clipping area by specifying a buffer
distance (in image cells) around the region boundary.
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Input Data

The raster object you choose for the Input DEM can be any
grayscale raster datatype (8-bit or 16-bit integer or floatingpoint). An input image you choose to drape over the DEM
can be a composite-color raster or a grayscale raster with or
without color palette. The input DEM and image are displayed in the view pane in the right side of the Export Google
Earth 3D Tileset window. The DEM and image are not required to have the same cell size, extents, or georeference.
The area of overlap between the DEM and an image (excluding any null areas) is the default area that is processed to
the 3D tileset. You have the option to select a clipping region
object to outline a specific subarea to be processed. If you
haven’t yet created the desired region object, you can open
the GeoToolbox from the Export window, draw the desired
outline in the view pane, add it as a region, save the region
object to a Project File, and then select it for use in the process.
Tile Size and Zoom Levels

To produce the Google Earth 3D tileset, the input DEM and
images are each subdivided into tiles covering the designated
area, with the corresponding DEM and image tiles covering
the same ground area. The tile areas are computed to overlap by one DEM cell to insure that the elevations at the edges
of adjacent 3D models match and form a seamless surface.
The Tile Size combobox on the Parameters tabbed panel lets
you choose the size of the image tiles in pixels. The available
sizes are powers of 2 beginning with 512 cells.
The image tile size, the size and complexity of the terrain
data in the Google Earth 3D tileset, and the number of 3D
models in the tileset all affect the speed with which Google
Earth loads the data. An image tile size of 1024 is optimal for
most cases. If the DEM you are using is highly detailed and
includes a large elevation range, you may want to decrease
the image tile size to 512 to reduce the load time per tile of
the surface data.
The elevation surface in a COLLADA 3D model is represented by a triangular mesh. Google Earth allows a maximum
of 65,536 vertices in any model’s surface mesh; tiles with
more vertices are not loaded. When the Export Google Earth
3D Tileset process creates the surface mesh for a particular
tile area, it detects if the number of elevation vertices produced exceeds the Google Earth limit and
automatically retiles the area at the next
smaller tile size. The process thus produces
tiles at the requested size for areas with
simple to moderately complex terrain, but may
reduce the tile size for areas of more complex terrain in order to maximize efficiency
of loading of the tileset in Google Earth.

Use the Parameters tabbed panel
to set the parameter values for
creating the
Collada tileset.

the process sets a default Maximum Zoom Level and Minimum Zoom Level based on the spatial resolution (cell size)
of the DEM and its spatial extents. You can modify these
default settings manually using the zoom level menus provided on the Parameters tabbed panel.
Elevation Units, Offset, and Vertical Exaggeration

DEM rasters typically have elevation values expressed in
meters, decimeters, or feet. In order for proper elevation
scaling to be set in the models in the Google Earth 3D tileset,
you must specify which elevation units are used by your input DEM.
Google Earth does not allow its native imagery to be turned
off, and thus it does not display any custom data that extends
below its own terrain surface (unless you navigate below
that surface). Any Google Earth 3D tileset placed at its true
elevation would therefore likely intersect the Google terrain
in a complex way, with some patches above Google’s terrain
(and visible) and some patches below (and obscured by Google
Earth’s own imagery). You can set an elevation offset value
to raise the 3D models in the Google Earth 3D tileset above
their true elevation and insure that all parts of your custom
terrain data are above the Google terrain surface and fully
visible. You may need to experiment with your data to determine an appropriate vertical offset value on a case by case
basis.
Job Processing

You can run the Google 3D Tileset export as a single process
using the Run icon button or under TNT job processing via
the Queue Jobs or Save Jobs icon button. Because each tile
area is processed independently, you can use your 2, 4, or 8
processor cores to simultaneously process multiple tiles, greatly
speeding completion of the tileset compared to the equivalent
single process. See microimages.com for a suite of Technical Guides describing the TNT Job Processing system.

When you select the DEM for the export,
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Tilesets

Various Types Defined
Web tilesets are structures specifically designed to allow geospatial data layers of any size
and detail to be used efficiently over the internet or your local network. The tileset representation of your geodata layer can be stored, viewed, and used without the need for any
special added software on your server. Tilesets can also be used from the cloud.
Web tilesets can provide access to imagery, scanned maps, vector map data, and elevation
data (DEMs). TNTmips Pro can convert your geodata layers of any size and detail into a
tileset in which the data is subdivided into many small, uniformly-sized image, terrain,
KML, or SVG tiles created over a range of discrete map scales (zoom levels). The large
collection of tiles required for a geodata layer is stored in a hierarchical directory structure.
These tileset structures conform to standards that permit them to be used in familiar browserbased geoviewers such as Google Maps, Bing Maps, and Open Layers. You can view web
tilesets in stand-alone 3D geoviewers such as Google Earth and NASA World Wind. They
can also be used in geomashups and HTML 5 applications in current versions of Firefox,
Safari, Chrome, Internet Explorer, and Opera. Google Earth and Google Maps can even be
used to view tilesets in anaglyph stereo or with stereo monitors or TVs. The TNT products
can also use image and terrain tilesets from the Internet or local network for general 2D and
3D stereo viewing and as reference images for interpretation, editing, georeferencing, and
other visual tasks.

Zoom
Number of
Number
Level
Folders
of Tiles
0*
1
1
4
1
2
3
12
2
3
6
44
4
11
153
5
21
495
1,724
6
42
83
6,319
7
8
166
23,878
9
331
92,457
364,177
10
660
1,319
1,445,437
11
* level covering the entire globe
This diagram illustrates the general
structure of web tilesets. The geodata
layer is partitioned into tiles of uniform
size at different map scales (zoom
levels). Each zoom level is a directory
containing one or more subdirectories
that contain the tiles. The number of
tiles and subdirectories increases
progressively at higher zoom levels.

The types of tilesets that TNTmips Pro can create from your geodata and assemble into
geomashups are defined below. More detailed discussions can be found in numerous Technical Guides at http://www.microimages.com/
documentation/html/Categories/Tilesets.htm and examples viewed at http://www.microimages.com/gallery/local/maps.htm.

Standard Web Tilesets

(create in Export Raster Tilesets, Auto Mosaic, or Render to Tileset)

Standard web tilesets are raster tilesets that contain satellite or aerial imagery, or map data that has been rendered to raster form.
TNTmips can create specific types of standard web tilesets that conform to the structure and specifications required for viewing in
Google Maps and Bing Maps, Google Earth, or NASA Worldwind. You can also display standard web tilesets in TNTmips in 2D and
in stereo, and use them as reference layers for editing, georeferencing, and other visual tasks. MicroImages hosts a number of standard
web tilesets created from satellite or aerial imagery with global, national, statewide, or local coverage that can be used over the web in
TNTmips or in your geobrowser.

Geometric Web Tilesets

(create in Export Geometric Tileset)

Geometric web tilesets contain tiled map data in vector graphic form rendered from styled TNT vector objects (including objects
converted to vector objects from CAD or shape objects). TNTmips can create geometric web tilesets that contain either KML or SVG
tiles. Both forms can be used to present map data with styled polygon, line, and point features with attributes for viewing on the web
in Google Maps with other custom overlays and geobrowser base maps. Attributes associated with each map element are viewable via
the Google info window.

Web Terrain Tileset

(create in Export Web Terrain Tileset)

New Feature in 2013 DV

Web terrain tilesets contain tiled elevation data. They provide internet or local access to actual elevation values, and can be used in
TNTmips as terrain surfaces for converting any 2D view to stereo. Web terrain tilesets can also form the basis of web applications that
process the elevation data in the web browser and create dynamic, adjustable shaded relief presentations, stereo rendering, and other
elevation-based renderings. MicroImages has created and publishes a number of sample web terrain tilesets with global, national, and
statewide coverage that can be used over the web for these purposes.

Google Earth 3D Tileset

(create in Export Google Earth 3D Tileset)

A Google Earth 3D tileset combines elevation data and one or more custom images (orthoimage, shaded-relief image of the DEM, ...)
in a structure that allows you to view your custom terrain in 3D from any viewpoint in Google Earth. This type of tileset is a tiled and
pyramided set of 3D models created over a selected range of Google Earth zoom levels. Because these models contain their own
terrain data, you can construct Google Earth 3D tilesets using higher-resolution DEMs (e.g. from LIDAR) and view them independent
of Google Earth’s more generalized terrain surface.

Geomashups

(create in Assemble Geomashup)

A geomashup is a web page that presents multiple predefined layers of geospatial data in an interactive map display using one of the
browser-based geoviewers (Google Maps, Bing Maps, Open Layers, and the Google Earth browser plug-in). The custom data layers
in the geomashup are typically overlaid on a global base map (map, terrain, or satellite/aerial imagery) native to the geobrowser. The
geobrowser provides familiar zooming and panning controls, while the geomashup provides layer controls and other custom tools and
controls.
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Tilesets

Subset Structures
You can extract subsets by area from standard web tilesets (Google
Maps, Bing Maps, Google Earth, and NASA World Wind) using
the Subset Tileset process in TNTmips Pro (Tileset / Image / Subset). Each subset is a new tileset with the same form and structure
as the input tileset, though you can choose the range of zoom
levels to create in the subset. The input tilesets are unaltered by
this process. There is no limit to the size of the area you can extract
from a tileset stored on your computer or local network. You can
make subsets of limited area from tilesets that are publicly accessible on the Internet, such as those hosted at microimages.com
(see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Subset from Remote
Sources).
Queue Job
Save Job

Remove Selected
Run

Add

islands is used to define the clipping area, which is automatically
shown in the view pane as shown in the illustration of the Subset
Tileset window below. This illustration shows an example of the
use of vector and shape objects to define clipping areas. You can
choose clipping objects for all input tilesets or only for selected
inputs.

Remove All
Clipping Areas

Use the Clipping Area button’s
menu to define a clipping area
for one or more of the input web
tilesets. Use the Choose Clipping Areas option to select a
previously-created geospatial object to define the clipping
area. Choose Extract from current
view to extract the rectangular area
currently shown in the Subset Tileset
window’s view pane.
Clipping Area
Example

Natural color orthoimage tileset of the state of California (USA) selected
twice to subset separate areas (two adjoining national parks).

Sequoia
National Park

Sample
Clipping
Area
Objects

Kings
Canyon
National
Park

Shape object with park
boundary (2 disjunct
polygons).

Vector object with park boundary and subarea polygons.
Tileset Subset automatically determines the outer boundary
of the contiguous polygons to define the clipping area.

The Subset Tileset process allows you to select one or more
input tilesets to subset; the selected tilesets can be overlapping, adjoining, or spatially separated. For local tilesets you
can designate a clipping area individually for each input tileset
to define the portion to extract and/or select a Bounding Region to
apply to all of the output tileset extracts. You can set buffer distances for both clipping areas and the bounding region to
automatically enlarge the designated area(s) to provide additional
image context. When you subset from remote web tilesets, a special drawing tool is activated to allow you designate the limited-size
rectangle bounding your desired subset (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Subset from Remote Sources).

Clipping Areas
The Choose Clipping Areas option on the Clipping Area icon button menu lets you select previously-created geospatial objects to
individually define the portion to extract from each of the selected
tilesets. The object you choose to define a clipping area can be a
region, vector, or shape object in any coordinate reference system.
If you choose a vector or shape object with multiple contiguous or
nested polygons, the outer boundary of these polygons excluding

Orthoimage tileset subsets
for Sequoia National Park (above left) and Kings Canyon National
Park (above right) shown in Google Maps.

You can also use standard drawing tools in the GeoToolbox to
manually draw polygons in the view pane, save them as region
objects, and select these regions to define clipping areas (see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Clipping Input Images for illustration
of this procedure in the Mosaic process). The Clipping Area Buffer
field lets you set a buffer distance (in cells) to create an outer buffer
around each of the defined clipping areas to use in performing the
extraction.
The Extract from current view option on the Clipping Area menu
lets you set the current rectangular area of the view pane in the
Subset Tileset window as the clipping area. This selection is applied to all of the selected tilesets.
(over)
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Bounding Region Example

My Places KML with travel
route in Tennessee, USA

Natural color and color-infrared orthoimage
tilesets of the state of Tennessee (U.S.)

5-mile buffer zone region
(orange) created in TNTmips Display from
route line (green) imported from KML. Buffer
region is selected as the Bounding Region to
be applied to all input tilesets.
Natural color and color-infrared orthoimage
tileset extracts covering the selected buffer
region, shown in Google Maps with the My
Places KML overlay of the route.

Bounding Region
In addition to (or instead of) setting clipping areas for individual
input tilesets, you can use the Bounding Region pushbutton to
select a geometric object (region, vector, or shape) in any coordinate reference system to define a project boundary that is applied
automatically to all of the input tilesets (after any clipping area).
Contiguous and island polygons in the selected object are merged,
as for clipping areas. The Bounding Region Buffer field lets you
set the width (in cells) of an outer buffer zone around the selected
object to define the actual extracted area. The illustration above
shows an example use of a bounding region to extract the same area
from natural color and color-infrared orthoimage tilesets of a U.S.
state.

Zoom Levels
Each input tileset has a specific range of zoom levels (precomputed
layers with different spatial resolution used for fast zooming; see
the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Setting Zoom Levels) that is shown
in the input list. By default, the Minimum Zoom Level and Maximum Zoom Level menus default to the global minimum and maximum
zoom levels among the input tilesets, so the full set of zoom levels
is extracted from each input tileset. (Requested zoom levels outside
the actual range of an input tileset are ignored.) You can restrict the
extraction to a smaller range by making your own choices from the
Minimum Zoom Level and Maximum Zoom Level menus. For example, you could extract Google Maps zoom levels 6 through 16
from tilesets with zoom level ranges 5 through 17 and 6 through 18.

Extract Whole or Partial Tiles
The Extract menu setting determines how edge tiles in the subset
tileset are created. The Whole Tiles option copies, without modification, the tiles that are wholly or partially enclosed by the extraction
area at every zoom level. With this option the image content in the
subset can extend beyond the buffered extraction boundary, extending to the edge of the edge tiles, creating a blocky edge. The
Partial Tiles option creates new edge tiles in the PNG image format

and sets the portion of each edge tile that is outside the buffered
extraction area to be fully transparent. This option provides a
smoother edge to the image content in the extracted tileset. The
illustration below compares the results of these two options.

Job Processing
The Subset Tileset process allows you to take advantage of the
concurrent processing capabilities of your computer’s multiple processor cores using the TNTmips Job Processing System. You can
set up several tileset subset operations at once and use the Queue
Jobs icon button to immediately queue each of the tileset conversions as a separate job. Alternatively, you can use the Save Jobs
icon button to hold these jobs for later manual release or schedule
them to run automatically at a more convenient time, such as overnight (see the TechGuide entitled System: Managing the Job Queue
for more information.)
Extract with Whole Tiles

Extract with Partial Tiles

Tile
Boundaries

Detail of edge of extracted tilesets created using the Whole Tiles
setting (left) and Partial Tiles setting (right). The yellow line in the
left illustration is a portion of the clipping area boundary used (with
2-cell buffer) in the extraction. The Whole Tiles option copies tiles
at every zoom level without modification, so that the edge of the
image content of the subset may follow the square tile boundaries
in many areas. The Partial Tiles option creates new edge tiles in
the PNG image format and sets the portion of each edge tile that is
outside the buffered extraction area to be fully transparent.
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Tilesets

Subset from Remote Sources
The Subset Tileset process in TNTmips Pro (Tileset / Image / Subset) allows you to create subset
NOTE: You can make subset
tilesets of limited-size areas from standard web tilesets created in TNTmips (Google/Bing Maps,
tilesets of any size from local
tilesets; see the Technical Guide
Google Earth, and NASA World Wind tilesets) that are publicly accessible on the Internet. For
entitled Tilesets: Subset Structures.
example, you can extract small tilesets from any of the standard web tilesets that are hosted at
microimages.com. The tileset subset has the same structure as the parent tileset, but you can choose the range of zoom levels to retain in
the subset. The subset tileset is saved at the location you designate on your local or network hard drive along with the necessary auxiliary
files that allow you to immediately view the tileset in TNTmips, in a web browser, or (for Google Earth tilesets) in Google Earth.

Tileset Area tool

Limited area
defined by the tool

When you select an on-line web tileset as input for the Subset Tileset process,
the Tileset Area tool is activated and is the only way to define the subset area.
This tool lets you define a rectangular image area that is equivalent to 64 image
tiles at the maximum specified zoom level. The on-screen size of the box you
are permitted to draw automatically adjusts for different view zoom levels to
enforce this limit. The transparent portions of partial tiles around the edges of
the subset area do not count toward the area limit, so the maximum zoom level
in the subset typically includes more than 64 tile files.

A custom Google/Bing Maps tileset that you have extracted can be viewed in a web browser even when your
computer is not connected to the Internet. In your
browser simply open the OpenLayers HTML file that
is automatically created and saved with the extracted
subset tileset (along with the associated OpenLayers
JavaScript library). Likewise, a subsetted Google Earth
tileset can be viewed offline in 3D in Google Earth, as
Google Earth will automatically use its locally-cached
terrain data for recently-viewed areas when not connected to Google servers (see illustrations below). Thus
you can use your local extracts from MicroImages webhosted tilesets on a laptop or tablet computer in remote
field settings where no Internet connection is available.
When you choose a remote tileset as input for the Subset Tileset process, you must define the subset area using
the Tileset Area tool (see illustration to the left), which
is activated automatically. This tool lets you define a
subset area that is equivalent to 64 image tiles at the
maximum specified zoom level. The size of the box
you are permitted to draw in the view automatically
adjusts to the current viewing scale to enforce this size
limit. If you do not require the full resolution of the
parent tileset, you can increase the ground area allowed
for the subset by choosing a lower-numbered Maximum
Zoom Level.

Google Earth views showing subset from the Oregon 2011 1-meter orthoimage tileset hosted at microimages.com (left) and native Google
Earth imagery (right). This area is the site of on-going logging operations. The custom 2011 tileset subset is more recent than the Google
Earth native imagery (note expanded clear-cut area at center of left illustration) and has better color and contrast. A custom tileset subset
can be viewed in 3D in Google Earth even while not connected to the Internet. Google Earth will automatically use its locally-cached terrain
and image data for recently-viewed areas when not connected to Google servers.
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Tilesets

Web Structures Summarized
TNTmips Pro can convert aerial or satellite imagery; scanned maps; styled vector, CAD
or shape data; and elevation rasters (DEMs) to web tilesets. These tilesets are specially
structured for efficient viewing over the web in a browser-based geoviewer (such as Google
Maps, Bing Maps and Open Layers) or in a standalone web geoviewer (Google Earth and
NASA Worldwind) along with their aerial and map content. These web tilesets can also
be packaged together with Open Layers libraries for off-line viewing in a browser, and can
be viewed in TNTmips from local or internet sources for use as reference images for
editing, georeferencing, and other visual tasks.

MicroImages developed web tilesets to
provide the capability to view image,
terrain, or geometric map data:
z for any size area
z over any range of map scales
z for any data size (up to terabytes)
z on the web or locally
z publicly or privately
z with no specialized server software.

Web tilesets contain image or map data that has been subdivided into uniformly-sized tiles created at a series of discrete map scales
and stored in a predefined directory structure. This standardized structure makes web tilesets a convenient means to efficiently store
and present spatial data of any detail and area, from local to global, over any range of scales (zoom levels). Web tilesets can be viewed
locally, copied to a website for anyone to view over the web in a browser, or limited to designated users over a private network. They
can be viewed using current versions of all popular web browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Internet Explorer, and Opera). Custom
web tilesets created in TNTmips can be used in geomashups with other custom web tileset overlays and designated base maps provided by the geobrowser or other web sites. Because MicroImages’ web tilesets are designed for use with popular geoviewers, no
specialized software is required on your web server to present and view these tilesets on the web.
You can create different varieties of web tilesets in TNTmips using various TNT processes. This spectrum of web tilesets accommodates different forms of geospatial data and different options for viewing and using the result. The types and uses of web tilesets you
can create in TNTmips are described briefly below. More detailed discussions can be found in numerous Technical Guides at http://
www.microimages.com/documentation/html/Categories/Tilesets.htm and examples viewed at http://www.microimages.com/gallery/
local/maps.htm.

Standard Web Tilesets

(Export Raster Tilesets, Auto Mosaic, or Render to Tileset)

Standard web tilesets are raster tilesets that can be exported from single large raster images, mosaicked from sets of contiguous
images, or rendered into raster form from a view containing one or more geospatial data layers, including styled map data (i.e., vector,
CAD, or shape objects). TNTmips can create specific types of standard web tilesets that conform to the structure and specifications
required for viewing in Google Maps and Bing Maps, Google Earth, or NASA Worldwind. In addition to the uses noted below,
Google/Bing Maps and Google Earth standard web tilesets can also be displayed in TNTmips Pro or Basic along with any other
supported type of geospatial data, used as reference layers for georeferencing and editing, and viewed in stereo. MicroImages hosts a
number of standard web tilesets created from satellite or aerial imagery with global, national, statewide, or local coverage that can be
used over the web in TNTmips or in a geobrowser.
A standard web tileset prepared for Google/Bing Maps can be copied to any web site for immediate public 2D viewing in these web
browser geoviewers. Alternatively, you can store a Google/Bing Maps tileset on a local computer with Internet access for private
viewing. These tilesets can also be packaged with the Open Layers geobrowser library for viewing in a web browser at locations
lacking Internet access.
Google Earth standard web tilesets can be viewed in 3D in the Google Earth desktop application from a local drive (on a computer
with Internet access) or from a web location. A Google Earth tileset that has been copied to a web site can also be viewed in 3D
perspective in a web browser using the Google Earth browser plug-in. The NASA Worldwind desktop application provides 3D
perspective viewing but requires that all custom tilesets reside in a specific local directory structure in order to be viewed along with
their web-based terrain and imagery.

Geometric Web Tilesets

(Export Geometric Tileset)

Geometric web tilesets contain tiled map data in vector graphic form rendered from styled TNT
vector objects (including objects converted to vector objects from CAD or shape objects). They are
especially informative in web applications because they can also store attribute information for the
map elements; these attributes are transferred from the element DataTip in the TNT vector object
used to create the tileset. Mousing over the map feature in the geoviewer reveals the feature’s name
attribute, and left-clicking reveals the list of additional attributes in the Google info window.
Geomashups of geometric web tilesets can also include interactive legends that provide a visual key
to different map feature classes and allow all elements in any classes to be highlighted or turned on or
off. Geometric web tilesets can be viewed in the current version of all popular web browsers.
TNTmips can create two types of geometric web tileset: KML and SVG geometric tilesets. Both
forms can be used to present map data with styled polygon, line, and point features with attributes for
viewing on the web with other custom overlays and geobrowser base maps.

Attributes for geometric tileset
polygons shown in the Google
info window.
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(over)

KML geometric web tilesets use a vector form of Google’s KML Super-Overlay structure. The tiled KML files can store polygons with
transparent color fills, lines with a limited range of simple styles, and points with symbols of any complexity (which are rendered to
very small PNG image files linked to the KML structure). When copied to a website, KML
geometric tilesets can be viewed in 2D in Google Maps and in 3D in the Google Earth browser
plug-in or in the Google Earth desktop application. A KML tileset also can be stored on a local
drive for private viewing in the Google Earth desktop application.
The SVG geometric tilesets created by TNTmips use files in the Scaleable Vector Graphics (SVG)
format to store styled map elements in vector form. (The compressed SVGZ format can also be
used to reduce stored file size and reduce download times on the web.) SVG geometric tilesets
conform to the tiling scheme and directory structure of Google Maps standard web tilesets containing raster data, though the two structures use different file formats. SVG geometric tilesets
can include polygons, lines, points, and text labels and can reproduce simple to complex display
styles set for the source vector elements in TNTmips, including custom point and line symbols
created dynamically from individual element attributes by TNT CartoScripts. SVG geometric
tilesets can be viewed in 2D in Google Maps from a local drive or from a web location.

Web Terrain Tileset

(Export Web Terrain Tileset)

Geomashup of several SVG
geometric tilesets with complex
line and point symbols rendered
from TNT CartoScripts.

New Feature in 2013 DV

Web terrain tilesets contain tiled elevation data stored in PNG files and provide internet or local access to actual elevation values. Web
terrain tilesets can be used in TNTmips Pro or Basic as terrain surfaces for visualizing satellite and aerial images in stereo. MicroImages
has created and published a number of sample web terrain tilesets with global, national, and statewide coverage that can be used over
the web for this purpose. Because they store actual elevation data, web terrain tilesets can also form the basis of web applications
using the HTML5 canvas element and JavaScript that process the elevation data in the web browser and create dynamic, adjustable
shaded relief presentations, stereo rendering, and other elevation-based renderings.

Google Earth 3D Tileset

(Export Google Earth 3D Tileset)

A Google Earth 3D tileset frees you from the constraints of the native terrain surface in
Google Earth. This type of tileset combines your detailed, high-resolution elevation data
with one or more of your custom images (orthoimage, shaded-relief image of the DEM, ...),
and allows you to view your custom imagery draped over your custom terrain in 3D from
any viewpoint in Google Earth.
A Google Earth 3D tileset consists of a tiled and pyramided set of 3D models created over a
selected range of Google Earth zoom levels. Each tile area includes an image tile for each of
the drape layers and a COLLADA 3D model file that stores the corresponding patch of the
terrain data. The image tiles and terrain models are linked via KML files in a KML Super
Overlay structure, with a master KML file for each drape layer. When you load a master
KML file, Google Earth loads the 3D models and drape images that cover the current viewing area and that match the current viewing scale. With this tiled and pyramided structure
you can load and view custom 3D data of any size area in Google Earth. A Google Earth 3D
Tileset can also be copied to your website for anyone to view in a web browser using the
Google Earth browser plugin.

Geomashups

Google Earth view of a Google Earth
3D tileset created in TNTmips presenting custom color-infrared imagery and
a detailed custom terrain surface of
coastal terraces and seacliffs.

(Assemble Geomashup)

A geomashup is a web page that presents multiple predefined layers of geospatial
data in an interactive map display using one of the browser-based geoviewers (Google
Maps, Bing Maps, Open Layers, and the Google Earth browser plug-in). The custom
data in the geomashup is typically overlaid on a global base map (map, terrain, or
satellite/aerial imagery) native to the geobrowser. The geobrowser provides familiar
zooming and panning controls, and the mashup provides layer controls that allow
overlays to be turned on and off and other custom controls. Geomashups thus provide a convenient interactive web viewer that allows anyone to view at any scale any
number of thematic map or image layers covering any size area.
TNTmips can create standard web (raster) tilesets suitable for use in geomashups
designed for any popular geobrowser (Google Maps, Google Earth, Bing Maps, and
Open Layers). In addition, Google Maps and Google Earth geomashups can also
include simple KML files and KML geometric tilesets, and Google Maps geomashups
can include SVG geometric tilesets. The Assemble Geomashup process is used to
choose the custom overlays to use, the geobrowser base map(s), range of zoom levels, legend parameters, custom tools and controls, and other settings.

Geomashup of geologic map data layers that
includes an SVG geometric tileset, three KML
geometric tilesets, and a KML file.
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Terrain Layer

Using Terrain Surface Layers
Raster objects and web terrain tilesets with elevation or other continuouslyvarying numerical values can be added to geospatial views in the TNT products
as terrain surface layers. Surface layers are used primarily to visualize other
draped images in stereoscopic or 3D
perspective renderings. Terrain surface
layers can also be viewed directly as independent layers, including in
stereoscopic renderings. Examples of
renderings using terrain layers are illustrated to the right and below.

Terrain surface layer displayed using
a combination of color-coded
elevation and relief shading.
Anaglyph stereoscopic
rendering of image drape
using a terrain layer.

3D persective view with image
drape over a terrain layer.

See the Tutorial entitled 3D
Perspective Visualization for
instructions on how to use
terrain surface layers to create
3D perspective views.

Add Terrain

Terrain surface layer in layer list.

You can set vertical Scale and Offset
values for stereoscopic and perspective
renderings on the Object tabbed panel in
the Surface Layer Controls window.

Use the Add Terrain icon button on the Display
Manager to add a raster object or web terrain
tileset to a view. A web terrain tileset (see the
Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Web Terrain
Structures) can only be used as a terrain surface, so you can also use the Add icon button
and Add Web Layer icon buttons to select web
terrain tilesets from local and web sources (respectively) to use as surface layers.

Stereo icon
button on View

The Stereo Settings window allows you to

choose the behavior when stereo mode is
You do not need to add a terrain surface layer
activated with no terrain surface layer.
to a view prior to activating stereo rendering
using the Stereo icon button on the view. In this situation you will either be prompted for
the terrain to use, or an online web terrain tileset hosted at microimages.com that covers the
view area with the highest detail will be automatically selected if available. You can choose
which of these behaviors to implement using controls on the Stereo Settings window (Options / Stereo Settings from the View window) as illustrated above (see the TechGuide
entitled Stereo Viewing: Display Settings).

The Surface Layer Controls window (opened by clicking on the icon for the layer in the
layer controls) provides controls on the Object tabbed panel that allow you to set vertical
scale and offset factors to apply to the elevation values when creating stereoscopic and
perspective renderings (see illustration to the left). This panel also provides DataTip
settings for the layer. The Units menu selection and the DataTip suffix text are set
automatically for a web terrain tileset. These values are also set automatically for a raster
object that has the Value Type and Units set in the raster’s Object Information (see the
QuickGuide entitled Terrain Layer Value Type and Units). The Render panel on the
Surface Layer Controls window allows you to set the rendering options for viewing the
terrain surface as an independent layer (see the TechGuide entitled Terrain Layer: Visualizing Terrain Layers.
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Terrain Layer

Visualizing Terrain Layers
Elevation data in the form of a raster object or a web terrain tileset
(see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Web Terrain Structures)
can be added to Spatial Display views as terrain surface layers,
which are used primarily to visualize satellite or aerial images in
stereoscopic or 3D perspective renderings. But terrain surface
layers can also be visualized directly as independent layers, with
your choice of adjustable relief shading, color-coded elevation, or
a combination (color shaded relief) as illustrated below.

View zoomed into a portion of terrain surface layer using the NED
10m USA web terrain tileset hosted at microimages.com. The
surface is rendered above by color-coding elevation values using a
color palette selected in the Surface Layer Controls window. The
illustrations below show two alternative renderings of the same
portion of the terrain: relief shading (left) and combined shading
and elevation colors (right).

The Render tabbed panel
provides radiobuttons for
setting Relief Shading,
Elevation Color, or a
combination of both modes
for the terrain surface.
Rotate the radial line of the
shading graphic control
around the circle to change
the shading illumination
azimuth value. Drag the
black dot on the line inward
or outward to change the
illumination elevation angle.

The Elevation Color control grouping provides a Palette menu that
you can use to choose any standard raster color palette to apply to
the surface, or you can choose Manual from the menu to design a
new color spread to apply (see illustration below). The Manual
mode provides color buttons to choose the starting and ending
colors for the spread and a Path menu to select the type of color
spread (Automatic, RGB HIS Clockwise, HIS Counter-Clockwise,
HBS Clockwise, or HBS Counter-Clockwise). The color spread bar
below these controls updates automatically to show the result of
changes in the spread settings.
The Range menu in the Elevation Color grouping determines the
range of elevation values over which the color palette or spread is
applied. The Object option uses the full range of values from the
surface object, while the View option uses only the value range

Choosing Manual from thePalette menu in
the Elevation Color grouping lets you set
up a custom color spread to apply to the
terrain surface’s elevation range.

The Render tabbed panel on the Surface Layer Controls window
(illustrated at the top right of this page) provides a set of radio
buttons at the top of the panel to select the rendering mode. The
Relief Shading grouping on the panel provides numeric fields and a
graphic control for setting the Azimuth (compass direction to the
virtual illumination source), the Elevation (vertical angle to the illumination source), and Z Scaling multiplier for the elevation values.
To change the illumination azimuth using the shading graphic, drag
the radius line to different positions around the circle. Drag the
black dot on the radius line inward toward the center of the circle to
increase the Elevation angle and outward to decrease it.

from the portion of the surface within the current view, which can accentuate local details
in the surface. The Manual option provides
numeric fields for setting the minimum and
maximum values so you can customize the elevation range to use.
A DataTip is automatically provided for terrain surface layers using
settings shown on the Object tabbed panel. You can set the number of decimal places to show, the elevation units, and prefix and
suffix to show. The elevation units and suffix are set automatically
for web terrain tilesets and for
raster surfaces for which the
value units have been set (see
the QuickGuide entitled Terrain Layer Value Type and
Units).
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Tilesets

Web Terrain Structures
Web terrain tilesets contain elevation data in a tiled form that provides local or internet access to
actual elevation values for areas of unlimited size. Web terrain tilesets can be used in TNTmips Pro
or Basic as terrain surfaces for visualizing satellite or aerial images in stereo, or the surface can be
visualized directly (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Visualizing Terrain Layers).
You can also view terrain profiles from web terrain tilesets (see the TechGuide entitled GeoToolbox:
View Raster and Web Terrain Profiles). MicroImages has created and published a number of sample
web terrain tilesets with global, national, and U.S. state coverage that can be used over the web for
these purposes (see box to the right). TNTmips Pro also provides processes that allow you to
convert any DEM raster or rasters to a custom web terrain tileset and to merge and subset these
tilesets (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Create Web Terrain Structures).
Web terrain tilesets contain gridded elevation data that has been subdivided into uniformly-sized tile
files created at a series of discrete map scales (zoom levels). Web terrain tilesets created in TNTmips
Pro conform to the Google Maps tileset
structure (see the TechGuide entitled
Tilesets: Google Maps Structure) and
consist of PNG files that are 256 cells
square. The elevation values are stored
in the tiles in scaled form and can represent integer or decimal values in
meters, decimeters, centimeters, or feet.

Web terrain tileset of Japan with 10-meter horizontal resolution
displayed in TNTmips with color-coded elevation. Shaded-relief and
combined color relief shading options are also available. This tileset
is available over the web from microimages.com for use in TNTmips
and TNTbasic.

On-line Web Terrain Tilesets
Hosted by Microimages
Global

ASTER 30m

SRTM 90m

National

U.S. States

Brazil 30m
Canada 20m
Japan 10m
USA 10m
USA 30m

Iowa 3m
Louisiana 3m
Nebraska 3m
Pennsylvania 3m
West Virginia 3m

Web terrain tilesets hosted at
microimages.com can be selected
as terrain surface layers to
display or to use to create
stereoscopic views of overlapping imagery. Web terrain tilesets
are indicated in the Select
Objects dialog by gray-colored
tileset icons as shown in the
illustration to the left.

Anaglyph stereoscopic display of an area in Namibia using web
layers hosted by MicroImages. The terrain surface used to create
the stereo effect is a global web terrain tileset created from 30meter ASTER elevation data, and the image is a portion of the global
Structural Earth + Landsat 742 image tileset.

Because they store actual elevation data, web terrain tilesets can also form
the basis of web applications using the HTML 5 canvas element and
JavaScript in a web page to process the elevation data and present in the
web browser dynamic adjustable shaded relief presentations, stereoscopic
3D rendering, and other elevation-based applications. Several examples of
such elevation-based web applications can be viewed at microimages.com:
Color Shaded Relief Viewer:

http://www.microimages.com/geodata/rho/ColorShadedRelief/index.html
Google Maps Stereoscopic 3D Viewers:

http://www.microimages.com/geodata-htm/stereo/index.htm

The stereoscopic 3D web viewer using a shaded-relief overlay is illustrated
to the right.
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Tilesets

Create Web Terrain Structures
Web terrain tilesets contain elevation data in a tiled form that
provides local or internet access to actual elevation values for
areas of unlimited size (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets:
Web Terrain Structures). Web terrain tilesets can be used as
terrain surface layers in TNTmips Pro and Basic and can form
the basis of web applications that present relief-shaded or stereoscopic renderings in a web browser.
TNTmips Pro provides several processes for converting a DEM
raster or rasters to a custom web terrain tileset. Use the Export Web Terrain Tileset process (Tileset / Terrain / Export) to
choose one or more input DEM raster objects and convert
each one to an independent web terrain tileset. Use the Mosaic
to Terrain Tileset process (Tileset / Terrain / Mosaic) to convert a set of adjacent or overlapping DEM raster objects to a
single seamless web terrain tileset.

Export Web Terrain Tileset process window. Each input DEM
raster is converted to a separate web terrain tileset.

window (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Creating a Standard Web Structure). Likewise, the remaining controls on the
Mosaic to Terrain Tileset process are identical to those on the
Mosaic to Image Tileset window (see the Tilesets TechGuides
entitled Mosaic to Google Maps Tile Overlay and Mosaic to
Google Earth Super-Overlay). Use the Minimum Zoom Level
and Maximum Zoom Level menus on the Output tabbed panel
to set the range of zoom levels for the tileset(s) you are creating. A menu on the Parameters tabbed panel sets the Resampling
Method used to recompute elevation values during reprojection
to the Spherical Web Mercator coordinate system used for web
terrain tilesets, and another sets the Resampling/Reduction
method used to compute the elevation values for the lowerresolution zoom levels.
Both the Export and Mosaic processes allow you to clip individual input rasters and/or to clip the entire set to a project
boundary. In each case the clipping boundary is set using the outer boundary of a geometric object (region,
vector, shape, or CAD) that you select (see the Tilesets
TechGuides entitled Clipping Input Images and Clipping
to a Project Boundary). You can use the Queue Jobs or
Save Jobs icon buttons in either process to perform the
tileset conversions using the TNTmips Job Processing
System (see the Tech Guide entitled System: TNTmips
Job Processing System). Each tileset conversion operation is automatically subdivided into a number of jobs
that can run concurrently to take advantage of your
computer’s multiple processor cores and perform the total
operation in much less time than as a single process.
TNTmips Pro also provides processes that allow you to
merge and subset (extract) web terrain tilesets; see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Merge and Subset Web Terrains.

Web Terrain Controls
The Export Web Terrain Tileset and Mosaic to Terrain Tileset
process windows have a number of controls in common
that are specific to web terrain tilesets. On the Output tabbed
panels you can specify the elevation units for the input
raster(s) and the output web terrain tileset using the Units of
Input and Units of Output menus. If the elevation units have
been set for the input raster (see the QuickGuide entitled
Terrain Layer Value Type and Units), the Units of Input menu
is automatically set to that unit. When you choose a different elevation unit for the output, the elevation values are
automatically rescaled to produce values in the desired unit.
A toggle button also allows you to replace null values with
zero values if desired.

Other Controls
The remaining controls on the Export Web Terrain Tileset
window are identical to those on the Export Raster Tilesets

Mosaic to Web Terrain Tileset process window. A set of adjacent or
overlapping DEM rasters is converted to a single web terrain tileset.
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Tilesets

Merge and Subset Web Terrains
Web terrain tilesets contain elevation data in a tiled form that
provides local or internet access to actual elevation values
for areas of unlimited size (see the Technical Guide entitled
Tilesets: Web Terrain Structures). TNTmips Pro provides
processes to convert raster objects with elevation or other
continuous surface data to web terrain tilesets (Export Web
Terrain Tileset and Mosaic to Web Terrain Tileset; see the
Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Create Web Terrain Structures) and also processes that allow you to merge and to
extract subsets from web terrain tilesets.

Queue Job
Save Job

Remove Selected
Run

Set All Levels

Add

Set Selected Levels

Merge Web Terrain Tilesets
You can use the Merge Web Terrain Tilesets process (Tileset
/ Terrain / Merge) to merge adjoining or overlapping web
terrain tilesets. Use the Add icon button at the top of the
Web terrain tilesets with LIDARMerge process window to select the input web terrain tilesets.
derived elevation data for adjacent
Use the Output button to choose a destination and name the
counties in Iowa are selected here
output merged tileset. You can open a pop-up dialog to set
for merging. A view of the merged
the minimum and maximum zoom levels to use for all of the
web terrain tileset is shown below.
inputs by pressing the Set All Levels icon button. You can
set the zoom level range to use for an individual input tileset
by highlighting the tileset in the list and pressing the Set Selected Level icon button
(or simply left-click on the tileset’s entry in the Output Levels field in the list). The
Overlap Method menu on the Settings tabbed panel allows you to choose how
output values are set in areas where the input tilesets overlap. The default setting is
to use the Least Extreme value (other choices include First in List, Last in List, Minimum, and Maximum).

Subset Web Terrain Tilesets
You can extract subsets by area from web terrain tilesets
using the Tileset Subset process (Tileset / Terrain / SubIf you want to produce a web terrain tileset from a large number of
adjoining raster inputs, you can use the Export Web Terrain Tileset
set). Each subset you extract is a self-contained web terrain
process to produce a tileset from each raster, then use the Merge Web
tileset with the range of output zoom levels you select usTerrain Tilesets process to merge the individual tilesets. Because multiple
ing the Minimum and Maximum Zoom Level menus. There
tileset exports can be run simultaneously on your multicore computer
is no limit to the size of the area you can extract from a tileset
using TNT Job Processing, this workflow can be significantly faster than
stored on your computer or local network. You can make
mosaicking the source rasters directly to a single web terrain tileset.
subsets of limited size from tilesets that are publicly accessible on the Internet, such as those hosted at microimages.com
(see the TecGuide entitled Tilesets: Subset from Remote Sources).
The Subset process for web terrain tilesets is similar to that for
standard web tilesets (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Subset Structures). You can select one or more input tilesets that
can be overlapping, adjoining, or spatially separated. For local
tilesets you can designate a clipping area individually for each
input tileset to define the portion to extract and/or select a Bounding Region to apply to all of the output tileset extracts. You can
set buffer distances for both clipping areas and the bounding
region to automatically enlarge the designated area(s) to provide additional context. When you subset from remote web
tilesets, a special drawing tool is activated to allow you designate the limited-size rectangle bounding your desired area (see
the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Subset from Remote Sources).

Remove Selected
Add

Remove All
Clipping Areas

Subset process window set to extract a subset from the SRTM 90
meter global web terrain tileset hosted at microimages.com. You
can extract limited-size subsets from on-line web terrain tilesets.
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Tilesets

Geometric KML Structure
MicroImages’ KML geometric tilesets allow you to present large
vector map data on the web in Google Maps and in 3D in the Google
Earth browser plug-in. KML geometric tilesets use a tiled form of
the Google Earth KML file format to store vector graphics and
associated attribute information that can be presented on the web
at different resolutions over a range of zoom levels. Because of
this tiled, multiresolution structure, only a few tiles with a limited
number of elements are needed for any particular view, allowing
this limited data to be processed and rendered efficiently by the
web browser. As a result, you can present map data over areas of
any size at multiple zoom levels without degrading browser performance. You can use the Export Geometric Tileset process in
TNTmips to render styled vector points, lines, and polygons to
KML geometric tilesets that can be used in Google Maps
geomashups that also include standard (raster) web tilesets and SVG
geometric tilesets. KML geometric tilesets can also be viewed locally in the Google Earth desktop application.
KML Format
KML files, the native file format for Google Earth overlays, are
XML-based text files that can define points, lines, and closed polygons using two- or three-dimensional coordinates (in the
latitude-longitude system referenced to the WGS84 datum). The
geometric elements can have attributes in the form of a name and

description, which are shown in an information window (“info balloon”) when the element is clicked on in Google Earth or Google
Maps.
The Export Geometric Tileset process renders styled points, lines,
and polygons in an input vector object into a tiled KML form (see
the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Export Geometric Structures).
Symbols for point elements in the TNT vector object are rendered
to very small PNG image files that are automatically linked to the
output KML files. Vector lines and polygons are written directly
into the KML tile files along with their style information and attributes. KML provides limited options for styling lines and polygon
borders: it can encode the color and width of solid lines. Complex
line patterns and CartoScript renderings in the input vector object
thus are not readily reproducible in KML. It is best to use solid line
styles with varying widths and colors in vector objects that you
plan to convert to KML geometric tilesets. Although KML does
not support dashed line styles, Export Geometric Tileset converts
dashed lines to multigeometry elements in KML, creating an individual line element for each dash but grouping them together to
(over)
Portion of Google Maps Geomashup of a Geologic Map using
Several KML Geometric Tilesets
http://www.microimages.com/geodata/rho/AmboyArielGeolMap/
AmboyArielGeolMapMashup.htm

The illustration to the left shows a sample use of KML
Geometric Tilesets to depict several data layers for a geologic
map. The individual KML tileset layers are shown below
draped over the Google Maps terrain basemap. These layers
include partially transparent filled polygons, solid and dashed
lines, and points. All tilesets were created in TNTmips using
the Export Geometric Tileset process. The illustration also
shows that pausing the cursor (hand symbol) over one of the
map unit polygons in the browser reveals the map unit symbol.
This mouse-over text shows the element attribute that was
transferred to the “name” attribute in the KML files from the
polygon’s DataTip in
TNTmips. This
geomashup also
includes an SVG
geometric tileset
(Contact lines) and a
simple KML file
(Geochronology
points).

KML geometric tileset of Map Unit polygons. The Google
info balloon (opened by left-click) shows a listing of
attribute information that was transferred to the KML tile
files for each polygon from a TNT multi-line DataTip.

Fault lines using solid and dashed
line styles in several colors, with
the fault type shown on mouseover.

Points identifying locations of rock
samples with geochemical analyses.
The Google info balloon shows an
extract of the analysis results transferred to KML from a TNT multi-line
DataTip.
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share the same style and a single set of attributes. Dashed lines add
significantly to the size of the output KML files and to the time
required in the browser to interpret and render the elements, and so
should be used sparingly.
Vector text labels also can be selected for conversion in the Export
Geometric Tileset process, but in a KML geometric tileset these
labels are converted to point elements styled with a default point
symbol. The text of the label is set as the element name so that this
text appears in the Google info window.
KML Geometric Tilesets
The KML geometric tilesets created by the Export Geometric Tileset
process are variants of the KML Super-Overlay structure, Google’s
term for a tiled, multi-resolution KML dataset. This basic structure
can be created in TNTmips using either image data, as in Google
Earth standard web tilesets, or using geometric data. Each KML
geometric tileset you export is created with a specified range of
numeric Google Maps zoom levels, with a subdirectory for each
level (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Google Earth Structure).
Each zoom level directory contains a tiled set of KML files, with
tile boundaries matching the Google Maps global grid. The Export
Geometric Tileset process independently renders the KML tiles at
each zoom level from the source vector object starting with the
maximum zoom level. Lines in the source vector are automatically
simplified (thinned) prior to creating each successively lower zoom
level to provide levels of detail appropriate for viewing each level.
The KML files in each zoom level are organized in tile row
subdirectories and named by their tile column. Geometric elements
are stored in each tile using the required latitude-longitude coordinates, along with a region element that records the tile’s geographic
extents. At all but the most detailed zoom level, each KML file
also contains network links to the KML files covering the same
area at the next-higher zoom level. When a KML geometric tileset
is viewed in Google Earth (or in geomashups using the Google
Earth browser plugin), these regions and network links are used
along with level-of-detail settings to determine which tiles should
be loaded for any particular 3D viewing geometry. In a Google
Maps geomashup, MicroImages’ JavaScript library places the tile
files in their correct map positions at each zoom level using their
tile row and column numbers
Each KML geometric tileset is represented by a master KML file
that links to the structure, and which can be used to display the
tileset in Google Earth. A TileSet Definition (TSD) file is also
created to describe the tileset contents. A sample HTML/JavaScript
file that loads the tileset in Google Maps is also produced to allow
immediate local viewing of the tileset in your browser.
Element Attributes in KML Geometric Tilesets
The Export Geometric Tileset process transfers attribute information from elements in the input vector object to the KML tile files
based on the DataTip settings in the input vector object. If the
TNT DataTip that has been set for an element type (designated
database field plus prefix and suffix) produces only a single line of
text, then that text is transferred to each KML element as its name
attribute. That KML name is shown in the Google info window
when the element is clicked on. In a Google Maps geomashup, the
name attribute is also shown automatically in the browser view as
a mouse-over event, as illustrated on the front side of this page.

A TNT DataTip can also be based on a string-expression database
field that produces multiline text showing a list of attribute values.
In this case the KML name and description are determined by HTML
formatting in the DataTip string expression. Any line or lines of
DataTip text enclosed in an HTML heading tag are transferred to
the KML element’s name attribute. Other lines of DataTip text are
transferred to the KML element’s description attribute. The resulting Google info window shows the name attribute at the top (in
bold text), with the description text shown below it, as shown in
the illustration below.
Google Maps info balloon for a point in a KML geometric tileset
depicting groundwater well locations. The attributes in the info
window were transferred to KML from an HTML-formatted string
expression used in the vector point database table in TNTmips to
create a multiline DataTip for the points. The Google info
window shows the KML element name at the top followed by the
KML description.
KML name automatically set from
the heading text in
the HTML-formatted DataTip string
expression.
KML description set
from the remainder
of the DataTip text.

KML Geometric Tilesets in Geomashups
You can use KML geometric tilesets as overlays in Google Maps
and Google Earth geomashups you create in the TNT Assemble
Geomashup process. To add a KML geometric tileset posted on
the web as an overlay, on the Overlays tabbed panel press the Add
Remote Tileset or KML icon button (see illustration below), then
simply choose the master KML file or the TSD file that links to the
tileset. Procedures for selecting custom layers you have posted on
the web are outlined in the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Adding Custom Web Layers to Geomashups. To add a KML
geometric tileset from a local drive, press the Add KML (Vector)
Overlay icon button and choose the master KML file, or press the
Add Overlay icon button and choose the tileset’s TSD file.
Add Remote Tileset or KML

Add Overlay

Add KML (Vector)
Overlay

In a Google Maps geomashup, the KML files to be loaded for any
view must be interpreted (parsed) and converted to a graphic form
that can be displayed by the browser. To use a KML geometric
tileset in Google Maps, you must choose the MicroImages
GeoXML parser for this task (see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia
Publishing: Using KML Overlays in Geomashups for more details). Because of this parsing or conversion procedure, KML
geometric tilesets may not load in the browser as quickly as SVG
geometric tilesets of comparable complexity.
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System

Using Internet-based Maps and Images
(My Maps, custom Google and Bing Maps, and Google Earth
structured tilesets, KML, WMS, and ArcIMS layers)
Selection of Internet-based map and image layers is integrated with local geodata selection and can be accessed by
the Add Objects or Add Web Layers icon or from the Add/Layer menu cascade in the Display or Layer Manager. The
Add Web Layers icon defaults to web layer selection while the Add Objects icon defaults to your local file structure.
Side-by-side comparison of the two default selection windows (shown below) indicates their nearly identical appearance and parallel operation. Note that a Preview tabbed panel is included at the bottom of the window for both web
and local selections (circled below). For additional information on previewing selected objects before adding them to
your view, see the Technical Guide entitled System: Preview Map and Image Selections.
The types of Internet-based maps and
images supported include:
• KML;
• Google Maps’ My Maps;
• Google Fusion Tables;
• tilesets hosted on MicroImages’
web site in Google Earth, Google
Maps, Bing Maps, and NASA’s
World Wind formats;
• tilesets hosted on other public web
sites;
• ArcIMS; and • WMS.

Enter
Path/URL

Paste
Path/URL

web selection

local selection
Locations
arrow menu

You can select multiple map and image layers in any combination from the web sources listed above and mix them with your local geodata objects for
display or use in other TNT applications. You can navigate to MicroImages’ predefined web locations just as though
you were navigating the directories on your local computer. You can also paste or enter the URL for any of the
supported web layer types to select web locations for geodata
not provided by MicroImages. To select other web locations,
click on the Paste Path/URL or Enter Path/URL icon and paste or
enter the URL in the field to the left.
Navigate to predefined
web locations the
same as to local
geodata files.

The full URLs of the selected
web items are shown here.

The location of web layers you select or locate can be added to
your Favorites list and is remembered in the Recent list along
with any locally selected objects. Right-click on a selected item
and choose Add to Favorites to get it on the list on the Favorites
tabbed panel. Each type of web layer has different features (for
example, some layers require user name and password, such as
Fusion Tables), so these features and their optional controls are
discussed in separate Technical Guides.
The Browse tabbed panel at the top of the Select Objects window is
used for web, local, and intranet layers. The Catalog Search tabbed
panel is for use with geocatalogs you have previously generated
from your local and intranet geodata. The Web Search tabbed panel
is for use in locating WMS and ArcIMS web layers. All four of the
tabbed panels in the lower part of the window are for use with any
selected item regardless of type or local or web location.
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There are three ways to add an item to your Favorites list.
• Highlight a location in the top list in the Select Objects window, rightclick and choose Add to Favorites.
• Right-click on any of your selected items and choose Add to Favorites.
• Highlight a location in your Selected list and click on the Add to
Favorites icon.
The open panel automatically switches from Selected to Favorites
when you add to your favorites and you can see the item you chose
at the end of your Favorites list.

The Views icon lets you detemine how you want
to view the list and may be set differently for
different tabbed panels as illustrated above.

If you choose Add to Favorites from the Locations arrow menu (to
the right of the up-one-level icon), the path to your current
level for selection becomes a favorite location that appears in
this menu.

combination of a
My Maps layer
with two separate
Internet tilesets

location
choices

Path shown here will
appear between your
location choices and
the hierarchy you have
traversed after using
Add to Favorites.

hierarchy traversed to
reach current point in path
Both the 4-inch-resolution Philadelphia tileset and the 1-meterresolution Delaware 2009 tileset are hosted as sample tilesets
by MicroImages. The My Maps route began as directions in
Google Maps and was saved as a My Maps layer with end points
that are altered from the default.

zoomed up on one end of My Maps path
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Database

Import or Link to Access and Excel Files
(.accdb, .mdb, .xlsx, .xls)
The Import process in TNTmips allows you to import or link
to database tables in Microsoft Access files (.accdb, .mdb) or
to Excel spreadsheets (.xlsx, .xls). These operations require
a Windows OS and installation of the Microsoft Access Database Engine, which includes the Microsoft ACE OLEDB
provider. The Access Database Engine is installed along with
Microsoft Office (2007 or later) and Microsoft Access. If
you do not have one of these applications installed, you can
download and install the free Microsoft Access Database
Engine 2010 Redistributable to enable use of Access and Excel
files with TNTmips.
On 64-bit Windows systems (8, 7, and Vista), MS Office/
Access 2010 and 2013 can be installed in either 32-bit or 64bit versions (but not both). In order to work with Access and
Excel files in TNTmips on such installations, you must run the TNTmips version with the same processor architecture as the
installed Microsoft Office; see the table below entitled Microsoft Office Installed. (NOTE: you can install and run both 32-bit and
64-bit versions of TNTmips on the same 64-bit Windows computer).
If a suitable database engine is not available when you try to import or link to an Access or Excel file in TNTmips, a warning
window is shown advising that the Microsoft Access Database Engine is not detected (see illustration below). Clicking on the
Microsoft Access Database Engine link in this window takes you to a page on the MicroImages website with a link to the
Microsoft page where you can download the database engine.
The Microsoft Access Database Engine 2010 Redistributable also can be installed in either 32-bit or 64-bit versions on 64-bit
Windows systems. Separate download files are provided by Microsoft for these installations. You should download the file for
the same processor architecture as the TNTmips you plan to run (see table below right entitled No Microsoft Office).
Microsoft Office Installed
To use Access and Excel files in TNTmips, install and
run the indicated version depending on whether you are
using 32-bit or 64-bit versions of Windows and Office.

64-bit
Windows
(8, 7, Vista)

MS Office 64-bit
(2010, 2013)

MS Office 32-bit
(2007, 2010, 2013)

64-bit TNTmips

32-bit TNTmips

32-bit
Windows
(Vista, XP)

32-bit TNTmips

No Microsoft Office
Download and install the indicated file for the Microsoft
Access Database Engine 2010 Redistributable.
If a suitable database engine is not available when you try to import or link
to an Access or Excel file, the Warning window shown above appears.
Clicking on the Microsoft Database Engine link in the window takes you to
a page on the MicroImages website with a link to the Microsoft page where
you can download the Microsoft Access Database Engine.
NOTE: Users running Windows XP with the deprecated Microsoft Jet 4.0
Database Engine can import or link to Access MDB or Excel XLS files but
cannot use the newer ACCDB and XLSX formats used in these applications.

64-bit
Windows
(8, 7, Vista)
32-bit
Windows
(Vista, XP)

64-bit TNTmips

32-bit TNTmips

AccessDatabase
Engine_x64.exe

AccessDatabase
Engine.exe
AccessDatabase
Engine.exe
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Spatial Display

Annotate Tool
The Annotate tool provides quick access to basic
sketching actions directly from the View window
toolbar. The annotate tool allows you to draw lines, polygons, rectangles, circles, and text with full control of colors,
line/border weights, and fonts. Your annotation layer is automatically saved in a temporary CAD object in a default
location (see box) or you can save it to a specified Project
File for later use. You can also save the annotation layer as a
KML file.
When the Annotate tool is activated, icon buttons are added
to the right end of the View window toolbar so you can choose
the drawing mode (see illustration to the right; you may need
to resize the View window so it is wide enough to show all
of the icon buttons). When you choose a drawing mode, one
or more additional icon buttons also appear to the right of
the drawing mode buttons to provide options for that mode,
such as color, line or border weight, and font.
Each of the drawing modes uses a standard graphical tool
that is also used in the GeoToolbox, Editor, and other TNT
processes that provide drawing tools. After drawing an element (or placing text), and making any needed adjustments,
press the right mouse-button to add the element to the sketch.
The Text mode allows you to place text annotations using a
specified font, text color, and optional outline color. Use the
Font button to choose from any installed font; the ToolTip
for this button shows the name of the currently-selected font.
The size of the text can be adjusted interactively using the
tool graphic. Text annotations change size on screen as you
zoom in/out, whereas line/border widths do not change with
zoom scale.
The Annotate toolbar also includes an Action / Settings button that opens a menu. The Delete Last Annotation option
deletes the last element you added to the current annotation
layer. The Clear Drawing Tool option clears the current tool
graphic. Use the Open option to open an existing saved sketch
object for modification. Use the Save to option to save the
current sketch layer as a CAD object in a new or existing
Project File using the standard Select Objects dialog. Use
the Save as KML option to save the sketch as a KML file that
can be displayed in Google Earth or added to a Google Maps
or Open Layers geomashup. The Line Mode radio buttons
let you choose between Draw and Stretch modes for the line
and polygon modes.
The Sketch mode in the GeoToolbox provides additional
capabilities, including more drawing shape choices (ellipse,
arc-wedge, arc, arc-chord, and regular polygons), more styling options (line patterns and fill patterns), and the option to
attach attributes to the elements as they are added to the

Action /
Settings Line Rectangle Text

Point Polygon Circle

Option
for Points

Options
for Lines

Point Color

Line
Line
Color Weight

Options for Polygon,
Rectangle, and Circle
Border Color

Fill Color Border Weight

Options
for Text
Outline Color

Text Color Font

Line / Border Weight

The color buttons provide a
dropdown menu with color
picker, transparency slider,
and checkbox options
specific to the graphic. The More option opens the standard
Choose Color window for additional color definition options.

The Annotate tool automatically saves each annotation layer
as a CAD object in a Project File in a default location specific
to your operation system (see below). The file is named by
date and time in the form YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS. The last
100 sketch files are retained, with each file stored for at least
10 days. Although you can open annotation CAD objects from
these temporary files, it is best to use the Save to option for
annotation layers you wish to reuse so they are saved in a
permanent Project File in a location of your choice.
Windows:
c:\Users\[username]\Documents\MicroImages\Sketches\
Mac:
/Users/[username]/MicroImages/Sketches

sketch. For more information about sketching using the
GeoToolbox, see the tutorial booklet entitled Sketching and
Measuring.
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Raster & Image Processing

Apply Contrast to Images
TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview allow you to create contrast tables to enhance the display of grayscale rasters (as
individual images and as components of RGB raster layers)
and for the color components in color-composite raster images (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display:
Enhance Color Composite Images). The Display process
uses contrast tables to translate the cell values stored in a
raster object into display brightness values each time the image is displayed. Contrast tables can improve the brightness,
contrast, and color balance of displayed images.
The Apply Contrast process lets you process one or more
rasters objects using their contrast tables to create new raster objects which store the display brightness values directly
as cell values. The contrast-enhanced cell values can then
be used in further processing of the images if desired.
You can apply contrast to one or more grayscale rasters, or
one or more color-composite rasters, but not both types at
the same time. All of the selected rasters are shown in a list
in the Apply Contrast window (see illustrations to the right).
When you apply contrast to grayscale rasters, the list includes
a Contrast field for each raster, which shows by default the
contrast mode last used for the raster. Left click on this field
to open a menu that lets you choose any contrast table that
has been saved with the raster or any of the auto-contrast
options (Linear, Normalize, Equalize, or Logarithmic). When
you apply contrast to color-composite rasters, separate contrast option fields are shown in the list for the Red, Green,
and Blue color components.
When you process grayscale rasters,
the Output Type menu lets you
choose to produce either 8-bit unsigned or 16-bit unsigned output
rasters. A toggle button also lets you
save a linear contrast table with each
output grayscale raster. This nominal linear contrast table produces a
display brightness equal to the cell
value; its purpose is to prevent the
Display process from applying an arbitrary auto-contrast method to the
already-contrasted raster. (The output type and save contrast table
options are not available when processing color-composite rasters.)
Standard controls are provided for
choosing a pyramid method and compression method.

Run

Add
Rasters

Remove
Selected

Remove All

Apply Contrast window with grayscale rasters selected for
processing. Left-click on the Contrast field in the list for any
input raster to reveal a menu from which you can choose any
contrast table you have saved for the raster or any of the Auto
contrast options (Linear, Normalize, Equalize, Logarithmic).

Apply Contrast window with RGB color composites selected for
processing. Separate contrast options can be set for each color
component (Red, Green, and Blue) for each input raster.

Left, a natural-color 1-meter orthoimage color-composite of an area in Utah, USA. Right, colorcomposite image produced by the Apply Contrast process using Exponential contrast tables for
the Red and Green color components and a Linear contrast table for the Blue component.
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Image Classification

Automatic Raster Combination
The Automatic Raster Combination process in TNTmips (Image / Combine / Automatic)
combines the spatial information in two or more input rasters into a single combination
raster. The process is designed to help you analyze sets of categorical rasters in which
the raster values identify spatial classes of some type. The input rasters might represent
different spatial conditions (such as soil type and crop yield) or a single condition at
different times (such as land use). The process examines the set of input raster values
for each cell location, then assigns each unique set of values to a distinct arbitrary cell
value in the new combination raster. An attached CELLVALUES table details the actual combinations: it has a record for each cell value in the combination raster and fields
containing the corresponding source raster cell values, as well as the count of cells
having that combination. By analyzing this table you can identify the degrees of correlation between different spatial conditions or determine the nature and areal extent of
changes in conditions through time.

Land Use Raster for 1995
Land Use Raster for 1986
This illustration shows portions of two land use rasters that were combined in the Automatic
Raster Combination process. Values in each input raster follow the same numerical coding
system for land use. Both are shown with the same color palette keyed to land use classes.

CELLVALUES table showing
all combinations of land use
classes for the two dates,
along with a count of the
number of cells for each
unique combination.

All raster types including color composites and complex rasters may
be used as input rasters in this process, but it is best suited for categorical rasters. All source rasters must have the same number of
lines and columns.

An option is provided to transfer additional attribute
tables from the input rasters to the combination raster.
These tables retain their original structure and have
attachments from the combination raster cell values to
the corresponding records as needed. This feature
allows you to further integrate information from the
different input rasters.

You can elect to transfer color information from each input raster to
the combination raster to aid in interpretion. For each input raster
with color information (stored as color palette entries or composite
color cell values), the process creates a corresponding color palette
subobject for the combination raster. The combination raster can
then be displayed to appear identical to any input raster by selecting
the appropriate color palette. This feature is only available if the
number of unique source value combinations is less than 65536, as
that is the current upper limit on the number of colors in a color
palette.
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View Sidebar

Legend Samples for CartoScript Styles
CartoScripts give you the ability to develop vector point and line styles that are
data-dependent. For example, a CartoScript can draw different point or line symbols depending on database values associated with each element or vary the
orientation of individual point symbols.
You can also create legend samples for vector elements that you have styled
using CartoScripts or other style scripts. To do so, use the Selection tool in the
View window to mark a representative element for each script “style” in the
layer, use the right mouse-button menu on the layer’s entry in the Display Manager or sidebar legend layer list to add that element to the legend,
and provide a legend label (see the box to the left). For example, the
To create a legend sample for an
Syncline layer in the sidebar legend excerpt above includes two difelement styled by a script:
ferent types of line symbol rendered by a CartoScript. One line
1 Make sure the element type is
styled with the overturned syncline symbol was selected and added
selectable in the View window.
to the legend, then one styled with the normal syncline symbol was
added. Each legend sample is drawn by the script using the data2 Turn on the Select tool on
base attributes of the element selected for it. (The list of elements
the View window.
selected for the legend is maintained in a legend element selection
table for that vector element type. This table is created automatically when you add elements to the legend.) If you change your
In the View, mark an
3
element that has the
mind about an element you have added to the legend, you can simdesired CartoScript style
ply reselect the element and use the right mouse button menu to
remove it from the legend.
4

5

6

In the Display Manager or View sidebar
legend, right-click on the layer name and
choose Add Active [element] to Legend from
the menu (where “element” is the current
element type).

Enter the legend label text into the pop-up
Prompt window and press [OK].

Once you have selected legend samples for points, lines, or polygons in a vector object, you can also create a legend using the scripted
symbols in a map layout for printing. Simply create a multi-object
legend, add the appropriate element type for that object, and the
scripted legend samples appear automatically in the legend. The
color plate entitled Geologic Map of the Granite Gulch Study Area,
Inyo County, California includes a multi-object legend identifying
numerous structural symbols rendered by CartoScript.
You can use several variables in your CartoScripts to execute special drawing instructions when any legend sample is drawn or just
when a sidebar legend sample is drawn. Use these instructions to
properly scale the symbol to the legend sample rectangle. For more
information see the tutorial booklet Using CartoScripts.

Repeat for each unique CartoScript style.
Line Sample Styles in Sidebar Legends
Line samples in sidebar legends can be set to draw straight or with a zigzag
pattern (the default) for individual vector objects. To do so you use the Legend
Style menu on the Lines tabbed panel of the Vector Layer Controls window. This
choice is available for all line style options. The Straight legend style option is
particularly appropriate for lines with complex symbology rendered by CartoScript, such as the syncline symbols shown above. Multi-object legends in map
layouts provide separate control over line sample shape.

Zigzag line samples in legend

Straight line samples in legend
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Image Classification

Analysis Tools for Automatic Classification
The Automatic Classification process in TNTmips allows you to classify multiband aerial
or satellite images using either unsupervised or supervised methods. The process also
provides a number of statistical analysis tools that you can use to assess the classification
results. When used with the results from unsupervised classifications, these tools can help
you identify the surface materials associated with the classes and to
identify classes that are spectrally similar and/or spatially associated. You can simplify the class raster by merging similar classes
and by reassigning isolated class cells to the class of their surroundings. The classification analysis tools are opened from the View
menu in the Automatic Classification window (illustrated to the right).

Classification Dendrogram
The Classification Dendrogram is a hierarchical branching plot that shows the result of a
progressive merging of pairs of classes (and/or previous class groups) with the closest
class centers in the n-dimensional spectral space defined by the input image bands. With
each merger a new joint class center is computed and all class-center distances are recalculated. Classes are shown with their class colors on the left, and are shown merging from
left to right. Each pairing is shown by the lines that connect the classes or class groups.
The position on the horizontal Separability axis of the vertical connecting line indicates the
degree of difference between the classes or class groups being paired. Class pairs that join
The Classification Dendrogram (right)
is a branching plot that shows the
degree of relatedness of the output
classes. The horizontal Separability
axis shows a measure of the
distance between class centers in
spectral space. The two most similar
classes have been selected in the
window (black highlight)

near the left edge of the diagram are closely related in their spectral
properties, and the degree of relatedness decreases to the right.
The Co-Occurrence Analysis window shows the degree of
spatial association of pairs of classes. The upper number
in each box shows the frequency (raw or normalized) with
which cells of the class pair occur adjacent to each other.
The lower number is the separability value for the pair (as
shown in the Dendrogram). The 10 highest co-occurrence
values and 10 lowest separability values are highlighted in
color. You can use the sliders at the top of the window to
select one of these rank levels for either parameter; the
grid automatically scrolls to the corresponding class pair
and outlines the listing in the associated color.

The class sizes are shown in parentheses; you can use the Options
menu on the Dendrogram window to show class size as a percentage
of cells or as cell counts. You can also use the Options menu to
choose a separability measure. The default is Euclidean, which shows
the Euclidean distance between class centers in the feature space. The
other three choices (Bhattacharya, Jeffries-Matusita, and Transformed
Divergence) are different statistical measures of the separation between means of two normal distributions. Separability in the latter
two methods is expressed on a scale of 0 to 2, where 0 indicates
complete overlap and 2 indicates complete separation.

Co-occurrence Analysis

Classes that have been selected in any analysis window
are highlighted in a different background shading in the Cooccurrence Analysis window.

The Co-Occurrence Analysis window presents a class matrix that is
the result of an analysis of the spatial associations of pairs of classes.
The upper value in the box representing a class pair is the co-occurrence value, the frequency with which cells of the two classes occur
adjacent to each other. The co-occurrence value shown by default is
the normalized frequency, which adjusts the raw adjacency frequencies to remove the bias related to differing class sizes. A positive value
indicates that cells of the classes occur adjacent to each other more
often than random chance would predict. A negative value indicates
that the two classes tend not to occur together.
(over)
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The lower value in each box in the co-occurrence matrix is
the separability value for the class pair. The ten highest cooccurrence values and ten lowest separability values are
highlighted in color. A pair of classes with low separability
and high co-occurrence values have similar spectral properties and tend to occur together, making them a good
candidate for merging.

Ellipse

Pixel (buttons controlling the display mode)

Ellipse Scatterplot
The Ellipse Scatterplot window (right) shows the distribution of classes projected onto a 2D plane through the
n-dimensional spectral space. You determine this slice by
choosing a pair of bands to assign to the X and Y axes of the
diagram. In the default viewing mode each class is represented by an ellipse (drawn in the class color) that
encompasses most of the scatter of points in the class. You
can adjust the ellipse sizes using the Percentage slider, and
you can view the scatter of cell value points in addition to or
in place of the ellipse display.

Use the X and Y option buttons to assign a band
to each axis of the Ellipse Scatterplot. The
Percentage slider adjusts the sizes of the ellipses
(percentage of cells included in each ellipse).

The inset shows
the boxed portion
of the scatterplot
with both ellipses
and pixel plotting
turned on. Ellipses
and points are
shown in the class
color, with the
symbol size
proportional to the
number of class
cells at the sample
point. The black
point color
indicates superimposed points from
different classes.

The positions of classes in spectral space can provide important information about the identity of the materials making up the class. For example,
a scatterplot of photoinfrared versus red bands (as in the illustration) can help identify
classes representing bare soil, green vegetation, and water.

Output Statistics
You can view summary statistics in tabular form in the Output Statistics window
(right). The window lists Cluster Counts (the number and percentage of cells assigned
to each class) as well as Cluster Means and Cluster Standard Deviations for each input
band. A Covariance Matrix for each class provides a relative measure of the degree of
spectral correlation between each pair of input bands for the class.

Distance Histogram
The Distance Histogram window shows the
spread of points relative to the class center for
The Output Statistics window shows
any class you select. A compact class with a
tabular listings of class statistics.
small spread of cell values has a narrow distance
histogram. A diffuse class with many cells far from the class center has a histogram with
a tail extending to higher distance values, or perhaps even a second mode (peak) in the
histogram, as illustrated to the left. These outlier cells may represent distinctly different
materials than the cells near the class center. You can remove outlier cells from a class by
using the histogram crosshairs to set a distance threshold (vertical crosshair position). The
numeric fields in the Threshold box show the distance value of the threshold and the percentage of points to the left and right of the threshold. Press the Apply button to discard the
points at greater distances (note that there is no “Undo” for this operation).

Error Matrix
The Error Matrix window can be used to assess the results of a supervised classification.
You select a “ground truth” raster containing sample areas of known class, which can be
either the training set raster used in the classification or an
independent ground truth raster. The class of each sample
area cell is compared to the class assignment produced by
the supervised classification. Each row in the matrix represents a result class and each column represents a ground
truth class. The boxes on the diagonal (with red background color) show counts of correctly classified cells.
The values in the off-diagonal matrix boxes are counts of
incorrectly-classified image cells. Accuracy percentage
values are shown for each result class and for each ground
truth class, along with overall accuracy values.
The Error Matrix compares the supervised classification result to the

Distance Histogram for a class with a
bimodal distribution of point distance.

sample areas in a training set raster or ground truth raster.
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Image Classification

Merge and Simplify Classes
The Operations on Classes window is the control center for working with results of unsupervised classification of multiband images in the Automatic Classification process. This
window presents a scrolled list of all classes with the class number (the cell value of the
class in the class raster), the color automatically assigned to the class, and a class name field
(which defaults to the class number). As you identify the surface materials corresponding to
the classes, you can enter more meaningful names for individual classes. One or more
classes can be selected in the Operations on Classes window by turning on the buttons to the
left of the list entries. Icon buttons at the top of the window allow you to select or deselect
all classes or invert the current selection. Classes selected in the Operations on Classes
window or in any analysis window (such as the Classification Dendrogram and Co-occurrence Analysis windows) are automatically shown as selected in all open analysis windows.

Exclude All
Include All
Invert Selection

Your analysis of the classification results using the provided tools (see the Technical Guide
entitled Image Classification: Analysis Tools for Automatic Classification) may lead you to
identify classes that represent the same category of surface materials within the conceptual
Left-click in the Name field to open a
framework of your project. These are classes that have similar spectral properties (and thus
prompt window to rename a class.
low separability values in the Classification Dendrogram and Co-occurrence Analysis windows) and which may also tend to occur together (high co-occurrence values). You can use the Merge button on the Operations
on Classes window to merge two or more classes. The merged class is assigned the number of the first selected class. The Class
raster and all open analysis windows are automatically updated. The Mix Color option creates a color for the merged class by
mixing the colors of the original classes; this works best when the starting classes have similar
colors. You can turn on the renumber option to have the
classes renumbered to remove gaps in the set of class
numbers. You can perform a number of merge operations, and if you are dissatisifed with the result at any
time, you can press the Undo button repeatedly to step
backward through the previous results. You can use the
Save As option on the Automatic Classification window’s
File menu to save any intermediate class results.
In the Operations on Classes window above, classes 3 and 11 have been
selected by clicking on the circular buttons to the left of the class (darker
gray when selected). Any selected classes are highlighted in the analysis
windows such as the Classification Dendrogram window above. In this
example the two classes have low separability, indicating they represent
similar surface materials and are candidates for merging. The Mix Color
option has been turned on to produce a new intermediate class color for
the merged class from the similar original class colors.

Operations on Classes window after
pressing the Merge button to merge
classes 3 and 11; all cells have been
assigned to class 3 with the new intermediate color. Because the Renumber option
was not used, the higher class numbers
remain the same, and there is no class 11.

Large areas consisting mostly of a single class may include many smaller “islands” or “holes” assigned to a
different class. You can press the Hole-Filling button to
simplify the class raster by applying a modal filter with
your choice of filter window size. The filter replaces the
class of each cell with the class of the majority of cells in
the filter window, which reduces or eliminates small islands of class cells, as illustrated below. The “Undo”
operation does not apply to Hole-Filling.

Small portion of a class raster with examples of
small “class islands” within larger class areas.

The same area has been simplified by
applying a 3 x 3 Hole-Filling filter.
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Image Classification

Create Classification Training Data
Supervised classification methods use samples of known features
in the scene to “train” the classifier. The Training Set Editor in the
Automatic Classification process provides several ways to prepare
a training set raster. You can use the editor to create a new training
set raster or open and edit a raster created in another process such
as Feature Mapping. You can build training data manually by drawing over one or more reference images, such as a scanned ground
truth map or an aerial or satellite image. If you already have vector
objects containing training data as points or polygons, you can
open these objects in the editor and automatically transfer the data
to the training set raster. As you build up the training set raster, you
can view training area statistics and a dendrogram at any time.
Draw Training Areas

Press the Add Layer icon
button on the View to
select a reference map or image.

1

To create training data manually with the editor, simply set up a list
of classes in the Training Set Editor window, select each class in
turn, and draw one or more training area polygons for each in the
Training Set View window. The training set raster is displayed transparently over your reference image or scanned map.
Use the controls on the Import panel to access training data in
vector polygon or point form and add it to the training set raster.
Classes can be read automatically from a field in an attached database table. For vector point data, you specify the radius of a circular
training area centered on each point. You can enter a single radius
value for all points, or assign a unique value for each point from a
field in an attached database table.
Turn on the Select Area icon button on the Training Set
Editor View to use the standard Line/Polygon Edit tool
to draw training area polygons over a reference image.

4

Press the New Training
Set icon button to create
a blank training set raster.

2

To set up a list of classes
manually, use the Add
Class icon button to add
classes to the list. A color is
automatically assigned to each
new class, and the default
class name is the raster value.
Clicking on the name field
opens a prompt window
that allows you to
rename the class.

3

When you create a training set raster by drawing polygons, click
a toggle button to select a class to associate with each newlydrawn polygon. The class number field is shown in color for
classes that have at least one training area assigned.

Import Training Areas from Vector Polygons
Press the New Training Set
icon button to create a blank
training set raster.
Press the Source button to select
the vector object with polygons.
If the vector polygons have a
database field with the class
names, choose By Attribute from
the Class menu.
Press the Attribute button to
specify the database table and
field containing the class names.
Press the Apply button.
The training areas and class list are generated from the vector
polygons and associated attributes. Class colors are assigned
automatically (not read from the vector polygon styles).

Scanned reference map with
labeled training areas.

Import Training Areas
from Vector Points
Press the Source button to select
the vector object with polygons.

After drawing a polygon,
press the right mouse
button and select an action
from the pop-up menu.
Assign All Cells assigns the
selected class to all cells in
the polygon. If the current
polygon overlaps a previously drawn training area,
Assign Free Cells assigns
the current class to all cells
that do not yet have a class
assignment.

If the vector points have a database
field with the class names, choose
By Attribute from the Class menu.
Press the Attribute button tospecify
the database table and field containing the class names.
Training areas are created for
points by specifying a radius
value. To use the same radius
for all class points, choose All
Same from the Radius menu and
enter a value. Alternatively,
choose By Attribute from the
Radius menu and press the
Attribute button to select a field
containing the class-specific
radius values to use.
(over)
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Class Renumbering, Merging, and Color Assignment
The Training Set Editor allows you to assign a specific raster value
to each class in the training set raster to match a desired class
numbering system. You can also assign more than one input class
to the same output class value, yielding merged classes. These
functions can also be applied to a class raster produced by one of
the unsupervised classification methods. Simply open the class
raster in the Training Set Editor.

Training Set Statistics and Dendrogram
The Training Set Editor can display updated statistics for the current training classes (calculated on-the-fly from the input raster
set), as well as a dendrogram showing the degree of spectral relationship between the current training classes.
Statistics

Dendrogram

Clear Selected Classes from Tag
Combine Selected
Classes to Tag

Apply Tag
Class renumbering is performed
using the Tag field. Click on this
field to open a prompt window to
enter the desired class number.

The tag field is active only for classes
that have assigned training areas.
Tag values are written to the training set raster when you
Apply the tags by pressing the Apply Tag icon button or
choosing the Apply Tag option from the Tag menu.

Using the Training Set Editor to Create a Mask
The polygon-drawing tools in the Training Set Editor can also be
used to create and edit a binary mask raster that matches the extents and cell size of your input image bands. The mask can be
saved and used in the classification process to determine which
parts of the input image are included and excluded from processing. More extensive mask editing tools are available in the Mask
Editor (Image / Utilities / Edit Mask).
Open Mask

To merge classes, select the classes to be merged and press the
Combine Selected Classes to Tag icon button. The tag Prompt
window opens, allowing you to enter the desired tag number. You
can also manually enter duplicate tag numbers for the desired
classes. Classes are merged in the training set raster when you
Apply the tags
You can change any
class color by clicking on
the color sample, which
opens a standard Color
Editor window.

Save Mask

To make a mask, first
press the New Training
Set icon button to
create a blank raster.
Use the Select Area tool
to outline areas as you
would for training
areas, but use the Mask
options on the pop-up
right mouse-button
menu to mask or
unmask areas. Press
Save Mask to save as a
binary mask raster.
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System

Directing Outputs to Enable Concurrent Job Processing
One of the main benefits of the TNTmips Job Processing System (JPS) is that it allows you to easily run multiple concurrent
processes to maximize the use of your computer’s multiple processor cores. The JPS Job Manager allows you to specify the
maximum allowed number of concurrent jobs and to manage and monitor the progress of these jobs (see the Technical Guides
entitled System: Managing Job Processing and System: Managing the Job Queue).
Multiple jobs can be run concurrently using the JPS, limited by the value you set for the Maximum Running Jobs parameter.
However, only one TNTmips process (and thus only one job) can write to a specific output file at a time. If you start a series
of jobs that direct their outputs to
the same file, the JPS will automatically run them one by one,
rather than concurrently, regardless of your Maximum Running
Jobs parameter setting. Jobs that
are currently blocked from running due to contention for the
same file remain in the job queue
with their status set to Blocked.
These blocked jobs are run in the
order shown in the Job Manager’s
Status column, which you can
control by changing their prioriAll of the jobs shown above in the Job Manager’s Pending tabbed panel specify the same Project File
ties as discussed in the for their output. The currently running job has placed a write lock on this output Project File; each of
TechGuide entitled Managing the remaining jobs needing to write to this file is blocked from running until all of the preceding jobs
the Job Queue. If blocked jobs have completed. Queued jobs blocked by a file lock are indicated in the status field as Blocked.
Hovering the mouse over the status field also reveals a DataTip that explains the lock status.
are followed in the Queue by
other jobs that do not require a file that is currently being written to by another job, the JPS will automatically skip the blocked
jobs temporarily and run the next nonblocked jobs and thus proceed with concurrent processing up to the Maximum Running
Jobs value.
You can avoid the JPS file contention issues outlined above by setting up jobs so that each one writes its output to a separate
file. Tools and strategies for directing outputs to different files are discussed below for different types of TNTmips processes.

Processes Making a Single Output Object (Single Job File)
Some TNTmips processes that support Job Processing produce a
single output object from one input object (or a set of input objects).
An example is Vector to Raster Conversion (Geometric / Convert /
Vector to Raster), which has a number of data-specific process settings and thus allows you to select only one input object at a time.
Pressing the Queue Job or Save Job button in this process creates a
single job file that launches one job process utilizing that input/output
pair of objects. Setting up a series of such jobs requires reselecting
the input and output objects individually for each job. In order to
ensure that you can achieve concurrent processing of a series of
such jobs, you only need to take care to direct the output object for
each job to a different Project File using the familiar file and object
naming procedures that you use with any TNTmips process.

Vector to Raster Conversion
is an example of a process
that creates one output
object. Each job file is
created separately in the
process by selecting the
appropriate input and output
objects and pressing the
Queue Job or Save Job
button.

Processes Making Multiple Output Objects (Multiple Job Files)
A number of TNTmips processes that support Job Processing can produce multiple output objects from one or more input
objects. For example, Raster Extract (Image / Extract), Raster Resampling (Image / Resample and Reproject / Automatic),
and Geometric Warping (Geometric / Reproject) allow you to select a number of input objects and create one output object for
(over)
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Raster Extract and
Geometric Warping
(above) are processes
that allow selection of multiple input objects and produce one output object for
each. The Topographic Properties process (right) is an example of a process
that can create more than one output object from a single input object (a digital
elevation model raster object). The Queue Job and Save Job buttons in these
processes automatically create a separate job file for each output object. These jobs can then run concurrently if each of these output
objects is directed to a different Project File.

each input object. The Topographic Properties process (Terrain / Topographic Properties) lets you create various output
products from a single input elevation raster. Pressing the Queue Job or Save Job button in any of these processes automatically creates a separate job file for each output object. These jobs can run concurrently if each of these output objects is
directed to a different output Project File.
You can automatically create a separate Project File for each output object in such processes by using the Auto-Name button
on the Select Objects dialog. You may have used this button to automatically name all of the new objects after you selected
an output project file. However, this button is also available before you have selected and navigated into a particular Project

Select Objects dialog for designating the output rasters for the Raster Extract process window shown at the top left of this page,
opened using the Queue Job or Save Job button. Pressing the Auto-Name button while at the file level of navigation (above left) immediately creates a separate new Project File for each output object. The name of each input object is used to name its output Project File
and object (result above right).

File. Used at the file level of navigation, it creates a separate new
Project File for each output object. The input object name is
used to name the corresponding
output Project File and output
object. (If any of these file
names is already in use within the
selected directory, you are
prompted to choose a different
output directory).

Job Manager showing four of the Raster Extract
jobs created above running concurrently with
their results writing to different Project Files.
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Spatial Display

Enhance Color Composite Images
You may acquire satellite or aerial images as 24-bit color composites (for example, natural color or color infrared images) in which
each image cell stores three values, one for each of the three color
bands represented. When you display a 24-bit composite image in
any TNTgis view, you can adjust the contrast and brightness of
the image by choosing an automatic contrast method, or you can
design and save your own custom contrast settings for each color
component.
The Contrast Enhancement window for a 24-bit composite image
(opened from the layer’s right mouse button menu in the Display
Manager) is the same as for an RGB raster layer that utilizes three
individual image bands. Individual tabbed panels are provided for

the Red, Green, and Blue display components so you can independently adjust their brightness and contrast using histograms that
are automatically computed and saved with the composite. You
can choose from several contrast methods and save one or more
sets of contrast tables with the composite raster.
The Raster Layer Controls window for a 24-bit composite raster
provides contrast menus on the Object tabbed panel that let you
pick an auto contrast method or a saved contrast table to use for
each color channel. These contrast options are available for 24-bit
raster objects stored in a TNTgis Project File and for any other
supported 24-bit image format, including TIFF, JPEG, JP2, MrSID,
and others.

Portion of a RapidEye satellite image of an agricultural area with 5 m cell size. Left, natural-color
24-bit composite raster object created from raw, uncontrasted image bands. Composite is very
dark and has very poor contrast. Right, same composite raster object displayed with custom
exponential contrast tables designed and saved in the TNTmips Display process.

Portion of a 1 m color-infrared orthoimage of a rural area on the island of Oahu, USA. Left, raw
24-bit color-composite image as received, with poor contrast. Right, same composite raster
object displayed with custom linear contrast tables designed and saved in TNTmips Display
process.

The Contrast Enhancement window
for a color-composite raster object
provides tabbed panels so you can
independently adjust the brightness
and contrast of the Red, Green, and
Blue display components.

The Raster Layer Controls window
allows you to choose an automatic
contrast enhancement method or a
saved contrast table for each color
component of a color composite raster
object being displayed.
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Spatial Display

Image Contrast Enhancement
Images that you display may have poor inherent brightness and
contrast. The Display process in TNTgis can automatically
adjust the brightness and contrast of images, but you can also
design and save specific contrast enhancements using the Raster Contrast Enhancement window. This window lets you create
and save contrast look-up tables that translate each input raster
value to an adjusted brightness value. You can design contrast
tables that change the average brightness value of the display
and that spread the input values over a different range of display brightness to change the contrast. For a color composite
raster or an RGB display of three raster objects, contrast and
brightness adjustments for each color component also improve
the overall color and color balance of the display.

Raster Contrast Enhancement Window
The Raster Contrast Enhancement window is opened using the
Enhance Contrast option on the right mouse-button menu for a
raster layer listing in the Display Manager or View window
sidebar. The upper part of the window (illustrated below) includes a graphical representation of the contrast adjustment.
The lower portion of the window has a Settings tabbed panel
(for a single grayscale raster) or Red, Green, and Blue tabbed
panels that allow separate adjustments for the components in a
24-bit color-composite raster or RGB separates display. Controls on the Region tabbed panel allow you to design the contrast
enhancement using only a portion of the image (see the Technical Guide entitled Contrast Enhancement for Local Areas).

Display of RGB image with no enhancement (left) and with contrastenhancement (right) for the red, green, and blue components.

The Settings panel (or equivalent) includes a Method menu
from which you can choose an enhancement method, which
determines the shape of the translation curve. The Input Range
fields show the minimum and maximum values defining the
input range used to create the translation curve. The Output
Range fields show the minimum and maximum output display
values to be used. In most cases you should use the full range
of output display values (0 to 255) and adjust brightness and
contrast by varying the input range, contrast method, and (where
allowed) the translation curve.

display
histogram

upper limit line
input
histogram

Single
Raster
Display

Color
Display
translation
curve

The input histogram graphic is provided
with dashed lines that allow you to change
the lower and upper input limits by visual
comparison with the shape of the histogram. Left-click and drag either of these
lines to change its position in the graphic.
The values corresponding to the positions
of these lines are then shown in the Input
Range fields. You can also enter values
manually in these fields if desired.

For an 8-bit raster component the default
input range is the maximum range allowed
lower limit line
by the raster type (e.g., 0 to 255 for 8-bit
unsigned). The input data values may only
occupy a portion of that possible range,
resulting in a low-contrast display. Moving the input limits to match the actual
range of raster cell values spreads these
values over the entire output display range,
improving brightness and contrast. If you
The input histogram is shown vertically along the left edge of
reduce
the
input
range
further, any input values less than the
the window and the histogram of the display values is shown
lower
limit
are
displayed
as black and any values above the
horizontally across the top. The translation curve graphs the
upper
limit
are
displayed
as
white; truncating the input histofunction used to convert input raster values to display values.
gram
in
this
way
is
perfectly
acceptable for many images.
Some enhancement methods allow you to directly manipulate
(continued)
the shape of the translation curve.
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The Invert toggle button reverses the translation curve so that
low input values are translated to high display brightness and
high input values are converted to low display brightness. This
option is generally reserved for specialized applications.

Histogram Options
The Options menu provides several alternative ways to show
the input and display histograms. The display histogram is
shown by default as a bar graph, with one vertical bar for each
histogram bin and the height of the bar representing the cell
count in that bin (in many cases the bars merge together to
create a solid “fill” for the graph). The Envelope toggle option
changes the display histogram to a simple curve. The input
histogram is only shown as an envelope.

Output histogram with envelope
off (above) and on (below)

Input Limits expressed as data values
(above) and as percentiles (below)

Input histogram with
linear scale (left) and
logarithmic scale (right)

The Input Limits submenu provides two options for showing
the values in the Input Range fields: as Data Values (actual cell
values) or as Percentiles. The Input Scale submenu provides
Linear and Logarithmic options for scaling the input histogram.
The Logarithmic option makes it easier to see the occurrence
of low-frequency values in the tails of the histogram. Linear
and Logarithmic options are also provided on the Output Scale
submenu for the display histogram.

Contrast Methods
As you make adjustments using the Contrast Enhancement
controls, you can press the Refresh icon button on the View
window after any change to see the effect on the displayed
image. Good brightness and contrast are generally achieved
when the median input value is translated to the median display
brightness and display brightness values are well-distributed
over the entire range. A number of different contrast enhancement methods are provided to allow you to produce good
brightness and contrast with a variety of different images. You
should experiment to determine which methods work best for
the types of images you work with.
Linear: In the this method there is a linear relationship between input and display values. The translation curve is a straight
line sloping upward to the right (see illustrations on the previous page). You cannot adjust this line directly in the graphic. If
the input limits are set at the maximum range, the display histogram is identical to the input histogram and there is no
enhancement. Restricting the input range produces a translation line with a lower slope between these narrower limits,
distributing the image values over a wider display range to increase the contrast. Changing the lower and upper limits by

different amounts also shifts the mean brightness to higher or
lower display values.
Normalize: The Normalize contrast method adjusts the input

values to approximate a normal frequency distribution with a
symmetrical bell-shaped display histogram covering the full
output range. The translation curve has a variable shape and
cannot be adjusted directly (see illustration below). Changing
the upper and lower input limits does not affect the normalized
display histogram unless actual cell values are excluded, and in
most cases excluding a small percentage of high and/or low
values has little affect on the normalized display histogram.
The normalized display histogram graphic is provided with three
dashed vertical control lines that can be used to adjust the shape
of the histogram. The middle line indicates the median brightness value, for which there are equal numbers of brighter and
darker cells; its output display brightness value is shown in the
Median field at the bottom of the window. The default position
of the median line is at the midpoint of the output range, which
is 128 for an 8-bit unsigned raster object. You can drag the
median control line to the left (or enter a lower Median value)
to make the display darker and to the right (or enter a higher
Median value) to
make it brighter.
The two deviation
lines control the disdeviation median deviation
below
above
tribution of display
brightness values on
either side of the
Normalize
Contrast
median. By default
these lines are
placed at display
brightness values 50
units below and
above the median
display brightness;
these distances are
shown in the Below
and Above numeric
fields. Moving the
Above deviation line
farther to the right broadens the distribution of values above
the median, stretching the contrast for the brighter parts of the
image. Conversely, dragging the Below deviation line to the
left stretches the contrast for the darker portions of the image.
The current Below and Above distances are maintained when
you change the median position of the normalized histogram.
You can quickly restore the median and deviation lines to their
default positions by choosing Reset from the Options menu.
The normalize method works well for many images that have
low inherent contrast. For images requiring only modest contrast enhancement, however, the normalize method may boost
the image contrast too much and produce harsh colors.
Equalize: The Equalize method attempts to produce a flat display histogram, with equal numbers of cells at each display

(continued)
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brightness level. However, with most input images this goal
cannot be achieved because real images have varying numbers
of cells at each brightness value and all input cells with the
same value must be assigned the same output display value.
The equalized display histogram for most images resembles a
broader, flatter version of the normalized histogram (see illustration below). The translation curve has a variable shape and
cannot be adjusted directly. The result is little affected by modest
adjustments to the
input range.
Histogram equalization
greatly
increases the number of input values
that are displayed at
the low and high
ends of the display
brightness range,
as can be seen by
the crowding of the
display histogram
bars at the left and
right sides of the
histogram. The result can be a display
with even greater
contrast than a normalized display.

Equalize
Method

Exponential: The Exponential contrast method creates a translation curve that is an exponential function of the input value.
The function is computed from the lower and upper input limits you set and the magnitude of the exponent used in the
function, which is shown in the Power field. At the default
Power value of 1.00, the translation curve is a straight line
between the minimum and maximum input values. You can
change the shape of the translation curve by changing the input
limits and by dragging the translation curve, which changes
the Power value.
Dragging the curve
to the right decreases the Power
to values below
1.00, resulting in a
Exponential
curve that is conMethod
cave toward the
upper left and
which shifts the
median display
brightness to higher
values. Dragging
the curve to the left
increases
the
Power to values
greater than 1.00,
resulting in a curve
that is convex to-

ward the upper left and which shifts the median display brightness to lower values. The Exponential method thus lets you
easily change the overall brightness of the image while limiting
the effects to the specific input range you specify.
Logarithmic: The Logarithmic method creates a translation
curve that is a logarithmic function of the input value. The
translation curve is
not adjustable except for setting the
lower and upper
limits. This method
is most useful for
images with a high
Logarithmic
Method
proportion of low
cell values, which
is common in
many images from
imaging radar systems. However, an
approximately logarithmic translation
can also be set up
using the Exponential method, in
which you can adjust the Power to
make fine changes to the enhancement.
Hyperbolic Tangent: This method uses the hyperbolic tan-

gent trigonometric function to produce a nonlinear translation
of input values (within the specified range) to display values.
The method provides an adjustable Scale factor (default value
= 1.0) that can be used to adjust the enhancement. At low
values of the Scale
Factor (less than 1)
the
translation
curve is close to linear. Increasing the
scale factor flattens
Hyperbolic
the middle portion
Tangent
Method
of the translation
curve while steepening either end,
which stretches
contrast in the
middle portion of
the input range at
the expense of low
and high values. Illustrations of the
effects of this
method are included in the
TechGuide entitled Hyperbolic Tangent Contrast Enhancement.
User-Drawn: When you choose the User-Drawn method, it

initially inherits the previous translation curve. You can then
(continued)
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freely adjust the
enhancement in
two ways. You can
drag the mouse cursor along the
translation curve to
redraw the curve,
or manually redraw
the display histogram in the same
way. You can use
this method to selectively stretch
some parts of the
input range while
compressing others to fine-tune a
previous enhancement or to create
special effects in
the display.

User-Drawn
Method

Saving and Opening Contrast Tables
A contrast table is saved as a subobject of the raster object it
applies to. You can create multiple contrast tables for the same
raster object for different uses. For a band in a multispectral
image, for example, you might create a contrast table for
grayscale display of the band by itself, and one or more contrast tables for the band when used as a color component in an
RGB separates display. The File menu in the Raster Contrast
Enhancement window provides options to Save, Save As, and
to Open an existing contrast table. When you are adjusting
contrast for a color display, you save separate contrast tables
for each of the three color components.

Using Contrast Tables
When you display an image, the Raster Layer Controls window provides a Contrast menu (on the Object tabbed panel)
for each of the color components in the layer. This menu lists
each of the contrast tables that have been saved with the raster,
allowing you to choose the table to use for the current session.
Your selection is saved with the other display parameters for

this raster object so it will
be used by default the
next time the raster is
displayed. The menu
also lists a number of
automatic contrast methods (Auto Linear, Auto
Normalize, etc.) that enhance the contrast using
default parameters for
the method. If no contrast table has been
saved for the raster, you
can use any of the Auto
Contrast methods to display it. If you then open
the Raster Contrast Enhancement window, the corresponding
method is automatically set, allowing you to make and save
further refinements.
The Contrast menu for an 8-bit unsigned raster object also
includes the option None, which you can use to display the
raster directly with no translation of the raster values. This
option is not available for raster data types that can have values
outside the range 0 to 255 (e.g., signed integer, 16- and 32-bit
integer, and floating point) since values in these data ranges
require rescaling to the 0-255 display range.
If no contrast table has been saved with a raster object, and it
has not been displayed previously with the None option, then
one of the auto-contrast enhancement options is automatically
applied. The method used by default can be set in the Options
window opened from the Display Manager (Options / View
Options). The Raster tabbed panel in this window includes a
set of menus under the heading Default contrast when none
previously set. You can
set different auto-contrast
default options for different raster data types: 8
bits or less, 16 bits or
more, and hyperspectral.
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Raster & Image Processing

Create Contrast-Matched Images
The Raster Contrast Matching process in TNTmips (Image / Filter / Match
Contrast) allows you to process a set of grayscale or color-composite rasters
to produce new rasters with cell values adjusted to match the contrast of a
reference raster of the same type. In the Raster Contrast Matching window
(illustrated to the right) you first select a Contrast Reference raster. You then
use the Select button to choose one or more raster objects of the same type as
the reference to be processed to produce the contrast-adjusted products.
Two Matching Area options are provided for determining the cell value adjustments for the output rasters: Whole Raster and Overlap. If there is substantial
overlap between all process rasters and the reference, then either method can
Natural-color 1-meter orthoimage color composites of an area in Utah, USA acquired in three different years. The raw images
have very different contrast and color.properties, with the 2004 image having the best contrast and color saturation. The
2006 and 2009 images were contrast-matched to the 2004 image using the whole raster as the matching area.
2004 image Reference

be used. If one or more of the process
rasters does not overlap the reference,
a warning message is shown and the
Whole Raster method is set as the required Matching Area option. Best
results are obtained when the matching
areas include similar surface materials
imaged under similar atmospheric conditions and illumination.

2006 image matched to 2004

2009 image matched to 2004

2006 raw image

2009 raw image

A toggle button on the Raster Contrast
Matching window lets you choose to
copy any contrast tables from the reference raster to the output rasters.
Standard menus are also provided for
choosing pyramid and compression
methods.
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Spatial Editor

Convert Dynamic Labels to Label Elements
Vector objects in TNTgis can display two types of labels: dynamic display labels and label elements. Dynamic labels are
generated for display on-the-fly from attributes of point, line,
or polygon elements (see the Technical Guide entitled Dynamic
Labels for Geometric Elements). Label elements are a separate element type in vector objects and have stored positions,
text, and styles. Label elements can be created, moved, and
edited in the TNTmips Editor or TNTedit.
Dynamic display labels provide a number of positioning options for point and polygon labels along with label optimization
options for point labels to minimize overlaps. They can be
shown as needed using only controls in the Display interface
(including control by map scale) without the need to modify
the spatial data.
However, all dynamic labels for a particular element type use
the same text style (unless you set styles by script), and you
cannot alter the placement of labels element-by-element. Creating and editing vector label elements in the Editor affords
much more control over the placement and content of individual
labels, allowing you to create a set of labels with optimal positions relative to associated geometric elements (if any) and
relative to each other.

Dynamic display labels for vector points with label
optimization set to Full, With Overlapping Labels.

You can add
labels in the
Editor manually
(Add
Label tool) or
auto-generate
labels for active, marked,
or all elements
using text, attribute information, or a script (Auto-Generate Labels
operation). However, if you have already set up dynamic labels for the vector object, you can use the Convert Dynamic
Labels operation to create label elements from the dynamic labels. Style information set for the dynamic labels is saved with
each label element that is created. You can create label elements from the dynamic labels for active, marked, or all
elements in the view. Because dynamic labels are only displayed when their source element is in the View, be sure to
adjust the Editor window size and zoom level to display all of
the elements that need to have their display labels converted to
label elements. After the conversion, you can then edit the
labels to change their positions, orientations, and styles.

Vector label elements converted from the dynamic labels in the Editor and
repositioned manually to avoid overlaps with other point symbols and labels.

Polygons with dynamic labels in two positioning modes: Fit Inside or Center (left),
and Fit Inside or Outside with Leader (right).

Label elements converted from dynamic
labels and repositioned in the Editor for
better distribution..
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3D Display

Create Cross-Section Manifold Objects
A good place to start in creating a subsurface cross-section (geological, geotechnical, archaeological,...) is the Generate
Cross-Section tool in the GeoToolbox, which is available from any
2D View window in TNTmips. This tool
creates a prototype vertical cross-section
along the straight line or polyline you designate in the 2D view. The vector object
created by the tool includes a topographic
Use the Ruler or
profile (created from elevation values in the
Line Tool to draw
group’s surface layer) and polygon boundthe section line,
aries and associated styles (created from the
then press the
active vector layer or the top vector layer if
Generate Crossthe active layer is not a vector). The tool also
Section button
automatically creates a manifold surface for
the cross-section vector object so that
the section can be displayed in its correct orientation in 3D perspective
views.
Use the toggle button to set whether or
not to create manifold georeferencing for
the cross-section that is being saved as a vector object.

Contact lines appear discontinuous in
the 3D view due to sampling as

the view of the vector is
rasterized during display.

Perspective view of a computer-generated prototype vector
cross-section with manifold georeference. Polygon boundaries
are generated as vertical lines which you can later edit to their
correct configuration.

Polygon boundaries in the generated cross-section are vertical
lines extending from the surface profile down to the base elevation you set for the section. These simple boundaries serve
as a starting point for your intended interpretive cross-section.
You can use the Editor to modify the boundary lines to your
desired configuration and add any additional required subsurface elements (see the Technical Guide entitled Edit Manifold
Objects). You can also refine the manifold surface if necessary
by using the Georeference process to edit the control point
triangulation (see the TechGuide entitled Editing Manifold Surface Triangulation).

This final
interpretive
geologic section
was produced by
editing the prototype
section in the Editor, as
shown in the TechGuide
entitled Edit Manifold
Objects .

3D perspective view of the completed cross-section after
editing in the Editor, shown with a masked rendering of the
surface map data.
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Spatial Display

Customize the View Window
The View window in TNTmips provides menus and toolbars with icon buttons to let you perform
actions in the View (e.g., zoom, pan, or mark elements) and to activate graphic tools (e.g., the
Zoom tool). You can choose which selections appear in the View, Tools, and Options menus and
which icon buttons appear in the View, Mark, and Tool toolbars. You make these choices using
the Customize Hidden Features window, which you can open from the View window’s Options
menu.
The menu selections and toolbar icons are presented in the Customize Hidden Features window in
a tree-control list. The contents of each menu and toolbar are presented in a separate group that
you can expand or collapse by pressing the small icon button to the left of the group name. When
a group is expanded, its menu options or icon button selections can be turned on or off using the
checkbox provided. Items with a dimmed checkbox cannot be
turned off.

Add Icons to the Toolbars
The View, Mark, and Tools toolbars in the default installation of
TNTmips provide a selection of the most frequently-used actions
and tools. The illustration to the right shows
the toolbar groups in the Customize Hidden
Features window with the default icon button
selections for a non-layout View. (Additional
tools are available for layout Views.) You can
add any of the excluded icons to their respective toolbar by turning on the checkbox next to
the icon. The function of each of these icon
buttons is described in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: View Iconbar Features.

View Toolbar

Choose Options / Customize
to open the Customize
Hidden Features window.

Mark Toolbar

Tool Toolbar

Any tool can be activated using either an icon
button or from its entry on the Tools menu. Most of View
toolbar functions also have equivalent entries on the View menu.
Thus you can access all tools and most View functions from
the menus when their icon buttons are hidden, so adding these
icons to the toolbars is a matter of personal preference and
convenience.

Simplify the View Interface
You can also turn off the entries for icon buttons or menu
entries. For example, you may wish to simplify the View window interface for novice users or simply remove icon buttons
or menu entries that you never use.
Scope of View Window Customization
All View window customization settings are stored in the customui.usr file in the same location
as your other user settings files. Customization options set while viewing a hardcopy or
display layout are applied to all subsequent layouts. Customization options set in a non-layout
view are applied to all subsequent non-layout views. These customization settings can be
transferred to subsequent installations of the TNT products if you choose the transfer settings
option during installation, or copied to another TNTmips installation by copying the customui.usr
file. When you assemble an electronic atlas for distribution on CD or DVD, the Atlas Assembly
Wizard provides the option of transferring the current customization options to the atlas. Thus
you can use your TNT customization settings to provide a simplified View interface when the
atlas is viewed in TNTatlas.
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Database

Set Default Tables and Hide Tables
Vector, shape, and CAD objects can include a wealth of attribute information stored in multiple database tables attached
or related to the geometric elements. Some of these attribute
tables may contain information that is more important to the
users of the data than other tables. As you design the visual
presentation of a geometric object (element display styles
and DataTips), you can designate one or more default tables
per element type that will automatically open when an associated element is marked in the View. You can also choose
to hide particular tables, excluding them from table lists in
the Display Manager.
Setting Default Tables
Default tables open automatically (if they have not already
been opened manually) when an attached or related geometric element is marked in the view. In vector objects, which
can have multiple element types, you can designate default
tables for each element type.

The Database Settings option on
the right mouse-button menu for a
geometric element (left) opens the
Database Settings window
(above). This window provides a
Default Tables to Open checklist
for that element type. You can turn on the checkbox for one or more
tables to have them automatically open when an attached element is
marked in the view, or leave all tables unchecked to have no table
automatically opened. In the illustration above, three polygon tables
for a soil map vector layer have been set as default tables; the
automatically-opened table views are shown below.

To set default tables, display the geometric object and use
the tree control in the Display Manager to expand the
object’s entry in the layer list to show its component
element types (see illustration above right). Rightclick on the desired element type and from the resulting
menu choose the Database Settings option. The Database Settings window provides a Default Tables to
Open checklist showing all of the available tables. You
can turn on the checkbox for one or more tables to set
them as default tables (or leave all tables unchecked),
then press OK. The default table setting is immediately active in the current Display session and is
automatically stored with the object’s other display parameters
for future sessions. If all checkboxes in the checklist are turned
off when you press OK on the Database Settings window, then no
table opens automatically when elements of that type are marked
in the View. However, if the Database Settings window has never
been opened for the object in question (or opened and cancelled),
then the first table in the table list is used as the default table.

marked
polygon

Hiding Tables
You can hide any table in the
You can set any dataDisplay Manager list by opening the
base table to be hidden
table’s Table Properties window and
turning on the Hidden toggle on the
by opening the Table
Table tabbed panel (left). In the
Properties window for
table list to the right, three tables
the table and turning on
have been hidden (outlined in red in
the Hidden toggle butthe far-right illustration).
ton on the Table tabbed
panel (see illustration above). Hidden tables do not appear in the list of
tables in the Display Manager or in prompts to select a table and field (such
as when you are constructing a query for marking elements in the View).
Hidden tables do appear in the Database Editor view, however. When you
display a geometric object that has hidden tables, the right mouse-button
menu for the relevant element type includes a Show Hidden Tables toggle
option that allows the user to temporarily override the Hidden setting.

If a geometric element
has hidden tables, the
right mouse-button
menu for the element
includes a Show
Hidden Tables option
to temporarily override
the Hidden setting.
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Tilesets

Delivering Google Earth Tilesets to Android Tablets
You can use the Google Earth app on your Android tablet to
view the custom Google Earth tilesets you create in TNTmips.
In TNTmips 2014DV you can create a Google Earth tileset
packaged as a single KMZ file for more efficient
delivery to your tablet via one of several methods: data cable, Micro SD card, cloud storage,
or e-mail.
Deliver via Data Cable

Your Android tablet may be
equipped with a data port such as
Micro USB or Samsung’s proprietary 30-pin connector port, and a
data cable to connect the tablet to
a conventional USB data port.
1 Create the Google Earth tileset on your desktop/laptop
computer.
2 Connect the data cable to the tablet and to the desktop/
laptop computer.
3 The tablet will appear in the desktop/laptop computer’s
file manager as a new device.
4 Use the file manager to navigate to the desired folder in
the tablet’s internal storage or removable memory.
5 Drag and drop the tileset folder to the desired location.

Deliver Using Cloud Storage

If you subscribe to a cloud storage
service such as Google Drive,
Dropbox, or others, you can use the
cloud to deliver your custom
Google Earth tileset to your tablet.
1 Create the Google Earth tileset on your desktop/laptop
computer using the KMZ packaging option.
2 Upload the tileset KMZ file to the cloud server.

Deliver via Micro SD Card

Your Android tablet may
be equipped with a slot
for a removeable Micro
SD (or Micro SDHC)
memory card.
1 Insert a Micro SD card into the SD slot of a desktop/
laptop computer using an SD adapter.
or
Insert a Micro SD card into a USB port of a desktop/
laptop computer using a card reader.
2 The card will appear as a new drive in the desktop/laptop
computer’s file manager.
3 Create the Google Earth tileset on the desktop/laptop
computer, then drag and drop the tileset folder to the
desired location on the card.

3 Open the Internet browser on your tablet and go to your
cloud storage site.
4 Locate the tileset KMZ file in the list and hold a finger
on its link to get a popup menu.
5 Choose Save Link As from this menu, and note the
default download location for your tablet.
Deliver via E-mail

You can use an attachment to your web-based
e-mail service to deliver a small Google Earth
tileset to your tablet.
1 Create the Google Earth tileset on your desktop/laptop
computer using the KMZ packaging option.
2 Attach the tileset KMZ file to an e-mail and send the
message to your web e-mail account.

or

3 Launch the e-mail app on your tablet and log in to your
account.

Output the tileset directly to the desired folder on the
card.

4 Open the tileset e-mail message on the tablet and tap the
Save icon next to the attachment.

4 Insert the Micro SD card in the tablet’s removable
memory slot.

5 Note the default download location for your tablet.
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Terrain Operations

Fill or Drain Depressions in DEMs
In order for the TNTmips Watershed process (Terrain / Watershed) to create flowpaths from the source digital elevation
raster (DEM), it must first create an adjusted elevation raster
in which any depressions in the source DEM have been eliminated. TNTmips includes a fast and flexible depression-filling
procedure as a preprocessing step in the Watershed process
and as a separate standalone process (Terrain / Fill Depressions from the TNTmips menu). Each process provides
settings that let you selectively fill depressions based on thresholds in their area (in number of raster cells), the number of
null cells they contain, and their maximum depth. The depression-filling settings in the Watershed process are on the
Depression tabbed panel of the Watershed Analysis window.
Small depressions in DEMs do not always accurately represent the corresponding natural landscape surface, but instead
commonly result from errors in the DEM-creation process
(local underestimation or overestimation of the ground
elevation). Regional-scale
DEMs with larger cell size
(such as 30-meter NED or 90meter SRTM datasets) may
undersample intricatelysculpted landscapes, producing
virtual blockages across nar-

row stream valleys and canyons. Filling these spurious depressions allows the flow-routing procedures in the Watershed
process to create continuous flowpaths past these obstacles.
However, depression-filling is not always the best solution for
all DEM depressions. Some landscapes include large natural
depressions; examples include closed lake basins and the large
dry basins of the southwestern United States and East Africa.
These large closed basins have their own internal drainage systems unconnected to adjacent watersheds. To handle such
watersheds, the depression-filling procedure includes the option to automatically put a null cell at the bottom of depressions
that are left unfilled according the specified filling limits (for
example, depressions that exceed the size and /or depth limits). This null cell then serves as the flow outlet for the
watershed when flowpaths are created, so that the internal
drainage network is accurately modeled.
DEMs may also include small to large
man-made depressions, such as those
created by large dams. Earthen dams
may be large enough to be represented

You can set a
minimum depression
size threshold for
applying the maximum
fill depth criterion.

Watersheds (red polygons) and flowpaths (blue lines)
for an area of southest Nevada and southwest Utah.
The shaded watersheds have natural internal drainage.
The DEM was run using the option to place a null cell at
the bottom of unfilled depressions, so that flowpaths
were generated to indicate the natural drainage
patterns in these closed basins. The locations of these
null cells are shown here by the filled black circles.

in the source DEM, and they typically impound reservoirs with water
surfaces that are maintained well below the crest of the dam. In order to
fill these man-made depressions, you will have to set a maximum depth
limit for depression-filling that exceeds the height of the dam above the
reservoir surface (see the example on the reverse side of this page). On
the other hand, you might decide that the watersheds and flowpaths you
create from the DEM should accurately represent the presence of this
man-made feature. In the latter case you could set the depression-filling
thresholds to automatically place a null cell at its bottom rather than filling
it, thus generating local flowpaths that terminate somewhere in the reservoir area.
Note that if any depressions are left unfilled by a particular Watershed run,
no flowpaths are generated. You should then analyze the results and determine how best to adjust the depression-filling settings before running
the process again to eliminate remaining depressions and create the flowpath
object.
(over)
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Sample Effects of
Depression Filling Settings

Watersheds (red polygons) from 1 arc-second
(~30-m) NED DEM of central Pennsylvania.

A Watershed process run to
create watersheds and
flowpaths left two watersheds
with unfilled depressions (in
illustration to right, watersheds with blue dots on their
boundaries indicating pour
point locations).

The pour points of these watersheds were found to
coincide with large earthen
dams with reservoir levels
maintained well below the dam
crests, creating man-made depressions in the NED DEM.
Although the area of each depression is less than the
upper area limit set for depression filling for this run, the

Little
Pine Creek
Watershed

Watershed polygon (red) encompassing the
depression left unfilled behind the Little Pine
Creek dam (at pour point location, blue dot);
dam height (26 m) exceeds the depth threshold
(20 m) set for filling depressions.
Sayers Dam (Birch Creek)

Little Pine Creek Dam

With a DEM cell size of 716 m2, the
larger depression area shown in the
Depression Attributes listing is equivalent to about 21,000 raster cells, below
the area threshold of 25,000 used in
the first watershed run.
Elevation (meters)

North

South

26
meters
Dam
Reservoir
Distance (meters)

Left, profile of NED DEM raster along a
line crossing Little Pine Creek Dam
(created using the GeoToolbox in the TNT
Display process). Dam crest elevation is
240 m, reservoir surface is 214 m, so
dam height is 26 m. Similar procedure for
Sayers Dam yielded a height of 24 m.
Both dam heights exceed the 20-m depth
limit used in the first watershed run.

Alternative watershed result with option to put null
cell at bottom of unfilled depressions turned on
(other settings the same as for the result above).
Flowpaths are generated, and Little Pine Creek
flowpaths drain to the null cell created by the
process (at red dot indicated by the arrow).

depth limit used proved to be
lower than the height of either
dam above its reservoir. Increasing the depth limit from
20 to 30 meters resulted in successful filling of both of these
depressions and integration
of their flowpaths into the regional stream network.

Depth limit increased to 30 m
for second watershed run.

Result with depth limit for depression filling increased to 30 m. No watershed polygons remain for
Little Pine Creek or Birch Creek, which now connect with the regional stream system.
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Spatial Display

Actions on Multiple Layers
When you have displayed multiple geospatial layers in a
View, you can use the Display Manager layer list to select and perform various actions simultaneously on a
contiguous set of layers anchored by the active layer.
Use the shift key in combination with a left or right
mouse-click on the last desired layer in the target set to
initiate various actions.

active
layer

One layer in a display is always designated as active.
The name of the active layer is shown in bold in the
Display Manager’s layer list. You can make a layer
active by left-clicking on its name in the layer list.
To Top, Raise, Lower, To Bottom: these options appear if

the selected layer set does not include all layers in the
group. They allow you to change the order of
the selected set of layers relative to other layers in the group. The options To Top and Raise
are inactive if the selected set includes the top
layer; options Lower and To Bottom are inactive if the selected set includes the bottom layer.
Remove Layers: removes all selected layers

from the group.
<shift> + left-click (or right-click) on a layer
name or icon ( GREEN in this example)
selects a contiguous set of layers from the
active layer to the layer you have clicked on
(shown highlighted), and opens a menu with
various actions you can apply to all layers in the selected set.

Change Visibility for Multiple Layers
You can also toggle visibility of a set of layers
in the View in different ways by using the shift
key in combination with a left-click or right
click on a layer’s Show/Hide checkbox.

Select Multiple Layers for Actions
Holding down the shift key while left-clicking (or rightclicking) on a layer name or icon selects a contiguous set
of layers from the active layer to the layer you have
clicked on. The layer set is shown highlighted in the
layer list (see illustration above) and a menu opens from
which you can choose an action to apply to all layers in
the selected set. The Display Manager must be the active window in order for multiple-layer selection to work.
Enable DataTip (toggle): for any layers that have a
DataTip designated in their display settings, this option
allows you to toggle DataTip information off or on for
the selected set of layers. The selected state does not
affect the saved display settings for the individual layers,
but a saved group or layout does save the current session
DataTip state for the designated layers.

Holding down the shift key while left-clicking on a Show/
Hide checkbox immediately sets the visibility state for
all layers in the contiguous set from the active layer to
the one you have clicked on. If all layers are hidden
when you take this action, all are reset to Show, and vice
versa. If some layers in the selected set are visible and
some hidden when you take this action, the state of the
layer you click on controls the result. For example, if
the action toggles visibility on for the layer you click on,
then all selected layers are set to be visible.

Redraw Layers: redraws the selected layers in the View.
Show All/Hide All: these options turn visibility on/off in

the View for all selected layers.
Exclude from group extents (toggle): this option allows

you to set whether or not the extents of the layers in the
selected set are excluded from or included in the group
extents.

<shift> + right-click on a Show/Hide
checkbox highlights the selected set
of layers and opens a Layer Visibility
menu with toggle entries for each
open View window and the Locator.

Holding down the shift key while right-clicking on a
Show/Hide checkbox selects and highlights the set of
layers as above and opens a Layer Visibility menu with a
toggle entry for each open View window and the Locator (see illustration above). This action allows you to set
different visibility states for the layer set in 2D and 3D
views, for example.
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Spatial Display

Layout Right Mouse Button Actions
When you display a layout in the TNTmips Display process or TNTview, various
management and visualization actions that you might want to perform on the layout
are conveniently organized on a menu that you open from the Display Manager by
clicking with the right mouse button on the layout icon or name. The selections on
this right mouse button menu for layouts are illustrated to the right and described
below. You can also perform actions on individual groups in a layout by opening a
right mouse button menu for the group, as described in the Technical Guide entitled
Spatial Display: Group Right Mouse Button Actions.
Settings: opens the Layout Settings window, with which you change the Layout
Mode and Design Scale of the layout, or use the controls on the Matte tabbed panel
to add decorative elements such as background colors, borders, and drop-shadows (see the TechGuide entitled Spatial
Display: Matte Graphic Effects in Layouts). The Layout Settings window can
also be opened by left-clicking on the layout icon.
Set Scale Ranges: opens the Scale Ranges window (illustrated at right) so you

can set the minimum and/or maximum map scales within which particular groups
and/or layers in the layout will be visible in the view canvas. All groups and
layers are listed in the Scale Ranges window by name. Layers are listed under
their group; group names are shown flush left in the Name field, whereas layer
names are indented. Groups and layers are listed in the same order in which they
are shown in the Display Manager.
Minimum and maximum map scales can be set for a group as a whole (for example, the DEM group in the illustration to the right) or for individual layers (as
in the values for several layers in the Cultural Overlays group). Map scales are
shown as scale ratios (1: scale number = 1 / scale number); you can enter either
the entire ratio expression or just the scale number. The value in the Minimum
field is the smallest map scale ratio at which that layer or group will be visible in
the view; when you zoom out beyond that scale, the layer or group is automatically hidden. The value in the Maximum field is the largest map scale ratio at
which that layer or group will be visible; when you zoom in closer, the layer or group is automatically hidden. You can
set a Minimum value only, a Maximum value only, or both. These settings allow you to define a scale range that is
appropriate for the content and level of spatial detail of each layer or group.
The Scale Ranges window can also be opened from the right mouse button menu for standalone display groups. In that
case the group name is not shown in the Scale Ranges window, and all layer names are shown flush left in the Name
field.
Set as Active Display: if there are multiple layouts (or standalone groups) being displayed, this option makes this layout
the active display (with layout name shown in bold in the layer list) and brings its View window to the front. The same
result is achieved by left-clicking on the layout name in the list in the Display Manager.
Save Layout: saves the description and settings for the layout as an item in a Project File that can be reopened from the
Display Manager using Display / Open (or the Open Display icon button on the Display Manager toolbar). If you have
opened an existing layout, any changes you have made during the current display session are saved.
Add Metadata: appears and is active only for displays of saved layouts. Opens the Metadata Editor to allow you to enter

and save metadata with the layout.
Redraw Layout: redraws the layout at its current view position and scale.
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(over)

Hide All Groups: turns off the Show/Hide check box for each group and redraws the layout with all groups hidden. The

view canvas is empty after this action. If you wish to view only one group out of several or many in a layout with all
groups shown, you can choose Hide All Groups and then unhide the desired group, which is often faster than hiding all
of the other groups individually.
Unhide All Groups: turns on the Show/Hide check box for each group and redraws the layout. Visibility of each group
and layer in the View remains subject to any scale range settings you have applied.
Expand All Groups: expands each of the layout’s group en-

tries in the Display Manager so that their layer names are
shown in the list (see illustrations to the right). This option
has the same effect as clicking on the Expand icon button
groups
to the left of each of the group names in the layout. Ex- groups collapsed
expanded
panding the groups provides access to the Show/Hide
checkbox for each layer as well as to the Expand/Collapse
control for each layer. (Expanding a layer exposes its components, such as element types
for vector layers, enabling viewing of database tables and operations such as marking
elements by query and generating region objects.)
Collapse All Groups: collapses each of the layout’s group entries in the Display Manager

so that only the group names are shown (see illustrations to the right). This option has
the same effect as clicking on the Collapse icon button to the left of each of the group
names in the group.
Remove All Groups: removes all groups and their layers from

the layout. The name of the layout is retained, so if you add new
groups and layers and save, the previous saved layout is replaced.
Close Layout: closes the layout. If you have made any changes
in the current session, you are prompted whether or not to save
the changes. (You can set preferences for save prompts for layouts and groups by choosing Options / View Options from the
Display Manager and using the controls on the Display tabbed
panel of the Options window, which is illustrated to the right.)
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Spatial Editor

Database Prompt and Default Record
As you add or change geometric object elements in the Editor, you can easily provide attribute information for these
elements. Several automated procedures are provided in the
Editor to help you with these tasks. You can set up a database prompt to automatically prompt you to create and attach
a new record in a specified table for each new element. You
can also designate an existing record in a table as the default
record to be attached when new elements are added. You can
use database prompts and default record settings at the same
time (with different tables) when you are editing geometric
data with many attributes of different types distributed among
a number of tables.

Database Prompt
Using a database prompt is appropriate when some or all of
the new elements you are adding to the geometric object require unique attribute values. You would then need to create
and fill in a new database record for each new element. For
example, in a vector object representing a water pipe network each line element representing a pipe requires a unique
set of attributes such as length, diameter, roughness coefficient, and so on, as well as unique identifiers for the pipe and
its start and end nodes (for hydraulic modeling purposes).
When you add a new element (or make another specified
change), a database prompt automatically opens a dialog
showing a tentative new record, letting you choose whether
to create the new record in the designated table and if so to
fill in field values. You can use database prompts when editing vector, CAD, and shape objects.

The Database
Prompt window for a
vector object lets you
set up prompts for
different element
types.

When you are editing a vector object, the Database Prompt
window (illustrated above) has buttons allowing you to select a table and set up prompts for any or all of the element
types: points, lines, polygons, and nodes. Toggles in the
Prompt when pane let you trigger the prompt when new elements of any of these types are added, as well as when lines
or polygons are split and when polygons are joined. You can
change table assignments and prompt actions at any time during an editing session.
The Apply Settings to toggle buttons determine how the
prompt settings are applied when you are editing more than
one geometric object in the current editing session. Turning
on the Active Editable Object toggle limits the current prompt
settings to the editable object that is active when you set up
the prompts, while All Editable Objects option enables
prompting for all editable objects.
Turning on the Default checkbox in the Apply Settings to pane
saves the current prompt settings for future Editor sessions.
In subsequent Editor sessions the Select Table window automatically opens after the first specified edit so you can choose
the attribute table in which to create new records.

Database Prompt window for CAD and
shape objects.

To set up prompts, choose Setup / Database Prompt from the
Editor Layer Manager, which opens the Database Prompt window. If you are editing a CAD or shape object, this window
has a single Element Table button. (CAD objects do not have
different element types, and a shape object cannot have more
than one element type.) The Select Table window opened by
the Element Table button (see illustration above) lists the database tables associated with the object; you can select an
existing table from the list, add (copy) a table from another
source, or create a new table. The toggles in the Prompt when
section of the Database Prompt window let you choose to be
prompted when elements are added, split, or joined.

Element Prompt Window
After you have set up database prompts, each time you make
one of the specified edits an Element Prompt window appears.
The Element
Prompt window resembles
a single-record table view
and includes the name of
the table in the window title
bar. The window lists the
fields in the table and tentative field values; you can
enter or edit values in any
of the numeric or string
fields; values for any computed or string expression Element Prompt window (over)
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fields cannot be modified. Pressing OK on the Element
Prompt window creates the new record and attaches it to the
current geometric element. Press the Cancel button if you
don’t want to create a new record for the element.
If you have set up prompts for more than one element type, a
single editing action may trigger more than one Element
Prompt window. For example, you can set up prompts for
both lines and nodes to be triggered when lines or nodes are
added. Adding a new line may also result in the addition of
2, 1, or no new nodes depending on whether or not the line
connects to any existing nodes. With line and node prompts
active, when you add a new line an Element Prompt window
appears for each new node added (if any), followed by an
Element Prompt window for the new line itself.
The Element Prompt window includes toggle buttons that you
can turn on to disable prompting for that element type for
either the active editable object or for all objects. Turning on
one of these toggles has the same effect as reopening the
Database Prompt window and turning off the appropriate
toggles in the Prompt when pane. You can re-enable prompting for that element type by opening the Database Prompt
window and turning on the desired toggles in the Prompt when
pane.

Set Default Values for New Records
using Field Constraints
When you are using a database prompt to create new records
in a table (or creating new records manually), you can set
default values for individual numeric fields in the new records.
Using default field values can reduce the amount of manual
editing you need to perform when the records are created.
Default field values are part of the constraints you can set up
for numeric database fields in the Table Properties window
(choose Table / Properties from a table view to open this window). Select a field in the list on the left side of the Table
Properties window. On the Constraints tabbed panel, you
can set minimum and maximum allowed values for numeric
fields as well as a default value (see illustration below). The
Default menu provides choices None, Zero, or Constant;
choosing Constant activates the numeric field to the right of
the menu so you can enter the default value. The Minimum
and Maximum menus allow you to choose Inclusive or Exclusive (to define whether or not the entered value is included
in the range) or None.
To set a non-zero
default value for a
numeric field,
choose Constant
from the Default
menu on the
Constraints panel,
then enter the
desired value in the
field to the right.

When the table that will contain the new records includes
numeric or string fields that can only have a value from a
predetermined set of values, you can set up a picklist for such
fields so that the value can be chosen from a menu in the
Element Prompt window (see the Technical Guides entitled
Database: Creating a Picklist from a Table or Text and Database: Choose Attributes Using a Picklist).

Assign Default Record
Setting a default record to attach to new elements is appropriate when the table in question contains records with attributes
identifying the type or category of the element. The table attachment type must also be set to allow a record to be attached
to multiple elements. For example, in an EPANET pipe vector object, the Link Type table has three records with a field
indicating whether a line element is a pipe, pump, or valve.
In this example attaching the correct record to new line elements insures proper styling (automatic via CartoScript) for
the line elements.
You can select a default record in a table to attach to new
elements whenever one of the Add Element tools that can
create the associated element is active. For example, you can
designate a default record in a line table and a node table
when adding lines or polygons. You must open the desired
table to designate the default record; the status field of the
table view shows the message “Default record for new elements”.
In a tabular view of a table you can select a single default
record by turning on the checkbox to the left of the record
(see illustration below left). To change the default record,
simply turn on the checkbox for the new default record. In a
single record table view, use the Next Record and Previous
record buttons (see illustration below right) to cycle through
the records until the desired record is shown.
Previous Record Next Record

Tabular view of table in
default record mode.

Single-record view of table
in default record mode.

The selected default record is then automatically attached
to each new associated element in the current editing session until:
1) you select a different record in the table,
2) you close the table, or
3) you switch to another edit operation or to an Add tool
that does not create the associated element.
The latter two actions automatically clear the record selection in the table.
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Vector Analysis

Run EPANET Pipe Network Simulations
EPANET is a public-domain water distribution system
modeling program developed by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). EPANET simulates water flow and water quality changes in pressurized
pipe networks, such as a city water supply
system. In TNTmips you can create,
edit, import, and export vector objects representing pipe networks
with attributes that conform to
the EPANET data model (see the
Technical Guide entitled ImportExport: EPANET Pipe Networks
in TNTmips).
The EPANET Simulation process in TNTmips (Geometric /
Compute / EPANET Simulation) also
lets you compute hydraulic and water
quality simulations on EPANET-compliant
vector objects using the EPANET toolkit library
that is installed with TNTmips. An EPANET simulation tracks the water flow conditions through each
network link (pipe, valve, or pump) and node (junction, tank,
or reservoir) through a series of time steps. The changing
concentration of a chemical species can also be tracked. The
conditions at each time step are recorded in Simulation Results
tables that are added to the pipe network vector object, with a
record for each time step that is attached to the relevant line or
node element.
Queue Job
Save Job

Run

Add

Remove
Selected

Remove All
EPANET Documentation

EPANET Simulation Window
The EPANET Simulation window (illustrated at
the bottom left of this page) allows you to
select one or more input vector objects to
process. The results of each simulation run are written into the line and
node databases of each input vector object. A toggle button
(Overwrite existing results
tables) lets you choose
whether or not to have
the current results
overwrite the Simulation Results tables
from the previous
simulation. If this toggle
is turned off, new tables are
added without deleting the previous results, and the new tables
have an auto-incremented number (in
parentheses) added to the end of the table
name to indicate the order of the results.
The lower part of the EPANET Simulation window includes
sections for setting water quality, hydraulic, and time options
for the current simulation run (see below). Default values for
the processing parameters are read from the first vector object
selected, but you can change any of the parameters before
running the simulation. The same set of parameters is applied
to all of the input vector objects and all parameters are saved
with those objects to provide default values for later sessions.
You can run an EPANET simulation interactively by pressing
the Run button or in the background via the TNTmips Job
Processing System by pressing the Queue Job or Save Job
icon buttons (see the TechGuide entitled System: TNTmips Job
Processing System).

Simulation Parameters
An EPANET simulation always computes changing hydraulic
states through time. The Hydraulic Options section of the
EPANET Simulation window lets you set parameters such as
the flow units to use and the fluid viscosity and specific gravity. A water quality analysis is optional; to omit the quality
analysis, choose None from the Quality menu in the Water
Quality Options. A complete explanation of the Water Quality
and Hydraulic Options can be found in the EPANET 2 Users
Manual (Options, pages 152-154), which can be accessed by
pressing the EPANET Documentation icon button on the toolbar.
The Times section on the EPANET Simulation window lets
you set the duration of the simulation and the timestep intervals
for various aspects of the simulation. These parameters are
also explained in detail in the EPANET 2 Users Manual (Times,
pages 173-174).
(over)
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Running a Simulation
When the simulation is run, the process transfers the characteristics of your pipe network and the processing parameters
you have set to an EPANET “Input” file (a formatted text file).
This file is passed to the EPANET toolkit library, which performs the timestep simulation. TNTmips retrieves the simulation
results and writes them back to the node and line databases of
the input vector object(s). The input file is saved with a .inp
file extension, along with a text report file (with a .txt file extension). When you run the simulation (or designate it for job
processing) you are prompted to provide names for these output files.

in the Simulation Results table. When you display the EPANET
vector after running a simulation, you can view the records for
a particular element marked in the View window in either singlerecord or tabular view of the table (chosen using options on
the Table menu). In single-record view, icons at the top of the
window allow you to step through the time-step records for
the marked network element (see illustrations below). In tabular view, you can use the Show Marked Element Records button
to restrict the listing to only the records attached to the selected element.
First
Previous Next
Last
Attached Attached Attached Attached

The report file can include a summary, a report of average
energy usage by each pump, and a detailed status section that
identifies all network components that change status during
each time step. It can also include reports for individual nodes
and links in the network. The contents of the text report file
can be specified by editing the records in the Report table in the
Nodes database; see the pages 161 to 162 of the EPANET 2
User Manual for the format and options. The summary section
of a sample report file is shown below.
Page 1

Thu Sep 12 17:09:14 2013

**************************************************************
*
E P A N E T
*
*
Hydraulic and Water Quality
*
*
Analysis for Pipe Networks
*
*
Version 2.00.12
*
**************************************************************
BWNII
Input Data File ......... E:\EPANET\Simulations\BWNII.inp
Number of Junctions................ 399
Number of Reservoirs............... 1
Number of Tanks ................... 7
Number of Pipes ................... 443
Number of Pumps ................... 11
Number of Valves .................. 5
Headloss Formula .................. Hazen-Williams
Hydraulic Timestep ................ 15.00 min
Hydraulic Accuracy ................ 0.010000
Status Check Frequency ............ 2
Maximum Trials Checked ............ 10
Damping Limit Threshold ........... 0.000000
Maximum Trials .................... 100
Quality Analysis .................. Chlorine
Water Quality Time Step ........... 5.00 min
Water Quality Tolerance ........... 0.01 mg/L
Specific Gravity .................. 1.00
Relative Kinematic Viscosity ...... 1.00
Relative Chemical Diffusivity ..... 1.00
Demand Multiplier ................. 1.00
Total Duration .................... 10080.00 min
Reporting Criteria:
Selected Nodes
Selected Links

Single-record views of an attached record for a selected pipe
element (above) and a selected pipe junction (below). Marked
elements are shown in magenta in the network illustrations.
Each element has one attached record reporting the results for
a particular time step in the simulation (identified by the value in
seconds in the Time Period field). In single-record view you can
use the icon buttons at the top of the table window (labeled
above) to step through the timestep records for a particular
element

Show Marked Element Records

Analysis begun Thu Sep 12 17:09:14 2013

Simulation Results
The EPANET Simulation process records conditions at each
time step for each element in the network. Simulation Results
tables are created for both lines and nodes. The records in
these tables record hydraulic and water quality (if specified)
conditions at each time step for the attached network element.
Each network element thus will have multiple attached records

Tabular view of attached records for
a selected pipe junction element.
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Tilesets

Export Geometric Tilesets
The Export Geometric Tileset process in TNTmips Pro
(Tileset / Geometry / Export) converts a styled vector
object into a geometric tileset with your choice of the
SVG, SVGz, or KML geometric tileset structure. These
tiled structures allow you to present styled geometric
data on the web for any size area and at different resolutions over a range of zoom levels. (See the Tileset
Technical Guides entitled SVG Geometric Structure
and Geometric KML Structure for descriptions and illustrations of these products.) Modern web browsers
support the display of the geometric data in these
tilesets and automatically apply enhancements such
as anti-aliasing to provide a high-quality rendering of
your map data.

Use the Target menu to
choose the output tileset
type: SVG, SVGz, or KML.

The Export Geometric Tileset process renders styled
vector elements (polygons, lines, points, and labels)
into the output tileset. The styles created in the tileset
depend upon the complexity of the input vector element styles and the capabilities of the output SVG or
KML graphics format. SVG geometric tilesets allow
a more faithful representation of complex point and line styles,
including CartoScript symbology, than KML tilesets. See the
Tileset TechGuide entitled Styling Map Elements for Geometric
Structures for more information.
You can choose which element type or types to convert and
choose the range of Google Maps zoom levels to be created in
the tileset. The process independently renders the tiles at each
zoom level from the source vector object starting with the maximum zoom level. Line elements in the source vector object are
progressively simplified (thinned) prior to creating each successively lower zoom level to provide a level of map detail that is
appropriate for viewing each level. You can also specify the
source of the name/description information that will be shown
in Info Windows when the user clicks on the map elements while
viewing the tileset in a web browser.
General Process Settings
The Export Geometric Tileset process uses the display style and
element selection parameters you have previously set for the input vector object as the starting point to control rendering the
vector elements to a tileset. You can further constrain the tileset
rendering and set other process parameters using the controls on
the Input tabbed panel.

The Target menu offers the choice of SVG, SVGZ (compressed
SVG), or KML format for the output tileset. Render checkboxes
are provided for Polygons, Lines, Points, and Labels; an individual checkbox is active if that element type is present in the
input vector and selected for display. Use the active Render
checkboxes to indicate which available vector element types to
transfer to the tileset. Label elements are rendered as text to
both SVG and KML tilesets. Dynamic labels set in the source
vector object for polygon, line, or point elements are rendered

Set the range of numeric
Google Maps zoom levels to
create using the Minimum
and Maximum menus.

as text to SVG tilesets but are ignored when creating a KML
geometric tileset.
The Minimum and Maximum zoom level menus let you set the
range of Google Maps zoom levels to create in the tileset. To
help determine an appropriate range of zoom levels, you can use
the Show Zoom pane in any TNT View window sidebar (including the View panel in the Export Geometric Tileset window) to
preview your input vector. In this pane you can set the zoom
method to Google Maps and pick any zoom level from the Level
menu (see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Show Zoom
Pane). In most cases it is good practice to set a maximum zoom
level such that the corresponding map scale is close to that at
which the original map data were created. Choose a minimum
zoom level that avoids overcrowding the map elements, which
may produce an uninformative and unattractive map and which
can also produce very large tile files for the lower zoom levels,
resulting in slow display of the tileset in the browser.
You can run the Export Geometric Tilesets process as a single
process using the Run icon button or as a group of jobs under the
TNTmips Job Processing system by pressing the Save Jobs or
Queue Jobs icon buttons. The latter option can provide significantly faster processing, as you can set job processing to run
several jobs simultaneously to take advantage of your computer’s
multiple cores. When you name the output TileSet Definition
(TSD) file for an SVG tileset or the output master KML file for
a KML tileset, an enclosing directory with the same name is
automatically created to contain all of the contents of the output
tileset.
Each new geometric tileset is automatically provided with an
HTML/JavaScript file that references the tileset and enables it
(over)
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to be immediately viewed in Google Maps. The Google Maps
JavaScript Library Extensions settings specify the location of
the JavaScript library to be used by this file. You can choose to
save a copy of the library with the tileset, or choose to link to the
library posted on your website, in which case you must enter the
full web address of the library directory in the Library URL field.
Choice of Tile Sizes
The standard size for tiles to be used in web geomashups is 256
by 256 pixels. But the Export Geometric Tileset process allows
you to create geometric tilesets with larger tile sizes, such as 512
by 512 or 1024 by 1024 pixels. For tilesets containing relatively
simple geometric data, using a larger tile size reduces the number of tiles that the browser has to manage in a particular view
and thus may result in faster and more efficient display of the
tileset. The option for larger tile sizes is most useful for SVG
geometric tilesets, in which the geometric data is stored compactly and is interpreted directly by the web browser.
MicroImages does not recommend using a larger tile size for
KML geometric tilesets or for SVG tilesets with extremely complex geometric data, as the larger-sized tile files may require
excessive download and loading times.
Thinning Factor
To produce tileset zoom levels with differing amounts of detail,
the input vector object is automatically simplified prior to rendering the tiles at each level (except for the maximum zoom).
Lines are simplified (thinned) by selectively removing vertices
that cause the line to deviate from a locally straight trend. A
nominal thinning distance (line deviation threshold) is set automatically for each output zoom level based on the ground
dimensions of a screen pixel at that Google Maps level. You can
modify the thinning distance and the amount of line thinning
actually applied by varying the value of the Thinning Factor setting. This value can range from 0.1 (minimum thinning) to 1.0
(maximum thinning). The value to set for the Thinning Factor
depends on the complexity, curvature, and vertex density of the
input vector lines and the type of output tileset you are creating.
Lines that have been overly-thinned for a particular zoom level
will exhibit obvious straight line-segments separated by sharp
angles. Reducing the Thinning Factor can retain smoothness in
curving lines at all zoom levels. (Examples of different settings
for the Thinning Factor are illustrated below.) You may need to
run several trials with a particular vector object to produce the
desired appearance of lines in the output geometric tileset.

Thinning Factor = 0.25

Thinning Factor = 0.5

Keep in mind that reducing line thinning increases the size of
the output geometric tile files, especially at the lower zoom levels where each tile covers a larger map area and thus includes
many more graphic elements than at higher zoom levels. Because the tiles in KML geometric tilesets must be interpreted
and converted to a different graphic form prior to being displayed
in the browser, insufficient line thinning can result in very slow
load times for these tilesets. Tiles in SVG tilesets, on the other
hand, are stored in a compact format and are read directly by the
web browser, so tile size and graphic complexity have much less
impact on browser performance. You can therefore use less line
thinning and retain greater line complexity without compromising browser performance when creating an SVG tileset; a KML
tileset produced from the same input will likely require a higher
degree of thinning to produce a tileset with acceptable browser
performance.
In some cases the line thinning procedure may encounter a line
for which the automated deletion of vertices would produce line
segments that cross each other or which intersect another line.
Such lines are silently skipped and not thinned, in which case a
relatively complex line is rendered unchanged into each tileset
zoom level. If you notice such effects, you may wish to use the
TNT Spatial Editor to edit the input vector object and manually
simplify the problem lines before remaking the geometric tileset.
Point, Line, and Polygon Parameters
The Point Parameters, Line Parameters, and Polygon Parameters
sections of the Input tabbed panel provide controls for setting
the Info Window content for the output tileset. Each of these
control sections is active if its element type is selected for rendering to the tileset, allowing you to specify the source for text
to assign to the Name and Description attributes of the corresponding elements in the tileset. When the tileset is viewed in a
geomashup in a web browser, the Name attribute text for the
map element at the mouse cursor location is automatically shown
as a floating label next to the cursor. The Name attribute is also
used as a bold heading in the Info Window that opens when the
user clicks on a map element. The Description attribute text is
shown in nonbold text beneath the Name in the Info Window.
The Source of Name/Description menu provides two choices:
Current DataTip and Selected Database Field. Using the Current DataTip option, the first line of text of the vector element
DataTip is set as the Name of the element, and any subsequent

Thinning Factor = 1.0

Automatic line thinning example illustrating the visual effect of using different values for the Thinning Factor. Each illustration shows
an SVG tileset with filled polygons and an overlying SVG tileset with black lines that form the polygon boundaries; the same Thinning
Factor was applied to both tilesets in each example. Tilesets are shown at one less than the maximum zoom level, so one step of line
thinning has been applied to the source vector lines. The amount of line thinning increases from left to right in these examples. A
(continued)
smaller value for the Thinning Factor results in less line thinning and smoother lines, but larger tile files.
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text lines (if any) are set as the Description. This setting is useful if you have designed a multiline DataTip for the input vector
object (see the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: DataTip
Design for Google Maps/Earth Info Windows for more information). Alternatively, you can choose Selected Database Field
from the Name/Description menu. This choice activates Name
Field and Description Field pushbuttons, which you can use to
choose separate database table and field sources for the name
and description of the elements.
Additional Settings for SVG Geometric Tilesets
In an SVG geometric tileset, point and line symbols are rendered as vector graphics into the SVG file for each tile. Because
each tile area is independently rendered, large point symbols near
tile boundaries may be partially cut off at the edge of a tile. In
addition, polygons that cross tile boundaries must be stored as
closed shapes with boundary segments along tile edges. If the
polygons are rendered with borders, spurious tile-edge polygon
borders can appear.

To accommodate such style issues, you can choose to create
“oversize” SVG tiles in which the area for storing styled elements in each tile is expanded by adding an outer margin,
specified in screen pixels. The Outer tile margin... field in the
Input panel for SVG lets you set the width of this margin, which
is not actually displayed in the browser. If the tileset you are
making includes polygons with borders, you should set the width
of the tile margins to be equal to the width (in screen pixels) you
have set for the polygon borders in the parent vector object. The
spurious tile-edge borders thus lie entirely within the tile margins. The JavaScript code for displaying the tiles in a geomashup
clips the browser rendering of the elements along the nominal
tile boundaries, so the tile-edge polygon borders do not appear
in the browser view.
If the tileset you are making includes large point symbols, you
should set the tile margin width to be as large as the point symbol size. Near-edge point elements are then included in both
adjacent oversize tiles. When these tiles are viewed in the
browser, the symbols for near-edge points are rendered in both
tiles but are clipped at the nominal tile boundary so the visible
symbols originate partially in one tile and partially in the adjacent tile, but appear seamless in the browser rendering.
You can also set a common opacity percentage for all colors in
the tileset using the Initial opacity percentage field. This option
is most useful when you are making a tileset from polygons with
opaque fill colors, letting you set all fills to be partially transparent in the tileset to reveal underlying basemap features when
viewed in a geomashup.

image files (“icons”) that are automatically linked to the relevant individual KML tile files. The Marker Image Size field in
the Point Parameters section of the Input panel for KML lets you
set the size (in pixels) of the PNG icon files produced from the
source vector point symbols. The KML file format also incorporates an icon scale factor that determines the dimensions on
screen of the point icons when the KML tileset is viewed in
Google Maps or Google Earth. You can use the Icon Scale numeric field to set a scale factor to adjust the screen size of the
KML point symbols, or turn on the Assign icon scale based on
view toggle to have the scale set automatically based on the vector display settings. One strategy to produce attractive symbols
on-screen is to render the TNT symbols to a larger size (24 or 32
pixels, for example) but use an icon scale factor less than 1 to
reduce the KML symbols to a smaller screen size.
NOTE: When you create a KML geometric tileset
consisting only of points, it is not necessary to create
multiple levels. Simply determine the lowest zoom
level at which the points can be viewed without
crowding and set this level on both the Minimum and
Maximum menus. In a geomashup you can view the
KML point layer at any higher zoom level without
adversely affecting viewing performance.

Lines are stored in KML files with style information that specifies the line color and width in screen pixels. When lines are
rendered into KML tiles from the source vector object, the nominal line width is determined automatically from the TNT line
style settings. However, you can adjust this width determination in two ways. The Minimum Line Width setting for KML
lets you set a minimum screen width in pixels for all lines. You
can also set a global Line Scale Factor that is applied when determining the KML line width from the TNT line style. If all
lines are too thin or too thick in the output KML geometric tileset,
you can adjust the Line Scale Factor and remake the tileset without having to adjust all of the line styles in the source vector
object.
Elements in a KML tileset can be set to float at a set height
above the terrain in Google Earth, with lines and polygons connected to the terrain by a colored curtain. The Point Parameters,
Line Parameters, and Polygon Parameters sections on the Input
panel for KML each include an Extrusion Field pushbutton. This
pushbutton lets you select an associated database table and numeric field containing a height value to transfer to the KML
tileset elements to extrude them above the Google Earth terrain.
KML point symbol
settings:
dimensions (in pixels) of
the symbol’s PNG file

Settings for tile
margin width
and color opacity
for SVG tilesets.

Additional Settings for KML Geometric Tilesets
When vector points are rendered to a KML geometric tileset, the
point symbols are automatically rendered to very small PNG

viewing scale
settings

KML line
style settings
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3D Display

Extruded Polygons in 3D View
In 3D perspective views you can “extrude” 2D vector polygons into virtual solid objects extending above or below the
surface, with automatic shading to enhance the 3D effect.
The tops of extruded polygons are styled just like any polygon, using the settings on the Polygon tabbed panel in the
Vector Layer Controls window. Other controls for creating
and rendering the extruded polygons are found on the 3D
tabbed panel. To turn on polygon extrusion, choose either
Height or Elevation on the Mode menu and select a numerical field in an attached database table to supply the
corresponding values. (Height mode specifies distance above
or below the surface, while Elevation mode sets distance
above or below sea level.) There are also a number of options for rendering the sides of the extruded polygons. You
can set a single side color for all polygons (All Same style),
assign various colors based on the relative values of any numeric attribute of the polygons (style By Theme), or assign

colors using other attribute information (style By Attribute or
By Script). You can also create layers of different colors on
the polygon sides in several ways by turning on the Use Color
Stack toggle in combination with the By Theme or By Attribute side style options. The examples on these pages
illustrate some
of the many
ways in which
you can use
these features to
accentuate important spatial
information in
your vector objects.

Wireframe colors:
Below surface
Above Surface

Yield
(bushels per acre)
112 - 120

Corn Variety A

Corn Variety B

N

A simple yet effective use of
extruded polygons is to represent buildings with differing heights. The building polygons shown
above are all filled with the same color (burgundy roofs) and the
Side Style is set to the All Same option, which allows you to choose
a single color to use for the polygon sides. Use nested polygons
with different heights to represent complex building shapes. You
can vary the illumination direction as shown in the two views above
by using the controls in the 3D Viewpoint Controls window. The
blue ponds are polygons in a separate vector layer draped directly
on the surface.

A perspective view of solid class polygons provides an effective way to emphasize differences between the classes.
The differing fill colors and polygon heights in the illustration
below indicate five categories of predicted ground shaking
during an earthquake along the San Andreas fault. Polygon
heights are proportional to increasing risk; the All Same option was used for the side style. The vector layer is draped
on a flat surface layer to emphasize the height differences
between the hazard classes, and that surface is offset above
a DEM surface layer with a draped satellite image.

104 - 112
96 - 104
88 - 96
80 - 88

The polygons in the view to the left outline fields of corn with
their fills styled By Attribute to indicate two corn varieties. The
heights of the polygons are proportional to crop yield, and yield
was also used to style the sides of the polygons By Theme.
The Use Color Stack option was turned off, so each polygon
has a single side color indicating the theme range that its yield
falls within. Variety A obviously produced a higher range of yields
overall. (No surface layer was used for the view, so the underlying surface is represented as a flat plane.)
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The extruded county polygons in the two views to the
right are shown without a surface layer, and have
heights set from a population growth database field.
Counties that gained population between 1990 and
2000 have a positive value in this field, while those that
lost population have a negative value (and thus a negNebraska
ative height). The two groups of counties were selected
Population
separately for the two views using queries. In each
Change by County,
view the select1990 to 2000
ed polygons
are styled By
Theme for both
fill style (set on
the Polygon
panel) and side style (set on the 3D panel). The Use
Color Stack option was turned on for both views. Using
this option, each polygon’s sides show a stacked set of theme
class colors, with layer position and thickness set automatically from
the numerical range of each theme class. The layered side style ties adjacent polygons together visually and produces an effective cross between a
map and a 3D bar graph.

When you use the Height mode to specify the vertical dimension of extruded 2D polygons, the height is drawn relative
to your choice of the minimum or maximum surface elevation on the polygon boundary. The Height mode works best
when the polygon layer is displayed without a surface or with
a low-relief surface. If the polygon layer is draped over a
surface with significant relief, the bases of different polygons will be at different elevations, and the top of a “short”

Population
Growth
20 to 25%
15 to 20%
10 to 15%
5 to 10%
0 to 5%
Population
Loss
0 to 3%
3 to 6%
6 to 9%
9 to 13%
13 to 17%

polygon may be elevated above that of a “taller” polygon
downhill from it. The Elevation mode is a better choice in
this instance, as the top (or bottom) of an extruded polygon is
rendered at the designated elevation regardless of variations
in elevation of the underlying surface. The top of an extruded polygon must be entirely above the underlying surface
in order for the polygon to be rendered in solid view, however.

The 3D View to the left looks southeast along the San Andreas fault (purple line)
south of San Francisco, California. The dark area in the distance (upper left) is
San Francisco Bay. The view includes two vector drape layers with extruded 2D
polygons. Areas of moderate (orange) and high (red) risk of ground liquefaction
during an earthquake are shown by extruded polygons with elevations proportional to the relative risk. Both the tops and sides of these polygons are styled By
Attribute using the same style assignment table with the Use Color Stack option
turned off. Both the top and sides of each polygon are shown in the assigned
class color.
Eroded
Tertiary
Cretaceous
U.-M. Juras.
L. Jurassic

The two green polygons above represent census blocks. Each polygon has a separate attached record for each census from 1970
through 2000, with a field for the year and another for the population.
Population increased steadily through this period for both blocks, so
the 2000 population figure is the highest value for both. A computed
field (PopHeight) scaled from the Population field was selected to
set the heights of the extruded polygons. The process automatically
searches for and uses the highest value in this field for each polygon to render the height. The polygon sides are styled By Attribute
with the Use Color Stack option turned on. This choice uses all of
the PopHeight values for each polygon to create a stack of color
layers indicating cumulative population growth from 1970 (yellow) to
2000 (brown). A separate table with a unique record for each year
(with the Year field set as the primary key) was used to assign styles
for each census year. The two tables are related through the Year
field in each.

U. Triassic
L. Triassic
Permian
Pennsylvan.
Mississippian
Devonian
Cambrian

The illustration above shows a hexagonal polygon drape
indicating the ground surface and a separate vector layer
with extruded circular polygons representing the location of oil wells. The side colors indicate the depth
ranges of geologic strata encountered by each well; the
yellow portion extending above the surface shows the
estimated thickness of eroded strata at each. The sides
were styled By Attribute using the Color Stack option.
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Feature Mapping

Using a Reference Vector
Feature Mapping is an interactive aid for interpreting and classifying multiband images that supplements your visual
interpretive skills with automated image analysis tools. Using
Feature Mapping, you can progressively subdivide a multiband
image into areas assigned to different spectral categories, or
feature classes (see the Technical Guide entitled Feature Mapping: Interactive Image Classification).
You can use a reference vector object to guide this
semiautomated classification when you use the Define Samples
tool. With this tool you designate any number of sample cells
that are representative of a single feature class, then run a Classify procedure that automatically finds unclassified cells with
similar sets of band values throughout the image area, producing a set of class prototypes. You then examine the individual
prototype cell clusters (prototype features) and decide which
ones to assign to the current feature class (see the TechGuide
entitled Feature Mapping: Define Samples and Mark Features).
If you have a vector object
with polygons indicating the
boundaries of a particular
type of feature at some past
date (for example, wetlands,
ponds and lakes, or forest
patches), you can select that
object as a Reference Vector (using the Reference

Vector / Select Object option from the File menu in the Feature
Mapping window). Once you have selected the reference vector, you can turn on the Limit Prototypes toggle item on the
same menu. With this option turned on, the classify operation
used with the Define Samples tool identifies prototype cells
only within the reference vector polygons, but allows these
prototypes to extend outside to include spatially contiguous
matching cells. Using a reference vector can help you limit the
number of scattered extraneous prototype cells produced by
the classification operation, while accommodating temporal
changes in the extent of the features or misregistration between the reference vector and the image being analyzed.
The illustrations on this page show an example use of reference vector polygons indicating the past outline of ponds and
wetlands for an area in North Dakota, USA (from the National
Wetlands Inventory).
Prototypes (Red) Not Limited by Reference Vector Polygons

Color Orthoimage with reference pond polygons (orange)

Scattered disconnected feature prototype cells outside polygons.
Prototypes Limited by Reference Vector Polygons

Natural-color orthoimage with a
number of ponds with differing
depths and water color. Reference vector polygons are shown
by the orange outlines. The Define
Samples tool was used to identify a
number of sample cells within one
pond polygon (enlarged at left).
Sample points (yellow) within single pond polygon.

Prototypes extend outside polygons only where contiguous.
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Import-Export

Use and Create File Geodatabases
File Geodatabase is a portable data format used in ArcGIS for storing and
managing GIS data to allow easy exchange between users. A File
Geodatabase can store multiple data layers, each of which can be up to 1
TB in size. The proprietary File Geodatabase format is the successor to
the ESRI Personal Geodatabase, which utilizes a Microsoft Access file for
storage, resulting in a maximum database size of 2 GB.

TNTmips users can exchange GIS data with users of ArcGIS using the ESRI File
Geodatabase structure (in addition to shapefiles and ESRI Personal Geodatabases).
TNTmips supports the File Geodatabase format through the use of third-party
program libraries: the ESRI File Geodatabase API and the Geospatial Data Abstraction (GDAL) library.
TNTmips supports File Geodatabases in the following ways:
• export TNT vector or CAD objects to File Geodatabase for use in ArcGIS
10.0 or higher
• export multiple geometric layers at the same time, directing them to a
single File Geodatabase or to separate File Geodatabases
• import one or more layers from a File Geodatabase created in ArcGIS
10.0 or higher to TNT vector or CAD objects
• display a File Geodatabase created in ArcGIS 10.0 or higher directly as a
TNT CAD layer
• select elements, view attributes, and create display styles for layers in a
linked File Geodatabase.
(over)

Display of 5 data layers stored in a linked FileGeodatabase
showing map data for Wellington, New Zealand. The layers show
vegetation types (green and brown polygons), coastline, stream
centerlines (blue), and road centerlines. Layer styles were
created in TNTmips after linking.

File Geodatabase Limitations
TNTmips uses the File Geodatabase
API provided by Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI) for
import, export, and direct use of File
Geodatabases. This ESRI API
imposes several limitations on the
use of File Geodatabases in TNTmips
and in the ESRI products.
1) Supports only ArcGIS Version 10.0
or later.

The File Geodatabase format
changed with ArcGIS version 10.0,
and the ESRI API only supports this
later format. As a result,
• File Geodatabases exported from
TNTmips can only be used in
ArcGIS 10.0 and later versions.
• TNTmips cannot import or link to
File Geodatabases produced in
versions of ArcGIS prior to 10.0.
2) Raster objects are not supported.
3) No style information is stored in File
Geodatabases.

Display of 3 geologic map data layers from a linked FileGeodatabase for an area in Virginia, USA. Layers include bedrock unit
polygons, fault lines (black), and fold lines (red). Layer styles
were created in TNTmips after linking. Background is a shaded
relief image computed from an elevation raster.
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Selecting a File Geodatabase for Display or Import
2

If the File Geodatabase contains more than one data layer,
the browse list is updated to show the list of layers. To
select a layer, left click on its object icon (or double-click
on the object name) to add it to the Selected list at the
bottom of the window. You can also press the Add All icon
button to select all of the objects.

Add All

1

A File Geodatabase appears in the Browse list of the
Select Objects window as a file with a MI icon and the
extension *.gdb. Left-click on the File Geodatabase icon or
double-click on the folder name. If only one data layer is
included in the geodatabase, that layer is added automatically to the Selected list at the bottom of the window.
3

When all desired objects have been selected, press [OK].

The first time you select a particular File Geodatabase in TNTmips, it may take a few seconds for its objects to appear in the Browse
or Selected list as the geodatabase is scanned and linked. If the File Geodatabase was created by a version of ArcGIS prior to 10.0,
and thus is not supported by the ESRI File Geodatabase API, an error message is shown at the bottom of the Select Objects window.

Exporting a Geometric Object to File Geodatabase
1

4

In the Export process in TNTmips (Main / Export), choose FileGDB from the format list, select the vector or CAD object(s) you
wish to export, then press [Next].

In the Select Table window, choose
the table you wish to export along
with the elements, then press [OK].

5

2

In the Export Parameters window, choose Separate Files or Single
File from the Export Objects to menu (if exporting multiple objects).

3

For each object, a default
element type and table is
shown in the Table field. If the
desired table is not selected,
left click on the Table field to
open the Element Type dialog.
Choose the element type to
export (Points, Lines, or
Polygons) and press [OK] to
open the Select Table window.

Press [Export] in the Export
Parameters window.

6

Enter a new file name in the Select file to
export to window, then press [OK] to start
the export.
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Tilesets

Create Google Earth Tilesets as KMZ
When you create a Google Earth image tileset in
TNTmips for local use on a desktop computer
or tablet, you have the option to package the entire tileset in a single KMZ file that can be used
directly in Google Earth. Packaging the tileset
in a KMZ file makes moving the tileset between
drives and computers simpler and much faster.
(The compression used to create the KMZ file
does not significantly compress the image tiles,
so the stored size of the tileset is not reduced.)
The option to Compress to KMZ is available
when you choose Google Earth as the tileset target in the Export Raster Tilesets, Subset Tileset,
or Mosaic to Image Tileset processes.
Note: if you are making a tileset for use
in a web page on the Internet using the
Google Earth browser plugin, DO NOT
use the Compress to KMZ option. Only
uncompressed Google Earth tilesets can
be used in the Google Earth browser
plugin via their accompanying HTML file.
When you choose Google Earth from the Target menu in the Export Raster
Tilesets process (illustrated above) or the Subset Tileset or Mosaic to Image
Tileset processes, you can turn on the Compress to KMZ toggle to package the
entire tileset in a single compressed KMZ file that can be easily copied and can
be used directly in Google Earth. In the illustration above, an RGB display of
pan-sharpened Landsat satellite image bands is being exported to a Google
Earth tileset in a KMZ file.

Loading large tilesets as KMZ files in Google
Earth may have negative effects on Google Earth
performance. The decompression required to
read tiles from the file can result in a significant
pause as Google Earth initially loads the tileset.
You may also experience delayed loading of individual tiles, jerky
motion when navigating in the 3D space, or even failure to load
the tileset. These effects are dependent not only on the tileset
size, but on the amount of physical RAM available to Google
Earth. MicroImages has found that KMZ tilesets up to about
100 MB in size can be used in the Google Earth Android app on
tablet computers without significant performance effects. Even

larger KMZ tilesets can perform well on some desktop computers. A 700 MB KMZ tileset performed well in Google Earth on
a PC with 6 GB of RAM. However, the same tileset failed to
load in Google Earth on a PC with only 2 GB of RAM.
Uncompressed Google Earth tilesets of similar or larger size
perform well regardless of available RAM.
The KMZ file format also has limits on file size and the number
of contained files (see box below). The TNTmips tileset processes provide a warning prior to processing if it is likely that
your settings will produce a tileset that exceeds the KMZ file
limits. If a KMZ file limit is exceeded during processing, the
result is an uncompressed standard Google Earth tileset that is
immediately useable in Google Earth.
KMZ File Size and File Count Limits
A KMZ file is a ZIP 2.0 file with a .kmz file extension.
Google’s use of the ZIP format limits the maximum
KMZ file size and limits the number of component files
that can be contained within a KMZ file, as follows:
Maximum KMZ File Size: 4 GB
Maximum Number of Contained Files: 65,535

Google Earth display of a tileset stored in a KMZ file. This tileset
consists of 2383 tiles at 7 zoom levels. The KMZ file containing
this tileset is about 125 MB in size.

In a Google Earth tileset, each image tile (JPEG or
PNG file) has a matching KML file, so the total file
count is at least twice the number of tile files.
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GeoToolbox

Regions from Group, Layer, and View Extents
The GeoToolbox that is available from any View
window allows you to quickly create a region
from the extents of any displayed group or layer.
These regions can be used for measurements,
combined, saved as elements in a sketch, or saved
as region objects in Project Files for later use.

The Region tabbed panel provides a treecontrol list of all groups and layers. Clicking
on the + control for a group expands the list
to show all of the layers in the group. Any
layer can be selected in the
list to create a temporary
region outlining the layer’s
extents. (Any manuallycreated regions are shown
under the “User-Added”
heading at the top of the list.)

The Region tabbed panel in the GeoToolbox window provides a tree control that lists all groups and layers currently
being displayed. The list entry for a group can be expanded to show its contained layers by left-clicking on the
+ control to the left of the group entry (see illustration at
top right). Selecting a group or any of its layers in the
Region list creates a region from the extents of the group
or layer. The region boundary is shown in the view using
the color and line width currently set for the primary graphic
tool (see illustrations to the right). When a View is zoomed
in to show less than the full extents of any of its layers, the
Region list also includes an entry for the View, which you
can select to create a region from the current View extents (see illustration below). The list may also include
entries for marked and active elements for geometric layers, which you can also select to create regions (see the
Technical Guide entitled GeoToolbox: Use Active/Marked
Elements for Measurement, Sketch, and Profile Generation). Any regions that you have already created
manually in the current display session are listed under the
User-Added heading at the top of the Region list.
You can save any selected region in the list as a region
object in a Project File by pressing the Save Region icon
button. You can also add any selected region in the list to
a sketch layer by opening the Sketch tabbed panel in the
GeoToolbox and pressing the Add Sketch Element icon
button. You can also create new regions from combinations of those in the list (see the TechGuide entitled
GeoToolbox: Combining Regions).

Save Region
Above: Views of three vector layers. In each view one of the
layers has been selected on the GeoToolbox Region panel to
create a temporary region from the layer’s extents (green box).
Any of these temporary regions can be saved as a region
object in a Project File using the Save Region icon button.
Left: When a View is zoomed to show less than the full extents
of any layer, the Region list also includes an entry for the View.
Selecting that entry in the list creates a temporary region from
the extents of the View.
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GeoToolbox

Use Active/Marked Elements for Measurement,
Sketch, and Profile Generation
You can easily create a region from one or more geometric
elements (polygons, lines, points, or nodes) that you have
marked in the View and use this region to view measurements, add the region to a sketch, and create profiles and
cross-sections.

The Region tabbed panel provides a
tree-control list of all groups and
layers in the current display. Clicking
on the + control for a group expands
the list to show all of
the layers in the group.
If any elements in a
geometric layer have
been marked in the
view, that layer’s entry
in the list also has a
tree control that you
can expand to show
entries for active and
marked elements,
which you can select to
create a corresponding
region.

The Region tabbed panel in the GeoToolbox window provides a tree-control that lists all groups and layers currently
being displayed. The list entry for a group can be
expanded to show its contained layers by left-clicking on the + control to the left of the group entry
(see illustration to the right). A geometric layer (vector, shape, or CAD) that has elements marked in the
View also has a tree control in the list; expanding
the layer’s entry provides listings for the Active
Element (the last one marked) and for all Marked
Elements. The exact wording of these entries deSave Region

Part of a vector map with polygons Above left, three polygons have been marked in the View (red and pink colors), and the Marked
outlining areas of differing historic Polygons entry for this layer has been selected on the Region tabbed panel in the GeoToolbox (middle
change in groundwater level.
illustration) to create a region (yellow outline). The illustration above right shows the Measurement
tabbed panel with measurements for this temporary region, including perimeter and area.

pends on which type of geometric object is displayed and which type(s) of
elements are marked. Selecting one of these entries creates a region from the
specified element or elements. The region is shown in the View using the
color and line width currently set for the primary graphic tool.
You can also select any of the group or layer entries in the Region list to
create a region from the extents of that group or layer (see the Technical
Guide entitled GeoToolbox: Regions from Group, Layer, and View Extents).
You can also create new regions from combinations of those in the list (see
the TechGuide entitled GeoToolbox: Combining Regions). You can save
any region selected in the Region list as a region object in a Project File by
pressing the Save Region icon button on the left side of the panel (see
illustrations above).

A region created from active/marked polygons, lines, and/
or points can also be added to a sketch layer. On the
Sketch tabbed panel, set the desired style parameters, and
press the Add Sketch Element icon button. Shown below
is the sketch layer with polygon region created from the
Marked
Polygons
region shown
above.
Add
Sketch
Element

Add Region to Sketch
You can also add any selected region to a sketch layer by opening the Sketch
tabbed panel in the GeoToolbox, setting the desired style parameters, and
pressing the Add Sketch Element icon button (see illustration to the right). If
you have selected only a single element type, the Sketch panel shows style
controls appropriate to that element type. If the region has a mix of element
(over)
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Open
Profile View

Shapefile with 5 contiguous lines marked in view (above left) and
with region (yellow, above middle) created from the lines by
choosing the Marked Elements entry for this layer on the Region tabbed panel in the
GeoToolbox (above right). The illustration top right shows the Measurement tabbed panel
listing linear measurements for this region. The illustration to the right shows a Profile
View plot of elevations along the line region. These elevations were derived from the NED
10m USA web terrain tileset (hosted at microimages.com) added to this group as a terrain
layer and displayed in color shaded relief in the illustrations above.

types, the Sketch panel shows style controls for only one element type, prioritized in the
order polygons > lines > points. When a region with a mix of element types is added to a
sketch, up to three sketch elements are created, one for each element type in the region.

Measurements
You can view measurements from the selected region by opening the Measure tabbed
panel (see illustrations above and on the previous page). Measurements for all element
types include X and Y Extent, X and Y coordinates of the centroid, and minimum and
maximum X and Y coordinates of the region extents. Regions from active/marked polygons also show perimeter and area measurements, while those from active/marked lines
show the aggregate length.

Profiles
You can use a region from active/marked lines to create a raster/terrain profile by pressing
the Open Profile View icon button on the GeoToolbox window (see illustrations above). If
the group includes a single raster or terrain layer, that layer is automatically used to
construct the profile. If there are multiple useable layers in the group or no useable layers
in the group, you are prompted to select the layer or object to use (see the TechGuide
entitled GeoToolbox: View Raster and Web Terrain Profiles for details). If the marked
lines used to create the region are connected to form a single continuous feature, the
profile is constructed for the full length of the line region. If the marked lines are not
connected, or more than two lines connect at the same point, the profile is constructed for
the line element with the lowest element number along with any lines connected in simple
fashion to it.

Cross-Sections
You can also create a prototype cross-section
from a polygonal vector map (such as a geologic map) and a terrain layer using a region
from active/marked lines to designate the section line (see illustrations to the right). The
group that includes the layer with the active/
marked lines must also include a polygonal vector layer and a terrain layer. A topographic
profile is constructed from the terrain layer and
prototype vertical section boundaries are automatically generated at the points of intersection
between the section line and the polygon
boundaries in the polygonal vector layer (see
the Quick Guide entitled Cross Sections with
Styles). The resulting cross-section vector can
be manually edited to produce the desired configuration of subsurface contact lines and
structures.

Generate
Cross
Section

You can generate a prototype cross-section from a polygonal vector map and a terrain
layer along a line specified by an active/marked line region. In the illustrations above, a
group with a number of geologic map layers includes a vector layer with designated
cross-section lines, one of which has been marked in the View (middle illustration) and
converted to a line region by selecting Active Element on the Region panel in the
GeoToolbox (left illustration). Pressing the Generate Cross Section icon button in the
GeoToolbox created a prototype vector cross-section (right illustration) with topographic profile derived from the terrain layer in the group, polygon boundaries generated
automatically from the section line intersections with polygon boundaries in the Geology
vector layer, and polygon styles set from that layer. The polygon boundaries in this
prototype cross-section vector can be edited to the proper geometry to create the
desired interpretation of the subsurface geologic structure.
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GeoToolbox

Combining Regions
In the TNT products a region is a simple geometric object that outlines a geographic area of interest. Regions can be used in many TNT
processes to define the area in which spatial data should be viewed or processed. You can create regions from your spatial objects in a
number of ways, such as from a set of marked polygons, from buffer zones around marked elements, or from a range of cell values in a raster
object, among many others (see the Tutorial booklet entitled Using Regions).
Regions created from spatial objects you are displaying are listed on the Region tabbed panel in the GeoToolbox window (see illustration
to the right). The tree-control list on this panel automatically includes entries for each group or layer in the view (corresponding to regions
outlining their spatial extents). If you have marked elements in any geometric object (vector, shape, or CAD), the list also includes entries
for the active (last-marked) element and the set of marked elements (see the Technical Guides entitled
GeoToolbox: Regions from Group, Layer, and View Extents and GeoToolbox: Use Active/Marked
Elements for Measurement, Sketch, and Profile Generation). Any regions you have created manually
by other methods or opened from a saved region object are shown under the UserRegion
Defined heading.
If the list includes more than one region, you can perform logical combinations of
listed regions to create new regions. The available operations are Union (logical OR),
Intersect (logical AND), Exclusive Union (XOR), and Subtract; examples of each are
illustrated below. Select a combination operation by pressing the corresponding icon
button on the left side of the Regions panel. When a combination operation is
selected, a checkbox appears to the left of each region entry in the list. Turn on the
checkboxes for the desired regions, then press the Combine icon button to create the
new region. Only two regions
can be combined at a time in the
Exclusive Union and Subtract
operations, whereas Union and
Intersect allow you to choose
more than one input region. In
the Subtract operation, the order in which you choose the
regions determines the result: the
region you choose second is
subtracted from the one you
choose first. Each region produced by a combine operation
is also automatically shown in
the Regions list. Any region in
Watershed
the list can be saved at any time
Region from Soil Polygons
Boundary
using the Save icon button.
Marked by Query
Region

Intersect

Exclusive Union

Combination
Operations

Union
Intersect
Exclusive Union
Subtract

Combine

Union

Subtract:

Subtract:

Watershed - Marked Polygons

Marked Polygons - Watershed
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System

Making and Managing Geodata Catalogs
In TNTmips you can create geodata catalogs that allow you to select
spatial objects for display or processing by their geographic location and/
or by matching text contained in the file or object name or description.
You can create one or more catalogs to manage geodata that may be
distributed across multiple drives. A catalog can reference any number
of Project Files as well as other map and image files supported for direct
use in TNTmips (e.g., TIFF, GeoJP2, and shape files). Each catalog
entry includes the extents and other information about a spatial object.
When you select data using a geodata catalog, all cataloged objects meeting
your geographic or text criteria are quickly listed in the Select Objects
window and available for immediate selection without the need for further navigation (see the Technical Guide entitled System: Using Geodata
Catalogs).

Open Catalog

Create/Update Catalog

New Catalog
Select Data Folders
to Catalog

Schedule Catalog
to be Updated

You make and manage geodata catalogs using the Geodata Catalog
Manager (choose Tools / Geodata Catalog Manager from the TNTmips
menu). You can choose one or more directories to catalog and specify
which subdirectories within them to include in or exclude from the catalog. You can update catalogs manually and set up schedules for automatic
catalog updates.
Making Your First Catalog

The first time you select the Geodata Catalog Manager process, a Select
Geodata Catalog file window initially opens to allow you to name a
catalog file and specify its location. TNTmips provides a default catalog
storage location in the MicroImages / Catalogs folder (in Users /
[Username] / Documents on Windows computers; in Users /
[Username] / Library on Mac computers). You can save
all catalog files in the default location or save individual
catalogs in any convenient locations on your system. Enter a name for the catalog in the New File Name field and
press [OK].
After you have named the catalog file, the Select paths to
scan window opens (see illustration to the left). Use this
window to choose a folder or folders containing the geodata
you wish to catalog. When you press OK on this window,
the selected folders are examined to create a list of all of
their contained folders and subfolders. In the Geodata Catalog Manager window you will then be able to refine the
catalog selection if desired by excluding any subfolders
from the catalog.
Geodata Catalog Manager Window

Use the Select paths to scan window to select one or more folders
containing geodata to catalog. Left-click on the “plus sign” icon button
next to a folder to add the folder to the Selected list; left-click on the
folder icon to navigate into the folder. This window opens automatically
the first time you select the Geodata Catalog Manager process. It also
opens when you press the Select Data Folders to Catalog icon button.

The Geodata Catalog Manager window (see illustration
above) includes a list at the top showing all catalogs that
you have created, regardless of where they are stored.
The lower portion of the window is a list of all the folders
and subfolders for the catalog currently highlighted. Folders that have subfolders are provided with a tree control
(“+” sign) that you can click on to expand the list entry to
(continued)
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see the subfolder list. Each folder and subfolder is provided
with a checkbox that is turned on by default. You can exclude any subfolder from the catalog procedure by turning
off its checkbox. (Any subfolders of the excluded folder are
also automatically excluded.) For example, the master folders you selected may contain some folders with no geospatial
data, or data for areas that you don’t want to include in the
catalog. If any of the specified folders contains a web tileset,
the tileset is cataloged using its master TSD file, but the
subfolders containing the many individual tile files are automatically excluded from being cataloged. The folder checklist
in the Geodata Catalog Manager shows a gray checkmark
for any folder containing subfolders that have been excluded
automatically or manually, and a ToolTip for the checkbox
indicates that some subfolders have not been scanned.
When you have completed your folder selection for a new
catalog, press the Create / Update Catalog icon button on
the Geodata Catalog Manager toolbar to run the cataloging
procedure, which populates the catalog entries with the required information.
The cataloging procedure is run under the TNT Job Processing System, so the Job Manager window automatically opens
to show the progress of the catalog job. In the event that
errors are encountered scanning any of the geodata objects,
the catalog job transiently fails (and appears in the Job
Manager’s Failed panel) but is automatically restarted so
that cataloging can continue. All cataloging errors are recorded in a catalog error log file that can be opened using the
Open Log pushbutton on the Job Manager’s Failed panel.
Modifying and Adding Catalogs

You can add folders to an existing catalog by highlighting it in
the catalog list and pressing the Select Data Folders to Cata-

log icon button to choose additional folders. Run the Create
/ Update Catalog operation to update the catalog.
You can create additional catalogs in the Catalog Manager
by pressing the New Catalog icon button. Press the Open
Catalog icon button to choose a catalog that does not appear
in the list; this situation may arise when you install a new
version of TNTmips and choose not to transfer settings from
the previous installed version.
Scheduling Catalog Updates

A geodata catalog is a snapshot of the geospatial data stored
in the specified folders at a particular time. If you add or
remove data from any of these folders, the corresponding
geodata catalog should be updated to record the changes.
You can set up any catalog to be automatically updated on a
daily, weekly, or monthly basis and specify the time of day to
run the procedure (such as overnight when the geodata objects are not being used).
Press the Schedule Catalog to be Updated icon button to
open the Schedule window (illustrated below). Set a starting
date and time for the updates, and choose Daily, Weekly, or
Monthly from the Perform this job menu. Each of these
choices provides additional options for refining the schedule.
Details of these
options are provided in the
TechGuide entitled System:
Scheduling Individual and
Repeating
Jobs.
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System

Searching Geodata Catalogs
In the TNT products you select geospatial data for viewing
and analysis using the Select objects window (which may have
varying names depending on the context). You can select local
data by navigating your computer and network file system directly using the controls on the Browse tabbed panel, as
described in the Technical Guide entitled System: Select Objects for Use. Alternatively, you can use the Catalog Search
panel to select local or web data by searching based on geographic location and/or by text contained in the object, file, or
folder name or the file or object description.

1
2
3
4

5

You can make geographic and text searches for local data using geodata catalogs, which you create, manage, and update in
the Geodata Catalog Manager. Geodata catalogs record the
extents, file path, object description, and other characteristics
of the geospatial data in the folders you select. Consult the
TechGuide entitled System: Making and Managing Geodata
Catalogs for information on creating geodata catalogs.

Catalog Search Panel
The Browse tabbed panel is active by default when you open
the Select Objects window. Click on the Catalog Search tab to
expose the Catalog Search panel, which is shown in the illustration to the right. The upper portion of the panel includes a
scrolled list of available geodata catalogs, controls for specifying a geographic search, a Search Text box, and a Search icon
button for carrying out the search. Files and objects found by
the search are shown in the list in the middle portion of the
panel. The Files and Objects controls below the search list can
be used to restrict the types of files and objects returned by the
search. These controls, as well as the Selected, Favorites,
Recent, and Preview panels, are also available when you use
the Browse option, and are documented in the TechGuide entitled System: Select Objects for Use.

Geodata Catalog List
The Geodata Catalog list includes an Online Catalog of Web
Map Service (WMS) and ArcIMS layers, and entries for any
catalogs of local geodata that you have created. Use the
checkboxes to indicate which catalogs you wish to search.
You can search multiple catalogs at the same time.
Clicking on the Add Catalog entry at the bottom of the list
prompts you to select a catalog file that does not yet appear in
the list; this should only be the case if you have received a set
of geodata with catalog from another TNTmips installation (such
as on an external hard drive or DVD). On Mac systems, which
mount drives by name, such a geodata catalog can be added to
the list and used directly. On Windows computers, which mount
drives by drive letter, the geocatalog entries would only be valid
if the drive letter at the new location is the same as that of the
source data on the original computer.

Search Text
To search by text, enter the text in the Search Text field and
press the Search icon button. The search finds any geodata

Components of the Catalog Search Panel
1

Search Text box; enter text to search by folder/file/object
name or description

2

Search icon button; press to execute the search.

3

Geodata Catalog list; check the catalog(s) you wish to search.

4

Controls for geographic search.

5

Search results list.

object in which the search string is contained in the object
name, file name, or the name of any folder in the filepath; or in
the file or object description. Text searches can be used alone
or in combination with geographic search constraints.

Geographic Search
Controls in the box to the left of the Geodata Catalog list are
used to set up geographic search criteria. Geographic searches
test the geographic extents information stored for each object
in the selected geocatalog(s) against the search location or extents range information you specify. A set of three icon buttons
determine how a cataloged object’s extents are tested: (see illustration below): Extents must contain, Extents must be
contained by, or Extents must overlap (see illustration on the
next page). When you use the Point search mode, the Extents
must contain constraint is set automatically.
Geographic Search Mode
Extents Constraints

Extents must contain
Extents must be contained by
Extents must overlap

Point

Range

Locations

Regions

Saved
Locations

(continued)
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Object

Search

Search

Extents must
contain

Object
Object

Extents must be
contained by

Search

Extents must
overlap

You can choose one of the five available geographic search
modes using icon buttons on the geographic search panel’s
toolbar (see illustration on the previous page): Range (extents
by coordinates), Point (point location coordinates), Regions
(extents from a specified object), Locations (using the Bing
Maps Service) or Saved Locations. Different controls appear
in the panel below the toolbar depending on the geographic
search mode you have selected. When you provide suitable
criteria for the selected geographic search mode, the Limit
Extents checkbox is turned on automatically to indicate that
these criteria will be applied when you press the Search icon
button. You can turn this checkbox off if necessary if you
don’t wish to apply the specified geographic criteria (to do a
text search alone, for example).
Range
In the Range mode you define test extents by entering minimum and maximum map coordinates (Longitude and Latitude
or Easting and Northing) in the numeric fields provided (see
illustration below). The default reference system for coordinate entry is WGS84 / Geographic; press the Coordinates button
to select a different reference system for the test extents.

with expandable entries User Added and Objects (see illustration below). If you are selecting objects to add to an existing
display, there is also an entry for each open View (such as
Display Group 1 in the illustration). If the View contains a
layout, the view entry will include subentries for each group,
each of which can be expanded to show the layers in the group.
You can use the Add Objects icon button to select any available
spatial object to use to define the test extents; any such objects
are added to the control under the Objects entry. If you have
defined any temporary regions in the current Display session
(e.g., a region from marked polygons), these regions appear in
the control under the User Added heading. You can highlight
any individual object or display group in the region manager to
select it to set the test extents.

Add Objects

Region Controls

Locations
Using the Locations mode you can specify test extents by submitting location names to the Bing Maps Service. Enter a
location name in the Find Location... text box (see illustration
below), then press the Enter key or press the Query icon button to the right of the field. Named locations found by the
service are listed in the text box below the field (it may take a
few seconds to complete this query). Pausing the mouse cursor over a result shows a DataTip with additional information
and a graphic showing its location. Highlight any of the resulting location entries to use it to set the test extents.
Query

Range Controls

Point
In Point mode you define a test location by entering map coordinates for a point location (Longitude and Latitude or Easting
and Northing) in the numeric fields provided (see illustration
below). As for the Range mode, you can specify any reference system for the coordinates using the Coordinates button.
When you choose Point mode, the extents constraints choice
is automatically set to Extents must contain and the other choices
are disabled.

Location Controls

Saved Locations
When you choose the Saved Locations mode, a Shared folder
icon appears in the panel below the toolbar. Expand this folder
to show a list of any locations you have previously saved in the
Display interface using the Show Places pane in the View
sidebar (see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Show
Places Pane—Save Locations). Highlight any of the locations
in the list to use it to set the test extents.

Point Controls

Regions
In Regions mode you can use any spatial object to define the
test extents for a geographic search. In this mode the panel
below the geographic toolbar shows a region manager control

Saved Locations Controls

(continued)
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Search Results
The results of a catalog search are shown in the scrolled list
below the search controls (see illustration below left). Columns in the list show the file or object name, the catalog name,
the type of object, coordinates of the object’s spatial extents,
and other information. Use the horizontal scroll bar to reveal
columns that are not currently visible. You can drag a column
heading to the left or right to change the order of the columns.
Pausing the mouse cursor over the object name shows a DataTip
with position and extents information and a graphic showing
the location and extents of the object (see illustration below
center).

Left-click on a column heading to sort the list alphabetically by
the entries in that column; left-click again to reverse the sort
order. Right-clicking on a column heading shows a pop-in
menu with choices to Sort Ascending, Sort Descending, and
Fit to Content (which changes the column width to fit the widest entry). The final menu choice, Choose Columns, opens the
Choose Columns window, which lets you pick which information to include in the list (see illustration below right).
You can use the Files and Objects controls below the results
list to further filter the results by file extension and object type,
as described in the TechGuide entitled System: Select Objects
for Use.

You can add an object from the search results list to the Selected list at the bottom of the window in several ways:
1) left-click on the object icon in the results list
2) double-click anywhere on the entry in the results list
3) left-click on the results entry to highlight it and press the
Add icon button on the Selected panel.
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Spatial Display

GeoLock Views
You can GeoLock two or more Views to provide more informative displays of different geodata layers covering the same
geographic area. Turn on the GeoLock button in the View window toolbar for any Views you wish to GeoLock. The
position of the mouse cursor in any of these Views is also indicated in the other windows by a yellow tracking cursor.
GeoLock options can be set for each View using its Options menu (Options / GeoLock Settings). The default GeoLock setting is
by Extent and Scale. With this setting the GeoLocked windows show the same area at the same map scale (zoom).
You can also choose to GeoLock by Scale Only or by Extent Only. The Scale Only option allows you to indicate a Relative Scale
factor for a View to set its map scale relative to other Views. Values greater than one set a larger map scale (zoomed in) and values
less than one set a smaller map scale (zoomed out). When locking by Extent Only is specified, a View of a larger area only pans
when a View of a smaller area is no longer contained within it.

GeoLocked Views of geologic map layers (left) and a natural-color orthoimage (right). Views are set to lock by both extent and scale,
so panning or zooming either View causes the other View to do the same. Below, the map View has been panned, and the orthoimage
View has adjusted to show the same area and scale.
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3D Display

Perspective Rendering of Geometric Layers
All layers in a 3D group are rendered separately into
the 3D view. As a result, the 3D view can be updated
and redrawn quickly when one or more of these layers is toggled on or off using the view’s sidebar layer
controls or the Display Manager.
In addition, each graphical element (line, polygon, and
so on) in a geometric object layer (vector, CAD, or
shape object) is rendered individually into the 3D view.
The mode of rendering varies between objects
with 3D (x,y,z) and 2D (x,y) coordinates. Elements in 3D vector objects are rendered into
the 3D view as 3D shapes (see the Technical
Guide entitled 3D Display: Render 3D Elements as 3D Shapes). Elements in 2D geometric
layers are individually rendered onto the terrain
surface and constrained to conform to and lie
on top of the terrain. (Vector points and polygons alternatively can be set to extrude above
or below the surface.) These 2D elements are
rendered with screen-pixel resolution, providing high detail for patterns and symbols in the
scene foreground. If styles have been set to
size the elements to a design or map scale, the
3D view provides faithful perspective-scaled
rendering, with large foreground elements dimin- Geometric layers can be turned on or off individually as illustrated in the view
which includes four separate vector layers overlaying a shading raster
ishing in size to the vanishing point in the above,
layer. Individual rendering of geometric layers and elements ensures better
background.
rendering quality and fast 3D view updates in response to layer changes.

Line patterns are rendered crisply and with proper
perspective effect.

Graphic elements in 2D geometric objects, such as the polygons and points
shown here, are draped over the terrain surface.
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Tilesets

View Google Earth Tilesets on Android Tablets

Google Earth Android app showing a custom tileset created in TNTmips from three bands of an ASTER satellite
image of an area in Bolivia (middle infrared, near infrared, and green bands as red, green, and blue, respectively).

Google Earth tilesets that you create in TNTmips allow you
to view your own custom imagery in real-time perspective
3D in Google Earth. These tilesets can also be transferred to
Android tablets for mobile viewing in the Google Earth app,
as shown above. A smaller tileset can be packaged as a single

KMZ file for easy file management and rapidly transferred
to the tablet via data cable, MicroSD card, cloud storage, or
e-mail (see the Technical Guides entitled Tilesets: Create
Google Earth Tilesets as KMZ and Tilesets: Delivering
Google Earth Tilesets to Android Tablets). Having your
tileset on the tablet means that it is completely portable
and can be used even when the tablet does not have an
Internet connection, such as during field projects that
are out of range of WiFi or cell coverage. (Google Earth
automatically caches its own imagery and terrain data
on the local device as you use it, so a thorough exploration of the project area in Google Earth while connected
should store the terrain data required for remote use).
Your WiFi-enabled tablet computer can also be configured so that its screen image is also displayed on a
large-format television, enabling you to share your
Google Earth view of your custom tileset with a room
full of people (see illustration to the left).

You can sync a WiFi-enabled tablet with a large-format television so
that the tablet image (such as your Google Earth session) can be
shared with a room full of people viewing the television.

When you create a Google Earth tileset in TNTmips
2014DV (using the Tileset Export, Mosaic, or Subset
processes) you have the option to package and compress
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(over)

Polaris Office
Browser

Xplore

You can use a free file manager app such as the Polaris Office Browser (shown
above) or X-plore to open your custom tileset in Google Earth. Navigate to the
folder where you copied the tileset, then tap on the tileset’s KML or KMZ file to
launch the Google Earth app, load the tileset, and zoom Google Earth to that
location.

the tileset as a single KMZ file, which simplifies transferring it to your tablet. The Subset
process even lets you extract a subset from a
Google Maps tileset (including those hosted at
microimages.com), convert it to Google Earth
format, and specify the output tile size (see the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Subset Google
Earth Tilesets for Android Tablets).
MicroImages has found that small tile sizes
(such as 512 x 512 or 256 x 256) provide the
best performance in the Google Earth Android
app.
You can use a free file manager app such as the
Polaris Office Browser or X-plore to open your
tablet tileset in the Google Earth app (see the
illustration to the left).
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Spatial Display

Group Right Mouse Button Actions
Group Right Mouse Button Menus

A group is a set of one or more layers that are displayed
together in a View window. Any spatial view has at least
one group, and display layouts and print layouts can have
more than one group. Various management actions that you
might want to perform on a group are conveniently organized on a menu that you open from the Display Manager
or sidebar legend by clicking on the group name or icon
with the right mouse button. (In a layout the group names
and icons are also shown in the View sidebar legend, where
you can also open a group’s right mouse button menu.)

The choices on a group’s right mouse button menu vary
slightly depending on whether the view is of a single group
Group in Layout
or of a layout, and if in a layout, if there are other groups.
Some selections only appear if a particular type of layer is Display Manager list for a
Standalone Group
present. To make navigating the menu easier, some related display layout with five spatial groups.
operations are accessed via submenus. The menu options are exZoom to Extents: zooms the View window to show the full explained below.
tents of this group.
Group Settings: opens the Group Settings window, with which
you can change projection and clipping options, modify the position of the group in a print layout, add decorative elements such as
borders and drop-shadows, and set scale ranges and other options.
The Group Settings window can also be opened by left-clicking on
the group icon.
Add Layers: opens the Select Objects window to allow you to
select one or more spatial objects to add to the group.
Set Scale Ranges: appears only for a standalone group. Opens
the Scale Ranges window so you can set the minimum and/or maximum map scales within which all layers in the group will be visible
in the view canvas. See the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Layout Right Mouse Button Actions for information on how
to use the Scale Ranges window.
Set as Active Display: if there are multiple standalone group
displays, this option makes this group the active display (with group
name shown in bold in the layer list) and brings its View window to
the front. The same result is achieved by left-clicking on the display name in the list. This entry appears only for standalone display
groups, not for groups in a layout.
Set as Active Group: appears for groups in a layout. Makes this
group the active group and the layout that contains it the active
display and shows their names in bold in the Display Manager’s
list. The same result is achieved by left-clicking on the group name
in the list in the Display Manager window.
Save Group / Save Group As: saves the description and settings for the group as an item in a Project File that can be reopened
from the Display Manager using Display / Open.
Add Metadata: appears and is active only for displays of saved
standalone groups. Opens the Metadata Editor to allow you to
enter and save metadata with the group.
Redraw Group: redraws this group (and only this group if part of
a layout).

Layer Visibility Submenu
The options on the Layer Visibility submenu (illustrated above)
allow you to quickly hide or unhide all layers in the group.
Checkboxes in the Display Manager’s layer list show whether each
layer is hidden or shown. If you wish to temporarily display only
several layers in a group that has many layers, you can use one of
the Hide All Layers menu options and then unhide the individual
layers you wish to view using their checkboxes. Separate Hide and
Unhide options are provided to apply the action to all views, all
views except the Locator (in sidebar or as separate view), or only
in the Locator. The Unhide actions do not override any scale-controlled visibility that may have been set for individual display layers.

DataTips Submenu
The DataTips submenu (illustrated above) provides options to disable or enable DataTips for all layers, to disable DataTips for all
hidden layers (option only active if there hidden layers), and to
enable DataTips for all visible layers in the group (active if there
are visible layers).
Expand All Layers: expands each of the group’s layer entries in
the Display Manager or sidebar legend list so that its components
are shown (see illustrations below). This option has the same effect as clicking on the Expand icon button to the left of each of
the layer names in the group. In the Display Manager, exposing
(over)
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layer components enables operations such as marking elements by
query and generating region objects. List entries for geometric
element types can be further expanded to show available datatabase
tables. In sidebar legends, expanded layer listings show each layer’s
legend.

Group layer list in Display Manager with layer entries collapsed
(above) and expanded (right).

Group Order Submenu
The Group Order submenu (illustrated to the right) is
available if the group is in a layout with multiple
groups. It includes the following options:
To Top: moves the group to the top of the drawing order in the
layout. This choice is dimmed and inactive for the group that
is already at the top in the layout.
Raise: moves the group up one place in the drawing order.
This choice is dimmed and inactive for the group that is already at the top in the layout.
Lower: moves the group one place down in the drawing order
in the layout. This choice is dimmed and inactive for the group
that is already at the bottom in the layout.

Group layer list in sidebar
legend with layer entries
expanded (left) and collapsed (above.

To Bottom: moves the group to the bottom of the drawing
order in the layout. This choice is dimmed and inactive for the
group that is already at the bottom in the layout.

Collapse All Layers: collapses each of the group’s layer entries
in the Display Manager or sidebar legend list so that only the layer
names are shown (see illustrations above). This option has the
same effect as clicking on the Collapse icon button to the left of
each of the layer names in the group. In the Display Manager,
component elements are not shown; in sidebar legends, layer legends are not shown.

Set Default Layer Names
When a layer is added to a group, the layer name shown by default
in the Display Manager is derived from the object using the current
Default Layer Name setting for the Display process, which you can
set on the Layer tabbed panel of the Options window (from the
Display Manager, choose Options / View Options). Choices for
the default layer name are Object Description, Object Name, or
File and Object Name. Layer names are saved when a group or
layout is saved. If you later change the Default Layer Name setting, you can choose the Set Default Layer Names option from a
group’s right mouse-button menu to convert the layer names in the
group to the new default name. (You can provide a custom name
for an individual layer at any time by choosing Rename from the
layer’s right mouse-button menu).

Mark Elements Submenu
Unmark All Elements: unmarks any layer elements in the
group that may have been marked in the view manually or using a selection query. Unmarked elements return to their normal
drawing styles. This option has the same effect as pressing the
Unmark All icon button on the View window.
Other options on the Mark Elements submenu (illustrated above)
allow you to disable or enable element marking for all layers in the
group, to disable marking for all hidden layers (active only if there
are hidden layers), and to enable marking for all visible layers in
the group (active if there are visible layers).

Common Raster Settings: appears only for groups containing
a raster layer. This option opens the Common Raster Settings window (illustrated above). The Transparent Cells controls apply to
color-composite layers, which can be set to have certain cells rendered fully transparent: null, black, and white cells (in any
combination). The Transparent Cells controls enable implementing transparent cell settings for all composite raster layers in the
group. The Null, Black, and White menus each have three choices:
None: no cells in that category are rendered fully transparent.
By Layer: uses each layer’s existing transparent cell settings.
All: sets cells in that category to be transparent for all layers.
A Contrast panel is present in the Common Raster Settings window if the group includes one or more grayscale raster layers (not
using a color palette) or RGB separate layers. Turn on the toggle
in this pane to apply the same contrast to all such layers. You can
choose a contrast method to apply from the Method menu, and use
the Range fields to limit the percentage range of cell values over
which to apply the contrast. If all of the raster layers in the group
are RGB layers, contrast method and range controls are provide
for Red, Green, and Blue color components.

Remove Submenu
The Remove submenu (illustrated above) includes choices to remove all layers and to remove all hidden layers in the group. The
latter selection is only active if there are one or more hidden layers
in the group.
Close Group: appears only for standalone groups. Closes the
group, prompting to save any changes that may have been made to
the group or layer settings while the group was being displayed.
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Map Design

HTML Formatting of Layout Text
Formatting can be set for text layers in TNTgis layouts in several
ways. In addition to the formatting controls in the Text Layer
Controls window, you can use HTML tags and Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS) Level 2 style properties to define and apply font and
text formatting. TNTgis supports the most common HTML elements (including tables) and CSS font and text style properties
for text formatting (see the yellow box below). In addition, you
can use MicroImages extensions to the CSS style properties to
apply custom font styling effects (see the list at the bottom of this
page). HTML text can be entered directly in the Text Layer Controls window, or you can open and link to an external HTML file.
CSS Font and
font-family
font-size
font-weight*

Text Style Properties Supported
font-style
line-height
color
text-align†
text-decoration

* value lighter and numerical values less than
400 are not supported.
†

value justify is not supported.

CSS Font, Text, and Layout Style Properties
Not Currently Supported
font-variant
text-indent
letter-spacing
text-transform word-spacing
vertical-align
border-spacing border-collapse

Examples of HTML text layers are shown in the sample page
layout on the next page. Several of these text layers are HTML
tables saved from tabular views of TNTgis database tables (see
the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Save Database
Tables as HTML).

Layout text illustrating the four basic MicroImages font
styles, applied using the -mi-font-style CSS
extension property described in the boxed list below.

MicroImages Extensions to CSS Font and Text Style Properties
You can use the style properties listed below in any HTML-formatted text
layer to apply custom MicroImages font rendering effects to the text.

-mi-font-style
-mi-color2

Use to set MicroImages font styling effects. Values: normal, shadow, outline, enhanced.

The second color used for enhanced or shadowed text. Value can be an RGB triplet in the form rgb(255, 0, 0)
or rgb(100%, 0%, 0%) or a CSS color name.

-mi-font-enhance-width Line width for enhanced text. A numeric value in % of text height.
-mi-font-stroke-width

Line width for underlines and for outline text. A numeric value in % of text height.

-mi-font-substitution

Value on (default): when rendering bold and/or italic text, the corresponding font (if found) from the
current font-family is substituted. If none is found, synthetic bold and italic are created from the
base font. Value off: use synthetic bold and italic.

-mi-font-smoothing
-mi-font-shear

Value on (default): apply font smoothing (antialiasing). Value off: no font smoothing.

The angle (in degrees) to slant the text when rendering synthetic italic.

-mi-font-round-width
-mi-font-kerning

Value on: round the basepoint of each glyph to an integer pixel location. Value off (default): no
rounding.

Value on (default): use the kerning tables in the font (if any) for text layout. Value off: ignore kerning.
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Potential Earthquake Hazards to Highways
in Northern San Mateo County, California

Average Daily Traffic Volume for Highway Segments
Route averages shown in rows with green color
Route
Segment
1 South of Linda Mar Blvd
1 Linda Mar Blvd to begin freeway
1 begin freeway to JCT 35
1 JCT 35 to JCT 280
1
35 JCT 280 to Manor Dr, Pacifica
35 Manor Dr to JCT 1
35 North of JCT 1
35
82 South of Ralston Ave (R), Belmont
82 Ralston Ave (R) to JCT 92
82 JCT 92 to Millbrae Ave (M)
82 Millbrae Ave (M) to JCT 380
82 JCT 380 to Guadalupe Canyon Pkwy
82 Guadalupe Canyon Pkwy to John Daly Blvd
82
92 West of JCT 280
92 JCT 280 to JCT 82
92 JCT 82 to JCT 101
92 East of JCT 101
92
101 South of Ralston Ave (R), Belmont
101 Ralston Ave (R) to JCT 92
101 JCT 92 to Millbrae Ave (M)
101 Millbrae Ave (M) to San Francisco Airport
101 San Francisco Airport to JCT 380
101 JCT 380 to Airport Blvd / Bayshore Blvd
101 North of Airport Blvd
101
280 South of JCT 92
280 JCT 92 to JCT 35 North
280 JCT 35 to JCT 380
280 JCT 380 to JCT 1
280 JCT 1 to John Daly Blvd
280
380 JCT 280 to JCT 82
380 JCT 82 to JCT 101
380

NOTE: This note, the page title, and the table titles on this page are HTML text layers
that use HTML tags and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles for formatting. In addition,
each of the three tables is a text layer with an HTML table element saved from a tabular
view of a TNT database table; row colors and text styles are set in these tables using
CSS styles. See the reverse side of this page for more information.
Index Map
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Key to Highway Symbols

Foster City

Urban Interstate
Urban Freeway

San Mateo

Urban Principal Arterial
Moss Beach

Crystal Springs Reservoir

Rural Interstate

Belmont

Rural Principal Arterial
Rural Minor Arterial

San Carlos

Liquefaction Hazard
Style

Code
Hazard
HL High to Low

PerCentProb
Description
1.0 to 10
Bay mud containing buried stream channel deposits. 1-10% prob. that liquefiable
sediment present.
0.1 to 1.0
Moderate to low probability that liquefiable sediment is present.

ML

Mod to Low

LVL

Low to V. Low < 0.1

BR

None-BR

RES None-RES

Area_sq_mi Area_sq_km Percent_Area
27.53
71.29
18.84
11.32

29.31

7.75

Low to very low probability (less than 0.1%) that liquefiable sediment is present.

21.96

56.89

15.03

0

Bedrock at surface. No liquefiable sediment present.

83.24

215.58

56.96

0

Reservoir.

2.08

5.38

1.42

146.12

378.45

100.00

Total

Landslide Hazard
Style

USGS_Code
Hazard
L
Highest

Slope
All > 30%.

Landslides
Area_sq_mi Area_sq_km Percent_area
Large mappable landslides and landslide deposits.
1.44
3.72
0.98

IV

Moderately High All > 30%.

Several large landslides present.

III

Moderate

Generally > 30%, 10-15% for unstable rock units. Many small and some large landslides present.

I to II

Low

Generally < 30%, < 15% for unstable rock units.

Very few small and a few large landslides present.
Total

0.14

0.37

0.10

11.04

28.59

7.55

133.50

345.78

91.37

146.12

378.45

100.00

Style Editor

Hatch Patterns for Polygon Fills
Hatch patterns are one option for styling polygon fills in vector,
CAD, and shape objects. Hatch patterns are composed of sets of
repeated parallel lines with a regular spacing and a transparent
background. A hatch pattern can be made up of one or more
line sets (hatch elements); each hatch element can have its own
color, angle, spacing, and thickness. The hatch elements can be
simple solid color lines or more complex line patterns created in
the Line Pattern Editor.
Because hatch patterns have a transparent background, polygons
with hatch pattern fills can be overlaid on other data layers without fully obscuring these layers. Hatch patterns allow you to
design a more diverse set of “transparent” fill styles than using
partially-transparent solid fill colors alone. Like bitmap fills,
hatch patterns are always rendered at the same scale on screen,
but they can be easily modified by changing any of the pattern
settings, such as color, angle, and spacing. In addition, each line
set can be turned on and off so that a number of different patterns can be designed and saved from the same group of line
sets.

Hatch Pattern Editor
The Hatch Pattern Editor is opened by choosing the Hatch opHatch pattern fills can include one or more simple line elements or more complex line patterns. Use two hatch elements
tion in the Fill Style controls and pressing the Create or Edit
at different angles to create cross-hatch patterns.
Pattern icon button. The Hatch Pattern Editor window is divided into several sections (see illustration below). The toolbar
has icon buttons for adding a new simple hatch element, choosing a line pattern, or creating
a new line pattern. Each hatch element you add is shown in an element list (top right) with
a graphic sample and hide/show toggle button for each element. Left-click on an element in
the list to make it the active element, as shown by the red circle indicator to the left of the
element sample. Use the settings controls on the left side of the window to change the
geometric settings (e.g., angle and spacing) for the active hatch element, and the color controls to choose a color for the element. The pattern sample panel at the bottom of the
window shows the complete hatch pattern at the same size as it will be rendered in the
polygon fill on screen.

Toolbar
Add Line
Create New
Pattern Element Line Pattern

Hatch
Element List

New Simple
Hatch Element
Delete Raise

Lower

active
element
indicator

color for
active
element
settings for
active pattern
element

pattern sample

hide/
show
toggles

The Hatch Pattern Editor opens with a new
empty pattern. Press Hatch fill patterns have a transparent
the Add Simple Hatch background, so that underlying data
Element icon button on layers are not obscured by the fill.
the toolbar to add a
hatch element consisting of
simple repeated solid lines. To
use an existing line pattern for the
hatch element, press the Add Line
Pattern Element icon button; the
Select Pattern window (right) then
opens. The Pattern Set menu in
this window provides the choices
Basic (for the basic set of standard line patterns) or Styles,
which shows any line patterns that
(continued)
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are already available in the current style object. Left-click on a
line pattern name in the Select Pattern window and press OK.
You can create a new line pattern to be stored in the current style
object by pressing the Create New Line Pattern icon button. The
Pattern Name window opens so you can provide a name and
description for the new pattern. The Line Pattern Editor window then opens to allow you to create and save the pattern. See
the Technical Guide entitled Line Pattern Editor for a description of this window.
The remaining icon buttons in the toolbar are provided for managing the list of hatch pattern elements. The Delete icon button
deletes the active hatch element. Use the Raise and Lower icon
buttons to move the active element up or down in the list.

Hatch Element Geometric Settings Examples

Angle = 0 deg

Angle = 30 deg

Angle = 90 deg

Spacing = 1 mm

Spacing = 2 mm

Spacing = 3 mm

Thickness = 0 mm

Thickness = 1 mm

Thickness = 1.5 mm

Hatch Element Geometric Settings
Use the fields in the left portion of the Hatch Pattern Editor to
set the geometric properties of the current hatch pattern element.
Angle: sets the angle of the hatch element in degrees. The ini-

tial value is 0 degrees, which results in horizontal lines. Positive
angles are measured clockwise from the horizontal (see Angle
samples in illustration to the right). You can enter values between -360 and +360 degrees.
Spacing: sets the distance between the lines in millimeters on
the screen. Samples with spacing between 1 and 3 mm are illustrated to the right.
Thickness: sets the width of the hatch lines in millimeters on

the screen. The minimum thickness of 0 (the default) results in
lines 1 screen-pixel wide. If you increase the thickness without
increasing the spacing, the hatch lines may merge into a solid
color.
Offset X and Offset Y: all hatch elements are drawn from a

common origin on the screen, so that different patterns with the
same spacing, thickness, and angle are aligned at common boundaries. You can enter values in the Offset X and Offset Y fields
(in millimeters) to change the origin for a hatch element. For
example, you can create a pattern with alternating lines of different colors by using two hatch elements with the same angle,
spacing and thickness, but with the Offset X (for vertical lines)
or Offset Y value (for horizontal lines) for one element set to
half of the spacing (see illustration above right).

Colors
When you add a line pattern as a hatch element, the colors set
for the line pattern elements are maintained in the hatch pattern.
When you add a simple hatch element, you use the panel in the
top center of the Hatch Pattern Editor to assign a color to the
element. The default color for simple hatch elements is black.
Left-click on a color tile in the palette to assign a fixed color to
the element. The rectangle below the palette shows the currently-selected color. You can add other colors to the default
palette by clicking on one of the unassigned (gray) tiles in the
lower portion of the palette, which activates the Adjust
pushbutton. Pressing this button opens a standard Select Color
window from which you can select or design a custom color to
add to the palette. The custom color can then be selected from
the palette like any of the standard colors.

Pattern with two vertical hatch elements, each with Spacing = 4
mm and Thickness = 0. The blue element has Offset X = 0
while the red element has Offset X = 2 mm, which produces a
uniform interleaving of the two parallel elements. Without the
positive Offset X value, the red lines would be superimposed on
the blue lines.

Instead of assigning a fixed color to a hatch element, you can
press the Variable pushbutton next to the palette (the word “Variable” is then shown in the color sample area below the palette).
When the hatch pattern is used in a polygon fill style, a hatch
element with “variable” color is assigned the color currently set
for the polygon fill. (When the Hatch Pattern Editor first opens,
the polygon fill color for the current style is shown in the pattern
sample area.) The same hatch pattern can then be used for a
number of different styles simply by changing the color in the
Fill Style controls. Hatch patterns can include elements with
both fixed and variable colors.
Press the Background pushbutton to open the Select Color window and change the color used as the background for the pattern
sample area in the window. This option allows you to preview
how the hatch pattern appears over different background colors.

File Menu
When you have finished creating a hatch pattern, choose Save or
Save As from the File menu to name the pattern and save it to
the current style object. If you make incremental changes to a
named pattern, press Save to overwrite the previously-saved pattern. To open an existing hatch pattern, select Open from the
File menu. The Select Pattern window opens and lists any hatch
patterns previously saved to the current style object. Left-click
on a pattern entry in the list to select it and press OK to complete
the selection.
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Spatial Display

Highlight Image Cells from Correlation Plot
You can use salient spectral properties revealed
in image band correlation plots to help identify surface materials shown in multispectral
images. Using the Highlight within Range tool
in the Image Band Correlation window in the
Display process in TNTmips, you can draw a
rectangle within the scatterplot to delineate a
particular brightness range pair. A right mouseclick highlights the corresponding image cells
in the View. You can also save the highlighted
cells as a binary mask raster. An overview of
the Image Band Correlation window is provided in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial
Display: Image Band Correlation.
A correlation scatterplot of Red versus Near
Infrared brightness values is particularly useful in analyzing images of cropland and natural
vegetation. This scatterplot has a characteristic shape often referred to as a “tasseled cap”
(see illustration above right). Image areas with
full cover of healthy green vegetation are characterized by high near-infrared brightness
coupled with low red brightness at the tip of
the “cap”. This part of the plot is shown outlined by the Highlight within Range tool box
in the illustration near right, and the corresponding image cells are highlighted in the
image illustration on the far right.
Areas of bright bare soil have high red brightness and moderate near-infrared brighness.
Part of this spectral area is delineated by the
Highlight within Range tool in the spectral plot
and image illustrations below right.
All cells in the source image within the ranges
designated with the Highlight within Range
tool can be saved as a binary raster using the
Save icon button on the Image Band Correlation window (see the TechGuide entitled Spatial
Display: Create Masks from Image Correlation Plot). The saved raster can then be used
in further analyses requiring sample image areas of relatively pure spectral end-members.

Highlight within Range

Above, RGB display of Near Infrared,
Red, and Green bands (in that order) of
a QuickBird multispectral image of an
agricultural area. The correlation plot to
the right plots the Red band on the x-axis and the Near Infrared band on the yaxis, showing the classic “tasseled cap” shape of the scatterplot.

Area of high Near Infrared and low Red brightness, indicative of full green vegetation
cover, demarcated in the zoomed scatterplot (left) using the Highlight within Range tool.
A right mouse-click highlights these cells in the View (right, using yellow highlight color).

Clear Highlight Selection

The Clear Highlight Selection button clears the
Highlight within Range box in the Image Band Correlation window and the highlighted cells in the View.

Area of high Red and moderately high Near Infrared brightness, indicative of
bright bare soil (or bright man-made materials), outlined in the zoomed scatterplot using the Highlight within Range tool. The corresponding image cells are
shown highlighted in yellow to the right.
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Spatial Display

DataTip Highlighting of Geometric Elements
DataTips are provided in TNTgis to show selected
attribute information for spatial layers under or near
the screen cursor when it is paused in the View
window. When you are displaying geometric data
layers, you can choose to have the associated elements automatically highlighted in color when the
DataTip is shown (see illustrations to the right).

visible street
line highlighted

hidden zoning
polygon boundary
highlighted

Element highlighting is enabled by turning on the
Highlight toggle button in the DataTips controls in
the Layer Controls window for vector, CAD, shape,
or TIN objects. For vector objects DataTip controls are available for individual element types
(point, line, and polygon; see illustration below).
Highlighting is only enabled for layers that have
DataTips enabled.
Element highlighting is particulary useful when the
View includes geometric layers that are hidden
(manually or by scale) and the DataTip option for A street line and zoning polygon highlighted in yellow when the DataTip
the View window (Options / DataTips submenu) for these element appears. The DataTip options in the View are set to
Maximum, allow DataTip information and element highlighting for layers
is set to Maximum to allow information to be shown not currently visible in the View (such as the zoning vector layer).
for hidden layers (see the Technical Guide entitled Polygon filling during highlighting has been disabled for the zoning layer,
View Window DataTip Options). The hidden ele- so only the polygon boundary is highlighted.
ments are then temporarily highlighted when the
Polygons from two hidden
hidden floodplain
DataTip is shown, revealing the exact location and
polygon highlighted layers highlighted. Polygon
filling during highlighting has
extent of the elements associated with the attribute
been disabled for the zoning
information shown.
layer and enabled for the
floodplain layer. The DataTip
The Polygons tabbed panel in the Vector Layer Conoption for the View is set to
trols window provides an additional setting that
hidden zoning
Maximum to allow DataTip
polygon boundary
governs how filled polygons are highlighted. Turn
information and highlighting
highlighted
for the hidden layers.
on the Disable when highlighted toggle in the Polygon Filling controls (see illustration below) to
highlight only the polygon border; leave this toggle off to highlight the filled polygon (see illustration above). Filled
highlighted polygons may be more readily visible, but in a complex layout with many layers filled highlighted polygons
can obscure the highlighted elements of other layers.
DataTip controls toggle
for element highlighting

Toggle for vector polygons to
enable/disable polygon filling
during highlighting

Choose Colors from the
Options menu in the
View window to open
the Select Colors
window to set the
DataTip Highlight color.

The DataTip element highlight
color can be set in the Select Colors window opened from the
Options menu in the View window
(Options / Colors; see illustration to
the left). Select the DataTip Highlight entry in the list and choose the
desired color from a palette or create a custom color using one of
several color models.
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Spatial Display

Hyperbolic Tangent Contrast Enhancement
The Hyperbolic Tangent contrast enhancement method uses the hyperbolic
tangent trigonmetric function to produce
a nonlinear translation of raster values to
display values to improve image contrast.
Input and output range limits that you set
in the Raster Contrast Enhancement window are automatically honored by this
method. The Hyperbolic Tangent
method is supplied with an adjustable
scale parameter that you can use to finetune the amount of contrast enhancement.

Hyperbolic Tangent Contrast

At low values of the Scale factor (less
than 1) the hyperbolic tangent translation curve is close to linear. As the scale
factor is increased, the translation curve Linear Contrast
flattens in the middle and steepens at ei- Portion of Landsat image display with bands 7,4,2 assigned to Red, Green, and Blue,
ther end (see illustrations below). As a respectively. Lower illustration has Linear contrast used for all bands. Upper illustration
result, the midrange portion of the dis- has Hyperbolic Tangent contrast (scale = 3.0) used for all three bands, resulting in
improved image contrast and color.
play histogram is
stretched at the expense of both high and
low values, increasing
image contrast for
Display histogram
Midrange portion of
...spreading the
midrange values withhyperbolic tangent
midrange portion of
translation curve
the display histoout greatly shifting the
flattens with increasgram, increasing
Input
mean brightness. You
ing scale value...
midrange contrast.
histogram
can adjust the low and
Translation
high cutoffs for the incurve
put range along with
the Scale factor to
produce the desired
combination of image
brightness and contrast.
Scale = 1.0

Scale = 2.0

Scale = 3.0

The Hyperbolic Tangent contrast method uses a nonlinear translation curve to convert raster values to
display values. Increasing the scale value for this method flattens the midrange portion of the curve
while steepening the low and high ends. This has the effect of spreading the midrange portion of the
display histogram while keeping the darkest and lightest tones within the specified limits.

Hyperbolic Tangent contrast, scale = 1.0

Hyperbolic Tangent contrast, scale = 3.0
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Spatial Display

Image Band Correlation
You can use the Image Band Correlation window in the Display process in TNTmips to explore the distribution of
spectral values between one or more pairs of image bands.
Open the Image Band Correlation window from the Display
Manager by right-clicking on any raster layer in the layer list
and choosing Image Band Correlation from the popup menu.
If you clicked on an RGB raster layer, the Image Band Correlation window is automatically populated using the 3 bands
in the layer. Otherwise you are prompted to choose 2 or
more grayscale (integer or floating-point) image bands (with
matching dimensions) for analysis.
Overview

The Image Band Correlation window shows a 2D scatterplot
of band values for each pair of spectral bands among those
selected. The illustration below left shows the correlation

window with a single pair of image bands selected. The
optional histogram for each input band is shown along the
edges of the scatterplot. The correlation coefficient and band
statistics are listed in the scrollable pane in the bottom part
of the window along with the equation of the regression line
that is automatically computed for each pair of bands. If the
image in the View has the same extents and dimensions as
the bands you are analyzing, moving the mouse over the
image in the View highlights the 2D scatterplot positions
corresponding to a small target area around the cursor location. As described in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial
Display: Highlight Image Cells from Correlation Plot, you
can also use the Highlight within Range tool to outline a
rectangular area of the scatterplot, highlight the corresponding cells in the View, and optionally save a binary mask raster
from the highlighted cells.

Tools and Preferences
Zoom Controls
Maximum Detail
Full

Zoom In
Zoom Out

Highlight within Range
Reposition Line

Clear Highlight
Selection
Preferences

New
Save

Band
histogram

You can use the zoom controls to zoom the scatterplot within its frame. The Reposition tool allows you
to drag a zoomed scatterplot within its frame.

Zoom and Reposition
2D correlation
plot with
choice of color
palette

Listing of
correlation
and band
statistics and
equation of
the regression
line

Image Band Correlation window showing correlation plot for two bands of
a Landsat scene extract. The RED band is the X axis and the PHOTO_IR
band is the Y axis.

You can resize the Image Band Correlation window to change the size of the drawing area used to
show the correlation scatterplots. The zoom icon
buttons shown to the left also allow you to change
the zoom level of the scatterplots. You can zoom
in, zoom out, show the full dimensions of each
scatterplot, or zoom to show the maximum detail
of the scatterplots.
If you have zoomed in, the Reposition tool allows
you to drag a scatterplot around within its rectangular frame to view the desired portion of the plot.
Line Tool

You can investigate linear trends within the
scatterplot using the Line tool. Use this tool to
draw, reposition, and resize a two-point line anywhere within the scatterplot. As shown in the
illustration on the reverse, the equation of this line
is automatically shown at the top of the scrollable
text pane at the bottom of the window.
(over)
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Highlight within Range Tool

The Highlight within Range tool allows you to draw a rectangle anywhere within a scatterplot to set a range of cell values within each band
in that pair. Right-click after setting the rectangle to highlight cells with
values within both of those ranges in the View window. This tool is
described and illustrated in detail in the Technical Guide entitled Spatial
Display: Highlight Image Cells from Correlation Plot.
Saving Results

The Save icon button provides a dropdown menu that you can use to save
various results of the image band correlation. You can save the correlation plot pane as a raster object, save a text file with the correlation statistics
and a listing of cell counts for each cell value pair, or save a text file with
just the correlation statistics. If you have used the Highlight with Range
tool to highlight image cells based on ranges in a correlation plot, you
can save the highlighted cells as a binary raster object.
Preferences

You can use toggle entries on the Preferences icon
button’s menu to show or hide the regression line
and histograms in the correlation plot. You can select the form of the line equation to show in the
window listing and choose a linear or logarithmic
scale for the histograms. The Tracking Radius entry allows you to set the radius (in screen pixels) of the area around the
cursor in the View pane that is used to highlight pixels in the correlation
plot. The Colors entry allows you to change the colors used for the background and other elements of the correlation plot. The Palette entry opens
a dialog from which you can choose the color palette used to map the
density of
p o i n t s
within the
scatterplots.
Use the Fonts
entry to change
the font used for the
plot labels.

The Line tool allows you to draw a two-point line
within a scatterplot and see the equation of the line
in the listing below the plot.

Correlations from
More than Two Bands

If you choose more than two
bands to use for band correlation, the
Image Band Correlation window automatically shows a scatterplot for each pair
of the bands selected. These plots are arranged
based on the order in which bands were selected,
with the first selected band serving as the x-axis of
the lower-right plot. Bands in between the first and
last one selected are used for the y-axis of plots with
the previous bands and the x-axis of plots with the
later bands (see the illustration of plots of 6 bands
immediately to the right). If you open the Image Band
Correlation window for an RGB raster layer, it automatically shows plots for the three possible pairings
of the three input bands (far right).

Band correlation
plots for the three
pairings of three
image bands used in
an RGB raster layer.

Band correlation
plots for the six
pairings of six
image bands of a
Landsat Thematic
Mapper image.
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System

What Are Job Files?
The TNTmips Job Processing System uses a simple XML text
file structure to record all of the processing parameters needed
for a particular job. A job file specifies the TNTmips process
to run, the input and output objects or files, and the necessary
job-specific processing parameters and their values. For example, a job file to export a raster object to JPEG (sample shown
in box below) specifies the export process, input raster, the name
and path of the output JPEG file, and values for other parameters for the JPEG export procedure.
Properly-formatted job files are automatically created when you
press the Queue Jobs or Save
Jobs button in a TNTmips process window. These files are automatically written to the Job
directory for the version of TNTmips you are using.
Sample job file automatically created by a TNTmips
process (Export in this example) by pressing its
Queue Job or Save Job button.

Job Description shown in the Job Manager

You can also use job files to run custom geospatial processes
executed by a TNT geospatial processing script (SML). Such a
job file (example shown in the box below) must specify the
SML process script to run and the names and values of the jobspecific script variables. You can create an I/O program to
provide a user interface for selecting the input objects for one
or more jobs, setting the processing parameter values, and writing out the job files. The I/O program could be another TNT
script (see the Technical Guide entitled System: Custom Job
Processing with Geospatial Scripts), a web client (such as a
web page with an HTML form and JavaScript to write the job
file; see the TechGuide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System) or other custom program. Using an SML script for
the I/O program simplifies matters because SML provides simple
methods to automatically create and populate job files with
the proper XML structure and write them to the Job directory.
If you set up a custom program or web client for this purpose,
it must include manual methods to write job files that follow
the proper XML format shown by the example below.

Job ID shown in the Job Manager
TNTmips process to run
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<job id="20140224_142241_02">
<desc>Export ConoOrtho.rvc / ConoOrtho To ConoOrtho.jpg</desc>
<process>tntdisp exportjob</process>
<version>80</version>
List of processing parameter values
<priority>10</priority>
that were set in the process dialog
<schedule/>
<groupid>20140224_142241_01</groupid>
<runparms>
<input id="Input">
<filepath>C:\TG80\JobFiles\ConoOrtho.rvc</filepath>
<objectpath>ConoOrtho.RASTER</objectpath>
</input>
<output id="Output">
<filepath>!PC!C:\TG80\JobFiles\ConoOrtho.jpg</filepath>
</output>
Sample job file to run an SML Process script. This job file would be
<variable name="Format">
<value>3800</value>
created by an SML I/O script, Web application, other program that
</variable>
provides an interface for the user to set processing parameters.
<variable name="GeorefType">
<value>1</value>
<?xml version="1.0"?>
</variable>
<job id="20140115_113435_00">
<variable name="DoSingleFile">
<desc>Convert m_3110901_ne_12_1_20070625.tif to GeoJP2</desc>
<value>0</value>
<process>tntdisp smljob</process>
</variable>
<version>80</version>
Path for the SML script to be run
<variable name="NullExportMode">
<priority>2</priority>
<value>0</value>
<runparms>
</variable>
<script>F:\SML\TIFFtoJP2\TiffToJP2fromJob.sml</script>
<variable name="DoContrast">
<variable name="inputPath$">
<value>0</value>
<value>!PC!F:\Arizona\AzTIFF\m_3110901_ne_12_1_20070625.tif</value>
</variable>
</variable>
<variable name="CharEncoding">
<variable name="outputDir$">
<value>0</value>
<value>!PC!F:\Arizona\AzJP2/</value>
</variable>
</variable>
<variable name="CompressQuality">
<variable name="compType$">
Values for variables used
<value>75</value>
<value>user</value>
</variable>
</variable>
in the processing script
</runparms>
<variable name="compRatio">
</job>
<value>15.000000</value>
</variable>
</runparms>
</job>
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System

TNTmips Job Processing System
The TNTmips Job Processing System (JPS) and the associated Job Manager are designed to significantly improve throughput
of your production projects, exploit your computer’s multiple cores, and interact with other software products and the
Internet. Tasks can be defined by interactive TNTmips processes, geospatial analysis scripts (i.e. SML), web applications, and your own programs. Each task is an XML job file that defines its input and output parameters and the TNT
process, SML script, or other program it controls and executes. When TNTmips is running, the TNT Job Processing
System (JPS) is automatically activated in the background to detect, prioritize, and run multiple TNT tasks concurrently. If
no tasks are being executed, this background process uses almost none of your computer resources.
The XML job file for every task you create is written into a predefined Jobs directory. The TNTmips Job Manager
provides the interface to manage all the current tasks in this directory. You can use the Job Manager to set the priority of
each job, how many tasks are to be executed in parallel, schedule when tasks are to be executed, review the status of every
task, and so on (see the Technical Guide entitled System: Managing Job Processing).
The TNTmips Job Manager
window opens automatically (if
not already open) when new job
files are created. It allows you to
select pending jobs and change
their status (hold, release,
delete, or set to run with the next
available processor thread) and
shows run times and progress
bars for current running jobs.
Lists of completed and failed
jobs are shown on separate
tabbed panels. You can also set
up time and day-of-week
scheduling for jobs.

JPS permits you to run many identical or mixed TNT processes concurrently in the background. Even though these JPS
tasks are running in the background, you can continue to interact with other TNT processes or other applications. To
exploit your computer’s multiple cores you can specify a maximum number of tasks that can run at the same time. If you
have only a single core machine, JPS can still increase your throughput by running several tasks concurrently, especially if
you program them to start when you are not actively using your computer.

Using Interactive TNT processes
Many TNT processes support job processing and are provided with several execution buttons. In addition to the standard Run button (to bypass JPS), these windows
have Queue Job and Save Job pushbuttons or icon buttons. When you select the Queue Job or Save Job button the task
or multiple tasks you have defined in that TNT process creates one or many XML job files in the Jobs directory. Queue
Jobs adds them to the task queue to be executed as soon as an open job slot becomes available. Save Jobs adds them to
the task queue with a status of holding. Choosing either of these buttons automatically opens the Job Manager window,
if it is not already open, to permit you to manage the order and priority of the new task(s) relative to the other tasks waiting
or underway.
TNT processes that support batch processing, such as the Import and Export processes, set up a job file for each
complete process operation and a group job file to allow you to easily manage the entire set of jobs. For example, if you
export 1000 MrSID files to JP2 files, then 1000 XML job files are created with a status in your job queue of holding or
queue, along with an Export group job file. A simple example of using Job processing is illustrated in the Technical Guide
entitled Export: Concurrent Exports Using Job Processing.
(over)
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Using Paired Scripts
You can use paired SML scripts (an Input/Output or I/O script and a Process script) to set up many job files to accomplish
unique production tasks. Your I/O script provides the interactive user interface to set up one or many job files. An SML
class is available to write out the XML job file from within your script. Each
job file created by the I/O script contains the input and output parameters for
the task and the identification of the P script to be executed. A typical application might be a P script to convert thousands of multiband GeoTIFF images
of more than 3 bands to equivalent multiband GeoJP2 images. The I/O
script permits batch selection of the GeoTIFF files and the naming or
autonaming and location of the GeoJP2 files. Sample I/O and P scripts for
this application are documented in the TechGuide entitled System: Custom
Job Processing with Geospatial Scripts.
Creating Jobs from External Sources
Each job file contains the identity of the TNT process or SML script that the JPS will execute and the input/output
parameters to be used. The input and output parameters in an XML Job file can be created by web applications or custom
programs written in any language (e.g., BASIC, Java, …) and these applications can even reference dynamic sources such
as sensor or other data collection systems. Any of these methods of creating a job file can result in queued or scheduled
execution of the task specified by the SML script or TNT process. Your geospatial application might be quite sophisticated. For example, it might monitor a sensor network or fleet of vehicles and update displays; create other job files; or
provide custom reports and maps based on user interactions and queries. The proper format of an XML Job File is
documented in the TechGuide entitled System: What Are Job Files?.
Provisioning Geodata
MicroImages’ sample geodata provisioning
site uses job processing to execute each user
request. The various web clients illustrated
here use free MySQL and PHP installations
to create job files. These job files then call
the appropriate SML script to complete the
geoprovisioning task with the input provided
by the HTML form or web application. The
processing script also sends an e-mail message notifying the user that their results
are available. Try the provisioning site at www.geoprovisioning.com.
Launching Other Applications
An SML script can call a simple function to launch another application program and pass command-line parameters to it.
Thus, a script that is run by a job process can create geospatial or other data and pass it to another application. For
example, a job file could run an SML script to create a KML file and then use it to launch Google Earth. Or a script could
write tabular data to a CSV file and use it to launch a spreadsheet program or pass it to a custom local program or web
application for processing or dissemination. A TNTmips user can thus combine TNTmips Job Processing, SML, and
custom local or web applications to carry out complex geospatial analyses, transmit information into other commercial
programs such as spreadsheets or databases, and create analysis results in popular formats such as PDF or SVG.
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System

Managing the Job Queue
The TNTmips Job Manager is the interface that allows you to control the TNTmips Job Processing System. The part of this
dialog that you will probably use most often is the Pending tabbed panel, which lists all current jobs that have not yet completed. This list shows the current status, priority, process name, running time, and other information for each job. More
importantly, this panel allows you to manage the status and priority of pending jobs to determine the order in which they are
run. These queue management tasks are described in detail below. A general introduction to the Job Manager is provided in
the Technical Guide entitled System: Managing Job Processing.
Job Status
TNTmips processes provide two buttons to create jobs, a Queue Job button and a Save Job button. When you create a job
with the Queue Job button, the job runs immediately if there are fewer than the maximum allowed number of jobs already
running. In that case the job is added to the Pending list with its status shown as Running and the background color of its
status field set to green. If the maximum allowed number of jobs are already running, any new jobs are added to the pending
list with their status set to Queue and the background color of their status fields set to yellow. Jobs with Queue status are in
a “waiting” state and are run automatically as previously running jobs complete and slots for running jobs open up. Therefore,
if you don’t wish to actively manage the job queue, you can simply use the Queue Job button to create all of your job files and
let the Job Processing System automatically handle the execution of the jobs using the resources you have allocated to it. The
labels at the bottom of the Job Manager window are continuously updated to show the current number of jobs in the various
status categories.
You can press the small colored
icon button in the bottom left
corner of the Job Manager to
disable or enable queueing of
jobs. This button is green when
queueing is enabled and red
when disabled.
When you create a job with the
Save Job button in a TNTmips
process, the job is added to the
Pending list with its status set
to Holding and the background
color of its status field set to
red. Jobs that are Holding remain in the pending list
unprocessed until you manually
release them to the queue.
This allows you to save a number of jobs (perhaps from
different processes) to the
pending list and later determine
when and in what order you
want to release them for processing. It also enables you to
set up scheduling for jobs (see
the TechGuides entitled System:
Managing
Job
Processing and System:
Scheduling Individual and
Repeating Jobs.

The Pending tabbed panel of the Job Manager lists jobs that are currently running, waiting
to run (Queue status), or being held. In above illustration two jobs that are holding (black
highlight in list) have been selected to release to Queue status using the Queue button at
the top of the window. In illustration below, these jobs now are queued to run, and the
statistics at the bottom of the window have updated accordingly to show the addition of the
two jobs to Queued status. Hovering the cursor over the name of a job pops in a DataTip
showing the input and output file names.
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(over)

Changing Job Status
You can select one or more jobs in the Pending list to change their status. Left-click on the job entry to select a particular job;
pressing the <Ctrl> key while left-clicking toggles the selection status of the job on or off. Press the <Shift> key while leftclicking to select a range of job entries in the list.
TNT processes that support batch processing (multiple inputs and outputs) create one job file for each input-output set and a
group job file that references all of the job files in the set. The group job is shown in the Pending list with the parent process
name in the Name column. A group job is also provided with a tree control that allows you to expand the listing to show the
individual jobs in the set (see illustration to the right).
You can select the group job to change the status Group of jobs closed.
of all jobs in the set, or expand the group and select Group of jobs open.
one or more of the individual jobs to change their
status.
You can change the status of jobs you have selected in the list using one of the pushbuttons above the list. For jobs with Queue
or Holding status, you can use the pushbuttons in the Tasks not running button row. Press the Queue button to release
selected Holding jobs or the Hold button to convert selected Queue jobs to Holding status (note that the button color
matches the color used for the result in the Status field). The Run Now button immediately runs the currently selected Queue
or Holding jobs, even if doing so means that the number of running jobs exceeds the maximum allowed number of jobs you
have specified in the Maximum Running Jobs field at the bottom of the Job Manager. Press Delete to remove the selected
jobs from the list and delete their job files from the Jobs directory.
For jobs that are currently running you can use buttons in the Tasks running button row to Pause or Cancel the job and
Resume jobs you have previously paused.
You can also perform each of these management tasks directly on a list entry without first selecting it by
right-clicking on the entry and choosing the appropriate operation from the right mouse-button menu.

Progress bars
are shown for
running jobs on
the Pending
panel.

Progress bars are shown for running jobs in the Progress column of the Pending tabbed panel. Each of
these bars reproduces the progress bar of the underlying process currently running as a job. Some
TNTmips processes have multiple steps and thus when you run the process interactively they show and
increment a separate progress bar for each step. If the Job Manager is running such a multi-step process,
the progress bar shown in the Job Manager also shows the progress for that job’s current step, and thus
you may see the bar finish and then restart for the same job. Jobs that run SML scripts may not show
progress bars.

Job Priority
The order in which queued jobs are started depends upon the order in
which they are created and their Priority. Jobs are added to and
listed in the Pending panel in the order in which they are created,
with newer jobs at the bottom of the list. Queued jobs at the top of
the list are started before jobs lower in the list.
All jobs also have a numerical Priority value. A default priority value
of 10 is assigned when a job is created by a TNTmips process.
Queued jobs of equal priority are started in the order in which the
jobs were created, but you can raise or lower the priority of nonrunning
jobs (queued or holding) in the Pending list to change the order in
which they are listed and run. You can use the Priority icon buttons
in the toolbar to change the priority of a selected job or jobs, or rightclick on a job entry and choose Raise Priority or Lower Priority from
the right mouse-button menu. An SML script or other application
can set the priority for job files in the Job Processing System.

Lower Priority

Raise Priority

Raise to Top

Lower to Bottom

You can assign higher priorities (lower numerical
priority values) to jobs to change the order in which
they are listed in the Pending tabbed panel and the
order in which they will be started. These illustrations shows three jobs with their default priority of
10 (above) and the same three jobs reordered by
assigning different priority values (below). If all of
these jobs are released to Queue status at the
same time, they will be started in the new order
shown below.
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System

Custom Job Processing with Geospatial Scripts
You can combine geospatial scripting and TNTmips Job Processing to efficiently perform specialized batch processing that cannot
be accomplished by a standard TNT process. To do so you
set up a pair of custom scripts: an Input/Output or I/O script
and a process script. The interactive I/O script can be run
once to choose the geospatial inputs (i.e. layers), set jobspecific processing variables, and automatically make an
individual job file for each input in the batch run. The
process script, which is specified in each job file, obtains
its processing parameters from the job file and does the
actual processing when the job is executed by the Job Manager.
The TNT geospatial scripting language (SML) includes a class
(MIJOB) with simple methods for automatically creating a properly formatted job file and adding variable definitions and values
to it. Job files are automatically written to the TNT job directory for
your installation.
This custom job processing example illustrates an I/O and process
script pair (excerpted on the reverse) that perform batch conversion of a large collection of four-band TIFF files to JP2 files with the
same bands. The IO script sets up the repeated conversions by
creating, for each input TIFF file, an individual job file with the
selected JPEG2000 compression options.
Script Variables Written to the Job File for Each
Tiff to JP2 conversion Job
inputPath$: string with the filepath of the current input TIFF file
outputDir$: string with the filepath of the directory for output
compType$: type of JPEG2000 compression to set
compRatio: target compression ratio for lossy compression
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<job id="20140224_154505_01">
<desc>Convert m_3110901_ne.tif to GeoJP2</desc>
<process>tntdisp smljob</process>
<version>80</version>
<priority>2</priority>
<runparms>
<script>F:\SML\TIFFtoJP2\TiffToJP2fromJob.sml</script>
<variable name="inputPath$">
<value>!PC!F:\Arizona\AzTIFF\m_3110901_ne.tif</value>
</variable>
<variable name="outputDir$">
<value>!PC!F:\Arizona\AzJP2/</value>
</variable>
<variable name="compType$">
Job File Written for One
<value>user</value>
of the Input TIFF Files
</variable>
Job files are automatically
<variable name="compRatio">
<value>15.000000</value>
written to the TNT jobs
</variable>
directory for your TNT
</runparms>
installation.
</job>

The I/O script TiffToJP2getJobParms.sml in this example
creates and opens a dialog for the user to select the TIFF files to
convert to JP2, select the output
directory, and set JPEG2000
compression options. When the
Queue Jobs or Save Jobs button
TIFF files
is pressed, the script calls its
selected for
MakeJobs procedure (shown in
conversion
pink box below) to create a TNT
job file for each input TIFF file
(sample XML job file shown in
green box below left).
Procedure to make job files in I/O script
TiffToJP2getJobParms.sml
(further excerpts on reverse of this page)
Procedure called by the Queue Jobs button (with
value of parameter “hold” = 0 to queue jobs) and by
the Save Jobs button (with “hold” = 1 to hold jobs).
proc MakeJobs(numeric hold)
{
get compression options from the dialog
compType$ = dlgwin.GetCtrlValueStr("jp2compOptions");
if (compType$ == "user") then get target ratio set for userdefined compression
compRatio = dlgwin.GetCtrlValueNum("compRatioNum");
else
compRatio = 0;
path for the SML script to be called by the job files
ScriptPath$ = _context.ScriptDir + "/TiffToJP2fromJob.sml";
local class FILEPATH scriptPath(ScriptPath$);
loop through input TIFF files
for i = 1 to numfiles
to make job file for each
{
local class MIJOB job;
class for setting up
inputPath$ = filepathlist[i-1];
and writing a job file
inFilepath = inputPath$;
string with the job description to be shown in the Job Manager
description$ = sprintf("Convert %s to GeoJP2", inFilepath.GetName() );
create job file structure with job description
and path to the SML script to be called
job.CreateJob(description$, scriptPath, 2);
add variable names and values to the job file structure
job.AddValue("inputPath$", inputPath$);
job.AddValue("outputDir$", outputDir$);
job.AddValue("compType$", compType$);
job.AddValue("compRatio", compRatio);
job.Write(hold);
}
OnCancel();
}

write completed job file to the
established TNT Jobs directory

call procedure to close dialog and exit the script

Each job file calls the script TiffToJP2fromJob.sml.
This process script includes declarations for the
processing variables defined in the job file:
string inputPath$;
string compType$;

string outputDir$;
numeric compRatio;

Values for these variables are automatically read and
assigned from the job file.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for
scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/downloads/scripts.htm.

Excerpts from TiffToJP2getJobParms.sml

Excerpts from TiffToJP2fromJob.sml

Provides user interface for TIFF to JP2 file conversion.
Makes job files that call TiffToJP2fromJob.sml.

TIFF to JP2 conversion script called by job file.

class STRINGLIST filepathlist;

list of filepaths of the TIFF files selected

Procedure called by the Select TIFF Files button on the dialog.
Gets a stringlist with the filepath strings for the selected files,
writes the filepath strings to the file listbox on the dialog, and
enables the Get Directory button
proc GetInputFiles()
{
local class GUI_CTRL_LISTBOX filelistbox;
handle for file listbox
local numeric i;
on the dialog
filelistbox = dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("filelistbox");
numfiles = GetInputFileNames(_context.ScriptDir,
"Select TIFF file(s) for conversion to JP2:", "TIF", filepathlist);
printf("numfiles = %d\n", numfiles);
for i = 1 to numfiles
add filepath string to the listbox
{
filelistbox.AddItem( filepathlist[i-1] );
enable the button to
}
select output directory
dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("dirBtn").SetEnabled(1);
}

Procedure called by the Select Output Directory button on
the dialog. Gets the output directory path and enables the
Run Jobs and Save Jobs buttons.
proc GetOutputDirectory()
{
outputDir$ = GetDirectory("", "Choose directory for JP2 files:");
outputDir$ = outputDir$ + "/";
write directory
dlgwin.SetCtrlValueStr("outDirText", outputDir$); name to the dialog
dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("runJobsBtn").SetEnabled(1);
dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("saveJobsBtn").SetEnabled(1);
}

enable the Queue
Jobs and Save
Jobs buttons

Procedure called when JPEG2000 compression option is
selected. Changes the state of associated controls on the dialog.
proc OnCompSelected()
{
if (dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("jp2compOptions").GetValueStr() == "user")
{
if ratio label and field are
if (ratioEnabled <> 1)
currently disabled, enable them
{
dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("ratioLabel").SetEnabled(1);
dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("compRatioNum").SetEnabled(1);
ratioEnabled = 1;
}
}
compression option = lossless or best quality
else
{
if ratio label and field are
if (ratioEnabled == 1)
enabled, disable them
{
dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("ratioLabel").SetEnabled(0);
dlgwin.GetCtrlByID("compRatioNum").SetEnabled(0);
ratioEnabled = 0;
}
}
}
[ Procedure to make job files is shown on the reverse of this page.]
[Code to create and open the dialog window is omitted.]

string inputPath$;
string compType$;

string outputDir$;
variables read from the job file
numeric compRatio;

class STRING logfileName$;
class FILE logfile;
class DATETIME currentDT;

variables for a log file to record
processing information
the current local date/time

open log file in the same directory as this script to append status
information; if no log file is present, a new one will be created
logfileName$ = _context.ScriptDir + "/TiffToJP2.log";
logfile = fopen(logfileName$, "a");
get current date and time and write to log
currentDT.SetCurrent();
fprintf(logfile, "\nJob initiated %s Central Standard Time\n", currentDT);
set up filepath for the input TIFF file
using the path string from the job file
class FILEPATH inFilepath(inputPath$);
fprintf(logfile, "Input filename = %s\n", inFilepath);
get the TIFF filename (minus extension) to
use for naming the output JP2 file
class STRING filename$ = inFilepath.GetNameOnly();
set up filepath for the output
class FILEPATH outFilepath(outputDir$);
JP2 file in the directory
outFilepath.Append(filename$);
designated in the job file
outFilepath.SetExtension("jp2");
fprintf(logfile, "output filepath = %s\n", outFilepath);
print other processing parameters read from the job file
fprintf(logfile, "compType$ = %s\n", compType$);
fprintf(logfile, "compRatio = %.1f\n", compRatio);
PIPELINE SOURCE: TIFF file
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_TIFF sourceTIFF(inFilepath);
err = sourceTIFF.Initialize();
if (err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else { fprint(logfile, "Source TIFF file initialized"); }
PIPELINE TARGET: J2K File with JPEG2000 Compression
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_J2K_SETTINGS settings;
if (compType$ == "lossless") then
settings.SetReversible(1);
else
settings.SetTargetRatio(compRatio);
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_J2K targetJ2K(sourceTIFF,
outFilepath, settings);
err = targetJ2K.Initialize();
if (err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else { fprint(logfile, "Target J2K file initialized"); }
PROCESS THE PIPELINE
err = targetJ2K.Process();
if (err < 0) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else { fprint(logfile, "Target processed"); }
fclose(logfile);
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Geomedia Publishing

Using KML Overlays in Geomashups
You can use several forms of KML data as overlays in the
geomashups you create in the Assemble Geomashup process in
TNTmips Pro. These KML data types include:
• individual KML files you have created in TNTmips (e.g.,via
the Render to KML procedure in Display)

Add Remote Tileset or KML

Add KML (Vector) Overlays

• individual KML files available from other sources
• Google Earth tilesets (KML image tilesets) produced by the
Export Tilesets process or by the Render to Tileset procedure
in Display
• KML geometric tilesets created by the Export Geometric
Tileset process.
The available web mapping platforms (APIs: Google Maps,
Google Earth browser plugin, Bing Maps, and Open Layers) provide varying degrees of support for KML overlays and impose
varying restrictions on the type of KML data supported and
whether you can use local KML data (not in a web domain).
Support for KML overlays in these web mapping platforms is
summarized in the table to the right.
In order for KML data to be displayed in any geobrowser, the
XML-formatted text in the KML file (or files) must be read and
interpreted (“parsed”). Each of the web mapping platforms has
some degree of internal support for parsing KML files and displaying the KML data. MicroImages has developed a custom
GeoXML Parser for Google Maps geomashups that provides
enhanced support for KML overlays (including KML tilesets) in
comparison to the Google Maps API. (The MicroImages and
Open Layers KML parsers have similar capabilities). When you
make a Google Maps geomashup, you can choose between the
Google Maps and MicroImages parsers on the Custom Settings
window (see illustration to the right). This window opens automatically when you add a KML overlay to a geomashup.
Web-based vs Local KML
The Google Maps API parser for KML requires a full URL (web
address) for any KML layer to be shown, so with this parser you
are limited to creating geomashups for KML layers that are already hosted on the web. Open Layers and the MicroImages
GeoXML parser for Google Maps enable your geomashup to
reference either local or web-hosted KML data. Support for local
data (using a relative directory path in the geomashup HTML file
for the KML link) also means that if you save the geomashup file
in the same directory as the local KML file it references, and
move the directory contents to another local location or to the
web, the geomashup will continue to show the KML data. (Note
that security restrictions built into some browsers prevent them
from showing local KML files.)
KML Geometric Tilesets
You can use KML geometric tilesets in Google Maps geomashups
using the MicroImages GeoXML parser or in Open Layers
geomashups. Using the Google Maps parser for Google Maps
geomashups limits your KML overlays to individual, non-tiled
KML files containing relatively uncomplicated geometric data.

Use the Add KML (Vector) Overlays icon button to select a local
KML file or KML geometric tileset to add to the geomashup. Use
the Add Remote Tileset or KML button to specify the URL (web
address) for simple or tiled KML data on the web (see the
Technical Guide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Adding Web
Layers to Geomashup for details on choosing custom web data).
Support for KML Overlays in Geomashups
for Various Web Mapping Platforms
Web
Mapping
Platform

Simple
KML

KML
KML
KML Location
Geometric Image
Web
Tileset
Tileset Local

Google Maps

Yes

Yes †

No

Yes †

Yes

Google Earth*

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Bing Maps

Poor

No

No

No

Yes

Open Layers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

* Google Earth browser plug-in

†

using MicroImages parser,
subject to browser security limits

Choose the parser to use for a KML
overlay in Google Maps mashups.
Size settings for
KML point symbols
(“icons”)
Option to show a
clickable sublegend
in the layer controls
Size settings for the
Info Window that
shows DataTip
information for the
KML elements in
Google Maps
Set elements to highlight on mouseover (single KML only)

Single KML files with hundreds to thousands of elements and accompanying attributes are too large to be efficiently parsed and
displayed in a web browser. KML geometric tilesets made up of many
small KML tile files allow you to view custom geometric data covering large areas over a wide range of zoom levels without overwhelming
a web browser’s limited processing capabilities.
Control of Info Window Size
When you render a geometric object to a KML file or export it to a
KML geometric tileset in TNTmips, you can transfer attribute information (name and description) to the KML file(s) created in several
(over)
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ways (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Export Geometric
Tilesets). In a geomashup, left-clicking on an element in the KML
overlay opens an Info Window (“balloon”) showing the associated attribute information. Using Open Layers or the MicroImages
GeoXML parser for Google Maps, you can set parameters that
control the size of the Info Window that appears in the browser. In
the Info Window Options portion of the Custom Settings window
(shown on the previous page), you can set a minimum width, maximum width, and maximum height for the window (in screen pixels).
Scroll bars are automatically added if needed to show attribute
information that does not fit within the specified window dimensions (see illustration below). Info window size limits cannot be
adjusted when you use the Google Maps parser to create a Google
Maps geomashup.
Legends and Point Symbol Settings
Using Open Layers or the MicroImages GeoXML parser for Google
Maps, you have the option to expand the geomashup layer controls to include a legend for the KML elements with entries that you
can click on to identify the corresponding element in the geomashup.
(See the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: Legends for
Geomashup Geometric Layers.) Element legends are not available
using the Google Maps parser in Google Maps geomashups.

Furthermore, you can use the Custom Settings window to set the
width and height (in screen pixels) at which the point “icon” is
rendered in the browser.
Restrictions Imposed by Browser Security Measures
Because the Open Layers and MicroImages GeoXML parser actions are carried out in the web browser, they are subject to certain
security measures enforced by the browser. One such restriction
pertains to web-based KML data. Browser security restrictions
require that the geomashup HTML file and any web-based KML
data it references must be in the same web domain in order for the
KML overlay to be displayed. Thus, using the MicroImages or
Open Layers parser, a geomashup file posted on your website can
only reference KML data that is also on your website; it cannot
reference KML data on another website. This cross-domain KML
access is allowed in a Google Maps geomashup if you use the
Google Maps API parser because the Google Maps server converts the KML data to a different form before delivering it to the
browser for display, avoiding the browser’s KML restrictions.
The limitation on cross-domain KML data access noted above also
has ramifications for browser previews in the Assemble Geomashup
process. The preview procedure creates a temporary local HTML
file; if the KML data referenced by the preview mashup is on the
web, then the resulting HTML file and KML data are not in the
same web domain; browser security restrictions thus prevent display of the KML overlay except for Google Maps geomashups
using the Google Maps parser. (Previews of Google Maps
geomashups using the MicroImages parser can show non-tiled
KML files from a web source because the preview automatically
switches to use the Google Maps parser for this case.)

Several differences in the parsers relate to KML files containing
point data. When you render geometric point data to a single KML
file or create a KML geometric tileset, point symbols can be rendered to PNG icon files that are stored locally with the KML output.
The KML files reference the icon files using relative file paths.
(The Render to KML operation also offers the option to assign
standard Google Earth point symbols instead; the KML file(s) proA summary comparison of the capabilities of the MicroImages
duced then contain URLs to these symbols in Google’s web space).
GeoXML, Open Layers, and Google Maps API parsers is presented
The Google Maps parser does not support the use of local icon
in the table below.
files referenced by relative file paths; it requires absolute web addresses for referenced icons. Open Layers and the
MicroImages GeoXML parser support the use of point icon Comparison of Capabilities of MicroImages and Open Layers
Parsers and the Google Maps API Parser
files referenced by either relative file paths or web URLs.
KML Overlay Capability in Google
Maps Geomashup

Using the MicroImages GeoXML parser for KML
data in a Google Maps geomashup, you can tailor
the dimensions of the Info Window to the width
and height of the DataTip information to be shown.

MicroImages
Google
& Open Layers Maps API
Parsers
Parser

Access to local KML data

Yes*

No

Use KML geometric tileset

Yes

No

Use rendered local point symbols (icons)

Yes

No

Set size of point symbols to show in mashup

Yes

No

Display sublegends in layer controls

Yes

No

Displays messages while loading

Yes

No

KML files can be password-protected

Yes

No

Interpreted each time the HTML page is loaded
(useful for automatically-updated KML)

Yes

No

Parsed result cached server-side
(faster, but may not be current)

No

Yes

Use KMZ format for KML data

No

Yes

Geomashup HTML file and KML can be
in different web domains

No

Yes

* subject to security limits in some browsers
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LIDAR

LAS Point Cloud Display Options
LIDAR point cloud files in the standard LAS file format can be
used and displayed directly in TNTmips Pro, Basic, and Free.
LAS files record not only the point elevations, but also a variety
of acquistion parameters for each point. Attributes such as the
number of returns from the light pulse, the individual return
number, return intensity, and scan angle can be used along
with point elevations to analyze the point cloud and aid in classifying or reclassifying groups of LIDAR points.
LAS files are presented as a distinct LIDAR layer type in the
TNTmips Display process and are provided with a specialized
Lidar Layer Controls window. This window provides tabbed
panels with controls that allow you to easily use the various
LIDAR point attributes to choose which points to show in the
view, to choose the style used to render the points, or to display a virtual terrain surface constructed from the points.

The Select, Style,
and Terrain tabbed
panels on the
LIDAR Layer
Controls window
provide a variety of
display options for
LIDAR point clouds
in LAS files.
The average ground spacing of LIDAR points is computed the first
time you select the LAS file for use in TNTmips. This value is
shown on the Object tabbed panel.

You can select points to be shown by LIDAR point class, return type, range of return intensity, range of scan angle, or any
combination of these attributes. Point selection controls on the
Select tabbed panel are described and illustrated in the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: Select Points by Class, Return Type,
Intensity.
Special style options for LIDAR points are found on the Style
tabbed panel. You can assign point colors based on LIDAR
point class, by return type or return number, by intensity of the
return pulse, or by elevation. Point symbol size can also be
varied automatically by return intensity. The controls for assigning these specialized LIDAR point styles are described and
illustrated in the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Style Points by
Class, Elevation, Intensity.

Lidar layer icon

All Points Shown, Styled by Class

Display of an LAS file with classified LIDAR points for an urban
area. All points for this area are selected to be shown, with point
colors set by LIDAR point class as indicated by the legend.

You can also choose to display a virtual terrain surface constructed on-the-fly using your choice of the LIDAR points
(selected by class and return type). You can view this surface
colored by elevation, in grayscaled shaded-relief, or in a combination of shading and elevation color. Optional smoothing is
available for the shading options to reduce noise. Terrain visualization options for LIDAR point clouds are discussed in the
TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Virtual Terrain Visualization for
LAS Point Clouds.

A Small Sampling of Other Available Display Options for the Point Cloud in the View Above:

Multiple-Return Points Only,
Styled by Class

All Points Shown, Styled by Intensity

Smoothed Relief Shading from Ground
and Building Points
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Scripting

Geospatial Scripts for LIDAR Processing
TNTmips includes a number of standard features that facilitate processing of LIDAR data. Among these are:
• direct use of LAS point files
• LIDAR Manager allows merging, tiling, reprojecting
LAS files, as well as extract by area and/or by class
• Create and use tiled LAS files as single seamless
dataset
• Point Profile tool for displaying/selecting LIDAR points
• Automated LIDAR point classification.
These features are documented in several Technical Guides
that are listed on the next page.

High-Density LIDAR Data
The LIDAR system operated by Terranean and RPS Group
is flown at low altitude and low speed, producing a high spatial density of LIDAR points that can include returns from
the ground, hard surfaces above ground, and multiple returns
from vegetation. This dense data can be readily converted to
raster surfaces because the low-altitude LIDAR system typically generates up to 13 pulses per square meter, producing
multiple point returns per raster cell for a DEM with 1-meter
cell size. Surface rasters are generated from both minimum
and maximum LIDAR point elevations. These surfaces are
filtered and processed using SML scripts to produce a bareground DEM, which is then used to classify the
LIDAR points into ground and non-ground categories. (Note that the Lidar Classification process in
TNTmips provides ground classification options for
more typical sparser point clouds acquired at higher
altitude and flying speed.)

LIDAR Point-Cloud Analysis
Terranean Mapping used the classified LIDAR point
clouds created by SML processing to perform a number of innovative analyses. They were able to analyze
LIDAR data from a pine tree planatation to delinVertical profile of a portion of a high-density airborne LIDAR
eate tree crowns and measure tree height, canopy
point cloud classified interactively using the Point Profile tool.
density and canopy depth. They found LIDAR to be
much more effective for measuring small trees than
Terranean Mapping Technologies (now a part of RPS Group
aerial photography. In other projects they were able to map
Australia) operates a LIDAR system and uses TNTmips in
powerlines from LIDAR point data and to thin LIDAR ground
combination with specialized software to process their LIpoints to remove redundant points in flat areas. Some of
DAR data. They have made available a series of scripts
these applications are illustrated here and in their PDF docuthey have developed using the TNT Geospatial Scripting Lanment entitled LIDAR with TNTmips that is available for
guage (SML) to carry out LIDAR processing in TNTmips.
download with the scripts (see link on next page).
They use these scripts to create, filter, and refine surfaces
Terranean Mapping used
from LAS files, to classify the LIDAR points, and to extract
SML-classified LIDAR
additional information from the LIDAR point clouds.
points to analyze the
canopy structure of a
pine plantation, deriving
measures of tree height,
tree crown density,
canopy depth, and other
characteristics.

Raster image with colors indicating the percentage of LIDAR
returns from the vegetation canopy (a measure of foliage
cover). Terranean Mapping derived these values from the
LIDAR points classified using the SML scripts described
here. Red indicates highest vegetation returns.

(continued)
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SML Scripts for LIDAR Processing
The SML scripts described below were specifically developed for processing high-density LIDAR point data, with much
of the processing done in the raster domain. They are available for free download at:
http://www.microimages.com/sml/smlsamples-htm/lidar.htm.
LAS_to_Raster.sml: produces raw surfaces from the unclassified LIDAR point data in an LAS file. Minimum Z and
Maximum Z surfaces are produced, along with a raster with
the count of LIDAR point returns for each cell. The Minimum Z surface is a good starting point for a “bare earth”
DEM, as it includes ground returns, buildings, and some
vegetation returns where the canopy is too dense to allow
penetration to the ground. The Maximum Z surface includes
the top of the vegetation canopy plus buildings and bare
ground that have no vegetation above them.
Interp.sml: fills gaps (null areas) in the surface raster that
correspond to areas of no LIDAR returns (water surfaces,
building shadows) and null areas created by the other processing scripts.
Filter_LiDAR_DEM.sml: removes hard man-made objects
above ground, such as buildings and cars, while retaining
important ground features such as retaining walls and banks.
The removed features are replaced by null cells.
EdgeFill.sml: fills in a small number of cells around the edges
of gaps using a Focal Median function. This script is used in
conjunction with Interp.sml.
Reinstate.sml: compares the results of the
Filter_LiDAR_DEM script with the original Minimum Z
surface to identify areas where ground cells have been filtered out along with above ground features. Cells in these
areas are reassigned the value from Minimum Z to restore
the ground elevation value.

Vertical section through portion of a classified airborne
LIDAR point cloud using the Point Profile tool. Black points
are returns from powerlines, which can be classified readily
after a bare-ground DEM is created using the SML LIDAR
scripts. Powerline points are first returns greater than 5
meters above the ground where the minimum non-ground
return height for the same DEM cell is at least 3 meters
above the ground (eliminating returns from trees).

be used in other standard spatial analysis processes in
TNTmips or in custom analysis scripts to extract information
from the point cloud data. The vegetation canopy analysis
and powerline classification shown here are examples of the
types of analyses that can be performed with these products.
The pine plantation canopy analysis performed by Terranean Mapping used single-tree
measures of canopy characteristics, such as the crown
density image shown below,
to derive geometric objects
that subdivide the area into
stands with different ranges
of average canopy value, as
shown to the right.

Classify_LAS.sml: uses the final “bare-earth” DEM to classify the LIDAR points in an LAS file into “ground” and
“above-ground” categories.
LIDAR Processing Workflow
A PDF file entitled TNTmips LiDAR to DEM workflow outlines a typical workflow using the LIDAR scripts and other
TNTmips processes. These scripts can be used in conjunction with the Spatial Filter process to produce a bare-earth
DEM and classified LIDAR points from high-density LIDAR
point data. After this automated processing, the Editor in
TNTmips can be used to do final manual editing of the DEM
using the relief-shaded DEM as a reference to identify
anomalies, and to manually reclassify corresponding points in
the LAS point file. The resulting ground points can then be
used in the TNTmips Surface Modeling process to interpolate a final bare-earth DEM.
The bare-earth DEM and classified LIDAR points then can

Technical Guides on TNTmips LIDAR Features
Manage LAS Point Clouds
Merge and/orTile LAS Point Clouds
Use LAS Files as Single Seamless Dataset
Automatically Classify LAS Point Clouds
Classify Ground Points by Terrain Following
Classify Ground Points by Multiscale Curvature
LAS Point Cloud Display Options
Select Points by Class, Return Type, Intensity
Style Points by Class, Elevation, Intensity
View LAS Point Cloud as Surface
Interactive Editing of Point Classes
Point Profile Tool
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Spatial Display

Label Frames and Leader Lines
Label elements and dynamic labels can have the label enclosed in a frame with your choice of fill and border colors. For labels
with leader lines (polygon dynamic labels and label elements generated from polygons), you can choose the leader line width
and color or choose to show the leader as a triangular extension of the frame instead of as a simple line. You can set these style
options for label elements and for dynamic labels using the Label Frame Style window.
Use the controls on the Frame tabbed panel to set the frame option and style. The Frame Shape
menu provides the choices None, Rectangle, Rounded Rectangle, Ellipse, and Circle (see
illustration below). Circular label frames are best suited for labels with only a few characters. The Margins controls set the space between the label and each of the frame borders
as a percentage of the label height. Numeric fields are provided for setting the Top,
Bottom, Left, and Right margins; turning on the All Same toggle automatically sets all of the fields to the same value when you edit any of the fields.
The Frame tabbed panel also provides standard polygon Fill Style and
Border Style controls. Use the Fill Style controls to choose whether or not
Frame Shape Options

Leader Line Options
Polygon labels
with frames and
triangular leader
lines.

None

Rectangle
Rounded
Rectangle

Ellipse

Regular

Triangular

Use the Frame tabbed panel on the Label
Frame Style window to choose a label frame
shape (default is None), set the margins
between the label and the frame borders, and
set the fill and border styles for the frame.

Circle

to fill the frame and to set the
background color for the fill,
which can include a transparency value. Only solid fills are
allowed for label frames. Use
the Border Style controls to set
the color and width of the frame
border; only the Solid line style
is selectable.
The Label Frame Style window is opened by the
Frame Style pushbutton which can be found:
For labels with leader lines,
use the Line Style controls on
1) For vector label elements: on the Labels
tabbed panel of the Vector Layer Controls
the Leader Lines tabbed
window
panel to set the line color and
2) For dynamic labels for vector points, lines, or
width; only the Solid line
polygons: in the Dynamic Labels section of
style is selectable. To replace
the relevant element tabbed panel in the
the line with a triangular exVector Layer Controls window
tension of the label frame,
3)
For
dynamic labels for CAD or shape objects:
turn on the Triangular leader
on the Labels tabbed panel of the Layer
lines toggle button.
Controls window

On the Leader Lines panel, use the Line
Style controls to set the leader line color and
width, or else turn on the Triangular leader
lines toggle to show a triangular leader.

Label frame fill colors can be set to be
partially transparent so the frames do not
completely obscure underlying data layers.
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Map Design

Layout Design Scale and Group Scales
When you design a page layout for printing in the TNTmips
Display process (or TNTview / TNTedit), you set the overall
map scale for the layout in the Layout Settings window. The
Layout tabbed panel in this window (see illustration below right)
includes a Design Scale field in which you provide the map scale
for the layout. This panel also includes controls for setting the
media size, orientation, and margins for the page layout (see the
Technical Guide entitled Printing: Layout Settings and Print
Setup). The Design Scale field shows the scale as a ratio value
(e.g. 1:36000) but allows you to enter either the full ratio or just
the denominator (scale number).
When you add a spatial group to the page layout, its default group
map scale is automatically set to match the layout’s Design Scale.
However, all spatial groups in the layout do not have to have the
same map scale. You can set different map scales for separate
groups containing small location (index) maps or enlarged maps
of small parts of the main map data.
You can set the map scale for a particular group on the Placement tabbed panel of its Group Settings window (see the
illustrations below and the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display:
Settings for Groups in Layouts). This panel includes a Group

Scale menu that is initially set to Match Layout Design Scale.
To set a different scale for the group, choose either Constant or
Vary with Layout Scale from the menu (see below). You can
then enter the desired scale in the Group Scale field on this panel.
For a small index map you can set a smaller scale (larger scale
number) for the group, while for an enlarged detail group you
would set a larger scale (smaller scale number). The sample
layout in the illustration below includes both an index map and a
detail group with scales differing from the layout Design Scale.
If you have changed the group scale, you can easily reset it to the
Design Scale if desired by reselecting Match Layout Design Scale
from the Group Scale menu.
The options on the Group Scale menu let you set how the group
scale is handled if you change the layout’s Design Scale. If you
choose the option Vary with Layout Scale from the menu next to
the Group Scale field, the group scale changes proportionally to
the Design Scale. The Constant option maintains a fixed map
scale for the group if the Design scale is changed. Layouts with
differently-scaled groups set to vary with layout scale will display correctly in legacy versions of TNTmips (prior to TNTmips
2014). Rescaled groups using the Constant option will not display at the proper scale in legacy versions of TNTmips.

Use the Layout Panel in the Layout
Settings window to set the Design
Scale and page size for a layout.
Geospatial groups that you add to
the page layout are initially set to the
layout’s Design Scale by default.

The Main Map Group in this layout
has been left at the default map
scale (1:1,500,000) inherited from
the layout Design Scale.

This small index map group has been set to a map scale 10
times smaller (1:15,000,000) than the layout Design Scale.

This detail map group has been set to a map scale
(1:750,000) that is half of the layout Design Scale.
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Printing

Layout Settings and Print Setup
When you are preparing a layout for printing, two of the most
important design decisions are the map scale at which the
map and/or image data are to be portrayed and the dimensions of the print media best suited to the size and scale of
the layout. In the TNTmips Display process (or TNTview /
TNTedit) you set these parameters using the Layout Settings
window. When it is time to print the layout, you select the
printer (or type of file output) and set the print resolution and
other parameters using the Print Setup or Print windows.

Layout Settings

Print

The Layout Settings,
Print Setup, and Print
windows can be opened
from icon buttons and
the Display menu in the
Display Manager.

Use the numeric fields in the Margins grouping (Top, Bottom, Left, and Right) to set the size of the non-printing margins
of the page layout. These settings are shown in the View of
a page layout by a red rectangle that marks the outer boundary of the printable area of the page.

Layout Settings Window
The Layout Settings window (illustrated above) can be opened
from the Display Manager by pressing the Settings icon button to the left of the layout name in the layer list; by choosing
Settings from the layout entry’s right mouse-button menu; or
by choosing Settings from the Display menu (see illustration
top right).
The Layout tabbed panel provides controls for the main layout settings. The Layout Mode menu allows you to choose
between three types of layouts: Page (for print layouts), Display (for viewing on-screen), and Tiled (a type of display
layout with multiple spatial groups arranged in a tiled fashion
in the View). The Design Scale field allows you to enter the
desired map scale. This field shows the scale as a ratio
value (e.g. 1:36000) but allows you to enter either the full
ratio or just the denominator (scale number).
When you choose Page from the Layout Mode menu, additional controls are shown on the Layout tabbed panel. You
can use the Size menu to choose from a wide selection of
standard page sizes, and the Portrait / Landscape radio buttons to choose the page orientation. The resulting page
dimensions are shown in the Width and Height fields. You
can use the Units menu below the size controls to choose the
units to use for the page size and margins. You can set a
non-standard page size simply by changing the value in the
Width and/or Height field. When these values do not correspond to a standard page size, the Size menu automatically
reverts to the Custom option.

The Matte tabbed panel on the Layout Settings window provides controls for adding decorative graphic effects such as
borders, drop-shadows, and solid or gradient backgrounds to
the layout; see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display:
Matte Graphic Effects in Layouts for more information.
Print and Print Setup Windows
The Print Setup window can be opened by choosing Print
Setup from the Display menu. The Print window can also
be opened from the Display menu or by pressing the Print
icon button on the Display Manager toolbar (see illustrations
above). The Print window (illustrated below) and Print Setup
windows are identical except that the Setup dialog lacks a
setting for number of copies, and it has an OK button (which
merely saves the settings) instead of a Print button (which
saves the settings and executes the print job).

The Output tabbed panel on the Print / Print Setup windows
provides the general print controls. The Output menu lets
you choose to print a layout either to a printer or to one of
(over)
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several file formats. To print to a printer, choose Windows
Printer from the Output menu (or Mac Printer if using a
Mac). Press the Select button next to the Output menu to
open your operating system’s Print Setup dialog to select a
system printer and its settings. The text field next to the
Select button shows the current printer selection. (See the
following section Printing to a File for specifics on printing
your layout to a file.) The Resolution field shows the resolution used to render your layout to the printer.
The Layout Dimensions pane on the right side of the Print /
Print Setup window shows (for reference) the page size and
margins that were set previously for the layout in the Layout
Settings window. The Page Dimensions pane on the left side
shows the actual standard page size name (if any) as determined by your current printer selection and paper source. If
multiple paper sizes are available from the selected printer,
you should choose the appropriate paper source in the system Print Setup dialog. You can use the radio buttons below
the Size menu to choose between Portrait or Landscape orientation. However, because the page dimension and margin
settings are specified by your printer selection and setup, these
controls cannot be manually reset in this pane.
Note that if you have set layout margins smaller than the
minimum supported by the printer, the actual minimum value
is shown in the appropriate Unprintable Margins field and
applied during printing. Any layout items that extend into the
margins are clipped off. In this case, or if there is a significant mismatch in page dimensions between the saved layout
settings and the available printer settings, you may need to
adjust the layout settings and/or the placement of elements in
the layout to resolve the problems before printing.
Printing to a File
Using the Output menu, you can choose to print the layout to
one of a number of available file formats, including PDF,
Adobe Illustrator, EPS, SVG, TIFF, GeoTIFF, and RVC (a
raster object in a MicroImages Project File). Use the Resolution menu to choose the resolution (in pixels per inch,
centimeter, or millimeter) at which to render the layout to the
file (see illustration at top right of page). For several of the
file format choices an additional option control appears next
to the Output menu. For Adobe Illustrator files you can choose
whether to transfer color information in RGB or CMYK values. For TIFF, GeoTIFF, and RVC files, you have the option
to print to an RGB TrueColor 24-bit image or to a Color Dith-

When printing to a file, use the Resolution menu to set the resolution
to use to render the layout.

ered image suitable for delivery to a commercial printing service. The RGB TrueColor option for TIFF and GeoTIFF
also provides a Compress toggle button that you can turn on
to apply compression to the resulting image.
Printing Anaglyph Stereo
If a spatial group in the print layout includes a terrain layer
(elevation raster or terrain tileset), you can print the layout to
a printer or file while rendering the group in anaglyph stereo.
The Print Anaglyph Stereo toggle button activates anaglyph
rendering for eligible groups in the layout (see illustration below). Press the Stereo Settings button to open the Stereo
Settings window to set the parameters for anaglyph stereo
rendering (see the Spatial Display TechGuides entitled Print
Anaglyph Stereo Images and View OrthoImages in Stereo
Using DEM for details. Stereo settings for anaglyph printing are separate from those you may have set for stereo
viewing on-screen, and you do not need to activate stereo
rendering in the View prior to printing in anaglyph stereo.

Turn on the Print Anaglyph Stereo toggle button to activate anaglyph
rendering and press the Stereo Settings button to set the stereo
rendering parameters.

Color Balance, ICM Profile, and Dithering
The specialized controls on the Color Balance, ICM Profile,
and Dithering tabbed panels allow you to adjust the color
rendering during printing and adjust how the layout is processed for printing. These controls are discussed in detail in
the Tutorial booklets entitled Printing and Getting Good
Color.
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Map Design

Layout Templates
Layout templates provide a convient way to
create maps in a series at the same map scale.
Templates designate which map layout content should be the same in all layouts in the
series and which content is unique to particular layouts. A layout template is created
from an existing map layout using the Save
as Template option on the Display menu,
which saves the template to a Project File.
To create a new layout in the series from the
template, choose Display / New / From Template from the Display Manager.

A layout template records which groups contain fixed content. In the starting layout, turn A page layout used as the basis for a layout template. Groups intended to have
content in all layouts in the series, such as the Logo group in this example,
on the Save layers to template "as-is" toggle fixed
have the Save layers to template "as-is" toggle (on the Special tabbed panel of the
on the Special tabbed panel of the Group Group Settings window) turned on (as shown below). In the template derived from
Settings window for each group that will not this layout the two spatial groups and the text layer identifying the pivot number
change in the map series. Groups with fixed have variable content.
content might include annotation text, scale
bars, logos and other common graphics, and legends. When you create a
new layout from the template, these groups are automatically transferred
to the new layout, and you are prompted for the replacement content for
each group not designated to have fixed content.

Spatial Groups
You are prompted for replacement layers for any spatial group not
designated as fixed-content. The number of layers and the object
types you select need not match those of the original layout. Any
map grids included in the group are automatically adjusted to the
extents of the new group contents. If the size of the area covered by
the replacement layers differs from that of the original group, you
may need to adjust the placement of groups in the layout.
If you would like to use the same reference layer in all layouts as a
background to differing map overlays, you can add the reference layer
to its own fixed-content group and set the group containing the variable content to Auto-Match the reference group (Group Settings
Projection/Clipping panel), which attaches the groups geographically.

Scale Bars
Scale bar groups do not need to be designated as fixed-content; they
are automatically transferred to the new layout and are automatically
adjusted if you change the scale of the new layout.

New layout created from the layout template, with replaced

spatial layers in two groups and edited title text.
Text
When you load a template the Text Layer Controls window opens automatically for each text
(continued)
group not set as fixed-content, allowing you to make any needed changes in the text.
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Legends
Layer legends in multi-object legends are automatically transferred to the new layout as long as the layer name of the parent
object remains the same. The layer name can be derived from
the object name, the file and object name, or the object description, as set by your selection on the Default Layer Name menu
on the Layer panel of the View Options window (Options /
View Options from the Display Manager). Be sure to use consistent text for your choice of the layer name. In the examples
shown on the previous page, raster objects named NDVIcl (from
different Project Files) are used for the classified NDVI image
with color sample legend in each layout.
For raster layers, the legend type shown in the sidebar legend
and multi-object legend is set by the Legend Type menu on the
Legend panel in the Raster Layer Controls window. Before

you create a series of layouts with multi-object legends referencing raster layers, display each of the raster objects and set
the desired legend type to provide consistent raster layer legends in the layouts.
Vector layer legend entries in multi-object legends are updated
if necessary if the new layout has different attribute content
than the template. However, new entries are not added automatically if more map units are shown in the new layout than
accounted for in the template. In this case you will need to
manually update the legend.
Single-layer legends (Point, Line, or Polygon for vector objects and Color Sample and Color Scale for raster objects) are
transferred to the new layout without modification. If the legend entries do not apply to the new layout, you will need to
manually edit the legend.
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Spatial Display

Enhanced Line Rendering
Antialiasing and Hinting of Thin Lines
Line elements in geometric objects drawn with a uniform color on the computer screen are represented by collections of screen
pixels of fixed size, which can lead to visual artifacts. Diagonal lines and smooth curves are subject to aliasing, in which the
sampling of the smooth line to the square screen pixels producing a jagged stairstep effect (see illustration below). In addition,
thin lines cannot be drawn thinner than 1 screen pixel wide, so thin lines of differing intended widths have the same width.
In TNTgis you can compensate for these rendering artifacts using antialiasing and hinting. Antialiasing produces lines with a
smoother appearance by setting varying color transparency for the pixels along and adjacent to the line. Antialiasing is applied to
any line or polygon border that has a width of less than 1.5 pixels at the scale being drawn. Hinting sets a uniform transparency
value for a line that would be less than one pixel wide at the current scale. The degree of transparency is proportional to the scaled
width of the line. Antialiasing and hinting can be set independently or in combination for lines in a vector, CAD, shape, or TIN
object using the Antialias and Hint thin line widths toggles on the Object tabbed panel in the Layer Controls window.
Magnifier Images at 2X

Lines 1 pixel wide, antialiasing
and hinting OFF

Antialiasing ON, hinting OFF

Antialiasing OFF, hinting ON

Antialiasing ON, hinting ON

Multi-pass Line Drawing

2

Lines can be styled using patterns made up of multiple pattern elements in a
number of configurations. For example, a wide line style with contrasting border colors can be created using line patterns with either two or three pattern
elements (see illustration to the right). When lines are styled with line patterns
such as “bordered” lines, intersections of line elements may include undesirable rendering artifacts. For certain line patterns, rendering of line intersections
in vector objects can be improved by turning on the Use multi-pass for improved style joining toggle on the Lines tabbed panel of the Vector Layer Controls
window as described below.

1
2 pattern elements
Rendered line
pattern

3
2
1

A bordered line pattern
3 pattern elements
(above left) can be created
using either two or three pattern elements
(above right). A bordered line pattern made
from two elements benefits from multi-pass line
drawing; the pattern made from three elements
drawn in this order does not.

Multi-pass line drawing draws the first pattern element for all the line elements,
then the second pattern element for all, and so on until all pattern elements have
been drawn. For a two-element bordered line pattern in which the wider first pattern
element creates the “borders”, this means that apparent line borders meet cleanly at line
intersections without
one pair of borders
continuing across the
intersection (see illustrations
below).
However, a three-element pattern with
separate border elements overlying the
main line element does
not benefit from multisingle-pass line drawing
multi-pass line drawing
pass line rendering.

You can use toggles on the Layer
tabbed panel of the view Options
window (Options / View Options from
the Display Manager) to set initial
defaults for antialiasing, hinting, and
multi-pass rendering for layers that
not been previously drawn. These
defaults are superseded by settings
in the Layer Controls windows.
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Spatial Display

Contrast Enhancement for Local Areas
Aerial and satellite images may include very bright areas (such
as clouds, snow) and very dark areas (such as water) in addition to your areas of interest. If these bright or dark areas are
extensive, their influence on the brightness histograms for the
entire image may make it difficult to design appropriate contrast and color for your areas of interest. The Raster Contrast
Enhancement window in TNTgis allows you to design contrast enhancement using
the image characteristics of any portion of
the displayed image.
You can designate the

desired area by zooming in with the View window, using the
extents of another layer in the View, by creating a region, or by
selecting a previously-saved region object.
The Region tabbed panel in the Raster Contrast Enhancement
window presents a selection list with expandable entries for
each display group and one labeled User Defined. The User
Defined section automatically lists any regions you have created or selected in the current session using the GeoToolbox.
Each display group section includes an entry for each layer in
the group (representing the spatial extents of the layer) and a
View entry for any view window that has been zoomed in to
show only a portion of the group (representing the spatial extents currently shown in that view).
region created or
selected
extents of zoomedin view window
extents of named
layers

Extract of a Landsat scene displayed
using bands 3-2-1 to produce a natural
color display. The scene includes
clouds, snow cover in high altitude
areas, a volcanic eruption cloud (top),
and ocean. The yellow polygon is a
region outlining a vegetated lowland
target area to be enhanced.

Zoomed-in view of part of the lowland area
with normalized contrast based on the histograms for the entire image. This display of the
lowland has poor contrast and color due to the
influence of the bright and dark scene areas.

Display
Histogram
Recomputed
Input
Histogram

The Region panel in
the Contrast Enhancement
Window includes selections for the current
layers, zoomed-in views,
and any region that is
created or selected using
the GeoToolbox in the
current display session.

Choosing a region
and Pressing the
Apply Region button
recomputes the Input
histogram and display
histogram for the
selected area for
each image band.

Input Limits
set based on
the local area
histogram

Using the histogram(s) for the
selected local area, you can
adjust input limits and other
contrast parameters to tailor the
contrast enhancement to that
area, as shown above for the
Red band of the sample image.

To use a region, layer extents, or View extents to recompute contrast, left-click on
the desired entry in the Region panel listing
to select it and press the Apply Region
pushbutton at the bottom of the panel. Histograms for each of the displayed image
bands are immediately recomputed based
on the region selected. If the Adjust Input
Limits toggle is turned on (the default), the
Input Range limits are also automatically
adjusted to match the ranges of the new
input histograms. You can then make any
additional desired adjustments before saving the contrast tables. You can revert to
using the full image area by pressing the
Use Full Image pushbutton.
(continued)

View of the lowland area with Linear contrast
designed using local histograms for the lowland
region. This display of the lowland area has
better contrast and color than the view with
global normalized contrast.
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If your selected contrast method is Normalize or Equalize, updating to a local histogram significantly different from the global
histogram will immediately produce a noticeable difference in
color and contrast in the View regardless of whether the input
limits are automatically adjusted. These contrast methods rely
on the detailed distribution of values within the input histogram
to determine the output histogram and resulting contrast, so
any change in the input histogram automatically affects the
computed display histogram.
The Linear, Exponential, and Logarithmic contrast methods rely
on the Input Range limits to determine the spread of output

display values, so it is advisable to allow these limits to be
automatically adjusted when the input histogram is updated.
The automatically adjusted range limits may not directly produce the desired contrast and color. But you can use the
recomputed input histogram for your local area of interest (viewbased or region-based) to further adjust the input limits and
other contrast parameters to get the desired brightness, contrast, and color for this local area. At any point you can save
the contrast table(s) based on these local histograms. You can
save contrast tables for local areas in addition to those based
on the whole image.
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3D Display

Visualize 3D Geology Using Manifolds

The Display process in TNTmips allows you
to combine subsurface geological cross-sections or geophysical profiles with surface
data to create revealing 3D perspective block
diagrams and fence diagrams. The illustrations on both sides of this page provide a
number of examples of 3D views that use
manifolds to depict cross-sections. (For an
introduction to manifolds see the Technical
Guide entitled Manifolds in 3D Views.)

The illustration above is a perspective view
of a shaded-relief geologic map and crosssections from the Castle Reef and Arsenic
Peak quadrangles, Montana, USA. A binary
raster mask was used with the map drape to
render portions of it transparent, revealing
the subsurface manifolds. In the 2D view to
the right, bold black lines show the lines of
cross-sections (manifolds) shown in the
perspective view and the orange graphic
shows the field and direction of view.
Masks were also used with these raster
manifolds to limit rendering to desired
portions of each section.

To create a fence diagram from a set of intersecting cross-sections, georeference the
vector or raster objects representing the
cross-sections with 3D control points using the Manifold model,
then add the objects to a 3D group. Foreground-background relationships at the intersections of the cross-sections are automatically
resolved in the view using the 3D control point information from
each manifold surface. You can use the standard Viewpoint Controls to view the fence diagram from any direction.
You can create more complex block and cutaway diagrams by displaying one or more cross-section manifolds in combination with a
surface geologic map, shaded-relief geologic map, or image. If the

View
center

Masked area
(transparent)

Direction
of view

lines of the cross-sections are at the edges of your map or image,
the subsurface manifolds will not be obscured by the data layer(s)
draping the terrain surface. If the sections cross the interior of the
map, you can use a binary transparency mask with a drape raster to
mask out (make transparent) the portions of the drape that would
otherwise obscure the cross-sections. You can also use a raster
mask directly with a raster manifold to mask out marginal annotations or parts of the section that you don’t want to render in the
view.

Perspective view of a shaded-relief geologic map and cross-section (raster manifold) of the Yucca Mountain area, Nevada, USA. The map
drape and the raster manifold are each displayed with a transparency mask to control which portions of each object are visible.
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The illustration above is a
perspective view of a shaded relief
geologic map and intersecting cross-sections
(raster manifolds) of the Hogback Mountain quadrangle,
Montana. The local small gaps (white slivers) along the tops of the
cross-sections are due to the mismatch between the detailed topographic
profiles in the manifolds and the relatively low (30-meter) spatial resolution of
the elevation model used for the terrain
surface layer.
Raster drapes
of the ground
surface in displays
with geologic crosssection manifolds are not
limited to geologic maps. Try
combining your cross-sections
with a shaded relief or satellite
image, such as the pan-sharpened natural-color Landsat 7
image shown in this illustration of
the Castle Reef and Arsenic Peak
Quadrangles, Montana, USA.

You can display multiple intersecting
cross-section manifolds without surfacedrape layers to create fence-diagram
displays. The example at right shows
four cross-sections from the Castle Reef
Quadrangle, Montana, USA. Three
sections perpendicular to the structural
trend are connected by one section
parallel to the major structures.

The
frame around
this fence diagram adds to its 3D
appearance. The frame is
simply a standard map grid
layer with the group neatline set to
draw at both the top and bottom of the
elevation range.
Perspective views can include manifolds depicting any type of
geological or geophysical profile data. The perspective view at
left shows a manifold profile plot of the observed (greendots)
and modeled (solid line) basement gravity anomaly across
Yucca Flat, Nevada, USA (gravity values in milligals). Control
point elevation values were assigned to the plot raster so that it
appears to float above the transect line (black line draped
across the terrain). The terrain is shown in color shaded relief.
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System

Managing Job Processing
The Job Processing System (JPS) in TNTmips Pro allows you to increase processing efficiency by running tasks concurrently
and to schedule processes to be run unattended at convenient times. The control center for managing your TNTmips jobs is
the Job Manager window, which opens automatically (if not already open) whenever a new job file is created. You can also
open the Job Manager manually by choosing Tools / Job Manager from the TNTmips menu.
One of the prime benefits of TNTmips Job Processing is that it allows you to easily run multiple processes simultaneously
(concurrent processing) to maximize the use of your computer’s multiple processor cores. Thus one of the critical settings on
the Job Manager is the Maximum Running Jobs field at the bottom of the window, which sets how many jobs can be run
simultaneously. When setting this value keep in mind the number of processor cores available on your computer. If you plan
to use the computer for other
The Job Manager allows you to monitor and control the processing of jobs you
purposes while jobs are runhave created in various TNTmips processes, SML scripts, or other applications.
ning in the background,
consider setting the maximum
number of running jobs to be
less than the number of cores
available on the computer to
allow adequate CPU access
for your ongoing interactive
activities. You may need to
experiment to find the correct
setting to use for your system
and for different processes, as
some processes may be limited by the speed of reading
You can select one or more jobs in any of the
The Maximum Running Jobs
Disable/Enable
and writing data rather than
job lists to perform actions on the selected set
parameter sets how many
Queueing of
using buttons at the top of the panel or with
by CPU access.
jobs can run simultaneously.
Jobs
right mouse button menu options.

Selecting Jobs
The Job Manager provides tabbed panels that list jobs that are pending, done, failed, and scheduled, as well as a panel for job
processing settings. On each of the panels that list jobs you can select one or more jobs with the mouse and perform actions
on the selected set using buttons at the top of the panel. A left-click on a job listing selects that single job and deselects any
already selected jobs; holding down the <Shift> key while left-clicking more than once selects a range of jobs in the list; and
pressing the <Ctrl> key while left-clicking on an entry toggles selection of the job on or off. A Select All button is also provided
on each panel to select all listed jobs. You can hover the cursor over the Name field for any job to see a DataTip with the
names of the input and output files for that job.
Pending Jobs
All current jobs that have not yet completed are listed on the Pending tabbed panel, which shows the current status, priority,
process name, running time, and other information for each job. Pending jobs can have the status Running, Queue (waiting
to run), or Holding. The Save Job button in a TNTmips process creates jobs with Holding status; these jobs remain in the
pending list unprocessed until you manually release them to the queue. The Pending tabbed panel allows you to change the
status and priority of jobs to manage the order in which they are processed and to move them to the Scheduled list. You can
also manually disable or enable queueing of all jobs. For a full description of how you can actively manage pending jobs, see
the TechGuide entitled System: Managing the Job Queue.
Done Jobs
Successfully completed jobs are listed on the Job Manager’s Done tabbed panel. Job files for all completed jobs are retained
in the Job Processing System until you delete the jobs from the list in the Done tabbed panel using the Delete button at the top
of the panel (or by right-clicking on the list entry and selecting Delete from the right mouse button menu). Completed jobs run
(over)
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in the current TNTmips session show start, end, and run
times for each job. Left-click
on a column heading to sort the
list according to the entries in
that column. Left-clicking on
the same heading toggles the
sort order between ascending
and descending. You can select a set of jobs in the list and
see timing statistics at the bottom of the panel (see illustration
to the right).

The Done tabbed panel shows job time statistics for the currently selected jobs, including average,
cumulative, and clock time. Cumulative Time is the simple sum of the run times of individual jobs,
ignoring the fact that some of these jobs may have run concurrently. Clock time is the actual
elapsed time from the start of the first selected job to the end of the last selected job.

Failed Jobs
Running jobs that you cancel
or that fail because of an error
are listed on the Failed tabbed panel.
Selecting a job and pressing the Open Log
button on this panel shows the process
log for the underlying process or SML
script as well as any error messages that
were generated. You can also use the
Failed and canceled jobs are shown on the Failed tabbed panel.
adds the selected failed or canceled jobs back to the job queue.
Retry button to rerun selected jobs. The
job files of all failed jobs are retained in
the Job Processing System until you delete them from the list in the Failed tabbed panel.

The Retry button

Scheduled Jobs
You can schedule individual jobs to run at particular times and to automatically repeat.
Select the jobs on the Pending panel and press
the Schedule Job button to open the Schedule
window (see the TechGuide entitled System: Scheduling Individual and Repeating Jobs). Individual jobs that you have
scheduled are removed from the Pending panel and are listed on the Scheduled tabbed panel. The list shows the status for
each scheduled job, which is either Enabled or Disabled; you can toggle the status on the Scheduled panel by selecting the job
and pressing the Enable/Disable Job pushbutton. Press the Edit Schedule button to reopen the Schedule window to update the
job schedule settings, or press the Delete button to delete the selected job(s).

The Settings tabbed panel provides
controls that allow you to set up e-mail
notification for failed jobs, with a
separate notification for each failed job or
an hourly or daily e-mail listing failed jobs.
You can also set time of day and day of
week constraints on job processing.

E-mail Notification and Job Processing Constraints
When you install TNTmips, a Job folder is created automatically in a
predefined location specific to your computer operating system. The
Settings tabbed panel on the Job Manager shows the current location of
the job folder and allows you to select a different folder location if desired using the Job Folder button. You can also set up e-mail notification
of failed jobs (see illustration to the left) and set up time and day constraints on job processing. You can specify that jobs can run only between
certain hours of the day (such as overnight) and/or only on certain days
of the week. Setting day/time constraints turns off job processing by
temporarily setting the Maximum Running Jobs value to 0 (regardless of
the setting shown on the Job Manager). Thus if you use the Run Now
button for a selected set of pending jobs during a time when running jobs
is disallowed, the time constraint is overridden and the selected jobs are
run immediately.
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Editor

Edit Manifold Objects
Manifold objects are raster, vector, or CAD objects with 3D
georeference control points (using the Manifold transformation model) defining the shape and position of the object in 3D
space. Any manifold object can be edited or used as a reference object in the TNTmips Editor. For example, you can use
the Generate Cross Section tool in the GeoToolbox to create a
manifold vector object representing a prototype geologic crosssection (see the Technical Guide entitled Create Cross-Section
Manifold Objects) and then use the Editor to edit the computer-generated subsurface contact lines to fit your geologic
interpretation.
Since they have a fully 3D shape, manifold objects are shown
in 3D views but not in typical 2D view windows. But to enable

you to easily make editing changes, the Editor’s 2D view window shows a flattened, planar view of the manifold object. All
editing tools appropriate for the object type are available for
use. A 3D view window is also automatically provided when
you work with a manifold object so that you can see the effect
of your edits in a perspective view. The illustrations below
show several stages in the editing of a prototype cross-section
(vector manifold object) to create the final interpretive section.
When you select a manifold object as a reference in the Editor,
you can create a new editable object over it that automatically
acquires manifold georeference from the reference manifold
object. For example, you can select a raster manifold object as
reference, then create and edit a new vector object (with manifold georeference) to serve as an overlay with annotation or additional geologic features.

The Spatial Data Editor’s 2D view shows a projected
“flat” view of the manifold object you are editing
(or using as a reference object).
Contact lines are discontinuous in
the 3D view due to sampling as

the view of the vector is
rasterized during display.
All editing tools appropriate for the object
type are available for use. Here the Edit
Element tool is used to change the
configuration of lines in the cross-section.

As you delete or add polygon boundaries, remember to check
attribute attachments to the polygons and make any necessary
changes to preserve the correct style assignments. Here a large
polygon is being subdivided by a new line (green) and the database
record attachments of the two new subpolygons need to be reviewed.

You can monitor the progress of your edits in the Spatial
Data Editor’s 3D view window.

3D perspective view of the partiallyedited vector manifold at left after the
database record attachments have
been cleaned up to create the proper
style assignments for the polygons.
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3D Display

Manifolds in 3D Views
Wireframe View
of Manifold

Solid View
of Manifold

A raster manifold showing a vertical seismic reflection profile
acquired along a curving transect line. Displayed by itself in
wireframe view (far left, showing the triangular mesh created
from the control points) and solid view (center). Displayed at

right in combination with an elevation surface and a satellite
image as a drape. The drape raster is displayed with a mask
to render the area in front of the section line transparent so
that the subsurface manifold is visible from this view direction.

3D perspective views in the TNTmips Display process typically
include a surface raster, whose cell values define the elevation variations of a surface, and one or more geospatial objects as drapes,
which are projected onto that surface. Perspective views can also
include manifolds: TNT raster or vector objects projected onto vertical planes, curving vertical curtains, and more general 3D shapes
within the scene. A manifold contains its own shape and position
information in the form of a set of 3D georeference control points.
These control points define a 3D triangular mesh representing the
manifold surface onto which the object is projected. A manifold
can be viewed by itself in a perspective view, or in combination
with a conventional surface raster and its drape(s).
Various examples of manifolds in 3D perspective views are illustrated on both sides of this page. The simplest and most obvious
application of manifolds is the display of cross-sections showing
the vertical distribution of some property along a transect line. For
example, cross-sections showing the distribution of subsurface materials or their geophysical properties are widely used in the fields
of geology, geophysics, mineral and petroleum exploration, engineering, and archeology. Cross-sections can also be used to show
vertical variations in ocean or atmosphere properties. You can also
use a manifold to show a graph of some measured property along a
transect in the perspective view; examples might include the proportions of different vegetation types or the concentrations of
chemicals or other pollutants in the soil, air, or water.

A raster manifold showing a vertical geologic cross-section
(foreground). Behind the manifold is an elevation surface
draped with a raster image of a hill-shaded geologic map.

You can set up a vector or raster object to display as a manifold in
the Georeference process by assigning 3D control points using the
Manifold transformation model. Objects with this special manifold
georeference are displayed only in perspective views; the only 2D
view windows that can display manifolds are those in the
Georeference process and Editor, which display a “flat” view of the
manifold object to allow editing operations.

A raster manifold showing a graph
of percentages of evergreen
shrubs (green) and deciduous
shrubs (blue) in the vegetation
cover along a transect line in
northern Alaska. The highest
blue peak reaches 100%. The
transparent part of the manifold
has a single cell value set to be
the null value for the raster.
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The vector manifold in the illustration to the right represents a
vertical cross-section from the ocean surface to the ocean
floor south of Monterey Bay, California. The manifold is
perpendicular to the coast and shows hypothetical velocity
contours for coast-parallel offshore currents. The light green
color represents maximum southeastward velocity, while red
represents maximum northwestward velocity. The zerovelocity contour is the boundary between green and brown
colors. The surface raster displayed with the manifold
incorporates both bathymetry and land topography and is
draped by a raster image of a color-shaded relief view of the
surface. Monterey Submarine Canyon is visible immediately
behind the manifold.

This view of data from the
north coast of Alaska
combines four raster
manifold seismic reflection
profiles with solid (extruded) circular polygons
showing subsurface rock
units (via color stack
styling) encountered in
exploratory wells in the
region. Manifolds and
wells are visible through a
transparency mask used
with the surface elevation
drape.

The control points defining a manifold surface can create a
closed or partially-closed shape that can be used to represent a
volume in a 3D view. The wedge-shaped raster manifold in this
illustration is meant to indicate the volume encompassing lines
of aircraft approach and takeoff for an airport. The color gradients and shadings representing the different sides of the manifold were designed to accentuate the 3D effect. This raster was
created as a TIFF file in a graphics software program and then
georeferenced and displayed in TNTmips; the illustration at the
right shows the raster in 2D view in the Georeference process
with its control points and resulting triangulation.
This view also includes extruded points meant to show hypothetical locations of ponds frequented by flocks of waterfowl whose

flights pose a significant hazard to aircraft near the airport.
Note that the relative foreground-background positions of
the point symbols, stalks, manifold, and surface drape are
correctly resolved on a pixel-by-pixel basis in the perspective view.
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Map Design

Map Grid Label Formats
The Labels tabbed panel on the Map Grid Layer Controls window lets you
control the placement, orientation, coordinate format, and font style of
map grid labels. You can create labels for all or some of the grid lines and/
or grid corners. Label placement and orientation options are described
and illustrated in the Technical Guide entitled Map Grid Label Placement
and Orientation.
Use the Format menu to choose a coordinate format for the labels. The
coordinate format choices and some other labeling options differ between
map grids using a projected coordinate reference system (such as UTM or
U.S. State Plane coordinates) and grids using geographic (longitude/latitude) coordinates, as described below. For either type of grid you can set
the offset between the labels and the grid tick marks by entering a value in
the Spacing numeric field and selecting a spacing unit (abbreviated as
mm, in, pt for millimeters, inches, or points) from the adjacent menu. Press
the Style pushbutton to open the Edit Styles window to choose a font, font
color, and other text style options.
A number of the available format options abbreviate the coordinates used
for grid labels, such as showing the value in integer thousands for projected coordinates. Turn on
the Show full coordinate for
minimums toggle button to
use the complete coordinate
value in the labels for the
minimum value on each grid
axis, as illustrated to the right.

Projected Coordinate Formats
(UTM Example)
Northing

Easting

XXX XXX

4 065 000

365 000

XXX,XXX

4,065,000

365,000

XXX.XXX

4.065.000

365.000

XXXXXX

4065000

365000

Format

(unit labels for above formats shown only for the
labels closest to the grid corners)
40

xXXN
corners*

40
40

50 mN
45 000mN

3
3

65mE
60 000mE

50
45 000m

3

40

50 000mN

3

xXXxxx

40

50 000m

3

xXXxxx / XX

55
40
50
40
45 000m

65
3
70
3
60000m

55
40
50
40
45 000mN

65
3
70
3
60 000mE

55
50
40
45 000mN.

65
70
3
60 000mE.

xXX
corners*

40

xXXxxxN

divisible by 10
corners*

xXXxxxN / XX
divisible by 10
corners*

xXXxxxN. / XX
divisible by 10
corners*

40

3

65
60000m

65 000mE
65000m

3

* and grid minimums with Show full coordinate
for minimums option

Labels panel for a map
grid using a projected
coordinate reference
system (UTM in this
example).

Group with a UTM map grid (black grid and labels)
and a geographic (longitude/latitude) map grid (red
tick marks and labels).

Lower left corner of a group with a UTM map grid with
label coordinates using the xXX format, which shows
coordinate values in thousands and uses superscripts
for digits higher than the ten thousand place. In the
example above right, the Show full coordinate for
minimums toggle is turned on, and the resulting labels
include all of the digits for the minimum northing and
easting coordinates (outlined in red).

Projected Coordinates
Coordinate format options for projected coordinates are listed with examples
in the table to the left. They include options for labels with full coordinates
with choices for the thousands separator (space, comma, period, or none);
options to include or exclude a direction label; options to abbreviate coordinates by omitting the digits for ones, tens, and hundreds; and/or options
to use superscripts for certain digit places. Several choices that create abbreviated coordinate labels automatically provide expanded labels for
coordinates divisible by 10. Full coordinates are automatically used for
labels at the grid corners, as shown in the table entries labeled "corners".
A Unit Label text field is provided next to the Format menu for map grids
with projected coordinates; the text you enter in this field (e.g., m or meters)
is used for unit labels. Coordinate unit labels are automatically included
with corner coordinate labels and with minimum grid coordinate labels when
the Show full coordinate for minimums option is turned on.
(continued)
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Geographic Coordinates
Coordinate format options for geographic coordinate labels are
listed with examples in the table below. These options let you
format labels using degrees, minutes, and seconds (with or without decimal seconds and with or without unit symbols); integer or
decimal minutes with or without unit symbology; and decimal degrees.

Labels panel for
a map grid using
geographic
coordinates.

Toggle buttons in the lower part of the Labels panel let you set
additional label format options that depend upon the coordinate
value. Minutes and seconds are omitted by default from grid (not
corner) labels if both values are 0 unless you turn
on the Show zero minutes/seconds toggle. LaGeographic Coordinate Formats
bels for longitude coordinate values less than 100
DD°MM'SS"
36°30'2"
DD°MM'
degrees and latitude values less than 10 degrees
DD°MM'SS.s"
36°30'2.2"
DD°MM.mmm'
are provided with leading zero digits for degrees
DD°MM'SS.ss"
36°30'2.18"
DD MM
if you turn on the Show leading zero for degrees
DD MM.mmm
DD MM SS
36 30 2
toggle. Likewise, minute values less than 10 are
DD MM SS.s
36 30 2.2
DD° MM'
provided with a leading zero digit if you turn on
DD
MM
SS.ss
36
30
2.18
DD° MM.mmm'
the Show leading 0 for minutes/seconds toggle.
You can choose to omit the degree values in laDD° MM' SS"
36° 30' 2"
DD.dddd°
bels for grid lines that are not integer multiples
DD.dddd
DD° MM' SS.s"
36° 30' 2.2"
of a degree by turning on the Only show degrees
DD° MM' SS.ss" 36° 30' 2.18"
when minutes/seconds are zero toggle. These
Additional Format Option
Off
toggle options can be used separately or together
Show
zero
minutes/seconds
*
75°41'W
to provide the exact formatting you require.
A Hemisphere Indicator menu is provided to the
right of the Format menu for geographic map
grids. You can choose to place the hemisphere
label at the beginning or end of the geographic
coordinate label, or choose None to omit the
hemisphere labels.

Show leading zero for degrees

75°41'W

Show leading zero for minutes/seconds 36°32'1.23"N
Only show degrees when minutes/
seconds are zero *

36°32'N
36°00'N

36°30'
36°30.033'
36 30
36 30.033
36° 30'
36° 30.033'
36.5006°
36.5006

On
75°41'0.00"W
075°41'W
36°32'01.23"N
32'N
36°00'N

* applies only to grid labels, not to corner labels
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Map Design

Map Grid Label Placement and Orientation
The Labels tabbed panel on the Map Grid Layer Controls window provides a high degree of control on the placement and
orientation of map grid labels. The panel has separate toggles for
turning labels on and off for the grid lines and for the map corners. If you use both grid and corner labels, any grid line labels
that would overlap a corner label are automatically hidden.
In addition, a Custom graphic provides individual buttons for turning labels on/off on each side of the grid and separate buttons for
each of the two label positions at each corner of the grid (see
illustration to the right). You can thus customize grid labeling to
match particular publishing standards and to accommodate use of
multiple map grids in different coordinate reference systems. For
example, you might choose to place labels on the left side and top
of one map grid and along the right side and bottom of a second
grid.
Menus next to the label placement toggles allow you to choose
orientation options separately for the grid and corner labels. A
representative selection of the label orientation options are illus-

The Grid and Corners toggles on the Labels tabbed panel
provide first-order control on placement of map grid labels,
allowing you to turn all grid and corner labels on or off. Use the
menus next to these toggles to choose label orientation options.

Grid Labels Only

Corner Labels Only

The small
buttons on the
Custom
graphic allow
you to turn
map grid
labels on/off
separately for
each side of
the grid and for
each corner of
the grid.

The illustrations in the inset above show the configuration of
the Custom controls with all grid labels on (left) and with all
corner labels on (right).

Upright

Along Tick

Vertical Inward

Vertical Outward

Parallel / Vertical Downward

Parallel / Vertical Upward

Parallel / Vertical Inward

Parallel / Vertical Outward

trated here for grid labels. Labels may be oriented upright
(all horizontal), vertical, parallel to the grid sides, or perpendicular to the grid sides. The latter three categories
involve some or all of the labels being oriented vertically,
and for each of these the vertical labels can be drawn to
read upward or downward, or to have the labels on the left
and right sides of the grid oriented with their tops inward
or outward. All of these options are available for both grid
and corner labels. Grid labels also can be placed along
their tick marks so they are partially inside and partially
outside the neatline.
Perpendicular / Vertical Downward Perpendicular / Vertical Upward
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Map Design

Map Grids
You can add one or more map grids to a geospatial group to provide a visual
geographic reference to the presentation. A group can have map grids aligned
to coordinate reference systems with projected (e.g., UTM) or geographic (longitude, latitude) coordinates. For each map grid you can choose whether to
display grid lines, labels, a neatline, inside or outside tick marks around the
boundary, and interior tick marks. You also can set the placement, orientation,
coordinate format, and font style of map grid labels.

Map Grid Layer Controls
To add a map grid to a group, press the Add Map Grid icon button in the Display Manager toolbar. The Map Grid Layer controls window then opens to
allow you to set the characteristics for the map grid. Each map grid is a separate
layer in the group containing its associated spatial data. The grid layer is automatically named using the coordinate reference system you select for the grid.
You can reopen the Map Grid Layer Controls window at any time to adjust the
settings by pressing the Layer Controls icon button for the map grid in the Display Manager layer list.

Group with a UTM map grid and labels.
Add Map Grid

Interval / Extents Panel
Use the controls on the Interval / Extents tabbed panel to set the coordinate reference
system, grid intervals, spatial extents, and scale range for the map grid.
The Reference System field in the Interval box defaults to the coordinate reference
system (CRS) for the group, but you can press the Reference System button to open
the standard Coordinate Reference System window to choose any CRS for the grid.
Enter values in the East-West and North-South numeric fields to set the horizontal and
vertical spacing (intervals) for the grid. For a grid with projected coordinates, choose
the units for the interval spacing from the menu to the right of the numeric fields.
Intervals for geographic grids are specified in degrees, minutes, and seconds. Appropriate intervals will vary depending on the spatial extents of the group and (for map
layouts) the design scale.

Map Grid Layer Controls

Use the Starting at menu to specify the starting coordinates for grid generation. The Origin option creates a grid starting at the 0,0 position for the
coordinate system, but only grid lines falling within the designated extents are
actually drawn. Using the Origin option with round-numbered intevals (e.g.,
2,000 meters, 5 kilometers, 1°00') creates grid lines at round-numbered coordinates, which is the usual design on published maps for grids that reference
well-known coordinate systems. If you want to create an unlabeled grid merely
for visual rather than geographic reference, you can choose Extents from the
Starting at menu, so that the first grid lines coincide exactly with the minimum
designated extents for the grid.

Interval / Extents panel for a map grid using
projected coordinates (above) and geographic
coordinates (below).

A map grid can be set to cover just the extents of its group, a smaller area, or a
larger area. Settings for this purpose are in the Extents box on the Interval /
Extents panel. Turning on the Lock to group extents toggle sets the grid extents to coincide exactly with the extents of the group and disables the other
controls in the box. Grid exterior tick marks and labels, which extend outside
the group extents, are not considered part of the group extents with this setting. Turning off the Lock to group extents toggle activates the other Extents
controls. The Easting and Northing fields in the box initially show the group
minimum and maximum extents; edit these fields to decrease or increase the
grid extents. You can also choose a different CRS for specifying the grid
extents by pressing the Coordinates button. Turning on the Exclude from group
extents toggle button ensures that the map grid and its exterior annotations are
(continued)
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not considered part of the group extents; this setting
may influence the positioning of groups with relative
attachments in page layouts.

outside edge tick

inside edge tick

interior tick

You can enter map scale values in the Scale Range Visible Fields to limit the range of scales at which the map
grid is drawn. For example, you can set the scale range
to automatically hide the map grid layer when the display is zoomed out in order to reduce visual clutter.
See the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements,
and Groups by Scale for more information.

grid

Graphics Panel
Controls on the Graphics tabbed panel of the Map Grid
Layer Controls window let you choose the map grid
elements to show and set their color and dimensions.
The available grid elements are illustrated above right.
Each map grid element has a toggle button on the
Available graphic elements of map grids.
Graphic panel to control its display (see illustration to
the right). The Grid toggle controls the grid lines that are drawn across the
interior of the group. The neatline is a line outlining the outer boundary of
the grid. You can also choose to show edge ticks (inside and/or outside
the neatline) and interior ticks. Interior ticks and inside edge ticks are
provided for cases in which you do not want to show full grid lines (which
if used will overwrite these tick marks).

neatline

Each grid element has a color pushbutton that opens a standard Choose
Color window for selecting the element color, and a Thickness field for
entering the line thickness. The tick elements also have a Length field.
Use the Dimension Units menu below the individual element controls to
choose the reference measurement units for thickness and length (millimeters, inches, or points). These dimensions can be set to apply at the Design Scale (for a layout) or at a Specified Scale, which
you can enter in the numeric field to the right of the scale menu. You can enter the full map scale fraction (e.g., 1:24000), just the
denominator of the map scale fraction, or press the Use Current pushbutton to apply the current display scale. Turn on the Draw
smoothed lines toggle for smoother rendering of thin grid lines using anti-aliasing and hinting.

Labels Panel
Use the controls on the Labels tabbed panel to choose the labels to show
(grid and/or corner), their orientations, the label styles, and coordinate formats. These controls are described in detail in the TechGuides entitled Map
Grid Label Formats and Map Grid Label Placement and Orientation.

3D Panel

3D perspective view (wireframe mode) of
group with map grid with vertical tick marks
and elevation scale.

When the map grid's group includes a terrain layer, the Map Grid Layer Controls window has a 3D tabbed panel with controls for setting the grid display
in 3D perspective views (see illustrations to the left). Use the Vertical Corners menu to set which vertical edges of the rectangular grid volume are
drawn (None, All, Farthest, Farthest Two, or Farthest Three). Use the labeled fields to set the Z Interval, Z Range, and Z Offset for the vertical
corners of the grid volume; tick marks and labels are only shown on these
corners if you turn on the Show vertical ticks and Show vertical scale
toggle buttons, respectively.
Labels for the map coordinates are rendered in perspective in the map
plane at the bottom of the volume. The Show grid coordinates and Show
corner coordinates toggle buttons enable rendering of these map coordinate labels if the corresponding labels have been selected on the Labels
panel. The grid borders at the bottom and top of the grid volume are
enabled by turning on the Show neatline below and Show neatline above
toggle buttons, respectively.
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Spatial Display

Mark Adjoining Elements
Starting with one or more marked vector elements in a TNT view, you can
mark additional polygons, lines or nodes that adjoin the active element, marked
elements, or all unmarked elements. The initial set of marked elements may
be nodes, lines, and/or polygons, and they may be marked by any means (manually using the Select tool,
Display of county polygons.
Four polygons manually marked.
by query, or from selected records in a
database table).
In the expanded listing
for a vector layer in the
Display Manager, rightclicking on the entry for
lines, polygons, or nodes
(shown if the element
type is selected for display) pops up a menu that includes
a Mark Adjoining entry with associated submenu. You
can use this submenu to mark adjoining elements of the
selected type. The top entry on the Mark Adjoining
submenu lets you mark elements that adjoin the active
element; this entry also identifies the element type of the
active element (Active Node, Active Line, or Active Polygon; although multiple elements of different types can be
marked at the same time, only one of these elements is
designated as active.). The additional entries on the Mark
Adjoining submenu are:
Marked Lines
Unmarked Lines
Marked Polygons
Unmarked Polygons
Marked Nodes
Unmarked Nodes
The options for marked elements add the adjoining elements
to the marked set (all initially marked elements remain
marked). The Marked/Unmarked entries for a particular el-

Marked
Active
Right-click on the line or
polygon listing to open the right
mouse-button menu and move
the cursor to the Mark Adjoining entry to open the submenu.

Result from Mark Adjoining /
Active Polygon from the right
mouse-button menu for polygons.
Polygons adjoining the initially
active polygon are marked.

Result from Mark Adjoining /
Marked Polygons from the right
mouse-button menu for polygons.
Polygons adjoining any of the
initially marked polygons are now
marked.

ement type are only active if elements of that type are currently marked. Because nodes cannot adjoin each other, you
can only use marked nodes to mark adjoining lines or polygons. You can use marked lines or polygons to mark adjoining
nodes, lines or polygons.
The illustrations on this page show examples of using marked
polygons to mark adjoining polygons, marked lines to mark
adjoining lines, and marked lines to mark adjoining polygons.

Stream lines marked (orange
and red) by query on the
stream name.

Result from Mark Adjoining /
Marked Lines from the right
mouse-button menu for lines.

County boundary lines manually
marked (green and red).

Result from Mark Adjoining /
Marked Lines from the right
mouse-button menu for polygons.
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Spatial Display

Create Masks from Image Correlation Plot
The Image Band Correlation window provides a Highlight within Range tool that allows you to select and
highlight image cells with values within the designated
ranges in a pair of image bands (see the Technical Guide
entitled Spatial Display: Highlight Image Cells from
Correlation Plot). You can also save a binary raster
mask marking all of the cells within those ranges. When
you create this mask you must choose which image cells
are assigned the value 1 in the mask: those inside the
designated ranges, or those outside these ranges. Use
the Inside Designated Range option if you want the
resulting mask to “mask in” the designated cells or the
Outside Designated Range option if you want to “mask
out” these cells.
As an example of the latter option, consider a multispectral image with clouds and cloud shadows that you
would like to exclude from further spectral analysis.
The illustrations on this page show how you can use
the cell range selection and masking capabilities of the
Image Band Correlation window to create the desired
binary mask raster objects.

clouds
Clouds

cloud
shadows
Cloud shadows
RGB display of Near Infrared, Red, and
Green bands (in that order) of an ASTER multispectral image of an agricultural
area with scattered clouds and cloud shadows. In the Image Band Correlation
plot of Red and Near Infrared bands, the “white” cloud cells have high Red and
high Near Infrared brightness values. The long “tail” of cloud cells extending
toward the upper right abruptly terminates at
Red = 255 (due to the gain set for this sensor band) and then extends upward
along the right edge of the plot to Near Infrared = 255. The cloud shadow
cells cluster at the lower left edge of the scatterplot.

All of the image cells within the ranges selected with
the Highlight within Range tool are saved to a binary
mask raster using the Save Highlight as Raster menu
option from the Save icon button. The dialog for naming
and saving the mask includes a menu for choosing
whether cells inside or outside the selected range should
be assigned the value 1 in the binary raster object.
Because the cloud mask is intended to “mask out” the
cloud pixels, they are assigned the 0 value using the
Outside Selected Range option.
2

The Highlight within Range tool is used in the correlation plot to
outline the Red and Near Infrared brightness ranges of the
brightest clouds and highlight these cells in yellow in the View.
1

The cloud and cloud shadow mask objects are used
as inputs to the Algebraic: Multiply operation in the
Raster Combination process (Image / Combine / Predefined) to create a combined mask in which cloud and
cloud-shadow cells are masked out.
4

With the new Cloud Mask applied to the scatterplot (using the Mask
button), the Highlight within Range tool is used to outline the brightness ranges of the cloud shadows and highlight these cells in the view.
These cells are then saved as a cloud shadow mask.
3

RGB display of
the image bands
using the combined mask to
render transparent pixels for the
masked cloud
and cloudshadow cells
(pale yellow in
this illustration).
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Spatial Display

Matte Graphic Effects in Layouts
Enhance your print and display layouts in TNTmips and TNTview
with decorative graphic effects such as borders, drop-shadows,
and solid or gradient backgrounds. You can create a background
layer, or matte, containing these effects for each group in a layout
and for the entire layout. Controls for setting up matte effects for a
group are on the Matte tabbed panel in the Group Settings window
(illustrated below). An identical panel for layout matte effects is
found in the Layout Settings window.

The size of the matte relative to its group or layout is determined by
the settings in the Margins section of the Matte panel. You can set
a separate margin width for each side of the group or layout. For a
group, increasing the margin width moves the edge of the matte
outward from the rectangular extents of the group. For a layout,
increasing the margin moves the edge of the matte inward from the
edge of the page. The default distance units for margins in print
layouts are millimeters at the design scale, but you can also choose
to set margins in inches, points, or pixels. Your choice of units for
margins also determines the units used for border size (width) and
drop shadow distance. In display layouts, the layout map scale is
used to control the scaling of matte distances.
Predefined Border Styles

Background fills can be a solid color or you can create a linear or
radial gradient fill between two colors. Set the direction of a gradient fill by specifying its angle: 0 degrees = horizontal left to right,
with positive angles measured clockwise from the horizontal (+90
degrees = downward). For a radial fill, the color labeled “From” is
the center color. You can specify the color spread type (RGB, HIS
Clockwise, and others) for either type of gradient. All background
fills are drawn to the edge of the matte as determined by the margin
settings.

Solid

Etched In

Double

Etched Out

Inset

Groove

Outset

Ridge

The predefined border styles
can be drawn in any color you select.

You can also write CartoScripts to
create more elaborate decorative
effects for borders.

Background Fill Styles
Solid

Gradient

Radial

Rounded

The Border portion of the Matte panel allows
you to choose from a number of predefined
border styles. You can choose a color for each
border and specify its width. You can also
choose to draw the border using a CartoScript,
which provides the opportunity to create more
complex decorative effects. For groups, borders are drawn outward from the current margin
of the matte. For layouts, borders are drawn
inward from the matte margin.
Use the Drop Shadow portion of the Matte
panel to set the color, distance, and angle for a
drop shadow. Simple drop shadows are drawn
as a solid color. Turning on the Gaussian Blend
toggle fades the shadow outward toward transparency. When printing, a blended drop
shadow does not blend with the color of any
underlying matte background, despite the fact
that the color blend is rendered in the display.

Solid Drop
Shadow

Blended Drop
Shadow
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Terrain Analysis

Methods for Computing Topographic Properties
The TNTmips Topographic Properties process computes local topographic characteristics for each cell of a digital elevation model
(see the Technical Guide entitled Terrain Analysis: Computing Topographic Properties). These computations use a moving 3 by 3
kernel of cells to sample the local topography surrounding each
cell. The selection of cells within this kernel and the weighting
factors applied to these cells during the computations can be
varied to fit different mathematical surfaces to the elevation
values. The five surface-fitting methods listed in the table to
the right are available in the process; the method you select
is applied to all of your chosen topographic property computations (slope, aspect, shading, and curvatures).

Surface-fitting methods for the 3 x 3 processing kernel
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

Exact fit to 4 nearest neighbors and center cell
Quadratic surface, least-squares fit
Quadratic surface, least-squares fit, weighted by 1/distance2
Quadratic surface, least-squares fit, weighted by 1/distance
Quadratic surface, least-squares fit, match central cell

The simplest surface-fitting method uses a surface that passes
exactly through the central cell and its four closest neighbors
(left, right, up, and down in raster line-column space). Research studies have shown that, for highly-accurate digital
elevation rasters, this model provides the most accurate topographic parameters. However, most digital elevation models
contain elevation errors. For example, elevation models created using remote sensing methods (radar interferometry and
LIDAR) contain random and nonrandom noise and other processing artifacts, and those created by interpolating from
contour lines commonly have too many cells matching the
contour line elevations, creating a stair-step or terraced effect
on slopes. To mitigate the effect of these errors, four additional surface-fitting methods are provided that use variations
of a local quadratic (second-order) surface to provide a “best
fit” for the elevations of the central cell and all eight of its
immediate neighbors. The quadratic methods all provide a
Quadratic, least-squares fit
degree of smoothing of the surface in comparison to the “ex- Exact fit to 4 nearest neighbors
Comparison
of
shading
(top)
and
profile
curvature (bottom) results
act fit” method, as shown by the examples on this page of
for
two
surface-fitting
methods.
All
of
the
quadratic methods provide
topographic parameters computed from elevation models prosome smoothing, which helps filter out noise in SRTM and LIDAR
duced by the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM).
digital elevation models.
The four quadratic methods differ from each other in how the
elevation values in the more distant, diagonally-adjacent cells are
exactly through the center cell elevation; the others allow the bestweighted in comparison to the the side-to-side adjacent cells in the
fit surface to deviate from the central cell elevation. Differences
kernel. In addition, only one of the quadratic surface-fitting modbetween the topographic products created using the four quadratic
els (match central cell) forces the local mathematical surface to pass
surface-fitting methods are slight, but can be locally significant.
A

B

C

D

E

359

0

Samples comparing aspect results (the azimuth of the down-slope direction for each cell) for the 5 surface-fitting methods.
Differences are most noticeable for cells facing close to due north, where the choice of surface-fitting method can cause the
slope direction to change between just east of north (aspect 0 or higher, black display color) and just west of north (aspect 359
or less, white display color). The red circles and ellipses indicate areas where differences between methods are most noticeable. Letter labels for the aspect samples are keyed to the list of surface-fitting methods at the top of the page.
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3D Display

3D Subsurface Model Using Manifolds
Manifolds can be used in TNT 3D perspective views to depict cross-sections with any orientation. You can also use
multiple manifold sections with different locations and orientations in a single view to reveal the 3D geometry of objects, such as geologic units in the subsurface. The subsurface model on this page shows the shape of the ore body and
enclosing rock units at a subsurface iron mine in Missouri,
USA. The mine workings include vertical shafts connecting
Perspective View of Vertical Section Manifolds

networks of horizontal tunnels at various depths below the
surface. The model incorporates geologic maps (horizontal
sections) of selected depth levels and interpreted vertical
cross-sections, each of which has been georeferenced with
3D control points to create a planar manifold surface. The
perspective view with both horizontal and vertical sections
can be viewed from any orientation to help visualize the 3dimensional shape of the ore body and other rock units.
Perspective View of Horizontal Section Manifolds
Depth 1375 ft

Depth 1825 ft

E-E’

Depth 2475 ft

C-C’
A-A’

View Combining Horizontal
and Vertical Manifolds

The red unit is the main
ore-bearing rock
(massive magnetite).

Data from: Geologic Maps and
Cross-Sections of Mine Levels
at the Pea Ridge Iron Mine,
Washington County, Missouri, by
C.M. Seeger, L.M. Nuelle, W.C.
Day, G.B. Sidder, M.A.
Marikos, and D.C.
Smith; U.S. Geological
Survey Miscellaneous
Field Studies Map MF-2353, 2001.
Adobe Acrobat (PDF) file
available online at:
http://pubs.usgs.gov/mf/2001/mf-2353/

At right is a
The components of this 3D
perspective view of
model are raster images
the mine model as
with manifold
viewed through a “hole” in
georeferencing.
the surface terrain (created
Each raster was
using a binary mask for the color
created by manually
shaded-relief texture layer).
mosaicking (using tiepoints) a series of TIFF
files screen-captured from displays of the large-format pages in the source PDF file. Vector versions of
the maps and sections (if available) would produce a better-quality display.
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Map Design

Multi-Object Legends for Map Layouts
Multi-object legends allow you to provide key information about multiple map layers in a single legend in a map
layout. The Legend Layer Controls window (opened from
the Add Legend icon button in the Display Manager) provides a graphical legend design canvas that lets you add
layer legends and text, manually reposition legend entries
and text, change the legend sample size and label text,
and add horizontal and vertical guidelines to align legends and create multiple columns. Multi-object legends
are stored automatically as part of the layout when you
save it.

Legend Layer Controls Window
The Legend Layer Controls window includes two tabbed
panels, Layout and Frame. The Layout panel includes the
legend design canvas and a toolbar with icon buttons to
Add from Layer (add a layer legend), Add Text (to add
legend headings), and Edit Text Style. The Frame panel
provides controls for adding an optional border, background fill color, and drop shadow.

Add
from
Layer

Add
from
Layer

Add Text

Edit
Text
Style

Add Legend

guidelines

Changing the Order of Legend Entries
You can change the order of vector legend entries in the design canvas by left-clicking and dragging the entry up or down
in the sequence (see illustration below). Space is automatically made at the new location and the gap at the former
position of the entry is automatically closed up. You can select and move more than one entry at a time. To select a range
of legend entries hold down the Shift key while selecting the
top and bottom items. Press the Ctrl key while left-clicking to
select a discontinuous set of items.

Pressing the Add from Layer icon button opens a Select Layer
window which lists the layers in the layout. Left-click to choose
an object and, for vector layers, an element type, then press the
OK button to add the legend to the design canvas.

Add from Layer
To add a legend to the design canvas, press the Add from Layer
icon button, which opens the Select Layer window (illustrated
above). This window presents a graphic list of the spatial objects in the layout, including the element types for vector layers.
You can add vector element legends and raster legends to a
multi-object legend. Left-click on the object/element type you
wish to add and press the OK button. The legend is added to
the design canvas and is automatically snapped to the default
guidelines (red) at the left and top edges of the canvas. For
raster layers the legend type you have specified in the Raster
Layer Controls window (and shown in the View sidebar legend) is automatically used in the multi-object legend (see the
Technical Guide entitled Legend Types for Raster Layers).

Left-click and drag legend entries up or down to change the order.

Legend Entry Properties
You can change the legend labels, the size of the samples, and
spacing settings using the Properties window. To change the
properties for one or more legend entries you have selected,
right-click in the design canvas and choose Properties from
the popup menu. Use the Units menu in this window to choose
the units to use for the offset, spacing, and size settings: the
choices are Points, Inches, and Millimeters.
(continued)
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A legend entry is positioned vertically relative to the entry above it (or
to a horizontal guideline for the top
entry); it is positioned horizontally
relative to the vertical guideline to
its left. The exact relative positioning is governed by the values in the
fields in the Offset section of the
Properties window. The value in the
Top field sets the offset between an
entry and the one above it; the Left field sets an offset between
the entry and the guideline to the left.
Use the Height and Width fields to set the size of the legend
sample area. The value in the Space field sets the spacing
between the legend sample and its label. For polygon legends
you can turn on the Rounded Rectangle toggle to draw the
sample with rounded corners, and the Sample Border toggle
to draw a black border around the rectangle. For line legend
entries you can choose to draw a zig-zag line sample rather
than a straight line sample. You can set these size and spacing
parameters at once for all entries in a legend by selecting all
of the entries before opening the Properties window.
When you open the Properties window with only a single entry selected, a pane at the bottom of the window shows the
default legend label and allows you to edit the text. You can
add and delete text and use the provided icon buttons to cut,
copy, and paste text. The Find icon button opens a separate
window in which you can enter search text to find within a
long legend label. The Style menu button lets you choose a
text style to apply to the entire label (see below). You can use
formatting codes to set special formatting for specific portions
of the text (see the QuickGuide entitled Text Style Formatting Codes).
Cut Copy Paste Find

You can use formatting codes
to apply special formatting to
portions of a legend label.

Transparency values you have set for element colors (e.g., for
polygon fill colors) are not applied automatically when a multiobject legend is drawn in the layout. To apply these
transparency values, turn on the Use Transparency Effects
toggle above the legend design canvas.

Guidelines
When you move legend items in the design canvas, they snap
to the closest guideline when you stop dragging (unless you
have not placed them close enough to the guideline). The
right mouse-button menu for the legend design canvas provides entries that allow you to add vertical and horizontal
guides to the canvas. Once you have added a guideline, you
can click and drag the line to reposition it. You can use vertical guides to create a legend with multiple columns, with the
legend(s) in each column aligned to the guideline to their left.
A vertical guide to the right of a legend also establishes the
text block width of the legend labels; this width is used to
control word wrap, centering, and text justification for the labels.

Text and Text Styles
Two text style names are predefined for legends: Normal and
Heading. The Normal style is the default choice for legend
sample labels and by default has a smaller text size than the
Heading style. To add text for legend headings, press the Add
Text icon button. A Properties window opens (with the Style
menu button set to Heading) allowing you to enter the desired
text. You can reposition headings in the design canvas just as
you do legend entries.
New Style

Delete

Rename

You can modify the default text styles and add
additional styles by
pressing the Edit Styles
icon button, which
opens the Text Style window. Use the Style menu button at
the top to choose a text style to edit. Press the New Style icon
button to create and name a new text style. For information
on the Text Style controls, see the TechGuide entitled Setting
Text Styles.
(continued)
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Frame Options
The Frame panel provides toggles
for adding an optional border,
background fill color, and drop
shadow to the multi-object legend.
Turning on the Fill Background
toggle provides a colored background for the legend, the Draw
Border option encloses it in a border line, and the Draw Drop
Shadow option creates a drop-shadow effect. Press the color button to the right of a toggle option to open a Choose Color window
to set the color to use for that element. For a legend border you can enter a value in the Thickness field to set the border
thickness. The controls for the drop shadow include a Distance field to set the separation between the legend edge and the
outside edge of the drop shadow, and angle controls. You can drag the marker in the angle graphic to set the direction of offset
of the drop shadow or enter a value in the Angle field (0 to 360 degrees measured counter-clockwise from the positive x-axis).
The selection on the Units menu button sets the distance units used for the border thickness and the drop shadow distance.
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Pin Mapping

Pin Mapping for Urban Analysis
TNTmips has powerful pin mapping tools for visualization of point locations directly from database tables. These tools include
various representation alternatives such as simple points, symbols, pie charts, or bar graphs. Any table that contains X and Y
coordinate fields in each record can be used for pin mapping. When the database of interest does not have X and Y coordinate
fields, TNTmips lets you easily modify existing vector data for pin mapping purposes. TNTmips also lets you create a point
vector object from a database pinmap. In the example on this page, property prices in Grant township in Lancaster County,
Nebraska are analyzed as a point vector object according to land use categories using a series of processes in TNTmips.
Acquire Land Use Layer: In this example, the land use of Grant townshipwas
obtained from the City of Lincoln and Lancaster County Geographic Information Systems Map Shop website (http://lincoln.ne.gov/city/plan/its/gisweb/
home.htm) in ArcView shapefile format. The land use information for each
parcel was imported into TNTmips using the Import process. The property
information for each parcel was obtained from the
Pinmap layer in bar chart
Lincoln Property Viewer atlas.
form is displayed over the
land use layer.

Create X and Y coordinate fields to represent each parcel: The Standard Attributes process
(Geometric/Attributes/Standard) provides an easy
way to create X and Y fields with point coordinates
representing each parcel polygon. When the Compute Point in Polygon button is toggled on, the
Land use vector layer
process locates a point in each vector polygon and
stores the X and Y point coordinates in two fields,
PointInPolyX and PointInPolyY, in the standard vector polygon attributes table (POLYSTATS). You can use these PointInPolyX
and PointInPolyY fields as the source of XY coordinates to add a pinmap layer in the Display process. In the illustration
above, the pinmap layer, which is visible at certain zoom levels, compares the different sale prices and 2004 tax assessment
values associated with each property. More information on pin mapping can be found in the Technical Guide entitled Pin
Mapping Database Locations and the Pin Mapping tutorial booklet.
Create Point Vector Object: TNTmips also lets you create vector points from vector polygons using the PointInPolyX and
PointInPolyY fields. You can simply save PointInPolyX and
PointInPolyY fields to create point data in CSV text format. Then you
can import this CSV file as a vector point object using the Import
process. This process creates a new point vector object. You can
also create vector
PointinPolyX and
point elements
PointinPolyY fields
from a database
are created in the
POLYSTATS table.
pinmap with the
copy/paste functions of the Editor. You can copy elements from the pinmap layer and
paste them into a new or existing vector object.

Point vector object styled
by theme is displayed over
the land use layer.

The representation of each parcel as a point provides you the flexibility to
use various display tools such as theme mapping. The polygon attributes
of the parcel layer can be transferred to the point vector object using Geometric/Attributes/Transfer Attributes. In the illustration at the left, the
assessed value of each property is represented as point data, classified
into five categories, and displayed over a land use vector layer.
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Spatial Display

Placement Tool for Map Layouts
The Layout Placement tool provides a graphic means of
changing the position and attachment settings of all groups
in a page layout. When this tool is activated in the View
window toolbar, each group is outlined with a placement box, and
arrows show the horizontal and vertical attachments for each group.
The Group Settings window also opens to show the settings for the
active group. You can make any group active by left-clicking (pointing hand cursor shown) inside its placement box in the View; the
open Group Settings window automatically updates to show the
information for the currently active group. The graphics for the
active group are shown in the graphic tool primary color, and those
for the other groups are shown in the graphic tool inactive color.
These colors can be set by choosing the Colors option from the
View window’s Options menu. The placement graphic colors are
dimmed where their elements pass beneath the placement box of
an overlying group.
Group Attachments
The attachment arrows point from the attachment location on the
group (center or edge) to the location it is attached to (center or
edge of the page, a page margin, or the center or edge of another
group). The length of the arrow stem indicates the amount of offset
between these attachment locations. If there is little or no offset,
only the arrowhead of the attachment graphic is shown. You can
drag an arrowhead (double-arrow cursor shown) to
change the element the group is attached to (e.g., from
In a complex layout it may be difficult to see the placement tool
wireframe view

This group is
attached
vertically to the
page Center to
Center but
offset upward,
as shown by
the length of
the vertical
arrow stem.

It is attached
horizontally to
the page
Center to
Center with no
offset, so no
stem is shown
for the
horizontal
arrow.

graphics along with the group contents. Right-clicking anywhere
in the view opens a menu from which you can choose a Wireframe View toggle option; this option hides the group content,
leaving only the placement boxes and attachment arrows visible
(as illustrated to the left). The Show
only “active” group attachments menu
option shows attachment arrows only
for the active group. The Solid option
adds a color fill to each placement box.

the page center to the edge of another group) as an alternative to
using the Placement controls in the Group Settings window. When
you attach groups to each other, you can move all of the attached
groups at once rather than having to move them individually.
(continued)
The kilometers scalebar
group is attached horizontally to the page Center to
Center but with an offset.
It is attached vertically Top
to Bottom to the map group
above it.
The Legend group is
attached horizontally to the
page Center to Center, and
vertically Bottom to Bottom
to the page margin.
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Repositioning Groups
Left-click and drag within the active placement box to reposition the group and any attached groups. You can also use
the arrow keys on the keyboard to nudge the group and any
attached groups in the indicated direction (the View window
must have focus in order for the arrow keys to work). If you
hold down the <shift> key while dragging or using the arrow keys, only the active group is repositioned; any attached
groups remain in their original positions. When you change
a group position using the placement tool, the placement settings in the Group Settings window are automatically updated
to show the new position.
If you make settings changes in the Group Settings window
and then select a different group with the Placement tool
before pressing the Apply or OK button, you are prompted
whether to apply the changes. A toggle on the Group Settings window lets you Automatically apply changes when
switch groups using the placement tool (see the Technical
Guide entitled Settings for Groups in Layouts).

Hot Keys and the Placement Tool
Certain keyboard shortcuts (“hot keys”) that normally apply
in the View window are repurposed when the Placement tool
is active (see the HotKeys menu on the View window). The
arrow keys are one example, being used to nudge the active
group in the Placement tool rather than scrolling the View.
In addition, the <Enter>, <Return>, and <space> keys all
simply redraw the View when the Placement tool is active.
Resizing a Group
If you turn off the Lock Scale toggle option on the right
mouse-button menu for a group, you can drag the edge of
the group to resize it. Otherwise the size and scale of the
group cannot be changed with the placement tool. This menu
option has the same effect as turning the Lock size in Layout
Placement tool toggle on/off on the Group Settings window’s
Placement tabbed panel.
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3D Display

Polygon Styling Options
Vector layers with polygons can be rendered
in TNT 3D Views with any of the styling options available for 2D display. Polygons can
be filled with a solid color (opaque or with
any percentage of partial transparency), bitmap
fill patterns, or hatch patterns. The borders of
polygons can be rendered as solid lines in any
color, or as line patterns using single or multiple colors. Polygon borders in 3D Views are
drawn with their outer edge at the boundary
so that the borders of adjoining polygons do
not overlap, but remain distinct around the
entire margin of each polygon.
The line elements that make up hatch pattern polygon fills are draped over
the undulating terrain surface just like the polygon borders. Hatch elements
also maintain orientations that are fixed to the geographic framework of the
geodata. Because of these attributes, hatch patterns add to the perspective effect of the 3D View, and their transparent backgrounds can allow
significant detail in underlying layers to show through.

Solid fill colors for polygons can be set to have any
degree of partial transparency (0 to 100%) to
reveal features in underlying layers. Translucent
fills work best with simple underlying layers like the
shading raster shown here.

The vector layer in the view above incorporates both solid (opaque) and
bitmap polygon fill patterns. Bitmap fill patterns can have either a
completely transparent background or an opaque color background. You
can design bitmap fill patterns to incorporate symbology representative
of the map unit, such as the grassland, herbaceous wetland, and pine
units in this view. However, bitmap fills are rendered to the plane of the
screen without perspective scaling. Open bitmap fills with transparent
backgrounds work best in 3D views, because they reveal underlying
layers that contribute more sense of perspective, such as the shading
raster in this view.

When polygons overlay visually complex layers
such as color images, using wide polygon borders
with no fill reveals the maximum detail in the
underlying image while still identifying the nature of
the areas bounded by the polygons.
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Spatial Display

Print Anaglyph Stereo Images
Anaglyph stereo mode is useful for producing stereo images that can
be viewed on-screen and in hardcopy prints using inexpensive redcyan 3D glasses. The TNTmips Display process allows you to print
layouts with anaglyph stereo images to paper prints or to print to a file
(such as PDF or TIFF). The group with the image to be rendered in
stereo must include a terrain layer (elevation raster or terrain tileset).
To print in anaglyph stereo, press the Print icon button on the Display
Manager to open the Print window, then turn on the Print Anaglyph
Stereo toggle button on the Output tabbed panel. Press the Stereo
Settings button to open the Stereo Settings window and adjust the
parameters for anaglyph stereo rendering as explained in the
Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: View Orthoimages in
Stereo Using DEM . Stereo settings for anaglyph printing are
separate from those you may have set for stereo viewing on-screen,
which could include stereo modes for other viewing devices.
This page layout was composed
with and printed to PDF from the
Display process in TNTmips.

View the image below through
red-cyan anaglyph 3D glasses
to see it in stereo.
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Spatial Display

Interactive Query Builder
select table
and field

Point, line, or polygon elements in a geometric layer can be marked
(selected) in a TNT display manually or by applying a query that
evaluates the element attributes stored in associated database
tables. The Mark by Query window is an intuitive interface for
designing and applying a query. The window provides interactive controls that let you build the query step by step and
automatically generate the proper query syntax.
The Mark by Query window can be opened from the View toolbar
using the Mark by Query icon button, from the right mouse-button menu for the object’s listing in the Display Manager or View
sidebar legend, or from the right mouse-button menu for an element type in the Display Manager (see box below).
Builder Panel

The Builder tabbed panel in the Mark by Query window provides
the interactive controls for constructing a query. You start by
choosing a database table and a field from the menus at the top of
the panel to provide a value for the left side of the expression.
The resulting TABLE.FIELD expression is
shown in the field with a yellow background.
The selected table is automatically opened so
that you can view its contents.
Use the comparison operator menu (see illustration above right) to choose an operator for
the query expression. All standard operators,
such as is greater than or equal to, contains,
and does not contain, are provided.
Use the controls in the box below the operator
menu to construct the right side of the expression. The
menu at the top left of the box provides a number of ini-

left side of
expression
comparison
operator
right side of
expression
deletes entire
expression
constructed expression with colorcoding for left and right side

deletes highlighted text

The single-expression query
constructed above selects soil
polygons of three variants of the
Keith silt loam soil type. The
table selected for the left side of
the expression is automatically
opened (left); the records
matching the query are highlighted in the table. The marked
polygons are shown by default in
red, and the active polygon in
magenta (as illustrated below).

To Open the Mark by Query Window:
1

Press the Mark by Query icon button on
the View toolbar to mark elements in the
active geometric layer.

or
2

Select from the right
mouse-button menu for the
geometric object listing in
the Display Manager or
View sidebar legend.

If more than one
element type has
attribute tables,
you are prompted
to choose the
element type you
wish to mark.
or
3

Select from the right
mouse-button menu
for the element
listing in the Display
Manager.

tial choices. The default selection of Value: enables a menu to the right
from which you can choose any of the values in the field database field
used in the left side of the expression. The selections Number: (for a
numeric field) and Text: (for a text field) enable a field to the right in
which you can enter a numeric or text value (respectively). For numeric fields you can also choose Constant:, which provides a menu to
the right from which you can choose predefined constants such as pi, e,
True, and False. If there are additional database tables associated with
the element you are querying, the menu also allows you to choose any
of these tables and then select a field in that table to provide the value.
The result is shown in the field with the cyan background.
(continued)
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The full query expression is shown in the pane in the lower
part of the window. The pushbuttons at the bottom of the window let you apply the query to all elements, only to unmarked
elements, or only to currently-marked elements; the latter option lets you apply queries sequentially to progressively narrow
a selection.
Numeric Computations
to
Clear
When your query uses Add Multiply Raise
Power Ungroup
numeric fields, you can
perform computations
using field values and
Subtract
Divide Group Remove
other numeric values
within the left side and/or right side of the query expression.
Icon buttons for each side of the expression let you insert standard numeric operators (add, subtract, multiply, divide, and raise
to power; see illustration above). The last component added to
the expression is highlighted in a slightly darker color. The
Remove icon button deletes the element currently highlighted.
The Clear icon button clears the expression for that side of the
query.
You can enclose components in parentheses by shift-clicking
to highlight all of the required components and then pressing
the Group icon button. Construction of an expression in the
left side of a query to compute the average potential yield for
two different crop types is illustrated below.
Compound Queries
You can also use the Builder controls to construct compound

queries that involve multiple query criteria using two or more
query expressions. After entering the first complete selection
expression, press the AND or OR pushbutton above the expression pane to insert the desired conditional operator. This
action also clears the controls above so that you can enter the
next expression for the compound query.
Each complete comparison expression and each conditional operator is shown on a separate line in the expression pane. You
can left-click on any line to highlight it. The Remove pushbutton
deletes the highlighted
lines, and the Clear
pushbutton clears the
entire query. You can
group a series of expressions (enclose
them in parentheses)
by shift-clicking to
highlight all of the desired lines, then
pressing the Group
pushbutton.
Script Panel

The Script tabbed panel shows the query with syntax highlighting and includes the standard script/query editor controls. On
this panel you can manually edit the query, check the query
syntax, save it to a query file or query object, or open a previously-saved query.

To construct the computation (YIELD.WHEAT + YIELD.OATS) / 2:

Insert
Check Field Script
Open Save As Syntax
Reference
Save

select YIELD.WHEAT

press the Divide icon button
press the Add icon button

choose Number:

enter 2

choose OATS as the field

Available in Any View

shift-click on YIELD.WHEAT to select
both field entries

All TNT processes with a View provide access to the Mark by Query
window for use in marking elements.
For example, you can mark elements
by query for processing in the Extract
from Vector, Vector to Raster Conversion, Buffer Zone Generation, and
Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon processes, among others.

press the Group icon button to
enclose in parentheses
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Spatial Display

View Histograms for Any Raster or Raster Layer
The Histogram/Statistics window allows you to view the histogram for any grayscale raster
or the color-component histograms for any color composite raster or RGB separates display
layer. You can open the Histogram/Statistics window from the Display Manager in the Display process or from the Layer Manager in other TNTmips processes with display capabilities.
The Histogram/Statistics window provides graphic histogram plots, histogram statistics, and
detailed raster properties listings. You can view the histogram for the entire image area or for
a portion of the image. Histograms also can be saved as an image or as a text file.
You can view the histogram for a grayscale raster of any bit-depth. A raster
histogram plots cell values on the x-axis
versus cell counts on the y-axis. The
histogram at the right is for a 32-bit
floating-point elevation raster.

To open a Histogram window
from the Display Manager, rightclick on the raster layer entry
and choose View Histogram
from the menu.

Grayscale Raster

When you open the histogram window for
any single-raster layer, it shows the
histogram for that raster by default, but
you can use the Raster button at the top
of the window to choose any other raster
object to view its histogram.
RGB Color Composite Raster

RGB Separates Display Layer

The histogram window for a three-component color composite raster or an RGB separates display layer shows the
histograms of all three components, with each curve in its respective component color. You can press the Settings
icon button and use the buttons in the Component section of the menu (illustrated to the right ) to choose to show
the histogram of any single color component or switch back to All. The histogram window for an RGB separates
layer does not provide the option to choose another raster as the histogram source.

Settings

Histogram Statistics
The Statistics tabbed panel (illustrated to the left)
lists the histogram statistics for each histogram
shown, including minimum, maximum, mean, median,
and modal cell values and the standard deviation.
Also shown are the cell count for the histogram bin
with the highest count (labeled Most) and the total
cell count. If the raster has null cells (via a null
mask or null value) then a null cell count is also listed (null cells are not used
in computing histograms). For floating-point rasters the histogram bin interval
is also shown.

The labels at the top of the statistics columns
indicate whether the raster has full or sampled
histograms. If the latter, an option on the Settings
menu lets you compute and save full histograms.

You can use the Statistics section of
the Settings menu (illustrated to the
right) to add summary statistics to the
bottom of the Histogram tabbed panel.
You can choose from median, mean,
standard deviation, and count.

(over)
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Histogram Vertical Scale
You can use the Settings menu to
change the vertical scale of a
histogram from linear
to logarithmic or to
switch to a cumulative frequency plot.

Moving the mouse cursor over a
histogram shows the cell value at
the cursor’s position and the count
for that cell value along the x-axis
and y-axis, respectively.

Raster Properties

The Properties tabbed panel shows the object
properties for the source raster or rasters. These
properties include raster dimensions, data type, cell
size, and null value setting if any. (This information
also can be accessed from the File Manager.)
Histograms for Image Subareas
The histogram computed for the
subarea is automatically added
to the plot in the Histogram/
Statistics window. The Area
section of the Settings menu
lets you choose to view the
histogram for the full image only,
just the region, or both region
and full histograms.

You can view a histogram of any portion of the
raster you are viewing. You can outline the desired
image area using any of the area drawing tools in the
GeoToolbox, by generating a region, or by adding a
previously-saved region object to the list on the
Region tabbed panel in the GeoToolbox (see the
Tutorial entitled Using Regions). Then press the
Update Histograms icon button on the GeoToolbox
toolbar to compute the histogram or histograms for
the designated area.
GeoToolbox drawing tools

Add Region

Basin region computed
from an elevation raster.

Update Histograms

Full Image
Histogram

Region
Histogram

Both
Histograms

Saving Histograms
The Histogram/Statistics window’s Settings
menu provides the option to save the
histogram graphic (plot area with labels) as
an image. You can save the histogram image
in JPEG, JPEG2000, PNG, or TIFF formats.
The menu also provides the option to save
the current histogram(s) in a text file.

Saved histogram graphic
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Spatial Display

Inspecting Raster Cells
If you need to closely examine a displayed raster
layer in order to check individual cell values over
an area, the Display process in TNTgis provides
you with several methods. You can enable options in the Raster Layer Controls window to
directly view cell boundaries and values in the View
window when you zoom in, or use the Examine
Raster tool.

View Cell Boundaries and Values when Zoom In
Toggle buttons are provided in the Raster Layer Controls window on the Options
tabbed panel to Show lines between cells when zoom and Show value labels when
zoom (see illustration above). When you enable both of these options, cell boundary
lines and value labels appear automatically when you zoom in far enough (see illustrations to the right). The boundary lines appear when both cell dimensions are
larger than 16 pixels on screen. Labels appear when both cell dimensions are larger
than 32 pixels on screen and the labels will fit inside the cell. When you display a 24bit color-composite raster or an RGB or other multi-raster layer, values are shown
for each color component, so you may need to zoom in farther to activate the label
display for these layers than for a raster layer with a single value per cell. When the
layer contains a floating-point raster, a field is also provided on the Options panel to
let you set the number of decimal places to show in the value labels.

Lines between cells are shown
when both cell dimensions on
screen are greater than 16 pixels.
integer raster with color palette

24-bit color-composite or RGB separates

Examine Raster Tool
You can turn on the Examine Raster tool by pressing the Examine Raster icon button
on the View window toolbar or by choosing Examine Cell Values from the layer’s
right mouse-button menu in the Display Manager or View sidebar. The Examine
Raster tool provides a point tool graphic that you can place and drag in the View to
indicate the center of the area you wish to examine. The Raster Inspection window
Cell value labels are shown when both cell
that opens with the tool includes a scrolling panel that shows a 2D array of values
dimensions on screen exceed 32 pixels and
centered on the position you indicated with the tool (see illustration below); this cell
the text will fit in the cells.
value is outlined by a box in the array. The range of cell positions currently shown
in the array is indicated in the Rows and Columns fields in the Range box, and the position of the indicated cell is shown by the
Row and Column fields in the Cell box. Editing any of these numeric fields automatically pans the value array and changes the
position of the tool in the View.
You can edit the value of the active cell by turning on the Edit Raster toggle button and changing the value in the Value field. The
Search fields allow you to search for a particular cell value or range of values. Enter the value(s) in the Search fields, then press
the Previous or Next buttons to step through the set of
matching cells (values highlighted in red in the array).
The Options menu on the Raster Inspection window lets
you change the font used for the values in the array and to
set the number of decimal places to show for floatingpoint values. The Raster menu lets you open a different
raster object to inspect and to save the currently visible
array of values to a text file.
The Examine Raster tool
opens the Raster Inspection window (right) to let
you view cell values,
search for particular
values, and edit cell values.

Enter a value or
values in the
Search fields, then
press the Previous
or Next buttons to
step through the
set of matching
cells.
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Spatial Display

Render to Tileset
The Display process in TNTmips Pro allows you to render any spatial object
(vector, shape, CAD, raster, or database
pinmap) or combination of spatial objects
to a standard web tileset in Google Maps,
Bing Maps, Google Earth, or World Wind
tileset format. Any styles, symbols, labels,
and other visual enhancements that you
have designed for viewing your geospatial
layers are also used for rendering these objects to a tileset. For geometric objects
(vector, shape, and CAD) you can use the
familiar methods for controlling the elements that are drawn: selection by
attribute, by query, or by map scale. Your
geospatial layers are rendered to a tileset
in essentially the same form and appearance as they are rendered to the View
window. However, the full extents of the
displayed spatial data are rendered to the
tileset, not just the portion currently shown
in the View. Each zoom level in the output tileset is rendered separately from the
source data.
You access the Render to Tileset control
window from the Display Manager (Display / Render To / Tileset). Use the Output
tabbed panel (illustrated on the reverse) to
specify the target geobrowser, image for-

Left, a geomashup of tilesets
created using the Render to
Tileset option in the Display
process in TNTmips. This Google
Maps geomashup can be viewed
at the web address shown below.
The Color Shaded Relief tileset in
this geomashup was rendered
from an elevation raster with color
palette overlaid with partial
transparency by a shaded-relief
raster computed from the same
elevation raster (below left).
http://www.microimages.com/geodata-htm/geomashups/image/PAstreamsRelief_GM.htm

The Pennsylvania Streams layer in the geomashup above was produced from a suite of
TNTgis vector objects representing stream courses. PNG tiles were used for all zoom
levels in this stream tileset to allow areas between the stream lines to be transparent.

mat, maximum zoom
level, and number of
zoom levels, along with
other settings specific to
the selected geobrowser.

NOTE: Rendering from web tilesets, including
Bing Maps and MapQuest public reference
layers, is not permitted in TNTgis software.

If necessary, the spatial data layers are automatically reprojected to the coordinate reference system required for your
selected geobrowser target before the layMagnifier
(continued)

The TNTgis view above
includes four vector layers
showing built area and
vegetative surface cover
polygons (with solid and
patterned fills) and lines
with complex styles
showing highways and
roads. Render to Tileset
uses the displayed styles
for each of the layers to
create each tile in the
output tileset.

Locator

The Preview panel allows you to see a
preview rendering at any zoom level for
any area of the data. The preview shown
here is rendered from the four vector
layers illustrated far left. The Preview
panel includes an optional Magnifier that
lets you examine the rendering in the
area surrounding the cursor at 2X, 3X,
4X, or higher magnification. Standard
zoom and reposition icon buttons are
provided to let you quickly change the
area or zoom level of the preview. You
can also use the box graphic in the
Locator pane (which indicates the size
and location of the current preview) to
pan and zoom the preview.
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Save Jobs

Queue Jobs

Run
Use the controls on the Output tabbed
panel to choose the target geobrowser, image format, maximum zoom
level, and number of zoom levels.
These controls are similar to those
found in the Export to Tilesets
process and the Mosaic process.
The displayed layers are rendered to tiles in memory in blocks of
predefined size. To minimize tile-edge artifacts with styled geometric
elements, blocks are rendered with a buffer and then clipped to the
designated block size. Use the controls on the Parameters tabbed
panel to choose the block size and block buffer size.

ers are rendered to the output tiles. To manage memory, the spatial layers are rendered in memory in square blocks of predefined
pixel dimensions. You can choose a rendering size of 2048 x
2048, 4096 x 4096, or 8192 x 8192 pixels. Choose the largest
size that is appropriate for your computer’s physical memory.
To reduce potential rendering artifacts with styled geometric elements at the boundaries between rendering blocks, the spatial
layers are actually rendered to a slightly larger block area and
then clipped to the specified rendering block size. You can set
the size of this rendering block buffer in pixels.
Render to Tileset can take advantage of your computer’s multiple processor cores via the TNTmips Job Processing system to
speed tileset rendering. Use either the Save Jobs or Queue Jobs
icon button at the top of the window to partition the rendering
procedure into a separate job for each rendering block and enable simultaneous processing of multiple blocks. The TNTmips
Job Manager automatically opens to show the list of held and/or
queued jobs and allows you to set the number of simultaneous
jobs to process. You can easily run as many simultaneous jobs as
your computer has processor cores (e.g., 4 or 8 simultaneous jobs),
speeding the overall tileset rendering process. If you do not wish
to use job processing, simply press the Run icon button to run the

rendering as a single process. For more information, consult the
Technical Guide entitled System: TNTmips Job Process System.
Rendering tilesets from views containing geometric layers (vector, shape, or CAD) may necessitate special preparation of the
geometric data. Map data layers represented by geometric objects are prepared at a particular map scale. Zooming out from
the intended map scale (as occurs when rendering geometric data
to a tileset with multiple zoom levels) may result in excessive
data density, line complexity, and poor rendering of styles and
symbols at progressively lower resolutions. To enable you to
design the proper rendering of complex data, you can preview
the tileset rendering at any desired zoom level for any data area
using the Preview panel (illustrated on the front side of this page).
The preview can be panned and zoomed and provides a magnified view of the rendering.
For the geomashups with vector layers illustrated on these pages,
each source vector was progressively filtered and edited in
TNTmips to reduce line density and complexity for the lowerresolution zoom levels. Render to Tileset was then used to produce
a separate, single-level image tileset for each zoom level from
the vector object appropriate for that display scale. The zoom
level tilesets for each map theme were then assembled into a single
tileset using the Merge Tilesets process for use in the geomashup.

http://www.microimages.com/geodata-htm/geomashups/imageMaps/ElkhornLoupAq_GM.htm
Shown above is a geomashup of three tilesets, each produced in TNTmips from vector objects. The three tilesets depict
map data for a groundwater aquifer in northern Nebraska. The layers include a map of geologic units below the aquifer,
contours (with labels) of the elevation of the base of the aquifer, and surface streams. The geomashup in Bing Maps can
be viewed at the web address noted above.
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Geomedia Publishing

Using SVG Tilesets in Geomashups
SVG geometric tilesets that you create in the Export Geometric
Tileset process can be used as overlays in geomashups in the
Google Maps and Open Layers web mapping platforms. SVG
geometric tilesets can reproduce complex styles from vector
points, lines, and polygons as well as text labels, all of which
are then displayed in your browser with standard graphic effects such as anti-aliasing for a high-quality rendering.
Geomashups using SVG tilesets can also include clickable legends that are dynamically created directly from the SVG tiles
as well as pop-in info windows showing attribute information
for the map elements. The combination of information content, cartographic presentation, and efficient display afforded
by SVG geometric tilesets makes them a superior choice for
tiled map data in comparison to KML geometric tilesets or standard (raster) web tilesets in Google Maps and Open Layers
geomashups (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: SVG
Geometric Structure).
You can add SVG geometric tilesets to the Overlays panel of
the Assemble Geomashup process from either a local drive or
from a remote location on the web (see the illustration above
right). When you add the tileset, a Custom Settings window
opens automatically to allow you to optionally specify limits on
the size of info windows and to specify legend options.

Control of InfoWindow Size
When you create an SVG geometric tileset from a vector object, any attribute information that you have set to show in the
source vector’s element DataTip is transferred to the equivalent elements in the SVG files in the tileset. In a Google Maps
or Open Layers geomashup, left-clicking on an element in the
overlay opens an info window showing the associated attribute
information. The Custom Settings window in the Assemble
Geomashup process allows you to set limits on the size of
the info window that appears in the browser (minimum
width, maximum width, and maximum height). If the info
window content exceeds the maximum width and height
you have set, scroll bars appear automatically in the info
window to enable the entire contents to be viewed.

Add Remote Tileset or KML

Add Overlay

To add an SVG geometric tileset to the geomashup use the
controls on the Overlays panel. Use the Add Remote Tileset or
KML icon button to add an SVG tileset from a web location, and
the Add Overlay button to add an SVG tileset from a local drive.
Size settings for the
pop-in info window
that shows DataTip
information for map
elements in Google
Maps and Open
Layers.
Options to show a
clickable legend for
the layer in layer
controls of the
geomashup.

A geometric layer’s legend in a geomashup can be opened or
closed by left-clicking on a folder icon next to the layer name
(see illustration below). The Legend Options in the Custom
Settings window in Assemble Geomashup allow you to choose
whether the legend folder is initally open or closed.

Legend Options
To enable a geomashup legend for an SVG geometric tileset,
in the Custom Settings dialog turn on the toggle button
labeled Show in Layer Controls in the Legend Options. The
resulting legend is part of the geomashup layer controls
and shows a style sample for each unique attribute as well
as the attribute value. The legend attributes are read from
the name property of the SVG elements, which are set in
the SVG tiles based on the element DataTip setting in the
source vector object. Thus in order to produce a useful
legend in the geomashup, the source vector object should
have element styles set by attribute and the DataTip should
reference the same attribute (see the TechGuide entitled
Geomedia Publishing: Legends for Geomashup Geometric Layers for more information.

A geomashup of SVG geometric tilesets presenting elements of a
geologic map, including rock unit polygons, unit contacts, fold lines,
and fault lines. A legend for the Rock Units layer shows the polygon
fill color and unit abbreviation for each rock unit.
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Database

Save Database Tables as HTML
Tabular views of TNTgis database tables can be saved as HTML text files with the tabular data stored in an HTML table element.
The resulting HTML file can be used as a text layer in a TNTgis page layout or incorporated into web pages or other electronic or
print documents. The Save As HTML operation creates Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) style names for different parts of the table: the
heading row, text, numeric values, and statistics and substatistics rows. If the tabular view uses alternating background colors, then
even and odd row styles with these background colors are also created. Although the
default formatting is minimal, the resulting HTML file can be readily edited to modify
the CSS styles to set the desired fonts, colors, borders, and so on. You can also edit or
add to the content of the table, such as adding labels for statistics or substatistics
rows.
If the tabular view includes style samples, as in the illustration below, these samples
are captured as small PNG files that are linked to the corresponding cells in the
HTML table. An HTML table with style samples can be used as a text layer in a
layout to serve as a detailed legend for a map layer in the layout. Several such HTML
table examples can be seen in the sample TNTgis page layout on the reverse side of
the Technical Guide entitled HTML Formatting of Layout Text. Tabular views can
also be saved as CAD objects for use in layouts, as illustrated in the TechGuide
entitled Potential Earthquake Hazards to Highways and Major Arterials, Northern
San Mateo County, California.
To save a tabular view of a database
table as HTML, choose Save As
from the Table menu;
then choose HTML from the Format
menu in the Save As window.

TNTgis database table saved as HTML,
reformatted, and viewed in a browser.
<html>
<head>
<title>NHPN2/LineData/HwyStats</title>
<style>
table {
}
.Text {
text-align: left;
}
.Num {
text-align: right;
}
.SubStatRow {
background: #AAFFAA;
}
.StatRow {
background: #00FF7F;
}
.OddRow {
background: #FFFFAA;
}
.EvenRow {
background: #FFFFFF;
}
.HeadingRow {
}
</style>
</head>

The HTML file saved from a TNTgis
database table defines CSS style
names for the different parts of the
table. You can edit these styles to
change the appearance and format
of the table on a web page or in a
TNTgis layout.

Save as HTML

Edit HTML

HTML table after editing to set the font family, font size, and font styles for the text. Left
and right padding values were also set for table cells to increase the white space between
columns of the table. The HTML text for this table is on the reverse side of this page.
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Edited HTML Text for the Geologic Units Table Example
Style settings added manually to the automatically-created text are in green.
<html>
<head>
<title>MapUnits / PolyData / GeologicUnits</title>
<style>
table {
}
td {
padding-left: 12px;
style for table cells; sets space between contents and cell borders on left, right,
padding-right: 12px;
and bottom of cells to increase white space between columns and rows
padding-bottom: 4px;
}
.Text {
text-align: left;
style for text table cells
font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;
font-size: small;
-mi-font-smoothing: on;
}
.Num {
style for numeric table cells (none in this example)
text-align: right;
}
.SubStatRow {
background: #000000;
style for substatistic rows (none in this example)
}
.StatRow {
background: #000000;
style for statistic rows (none in this example)
}
.HeadingRow {
font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;
style for heading row of cells in table
font-size: small;
font-weight: bold;
-mi-font-smoothing: on;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<table>
<tr class='HeadingRow'>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
<tr class='EvenRow'>
<td><img src='GeologicUnits_Files/style_Qal.png' border='0' height='20' width='50' /></td>
<td class='Text'>Qal</td>
<td class='Text'>Alluvium</td>
<td class='Text'>Quaternary</td>
<td class='Text'>Stream-deposited sand and gravel</td>
</tr>
<tr class='EvenRow'>
<td><img src='GeologicUnits_Files/style_Kqm.png' border='0' height='20' width='50' /></td>
<td class='Text'>Kqm</td>
<td class='Text'>Papoose Flat Pluton</td>
<td class='Text'>Cretaceous</td>
<td class='Text'>Quartz Monzonite of Papoose Flat</td>
</tr>
<tr class='EvenRow'>
<td><img src='GeologicUnits_Files/style_Ch.png' border='0' height='20' width='50' /></td>
<td class='Text'>Ch</td>
<td class='Text'>Harkless Fm</td>
<td class='Text'>Cambrian</td>
<td class='Text'>Gray-green platy silty shale and slate</td>
</tr>
<tr class='EvenRow'>
<td><img src='GeologicUnits_Files/style_Cpu.png' border='0' height='20' width='50' /></td>
<td class='Text'>Cpu</td>
<td class='Text'>Upper Member Poleta Fm</td>
<td class='Text'>Cambrian</td>
<td class='Text'>Gray-green shale, blue-gray limestone, and quartzite</td>
</tr>
<tr class='EvenRow'>
<td><img src='GeologicUnits_Files/style_Cpl.png' border='0' height='20' width='50' /></td>
<td class='Text'>Cpl</td>
<td class='Text'>Lower Member Poleta Fm</td>
<td class='Text'>Cambrian</td>
<td class='Text'>Massive gray-blue limestone</td>
</tr>
<tr class='EvenRow'>
<td><img src='GeologicUnits_Files/style_Cc.png' border='0' height='20' width='50' /></td>
<td class='Text'>Cc</td>
<td class='Text'>Campito Fm</td>
<td class='Text'>Cambrian</td>
<td class='Text'>Interbedded gray shale and dark brown fine-grained quartzite</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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Map Design

Scale Bars

Add Scale Bar

Scale bars graphically show the correspondence between actual distances
and their scaled distances on the map. You can add one or more scale bars
to any page layout or display layout using the Add Scale Bar icon button on
the Display Manager. Scale bars are automatically drawn to the specified
length and scale and can be subdivided into major units with alternating
colors and with distance labels and optional tick marks at the unit boundaries. The first major division can be further subdivided into minor divisions.
Scale bar settings are specified using the Scale Bar Layer Controls window
(illustrated to the right), which opens automatically when you press the
Add Scale Bar icon button. This window is divided into Map Units, Size,
and Style control panes and a preview pane that updates automatically to
show the result of the current settings.
Map Units Controls
Use the controls in the Map Units pane to set the bar length, distance unit,
and divisions of the bar. Enter a ground-distance value in the Length field
to set the scaled length of the bar and choose a distance unit from the menu
button to the right of the field. Choose a length and distance unit that are
appropriate to the scale of the map and the size of the area depicted. Distance labels are automatically placed at the ends of the scale bar.

minor
divisions

major divisions

To subdivide the bar, enter an integer number greater than one in the Major Divisions field. Distance labels are automatically
placed at the division boundaries. In order for these distances to be round numbers, the bar length should be an integer
multiple of the number of divisions. You can set the colors for the odd and even bar divisions using the Colors button in the
Style controls (see below). To subdivide the first major division, enter an integer value greater than one in the Minor
Divisions field.
Scale Bar Style Toggle Options

Size Controls
Controls in the Size pane are used to set the Bar
Width (vertical thickness), the Line Width of the
border, division, and tick mark lines, and the Text
Size for the labels. Enter values in these fields
and choose the measurement units (size on the
page) from the adjacent menu buttons. These
menus provide the following unit choices: inches,
millimeters, points, or pixels. The Text Size field
updates automatically if you change the ascender
height for the Text Style (see below).
The At Scale field by default shows the scale you
have set for the page or display layout, which determines the size of the scale bar on the page and/
or on screen. In most cases you should accept this

No Toggles
Origin Offset
Center Line
Show Ticks
Text On Bottom

Show Units
Show Units +
Center Units

(continued)
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default scale value so the bar accurately represents the map
scale. You can override the default value if needed to set a
different map scale for the scale bar, such as for an index
map or detail map which depicts features at a different scale
than the overall layout.

The Colors pushbutton in the Style pane opens the Select
Colors window, which allows you to set colors for the Border (all scale bar lines), Text, and Even and Odd scale bar
divisions. You can select predefined colors from a palette or
design colors using a choice of color models.

Style Controls
The Style pane includes six toggle buttons that set different
styles for the scale bar. These style options, which are illustrated on the previous page, can be used singly or in
combination.

The Text Style pushbutton opens the Edit Styles window for
text, which allows you to choose a font, style, color, and size
(ascender height) for the bar labels. See the Technical Guide
entitled Setting Text Styles for more information.

Origin Offset: The origin (0 distance label) is placed by

default at the left end of the scale bar. Turning on the Origin Offset toggle shifts the origin to the beginning of the
second major division, which means that minor divisions
(if used) are shown to the left of the 0 distance label.
Center Line: Turn on the Center Line toggle to draw a
vertically centered line through the length of the scale bar.
The color alternation of major and minor divisions is reversed above and below the center line.
Show Ticks: Turn on the Show Ticks toggle to draw verti-

cal tick marks in addition to the distance labels at the major
division boundaries.
Text On Bottom: Labels and tick marks are shown by default above the scale bar. Turn on this toggle to show these
items below the bar.
Show Units: Turn on this toggle button to include the dis-

tance unit as part of the distance label at the right end of the
scale bar.
Center Units: This toggle applies only if the Show Units

toggle is turned on. By default the distance label at the right
end of the scale bar is positioned so that the distance value is
centered at the bar end. Turn on the Center Units toggle to
center the entire label text (distance plus unit) at the bar end.

Positioning the Scale Bar
Each scale bar in a layout occupies its own group. In a page
layout you can change the position of a scale bar on the page
by selecting its entry in the Display Manager list and turning
on the Placement tool in the View window (see the TechGuide
entitled Placement Tool for Map Layouts). In a display layout you can reposition a scale bar by right-clicking on its
entry in the Display Manager list and choosing Group Settings from the right mouse-button menu to open the Group
Settings window; use the Horizontal and Vertical attachment
controls on the Placement tabbed panel to set the group position (see the TechGuide entitled Settings for Groups in
Layouts for details).
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Terrain Operations

Create Segmented Flowpaths
The tree-like spatial pattern of typical stream networks
reflects their function as systems that collect water from
upstream areas and funnel it to lower elevations. Points
at lower elevations along the stream network have larger
upstream catchment areas and thus have larger channels and higher discharge. Since catchment area and
channel elevation both vary systematically within
stream networks, there may be applications in which it
is useful to subdivide stream lines based on different
ranges of these values.
The TNTmips Watershed process (Terrain / Watershed)
provides the option to create a segmented flowpath vector object in addition to the standard flowpath vector.
Controls for the segmentation procedure are on the Watershed Analysis window’s Flowpath and Basin tabbed
panel (illustrated below). You can segment flowpaths

Segmented flowpaths based on Flow Accumulation with Exponential
interval type. Lines are styled (color and width) using the Minimum
field in the Range table created by the segmentation procedure.
The Unequal Interval option
allows you to enter specific
boundary values for elevation or flow accumulation to
use in segmenting flowpaths.

using values of either elevation or flow accumulation (upstream contributing
area). You can set boundary values in three ways using the Interval menu:
Equal, Exponential, or Unequal. With the Equal option, you enter a single value
that serves as the first boundary value and as the interval between succeeding
boundaries. With the Exponential option, the value you enter is used as the first
boundary and first interval values, but successive intervals are each twice are
large as the previous one. The Exponential option is useful for segmenting
based on flow accumulation, which increases rapidly downstream along flowpaths. The Unequal
interval option allows you to enter a sequence of
explicit boundary values (separated by commas)
for direct use.
The segmentation procedure creates a Range table
with a record for each range that is attached to all
corresponding flowpath lines. You can use either
the Minimum or Maximum value field in this table
as the basis for styling flowpaths By Attribute. All
standard hydrologic attributes of flowpath lines are
also recomputed for lines that have been split by
the segmentation procedure.

Segmented flowpaths based on Elevation with Unequal interval type and
elevation boundaries set at 1500, 2000, and 3000 meters (the range of
elevation in the DEM is 1457 to 3597 m). Lines are styled using the
Minimum field in the Range table (above left) created by the segmentation procedure.
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Spatial Display

Select Tool and Marking Elements
Elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD, shape, and TIN)
can be selected or marked in the View window manually or
using database queries. You can mark elements in order to see
the spatial extents of particular elements or element sets, to
examine all of the database attributes associated with them, or
to carry out processing or editing operations on the marked elements, among other applications.
Marked elements are shown in special colors in the View window. One element in the marked set is always designated as
the active element, which is shown in a different color (default
magenta) than the remaining marked elements (default red).
(The Colors selection on the View window’s Options menu
opens a Select Colors window that lets you choose colors for
marked and active elements.) The same colors are used to highlight the records associated with these elements when a tabular
view of a database table is open (see illustration to the right).

Active and marked elements
are shown in special colors in
the View (right), and in
tabular database table views
their records are highlighted
in the same colors (below).

marked
elements
(red)
active
element
(magenta)

Show Marked
Element Records

Show Active
Element Records

Show All Records

Mark Exclusive: The Select tool marks the geometric
Mark Toolbar

Mark
Exclusive
Toggle
Marked

Umark
All
Mark by Previous
Query
Marked

Next
Marked

Select Tool
GeoToolbox

Mark Individual Elements with the Select Tool
The Select tool in the View window toolbar allows you to manually mark individual elements by left-clicking on them in the
View window. In order to mark elements for a layer, marking
must be enabled for the elements (and for particular element
types in vector layers with more than one type). A red arrow
icon button next to the element entry
in the Display Manager controls this
behavior. Marking is initially disabled
Marking Not Enabled
by default for geometric elements, as
indicated by the arrow icon with a slash
through it (see illustration to the left).
Left-click on the arrow icon button to
Marking Enabled
enable marking. Marking is automatically enabled for the active geometric layer (all element types)
by the first use of the Select Tool. Opening a database table
from the Display Manager also automatically enables marking
for the associated elements in that geometric layer.
The behavior of the Select tool is governed by your selection of
a marking mode on the Mark toolbar (see illustration above).
Icon buttons for two modes are provided by default: Mark
Exclusive and Toggle Marked. An icon button for other modes,
Mark Additional and Unmark, can be added using the Customize Hidden Features window (Options / Customize; see the
Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Customize the View
Window).

element at the cursor location and unmarks any previously-selected element of the same type. (This mode allows
only one element of each type to be marked at a time.) Elements of more than one type (e.g., line and polygon) at the
location may be marked as determined by the current settings
for each type.
Toggle Marked: The Select tool toggles the status of
the element at the cursor location: it marks the element
if unmarked or unmarks the element if marked. It does not
affect the marking status of other elements, and thus allows
manual marking of any number of elements.
Mark Additional: The Select tool marks the geomet-

ric element at the cursor location if unmarked but does
not change the status of any other marked elements. Selecting
an already-marked element does not change its marking status.

Unmarking Elements
Pressing the Unmark All icon button on the View toolbar
unmarks all currently-marked elements in any layer in the View.
If you add the Unmark icon button to the toolbar and turn it on,
you can use the Select tool to unmark individual marked elements in the View.
Mark Elements Using GeoToolbox Tools
You can also use any of the area graphic tools in the GeoToolbox
(which is opened using the GeoToolbox icon button on the View
window toolbar) to mark elements. (The Select tool is also
available on the GeoToolbox toolbar.)
(continued)
Polygon Rectangle Circle Ellipse

Arc Wedge

Arc Chord
Regular
Polygon
Region
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After drawing the desired graphic in the View, press the Select
Elements pushbutton on Select tabbed panel in the GeoToolbox
to mark the elements. The menu next to this pushbutton provides options for the selection operation based on the spatial
relationship between the elements and the selection area. The
options are Partially Inside, Completely, Inside, Partially Outside, Completely Outside, Centroid Inside, and Centroid
Outside.
Rectangle tool in the
GeoToolbox used to
mark polygons using
the Partially Inside
selection criterion.

draw shape...

press Select Elements
pushbutton

icon buttons in the tabular view window’s toolbar to mark the
elements in the spatial view. The Exclusive and Mark Elements buttons mark all elements that are associated with the
selected records. The Exclusive button also unmarks any previously-marked elements, while the Mark Elements button
merely adds the new elements to the marked set. The Unmark
button unmarks the associated elements, while the Toggle Elements button marks the associated elements if they are not yet
marked or unmarks them if already marked.

Mark Elements by Database Query
A more powerful method for marking elements from database
information is to use a database query to specify elements with
a particular attribute or combination of attributes. Pressing the
Mark by Query icon button in the View toolbar opens the Mark
by Query window. The Builder tabbed panel in this window
provides a convenient interface that lets you build up the components of a database query step by step. When you apply the
query, all elements matching the query are marked in the View.
See the Technical Guide entitled Interactive Query Builder for
more information.

Default Tables
When you manually mark elements in the View, a table (if any)
containing records attached to the elements opens automatically (if not already open) to show the records for the active
and/or marked elements. You can designate a specific table or
tables to be opened in this circumstance by choosing the Database Settings option on the right mouse-button menu for the
element entry for the layer in the Display Manager (see the
Technical Guide entitled Set Default Tables and Hide Tables
for more information).
If you have not chosen specific tables to show on marking, the
automatic opening of a default table is governed by the status
of the toggle option Automatically open default table on selection if no database settings on the Layer tabbed panel of the
Options window that is opened from the Display Manager (Options / View Options).

Using Attributes to Mark Elements
When a tabular view of a database table is open, you can also
automatically mark
Mark Elements Unmark
elements in the View
Toggle
that are associated
Exclusive
Elements
with specific records
in the table. In the
tabular view, leftclick in the box icon
button to the left of
the desired records
(a red check mark
appears in the box)
to select them. Then
press one of the mark

Streets with speed limits greater than or equal to 40 miles/
hour marked by database query using the Query Builder.

Step Through Marked Elements
Marking elements is an integral part of operations
Next
Marked
in the Editor. Many editing operations can be applied to the active element or to all marked elements.
But if all of the marked elements are not in the curPrevious
rent view extents, or are not shown with sufficient
Marked
detail at the current zoom level, you may be uncertain whether you can safely apply the operation to all marked
elements. You can use the Next Marked and Previous Marked
icon buttons on the View toolbar to step forward and backward
through the set of marked elements, making each one active in
turn. The View is automatically repositioned if necessary to
display the current active element. If the toggle option Zoom
when traverse marked elements is turned on in the View
window’s Options menu, the View also automatically zooms to
the extents of each active element. These options allow you to
examine each marked element in turn and decide for each one
whether to apply the edit operation to that particular active element.
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3D Display

Use Sidebar Controls to Toggle Layers
3D View windows provide the same powerful sidebar features and controls that are available in 2D Views. In addition
to optional element or cell-value legends for each layer, each
sidebar layer entry has a Hide/Show checkbox that enables
you to control layer visibility individually for the 3D View. A
right mouse-button menu (a + mouse click for Mac OS X
users) is also available for each layer, allowing you to rename or delete a layer, set up DataTips, view metadata, or
redraw or zoom to the extents of a layer.

In a single-monitor system, the sidebar in the 3D View gives
you the freedom to maximize the screen area of a 3D View
for the best perspective viewing. You can manage layers
and the 3D viewing geometry directly from the 3D View,
without having to switch to the hidden 2D View and Display Manager windows. And DataTips in 3D Views give
you instant attribute information, appearing with the same
information content and styling as in 2D Views.

Use the checkbox for each
layer in the sidebar layer list to
hide or show it in the 3D view.
In these two Views the Faults
layer has been switched from
hidden (rear) to shown (front).

The View sidebar provides a
legend for the elements in
each layer in the view. Legends for individual layers can
be turned on or off using the
small toggle button at the left
of the layer entry (marked with
either a “+” or “-” symbol).
The polygon legend for the
Geologic Map Units layer is
turned on in the above
illustration and off in the
illustration to the right.

DataTips provide instant
attribute information in both
3D and 2D Views.
Right-clicking on a layer
entry in the sidebar in a 3D
View (a + mouse click for
Mac OS X users) pops up a
menu that provides various
tools and actions, such as
opening the Layer Controls, renaming or deleting
the layer, and zooming to
the extents of the layer.
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Sidebar Features

Legend Types for Raster Layers
The Display process provides a number of types of raster
layer legends that you can show in the View window
sidebar and in multi-object legends in layouts. Use the
Legend Type menu on the Legend tabbed panel of the
Raster Layer Controls window to choose which legend
design to show. The choices None, Thumbnail, and Area
Sample are available for any raster layer. Other choices
are available for layers with specific raster data types or
particular raster display settings: Color Sample, Continuous Color Scale, Color Scale Ranges, and Theme Ranges.
Thumbnail
The Thumbnail option shows a reduced-resolution thumbnail of the entire raster layer (see illustration to the right).
The thumbnail has a maximum height of 64 pixels and
maximum width of 128 pixels. The thumbnail sample is a
good option for raster layers in which major features in
the image are easily recognizable in the reduced-size legend sample.

RGB raster image layer with thumbnail legend sample
Left

Area Sample
The Area Sample option creates a legend sample from a subarea of the
raster data. The sample is 64 by 64
pixels, and each pixel represents one image cell (1X, or full resolution). You can choose from nine predefined positions in the raster
layer from which to create the legend sample: Top Left, Top Center,
Top Right; Center Left, Center, and Center Right; and Bottom Left,
Bottom Center, or Bottom Right. These options allow you to choose
the subarea that is most representative of the important features in
the raster layer. Examples are illustrated to the right.

Center

Right

Top

Center

Bottom

Examples of Area Sample legend samples from the
image layer illustrated at the top of the page.
Samples show subareas of the layer 64 by 64 cells
in size at 1X resolution. You can choose the area
sample that is most representatve of the image
content you want to emphasize.

Color Sample
The Color Sample option is available for a layer displaying
an unsigned 8-bit integer raster with a color palette, so that
one palette color maps to exactly one raster cell value. Legend labels are provided from the cell values unless there is
an associated raster database, in which case you can use the
Label Field pushbutton to select a numeric or text field to
supply the legend labels.
Color Sample legend for a class raster
(8-bit unsigned integer raster with color palette)

(continued)
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Continuous Color Scale
The Continuous Color Scale
option is available for layers
with a single non-composite
raster object with a color
palette. The legend is a color
bar with numeric labels
showing how the color variations relate to raster values.
The Order radio buttons on the Legend tabbed panel let you set
whether high values are at the bottom of the color bar (Low to
High) or at the top (High to Low).

The Values fields show the range of raster values to use for labeling the legend. The values shown default to the minimum and
maximum values in the raster, but you can set the range to be
greater or less than the actual range of values to set labeling to
start at a round number. You can use the Scale and Offset fields to
apply a scale multiplier and/or additive offset to the raster values
to set the values shown in the labels.
The default number of labels is two (minimum and maximum values), but you can edit the Label field to set the desired number of
labels. The Interval field shows the interval between consecutive
labeled values; it is updated automatically when you change the
number of labels. You can also edit the Interval field to set a
desired interval between
labels. The Decimal Places
field sets the number of
decimal places to show in
the labels for non-integer
raster values.

Above, continuous color scale legend for an elevation
raster layer with default labeling of minimum and
maximum values. Below, the minimum value for labeling
has been set to 1500 and the interval between labels
has been set to 500 to produce labels at elevations of
1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, and 3500 meters.

Color Scale Ranges
The Color Scale Ranges option is also available for non-composite raster layers with a
color palette. It shows discrete color
samples for individual ranges of raster values. Each sample is labeled with its range.
You can set the number of entries to use to
subdivide the overall range of values and
set the order as for Continuous Color Scale
legends.
Theme Ranges
The Theme Ranges option is available when you
have used the Theme option (Raster Theme Map
Controls) to set up a color palette for ranges of
values in a continuous-value raster object. The legend labels automatically show the minimum and maximum values for each interval
in the theme. If the raster object contains decimal (floating-point)
values, you can use the Decimal places field to set the number of
decimal places to show for the values in the labels.

Theme Ranges legend for a raster object depicting
soil chemistry variations with color palette create
using the Raster Theme Map controls
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Sidebar Features

Locator Manages Zoom and Position
View windows provide an optional Locator control that you can open in the sidebar using an
icon button in the sidebar toolbar. The sidebar
Locator helps you keep track of the location of
your zoomed-in View with respect to the extents of the data layers, and also allows you to
reposition and zoom the View. You can also
open a separate Locator View window to manage one or more Views. Other sidebar controls
are described in the Technical Guide entitled
View Window Sidebar.

Sidebar Locator
The sidebar Locator pane shows a reduced-size
view of the full extents of all the layers being
displayed. An elastic box in the Locator also
indicates the portion of the display that is currently visible in the View. When you move the
mouse cursor inside the elastic box, the cursor
assumes a pointing-hand shape, and you can
drag the box in any direction to pan the View.
You can also resize the box by dragging an edge
or corner to zoom the View (the cursor assumes
a double-arrow shape when near an edge or
corner). Making the box larger zooms out;
making the box smaller zooms in.

Locator Locator pane in sidebar showing full extents of the data and an elastic
On/Off box (yellow in this illustration) showing the current extents of the View.

You can change the height of the Locator pane itself by dragging
the separator at the top of the pane upward or downward. You
can change the width of the Locator pane by dragging the separator between the sidebar and View canvas.
Refresh

Colors

Hide All Layers

separate elastic boxes for each open View

be repositioned or resized, and is displayed with the current Graphic Tool
Primary color. A box is active if the
pointer is over the corresponding View
window canvas or if the pointer is over
the Locator and is closest to this box.
Other boxes (if any) in the Locator
View are shown using the Graphic
Tool Inactive color. Press the Colors icon button in the Locator View
(or Options / Colors from the main View window) to open a
Select Colors window to choose these colors (see illustration
above).

Layer Visibility in the Locator
Separate
Locator View

Locator View Window
You can open a separate Locator View window by choosing Display / Open Locator View from the Display Manager. You can
then position the Locator View anywhere on your desktop and
resize it if needed just like any other View window. Like the
sidebar Locator, the Locator View displays the full extents of all
of the data layers. If multiple View windows are open, it shows a
separate elastic box to indicate the current displayed extents for
each View. One box is always active; it is the box that can now

The sidebar Locator and Locator View each show all layers
that are visible in the corresponding View(s) by default. However, scale range visibility limits set for a layer in its Layer
Controls window are honored by the Locator, so a layer that is
visible in the View may be hidden in the Locator due to the
display scale.
The layer Show/Hide icon buttons in the Display Manager affect
both the View window and either Locator, whereas the Show/
Hide icon buttons in the View sidebar control layer
visiblity only in that View. You can right-click
on a layer’s Show/Hide icon button to reveal a
menu with toggle items that you can use to set
layer visibility for any open View, including the
Locator.
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Sidebar Features

Set View Position with Places Panel
The View window sidebar provides an optional
Places panel that allows you to quickly change the
center position of the View to a new location in
several ways. This panel is turned on using an
icon button in the toolbar at the bottom of the
sidebar. Other sidebar panels are described in the
Technical Guide entitled View Window Sidebar.

Microsoft Bing Maps Service
Change View Position

Center (action)
(in Change View Position mode)

Three icon buttons at the top of the Places panel
are used to set one of the following modes for
specifying the new View center:
Change View Position: enter map coordinates
Microsoft Bing Maps Service: enter an address or place name
Saved Locations: choose a previously-saved
location (see the Technical Guide entitled
Save Locations with Places Controls)
Each mode provides a different set of additional
controls in the Places control panel.

Places Control
Mode Icon Buttons

Saved Locations

Places Controls
On/Off
Places panel in Change View Position mode. Map coordinates for the
desired View center have been entered in the East and North fields using
WGS84 / Geographic coordinates (the group CRS is different, as shown by
the ToolTip on the Position Report shown above). After entering the new
coordinates, pressing the Center icon button redraws the View with the new
center position (below).

Change View Position
The Change View Position mode allows you to
specify a new center position by entering map coordinates in the East and North fields in the Places
panel. After entering the coordinates, press the
Center icon button
to the right of the Places
mode icon buttons (see illustration at top right of
this page).
The coordinate reference system (CRS) for the entered coordinates is shown above the coordinate
fields; the group CRS is shown by default. You
can choose any coordinate reference system for
entering center coordinates by pressing the CRS pushbutton.
This selection only applies to coordinate entry, and does not
alter the CRS used for displaying the geodata layers.
NOTE: you can quickly recenter the View at any location
already within its extents by placing the mouse cursor at the
desired location and pressing the keyboard space bar.

NOTE: MicroImages pays a license fee for each TNTgis product that uses the Bing Maps Location Service and Bing Maps
base map and image layers. This license requires that you
agree to Microsoft’s terms for the use of these services. The
first time you use the Bing Maps Service feature you are presented with, and required to agree to, Microsoft’s end-user
terms of use agreement in order to access this service.

Location Query When you select

Microsoft Bing Maps Location Service
The Microsoft Bing Maps Service option is available in the
professional TNTgis software products and requires an
Internet connection. This mode allows you to enter an address, a place name, or the name of a geographic feature as
the new location for the View center. Your entry is submitted to the Bing Maps Service and a list of features matching
the query is returned and listed for your selection.

the Bing Maps Service option, a text
field and Query icon button are
shown at the top of the Places panel
(see illustration to the right). Enter
the name of the desired place or feature in the text field and press the
Query icon button (or press <Enter>)
to submit the location request.

Preferences

Query

Results list
(entries outside group
extents dimmed)

(continued)
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Results List The results returned from the Bing
Maps Service are shown in the list in the lower
portion of the Places panel. Results that are outside the extents of the current display group are
shown in gray (dimmed). If you hold the mouse
cursor over a list entry, a DataTip appears with
additional information about the result, including
the confidence level and match code, type of entity, the geographic coordinates of the result, and
a global map graphic showing its location (see illustration below). Left-click on the desired entry
in the results list to recenter the View on the new
location (this may also cause a change in the View
scale).

View recentered by submitting a place name to the Bing Maps Service in
the Places sidebar controls.

Preferences options
for the Bing Maps
Service.

The number of results shown in the result list is determined
by how carefully you define the location in your text. If you
enter a city name, you are likely to get multiple results. If
you enter a city and state name, you will likely get a unique
result. A street address may seem very specific but produce
multiple results if details such as North or South or Street or
Circle are not included.
Preferences The Preferences icon button opens a menu with

options that control the presentation of the location results.

Location results in Details form.

The top two menu entries (illustrated above left) toggle the
results between List form (showing only the location names)
and Details form (which includes additional columns of information). The Details columns include some of the
information shown in the DataTip for a result: confidence
level, entity type, and match code. In order to see all of the
columns in Details mode you will likely need to scroll the
results horizontally or make the sidebar wider.
If you want to confine results to the extents of the current
group, turn off the Show Results Outside Extents toggle option on the preferences menu. Otherwise all results matching
your query are listed, with those outside the group extents
shown in gray (dimmed).
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Sidebar Features

Save Locations with Places Panel
The View window sidebar provides an optional
Places control panel that allows you to quickly
change the center position of the View to a new
location in several ways. This panel is turned
on using an icon button in the toolbar at the bottom of the sidebar. Other sidebar panels are
described in the Technical Guide entitled View
Window Sidebar.
The mode for specifying the View center position is set using icon buttons at the top of the
Places panel. Two of these modes, Change View
Position and Microsoft Bing Maps Service, are
described in the TechGuide entitled Set View Position with Places Panel.
The third mode, Saved Locations, which is described in this document, allows you to:
• save the extents of the current view with
the name of your choice
• create folders for organizing saved locations
• reposition and zoom the View window to a
saved location by left-clicking on its entry
in the Saved Places list.
Saved
Places

Add
Current Add
View Folder

Places controls in
Saved Places mode

Places Controls
On/Off

Preferences

Saving Locations
You can save the location of
the current View window
contents for later use by pressing the Add Current View icon
button on the Places panel toolbar (see illustration above). A
Name window opens so you can enter a name for the saved
location. The extents of the current view are saved along with
the name, so that selecting the location later resets both the
center location and scale of the View; the resulting view scale
will depend upon the extents saved and the size of the View
window when you select the saved location.
When you add the current view, the location is saved in the
folder that is currently selected in the Saved Places list. Two
folders are shown by default in this list. The Shared folder
contents are permanently stored with your TNTgis installation and are therefore available for use in future sessions with
any of the TNTgis software products. The other folder is a
temporary repository specific to the current display group or
layout (folder Display Group 1 in the illustrations on this page).

View window panned and zoomed to the extents of the
selected entry in the Saved Places list.

Locations saved to this folder are only available for use during the current display session unless the group or layout is
saved after the locations are created; these saved locations are
then exclusively available when that group or layout is reopened for display.

Adding Subfolders
You can organize your saved locations
by creating subfolders in the Shared
folder to store locations from different
areas. Use the Add Folder icon button
in the Places toolbar to add a subfolder
within the currently-selected folder. In
the illustration to the right, a subfolder
named “Nebraska” has been created to
contain saved locations in that state.
Using Saved Locations
To relocate the View to a saved location, simply left-click on
its entry in the Saved Places list. Saved places that are outside the extents of the current group are shown in gray
(dimmed) in the list and cannot be selected. You can exclude
such entries from the list by left-clicking on the Preferences
icon button to open its menu and
turning off the toggle item Show
Results Outside Extents.
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Sidebar Features

Sidebar Zoom Panel
View windows provide a number of ways in which
you can change the scale of the display. The View
window toolbar provides icon buttons to zoom in and
out, zoom to full extents, and zoom to maximum detail of an image layer (and keyboard shortcuts for these
actions) as well as the Zoom Box tool (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: View Window
Toolbar). The View sidebar also provides an optional
Zoom panel that lets you set the View scale in several
ways:
• by map scale
• by fixed web tileset zoom level
• by ground dimensions of the View width or
height
The sidebar Zoom panel is turned on using an icon
button in the toolbar at the bottom of the sidebar. Other
sidebar panels are described in the Technical Guide
entitled View Window Sidebar.
The sidebar Zoom panel (see the illustration above
right) consists of a menu on the left that sets the zoom
mode and on the right a numeric field (with associated menu)
that sets the desired value.

View Scale
The current map scale of the View is shown in
the Status line at the bottom of the window.
When the Zoom menu in the sidebar Zoom
panel is set to the default View Scale option, you
can enter any desired map scale into the control’s
numeric field, then press <Enter> to redraw the View at the new
scale. You can enter a complete map scale (e.g., 1:10,000), or
just the scale denominator (the number after the “1:”).
Instead of entering a scale value, you can use the icon button to
the right of the numeric field to open a menu from which you
can choose from a list of predefined map scales. The list presented
by
default is a seAdd
Edit Delete
lection
of
Scale Scale Scale
scales that
bracket the
current View scale. You
can turn on the Show All
Scales toggle option at the
bottom of the menu to expand the list to include all
predefined scales. Choosing the Edit List menu
option opens the Scale
window, from which you
can choose particular predefined scales to add to the

Current View scale

Zoom Panel
On/Off

The sidebar Zoom panel lets you set the map
scale of the view, a fixed web tileset zoom level, or
the ground height or width of the View.

list shown in the menu. You can use the Add Scale icon button
on the Scale window to add predefined scales, or use the Edit
Scale and Delete Scale icon buttons to perform the specified
action on a scale that is selected in the list.

Fixed Web Tileset Scales
The Zoom menu options Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google Earth,
and World Wind let you enter or select from the fixed numeric
zoom levels defined in the corresponding web tileset structure.
Restricting the zoom levels in the view to those supported in a
particular web geoviewer allows you to evaluate how the data in
the current view will appear if it is exported or rendered to a
tileset for use on the web.
Choosing a geoviewer from the Zoom menu opens a Warnings
window to notify you that this action requires changing the group
coordinate reference system (CRS) to match the requirements
of the selected geoviewer. If you press [Continue] on this window, the group CRS is changed, the View is zoomed to the nearest
fixed zoom level, and the menu for the Zoom control’s numeric
field is populated with zoom level numbers close to that of the
View.

You can enter a zoom level value in the numeric field or choose
a zoom level from the menu. Once you have entered or selected
an integer zoom level, using the Zoom In or Zoom Out icon
(continued)
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buttons on the View toolbar, or the mouse scroll-wheel, changes
the View scale by integer steps in zoom level. (Using the Zoom
Box tool or the Full icon button in this mode may result in setting the View to a fractional zoom level.)

View Width and Height
The Width and Height options on the Zoom menu let you specify
a dimension of the View extents in ground distance units. The

menu to the right of the
value field lets you choose
the units for your distance
specification. Choose the
units first, then enter the desired value into the numeric value field and press <Enter> to redraw the
View.
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Spatial Display

Quick Snapshot of View Contents
The Quick Snapshot icon button in the
View window lets you automatically
save the contents of the View to a 24-bit composite image in any one of a number of formats.
Snapshots are captured as a composite of all
the layers currently visible in the View at the
resolution of the screen. Georeference information is automatically saved with snapshots
in RVC raster formats, and you can choose to
save georeference files (Arc World, PRJ, and
KML) when saving to an external format.

snapshot dimensions

Quick Snapshot Settings
The first time you click on the Quick Snapshot icon button, the
Quick Snapshot Settings window opens (see illustration above
left). Choose an image format from the Format menu and press
the Quick-Save Folder button to select a folder in which to save
the snapshots. Enter text in the Quick-Save Prefix field; image
files are named using the prefix text and a number that automatically increments by 1 starting with the value in the Next Index
field. Subsequent quick snapshots are saved automatically based
on your snapshot settings (without additional prompting) when
you press the Quick Snapshot icon button. You can reopen the
Quick Snapshot Settings window at any time to make changes
by choosing Options / Snapshot Settings from the View window
or Options / View Options from the Display Manager. You can
also choose View / Save Snapshot As on the View window to
specify a name and location for a snapshot.
Snapshot Formats
The available image formats are listed below. You can save snapshots as RVC raster objects with varied compression (or
Snapshot Formats
RVC - Uncompressed
RVC - DPCM (lossless)
RVC - Huffman (lossless)
RVC - JPEG2000 Lossless
RVC - JPEG2000 Best Quality
RVC - JPEG2000 User Defined
RVC - JPEG Best Quality
RVC - JPEG User Defined
GeoJP2 - Lossless
GeoJP2 - Best Quality
GeoJP2 - User Defined
JP2 - Lossless
JP2 - Best Quality

JP2 - User Defined
GeoTIFF - Uncompressed
GeoTIFF - LZW (lossless)
GeoTIFF - PackBits (lossless)
TIFF - Uncompressed
TIFF - LZW (lossless)
TIFF - PackBits (lossless)
JPEG - Best Quality
JPEG - User Defined
PNG
KMZ-JPEG - Best Quality
KMZ-JPEG - User Defined
KMZ-PNG

uncompressed). You can also choose from a number of other
file formats, again with varied compression options. When you
choose RVC, GeoJP2, or GeoTIFF output, georeference information is saved as part of the file. For the other formats you can
save georeference information in associated files by turning on
the Save Google Earth KML (if Geographic CRS) and “World +
PRJ” files toggle. The coordinate reference system (CRS) for
the snapshot is determined by the group CRS. In a layout the
snapshot CRS is determined by the lowest group that has a nonlocal CRS. The Make subfolder for each snapshot when quick
save setting is useful when you making snapshots with separate
georeference files, as all of the files for that snapshot are saved
to a separate subfolder (using the same name as the image file).
Snapshots in any of these formats can be viewed in the TNT
products in combination with other geodata layers using the saved
georeference information. Snapshots in external formats can be
used in a variety of other software products for creating reports,
as web graphics, or for other purposes. For snapshots in external formats the Quick Snapshot Settings let you choose to
automatically open the snapshot in the software application associated with that format in your system by turning on the Open
result with default application toggle.
Snapshot for Google Earth
You can create snapshots that can be viewed in Google Earth by
choosing a GeoTIFF, TIFF, JPEG, or PNG format option and
choosing to save georeference files. To have the snapshot automatically displayed in Google Earth, turn on the Show result
using KML viewer (usually in Google Earth) option in the Quick
Snapshot Settings. See the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Quick Snapshot for Google Earth for more information.
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Spatial Display

Quick Snapshot for Google Earth
You can use the Quick Snapshot feature in any View window in TNTmips,
TNTedit, or TNTview to create screen snapshots that can be viewed
immediately in Google Earth. In the Quick Snapshot Settings window, choose
a GeoTIFF, TIFF, JPEG, or PNG format option and turn on the Save Google
Earth KML (if Geographic CRS) and “World + PRJ” files toggle (see illustration to the right and the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Quick
Snapshot of View Contents). To have the snapshot automatically displayed in
Google Earth, turn on the Show result using KML viewer (usually in Google
Earth) option in the Quick Snapshot Settings. Otherwise, you can navigate to
your designated snapshot folder and double-click on the KML file to open Google Earth zoomed to the area of your snapshot.
A KML file requires latitude/longitude coordinates using the WGS84 datum. If your View uses the WGS84 / Geographic
coordinate reference system (CRS), a KML file is created along with the other auxiliary georeference files.
If the View uses a different CRS, a KML file is still
produced if the area of the view is small and its extents
can be converted to latitude/longitude with a resultant
distortion error less than the ground dimension of one
screen pixel. If not, no KML file is created and a message window (below left) is shown to warn that the
View georeference is not suitable for use in Google
Earth. There is no need to change the data in the View;
however; you just need to change the CRS for the display and repeat the snapshot operation.
You can change the CRS for a View of a single
group using the Group Settings window, as illustrated below left. In the Projection controls,
simply select None from the Auto-Match menu,
then press the Projection button and choose
WGS84 / Geographic. In a layout, you need to make
this change for the first group with a non-local CRS.

To change the group CRS to be suitable for
conversion to KML, open the Group Settings
window, select None from the Auto-Match
menu, then press the Projection button and
choose WGS84 / Geographic.

View snapshot displayed in Google Earth.
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Georeference

Spatial Referencing in the TNT Products
The TNT family of products provide the most advanced software for creating, displaying, processing, and analyzing all
types of geospatial data. The “geo” in geospatial means
that the data objects in your TNT Project Files include spatial
reference information that relates the features portrayed in
these objects to positions in the real world. This spatial referencing is set up when you georeference image or map data
or when you import geospatially-referenced data from an
external source. Geospatial referencing enables TNT processes to accurately overlay different geodata layers for
display and processing, to report real-world positions of features in View windows, and to reproject (warp) geodata
objects when necessary (among other procedures).
Coordinate
Reference
System

=

Coordinate
System

+

Datum

Any georeferenced spatial object must have an assigned
Coordinate Reference System. A Coordinate Reference
System combines a Coordinate System with a Datum, which
gives the relationship of the Coordinate System to the surface and shape of the Earth. A projected Coordinate System
(such as the 2D planar Coordinate System for a UTM zone)
also specifies a coordinate transformation (traditionally
called a map projection) between positions in geodetic (ellipsoidal) coordinates and positions in the Coordinate System.
A Coordinate System may also be unprojected; examples

include global latitude-longitude coordinates or a local Cartesian Coordinate System used for a construction site.
Efficient and robust handling of spatial referencing is at the
heart of the TNT products. All TNT processes handle spatial referencing information via a Spatial Referencing
framework that provides all coordinate system and datum
definitions and transformations. This framework conforms
to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
standard 19111 entitled Spatial Referencing by Coordinates,
which in turn encompasses the Open Geospatial Consortium’s
Abstract Specification also entitled Spatial Referencing by
Coordinates. These standards describe the elements that
are necessary to fully define various types of coordinate systems and coordinate reference systems applicable to
geographic information. They also provide a standard framework for coordinate conversion and for transformations
between different coordinate reference systems. By conforming to these international standards for spatial referencing,
the TNT products provide you with a robust yet flexible foundation for all spatial operations with your data. Definitions of
critical terms from the ISO standard are provided on the next
page.

The Coordinate Reference System window is used throughout the TNT products to set the Coordinate Reference System
(CRS) for a geospatial object or for a geospatial operation.
You can choose from hundreds of predefined CRSs, thousands of combinations of coordinate systems and datums, or
create and save specialized CRSs. An introduction to
the use of the Coordinate Reference System window
Highlights of TNT Spatial Referencing
can be found in the Technical Guide entitled
• provides single unified interface for selection / setup of
Georeference: Coordinate Reference System Window.
coordinate reference systems
• controls all projection, conversion, and transformation of
spatial coordinates (object to object, screen to object, ...)
• choose from thousands of coordinate reference systems in
global / regional and national / local groupings
• define and save custom coordinate reference systems to
match your locally-supplied data
• includes all coordinate system, datum, and projection values
from the European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG)
geodetic parameter database (which is updated every 6
months) plus many others
• provides direct datum transformations, eliminating
inaccuracies due to intermediate transformation to WGS84
• use any supported length unit for Coordinate System;
coordinates are stored in that unit, not converted to meters
• regular updates available as part of your TNT patches
• preserves custom and private coordinate reference systems
when new TNT versions are installed

Use the Coordinate Reference System window to select a
predefined Coordinate Reference System or to define a
custom Coordinate Reference System.

(over)
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Spatial Referencing Terms and Definitions
The following terms and definitions for concepts and procedures in spatial referencing in the TNT products have been
adopted by MicroImages from the ISO standard 19111 entitled Spatial Referencing by Coordinates, Section 4:
Coordinate Reference System
Coordinate System that is related to the real world by a datum. (For geodetic and vertical datums, it will be related to the
Earth.)
Coordinate System
Set of mathematical rules for specifying how coordinates are to be assigned to points.
Cartesian Coordinate System
Coordinate System that gives the positions of points relative to n mutually perpendicular axes.
Datum
Parameter or set of parameters that serve as a reference or basis for the calculation of other parameters. (A datum defines
the position of the origin, the scale, and the orientation of the coordinate system.)
Map Projection
Coordinate conversion from a geodetic coordinate system to a plane.
Projected Coordinate System
Two-dimensional coordinate system resulting from a map projection.
Geodetic Coordinate System or Ellipsoidal Coordinate System
Coordinate system in which position is specified by geodetic latitude, geodetic longitude, and (in the three-dimensional
case) ellipsoidal height.
Engineering Datum or Local Datum
Datum describing the relationship of a coordinate system to a local reference. (Engineering datum excludes both geodetic
and vertical datums.) Example: a system for identifying relative positions within a few kilometers of the reference point.
Coordinate Conversion
Change of coordinates, based on a one-to-one relationship, from one coordinate system to another based on the same
datum. Example: between geodetic and Cartesian coordinate systems or between geodetic coordinates and projected
coordinates, or change of units such as from radians to degrees or feet to meters. (A coordinate conversion uses parameters which have constant values.)
Coordinate Transformation
Change of coordinates from one coordinate reference system to another coordinate reference system based on a different
datum through a one-to-one relationship. (A coordinate transformation uses parameters that are derived empirically by a
set of points with known coordinates in both coordinate reference systems.)
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3D Display

Vector Points on Stalks in 3D Views
A great deal of information is often associated with individual vector points. TNTmips provides the
ability to display vector points in 3D perspective views in a manner that conveys more than one
attribute for each point. The points are essentially displayed as lines above and/or below a 3D
surface in a variety of different styles using the height or elevation supplied by a selected field.
You do not have to supply a surface to go with the point data—the surface is
represented as a flat plane if not supplied.

stalk

base
root

These 3D point representations have three components: the stalk or
root, the base, and the billboard. Each of these components can have
a different drawing style (All Same, By Attribute, By Theme, or By
Script). The style of the stalk and the base point are designated on the
3D panel of the Vector Layer Controls. The billboard symbol is selected
on the Points panel. Stalk styles
make use of any TNTmips line style,
which means you can design new styles if
desired. You can also choose from a number of
standard line styles or copy a line pattern from any
existing style object.

ground
level
view of
same
points

When displaying by theme or by attribute, you have the added
option of using a color stack to represent the stalk. With the Use
Color Stack option toggled off, a theme stalk will be drawn entirely in the color representing its highest value. With the Use
Color Stack option toggled on, each of the theme classes through which the point
passes are also displayed on the stalk (as shown above ground at the left).
When displaying by attribute with the Use Color Stack option off, the attribute value in the first record attached to the point is used for the entire
stalk. When the option is toggled on, all attached records are assigned
to a portion of the line determined by their cumulative height or elevation value. The kind of cumulative data required for color-stacked,
stalked points, such as the water well logs shown here, has multiple records attached to each
point (one for each height or elevation range of uniform compobillboard
sition). A separate class table is also required.
symbol
The illustrations above at left have the same vector object
added twice with different fields used to provide the height
values and different stalk styles. Above ground the pumping capacity of each well is theme mapped. Below
ground, the well log information is displayed by attribute. The Use Color Stack option is turned on in
Spatial database
both cases (as it is for the population example on the
information for an
right).
area is often
The stalked point feature is available only when working with 3D groups. The stalk and root length can be
specified by height (distance above or below the surface) or elevation (distance above or below sea level).
The length is also sensitive to the Elevation Scale setting for the group as a whole. Additional examples of
vector points on stalks are shown on the next page.

provided with the location of a single point within that area, such
as the state centroid provided with this population data for the
USA. Population data is not cumulative data, which is required
for display by attribute along the stalk. A new table can be
generated using an SML script to put the data in the correct form
for 3D display. This script is described on another Technical
Guide (Creating Cumulative Data). Note that billboard symbols
should have their origins at the base of the symbol or part of the
stalk will be obscured.
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The same water well points as shown on the
other side of this page with the color stack option
turned off. Because the first record of
all well logs is
some form
of topsoil,
the roots
appear as
if drawn
with All Same,
rather than By
Attribute, for the style.

The base points of stalk symbols have all the display
options available for other
points: All
Same, By
Attribute, By
Theme, and
By Script.
Here the base
points are theme
mapped to indicate
the pumping capacity
of the associated well.

Billboard symbols on thinner stalks used to simply mark the
ground location of the point.
The height of the
stalk still conveys the
pumping capacity of
the well.

The billboard symbol for a root is
placed at the bottom,
rather than at the
top as for a stalk.
Here, a number of
the points do not have
well logs, so the billboard
symbol appears on the surface
for those points. Billboard symbols for
stalks and roots should have their origins
(hot spots) at the bottom and top, respectively,
so the information conveyed by the root or stalk is not obscured as it is
here. The symbols for the points without well logs would then appear
below the surface.

Vector points on
stalks can be displayed with a
raster and other vectors draped
over the surface. The vector grid
used in the illustrations above and on
the other side of the page provides a
fair representation of the surface
while allowing you to visualize the
root detail.
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Stereo Viewing

View Geodata in Stereo in 2D Views
2D spatial view windows in the TNTgis software products can render imagery and geometric data in stereo from an overhead viewpoint, so that image
features and geometric elements appear to conform to the 3D surface provided by a terrain layer. Image layers viewed in stereo can include single
raster objects (grayscale or color composite), RGB
layers, and local or online web tilesets. The terrain layer can be an elevation raster or a local or
online web terrain tileset (TNTmips Free is restricted to local geodata and terrain data.)

View these window illustrations
through red-cyan anaglyph
3D glasses to see their
images in stereo.

Press the Stereo icon button on the View
window toolbar to turn on stereo display.

Anaglyph stereo display of an orthorectified, pansharpened Landsat image (24-bit color-composite
raster) of mountainous terrain in California, USA using
a 10-meter elevation raster as the terrain layer.

Anaglyph stereo display of an area in the Atlas Mountains of Morocco using
two web tilesets hosted at MicroImages.com: the global Landsat 742 web
tileset as the image layer and the ASTER 30-meter global web terrain tileset
as the terrain layer.

If you have not previously chosen a stereo viewing device, the Stereo
Settings window opens automatically when you turn on the Stereo
icon button on View window. Use the Device Settings button on this
window to select a stereo mode. You can choose from Anaglyph,
Interlaced Lines, Interlaced Columns, and Split Window stereo modes
to support viewing using anaglyph glasses, an active 3D monitor using shutter glasses, passive 3D monitors using interlacing with
polarized glasses, or autostereoscopic screens (see the Technical Guide
entitled Stereo Viewing: Use Any Popular 3D Display Method).
Several stereo viewing adjustments are also available from the Stereo Settings window to allow you to refine the stereo view; these
include Relative depth scale, Maximum relief exaggeration, and Percentage of depth beyond the screen settings (see the TechGuide entitled
Stereo Display Settings).
(continued)

Anaglyph stereo display showing geologic fault lines
(orange lines) in a shape object conforming to the
terrain surface (NED 10m USA web terrain tileset
hosted at MicroImages). The image layer is a 1-meter
natural color orthoimage web tileset.
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If no terrain layer is present when you turn on the Stereo
icon button on the View window, by default you are prompted
to choose the data to use for the terrain. In the Stereo Settings window you can choose instead to automatically use
the MicroImages online terrain data layer that best matches
the geographic extents of your view with the best terrain
detail. Using the latter option requires that you maintain an
Internet connection while engaging in stereo viewing.
If you use a terrain layer with lower spatial resolution (larger
cell size) than the image being displayed, the surface defined by the terrain layer is automatically smoothed using

124

Topographic map of seacliff area used in
these illustrations. 20 foot contours and
111 meters (367 feet) of relief.

108

69

bilinear interpolation to match the screen resolution of the
image in the current view (see illustrations below). This
terrain smoothing is automatically applied for any stereo
viewing device as well as to anaglyph prints.
Elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD, or shape) are
rendered onto the 3D surface defined by the terrain layer.
Drawing tools used for editing, sketching, and annotation
also follow the terrain surface so you can correctly position
elements relative to the terrain (see the TechGuide entitled
Stereo Viewing: Drawing Tools Follow Terrain).

27

0

0

90-m elevation data for the seacliff area.
Cell size 62 m by 93 m. Elevations in
meters.

1-m surface automatically interpolated in
the stereo view of the seacliff area
illustrated below.

3D steps from
90-m cells
Stereo of 1-meter orthoimage at 1X zoom
using LIDAR-derived terrain layer with cell
size 2.3 by 3.4 meters.

Stereo of 1-meter image using 90-meter
elevation cells shown without interpolation
as illustrated above.

Smoothed stereo image with automatic
interpolation of the 90-meter elevation
cells illustrated above.
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Stereo Viewing

Use Any Popular 3D Display Method
Stereo improves the accuracy of any kind of viewing and use of
any geodata. We are all capable of interpreting 2D views of our
geospatial materials. However, the lifetime experiences we are
applying to these tasks were accumulated in a 3D world.

and stereo viewing. The table also indicates each products’ annotation, sketching, geotoolbox, and edit capabilities available for drawing
in stereo on the terrain surface.
(continued)

To fully exploit the benefits of stereo viewing you can add a lowcost stereo viewing device to your computer. All of the TNTgis
products support all three of the 3D viewing technologies used
in monitors, laptop screens, TVs, and projectors. None of these
technologies are new, but their implementations in new products
provide flicker-free, bright color stereo views. They now come
with newly designed light-weight glasses that are even comfortable when worn over your prescription eyeglasses. If you object
to wearing these glasses then choose the new glasses-free 3D
technology.

Stereo is Useable in Each TNTgis Product
3D Display Method
Drawing Tools
Active Passive Glasses- Anaglyph
Glasses Annotate Sketch Edit
Glasses Glasses
Free
TNTmips ✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔ ✔

Here are the stereoscopic 3D viewing technologies you can
choose from. The table at the right shows that all of the TNTgis
products support all three of these modern technologies for 2D

Active 3D: choose a laptop, monitor, TV, or projector that uses
shuttered glasses. Samsung 27” 3D monitor shown.

Glasses-free 3D: this powerful and unique Toshiba 15.6”
laptop uses autostereoscopic 3D, eliminating the need for
special glasses.

TNTedit
TNTview

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

TNTmips
✔
Basic
(low-cost product restricted to web-based geodata and terrain or
local geodata and terrain within its size limitations)
TNTmips ✔
✔
✔
✔ ✔
✔
✔
Free
(free product restricted to local geodata and terrain within its size
limitations)

Passive 3D: add a monitor, TV, or projector to any computer
and use polarized glasses. LG 23” 3D monitor shown.

Anaglyph 3D: use any plastic anaglyph glasses and any
available color monitor, TV, or projector.
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Setting the Stereo Display Mode
TNTgis stereo views can be set to use the stereo mode
suitable for your stereo viewing device. First choose Stereo Settings from the Options menu in the View window.
Next press the Device Settings button in the Stereo Settings window to open the Stereo Device Settings window
(see illustration to the right). Use the Stereo Mode menu
to choose the stereo mode that matches your stereo viewing device, as outlined below. (Other functions of the Stereo
Settings window are described in the TechGuide entitled
Stereo Viewing: Stereo Display Settings.)

Press the Device
Settings button on the
Stereo Settings window
to open the Stereo
Device Settings window

Active 3D Stereo
For an active stereo monitor or TV, choose OpenGL from the Stereo Mode menu. The OpenGL mode requires an NVIDIAQuadro
graphics card with a Quad-Buffered OpenGL driver. The Stereo
Device Settings window will not allow you to choose the OpenGL
option unless a suitable graphics card is installed.
Passive 3D Stereo
Most passive 3D monitors and TVs display the left and right stereo
frames on alternate lines on the screen. To set the proper stereo
mode for the View, choose Interlaced Lines from the Stereo Mode
menu. A second Interlace Mode menu sets how the left and right
frames are mapped to odd and even-numbered view lines (Left
Odd - Right Even or Left Even - Right Odd). If your interlaced
stereo view appears with inverted terrain, choosing the opposite
interlace mode restores the proper terrain rendering.

Glasses-Free 3D Stereo
The glasses-free autostereoscopic 3D viewing mode on the Toshiba
laptop pictured on the reverse can be set to use either interleaved
lines (rows) or side-by-side left-right frames. Configure your
TNTgis view window to use Interlaced Lines if you choose the
former option, or Split Window if you use the latter option.
Anaglyph 3D Stereo
Anyone can view a TNTgis display in stereo using plastic anaglyph glasses and any color monitor, TV, or projector. Choose
Anaglyph from the Stereo Mode menu to enable anaglyph stereo
rendering. The most common anaglyph glasses have a red filter on
the left and a cyan filter on the right. The Anaglyph Colors menu
on the Stereo Device Settings window lets you choose from other
color configurations if needed to match your anaglyph glasses.
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3D Display

3D Perspective Views in Stereo
Oblique perspective 3D views in TNTmips can also be rendered in stereo to enhance the 3D effect. Several stereo
viewing modes are available for use with different stereo
Choose Options / Stereo Settings
viewing devices. You can choose Anaglyph mode for use
from the 3D View to open the
Stereo Device Settings window
with inexpensive color filter glasses or Interlaced Lines or
and choose the appropriate
Interlaced Columns for use with liquid crystal shutter glasses
stereo mode.
and interlaced stereo monitors.
Stereo toggle button

Anaglyph stereo display of a color image in 3D perspective View for use with inexpensive color filter (red-cyan) stereo glasses.

Column-interlaced stereo view that includes several manifolds showing geologic cross-sections. A line-interlaced mode is also available.
The interlaced modes are used with liquid crystal shutter glasses and interlaced stereo monitors.
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Stereo Viewing

Stereo Display Settings
The geodata in any View window in TNTgis software can be rendered in stereo using a
terrain layer (elevation raster or web terrain tileset) using the Stereo icon button on the
View. In order to create the 3D stereo effect, separate renderings of the View’s geodata are
created for the viewer’s left and right eye. These renderings are presented in the View in the
form appropriate to your designated stereo method (see the Technical Guide entitled Stereo
Viewing: Use Any Popular 3D Display Method). You can adjust the characteristics of the
stereo rendering at any time using the Stereo Settings window, which you open from the
View window’s Options menu.
Depth and Exaggeration
The Relative depth scale value in the Stereo Settings window sets the amount of 3D “depth”
Open the Stereo Settings window from
you perceive in the stereo view by adjusting the amount of left-right separation in the stereo the Options menu on the View window.
model. Increase the value of this setting to increase the 100%
stereo depth and the amount of vertical exaggeration of
80%
Plane of screen
the terrain. The Maximum relief exaggeration value
Stereo
overrides the previous setting if necessary to prevent
depth
the vertical exaggeration from exceeding the specified
range
amount (where a value of 1 = no vertical exaggera0%
tion). The Percentage of depth beyond screen setting
Cartoon side view of terrain being viewed in stereo. The Percentage of
depth beyond screen setting controls where the stereo model is placed
determines the perceived placement of the relief in the
relative to the plane of the computer screen (represented by the red
3D stereo model relative to the plane of your computer
line). The screen position above approximates the default setting, with
screen, as shown in the illustration to the right.
80% of the depth of the model behind the screen. Decreasing this
value makes more of the stereo model appear to extend outward in
Terrain Settings
front of the computer screen.
If the terrain layer you select to convert your 2D view
to stereo does not contain elevation data for the full area of the geodata in the view, the area lacking terrain coverage is shown by a
partially transparent No Terrain color (see illustration below). The Stereo Settings window provides controls that let you choose the
No Terrain color and its transparency percentage. The radio buttons at the bottom of the Stereo Settings window set the program
behavior when you activate stereo in a View that does not yet have a terrain surface layer selected. By default you are prompted to
manually select the terrain data to use. Alternatively, you can choose to automatically use the MicroImages on-line terrain data layer
that best matches the geographic extents of your view with the best terrain
Stereo icon button
Stereo left/right indicators
detail. Using the latter option requires that you maintain an Internet connection while engaging in stereo viewing.

Stereo Indicators
Small red and green dots are shown in the upper corners of every stereo
view. The red dot should alway be in the upper left corner and the green dot
in the upper right. The positions of these dots confirm that the view is being
presented in full-color stereo and is not inverted (i.e., up appears down and
down appears up). If you do not want to see these indicators, you can shut
them off in the Stereo Settings window.

Partially transparent color overlay in “No Terrain” areas

Some stereo monitors can occasionally start up with the stereo inverted.
This condition can not be detected and corrected automatically by software.
If the stereo is inverted (i.e., red dot is shown on the right and green dot on
the left) then you need to force the stereo monitor to invert the stereo view.
For a passive stereo or glasses-free monitor press the Device Settings button
on the Stereo Settings window and use the menu to change the stereo left/
right assignments. For an active stereo monitor use the monitor’s 3D controls to correct this condition.

Setting Eye Dominance
Almost everyone has a dominant eye. Approximately two-thirds have right eye dominance and one-third have left eye dominance.
Your stereo viewing activity, especially accurate drawing, will be affected by your eye dominance. To optimize your use of stereo,
use the Shifted View menu on the Stereo Settings window to select your eye dominance. It is easy to establish which of your eyes is
dominant. See http://drawsketch.about.com/cs/howtoindex/ht/eye_dominance.htm for help.
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3D Display

Faster Display with Stored Terrain Properties
TNTmips 3D perspective views model the
terrain surface as a variable triangular mesh
of elevation values sampled from the terrain raster. The level of detail of this
triangulation (triangle size and accuracy)
varies from place to place in the scene to
provide the best detail and accuracy in the
foreground and in areas of high local relief. These accuracy requirements are
scene-dependent, so this triangulation is
rebuilt from the surface raster each time
the 3D viewpoint changes.
Computation of this variable triangulation
requires not only the elevation values, but
also several additional computed properties of each terrain raster cell. Since these
terrain properties, such as a measure of
local relief, are independent of the viewpoint, they can be computed once for the
terrain raster, then used for each new
viewpoint to quickly rebuild the variable
triangulation on-the-fly.

Computing terrain properties for a large terrain raster, such as the 4891-line by

4695-column elevation raster used in this scene of Canyonlands National Park,
If an elevation raster does not have stored
Utah, USA, can require several minutes. Saving the terrain properties with the
surface properties, the Display process
terrain raster insures fast startup during subsequent viewing sessions.
automatically computes them the first time
the 3D view is rendered using the elevation raster as a terrain layer.
The time required for this initial computation is directly related to the
size of the raster and can be several minutes for larger rasters. Subsequent retriangulations and redraws in the viewing session are then fast.
The Surface Layer Controls window provides the option to save these
computed terrain properties with the raster object. Saving the terrain
properties increases the stored size of the terrain raster by a factor of 2
Leave the Save optimization structure toggle
to 10 times (depending on the raster size and data type), but in subse- button on to ensure that terrain properties are
quent 3D viewing sessions the terrain properties are read automatically saved with the surface raster for all subsequent
from the stored structure, so the first display of the 3D scene is 10 to viewing sessions.
20 times faster.

If you elect to turn off this default option, the terrain properties are
stored and used only for the duration of the current 3D viewing session
and must be recomputed each time the terrain raster is used in a 3D
view.

NOTE: The Import operation for some raster
file formats offers the option to compute and
store 3D Surface Properties during the import.
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3D Display

Control Accuracy of Terrain Rendering
3D perspective views in TNTmips model the terrain surface
as a variable-resolution triangular mesh of elevation values.
Foreground and high-relief areas that require high detail are
represented by small triangles that can accurately show small
terrain features. Background and low-relief areas that require less detail are covered by larger triangles that average
out local terrain variations. This triangulation model is reconstructed each time the 3D viewpoint changes, so its
accuracy and computation time are both important.
The elevation of each triangle vertex equals the elevation in
the corresponding terrain raster cell. The edges and faces of
larger triangles, however, can deviate in elevation from the
terrain raster cells they cross or span, respectively. You can
control the overall accuracy and level of detail of the variable
surface triangulation using the Error Tolerance control on
the 3D tabbed panel of the Surface Layer Controls window.
The Error Tolerance value
sets the maximum allowed
vertical deviation between
any triangle edge or face in the terrain model and the corresponding elevations of the cells in the terrain raster. These
deviations translate directly to offsets up or down in the 3D
view, so the Error Tolerance value is measured in screen pixels. The minimum allowed value (for highest accuracy and
terrain detail) is 0.5 pixel: a maximum 0.5 screen pixel offset up
or down between any part of the triangulation model and the
terrain raster elevations, a deviation too small to be noticeable. The maximum allowed value is 10: with this setting
some portions of the terrain model may deviate in elevation
from the terrain raster by as much as 10 screen pixels up or
down, a difference that is readily evident in the 3D view. The
illustrations above right provide an example of the differences in terrain rendering accuracy between the lowest and
highest Error Tolerance settings.

Error Tolerance = 0.5

Error Tolerance = 10.0

Best Surface Accuracy and Detail

Less Surface Detail

Fast Display

Fastest Display

The above illustrations compare the terrain accuracy for the lowest (most
accurate, top) and highest (least accurate, bottom) Error Tolerance
settings for a mountainous terrain with high local relief. The differences in
terrain detail between these settings can be seen easily at the locations
marked by the red arrows. Changes in the Error Tolerance value
generally produce more noticeable effects in the middle and background
of a scene than in the foreground.

Decreasing the Error Tolerance value causes large triangles to be
split into smaller, more accurate triangles but slows rendering times
because more triangles must be processed. Conversely, rendering
to a sparser, more generalized terrain model speeds up rendering.
You can therefore use a high Error Tolerance setting to provide
faster, less accurate previews while adjusting the view geometry.
When you are ready for final rendering, decrease the Error Tolerance for a more accurate terrain model. The table to the right shows
representative display times at different Error Tolerance values for
several moderate to large sample terrains that each use a single
color-composite raster texture (drape layer). The rendering time
difference during initial display may be larger if you use more complex data (terrain raster with floating-point values, multiple texture
layers, RGB or RGBI raster layers, transparency, and so on). The
time difference across the range of Error Tolerance settings decreases dramatically during subsequent redisplay (even when

changing the viewpoint) because the TNTmips Display process
routinely caches the last-used texture and terrain data in memory
for fast access when the 3D view is redrawn.
Comparative Display Times*
Error
Tolerance

Display
Time

Redisplay
Time

Canyonlands, Utah
Terrain raster: 4891 x 4685 cells
Drape raster: 9776 x 9311 cells

0.5

9.4 sec

3.6 sec

10

4.0 sec

3.0 sec

Mount Shasta, California
Terrain and drape rasters
both 5286 x 6987 cells

0.5

11.8 sec

6.1 sec

10

8.0 sec

5.7 sec

Data

* Using single 24-bit composite raster for drape with MipMap
Anisotropic texture filter and 16-bit integer terrain raster, on a 2.33
GHz Intel Core2 Quad CPU with 2.0 GB RAM.
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Style Editor

Point Symbol Editor
The Symbol Editor is used to create and edit small CAD graphic symbols
for use as markers for point and node elements when displaying geometric
objects (vector, CAD, shape, and TIN). You can create a symbol by adding
one or more graphic elements including lines, polylines, various geometric
shapes, and text. Closed-shape elements and text can be drawn in outline
only or filled, and can be assigned a fixed color or a variable color that can
be set to a different color in each style that uses the symbol. You can select
any element of a symbol to manually edit it, delete it, change its drawing
order, or rescale it. You can create a new symbol from a selected glyph in
a TrueType font or paste a glyph into an existing symbol. Symbols can be
saved to a style object, saved as text, or saved as a style query.

drawing canvas

New

color controls

element controls

Save

Open

from the Pattern menu to save a modified symbol with a new
name. After working with one symbol you can press the New
icon button to clear the drawing canvas to begin working on a
new symbol.

Drawing Canvas
The Symbol Editor is opened by choosing the Symbol style
option in the Point Style controls in the Style Editor window
and then pressing the Create or Edit Symbol icon button. The
Symbol Editor window is divided into several sections (see illustration above). The left side of the main window area is the
drawing canvas in which you draw or edit elements of the symbol. The right side of the window provides color controls for
choosing or creating a color for the current element and element controls for setting the thickness of lines and borders and
whether to fill a closed shape. The menus and icon buttons at
the top of the window allow you to open and save symbols, to
zoom the drawing canvas, to choose a drawing tool, and to apply editing operations.

New, Open, and Save
The Symbol Editor opens with a blank drawing canvas. If you
are creating a new symbol you can begin adding elements immediately. To open an existing symbol for editing press the
Open icon button (or choose Pattern / Open). This option opens
the Select Symbols window, which you can use to choose a
symbol from the current style object or from any of the provided symbol libraries (see the Technical Guide entitled
Creating Styles for Points). Press the Save icon button to save
the symbol to the current style object. If you have created a
new symbol from scratch, a Save As window opens for you to
provide a name for the symbol. If you are editing a symbol that
has already been saved to the style object, the Save button overwrites the previously-saved version. Use the Save As option

The default background color of the drawing canvas is black.
You can change the color by pressing the Background
pushbutton in the color controls, which opens a standard color
selection window from which you can choose a color from a
palette or design a custom color. The drawing canvas uses a
local x,y coordinate system with the coordinate origin (0,0) at
the center of the canvas. The View menu provides options to
change the zoom level of the canvas: Zoom In, Zoom Out,
Zoom 1X, and Full (zooms to the full extents of the symbol).

Color Controls
Use the color controls in the right half of the Symbol Editor to
choose a color to assign to a new or selected element in the
canvas. Left-click on a color tile in the palette to pick a fixed
color. The rectangle below the palette shows the currentlyselected color. If you open a symbol that includes colors not
found in the palette, you can add them by selecting an element
that uses the desired color and pressing the From Symbol
pushbutton. You can add other colors to the default palette by
clicking on one of the unassigned (gray) tiles in the lower portion of the palette, which activates the Adjust pushbutton.
Pressing this button opens a standard Select Color window that
you can use to select or design a custom color to add to the
palette. The custom color can then be selected from the palette
in the Symbol Editor window like any of the standard colors.
Instead of assigning a fixed color to a symbol element, you can
press the Variable pushbutton next to the palette (the word “Vari(continued)
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able” is then shown in the color sample area below the palette).
When the symbol is used in a style, any element set to the “variable” color is assigned the color currently set for the point style.
The same symbol can then be used for a number of different
styles that have different style colors.

Element Controls
The Element text field shows the type of drawing tool (e.g.,
segment, polygon) that is currently selected (if any). The Fill
toggle button applies to closed shapes and sets whether the shape
is filled with the selected color or drawn in outline. The Thickness field value sets the relative thickness of a line element or
the border of a closed shape element. The default value of 0.00
produces the thinnest available line width when the symbol is
rendered in a geospatial view, to a print, or to a raster.
When you turn on the Snap to Grid toggle, a grid of horizontal
and vertical guide lines is activated in the drawing canvas (see
illustration below). The distance between the grid lines is set
by the Snap Distance menu selection. When you draw in the
canvas, the components of the element you are drawing are
automatically snapped to the grid: the vertices of a line segment, polyline, or polygon, the sides of a rectangle, or the center
of a circle, ellipse, or arc element. The snap grid allows you to
more precisely set the position, shape, and size of each element
in the symbol.

After drawing a prospective element, you can reposition it and
change its shape before adding it. Left click and drag on a line
segment, polyline, or the inside of a closed shape to reposition
it. Left-click and drag the edge or perimeter of a closed shape
to resize it. Some graphics can be rotated as described below.
Left-click away from/outside of the tool graphic to clear it and
start over.
Segment: Use the Segment tool to add a 2-point line to the
symbol. Left-click in the canvas to place one endpoint and
drag to the desired endpoint position. Left-click and drag either endpoint (marked with an “x”) to resize the line. Hold
down the Shift key while dragging the segment to rotate it around
the farther endpoint.
Rectangle: Draw a box with the Rectangle tool by left-clicking in the canvas and dragging from one box corner to its
diagonally opposite corner. Drag any corner or side of the rectangle to resize it. Hold down the Shift key while dragging a
corner to rotate the box around the opposite corner.
Circle: Left-click to place the center of the circle and drag in
any direction to set the radius of the circle.
Circular Arc, Circular Arc Wedge, Circular Arc Chord: Use
these tools to draw a circular arc (segment of the perimeter of a
circle) or a closed arc wedge or arc chord shape. Left-click to
place the center of the circle and drag to set the radius. The arc,
wedge, and chord graphics are bounded by two radii which
you can drag to set the direction of the element and the angle
between the radii. Drag the perimeter of the arc to change the
radius size.
Ellipse: Draw an ellipse with vertical and horizontal radii.
Left-click to place the center of the ellipse and drag away from
it to set its size and shape. The horizontal and vertical components of the direction you drag set the relative lengths of the
horizontal and vertical radii of the ellipse. Hold down the Shift
key while dragging on the outer
end of a radius to rotate the ellipse.

Paste

Circular
Segment Circle Arc Wedge Ellipse Polygon

Select
Rectangle Circular Circular Polyline
Origin
Arc
Arc Chord
Text

Drawing Tools
You can activate any of the drawing tools by turning on its icon
button on the Symbol Editor toolbar (illustrated above) or by
selecting the tool from the Add menu. Each tool has a separate
Controls window that opens when you activate the tool and
closes automatically when you switch tools. You can draw elements in the canvas using the mouse or use the tool’s Controls
window to enter precise local coordinates and dimensions.
When you have finished drawing the element, check that you
have selected the desired color and fill setting, then press the
Apply pushbutton on the Controls window or right-click in the
drawing canvas to add the element.

PolyLine and Polygon:
When you select either of these
tools, the Line/Polygon Edit
Controls window opens. Use
these controls to add vertices
to the end or start of the
polyline or polygon or to insert,
reposition, or delete vertices.
Text: When you select the Text
tool, the Text Label Edit Controls window opens (see illustration on the next page). Enter
the text for the symbol in the Text tabbed panel of this window.
The text tool graphic then appears in the symbol canvas. Drag
the baseline of the text graphic to reposition the text. Drag the
size handle of the text graphic (“+” symbol) to change the size
of the text, or enter a value in the Ascender Height field on the
Style tabbed panel of the Text Label Edit Controls. Drag the
(continued)
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size handle

baseline

Use the Text tool to add
a text string to the
symbol. Enter the text in
the Text tabbed panel of
the Text Label Edit
Controls. Move the text
in the canvas by dragging the baseline, and
resize it by dragging the
size handle. Rotate the
label by dragging either
endpoint of the baseline.

node on either end of the text baseline to rotate the text; you
can also enter an angle value in the Baseline Angle field on the
Text tabbed panel.

Outlining Shapes in a Different Color
A filled closed-shape element uses the same assigned color for
its outline and its fill. However, it is easy to create a composite
symbol with a filled shape that is outlined in a different color.
When you add an element to the symbol, the tool graphic remains active in the same location in the drawing canvas. Thus
after adding a filled element, you can simply turn off the Fill
toggle, change the element color to a contrasting outline color,
set an appropriate thickness, and add the new element, which
appears to outline the underlying filled shape.
Symbol consisting of two overlaid circles with
the same position and size: a filled yellow
circle with a black unfilled circle overlying it.

Setting the Symbol Origin
The symbol origin determines how the symbol is positioned
relative to a point element it represents in the display of a geometric object. It is the symbol location (“hotspot”) that is
positioned exactly at the point element coordinates. For new
symbols the origin coincides with the center of the drawing
canvas (symbol coordinate origin). You can use the Origin tool
to indicate a different symbol origin position, such as at the
base of a flag symbol as illustrated. (Doing so offsets the
“hotspot” from the symbol coordinate origin; it does not
change the symbol element coordinates.)
The Origin tool provides a stanorigin set at
dard point tool graphic that you
symbol base
can drag to reposition the origin. Right-click in the canvas
or press the Apply pushbutton
in the Point Edit Controls to accept the new position. There is
no visible indication of the symbol origin position when the
Origin tool is not active.

Element Order and Selecting Elements
Activate the Select tool on the Symbol Editor toolbar to select
a symbol element to change its color, its drawing order, or to
edit it. Left-click on or close to an element to select it. A se-

lected element is highlighted in red (solid for lines, outlines of
unfilled shapes, and text; stippled for fills).
selected
unfilled
shape
selected
filled shape

Raise

Lower

Delete

Undo

Overlapping elements in a symbol are drawn in order from
bottom to top. You can change the drawing order one element
at a time by selecting the element and pressing the Raise icon
button on the toolbar to raise the element one level in the drawing order, or the Lower icon button to move it down one level.
These options are also available from the Edit menu, which
also provides the options To Top (moves the element to the top
of the drawing order) and To Bottom.

Undo and Undo All
You can cancel the last change you made to the symbol by pressing the Undo icon button or choosing the Undo option from the
Edit menu. The text of this menu entry varies to indicate the
nature of the last change (e.g., Undo Change Color, Undo Add,
or Undo Edit). You can use the Undo action to step back through
multiple changes in the symbol.
Select the Undo All option from the Edit menu to remove all
changes you have made to the symbol. If you are editing an
existing symbol, choosing Undo All restores the symbol to the
way it looked when you opened it in the Symbol Editor. If you
are creating a new symbol, Undo All removes all elements you
have added and returns to a blank drawing canvas.

Editing and Deleting Elements
You can edit any element in a symbol by selecting it and choosing the Edit option from the Edit menu. This action activates
the tool graphic in the drawing canvas and opens the Edit Controls for the type of element you have selected, allowing you to
change its shape and geometry. Press the Apply pushbutton or
right-click in the drawing canvas to apply the changes to the
element.
(continued)
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Scale and Scale All

elements to the clipboard. Selecting either option activates the
Paste icon button on the toolbar and the Paste option on the
Edit menu.

You can use the Scale option on the Edit menu to change the
size of the selected element. When you select this option a
Prompt window opens with a numeric field to set the desired
scale (size) relative to the original element size (scale = 1.0).
The default value of 0.5 reduces the linear dimensions of the
element to half of the original size. A
scale value of 2.0 makes the linear dimensions of the element twice as large
as the original size.

You can paste elements from the clipboard into the same symbol or into a different symbol you open (new or existing). These
options allow you to transfer elements from one symbol to another. When you paste, an elastic box initially appears in the
canvas and the Box Edit Controls window opens. You can move
the box to reposition the element(s) and resize the box to change
their size. When you are satisfied with the placement, press the
Apply button on the Controls window or right-click in the canvas to complete the paste operation.

The Scale All option is always active on the Edit menu and can
be used to change the size of all elements in the symbol, using
the same Prompt window as the Scale option.

Open or Paste TrueType Symbol

To delete a selected element, press the Delete icon button on
the toolbar or choose Edit / Delete.

Spline
The Spline option is available on the
original
Edit menu when a polyline or polygon
element is selected. It creates a
smoothly curving line that is a best fit
after spline
to the original set of vertices, and thus
can be used to smooth an initially jagged polyline.

Duplicate and Array
The Duplicate option on the Edit menu creates a duplicate of
the selected element. The duplicate appears over the original
in the canvas and the corresponding tool Controls window
opens, allowing you to reposition or edit the duplicate.
The Array option on the Edit menu allows you to make multiple replicates of the selected element and distribute them in a
regular x-y array. When you select this option, the Array controls window opens. This window provides fields for setting
the number of rows and columns in the array. The X Offset and
Y Offset fields set the distance each replicate is offset from the
adjacent position in the array; the default values are the width
and height of the selected element, so you should increase these
values if you wish to separate the replicated elements. Only
positive offset values are applied, so the the base element is
replicated to the right and upward in the canvas.

You can use characters (glyphs) from any TrueType font to create a symbol or add to a symbol. Use the Open TrueType Symbol
option on the Pattern menu to create a new symbol using the
TrueType glyph or the Pattern / Paste TrueType Symbol option
to paste the glyph into an existing symbol you are editing. When
you select either option, the
Select TrueType Symbol window opens. Press the Font
button on this window to
choose any installed TrueType
font; the name of the selected
font is shown in the adjacent
text field. The glyphs in the
font are shown in an array of
squares in the scrolling list.
Left-click on the desired glyph
and press OK to select it.
When you use Open TrueType Symbol, the glyph is automatically scaled to fit in the visible portion of drawing canvas. When
you paste a TrueType glyph, an elastic box appears in the canvas and the Box Edit Controls window
opens, so you can reposition and resize
the glyph as you would for any pasted element. In either case the glyph is
converted to one or more symbol elements
(one for each closed shape) which can be
selected in order to assign color and TrueType numeral
glyph pasted into
fill, or for editing.
a symbol.

Save as Text / Load from Text
You can easily transfer symbols from one style object to
another in the form of text descriptions. Use the Pattern /
Save as Text option to create a file with the “.sym” file extension and the Pattern / Load from Text option to load the
symbol in the Symbol Editor from the text file.

Save as Query
You can convert a symbol to a style script that you can use
with the Style: By Script option for displaying points in other
geometric objects. To do so, choose Pattern / Save as text
Rectangle element replicated in a 3 x 3 grid using the Array option.
file (*.qry). You can open the style script in the Script Editor to
Copy and Paste
changes settings such as drawing color and scale. However,
The Edit menu includes a Copy option (copies the selected elyou cannot reopen a style script in the Symbol Editor to conement to the clipboard) and a Copy All option (copies all
vert it to a standard symbol.
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Spatial Display

Synchronize External GeoViewer
The Synchronize External GeoViewer icon button on 2D
and 3D Perspective views in TNTmips allows you to open
any of three web geoviewers (Google Earth, Google Maps, and
Microsoft Bing Maps) to show the same area displayed in your
TNT View window. Pressing this icon button opens a menu from
which you can choose the geoviewer to use.
When you choose Google Earth, the desktop Google Earth application is launched, zooms to show the displayed area, and
automatically updates to match changes in your TNT view. A
small Google Earth Synchronization window provides you the
option to show in Google Earth the view center (marked by a
small MicroImages symbol), the group extents (as a rectangular
outline), and the view extents (for 2D views only). The View
Scale slider in this window lets you vary the scale (viewpoint
distance) in Google Earth relative to the TNT view.

Each time you adjust the position and zoom of your TNT view, a
tnt.kml file is recreated and used to update the Google Earth
view. If you have not turned off prompting in Google Earth,
your are asked if you want to reload this file after each adjustment.
If you have launched Google Earth from a 3D Perspective view,
its view direction and orientation are also replicated in Google
Earth. Changes in view position and orientation in the TNT 3D
view are conveyed to Google Earth when the solid view is redrawn (changes in wireframe mode do not update Google Earth).
When you launch Google Maps or Microsoft Bing maps from
the Synchronize External GeoViewer menu, your default web
browser opens to show the matching area in the selected
geoviewer. The Google Maps and Bing Maps views do not automatically update to mirror changes in your TNT view.

TNTmips View window synchronized with...

Google Earth

Google Maps

Bing Maps
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Tilesets

Subset Google Earth Tilesets for Android Tablets
The Tileset Subset process in TNTmips (Tileset
/ Image / Subset) lets you extract subsets by
area from standard web tilesets (Google Maps,
Bing Maps, Google Earth, and NASA World
Wind; see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets:
Subset Structures). New features in this process in TNTmips 2014DV make it easier than
ever to extract small Google Earth tilesets that
can be transferred to your Android tablet for
display using the Google Earth Android app.

A Google Maps tileset can be used as the
source for extracting a Google Earth tileset.

In testing with the Samsung Galaxy Note 10
tablet, MicroImages has found that the tablet
version of Google Earth works best with an image tile size of 512 x 512 pixels. Although the
desktop version of Google Earth functions well
with a tile size of 1024 x 1024 pixels, this large
tile size strains the memory resources of tablets, resulting in slow loading of the image
overlay and time lags in navigating the Google
The Tileset Subset process in TNTmips 2014DV allows you to extract an area from a
Earth 3D environment. On the other hand, ussource tileset, create a different tile size for the result, and even convert from one
ing smaller tiles (256 x 256 pixels) increases
tileset structure to another. In this example a small Google Earth tileset is created
the number of tiles that need to be loaded for
from the global Landsat 7-4-2 False Color Google Maps tileset hosted at
microimages.com. A Google Earth subset can also be packaged as a KMZ file.
tilesets covering large areas, which also results
in slow loading of the image overlay. Tilesets
with the 512 tile size reduce the number of tiles required withEarth application as the source to create Google Earth extracts
out causing memory-related delays.
for your tablet with the appropriate smaller tile size.
In the Tileset Subset process you can now choose the tile size
to create in the subset, independent of the tile size of the input
tileset. So you can use a tileset created for the desktop Google

The Tileset Subset process also can now convert from one tileset
structure to another. For example, you can use a Google Maps
tileset as the source and create a subset in the Google Earth
structure. Thus you can use any of your
Google Maps tilesets, or any of the many
Google Maps / Bing Maps tilesets hosted at
microimages.com, as the source for creating
Google Earth tilesets for use on your tablet.
(When extracting from any on-line tileset the
size of the subset you produce is limited to a
small area.)

Google Earth Android app displaying the custom Google Earth tileset extracted and
converted from MicroImages’ global 7-4-2 False Color Google Maps tileset.

When you create a Google Earth tileset subset, you can now also choose to package the
entire tileset in a single compressed KMZ file.
This option simplifies moving the tileset and
transferring it to the tablet via data cable, SD/
MicroSD card, cloud storage, or e-mail. This
option works best for small tilesets (100 MB
or less for tablet use). The decompression required when reading tiles from a large tileset
packaged as a KMZ file can increase tile load
times and reduce performance in the Google
Earth Android app. See the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Create Google Earth Tilesets
as KMZ for more information.
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Tilesets

Setting Zoom Levels
Standard web tilesets that you create in TNTmips Pro for use in Google Maps, Microsoft
Bing Maps, NASA World Wind, or Google Earth contain several tiers or levels of tiles
at different spatial resolutions covering the entire area of the tileset. These pre-rendered pyramids of tile files ensure rapid retrieval and display of the required tiles at any
zoom level. The Export Raster Tilesets and Mosaic to Image Tileset processes allow
you to set the range of zoom levels to be created in your tileset. The Maximum Zoom
Level and Minimum Zoom Level menus in these process windows present a choice of
zoom levels using the numbering system of the selected tileset target. The zoom level
systems used in the various tileset structures are described below.

Google Maps and Microsoft Bing Maps
Google Maps Tile Overlays and Microsoft Bing Maps Custom Tile Layers consist of
uniform tiles, 256 by 256 pixels in size, that are aligned on a predetermined global
grid. Both of these tileset types use the same system of numbered zoom levels, differing only in the starting (lowest) zoom level. Google Maps zoom levels begin with
level 0, which represents the entire globe with a single tile centered at 0 degrees longitude and 0 degrees latitude. Each integer increase
Variation in Ground Pixel Size
in zoom level doubles the number of tiles in both
and Map Scale with Latitude
the north-south and east-west directions. Level 1
for Google / Bing Maps
(the lowest zoom level for Bing Maps) covers the
Example: Zoom Level 13
globe with a 2 x 2 grid of tiles, level 2 with a 4 x 4
Latitude Pixel
Map Scale
grid, and so on (see illustrations to the right). BeN or S Size (m) (1 : value)
cause the tile size is fixed, each increase in zoom
0
19.1
72,224
level also reduces the size of the area on the ground
5
19.0
71,949
10
18.8
71,127
represented by one pixel in a tile by a factor of 2,
15
18.5
69,763
providing increasing visual detail in the tileset at
20
18.0
67,868
higher zoom levels.
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

17.3
16.6
15.7
14.6
13.5
12.3
11.0
9.6
8.1
6.5
5.0

65,457
62,548
59,162
55,327
51,070
46,425
41,426
36,112
30,523
24,702
18,693

The Zoom Level menus for these tileset targets
include the approximate pixel size at the equator
for each numbered zoom level (as shown in the
table to the right). In the Spherical Web Mercator
projection used by these tilesets, each zoom level
has a fixed map width (in pixels) at all latitudes.
This means that east-west ground dimensions of a
tile pixel at a particular zoom level (and thus the
m a p
scale of
World
Approximate
that zoom level) varies with the cosine of
Wind
Pixel
Zoom
Pixel
Size at
latitude. The tile pixel size on the ground
Level
Size
Equator
decreases with increasing latitude north and
0
4.2
arc-min
7.8 km
south of the equator. This varation is shown
1
2.1 arc-min
3.9 km
in the table above using Google / Bing Maps
2
1.1 arc-min
2 km
zoom level 13 as an example.
3
32 arc-sec
978 m

NASA World Wind
NASA World Wind tilesets are made up of
tiles 512 by 512 pixels in size aligned on an
equirectangular (Plate Carree) global grid.
The lowest zoom level (0) covers this rectangular Earth model with an array of 50 tiles
(5 north-south by 10 east-west), each of
which is 36 degrees of latitude by 36 degrees of longitude. Each integer increase in
zoom level doubles the number of tiles in
both the north-south and east-west directions.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16 arc-sec
7.9 arc-sec
4.0 arc-sec
2.0 arc-sec
0.99 arc-sec
0.49 arc-sec
0.25 arc-sec
0.12 arc-sec
0.062 arc-sec
0.031 arc-sec
0.015 arc-sec
0.0077 arc-sec

489 m
245 m
122 m
61 m
31 m
15 m
7.6 m
3.8 m
1.9 m
1m
48 cm
24 cm

Google Maps
and Bing Maps
Zoom Levels
Zoom
Level
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Pixel
Size at
Equator
157 km
78 km
39 km
19.6 km
9.8 km
4.9 km
2.4 km
1.2 km
611 m
306 m
153 m
76 m
39 m
19 m
10 m
5m
2.4 m
1.2 m
60 cm
30 cm
15 cm
7.5 cm
3.7 cm
1.9 cm
9.3 mm

Zoom Level 0: 1 tile
Google Maps Base Level

Zoom Level 1: 4 tiles
Bing Maps Base Level

Zoom Level 2: 16 tiles

Above, table showing range of possible prerendered, fixed zoom levels in a Google Maps
tileset. The Bing Maps tiling scheme is
identical except that it begins at Level 1 (a 2 x
2 array of tiles). Both schemes represent the
globe with a spherical Mercator projection.
The illustrations to the right of the table show
the tile grids at the three lowest Google Maps
zoom levels.

Left, table showing range of possible prerendered, fixed zoom levels in a NASA World
Wind tileset. World Wind uses an equirectangular (Plate Carree) earth model and a tile size of
512 pixels. Its lowest zoom level is a 5 x 10
array of tiles with each tile covering 36 degrees
of latitude and longitude, as shown in the
illustration above. Each subsequent zoom level
doubles the number of tiles in both directions, as
in Google Maps and Bing Maps.
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(over)

Google Earth
Google Earth Super-Overlays use geographic
coordinates for tile positions and do not require
a particular tile size or that tiles be aligned on a
predefined global grid with numbered zoom levels. However, to accommodate subsequent
merging and interchangeable use, Google Earth
tilesets created in TNTmips are automatically
aligned to the Google Maps global grid. These
tilesets are therefore created using a range of
numbered Google Maps zoom levels, with level
numbering adjusted according to the tile size
you have selected.

Use the Minimum Zoom Level and
Maximum Zoom Level menus to set
the range of resolution levels
created in your mosaic tileset.

Mosaic to Image Tilesets Process
The Mosaic to Image Tilesets process allows
you to assemble many input images into a single
output tileset. Mosaic uses the smallest cell
size among your input images to automatically
set a default selection on the Maximum Zoom
Level menu. This level is chosen to produce a
maximum zoom level with spatial resolution at least as detailed as
your most detailed input image, taking into account the geographic
position (latitude) of the input data and the change in map projection.
In the example shown in the illustrated Mosaic to Image Tileset
window above, all of the input images have a cell size of 14.25 m,
and the image area is between 46 and 51 degrees north latitude.
The default Maximum Zoom Level has been set automatically to
zoom level 13 (19 m cell size at the equator). Although this nominal
cell size at the equator is greater than that of input images, the
actual size of level 13 tile cells at this range of latitudes (see table
listing latitudinal variations on the reverse) is less than the input
14.25 meters, so zoom level 13 is the appropriate choice to preserve
the maximum detail in the input imagery.

You can override the default settings in Mosaic to Image Tileset or
Export Raster Tilesets and choose a particular maximum zoom level
and minimum zoom level for your tileset(s). Keep in mind that
choosing a higher zoom level than the default is not advisable, as
this choice would create additional high-resolution tile layers (each
with 4 times as many tile files as the previous layer; see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets: Understanding Sizes) that exceed the
spatial resolution inherent in the original imagery and thus provide
no visual benefit. If you are creating a number of tilesets for subsequent assembly into a single tileset in the Merge Tilesets process,
there is no need to produce component tilesets with identical maximum zoom levels and number of levels. The Merge Tilesets process
can cope with either of these conditions (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Merge Tilesets).

Mosaic sets the default value on the Minimum
Zoom Level menu so that the lowest-numbered
zoom level produced is the level at which the image area in the tileset falls below the size of a single
image tile. The geographic position of your image
might cause it to cross tile boundaries, resulting
in up to 4 tiles at this level.

Export Raster Tilesets Process
In the Export Raster Tilesets process each input
image is processed to a separate output tileset. If
all of the selected input images have the same cell
size, the Maximum Zoom Level menu shows a default zoom level choice that is set as described
above for the Mosaic to Image Tileset process. If
the input images include a mixture of cell sizes, the
default setting on this menu is Automatic. This
Automatic option sets a maximum zoom level independently for each tileset to capture the full
spatial detail in its parent image. The Minimum
Zoom Level menu menu likewise offers an Automatic option that sets the minimum zoom level
independently for each tileset based on the geographic extents of the source image.

The Automatic setting on the Maximum Zoom Level menu in the Export Raster Tilesets
window sets an appropriate maximum zoom level individually for each of the output
tilesets based on the cell size of the input image. Likewise, the Automatic setting on
the Minimum Zoom Level menu automatically sets an appropriate minimum zoom level
for each tileset based on its maximum zoom level and aerial extents.
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Terrain Analysis

Computing Topographic Properties
The Topographic Properties process in TNTmips (Terrain / Topographic Properties) allows you to select a digital elevation raster and
compute from it the fundamental topographic properties that define
the spatially-varying shape and orientation of the terrain surface: slope
magnitude (in degrees or percent), aspect (the azimuth of the downslope direction), and curvature (in radians/meter or radians/100
meters), including both plan (horizontal) and profile (vertical) curvature. You can also compute shaded relief images from the elevation
raster. You can choose to compute any or all of these topographic
characteristics in a single run by using the toggle-button controls and
also choose the desired datatype for each new raster object. These
products can then be used as inputs for engineering studies or higherorder models of landscape processes such as overland flow and
erosion.
The topographic properties you choose are computed for each cell
using the elevation values in a 3 x 3 kernel of cells surrounding the cell currently being processed. These values are used
to construct a local mathematical surface from which
the topographic properties are computed. Five different surface-fitting methods are provided for this purpose,
as detailed in the Technical Guide entitled Terrain Analysis: Methods for Computing Topographic Properties.
The surface-fitting method you select is used for computing all of your chosen topographic properties.
Shading: High-contrast method

Shading: Display method

Aspect

Slope

Profile (Vertical) Curvature

Plan (Horizontal) Curvature

Sample terrain analysis products from the Topographic Properties
process for a small portion of a 6-meter-resolution LIDAR elevation
raster of Mount St. Helens area, Washington. The area shown is
2.6 kilometers wide.

When you compute shaded relief you can tailor the illumination to the topography by specifying the elevation
angle of the sun as well as its compass direction. If you
need to match the illumination conditions at a particular
location, date, and time (to match those of an overlapping satellite image, for example), you can use the fields
in the Sun Angle Calculator to enter the location’s latitude and longitude and the date and time of the image’s
acquisition to calculate the corresponding elevation angle
and sun direction.
Two methods are included for computing shading. The
Display method uses the same algorithm as the on-thefly relief shading procedure in the Display process, so
you can preview the result in Display and transfer the
shading parameters to the Topographic Properties process to create and save an identical shading raster object.
However, the brightest shading tone produced by this
method is a medium gray. The High Contrast method
produces a wider range of shading tones, so its products are more suitable when you plan to visually fuse
the shading image with partially-transparent overlays
(such as the elevation raster with color palette or thematic map polygons).
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Sidebar Features

Easily Vary Transparency for Any Layer
You can apply variable transparency to any layer in a View
window in TNTmips, TNTview, or TNTedit using a Transparency slider in the View window’s sidebar. You can add
this slider to the sidebar using the Layer Transparency icon
button at the bottom of the sidebar (see illustration to the
right). You can apply variable transparency ranging from
0% (completely opaque) to 100% (completely transparent).
An editable numeric field next to the slider shows the current transparency percentage.
The Transparency slider settings apply to the layer that is
currently active in the View. You can apply transparency
separately to any number of the layers in a View by making
each layer active in turn and adjusting the Transparency
slider for that layer.

Show
Legend

Show
Show Show Show
Magnifier Locator Places Zoom

Turn on the Layer
Transparency icon
button at the bottom of
the View sidebar to
show the Transparency
slider. To adjust a
layer’s transparency,
first click on its listing
in the sidebar or
Display Manager to
make it the active layer
(layer name shown in
bold), then use the
slider.

Layer Transparency

Layer transparency can be set with the sidebar slider for any
geospatial layer type: raster layers, web tilesets, and any geometric
object layer (vector, CAD, shape, TIN) including linked data in
external formats. (Layer transparency cannot be applied to database pinmap point layers.) Transparency is applied to all visible
elements in geometric objects (points, lines, labels, and polygon

borders and fills). Layer transparency
active
is also applied in addition to any
layer
transparency that has already been set
for polygon fill styles in geometric
objects or for raster layers (in the Raster Layer Controls window).
The last-used layer transparency setting is automatically saved for
each spatial object along with its other display settings. Some
examples of layer transparency are illustrated below.

Map polygons and dynamic labels displayed over shaded relief raster

Vector layer transparency = 25%

Vector layer transparency = 50%

Orthoimage web tileset displayed with layer
transparency = 50% over shaded relief raster

Vector layer transparency = 75%

Road lines in linked shapefile displayed over orthoimage web tileset

Shape layer transparency = 0%

Shape layer transparency = 60%
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Spatial Display

View-In-View Tool
In a display group with multiple layers, opaque layers may completely hide the layers
below. The View-in-View tool provides a way to hide the obscuring layers for a portion
of the view and to allow side-by-side comparision of different layers.

View-in-View

Swap Inside / Outside
The View-in-View tool provides an elastic box graphic that you drag open in the View
window. You can move or resize the box as needed to compare different areas. When you draw the box, the top layer
in the active group is automatically turned off inside the box (which is managed as an additional virtual view), while
the remainder of the viewing canvas retains the initial layer visibility settings. You can reverse this relationship by
pressing the Swap Inside / Outside icon button, which is added to the View window toolbar when the View-in-View
tool is active, or by right-clicking in the View.

You can also specify which individual layers to hide within the View-in-View area. Right-click on a layer’s Show/
Hide checkbox in either the Display Manager or the View sidebar legend to open a menu with layer visibility settings.
Toggle the View-in-View entry on the menu off to hide the layer in the View-in-View area or on to show the layer. The

View of display group with three layers. A View-in-View box has
been drawn in the center of the group, and the top layer
(DEM_16bit) is automatically hidden inside the box. The checkmark in the Show / Hide checkbox control for this layer is shown
in blue to indicate that the layer is hidden in at least one view.

View of the same three layers, but the Swap Inside / Outside
button (circle) has been pressed to make the area outside the
box the “View-in-View” area, while the area inside of the box uses
the initial layer visibility settings.

checkmark in the Show / Hide checkbox control is
shown in blue for any layer that is hidden in the Viewin-View but visible in the main view area.
Because the boundaries of the View-in-View box juxtapose views of different geospatial data layers, you can
use the View-in-View tool to investigate how surface
features appear in different bands of a multispectral
image or how vegetation or crop patterns have changed
through time using images acquired on different dates.

Here the right mouse-button menu (above left) of the Show / Hide
checkbox for the CBSOILSutm layer has been used to hide this
layer (turn off its visibility menu entry) in the View-in-View area.
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Spatial Display

Pan and Zoom with the View Position Tool
The View Position tool is the default tool in View windows in the TNTgis products. Using this tool you can left-click and drag to pan
the view contents or quickly recenter on any location in the view. While using this tool you can also zoom the view in several ways:
using the zoom icon buttons on the View window toolbar, the mouse scroll wheel, or keyboard shortcuts (hotkeys).

Panning
To pan the contents of the view with the View Position tool, press and hold the left mouse button. The screen cursor changes from a
crosshair shape to a hand shape. Drag in the desired direction, then release the mouse button. As you drag, the data layers previously
shown remain visible and move relative to the view canvas in the direction you drag, leaving a blank window canvas in their wake. These
blank areas are filled in when you release the left mouse button. You can also use the arrow keys on the keyboard to pan the view 90% in
the arrow direction, or use the sidebar Locator panel to pan (see the Technical Guide entitled Locator Manages Zoom and Position).
Before

After

while dragging

Recentering
To quickly recenter the view while using the View Position tool, simply place the mouse cursor over the location where you want the view
to center and do one of the following: 1) press the middle mouse button (which may be the scroll wheel) or 2) press the space bar on the
keyboard.

Zooming
With the View Position tool active there are several ways to zoom the contents of the
view. The toolbar on the View window provides icon buttons to zoom in and out, to
zoom to the full extents of the data layers, and to return to the previous zoom and
position (among others; see illustration to the right). The mouse scroll wheel can also
be used to control zooming (see illustration below). Each time you roll the scroll wheel
any amount the view zooms in or out by 2X at the cursor position. Roll the top of the
wheel forward (away from you) to zoom in and backward (toward you) to zoom out.
Keyboard shortcuts (hotkeys) for common zoom actions are also provided (see illustration to the right). You can also use the sidebar Locator and Zoom panels to change
the scale of the display in the view (see the TechGuides entitled Locator Manages
Zoom and Position and Sidebar Zoom Panel for more information).

View Toolbar Zoom Controls
Zoom Zoom
Zoom to
Previous
In
Out
Active Layer

Zoom to
Maximum Detail

Full

Keyboard Zoom Shortcuts

zoom in (at cursor)

zoom to 1X

zoom out (at cursor)

zoom in 2X

zoom to full extents
To see more keyboard shortcuts open
the Hotkeys menu in the View window.

Mouse Scroll
Wheel Zoom
Roll scroll
wheel forward
to zoom in at
the cursor
location

Roll scroll
wheel backward to zoom
out at the
cursor location
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Spatial Display

View Window DataTip Options
Designers and viewers of
geospatial data in the TNT products can set the content and style
of DataTip information to be
shown for individual layers using
the Layer Controls windows
opened from the Display Manager
or the View sidebar. These settings
are stored with the other display
DataTips submenu on the View window’s Options menu (above left) provides toggle
settings for each object. However, The
options that allow viewers to quickly modify the amount and content of DataTip information
viewers can also set general view- shown, and a Settings option that opens a DataTip Settings window providing further controls.
ing options for DataTips in the
View window using the Options / DataTips menu. This menu
ally shown may exceed this maximum; multiline entries that
provides toggle options that allow you to quickly change the
begin before the line limit is reached are shown in full even
amount and type of information shown in DataTips, and a
if the result exceeds the set limit. DataTips that are trunSettings option that opens a DataTip Settings window procated due to this setting end in a line showing the ellipsis
viding further controls. Settings made from the DataTips
symbol (...) as an indication that a line limit has been immenu and DataTip Settings window are not data-specific,
posed (see illustrations at the bottom left of this page.
but rather are retained for the display interface used in any
The Thousands (000) Separator menu lets you choose from
TNT process.
among several standard characters used as separators in nuDataTip Settings Window
The DataTip Settings window (illustrated in the top right
corner of this page) provides a number of controls governing DataTip behavior and content. You can set the time lag
between stopping pointer movement and the appearance of
the DataTip using the Popup Delay field. The Change Distance field sets the minimum movement distance (in pixels)
from the previous DataTip location required to allow appearance of a new DataTip.
The number of lines of DataTip text that can appear is limited by the value in the Maximum lines of text field. The
initial default value for this field is 20 lines. Because a single
display layer may produce multiple lines of DataTip text
(through a multiline string expression field or when object
and layer names are shown), the number of text lines actu-

meric values. The choices are <none>, comma, period, and
<space>. The selected separator is automatically inserted
into any numeric values in the DataTip (see illustrations at
the bottom right of this page).
The Enable highlight of corresponding elements toggle button lets you control whether elements at the cursor location
are highlighted in the View when the DataTip is shown.
When this option is turned on, element highlighting is enabled for any layer in which it has been turned on in the
layer controls. If the toggle is off, element highlighting is
disabled for all layers.
(over)

The Thousands (000) Separator menu in the
DataTip Settings window lets you choose the
separator character used for numerical values
in DataTips. The choices are <none> (above
left), comma (above right), period (below left),
and <space> (below right).

DataTip from View with 11 geospatial layers
using the Maximum option on the DataTips
menu with the Maximum lines of text value
in the DataTip Settings window set to 20.
Entries are included for all 11 layers.

DataTip using the Maximum
option with the Maximum lines
of text value in the DataTip
Settings window set to 6.
DataTips that omit lines due to
this limit end in a line showing
an ellipsis (...).
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The Default highlight for new layers toggle in the DataTip
Settings window sets the element highlight behavior of geometric layers that are added to a View for the first time (and
thus do not have pre-existing display settings). If this toggle
is turned on, element highlighting is enabled; if the toggle is
off, element highlighting is disabled. This setting is saved
with the object’s display parameters.
The Show object names toggle in the DataTip Settings window adds the object name for each layer to the beginning of
each DataTip entry (see illustration to the right). This option is useful when no explanatory prefixes have been set in
the display settings for the individual layers.
DataTips Menu Options
The toggle options on the DataTips submenu let you
control which layers contribute information to the
DataTip and also to choose alternate information to show
in the DataTip. The menu choices None, Active/Top
Layer, Maximum, Visible Layers, and Automatic by
Scale determine which layers provide information for
the DataTip. When you choose Active/Top Layer, the
DataTip shows information only from one layer; the
default is the layer that is currently active (shown in
bold in the layer list). In a layout, in which groups can
have different spatial extents, the cursor may be outside
the extents of the active layer and group. In that case,
the top layer/group at the cursor location provides the
DataTip information.
The Maximum menu option shows DataTip information from all layers, including visible, hidden, and
off-by-scale layers, up to the limit set by the Maximum
lines of text setting described on the previous page. The
Visible menu option shows DataTip lines only for layers that are currently visible; this setting excludes layers
that are hidden or off by scale (see illustrations to the
right). The Automatic by Scale option shows information
from all layers that are manually set as visible and uses the
current map scale to determine whether to include layers with
visibility controlled by map scale. The scale range used to
determine inclusion in the DataTip is wider than the layer
visibility scale range. Information is included from a scalecontrolled layer as long as the current view scale is no more
than 100 times greater the maximum scale ratio (zoom-in
limit) or 10 times less than the minimum scale ratio (zoomout limit). For example, a layer that is visible at scales
between 1:100,000 and 1:500,000 would be included in the
DataTip over the range 1:1,000 to 1:5,000,000.
In displays with multiple layers that do not cover the same
areas, you can use the DataTip to identify which layer(s)
exist at the cursor location. When you choose the Object
Name option from the DataTips menu, the DataTip shows
the layer name, file name, and object name for each layer at
that location (subject to the current maximum lines setting).

DataTip showing polygon attributes from three vector layers. No
explanatory prefix has been set for the individual vector layers
(left). In the illustration on the right, the Show object names
option has been turned on in the DataTip Settings window, so the
object name for each layer is added as a prefix for each DataTip
entry.

View sidebar layer list
for a display layout with
11 layers. A number of
the layers are currently
hidden (visibility
checkbox off). The
Township/Range and
Sections layers are not
visible at the current
view scale (note green
color for layer names).
DataTips for this layout
are shown to the right
using different DataTips
submenu options.

DataTip for the display layout using the
Maximum option. An entry is shown in
the DataTip for each layer, including
those that are hidden or off by scale.

DataTip for the display layout using the
Visible Layers option. Layers that are
manually hidden or off by scale are not
included in the DataTip.

In a layout, group names are also included in the object name
DataTip (see illustration below left).
The Bing Geocoded Location option uses the Bing Locations service (which requires an Internet connection) to show
location information for the cursor position (see illustration
below right). Available information may include street address, postal code, name of populated place, county/region,
and country. The specificity of the location data provided
varies with the scale of the view.

Bing Geocoded Location
DataTip showing postal
code and place name
information.
Object name DataTip showing
group, layer, file, and object names.
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3D Display

Drape Labels over Terrain
The information content of your 3D displays can be augmented by the use of
labels for the vector layers in the group.
Text labels are rendered individually into
the 3D perspective view and by default
are draped over the terrain surface just
like other vector elements such as 2D
point and line symbols. Leader lines for
polygon labels placed outside of their
polygon are also rendered and draped on
the terrain. 3D rendering is handled in the
same way for label elements that are part
of the vector object and for on-screen text
labels that you generate for vector elements
on-the-fly in the Display process from attributes in attached database records.
Further attention can be drawn to labels This 3D rendering of geologic map data combines a shaded-relief raster layer
of either type by styling them within with six vector layers. The layer with geologic map polygons includes polygon
frames. Frame shape options include rect- labels with the rock unit symbol, some of which are drawn outside their polygon
with leader lines. The layer with faults (bold lines) includes line labels with the
angle, rounded rectangle, ellipse, and circle names of the faults. Another layer provides text labels for topographic features.
shapes, and the frame can have a color fill
with any percentage of partial transparency. Using
a modest transparency level (25 to 50%) for the
frame fill can enhance the 3D perspective effect of
the label rendering without detracting from label
readability.

These polygon label elements with leader lines have been
styled to display with frames shaped like a rounded rectangle.
The frame fill color has been set to 50% transparency to
enhance their 3D effect.

This 3D rendering of topographic map data includes nine
vector layers draped over the terrain surface. Seven of the
vector layers contain label elements, including polygon labels
(such as the city name), line labels (blue labels with names of
creeks), and point labels (such as the school names). The
other two layers provide the color backgrounds for urbanized
areas (pink) and vegetation (green) and so do not require
labels.
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3D Display

Render 3D Elements as 3D Shapes
Vector objects with 3D (XYZ) coordinates
can be used in 3D Views with or without a
surface layer. All elements in a 3D vector
object are rendered in the 3D space at the
XYZ positions specified by their stored coordinates; they are not “draped” over a surface layer even when one is present.
Point and line elements in 3D vector objects are automatically rendered in 3D
Views as solid shapes with appropriate illumination shading. 3D points are rendered
in 3D views as solid spheres (if styled for
2D with a standard circle symbol) or solid
cubes (if styled with a standard square or
other symbol). Solid 3D lines are rendered
as continuous cylindrical pipes. 3D lines
that use line patterns in 2D are represented
in 3D as combinations of pipes and pipe
segments (solid and dashed components)
and spheres (dots). The size and width criteria you have set up for these symbols are
maintained in the 3D View. Sizing symbols
to a design scale or map scale produces
the expected decrease in symbol size from
foreground to background that is consis-

The perspective View above combines 3D
vector lines rendered as solid pipes (representing streams) with points rendered as
spheres and cubes. Some of the solid point
symbols intersect the underlying color-shaded
surface (which represents the ground-water
table). The inset to the right shows a portion
of the view with different illumination direction.

tent with the other perspective effects in the 3D View.
Where 3D points or lines lie on
or just above the terrain surface,
their symbols intersect the surface and are rendered appropriately; the portion of the symbol
below the surface is hidden by
any opaque layer draping that
surface.

Perspective view with a 3D line representing a flight path above the terrain. Solid
lines and line patterns for 3D lines are automatically rendered using 3D shapes.

Shading effects for the 3D solid
shapes can be adjusted using the
Sun Elevation Angle and Sun
Azimuth Angle sliders on the 3D
Viewpoint Controls window for
the 3D group.
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Terrain Operations

Hydrologic Attributes of Flowpaths
In addition to delineating surface water drainage patterns and catchment boundaries, the TNTmips Watershed process (Terrain /
Watershed) computes many hydrologic and geomorphic attributes of the drainage network and catchments. The attributes
computed for the line elements in the Standard Flowpath vector object (drainage network) are described below. The attributes
computed for polygons in the Watershed vector object (catchments) and Basins vector object (subcatchments) are described in
the Technical Guide entitled Terrain Operations: Hydrologic Attributes of Catchments.
Flowpath Stream Properties: The STREAM_PROPERTIES
table records basic hydrologic properties for each flowpath line
element and is produced automatically when flowpaths are computed. The values in this table include Minimum and Maximum
elevations (elevations at upstream and downstream ends), the elevation drop, length of the line as projected to the horizontal (XY)
plane, average slope, and the sinuosity ratio (line length divided
by the straight-line distance between endpoints). All values are
computed or read dynamically as computed fields from values in
various other tables.
Flowpath Stream Order: Since stream segments in each watershed join downstream to form larger streams, the relative importance of each segment can be expressed as a numerical rank or order within the drainage network. Stream order is automatically
computed for each flowpath line element using four different ordering systems, and the values are stored in the STREAM_ORDER
table. In general, stream order increases downstream from low values for the headwater tributaries to high values for the trunk
stream near its outlet. The four stream ordering systems differ in how order values are computed at each confluence; they are
illustrated by examples below and are described in detail in the tutorial booklet entitled Modeling Watershed Geomorphology.
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Flowpath Stream Distances: The STREAM_DISTANCES table for
flowpath lines includes upstream and downstream flow distances for
each line element. These values are derived from the Downstream
and Maximum Upstream flow distance rasters described in the
TechGuide entitled Terrain Operations: Geomorphic/Hydrologic
Characteristics of Terrains, so this table is only created when one or
both of those distances rasters are computed. Since each stream line
has a finite length, separate distance values are stored for the upstream
end of the line (MinimumUp, MaximumDown), the downstream end
(MaximumUp, Minimum Down), and for each line’s midpoint
(AverageUp, AverageDown).
Flowpath Hydrologic Connectivity: Each flowpath line can flow into
only one downstream stream line; the ID number of that line element is
recorded in the DOWNFLOW table for each line. The BASINS table is
only created when basins are computed along with flowpaths; it records
the ID number of the basin polygon in which each stream line lies. This
table has one record for each basin, with each basin record attached to
one or more of the stream line elements.
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3D Display

Clipping Near/Far in 3D Views
wireframe view without clipping

84

default clipping distance settings
(above) and adjusted settings (below)

wireframe view with near and far clipping

Use of large-area datasets (statewide, national, or global) and datasets
with differing spatial extents in 3D perspective views introduces issues
that are not apparent with more localized data. Elements in large-area
vector overlays receding into the background of the view fuse together
to form a solid color mass near the horizon. In addition to producing
an unattractive result, significant time is required for rendering these
background areas, which may add no useful information to the display.
The Clipping Distance controls
on the 3D View point Controls
window allow you to restrict
the area rendered to a specisolid view without clipping
fied range of distances from the
viewing position (in meters).
The Near Clipping Distance
slider sets the minimum distance
for the rendered area, while the
Far Clipping Distance slider
sets the maximum distance.
Reducing the Far Clipping Distance can remedy issues with
cluttered background areas,
while increasing the Near Clipping Distance can remove foreground obstacles such as mountains or extruded
polygons to reveal features behind them.
Wireframe display mode provides a quick way to view84the results of adjusting
the Clipping distances. As you move the Near Clipping Distance slider to the
right, you will see the near end of the wireframe begin to disappear. As you
move the Far Clipping Distance slider to the left, the farthest80
elements will disappear from the wireframe. As with the other controls in this window that operate
over several orders of magnitude, once you
reach the end of
the slider, the nusolid view with near and far clipping
meric range is rea d j u s t e d
automatically.
You can also edit
the clipping distance values directly in the
numeric fields to
the right of the
sliders.
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Georeference

Coordinate Reference System Window
The Coordinate Reference System window is used throughout
the TNT products to set the spatial reference parameters for
geospatial data. For example, you use this window when you
need to specify the coordinate reference system to be used in
georeferencing a spatial object, importing certain types of ex-

ternal files, or reprojecting a geospatial object. You can use the
Coordinate Reference System window to select from among
hundreds of predefined coordinate reference systems and coordinate systems provided with the TNT products or to define
and save any number of custom coordinate reference systems.

Predefined Panel
The controls on the Coordinate Reference System window
are organized in tabbed panels. The Predefined panel is
shown by default when you open the window. This panel
presents a hierarchical listing of predefined coordinate reference systems (coordinate system plus datum) that can
be selected in a single step, as well as several globallyapplicable coordinate systems such as Universal Transverse
Mercator that can be paired with any available datum to
form a coordinate reference system (CRS) appropriate for
any specific area. Detailed discussions of the use of the
Predefined panel can be found in the Technical Guide entitled Predefined Coordinate Reference Systems.
You can also press the Get from Object pushbutton at the
bottom of the Coordinate Reference System window to
open a Select Object window with which you can select
any spatial object as a source for a CRS.
After you have selected one or more CRSs in any TNT process, a Recent grouping
appears at the top of the Predefined panel. For your convenience this grouping lists the
last ten CRSs that you have selected in any TNT process, allowing you to select any of
them in one step.
The “Current” CRS shown near the bottom of the window is the one that will be used
when you press the OK button. This field updates automatically when you select a CRS or a component. When you initially open
the Coordinate Reference System window, the “Current” CRS is the one in use in the process from which you opened the window
or, if none, the default WGS84 / Geographic CRS.

Coordinate System, Datum, and Projection Panels

In many cases you can select a predefined CRS or coordinate
system solely from the Predefined panel. In these cases the
Coordinate System and Projection tabbed panels merely show
the parameters associated with your predefined selection. However, in cases where no predefined selection matches your spatial
referencing parameters, you can use the controls on these panels to select the appropriate coordinate system and projection
as you proceed to set up a custom CRS. For further information see the TechGuide entitled Custom Coordinate Reference
System Setup.

The Datum menu selection on the Datum panel is set automatically when you select a complete predefined CRS
on the Predefined panel. When you select a predefined
global coordinate system that does not automatically specify a
datum, or when you are setting up a custom CRS, you can use
the Datum menu to select from the hundreds of available datums. When a datum has been selected by any means, you can
use the Datum Transformations pane on this panel to select
specific transformations directly between different datums (if
available). For more information see the TechGuide entitled
Predefined Coordinate Systems.

(over)
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Details Panel
The Details tabbed panel lists all
the parameters for the selected
coordinate reference system,
including the datum, projection,
coordinate system, and their
component parameters. The
name of each CRS component
is followed by a MicroImages ID
number (in square brackets).
This ID number can be used in
assignment statements in scripts
written in the TNT Geospatial
Scripting Language (SML) to
define specific instances of the CRS or CRS component to use
in defining georeference information for spatial objects being
processed or created in the script.

You can turn on the Show all component IDs toggle button to
show identifiers used in other spatial referencing databases and
catalogs, such as the EPSG (European Petroleum Survey Group)
geodetic parameter database.

Request New Coordinate Reference System Components
If there is a coordinate reference system, coordinate system,
datum, or datum transformation that you use but that is not
included in the TNT products, you can contact MicroImages

software support to request that it be added. You should provide the name and full parameters for the CRS component. A
web reference to the information is also always helpful.
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Georeference

Custom Coordinate Reference System Setup
In some cases you may need to use geospatial data referenced to a local, specialized
coordinate reference system (CRS) such as might be used by a municipality, county,
island, or small country. Such CRSs may require a combination of coordinate system and projection parameters not found in any of the predefined coordinate systems
available in the TNT products. The steps and illustrations below show how to use
the Coordinate Reference System window controls to enter the coordinate system,
projection, and other parameters required to set up the custom CRS for use in the
TNT products.
An example is shown in the box to the right: the CRS used by Lancaster County,
Nebraska for all geospatial data produced by city and county agencies. Although this
county CRS is available from the Predefined list in the Coordinate Reference System
window, its parameters are used in the sample illustrations below.

1.

2.

Select the desired coordinate system from the menu on the
Coordinate System tabbed panel. All 2D planar coordinate
systems that use a map projection have entries beginning
with “Projected:”, followed by the coordinate type (e.g.,
“Easting, Northing”; “Westing, Southing”) and the measurement unit. Other non-planar Coordinate Systems are
included such as Universal Polar Stereographic for north or
south polar regions and Geographic 2D: longitude, latitude.
In the illustration to the right "Projected: Easting(E),
Northing(N) [feet]" has been selected.

Coordinate Reference System
Lancaster County, Nebraska
Datum = North American (1983 NAD83)
Coordinates: 2D Planar, Unit = Foot
Projection Parameters:
Projection = Transverse Mercator
Latitude of Origin = N 40° 15' 00.000"
Longitude of Natural Origin
(Central Meridian) = W 96° 41' 17.000"
Scale Factor = 1.00005462
False Easting = 164041.66666667
False Northing = 0.00000000

NOTE: to set up a local CRS that is not referenced to an
Earth datum (such as for a construction or engineering
project), simply choose one of the two "Cartesian 2D: X, Y
[units]" entries (where units = feet or meters) from the
Coordinate System menu. This action automatically
designates the datum as "Local Engineering".

Select the desired datum from the menu on the Datum tabbed
panel. In this example the North American 1983 (NAD83) datum
has been selected. You should also choose a direct datum
transformation for each datum listed in the Datum Transformations list. If no transformation to the target datum is geographically appropriate for a particular datum, you can toggle off its
default transformation, as shown here for NAD83(CSRS98).

Selecting a coordinate system automatically activates the Projection
tabbed panel. On the Projection panel take the following steps:

3.

Select the desired projection from the Projection Method menu.
Here the Transverse Mercator projection is shown selected.

4.

In the Value column of the table enter the specific values
of the projection parameters associated with the selected
projection method. In this illustration the values for the
Lancaster County, Nebraska CRS have been entered.
Entries in the Unit column are automatically filled in from
the coordinate system you have selected.

5.

Press OK on the Coordinate Reference System window
to complete the setup for the current process. The
custom CRS also is added to the Recent grouping on
the Predefined tabbed panel of the Coordinate Reference System window.

Saving a Custom Coordinate Reference System
You can save a custom CRS for
routine future use by pressing the
Save As button at the bottom of the Coordinate Reference System window. The Save Coordinate Reference System window
opens and shows a default name for the CRS based on the
selected datum and coordinate system. You can edit the Name
field to provide a more informative CRS name if desired.

Radio buttons on the Save Coordinate Reference System win-

dow let you choose whether to save the CRS for use by any
user of the computer (“All users”) or as a private CRS for the
use of only the “Current user”.
Once you have saved the custom
CRS, it appears in the Predefined
selection list of the Coordinate Reference System window within the
Saved grouping.
Right-clicking on the name of a
CRS in the Saved grouping pops up
a menu allowing you to either rename the saved CRS or to delete it.
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Terrain Operations

Geomorphic/Hydrologic
Characteristics of Terrain
The TNTmips Watershed process (Terrain / Watershed) models the surface movement of water through landscapes by
delineating drainage patterns and watershed boundaries from an input digital elevation raster. Surface water movement plays
an important role not only in the hydrologic cycle, but also in soil erosion, sediment yield, and the movement of sediment and
other pollutants through watersheds. It also affects the landscape-dependent development of soil properties and is a major
factor governing vegetation patterns. In addition to its standard products, the Watershed process can optionally create a
number of derived, higher-level raster products that depict cell-by-cell geomorphic and hydrologic characteristics of the
terrain that are useful as input to predictive hydrological models and other environmental models. Computation of each of the
products described below is activated by a separate toggle button on the General panel of the Watershed Analysis window.
Useful hydrologic attributes are also computed for stream lines, catchments (watersheds) and subcatchments (basins) and
stored in attached database tables; these attributes are described on the Technical Guides entitled Terrain Operations:
Hydrologic Attributes of Catchments and Terrain Operations: Hydrologic Attributes of Flowpaths.
Specific Catchment Area is a raster object depicting for each cell the upslope contributing area per
unit flow width perpendicular to the flow direction.
The upslope contributing area (in square meters) is
derived from the local flow accumulation value and
the cell dimensions. The unit flow width (in meters)
is computed from the cell dimensions and local flow
direction, and varies depending on whether the flow
direction is horizontal, vertical, or diagonal (in 2D raster space) through the cell. Specific catchment area
is used as a parameter in modeling runoff on slopes
and resulting soil erosion (and thus sediment yield).
1

Slope is a raster object showing the maximum
terrain slope in degrees for each cell. Slope values
are computed from the depressionless DEM using
the elevation of each cell and that of its four nearest
neighbors.
2

Shaded relief image of sample
area with flowpaths computed by
the Watershed process.

1

Specific catchment area raster.
Brighter tones indicate larger
catchment areas, so brightest
tones trace stream channels.

3 Length-Slope is a raster object depicting an
approximation of the combined Length-Slope (LS)
factor used in computing the Revised Universal Soil
Loss Equation (RUSLE) for erosion due to overland
flow. In field studies this factor is derived from the
slope over the length of a standard test plot, but for
GIS use it can be approximated for individual DEM
cells. Computation of the Length-Slope raster requires computation of both Specific Catchment Area
and Slope rasters, so turning on the Length-Slope
checkbox automatically turns on the other two (if not
already on).

The expression used to compute the Length-Slope
raster value for each cell† is as follows:
LS = (specific catchment area / 22.13) ^0.6 *
(sin[slope] / 0.0896) ^1.3

2

†

page 89 in Wilson, J.P. and Gallant, J.C., 2000, Terrain Analyis:
Principles and Applications. New York, John Wiley & Sons.

(over)

Slope raster. Brighter tones
indicate higher slopes. The
lowest slope values are on
valley floors and ridge tops.

3

Length-Slope raster computed
from specific catchment area and
slope. High values occur along
major flowpaths due to high
values of specific catchment area.
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4 Compound Topographic Index (CTI) is a raster object that is computed as follows:

CTI = natural log ( Flow Accumulation / tan (slope) ).
CTI, also referred to as a Wetness Index, predicts zones of
increased soil moisture where the landscape area contributing runoff is large and where slopes are low, such as at the
base of hillsides and in valley bottoms. This property is used
in soil landscape modeling and in analysis of vegetation patterns.

4

Compound Topographic Index
(CTI) raster. Brighter areas are
more likely to have saturated
soils.

5

5 Maximum Upstream Flow Distance is a raster object
that records for each cell the longest flow distance from the
upstream watershed boundary to the cell. This property can
be used in modeling sediment yield and erosion rates.
6 Downstream Flow Distance is a raster object that maps
the flow distance downstream from each cell to the outlet of
its watershed. This distance has applications in analysis of
downstream dispersal of sediment or other pollutants.

Maximum upstream flow distance
raster. Cell value equals the
longest flow distance from the
upstream watershed boundary to
that cell.

6

Downstream flow distance raster.
Cell value equals the downstream
flow distance from the current cell
to the watershed outlet.
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Terrain Operations

Hydrologic Attributes of Catchments
Stream catchments are fundamental units of most landscapes. The characteristics of the master stream channel, its tributaries, and
their relationship to the morphological aspects of the drainage basin can be used to predict or describe geomorphic processes that shape
the landscape and impact human activities. The TNTmips Watershed process (Terrain / Watershed) can optionally compute a
varied set of hydrologic and geomorphic attributes for the catchment (watershed) and subcatchment (basin) polygons it delineates
from the input elevation raster. Some of these attributes are properties of the aggregate flowpath network for each polygon, and
some are computed for flowpath lines of each stream order. The Geomorphic Attribute toggle buttons on the General panel of the
Watershed Analysis window allow you to choose to compute these attributes for basins and/or watersheds. Other useful hydrologic attributes are computed and attached to flowpath lines; these attributes are described in the Technical Guide entitled Terrain
Operations: Hydrologic Attributes of Flowpaths.
Hydrologic Attributes: The ATTRIBUTES table records a variety of derived hydrologic attributes of each watershed or basin. The
table records for each polygon several simple attributes such as the number of streams (flowpath lines), total stream length in meters,
and the average stream line length in meters. In addition, it records the more complex attributes defined below:
Bifurcation Ratio = the mean (for all stream orders) of the number of streams of a given order divided by the the number of streams of
the next higher order.
Length Ratio = the mean (for all stream orders) of the average stream length of a given stream order divided by the average length of
the next higher order.
Drainage Density = total stream line length divided by the polygon area.
Constant of Channel Maintenance = polygon area divided by the total stream length
(reciprocal of drainage density).
Length of Overland Flow = reciprocal of (2 * drainage density).
Stream Frequency = total number of streams divided by the polygon area.
Basin Length = maximum polygon dimension measured from the stream outlet.
Form Ratio = polygon area divided by the square of the basin length.
Elongation Ratio = ratio of the diameter of a circle with area equal to the basin area
to the basin length.
Basin Relief = maximum elevation on the polygon boundary minus the minimum
elevation (which occurs at the outlet).
Relief Ratio = basin relief divided by basin length.
Ruggedness Number = basin relief times drainage density.
Mean Stream Slope = (elevation at source minus elevation at outlet) divided by stream length (using source and main stream segments
as identified using the Horton stream ordering system).
Hydrologic Attributes by Stream Order: The ATTRIBUTES BY ORDER table
records basic hydrologic attributes for each stream order within a watershed or basin. The table includes a record for each stream order value contained within a
polygon, so there may be multiple records attached to a given polygon. Each record
lists the Strahler stream order value, and for that order the number of stream lines,
total stream length in meters, average stream length in meters, and the drainage area
in square meters.
Basin Hydrologic Connectivity: Each basin polygon contributes flow to
only one downstream basin; the ID number of that downstream basin is
provided in the BASINS table, which is created automatically whenever
both basins and flowpaths are computed. The FLOWPATHS table for basin
polygons records the ID numbers of all flowpath line elements that pass
through each basin. This table contains one record for each stream line with
its basin ID, and there may be multiple records attached to a single basin
polygon (as shown by the highlighted records in the illustration to the right).
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3D Display

Pedestal and Fence in 3D Views
3D Views in the TNT products allow you to add special graphical elements to 3D groups to enhance the perspective effect.
You can add a colored pedestal and/or fence to any raster
drape layer in a 3D group. These vertical, curtain-like elements are drawn along the boundaries of the raster layer
(excluding cells designated as completely transparent by a
null value, null mask, or display mask). A pedestal is drawn
vertically downward from the terrain surface to the designated base elevation; a fence is drawn vertically upward from
the terrain surface to the designated top elevation. Colors
for pedestal and fence, along with base and top elevations,
are set on the 3D tabbed panel of the Raster Layer Controls

Surface raster combining
land elevation and ocean floor
bathymetry for Monterey Bay, California,
draped by a raster showing color relief shading.
Vertical exaggeration of surface = 1.5 X.

window for the selected layer. A partial transparency value
can also be set for either element to create special visual
effects. The pedestal and fence are automatically shaded in
the 3D View, with the illumination direction set via a Sun
Azimuth Angle
control in the 3D
Viewpoint Controls
dialog (opened
from the 3D View
window).

Partially transparent
fence drawn upward
from surface to sea
level (0 elevation).

Opaque pedestal rendered downward from surface to elevation of
-3500 meters (3500 meters below sea level). Fence and pedestal
settings for the raster drape in this group are shown in the Raster
Layer Controls illustration above.

Two 3D views of a group with the same pedestal
illuminated from different directions. The 3D
Viewpoint Controls window (opened from the 3D
View window) provides a slider control to vary the
sun azimuth angle. The illumination is automatically adjusted so that the brightest part of the
pedestal shows the full intensity of the pedestal
color you selected.

A fence or pedestal is drawn along the boundaries of the designated
raster layer, excluding cells that are specified to be completely transparent. Transparent raster cells might be designated by a null raster
value (with null cell transparency turned on), by a null mask, or by a
value of 0 in a binary mask being used to display the raster layer. If no
cells in the raster layer are transparent, then the fence or pedestal
follows the outer boundary of the raster object. In the above illustration,
a raster layer showing a rendering of a shaded-relief geologic map is
displayed with a mask, creating a curving boundary for the pedestal.
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Georeference

Predefined Coordinate Reference Systems
The Predefined tabbed panel is shown by default when you
open the Coordinate Reference System window. This panel
allows you to select from among the hundreds of predefined
coordinate reference systems (CRS) and coordinate systems
provided with the TNT products. In many cases you can
select a complete predefined CRS in one step by choosing an
entry from the list on this panel.
The Predefined panel uses an interactive tree control to organize the available selections into hierarchical groupings that you
can expand or contract as needed, as shown in the illustration
below. The predefined systems are subdivided by their geographic extent, with the highest levels being a Global and
Regional grouping and a National and Local grouping. For
example, the Global and Regional grouping includes entries for

Geographic (longitude, latitude) and for Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM). These entries are groupings that can be
expanded to allow selection of individual examples, such as a
specific UTM zone. The National and Local grouping includes
subgroupings for many nations, including a United States entry
that in turn includes a grouping for each state; to select a U.S.
State Plane zone, you would navigate through these groupings
to the desired state and zone, as shown by the example on the
bottom half of this page. The Recent grouping at the top of the
Predefined panel lists the last ten CRSs that have been selected
in any TNT process, allowing easy one-step selection of a recently-used CRS. You can also press the Get from Object
pushbutton at the bottom of the window to select any spatial
object as a source for a CRS.

Groups in the listing
on the Predefined
panel are indicated
by a clickable box
symbol to the left of
the entry. Left-click
on a collapsed
group symbol ( )
to expand it, or on
an expanded group
symbol ( ) to
collapse it.

When the Coordinate Reference
System window is
opened in a TNT
process using georeferenced data,
the CRS in use is automatically
shown in the Current text line.
WGS84 / Geographic is the default
setting if no other CRS is in use.

Global and Regional grouping shown collapsed (at left) and expanded (center). A scroll bar on the
right side of the panel (not shown in these illustrations) lets you scroll through the expanded listings.
At the right, the Europe grouping and one of its subgroups have been expanded and one CRS entry
has been selected (shown by black highlighting). The Current text line at the bottom of the window
automatically updates to show the selection.

Complete CRS Entries
All of the entries in the National and Local grouping on the Predefined panel, as well as
those in the Asia, Europe, and Miscellaneous groupings within the Global and Regional
grouping, are complete coordinate reference systems that can be selected in a single
step. You can identify such entries because they begin with the datum name followed
by the coordinate system name, with the two separated by the “/” character. An
example shown in the illustration to the right is “NAD27 / SPCS27 Alabama East zone
(m)” under National and Local / United States / Alabama. This is an entry for a zone of
the U.S. State Plane Coordinate System (SPCS) using the North American Datum
1927 with meters as the measurement unit. Note that another entry in this group
allows selection of the same coordinate system and datum but using U.S. feet as the
unit of measure. Coordinate system selections (and thus CRS selections) automatically specify the unit of measure.

Entry for a complete
Coordinate Reference
System including both
datum and Coordinate
System.

The Global and Regional grouping on the Predefined panel also includes several widelyapplicable coordinate systems (including longitude, latitude and Universal Transverse
Mercator) that can be paired with any available datum to form a complete CRS tailored
to a specific area, as described on the next page.
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(over)

Predefined Coordinate Systems Using any Datum
Several coordinate systems are widely used for georeferencing
geospatial data because they can be used anywhere in the world.
Examples are unprojected global geographic coordinates (longitude, latitude) and the projected Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) and Gauss-Kruger coordinate systems, which
divide the Earth’s surface into a set of geographic zones. Each
of these coordinate systems can be combined with any of the
hundreds of datums available in the TNT products to provide a
complete coordinate reference system that is tailored to the
location of your specific geodata.

You can select geographic coordinates or a particular zone in
the UTM or Gauss-Kruger system by selecting the appropriate
entry in the Global and Regional grouping on the Coordinate
Reference System window’s Predefined panel. Note that choosing one of these coordinate systems in the list does not alter the
current datum selection. To specify the datum appropriate for
the required geographic locality, use the menu on the Datum
tabbed panel. The illustrations below show setup of a CRS that
combines the UTM zone 5N Coordinate System with the North
American 1983 (NAD83) datum for spatial data from Hawaii.

2. Use the Datum menu on the
Datum tabbed panel to select
an appropriate datum for use
with your selected global or
regional coordinate system.

1. Left-click on a
UTM zone to select
it (black highlight).

Datum menu after selection of the
North American 1983 (NAD83) datum.
The Current text line updates automatically to show
your selection from the Predefined list. Since in step 1
a coordinate system (UTM zone 5N) was selected
rather than a complete Coordinate Reference System,
this selection did not change the previous datum setting.

After step 2, the Current line has updated
to include the NAD83 datum selected.

Selecting Datum Transformations
Once you have selected a datum on the Datum panel (or indirectly by selecting a complete predefined Coordinate Reference
System), you can select direct transformations to other datums (one per datum)
using the Datum Transformations listing on the Datum panel. A datum transformation is used whenever a spatial object must be reprojected to match another
object georeferenced to a different datum. This situation can occur when objects
with CRSs using different datums are overlaid in a View window or are used in
other spatial processing. A direct datum transformation provides the fastest and
most accurate transformation result. If a direct transformation is not selected or is
not available, positions are first translated to WGS84, then to the target datum.
The two-step transformation may introduce slight positional inaccuracies compared to a direct transformation. (Note that direct datum transformations may not
be available for the particular datum you selected because they are not mathematically defined or are not provided in the European Petroleum Survey Group [EPSG]
geodetic parameter database used in TNTmips.) In some instances you can tailor
your datum transformation selections to the geographic location and scope of your
data. If you were setting up a CRS for an area in a U.S. state using a UTM zone Selecting one of the datum transformations
and the North American 1983 datum, for example, you could select a direct trans- from the North American 1983 (NAD83) datum
to WGS84.
formation specific to that state to the WGS84 datum, as shown here for Hawaii.

Saving Coordinate Reference Systems
If you are going to routinely use a particular combination of
predefined coordinate system and datum, you can set up this
combination once and press the Save As button at the bottom of the Coordinate Reference System window to add it
to the Predefined list. The Save Coordinate Reference System window lets you edit the name of the CRS and choose whether to
save it for use by any user of the computer (“All users” or as a private CRS only for the “Current user”. Once you have saved the
custom CRS, it appears in the Predefined selection list of the Coordinate Reference System window within the Saved grouping.
You can rename or delete a saved CRS by right-clicking on its entry in the Saved grouping and selecting Rename or Delete from
the popup menu.
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LIDAR

Point Profile Tool
The Point Profile tool creates a vertical profile
of 3D points falling within the rectangular area
you designate in the View window. This tool
is designed for use with 3D points in a LIDAR, vector, or shape layer. If you have
chosen to display a subset of the available
points (e.g., particular point classes or return
types), the profile shows only the points displayed in the View. The Point Profile allows
you to visualize the 3D relationships of the
points and provides several methods for manually marking points or groups of points within
the profile for closer inspection or reclassification (see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR:
Interactive Editing of Point Classes). The
Point Profile tool is available in every
geospatial view in the TNT products.

Profile Box and Point Profile

Choose the Point
Profile tool from
the Tools menu in
any View, or
choose Options/
Hidden Features to
add its icon button
to the View
toolbar.

A sample Point Profile
showing LIDAR elevation
points for the rectangular
area outlined by the box in the
View (black in these illustrations). The LIDAR point colors
indicate preliminary point classifications assigned using a geospatial script (SML) that
compares individual point elevations to elevations in a digital elevation model (DEM)
computed from the ground points. Orange points are ground, dark green points are high
vegetation, lighter green points are medium vegetation, and unclassified points are
yellow. Buildings and other manmade structures above ground are lumped with vegetation in this preliminary classification. These building points can be interactively reclassified as described in the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Interactive Editing of Point Classes.

Activating the Point Profile tool automatically
sets an initial profile selection box centered in
the View and opens the Point Profile window
showing the vertical profile for that area. The
dashed line extending outward from the center of the profile box indicates the direction of
the profile view and provides a handle for rotating the box around its center (see illustration
below left). The dashed end lines provide handles for rotating the
box around the outer end of the opposite end line. You can also
press the Horizontal or Vertical icon button on the Point Profile
window (illustration below right) to quickly change the box orientation. (This selection is also retained as the default box
orientation).
Drag the corners or edges of the profile box to resize it or drag
within the box to reposition it. The Step icon buttons on the Point
Profile window (or the corresponding keyboard arrow keys) also
allow you to quickly move the box forward, backward, left, or right
(relative to the view direction) by an increment of the box size (set

by the Step % value). You can also use the mouse wheel to move
the box forward and backward.
The vertical elevation range of the profile is set by the Scale menu.
The Object option sets the vertical axis range to the elevation
range of the entire point object, which may result in a very flat
profile for a local area. The Equal option sets the elevation range
so that horizontal and vertical profile scales are equal. The Selected option sets the elevation range based on the points in the
profile box and automatically adjusts the vertical scale to fill the
profile pane (see illustration below).
Orientation:
Horizontal Vertical

Direction of profile view

Step Buttons:
Forward Backward
Left
Right

Elevation Scale Options:
Selected
Equal
Object

Drag the dashed line originating at the center of
the box to rotate the profile box around its center.
Drag one of the dashed end lines to pivot box
around the opposite end. Holding down the shift
key while rotating snaps the box orientation to
the nearest increment of 45-degrees.
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The View is automatically recentered if resizing, repositioning, or reorienting the profile selection box brings any edge of the box close to or
beyond the current extents of the View. As you move your mouse
cursor over the Point Profile, its position is tracked by a cross cursor
along the centerline of the profile box in the View.
To draw a new profile box, left-click outside of the previous box and
drag along the desired profile line as shown in A in the illustration to
the right. When the line is the desired length, release the left mouse
button; the screen cursor switches to the double-arrow form (B). Then
drag again perpendicular to the profile line (C) and left-click when the
box is the desired width.

A

C

Marking
Tools:

Marking (Selecting) Points
The Point Profile window provides several graphic tools for marking (selecting) points
or groups of points in the profile (see the illustration to the right). Any points marked
in the Point Profile using these tools are also automatically marked in the View window. (You can also mark LIDAR points in the View using GeoToolbox tools, and the
corresponding points are marked in the Point Profile.) You can therefore easily compare the distribution and shape of the marked point set in both plan and profile.
Modes for the marking tools (such as Mark Exclusive,Toggle Marked, etc.) can be set
using additional icon buttons on the Point Profile toolbar, as in the GeoToolbox.

LIDAR points marked using the Rectangle tool in the Point
Profile. Marked points (red in this illustration) are also marked in
the View (illustration to the right). The shape of this point set in
profile and plan views indicates that these points represent the
pitched roof of a rectangular building.

B

To draw a new profile box, left-click and drag along the desired
profile line (A). When the line is the desired length, release the
left mouse button; the screen cursor switches to the doublearrow form (B). Then drag again perpendicular to the profile
line (C) and left-click when the box is the desired width.

Marking
Modes:

Mark
Exclusive

Rectangle
Point

Threshold

Polygon

Clear

Unmark All
Unmark

Toggle Marked Mark Additional

LIDAR points marked using the Polygon tool in the Point Profile.
Marked points (red in this illustration) are also marked in the
View (illustration to the right). The globular shape of this point
set in profile and plan views and its height above the ground
surface indicates that most of the marked points are returns from
the foliage and branches of a tree.

right-click above threshold
line marks
points above

right-click below threshold
line marks points below

Use the Threshold tool to draw a threshold line at any position and angle across the
profile. The limits of the threshold line are indicated by vertical lines. Once you have
drawn the threshold line, you can drag the line up or down or drag either end to change
the extent and tilt of the line. Right-click above or below the threshold line to mark the
profile points on that side of the threshold and within the limits of the vertical bounding
lines. Marked points are red in these illustrations.

The Point tool in the Point Profile window
can be used for marking individual points,
while the Rectangle and Polygon tools can
be used to outline groups of points in the
profile. Each of these three tools has counterparts in the GeoToolbox in the View
window.
The Threshold tool is a group selection tool
that is unique to the Point Profile window.
The threshold tool allows you to draw and
reposition a threshold line of any length, position, and angle within the profile. The limits
of the threshold line are shown by vertical
lines extending the full height of the profile
(see the illustrations to the left). Right-clicking above the threshold line marks points
above the line, while right-clicking below the
threshold line marks points below the line (and
within the threshold line limits in both cases).
The Threshold tool is very useful for marking
ground points below the threshold or vegetation or building points above the threshold.
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RPC Orthorectification

Orthorectification
Results for QuickBird
The illustrations on this page compare the Rational Polynomial Coefficient (RPC) orthorectification results for a QuickBird Ortho Ready
Standard Product image using 1) the nominal (approximate)
georeferencing provided with the image and 2) georeferencing from
accurate ground 3D control points. Very small errors in the satellite
position data used to create the nominal georeferencing can result in
position errors of tens to hundreds of meters over much of the raw
image. Replacing the image’s nominal georeferencing with even a
modest number of accurate ground control points (4 to 6) produces
a much more accurate orthoimage. The test scene is a QuickBird
panchromatic image (0.7 meter ground resolution) of an area of about
316 square kilometers surrounding Castle Rock, Colorado. This large
image was re-georeferenced with 28 accurate ground control points,
and an elevation model with 10-meter cell size was used in the rectification. Only a very small portion of the image is illustrated here.

Hillside in northern part of the Castle Rock scene shown in digital
orthophoto with 1-meter resolution (USGS Digital Orthoquarter
Quad [DOQ]). Width of image is 625 meters, and yellow contour
lines show elevations in meters. Green rectangle shows position
of View-In-View box; DOQ is shown outside of this box in all
remaining illustrations.

View-In-View box showing QuickBird panchromatic image with
nominal georeferencing from satellite positioning, prior to RPC
rectification. Ground features are mislocated relative to the DOQ by
up to 435 m (red lines).

QuickBird image with nominal georeferencing after RPC orthorectification. Rectification greatly improves positioning, but most
ground features are still mislocated relative to the DOQ by up to 50
meters (red lines).

QuickBird image re-georeferenced using 28 ground control points,
shown prior to RPC rectification. Features match DOQ well in lowlying areas (red circles) but are mislocated by up to 30 meters on
top of hill (red lines).

Re-georeferenced QuickBird image after RPC rectification shows
excellent registration with the DOQ, with most ground features
matched to within a few meters (red circles).
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Tilesets

SVG Geometric Structure
SVG Geometric Tileset Layers in Geologic
Map Geomashup (over Google Terrain)

Strike/Dip point symbols from CartoScript

Portion of Google Maps Geomashup of a Geologic Map Using 5 SVG Geometric Tilesets
http://www.microimages.com/geodata/rho/TownsendSVG_DT/TownsendSVGgroups2.htm

The illustration above shows a sample use of SVG Geometric Tilesets to depict various
data layers for a geologic map. The individual SVG tileset layers are shown to the right
for the boxed area. These layers include point symbols, simple and complex line styles,
partially transparent polygon fills, and text labels. All tilesets were created in TNTmips
using the Export Geometric Tileset process.

MicroImages’ SVG geometric tilesets are an attractive and functional way to present styled
and attributed vector map data on the web in Google Maps and Open Layers. SVG geometric tilesets use a tiled, multi-resolution form of the SVG file format for web vector
graphics. You can use the Export Geometric Tileset process in TNTmips to render your
styled vector points, lines, polygons, and text labels to SVG geometric tilesets that can be
used in Google Maps and Open Layers geomashups along with standard (raster) web tilesets
and KML geometric tilesets. SVG geometric tilesets load quickly at any zoom level because only a few tiles with a limited number of elements are needed for any particular
view, and those tiles are in the SVG format, which is directly supported and displayed by
your web browser.
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
Scalable Vector Graphics is a format for two-dimensional vector graphics for use on the
web. SVG files are XML-based text files that can define points, lines, closed shapes
(polygons, circles, ellipses, rectangles), and Unicode text. All major modern web browsers include direct support for reading and rendering SVG graphics. These browsers
automatically apply standard graphic effects such as anti-aliasing lines to produce a smooth,
high-quality rendering in the browser window.
The Export Geometric Tileset process renders elements in the input vector object with
their defined display styles into SVG form (see the Technical Guide entitled Tilesets:
Export Geometric Structures). This procedure is able to reproduce in SVG the complex
styles you have set up in TNTmips for vector points, lines, and polygon borders, varying
transparency of polygon fills, and text from fixed or dynamic labels. Custom point symbols and lines created by TNT CartoScripts are even reproduced in SVG, as shown in the
geologic map examples on this page. Because the SVG format maintains the vector format and styling of your map data, SVG geometric tilesets provide superior rendering of
map data in comparison to standard (raster) web tilesets produced from the same map
data. DataTip attributes from the source vector elements are also automatically transferred to the SVG files to provide pop-in info balloons and legends in geomashups.
SVG Geometric Tilesets
The SVG geometric tilesets created by TNTmips use SVG files with geometric elements
but otherwise conform to the structure of Google Maps standard web tilesets containing
raster data. Each tileset is created for a specified range of numeric Google Maps zoom
levels, with a subdirectory for each zoom level (see the TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Google
(over)

Fault line symbols from CartoScript

Fold line symbols from CartoScript

Contact lines

Rock unit polygons and label text
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Maps Structure). Each zoom level directory contains a tiled set of
SVG files with tile boundaries matching the fixed Google Maps
global grid in the Spherical Web Mercator projection. SVG tile
files are organized in tile row subdirectories and named by their
tile column. Geometric elements are stored in each SVG tile using
a compact local coordinate system. In a geomashup in your browser,
a MicroImages JavaScript library uses the tile row and tile column
numbers to load the tiles in their correct positions in Google Maps
or Open Layers to provide a seamless display of your map data.
The Export Geometric Tileset process independently renders the
SVG tiles at each zoom level from the source vector object starting
with the maximum zoom level. Lines and polygon borders in the
source vector are progressively simplified (thinned) prior to creating each successive lower zoom level to provide levels of detail
appropriate for each zoom level. Each SVG geometric tileset is
created with a TileSet Definition (TSD) file that describes its contents. A sample HTML/JavaScript file that loads the tileset in
Google Maps is also produced to allow immediate viewing of the
tileset in your browser.
Choice of Tile Sizes
The standard size for tiles to be used in Google Maps and Open
Layers is 256 by 256 pixels. But the Export Geometric Tileset
process allows you to create SVG tilesets with larger tile sizes,
such as 512 by 512 or 1024 by 1024 pixels. For tilesets containing
relatively simple geometric data, using a larger tile size reduces the
number of tiles that the browser has to manage in a particular view
and thus may result in faster and more efficient display of the tileset.
However, MicroImages does not recommend using a larger tile size
for complex geometric data, as the larger-sized tile files may require longer download and loading times.
SVG tilesets with larger tile sizes are stored using a shifted zoom
level numbering system. Consider a tileset with tile size 512 by
512 pixels displayed at Google Maps zoom level 14. A tile of that
size covers the same area as 4 standard-size Google Maps tiles.
But that is the same map area that is covered by a standard-sized
tile at zoom level 13. So the larger tiles for level 14 (for example)
are rendered with the detail required for that zoom level, but the
tiles are named and stored using the directory and tile numbering
scheme for zoom level 13. Thus if you created the tileset with a
requested zoom level range of 9 to 14, the resulting tileset has
zoom level directories numbered 8 to 13 containing the larger tiles.
The TSD file created with the tileset (and any geomashup file created from it) records the actual size of the tiles in the tileset. When
the tileset is displayed in a web browser, the MicroImages JavaScript
library uses this specified tile size to set a zoom level shift, so that
in the example above the tiles stored in each zoom level directory
(e.g. 13) are actually displayed at the next higher zoom level (14).
Use Tile Margins to Control Tile-Edge Artifacts
In the Export Geometric Tileset process, the field labeled “Outer
tile margin in pixels to handle symbols rendered near edge” lets
you increase the actual size of the SVG tiles and the rendering area
for the vector data written into the tiles. The JavaScript code for
displaying the tiles in the geomashup clips the rendering of these
elements along the boundaries of the 256 x 256 Google Maps tile
areas. If the tileset you are making includes large point symbols,
you should set the tile margin width to be as large as the point
symbols so that the symbols are not truncated at tile boundaries

A complex point symbol for a TNT vector object
(right) and its representation in an SVG geometric
tileset (below). The associated point location
(symbol origin) is close to the bottom of the
windmill symbol. The gray box in the illustration
below indicates the nominal area of a single tile at
Google Maps zoom level 13. To accommodate
rendering these large symbols near tile edges,
the SVG tiles were created with overlapping 40pixel outer margins. The tower points near the
top and bottom edges of the
tile are actually duplicated in
the overlapping tile margin
areas. Each of the symbols
for these edge points is
rendered partially in one tile
and partially in the adjacent
tile, with the rendering being
clipped exactly at the nominal
tile boundary. Thus complete
point symbols appear to
extend across the tile edges.

(see illustration above). If the tileset you are making includes polygons with borders, you should set the width of the tile margins to
be equal to the width (in screen pixels) that you have set for the
polygon borders in the parent vector object. This setting will prevent artificial polygon borders from appearing along the edges of
tiles when the tileset is displayed in the web browser.
SVG and SVGZ Tilesets
In the Export Geometric Tileset process you can choose to create
geometric tilesets using the SVGZ format, the compressed form of
SVG files. Using the SVGZ option produces tiles with smaller
stored size, which in theory should result in faster download times
than the equivalent SVG tiles. However, many web servers are
configured to automatically compress any file with a text-based
format (including SVG), so your regular SVG tiles may be delivered in a compressed form already and may not need to be
pre-compressed using the SVGZ format option.
SVG Geometric Tilesets in Geomashups
You can use SVG geometric tilesets as overlays in Google Maps
and Open Layers geomashups you create in the Assemble
Geomashup process. There you can set which base maps to use,
set zoom level ranges, and choose one or more overlays. To add an
SVG geometric tileset as an overlay, on the Overlays tabbed panel
press the Add Remote Tileset or KML button (for a tileset posted on
the web) or the Add Overlay button (for a tileset on a local drive).
Then simply choose the TSD file for the SVG geometric tileset just
as you would for a standard (raster) web tileset. You can use SVG
geometric tilesets as overlays along with your standard web tilesets
and KML geometric tilesets. You can set a transparency level (0 to
100%) for an SVG
Add Remote Tileset or KML Add Overlay
geometric tileset,
which is particularly
useful when the tileset
includes opaque polygon fills and you want
to enable underlying
base maps or overlays
to show through the
Add SVG geometric tilesets as geoSVG overlay.
mashup overlays using the Add Remote
Tileset or Add Overlay icon buttons.
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3D Display

Texture Filters for 3D Rendering
In a 3D perspective view of a raster layer the foreground is magnified (one raster cell projects to a cluster of screen pixels) while
background parts of the raster are “minified” (a cluster of raster
cells project to each screen pixel). This perspective view geometry
gives rise to aliasing artifacts that become more extreme at lower
view angles. The Display process in TNTmips provides a set of
texture filters (available from the Texture Filter menu on the Raster
Layer Controls window’s 3D panel for each drape raster) designed
to suppress these 3D view artifacts.

tiers in the raster pyramid structure to create filtered screen pixels
appropriate to their foreground/background position. The properties of selected filters are
illustrated below for a texture raster showing a
regular grid and a pansharpened Landsat 7
image of a city.

The Nearest Neighbor and Bilinear Interpolation filters utilize only
the full-resolution raster object in the Project File to create each
screen pixel. The MipMap filters each use either one tier or pairs of
Nearest Neighbor Sampling

MipMap Trilinear Interpolation

The Nearest Neighbor simple sampling filter uses
the single full-resolution texture cell closest to the
center of each screen pixel. The foreground of the
resulting texture image is blocky and has jagged
edges (lower inset image). The background areas
appear speckly, and linear features lose continuity
(upper inset image) as a result of undersampling
(aliasing).
The MipMap Trilinear interpolation filter computes
for each screen pixel a resolution value within the set
of reduced-resolution pyramid tiers. The resulting
resolution value can fall between tiers and is a
fraction of the distance between the adjacent tiers.
The filter retrieves the appropriately-located cell from
each of these two tiers, then performs a weighted
bilinear interpolation with the weights depending on
the distance from the resolution value to each tier.
The MipMap Trilinear Interpolation filter does a good
job smoothing the image foreground, but in low-angle
views it can produce excessive blurring, as illustrated
in the box below.
Projection of a screen pixel (red outline) onto texture
raster (black grid). Arrow shows local direction of view.
2
1

fullresolution
texture
(tier 0)

1
0
0
1

MipMap Anisotropic Interpolation

MipMap Trilinear
Single pair of cells from
adjacent pyramid tiers used
in interpolation (shades of
blue); longest edge of
projected screen pixel
selects tiers used (tiers 1
and 2 in this example).

MipMap Anisotropic
Interpolates using multiple
pairs of pyramid cells along
direction of view (shades of
yellow, green); shortest
edge of screen pixel
selects tiers used (tiers 0
and 1 in this example).

The MipMap Anisotropic interpolation filter uses the
smaller rather than longer side of the screen-pixel’s
projected footprint to determine the resolution value.
It therefore uses smaller, higher-resolution pairs of
pyramid cells than the other MipMap filters. Depending on the degree of elongation of the projected
screen pixel, it can also take multiple samples along
the direction of view (the line of anisotropy) up to the
number you set for the Anisotropic Limit parameter.
The filter provides good smoothing in the foreground
and reduces background aliasing without excessive
blurring.
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3D Display

Transparency and Relief Shading in 3D Views
3D perspective views provide an effective means of visualizing
sets of complex geodata layers. They not only provide a perspective view that allows 3D visualization of the terrain, they
also provide all of the visual effects you already use to enhance
your 2D views, including layer transparency and relief shading. These effects work in 3D views with all of the available
surface rendering modes.
Layer transparency allows you to visually combine data from
multiple display layers that are draped over the terrain surface.
You can set percent transparency values for

3D perspective views illustrating layer transparency. In the
left view, two vector layers with partially transparent polygon
fills overlie a panchromatic SPOT image. The lower vector
layer shows geologic map polygons, and the upper layer has

entire raster layers, for particular colors in a raster layer with a
color palette, or for polygon fill styles in a vector layer. Any
number of layers in the view can have transparency; the cumulative transparency effect is determined pixel-by-pixel at the
time of rendering.
You can select Relief Shading as a display option for any raster
layer in the view and freely vary the sun elevation and azimuth
as well as the vertical scale for shading. You can also combine
transparency with shading by making the shaded layer partially
transparent or by overlaying it with other
partially transparent
layers.

a single, narrow, red-filled polygon that might represent a
pipeline right-of-way. Note that both geologic map and background image features are visible through the pipeline polygon.
The geologic map layer has been removed in the right view to
show only the pipeline over the image background.

At left are two perspective views of an elevation raster with on-the-fly relief
shading. The views use the same viewer position, but in the lower view
the illumination direction has been changed and the shaded layer has
been overlaid with a vector layer with transparent polygon fills.

You can add a
pedestal for any
drape raster in a 3D view
to enhance the perspective
effect. Controls for the illumination
direction of the pedestal are on the
3D View’s Viewpoint Controls window.
The perspective view above shows a shaded-relief geologic map that is a
single raster drape layer. This layer was created by overlaying a precomputed Shading raster (created from the surface elevation raster in the
Topographic Properties process) with the various vector map layers in a
2D Group and rendering the group to a raster.
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Terrain Operations

DEM Quality Determines Watershed Accuracy

500 m
30-meter NED
10-meter
Comparison of flowpaths computed by TNTmips Watershed
process from DEMs of differing cell size and quality for a lowrelief area in northern Louisiana. Flowpaths (colored lines) are
overlaid on shaded-relief images computed from the respective
DEM. Cell values in each DEM are integer feet; maximum

NED
5-m LIDAR DEM
topographic relief in area shown is 170 feet (52 m). Left, 1 arcsecond National Elevation Dataset (NED, approximately 30-m
cell size). Center, 1/3 arc-second NED (approximately 10-m cell
size). Right, LIDAR DEM with 5-m cell size provides the best
definition of stream channel locations.

The accuracy of the watershed boundaries, stream flow patterns, and their many
associated attributes produced by the TNTmips Watershed process depend greatly on
the quality of the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) used as input for the process. The
spatial resolution (cell size) of the DEM is one important component of DEM quality. A
DEM with smaller cell size can more accurately depict the ground elevations of real
landscapes, and the Watershed process can thus more accurately locate and provide
more detail in watershed boundaries and stream courses (see illustrations above). In
high-relief areas, where streams flow through narrow, steep-sided canyons, DEMs
with larger cell size may not be able to adequately resolve the bottoms of these narrow
features. Canyons may be locally “blocked” by cells that span the canyon walls and
bottom, which thus have anomalously high elevations and create spurious depressions
upstream from them. In some cases these artificial barriers may be higher than other
locations on the depression boundary; when these depressions are filled, the watershed
process then routes the flow through the lowest (in this case incorrect) pour point into
an adjacent drainage, producing major errors in the derived flow network (see illustrations below).

This bare-earth LIDAR DEM was edited prior
to distribution to breach manmade structures
(highway embankments and bridges)
crossing major streams (black circles).
Some smaller drainages are still blocked (red
circle), causing Watershed flowpaths to be
diverted by these features.

DEMs produced by different 10-meter NED
30-meter NED
methods (photogrammetry, interpolation of topographic
contours, SRTM, LIDAR) all
include artifacts of various kinds
that result in local inaccuracies
in elevation. For example, “bare
earth” DEMs produced from
LIDAR data or by photogrammetric methods may include
bridges and highway embankments that appear to block
stream courses that in reality
Watershed flowpaths computed from 10-m NED (left) and 30-m NED (right). In the left illustration a
flow under them. Older 30- stream correctly breaches a major ridge (flow directions shown by red arrowheads). The 30-m DEM
meter DEMs produced in the (right) has insufficient resolution to accurately represent the true elevations at the upstream end of
(over)

the narrow, steep-sided gorge (red circle), diverting watershed flowpaths to an incorrect lowerelevation outlet. Local editing of the spurious cells in the 30-m DEM can remove the blockage.
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United States by photogrammetric methods (manual profiling and electronic image correlation) include striping artifacts, anomalously high
elevations in areas of forest cover, and patchy areas of poor elevation
quality. Some of this older, poor-quality data persists locally in the current National Elevation Dataset (NED) of the United States distributed
by the U.S. Geological Survey. As examples of the elevation errors that
may occur, some of the production artifacts that MicroImages has encountered in the 1 arc-second (approximately 30-meter cell size) NED
are tabulated and illustrated below along with color orthoimages of the
problem areas.

1

Some elevation anomalies may be evident when you view the DEM,
especially when it is displayed with a color palette or with relief shading.
In other cases the anomalies may only be revealed because of their effects on the initial Watershed process results, such as unfilled depressions
and nested watershed polygons. Some elevation artifacts can be handled
adequately by setting proper depression-filling parameters in the Watershed process, or allowing the process to automatically insert a null cell
(drain) in the bottom of unfilled depressions (see the
Technical Guide entitled Terrain Operations: Fill or
Drain Depressions in DEMs). Other artifacts may
require editing the elevation values in the DEM using
3
the TNTmips Editor to enforce the proper drainage
patterns. Plan to rerun the Watershed process several
times and carefully compare the interim results to other
2
data sources such as digital topographic maps,
orthoimages, and satellite images to determine the nature of the anomalies. The imagery available online in
Google Earth also provides a convenient reference for
evaluating DEM problems. If these comparisons are
made in TNTedit, the DEM raster can be edited to correct
these conditions prior to each subsequent Watershed process run to improve watershed boundaries and drainage
patterns and the many parameters computed to describe
them.

1

4

Local Elevation Anomalies Encountered in
1 arc-second (30-meter) NED
(numbers keyed to illustrations)
1

General poor data quality producing stream valley
blockages; probably older data produced by
photogrammetric methods.

2

Anomalously high elevations in stream valley in
area with patches of coniferous forest (dark green
in leaf-off color orthophoto); data probably
produced by photogrammetric methods.

3

Highway embankment depicted in DEM blocking
stream valley.

4

Highway bridge depicted in DEM blocking stream
valley.

5

Quarry creates local artificial depression in wide
stream valley.

6

Strip-mined area with ridges removed and spoils
dumped in adjacent valleys; wholesale blockage
of drainages.

5

6
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Terrain Operations

Flowpaths and Basins from Seed Points
The Watershed process in TNTmips (Terrain / Watershed) derives drainage patterns and watershed boundaries from an
elevation raster. Flowpaths, watersheds, and basins (subcatchments) are computed over the full extent of the elevation
raster by default. Alternatively, you can determine the flowpaths originating from, and/or catchments contributing to,
particular point locations in the terrain by using the Seed Point controls on the Flowpath and Basin panel of the Watershed
Analysis window. For example, a seed point might represent a sample locality where a chemical anomaly was detected
and the upstream basin therefore represents the region containing the potential source. Or the seed point might represent
a pollutant source, and the downstream flowpath indicates the path of dispersal of the pollutant.
To place seed points interactively, choose the Manual option from the Mode menu in the Seed Point controls and turn on
the Seed Points tool in the Watershed Analysis View. Each left-click in the View with this tool places a seed point, marked
by a cross symbol. You can left-click and drag any previously-placed seed point to relocate it. The seed point locations
are listed on the Manual tabbed panel of the Graphic Tool Controls window, which opens when you turn on the Seed Point
tool. To compute the watershed elements, right-click in

Seed Point Tool

Basins and flowpaths computed from
two manually-placed seedpoints.

the View or press the Run icon button. Use the Flowpaths and Basins
toggles on the General tabbed panel to set the elements to generate.
You can also use seed points from an existing geometric object (vector,
CAD, or shape) to generate flowpaths and/or basins. Choose From Object from the Mode menu and when prompted choose the object containing
the point locations. To revert to
computing flowpaths and basins
for the entire elevation raster,
choose the Automatic option from Right, basins and flowpaths computed from
four seed points (red dots) from a vector
the Mode menu.
object using the From Object mode (above).
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Database

Record Attachment Types
Elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD, shape) and cell values in raster objects can have database tables with records that
associate attributes with particular elements or cell values. The
records in a database table can be associated to the elements in
one of two ways. Records can be directly attached to the elements, or related to records in another table using matching values
in primary key / foreign key fields. A sequence of tables can be
related by sets of common values, and if one of these tables is
directly attached to the elements, then records in the related tables
are also indirectly associated with the elements.
When you create a new table, you are prompted to set whether the
records should be directly attached to the elements or related to
another table. In order to let you manage these attribute associations, a number of direct attachment types are provided with
different restrictions or rules governing how records and elements
can be attached. The attachment types illustrated and described
below are enforced when you add records and attach them to elements and when you add elements and attach records to them.
You should choose an attachment type that is appropriate for the
type of information that will be stored in the table. Before you
create a table, be sure that you understand the nature of the data.
Is it information that is unique to each element, or categorical information that applies to more than one element? Will there be
multiple records corresponding to individual elements? Should
the table be related to another table rather than having records
directly attached? Careful attention to these choices will let you
optimize the design of the database associated with your spatial
object.

Multiple records to one element

a record can be attached to
only one element

•

an element can have only one
record attached

•

an element is not required to
have an attached record

This attachment type allows only a one-to-one relationship between
elements and records. Each record contains data that is unique to
a particular element, such as an identification number for a property parcel or the length of a line.

an element can have one or
more records attached

•

a record can only be attached
to one element

•

an element is not required to
have attached records

One application of the Multiple records to one element attachment
type would be historical data that is unique to each element, such
as farm field polygons with records of crop type, average crop
yield, and other information that is replicated for different years.
Any records to any elements (no restriction)

•

a record can be attached to one
or more elements

•

an element can have one or
more records attached

•

an element is not required to
have attached records

No restrictions are placed on the number of element and record
attachments in this attachment type. Any number of records can
be attached to any number of elements.
Exactly one record for every element

At most one record to one element

•

•

•

a record can be attached to
only one element

•

an element can have only one
record attached

•

every element has one and
only one attached record

This attachment type is unique in that every element is required to
have one and only one attached record. It is available when you
are creating a new table and is ideal for a table that will consist
entirely of computed fields that gather and manipulate data from
other tables in the database. When you create the table, a record is
automatically created for each element.
Related only
FK

One record to multiple elements

•

a record can be attached to
one or more elements

•

an element can have only one
record attached

•

an element is not required to
have an attached record

The One record to multiple elements attachment type is appropriate for categorical data (e.g., land use, crop type, vegetation type)
that may apply to more than one element in the object, but a particular element cannot be in more than one category.

PK

•
•

records are not directly attached to elements
records are related to those in another table (which
may be directly attached) by matching values in
primary key and foreign key fields

A related only table can be related to more than one other table
using primary key and foreign key fields.
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Geometric Buffer Zones

Buffer Zone Distance Options

Single

Multiple Equal

Multiple Unequal

The Buffer Zone Generation process (Geometric / Compute /
Buffer Zones) provides a variety of options for setting buffer
zone distance. Use the Mode menu in the Distance box on the
Buffer Zone Generation window to choose the distance mode:
Single, Multiple Equal, Multiple Unequal, By Attribute, or By
Script. Sample results for these modes for a set of three lines
are illustrated above.

By Attribute

By Script

A new <Add> field appears automatically below the previous
value so that you can enter as many buffer distances as necessary. For CAD output you can choose to create buffers in a
single output object or separate objects as described previously.

Single Buffer Distance

To set a single buffer distance for all elements, choose Single
from the Mode menu. Enter the desired distance in the Value
field. For all modes, choose the distance unit to use from the
Units menu.

Multiple Equal Distances

The Multiple Equal selection from the Mode menu creates
multiple buffers with equal spacing between them. Enter the
buffer distance spacing in the Interval field and the number of
intervals in the Number field. Enter a non-zero value in the
Start field if you want the outside of the first buffer to be at a
distance not equal to the specified interval. (A Start value of 0
is equivalent to setting the Start value equal to the interval value.)
When the selected output object type is CAD, you can use the
radio buttons in the Distance box to choose whether to create
the buffers in a Single output object or Separate output by
distance (save each buffer distance result in its own object). If
you choose Vector or Region for the output, these buttons are
inactive and Separate output by distance is set automatically.

Multiple Unequal Distances
When you select the Multiple Unequal mode, you enter a series
of buffer distances (distances from the starting element) in the
provided text pane. To enter a distance, click on the field labeled <Add>, type the distance value, and press the Enter key.

Distances By Attribute

The By Attribute selection from the Mode menu lets you set the
buffer distance for each element from a numeric field in database records attached or related to the elements. This option is
not available if you are buffering more than one type of element
at the same time (such as lines plus points).
When you choose the By Attribute option, the standard Select
Table/Field window opens so that you can choose the desired
database table and field that
contains the distance values. Your selection is then
shown in the field below the
Mode menu. You can
choose a different table and
field at any time by pressing the Specify
pushbutton.
Distances By Script

When you select the By Script option from the Mode menu, a
script pane and script editor controls are provided so that you
can enter a script that specifies distances based on any type of
element attribute value. For each specified attribute value, use
the return keyword to set the desired buffer distance as illustrated below. This option is not available if you are buffering
more than
one type of
element at
the same
time.
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Geometric Buffer Zones

Polygon Buffer Zone Options
Expand Shrink Outer Ring

Inner Ring
Border

Input
Polygon

Expand

Polygon Buffer Zone Operations
The Buffer Zone Generation process in TNTmips (Geometric / Compute / Buffer Zones) provides varied options for generating buffer
zones for polygon elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD,
shape, or region). Because a polygon being buffered already has a
finite area, even the simple case of a single buffer distance applied
to the polygon can produce different results depending on whether
the buffer distance is applied to the outside or inside of the polygon boundary (or both) and on how the buffer operates on the
original polygon area. The Buffer Zone process presents these
choices as separate polygon buffer operations that are selected
using icon buttons. These operations and their results are:
Merge:
Expand: original polygon plus outside buffer
Ve
c
t
o
r
Shrink: original polygon minus inside buffer
Outer Ring: outside buffer only
A
B
Inner Ring: inside buffer only
Border: outer ring plus inner ring
The illustration above shows examples of
these buffer operations for a single input
polygon. You can thus choose the type of
polygon buffer operation that is best suited
to your application. The buffer output can
be a vector, CAD, or region object.

Shrink

Outer Ring

Polygon Buffer Merge Options (Outer Ring Example)
Buffer merge options are illustrated below for
B the Polygon Outer Ring operation on three
polygons (left), which have attribute value A or
A
B. The option to transfer attributes was used
where permitted, and buffer attributes are
labeled. The buffers are shown around their
A
input polygons for reference.
None

Merge: By Attribute

B

B

A
A

In Vector result, adjacent In CAD result, buffer
buffers intersect to form polygons overlap
additional polygons, one without intersecting.
of which gets both A and
B attributes.

You can choose to merge overlapping buffer zones from separate
input polygons. The Merge Buffers menu offers the options None
(no buffers are merged), All (all buffers are merged), and By Attribute. With the latter option, you are prompted to select a database
table and field from the input object polygons; only buffers from
polygons with the same value in the designated field are merged.

Merge: All

CAD
A

A

Merging Buffer Zones
When you use the Expand, Outer Ring, or Border operations, buffer
zones generated for adjacent or nearby polygons may overlap with
each other. The results will differ for CAD and vector buffer output. Because CAD objects allow elements to overlap, such
overlapping buffer zones in a CAD result remain as separate individual elements. In the vector result, polygonal topology requires
that the overlapping buffer zones must intersect to form separate
polygons for the overlap areas (see illustration for an Outer Ring
example above right), segmenting the original buffer polygons. If
you use the Transfer Attributes option, the overlap polygons have
multiple records attached if their parent polygons had different
attributes.

Border

All three merge options are available when the output is a vector or
CAD object. If you choose Region as the output object, all buffers
must be merged, so the Merge Buffers menu is automatically set to
All and the control is disabled. Sample results from these merge
options are illustrated below.

A+B
A

Inner Ring

Only buffers of
adjacent A polygons
merged (CAD result
shown).

All buffers merged.
No attributes
transferred to the
buffer polygons.

The option to transfer attributes is available if you merge buffers
By Attribute, but not when you merge all buffers. Therefore this
option is automatically disabled for the region output choice.
Merge Polygons Before Buffering
When you merge polygon buffers (All or By Attribute), you also
have the option to Merge polygons into region before buffering.
When this option is used, all polygons are merged into a single
temporary region before the buffer zones are generated. Polygons
that are adjoining and those that are within twice the buffer distance of each other are affected by this setting, as illustrated for
adjoining polygons below.
(over)
Merge polygons into region before buffering :
No
merged
buffers
from
individual
polygons
Input Polygons

single
buffer
from
merged
polygon
region

Outer Ring, Merge Buffers = All
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Ye s

Buffer Zones for Polygons with Islands
Polygons with enclosed interior polygons (termed island polygons in a vector object) are a complicating factor in generating polygon
buffer zones. The boundary of an island polygon is also a boundary of the enclosing polygon. Therefore if all polygons are being
processed, this common boundary will be buffered separately for the parent and island polygon. The result will depend upon the buffer
operation chosen and whether or not you have chosen to merge buffers. Results are illustrated below for different
A
buffer operations and combinations of settings. All examples use the input vector shown to the right, consisting of an
outer circular polygon (attribute A) and an inner circular polygon (attribute B). The Use: All option was selected.
B
Attributes were transferred where permitted, and attributed buffers are labeled and shown in transparent colors
corresponding to their parent polygon attribute. Merged buffers, which cannot have attributes transferred from the
parent element, are shown in a neutral color. Buffer illustrations include gray lines marking the original polygon
boundaries for reference.
Merge Buffers = None
Merge Buffers = All
Expand
Polygon A expands outward from its
outer (free) boundary and also from its
inner boundary into Polygon B, which
expands outward into polygon A. In the
nonmerged result the overlap is preserved in CAD but in vector creates an
intersect “ring”, centered on the A-B
boundary, that receives both attributes.

A

A

A+B
B

B

Ve c t o r

CAD

Merge Buffers = None

Shrink

Polygon A shrinks from outer and inner boundaries
while Polygon B shrinks from its boundary. There
are no buffer overlaps. Simple buffer merge results
in separate concentric buffer zones; merging the
polygons before buffering eliminates the inner B
polygon, leaving the merged larger polygon to shrink
from its outer boundary.

Merge Buffers = All
merge to
region before
buffering

B

Vector, CAD, Region

Merge Buffers = All

A

Polygon A is buffered on its outer and inner
boundaries, producing a ring inside the area of the
original Polygon B. Polygon B is buffered on its
boundary, producing a ring inside the area of the
original Polygon A. There are no buffer overlaps.
Merging the polygons before buffering eliminates
the rings around the Polygon B boundary, leaving
only the outer ring around the larger merged
polygon.

B
A

merge to
region before
buffering

Vector, CAD, Region

Merge Buffers = None

Inner Ring

Vector, CAD, Region

A

Merge Buffers = None

Outer Ring

merge to
region before
buffering

Merge Buffers = All

A

Polygon A is buffered on its outer and inner
boundaries, producing rings inside its area.
Polygon B is buffered on its boundary. There are
no buffer overlaps. Merging the polygons before
buffering eliminates the rings around the Polygon
B boundary, leaving only the inner ring around the
larger merged polygon.

A
B

merge to
region before
buffering

Vector, CAD, Region

Polygon Border

Merge Buffers = None

Polygon A gets outer and inner rings on
both its outer and inner boundaries. The
latter buffer area exactly coincides with
the border around Polygon B. In the
nonmerged cases the CAD result
preserves overlapping buffers around
the A-B boundary, but in the vector
result these collapse to a single polygon
with both attributes.

A

A

A+B

A, B

Ve c t o r

CAD

Merge Buffers = All

merge to
region before
buffering

Vector, CAD, Region
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Geometric Buffer Zones

Buffer Zone Generation
Buffer Zone Examples
Default buffer
fill color

Buffer zones created in
one operation from line,
points, and polygon.

Multiple equaldistance buffer
zones from
lines.

The Buffer Zone Generation process in TNTmips (Geometric / Compute / Buffer Zones) lets you compute single or multiple buffer
zones for elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD, shape, or
region). You can create buffer zones for points, lines, vector nodes,
or polygons, and simultaneously buffer more than one element
type. The results can be created as one or more vector, CAD, or
shape objects and are displayed automatically along with the input
object in the Buffer Zone View window.
Input Object and Output Object Type
To select the input geometric object, press the Object pushbutton.
Use the Output menu at the top of the Buffer Zone Generation
window to set the type of output object(s) to create. Other options
in the process may vary depending on the output object type, as
described below.
The Buffer Zone Generation process automatically sets up polygon fill styling for the output object(s) using fill colors that are
partially transparent by default. Separate colors are set automatically when you use multiple buffer distances. The color button
next to the Output menu shows the color used as the default fill for
single-distance buffer zones. Press this button to open a standard
Choose Color window to select a different color and transparency.

Border buffer (outer
ring + inner ring)
from a polygon
(dashed gray line).

Buffer zones around
nodes in a network
vector object.

types of polygon buffer zone result: Expand, Shrink, Outer Ring,
Inner Ring, and Border. These options are described and illustrated in the Technical Guide entitled Polygon Buffer Zone
Options. You can only choose one of the polygon buffer types at
a time, though you can use any polygon buffer type while also
buffering other available element types.
Use All or Marked Elements
When you are buffering a single type of element, the Use radio
buttons next to the element icon button row let you choose whether
to apply the buffer zone operation to All elements of the selected
type or only to those currently Marked in the Buffer Zone View.
(The All setting is mandatory when you buffer multiple element
types.) You can mark elements manually in the View using the
Select tool or the tools in the standard GeoToolbox. You can also
mark elements using a database query. To do so, open the Layer
Manager from the Buffer Zone View. In the Layer Manager, expand
the input object listing to show the element listings. Right-click on
the desired element type and choose Mark by Query (see illustration below). Use of the Mark by Query window is described in the
Tech Guide entitled Interactive Query Builder.

Layer Manager

Elements to Buffer / Polygon Buffer Type
Point Line Node
Polygon
Border
Expand

Shrink Outer Ring Inner Ring

Selecting Element Types to Buffer
You can create buffer zones for one or more types of element that
are available in the input object. Select the element type(s) to
buffer by turning on the relevant icon button(s) in the button row
below the Object listing. (Element buttons are dimmed and disabled if that element type is not present in the input object.) There
are five separate polygon icon buttons, corresponding to different

Transferring Attributes
Turn on the Transfer Attributes checkbox to have database attributes transferred from the individual input elements to their
respective buffer zone polygons. This option is available when
you are buffering to a vector or CAD object. It is not available
when you choose Region as the output object type because region
objects cannot have attribute tables. You also cannot transfer
(over)
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attributes when you choose to merge all buffers (see following
section).
Merging Buffer Zones
Buffer zones generated from nearby geometric elements may overlap each other. The results will differ depending on the type of
output object you select. Because CAD objects allow elements to
overlap, such overlapping buffer zones in a CAD result remain as
separate individual elements. In the vector result, polygonal topology requires that the overlapping buffer zones must intersect to
form separate polygons for the overlap areas (see illustration below). If you use the Transfer Attributes option, the overlap polygons
have multiple records attached if their parent elements had different attributes.
Input Lines
with
attributes
B
A and B

Equal, Multiple Unequal, By Attribute, or By Script. The multiple
distance options allow or in certain cases require the results for
different distances to be placed in separate output objects. These
options are described in detail in the TechGuide entitled Buffer
Zone Distance Options.
Running the Buffer Zone Process
After you set the desired buffer zone
options, press the Run icon button to
Run
Save As
run the process immediately. (Standard
Queue Job Save Job
Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons
are also provided to use Job Processing: see the TechGuide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System). A Select Object

Merge Buffers: None
CAD

Vector

B

A

A

A
of
s
p
la
er a n d e r s
ov
ff
bu
B

d
te h
e c w i t es
s
s ut
er
i n t g o n ttrib
y
l
a
po B
+
A
A

Merge Buffers: By Attribute
CAD

B

Merge Buffers: All
Vector,
CAD, or
Region

Vector
A

A

A
B

A
B

B

A
B

B
B

B
B

In CAD result (left) buffer polygons overlap
without intersecting. In vector result (right)
overlapping buffer polygons intersect to form new
polygons, two of which result from intersecting B
buffers and two from intersecting A and B
buffers. If attributes are transferred, the latter
intersect polygons receive both A and B attributes.

You can choose to merge overlapping buffer zones from separate
input elements. The Merge Buffers menu offers the options None
(no buffers are merged), All (all buffers are merged), and By Attribute. With the latter option, you are prompted to select a database
table and field from the input elements; only buffers from elements
with the same value in the designated field are merged. Sample
results from these options are illustrated above.

Merge options are limited in some cases depending on the result
object type and your process settings:
• all buffers must be merged for a Region result;
• the By Attribute option is not available for vector input if
you choose to buffer more than one element type.
When you merge polygon buffer zones, you have the option to
merge polygons into a region before buffering. This option is
discussed in detail in the TechGuide entitled Polygon Buffer Zone
Options.
Buffer Zone Distance Options
Controls for setting the buffer zone distance are provided in the
Distance box on the Buffer Zone Generation window. Several methods are provided for setting single or multiple buffer zone distances.
These options are selected from the Mode menu: Single, Multiple

A
of
s
p
a
l
er a n d e r s
ov
ff
bu
B

A

B

d
te h
e c w i t es
s
s ut
er
i n t g o n ttrib
y
l
a
po B
+
A
A
merged single B
buffer polygon

B

Only buffers from B lines overlap each other
and are merged into a single buffer polygon.
In CAD result (left), the buffer polygons from
the two A lines overlap the B buffer polygon.
In the vector result (right), the A and B buffers
intersect to form new polygons, which
receive both A and B attributes.

All buffer zones
are merge into a
single polygon.
Transfer of
attributes is
disallowed for
this option.

window then appears to allow you to designate a Project File and
name for the result object or objects. When only a single result
object is being created, a Skip button is provided on the Select
Objects window. Pressing this button creates a temporary result
object that is displayed in the Buffer Zone View. If the result is
satisfactory, press the Save As icon button to save it to a permanent location. Otherwise, you can then make any desired
adjustments in the buffer settings and run the process again (you
are first prompted whether or not to save the current temporary
result).
Buffer Table
When your buffer result is a vector or CAD object, a Buffer table is
automatically created for the buffer polygons. For single-distance
results this table contains a single record attached to the buffer
polygons that shows the buffer distance (in the Distance field). In
a vector object the Buffer table also includes a logical field (Inside)
that indicates which polygons are inside the buffer zone. In multiple-distance buffer results saved
to a single CAD object, the Buffer
table includes a record for each
buffer distance. (Multiple-distance
vector buffers must be separated
to different output objects by distance).
Vector Buffer table
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Spatial Display

CAD Layer Controls
The CAD Layer Controls window provides access to display
settings for CAD layers. You can open the CAD Layer Controls window by left-clicking on the layer’s icon button in the
Display Manager or by right-clicking on the layer name and
choosing Controls from the popup menu.
The layer controls are organized in a set of tabbed panels. The
Object panel provides settings that pertain to the entire layer.
The Elements tabbed panel provides control settings for the
CAD elements, and the Labels panel provides controls for the
display of label elements and for setting up dynamic display
labels.
After changing display settings, press the Apply button to apply the changes to the View while the CAD Layer Controls
window remains open. Press the OK button to apply the
changes and close the window. The Close button cancels any
changes in settings not already applied and closes the window.

Object Panel
The Object tabbed panel is exposed by default when the Spatial
Layer Controls window opens (see illustration to the right).
Object: The Object field shows the filename and object name

of the CAD object being displayed. Press the Object pushbutton
to open the Select Object window to select a different CAD
object to assign to the current layer.
Styles: Press the Styles pushbutton to select a style subobject

of the current CAD object or a main-level style object in a
Project File as a source of styles to use to display the elements.
Style subobjects of a spatial object are primarily used to store
style information for elements in that object with All Same styles
that utilize symbols or patterns. Styles assigned to elements by
attribute can be stored in a style subobject of the style assignment table, which is independent of the style object selected on
the Object panel. See the Technical Guide entitled Managing
Styles for more information about style objects.
Georeference : The Georeference menu defaults to the
georeference subobject that was last used. If the object has
more than one georeference subobject (not recommended),
you can use the Georeference menu to choose the desired
georeference to use for the display.

If the CAD object has control point georeference, turn on the
Warp to Model toggle button to use the object-to-map coordinate transformation model stored with the georeference
information when rendering the layer in the View.
Scale Range Visible: The Scale Range Visible fields let you
limit the range of map scales over which the layer is displayed.
For example, you may wish to hide a detailed layer when the
View is zoomed out beyond a certain scale.

You set up scale control by specifying a minimum (field on the
left) and maximum (field on the right) map scale. The mini-

Object panel on the CAD Layer Controls window.

mum map scale controls how far out you can zoom and still
show the layer, while the maximum map scale controls how
far you can zoom in.
The Scale Range Visible fields by default are initially set to
Unlimited, in which case the layer is shown at all map scales.
You can change both scale limits, just one, or neither. To set a
map scale for either field, you can enter the full scale fraction
(e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale fraction
(e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is then shown in
the field. To reset a map scale field to Unlimited, enter 0. For
more information about scale ranges, see the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements and Groups by Scale.
Extra Transparency: Use the Extra Transparency slider and

numeric field to set a transparency percentage for the entire
layer (all elements). Transparency applied to the entire layer is
in addition to any transparency set for particular element styles,
such as partially-transparent polygon fill colors. Layer transparency can also be adjusted using the Transparency controls
in the View window sidebar (see the TechGuide Easily Vary
Transparency for Any Layer). Each transparency control is
updated when the setting on the other control is changed.
Antialias and Hint: Turning on the Antialias toggle button
applies antialiasing to lines or polygon borders to reduce the
stairstep effect on diagonal and curving lines in the View.
Antialiasing is applied to any line that has a width of less than
(continued)
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1.5 pixels on screen. Turning on the Hint thin line widths
toggle applies partial transparency to lines that would be less
than one pixel wide on screen at the current scale. The degree
of transparency is proportional to the intended scaled width of
the lines. For information and illustrations of antialiasing and
hinting see the TechGuide entitled Enhanced Line Rendering.

Elements Panel
The Elements panel (illustrated below) includes display settings for the CAD elements, including DataTips settings.

Elements tabbed panel

Show: The Show menu provides choices governing which
elements to display. The options are All, By Attribute, By Map
Scale, By Query and By Type. Choosing an option other than
All activates the Specify button next to the menu.

The By Attribute option lets you display only the elements that
have selected values in a specified database attribute field. After choosing this option from the Show menu, pressing the
Specify button opens the Select by Attribute window (illustrated below). This window allows you to choose an associated
database table and field by pressing the Attribute button; the
selected table.field reference is shown in the text field next to
the button. If the elements are displayed using styling by attribute, the field on which the styles are based is selected by
default.
The scrolling list in the
Select by Attribute window shows all of the
attribute values in the
specified field; turn on
the checkbox for each
value whose elements
are to be displayed.
Select All and Deselect
All icon buttons are
provided above the list.

The By Map Scale option on the Show menu lets you set scale
ranges for groups of elements by attribute value; the display
scale in the View then determines which of these elements are
displayed. Pressing the Specify button after selecting this option opens the Scale Ranges window, which is described and
illustrated in the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements
and Groups by Scale.
The Specify button for the By Query
option from the Show menu opens
the Script Editor window so you
can enter a selection query to
specify the elements to display.
Examples of selection queries are
provided in the Building and Using
Queries tutorial.
The Specify button for the By Type
option from the Show menu opens
the Element type window (illustrated
to the right). This window provides
a toggle button for each of the possible element types that can be
contained in a CAD object, including text, point, line, arc, and
geometric shapes such as circle,
box, polygon, and others. Turn on
the toggle button for each element
type you wish to display.

Element Type window

Style: The Style menu provides choices for styling the elements; the options include All Same, By Attribute, By Script,
and By Element. Press the Specify button next to the menu to
set up the styles.

When you select All Same, pressing the Specify button opens
the Style Editor with style controls available for points, lines,
polygons, and text. The styles you create or select are applied
to all of the elements.
Choose By Attribute to set up different styles for different values in a specified attribute field. Styles can be created and
assigned to attribute values manually or using an automated
procedure. Associations between attribute values and styles
are saved in a style assignment table. For information on setting up styling by attribute see the TechGuides entitled Style By
Attribute: Manual Assignment and Style By Attribute: Automatic Style Generation.

Select by Attribute window

The Table combobox
shows the name of the table in which the attribute selections
are recorded. If you are using the “style by attribute” field, the
associated style table is selected by default. If you are using a
different attribute field, a selection table is created to record the
element selections. You can create and save more than one
selection table; all available selection tables are listed on the
Table combobox.

The By Script style option lets you use a script to set drawing
styles based on element attributes and to use CartoScripts to
create custom cartographic renderings for point and line elements. For more information see the Building and Using
Queries tutorial for examples of simple style scripts and the
Using CartoScripts tutorial.
The By Element style option uses styles that may have been
assigned to individual elements in the CAD object in the Editor.
The Specify button is inactive when the By Element option is
selected.
(continued)
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DataTips: Use the DataTips controls on the Elements panel
to specify an attribute field as the source for information to
show in the View when the cursor is paused over or near the
element. You can also set Prefix and Suffix text and set the
DataTips to appear over a limited range of map scales. For
more information on these controls see the TechGuides entitled DataTips and DataTip Highlighting of Geometric
Elements.

Label Panel
Predefined: The Predefined box on the Label tabbed panel
provides some additional controls dealing with text label elements in the CAD object.
Turning on the Clip elements to label boundaries toggle pre-

Label tabbed panel

vents other elements in the layer from being rendered within
the confines of the rectangle bounding the label; this choice
can make the label text more legible.
Label elements can have the label enclosed in a frame with
your choice of frame shape and fill and border colors. For
labels with leader lines you can choose the leader line width
and color or choose to show the leader as a triangular extension of the frame. Press the Frame Style pushbutton to open
the Label Frame Style window to set these options; see the
TechGuide entitled Label Frames and Leader Lines for more
information.
Label elements are stored with a baseline that is hidden unless
you turn on the Show label baselines toggle. Pressing the Line
Style pushbutton to the right of this toggle opens the Style
Editor with controls for setting a line style for the baselines
(see the TechGuide entitled Creating Styles for Lines).
Automatic: The controls in the Automatic box let you configure the layer to show automatic display labels for the CAD
elements using information in the element database. You can
set text style options and choose to enclose the dynamic labels
in frames with your choice of fill and border colors. Dynamic
labels can also be set to display only within a specific scale
range. For more information on these controls see the Technical Guide entitled Dynamic Labels for Geometric Elements.
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Spatial Display

Raster Color Palette Editor
The Color Palette Editor window for raster objects allows you to select from a large
number of predefined color palettes, to modify local copies of these palettes, and to
create new custom palettes. You can manually edit individual palette colors using a
variety of color models and create color spreads between selected colors to provide
smooth color gradations. You can save a palette for use with the raster object being
displayed and/or save it in your own library of palettes, from which it can be selected for use with any grayscale or categorical raster object.

Copy

Paste

Select Similar Colors

Randomize

Index 0

Set Selected
Opaque

Set Selected
Transparent

Index 255

Index 31

Color Palette Sample Array
The Color Palette Editor window shows an array of square tiles or samples for the
colors in the palette (see illustration to the right). The array usually has 8 rows with
32 color tiles in each row. Each tile corresponds to a palette index number from 0
(the upper-left tile) to 255 (the lower right tile); index numbers increment from left
to right in each row of the array. A pop-in ToolTip shows the index number when
you pause the mouse cursor over a tile.
load random palette
select one of the last 5 predefined palettes used
opens Select Palette window (illustrated below)
custom palettes saved in user library (if any)
save palette to user library

Raster Color Palettes
A raster color palette stores a set of colors that are mapped to particular
cell values when the raster is displayed. Most raster color palettes record
256 color values, each of which has a color index number in the range 0
to 255. A palette index number associates a color with a raster value or
range of raster values (or, if contrast is applied, to the adjusted brightness
values). For grayscale raster objects with an 8-bit data range (or less), a
unique color can be assigned for each cell value. For grayscale raster
objects with larger data ranges, the set of cell values within one of 256
histogram bins are assigned the same color.
A raster color palette is stored as a subobject of the raster it applies to.
Color palettes with smooth gradations in color can be used to create a
color display for grayscale rasters representing a smoothly various
surface, such as an elevation raster. Color palettes are also used to
record colors for rasters created in the classification operations and for 8bit “color-composite” images; because the cell values in this case are
arbitrary identifiers, the associated color palettes usually do not show any
obvious order or gradation in the colors.

Working with System Palettes
TNTgis provides a library with a large number of predefined
raster color palettes that you can use as-is or modify as needed.
(Some of the available system palettes are described in the Technical Guide entitled Uniform Perceptual Contrast Color
Palettes.) The Palettes menu on the Color Palette Editor (illustrated above) provides entries for the last five palettes that you
have used from the system library. Choosing the More Palettes entry from the menu opens the Select Palettes window,
which lists and illustrates each available predefined system palette; left-click on an entry in the list and press the OK button on
this window to add the palette to your Palettes menu. You can
also choose to load a random palette.

If you create a custom palette that you would like to reuse with
other raster objects, choose Save As from the palette menu to
save the palette in your own palette library. Your custom palettes are stored in a file named colormap.usr that is stored with
the other TNTgis settings for your user name. Any palettes
you have saved to your palette library are provided with entries
on the Palettes menu in a section delimited by horizontal separators above the Save As entry. They are also added to the
Select Palette window in a User-Defined Palettes group.

Opening and Saving Color Palettes
A palette you have selected from the library, edited, or created
can be saved as a subobject of the current raster object for use
in displaying the raster. You can save one or more color palette
(continued)
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subobjects and choose which one to use for display using the
Color Palette menu on the Object tabbed panel of the Raster
Layer Controls window.
Options for managing color palette subobjects are on the File
menu in Color Palette Editor. The Open option lets you choose
a color palette subobject from the current raster object, or navigate to another raster object to choose a palette subobject. The
Save option saves any edits to the selected palette subobject,
overwriting the original. Choose Save As to save the palette to
a new palette subobject. The Import option lets you import a
palette specification from a simple text or CSV (comma-separated values) file with one color specification per line and red,
green, and blue color values (in that order). The appropriate
value range is determined automatically from the values in the
file. The Close option closes the Color Palette Editor, prompting you whether to save any changes.

Selecting Palette Colors
You can select any palette tile to edit its color by simply leftclicking on the tile. The selected tile is marked with an X
symbol over the color. A larger color sample and the index
number of the selected tile are shown below the palette. The 0
index color sample is selected by default when the Color Palette Editor opens.
You can select a contiguous range of palette tiles by first selecting one tile, then holding down the Shift key while selecting
another tile; all tiles in between are also selected and marked
with the X symbol. The color and index number of the first tile
selected are shown below the sample array. You can also select additional colors similar to the color(s) currently selected
by pressing the Select Similar Colors icon button (or choosing
Select Similar Colors from the Edit menu). Any color adjustments that you make are applied to all selected palette tiles.
Range of palette
tiles selected by
holding down the
Shift key while
selecting the ending
tile in the range.

Color adjustments
using the controls
on any of the color
model panels are
applied immediately
to the selected
color tile(s).

Editing Palette Colors
The RGB, HIS, HBS, CMY, and CMYK tabbed panels on the
Color Palette Editor window show the definition of the current
palette color in various color models. Each panel has a set of
sliders for setting color values in the respective color model.
To edit the color, first choose the tabbed panel for the desired
color model, then adjust a slider or enter a value into the numeric field to the right of the slider. Values of Hue in the HIS
and HBS models range from 0 to 360; the other values in these

two color models range from 0 to 100 (see the Getting Good
Color tutorial for descriptions of the color models). The RGB,
CMY, and CMYK panels include a Range menu where you can
set the component value ranges to be either 0 to 255 or 0 to
100 (percent). Changes you make with any of these controls
are immediately applied to the selected palette tile(s).
You can set individual palette tiles or ranges of tiles to be partially or completely transparent. To set transparency for the
selected palette tile(s), enter a value between 0 (fully opaque)
or 100 (completely transparent) in the Transparency field below the tile array. You can also press the Set Selected
Transparent icon button to set full transparency for the selected tile(s), or the Set Selected Opaque icon button to restore
full opacity. (Equivalent options are found on the Edit menu.)
Colors that have a non-zero Transparency value are marked by
a cross in the palette.
The Copy and Paste icon buttons (and equivalent Edit menu
options) allow you to copy a selected color and paste it to one
or more selected tiles. The Randomize icon button overwrites
the current palette tiles with a set of random colors (equivalent
to choosing Random from the Palette menu). The Reverse All
option on the Edit menu reverses the order of all of the colors
in the palette. The Negate All option on the Edit menu also
affects all color tiles, inverting the values for the color components on the RGB, CMY, and CMYK panels. For example, a
color with components red = 255, green = 100, and blue = 0
would be transformed by the Negate All operation to red = 0,
green = 155, and blue = 255.

Creating Color Spreads
You can create a smooth gradation in color between two specified palette colors by applying a color spread using the controls
on the Spread tabbed panel. The Start and End controls on the
Spread panel show the index number and color for the start
and ends of the spread. To set either of these, choose the
desired tile in the palette and press the Set button. The Mode
menu provides a choice of color models for creating the color
spread. The options are RGB, HIS CW, HIS CCW, HBS CW,
and HBS CCW, where CW indicates the clockwise direction
around the Hue circle and CCW indicates counter-clockwise.
Press the Apply Spread button to create the spread. You can
repeat with different color models to
get the desired affect. You can
design complex
palettes by specifying a number of
intermediate colors, then creating
color spreads between them.
Set a Start and End
color for a color
spread, choose a
color model, then
press Apply Spread.
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Computed Numeric and Text Fields
A computed field is a field in a database table that does not contain static data but instead uses an expression to compute a value
from values stored in other fields in the same table or a related
table. The computed field expression is evaluated separately for
each record in the table, so the same expression can return different values in different records. There are two types of computed
fields: computed numeric and computed text.
In addition to references to other fields, a computed field can use
arithmetic operators and constants, can define and use variables,
and can use conditional logic to determine the value to return.
The names of computed fields are shown in blue in table windows, so it is easy to distinguish them from standard data fields.
Computed field values are automatically updated if values in any
referenced field are changed. The expression result shown is also
automatically used in operations involving the field, such as saving the table to another form (text, CAD, HTML), exporting the
table to another database format, or referencing the computed field
in the expression for another computed field.
Computed fields can be used to concatenate text from other fields
for use as dynamic labels or DataTips, to perform simple or complex numeric computations using other tabular values, and in new
tables that present the salient data from a number of related tables.

Creating Computed Fields
Computed numeric and text fields are not defined as separate field
types, but as a property of numeric or text fields of various types.
For example, a computed numeric field could have any of the
numeric field types, and the exact value returned by the field’s
expression would depend upon that data type. The same numeric
expression would return a decimal value for a floating-point field
and an integer value for an integer field.
To create a computed field in a table (see illustration to the right):
• Open the Table Properties window for the table.
• Press the Add Field icon button
and select the desired
numeric or text data type.
• With the field selected in the list, press the Computed icon
button.
• The Query Editor automatically opens so you can enter the
numeric or string expression for the computed field.
• Press [OK] on the Query Editor when you have completed
the expression.
• The computed nature of the field is shown by the blue color
for the field name and by the Computed indicator in the
status column next to the field name.
• You can reopen the Query Editor to edit the expression by
selecting the field in the list and pressing the Edit Expression icon button.

Computed Numeric Field
streets.LENGTH_MI * 60 / streets.SPEEDLIM;

Computed Text Field
string stname$ = streets.STNAME + " " + streets.STTYPE;
if (streets.STPRE <> "")
return streets.STPRE + " " + stname$;
else
return stname$;

Computed

Edit Expression

Add Field

computed
numeric
fields
computed
text fields
computed field status indicator

Simple Computed Fields
A computed field expression can be as simple as a reference to another field. To streamline creation of such
simple computed fields, the Add Field icon button menu
provides a Simple Computed option. When you add a
field using this option, you are prompted to choose the
source table and field. A new field with the same name
as the source field is created as either computed numeric
or computed text depending on the type of field you select as the reference. The numeric or text data type is
also automatically set from the source field.
(over)
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A computed field created by the Simple Computed option is
not a separate type of field. Although by default the field
shows the contents of the reference field, you can open the
Query Editor and create a more complex expression for the
field if you choose.
The Simple Computed option is especially useful when you
create a table that consists entirely of computed fields that
show the most significant data from various other related
tables. Such a table is analogous to a “table view” in an enterprise database and might be prepared to simplify the
presentation of the data (with the source tables hidden) or to
facilitate exporting the salient attribute information. When
you create such a table, choose the attachment type Exactly
one record for every element, which automatically creates a
record for each element (see the Technical Guide entitled
Record Attachment Types). These records are then virtually
populated by the field expressions.

Computed Numeric Fields
Computed numeric fields can perform computations of any
complexity. The illustration below shows a table with population data for counties in the state of Nebraska for years 2010
and 2000. Computed numeric fields are used to show the
2010 population density per square kilometer and the change
and percent change in population during that 10-year period.
NEcntyPop2.POP_2010 / NEcntyPop2.AREA_KM2;
NEcntyPop2.POP_2010 - NEcntyPop2.POP_2000;

stream lines and watershed and basin polygons. For example,
the ATTRIBUTES table for watershed polygons illustrated
below left includes an ELONGATION RATIO computed field
that computes the ratio of 1) the diameter of a circle of area
equal to the watershed area to 2) the basin length, the maximum polygon dimension measured from the stream outlet.

Computed Text Fields
Computed text fields can be used to combine text from different fields into a single string. For example, the components
of a street address (number, street direction, street name, street
type) might be stored in separate fields, and a computed text
field can be used to show the complete address for use as a
dynamic label or DataTip. You can also combine attribute
information from different fields along with text and newline
codes (“\n”) to create multiline text to show in a DataTip (see
illustration below). Although only the first text line is shown
in table views of standard text fields, all of the text lines are
shown when the field is used as the source for a DataTip
shown in the View window.
MAPUNITS.PTYPE + ", " + MAPUNITS.UNIT + "\n" +
"Origin: " + MAPUNITS.CAT2 + "\n" +
"Age: " + MAPUNITS.AGE;

Sample string expression for a
computed text field that combines
information from different fields
into multiline text for a DataTip.

HTML formatting can also be applied for string expressions
intended for use as a DataTip; see the Technical Guide entitled Design DataTips using HTML for more information.
The string expression for a computed text field can concatenate strings using the “+” and “+=” operators as shown above
or use the sprintf() and other string processing functions to
create formatted text. Expressions referencing numeric fields
must convert the number to text.

The script for a computed field can include conditional tests
that produce a different result depending on the contents of
the fields used in the expression. In such scripts the return
keyword should be used to explicitly return the desired result. In the street name computed text example illustrated on
100 * NEcntyPop2.POP_CHNG / NEcntyPop2.POP_2000;
the previous page, some streets have a prefix indicating the
The Watershed process in TNTmips uses computed numeric
street direction while others do not. The string expression
fields for some hydrologic attributes that can be calculated
for the DISPLAYNAME field first combines the street name
from values that are present in other fields in the tables for
and type (with intervening space) into a stname$ variable.
For records in which the STPRE field is not empty the
2 * sqrt(SetSum(POLYSTATS[*].Area) / PI) / ATTRIBUTES.`BASIN LENGTH`
prefix is combined with the variable value and returned,
otherwise the stname$ variable value is returned.
Making Computed Fields Permanent
Once you have created computed fields, and you don’t anticipate changes in the supporting field values, you have the
option to convert the computed field results to static permanent values. In a tabular view of the table, right-click on the
field name (column heading) and choose Make field permanent from the menu.
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Using the Contact Support Window
The Contact Support feature integrated into each component of the TNTgis software family is the most efficient way to obtain free
technical assistance from MicroImages. You can use it to request assistance in using your TNTgis software, to report a software
error you encountered, or to request a new software feature. The Contact Support window provides an easy way to collect and
send to MicroImages all of the information that our software support engineers need to help you quickly and efficiently. It makes
it easy to transmit sample data, screen shots, screen movies, process settings, session logs, and other materials related to your
request. Your materials will be treated as confidential and will only be used to assist you.
1 Choose Contact Support from the Help
menu in TNTmips, TNTedit, or TNTview.

or
Press the Send Report button
on any error message window.

When you press the Send Report button on
the Contact Support window, your request
and all attached files are automatically transmitted to MicroImages software support. If
you are working without an Internet connection, or a security feature prohibits direct
transmission of the report, you can press the
Save Report button. When you establish
an Internet connection, a saved report can
be reloaded into the Contact Support window using the Open icon button and then
transmitted using the Send Report button.
(You can also attach a saved report to a standard e-mail message.)
When the Contact Support process is successful in transmitting your request and
supporting materials, you will receive a
confirming e-mail. Subsequently you will
receive an e-mail from a support engineer
with a tracking number for your new feature request or error report.

2 Enter a subject for your
message in the Subject field.

3 Enter text to describe the assistance you
require, the error you encountered, or a new
feature you are requesting.

4 Enter your name,
e-mail address, and
organization in the
fields in the Identification panel. This
information is retained
for your subsequent
uses of the form.
5 Accept the default
settings in the
Automatically Upload
panel.
6 Press the Select
button to navigate to
and select files to
attach, such as data,
screen shots, or
screen movies. The
files you select are
listed in the pane
above the button.
7 Press the Send Report button. You can also press the Save Report button to
save the report to reopen and send later.
Note that the Send Report and Save Report buttons become active when the two
mandatory fields, the description of the problem and your e-mail address, are filled.
You must also have an active Internet connection and your firewall, if any, needs to
allow the program access to the Internet for you to be able to submit this form.
If you are not able to submit this form due to any communication problem,
you can save the error report, reopen it later when you have an Internet
connection, or attach it to a standard e-mail message.

This message
is shown when
your report is
succesfully
sent.
The message above is shown after you press the Send
Email button if the process could not connect to the
MicroImages web server.

(continued)
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Automatic Upload
You can automatically upload
essential supporting information with your report using the
toggle buttons in the Automatically Upload box in the
Contact Support window.
Error Messages

Error messages provide vital
information about the source of a software error you
encounter. A screen capture of your desktop is automatically generated and stored whenever a TNTgis
error message window appears. Each new error message screen shot overwrites the previous one. The last
error message screen shot is automatically included with
your error report when the Screen Shot of Last Error toggle
button is turned on (the default state). You can preview this
screenshot by pressing the Preview button next to the screen
shot toggle. When you open the Contact Support form using the Send Report button on the Error window, the text of
the error message is also automatically appended to your
message.

You can view the current user settings files,
current session log, and screen shot of last
error message using the Preview icon buttons.

User Settings and Session Log

Your user settings files (tntproc.ini and tnthost.ini) are also
automatically included with your error report when the User
Settings toggle is turned on (the default state). These files
record the settings you used for the process in which you
encounter an error. This information will enable the software support
engineers to replicate the error conditions. Likewise, the current
MicroImages session log is included with your report when the Current
Session Log toggle is on. For operations with many internal processing
steps the log file may help the support engineers pinpoint in which step
the error occurred. You can preview the current settings files and session log using the Preview icon buttons next to their toggles.
Screen Captures and Movies
An error state may be related to a particular sequence of actions you
took with a program control window or with an interactive tool. It may
be difficult to describe these steps accurately in the text of your report.
In these instances you can use the Capture Screen icon button to make
a screen capture of the program interface or press the Capture Movie
icon button to replicate your actions while recording them to a movie.
Screen captures are automatically added to your selected file list. For
screen recordings, press the Select button to navigate to and select the
movie file you have recorded.

Capture Movie

Capture Screen

Start Recording

Mac
Windows

On Windows computers MicroImages recommends that you use the free third-party CamStudio screen recorder. On Mac computers you can use the free QuickTime Player to make screen recordings. A set of simple instructions for the relevant screen recorder
in shown in a message window when you press the Capture Movie button; pressing OK on this window starts the screen recorder
software. If you don’t have CamStudio installed on your Windows computer, you are taken to a page on the MicroImages website
where you can download an installer for CamStudio.
Your Report at MicroImages
When you submit your report, the text is e-mailed to MicroImages software support. The supporting files that were automatically
included or that you have manually added to your report are saved to a secure folder on MicroImages’ FTP site. The e-mail
message automatically includes a link to this folder so that the software support engineer can access these materials. None of the
information or data submitted with your report is used for any purpose other than to allow us to provide the technical assistance
you request. You can view our Privacy Policy using the button in the bottom left corner of the Contact Support window.
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Database

Field Types in Tables
Database tables in TNTgis can include fields with a variety of
data types. The data type for each field in a table is shown in
the Type column in the Table Properties window. When you
add fields to a table you choose the data type from the menu
provided by the Add Field icon button (see the Technical Guide
entitled Table Properties Window). This Technical Guide describes the properties and limits of the various field data types.
Numeric Field Types

Add Field

Other Common
Names

Data Type

Numeric Range

Integer 8-bit
Integer 16-bit
Integer 32-bit

TINYINT
SMALLINT

Integer 64-bit

-128 to 127
-32,768 to 32,767
-2,147,483,648
to 2,147,483,647
-2 63 to 2 63 - 1

Unsigned 8-bit
Unsigned 16-bit

0 to 255
0 to 65,535

TINYINT
SMALLINT

Floating-point 32-bit
(6-digit precision)

±1e-37 to 1e+37

REAL, FLOAT

Floating-point 64-bit
(15-digit precision)

±1e-307 to 1e+308

DOUBLE

INTEGER, INT
BIGINT

Numeric Field Types
Several types of numeric field are provided for storing integer
or decimal values of different ranges, as detailed in the table
above. The larger the bit-depth of the field, the larger the
range of numbers that it can hold, but this extended range
comes at the expense of a larger storage space requirement
for each value. To minimize the stored size of the database,
choose the smallest numeric data type needed for the anticipated range of stored values. The Size of a numeric field is
automatically set large enough to accommodate the maximum
number of digits needed.
Integer: Integer fields store positive or negative whole numbers (without decimal fractions). You can choose from four
Integer field types depending on the range of the values you
need to store. Enter a minus sign before the integer value
when entering a negative number. Plus signs are not shown
for positive values and need not be entered with the value.
The default value of an integer field is 0. Decimal values
entered manually into or written to an integer field are truncated to the integer value.
Unsigned: The unsigned field types are limited to positive
integer values. The default value for an unsigned integer field
is 0.
Floating-Point: Floating-point fields store decimal (fractional)

values with variable precision. The precision value shown
for the two floating-point field types indicates the number of
decimal places allowed to the right of the decimal point. The
default value of a floating-point field is 0.

Use a floating-point field for any decimal numeric value. Numbers can be entered in floating-point fields using standard
notation or in the computer equivalent of scientific notation.
For example, the value 7847.365 could also be entered as
7.847635e+003.
The number
of decimal
places to display in table
views can be
set in two
ways. You
can enter the desired number of places in the Dec column in
the Table Properties window or in the Decimal Places field in
the Field Options window (opened from the table view by rightclicking on the field name and choosing Options from the
menu).
Other
[encoding] Text
Unicode Text
Single Character
Memo

Database Field Types
Auto-increment
Date
Logical
Date/Time (Local)
Binary
Date/Time (UTC)
Color

Auto-Increment Fields
An auto-increment field is a 32-bit integer field that is automatically assigned a sequential integer value when a new record
is added. These fields are used for automatically creating a
unique identifier for each record in the table. When adding an
auto-increment field to a table with existing records, use the
Populate Database Records operation to create sequential values in the new auto-increment field for all of the records (see
the TechGuide entitled Populate Database Records for more
information).
(over)
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Text Field Types
The Text, Unicode Text, Memo, and Single Character field
types store text strings. These fields can store any character
you can type on your keyboard. Any number entered into one
of these text fields is treated as text rather than as a number.
Text: The Text field type stores character strings using the
character encoding specified for the table. In the Add Field
menu this entry is preceeded by the specified table encoding,
e.g., ASCII Text. The Text field type can store character strings
of varying length up to the maximum set by the field Size
setting.
Unicode Text: this field type stores characters strings using
Unicode (2-byte) encoding. The number of characters in a
stored string is limited by the field Size setting.
Memo: A Memo field stores text with no specified limit to the

number of characters stored. Memo fields can be used for
lengthy observations, descriptions, or other notes that expand
on the information stored in the other fields and may not be
readily categorized or reduced to fit in a smaller text field. In
practice you can store a few paragraphs to several pages of
text in a memo field. Tabular and single-record table views
show the first part of the memo field contents by default and
provide special controls for viewing and editing the entire
contents. In tabular views a small icon button appears in the
field when you left-click in it, and memo fields in single-record
views are provided with a small arrow icon button to the right
of the field. Clicking on these icon buttons opens a separate
window for viewing, entering, or editing the entire memo field
contents.

set to use a different language). A Yes state can be entered as:
yes, true, y, t, or 1; a False state can be entered as no, false, n,
f, or 0. Capitalization is ignored, and localized text strings
(and their first characters) can be used. Any entered text that
cannot be parsed results in a state of “undefined”. Logical
states are stored as binary numeric values (1 or 0), and queries
using logical fields must treat the field as numeric.

Date and Date/Time Fields
Date fields store a calendar date. The Field Options window
for Date fields provides a menu from which you can choose
the format for showing and entering the date; the formats and
examples are listed below.
YYYYMMDD
M/D/YYYY
D/M/YYYY
YYYY/M/D

21050523
5/23/2015
23/5/2015
2015/5/23

M-D-YYYY
D-M-YYYY
YYYY-M-D
D-Mmm-YYYY
D-Mmm-YY

5-23-2015
23-5-2015
2015-5-23
23-May-2015
23-May-15

Date/Time fields store a date and a time, which are shown in a
fixed format:
MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

05/14/15 16:40:29

A Date/Time (Local) field is provided for times that reference
a single local time zone, while a Date/Time (UTC) field is
provided for times relative to Universal Coordinated Time,
sometimes referred to as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Entries in a Date/Time (Local) field do not include the time zone
or offset to UTC. The time zone used can be listed in the
object metadata if this information is important.

Binary Fields
Binary fields store binary image data in tables created by the
Create Geotagged Image Database process (see the TechGuide
entitled Geotagging Digital Photos).

Single-record and
tabular database
table views provide
icon buttons for
memo fields to
open a separate
window to show
and edit the entire
field contents.

Color Fields
A Color field stores a color specification in the form of red,
green, and blue values (range 0 to 255 for each component).
Color fields are provided with a color button showing the color;
left-clicking on the color button opens a standard Choose Color
window allowing the user to select a color from a palette or
design a custom color. The value of a Color field can be read
by an SML script and assigned to a COLOR class instance for
use in processing the parent object.

Logical Fields
A logical field is used to record a state of True or False, Yes or
No. Tabular views show the field state with a checkbox that
can be checked on (check mark shown) for True and checked
off (check mark not shown) for False (see illustration in the
next column). In single-record views the field shows either
“Yes” or “No” (or their equivalents if the TNTgis interface is

Computed Fields
Numeric and text fields can be set to be computed, which means
that the field does not contain static data but instead uses an
expression to compute a value from values stored in one or
more other fields in the same table or a related table. See the
TechGuide entitled Computed Numeric and Text Fields for
more information.
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Database

Populate Database Records
TNTgis provides a procedure for geometric objects (vector,
shape, and CAD) that allows you to populate fields in a set of
database table records using designated fixed values or values copied from fields in other tables. This procedure can be
applied to fields in existing records or when new records are
created for marked or active (last-marked) elements in a View.
Any type of numeric or string field can be populated by this
procedure. In addition, you can use the Populate Database
Records operation to assign a set of sequential integer values
to a newly-added Auto-increment field. Unlike computed
and string expression fields, whose displayed values are read
or computed dynamically from the source fields, the populate database records procedure writes actual values into the
specified fields and records, and you can manually edit these
values later if necessary.
In order to use existing field values to populate a field, the
table in which you are populating records must have records
directly attached to geometric elements, and the source table
must be another table in the same element database and must
have records directly or indirectly attached to the elements.

You can use options on the Record menu in database table
windows to populate fields in the table’s records. To populate
fields in existing records, choose Populate Existing Records.
The Populate Database Records window (illustrated below) also
appears when you have marked related/attached geometric
elements in a View, choose Record / New, and then choose
Attach to Active Element and Populate or Attach to Marked
Elements and Populate from the submenu.
NOTE: for geometric element tables with one-to-one attachment type (at most one record to one element), the operation
to create a new record attached to marked elements automatically creates a separate record for each marked element. The
Populate Database Records dialog can be used to populate
specified fields in the new records from tables with records
attached or related to these elements.

To use the Populate Database Records operation, open a tabular view of the target database table. To populate fields in existing
records, choose Record / Populate Existing Records. To populate fields automatically as you create a new record or records for the
active or marked elements in the View, choose Record / New, then either Attach to Active Element and Populate or Attach to
Marked Elements and Populate (see illustration in the upper right corner of this page). The Populate Database Records window
(illustrated below) then opens. The
Field Name and Type columns in this
window list the name and data type of
all fields in the table. The Condition
column contains a menu-controlled
entry for each database field that sets
the conditions under which a new
value should be set for the field. The
default setting Never means that no To begin to populate values for a field, left-click on its entry in the Condition column to pop
up a menu. Choose Always to replace any existing value or choose one of the conditional
new values will be written to the field, entries (for text fields: If Empty; for numeric fields: If Null, If Zero, or If Null or Zero ).
(over)

Continue by left-clicking on the field’s
entry in the Method column to pop up a
menu.
Choosing Field from Method menu opens the Select Table/
Field window so you can choose a related table and field
as the source for the values for the current field. The
selected table.field reference is shown in the Value field in
the Populate Database Records window.

Choosing Constant from the Method menu
creates an editable field in the Value column,
where you can enter the desired numeric value
or text string for the field.
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while the Always setting means that a new value will be written
to the field regardless of the existing value in the field. The
other Condition options let you populate the field with new
values depending on the existing value. For text fields you can
choose If Empty; for numeric fields you can choose If Null, If
Zero, or If Null or Zero. For an auto-increment field, the choices
are Never and If Zero (the initial value in existing records when
an auto-increment field is added to a table).
Setting the Condition menu for a field to a value other than
Never activates the field’s entry in the Method column. The
menu for this entry lets you choose Field (to populate the field
with values from another database field) or Constant (to write
a fixed value to each field). Choosing the Field option opens
the Select Table / Field window so you can make your selection for the source table and field; choosing Constant creates
an editable field in the Value column where you can enter the
desired value (see illustrations at the bottom of the previous
page). For auto-increment fields the choices are Field and Sequential; the latter option populates the field with a set of
sequential integer values starting with 1, in the order in which
the records are stored in the table (which is not necessarily the
order in which the records are listed in the current tabular view
of the table).
When populating fields using values from another table, for
best results the source and target fields should have the same
data type. If they have different data types, the Populate Database Records operation automatically converts the data, within
limits. For example if the source is a string field containing
numeric characters and the target is a numeric field, the source
strings are converted to numeric values in the target field; however, any non-numeric characters in the source field are stripped
out in the conversion. A source numeric value is automatically
converted to a string if necessary, but there is currently no control over the formatting of the string (e.g., number of decimal
places written to the string).
When you populate records with associated elements marked
in the View and the marked set does not include all of the elements, the lower part of the Populate Database Records window

To assign a sequence of integer values to an Auto-increment
field that has been added to a table with existing records, choose
If Zero from the Condition field menu and Sequential from the
Method field menu.

Populate Database Records window with all fields set to be
processed regardless of existing values in the fields ( Always
setting in the Condition column).

allows you to choose which set of records to process. The Apply
To panel provides the options All records, Records attached to
marked elements, and
Records attached to active element.
The
number of records for
each option is shown in
parentheses (see illustraIf some (but not all) associated
tion to the right). If all
elements are marked in the View,
associated elements are
the Populate Database Records
marked, the operation is
window allows you to choose
automatically applied to
which set of records to process.
all records.
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Spatial Display

DataTips
A DataTip is a small box that appears in a TNTgis View window at the cursor position to present location-specific
information from the geodata layers. The DataTip appears
each time you hover the mouse cursor over the data layers.
DataTips can show the cell value from a raster layer, database
attributes for elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD, shape,
Lidar, and TIN) and database pinmaps, and image thumbnails
from a geotagged image database table. Used in combination
with element styling and sidebar legends, DataTips allow you
to design highly informative displays of your geodata.
You can easily configure DataTips for individual layers in the
display using the Layer Controls Window; these settings are
saved along with your other display settings in the display parameters for the layer (or with the group or layout settings if
the layer is part of a saved group or layout). Using more advanced techniques you can set up a layer to show multiple lines
of attribute information in the DataTip, include simple charts
and graphs, or even show the result of computations performed
on data at the cursor location. Although DataTips can show
information from multiple layers in the View, including those
currently hidden, controls on the View window allow the viewer
to set limits on the amount of DataTip information shown.

DataTip Controls
DataTip controls are found in various forms in the Layer Controls windows for raster, terrain, and geometric objects. For
objects that can contain multiple element types (vector and
TIN), separate DataTip controls are provided for each element
type.
Show Menu: The Show menu lets you select whether or not
to show the DataTip for the layer and to select the source for
its content if shown. Choose the menu option None to not
show the DataTip for the layer. The remaining selections on
the menu differ by layer type. The Select Attribute option is
provided for most layer types; choosing this option opens a
Select Table/Field window in which you can choose a field in a
database table associated with the geometric elements, raster
cell values, or database pins to provide the DataTip text. That
table.field reference is then added to the Show menu.

DataTip controls for a vector element type (above) and
for a single-raster layer with units type set (below).

A DataTip can show location-specific information from a
number of layers in the View, including those that are not
currently visible because they have been manually
hidden, are hidden by map scale, or are obscured by
overlying layers.

The Show menu for a Lidar layer allows you to choose only
certain predefined values of the Lidar points for the DataTip.
The menu choices in this case are None, Z, Intensity, Class,
and Return Number / Count.
The Show menu is provided for a raster layer if the layer contains a single grayscale raster with an integer data type, which
can have a raster database to provide a DataTip value other
than raster cell value. In this case the Show menu includes the
choices Image Cell Value and Select Attribute. For other raster
layer types (and for terrain layers) a Show toggle button is
provided instead to toggle the DataTip on or off, and the DataTip
automatically shows the raster cell value (or multiple values for
a color-composite raster). The DataTip controls for colorseparate and multiband raster layers provide a Show toggle for
each color component.
Prefix and Suffix: Use the Prefix and Suffix text fields to

enter text to be shown before and after the DataTip value,
respectively. If a database field is set as the DataTip source,
the Prefix text defaults to the name field. For Lidar and terrain
layers the prefix text defaults to the type of value shown. For
raster layers the prefix text defaults to the object name for
single raster layers and to the color component for RGB separate layers.
Units and Decimal Places: A Units menu is shown and active below the Show menu for geometric objects and pinmaps
if the DataTip source is a numeric field for which units have
been set. It is also shown for grayscale raster layers for which
the cell Value type and Unit have been set in the object information for the raster. When you choose a different unit from the
menu, the source values are converted to the designated unit
before being shown in the DataTip. The Suffix field is set by
default to the abbreviation for the selected unit. (continued)
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A Decimal Places (or Places) field is provided when the selected source attribute is numeric. This field sets the number
of decimal places to be shown in the DataTip value for any
units used.
Image Width and Height: If you choose an image or thumb-

nail field from a geotagged image table as the DataTip source
for a geometric or pinmap layer, numeric fields are shown below the Show menu to allow you to constrain the screen size
of the image in the DataTip. You can set the Minimum Image
Width and Height and the Maximum Width and Height. All
values for these fields are in screen pixels.

A string expression can reference other database fields in the
same or a related table and concatenate the returned values
with text. References to string fields can be used directly, but
values returned by numeric fields must be explicitly converted
to a string in the expression using the sprintf() or NumToStr()
functions. Raw text strings, such as prefix or suffix text and
the newline character (\n) used to create line breaks, must be
enclosed in double quotes. You can concatentate strings and
field references by simply using the addition operator (+) or
use the sprintf() function to create a formatted string. For
more information
and examples see
the tutorial Introduction to Scripting.

Scale Range Visible: Scale Range Visible fields are provided

in the DataTip controls for most layer types. These fields let
you limit the range of map scales over which the DataTip is
displayed. For example, you may wish to not show DataTips
when the View is zoomed out beyond a certain scale.
You set up scale control by specifying a minimum (field on the
left) and maximum (field on the right) map scale. The minimum map scale controls how far out you can zoom and still
show DataTips, while the maximum map scale controls how
far you can zoom in.
The Scale Range Visible fields by default are initially set to
Unlimited, in which case the DataTip is shown at all map scales.
You can change both scale limits, just one, or neither. To set a
map scale for either field, you can enter the full scale fraction
(e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale fraction
(e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is then shown in
the field. To reset a map scale field to Unlimited, enter 0. For
more information about scale range, see the Technical Guide
entitled Display Layers, Elements and Groups by Scale.

Multiline DataTips
A particular geometric element in a layer may have a number of
pertinent attributes stored in different database fields that you
may wish to show in a DataTip. To provide multiple lines of
attribute information in a layer’s DataTip, add a computed text
field with a string expression that creates the multiple lines of
text, and then set this field as the DataTip source (see illustration below).

Adding Formatting for DataTips
You can use text formatting to enhance the readability of
DataTips and to add emphasis to data from particular layers.
For example, you may wish to use bold text for the prefix for
each entry and show the prefix and value text aligned in separate columns (as in the illustration at the top of the previous
page). You can use formatting codes provided by MicroImages
for this purpose, as described in the TechGuide entitled Add
Styling to DataTips, or use HTML markup and Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS) style methods for formatting, as described in the
TechGuide Design DataTips using HTML.

DataTip Colors
You can change the colors used for DataTips (and for interface ToolTips) in all TNTmips processes in the General System
Preferences window (Tools / System / Preferences from the
TNTmips menu). Press the ToolTip and DataTip Colors
pushbutton to open a Select Colors window in which you can
choose or create colors for the background, border, and text.

Enhance DataTips Using Scripts
Display Control Scripts can be used to modify and enhance the
DataTip content. A display control script can access the cursor position as the DataTip is about to appear, use this position
to obtain data from one or more layers, and present the data or
results computed from it. The script can set text styles, add to
or replace the standard DataTip text, and draw simple pie charts
or bar graphs in the DataTip. For more information see the
TechGuide entitled Enhance DataTips Using Scripts.

View Window DataTip Options
Use string expressions
in computed text
database fields to
create multiline DataTip
information for a layer.

Viewers can set general viewing options for DataTips in the
View window using the Options / DataTips menu. These options include turning off DataTips or showing them only for
the active/top Layer or just for visible layers, among others.
See the Tech Guide entitled View Window DataTip Options for
more information.
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Design DataTips using HTML
You can use text formatting to enhance the readability of DataTips
for groups and layouts and to add emphasis to data from particular
layers. You can use MicroImages text formatting codes for this
purpose, as described in the Technical Guide entitled Add Styling
to DataTips, but you can also use standard, widely-documented
HTML markup and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) Level 2 style methods to format DataTips. Using HTML markup gives you flexible
control over font selection, styling, color, and alignment within the
DataTip. If you are preparing data for conversion to geometric web
tilesets, using HTML DataTip formatting has the added advantage
that it can be directly used by the web mapping platform, so your
DataTip information will appear as you intended.
In an HTML-formatted DataTip, such as the example illustrated on
this page, the DataTip information is contained in a <table> element. Each line in the DataTip constitutes a table row (<tr>) element.
The prefix and value components of each DataTip entry are contained in separate table data (<td>) elements that define the columns
of the table (see green text lines in the HTML sample below). When
you set up DataTips for the individual layers to provide the enclosing <tr> and <td> tags for their components (as described
subsequently), during each DataTip event these HTML elements
are automatically detected and the DataTip text is parsed as a virtual HTML "document". Opening and closing <body> and <table>
tags are generated automatically for this virtual document (as shown
in red text below).
A Display Control Script allows you to use CSS styles to easily
define text formatting for all or part of every DataTip entry from all
layers in the associated group or layout. Using a predefined func-

DataTip with text formatting set using HTML markup.

tion that is called each time a DataTip is requested, the script can
create the <head> element of the virtual HTML DataTip "document" and include CSS style definitions within it (cyan text in the
HTML sample). In the example shown on this page, the predefined
"tr" CSS type selector is used to first define the font and font size
used for every <tr> element (every DataTip line). A second userdefined "prefix" class selector is then defined to make text bold
within the <td> elements containing the prefix text; the HTML
markup for these <td> elements must list this class as a property to
apply the style.
In this DataTip example, each layer's DataTip text (with HTML
markup) is created by a string expression in a computed text field in
an attached database table. This field is then set as the source for
(continued)

Virtual HTML Document Generated for the DataTip Shown Above

Sample Display Control Script Defining DataTip Styles
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest (
function called before
class GRE_VIEW view,
retrieving DataTips for
class POINT2D point,
all layers in the view
class TOOLTIP datatip
){
set beginning
datatip.String = '<html><head><style>
of DataTip
tr {
string with
font-family: Verdana,Helvetica,sans-serif; head of HTML
font-size: 12pt;
document;
}
enclose in
.prefix {font-weight: bold;}
single quotes
</style></head>';

<html>
HTML head with style definitions
<head>
provided by Display Control Script
<style>
tr {
style definition for table
font-family: Verdana,Helvetica,sans-serif; row elements using type
font-size: 12pt;
selector "tr"
}
.prefix {
style definition for user-defined
to allow line
font-weight: bold;
class selector "prefix"
function returns 0 to allow DataTip breaks in string
return
0;
}
text for each layer to be appended
}
</style>
to the string created here
tags generated automatically as DataTip text is read
</head>
For each layer in this example,
<body>
"prefix" style applied to first column
one table row for each layer
DataTip text with HTML markup is
<table>
created by a string expression in a
<tr><td class="prefix">NRD: </td><td>Nemaha</td></tr>
computed text field in an attached
<tr><td class="prefix">Section: </td><td>13,Township 08, Range 11E</td><tr>
database table; this field is set as the
<tr><td class="prefix">Field Area: </td><td>126.68 acres</td><tr>
source for the DataTip for the layer in
<tr><td class="prefix">Hydro Unit: </td><td>Brownell Creek</td><tr>
its Layer Controls window.
<tr><td class="prefix">Soil: </td><td>Morrill-Malmo complex, 3 to 8 percent slopes</td><tr>
</table>
</body>
tags generated automatically
</html>
String expression for the DataTip field shown to the right:
'<tr><td class="prefix">Field area: </td><td>' +
clu_public_a_ne131.CALCACRES + '</td></tr>';
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the DataTip in the Layer Controls window for the layer. The string expression defines the text to be used for the prefix, the database field containing
the values, the suffix text (if applicable), and it encloses these within the
required HTML tags. It also assigns the <td> element containing the prefix
text to the "prefix" style class defined by the Display Control script. This
method allows you to use the Query Editor for the string expression field to
compose the entire DataTip text for the layer and preview the resulting text
string in the corresponding field in the table to check for typographical
errors. Make sure that you have set in the Table Properties window a large
enough width for the computed text field to accommodate the length of the
text string to be generated by the expression. If the width is too small, the
end of the text string is truncated and the HTML markup will not parse
properly, preventing DataTip entries from this and subsequent layers from
appearing. In addition, when using this method make sure that the Prefix
and Suffix fields in the Layer Controls window are blank; text in these fields
also interferes with parsing of the HTML markup for the DataTip.

Computed text field with HTML markup set as
source for DataTip text in Layer Controls window.

Make sure the Prefix and Suffix fields in the Layer Controls
window are blank when using a computed text field for the
HTML DataTip source.

Using a string expression in a computed text field as the source for HTMLformatted DataTip text also allows you to construct multiline DataTips to
present a set of attributes from a single layer. The sample DataTip shown
to the right includes multiple lines of information for property parcels. The
String Expression for HTML-Formatted Multiline DataTip with Centered Heading
set table cell to span two
columns for heading

use CSS style property to set font weight and alignment for heading

'<tr><td colspan=2 style="font-weight: bold; text-align: center;">Parcel Information</td></tr>' +
'<tr><td class="prefix">Address: </td><td>' + ca062506.Situs_NoCity + '</td></tr>' +
'<tr><td class="prefix">Owner Occupied: </td><td>' + ca062506.OwnerOccupied + '</td></tr>' +
'<tr><td class="prefix">Year Built: </td><td>' + NumToStr(`Lancaster County Dwelling Info`.Yr_Blt) + '</td></tr>' +
'<tr><td class="prefix">Assessed Value: </td><td>' + sprintf("$%.f", ca062506.ASSESSED) + '</td></tr>' +
'<tr><td class="prefix">Dwelling Sq Ft: </td><td>' + `Lancaster County Dwelling Info`.SqFtna + '</td></tr>' +
'<tr><td class="prefix">Parcel ID: </td><td>' + ca062506.PID + '</td></tr>' +
String Expression for HTML-Formatted DataTip
'<tr></tr>';
leave blank table row after multiline DataTip

with Varying Text Color

string expression for this layer (shown above) also shows how you can
create a centered heading for the multiline entry by setting a table data
element to span two columns, and use the style property to define a CSS
style for an individual HTML element. (The group illustrated uses a display control script identical to the one shown on the front side of this page
to set most of the DataTip text styling.) You can also use the style property
to conditionally change text styling, such as color, for DataTip text, as
shown by the string expression for the Floodplain layer in this group.
Using a computed text field as the source for HTML-formatted DataTip text
may be impractical for some layers, such as raster layers and pinmapped
geotagged photos. In these cases you can use the DataTip Prefix and
Suffix fields in the Layer Controls window to provide the appropriate HTML
markup, as illustrated in the examples to the right.

use CSS style property
string flood$;
to set text color
if (flood.POLY_CODE==5)
flood$ = '<td style="color: blue;">500 year floodplain</td></tr>';
else if (flood.POLY_CODE==1)
flood$ = '<td style="color: fuchsia;">100 year floodplain</td></tr>';
else if (flood.POLY_CODE==2)
flood$ = '<td style="color: red;">floodway</td></tr>';
else
flood$ = '<td style="color: green;">not in floodplain</td></tr>';
return '<tr><td class="prefix">Floodplain: </td>' + flood$;

HTML markup can also be included in the Prefix and Suffix
fields in the DataTip controls in the Layer Controls window.

Text entered in Prefix field in
DataTip pane of Layer Controls

Value is inserted
automatically from
designated field

Text entered in Suffix
field in DataTip pane of
Layer Controls

<tr><td class="prefix">Elevation: </td><td> 2407 m</td></tr>

<tr><td colspan=2 style="text-align: center;">

</td></tr>

Example for centered geotagged photo thumbnail as shown above.
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Define Region Toolset
A Define Region toolset is provided in the View window in
certain processes to allow you to easily define an area of the
input object for processing (for example, an extraction area).
Turning on the Define Region icon button reveals a number
of associated tool icon buttons that allow you to draw one or
more shapes to define the region. You can also select a region object from a Project File or save a region to a file; a
Region Manager panel is available in the View Sidebar to
facilitate these actions. The region you define with these tools
is shown as the Defined Region layer in the layer list in the
View sidebar.

Drawing Shapes to Define a Region
Icon buttons for Rectangle, Circle, Ellipse, and Polygon drawing tools are provided. You can use any of these drawing
tools alone or in combination to draw and add shapes to the
Defined Region layer. After drawing a shape, right-click or
press the Add to Region icon button to add the shape to the
defined region, which is then shown with a partially-transparent fill color. Press the Subtract from Region icon button
to remove the area outlined by the active shape from the
defined region.
Pressing the Action / Settings icon button opens a menu with
options to Clear Drawing Tool (which clears the current tool
graphic) and to Clear Region
(which clears the entire Defined
Region). This menu also lets
you set the Line mode for the
Polygon drawing tool (Draw or
Stretch).

Adding a Previously-Saved Region
You can also add one or more previously-saved region objects to the defined region by taking the following steps:
• Press the Region icon button in the Define Region
toolbar. This activates the Region Manager panel in the
View window sidebar if it is not already active (see
illustration below).
Sidebar
Region Manager
• Press the Add Region icon
Add Region
button in the Region Manager to open the Select
Region Objects window.
• Navigate to the desired
Project File, select the region
object, and press OK on the selection window. The
region is then listed in the User Added section of the list
in the Region Manager, and its outline is shown as a
graphic in the View.
• Right-click or press Add to Region in the Define Region
toolbar to add the outlined area to the defined region.

Circle
Rectangle

Polygon
Ellipse

Region

Define Region
Toolset
Action / Settings

Add to
Region

Subtract from Region

Region
Manager
Panel

Region Manager icon button: press to
show or hide the Region Manager panel

Saving the Defined Region
You can save the defined region to a Project File for later
use. The Region Manager panel in the sidebar provides a
tree control that lists all groups and layers in the View. The
list entry for a group can be expanded to show its contained
layers by left-clicking on the “+” control to the left of the
group entry. Expand the group containing the region and
left-click on the Defined Region
Save Region
layer entry to highlight it. Then
press the Save Region icon button in the Region Manager panel
to open a Select window to navigate to or create a Project File and
to name the output region object.

Other Region Operations
Action
Exclusive Union
Union
Pressing the Action
icon button on the
toolbar of the Region
Manager panel opens a
Intersect Subtract Combine
menu with options to
Remove Islands and to Compute Convex Hull for a region
you have selected in the list. Icon buttons are also provided
to allow you to create various combinations of two or more
regions in the list (Union, Intersect, Exclusive Union, and
Subtract). See the Technical Guide entitled Combining Regions for more information on region combinations.
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Dense Layer Handling
Geometric objects displayed in TNTgis can have millions of elements. Examples include LIDAR files with point elevation data
and geometric objects with detailed map data covering large areas
(states/provinces or entire countries). When such objects are displayed so that the entire data extents are visible (the initial default
view), densely-packed geometric elements can overlap and obscure
each other as well as any underlying layers. In addition, drawing
such objects at full extents may take a substantial amount of time,
yet yield a display that is not informative.

U.S. rivers layer (blue) produced from data at 1:1,000,000
scale completely obscures the background image when
displayed at a much smaller map scale (~1:41,000,000).

The first time you display such a dense geometric layer, the Display process detects it and opens the Dense Layer Handling window
(see illustration below). This window explains the issue with high
feature detail or density and provides you with options for how to
display the layer. Your main options are:

•
•
•

Do not add layer
Add with full scale range: (adds at full extents regardless of

the required display time).
Add with scale range of: adds the layer with the specified
scale range (the default).

U.S. rivers layer displayed at 1:2,000,000 scale.

The scale fields for the third option provide minimum and maximum map scales (map scale fractions). So the minimum range
value (field on the left) sets the zoom-out limit for visibility for the
layer: the layer is visible when the view is zoomed in beyond this
scale and hidden when the view is zoomed out beyond this scale. A
value is automatically provided for the minimum scale number by
estimating the average element spacing in the object. You can
change the minimum scale number value if desired. An appropriate minimum scale number for a particular object is a subjective
choice. If you add the layer with this option and have the Save
scale choices for future use of same object/file toggle turned on,
the specified scale range values are saved with the display parameters for the object for subsequent display sessions. These scale
range values can be changed at any time using the Layer Controls
window. (If you add the layer with full scale range and do not
manually set a limited scale range, you may be presented with the
Dense Layer Handling window again when you subsequently display the object.)

If you choose to add the layer, turning on the Initially hidden toggle
adds the layer but turns off its Show / Hide checkbox. This setting
is useful when you are adding a number of layers at once and you
want to manually zoom the display after adding the layers or to
open the Layer Controls window for the hidden layer to manually
change its scale range. The layer is automatically hidden in the
Locator if you make this choice. You can also leave the Hide in
locator toggle turned on if you choose not to hide the layer in the
main view.
When you choose a number of objects at once, you can choose to
Apply same settings to remaining selections of the same type to
avoid repeat appearances of the Dense Layer Handling window.
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Layer Right Mouse Button Actions
Any displayed spatial layer provides a right mouse button menu that can be opened from the layer’s entry in the
Display Manager (Layer Manager) or in the View sidebar
legend. This menu provides a variety of options to view
information for the layer and change the display settings
for the layer and the view.
Some entries on the layer right mouse button menu
(RMBM) are object-specific. Different options are presented for geometric and raster objects; examples for
each type are illustrated to the right. The menu also consists of several sections separated by horizontal dividers.
The upper section, labeled “basic options” in the illustrations, provides a variety of control and information
options. Some entries in this section vary by object type
and by the current state of the data in the view.
If the group includes multiple layers, a “layer order” section appears below the basic section, providing options
to change the stacking order of the layers. Raster layers
provide a section with options specific to that object type
below the previous sections. The Remove Layer option
is provided in its own section that is always at the bottom of the menu so it can be quickly located.

Display Manager

basic
options

open layer menu by
right-clicking on a
layer entry

layer
order
raster
layer
options

View Sidebar Legend

Right mouse button menus also allow you to take actions on a
set of selected layers as well as on groups and layouts. These
features are discussed in the Spatial Display Technical Guides
entitled Actions on Multiple Layers, Group Right Mouse Button
Actions, and Layout Right Mouse Button Actions.

Basic Options
Controls: Opens the Layer Controls window for the layer to set
display parameters. Sketch layers do not provide this option because they are controlled from the GeoToolbox.
Setup DataTips: Opens the DataTip Settings window, allowing
you to choose the source of the DataTip for the layer (table and
field for all layers or image cell value for a raster layer) and to
assign an optional prefix and suffix. DataTips can also be set up in
the Layer Controls window.

geometric layer
right mouse
button menu
raster layer right
mouse button menu

Choosing this option opens a
window showing the applicable
layers in the display, with a
checkbox that you can turn on for
each target layer. The copied
settings are used only for the
current display unless you turn
on the toggle button at the bottom of the Copy Settings to window (Save copied settings for each
selected layer).
Set as Active Layer: One layer in a display is always designated as active. The name of the active layer is shown in bold in
the Display Manager and View sidebar legend. This RMBM menu
option sets the specified layer as active. You can also make a layer
active simply by left-clicking on its name in the layer list. The display group containing the active layer also become active, and layers
subsequently added to the display are added to the active group.
Rename: This option opens the Rename window with a text field
allowing you to change the name of the layer shown in the layer
list. The name of the object (or objects) shown in the layer is not
changed by this action. The layer name change only applies to the
current display session unless you save the current group or layout.
Redraw Layer: Redraws only the specified layer in the View.

Enable DataTip (toggle): For any layer that has a DataTip designated in its display settings, this option allows you to toggle DataTip
display off or on for the layer. The selected state does not affect
the saved display settings for the layer, but a saved group or layout
does save the current session DataTip state for the designated layer.
Copy Settings To: Allows copying display settings from the specified layer to any other layers of the same type in the current display.

Exclude from group extents (toggle): this option allows you
to set whether or not the extents of the designated layer are excluded from or included in the group extents. For example, if one
reference layer in the group has much larger extents than the others, you may wish to exclude its extents from the group so that a
zoom to full extents excludes the non-overlapping portion of the
layer from the view.
(continued)
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Zoom to Extents: Zooms the View to the extents of the specified layer.

type of element for a vector object, along with the spatial extents
range of the layer in the map coordinates used in its georeference.

Zoom to Maximum Detail [raster, terrain, and tileset layers]:
Zooms the View so that each screen pixel corresponds to one cell
of the specified raster layer (referred to as 1X display of the layer).
This option is useful for viewing the full native resolution of any
individual raster layer when there are raster layers with different
cell sizes. The View icon button of the same name zooms to 1X
using the cell size of the bottom raster layer or the lowest raster
layer that you have indicated as Preferred for 1X zoom (toggle on
the Options panel of the Raster Layer Controls window).

The CRS section heading shows the datum and projection that make
up the coordinate reference system used to georeference the object
in the layer. This section can be expanded to show the details for
each component of the CRS. The Corner Coordinates section shows
the coordinates of each corner for layers in which all corner coordinates do not coincide with the maximum extents.

Zoom to Maximum Detail [any layer with a maximum visible
scale set]: Zooms the View to the map scale set as the maximum
visible scale for the layer (setting in the Layer Controls window).
Zoom to Minimum Detail [any layer with a minimum visible
scale set]: Zooms the View to the map scale set as the minimum
visible scale for the layer (setting in the Layer Controls window).
Zoom to Make Visible [any layer with a visible scale range set
for which the current View scale is out of range]: Zooms the View
to a scale at which the layer becomes visible. If zoomed in beyond
the visible scale range set for the layer, zooms to the maximum
visible scale. If zoomed out beyond the layer’s visible scale range,
zooms to the minimum visible scale.

The Object section heading shows the filename and object name
for the object in the layer. It can be expanded to show the complete
object information (otherwise available in the File Manager from
the Properties icon button). For layers with multiple objects (such
as a RGB raster layer), there is a separate section in the list for each
of the component objects.
The Georeference Details section can be expanded to show the
georeference properties for the layer.
Object Coordinates: Opens the Object
Coordinates window, which reports the X and
Y (for geometric layers) or column and row
(for raster and terrain layers) coordinates of
the current cursor position when over the
layer in the View.

Layer Info: Opens the Layer Info window, which provides information about the object in the layer, its spatial extents, the coordinate
reference system it is georeferenced to, and other georeference information. The information in the window is organized into several
sections, each of which can be expanded (to show the full listing)
or collapsed (showing only the heading) using the [+] and [-] icons
to the left of the headings (see illustration below).

Mark by Query
[geometric layers
only]: Opens the
Mark by Query window to allow
construction of a database query to mark
layer elements in the
View. For vector
layers with multiple
element types, a preliminary window
opens allowing you
to choose the element type for the
query. For more information see the
TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: Interactive Query Builder.

The Basic Layer Information section is expanded by default when
the window opens. It shows information such as column and row
dimensions and cell size for a raster layer and the number of each

Unmark All Elements [geometric layers with marked elements]:
Unmarks all of the layer’s elements in the View. The Unmark All
icon button in the View toolbar unmarks elements in all layers.

Zoom to Active Element [geometric layers with marked elements]: Zooms the View to the extents of the active marked element
in the layer.
Zoom to Selected Elements [geometric layers with marked
elements]: Zooms the View to the extents of the set of marked
elements in the layer.
Add Metadata: Opens the Metadata window allowing you to
view, edit, or add metadata text associated with the object in the
layer.

Internal Element Details [geometric layers]: Opens the Internal Element Details window showing information about the active
element in the display, if any. The information provided depends
on the element type. An example for a vector polygon is
shown in the illustration. You
can view the element details for
a succession of elements in the
marked element set using the
Previous Marked and Next
Marked icon buttons in the View
window.
(continued)
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Layer Order
To Top, Raise, Lower, To Bottom: these options appear if
there are two or more layers in the group. They allow you to change
the order of the selected layer relative to other layers in the group.
The options To Top and Raise are inactive if the selected layer is
the top layer; options Lower and To Bottom are inactive if the selected layer is the bottom layer.

Edit Colors [layer with single grayscale raster]: Opens the Color
Palette Editor window (shown below left) allowing you to choose,
modify, or create a color palette for the raster. See the tutorial
booklet Getting Good Color for more information.

Raster Layer Options
View Histogram: Opens the Histogram/Statistics window, allowing you to view the histogram for any grayscale raster layer or
the color-component histograms for any composite raster or RGB
separates display layer. See the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display: View Histograms for Any Raster or Raster Layer.
Color Balance [color-composite and RGB separates]: Opens
the Color Balance window (illustrated above right), which allows you to adjust the display colors of a color raster layer. See
the Getting Good Color tutorial for more information.

Image Band Correlation: Opens the Image Band Correlation
window (illustrated below), which shows correlation plots of band
values from one or more pairs of image bands. If opened for an
RGB raster layer or color composite, the window is automatically
populated using the three bands in the layer. Otherwise you are
prompted to choose two or more grayscale raster objects to use for
the correlation plots. For more information see the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display:
Image Band Correlation.

Auto Color Map [8-bit grayscale raster layer only]: Opens the
Auto Color Map window, which allows you to automatically generate a color palette from a specified set of three coregistered
reference raster objects. Each reference raster is assigned to provide one component (Red, Green, or Blue) of the assigned colors.
The color for each palette index (and input raster value) is computed from average values of corresponding cells in the reference
rasters. This option is most useful for creating palettes with “image-like” colors for category rasters created by classification
operations.
Examine Cell Values: Opens the
Raster Inspection window (right), which
allows you to view the grid of cell values for any location in the specified
layer.
Edit Mask: Opens the
Mask Editor window
(shown below), which allows you to edit and save a
null mask subobject for the
raster object or objects in the layer, or to edit and
save an independent mask raster object. See the
TechGuide entitled Raster & Image Processing: Create and Edit Null Masks and Mask Rasters for more
information.

Enhance Contrast: Opens the Raster Contrast Enhancement
window (illustrated above) so you can adjust the brightness and
contrast of the raster object or objects used for the layer. These
adjustments determine how image cell values are translated to screen
pixel brightness. The results can be saved with the raster objects
as contrast lookup tables. See the tutorial booklet entitled Getting
Good Color for more information.

Remove Layer Option
Remove Layer: removes the designated layer from the group.
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Spatial Display

Multi-band Image Layers
Multi-band Image layers are raster display layers consisting of
three or more image bands (matching in row-column dimensions) that are displayed in color using your choice of three of
the bands. You can change the color display choice at any time
without otherwise changing the layer. For example, you can
select all multispectral bands from a four-band image with blue,
green, red, and near-infrared bands and display either natural
color or color-infrared band combinations, changing between
them at any time in the same layer. Or add six multispectral
bands of a Landsat Thematic Mapper image and choose between multiple color combinations, as illustrated below.
You can add a multi-band image layer in the Display Manager
by selecting the Multi-band option from the Add Raster icon

When you choose the Multi-band raster layer display option, you can
add 3 or more image bands as a single multi-band layer. You are
automatically prompted to choose initial band assignments to the red,
green, and blue components of the color display.

button menu, by choosing Add / Layer / Raster / Multi-band, or
by choosing multiple image bands using the Add icon button
(see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Select Multiple Rasters for Separate, Multi-band, or RGB Layers).
You are prompted to choose image bands for the Red, Green,
and Blue components of the color display. If any bands are
named “Red”, “Green”, or “Blue” (or variants thereof), they
are set as the initial default selection in the menu for their respective color component.
To change the color assignments for a multi-band image layer,
open the Raster Layer Controls window. The Object panel on
this window for a multi-band image layer includes a menu for
the Red, Green, and Blue components allowing you to
change the color-component assignments for the layer.

Open the Raster Layer Controls window for a multi-band
raster layer and use the Red, Green, and Blue menus to select
a different combination of image bands for the color display.

Sample color displays of a 6-band Landsat Thematic Mapper image from a single multi-band raster layer.

RGB =
Band 3, Band 2, Band 1

RGB =
Band 4, Band 3, Band 2

RGB =
Band 7, Band 4, Band 2
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Spatial Display

Dynamic Labels for Geometric Elements
When you display vector, CAD, or shape objects in TNTgis, you can
configure the layer to show dynamic (automatic) display labels for the
geometric elements using information in the element database. You can
set up dynamic labels for points, lines, and polygons, with different positioning options available for each element type. Several point label
optimization options are available to manage overlaps between labels
from adjacent points. You can set text style options (font, style, size, and
color) that are used by all dynamic labels in the layer.
You have the option to enclose dynamic labels in frames with your choice
of fill and border colors, and polygon labels outside of their polygons
can be set to have leader lines. Dynamic labels can also be set to display
only within a specific scale range.

Vector, CAD, and Shape
When you display a vector object you can set dynamic labels separately
for points, lines, and/or polygons. Dynamic Labels controls are found
on each of the Points, Lines, and Polygons tabbed panels on the Vector
Layer Controls window. Label positioning controls are included for
points and polygons.
The controls for dynamic display labels for CAD objects are found in
the Automatic box on the Label tabbed panel of the CAD Layer Controls window. (The Predefined controls on this panel apply to text
elements in the CAD object.) Although CAD objects do not have defined element types with their own databases, the dynamic label
procedure assesses the geometry of each element to determine whether
it is a point, line, or a closed shape (text elements are ignored), and
positions the labels accordingly. Points, Lines, and Areas menus on
the panel provide positioning options for each element type along
with the option None to not show labels for that element type.
The controls for dynamic display labels for shape objects are
found on the Labels tabbed panel of the Layer Controls window.
A shape object can include only one type of element (point, line,
or polygon); the Position menu provides options appropriate for
the type of element found in the object.

Dynamic Label Common Controls
Interface controls that are common to all object and element
types are described in this section.
Text: This menu includes the default option None (setting for
no labels) as well as two options for the label text: By Attribute
and By Script; selecting either of these two options activates the
Specify pushbutton to the right of the menu.

With the By Attribute option selected, pressing the Specify button opens the Select Label Attribute window in which you can
choose a database table and field as the source of the label text;
the table and field names are shown to the right of the Specify
button. If you choose a numeric field, the numeric values in the
field are automatically converted to text for the display labels.
With the By Script option selected, pressing the Specify button
opens the Script Editor window in which you can enter or select
a script to create the label text. You can use a script to concat-

Dynamic labels for
points, lines, and
areas (polygons) in
a CAD layer.

Dynamic (automatic) label controls for a
CAD object (on the Labels tabbed panel)

Dynamic labels with frames
for town limit polygons

enate text from multiple fields, include static text in the label
string, or to create different label text (or none) based on the
values in various database fields.
Text Style: Press this pushbutton to open the Edit Styles window with controls for setting the text style, including font, font
style, color, and size. See the Technical Guide entitled Setting
Text Styles for more information about text style controls.
Frame Style: Press the Frame Style pushbutton to open the
Label Frame Style window to activate the option to create label
frames and to set the styles for the frame and leader lines (if
any). See the TechGuide entitled Label Frames and Leader Lines
for more information.
Scale Range Visible: The Scale Range Visible fields let you
limit the range of map scales over which the labels are displayed.
For example, you may wish to hide the labels when the View is
zoomed out beyond a certain scale.

You set up scale control by specifying a minimum (field on the
left) and maximum (field on the right) map scale. The mini(continued)
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mum map scale controls how far out you can zoom and still show the labels,
while the maximum map scale controls how far you can zoom in. The Scale
Range Visible fields by default are initially set to Unlimited, in which case
the labels are shown at all map scales. You can change both scale limits, just
one, or neither. To set a map scale for either field, you can enter the full
scale fraction (e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale fraction
(e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is then shown in the field. To
reset a map scale field to Unlimited, enter 0. For more information on scale
control see the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements and Groups by
Scale.

Point Label Positioning
For point elements the dynamic labels can be placed in one of nine positions
relative to the point, selected using the Position menu for vector and shape
point elements or from the Point menu for CAD objects. The Center option
places the center of the label (vertically and horizontally) at the point location. The other eight position options specify a vertical component first
(Upper, Center, Lower) followed by a horizontal component (Left, Center,
Right), producing the options Upper Left, Upper Center, Upper Right; Center Left, Center, Center Right; and Lower Left, Lower Center, and Lower
Right. Several examples of different point label positions are illustrated
below.
Point Label Position Examples

Upper Left

Center Right

Lower Center

Point Label Optimization Examples

No Optimization

Fast, Hide Overlapping Labels

Full, With Overlapping Labels

Full, Hide Overlapping Labels

Center

Point Label Optimization
Dynamic labels from crowded points may overlap and obscure
each other. Reducing the label font size may reduce the overlap,
but this strategy is limited by the minimum size needed for the
label text to be legible at the desired map scale. You can use the
options on the Optimization menu to reduce label overlaps (see
illustration above right). The Default menu option None performs no label optimization. The remaining three options alter
the label positions around their points to minimize overlap between labels. The Fast, Hide Overlapping Labels method uses a
fast algorithm to rearrange labels, and resolves any remaining
overlaps by hiding one of the overlapping labels. The Full, With
Overlapping Labels and Full, Hide Overlapping Labels methods use a more complex algorithm to rearrange the label positions
to avoid overlaps, differing only in how they handle remaining
overlaps. These latter methods may result in longer redraw times
for layers with many point labels, but may result in fewer hidden or overlapped labels than the Fast method.

If the fixed text style and automatic positioning options for
dynamic labels do not produce an optimal result for a particular
vector or CAD object, you can use the TNTmips Editor or
TNTedit to create permanent label elements in the object. You
can create label elements manually (one by one) in CAD and
vector objects, and for vector objects you can auto-generate
labels for active, marked, or all elements and also convert
existing dynamic labels to label elements (see the Technical
Guide entitled Convert Dynamic Labels to Label Elements).

Polygon Dynamic Label Position Options

Fit Inside or None

Fit Inside or Center

Fit Inside or
Outside with Leader

Fit Inside or
Outside without Leader

Line Label Positioning
Dynamic line labels are placed centered along the length of the
line with the text above the line element and generally parallel
to it. The label baseline is a straight line with its endpoints on
the line element.

Polygon Label Positioning
Polygon positioning options are illustrated above right. All options attempt to place polygon labels inside the polygon if they
will fit. They differ in how labels that do not fit inside the poly-

gon are handled. The Fit Inside or None and Fit Inside or Center options are available for vector, CAD, and shape objects.
The Fit Inside or Outside with Leader and Fit Inside or Outside
without Leader options are available only for vector polygons.
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Raster & Image Processing

Create and Edit Null Masks and Mask Rasters
The Mask Editor in TNTmips allows you to edit and save a null
mask subobject for a target raster object or set of matching raster
objects (such as bands in a multispectral image), or to edit and save
an independent mask raster object. The Mask Editor is available as
a standalone process from the TNTmips menu (Image / Utilities /
Edit Mask). It is also available for use in the Spatial Display process and other processes that provide a View of the input raster
object (such as Watershed, Viewshed, Raster Extract, and others).
You can access the Mask Editor in these processes by right-clicking on the raster layer entry in the Display Manager (Layer Manager)
or the View sidebar and choosing Edit Mask from the pop-up menu.
A null mask created or edited within Spatial Display or other processes is immediately applied within that process. Likewise, after
saving a newly created or edited binary mask raster object, you can
immediately select it for use in that or other processes.

Binary raster masks are used in the TNT products in several
ways to determine which areas of a raster object are valid or
invalid (null) for display or processing. A raster object can
have a null mask subobject that automatically indicates the nodata areas in the raster. When you display or process a raster
object, you can also manually specify an independent mask
raster object to use to limit the area displayed or processed.

indicate the current status of different areas of the mask (see illustration below). Null mask areas currently set as valid (value = 1 for
mask raster objects) are shown by default in green, while areas that
are currently null (value = 0 for mask raster objects) are shown by
default in red. Making any change to the mask requires at least two
steps. First you must mark a particular area or areas using one of
the mask editing tools described below. Marked areas are shown
by default in yellow.

The Mask Editor uses transparent color overlays to indicate
the status of different areas of
the mask: valid / 1 shown by
default in green, and invalid / 0
shown by default in red. Areas
you have marked for action are
shown by default in yellow.
You can use the Highlight Color
/ Transparency controls to
change any of the color and
transparency settings.
Null Mask for Single or Multiple Matching Raster Objects

You can use the Mask Editor to create and/or edit a null mask
subobject for one or multiple matching raster objects, such as bands
in a multispectral image. In the standalone Mask Editor, you can
use the Select Raster button to choose a single raster object or
multiple raster objects that have matching line-column dimensions
and cell size. When you open the Mask Editor in the Display
process for a raster layer, all rasters used by the layer (e.g., a threeraster RGB display) are automatically selected, but you can use the
Select Raster button to choose additional matching raster objects.
If the selected raster (or raster set) has a null mask, it is automatically loaded and overlaid on the raster in the View. If no null mask
is found, a temporary null mask is created automatically. When you
save the null mask using the Save icon button, it is automatically
saved as a subobject to all of the selected raster objects.
Independent Mask Raster Objects

You can also edit and save an independent binary mask raster
object using the Mask Editor. If the target raster you select in the
Mask Editor is a binary raster, you edit the input raster itself (rather
than a null mask subobject). You can use the Mask Editor’s Layer
Manager (or the Display Manager in the Display process) to select
and display a matching raster for reference while editing the mask.
When you are finished editing the mask raster, press the Save icon
button to name the output. (While editing a null mask, you can use
the Save As icon button to save it as an independent raster object.)
Color Overlays and Marking for Action

valid / 1
marked
for action

null / 0

Once you have marked one or more areas, you can use one of the
toolbar buttons to perform the desired action, such as Set Marked
Cells as Valid / 1 or Set Marked Cells as Null / 0 (see illustration
below). You can invert the marked area using the Invert Selection
icon button or clear this overlay without making changes to the
mask by using the Clear Marked Cells icon button. The Invert
Marked Cells in Mask button inverts the mask values for just the
marked areas.
The mask initially shown in the Mask Editor may have all cells
designated as valid; this is always the case when a new null mask
has been created. For a mask in this state, the first area you mark is
treated in a special way. If you choose the action Set Marked Cells
as Valid / 1, the marked cells are retained as valid and all other cells
are set as invalid (see illustration in the section Mark by Drawing or
(continued)
Tools for Marking Areas
Circle
Polygon
Mark from Edge Rectangle Ellipse
Region Single Cells
Mark by
Cell Value

Flood
Fill
Actions

Set Marked Cells as Null / 0
Set Marked Cells as Valid / 1

Invert Marked Cells in Mask
Set All Cells:

Mark Cells
Invert Selection

Clear Marked Cells

The Mask Editor creates transparent color overlays in the View to
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by Region). This makes it easy to use a region, drawing tool, or cell
value range to designate valid/invalid areas in one initial step. Actions on subsequent marked areas only apply to the marked area.
Global Actions

You can make global changes to the current mask without regard to
marked areas by pressing the Set All Cells icon button to show a
menu with options to set all cells as either valid or null or to invert
all cells in the mask (see illustration on the previous page).
Mark by Cell Value

The Mark by Cell Value tool is used in conjunction with the Filter
Options controls to mark all cells of a certain value or range of
values anywhere in the target raster. To activate the Filter Options,
turn on the Mark Cells toggle button (see illustration below). You
then choose a comparison operator (=, <>, <, <=, >, >=) from the
combobox and enter a numeric value (or choose Minimum or Maximum from the combox to the right of the numeric field). Press the
Mark Cells icon button to apply the designated filter settings. Using just the top line of Filter Options controls you can thus mark all
cells equal to a single value or a range relative to a single value. To
use a second value to limit a range, turn on the and toggle button
on the second line of the Filter Options controls, choose an operator, and enter a value. You can set values and choose operators to
mark an inside range (range between the two values) or an outside
range (all values outside the indicated range).

Mark by Drawing or by Region

The Mask Editor provides several standard drawing tools for manually defining areas: rectangle, circle, ellipse, and polygon. When
you choose a drawing tool, the controls for the tool (if any) are
automatically shown in the Tool Controls pane on the Mask Editor
window. Use the left mouse button to draw, adjust, and reposition
the shape in the View. You can also activate the Region tool and
use its associated Tool Controls to select and use a region object
to define an area, as illustrated below. The selected region is automatically added to the View. To mark the area outlined by an area
drawing tool or region, right-click in the View or press the Mark
Cells icon button.
1

With the Mark by Region tool selected, press the Add button
in the Tool Controls to select a pre-existing region.

Choose comparison operator Enter value...
2 mark region area

... or choose the Minimum
or Maximum value

range
marked

When the parent raster of the null mask is a three-component color composite (such as RGB color), the operator
menus in the Filter Options are modified to provide two
choices for each operator, all or any. Choosing the all
version of the operator requires that the cell values in all
three raster components meet the comparison criterion
in order to mark the cell, whereas the any version marks
the cell if any of its component values meet the criterion.
Mark from Edge

The Mark from Edge tool is also used with the Filter Options controls. It allows you to mark all cells of the designated value or value
range that are contiguous with the edge of the raster. This tool is
very useful for marking 0-value (non-image) cells around the edges
of projected satellite images so they can be set as null while preserving any valid 0-value cells
within the interior of the image
(see illustration below).

3 Set Marked Cells
as Valid / 1

Region being used to
define the valid/invalid
areas of a null mask in
which all areas are
initially valid. The area
outside the region is
automatically set as
invalid (only as part of
the initial action on the
mask).

When you use the area drawing tools or a region to designate mask
areas, you can activate and set the Filter Options to also apply cell
value criteria to your spatial selection when marking areas.
The Mark Single Cells selection provides a point tool that you can
use to mark individual image cells for assignment. The Tool Controls for this option also allow you to choose an active GPS input as
the source for the point coordinates. The Filter Options are not
available with this tool.
Mark by Flood Fill

The Mark by Flood Fill
tool allows you to mark
areas of contiguous cells
that have a uniform or nearly uniform value. Left-click in the View
to place the cursor to indicate the starting location and its cell value
(which is shown in the Tool Controls panel). Adjust the Tolerance
slider (or enter a value next to the slider) to specify the range of
raster values greater than or less than the start value that will be
marked in the set of contiguous cells. Turning on the Fill Holes
toggle fills any holes within the marked set.
Tolerance = 0

Tolerance = 3,
no fill holes

Tolerance = 3,
fill holes

Satellite image
band with 0-value
cells around edges
Edge cells marked
in Mask Editor using
Mark from Edge to
be set to null
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Spatial Editor

Snap Lines with Step-through Preview
Vector objects that you create or import may have unwanted
gaps between line elements that should intersect. You can use
the Snap operation in the Editor’s Vector Tools to close these
gaps. In this operation you can set distance and angle limits,
set the snap type, and apply the operation to all lines or only to
active or marked lines or nodes. You can also preview the snap
result and step through the gaps to decide on the appropriate
action for each case.

Definitions:

snap dista
nce

Snap Distance: maximum allowed
distance for snapping to the target
element. Can be set in screen pixels,
units of the object’s coordinates, or
any map unit (meters, feet, etc.)
Snap Angle: angle measured from the
direction of the last line segment (on
either side) which defines the allowed
range of directions of the snap segment.

Snap Parameters
The Snap Parameters panel appears when you activate the Snap
operation in the Vector Tools window (see illustration below).
The Snap To menu lets you choose to snap to the closest Element (any
element type), Line, Vertex, Node, or Point (subject to the snap distance
and snap angle settings: see definitions in the box at the top right of the
page). Use the Snap Type menu to choose between Add Vertex, Move
Vertex, and Extend vertex; these options are defined and illustrated to the
right. Enter limiting values in the Snap Distance and Snap Angle fields.
You can use the menu next to the Snap Distance field to set the distance
units, with choices of screen
pixels, vector object units, or
any standard map distance unit.
Turn on the Avoid Crossing
Lines toggle to prevent the
snapping line segment from
crossing another line element.

You can restrict the snap operation to only lines or nodes that
have been selected in the View.
After marking the elements, use
the Active or Marked buttons at
the bottom of the panel to apply the snap. The All button
applies the snap to all lines with
dangling nodes.

snap angle

Snap Types (shown in Step through All Preview)
(snapping to Element)
vertex
end node
snap

Add Vertex
Adds a new line vertex (node)
on the target element at the
closest location allowed by the
snap distance and snap back
angle.

Move Vertex

snap

Moves the vertex (node) at the
start or end of the line to the
target element at the closest
location allowed by the snap
distance and snap back angle.

Extend Vertex

snap

Moves the vertex (node) at the
start or end of the line to the
target element by extending in
the direction of the last line
segment.

NOTE: To snap from only one end of a line
with two dangling nodes, mark the desired
node (rather than the line) and apply the
operation to Active or Marked .

Preview and Step-Through Previews
You can preview the results of the snap using options on the Preview menu. The menu choices All, Active, and Marked create a
static preview rendering in the Editor View for all, active, or marked elements, respectively. This rendering shows the added or
moved line segments that will result if the snap is applied. Two additional options on the Preview menu (Step through Marked and
Step through All) create an interactive preview mode that allows you to step through the gaps for marked or all elements (respectively) and choose whether or not to apply the snap to the current element.
In the Step through previews, an arc-wedge graphic for the current gap shows the current snap distance (radius of the arc) and snap
angle (half of the sweep angle of the arc). This graphic is shown in the Definitions and Snap Types illustrations above. You can
use the graphic to adjust both settings. Drag the arc toward or away from the center point
Step Through Action Buttons
to change the snap distance. Drag either wedge boundary line to change the snap angle.
Previous
Apply and Step to Next
Icon buttons to the right of the Preview menu (illustrated to the right) are active in the
stepped preview modes. You can use these buttons to apply the snap and automatically step
to the next gap; to apply without stepping; to undo the last snap; to skip without snapping;
or to step back to the previous gap. Keyboard shortcuts (shown in the illustration in parentheses) are also provided for each of these actions.

(left arrow)

Skip
(right arrow)

(space)

Apply
(return)

Undo
(backspace)
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Spatial Display

Enhance DataTips Using Scripts
Standard DataTips automatically pop into view to show location-specific text information from the geodata layers in the
View window. The DataTip controls on the individual Layer
Controls windows allow you to choose a field in a database
table to provide DataTip information for that specific layer
and to provide prefix and suffix text if desired (see the Technical Guide entitled DataTips). For more complex and informative presentations you can use a Display Control Script to
modify and enhance the DataTip content. A script gives you
extensive control over DataTip content, allowing you to add
text and styling, perform computations with attribute values,
and dynamically create graphics such as charts and graphs
with the current attribute information. You can create and
add a display control script to a group or layout by choosing
Edit Control Script from the Display menu of the Layer Manager window.
A display control script can access the cursor position as the
DataTip is about to appear, use this position to obtain data
from one or more layers in the view (raster cell value, database attribute value for the enclosing polygon, and so on),
and present the data or results computed from it. The script
can set text styles, add to or replace the standard DataTip
text produced from other layers in the View, and use SML
class methods to draw graphical elements and text. A display control script can transform the DataTip into a powerful
information center that automatically presents a wealth of
dynamically-changing information every time the user of your
spatial data moves the mouse cursor.
The illustrations above right show a simple example in which
a display control script modifies the text content and appearance of a DataTip showing information from real estate property polygons. The control script adds the bold, centered
headline text at the top of the DataTip and sets different
background colors depending on whether the property at the
cursor location is outside of a floodplain, in a 500-year floodplain, in a 100-year floodplain, or in a floodway. This display
control script is shown on the next page. (The bold and columnar formatting for the other DataTip content is set using

In these illustrations, a Display
Control Script
(DTbackgroundByAttribute.sml)
is used to create the heading for
the DataTip and to change the
background color depending on
the floodplain status of the
property at the current cursor
location.

formatting in the source attribute fields; see the Technical
Guide entitled Add Styling to DataTips).
As another example, consider a group or layout that includes
an elevation raster. A standard DataTip can report the elevation value for the raster cell under the cursor (along with
information from other layers in the view). The sample enhanced DataTips illustrated here use the elevation raster to
compute the local terrain slope and slope direction (aspect)
at the cursor position and show the result. The enhanced
DataTip shown below left presents the results as labeled and
formatted text. The DataTips illustrated below right include
graphics to depict the computed slope and aspect direction.
The display control scripts that create these and other enhanced DataTips are available for download from
www.microimages.com/sml/index.htm.

DataTips created by the SlopeAspectGraphTip control
script. The script draws a triangle to show the slope
and an oriented arrow to indicate the aspect direction.
Enhanced DataTip created by the SlopeAspectDataTip script. Since aspect is undefined for flat
areas, the script does not compute aspect if slope = 0, but instead reports aspect as “Undefined.”

(continued)
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Display Control Script to Provide DataTip Heading
and Vary Background Color by Attribute
func OnViewDataTipShowRequest ( function called when DataTip is to be shown
class GRE_VIEW view,
class instances for DataTips in 2D Views
class POINT2D point,
class TOOLTIP datatip
){
set the heading text
datatip.String =
"{~CJ~TS14~FARIALBD.TTF}Real Estate Property Details\n{~LJ~TS12}";
return 0;
allows DataTip text from the layers to be appended
}
to the DataTip string created by the script
func OnViewDataTipShowText (
function called after layer data
class GRE_VIEW view,
is retrieved for the DataTip
class POINT2D point,
class TOOLTIP datatip
){
set the size of the margin between the
datatip.MarginHeight = 5;
DataTip text and frame border in pixels
datatip.MarginWidth = 5;
datatip.BackgroundColor.name = "sea foam";
if (datatip.String contains "floodway")
datatip.BackgroundColor.name = "misty rose";
set frame background
else if (datatip.String contains "100 year")
color by attribute using
datatip.BackgroundColor.name = "light orange";
color names from rgb.txt
else if (datatip.String contains "500 year")
datatip.BackgroundColor.name = "lemon chiffon";
return 1;
show the DataTip
}

A display control script can be used to augment standard DataTip information from all the
layers in the group or layout, including multiline
text for a layer created by a string expression
in a computed text field and a photo thumbnail
from a geotagged image database. In the example illustrated below, the control script accesses database information for census block
polygons to show the percentages of population in different age groups as a text list and as
a pie chart. The remainder of the DataTip
shows property parcel information (multiline
text), a photo from a geotagged image database, and single-line text from additional layers in the group.

Pie chart with legend and text line created by
Display Control Script for census block layer.

Image thumbnail from pinmapped geotagged
image database table, centered using
formatting code embedded in prefix string.

Multiline DataTip for Parcel layer: uses a computed text
field in table to create a formatted multiline listing of
multiple attributes from same layer.

Simple DataTip information for several layers (one
attribute from each) with formatting codes embedded
in prefix string to set bolding and tabs.
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Raster & Image Processing

Edge Detection Filters
TNTmips provides several sets of image filters that can be applied to grayscale or color images temporarily as a Display
option (using the Filter tabbed panel on the Raster Layer Display Controls window) or permanently using the Spatial Filter
process (Image / Filter / Spatial Filter). For ease of selection these spatial filters are organized into groups based on their
purpose. To select a filter, choose the filter group from the Type menu and the specific
filter from the Filter menu (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Filter Process).
Filters in the Edge Detection class are designed to detect boundaries between image
areas that have distinctly different brightness and to reveal other aspects of image
texture. For many of these filters the unblended result emphasizes image edges in high
contrast. Edge Detection filters are commonly used as a first step in procedures to
define discrete objects (such as buildings or agricultural fields) within images.
The Gradient and Laplacian filters are convolution filters that use sets of kernel coefficients (weights) to process values in the filter window. In the Spatial Filter process the
weights for these filters can be viewed and edited on the Kernel tabbed panel. The
remaining filters in this group do not use kernel coefficients, so the Kernel panel is
inactive when they are selected.

Sample Image

the Gain Factor increases the brightness and contrast of the
filter result.
Teager
The Teager filter result is approximately
equivalent to the result
of a high-pass filter
weighted by the local
mean. It produces a
very high-contrast result, greatly boosting
the brightness of
lighter areas and reducing the brightness
of darker areas to emTeager 3 x 3
phasize edges.

Range
The Range filter emphasizes edges and
areas of differing image texture. The filter
result is the difference
between local minimum and maximum
values in the filter window multiplied by an
adjustable Gain Factor
that modulates the
brightness and contrast
Range 3 x 3, Gain Factor = 2
of the result. The
Range filter emphasizes local differences in brightness independent of the average brightness of the area. Increasing

Gradient Filters
edge
Image edges are defined by a large
change in brightness. Therefore
maximum
in a plot of brightness versus horigradient
zontal position along any line across
an image, the plot line will have its
Distance across image
steepest slopes (gradients) at
edge
edges. More uniform areas
maximum
show little horizontal change in
gradient
brightness and thus have lower
slopes in a brightness profile. In
a plot of the gradient (first derivative) versus distance, image
Distance across image
edges are peaks and more uniform areas are valleys (see illustrations above right).
Brightness gradient
(first derivative)

Brightness

Std Deviation
The Std Deviation filter computes the
statistical standard deviation of the cell
values within the filter
window, a measure of
the spread of values
around the mean.
Smooth, uniform areas
produce low standard
deviation values (dark
tones in the filter reStd Deviation 3 x 3
sult) whereas edges
and rough areas produce higher standard deviation values
and bright tones.
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(over)
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Gradient-Roberts
The Gradient-Roberts filter uses two 2 by 2 kernels to measure gradients in opposing diagonal directions.
0 -1
-1 0

1

0

0

1

The upper left cell in each kernel is centered on the raster
cell currently being evaluated. Because the kernels do not
process neighboring
cells on all sides of the
current cell, the edge
image produced is
shifted by one-half cell
in the lower-right direction compared to the
input image. However,
the Gradient-Roberts
filter produces a
sharper edge image
than the filters using
Gradient-Roberts
centered 3 by 3 kernels.
(logarithmic contrast)
Gradient-Prewitt
The Gradient-Prewitt filter uses two 3 by 3 kernels to measure horizontal and vertical gradients.

1

1

1

-1

0

1

0

0

0

-1

0

1

-1 -1 -1

-1

0

1

Gradient-User Defined
In the Spatial Filter process, the filter coefficients for the
Gradient filters are shown on the Kernel tabbed panel. You
can edit any of the coefficient values to create custom gradient filters. Editing any coefficient in the pair of kernels

automatically changes the Filter menu selection to GradientUser Defined.

In the Spatial Filter process the Kernel tabbed panel shows a pair of
filter kernels for each of the Gradient filters in the Edge Detection
group. You can edit these kernel coefficients to produce a custom
edge-detection filter; the Filter menu automatically switches to the
Gradient-User Defined option when you edit any of the coefficients.

Laplacian and Laplacian with Diagonals
The gradient filters just described measure the spatial first
derivatives (rates of change) of image brightness to detect
edges. The Laplacian filter is a convolution filter that uses
filter weights to compute the spatial second derivatives of an
image (the rate at which changes in brightness change). The
second derivative (slope of the first derivative line) is zero at
the maxima (peaks) in the first derivative plot, which correedge
spond to image edges.
+
Thus image edges are
marked by 0 values of
the second derivative,
0
where the second derivative changes sign
(see illustration to the
Distance across image
right).
The Laplacian filter has a fixed 3 by 3 filter window size and
has 0 values at the corners. This kernel computes an approximation of the second derivative in the horizontal and
vertical directions. The Laplacian with Diagonals filter has
small non-zero values at the corners, adding a measure of
the second derivatives in the diagonal directions.
Second derivative
of Brightness

Several filters designed to measure brightness gradients are
provided. Each filter uses a pair of filter kernels of fixed
size. The two kernels measure brightness gradients in two
perpendicular directions. Their output is combined to produce a measure of the overall magnitude of the local gradient
at each cell location. These edge-detecting filters produce
very similar results, so only one sample filter result is illustrated here.
Gradient-Sobel
The Gradient-Sobel filter uses two 3 by 3 kernels to detect
gradients in the horizontal and vertical directions.
1 2 1
-1 0 1

0

1

0

1 -4

1

0

0

1

Laplacian kernel

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0 -6.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

Laplacian with
diagonals kernel

Laplacian 3 x 3
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Raster & Image Processing

Radar Image Filters
TNTmips provides several sets of image filters that can be applied to grayscale or color images temporarily as a Display
option (using the Filter tabbed panel on the Raster Layer Display Controls window) or permanently using the Spatial Filter
process (Image / Filter / Spatial Filter). For ease of selection these spatial filters are organized into groups based on their
purpose. To select a filter, choose the filter group from the Type menu and the specific filter from the Filter menu (see the
Technical Guide entitled Spatial Filter Process).
Radar images have a distinctly grainy appearance that results
from a characteristic image noise known as speckle. Speckle
arises from random variations in the strength of the
backscattered radar signal that are inherent in the radar imaging process (see box to the right for details). Speckle makes it
difficult to assess the characteristics of the target materials
from the measured radar response. In non-uniform areas, the
presence of speckle also reduces the human interpreter’s ability
to resolve details in the image.

Origin of Radar Image Speckle
The radar signal received from a single ground-resolution cell
is actually the sum of many signals generated by individual
objects and surfaces within the cell. The strength of the
aggregate return signal varies with direction and angle of
view, in part due to varying degrees of constructive and
destructive interference occurring among the individual
signals. A minor change in direction of view can result in a
great difference in the strength of the aggregate signal
received by the sensor. As a result, image cells in areas with
uniform ground materials and slope exhibit random variations in
image brightness, producing a speckled appearance.

It is useful to consider the total return signal strength in a
radar image as a function of a true signal (dependent on the properties of the objects in the individual cell) and a random,
superimposed speckle noise. Unlike the additive image noise in many optical images, speckle is approximately multiplicative
in nature. The brightness of a cell in the image is the product of the true signal and the random noise, so as target brightness
increases, so does the amplitude of the noise. The radar filters included in this group are designed to account for this property
of speckle noise. They are adaptive filters, varying the filter parameters spatially on the basis of the local statistical properties
of the image.
Using the multiplicative model for speckle noise, it can be shown that the standard deviation of the speckle noise equals the ratio of the standard deviation of image brightness to
the mean image brightness. Typically this ratio is nearly constant for areas of varying
average brightness in a radar image. Some of the radar filters calculate the noise standard deviation for each filter window using local values, whereas others assume the
constancy property and calculate a single noise standard deviation value for the entire
image. The resulting value is then used along with the local statistics in each filter
window to estimate the value of the true signal for the center cell of the filter window.
The adaptive nature of these filters allows them to reduce speckle noise while minimizing loss of spatial resolution and preserving edge detail. With user-adjustable parameters
(set by a slider control) chosen to produce optimum results for each filter, the output
images from the different filters may show only subtle visual differences.
As in all filters, increasing the filter window size extends the filter effects to larger image
features and results in more smoothing. The filters in the Radar group are not static
linear convolution filters, so the Kernel tabbed panel in the Spatial Filter process is
inactive when you select this filter group.

Sigma Filter
The Sigma filter assumes that the variation in brightness due to speckle noise for a
particular average image brightness has a Gaussian (normal) distribution and that the
noise standard deviation is constant for the entire image. For each filter window, the
filter output is the average of the cells whose values fall within a prescribed range above
and below that of the center cell value. The limits of this range are set as a useradjustable multiple of the estimated noise standard deviation. Variation within these
limits is assumed to be the result of speckle noise in a uniform area, whereas cells with
values outside these limits probably represent different surface materials, and thus should
not contribute to the averaging process. The Sigma filter therefore can suppress speckle
with minimal blurring of edges and fine detail.
(over)

Sample Radar Image

Sigma 3 x 3, Smoothing = 2
Central Range Threshold = 2
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The Speckle Smoothing slider adjusts the value of the standard deviation multiplier that defines the averaging limits. Its value
can range between 0.1 and 3.0 standard deviations on either side of the mean. Increasing the Speckle Smoothing value
increases the amount of smoothing but may result in blurring of edges.
When the filter window is centered on an isolated cell with an extreme value (noise), the selective averaging procedure
described above is not an appropriate result. Only a few cells (or perhaps only the center cell) may lie within the specified
standard deviation limits around this extreme value. If the number of such cells is less than the Central Range Threshold
parameter value, the Sigma filter replaces the extreme center cell value with the simple
average of the surrounding cell values, removing the noise value. Small values for the
Central Range Threshold parameter remove isolated noise values without degrading
inherent fine features of the image. Repeat application of the Sigma filter may be
required in order to eliminate all isolated outlier values.
Frost Filter
The Frost filter estimates the standard deviation of the speckle noise for each filter
window, assuming it has a negative exponential distribution. The filter performs a weighted
average of the cell values in the filter window, with the weights for each cell being
determined from the local statistics to minimize the mean square error of the signal
estimate. The filter weight for a cell is a negative exponential function of the noise
standard deviation; the weights also decrease with distance from the center cell. The
Frost 3 x 3
center cells are weighted more heavily as the variance in the filter window increases.
The filter therefore smoothes more in homogeneous areas, but provides a signal estimate closer to the observed value of the center cell in heterogeneous areas. The Damping
factor is an exponential value that modifies the filter weights. Larger damping values
preserve edges better with less smoothing of homogeneous areas, while smaller values
smooth more. A damping value of 0 results in the same output as a low pass filter. A
damping value of 1 (the default) is recommended for most radar images.

Lee Filter
The Lee filter uses a least-squares approach to estimate the true signal strength of the
center cell in the filter window from the measured value in that cell, the local mean
brightness of all cells in the window, and a gain factor calculated from the local variance
and the estimated noise standard deviation. The filter assumes a Gaussian (normal)
distribution for the noise values and calculates the local noise standard deviation for
each filter window. The Lee filter calculation produces an output value close to the
local mean for uniform areas and a value close to the original input value in higher
contrast regions. Most smoothing occurs in the more uniform areas, while edges and
other fine details are maintained. The Lee filter has no user-adjustable parameters
except for the filter window size.
Kuan (Adaptive Noise Smoothing)
The Kuan Adaptive Noise Smoothing filter uses a minimum mean square error calculation to estimate the value of the true signal for the center cell in the filter window from
the local statistics. It is similar in approach to the Lee filter, but makes fewer simplifying
assumptions in the calculations. The Adaptive Noise Filter calculates the signal estimate from the local mean and variance and the noise standard deviation (assumed to be
constant for the entire image); it assumes a Gaussian (normal) distribution for the speckle
noise. The adjustable Speckle Smoothing parameter value is a multiplier applied to the
noise standard deviation to vary the amount of smoothing. This value can vary from 1.0
to 5.0.

Lee 3 x 3

Kuan Adaptive Noise Smoothing
3 x 3, Smoothing = 1.0
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Raster & Image Processing

Sharpening Filters
TNTmips provides several sets of image filters that can be applied to grayscale or color images temporarily as a Display option
(using the Filter tabbed panel on the Raster Layer Display Controls window) or permanently using the Spatial Filter process
(Image / Filter / Spatial Filter). For ease of selection these spatial filters are organized into
groups based on their purpose. To select a filter, choose the filter group from the Type
menu and the specific filter from the Filter menu (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial
Filter Process). You can blend the source image and the filter result in any proportion using
the Blending slider.
Filters in the Sharpening group are designed to enhance the appearance of images, primarily
by sharpening edges, corners, and line detail. Two of these filters (High Pass and High
Boost) are simple convolution filters that use a set of filter kernel coefficients to compute a
weighted average of the image cells in the filter window. In the Spatial Filter process the
filter weights for these filters can be viewed and edited on the Kernel tabbed panel. The
remaining filters in this group do not use kernel coefficients, so the Kernel panel is inactive
when they are selected. Some of the filters in the latter subset also suppress image noise so
that the the main image content is preferentially accentuated.
Sample Grayscale Image
High Pass
ficient for non-central cells is –1.00, while the center cell is
The High Pass filter is a
assigned a much higher positive value (20.0 for a 3 by 3 kerlinear convolution filter
nel) than for a High Pass filter of the same size. Because of the
that selectively engreater difference in weights between the center and non-cenhances local features
ter cell positions in the kernel, the High Boost filter emphasizes
(high spatial-frequency
the raw image values much more than the local average being
components) of an imsubtracted, so the result is a more subdued enhancement of
age while maintaining
edge and line detail in comparison to the High Pass filter.
the larger-scale features.
Volterra Unsharp
This filter subtracts an
The Volterra / Unsharp
averaged (smoothed)
filter is an edge-enversion of the image
hancement filter in
surroundings from
which the amount of
each image cell, accenHigh Pass 3 x 3
enhancement is proportuating local features.
tional to the local image
The default filter kernel has filter weight values of –0.5 for all
brightness. The varying
cells except the center cell, which is assigned a high positive
edge-enhancement is
weight whose value depends on the filter window size (5.5 for
meant to account for a
a 3 by 3 filter window). The filter calculation slightly amplifies
significant property of
the value of the center cell, then subtracts from it half of the
the human visual sysaverage value of the surrounding cells. This calculation has
tem: image details
little effect in areas of uniform brightness, but if the center cell
involving a given brightdiffers significantly
Volterra Unsharp 3 x 3
ness contrast are more
from its surroundings,
Sharpen = 0.007
easily recognized in
this difference is accendark areas than in bright image areas. Edge details in bright
tuated in the filtered
areas therefore require more enhancement than those in dark
image. The result is
areas of the image, and image noise that is amplified by a filter
enhanced contrast for
is more noticeable in dark areas.
edges and other smallscale features in the
The output of the Volterra filter is approximately equivalent to
image.
the scaled product of the local mean and a high-pass filter. The
scaling is controlled by the Sharpening slider, which varies from
High Boost
0.001 to 1.0. Sharpening values close to the minimum proThe High Boost filter is
duce significant sharpening in the pure filtered result, while
a milder form of the
higher values produce very high-contrast images dominated by
High Pass filter. The
edges.
High
Boost
3
x
3
(over)
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Comparison and Selection (CS)
The Comparison and Selection (CS) filter is a simple nonlinear
edge-enhancement filter that also suppresses image noise (outlier values). The filter enhances edges by converting raster
values that are close to the local mean to new, locally defined
values that are farther from the mean.
The CS filter ranks the values within the filter window in numerical order and calculates the mean raster value for the current
filter window. The Sharpening parameter value specifies a pair
of rank numbers symmetrical about the mean. The raster values corresponding to these rank numbers for the current filter
window provide the two
possible choices for the
filter output value. If the
input value is less than
the mean, the lower raster value is used for the
filter output. If the filter
input value is greater
than the mean, the
higher value is used.
The units for the Sharpening parameter are
rank numbers measured
Comparison and Selection 3 x 3
outward from the
Sharpen = 8
mean. Increasing the
Sharpening value moves the pair of possible output values farther from the mean, increasing the edge-enhancement effect
but producing more smoothing of uniform areas. These effects also increase with increasing filter window size. The CS
filter is capable of transforming blurred edges to ideal step edges,
but it can distort or eliminate features that are significantly smaller
than the size of the filter window.

Lower-Upper-Middle (LUM)
The Lower-Upper-Middle (LUM) filter is a nonlinear sharpening filter that simultaneously suppresses image noise. The filter
first ranks the values within the filter window in numerical
order and determines the median value. Two user-adjustable
parameters are used to partition the resulting list of values, and
the filter output is determined by the partition in which the
window’s center cell value falls.
The Sharpening parameter is an integer value that sets symmetrical upper and lower rank limits for values near the median
value. If the input cell value is within these limits, the filter
result is set to the lower or upper limit depending on whether
the input value is below or above the median (respectively).
This filter property provides a mild edge-enhancement effect.
Increasing the value for the Sharpening parameter moves the
central value limits toward the extremes of the window range,

increasing this effect.
The Smoothing parameter sets another pair of
rank limits outside of
(closer to the extremes
than) the central limits.
This parameter value is
an integer that counts
rank levels inward from
the extremes. If the input value is less than the
lower rank limit, the filLower-Upper-Middle 3 x 3
ter outputs the lower
Sharpen = 8, Smoothing = 2
limit value. If the input
cell value is greater than the upper rank limit, the filter outputs
the upper limit value. Extreme high and low values are thus
adjusted to be closer to the median value, providing a mild
smoothing effect. A Smoothing setting of 1 corresponds to no
smoothing, and increasing the value increases the smoothing
effect.
If the input cell value falls outside the central limits (set by the
Sharpening value) but closer to the median than the Smoothing
limits, the filter simply outputs the input cell value. Thus sharpening effects are targeted to “average” values and smoothing
effects targeted to extreme values. The combination of edgeenhancement and noise suppression provided by the LUM filter
makes it a good choice for prefiltering a noisy image prior to
running a gradient-based edge-detection filter.

WMMR-MED
The WMMR-MED (weighted majority with minimum range median) filter is a nonlinear edge-enhancement filter that also
suppresses image noise (outlier values). The filter ranks the
cell values in the filter window in numerical order, then finds a
fixed-size subset in which the values are most closely spaced.
The median value of that subset is the filter output. The WMMRMED filter produces a subtle sharpening of edges (that may be
evident only when you
display a magnified subarea of the raster), while
achieving considerable
smoothing of intervening areas. It can distort
or eliminate features that
are significantly smaller
than the size of the filter
window. This filter has
no user-adjustable parameters except for the
filter window size.
WMMR-MED 3 x 3
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Raster & Image Processing

Smoothing and Noise Removal Filters
TNTmips provides several sets of image filters that can be applied to grayscale or color
images temporarily as a Display option (using the Filter tabbed panel on the Raster Layer
Display Controls window) or permanently using the Spatial Filters proces (Image / Filter /
Spatial Filter). For ease of selection these spatial filters are organized into groups based on
their purpose. To select a filter, choose the filter group from the Type menu and the
specific filter from the Filter menu (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Filter Process).
Filters in the Smoothing and Noise Removal group are designed to reduce detail and remove
“noise” from an image. Image noise occurs as local extreme (outlier) cell values that are
very different from the majority of the surrounding cell values. Distinguishing noise from
desired image detail is difficult, however, so loss of valid image detail (blurring) also occurs
when smoothing / noise reduction filters are applied. You can blend the source image and
the filter result in any proportion using the Blending slider to vary the amount of smoothing
in the final blended result. Smoothing filters (especially the Gaussian Blur filter) are also
commonly used prior to applying edge-detection filters, which are sensitive to image noise.

Sample Grayscale Image

The Low Pass / Average and Gaussian filters are simple convolution filters that use a set of kernel coefficients (weights) to
process values in the filter window. In the Spatial Filters process the weights for these filters can be viewed and edited on the
Kernel tabbed panel. The remaining filters in this group do not use kernel coefficients, so the Kernel panel is inactive when they
are selected. Many of these filters are designed to preserve valid image detail while removing random noise. Some of the filters in
this group have a user-defined parameter (its name varies depending on the filter) that can be adjusted using a slider control.

Low Pass / Average
The Low Pass/Average
filter computes the
simple average (mean)
of the cells in the filter
window. All of the
weights in the filter kernel have a default value
of 1.0. This filter can
be used to remove noise
and emphasize general
brightness trends, but
results in some blurring
of edges, general loss of
Low Pass / Average, 5 x 5
detail, and reduction in
image contrast. These effects increase as the size of the filter
window increases. Because the value of the local mean is
influenced by extreme values of noise cells, the Low Pass /
Average filter is less successful at removing noise than the
other filters in the Smoothing group.
Gaussian Blur
The Gaussian filter is a convolution filter in which the filter
weight values vary across the filter kernel according to the
shape of a Gaussian distribution (a normal-frequency bell-shaped
curve) in two dimensions. The highest weight value is in the
center of the kernel (corresponding to the value of the cell
being filtered) and the weight values decrease with distance
from the center pixel. The resulting weighted average is thus
heavily biased toward the center cell and its immediate neighbors, which means that the Gaussian Blur filter preserves edges
better than the simpler Low Pass / Average filter.

The shape of the
Gaussian kernel function
is set by the Sigma parameter with a value
expressed in decimal
numbers of standard
deviations. A larger value
of Sigma results in a
broader, less peaked
Gaussian kernel function, more weight given
to more distant cells in
the filter window,
greater smoothing, and
less preservation of edges.

Gaussian Blur, 5 x 5, Sigma = 1.0

Median
The Median filter ranks
the input cell values in
the filter window in numerical order and
assigns the median value
(middle value in the rank
order) as the output.
Because the output
value is not affected by
the actual value of outlier cells within the filter
window, the Median filMedian, 5 x 5
ter is particularly good
at removing isolated random noise. The Median filter preserves
(over)
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edges better than the Low Pass / Average filter, but thin lines
(narrower than the filter window dimensions) can be removed.

Modal
The Modal filter evaluates the raster values in
the filter window and
assigns the mode (most
frequent value) as the
filter result. If no image value occurs more
than once in the filter
window, the input cell
value is used. The
Modal filter produces
considerable smoothModal, 3 x 3
ing, but can produce
irregular shifts in edges, which make them appear ragged. Since
no averaging is performed, this filter is appropriate to use to
simplify a categorical (class) raster in which the cell values
serve only as labels and have no numerical significance.
Olympic
The Olympic filter is a
variant of a low pass
(averaging) filter. It is
named for the system of
scoring used in certain
Olympic events, in
which the highest and
lowest scores are
dropped and the remaining ones averaged.
The Olympic filter ranks
the values within the filOlympic, 5 x 5, Clip = 8
ter window and discards
a range of high and low values before calculating the mean of
those remaining. Because extreme values are excluded, the
averaged result is less influenced by outlier values than the
simple Low Pass / Average filter, but it can still blur edges and
remove fine detail. The Clip setting for this filter is an integer
value that sets the number of values discarded at each end of
the distribution. Increasing the Clip value reduces the number
of image values used in the averaged result, which tends to
reduce the blurring of discrete sharp edges but makes areas of
fine-scale variability appear more uniform.
Multi Level Median (MLM)
The MLM filter is designed to reduce image noise (outlier values) while preserving edges, corners, and thin line detail in the
image. The filter calculates separate median values for horizontal, vertical, and two diagonal transects through the central
cell in the filter window. The minimum and maximum of these
four values are then found. The minimum, maximum, and original center raster value are then ranked, and the median of these
three values is assigned as the filter output value. The MLM

filter preserves edges
better than the simple
median filter, but does
not smooth small-scale
noise as well.

P-Median (PM)
The P-Median filter is
designed to suppress
noise while preserving
edge and line detail. The
filter calculates median
values for two subsets
of the values in the filter
window: 1) combined
horizontal and vertical
transects through the
center cell, and 2) two
diagonal
transects
through the center cell.
These two median values are then averaged.
The PM filter preserves
edges better than the
simple median filter, but
provides less noise suppression in uniform
regions.

Multi Level Median, 7 x 7

P-Median, 5 x 5

Adaptive Mean P-Median (AMPM)
The Adaptive Mean PMedian filter is a variant
of the P-Median filter
that is designed to provide better smoothing in
uniform regions while
still preserving edges
and line detail. The filter
first classifies the center cell in the filter
window as belonging to
either a uniform region
or an edge region. The
Adaptive Mean P-Median, 3 x 3,
AMPM filter then apSpeckle Smoothing = 3.0
plies the P-Median filter
in windows containing edges, but uses a simple averaging filter in windows with relatively uniform values. The Speckle
Smoothing parameter value controls the initial classification or
uniform or edge by setting a threshold value expressed as the
fractional number of standard deviations from the mean. If
the center cell value exceeds the threshold, the window is designated as an edge and the P-Median filter is applied. Increasing
values of the Speckle Smoothing setting increase the proportion of the image designated as uniform and subject to the
averaging procedure, producing a smoother image with less
preservation of edges and fine detail.
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Raster & Image Processing

Spatial Filter Process
The Spatial Filter process in TNTmips (Image / Filter / Spatial
Filter) allows you to permanently apply a variety of spatial filters to images of any type (grayscale, RGB color composites,
and RGB color separates). Filters are provided for sharpening,
smoothing and noise removal (including specialized radar filters), edge detection, and evaluating image texture. Any filter
result can be automatically blended with the input image in any
desired proportion. You can vary the filter size; design, import,
save, and reuse custom filter kernels; and automatically repeat
application of the filter a specified number of times. The integrated Filter View window allows you to define areas for testing
(previewing) the current filter settings and to confine the filter
action to specific portions of the image (see the Technical Guide
entitled Spatial Filter Testing and Masking). The final filter
result is also automatically added to the Filter View along with
the input image for your review.

NOTE: you can also apply any spatial filter as a temporary
display option using controls on the Filter tabbed panel of the
Raster Layer Display Controls window.

scribed below for modifying the filter result for individual inputs. Right-click on any column heading to open a pop-in
menu allowing you to sort the list based on that column’s entries and to open a window allowing you to choose which
columns to show in the list.
You can remove any or all inputs from the list using the Remove Selected and Remove All icon buttons. Left-click on a
single entry to select it exclusively; left-click while pressing the
Ctrl key to toggle selection for an item; or left-click while pressing the Shift key to select a range of entries.

Above, Filter View window displaying the result from applying
the Volterra/Unsharp sharpening filter on a color image (RGB
separates). The boxed area is shown at 1X for the input
image (below left) and for the filtered result (below right).

Selecting Input Data

Add RGB
Separates

Remove
Selected

Use the Add icon button on the FilRemove
ter window toolbar to select one or Add
All
more grayscale raster images or
color-composite images to filter. Use the Add RGB Separates
icon button to choose a set of three raster objects corresponding to red, green, and blue components of a color image.
Color images (color-composites and RGB separates) are automatically filtered using a color transformation. The RGB image
is transformed to Hue, Intensity, and Saturation components,
(HIS color space) and the filter is applied to the intensity component. The image is then transformed back to the RGB color
space using the filtered intensity component.
Individual input rasters and raster sets are shown in the list in
the Filter window. Columns in the list show the raster name,
image type, cell size, and dimensions and provide controls de-

Choosing a Filter

The spatial filters are subdivided into groups based on their
purpose. Select one of the five filter groups from the Type
menu: Sharpening, Edge Detection, Smoothing and Noise Removal, Radar, and Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix. Choose
the particular filter from the group using the Filter menu. A
Technical Guide on each filter group describes the individual
(over)
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filters in that group and illustrates typical results for grayscale
images.
Blending
You can modulate an unduly extreme filter result by blending
the result with the input image. The Blending slider control on
the Filter window allows you to automatically blend the filter
result with the input image in any proportion. Percentage values are shown on either side of the slider, with the Source
image percentage on the left and the Filtered result percentage
on the right. You can adjust the proportions by moving the
slider or by entering a percentage value in either numeric field.
Filter Size and Shape

The spatial filters compute a new value for each image cell
using values in a surrounding group of cells, known as the
filter window. The Size menu allows you to choose a predefined filter window size (2 x 2, 3 x 3, 5 x 5, 7 x 7, and so on
to 21 x 21). You can also set a custom size by entering a filter
width value in the field and pressing Enter. Increasing the filter
window size extends the filter effect to larger-scale image elements. For most filters you can also choose the window shape
(Rectangle or Circle) from the Filter Window Shape menu.
Kernel Tabbed Panel

A number of the available spatial filters are linear convolution
filters that use a set of kernel coefficients (weights) to compute a weighted average of the image cells in the filter window.
Examples are the Low Pass/Average filter (Smoothing and Noise
Removal) and High Pass and High Boost filters (Sharpening).
When a convolution filter is selected, the Kernel tabbed panel is
active and displays a matrix with the filter coefficients. (You
can change the number of decimal places shown for the coefficients by pressing the Preferences icon button.) The kernel
matrix is automatically
resized when you
change the filter window size.
You can edit the coefficient values in the
kernel matrix for any of
the convolution filters to create a custom filter Open Save
kernel. Editing any coefficient automatically
changes the Filter menu to User Defined. You
can save a custom filter kernel for re-use using the Save icon
button in the Filter window toolbar. Choose Save Filter from
the button’s menu to save the kernel as an object in a Project
File or Export Kernel to save the kernel in a space-delimited
text file. Press the Open icon button to select a kernel for reuse: choose Open Filter to select the kernel object from a Project
File or Import Kernel to read the kernel coefficients from a text
file.

When you select grayscale raster objects for filtering, by default the Input Contrast option is set to None and the Output
Contrast option is set to the last-used saved contrast table.
With these settings, the specified filter is applied to the raw
(uncontrasted) image values and the default contrast table is
copied to the output raster and used automatically in displaying
the result in the Filter View. The filtered result will therefore
display automatically with similar contrast enhancement as the
input image.
An input grayscale image may have more than one saved contrast table. You can set any of these contrast tables as the
display default for the result. Simply left-click on the input’s
entry in the Output Contrast column and choose the desired
contrast table from the menu. (The contrast menu also includes entries for standard auto-contrast options, such as Auto
Linear and Auto Normalize, that you can select for displaying
the result in the Filter View, but with these options no contrast
table is saved.)

No contrast applied to
input prior to filtering

Contrast table to be
copied to filter result

You can choose to apply contrast to the input image prior to
filtering by selecting a saved contrast table or an auto-contrast
method from the Input Contrast menu for the image. This
option is most useful for color input, as discussed below.
When you select a set of RGB separates (or a 24-bit or 16-bit
color composite) as input, by default the Input Contrast option
is set to the last-used contrast table for each color component
and the Output Contrast option is set to None. (A single contrast table name is shown if the last-used table for each
component has the same name, otherwise the contrast table
names for all three components are shown.) Contrast is applied pre-filtering to color input so that contrast-enhanced RGB
values are used in the color space transformation from RGB to
HIS for filtering of the intensity component.
You can use the Input Contrast menu to choose any saved
contrast table to apply to each color component. This menu
has a submenu for each color component (Red, Green, and
Blue) as well as an All submenu with standard auto-contrast
options.

Input and Output Contrast

The Input Contrast and Output Contrast columns in the input
list provide controls for setting contrast options to be applied
to the input image (prior to filtering) and/or to the filtered result, respectively.

Use the Input Contrast menu to choose the contrast options to apply
to the components of RGB separate or color-composite inputs.
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Masked Area

The menu in the Masked Area column in the input list lets you
limit the filter effect to a particular area of an input using either
a pre-existing binary raster or a region object (a pre-existing
region or a temporary region created using the Define Region
tools in the Filter View). Masked Area in this usage refers to
the image area to which the filter is applied. See the TechGuide
entitled Spatial Filter Testing and Masking for details.
Options Tabbed Panel
The Options tabbed panel provides controls for a number of
process settings, including standard menus for choosing an
optional compression method for the filter result and the raster
pyramid type. A number of options specific to the Spatial Filter
process are also provided.
The Scale, Offset, and Boost fields let you apply a global algebraic transformation to all output cell values. These parameters
are applied according to the following formula:
Modified Output = ((Initial Output * Boost) + Offset) / Scale

The default values of Scale = 1.0, Offset = 0, and Boost = 1.0
result in no change to the filtered cell values.
Use the Raster Data Type menu to choose the data type of the
filter result. You can choose from a range of grayscale raster
data types, including unsigned integer, signed integer, and floating
point raster of various bit-depths, or simply choose Same as

Input to replicate the data type of the input image. Some of the
specialized filters, such as those in the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix texture group, may produce a raw filter output
with a narrow range of floating point values; the default 32-bit
floating-point data type is the best choice to preserve the details of the output for these filters.
The Values Outside of Data Type Range menu provides two
options for processing out-of-range output cell values. The
Limit to Range option sets the filtered value to the closest data
range limit (minimum or maximum). The alternative option is
Set to Null.
The Cells Outside of Masked Area menu provides two options
for the image cells not being filtered. You can either transfer
the raw image cell values to the filter result, or set these cells as
null.
You can choose to apply the same filter repeatedly with the
same parameters by setting a value greater than 1 in the Number of times to run filter field.
Run

Queue Job

Running the Process

Save Job

After you set the desired filter options,
press the Run icon button to run the process immediately. Standard Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons are also provided to
apply the filter using Job Processing; see the TechGuide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System for more
information.
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Raster & Image Processing

Spatial Filter Testing and Masking
The Spatial Filter process in TNTmips (Image / Filter / Spatial
Filter) provides the option to test (preview) the results of the
current filter settings in the Filter View window using a designated portion of the input image. The Filter View window
provides a Define Region toolset that allows you to draw one
or more shapes to outline the area for testing or to define it by
selecting one or more existing region objects.

Circle
Rectangle

Polygon
Ellipse

Region

Define Region
Toolset
Action / Settings

Add to
Region

Subtract from Region

You can also use the same Define Region tools to specify a
“masked area” for the saved result that limits application of the
filter to the specified portion of the image. Areas outside the
masked area can be set to use the unfiltered input image values
or be set to null. You can also set the masked area by choosing
an existing binary raster object with value of 1 indicating the
area to be filtered.
Defining a Region in the Filter View

The Define Region toolset is turned on by default on the Filter
View when you launch the Spatial Filter process (see illustration to the right). You can use this toolset to create a simple or
complex outline of an area that is shown as the Defined Region
layer in the layer list in the View sidebar. The Defined Region
can then be used for filter testing or to assign the masked area
for filtering.
Icon buttons associated with the Define Region toolset are
shown on the toolbar to the right of the Define Region icon
button. The Rectangle tool is active by default. To create a
rectangular area for testing, simply drag out a rectangle within
the View. You can drag an edge or corner of the rectangle
graphic to resize it or drag within the rectangle to reposition it.
Right-click to add the rectangle to the Defined Region, which
is then shown with a partially-transparent blue fill color. You
are then ready to test the current filter settings (see the Test
Filter section below).
You can use the Rectangle tool or any of the other provided
shape-drawing tools (Circle, Ellipse, and Polygon) alone or in
combination to draw and add shapes to the Defined Region.
Right-click after drawing each shape or press the Add to Region icon button to add the current shape. Press the Subtract
from Region icon button to remove the area outlined by the
active shape from the Defined Region.
Pressing the Action / Settings icon
button opens a menu with options to
Clear Drawing Tool (which clears the
current tool graphic) and to Clear Region (which clears the entire Defined
Region). This menu also lets you set the Line Mode for the
Polygon drawing tool (Draw or Stretch).
You can also use add one or more previously-saved region
objects to the Defined Region by taking the following steps:

• Press the Region icon button in the Define Region toolset.
• Open the Region Manager in the Filter View sidebar by pressing the Region Manager icon button at the bottom of the
Sidebar
sidebar.
Region Manager
• Press the Add Region icon button
Add Region
in the Region Manager to open the
Select Region Objects window.
• Navigate to the desired Project File,
select the region object, and press
OK on the selection window. The
region is then listed in the UserRegion Manager toggle
Added section of the list in the
Region Manager, and its outline is shown as a graphic in the
View.
• Right-click or press Add to Region to add to the Defined
Region.
Test

Set
Masked
Areas

Test Filter

When a region has been defined in the Filter View, the Test
button on the Filter window is active (see illustration above).
Pressing the Test button computes a temporary filtered result
using the current filter settings and adds it to the Test Images
group as an overlay in the Filter View’s Layer List (see illustration on the next page). You can run multiple tests using different
filter settings and/or different areas; only the last temporary
test result is shown in the Filter View.
(over)
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Filter test result layer in Filter View

Choose Set Selected Masked Areas from Binary Raster from
the Masked Area menu to use a saved binary raster as the source
for the masked area. The binary raster must match the associated input image(s) in image dimensions and cell size and should
have cell value 1 indicating the areas to be filtered. You are
then prompted to select the mask raster. After mask selection
is complete, the Masked Area column for the affected input
image then shows the file and object name of the selected mask.
If you change your mind about applying the masked area for
an input image, simply reselect None from the Masked Area
menu for that image.

Setting the Masked Area

You can set a masked area for one or more input images from
the Defined Region layer in the Filter View or from a previously-saved binary mask raster. The masked area defines the
image area to be filtered.
You can set the mask option for an individual input image using
the menu in the Masked Area column for the image’s entry in
the Raster list. The default setting is None. If a Defined Region has been created in the Filter View, you can assign the
masked area from it by choosing Set Selected Masked Areas
from Selected Region from the menu. The Masked Area column in the raster list then shows “Defined Region” for the
affected input image.

A masked area has been set for the first image in the input list from
a Defined Region in the Filter View (using the Set Selected Masked
Areas from Selected Region option).

You can also set the same mask option simultaneously for all
input images or for those inputs currently selected (highlighted)
in the Raster list using the Set Masked Areas icon button on the
filter window toolbar. If a Defined Region has been created in
the Filter View, you can assign the masked area from it by
choosing Set All Masked Areas from Selected Region (applies
to all inputs) or Set Selected Masked Areas from Selected Region (applies to inputs currently selected in the list). To use a
binary raster as the source, choose Set All Masked Areas from
Binary Raster (applies to all inputs) or Set Selected Masked
Areas from Binary Raster (applies to inputs currently selected
in the list). You can reset the mask setting to None for multiple
inputs by choosing Reset All or Reset Selected from the Set
Masked Areas icon button menu.
Use the Set Masked
Areas menu to choose
a method for defining a
masked area for one or
more filter inputs.

The image area outside of the masked area is not filtered. It
can be treated in one of two ways, as selected from the Cells
Outside of Masked Area menu on the Filter window’s Options
tabbed panel. You can choose Original Image, which transfers
unaltered cell values from the input to the output, embedding
the filtered result within a copy of the original image. The
other option, Set to Null, creates a null mask defining the image
portion outside the masked area as null. By default these null
areas are fully transparent when the filtered raster is displayed.
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Raster & Image Processing

Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix Filters
The Spatial Filter process in TNTmips (Image / Filter / Spatial Filter) includes a
set of Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix filters designed to extract information
about the texture of an image. For a grayscale image (or component of a color
image), image texture is defined by the amount, spatial scale, and spatial pattern of variation in brightness values. Some areas of a grayscale image may
show little variation in brightness (gray level) over large areas; these areas
appear visually smooth. Other image areas may show many large changes in
gray level over short distances, and appear visually rough. Texture can be
used along with other characteristics in image classification operations.

For GLCM filters you can
choose the neighbor
direction (Horizontal,
Vertical, or Invariant
[both]) and the distance
to the designated
neighboring cell (1, 2, or
3 cells).

Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) filters operate by computing, for
each filter window position, how often specific pairs of image cell values occur
in neighboring cell positions (such as one cell to the right). The results are
tabulated in a co-occurrence matrix, and specific statistical measures are computed from this matrix to produce the filtered value for the target cell.
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Sample 5 x 5 filter window
showing image gray level values
ranging from 1 to 4. Red ellipses
outline four instances where
value 3 occurs one cell to the
right of value 2. The filter value
will be written to the center cell
position (yellow background) in
the filtered image.
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Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
for neighbor 1 cell to the right (raw counts)

reference cell value

Sample Filter Window

Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix for the filter
window at left showing counts of neighbor
relations for different reference cell values
(rows) and right-neighbor cell values (columns). Note count of 4 for matrix location [2,3]
and different count (0) for location [3,2]; there
are no instances where value 2 occurs to the
right of value 3. Matrix cells on main diagonal
(shaded) register counts where reference and
neighbor gray level values are the same.

A gray level co-occurrence matrix is illustrated above for a 5 by 5
filter window with gray levels ranging from 1 to 4. Each position in
the matrix represents a pair of gray levels, one from the reference
image cell (matrix row) and one from its neighbor (matrix column), in
this example the neighbor one image cell to the right. Pairings
where both gray levels are the same appear on the main diagonal of
the matrix: [1,1], [2,2], and so on (gray shading above).
In a raw co-occurrence matrix the numbers are simple counts of the
number of instances in which that reference-neighbor gray level
pairing is found in the filter window. The illustration highlights
value 3 occurring four times as the neighbor to value 2 as an example of how the matrix values are calculated. Note that value 2
does not occur to the right of value 3 in the filter window, so the
count in matrix position [3,2] is 0.
The texture filters require a co-occurrence matrix that is symmetrical, with the same values occur in corresponding positions on
opposite sides of the main diagonal. This is achieved for the example illustrated above by counting each gray-level value pair again

Symmetrical Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
created by counting each gray-level pair twice,
interchanging the reference and neighbor values.
The same values now occur in corresponding
positions on opposite sides of the main diagonal (for
example, identical count of 4 for matrix locations
[2,3] and [3,2] as shown by red circles). Note that
matrix locations farther from the main diagonal
indicate greater difference in gray level values for
the reference and neighbor image cell.

in the opposite direction. The count for matrix position [3,2] then
becomes equal to position [2,3]. A final step for the co-occurrence
matrix (not illustrated) converts the raw counts to probability values by dividing each count by the sum of all counts to produce a
normalized co-occurrence matrix.
A normalized GLCM is computed independently for each cell in the
input image using the filter window. Each of the GLCM filters
performs a different computation from the matrix in order to compute the output cell value at a particular image cell location.

Direction and Distance
You can specify different spatial neighbor relationships using the
Direction and Distance menus (see illustration at top of this page).
For Direction you can choose Horizontal (right and left neighbors),
Vertical (up and down neighbors), or Invariant (right, upper right,
upper, and upper left neighbors). The Invariant setting is best for
the general case in which there are no preferred directions of textural elements in the image. The Distance setting determines the
(over)
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offset between reference and neighbor cells; the choices are 1 (the
default), 2, or 3 cells. Increasing the Distance setting increases the
scale of the texture being sampled.

GLCM Filters
Selecting Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
from the Type menu on the Spatial Filter
window provides a choice of eight filters
on the Filter menu. Results of each of the
filter types for a 3 by 3 filter window with
invariant direction and distance = 1 are
Sample Image
shown below for the grayscale image illustrated to the right, which has both smooth and rough areas.
The GLCM filters fall into three conceptual subsets: Contrast, Order-Disorder, and Statistics.

GLCM Contrast Subset
The filters in the Contrast subset use the gray-level pairings in the
GLCM matrix to measure the magnitude of the differences in gray
levels (or lack thereof) in the image area. These filters use a weighted
average of the normalized GLCM values for each filter window to
compute the filter result. Remember that positions on the main
diagonal of the GLCM represent equal reference-neighbor gray
levels. Positions off of the main diagonal represent unequal graylevel pairings, with the brightness difference between neighbors
increasing toward the corners opposite the main diagonal. The
averaging weight values for these filters vary with the distance
from the GLCM main diagonal.
Contrast (also called Sum of Squares Variance) measures gray-level contrast by
using GLCM weighting factors equal to the
square of the gray level difference. Thus
the averaging weights are 0 for matrix positions on the main diagonal and increase
exponentially away from the diagonal. The
filter result is 0 for areas with identical image values and is high
where there are large differences in tone.
Dissimilarity uses weighting factors equal
to the absolute value of the gray level difference, so the weights vary linearly with
distance from the matrix main diagonal
(rather than by the square of the difference
as for Contrast). The output is similar to
the Contrast result, and in displays the two
can be made to appear nearly identical by judicious selection of
display contrast.
Homogeneity (also called Inverse Distance
Moment) is effectively the inverse of Contrast. It measures the smoothness of the
image area. The weights are equal to the
inverse of the square of the gray-level difference (the inverse of the Contrast
weights). This filter produces higher result
values for areas with little difference in gray level, which produces
a GLCM with non-zero values concentrated along or near the main
diagonal.

GLCM Order-Disorder Subset
The filters in this subset measure whether the image values in the

filter window are regularly or randomly arranged. In a more ordered
image area, particular image cell value pairs occur more frequently
than others, whereas in a random image area all gray-level pairings
would have similar low frequency values.
These filters also use a weighted average of the normalized GLCM
values for the filter result. Their names come from the fields of
physics and thermodynamics, and so are a bit more difficult to
place in a visual context.
Angular Second Moment (also called Uniformity or Energy) measures the textural
uniformity of the image area. Its value is
highest when the area has either a constant
image value or a repeating pattern of values. The averaging weight for this filter is
just the GLCM matrix value, so the result is
the sum of the squared matrix cell values.
Because of this square relationship, one or a few matrix positions
with large frequencies (corresponding to smooth areas or repeating patterns, respectively) produce a large filter value, whereas the
consistent low frequencies of a random pattern result in a low value.
Entropy measures the randomness or disorder of the image area. The averaging
weight for each GLCM position is a negative logarithmic function of the frequency.
This weighting minimizes the influence of
higher-frequency gray-level pairs and
yields higher values when there is a random distribution of brightness values.

GLCM Statistics Filters
Each filter in this subset computes a standard statistical measure of
the values in the GLCM matrix.
Mean is the sum of each image gray level multiplied by its normalized frequencies of combination with the other gray levels.
Variance measures the spread of the GLCM frequency values by
computing the statistical variance (square of the standard deviation) of the matrix relative to the GLCM mean. A filter window with
a constant gray level yields a 0 value for the GLCM variance.
Correlation measures the linear dependency of a gray level on
those of neighboring image cells. A filter value of 1 indicating
perfect correlation would result from an area with constant image
value, whereas a value of 0 indicates no correlation.

GLCM Mean

GLCM Variance

GLCM Correlation

Usage
Most of the GLCM filters typically produce results with small noninteger cell values. Therefore MicroImages recommends that for
best results you apply the GLCM filters with Blending set to 100%
Filtered and the Raster Data Type set to 32-bit floating point (the
default settings).
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Geometric Analysis

Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon
The Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon process (Geometric / Attributes
/ Element Statistics by Polygon) computes statistics over polygonal areas in a
destination geometric object from:
• points, lines, or polygons in a source geometric object, and/or
• numeric values in selected database fields associated with the source elements (minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, and others).
The destination and source objects can be vector, CAD, or shape objects. You
can choose to save the statistics as tables added directly to the destination
polygon object, as tables added to a copy of the destination object (leaving the
original unchanged), or as text (CSV) files.
Statistics can be tabulated for the destination object using:
• all polygons or only those marked in the process’s View window
• individual polygons and/or polygons grouped by value in a designated
attribute field.
Element statistics for each destination polygon (or polygon group) can also be
broken down (separated) by value in a designated source attribute field.
You also can choose to compile statistics using all source elements or only
those marked in the View. (Destination and source elements can be marked for
processing manually, by region, or by query.)
Destination Polygons Controls
Use the Object pushbutton in the Destination Polygons box to select a geometric object with polygons (see illustration to the right). The selected object is
automatically displayed in the separate View window. Use the Output menu to
choose how to save the statistics: Add table(s) to object, Copy object and add
table(s), or Text file(s). The Use radiobuttons to the right of this menu set
whether to use All destination polygons or only those Marked in the View.
You can choose one or both of the By Polygon and By Attribute options. The
By Polygon option compiles statistics independently for each polygon. With
this option you can choose an ID or Name to embed in the statistics table(s) to
identify each polygon. The choices are None, Element Number,
Polygon_ID.Current (if the object has a Polygon_ID table) and Choose; the
latter option prompts you to select a database table and field associated with
the polygons to provide the ID.

Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon window.
In this example, the Destination object is a vector
object with county polygons of the state of
Nebraska (black boundary lines in illustration
below). The Source object is a shapefile with
polygons showing soil associations (colored
polygon fills below). The separation attribute set
for the source is a field with the soil association
names. The process is set to compute summary
element statistics for the destination polygons
(Total checkbox) and a breakdown of those
statistics by soil association, with a separate
record for each association (results on next page).

The By Attribute option tabulates statistics by grouping polygons that have the
same value in a designated attribute field. When you select this option you are
automatically prompted to choose the table and field to use. You can press the
Choose pushbutton to reset this choice if needed. The selected attribute is
included as a field in the resulting statistics table(s).
Source Controls
Use the Object pushbutton in the Source box to select the geometric object from which to
compile the statistics; this object is automatically added to the View. Use the Type radiobuttons
to choose the element type; if only one element type is present, this control is set automatically. The Use radiobuttons to the right
set whether to use All source elements or only those Marked in the View. Press the Separation Attribute pushbutton to choose a
source table and field if you wish to compute statistics by source element attribute in addition to or instead of the summary
statistics for all elements being used.
Statistics from Source Elements
The Statistics from Source Elements box provides controls for computing statistics directly from the source elements. The
Statistics column on the right side of the box provides a choice of element statistics via a checkbox for each statistic that is
available for the selected source element type. The Count option (available for all element types) counts the number of source
elements within each destination polygon (or polygon group). Line source elements provide an additional Length option, while
source polygon elements provide Area and Coverage % options.
(continued)
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Tabular view of Total element
statistics for the soil association
example shown on the previous
page. This table has one record per
destination polygon (county), with
Count, Area, and CoveragePct fields.
Right, single-record view of element
statistics table resulting from setting
Total and Separate Fields by
Attribute options (see text).

Turn on the Total checkbox in the Statistics from Source Elements box to compute the selected element statistics by
destination polygon (and/or polygon attribute). This option
produces a table with one record for each destination polygon
(see illustration above left). If the Include zero-count totals
checkbox is turned off, records for polygons with no source
elements are not included in the result.
When you wish to break down the element statistics by source
element attribute, you have two mutually exclusive options:
Separate Fields by Attribute and Separate Records by Attribute.
With the Separate Fields option, the statistics for each attribute
value are added as fields to the table with the Total polygon
statistics (see illustration above middle). If there are many
attribute values, this option results in a table with a very large
number of fields, as there may be one to three fields per attribute value, depending on the source element type and the
statistics you have selected. In some cases (such as the soil
association example illustrated), many of the attribute statistic
fields may be zero-valued. However, this table structure is
well-suited to use in a spreadsheet.
The Separate Records option creates a table with a separate
record for each combination of 1) destination polygon or polygon group and 2) value of the source element separation attribute
(see illustration above right). Thus there are multiple records
per destination polygon. Zero-count records are automatically
excluded from this table, providing a more compact presentation of the data than the Separate Fields by Attribute option. If
the Total option is used in combination with Separate Records
by Attribute, the Total and By Attribute statistics are created in
separate tables (due to the required difference in table structure).

Above, tabular view of source element statistics
table created by the Separate Records by
Attribute option for the soil association example.
This table has one record for each unique
combination of destination polygon (county) and
value of the designated source element separation
attribute (soil association). Zero-count records
are automatically excluded from this table.

Statistics from Selected Source Fields
The Statistics from Selected Source Fields box provides controls for computing statistics from numeric fields in an attribute
table associated with the source elements. Use the Table menu
at the top right of the box to choose the table. The fields in the
table are then shown in the picklist below the menu; turning on
the Numeric Only checkbox filters the field list to show only
fields with numeric values. Click in the square to the left of a
field to select it. You can clear these selections if needed by
pressing the Deselect All iconbutton (see illustration below).

The available field statistics are listed in the lower left portion
of the Statistics from Selected Source Fields box. They include Minimum, Maximum, Mean, Variance, Standard Deviation,
and Relative Std Deviation %*. Choose any combination of
the individual measures by turning on their checkboxes, or
choose All.
(continued)

Deselect All

* Relative Standard Dev % expresses the standard deviation as a
percentage of the mean: 100 x Standard Deviation / Mean. This
statistic allows comparison between measurements in different
units.
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Turn on the Total checkbox in the Statistics from Source Fields box to compute field statistics by destination polygon (and/or polygon attribute). The
result is a tabulation with one record for each destination polygon (“by polygon” structure). If the Total option is also used in the Statistics from Source
Elements box, the element statistics and source field statistics are combined in
a single “by polygon” table as illustrated below (unless the Separate table for
each field toggle is turned on; see below).
To break down the source field statistics by source element attribute, turn on
the Separate by Attribute checkbox. The result is a tabulation with one record
for each combination of 1) destination polygon and 2) value of the source
element separation attribute (“by polygon by attribute” structure; see illustration at the bottom of page). In the example on this page, this table contains
only source field statistics and no element statistics, because the Separate
Records by Attribute option was not selected in the Statistics from Source
Elements box (see illustration to the right); only the Total element statistics
option was selected. If Separate Records by Attribute (for source elements)
and Separate by Attribute (for source fields) are both selected, the element and
field statistics are saved to a single table with the “by polygon by attribute”
structure.
Turning on the Separate table for each field toggle in the Statistics from
Selected Source Fields box causes the statistics for the each of the selected
source fields to be saved in different tables. This option applies to both Total
(by polygon or polygon attribute) field statistics and field statistics separated
by source attribute. In the example on this page, this choice would result in
creation of five tables: one “by polygon” table for the Total element statistics,
a “by polygon” table with the Total field statistics for each of the two selected
fields, and a “by polygon by attribute” table for each of the two selected fields
from the Separate by Attribute setting.
(continued)

Settings producing the tables illustrated below.
The Source object is a shapefile with points
representing water well locations. The source
Separation Attribute is a field with codes indicating
well use (e.g. irrigation, domestic, etc.)

Tabular view of table with statistics by polygon from point elements (Count field) and from the Acres and PumpRate fields.

Tabular view of table with statistics by source point attribute from the Acres and PumpRate fields. This table has one record for each
unique combination of destination polygon (county) and value of the designated source element separation attribute (well use ID).
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Queue
Running the Process
Run Job Save Job
When you have selected the desired settings, press
the Run icon button to run the process immediately. Standard Queue Job and Save Job icon
buttons are also provided to allow you to execute the process using the
TNT Job Processing system (see the Technical Guide entitled System:
TNTmips Job Processing System). If you have chosen to Copy Object and
add tables, a Select output window then appears to allow you to designate
a Project File and a name for the result object. A Select tables for output
window then appears so you can save the output table or tables. The
Object column in the Selected box in the lower part of this window lists
partial default names for each of the output tables. These names indicate
the structure of the table (e.g., “By Polygon”, “By Polygon By Useid”). If
you have chosen to produce separate tables for each field for source field
statistics, those default table names are prepended with the field name (see
illustration). You can press the Auto-Name button on the window to accept the default table names. If you do so, each of the default names is
prepended with the name of the source object and shown in the Name
column. Press OK to accept the names and begin processing.

Press the Auto-Name button on the Select tables for
output window to assign default names for the output
statistics tables. These names include the name of
the source object, a descriptor of the table structure
(e.g. By_Polygon_By_Useid), and the field name if
producing a separate table for each set of attribute
field statistics.
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Georeference

Compute Rational Polynomial Model
for Orthorectification
A rational polynomial orthorectification model is an
empirical coordinate transformation that relates row
and column coordinates in an unrectified image to
latitude, longitude, and terrain elevation. The
Georeference process in TNTmips can use 3D control
points to compute a rational polynomial model for an
image (or it can incorporate rational polynomial coefficients supplied with the image). This rational
polynomial model can then be used in the Resample
process to orthorectify the image bands.
To compute a rational polynomial model, choose Rational - Computed from the Model menu (use Rational
- Predefined if you already have rational polynomial
coefficients supplied by the image vendor). You are
prompted to select an elevation raster covering the
image area and to specify the geoid height for the
area (see the tutorial entitled Orthorectification Using Rational Polynomials for details on geoid height).

ASTER scene (left) and color shaded-relief image (right) covering an area in
eastern California and western Nevada, USA. The scene is about 64 km wide and
spans several mountain ranges and intervening deep desert valleys. Ground
elevations range from 637 to 4083 meters, resulting in very significant local
distortions in the ASTER image due to relief displacement. The ASTER scene is
illustrated here using visible and near-infrared bands with 15-meter cell size.

Default Z from Surface

ASTER 15-meter image bands georeferenced with 2518 3D control
points generated by the Auto-Register operation using a reference
orthoimage tileset and reference 10-meter National Elevation Dataset
elevation raster. The rational polynomial coordinate transformation
formula computed from these control points (shown on the Formulas
panel and reproduced below) results in Mean Absolute Residual
values of X = 0.41 and Y = 0.23 cells. Orthorectification results for
this image using the derived formula are shown on the next page.
x = 2.32341883(lon + 117.99141791) y = 3.05544771(lat - 37.1811398) z = 0.0007041(elev - 2071.73237751)
rowNum = 0.00235261 - 0.23102181(x) - 1.13163261(y) - 8.9298161E-005(z) + 0.00111677(xy) - 0.00263212(x²)
rowDen = 1
row = 2100(rowNum / rowDen) + 2100
colNum = 0.00412646 + 1.00767178(x) - 0.18603843(y) + 0.00625916(z) - 0.00451425(xy)
colDen = 1 + 0.00057417(x) - 0.00205997(z) + 0.00085671(xyz) + 0.00053265(xz²)
col = 2490(colNum / colDen) + 2490

The Rational - Computed option determines the formula for the rational polynomial transformation from 3D control points. You can place 3D control
points manually using a reference image and the selected DEM using the
option to Default Z from Surface; at least 50 well-chosen 3D control points

are typically needed for accurate results. You can also
use the Auto-Register procedure to automatically generate a large number of control points using a reference
image (see the Technical Guide entitled Georeference:
Auto-Register to Reference Image). Elevation values are
automatically assigned for the auto-generated points when
the Default Z from Surface option is active.
The computed rational polynomial model is used to compute the residual values shown in the control point list.
The formulas for the transformation are shown on the
Formulas tabbed panel.
(over)
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Raw

RPC Orthorectified

Raw

RPC Orthorectified

Road intersection, elevation 1003 m. Road offset of ~95 m
corrected in orthorectified image.
Road, elevation 3130 m. Road offset of ~110 m corrected in
orthorectified image.
Raw

RPC Orthorectified

ASTER image orthorectified using RPC
model computed in TNTmips Georeference process from 3D control points.

Roads and highway, elevation 1215 m. Road offsets of ~105 m
corrected in orthorectified image.
Raw

RPC Orthorectified

Scales for all detail images.
Streams, elevation 2200 to 3400 m.
Stream offsets of up to 133 m corrected
in orthorectified image.

Raw

RPC Orthorectified

Evaluation of RPC orthorectification
results for ASTER scene
The detail images on this page show the raw
and RPC-orthorectified ASTER image with
overlays of geometric reference data (2012
TIGER roads and National Hydrography
Dataset stream flow lines). All detail images
are presented at the same scale (note scale
bars above). Distortions in the raw image due
to local elevation variations result in mismatches between the reference geometric
data and the location of corresponding
features in the image. The RPC orthorectification has corrected these local image distortions and provides a much better match
between image features and map features.

Streams and mountain peak (cross), peak elevation 3380 m. Stream and summit offsets
up to 283 m corrected in orthorectified image.
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Georeference

Choosing a Model
In the georeference process you can choose from a number of
mathematical models to compute control point residuals and
judge the fit of individual points. These models are coordinate
transformations that relate the spatial distribution of control
points in object coordinates to their distribution in reference
(map) coordinates. The available georeference models are described in a table on the next page.
If the object you have selected to georeference does not have
an existing georeference subobject, you are automatically
prompted to select a model to use initially for georeferencing.
The Select georeference model window (illustrated below) lists
the models that are available for the type of object you are
georeferencing. Simpler models requiring fewer control points
are shown at the top of the list. This window provides a brief
explanation of each model to aid you in selecting one that is
appropriate for your spatial object.

The Model menu on
the Georeference
window lists the
models that are
available for the type
of object you are
georeferencing. You
can also press the
Model pushbutton to open the the Select Georeference Model
window, which provides brief descriptions of the available models.
This window opens automatically if the object you select to
georeference does not have previous georeference information.

For ungeoreferenced objects, the list shown in the initial Select
georeference model window includes a georeference option for
objects that do not require control points: Simple for a raster
object and Implied for a geometric object. Use of these options is documented in the Technical Guide entitled
Georeference: Simple and Implied.
After the initial setup sequence, the current model is shown in
the Model menu above the control point list in the Georeference
window. You can use this menu to change residual models at
any time as you create or edit the control points and note the
effect on residual values for individual control points as well as
the mean residual values. Your last choice of model is saved
with the georeference subobject so that the correct model is
set if you reopen the object in the Georeference process. The
saved model is also used in the Automatic Resampling and Geometric Warping processes when you use the default selection
From Georeference from the Model menu in these processes.
Models of varying mathematical complexity are provided to
account for different types of spatial distortion that may be

present in the object you are georeferencing. Simpler mathematical models may be used to account for relatively uniform
distortion, such as shrinkage of a paper map prior to scanning
or tilt distortion in an aerial image acquired at an oblique angle
to the ground. More complex models can partially compensate
for non-uniform, spatially-varying distortion within an aerial or
satellite image such as can be introduced by the optics of an
imaging system or by terrain effects (relief displacement; see
illustration below). The minimum number of non-colinear control points needed to compute a particular residual model
increases with the mathematical complexity of the model, as
shown in the table on the next page. You must enter at least
one more than the minimum number of points for the current
model in order for the Georeference process to automatically
determine the best global fit of control point locations (in object and map coordinates) to the model and to compute residuals
for individual control points.

A more complex georeference model may account for internal
distortion within the spatial object you are georeferencing better
than a simpler model. In this example of an ASTER satellite image,
the Order 2 Polynomial model (above) provides a better fit (lower
control point residual values) than the simple Affine model (below).
Only 5 out of 14 control points are shown in these illustrations.

Two rational polynomial model options are available for
georeferencing raster images. A rational polynomial model enables orthorectification of the image in the Resample process;
it relates row and column coordinates in the unrectified image
to latitude and longitude coordinates and terrain elevation. Both
rational polynomial options require 3D control points and selection of a reference elevation raster. The Rational - Predefined
option is used when rational polynomial coefficients have been
provided with the image. The Rational - Computed option is
used to compute a rational polynomial expression from the 3D
control points. The Auto-Register operation may be used to
generate the required 3D control points. For more information
see the TechGuide entitled Georeference: Compute Rational
Polynomial Model for Orthorectification.
(over)
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Available Georeference Coordinate Transformation Models
Models Supported

Minimum Non-colinear Points / Description

Conformal

2

Supports uniform scaling and rotation and thus will not change the object geometry.

Affine

3

Supports separate linear scaling factors in the X and Y directions, as well as rotation and axis shear.

Plane Projective

4

Intended for oblique imagery where distortion due to both sensor optics and relief displacement are minimal.

Bilinear

4

Models lens distortion where not enough control points can be located for higher-order polynomial models.

Polynomials:
Order 2
Order 3
Order 4
Order 5
Order 6
Piecewise Affine

6
10
15
21
28
3

Rational - Predefined
(images only)

Rational - Computed
(images only)

Manifold

Polynomials may be used to model various types of non-uniform distortion. To ensure mathematical
stability it is recommended that at least twice the minimum number of control points be defined.

Assumes control points are correctly located in both object and map coordinates; no best fit or residuals
are computed. Creates a triangular mesh using the specified control points, with each triangle having its
own affine model derived from its vertices. The mesh may be extrapolated to the edges of the object.
Individual distorted control point locations only affect the immediately surrounding triangles.
Uses rational polynomial formula coefficients provided with the image to compensate for image distortions
due to sensor orientation and optics as well as topographic effects. Requires 3D control points (with Z
values), selection of a DEM raster, and geoid height at the image location.

20

3

Computes a rational polynomial formula from 3D control points to compensate for image distortions due to
sensor orientation and optics as well as topographic effects. Requires 3D control points (with Z values),
selection of a DEM raster, and geoid height at the image location. A minimum of 20 well-chosen control
points are required, and typically at least 50 are needed for accurate results.
Allows an image to be projected onto a 3D manifold mesh. The user may specify 3D control points and
breaklines. A typical use is to georeference scans of geological cross-sections.
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Georeference

Multiband and Multiresolution Images
The Georeference process in TNTmips provides a convenient
and flexible interface for georeferencing multiband images, including those that have bands or band sets with differing spatial
resolutions. You can simultaneously georeference any set of
bands of an image that have the same image dimensions, then
simply transfer that georeference information to other bands in
the image that have different spatial dimensions and resolution.
Display any Single Band or RGB Combination

You can select for simultaneous georeferencing any set of bands
of an image that have the same numbers of lines and columns.
After you select these bands, you are automatically prompted
to choose any single band or any 3band RGB combination of bands (if
three or more bands were selected) to
display in the Georeference Input view.
You can change the band or band combination being viewed at any time using
the Image Band Combination icon button on the Georeference window.
When you save the georeference information, it is automatically saved to
When you select multiple bands of an image to georeferall of the selected image bands.
ence, the Display Bands window (above left) automaticalTransfer Georeference to
Lower-resolution Bands

ly appears so you can designate any single band or any
three-band RGB combination to display in the Georeference Input view window. You can also change the visual
reference image at any time by pressing the Image Band
Combination icon button on the Georeference window.

The Transfer Georeference procedure
allows you to transfer georeference information between image bands of differing spatial resolution.
Normally you should georeference the highest-resolution image band
or bands first, then transfer to the lower-resolution bands. The
source and target images must exactly align. In most cases the
line dimensions and column dimensions in the source and target
bands will also differ by the same ratio (e.g., a 2 to 1 reduction
in dimensions). You can set an option to require such a fixed
integer ratio as a filter
for selecting the target bands.

ASTER Visible-Near
Infrared (15-meter)

When you choose the Transfer Georeference option
from the Georeference window’s File menu, you are
prompted to choose a source image band for the
georeference, then the band or bands to transfer the
georeference to. The illustrations to the right show
georeference transfers from ASTER visible/nearinfrared bands to the corresponding short-wave
infrared band set, and from a Landsat 7 panchromatic band to the multispectral thematic mapper bands.

Landsat 7 Band 8
Panchromatic (15-meter)

The illustration above shows
several RGB band combinations that might be used to
emphasize differing features
while georeferencing a
Landsat 7 image: bands 3-2-1
(natural color, in Input view),
4-3-2 (color infrared, middle),
and 7-4-2 (“infragreen”, front).

ASTER Shortwave
Infrared (30-meter)

Landsat 7
Multispectral (30-meter)
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Georeference

Simple and Implied Georeference
Georeference information defines a coordinate transformation between the internal coordinates of a spatial object and a designated
spatial reference system. Geospatial data that you acquire for use
in your projects may come with georeference information in standard forms that can be automatically recognized and used by
TNTmips. This georeference information might be embedded directly in the spatial data file or in a standard-format auxiliary file.
However, in some cases you may acquire geospatial data with
georeference information only in a nonstandard metadata or other
text file that cannot be automatically parsed or used by TNTmips
during import. Most often such georeference information is in the
form of simple georeference for raster data or implied georeference
for geometric objects (see box at top right for definitions). In the
Georeference process you can manually enter the necessary parameters that you have read from the metadata to set up simple or
implied georeference for such objects. These operations are integrated into the normal georeference workflow, as described below.
Setting Up Simple Georeference
In the Georeference process, selecting a spatial object lacking
georeference triggers the appearance of a sequence of dialog windows. The Coordinate Reference System window appears first,
enabling you to designate the spatial referencing system (datum
and coordinate system) to use to georeference the object. This is
the standard dialog window used throughout TNTgis for this purpose (see the Technical Guide entitled Coordinate Reference
System Window).
Once you have set the coordinate reference system, the Select
georeference model window appears (see illustration below). When
you have selected a raster object as the input for georeferencing,
the first entry presented in the radiobutton list on this dialog is
labeled Simple. When you select this option and press the OK
button on the window, the Create Simple Image Georeference window opens (see illustration below). This dialog allows you to enter
the column and row cell sizes for the raster and select the measurement unit associated with those sizes. You also set the location of
Choose Simple from the list in the Select georeference model
window to set up simple georeferencing for a raster object.

Enter the simple georeference parameters you have read
from your spatial object’s metadata file in the Create Simple
Image Georeference window.

Simple Georeference
Valid for raster objects. The coordinate transformation between
raster coordinates (row and column) and a coordinate reference
system is provided by specifying both internal and map coordinates for a single reference point, the row and column cell sizes
(x and y scales), and the image orientation (rotation angle).
Implied Georeference
Valid for geometric objects (vector, CAD, shape, etc.) Indicates
that the object coordinates are stored in the specified coordinate
reference system, so no coordinate transformation is required.

the reference point in the image and enter the corresponding map
coordinates of the reference point. The Image Location pane includes a menu from which you can select one of several predefined
standard image locations for the reference point, such as the upper
left corner of the image, the center of the upper left cell in the image,
and the image center. Choosing an item from this menu automatically fills in the appropriate values in the Column and Row fields
below the menu. If necessary, you can also specify one of several
standard orientations for the image or set an exact rotation angle in
decimal degrees. When all parameters have been set and you press
OK, affine georeference parameters are computed and saved for
the input object, completing the process.
Setting Up Implied Georeference
When you have selected a geometric object lacking georeference
and specified the coordinate reference system, the first entry on
the Select georeference model window is labeled Implied. Since
implied georeference means that object coordinates equal map
coordinates,
choosing this
option
and
pressing OK on
the
dialog
immediately
Choose Implied from the list
saves an implied
in the Select georeference
model window to set up
georeference
implied georeferencing for a
subobject for
geometric object.
the input object,
completing the
process.
Regeoreferencing Objects with Implied Georeference
Georeference information supplied with satellite images and other
geospatial data may be only approximately accurate. Therefore the
Georeference process allows you to select geometric objects with
implied georeference and raster objects with affine georeference
for regeoreferencing in order to improve their georeference accuracy if needed. After a warning message, the existing georeference
information is converted to control points at the corners of the
object. You can then add your own control points to improve the fit
of the object to your reference data, then delete the corner points
created from the original georeference. When you save the resulting control point georeference for a geometric object, a message
window describes how you can use the Geometric / Reproject process to convert this control point georeference to implied
georeference if desired.
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Spatial Display

Group Settings for Standalone Groups
The Group Settings window provides controls that determine how the set of layers in a geospatial group are
displayed. The main options are setting the coordinate reference system (CRS) used for displaying the layers and limiting
the map extents over which the layers are displayed (clipping
the group), but additional group options can also be set. This
document describes the Group Settings window for a standalone
group (one that is not part of a layout). The Group Settings
window for a spatial group in a layout is described in the Technical Guide entitled Settings for Groups in Layouts.
The Group Settings window can be opened from the Display
Manager (Layer Manager in processes other than Display) in
several ways:
• press the group’s Settings icon button in the layer list
• from the right mouse-button menu for the group’s listing
• press the Display Settings icon button in the Display
Manager toolbar (which opens the Group Settings window
for the active group)
After you make changes in the Group Settings window, you
can see their effect without closing the window by pressing the
Apply pushbutton at the bottom of the window. Press [OK] to
accept the change and close the window, or [Close] to discard
the changes and close the window.

In the Display process a group is a set of one or more layers that are displayed together. A group can contain spatial
data layers and map grids or (in map layouts) individual layout elements such as legends, scale bars, and text. Any
display has at least one group. In a group with georeferenced spatial data layers, all layers do not have to have the
same coordinate reference system (CRS), but all layers are
positioned and drawn to match a particular CRS. A group
can be saved to a Project File to preserve all of the group
and layer display options set while the group was displayed
(which may be different than the settings for individual layers when displayed alone).

Name
A new display group is given a default name consisting of “Display Group” followed by a number. If you are going to save
the group, you will probably want to give it a more descriptive
name. You can rename the group by editing the Name field in
the Group Settings window.
Design Scale
The Design Scale is the map scale at which layers in the group
are intended to be used (and printed, if in a page layout). Digital map data objects are compiled to be accurate at a particular
map scale. Ideally the layers in a group should have similar
inherent map scale accuracy, and the design scale should be
similar to the data compilation scale (if known). The sizes of
point symbols and the width of lines for elements in geometric
objects can be set based on the design scale of the group or
layout in which they are included (see the TechGuides entitled
Creating Styles for Point Elements and Creating Styles for Lines
and Polygons for more information).
Projection Controls
The layers in a group can be drawn to automatically match the
coordinate reference system (termed auto-match) of one of the
layers or to match another coordinate reference system (CRS)
that you select manually. These options are set using the controls in the Projection box. The Auto-Match menu allows you
to auto-match the group CRS to either the First Layer (bottom
layer) or the First Image Layer. Selecting None from the AutoMatch menu activates the other Projection controls, including

the Set from Active Layer pushbutton; pressing this button automatches the group CRS to that of the layer that is currently
active (layer name shown in bold font in the layer list in the
Display Manager and the View window sidebar). You can make
any layer active by left-clicking on its entry in the layer list.
To manually choose a CRS (which may be different from those
of the group’s layers) press the Projection pushbutton, which
opens the Coordinate Reference System window. Use this
window to select a predefined CRS or choose individual components of a CRS. For more information see the TechGuides
entitled Coordinate Reference System Window, Predefined Coordinate Reference Systems, and Custom Coordinate Reference
System Setup.
The Orientation menu lets you choose the orientation of the
group display relative to its coordinate grid and to cardinal geographic directions: Projection Upright (the default),
Upside-Down, Top-to-Left, Top-to-Right, North at Top, South
at Top, East at Top, and West at Top. The Rotation field lets
you enter an angle to manually rotate the group.
(continued)
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Clipping Controls
The Clipping controls allow you to limit the map extents of the
group display. The default setting None in the Clip to menu
sets the group extents equal to the total extents of all of its
layers. Choosing Match from the menu sets the group extents
equal to that of the layer used for auto-matching (if any). Choosing Range from the Clip to menu activates the other Clipping
controls. You can clip the group to the extents of any individual layer by making that layer active and pressing the Set
from Active Layer pushbutton. You can also enter minimum
and maximum Easting and Northing values in the fields provided to manually define the group extents (see illustrations to
the right).
Mutually Exclusive Layers
Turning on the Layers are mutually exclusive toggle button sets
a special layer visibility option for the group: only one layer in
the group can be visible at a time. When you first turn this
toggle on, the Show/Hide checkbox is automatically turned off
for all except the top layer in the group. You can then turn on
the Show/Hide checkbox for any other layer and the previouslyvisible layer is then automatically hidden.

Group with No Clipping

Group Clipped to Matched Layer (first layer)

Label Management Mode
The Label Management Mode menu is provided to deal with
groups in which one or more layers include label elements or
dynamic labels. The menu choices are Draw labels with layers
and Draw labels last. If labels are drawn with each layer, elements from overlying layers may cross and obscure the labels
(see illustration below). Drawing the labels from all layers last
ensures that labels will not be obscured by other map elements.
Group Clipped to Manual Range
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Spatial Display

Settings for Groups in Layouts
The Group Settings window provides controls that determine how the set of layers in a geospatial group are
displayed. For spatial groups in a layout, you can set coordinate
reference system and group clipping options, determine the placement of the group on the page for print layouts, create
backgrounds and borders, and set scale range limits for the group.
The simpler Group Settings window for a standalone spatial group
is described in the Technical Guide entitled Group Settings for
Standalone Groups.

In a display or page layout with many spatial layers, you can
subdivide the layers into different groups based on their content,
use one group to set the CRS and extents, and match the CRS
and extents of the remaining groups to it (see illustration below). This strategy provides the viewer with a more organized
presentation of the data and provides them with easier control of
the display (e.g., the ability to hide or show an entire group of
related layers at once).

The Group Settings window can be opened from the Display
Manager or the View sidebar legend by pressing the group’s Settings icon button in the layer list (for a spatial group only) or by
choosing Group Settings from the right mouse-button menu for
the group’s list entry. Activating the Layout Placement tool in
the View window toolbar also automatically opens the Group
Settings window (if not already open) for the current active group
(group name shown in bold in the Display Manager). To make a
group active, simply left-click on its name in the layer list or,
with the placement tool active, left-click inside the group’s placement box in the view (see the TechGuide entitled Layout
Placement Tool).
After you make changes in the Group Settings window you can
see their effect without closing the window by pressing the Apply pushbutton at the bottom of the window. Press [OK] to accept
the change and close the window, or [Close] to discard the changes
and close the window. Selecting a different group in the View
window with the Layout Placement tool automatically switches
an open Group Settings window to show the settings for the new
group, even if you have made changes. Turn on the toggle button at the bottom of the Group Settings window to Automatically
apply changes when switch groups.

Name
A new display group is given a default name consisting of “Display Group” followed by a number. You can give the group a
more meaningful name in the layout by editing the Name field
at the top of the Group Settings window.

Projection / Clipping Panel
The options on the Projection / Clipping tabbed panel are used
to set the group coordinate reference system (CRS) and optionally to limit the displayed map extents of the group. The layers
in a group can be drawn to automatically match the CRS of one
of the layers in the group, another group in the layout, or another
CRS that you select manually. The displayed extents of the group
can be specified manually or set by the auto-matched layer or
group.
The controls on the Projection / Clipping tabbed panel for a group
in a layout function much as described in the TechGuide Group
Settings for Standalone Groups. In a layout, the Auto-Match
menu in the Projection controls also includes all other spatial
groups as options for matching. The Clip to menu in the Clipping controls adds Matched Group to its options.

Projection / Clipping panel in the Group Settings window for a
group in a display layout for an electronic atlas. This group’s
coordinate reference system has been set to automatically match
that of the bottom group (DEM) in the layout. Its display extents
have also been clipped to those of the matched group.

Placement Panel
The Placement tabbed panel is active for groups in print layouts
only. It is used to set the map scale of the group (for spatial
groups) and how the group is placed on the page. The panel is
also not active for a group that has been set to auto-match another group in the layout, as that setting automatically determines
the placement of the group.
Group Scale: Use the Group Scale menu and numeric field to
set the map scale for a spatial group. The default option is to
Match Layout Design Scale, which sets the group map scale to
be equal to the design scale you have set for the layout (in the
Layout Settings window). This would be the typical setting for
full-scale map groups in the layout. For some layouts you may
need to present map data at different scales. For example, you
can include a small-scale index map showing the map location,
or detailed (larger-scale) inset maps of local subareas. For these
cases you can choose either Constant or Vary With Layout Scale
from the Group Scale menu, then enter the desired map scale in
the adjacent numeric field. These choices differ in their result if
the layout scale is subsequently changed. The Constant option
fixes the group scale at the specified map scale, whereas Vary
With Layout Scale allows the group scale to change in proportion to the change in the layout scale.

Placement Controls: The controls in the Horizontal and Verti(continued)
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cal boxes are used to determine the positioning of the group and
what other page element(s) the group is attached to. Using the
Attach to menus, a group can be attached horizontally and/or
vertically to the page (the default option) or the page margin; in
these cases the group’s position is completely independent of
that of other groups in the page layout. The Attach to menus
also list all other groups in the layout, so you can also choose to
attach the current group horizontally and/or vertically to another
group (which we can refer to as the reference group). If the
reference group is moved, any attached groups then move along
with the reference group.
The Location menus
for horizontal and
vertical attachment
allow you to choose
edge or center attachment points for the
current group and the
item it is attached to.
The location options
for horizontal and
vertical attachment
are listed to the right.

Attachment Location Options
(Current Group to Item Attached to)

Horizontal:
Left to Left
Left to Center
Left to Right
Center to Left
Center to Center
Center to Right
Right to Left
Right to Center
Right to Right

Vertical:
Top to Top
Top to Center
Top to Bottom
Center to Top
Center to Center
Center to Bottom
Bottom to Top
Bottom to Center
Bottom to Bottom

The kilometers scale
bar shown below
with the Layout
Placement tool has
its center attached
horizontally to the
page center (vertical
dashed black line)
and its top attached
vertically to the map
group (pkwygp)
above it.

vertical
attachment
to map
group

horizontal attachment to page center

page
centerline

The Offset field shows the distance between the group’s horizontal or vertical attachment point (designated center or edge
location) and the corresponding point on the item it is attached
to. The offset units (at the design scale) are set using the Units
menu below the Vertical controls; you can choose from millimeters, centimeters, inches, or points. Offset values can be positive
(if the group point is to the right or below the attachment point)
or negative (if the group point is to the left or above the attachment point). You can edit the value in the Offset field directly to
shift the group’s position, or use the Layout Placement tool to
reposition the group. Position changes made using the Placement tool update the values in the Offset fields in the Group
Settings window.

The Width and Height fields on the Placement panel show the
dimensions of the group on the page. These fields cannot be
edited for a georeferenced spatial group or a scale bar group, as
these dimensions are determined by the group map scale and
clipping settings. For non-spatial groups such as legends and
text, no map scale applies, so you can edit either the Width or
Height field to change the size of the element on the page.
If you turn off the Lock Size in Layout Placement tool toggle
button on the Placement panel, you can also use the Layout Placement tool to drag an edge or corner of the group’s placement box
to resize it. Resizing the placement box for a spatial group with
the Layout Placement tool results in a change in the group scale.

Matte Panel
The controls on the Matte tabbed panel allow you to create decorative effects for the group. You can set a background color or
color spread, create a drop-shadow, and add decorative borders.
See the TechGuide entitled Matte Graphic Effects in Layouts for
more information and examples.

Special Panel
The Special tabbed panel includes miscellaneous group settings.
You can use the Scale Range Visible fields to enter minimum
and/or maximum map scales so that the entire group is automatically hidden when the display scale is outside the specified
range (see the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements, and
Groups by Scale). The Mutually exclusive group set menu lets
you assign the group to a numbered set in which only one group
can be visible at a time. Turning on the Show/Hide checkbox
for one group in the set automatically hides the previously visible group in the set. Turning on the Layers are mutually exclusive
toggle button, in
contrast, means
that only one
layer in the current group can be
visible at a time.
You can save a
layout as a template for creating a series of layouts at the same scale and page
size. Some groups in a layout template, such as logos and north
arrows, can be designated as static or fixed; other groups are
assumed to have replaceable content, for which you are prompted
when you select the template (see the Making Map Layouts tutorial). The Save layers to template “as-is” toggle on the Special
panel sets a group as static (not requiring replacement of layers)
if the layout is saved as a template.
The Label management mode menu is provided to deal with
groups in which one or more layers include label elements or
dynamic labels. The menu choices are Draw labels with layers
and Draw labels last. If labels are drawn with each layer, elements from overlying layers may cross and obscure the labels.
Drawing the labels from all layers last ensures that labels will
not be obscured by other map elements (see the TechGuide entitled Group Settings for Standalone Groups for an illustration
of the effect of this setting).
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Spatial Display

Color Display of Image Bands
with Differing Cell Size and Extents
Raster image layers using predefined color combinations of
multiple rasters (such as Red-Green-Blue and Cyan-MagentaYellow) do not require that all of the rasters have the same
dimensions and cell size. The rasters used can have differing cell size, row-column dimensions, and geographic extents,
as long as all share some common area.
This means that you can create RGB color displays using
any image bands from sensors such as ASTER, which have
bands of differing cell size, without prior resampling. (ASTER scenes have band sets with three cell sizes: visible and
near-infrared =15 meters, shortwave infrared = 30 meters,
and thermal infrared = 90 meters.) You can also create displays using bands from overlapping scenes acquired by
different sensors with different spatial resolution (for best
results the scenes should be acquired as close as possible to
the same date and time). Because some satellite images
(such as ASTER and early SPOT images) lack a blue image
band, you can create “natural color” Red-Green-Blue displays from these images by using the blue image band from
an overlapping image from another sensor. Another example
combining ASTER and LANDSAT 8 bands is described and
illustrated below.

RGB display of ASTER scene using shortwave-infrared band 7 (30meter cell size) as red, near-infrared band 3N (15-meter cell size)
as green, and visible green band 1 (15-meter cell size) as blue.

Above left, RGB display using two bands from an ASTER scene acquired 02 August 2014 (15-meter cell
size) and one band from a LANDSAT 8 scene acquired 12 October 2014 (30-meter cell size). The footprint
of the LANDSAT scene is shown to the right by the grayscale image and that of the ASTER scene in color
(with yellow outline). In this RGB display Blue = ASTER visible green band, Green = ASTER near-infrared
band, and Red = LANDSAT 8 shortwave infrared 2 band (substituting for a similar ASTER band that is not
useable due to a sensor failure in 2008). Green vegetation appears in green colors. The small area shown
is displayed at 1X zoom relative to the ASTER bands. The RGB display above right uses corresponding
spectral bands entirely from the LANDSAT 8 image; all have cell size = 30 meters. More detail is visible in
the composite RGB display due to the higher spatial resolution of the ASTER bands.
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Raster & Image Processing

Image Statistics for Category Raster
The Image Statistics for Category Raster process in TNTmips (Image / Interpret / Statistics by Category Raster) computes statistics from one or more source images over areas
defined by cell values in a category raster. Class rasters created in the Automatic Classification or Feature Mapping processes are examples of category rasters.
Category Raster

Press the Select pushbutton in the Category Raster box to select a category raster. You can
limit processing to specific portions of the selected category raster if desired using a region
object or a binary mask raster that matches the category raster in area, cell size, and row/
column dimensions. Press the Mask pushbutton to select the mask raster or region.
Use the Output menu to specify how to save the resulting statistics. Choose Add table(s)
to object to save the statistics in one or more tables in the category raster database, or Text
file(s) to save as one or more CSV files. Use the ID/Name menu to specify how the
categories will be identified in the table records. Choose Cell Value to use the category cell
value as the identifier, or select Choose... to open a dialog and select a database table and
field containing category names.
Images

Press the Select pushbutton in the Images box
to choose one or more images from which to
compute the statistics. All of the selected images must match the category raster in area,
cell size, and row/column dimensions. You
can choose grayscale, hyperspectral, or color
composite images; statistics are automatically
computed for each of the color components
for color composites.
The file and object names of the selected images are shown in the list in the Images box.
To remove any image, left-click on its list entry to highlight it and press [Remove]. Press
the Remove All button to clear the list. When
you are analyzing multiple images, use the radio buttons below the list to choose whether
to combine or separate the statistics by image
(All images in same table or Separate table
for each image).

Above, ISODATA class raster from
unsupervised classification of an agricultural and urban area using Landsat Thematic
Mapper scenes for three dates during a single
growing season. Right, NDVI rasters for the
three dates, used as input images for statistics compilation. A statistics table for one
of the NDVI rasters is shown below.

Statistics

The Statistics box lists the available statistical measures
with a checkbox allowing you to select or deselect each.
The options include Cell Count and standard statistical
measures such as Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and so
on. Relative Std Deviation % is a dimensionless value
computed by dividing the class standard deviation by
the class mean and multiplying by 100 to express the
value as percentage. The Relative Mean is computed
by dividing the class mean by the overall image mean.
The Histogram Table option creates a separate table with
category histogram data: a set of records for each category with the image cell value, cell count, and area.
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Import

Crop and/or Sample Images During Import
TNTmips Pro allows you to import and work with raster images of any size. However, you may only be interested in
importing a portion of a large image. The Import process provides a visual interface that allows you to designate the area of
the image to extract and also provides the option to downsample
the extracted area to a larger cell size. This interface also provides settings to fit the output to the raster size restrictions of
TNTmips Basic or TNTmips Free. (These limits are automatically imposed if you are running the process under one of these
license levels.)

With the Fit to License Limits menu set to None, you can extract a portion of any size from the input image. If you set this
menu to Basic or Free and choose a fixed sampling rate, the
size of the Extract tool’s elastic box is automatically limited to
the maximum dimension limits for that license level. You can
increase the integer sampling rate value (cell size of the output)
and redraw the box to extract a larger portion of the image at a
Use the elastic box provided by the Extract tool
to indicate the area of the image to import.

Turn on the Crop and/or Sample toggle
in the Import Parameters window to
enable visual cropping and sampling of
the image(s) being imported. The
Queue Job and Save Job buttons are
disabled when this mode is set.

The option to crop and/or sample the imported
image(s) is activated by a toggle button on the Import Parameters window for raster import. After
setting all desired import options, press the Import
button and select the Project File(s) and object
name(s) for the output.
Multiple bands within a single input file or multiple
input files with the same row/column dimensions
are treated as a single input image for purposes of
cropping and sampling. For each unique input image, the first
image component is imported to a temporary file and then displayed in the Import - Crop and/or Sample window (shown in
the illustration above right). An Extract tool is active by default
in the window toolbar, allowing you to draw a box to define the
area to extract. Readouts below the View canvas show the
original and output image cell size and the original and output
image dimensions. The Columns and Rows fields show the
exact range of column and row numbers in the extraction area;
these fields can be edited to adjust the size of the extraction
area.
The Sampling menu allows you to downsample the extracted
area to a larger cell size than the original image. The integer
values from 1 to 9 on this menu set the multiplier applied to the
input cell size. You can also enter an integer or decimal value in
the Sampling field to set the cell size multiplier.

Choose a sampling rate if desired from the Sampling menu.

lower spatial resolution. Alternatively, you can
select the Variable option from the Sampling
menu. With this Sampling option you can use
the Extract tool to select any portion of the
input image (including the entire image area)
and the output cell size is automatically adjusted
so that the output dimensions fit within the license level limits.
Raster Size Limits in TNTmips Basic and Free
Basic

4,000,000 cells with maximum dimension of 20,000
(such as 2,000 x 2,000 or 4,000 x 1,000)

Free

1,000,000 cells with maximum dimension of 10,000
(such as 1,000 x 1,000 or 400 x 2,500)
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System

Use TNTgis Software in Your Language
The TNTgis family of software products include built-in language support for two dozen languages:
Bengali
Finnish
Japanese
Russian
Bosnian
French
Malaysian
Serbian
Bulgarian
German
Norwegian
Slovakian
Chinese
Greek
Polish
Spanish
Croatian
Indonesian
Portugese
Thai
Dutch
Italian
Romanian
Turkish

Select the TNTgis Interface Font

In your TNTgis software, open the Font List Selection window to choose the font to use in the interface windows (in
TNTmips, choose Tools / System / Fonts; in TNTedit,
TNTview, and TNTatlas, choose Options / Setup Fonts).
TNTgis software supports any Unicode TrueType font. Make
sure that you have a TrueType font that supports the character set used for your language.
In the Font List Selection window (illustrated below),
select a desired font in the Available Fonts list at the top
of the window and press the Add icon button to add it

You can use TNTmips, TNTedit, TNTview, and TNTatlas
with interface window text translated into any of these languages. In order to change the TNTgis software interface
to your language, follow the steps outlined below.
Choose the Languages to Install with TNTgis
Language packages are included in the TNTgis software
download for TNTmips (Pro, Basic, and Free), TNTedit,
TNTview, and TNTatlas. When you first install a version of
the TNTgis software, you can
choose which language packages to
install (all are selected by default).
When you install
weekly updates,
any installed language packages are
automatically updated when changes are available.
Choose the TNTgis Interface Language
In your TNTgis software, open
the Language window (in
TNTmips, choose Tools / System / Language; in TNTedit,
TNTview, and TNTatlas,
choose Options / Language).
Use the menu in this window
to choose the interface language. This change takes
place the next time your
TNTgis software is restarted;
the Restart toggle option on the
window does this automatically.

To Top Raise Lower To Bottom
Add

to the Selected list. You can add more than one font to the
selected list and easily switch between them. Fonts are used
in the order in which they appear in the list. If a character
being rendered is not in the first font, the next font in the list
will be used for that character. Use the icon buttons in the
Selected pane to change the list order when needed.
Text Entry in Your Language
TNTgis software can use text in any language and TrueType
font for map annotations, legends, labels, and database attributes. To enter text in your language you must configure
your computer’s interface to use your language and any required keyboard layout. To do so, follow the steps outlined
below.
Windows: Install Language Pack and Font

If you have not done so already, your first step for Windows
computers is to download and install the language package
for your language from Microsoft. This is important if text
entry in your language requires a specific keyboard layout.
(Mac OS X has built-in support for many languages and their
keyboard layouts.) Also make sure that you have a TrueType
font that supports the character set used for your language.
(continued)
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Change Your OS Display Language

Set your language as the display language for your operating
system and select any required keyboard layout option. In
Windows, change the display language in the Region and Lan-

guage window (in PC Settings in Windows 8 or the Control
Panel in earlier Windows versions). In Mac OS X, use the
Language and Text window (in System Preferences) to
change the order of preference in the language list.
Japanese Text Input on Mac OS X

Input of text in Japanese on Mac OS X requires installing the
Mac UIM package, a text input method library that is available at https://github.com/e-kato/macuim/.
Activate Japanese input by pressing Shift-Space in any text
entry in TNTmips (this requires setting the TNTmips interface language to Japanese). As you type, you will see a new
text input area in the bottom left of the window that receives
the Japanese input. Pressing the Space or up/down arrow
keys allows you to scroll through the possible Kanji selections matched to your input. When you are done, press Enter
to insert the Japanese text. Pressing Shift-Space again will
deactivate the input method.
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Style Editor

Managing Styles
New

Open

Save

Save As

Point
Line

Styles in TNTgis define how the spatial elements in a geometric object are
drawn on screen and when printing. Appropriately chosen styles improve
the appearance of a map display, differentiate map elements, and can symbolize the features the elements represent.
Styles for drawing geometric elements are created, named, and stored separately for different element types: points, lines, polygons, and text (see table
below left). Styles can be plain (simple geometric shapes for points and
solid colors for lines and polygon fills) or use more complex graphics. Points
can be styled using geometric or bitmap symbols, lines can be shown using
patterns with multiple parallel lines or repeating dashes and/or dots, and
polygons can be filled with bitmap or hatch patterns. TNTgis provides builtin libraries with point symbols, line patterns, and bitmap patterns that you
can use, or you can design your own using symbol and pattern editors, as
described in the Technical Guides entitled Point Symbol Editor, Line Pattern Editor, Bitmap Pattern Editor, and Hatch Patterns for Polygon Fills.

Polygon
Text
New
Style
Insert
Styles
Delete
Style

Styles are created using the Style Editor, which assumes different forms
depending on the context, object type, and the element type. Style definitions are stored in special style objects or subobjects, and individual styles
are assigned to the elements in a spatial object using controls in the Display
process.
Standalone Style Editor
Style Type

Point

Typical Uses

Point elements in vector, shape, and
CAD objects; vector and TIN nodes;
database pinmap symbols.

Style Editor
Style Editor controls are available in the Display process when you are viewing a geometric object so that you can create, modify, and assign styles. You
can also use the standalone Style Editor (Tools / Edit Styles from the TNTmips
menu) to create or modify styles and to copy them from one style object to
another.

The standalone Style Editor is illustrated above left. Use the icon buttons at
the top of the window to Open an existing style object to edit its styles, Save
the object, or Save As to name and save a different style object. Press the
Polygon
Vector and shape polygons; CAD
Point, Line, Polygon, or Text icon button to reveal the list of styles available
polygons, rectangles, circles, ellipses,
for the specified element type. The list shows a sample and style name for
arc chords, and arc wedges.
each style. Different controls are shown below the style list depending on
Text
Vector labels, CAD and shape text,
the element type selected. Style controls for each element type are described
and annotation text in layouts.
in the Technical Guides Creating Styles for Points, Creating Styles for Lines,
Creating Styles for Polygons, and Setting Text Styles. Changes made using the style controls apply to whichever style is currently
selected in the style list.
Line

Vector and shape lines, CAD lines
and arcs, TIN edges.

Press the New Style icon button to the left of the list to create a new style based on the style that is currently selected in the list.
New styles are automatically assigned a default name, which you can edit in the list to provide a more meaningful name. You can
use the Insert Styles icon button to navigate to and select styles from another style object to copy to the list. The Delete Style icon
button deletes the selected style from the current style object.

Style Methods
You can associate styles with elements in several different
ways by selecting a style method from the Style menu in
the Layer Controls window for a geometric object. (The
Style menu is on the Elements tabbed panel for CAD and
shape objects and on the tabbed panel(s) for specific element types in vector and TIN objects).
All Same Style: If you don’t need to differentiate between

elements of the same type in a particular geometric object,

Use the Style menu in the Layer
Controls window for a geometric
object to choose the style type.

(continued)
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you can assign the same style to all of the elements using the
All Same style menu option. For example, in a map layer with
lines representing streams, you may simply want all lines to be
solid, colored blue, and with the same width. After choosing
the All Same option, press the Edit button next to the Style
menu to open the Style Editor with style controls for the current element type. If the style you create does not include library
or custom symbols or patterns, the style settings are simply
stored in the geometric object’s Display Parameters (DispParm)
subobject. If you wish to use symbols or patterns for an All
Same style, you must first specify a style object in which to
store the styles; press the Styles pushbutton on the Object tabbed
panel of the Layer Controls window to choose a style object
(see Style Objects section below).
Use the Styles button to
select a Style object when
using symbols or patterns
for All Same styles.

By Attribute: Choose the New - By Attribute option from the

Style menu to associate a separate style with each unique value
in a designated database field. The selected field can contain
text, such as a soil type, vegetation type, or other category label, or a numeric value. Pressing the Edit pushbutton opens the
Style Assignment Table window. You can use this window to
automatically generate a set of styles and associate them with
the attribute values, or you can manually create styles and assign each one to an attribute value (see the TechGuides entitled
Style By Attribute: Automatic Style Generation and Style By
Attribute: Manual Assignment for details). The relationships
between styles and attributes are stored in a style assignment
table in the element type database, and the name of the style
assignment table is automatically shown on the Style menu.
By Theme: For elements with numeric attributes representing

some sort of quantitative measurement such as population, hazard level, and so on, you can use the New - By Theme option
from the Style menu to automatically divide the range of values into discrete intervals and define a style for each interval.
Pressing the Edit button next to the Style menu opens the Theme
Mapping Controls window, in which you can specify the number of theme classes, choose a method for distributing values
into intervals, and create styles for the intervals (see the
TechGuide entitled Theme Mapping Geometric Elements). The
theme map settings and style assignments are stored in a theme
style assignment table in the element type database, and the
name of the theme is automatically shown on the Style menu.

to specify drawing instructions for point symbols and line patterns that can have different geometries and drawing styles based
on the element attributes (see the tutorial Using CartoScripts
for more information).

Style Objects and Subobjects: Linked versus
Embedded Styles
Style information is stored in style objects that can exist at different levels of a Project File: as a main-level object, as a
subobject of a parent geometric object, or as a subobject of a
style assignment table in one of the object’s element databases
(see illustration below).
When styles are stored in a main-level style object, spatial objects in this or other Project Files can link to these styles.
Linking to styles in a main level style object provides access to
the styles without having to copy them to local style objects, so
you can use a main-level style object as a custom style library.
The advantage of this approach is that if the definition of a
style is changed in the main-level style object, those changes
appear automatically in subsequent displays of all geometric
objects that use those styles. The disadvantage of linked styles
is that they are not easily portable; if you copy data to a different computer or provide it to another user, links to the styles
may be broken if you forget to include the file containing the
styles or if the destination directory structure is different than
that of the source computer.
Styles can also be stored in a style object that is a subobject of
a style assignment table; these are referred to as embedded styles.
When you style By Theme, the styles are automatically embedded with the theme table. When you set up styles By Attribute,
you have the option to create new embedded styles, to copy
styles from another style object and embed them, or to link to
styles in a main-level style object (see the TechGuide Style by
Attribute: Manual Assignment). Embedded styles are always
included when the parent object or file is copied, but they can
only be used by that parent object. (However, you can copy
styles from an embedded style object to other spatial objects.)
Style subobjects of a spatial object are primarily used to store
style information for elements in that object with All Same styles
that utilize symbols or patterns.
Main-level style object: stores style
library; objects in this or other Project
Files can link to these styles.

MyProject.rvc
Styles
Vector 1
Vector 2

Style subobject: stores All Same
styles that have symbols or patterns
for the parent object.

By Script: You can use the By Script style option to use a script

Styles

to specify element styling. When you initially choose this option the Script Editor window automatically opens (press the
Edit button to open it manually). SML style scripts can identify elements using attribute information and specify simple style
attributes such as color, line width, and whether or not to fill
polygons (see the tutorial Building and Using Queries for examples). In addition, a set of CartoScript functions are available

Element Database
Style Assignment Table
Styles
Style subobject of style assignment table:
stores embedded styles for By Attribute or
By Theme method.
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Mosaic

Match and Apply Contrast
The Mosaic process in TNTmips (Image /
Mosaic) provides several options for adjusting the contrast of individual source images
or setting the contrast of the assembled output mosaic. The contrast currently set (via
a contrast table or auto-contrast method) for
displaying a source image can be applied to
the image before it is added to the mosaic.
The contrast of source images can also be
matched to that of a reference image, which
can be one of the source images or an independent image. Alternatively, the contrast
of the assembled mosaic can be adjusted
using an auto-contrast method or by matching to an independent reference image.
Controls for these procedures are found in
the Contrast Adjustment and Matching section of the Parameters tabbed panel on the Mosaic layout with six orthoimage color-composites as source images. The Contrast
Mosaic window. Turn on the Before Mo- Adjustment and Matching controls and the Contrast column in the Object list have been
saic checkbox to apply or match contrast used to set the middle image in the top row of the View as the reference image for
contrast matching the other source images before assembling the mosaic. The contrast
for a source image or images. Turn on the for this reference image has also been set to match its contrast shown in the View.
After Mosaic checkbox to adjust the contrast of the output mosaic (these are mutually exclusive
selections). If no contrast adjustment or matching is needed,
leave both checkboxes unchecked.

Adjust Contrast of Source Images
When you turn on the Before Mosaic checkbox, a Contrast
column is added to the Mosaic window’s Object list to show
the contrast setting for each of the source images. The initial
contrast setting for all images is set by the option on the Default menu; the options on this menu are Match Display and
Match Reference. You can change the contrast setting for all
source images by selecting a different option on the Default
menu and pressing the Reset All pushbutton next to the menu.
You can change the contrast setting for an individual source
image by left-clicking on its entry in the Contrast column and
choosing an option from the pop-up Contrast menu; the options are None, Match Display, and Match Reference.
Match Display

The Match Display contrast option uses the display contrast
currently set for a source image to adjust the image values
before adding the image to the mosaic. You can change the
display contrast settings for any source image in the Mosaic
process. The Display tabbed panel incorporates the same functionality as the Display Manager window. Expand the Source
Images group on the Display panel to see the layer listings for
the source images (see illustration above right). You can click
on the layer icon for any source image to open the Raster Layer
Controls window; use the Contrast menu or menus on the Object
tabbed panel to choose a saved contrast table or an auto-con-

Use the layer listing on
the Display panel to
modify the display
contrast settings for any
source image.

trast method to apply to the image or image components. You
can also open the right mouse-button menu for a source layer
listing and choose Enhance Contrast to adjust the contrast and
save new contrast tables. You can adjust the contrast independently for any or all of the source images.
Match Reference

You can also choose to match the contrast of any of the source
images to a reference image. The reference image can be one
of the source images or an independent image. To designate a
source image as the reference for contrast matching, open the
Contrast menu for the image using the Contrast column in the
Object list and turn on the Set as Reference toggle option. In
the example illustrated at the top of this page,
the reference image also has its contrast set
to Match Display; the Set as Reference toggle
option can be used in combination with either
the Match Display or None contrast settings
for the source image. When Match Display
(over)
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is set for the reference source image, contrast-adjusted histograms are computed automatically for contrast matching. For
composite, RGB separate, or multiband source images, contrast is matched independently for each image component.
To use an independent image as the contrast reference, press
the Reference pushbutton in the Contrast Adjustment and Matching section of the Parameters panel. The independent contrast
reference image is not added to the View pane in the Mosaic
window. The raw image histograms for the reference image
are used for contrast matching; they are not adjusted for any
display contrast settings. You can use the Apply Contrast process (Image / Filter / Apply Contrast) if necessary to create a
reference image with contrast-enhanced raw image values.
Matching Area

When source images are being matched to a reference image, a
Match Area column is added to the Object list. For the source
images being matched, this column provides a menu to choose
whether all or a portion of the image is used to set the histograms for contrast matching. The default setting is All. The
Choose option on the Match Area menu opens the Object Selection dialog so you can select a region object or a vector
object with polygons to define the matching area. The Edit
option activates the Match Area tool in the View pane (see illustration below). This tool provides a set of standard drawing
tools (Rectangle, Circle, Ellipse, and Polygon) that you can use
Match Action /
Area Settings

Rectangle Ellipse
Add to
Circle Polygon Region

to draw shapes in the view over the designated image. After
drawing a shape, press either the Add to Region or Subtract
from Region icon button on the View toolbar (or right-click to
Add to Region). You can also use the Match Area tool to modify
a region you have selected using the Choose option by adding
or subtracting additional shapes. When you have selected or
created a partial matching area, the Match Area column shows
the entry “Region” for the relevant source image. A Match
Area region is shown in the View whenever its parent image is
selected in the Object List and the Match Area tool is turned on.

Adjust Contrast of Assembled Mosaic
To apply contrast to the mosaic after assembly (rather than
adjusting the source images), turn on the After Mosaic
checkbox. The Method menu below the checkbox allows you
to choose an auto-contrast method (Auto Linear, Auto Normalize, Auto Equalize, Auto Logarithmic, or Hyperbolic Tangent)
to adjust the image values. You can also choose Match Reference from the menu, then press the Reference pushbutton to
select an image to which to match the mosaic. The raw image
histograms for the reference image are used for contrast matching; they are
not adjusted
for any display contrast
settings.

Subtract
from
Region

When you match source image contrast to a reference
image, you may wish to exclude a non-representative part
of the image (such as the dark ocean area in the left-hand
image in the illustration above) when determining the
histograms for matching. Here the Match Area toolset is
being used (via its Polygon tool) to outline a region (yellow
outline) to use for contrast matching. Press Add to Region
(or right-click) to add the active shape to the region.
(Press the Action / Settings button to show a menu with
options to Clear the Drawing Tool and Clear Region.)

Match Area region created from the polygon shown to the left.

Final contrast-matched mosaic.
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Mosaic

Grayscale, Multiband, and Color
Multiband Input Images
The multiband input image mode allows you to simultaneously
mosaic some or all of the individual multispectral bands for a
set of images, such as Landsat, IKONOS, or QuickBird scenes.
The selected bands in each multispectral image must be exactly coincident (same dimensions, cell
size, extents, and georeference). You canUse the Add RGB Separates icon button to
not mix bands with different resolution from
add separate Red, Green, and Blue color
the same image, such as multispectral and
components for an image.
higher-resolution panchromatic bands; for
this example you would have to mosaic the
multispectral and panchromatic bands in
separate operations.

The Mosaic process in TNTmips (Image / Mosaic) allows you
to mosaic grayscale, color, or multiband input images. The
input image type is automatically set by the first image you
select, and determines the type of additional input images you
can select and the types of mosaic you can make.
Use the Add Raster icon button to add
composite color images, single
grayscale rasters, or individual band
rasters for a multiband mosaic.

Color Input Images
composite color
RGB separates
raster (TIFF file)

You add images to a mosaic layout using two icon buttons on
the Mosaic window. Use the Add RGB Separates icon button
to add a set of three matching rasters as an RGB color image.
Use the Add button to add all other image types.

Input Image Type

Output Mosaic

Grayscale

Grayscale

Color composite and/
or RGB separate

Color composite,
RGB separate

Multiband

Multiband,
Color composite

Use the Add icon button to select the multispectral images to mosaic. In the
common case where all of the bands in
each input image file (Project File,
GeoTIFF, GeoJP2, etc.) have the same cell
size, the bands are in the same order in
each file, and you wish to mosaic all bands,
you can select all of the bands in the same
operation using the Add All icon button on the Select objects
dialog; each image is added to the mosaic layout as a multiband
object with one entry in the Object list. (If the images you are
mosaicking are segregated into one or more directories, you

Color Input Images
The color input image mode is set when you
choose an RGB composite image (24-bit or
16-bit) using the Add icon button or choose
an RGB raster set using the Add RGB Separates icon button. From that point on, the
Add icon button only allows selection of color
composite images, and the Add RGB Separates icon button remains active to allow
selection of additional RGB raster sets.

Color input images can be mosaicked to either a single color composite raster or to an
RGB raster set. This choice is set using the
Raster Type menu on the Output tabbed panel.
To mosaic color input to RGB separates,
choose 8-bit unsigned as the output raster
type. For composite output, choose either
24-bit RGB composite or 16-bit RGB composite.

Use the Select Bands icon button on
the toolbar (or Select Bands
pushbutton on the Parameters
tabbed panel) to choose bands for
RGB display and composite output
for the multiband images.

A multiband mosaic layout. Use the Add button to select multiple bands with matching
dimensions and georeference for a multiband mosaic. A DataTip on the object list
shows details about the underlying input image.
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(over)

can quickly add all of the images in each directory by navigating into the directory to view the file list, then pressing the Add
All icon button to add all of the contained bands to the Selected
list.) If you are mosaicking a selection of bands from each
input image, you will need to select each set of image bands
separately. After the first band set is selected, each subsequent
use of the Add icon button requires selection of the same number of coincident bands, and you should select the bands in the
same order for each image. (The Add RGB Separates button is
disabled when you have selected any multiband images.)
Multiband input images with three or more bands are automatically displayed in color in the Mosaic view pane. You can
choose which bands to use for the color display by pressing
the Select Bands icon button on the toolbar or the Select Bands
pushbutton on the Parameters tabbed panel.
A set of multiband images can be mosaicked to either multiband output or to a color composite using the displayed color
combination. To specify composite output, choose 24-bit RGB

composite or 16-bit RGB composite from the Raster Type menu
on the Output tabbed panel. You can change the color display
choice at any time, enabling you to make different color mosaics from the same set of multiband images in the same session.
To specify multiband output, choose one of the non-composite
raster types from the menu. Common optical satellite images
are distributed with 8-bit or 16-bit unsigned integer cell values,
so to preserve the datatype of these input images you would
choose either 8-bit unsigned or 16-bit unsigned from the Raster Type menu.
Single-Band Input Images
To mosaic a set of single-band grayscale images (with or without color palettes), simply use the Add icon button to select
one or all of the images. Each image is added to the layout as
a separate object. The Add RGB Separates button is disabled
and the Add button only allows selection of grayscale rasters.
With single-band grayscale input images the Raster Type options for the mosaic are limited to non-composite raster types.
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Mosaic

Limit Mosaic Extents
The Selection menu on the Mosaic
window’s Extents tabbed panel lets you
control the overall spatial extents of the
mosaic. The default option on this
menu is Total Extents, which sets the
mosaic extents automatically from the
overall extents of the collection of input images. You can also choose User
Defined to set the extents manually, and
Limiting Region or Match Reference
to use an existing geometric object or
image (respectively) to set the output
extents.

Output
Extents
tool

User Defined

Choosing User Defined from the Selection menu activates the Output
Extents tool in the view pane. You can
use this tool to drag the edges and/or
corners of the extents box in the view
to set the mosaic extents. You can also
edit the numeric values in the Extents
fields to adjust the extents.

User Defined extents

In User Defined extents mode, use the Extents tool to drag the extents box in the View to set
the extents of the output mosaic. You can also edit the numeric values in the Extents fields.

Bounding Region

When you choose Limit to Region, you are prompted to select a region object or a vector or
shape object with polygons to determine the outlines of the desired mosaic extents.

Limit to Region
When you choose Limit to Region from
the Selection menu, you are automatically prompted to select the object to
define the extents. You can select a
region object directly, or a vector or
shape object containing polygons. In
the latter cases the extents region is constructed automatically from the
aggregate outline of the polygons in the
object. You can press the Bounding
Region button to select a different region source if needed. The limiting
region is automatically displayed in the
Mosaic view. The mosaic image is
clipped at the region boundary.

Match Reference

When you choose Match Reference
from the Selection menu, you are automatically prompted to choose a
reference raster. The reference raster
is used to determine not only the extents of the mosaic, but also its
coordinate reference system and cell
size. You can press the Reference Image button to select a different reference
image if needed. The full extents of
the reference raster (including any nonimage areas) are used to determine the
image area of the output mosaic.

Reference Image

When you choose Match Reference, you are prompted to choose a raster object to
determine the extents, coordinate reference system, and cell size of the output mosaic.
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Mosaic

Mosaic Overview
Open
Save Job
The Mosaic process in TNTmips (Image /
Remove
Move
To
Select
Run
Cancel
Add Selected
Up
Top
Bands
Mosaic) provides a convenient and flexible N e w Save
interface for mosaicking all types of raster
images: grayscale, color composites, RGB
Resume
Add RGB
Move
To
Clipping
raster sets, and multiband images. The pro- Mosaic Layout Queue Job
incomplete job Separates
Down Bottom
Areas
cess lets you control the overall extents of
the output mosaic, set clipping areas for individual input images, control how overlap
areas are processed, and apply and/or match
contrast. The process uses the TNT image processing pipeline for very rapid
throughput of even very large datasets, and
you can use the TNT Job Processing system to defer execution to convenient times.
Adding and Managing Input Images
You add input images to the mosaic using
two icon buttons on the Mosaic window
toolbar. Use the Add RGB Separates icon
button to add a set of three coincident rasters as an RGB color image. Use the Add
button to add grayscale, color composite,
or multiband images (see the Technical
Guide entitled Mosaic: Grayscale, Multiband, and Color). The selected images are
listed in the Object list in the upper part of
the window and displayed in the View pane
integrated into the window. If you need to
Extents Panel
remove an input image, select it in the Object list and press the
The Extents tabbed panel (shown in the illustration above) proRemove Selected icon button. A left click selects a single imvides controls for setting the overall extents of the mosaic as
age, <ctrl>-click toggles the selection state of the respective
well as its reference system and cell size. The Selection menu
image without affecting other selections, and <shift>-click can
at the top of this panel lets you control the overall spatial exbe used to select a contiguous set of images in the list.
tents of the mosaic. The default option on this menu is Total
The Object list shows the coordinate reference system, cell
Extents, which sets the mosaic extents automatically from the
size, and image dimensions for each input image. If input imoverall extents of the set of input images. You can also choose
ages have differing cell sizes or reference systems, the minimum
User Defined to set the extents manually, and Limiting Region
cell size and the predominant reference system are set as the
or Match Reference to use an existing geometric object or imdefaults for the mosaic. These default settings can be changed
age (respectively) to set the output extents (see the TechGuide
on the Extents tabbed panel, as discussed below. Reference
entitled Limit Mosaic Extents).
system and cell size entries in the list are shown in red if they
When you choose Total Extents, User Defined, or Limiting
differ from those set for the output mosaic. If an object falls
Region as the Selection option, you can choose the coordinate
completely outside of the designated extents of the mosaic, its
reference system and cell size for the output mosaic. The
name is shown in blue. If an image is not upright relative to its
Reference System menu lists all of the reference systems used
reference system and will be resampled during processing, its
by the input images, and a Specify option that automatically
reference system is shown in blue in the list. Pausing the mouse
opens the Coordinate Reference System window so that you
cursor over colored text in the list triggers a DataTip that excan choose from any reference system supported by TNTmips.
plains the reason for the highlighting.
The mosaic View automatically shows the input objects proThe input images are initially listed in the order in which they
jected to the designated output reference system. You can set
were selected (from top to bottom). This listing also deterthe mosaic cell size by editing the values in the Cell Size or
mines the order of display of the images; images higher in the
Image Size fields. When you choose Match Reference from
list overlap images lower in the list. You can reorder the list by
the Selection menu, the reference raster determines the exselecting particular image entries and using the Move Up, Move
tents, reference system, and cell size of the mosaic.
Down, To Top, and To Bottom icon buttons.
(over)
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Clipping Input Images
You can use all or a designated portion of each input image to
form the image in the output mosaic. You can specify clipping
areas for one or more input images using previously created
objects (region, vector, or coincident binary raster mask) to
define the area to use from each designated input image. Clipping areas are designated using the Clipping Area column in the
Object list or the Clipping Areas icon button in the toolbar (see
the TechGuide entitled Mosaic Selected Areas for details).
Output Panel
The controls on the Output tabbed
panel let you set the characteristics
of the output mosaic raster or rasters. The Target menu provides the
options to mosaic to a Standard
TNT raster or to a Tiled TNT raster. A tiled TNT raster is a tiled
multifile structure designed for very efficient display of large
raster images. Further discussion of mosaicking to tiled TNT
rasters and related settings can be found in the TechGuide entitled Mosaic to Tiled TNT Raster.
NOTE: You can mosaic images to standard web tilesets
(Google Maps, Google Earth, Bing Maps, or NASA
WorldWind) using the Mosaic to Image Tileset process
(Tileset / Image / Mosaic).

When you choose to mosaic to a standard TNT raster, additional menus on the Output panel let you choose the Raster
Type and Compression and Pyramid methods. The Raster Type
menu is used to choose the data type and bit-depth for grayscale,
RGB-separates, and multiband mosaics. You can also choose
to mosaic RGB separate and multiband input images to a color
composite (see the TechGuide entitled Mosaic: Grayscale, Multiband, and Color).
Parameters Panel
The Parameters panel provides controls for a number of varied
mosaic options. The Resampling Method menu selection determines how a raster cell value in the output mosaic is computed
from the cell values
at the corresponding
location in the input
image. This menu
provides standard
raster resampling
options: Nearest
Neighbor, Bilinear,
Bicubic, Bicubic
Smoother, Bicubic
Sharper,
and
Lanczos 4x4 (see
the TechGuide entitled Image Processing: Resampling Methods). The Mosaic
Overlap menu setting governs how mosaic values are computed in areas where input images overlap. The default setting,
Least Extreme, uses the value from the overlapping source
images that is the least numerically extreme; this choice is a

simple way of ensuring that marginal non-image areas (typically with value 0 or 255) that have not been set to null are
eliminated from the overlap areas in the output mosaic. Other
choices are First (value from first image in the overlap area),
Last (last overlapping image), and Minimum and Maximum.
The Valid Range fields allow you to enter inclusive minimum
and maximum values defining the range of valid input values to
transfer to the mosaic. Cells with input values outside the
specified range are set as null in the mosaic. The Output Null
As menu specifies how the value for output null cells is determined. The Automatic option sets a null cell value appropriate
for the output raster data type. You can also choose Zero,
Most Extreme, Minimum (minimum allowed value for the data
type), or Maximum (maximum allowed value for the data type).
When you set clipping areas for input images, the Clipping
Area Buffer setting on the Parameters panel lets you automatically enlarge each clipping area by setting an outside buffer
width (in cells).
If some adjacent source images do not overlap or abut, leaving
gaps along the seams, you can choose to have these gaps automatically filled by interpolation from the valid cell values along
the edges. The Gap Filling menu offers the choices None,
Inverse Distance, and Inverse Square. The latter two choices
specify how weighting factors assigned to the values of the
valid cells vary with their distance from the current gap cell
position. In the Inverse Distance method the weighting factor
decreases linearly with distance, whereas in the Inverse Square
method it decreases with the square of the distance.
The Contrast Adjustment and Matching controls at the bottom
of the Parameters panel allow you to apply contrast to individual source images before mosaicking, to apply contrast to
the output mosaic, and to match the contrast of a reference
image that may or may not be one of the source images. See
the TechGuide entitled Mosaic: Match and Apply Contrast for
details.
Additional controls at the top of the Parameters panel may be
individually active depending on the characteristics of the source
images. The Select Bands pushbutton is active when you have
selected multiband source images, which are automatically displayed in color in the Mosaic view pane. Pressing the Select
Bands pushbutton (or the Select Bands icon button in the Mosaic window toolbar) opens a Select Bands window that you
can use to choose the band assignments for the color display
and optionally for output to a color composite mosaic.
The Use color palette toggle is active when all of the source
images are unsigned 8-bit or 16-bit raster objects with color
palettes. When this toggle is turned on, the colors are transferred to the output mosaic. If all of the input color palettes are
identical, the unsigned raster type can be preserved and the
color palette merely transferred to the mosaic. If some source
images have different color palettes, the output mosaic is automatically created as a 24-bit color composite; a message with
that information is automatically shown when you turn on the
toggle.
(continued)
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The Apply Scale/Offset toggle is active when a Value Scale
other than 1.0 and/or a Value Offset other than 0 has been set
for any of the source grayscale rasters. Turn the toggle on to
apply the scale and offset values to the input cell values when
they are transferred to the mosaic.
Add Reference Layer

Info Panel
When a single source image is selected in the Object list, the
Info panel (illustrated below) shows the filename, object name,
object description, extents, and details of the image’s coordinate reference system. If no source image is selected, the
panel shows the total number of source
Open Auxiliary View
images.

Select the Overlays or Background group entry in the Display panel and press the Add
Reference Layer icon button above the View to add layers for visual reference above
(Overlays) or below (Background) the Source Images group. In the illustration above,
several reference layers have been added to Overlays group.

Display Panel and View Pane
The Mosaic window includes an integrated View pane that automatically displays the source images. You also have the option
to open a resizeable Auxiliary View window using an icon button above the View pane (see illustration above).

The Display panel provides layer controls and several predefined
groups for the view(s). The input images are placed in the
Source Images group. You can add objects to two additional
groups for visual reference while assembling your mosaic: the
Background group below the Source Images group and the
Overlays group above it. You can use the checkboxes in the
Display panel layer controls to toggle any group or layer on and
off as needed.
The Overlays group automatically includes a Source Extents
layer, which shows the rectangular extents of each of the source
images, and an Output Region layer, which shows the currently-specified output region. If the Extents Selection option
is set to Total Extents, the Output Region layer outlines the
total rectangular extents of the set of source images. If you
choose Limit to Region, User Defined, or Match Reference to
set smaller output extents, the Output Region layer automatically updates to show the designated mosaic boundary. If you
choose to match a reference image, an Extents Reference group
is also automatically added to the views to contain the displayed reference image.
After mosaic processing is complete, the mosaic is automatically added to the views in the Results group.

Mosaic Layouts
You can save and reopen mosaic layouts that reference the
source images you have selected and all of the current process
settings. This option is especially useful when you are creating multiple mosaics from the same set of input images (for
example, mosaicking multiband source images to color outputs using several different band combinations, such as natural
color and color-infrared). The three icon buttons on the left
end of the Mosaic window’s toolbar relate to mosaic layouts.
Use the Save icon button to save the current settings to a mosaic layout in a Project File and the Open icon button to reload
a previously-saved mosaic layout. Use the New icon button to
clear the list of source images and start a new mosaic project.
Running the Mosaic
When you have set all of the desired mosaic options, press the
Run icon button on the Mosaic window toolbar to run the process immediately. A progress bar in the bottom right corner of
the window shows the mosaic progress graphically and with a
label showing the percent completed.

Standard Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons are also provided to process the mosaic using TNT Job Processing: see
the TechGuide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System for more information. When you mosaic to a tiled TNT
raster, the mosaic is run as a specialized form of job that can be
resumed if interrupted by using the Resume Incomplete Job
icon button; see the TechGuide entitled Mosaic to Tiled TNT
Raster for more information.
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Mosaic

Mosaic Selected Areas
The Mosaic process in TNTmips (Image / Mosaic) allows you to use all or a selected portion of each input image (raster
object or set of component rasters) to form the output mosaic. You can choose a previously-created object (region, vector,
shape, or coincident binary raster mask) to define the clipping area to be used from each input image. If you choose a vector
or shape object that includes more than one polygon/shape, the outline of the union of these polygons (i.e., the outer boundary
excluding islands) is used to define the clipping area. You can choose objects to define clipping areas for all input images or
only for selected input images. You can also use standard GeoToolbox drawing tools to manually draw polygons for any areas
in the Mosaic window’s view and save them as region objects to use to define clipping areas, as shown on the next page.
The Clipping Area column in
the Object list shows the
name of the spatial object you
have chosen to define the
clipping area for that input
image. The default entry in this
field is All if you haven’t
specified a clipping area.

The image on the left in this mosaic layout
has a clipping area defined by a binary
raster object, which is automatically
applied as a mask to make the maskedout (deselected) areas transparent in the
Mosaic window’s view pane. The full
rectangular extents of the input image
continue to be outlined in color in the view.

The input image on the right in this mosaic layout has a clipping area
defined by a shape object (displayed in the illustration above right)
made up of several shapes (polygons) outlining map quadrangles; only
the outer boundary of this set of shapes is used to define the selected
area. When you define the clipping area using a shape, vector, or region
object, the extents outline of that input image is modified automatically
to show only the clipping area you have defined (outline shown in
yellow in this illustration for clarity).

Choose Clipping Area for a Single Input

To choose the object to define the clipping area for a
particular input image, click on the Clipping Area field for
that image’s entry in the input list and select Choose from
the pop-up menu, as illustrated above left. The standard
Select Object dialog then appears to allow you to choose a
region, vector, shape, or coincident binary raster object to
define the clipping area for that particular input image.

Clipping Areas icon button

Alternatively, you can highlight an image’s entry in the input
list by left-clicking on any field other than Clipping Area; the
selected entry is highlighted with a black background color.
Then press the Clipping Areas icon button (circled in red in
the above illustration) on the toolbar and select Choose
Clipping Areas from the dropdown menu to open the Select
Objects dialog.
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(over)

Choose Clipping Areas for Multiple Inputs

You can also choose objects to define clipping areas for multiple input images in one operation. Press the <ctrl>
key while left-clicking on the desired images in the input list to highlight multiple entries (or shift-click to highlight
consecutive list entries). Then press the Clipping Areas icon button and select Choose Clipping Areas from the
dropdown menu. A Select Object dialog then appears to allow you to select a clipping area object for each highlighted input image. If no input images are highlighted when you press the Clipping Areas icon button and select
Choose Clipping Areas, you are prompted to select a clipping area object for each of the input images.

Automatically Add Processing Areas

An automatic procedure for adding clipping areas is available when the input images
you are mosaicking are files in image formats supported for direct use in TNTmips
(JP2/GeoJP2, TIFF/GeoTIFF, MrSID, among others) and the clipping area for each image is defined by a shape file
with the same filename as the image file. Press the Clipping Areas icon button and choose Automatic Clipping Areas
from the menu. The selection procedure looks for the matching shapefile in the same directory as its associated
image; if found, it is automatically added to the Clipping Area field for the image. If the matching shapefile is not found
in the image directory, you are prompted to choose a directory to search.

Clear Clipping Areas
To clear a clipping area
and thus revert to using
the full extent of an input
image, click on the
Clipping Area field for
that image’s list entry
and choose Reset from
the popup menu.

To clear clipping areas for more
than one input image at a time,
select the images in the input list,
press the Clipping Areas icon
button, and choose Reset Clippinging Areas from the dropdown
menu. If no images have been selected in the list, this
action clears all clipping areas.

Using the GeoToolbox to Draw and Save Regions to Define Clipping Areas

Press the Save Region icon
button to save the region.
right-click on
the shape and
choose Add as
Region

To manually define a clipping area for an input image, press the GeoToolbox icon button at the top of the Mosaic window’s view (circled in red in
the illustration to the left). You can use the drawing tools in the standard
GeoToolbox dialog to draw the desired area, add the shape as a temporary region, then use the Region panel to save the region to a Project File. You can then use the procedures described
above to choose that saved region object to define the clipping area for an input image. Use of the GeoToolbox to define
regions is described in the Tutorial booklet entitled Interactive Region Analysis.
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Mosaic

Mosaic to Tiled TNT Raster
A Tiled TNT Raster is a multifile object in a predefined structure designed for very efficient viewing of large raster geodata
sets. This TNT object consists of a linked set of uniformlysized files in GeoJP2, PNG, or GeoTIFF format that are
treated as a single seamless raster object in TNTmips processes. This tiled structure provides fast, efficient access to
a very large image for visualization and processing, and the individual tiles are directly useable
in other software programs.

structure available with this format. The Extend trailing
tiles to match toggle button is turned on by default to ensure
that tiles around the periphery of the image area match the
designated tile size rather than being set to various smaller
sizes that minimally cover the image portion of each tile area.
Resume Incomplete Job

The Mosaic process in TNTmips can mosaic any
number of images of any size directly to a tiled
TNT raster. Your mosaic can be grayscale,
RGB composite color, or multiband. A color mosaic can use a mixture of RGB raster sets and
color composites as input (see the Technical
Guide entitled Mosaic: Grayscale, Multiband,
and Color for more information). The input images can also include any linked external image
file (GeoJP2, GeoTIFF, MrSID, ...) in addition
to rasters in MicroImages Project Files. For a
general introduction to the Mosaic process, see
the TechGuide entitled Mosaic Overview.
To mosaic to a Tiled TNT raster, set the Target
menu on the Output tabbed panel to Tiled TNT raster. If you
are mosaicking multiband images, radiobuttons next to the
Target menu let you choose to output either an RGB composite mosaic or a multiband mosaic. The RGB composite
option creates the
composite image using the three bands
and color assignments
you have previously
selected for displaying
the multiband images.
Use the Tile Format menu to choose the file format for the
tile files, including compression options for GeoJP2 and
GeoTIFF formats. The JPEG2000 User Defined option allows you to set a target compression ratio for
lossy-compressed GeoJP2 tile files. Separate compression
options can be set for the TNT pyramids that are stored with
the tileset raster, since pyramids can be more highly compressed than the parent image without sacrificing viewing
quality. Enter the desired size of the square tiles (in raster
cells) in the Tile Size field. When using JEG2000 format, a
tile size of 1024 or larger is recommended for efficient compression and to take advantage of the integrated pyramid

Non-image areas of the tiled TNT raster are set as null in the
null mask for the full-resolution raster and in the null masks
for each pyramid level.
When you mosaic a very large number of images to a massive tiled TNT raster (such as 1-m orthoimages for an entire
state), the operation may be time-consuming and thus may
be vulnerable to interruptions such as power surges, outages,
or system crashes. This may be especially true if you are
mosaicking color images with different coordinate reference
systems and/or cell sizes. Since the individual tile files are
incrementally saved, an incomplete tiled mosaic operation that
has been halted or interrupted can be resumed and completed. Simply restart the Mosaic process and press the
Resume Incomplete Job icon button. You are prompted to
select the mosaic job to resume. (A temporary file with the
*.mosaicjob file extension is automatically created in the same
folder as the output Project File when you run a tiled mosaic
and is automatically deleted if the process completes successfully. In order for the job file to be valid when you try to
resume the operation, all input and output files must still exist
in their original locations.) The process then creates the remaining tile files and completes the tiled TNT raster with
correct links to all of the component tile files.
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Spatial Display

Uniform Perceptual Contrast Color Palettes
Many color palettes commonly used to
display images of continuous-value surfaces, such as ground elevation and
geophysical measures of gravity and
magnetics, do not provide uniform color
contrast for every portion of the color
range presented. In some portions of
these palettes the color changes rapidly
for a given change in palette index position, while in other portions there is little
change in color, leading to perceptual
“flat spots”. Local surface features with
raster value ranges falling in a perceptual flat spot cannot be visually differentiated from the surrounding areas.
TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview provide a set of Uniform Perceptual Contrast color palettes that were designed by Dr. Peter Kovesi of the Centre for
Exploration Targeting at the University of Western Australia. Each of these
palettes was designed to have uniform perceptual contrast in color and brightness across the whole color range. This means that a given separation in
color index position in the palette (such as 10 steps) should be equally visually distinguishable regardless of where in the palette the pair of color indices
are located.
These palettes can be selected (along with other standard palettes) for display
of raster layers via the Color Palette Editor. From this window choose Palette
/ More Palettes to open the Select Palettes window. These palettes can also be
used to provide the elevation color of terrain surface layers and for LIDAR
layers (when styling points by elevation and in terrain-renderings from the
points) using their respective Layer Controls windows.

The Select Palette window lists all available color
palettes, showing both the palette colors and
palette name.
For more information about these color palettes:
www.cet.edu.au/research-projects/colourmaps
Dr. Peter Kovesi
Geophysics and Image Analysis Group
Centre for Exploration Targeting
The University of Western Australia
peter.kovesi@uwa.edu.au

The Uniform Perceptual Contrast (UPC) palettes were designed with one or
more properties that describe the color spread and/or component colors. The palette names include the palette property or
properties as well as abbreviations of the colors used (e.g., “cgo” signifies a spread from cyan to green to orange). The palette
properties are described below.
Linear palettes have color lightness values that increase or decrease linearly over the entire color range. These palettes are
designed for general use.
Rainbow palettes use multiple spreads involving a number of bright anchor colors. Standard rainbow palettes commonly have
colors of differing brightness and include several reversals in the direction of brightness gradients that can interfere with the
(continued)
Examples of Uniform Perceptual Contrast Color Palettes Applied to Elevation Data

Linear, green-orange-white

Rainbow, blue-green-yellow-red

Isoluminant, cyan-green-orange

Isoluminant, cyan-green-orange
blended with relief shading
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viewer’s perceptual ordering of the colors. The UPC rainbow palettes were designed to minimize the brightness gradient reversals
and perceptual flat spots typically found in standard rainbow palettes.
Cyclic palettes have colors that match at each end. They are intended for use with rasters representing compass direction or
other angular phase data. An example illustrated below shows a cyclic palette used for a topographic aspect raster, which records
the azimuth angle (0 to 360 clockwise from north) of the slope direction. Using a cyclic palette ensures that compass directions
of 1 and 359 degrees (which represent almost the same direction) are represented by nearly identical colors in the display.
Isoluminant palettes are constructed from colors of equal perceptual lightness. The lack of brightness contrast in these palettes
means that they are not well-suited for use with raw grayscale raster values (see illustration on the previous page). Rather, they
are designed for rendering surfaces using a blend of relief-shading and elevation color. Color-shaded rendering options are
provided for terrain surface layers and for LIDAR layers.
Diverging palettes are designed to display data that has a well-defined reference value and when it is important to differentiate
values lying above and below the reference value. An example is gravity or magnetic anomaly data in which values can be negative
or positive (0 is the reference value). Diverging palettes include a pair of spreads away from the center. Each side of the palette
uses a different color spread but have mirrored lightness spreads. The center index of the diverging palettes is either white, black,
or gray. Diverging palettes are provided with several different spread types: linear, rainbow, and isoluminant.

Relief shading computed from elevation
raster of a mountain valley system, for
reference to aspect images shown to the
right.

Aspect raster displayed with standard
rainbow color palette. Note the juxtaposition of red and blue colors along the
south wall of the major valley for nearly
equivalent slope directions on either side
of north.

Aspect raster displayed with cyclic uniform
perceptual contrast color palette with
matching colors at either end. Note smooth
transition between colors for northwest
and northeast-facing slopes on south wall
of major valley.

Gravity anomaly images of the state of Montana (USA) with values ranging from -60 to +59. Left, shown with standard rainbow color
palette. Right, shown with diverging palette centered on white = 0, negative values in blue, positive values in red. The diverging palette
makes it easier to differentiate positive and negative gravity anomaly values.
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Pin Mapping

Database Pin Mapping
A pinmap in TNTgis is a layer that displays point location
information directly from a database table (or set of related
tables) that include coordinate values. Other attributes for
each location can be used to select locations for display, to
designate the drawing style for the location symbols, and
to provide labels to display next to the location symbols.
Any database table in a TNTgis Project File can be used for
pin mapping as long as it includes map coodinates for each
record. You can choose a table in a main-level database
(not associated with a spatial object) or from a database
subobject of a vector, CAD, shape, or raster object. (A
polygon or line database can be the
basis of a pin map with pins placed
Add Database Table Pinmap
at locations such as polygon centroids or line midpoints). The
selected table can contain information stored in the Project File itself
or can link to an external database such as Access,
Pin map of stream gaging stations in the Missouri River watershed, USA.
The pins are styled by query based on trends in annual streamflow from
PostgreSQL, MySQL, or Oracle, or to an Excel spread1960 to 2011. Triangle symbols pointing upward (green) mark stations
sheet file. Because a pinmap layer is created dynamically
with increasing streamflow during the period, while those pointing
from the source table(s) each time it is displayed, any updownward (red) had decreasing annual streamflow. Blue circles mark
stations with no clear trend. Station locations and trend attributes are in
dates in the table information are automatically reflected in
different tables related by station number. Tables were imported into
the pin map display. Pin maps are therefore especially useTNTgis from spreadsheet files provided by the United States Geological
ful for displaying location-specific information from an
Survey (Scientific Investigations Report 2014-5053).
external database that is frequently updated.
or create a new style object in the current Project File in which
Pin markers can be styled using predefined symbols or with
you can add or create point symbols to use for the pins (see the
custom symbols you design. Scripts can be used with pinmap
Symbol section).
layers to select records for use, to set the map coordinates,
The Records menu provides two options, All and By Script.
and to set different pin styles based on attributes, among other
Choose All to map all of the records in the selected table, or By
options. The pinmap script environment also includes symScript to use a selection query (entered on the Script tabbed
bols and symbol functions that allow you to create pie chart
panel) to choose the records to use.
and bar graph symbols that depict quantitative information from
multiple fields in the database (see the Technical Guide entitled
Scripts for Pin Map Layers).
You can select a database table for pinmap display from the
Display Manager using the Add Database Table Pinmap icon
button or by selecting Add / Layer / Database Pinmap (the
latter option is available if a display group is open). After you
select a database table, the Pinmap Layer Controls window
opens so you can set the parameters for the pinmap layer. This
window includes a set of tabbed panels: Object, Points, Symbol, Script, and DataTip.

Object Tabbed Panel
The Object tabbed panel is open by default when the Pinmap
Layer Controls window opens. The Object text field shows
the name of the Project File containing the database object and
the name of the table that was selected. Press the Object
pushbutton to select a different database and/or table.
Press the Styles pushbutton to designate a style object to use
for the pin symbols. You can choose an existing style object

Use the controls on the Object tabbed panel to set the style
object, records to use, and scale range for the pinmap.

The Scale Range Visible fields set minimum and maximum map
scale numbers to define a scale range in which the layer is
visible in the View. You can enter the full scale fraction (such
as 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale fraction (e.g.,
10000). To return a field to the default setting of Unlimited,
enter 0. For more information on scale ranges see the TechGuide
entitled Display Layers, Elements and Groups by Scale.

Points Tabbed Panel
Controls on the Points tabbed panel set the spatial parameters
(continued)
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for the pinmap layer. In order to map spatial positions for the
table records, you must specify source fields for spatial coordinates and the coordinate reference system to which they refer.
Press the X and Y pushbuttons to specify the sources for the
coordinate values. The selection window opened by these buttons presents a list of the available fields in the selected table.
Choose the field containing the designated coordinates and press
[OK]. The field to the right of each pushbutton shows the
name of the selected field.

Use the controls on the Points tabbed panel to set the
spatial parameters for the pinmap layer.

If the coordinates reference a projected (planar) coordinate
system, use the menu to the right of the X coordinate controls
to select the appropriate distance unit (default is meters). If
the coordinates are Latitude / Longitude, they must be stored in
or converted to decimal degrees in order to be used. Use the
Format menu if necessary to choose the format of the stored
coordinates so they can be automatically converted to decimal
degrees. For example, if the selected fields have values in
decimal degrees preceded by a letter indicating the direction
(e.g. N 40.8079, W 96.6750), choose the H Decimal Degrees
format).
The By Script option in the selection windows for X and Y
coordinates lets you include code on the Script tabbed panel
to calculate the coordinate values from field values that are
not in directly useable form. For example, in some water
quality data distributed by the U.S. Geological Survey, the
identifier for each record concatenates the latitude and longitude values (in degrees, minutes, and seconds) of the
sample point. A script is required to parse the field contents, separate the latitude and longitude values, and convert
them to decimal degrees (see the TechGuide entitled Scripts
for Pin Map Layers).
Because database tables do not store any georeference information, you must specify a coordinate reference system
that the X and Y values refer to. Press the Projection
pushbutton to open the Coordinate Reference System window to choose the reference system.
You can include Z values in the pin map if you wish show
these values in DataTips or pin labels or to view the layer as
an independent 3-dimensional object in 3D perspective views.
Use the Z pushbutton to choose the field containing the Z values, and choose the appropriate units from the Z Units menu.

Symbol Tabbed Panel
The Symbol tabbed panel provides controls for choosing pin
symbols and optional labels to be shown next to the symbols.

Symbols: The Symbol menu provides the choices All Same,
By Script, and Image Thumbnail (for tables containing
geotagged images). To use the same marker for all of the pin
locations, choose the All Same option and press the Style
pushbutton to open the Edit Style window to select a point
symbol and other style options. You can choose from a number of predefined point symbols. If you have selected a Style
object on the Object tabbed panel, you can also select any of
the symbols provided in the object or use the Style Editor to
create and save point symbols for use with the pinmap. See
the TechGuide entitled Creating Styles for Points for information on point styles.

Set the pin symbol and label parameters on the
Symbol tabbed panel.

Choosing the By Script option from the Symbol menu allows
you to use code on the Script tabbed panel to set the symbol,
color, and scale for the pins. You can use a script to vary the
symbol, color, or scale based on attributes in the records (see
the pinmap illustrations on the previous page and below). Special symbols are also provided for pin map style scripts to create
pie chart and bar graph symbols to depict numeric information
from a number of fields in the table. For more information
about style scripts for pin maps, see the TechGuide entitled
Scripts for Pin Map Layers).
Pinmap of groundwater
sample locations in the High
Plains Aquifer (gray shading), central USA. All pins
use the same symbol with a
variable color that is set by
script based on arsenic
concentration range (in
micrograms / liter):
dark green: <= 3
green: > 3 to <= 5
yellow: > 5 to <= 10
orange: >10 to <= 50
red: > 50
Point coordinates and
arsenic concentration values
are in separate tables
related by sample station
number.

For tables containing geotagged images, the Image Thumbnail
option sets the image thumbnail as the pin symbol. Image
thumbnail symbols are shown at a fixed size regardless of the
View scale, with the screen size of the symbol matching the
thumbnail size in raster cells. For more information see the
TechGuide entitled Pinmap Digital Photos.
(continued)
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Labels: You can use the contents of any string or numeric

field in the table to provide labels in the View for the pins.
Press the Label pushbutton to open a selection window that
lists the available fields in the table, along with the options None
and By Script. Choose None to turn off labels if a label field
has been previously selected.
Press the Base Style pushbutton to open the Edit Styles window to specify the text style (font, size, scale, and color) to
use for the labels (see the TechGuide entitled Setting Text Styles).
Choose a position for the labels relative to the pin symbol from
the Label Position menu. The Default option places the labels
to the right of the pin symbol, but you can choose a specific
position for the label using other menu options: Upper Left,
Upper Center, Upper Right; Left Center, Centered, Right Center; Lower Left, Lower Center, Lower Right.

DataTip Tabbed Panel
The DataTip tabbed panel provides controls for setting the content and appearance of the optional pop-in DataTip shown for
the pins.
The Show menu provides the options None and Select Attribute;
choosing the latter option opens a Select Table/Field window in
which you can choose a field in the table to provide the DataTip
text. That table.field reference is then added to the Show menu.
Turn on the Highlight toggle button next to the Show menu to
highlight the pin in color while the DataTip is shown.

Set the source, prefix and suffix text, and scale range
for the pinmap DataTips on the DataTip tabbed panel.

Use the Prefix and Suffix text fields to enter text to be shown
before and after the DataTip value. The Prefix text defaults to
the name of the field selected as the DataTip source.
Pinmap of school locations with labels showing
the school name. You can choose the font, style,
color, and position for pin labels.

Choose By Script from the Label source selection window to
generate label text using code entered in the Script tabbed panel
and/or to set label positions and orientations. For example, you
can use a script to concatenate text from multiple fields, to
create a multiline label listing several attribute values, or to change
the orientation of the labels. For more information about label
scripts see the TechGuide entitled Scripts for Pin Map Layers.

Script Tabbed Panel
The Script tabbed panel can be used to specify a number of
custom features for the pin map display:
• selection of records by attribute
• X and Y coordinates
• assignment of pin symbol, color, or size by attribute
• custom pie chart or bar graph symbols
• label text, position, and orientation
The Script tabbed panel includes a text pane for entering the
script as well as menus used for editing, inserting items, checking
script syntax, and saving the script to a separate file. The
script code entered in the script panel is applied only if the
corresponding By Script option is selected in the controls on
the other tabbed panels. See the TechGuide entitled Scripts for
Pin Map Layers for more information.

The controls shown immediately below the Show menu vary
depending on the type of field you choose as the DataTip source.
A Units menu is shown and active if you choose a numeric
field for which units have been set. Choose a different unit
from the menu to convert the field values to the designated unit
for the DataTip; the abbreviation for the selected unit is set as
the default suffix. The Decimal Places field sets the number of
decimal places to be shown in the value for any units used.

If you choose an image or thumbnail field from a geotagged
image table as the DataTip source, numeric fields are shown
below the Show menu to allow you to constrain the screen size
of the image in the DataTip. You can set the Minimum Image
Width and Height and the Maximum Width and Height. All
values for these fields are in screen pixels.

The Scale Range Visible fields let you limit the range of map
scales over which the DataTip is displayed. For example, you
may wish to not show DataTips when the View is zoomed out
beyond a certain scale.
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Pin Mapping

Pinmap Digital Photos
Records in a geotagged photo database table
can be pinmapped in any geospatial view using the coordinate field values in the table.
The pinmap layer can be overlaid on an image or any other type of geospatial data. The
pinmap provides several ways of viewing the
stored photo images. You can view thumbnails of the photos as pin symbols and/or as
pop-in DataTips, and open resizeable views
of the photos from the database table.
You can choose to use either graphic symbols or image thumbnails as the photo pin
symbols. The size of the image thumbnails
(which you can set when you create the
geotagged photo table in the Geotag process;
see the Technical Guide entitled Create
Geotagged Image Database) determines the
size of each image symbol in the view. The
screen size of the image symbol in pixels always matches the thumbnail size in raster
cells.
When you hover the mouse over a photo location pin, a thumbnail view of the photo also automatically
pops in as a DataTip by default. The DataTip may also include
text or numeric attributes from elements in other layers in the
view if DataTips are set up for those layers and an attributed
element coincides with a photo pin location. If you are using
image thumbnails as pin symbols, you might want to select
another attribute from the photo table (such as the photo description) to show in the DataTip.

Pinmap of digital photo locations (above) using the image
thumbnail as the pin symbol. The pinmap layer overlays
several reference vector layers. Below, pinmap of digital
photo locations using a custom pin symbol overlaying an
orthophoto, and also showing the pop-in DataTip with the
photo thumbnail for the highlighted pin. Image thumbnail
pin symbols stand out when displayed over simpler
background data; graphic pin symbols are more readily
visible over more visually complex backgrounds.

Records in a geotagged photo table can be pinmapped
using the values in the spatial coordinate fields (Latitude
and Longitude or Northing and Easting).

Press [Projection] to set the Coordinate Reference
System for the pinmap layer if necessary.
Use the Symbol
menu in the
Pinmap Layer
Controls window to
set the image
thumbnail for each
photo as its pin symbol. You can also choose All Same as
the symbol choice and select from a set of simple point
symbols, or design your own custom pin symbols.

You can see larger views of the pinmapped photos by opening
the geotagged photo database table from the Display Manager.
A Single Record View of the table automatically shows the
photo for the current record at the bottom of the attribute field
list. A Tabular View provides access to a separate Image Viewer,
(continued)
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Previous Photo

Next Photo

If DataTips are set up for other layers in
the view, the image in a pin’s DataTip
may be accompanied by attribute information for elements in these other layers.
Here the photo thumbnail is shown with
property information from a vector polygon
layer below the background orthoimage.

which can be opened by right-clicking on the Image or Thumbnail fields in the table
and selecting View Image (see the Technical Guide entitled Digital Photos: Viewing
Geotagged Image Tables). The Image Viewer shows the date, time, and description
of the current photo in its title bar, and that photo’s record in the table is highlighted
in color. The viewer also provides Next Photo and Previous Photo icon buttons that
allow you to step through the set of photos in the table. If the pin symbol for the
photo record you step to is not currently visible in the geospatial View window, that
window is panned and redrawn to show that pin symbol (and center it in the view
unless the symbol is close to the edge of the group extents).

The Image Viewer provided with a
Tabular View of the photo table allows
you to step through and view each of the
photos in the table at any zoom level.

When you pinmap digital photos you can use a script to limit the photos mapped to those meeting specific
date/time, spatial, or other criteria using the By Script option on the Records menu (Object tabbed panel of
the Pinmap Layer Controls). Below are two examples of such selection scripts with illustrations of the
results. These scripts are available in the PinMap folder in the sample script collection provided with
TNTmips.

Select Photos by Date and Time: PinDateTime.qry
The DATETIME class members and methods can be used in a script to select
photos taken on a particular date or before or after a certain date and time. The
photos in the sample table were taken from 14 November 2004 through 7 July
2005. The sample script selects photos taken after 12 noon on 1 June 2005.

class DATETIME dt;

class for storing and converting date/time information

set target date 2005/06/01 and time 12 noon for comparison

dt.SetDateYYYYMMDD(20050601);
dt.SetTime(12, 0, 0);
set time in hours, minutes, seconds
the Date-Time field value is returned as a Julian date, so must use DATETIME
class method to convert target date-time to Julian for comparison

if (`WPN Geotagged Images`.`Date and Time` > dt.GetDateTimeJulian() ) then
return true;
selects records meeting criterion

Pins selected by date and time.

Select Photos by Spatial Proximity: PinDistance.qry
This script selects photos taken within 200 meters distance
of a reference location, in this case the center of the pitcher’s
numeric distance = 200;
class POINT2D refpt, photo;

specified distance in meters
reference and photo points

class SR_COORDREFSYS crs;
crs.Assign("Geographic2D_WGS84_Deg");
refpt.x = -96.6767763;

mound in the baseball diamond (red dot in illustration). Because photo locations are in latitude/longitude coordinates, a
predefined function is used to get the projected distance between points in the specified coordinate reference system.

set coordinate reference system

refpt.y = 40.8087643;

photo.x = `WPN Geotagged Images`.Longitude;
photo.y = `WPN Geotagged Images`.Latitude;

set longitude / latitude coordinates
of reference point
get coordinates of
current photo from table

call function that returns distance in meters between two points
in specified map projection and compare to target distance

if (ProjDistanceToMeters(crs, photo.x, photo.y, refpt.x, refpt.y) <= distance )
return true;
selects records meeting criterion

Pins selected by proximity to reference point (red dot).
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Pin Mapping

Scripts for Pin Map Layers
A pinmap layer in TNTgis displays point location information
directly from a database table (or set of related tables) that
include coordinate values (see the Technical Guide entitled
Database Pin Mapping). A pinmap layer can utilize a script to
create custom settings for a number of aspects of the pinmap
display, including:
• selection of records by attribute
• X and Y coordinates
• assignment of pin symbol, color, or size by attribute
• custom pie chart or bar graph symbols
• label text, position, and orientation

Script Tabbed Panel
A pinmap script is entered on the Script tabbed panel of the
Pinmap Layer Controls window. Most code sections entered
in the text pane on this panel are applied only if the corresponding By Script option is selected in the controls on the other
tabbed panels, as described below.

The Find Again menu option repeats the previous search from
the current cursor location. The Go to Line option prompts
for a line number in the script and repositions the cursor at that
line. The Character Map option opens the Character Map window, which provides a list of special characters; double-click
on an entry in the window to insert the character into the script
at the cursor location.
Query Menu: The Query menu provides a New option to

start a new script (which clears the script pane), Save and
Save As options, and the option to Open a saved script. The
Syntax option on the Query menu checks the syntax of the
script and reports any errors. The List option opens a window
displaying pseudocode for the current script.

Records by Script
If the Records menu on the Object tabbed panel is set to By
Script, the pinmap script can be used to select records for pin
display based on the values in specified fields in the table(s).
Standard syntax for selection queries can be used (see the Building and Using Queries tutorial for many examples). The
compound selection query example below selects water sample
well records for three different aquifer systems:
if (TraceWellSites.principal_aquifer == "High Plains aquifer" or
TraceWellSites.principal_aquifer == "Rio Grande aquifer system" or
TraceWellSites.principal_aquifer == "Rocky Mountain Front Range")
return true;
else
return false;

Insert Menu: Scripts for pinmaps can reference fields in the

selected table (or tables related to it) and can use a number of
predefined variables and functions for setting point coordinates,
symbols, and label text and orientation. The Insert menu on
the Script panel allows you to insert items into the script at the
cursor location.
The Field option on the Insert menu allows you to insert a
reference to a field; it opens the Insert Field window, which
provides a Table menu listing available tables and a Field menu
listing the fields for the selected table. The other options on the
Insert menu (Symbol, Function, Operator, Keyword, and Class)
all open the Script Reference window, from which you can
select any of these categories and insert the desired item. Although you can manually type predefined variable and function
names and field references, using the Insert option helps reduce typographical errors.
Edit Menu: The Edit menu provides options to Copy or Cut
selected text, to Paste text from the clipboard, and to Clear
selected text. The Insert File option prompts you to select a
text file containing text to insert into the script. The Find option prompts you for a text string to search for; pressing OK
on the Find window finds the first instance of the text (if any).

For selection queries it is good practice to have the script return “true” or “false” for records meeting the comparison
criteria and then return the opposite value for other cases.

Point Coordinates by Script
If the X, Y, and/or Z menus on the Points tabbed panel are set
to By Script, code on the Script tabbed panel can be used to
compute the coordinates from field values that are not in a
directly useable form. The pinmap script context provides the
following predefined numeric variables (in the Variables group
in the Script Reference window) for setting coordinate values:
XCoord, YCoord, and ZCoord. The calculated coordinates
must conform to the coordinate reference system specified
using the Projection button and field on the Points tabbed panel.
For latitude and longitude coordinates, the computed values
must be in decimal degrees.
As an example, the table illustrated to
the right has records in which the
numeric value in the StationNum field
encodes both the latitude and longitude coordinates for the site. The
first six digits provide the latitude in
degrees, minutes, and seconds (two
digits for each). The next seven dig-

(continued)
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its provide the west longitude coordinate with 3 digits for degrees,
and 2 digits each for minutes and seconds. (The trailing two digits
specify a sample number at the location; in this example there is
only one sample per station).

class STRING coord$ = sprintf("%.0f", Atrazine.StationNum);
numeric degr, min, secnd;
degr = StrToNum( coord$.substr(0, 2) ); # first 2 characters
min = StrToNum( coord$.substr(2, 2) ); # next 2 characters
secnd = StrToNum( coord$.substr(4, 2) ); # next 2 characters

The script shown to the right converts the number in the StationNum
field to a string so the separate parts can be parsed using methods
in the STRING class. Numeric variables corresponding to degrees, minutes, and seconds are declared, and the string portion for
each is extracted and converted to a number, first for the latitude,
then for the longitude. For each coordinate the three variable values are used to compute the value in decimal degrees, which is
assigned to the corresponding predefined variable. (The value for
XCoord must be multiplied by -1 to correspond to west longitude.)

min += secnd / 60;
YCoord = degr + (min / 60);
degr = StrToNum( coord$. substr(6, 3) );
min = StrToNum( coord$.substr(9, 2) );
secnd = StrToNum( coord$.substr(11, 2) );
min += secnd / 60;
XCoord = -1 * (degr + (min / 60) );

Symbol and/or Color by Script
If the Symbol menu on the Symbol tabbed panel is set
to By Script, you can use the pinmap script to assign
different pin styling based on attributes in the table.
You can assign point styles or point symbols from the
designated style object, set the color used for the “variable” color in a point symbol, and vary the scale (size)
of symbols and their offset from the pin coordinates.
A number of predefined variables (listed to the right)
are available for use in the script for these purposes.

Predefined Variables for Pinmap Symbols
Symbol$
DrawSymbol
DrawColor$
DrawPatt$
DrawBitmapPatt
SymbolOffsetX
SymbolOffsetY

Name of point symbol to use
Flag: 1 = yes, 0 = no
Color to use for the “variable” color in a symbol
(RGB percent e.g. “50,100,50” or color name)
Name of bitmap pattern
Flag: 1 = yes, 0 = no
Offset of symbol from point coordinates

The style portion of a pinmap script allows you to
Style$
Name of a point style to use
modify or override selections made using the Symbol
UseStyle
Flag: 1 = yes, 0 = no
settings on the Symbol tabbed panel. For example, if
you have selected a graphic symbol with a “variable”
MapScale
Map scale number
XScale
Scale factor in X direction
color for the default symbol (one of the built-in preYScale
Scale factor in Y direction
defined point symbols or a custom point symbol from
the style object with variable color), you
can set the color to use for the variable
if (TraceWellSites.principal_aquifer <> "High Plains aquifer") then
color using the DrawColor$ variable. This
return false;
variable lets you set the color by name (usif (TraceElements.V_01000_Arsenic <= 3) then
ing colors defined in the rgb.txt reference
DrawColor$ = "0,50,0";
file in your TNTgis installation directory)
else if (TraceElements.V_01000_Arsenic <= 5) then
or using a set of red, green, and blue perDrawColor$ = "0,100,0";
centage values. The script shown in the
else if (TraceElements.V_01000_Arsenic <= 10) then
example to the right assigns a color to the
DrawColor$ = "yellow";
else
if (TraceElements.V_01000_Arsenic <= 50) then
variable symbol color in the default symDrawColor$
= "orange";
bol based on value ranges of a numeric
else
variable. Note that the selection query at
DrawColor$ = "red";
the beginning of the script first excludes
all records not matching the desired attribute
return true;
value; the style portion of the script then
only has to examine the desired records to make the color assignments. See the Database
Pin Mapping TechGuide for a description of the data used in this example.
You can use the Symbol$ variable to select a graphic point symbol that is stored in the
style object you have chosen for use with the pinmap. The names of the available symbols are shown in the Style Editor window (opened from the Style pushbutton on the
Symbol tabbed panel) when you choose the Symbol option (see the TechGuide entitled
Creating Styles for Points for information on the Style Editor). The sample script at the top of the next page uses the Symbol$
variable to assign three different named symbols to pins based on attribute values. It also assigns the drawing color to use for the
variable color for each symbol, and uses the XScale and YScale numeric variables to set scaling factors that determine the size of
the symbols in millimeters at the designated map scale (from the default style or set by the MapScale script variable).
(continued)
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if (StreamTrends.Trend == "Up")
{
Symbol$ = "TriangleUp";
DrawColor$ = "green";
XScale = 5;
YScale = 5;
}
else if (StreamTrends.Trend == "Down")
{
Symbol$ = "TriangleDown";
DrawColor$ = "red";
XScale = 5;
YScale = 5;
}
else
{
Symbol$ = "circle2blsolid";
DrawColor$ = "50,70,100";
}
MapScale = 10000000;

For graphic symbols
there is an associated
numeric flag variable
DrawSymbol that
determines whether
the symbol or pattern
designated in the
script is actually drawn
(set the variable to 1 to
draw). If the pins are set
to use a custom graphic symbol by default, then the value of
DrawSymbol is automatically set
to 1, and you don’t have to include
the value assignment in the script (as
in the example to the right); otherwise
the script should include the DrawSymbol
statement.
You can also choose bitmap patterns
in the style object for the pin markers using the DrawPatt$ variable, and
use the associated DrawBitmapPatt
flag variable if the pins are not set to
use a bitmap pattern by default.

Symbol Functions for Use with Symbol$
BarGraph$ (max, bordercolor$, value1, color1$, value2, color2$, ...) draw bar graph
Circle$ (x, y, radius, color, filled)
draw circle
Ellipse$ (x, y, r1, r2, color, filled, angle)
draw ellipse
Line$ (x1, y1, x2, y2, color, thickness)
draw line
PieChart$ (bordercolor$, value 1, color1$, value2, color2$, ...)
draw pie chart
Rectangle$ (x, y, height, width, angle, color, filled)
draw rectangle

Custom Symbols: Pie Charts and Bar Graphs
A number of drawing functions (in the Symbol
function group) are available to enable a pinmap
script to draw custom pin symbols. Functions
are provided to draw lines, rectangles, circles,
and ellipses (see box above). The selected function is assigned to the Symbol$ variable in place
of a symbol name. A pinmap script can therefore draw custom symbols composed of these
geometric elements. More interesting applications are provided by the PieChart$ and
BarGraph$ functions, which render custom
symbols that show information from multiple
fields in the table.

Symbol$ = PieChart$("white",
NE_AgeGroups.UNDER18, "red",
NE_AgeGroups.`18TO24`, "green",
NE_AgeGroups.`25TO44`, "blue",
NE_AgeGroups.`45TO64`, "magenta",
NE_AgeGroups.`65ANDOVER`, "yellow");
DrawSymbol = 1;
MapScale = 3000000;
XScale = 10;
YScale = 10;

Pie Charts: Using a pie chart symbol for pins lets you show the differing proportions of the
components that make up a whole. The example shown to the right uses a breakdown of
county population by age group in a polygon database table that also includes fields with the
coordinates of the polygon centroids. The vector polygons are displayed using a theme map of
median age (see legend in illustration), while the polygon table is used as a pinmap overlay using the
polygon centroid coordinates for the pin locations. The pie chart symbols show for each county the
proportion of population in each of five age groups. A computed string field was set up in the table
to provide a multiline DataTip for the pins to show the age classes, color, and their percentages.

In the PieChart$ function, the first parameter specifies the border color for the pie and pie wedges. Using a contrasting color
(white in this example) makes it easier to distinguish the wedge boundaries. Next are any number of pairs of parameters, with one
pair for each wedge in the chart; the first parameter in the pair specifies the wedge value (provided by different fields in the table)
and the second parameter specifies the fill color for the wedge. The color specifications can be omitted, in which case a default
progression of six colors (red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow) is used automatically in that order for the wedge fill colors.
Bar Graphs: Using a bar graph symbol for pins lets you depict varying relative values of a number of independent numerical
attributes. In the example on the following page the bars in the bar graph symbols indicate relative abundances of five chemical
(continued)
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elements (chromium, copper, nickel,
lead, and zinc) measured in stream sediment samples.

Symbol$ = BarGraph$(200, "black",
geochem_q46112.CR_ICP40, "blue",
geochem_q46112.CU_ICP40, "green",
geochem_q46112.NI_ICP40, "red",
geochem_q46112.PB_ICP40, "yellow",
geochem_q46112.ZN_ICP40, "purple");

In the BarGraph$ function the first parameter (max) sets the maximum data
value that is used to control the vertical
scaling for the bars. Setting the value
DrawSymbol = 1;
of the max parameter equal to the acMapScale = 200000;
tual maximum data value in the selected
XScale = 10;
fields should produce bars of reasonYScale = 10;
able height relative to the width of the
bar graph base line (assuming equal values for XScale and YScale). Bar heights
vary inversely with the value of the max parameter. Setting max to be greater
than the actual maximum value produces shorter bars, while setting it to be less
than the actual maximum increases the bar heights. The second parameter in the
function sets the border color for the bars. This is followed by pairs of parameters, with value (field reference) and color for each of the bars to be drawn,
starting with the one on the left side of the graph. Omitting the color parameters
results in default color assignments as in the PieChart$ function.

Label Text and Position by Script
If the Label option on the Symbol tabbed panel is set to By
Script, you can use the pinmap script to designate the text to
use for pin labels using the Label$ variable. You can use the
script to create label text by concatenating the contents of several fields or assign different label text depending on the value
of a designated field.

Predefined Variables for Pin Label Position
Label$
LabelPosn
LabelAngle
LabelOffset
LabelOffsetX
LabelOffsetY

Text string for label
Label position number
Label angle (degrees counter-clockwise)
Offset from symbol in direction of position
Offset in the X direction
Offset in the Y direction

Whether or not the label text is generated by script, you can use the pinmap script to
customize the positioning of labels relative to their pin symbols. Label position is set in the
script by assigning a value between 1 and 9 to the LabelPosn variable (see illustration to the
right). For example, position 1 corresponds to the Upper Left choice on the Label Position
menu and position 9 corresponds to the Lower Right option. You can also change the
angle of the label baseline relative to horizontal by assigning an angle value (degrees counterclockwise) to the LabelAngle variable.
For labels that are not centered on the pin location, you can move the label farther away from
the pin by assigning a positive number to the
LabelOffset variable. This moves the label outward in the direction indicated by the label
position. For example, a label assigned to position 9 (lower right) would be moved further
outward in that diagonal direction. For labels at
the corner positions you can use the
LabelOffsetX and LabelOffsetY variables to assign different offsets in the X (horizontal) and Y
(vertical) directions on the screen. Labels positioned directly above or below the pin (positions
2 and 8, respectively) can only be moved in the
Y direction (LabelOffsetX has no effect); for
those positioned to the left or right (positions 4
or 6), LabelOffsetY has no effect.

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
Label positions relative to the pin
location (orange circle) set by
values of the LabelPosn variable.
if (PUBLIC.ED_LEVEL == "High")
{
DrawColor$ = "red";
LabelPosn = 3;
LabelOffsetX = 0;
LabelOffsetY = 12;
}
else if (PUBLIC.ED_LEVEL == "Middle")
{
DrawColor$ = "blue";
if (PUBLIC.SCHOOL <> "Dawes")
{
LabelPosn = 9;
LabelOffsetX = 0;
LabelOffsetY = 5;
}
else
{
LabelPosn = 8;
LabelOffset = 5;
}
}

The pinmap and script to the right assigns different label positions to high schools (red
symbols) and middle schools (blue symbols). Label positioning by script is provided
primarily to prevent overlap between a label and its symbol, but here it is also used to
avoid overlap with other symbols and labels (see the special positioning set for the label for Dawes Middle School).
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Geospatial Scripting

Pipeline Image Processing
A pipeline is an efficient, modular software architecture commonly employed
for tasks that can be broken down into a series of independent processing
steps. MicroImages has integrated a pipeline image-processing architecture
into TNTgis and its geospatial scripting language (SML), where it can be
used in combination with the wide array of other SML functions and classes.

Pipeline Terminology
IMAGE: a raster object, file, or equivalent structure in memory consisting of one component /
band, or a set of co-registered components /
bands. If there is more than one component,
each has the same DIMENSIONS (total number of
rows and columns), data type, and georeference.
Examples: an elevation raster object in a Project
File, an RGB color-composite raster object in a
Project File, or a GeoTIFF file containing four
bands of an Ikonos or QuickBird satellite scene.

Pipeline Stages
A pipeline consists of a chain of processing elements arranged so that the
output of each element (stage) is the input of the next. There are three types
of stages (see more complete definitions in the box to the right): source (image input), filter (processing element), and target (image output). Sources
and targets can be raster objects in a MicroImages Project File, or files in
other formats supported for direct use in TNTgis (see lists of source and
target types below). Filters are provided to perform a variety of operations
such as resampling, mosaicking, applying spatial filters, cropping, applying a
mask, and many others (see list of filters on the next page).

SAMPLE: the numeric value for a particular image
row/column position and component. A sample
has a Data Type property (e.g. unsigned 8-bit,
signed 16-bit, 32-bit floating-point, and so on).
PIXEL: the set of SAMPLES (one sample per
component) for a particular image row/column
position. A PIXEL has a Pixel Type property that
specifies the number and relationship (if any) of its
SAMPLES (e.g. grayscale, multiple, RGB, CMYK,
and so on).

Pipeline Connections and Operation
Each type of source, filter, and target is a separate SML class with its own
predefined properties and methods (class functions). Pipeline connections
are forged when a stage class is constructed in a pipeline script by specifying
the previous stage that provides its input. A pipeline can have one or several
sources, but only one target. Filters can be applied in series to one image or
in parallel to multiple source images. Once the pipeline is constructed, a
single method is called on the target stage to initiate processing and pull all of
the image data through the pipeline. Some examples of simple pipeline designs are diagrammed below.

STAGE: any pipeline element that represents or
processes an image.
SOURCE: a pipeline stage that inputs an image. A
source stage has no pipeline inputs and one
output.

Pipeline Benefits
Pipeline stages encapsulate their data, data properties, and operations. They
also interact with each other in simple, defined ways. This modular design
simplifies coding in SML and makes it easy to construct, modify, or extend a
processing pipeline in a script. For example, georeference information is an
inherent property of an image in an SML pipeline, so it is automatically pulled
through the pipeline and assigned to the target. LikeSOURCE_RVC
wise, pyramid tiers are automatically produced for target
Input
rasters in Project Files. Scripts run on single and multicore computers automatically use any multi-threading
incorporated into the stages such as in JPEG2000 comFILTER_RESAMPLE
pression and decompression operations.

FILTER: a pipeline stage that applies some
processing or transformation to the image. A filter
stage has one or more inputs and one output.
TARGET: a pipeline stage that represents the final
output image. A target has one input and no
pipeline output. Its properties are derived from the
input stage it is connected to.

SOURCE_RVC
Input Red

SOURCE_RVC
Input Green

SOURCE_RVC
Input Blue

FILTER_LOOKUP

FILTER_LOOKUP

FILTER_LOOKUP

Pipeline Source Types:
RVC Raster object in MicroImages Project File
PNG file
JPEG file
TIFF file
MRSID file
GDAL Image format supported by GDAL driver
TILESET Local web tileset
WBMP Wireless Bitmap (WBMP) file
REGION Region to use for masking/cropping
CONSTANT Source with constant value

TARGET_RVC
FILTER_COMPOSITE

Diagram of pipeline to resample an
image in the script on next page
(PipelineResampleToGeoref.sml)
TARGET_TIFF
SOURCE_RVC
Input

SOURCE_RVC
Reference

Pipeline Target Types:
RVC Raster object in MicroImages Project File
RVC_MULTIFILE MicroImages tiled raster
J2K (JPEG2000) file ERS ER-Mapper file
TIFF file PNG file JPEG file
TILESET_GOOGLEEARTH TILESET_GOOGLEMAPS
TILESET_MICROSOFTBING TILESET_NASAWORLDWIND

FILTER_RESAMPLE

TARGET_RVC

Above, diagram of pipeline to apply
contrast to red, green, and blue grayscale
images, make a color composite, and
output it to a TIFF file (see sample script
PipelineContrastCompositeToTiff.sml).

Left, diagram of pipeline to resample an image
to match a reference image (see sample script
PipelineResampleToMatch.sml).
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Pipeline Filters in MicroImages Geospatial Scripting Language (SML)
COLORBALANCE color-balance an image
COMPOSITE create composite from multiple sources
CROP crop an image
DATATYPE change sample data type
DEINDEX change indexed-color to separate samples
DIVIDE divide one image by another
EXTEND extend image by adding null pixels around outside
FOCAL_TOPOOGRAPHIC compute topographic properties
FOCAL_AMPM Adaptive Mean P-median spatial filter
FOCAL_CONTRAST Locally-adaptive contrast spatial filter
FOCAL_CS Comparison/selection spatial filter
FOCAL_FROST Frost radar noise reduction spatial filter
FOCAL_GRADIENT gradient edge-detection filter
FOCAL_KUANADAPTIVE Kuan radar noise reduction filter
FOCAL_LEE Lee radar noise reduction filter
FOCAL_LUM lower-upper-middle spatial filter
FOCAL_MLM multilevel median spatial filter
FOCAL_MULTIPLICATIVE weighted averaging filter
FOCAL_OLYMPIC olympic spatial filter
FOCAL_PMEDIAN P-median spatial filter
FOCAL_RANGE range spatial filter
FOCAL_SIGMA sigma radar noise reduction filter
FOCAL_STATISTICS compute focal mean, median, sum, etc.
FOCAL_TEAGER Teager spatial filter
FOCAL_VOLTERRA Volterra-unsharp spatial filter
FOCAL_WMMR weighted-majority/minimum range-median filter
FUSION_BASICHBS multiresolution image fusion via HBS
FUSION_BASICHIS multiresolution image fusion via HIS
FUSION_BROVEY multiresolution image fusion via Brovey method
FUSION_MODHIS multiresolution image fusion via modified HIS
FUSION_TEXTUREPCA multiresolution image fusion via TexturePCA
LIMIT_RANGE set values inside or outside of a range as invalid
LINEAR perform linear combination on samples in image
LOOKUP apply look-up tables to samples in image

MARGIN set buffer on image margin when using kernel-based filter
MASK_SELECT select between images using mask
MASK_VALIDITY apply mask to image
MORPHOLOGY_CLOSING morphological operation “closing”
MORPHOLOGY_DILATION morphological operation “dilation”
MORPHOLOGY_EROSION morphological operation “erosion”
MORPHOLOGY_OPENING morphological operation “opening”
MOSAIC mosaic images
MULTIPLY multiply images
NULLTOALPHA convert invalid (null) pixels to an alpha-channel
OVERRIDETYPE override pixel type of image
PALETTIZE convert RGB color image to indexed color with palette
PIXELTABLE apply pixeltable (e.g. color palette) to image
PIXEL_TYPE change pixel type of image
QUANTIZE quantize samples in image
REPLACE_NULL replace null pixels with specified value
RESAMPLE resample/reproject image
SCALEOFFSET apply scale and offset to samples
SELECT select specified component samples from image
STEREO generate stereo image
TESTEQUAL test pixel for equality
TESTRANGE test pixel for containment inside or outside range
VALIDITYNEAR set validity based on nearness to specified value
ZOOM zoom image (change pixel size) up or down by fixed
amount

Special Filters that Apply Pixel-by-Pixel Computations
using a User-Defined Delgate Function
GENERAL_CHGPROP apply user-defined function to image
with change of pixel type
GENERAL_INPLACE apply user-defined function to image
MARGIN automatically buffer margins when iterating with userdefined function

Pipeline Script to Resample/Reproject Image to Specified Cell Size: PipelineResampleToGeoref.sml
CHOOSE INPUT RASTER to be resampled
objItem for input raster
class RVC_OBJITEM riObjItem;
DlgGetObject("Select raster to resample:", "Raster", riObjItem,
"ExistingOnly");
PIPELINE SOURCE: set input raster as source
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC source_In( riObjItem );
err = source_In.Initialize();
if (err < 0)
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Pipeline source initialized.");
printf("Source image has
source_In.GetTotalRows(),

%d

lines and %d columns.\n",
source_In.GetTotalColumns() );

check that source has valid coordinate reference system
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_GEOREFERENCE sourceGeoref;
sourceGeoref = source_In.GetGeoreference();
get coordinate reference system from the source georeference
class SR_COORDREFSYS crs;
crs = sourceGeoref.GetCRS();
class RVC_OBJITEM rastOutObjItem;
DlgGetObject("Choose raster for resampled output", "Raster", rastOutObjItem,
"NewOnly");
get line and column cell sizes from source's georeference

class POINT2D locIn;

prompt user to enter desired output line/column cell sizes
numeric lineCellSize, colCellSize;

cell size to set for the output raster

string prompt$ = "Enter desired line cell size for output raster:";
lineCellSize = PopupNum(prompt$, scaleIn.y, 0, 1000, 2);
prompt$ = "Enter desired column cell size for output raster:";
colCellSize = PopupNum(prompt$, scaleIn.x, 0, 1000, 2);
[code to compute appropriate resampling method omitted]
PIPELINE FILTER to resample source image
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_RESAMPLE filter_rsmp(source_In, crs,
lineCellSize, colCellSize, rsmpMethod$);
err = filter_rsmp.Initialize();
if (err < 0)
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Resample filter initialized.");
PIPELINE TARGET: set up the target for the pipeline

CHOOSE OUTPUT RASTER

class POINT2D scaleIn;

locIn.x = source_In.GetTotalColumns() / 2; location at center of image
locIn.y = source_In.GetTotalRows() / 2;
sourceGeoref.ComputeScale(locIn, scaleIn, 1); pixel scales in meters
printf("Source image cell sizes: line = %.2f m, col = %.2f m\n", scaleIn.y, scaleIn.x);

line and column cell sizes as x and y values
of POINT2D; column and line location for
which to obtain cell size

class
IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_RVC
target_rvc(filter_rsmp,
rastOutObjItem);
target_rvc.SetCompression("DPCM", 0);
err = target_rvc.Initialize();
if (err < 0) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Pipeline target initialized.");
print("Processing...");
target_rvc.Process(); EXECUTE pipeline process
print("Done.");
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Geospatial Scripting

Pipeline Structures for Multiple Inputs
A previous Technical Guide (Geospatial Scripting: Pipeline Programming Basics) presents an example of a relatively simple pipeline
programming task using the TNTgis geospatial scripting language
(SML): resampling a raster object from a MicroImages Project File
to match a reference raster object. But what if you want to resample
any number of raster objects (for example, six bands of a Landsat
scene, or a color composite and an elevation raster) to match that
same reference image? In effect, you want to reuse the same image
processing pipeline for each of the input rasters to create a unique
output raster. The solution is to wrap the “reuseable” portion of the
pipeline within a user-defined procedure or function within the script.
The illustration below diagrams the design of such a script,
PipelineResampleToMatchMulti.sml, which is also excerpted on
the reverse.
choose Rasters
to resample

Construct source;
Initialize
SOURCE_RVC
Input

Loop
through inputs
and outputs:
call user-defined
function (gray
box) to resample
current input to
current output

check CRS &
set resampling
method

choose reference
Raster to match
SOURCE_RVC
Reference
get georeference &
check for valid
coordinate reference
system; if none, report
error and exit script

FILTER_RESAMPLE
choose matching
number of output
rasters

TARGET_RVC
call Process()
method on target

User-defined function
(gray box) contains the
part of the processing
pipeline that is reused
for each input / output
pair of raster objects.

Annotated diagram of pipeline script to resample multiple images
to match a reference image (see excerpts of
PipelineResampleToMatchMulti.sml on reverse).

Each of the raster objects you select as input for such a script must
be set up as a unique image source paired with an associated image
target. The sample script thus requires matching lists of
RVC_OBJITEM class instances for the sources and targets, and the
number of items is not known until the input raster objects are selected. Such “lists” can be set up by declaring an instance of class
RVC_OBJITEM as a hash (a data class similar to an array). The
input hash is populated using a predefined function [DlgGetObjects()
in the Popup Dialog function group] that provides a dialog to prompt
the user to select any number of input raster objects and reads their
RVC_OBJITEMS into the specified hash. A second function
[DlgGetObjectSet()] to select a specified number of objects (set to
be the same as the number of inputs selected) is used to populate
the hash of output RVC_OBJITEMS.
The script contains a processing loop that iterates through the hashes
of input and output RVC_OBJITEMS and passes each pair to the
user-defined function, where they are used to construct the source
and target stages for that iteration. Since the same reference image

is used for each pass, the reference source is constructed and initialized only once, outside the user-defined function, and its class
instance is also passed to the function for use in constructing the
resampling filter stage for the current iteration. Within the userdefined function, the input source, resampling filter, and target stage
are all constructed and initialized and the Process() method is called
for the target to process the current image through the pipeline.
A pipeline script to create a mosaic from any number of input images, such as the example diagrammed below and excerpted on the
next page (PipelineMosaicToReference.sml), requires a somewhat
different script structure. The Mosaic filter uses an instance of
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_STAGE_ARRAY to hold all of the images to be mosaicked. Each of the unique sources that populate
the STAGE_ARRAY must remain valid when the pipeline is processed, so the script can’t reuse the same SOURCE_RVC class
instance to populate the STAGE_ARRAY. You also don’t know
how many sources the script will need until the input images are
selected. The solution is to construct the SOURCE_RVC class as
an array of class instances. The script uses a processing loop to
add sources (indexed by number) to the array of sources using a
corresponding hash of RVC_OBJITEMS from the selected input
raster objects. This loop also get the georeference information
from each input and determines if it has a valid, non-local coordinate reference system (CRS; it can be different from that of other
inputs or the reference image); if so, that source is appended to the
stage array, whereas any input raster lacking a valid CRS is simply
skipped. The mosaic filter is then constructed using the
STAGE_ARRAY and a reference source that sets the extents, CRS,
and cell size of the mosaic.
choose Rasters
to mosaic

Loop
through inputs:

Construct as
array of sources;
SOURCE_RVC

1) Initialize source;
2) check for valid
CRS;
3) if so, add to
STAGE_ARRAY

Input
Input
Input
Input
...

1,
2,
3,
4,

choose reference
Raster to match

SOURCE_RVC
Reference

Construct
source;
Initialize

get georeference from
reference and check for
valid coordinate reference
system; if none, report
error and exit script

STAGE_ARRAY

choose output
raster (Project File
and object name)

FILTER_MOSAIC

Construct with STAGE_ARRAY,
reference image, resampling
method, & overlap method;
Initialize

Construct target with filter as
input stage;
Set compression;
Initialize
call Process() method on target
TARGET_RVC

Annotated diagram of pipeline script to mosaic multiple images
to match a reference image (see excerpts of
PipelineMosaicToReference.sml on next page).
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for
scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/sml/index.htm.

Excerpts of Pipeline Script to Mosaic Images to Match a Reference Image
(PipelineMosaicToReference.sml)
[code to set up and initialize source for reference image omitted]
CHOOSE GEOREFERENCED
RASTERS TO MOSAIC
class RVC_OBJITEM inObjItemList[];
numeric numInputs;

HASH of RVC_OBJITEMS
for unknown number of input
rasters to mosaic

DlgGetObjects populates an RVC_OBJITEM hash
with the RVC_OBJITEM of each selected raster
DlgGetObjects("Choose georeferenced rasters to mosaic:", "Raster", inObjItemList,
"ExistingOnly", 2);
set up array of RVC_SOURCE class handles
with number equal to number of input rasters
numInputs = inObjItemList.GetNumItems();
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC sources[numInputs];
printf("Number of rasters to mosaic = %d\n", numInputs);
set up PIPELINE STAGE_ARRAY to pass to the mosaic filter;
construct with unspecified number of stages to allow for
skipping ungeoreferenced inputs
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_STAGE_ARRAY stages( );
declare class variables to use in processing the input rasters
class RVC_OBJITEM objItem;
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_GEOREFERENCE sourceGeoref;
class SR_COORDREFSYS crs;
loop through the hash of input objItems
for i = 1 to numInputs {
objItem = inObjItemList[i];

get ObjItem for current source image
from hash of RVC_OBJITEMS

PIPELINE SOURCE for each input image; add a new source
for the current image to the source array and initialize
sources[i] = new IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC(objItem);
err = sources[i].Initialize();
if ( err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else printf("\nInitialized source %d of %d\n", i, numInputs);
check that source has valid coordinate reference system;
if valid, add source to STAGE_ARRAY, otherwise skip
sourceGeoref = sources[i].GetGeoreference();
crs = sourceGeoref.GetCRS();
if (crs.IsDefined() == 0 or crs.IsLocal() ) {
printf("Coordinate reference system
for source %d is undefined or local.\n", i);
printf("Source %d will be omitted from mosaic.\n", i);
}
else {
printf("Source %d: CRS = %s\n", i, crs.Name );
stages.Append(sources[i]); append source to the STAGE_ARRAY
}
}
CHOOSE OUTPUT RASTER
class RVC_OBJITEM mosObjItem; ObjItem for the output mosaic raster
DlgGetObject("Select new raster object for the mosaic:", "Raster", mosObjItem,
"NewOnly");
PIPELINE FILTER to mosaic the input rasters
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_MOSAIC mosaic(stages, refSource,
"Nearest", "Last");
err = mosaic.Initialize();
if ( err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Mosaic filter initialized.");

PIPELINE TARGET: set up the target for the mosaic pipeline
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_RVC target_rvc(mosaic, mosObjItem);
target_rvc.SetCompression("DPCM", 0);
err = target_rvc.Initialize();
if (err < 0) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Pipeline target initialized.");
print("Processing...");
target_rvc.Process();

EXECUTE pipeline process

print("Done.");

Excerpts of Pipeline Script to Resample Multiple
Images to Match a Reference Image
(PipelineResampleToMatchMulti.sml)
[code to set up and initialize source for reference image omitted]
CHOOSE GEOREFERENCED INPUT
RASTERS to be resampled.
class RVC_OBJITEM inObjItemList[];
numeric numInputs;

HASH of RVC_OBJITEMS
for unknown number of
input rasters to resample

DlgGetObjects populates an RVC_OBJITEM hash
with the RVC_OBJITEM of each selected raster
DlgGetObjects("Choose georeferenced rasters to resample:", "Raster",
inObjItemList, "ExistingOnly", 2);
numInputs = inObjItemList.GetNumItems();
printf("Processing %d input rasters.\n\n", numInputs);
MAKE STRINGLIST OF LABELS FOR DIALOG
PROMPTING FOR OUTPUT RASTERS
class STRINGLIST labelList;
for i = 1 to numInputs
{
labelList.AddToEnd( inObjItemList[i].GetDescriptor().GetShortName() );
}
CHOOSE OUTPUT RASTERS
DlgGetObjectSet populates an RVC_OBJITEM hash
with the RVC_OBJITEM of each selected raster
class RVC_OBJITEM outObjItemList[];
DlgGetObjectSet("Choose rasters for resampled output", "Raster", labelList,
outObjItemList, "NewOnly");
LOOP THROUGH HASHS OF INPUT AND OUTPUT
RVC_OBJITEMS TO RESAMPLE IMAGES
for i = 1 to numInputs
{
CALL USER-DEFINED FUNCTION TO RESAMPLE AN IMAGE
err = rsmpPipe(inObjItemList[i], outObjItemList[i], source_Ref, refCellArea,
i, labelList);
[function definition omitted]
invalid coordinate reference system for input
if (err == 0)
printf("Source image %d has undefined or local coordinater reference
system; \n no resampled raster was made.\n\n", i);
else if (err < 0)
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
}
print("Done.");
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Geometric Analysis

Polygon Shape Properties
The Polygon Shape Properties process (Geometric / Attributes / Polygon Shape Properties) computes shape metrics for individual polygons in one or more geometric objects
(vector, CAD, or shape). The results can be saved in tables added to the input objects
or to CSV-formatted text files.
Compactness
The process provides a number of measures of compactness, which is the most widelyused polygon shape property. A compact polygon has a relatively simple boundary
with vertices that are relatively equidistant from the centroid. A circle is the shape with
maximum compactness. Compactness measures have applications in analyses of ecological habitats, hydrological properties of drainage basins, and in assessing legislative
redistricting plans.
Compactness can be quantified in several ways: 1) from physics, the moment of inertia
of the polygon; 2) computations using polygon area and perimeter (or maximum length);
3) area comparison with an ideal shape such as a circle or the polygon’s convex hull.
Compactness values for the measures described below range from 0 to 1.0. Numbers in
square brackets refer to the numbered references on the next page.
By Moment of Inertia [3]: area2 / 2 * pi * moment of inertia
The physical measure of an object’s resistance
Definitions
to changes in its rotation is called moment of
Length: maximum distance between any
inertia. It depends on the object’s mass, the
points on the outer polygon boundary.
distribution of mass (shape), and the point of
Width: maximum distance across polygon
rotation. For 2D polygons, moment of inertia
in the direction perpendicular to the length
is measured relative to rotation about an axis
direction.
at the polygon centroid and perpendicular to
RadiusMax: maximum distance from the
the mapping plane. Moment of inertia inpolygon centroid to the boundary.
creases with area and complexity of the shape,
RadiusMin: minimum distance from the
so compactness is calculated as the ratio of
polygon centroid to the boundary. Value
the moment of inertia of a circle of the same
is negative if the centroid is outside the
area about its center to that of the polygon
polygon or inside an island.
about its centroid. This measure is less sensiConvex hull: the smallest convex
tive to polygon vertex positioning errors (noise)
region that contains the polygon,
and differences in the level of boundary detail
constructed by connecting a subset of
the polygon vertices.
than compactness measures computed from
Shape measures for a state legislative
perimeter and area, described below.
district polygon.
Circularity
Richardson [3,6]: 2 * sqrt(pi * area) / perimeter
Circularity is a property similar to compactness, measuring how
This expression is equivalent to the ratio of the perimeter
closely a polygon’s shape matches that of a circle. Two circularity
of a circle with area equal to that of the polygon to the polygon’s
measures are provided:
actual perimeter.
Iso-Perimetric Quotient [3,4]: 4 * pi * area / perimeter2
(also called the Polsby-Popper method and Cox’s circularity). This
measure is the square of the Richardson compactness.

Max: sqrt(area / pi) / RadiusMax
(ratio of the radius of the circle with equivalent area to the maximum
radius of the polygon; range is 0 to 1).

Gibbs [2]: 4 * area / (pi * length2)

Min/Max: sqrt( |RadiusMin| / RadiusMax) * sign(RadiusMin)
The final factor [sign(RadiusMin)] in the expression is 1 for
RadiusMin > 0 and -1 for RadiusMin < 0 (for a polygon centroid
outside the polygon boundary). The range is -1 to +1.

Two measures of compactness are ratios of the polygon area to the
area of an ideal shape:
Reock [1,5]: area / (area of minimum spanning circle)
Convex Hull [1]: area / (area of convex hull).

Miscellaneous Shape Properties
Grain Shape Index: perimeter / length

Complexity
Complexity of polygon shape is the opposite of compactness. One
measure is provided, with a range from 1 to infinity:

Orientation Angle: azimuth of the length direction relative to the
map projection.

Schwartzberg [1]: perimeter / (2 * sqrt(pi * area));
this is the inverse of the Richardson compactness measure.

Elongation: length / width
Aspect Ratio: width / length

(continued)
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All of the polygon shape measures take island polygons (holes)
into account. The presence of islands reduces compactness and
circularity and increases complexity.
Objects georeferenced in geographic (latitude / longitude) coordinates are automatically converted to an orthographic projection
centered on the object in order to compute the polygon properties.
Coordinate reference systems using planar coordinates do not require any conversion.
Process Interface
Press the Select button to select one or more geometric objects
with polygons to process. The file and object names of the selected objects are shown in the list at the top of the window. To
remove any object, left-click on its list entry to highlight it and
press [Remove]. Press the Remove All button to clear the list.

Use the Output menu to choose how to save the computed shape
properties: Add table(s) to object or Text file(s). You can choose
an ID or name to embed in the statistics table(s) to identify each
record. The choices from the ID/Name menu are None, Element
Number, Polygon_ID.Current (if the polygons have an ID table)
and Choose; the latter option prompts you to select a database
table and field to provide the ID. When multiple objects are being
processed, the field selections presented in the menu refer to the
top object in the list. If other objects do not have a field with the
selected table and field name, the element number is automatically
used as the ID value. For best results with multiple inputs, make
sure that they have consistent tables or use element number as the
identifier.
The Properties box shows the list of available shape properties
with a checkbox allowing you to select or deselect each. Current
property selections are saved when you exit the process.
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Geospatial Scripting

Pipeline Programming Basics
This Technical Guide introduces programming basics for setting
up and executing an image-processing pipeline in a geospatial script.
The illustration diagrams an example: a script to resample an image
in a Project File to match a reference image with the output directed
to a Project File. (Code excerpts and comments for this script,
PipelineResampleToMatch.sml, are on the reverse.) The pipeline
in this script includes two sources (input and reference images),
one filter (resampling), and one target (see the Technical Guide
entitled Geospatial Scripting: Pipeline Image Processing for definitions). The example also demonstrates that, although the pipeline
architecture is designed to encapsulate image data, properties, and
operations, a script can obtain properties from pipeline stages to
check for errors and compute values to be used later in the pipeline.
Pipeline stages in the TNTgis geospatial scripting language (SML)
are classes in the IMAGE_PIPELINE group. The pipeline classes
used in this sample script are located there, namely:
• IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC: an image source created
from a raster object in a MicroImages Project File
• IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_RESAMPLE: filter to resample
and reproject an image
• IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_RVC: pipeline target that creates a raster object in a Project File
• IMAGE_PIPELINE_GEOREFERENCE: support class to access georeference properties obtained from a pipeline stage
The complete list (with documentation) of available pipeline classes
as well as other SML classes and functions can be found in the
Script Reference window opened from the SML Editor.
Constructing Pipeline Stages

Classes in SML have members (properties that can be read or in
some cases changed by your script) and methods (predefined functions that the script can call to operate on class data). Pipeline
classes can also have special methods called constructors for declaring a unique instance of the class and defining its parameters.
The constructors for source stages, for example, require that you
specify the image to be assigned to that particular source. Source
stages can refer either to raster objects in Project Files or to external
image files such as GeoTIFF. In this sample script the
SOURCE_RVC class is used and each source instance is constructed
using an instance of class RVC_OBJITEM (in the RVC SYSTEM
class group) that refers to the required raster object in a Project
File. The script uses a function called DlgGetObject() in the Popup
Dialog function group to provide a dialog allowing the user to
choose the required raster and populate an instance of
RVC_OBJITEM.
Constructors for filter stages require that you specify at least one
input stage and may require additional parameters. The
FILTER_RESAMPLE constructor used here, for example, requires
a parameter specifying the resampling method to use. Filter stages
can also have different versions of their constructors with different
required parameters. There are several versions of the
FILTER_RESAMPLE constructor; the one used here specifies a
reference image to match in coordinate reference system and cell

size, whereas another version omits the reference image and requires an output coordinate reference system and cell size instead.
Constructors for a target stage require that you specify the input
filter and identify the output image. For a TARGET_RVC, you
pass the constructor an RVC_OBJITEM corresponding to the new
output raster object. (Sources and targets for external image types,
such as TIFF, are constructed using a FILEPATH class instance, as
illustrated in sample scripts PipelineContrastCompositeToTIFF.sml
and PipelineNDVIfromTIFF.sml.) Once it is constructed, you can
set a compression option for a TARGET_RVC instance using the
SetCompression() class method.
Initializing Pipeline Stages

Each pipeline stage class has an Initialize() method that must be
called before the pipeline can use that stage. This method checks
that all of the specified input stages are properly defined and returns an error code (a negative number) if any do not. As illustrated
by the sample script, for debugging purposes a pipeline script should
check this error value and return an error to the console or to a
popup message dialog to report any errors. This sample script also
demonstrates a higher level of error checking: it gets the georeference
definition from both input and reference sources to check that each
has a valid (though potentially different) coordinate reference system that can then be properly used in the resampling filter.
Processing the Pipeline

Once all of the pipeline stages are defined and initialized, the script
initiates processing by calling the Process() class method on the
target stage. This method pulls the images through all of the steps
of the pipeline and creates the final result image in the designated
location.
choose Raster
to be resampled

SOURCE_RVC
Input

choose reference
Raster to match

Construct
source;
Initialize

SOURCE_RVC
Reference

Construct
source;
Initialize

get georeference from sources; coordinate
reference systems must be defined and
nonlocal but do not have to match; if either has
invalid CRS, report error and exit script
get pixel scale (cell size) for center of each
source from its georeference and compute cell
area for each; compare areas to automatically
set the most appropriate resampling method
resampling method

choose output
raster (Project File
and object name)

Construct with input image,
reference image, &
resampling method;
Initialize

FILTER_RESAMPLE

TARGET_RVC

Construct target with filter as
input stage;
Set compression;
Initialize

call Process() method on target

Annotated diagram of pipeline to resample an image to match a
reference image (see PipelineResampleToMatch.sml on next page).
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNTgis scripting language for scripts and
queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/sml/index.htm.

Pipeline Script to Resample/Reproject Image to Match a Reference Image
(PipelineResampleToMatch.sml)
numeric err;

error code returned

proc ReportError(numeric linenum, numeric err) {
printf("FAILED -line: %d, error: %d\n", linenum, err);
PopupError(err);
}

define error
checking
procedure

if (crsRef.IsDefined() == 0 or crsRef.IsLocal() ) {
PopupMessage("Reference coordinate reference system is undefined or local;
exiting script.");
Exit();
}
else
printf("Reference coordinate reference system: %s\n", crsRef.Name );

clear();

set context so script does not exit on error,
_context.AbortOnError = 0; allowing manual handling of errors.
CHOOSE INPUT IMAGE to be resampled
objItem for input raster
class RVC_OBJITEM riObjItem;
DlgGetObject("Select raster to resample:", "Raster", riObjItem, "ExistingOnly");
PIPELINE SOURCE for input image
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC source_In( riObjItem );
err = source_In.Initialize();
if (err < 0)
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Pipeline source initialized.");
printf("Source image has %d lines and %d columns.\n", source_In.GetTotalRows(),
source_In.GetTotalColumns() );
check that input image source has valid coordinate reference system
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_GEOREFERENCE sourceGeoref;
sourceGeoref = source_In.GetGeoreference();
get coordinate reference system from the source georeference

CHOOSE OUTPUT RASTER
class RVC_OBJITEM rastOutObjItem;
DlgGetObject("Choose raster for resampled output", "Raster", rastOutObjItem,
"NewOnly");
get line and column cell sizes from input and reference images
class POINT2D scaleIn, scaleRef; column and line cell sizes of input
and reference as x and y values of
POINT2D;
class POINT2D locIn, locRef;

column and line locations for
which to obtain cell size

locIn.x = source_In.GetTotalColumns() / 2;
locIn.y = source_In.GetTotalRows() / 2;
locRef.x = source_Ref.GetTotalColumns() / 2;
locRef.y = source_Ref.GetTotalRows() / 2;
sourceGeoref.ComputeScale(locIn, scaleIn, 1);
refGeoref.ComputeScale(locRef, scaleRef, 1);

location at center
of input image
location at center
of reference image
pixel scales of input and
reference image in meters

pixel scale can be negative, so get absolute values
scaleIn.x = abs(scaleIn.x); scaleIn.y = abs(scaleIn.y);
scaleRef.x = abs(scaleRef.x);
scaleRef.y = abs(scaleRef.y);

class SR_COORDREFSYS crs;
crs = sourceGeoref.GetCRS();
if (crs.IsDefined() == 0 or crs.IsLocal() ) {
PopupMessage("Source coordinate reference system is undefined or local;
exiting script.");
Exit();
}
else printf("Coordinate reference system: %s\n", crs.Name );

printf("Input image cell sizes: line = %.2f m, col = %.2f m\n", scaleIn.y, scaleIn.x);
printf("Reference image cell sizes: line = %.2f m, col = %.2f m\n", scaleRef.y,
scaleRef.x);
SET APPROPRIATE RESAMPLING METHOD based on relative
cell size of input and reference (output) images
numeric inCellArea, outCellArea;
inCellArea = scaleIn.x * scaleIn.y;

outCellArea = colCellSize * lineCellSize;

CHOOSE REFERENCE RASTER TO RESAMPLE TO
class RVC_OBJITEM refObjItem;
DlgGetObject("Select reference raster:", "Raster", refObjItem, "ExistingOnly");
SET PIPELINE SOURCE FOR REFERENCE IMAGE
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC source_Ref( refObjItem );
err = source_Ref.Initialize();
if (err < 0)
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else
print("Reference source initialized.");
printf("Reference image has %d lines and %d columns.\n",
source_Ref.GetTotalRows(), source_Ref.GetTotalColumns() );
check that reference image has valid coordinate reference system
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_GEOREFERENCE refGeoref;
refGeoref = source_Ref.GetGeoreference();
get coordinate reference system from the source georeference
class SR_COORDREFSYS crsRef;
crsRef = refGeoref.GetCRS();

reference raster's coordinate
reference system

set resampling method
string rsmpMethod$;
if (outCellArea > 2 * inCellArea) then rsmpMethod$ = "Average";
else rsmpMethod$ = "CubicConvolution";
printf("Resampling method: %s\n", rsmpMethod$);
PIPELINE FILTER to resample source image
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_RESAMPLE filter_rsmp(source_In,
source_Ref, rsmpMethod$);
err = filter_rsmp.Initialize();
if (err < 0) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Resample filter initialized.");
PIPELINE TARGET: set up the target for the pipeline
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_RVC target_rvc(filter_rsmp, rastOutObjItem);
target_rvc.SetCompression("DPCM", 0);
err = target_rvc.Initialize();
if (err < 0) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Pipeline target initialized.");
print("Processing...");
target_rvc.Process();

EXECUTE pipeline process

print("Done.");
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Spatial Display

Use Global Public Reference Layers
TNTgis allows you to display global reference web tileset layers
licensed from Microsoft Bing Maps and MapQuest to provide a
geographic context to any display of your local geodata. These
tiled, multiresolution, web reference layers can be selected from
the Add Public Layer icon button in the Display Manager (in TNTmips Display and TNTview)
or the Layer Manager (in the TNTmips Editor/TNTedit and other TNTmips processes that
provide a View window). You can also display geographic feature labels from Open Street
Maps. The theme layers available are:
Microsoft Bing Maps

MapQuest

Open Street Maps

• Aerial (imagery)
• Roads (map features + labels)
• Aerial with Labels

• Aerial (imagery)
• Roads (map features + labels)

• Labels

Add Public Layer icon button

MapQuest Roads (left) and Aerial
(below) reference layers for an
area in Utah, USA. The geometric
overlays show geologic fault
lines (red) and earthquake
epicenter locations (circles).

The Roads themes from Bing and
MapQuest include roads, other map
features, and labels over a subdued
shaded-relief background. The Aerial
themes include satellite and aerial
orthoimagery from coarse to fine spatial resolution. The Bing Maps Aerial
with Labels theme is a combination of
the Aerial and Roads content.
You can use the Bing Maps and
MapQuest reference layers to:
• provide a reference frame for any
layer or layout;
• trace and draw features using the
Annotate and Sketch tools;
• create and update geometric elements in the Editor;
• add control points in the Georeference process.
In short, you can use the Bing Maps and MapQuest layers as a reference
for almost any visual application in TNTgis, including printing and stereo
rendering. (Web tilesets, including the Bing Maps and MapQuest reference layers, cannot be rendered in 3D perspective views at this time.)

Bing Maps reference layers are available in
TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview for registered
users of the current release version. MapQuest
and Open Street Maps reference layers are
available in TNTmips Basic and TNTmips Free
in addition to TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview.

The first time you choose to add a Bing Maps or MapQuest reference layer in TNTgis you are presented with the Terms of Use
license for that product. Simply read these terms and press the
Accept button to initiate use of this feature.
Georeferencing

Bing Maps Aerial with Labels layer used as a
reference for mapping lakes in Tibet in the Editor.

An important use of the Bing Maps and MapQuest layers is to
provide a visual reference for adding control points to georeference
your local geodata. In the Georeference process, open the geospatial
object you want to georeference, which is shown in the Georeference
Input View. From the Options menu in the Georeference window,
turn on the toggle to Show Reference View. You can then add a
global reference layer to the Georeference Reference View in one of
two ways:
(continued)
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The Bing Maps and MapQuest layers can
be used as visual reference to manually
locate georeference control points.

press the Layer Manager icon button on the Reference View
toolbar to open the Layer Manager, then use the Add Public
Layer icon button

set of resampling methods used to produce the colors for the larger
screen pixels: Nearest Neighbor, Bilinear, Bicubic, Bicubic Sharper,
or Bicubic Smoother.

press the Add Layer icon button on the Reference View
toolbar, then click on Public Layer in the menu to open a
submenu with the Bing Maps and MapQuest layer choices.
You can use the Bing Maps and MapQuest layers only for manually locating control points; you cannot use them with the
Auto-Register operation in Georeference.

You can use the Scale Range Visible fields to set a range of map
scales within which the reference layer will be visible in the view, as
you can for any type of display layer. The toggle buttons in the
lower part of the window provide access in the view to information
related to the tiles: you can choose to show tile boundaries and
labels, show tile information (zoom level, tile row, tile column, and
URL) in the DataTip, and show the cell value in the DataTip.

Display Options

When you add a MapQuest or Bing Maps global reference layer to
a view containing your local layers, the reference layer is automatically added as the first (bottom) layer in the group, so your existing
data layers overlay the reference layer and are not obscured by it.
By default the scale and spatial extents of the view (and group) are
not changed by adding a global reference layer; this means that
you cannot pan to see parts of the global reference layer that are
outside the group extents. (The group Coordinate Reference System [CRS] is, however, changed to the Spherical Web Mercator
CRS used by these global web tileset layers.)
In some cases you may want to automatically zoom to a global view
when you add a global reference layer and to view any portion of
this layer. To make this the default option, toggle off the Exclude
from group extents entry on the reference layer’s right mouse button menu in the Display/Layer Manager. This menu also lets you
quickly switch to another layer option within the Bing Maps or
MapQuest layer sets (see illustration to the right).
Additional options are available on the Layer Controls windows
for the Bing Maps and MapQuest layers, which
you can open by clicking on the layer icon in the
Display/Layer Manager. The Theme menu at the
top of the Layer Controls window (illustrated to
the right) provides another way to switch between themes. The Enlargement Method menu
provides choices that govern how the reference
layer tiles are displayed when the view scale does
not exactly coincide with one of the zoom levels
native to the tileset. Tiles from the next, more
detailed zoom level are used and are resampled to match the larger
screen pixels. The Enlargement Method menu provides a standard

The Open Street Maps
Labels layer is added as
an overlay over the active
layer in the group. The
Layer Controls window
allows you to set the text
style for the labels and to
choose the types of feature labels to show; the
options include Cities,
Parks, Places of Worship,
Counties, and Bicycle
Parking.

County and city labels in the Open
Street Maps Labels layer.

The right mouse button menu for a
global reference layer allows you to
choose whether or not to include the
layer in the group extents when added,
and to choose an alternate theme
within the Bing Maps and MapQuest
reference layer sets.

The Layer Controls for the Bing Maps and MapQuest public layers
let you show tile information in the DataTip and to display tile
boundaries and labels if desired.
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Spatial Display

Raster Layer Controls
The Raster Layer Controls window provides controls for varied display settings for all types of raster layers, including
grayscale raster objects, color-composites, color separates, and
multi-raster layers. The controls are organized in a set of tabbed
panels. The Object tabbed panel is shown by default when the
window opens. It includes the primary display settings as well
as controls for setting up the DataTip for the layer. The Options panel includes layer transparency and scale range controls
along with miscellaneous settings. Controls are provided on
the Legend panel for choosing and configuring a legend to show
in the View sidebar and in layout legends. The Filter panel
controls allow you to choose and apply various filters to the
display. The Shading panel controls allow you to apply relief
shading to a grayscale raster layer, while the settings on the 3D
panel apply when the raster layer is used as a drape layer in 3D
perspective views.

Object tabbed panel for a color-composite raster layer.

After changing display settings, press the Apply button to apply the changes to the View while the Raster Layer Controls
window remains open. Press the OK button to apply the
changes and close the window. The Close button closes the
window without applying any changes in settings.

Object tabbed panel for a multi-band raster display layer.

color component includes a menu button that you can use to
change the band assigned to that component (see the Technical
Guide entitled Multi-band Image Layers).
Raster Layer Controls window Object panel for a grayscale raster.

Object Panel
The controls present and their layout on the Object panel depend upon the type of raster layer. Illustrations of the Object
panel are shown on this page for a grayscale raster, a colorcomposite raster, and a multi-band raster layer. In all cases the
upper part of the panel provides controls for primary display
settings such as contrast, while the lower part of the panel
provides DataTip controls.
File / Object Name: If the layer displays a single raster object, the file name and object name are shown in a field at the
top of the panel. For Red-Green-Blue, Hue-Intensity-Saturation, and other color-separate layers, separate name fields are
provided to show the file and object name of each color component. For a multi-band raster layer, which shows an RGB
display of three of the selected bands, the name field for each

Contrast: A Contrast menu is provided for a grayscale raster

layer and for each color component of a color-composite, colorseparates, or multi-band raster layer. Each Contrast menu allows
you to choose any contrast table that has been saved with the
raster object to improve its display contrast, or to choose from
a number of automatic contrast methods: Auto Linear, Auto
Normalize, Auto Equalize, Auto Logarithmic, Auto Exponential,
and Hyperbolic Tangent. The contrast methods and procedure
for creating contrast tables are described in the TechGuide entitled Image Contrast Enhancement.
Georeference: The Georeference menu lists the georeference

subobjects (if any) of the raster or rasters being displayed, and
defaults to the last-used georeference. Most spatial objects
should have only one georeference subobject, as there is little
need to create more than one, and MicroImages does not rec(continued)
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ommend doing so. If the raster object is not georeferenced,
the Georeference menu reverts to None; you can also select
None for a georeferenced object if you wish to display it without georeference. However, use of a georeference subobject
is required if you wish to display the layer with proper registration with other georeferenced data layers.
The Use Saved Model option, which is toggled on by default,
applies the calibration model that was saved with the raster
object’s georeference. This model sets the type and complexity of the mathematical transformation used to convert object
coordinates to map coordinates. If this option is not turned on,
a default model is applied. Use of a default model rather than
the saved model may introduce subtle changes in the registration of the layer with other georeferenced layers.
Theme: The Theme menu for grayscale raster layers lets you

choose to apply any theme map that has been saved for the
raster object (if any). A raster theme map displays a grayscale
raster as a set of discrete numeric interval classes with a different color assigned to each. To create a raster theme map,
press the Edit pushbutton next to the Theme menu to open the
Raster Theme Map Controls window (see the TechGuide entitled Raster Theme Mapping). When you choose a theme
from the menu, the Contrast and Color Palette controls are
automatically disabled.

mask value 1 = fully visible) or a grayscale object to set varying transparency for the layer. When a mask has been selected,
you can choose to apply it or not using the toggle button.
DataTip: Use the controls in the DataTip box to choose whether

or not to show a DataTip for the raster layer and to configure
it if shown. A Show checkbox is provided for non-integer
grayscale rasters and color composites, and for each color
component for color separate and multi-band raster layers. For
integer grayscale rasters, which can have a raster database, a
Show menu is provided from which you can choose Image
Cell Value or Select Attribute; the latter choice opens the Select
Table/Field window to allow you to choose a database table (if
any) and field to provide the value shown in the DataTip.
You can use the Prefix and Suffix text fields to enter text to be
shown before and after the DataTip value for the layer (and
individually for the color components of a color separate or
multi-band raster layer). The Prefix field defaults to the object
name.
A Units menu is provided and active for grayscale raster layers
for which the cell Value type and Unit have been set in the
object information for the raster. When you choose a different
unit from the menu, cell values are converted to the designated
unit for the DataTip; the abbreviation for the selected unit is
shown by default as the suffix. The Decimal Places field sets
the number of decimal places to be shown in the value for any
units used.
The Scale Range Visible fields let you limit the range of map
scales over which the DataTip is displayed. For example, you
may wish to not show DataTips when the View is zoomed out
beyond a certain scale. For more information on Scale Ranges
see the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements, and
Groups by Scale.

Options Panel
The Options panel provides a Transparency field in which you
can enter a value to set layer transparency between 0 and 100%.
This transparency value is applied in addition to any transparency resulting from a mask or color palette.
A raster with slope values displayed with a theme map.

Color Palette: The Color Palette menu for grayscale and
categorical raster objects allows you to display the raster with
a specific color assigned to each raster value. Any color palettes that have been saved with the raster object can be selected
from the menu, along with the options None and User Defined.
Choosing User Defined opens the Color Palette Editor window
to allow you to choose or design a color palette. You can edit
a saved palette by selecting it in the menu and pressing the Edit
pushbutton. See the TechGuide entitled Raster Color Palette
Editor for more information.
Mask: You can apply a mask to the raster layer using the Mask

controls. Press the Mask pushbutton or turn on the toggle to
its left to choose a raster object with the same row and column
dimensions as the raster layer. The mask can be a binary raster
to set visibility of cells in the layer (mask value 0 = transparent,

A Null Cells
Transparent
toggle button is
provided on the
panel for noncomposite raster
layers. When it
is turned on (the
default), null
cells in the raster
Options panel for a color-composite raster.
are transparent in
the display. For color-composite raster layers there are multiple toggle buttons provided for setting cells that are Null, Black,
and/or White to be transparent (see illustration above).
When the display of a raster layer is zoomed out beyond 1X,
stored reduced-resolution pyramid tiers are used to create the
(continued)
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screen display. The Enlargement Method menu sets the method
by which cell values in the current pyramid tier are resampled
to the screen. The choices are Nearest Neighbor, Bilinear,
Bicubic, Bicubic Sharper, Bicubic Smoother, and Lanczos 4x4.
See the TechGuide entitled Resampling Methods for descriptions of these methods.
In a display with multiple layers, turning on the Preferred for
1X zoom toggle sets the layer as the one used to control the
display when the Zoom to Maximum Detail icon button (or
numeric key “1”) is pressed. In the 1X display each screen
pixel corresponds to a single image cell.
The Outline contiguous areas toggle option is useful for categorical rasters displayed with a color palette. When turned
on, each area with the same raster value is outlined in the corresponding color while the interior is transparent. The Interior
Transparency field sets the amount of transparency for the interior areas between 0 and 100%. These settings can be used
to compare category areas with features in underlying layers.
Turning on the Show lines between cells when zoom and Show
value labels when zoom toggles allows you to directly view cell
boundaries and values (respectively) in the View when you
zoom in far enough. The boundary lines appear when both cell
dimensions are larger than 16 pixels on the screen. Labels
appear when both cell dimensions are larger than 32 pixels on
screen and the labels will fit inside the cell. When the layer
contains a floating-point raster, a field is also provided to let
you set the number of decimal places to show in the cell value
labels. See the TechGuide entitled Inspecting Raster Cells for
more information.

and in multi-object legends in layouts. Use the Legend Type
menu on the Legend tabbed panel to choose which legend design to show. The choices None, Thumbnail, and Area Sample
are available for any raster layer. The Thumbnail option shows
a reduced-resolution thumbnail of the entire raster layer as the
legend sample. The Area Sample option creates the legend
sample from a 64 by 64-cell subarea of the raster. You can use
the Sample Location menu for this option to choose from nine
predefined positions from which to create the sample.
Color Sample, Continuous Color Scale, and Color Scale Ranges
options are available for single non-composite raster layers with
a color palette. The legend using the Color Sample option shows
a color sample for each raster value, which is appropriate for
classification rasters. The Continuous Color Scale option for
grayscale rasters uses a labeled color bar to show how color
variations relate to raster values, whereas the Color Scale Ranges
option shows discrete color samples for individual ranges of
raster values.
The Theme Ranges option is set by default when the raster
layer uses the Theme option, and shows a color sample for
each of the intervals in the theme. For
more information about raster layer
legends, see the TechGuide entitled
Legend Types for Raster Layers.

Color scale ranges legend for
an elevation raster layer.

Zoomed-in view of color-composite raster layer with cell borders
and value labels shown.

The Scale Range Visible fields let you set a range of map scales
over which the layer is visible in the View. The minimum map
scale you set controls how far out you can zoom and still see
the layer, while the maximum map scale controls how far in
you can zoom with the layer visible.

Filter Panel
The Filter Panel controls allow you to apply spatial filters to the
display of the raster layer. The filter you select or design is
applied to the portion of the raster layer currently in view without altering the source object(s). Filters are provided for
sharpening, smoothing (noise reduction), and edge detection.
There are also filters specifically designed for removing speckle
noise in radar images, as well as gray level co-occurrence matrix texture filters.
(continued)

The Scale Range Visible fields by default are initially set to
Unlimited. To set a map scale for either field, you can enter the
full scale fraction (e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the
scale fraction (e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is
then shown in the field. To reset a map scale to Unlimited,
enter 0. See the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements,
and Groups by Scale for more information.

Legend Panel
The Display process provides a number of types of raster
layer legends that you can show in the View window sidebar
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Use the Type menu to choose a filter category and the Filter
menu to select a specific filter within that group. Pausing the
mouse cursor over the icon button to the right of the Filter
menu shows a ToolTip with a description of the selected filter
and its parameters. For most filters you can use the Size menu
to choose a predefined filter size in the range from 3 x 3 cells to
21 x 21 cells or edit the Size field to set custom filter kernel
dimensions. You can also choose either Rectangle or Circle
from the Filter Window Shape menu. The Blending numeric
field and slider let you blend the filtered image with the original
image in varying degrees. You can toggle the filter effect on or
off using the Apply Spatial Filter to Layer toggle button. For
more information on filters see the TechGuide entitled Inline
Filtering of Images.

Shading Panel
The Raster Layer Controls window for single-raster non-composite layers includes a Shading tabbed panel that can be used
to display the layer with relief shading. This option renders the
layer as a 3D surface illuminated by light from a specific direction. The relief shading effect can be turned on and off using
the Relief Shading toggle button.
The direction to the virtual illumination source for the shading
effect is specified by the values in the Azimuth and Elevation
fields. Azimuth is a compass direction from 0 to 360 degrees
measured clockwise from north. The Elevation value is the
vertical angle of the illumination source above the horizontal,
with a range of 0 to 90 degrees. You can vary the illumination
azimuth to accentuate features with different orientations in
the layer. Decreasing the elevation angle increases the shadowing affect on slopes facing away from the illumination source
and thus increases the contrast.

Relief shading settings and result
for an elevation raster layer.

The graphic control in the Shading panel can also be used to
change these values. Drag the radius line around the circle
graphic to set the azimuth value. Move the black dot in or out
along the radius line to change the elevation angle. Changes in
the shading graphic immediately update the values shown in
the Azimuth and Elevation fields.
The Z Scaling field value (default 1.0) is a multiplier applied to
the raster cell values when the shading is computed. Increasing the Z Scaling value exaggerates the terrain relief and thus
increases the contrast.
The shading option is most commonly used for elevation raster
objects or those with other types of value that can be represented as a continuous surface. Note that these raster objects

can also be used as terrain layers, which provide options to
display the layer with continuous color gradations, relief shading, or a combination (see the TechGuide entitled Visualizing
Terrain Layers for details).

3D Panel
The controls on the 3D panel set display options when the
raster layer is used as a drape layer in 3D perspective views.
The value in the Z Offset field moves the perspective display of
the layer upward (positive value) or downward (negative value)
with respect to the terrain surface being used to define its 3D
shape. If there are several raster drape layers, you can set
different Z Offset values for the different layers to “float” each
layer rendering at a different height above the terrain for comparison. Turning on the Ignore terrain layer (render flat) toggle
button creates a flat perspective display of the layer; this option
can be used effectively with different raster drape layers with
different Z Offsets for specialized displays.
Press the Wireframe
color button to select a color to use
for rendering the
layer’s mesh when
the perspective view
window is in
Wireframe mode.

fence

pedestal

Turn on the Show Pedestal and/or Show Fence toggle
buttons to add special graphic elements to enhance the
perspective display. These vertical, curtain-like elements are drawn along the boundaries of the raster
layer (excluding transparent cells). A pedestal is drawn
vertically downward from the terrain surface to the
elevation set in the Base Elevation field. A fence is
drawn vertically upward from the terrain surface to
the specified Top Elevation. A color button is provided
for each element to select its color and optional partial transparency. See the TechGuide entitled Pedestal and Fence in
3D Views for more information.
In perspective view of a raster layer the foreground cells are
magnified while those in the background are reduced in size so
that a number of raster cells project to each screen pixel. Raster layers are rendered in perspective views using a texture
filter to provide smooth rendering in the foreground while efficiently handling the background cells. The Texture Filter menu
provides several options: the default MipMap Anisotropic, Nearest Neighbor, Bilinear, Upper MipMap Nearest Neighbor, Lower
MipMap Bilinear, and MipMap Trilinear. These perspective
texture filters are described in the TechGuide entitled Texture
Filters for 3D Rendering.
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Spatial Display

Select Multiple Rasters for Separate,
Multi-band, or RGB Layers
When you use the Add icon button on the Display Manager or View window to select three or more image bands (with matching line and column
dimensions), you have the option to add the rasters as separate raster layers, as an RGB layer, or as a multi-band layer (which
allows changing the band assignments for the color display: see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display:
Multi-band Image Layers). These choices are presented
on the Multi-Band Image Options window, which opens
automatically. The layer-type options are presented using a set of radio buttons at the top of the window (see
illustration to the right). Sample results of these three
options are illustrated at the bottom of the page.
When you choose the RGB or Multi-band options, you
can use the Red, Green, and Blue menus in the Selected
Bands box to choose the color assignments for the color
display. If any of the selected band names include “Red”,
“Green”, or “Blue”, they are set as the initial default selection in the menu for their respective color component.
NOTE: You can set a display preference to Automatically
add 3-band raster sets with corresponding names as
RGB. This option can be set on the Raster panel of the
Options window that can be opened from the Display
Manager (Options / View Options). This setting bypasses
the Multi-Band Image Options dialog when you select
exactly 3 matching image bands using the Add icon button.

When you use the Add icon button and select three or more matching
raster objects, the Multi-band Image Options window appears so you can
choose how to add the rasters to the display.

When you have selected more than three bands and choose the RGB
layer option, you can choose how to handle the remaining bands that
you have not assigned to the color components. You can choose to
ignore the remaining bands, to add them as separate single-raster layers (in addition to the RGB layer), or process the remaining
bands as a separate set. When you choose the latter option and press the OK button, another Multi-band Image Options window
opens to allow you to choose color assignments and other options for the remaining bands.
Controls in the bottom portion of the Multi-band Image Options window allow you to apply the same settings to additional images
with the same number of bands, to restrict this setting to instances in which all band names match, and to apply these choices to
either the current selection or to the current process session.

Result from Add as separate single-raster layers.

Result from Add as multiband raster
layer: changeable color display
using any 3 of the selected bands.

Result from Add as RGB raster
layer: fixed color display using the
specified 3 bands.
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Geospatial Scripting

Using Regions in a Pipeline
A region is a spatial object that is used to outline simple or complex
areas of interest. TNTgis geospatial scripts that implement an image processing pipeline can use region objects to mask an image
and/or to crop an image to the bounding extents of the region. The
region used for such operations can be input to the script, obtained
from another image in the pipeline, or computed from a geometric
object (such as vector polygons). The illustration to the right diagrams a sample script (PipelineCropAndMaskFromRegion.sml,
excerpted on the next page) that computes a region from polygons
in a vector object you select and uses this region to mask and crop
an image you select.
To use a region in the pipeline, the script constructs an instance of
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_REGION using the region and
(as reference) the input image source. The resulting region source
has the dimensions of the source image and is registered to it by
means of its georeference. (If the vector object used to create the
region has a different coordinate reference system [CRS] than the
reference image, the script reprojects the derived region to the image CRS before creating the region source.)
The
SOURCE_REGION is used as input to the mask validity pipeline
filter, which masks out the portion of the input image outside of the
region’s closed outlines by creating a null mask for the image. The
SOURCE_REGION class also has a method to obtain the bounding rectangular extents of the region (i.e., the bounding extents of
the aggregate of all closed outlines in the region) in image coordinates. The script uses these rectangular bounding extents as input
to the crop pipeline filter to crop the image.
All pipeline stages are also provided with a class method to obtain
the extents of that stage as a region object. This method is used in
the sample script to obtain a region from the image source and test
whether the region computed from the input vector polygons is contained within the image extents. If it is not, the script reports an
error and exits.
This sample script could be modified easily to add filters to perform additional processing to the image, such as changing its CRS,
applying a sharpening filter, or changing cell size. The sample script
entitled PipelineNDVIfromTIFF_CropAndMaskFromRegion.sml
shows how region mask and crop operations can be grafted onto a
more complex image processing pipeline.

choose Raster
to crop and mask

SOURCE_RVC
Input image

get georeference
and check for valid
coordinate
reference system;
if none, report
error and exit
script
get coordinate
transformation
from image to its
defined CRS

choose vector object
with polygons outlining
areas to processes

Construct source;
Initialize

check for polygons and
for valid georeference;
if none, report error
and exit script

get extents of
image source
as a region

get coordinate reference
system (CRS)

check that bounding
region of polygons is
contained within
image region; if not,
report error and exit
script

SOURCE_REGION

Construct with image,
source & region source;
Initialize

FILTER_MASKVALIDITY

Construct with mask filter
and bounding extents of
region;
Initialize

FILTER_CROP

choose output
raster (Project File
and object name)

TARGET_RVC

convert polygons
to region
transform region to
same CRS as image
(if necessary)

Construct with region,
source image, and
image’s transformation
to map coordinates;
Initialize
get rectangular
bounding extents
of region in image
coordinates

Insert additional
filters here to
further process
the image
Construct target with crop
filter as input stage;
Initialize

call Process() method on target

Annotated diagram of pipeline to mask and crop an image
using a region created from vector polygons (see
PipelineCropAndMaskFromRegion.sml on next page).
A sample source image is shown to the left (color-composite
with UTM coordinate reference system) with overlay of vector
polygons (transparent yellow fill) with a geographic CRS. The
sample script converts these polygons to a region, transforms
the region to the image CRS, and creates a SOURCE_REGION
for use in a pipeline to mask and crop the image. The resulting
target image with UTM CRS is shown below with a black border
added to indicate its extents. White areas of the target in this
illustration are null-masked.
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Many sample scripts have been prepared to illustrate how you might use the features of the TNT products’ scripting language for
scripts and queries. These scripts can be downloaded from www.microimages.com/sml/index.htm.

Excerpts of Pipeline Script to Crop and Mask an Image Using a Region from Vector Polygons
(PipelineCropAndMaskFromRegion.sml)
CHOOSE INPUT RASTER
class RVC_OBJITEM rastInObjItem;
DlgGetObject("Choose input raster:", "Raster", rastInObjItem, "ExistingOnly");
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_RVC sourceImg(rastInObjItem);
err = sourceImg.Initialize();
PIPELINE SOURCE FOR IMAGE
if (err < 0 )
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else {
numeric numLins, numCols;
numLins = sourceImg.GetTotalRows();
numCols = sourceImg.GetTotalColumns();
print("Source image initialized.");
printf("Image size = %d lines, %d columns\n", numLins, numCols); }
Get georeference and coordinate reference system from the image
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_GEOREFERENCE georefImg;
georefImg = sourceImg.GetGeoreference();
class SR_COORDREFSYS imgCRS = georefImg.GetCRS();
if (!imgCRS.IsDefined() ) {
print("Image is not georeferenced; exiting now.");
Exit(); }
else if (imgCRS.IsLocal() ) {
print("Image has local engineering georeference; exiting now.");
Exit(); }
else printf("Image coordinate reference system = %s\n", imgCRS.Name );
Get coordinate transformation from image to its defined CRS
class TRANS2D_MAPGEN imgToCRS = georefImg.GetTransGen();
CHOOSE VECTOR OBJECT WITH POLYGONS
TO INDICATE AREAS TO PROCESS
class RVC_VECTOR polyVect; class RVC_OBJITEM vectObjItem;
class RVC_GEOREFERENCE vectGeoref; class SR_COORDREFSYS vectCRS;
DlgGetObject("Choose vector object with polygons outlining areas to process:",
"Vector", vectObjItem, "ExistingOnly");
polyVect.Open(vectObjItem, "Read");
check for polygons
if (polyVect.$Info.NumPolys == 0) {
print("Vector object contains no polygons; exiting now.");
Exit(); }
err = polyVect.GetDefaultGeoref(vectGeoref);
check for georeference
if (err < 0 ) {
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
print("Polygon vector must be georeferenced and is not; exiting now.");
Exit(); }
vectCRS = vectGeoref.GetCoordRefSys();
printf("Vector coordinate reference system = %s\n", vectCRS.Name);
CONVERT VECTOR POLYGONS TO A REGION; if vector has
different coordinate reference system from image, reproject region
array numeric polynums[0];

array of non-island polygon numbers

for i = 1 to polyVect.$Info.NumPolys {
only use polygons that are
if (polyVect.poly[i].Internal.Inside == 0) { not islands to make region
ResizeArrayPreserve(polynums, ++j);
polynums[j] = polyVect.poly[i].Internal.ElemNum; }
class REGION2D RegFromVect = ConvertVectorPolysToRegion(polyVect,
GetLastUsedGeorefObject(polyVect), polynums, j);
if (vectCRS.Name <> imgCRS.Name) {
printf("Converting region to image CRS: %s\n", imgCRS.Name);
RegFromVect.ConvertTo(imgCRS); }

GET EXTENTS OF THE IMAGE SOURCE AS A REGION
class REGION2D imgReg;
err = sourceImg.ComputeGeoreferenceRegion(imgReg);
if (err < 0 )
ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
CHECK THAT REGION FROM VECTOR IS
CONTAINED WITHIN IMAGE REGION
if (imgReg.TestRegion(RegFromVect, "FullInside") ) {
print("Image region contains vector extents."); }
else {
print("Input vector is not contained within the source image. Exiting now.");
Exit(); }
PIPELINE SOURCE FOR REGION CREATED FROM THE
VECTOR POLYGONS; construct using TRANS2D_MAPGEN
with coordinate transformation from source image to its CRS.
Use source image as a reference so the "image dimensions"
of the region source match, enabling the region source to be
used as a mask in the MASKVALIDITY filter
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_SOURCE_REGION sourceReg(RegFromVect,
imgToCRS, sourceImg);
err = sourceReg.Initialize();
if (err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else {
print("Initialized region source.");
printf("Size of region = %d lines, %d columns\n", sourceReg.GetTotalRows(),
sourceReg.GetTotalColumns() ); }
Get the rectangular extents of the region in image coordinates to
use to crop the source image. These are the extents of the
region used to create the region source, not those of the image
used as its reference.
class RECT regExtents;
regExtents = sourceReg.GetRegionExtents();
printf("Minimum values of cropping rectangle from polygons: x = %.2f, y = %.2f\n",
regExtents.x1, regExtents.y1);
printf("Maximum values of cropping rectangle from polygons: x = %.2f, y = %.2f\n",
regExtents.x2, regExtents.y2);
PIPELINE FILTER TO MASK PORTIONS OF THE IMAGE;
mask area outside the region created from the vector polygons
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_MASKVALIDITY filterMask(sourceImg,
sourceReg);
err = filterMask.Initialize();
if (err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Initialized image mask filter.");
PIPELINE FILTER TO CROP the image to the extents of the region
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_FILTER_CROP filterCrop(filterMask, regExtents);
err = filterCrop.Initialize();
if (err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Initialized image crop filter.");
PIPELINE TARGET: set up the target for the pipeline
class IMAGE_PIPELINE_TARGET_RVC target(filterCrop, rastOutObjItem);
err = target.Initialize();
if (err < 0 ) ReportError(_context.CurrentLineNum, err);
else print("Initialized target.");
target.Process();
print("Done.");

EXECUTE pipeline process
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Spatial Display

Render to PDF
The Render to PDF operation in
TNTmips and TNTedit allows you to
render the contents of the View window to a PDF file. The operation can
render layers in simple groups or complex map layouts, including raster and
geometric layers, WMS and ArcIMS
layers, map grids, legends and scale
bars, and text. Complex line and point
symbols, including those created by
CartoScripts, can be reproduced faithfully in the PDF file. Georeference
information is automatically transferred, producing a Geospatial PDF
file that can be used with the analysis
tools in Adobe Reader to get coordinate readouts and make measurements
(see illustration to the right). You also
have the option to include layer controls in the PDF file so that any
individual layer can be turned on or
off in Adobe Reader. To use the Render to PDF operation, choose Display
/ Render to / PDF from the Display
Manager.

PDF file rendered from a complex TNTgis map layout with layer controls included, so any
individual layer can be toggled on and off in Adobe Reader. Georeference information is
automatically transferred to create a Geospatial PDF file. Adobe Reader provides a
Geospatial Location Tool to provide coordinate readouts (in Latitude/Longitude) and a
Measuring Tool (shown above) to measure distance, perimeter, and area (tools available
on the Edit / Analysis submenu in Adobe Reader XI).

When you render a map layout to PDF, the page size in the PDF file is set to
be the same as that specified in the layout. When you render a display
layout or group, the page size in the direction of maximum spatial extents
of the data is set to be 8.5 inches in the PDF file.

Options
The Options tabbed panel on the Render to PDF window provides the main
controls on the rendering operation.
Extents: The Extents menu allows you to set the extents of the display to
be rendered. The Entire Display option renders the entire extents of the
display, including areas outside the current View window(s). The menu
also provides a Match View option for each open View window, allowing
you to render just the area shown in a particular View. Turn on the View
Finished PDF toggle button to open the PDF file in your default PDF viewer
when rendering is complete.

Render to PDF can convert complex line and point
symbology faithfully into PDF. The illustration
above shows a section of a PDF file rendered from
a geologic map layout in TNTgis with complex
symbols created using CartoScripts.

Layer Controls and Hidden Layers: Turn on the Include Layer

Controls toggle button to create a PDF file with layer controls that
appear in the Adobe Reader sidebar and allow individual layers to
be turned off or on (as in the illustration at the top of the page).
If you do not choose to include layer controls, layers that have been
set manually to be hidden in the View are not rendered to the PDF
file. Layers that are hidden by map scale at the current display scale
are rendered to the PDF file if they are set to be shown at the design scale
of the group or layout. Conversely, layers that are on at the current view
scale are not rendered if they are set to be hidden at the design scale.
(continued)

NOTE: Rendering from web tilesets, including
Bing Maps and MapQuest public reference
layers, is not permitted in TNTgis software.
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If you choose to include layer controls, all hidden layers are
rendered to the PDF file (with their layer controls set to off)
unless you turn on the Exclude Hidden Elements from Render
toggle.
Coordinate Accuracy: In the Render to PDF operation, images and geometric elements are rendered to virtual screen
pixels and positions are stored in virtual screen coordinates.
The size of the virtual screen pixels, and thus the spatial detail
that is retained in the PDF file, is set by the value in the Coordinate Accuracy field. The default value in this field is based
on the cell size of the highest-resolution raster object being
rendered or on the bounding extents of the group/layout if there
are no raster layers. Use the Units menu to choose the distance units to use to specify the accuracy. Smaller values in
the Coordinate Accuracy field result in a higher-resolution
rendering with more detail, but with a larger file size for the
PDF file.

If geometric layers include line elements which have line
widths set to 0, rendering of these lines to the PDF file is governed by the state of the Scale Zero Width Lines toggle. If this
toggle is on, an appropriate map scale is set for these lines so
that the line width changes with the view scale in the PDF
viewer; lines appear thicker when you zoom in and thinner
when you zoom out. If this toggle is off, the zero-width lines
draw with a width of one screen pixel regardless of the view
scale.

Font Controls
Settings on the Font Controls tabbed panel determine how text
is stored in the PDF file. Text strings are stored by default as
text along with a specification of the font to use to display the
text. Turning on the Link to System Fonts toggle sets the file
to use the fonts installed on the computer on which the file is
viewed to display the text. If the specified font is not present,
the text does not display as intended. If you turn on the Font
Embedding toggle, specified TrueType fonts are stored in the
PDF file, so the PDF file can display with the intended fonts
even if they are not installed on the destination computer.
Only TrueType (and OpenType) scaleable fonts can be embedded in PDF files. If you are embedding fonts and the source
data includes text using non-TrueType fonts, you can turn on
the Substitute Courier for Non TrueType Fonts toggle to embed the Courier font instead. Otherwise these text strings are
rendered (rasterized) to the PDF file. Turning on the Render
Text toggle causes all text strings to be rasterized to the PDF
file, which removes the need to link to or embed fonts but
causes the text to have a ragged appearance unless you are
using a very small virtual pixel size for the rendering (which
leads to a much larger file size).
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Raster & Image Processing

Reproject and Rectify Images
The Automatic Resampling process in TNTmips (Image / Resample
and Reproject / Automatic) is used to change the geometry of a
raster object or objects using stored georeference information. Use
this process to:
• reproject an image with control point georeference so that its
cell grid aligns with its coordinate reference system
• reproject an image to align to a different coordinate reference
system
• rectify internal distortions due to the imaging system (lens
effects and tilt distortion due to off-nadir imaging)
• orthorectify images using a rational polynomial model to
remove distortions due to varying terrain elevations
You can reproject or rectify one or more images using the same
process settings. Several options are provided for controlling the
extents, cell size, and orientation of the result, including using a
reference raster to control any or all of these characteristics. Automatic Resampling uses the MicroImages Image Processing Pipeline
architecture for fast and efficient processing.
If you wish to simply change the cell size (spatial resolution) of
an image without otherwise changing its geometry, use the Zoom/
Orient controls in the Raster Extract process (Image / Extract).

Select Input Rasters
Use the Select Raster(s) pushbutton on the Rasters tabbed panel
to choose raster objects in one or more Project Files for processing.
The selected objects are shown in the list below the pushbutton.
All input rasters in the same Project File that have matching dimensions and georeference are shown as one entry in the list and are
processed as bands of a single image. Any rasters in the same file
that have different dimensions (such as a higher-resolution panchromatic image band) are assigned to a different list entry and
processed separately.
Left-click on any list entry to highlight it. The text panel below the
input list shows the raster dimensions and georeference information for the highlighted image (or for the top entry if none has been
selected).
Select input images

List of input images

Image and
georeference
information
Use the Model menu
to choose a
coordinate transformation model.

Reprojecting Images
The Automatic Resampling process uses georeference information
to control the geometry of the output raster object. By default the
output raster cell grid is aligned to the axes of the coordinate reference system (CRS) defined in the raster’s georeference information.
This default state is shown by the “Same as input” setting in the
Reference System field on the Settings tabbed panel. This is the
appropriate setting if you are reprojecting an image with control
point georeference to align its cell grid to its CRS.
You can reproject an image to a different coordinate reference system by pressing the Reference System pushbutton and choosing
the desired CRS components using the standard Coordinate Reference System window.
Press the
Reference System
button to choose a
different coordinate reference
system to which
to reproject the
image.

Other major options for image resampling are controlled by the
menus at the top of the Settings tabbed panel: Model, Method,
Extents, Cell Size, Orient, and Pyramid. Other controls on the panel
may be active or inactive depending on the options you choose
from these menus.

Rectifying Images
Image rectification involves changes in the internal geometry of
the image. The Model menu on the Settings tabbed panel allows
you to choose a coordinate transformation mode for the resampling
operation. These models are types of mathematical coordinate
transformations between object coordinates (cell row and column
position) and map coordinates. Models of varying mathematical
complexity are provided to account for different types of spatial
distortion that may be present in the image. Some models compute
a single transformation in which the map coordinates of control
points may be adjusted to varying degrees to achieve the best
overall fit. Others, such as piecewise affine and thin plate spline,
maintain the assigned map coordinates for all control points
but reposition image cells in the patches between the control
points.
Transformation models are also used in the Georeference process to compute control point residuals and evaluate the fit of
control points. The transformation model that you last used in
the Georeference process is saved with the image’s georeference
information. This saved model is used in the Automatic
Resampling process when you use the From Georeference option (the default) from the Model Menu. You should use this
option for most images, especially if you have manually
georeferenced the image and chosen a suitable transformation
model in that step.
(continued)
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Other model options are provided for cases in which the resampling
operation is intended to rectify spatial distortions in the image that
are not adequately accounted for by the saved georeference transformation model. The minimum number of non-colinear
georeference control points required to compute a particular transformation model increases with the mathematical complexity of the
model. The available models are briefly described below with the
minumum number of control points shown in parentheses after the
model name. For a more detailed description see the Technical
Guide entitled Georeference: Choosing a Model.

When using the Rational Polynomial model manually or embedded
in the image georeference, a geoid height correction value appropriate for the image area should be entered in the Geoid Height field
to correct DEM elevation values (referenced to the geoid) to WGS84
ellipsoid values used in the RPC model. See the TechGuide entitled
Rational Polynomial Orthorectification and the tutorial
Orthorectification Using Rational Polynomials for more information.

Conformal (2): supports uniform rescaling and rotation only; does

Resampling Method

not change the internal image geometry.
Affine (3): supports separate linear scaling factors in the X and Y

directions, as well as rotation and axis shear.
Plane Projective (4): models tilt distortion in oblique (off-nadir)

images.
Bilinear (4): models lens distortion where not enough control points

can be located for higher-order polynomial models.
Order 2 Polynomial (6) through Order 6 Polynomial (28): polyno-

mial models with orders 2 through 6 can be selected to model various
types of non-uniform distortion. To ensure mathematical stability
it is recommended that the image have at least twice the minimum
required number of control points.
Piecewise Affine (3): assumes control points are correctly located

model option for images that already have the RPC model saved
with the georeference information.

Transforming an image to a new coordinate
reference system or image geometry involves creating a new raster cell grid on a
different alignment than the original raster.
A value for each cell in the new raster must
be computed by sampling or interpolating
over some neighborhood of cells in the corresponding position in the original raster. Use the Method menu to
choose the resampling method. Resampling may introduce visual
artifacts in the resampled image, such as aliasing (jagged edges)
blurring, and edge halos. The various resampling methods provided are designed to mitigate one or more of these artifacts. For
more detail and illustrated examples see the TechGuide entitled
Resampling Methods.

in both image and map coordinates. A mesh connecting the closest
control points divides the image into triangular areas, each of which
is resampled using its own affine model derived from its vertices.
Incorrect control points only affect the immediately surrounding
triangles.

Nearest Neighbor: each cell value in the resampled raster is set by

Thin Plate Spline (3): assumes control points are correctly located

Bilinear: the output cell value is the linear distance-weighted aver-

in both image and map coordinates but applies smoothly varying
transformations to the areas between the control points. These
transformations are modeled mathematically as the deformation of
a thin elastic plate. See the TechGuide entitled Reproject Using
Thin Plate Spline Model for more information.

age of the values of the four closest input cells. This method
minimizes aliasing but introduces significant blurring. It is most
suitable when resampling to a smaller output cell size.

Rational Polynomial: allows you to orthorectify an image that has

rational polynomial coefficients (RPC) defining an empirical
orthorectification model. An RPC model relates row and column
positions in the unrectified image to latitude and longitude using
terrain elevation values. Use this option for ortho-ready satellite
images with georeference and RPC model coefficients provided by
the vendor. You are prompted to choose the auxiliary text file containing the RPC coefficients and to choose an elevation raster
covering the image area.
You can re-georeference an ortho-ready image with accurate control points to adjust the RPC model and produce a more accurate
rectification result (see the TechGuide entitled Georeferencing
Ortho-Ready Images for Rational Polynomial Orthorectification).
You can also use the Georeference process to compute an RPC
model for any image using a DEM and accurate 3D control points
(see the TechGuide entitled Compute Rational Polynomial Model
for Orthorectification). In either of these cases, the RPC coefficients are stored with the image georeference and loaded
automatically when you select the image in the Automatic
Resampling process. You can use the default From Georeference

copying the value from the single closest input cell. This method is
most suitable in cases where the image must be reprojected but
preserving the original cell values for later quantitative analysis is
important.

Bicubic (cubic convolution): the closest 4 by 4 block of input cells

is used to compute each output cell value. The output value is a
distance-weighted average of these input values, with weighting
factors set using a cubic (third-order) function of distance. This
method reduces both aliasing and blurring in comparison to the
nearest neighbor and bilinear methods.
Bicubic Sharper and Bicubic Smoother: these methods are vari-

ants of the bicubic interpolator that alter the interpolation
coefficients to produce mildly sharper or smoother results (respectively). The differences between the three bicubic methods are
subtle and may be difficult to see without direct comparison of test
results.
Lanczos 4 x 4: similar to the bicubic method but uses a different

mathematical combination of input cell values. It produces results
similar to bicubic and bicubic sharper methods and is best suited
for resampling to a larger cell size.

Extents Menu
The option selected from the Extents menu
sets the extents of the input image that are
transferred to the output. The default option is Entire Input. The User Defined option activates the controls
(continued)
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in the Extents box on the Settings panel. Use the Extents controls
to enter minimum and maximum map extents values to define the
input image area to process. Press the Coordinate pushbutton to
choose the coordinate reference system for the entered coordinates (this choice does not set the coordinate reference system
used for the output
raster).
Choose the Match
Reference option
to match the extents of the output to those of a reference raster or
the Overlap Reference option to process only the image portion
that overlaps a reference raster. In either case, you are automatically prompted to choose the reference raster (unless you have
already selected a reference raster to control cell size and/or orientation).
The
Reference Raster
pushbutton is also
activated so you can choose a different reference raster if necessary; the name of the current reference raster is shown in the text
field to the right of the pushbutton.

Cell Size
The Cell Size menu sets the method for determining the cell size of the output raster. The
Manual option activates the Cell Size controls on the Settings panel, in which you can
enter values for
Row and Column
size. The By Image
Size option activates the Image
Size controls, in which you can set the number of Rows and Columns for the output raster; the output cell size is then automatically
computed from the input and output image sizes and shown in the
Cell Size fields.
The Match Reference option matches the output cell size to that of
a reference raster. You are then automatically prompted to choose

the reference raster (unless you have already selected a reference
raster to control extents and/or orientation). The Match Original
option sets the output row and column cell sizes to be equal to
those of the input raster.

Orient
Options on the Orient menu set the orientation of the output cell grid. The default option
Projective North is appropriate for most
cases; it orients the output raster so that the
north direction of the output coordinate reference system is at the
top of the raster. The Geographic options let you set the top of the
output as Geographic North, South, East, or West. The Match
Reference option matches the cell grid orientation to that of the
current reference raster. If you have not already selected a reference raster, you are automatically prompted to choose one.

Pyramid
The Pyramid menu sets the method for computing cell values in the reduced-resolution image
tiers created for each output raster to speed display at different zoom levels. The Average option is appropriate for
images and other continuous-value raster objects. The Sample
option should be used for categorical rasters, in which the relative
raster cell values have no numerical meaning and are merely identifiers of a category. The Automatic option chooses the method
automatically based on the properties of the raster object.

Compression
Use the options on the standard Compression menu to set the
compression type to use for the output raster.

Running the Process
When you have set all of the desired resampling options, press the
Run pushbutton at the bottom of the Resample Images window to
execute the process immediately. Queue Job and Save Job
pushbuttons are also provided to perform the operations using
TNTmips Job Processing: see the TechGuide entitled System:
TNTmips Job Processing System for more information.
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Spatial Display

Display Layers, Elements and Groups by Scale
The Display process in TNTgis lets you control which layers,
geometric elements, and display groups are visible at different
map scales. These settings allow you to automatically display
low-resolution, generalized, or more prominent features when
zoomed out and present more detailed, higher-resolution data
when zoomed in. For example, in a transportation-themed display you might show only major highways at scales that show an
entire state or province but progressively add local roads and city
streets as the view is zoomed in. By carefully incorporating scale
control in your display settings you can provide more meaningful displays as well as save redisplay time when zooming out.

Minimum and Maximum Map Scale
You set up scale control by specifying a minimum and maximum
map scale for the display group, layer, geometric element type,
or element attribute. Map scales are typically written in the form
1:10,000 (i.e., 1 mm on screen = 10,000 mm on the ground). But
it is important to realize that in mathematical terms map scales
are fractions. Therefore a map scale of 1:1,000 (1/1,000, or 0.001)
is larger than a scale of 1:100,000 (1/100,000, or 0.00001). Zooming in changes the display to a larger map scale while zooming
out changes to a smaller map scale. So the minimum map scale
you set controls how far out you can zoom and still see the feature, while the maximum map scale controls how far you can
zoom in. You can set both scale limits, just a minimum scale, or
just a maximum scale, depending on how you will use the data.

Scale Range by Layer
You can set a scale range for a spatial object using the Scale Range
Visible fields in the Layer Controls window for that layer type
(illustrated to the right for a vector layer). In Layer Controls
windows with tabbed panels, the scale fields are on the first panel
(left-most tab), which in most cases is the named the Object tabbed
panel.
The Scale Range Visible fields by default are initially set to Unlimited. To set a map scale for either field, you can enter the full
scale fraction (e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale
fraction (e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is then
shown in the field. To reset a map scale field to Unlimited, enter
0. Layer scale range settings are automatically saved with the
other display parameters you set for the object. When a layer is
automatically hidden by map scale, its layer name is shown in
green in the View window sidebar legend.

Scale Range in Saved Groups and Layouts
When you are assembling groups and layouts to be saved for future use, you do not need to use the Layer Controls window for
each individual layer to set map scale visibility. A Scale Ranges
window (see illustration to the right) can be opened to set minimum and maximum scale values for any desired layers (and entire
groups in a layout). The Scale Ranges window can be opened for
a standalone group from the Display Manager by right-clicking
on the listing for the group and choosing Set Scale Ranges from
the pop-up menu. The same procedure can be used to open the
Scale Ranges window for a layout.
(continued)

Display with two vector layers showing soil information with
visibility set by map scale. The Generalized Soil layer (visible in
the upper window at a scale of 1:120,000) has been set to be
visible at map scales less than 1:100,000 (zoomed out beyond
this scale). The Otoe Soils layer (visible in the lower window at a
scale of 1:60,000) with more detailed soil map has been set to be
visible at a scale of 1:100,000 or greater (zoomed in to this scale
or farther). Note that the name of the layer that is automatically
hidden by scale is shown in green in the sidebar legend.
Scale Ranges window for
the group displayed above
(opened by choosing Set
Scale Ranges on the
group’s right mouse-button
menu). Scale ranges can
be set for any layer in the
group from this window and
saved with the group
settings.
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The Scale Ranges window for a standalone group has an entry for
each layer, with the layer name shown in the Name column. The corresponding window for a layout (illustrated to the right) also has an
entry for each group (layer names are indented below the group name
in the Name column). You can add or edit Minimum and Maximum
fields in the same way as in the Layer Controls windows (enter scale
fraction or just the denominator). If scale range Minimum or Maximum values have already been set for a layer in its Layer Controls,
these values are shown in the Scale Ranges window as default values
but can be modified for use in the saved group or layout. All settings
made in the Scale Ranges window are saved with the group or layout,
and do not alter any scale range values previously set for standalone
display of an individual layer.
You can also set a scale range for an
entire group in a layout from the
Group Settings window. Scale Range
Visible fields are provided on the Special tabbed panel of the Group Settings window.

Scale Ranges
window
for a layout
group entries

layer entries
(indented)

maximum
scale set
for group

Scale Range by Attribute
When you display vector, CAD, or shape objects that have element attributes, you can set scale ranges for groups of elements
by attribute value. In the Layer Controls window choose By Map
Scale from the Show menu (which determines which elements
are available for display) and press the Specify button. These
controls are on the Elements tabbed panel for
CAD and shape objects
and on the individual element tabbed panels for a
vector layer. You are first prompted to choose a table and field
containing the attribute values for which you wish to set scale
ranges. The Select by Scale window then opens and lists the
attribute values in the selected field, along with a Minimum and
Maximum field for each.
In the example illustrated below for a shape object with street
centerlines, local roads and city streets that would be crowded
together in small-scale displays are set to be shown only when
zoomed in beyond a map scale of 1:120000. Other road types,
such as freeways, highways, and arterial roads, are not limited by
map scale.

Right Mouse-button Menu Options
for Layers Hidden by Scale
When a layer is hidden at the current view scale because of its
scale range settings, the right mouse-button menu for the layer
(opened from the Display Manager or the View window sidebar
legend) has one or more special options that allow you to quickly
change the view scale to make the layer visible.
Zoom to Make Visible: Zooms the View to a scale at which
the layer becomes visible. If the view is zoomed in beyond the
visible scale range set for the layer, this option zooms to the maximum visible scale. If zoomed out beyond the layer’s visible scale
range, it zooms to the minimum visible scale.
Zoom to Maximum Detail [present if the layer has a Maximum map scale set]: Zooms the View to the map scale set as the
maximum visible scale for the layer.
Zoom to Minimum Detail [present if the layer has a Minimum map scale set]: Zooms the View to the map scale set as the
minimum visible scale for the layer (setting in the Layer Controls window).
(continued)

Select by Scale window with
minimum map scales set for
local road types. In the
illustrations to the right, local roads (gray) are visible at a map scale of 1:62,500 but hidden automatically at a scale of 1:125,000.
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Element DataTips and Dynamic Labels by Scale
The DataTip controls in the Layer Settings windows also include
Scale Range Visible fields that allow you to set a scale range in
which DataTips are visible for the object. You can also set DataTip

visibility by scale for individual element types in vector objects.
For points, lines, and polygon elements in vector objects you can
also control the appearance of dynamic labels by setting a scale
range using the Scale Range Visible fields in the Dynamic Labels controls.
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System

Scheduling Individual and Repeating Jobs
The Job Processing System in TNTmips Pro allows you to
run multiple simultaneous processes off-line, in the background. This distributes the processing load across your
computer’s multiple cores (see the collection of Technical
Guides on job processing with TNTmips Pro at http://
www.microimages.com/documentation/JobProcessing.htm).
You can also schedule individual jobs to run at particular
times and create schedules for jobs to automatically repeat
at specific times and intervals.
Scheduling repeat jobs is useful when identical processing
needs to be applied to input data that is continuously or periodically updated, but otherwise retains the same name and
location. Examples might include exporting updated
geospatial objects to external file formats for distribution,
running a TNTgis geospatial script to download and process
updated data from the Internet (see the TechGuide entitled
Sample Script: Building Dynamic Web Geomashups), or
updating your TNT geospatial data catalogs.
The Job Manager in TNTmips Pro also allows you to set up
scheduling for your TNT Job Processing System as a whole.
For example, you can restrict the running of all off-line jobs to
overnight hours or weekends. System-wide scheduling overrides any conflicting schedules for individual jobs. You set up
system-wide scheduling using controls on the Job Manager’s
Settings tabbed panel (see the Technical Guide entitled System: Managing Job Processing).

Job Scheduling
Job scheduling for automatically updating your geocatalogs
can be set up directly through the Geospatial Catalog Manager (see the TechGuide entitled System: Automatic Update
of Geocatalogs). For other TNTmips processes and SML
scripts, use the Job Manager to schedule one-time jobs and
automatically repeating jobs. To start this procedure, make
the input and output data selections and set the processing
parameters in the desired process, then use the Save Job button to create a job that is held for later execution rather than
being immediately added to the queue for processing (see
the reverse for a discussion of creating a held job for an SML
script). This job appears on the Job Manager’s Pending
tabbed panel with its status set to Holding. Select the job in
the Pending list and press the Schedule Job button to open
the Schedule window.

The Schedule window includes numeric fields in which you
can specify the starting time and starting date for your job
and to set it to be repeated if desired. The choices in the rest
of the window change depending upon your selection on the
Perform this job menu, which provides the options Once,
Daily, Weekly, and Monthly (see illustrations below).
Run Once or Repeat
Choose the Once option from the Perform this Job menu to
schedule a one-time job to run at the specified date and time.
For example, you may have a large mosaic that you want to
run after hours or over the weekend in order to avoid using
your computer’s resources during the workday. Use the Start
Time and Start Date controls to schedule the job.
With the Once option
you can also set up limited repeats of the job
within a single day. Turn
on the Repeat every
toggle button and choose
an interval from the adjacent menu; the choices
are (5, 10, 15, or 30 minutes or 1 hour). Use the
Until time fields to set
when you want the repeats to end.
Daily Jobs
The Daily option lets you
schedule a job to repeat
every day or at some numeric interval of days.
Turn on the Repeat every
toggle button to set the
job to repeat at hourly or
shorter intervals and to
set an ending time for the
repeats.

Schedule window set to run a job
once at the specified date and time.

Schedule window set to run a job
once every day.

Weekly Jobs
The Weekly option allows you to set a repeat
interval of one or more
weeks and to specify the
day of the week on which
to run the job. Repeat
options are also available.

To create a repeating schedule for an automated job for most TNTmips
processes or an SML script, save the job, select it in the list on the Job
Manager’s Pending tabbed panel, and press the Schedule Job button.

(over)

Schedule window set to run a job
each week on Wednesday and
Friday.
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Monthly Jobs
When you choose the
Monthly option, you can
set the job to run on a
particular day in the
month by date or by the
week number and day of
the week. You can also
specify the job to only
run in specific months.
Schedule window set to run a job on
the first Friday of specific months.

Job File for a Scheduled Job
Once you have set the job schedule and pressed OK on the
Schedule window, the file extension for this job file is set to
*.tntjobschedule. The file is also moved from the PendingJobs
subdirectory to the ScheduleJobs subdirectory in your
TNTmips Job folder. The Job Manager uses the scheduling
parameters stored in this special job file to run the job with
the specified repeat interval and duration.
Jobs you have scheduled are listed on the Job Manager’s
Scheduled tabbed panel. You can select a particular job in
this list and use the provided buttons to temporarily disable
and then renable it, to edit the schedule, or permanently delete the scheduled job.
Scheduled jobs are listed on the Scheduled tabbed panel of the Job
Manager. Buttons are provided to edit the job schedule, disable and
enable the job, and to delete a scheduled job.

Scheduled Jobs with Geospatial Scripts
Running a custom TNTgis geospatial (SML) script under
job processing in general requires a pair of scripts. A process or P script does the actual processing. An Input/Output
or IO script provides interactive selection of input and output data and makes a job file that identifies the process script
to be run (as described in the TechGuide entitled System:
Custom Job Processing with Geospatial Scripts). For a
scheduled script job, all inputs and outputs must be specified explicitly in the process script itself. The role of the IO
script then is simply to make a held job file that identifies
the correct process script. The Job Manager procedures described on the front side of this page are then used to set up
the scheduling for this job. A sample script used to make
such a job file is shown to the right. The associated process
script and its use are described in the TechGuides entitled
Sample Script: Building Dynamic Web Geomashups and
Geomedia Publishing: Today’s Earthquakes in California and
Nevada.
quakesmakejob.sml
Utility script to make a held job file to run
canvquakes.sml. The TNT Job Manager can then be
used to set a schedule for running the earthquake script.
class MIJOB job;
class STRING description$ =
"Daily earthquake epicenters for California & Nevada";
class STRING scriptpath$ = _context.ScriptDir + "/canvquakes.sml";
class FILEPATH scriptpath(scriptpath$);
job.CreateJob(description$, scriptpath, 2);
job.Write(1);

parameter value = 1 sets job status to Holding
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Geospatial Script Builder

Script Builder Overview
The Script Builder in TNTmips Pro (Script
/ Builder) provides a graphical design environment for creating standalone processing
scripts in the TNTgis geospatial scripting
language (SML). The Builder window
(shown at right) provides a design canvas
and a list from which you can choose classes
and functions to place in the canvas. The
design canvas shows these script components as boxes that can be moved as needed
and minimized or expanded to hide or show
the details of the function/class parameters.
You create a process flow in the design canvas by graphically connecting the output of
one component to the input of the next. These
Class and function boxes
can be shown in the
design panel expanded to
show all parameter
details or minimized to
provide a simple overview of the process flow.

Class & Function List
Select components from
list to place in canvas.

Design Canvas
Functions and classes shown as boxes which you can
position and connect to establish processing sequence.

Settings Panel
Lets you set parameter values
for functions and classes.

Expanded

Minimized

connections are shown by the gray lines in the design canvas, and
the component inputs and outputs are represented by arrowheads
in the boxes. Connecting components establishes a sequence of
execution and automatically generates SML code that can be viewed
and run at any time using the Script tabbed panel. Script designs
can be saved to, and reloaded from, a file (*.smlb) that stores your
selection of script components and their settings, positioning in the
design space, and connections.

Script Tabbed Panel
Shows automatically-generated script code and provides
controls for checking and executing the script.

The Script Builder is best suited for creating scripts that use the
image processing pipeline classes in SML, which have a modular,
object-oriented processing design. The Builder also provides automated operations for adding interactive prompts for input and output
objects and files, and settings that provide automatic error and status reporting when the script is run (see illustration below).
Details on builder operations can be found in the Technical
Guide entitled Geospatial Script Builder: Operating the
Builder. A number of sample builder files and accompanying descriptive TechGuides can also be found at
microimages.com.
The Settings tabbed panel provides
toggles that let you set whether to
have code automatically generated to
report errors and process status
whenever the script is run. You can
also set whether graphical design
components are initially added in
minimized or expanded form.

Source

Resample Filter

Target

You design a processing flow by connecting one script component
(function or class) to the next component in the process. The
example above shows part of the design for a resampling process
using Image Pipeline classes. The input stage for the resample filter
in the middle has been specified by connecting its input arrow to the
output arrow of the RVC image source on the left. The output arrow
of the resample filter has been connected to the input stage arrow of
the image target on the right.
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Geospatial Script Builder

Operating the Script Builder
Script Builder Example:
Export Raster to TIFF

Function to open a selection
dialog for the input image
PipelineTarget
for TIFF File

Pipeline Source
for Image to Export

Function to open a selection dialog for
the name of the output TIFF file

Adding a Component to the Builder Canvas
1

Use the tree control in the list to locate the desired class or function.

2

Left-click on the class or function name; a box appears around it
to indicate that it is selected. (Release the mouse button after the
left-click; dragging is not required.)

3 Move the
cursor into the
Builder canvas;
a box outline
moves with the
cursor.

Connecting Two Components (Setting One
Component as the Input for Another)

1

In the Builder canvas, locate the box for the class or function
to be used as the input. Left-click on its output arrowhead in
the upper right corner of the box (below the title bar). This
arrowhead should change color from gray to orange,
indicating it is ready to be connected. (Release the mouse
button after the left-click; dragging is not required.)

2

Move the mouse from the starting output arrowhead to the
input arrowhead on the left side of the component box for
which you are setting the input. A line is automatically drawn
following the cursor from the starting arrowhead.

3

Left-click on the Input Stage arrowhead to complete the
connection. The starting and ending arrowheads should
both turn green to indicate the connection has been made.

4 Left-click at
the location
where you
want to
place the
component’s
box.

Moving, Minimizing, and Maximizing Components
To move the box representing a class or function
in the Builder canvas, drag the box’s title bar.

Left-click on the Minimize icon button in the
title bar to minimize a component box.
Move the pointer over a minimized
component box to temporarily show the details
for the class or function. Left-click on the
Maximize button in the title bar of the transient
box to fully restore the detailed box to the canvas.
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(over)

Breaking the Connection between Components

Adding Class Methods (Class Functions)

You can break existing connections between components to make
changes such as inserting addtional components (such as additional pipeline filters).

Many SML classes provide methods (class functions) to operate on
class data. Some classes (such as pipeline TARGET classes) have
required methods [Initialize() and Process()] that are automatically
shown in the Method column in the Settings panel. You can also
add optional methods to a class in the SML Script Builder.

1

2

Left-click on the input arrowhead at the end of the connecting
line. The output and input arrowheads on either end of the line
should turn orange.

1

With the desired class box selected in the Builder canvas,
left-click on Add method... in the Settings tabbed panel.

2

Choose the desired class
method from the pop-up
menu.

Move the mouse into a blank area of the Builder canvas. A
connecting line automatically follows the mouse cursor. Leftclick in the blank area. The existing connecting line is deleted,
as shown below.

The selected method is added to the list in the Settings panel and is
also shown in the class box in the Builder canvas.
Adding a Prompt for Input or Output RVC Object
Setting Parameter Values for Functions and Class Methods

1

2

With the component box for the class or function selected in
the Builder canvas, move the mouse to the Settings tabbed
panel at the bottom of the window and left-click on the placeholder text shown under one of the Parameter columns.

If the parameter is numeric or string without a predefined set
of allowed values, the parameter field is directly editable. A
text edit cursor is placed at the end of the placeholder value.
Select the placeholder text and type the desired parameter
value. For a string field, enclosing quotation marks are
provided in the SML script automatically.

1

Right-click on the ObjItem parameter entry
in the RVC source or target box.

2

Choose Prompt for object
from the resulting menu.

3

Boxes for the rvc_objitem class and the
DlgGetObject function are automatically
added to the canvas.

4

Set the Prompt, ObjectTypes, and
GetObjectFlags parameter values for the
DlgGetObject function in the Settings panel.

Adding a Prompt for an Input or Output File
1

Right-click on the filepath parameter
entry in the source or target box (TIFF
target in this example).

2

Choose Prompt for input file (for a source)
or Prompt for output file (for a target)
from the resulting menu.

3 If the parameter has a predefined set of
allowed values, left-clicking in the parameter
field pops up a menu from which you can
select the appropriate choice.
The function parameter
settings you choose are
also shown in the function’s
box in the Builder canvas.

3 Boxes for the filepath class and the GetOutputFileName
function are automatically added to the canvas (above).
4

Set the default$, prompt$, and ext$ parameter values for the
GetOutputFileName function in the Settings panel.
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Sidebar Features

View Window Sidebar
The View window sidebar provides six separately-controlled
optional panels: the Legend, Layer Transparency, Magnifier, Locator, Places, and Zoom panels. Each panel can be
opened or closed using an icon button in the toolbar at the
bottom of the sidebar (see illustration to the right). The entire sidebar can be closed or opened as needed using the
small black arrow icon button. The sidebar closes automatically if all of the constituent panels are closed. When a new
View window is opened, the panels that were open in the
previous instance of the View window are open by default.

Legend

Layer Transparency

You can set the location of the sidebar on the left or right
side of all View windows using the Sidebar Location control on the View tabbed panel of the Options window opened
from the Display Manager (Options / View Options). The
relative vertical proportions of the sidebar panels can be adjusted by dragging the sash between panels up or down. You
can adjust the width of the sidebar by dragging the sash between the sidebar and View canvas to the right or left.

Legend Panel
The Legend panel provides a list of the displayed layers (and
groups in a layout) with legend samples to help identify the
layers and their elements. Layers and groups can be reordered in the list by dragging their entries up or down. Layers
and groups are also provided with Show / Hide checkbox
controls so you can hide or show them manually in that View
as needed. The checkboxes toggle visibility for the main
View canvas only; a right mouse-button menu for the Show
/ Hide checkbox allows you to separately control visibility
in the Locator and View-in-View tool (if active). See the
Technical Guides entitled Sidebar Legends, Vector Layer
Legends, and Legend Types for Raster Layers for more information.
Layer Transparency Panel
The Layer Transparency panel provides a slider control and numeric field
that let you vary the transparency (0
to 99%) of the layer so you can adjust
how it blends with any underlying layers (or with the window background
color when you are adjusting the bottom layer).
Transparency applied with the sidebar
Layer Transparency panel is in addition to any transparency effects set in
the Layer Controls window or for any
geometric element styles or raster palette colors. See the TechGuide entitled
Easily Vary Transparency for Any
Layer for more information.

Magnifier

Locator

Places

Zoom

Layer
Transparency Locator Zoom

Legend

Magnifier

Hide or Show the Sidebar

Places

Magnifier Panel
The Magnifier panel shows a small area of the View canvas around
the current cursor position, magnified between 2 and 16 times
(2X to 16X). The + and – icons in the upper left corner of the
panel change the zoom level of the magnified screen image in 1X
increments. The current zoom level is shown between these icons.
increase zoom
current zoom
decrease zoom

Vector layer with
20% transparency
(above) and 50%
transparency (below)
over shading raster

pixel under
cursor hotspot

The Magnifier has a right mouse-button menu that lets you separately show or hide the zoom controls, zoom factor, and center
cell indicator, and to select the color of the cell border for the
center cell if shown.
(continued)
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Locator Panel
The Locator panel helps you keep track of the location of your
zoomed-in View with respect to the overall extents of the layers being displayed. It shows a reduced-size view of the full
extents of all of the layers. An elastic box in the Locator indicates the portion of the extents that is currently in the View.
You can also use the Locator’s box to pan and zoom the main
View. You can drag the box in any direction to pan. You can
also resize the box by dragging an edge or corner to zoom the
View. Make the box larger to zoom out, or smaller to zoom in.
You can also open a separate Locator View window by choosing Display / Open Locator View from the Display Manager.
For more information see the TechGuide entitled Locator Manages Zoom and Position.

Places Panel
The Places panel provides controls that let you quickly change
the center position of the View to a new location in several
ways. The Change View Position controls let you specify a

View center by directly entering map coordinates in any desired coordinate reference system. The Microsoft Bing Maps
Service controls (available in the Professional TNTgis software
products) let you enter an address, place name, or name of a
geographic feature and select from the resulting list to recenter
the View. The Saved Locations mode lets you create or select
saved locations. The TechGuides entitled Set View Position
with Places Panel and Save Locations with Places Panel provide additional information.

Zoom Panel
The Zoom panel lets you set the View scale in several different
ways. You can enter a desired map scale or choose from a
menu of predefined map scales. You can also select a predefined zoom level for the Google Maps, Bing Maps, Google
Earth, or World Wind tileset structure. Finally, you can enter
desired ground dimensions for the View width or height. For
more information see the TechGuide entitled Sidebar Zoom
Panel.
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Sidebar Features

Sidebar Legends
The optional legend panel in the View window sidebar shows visual legend
samples and labels to help identify layers and their elements in the View. A
variety of legend options are available for different layer types, as described
in the Technical Guides entitled Legend Types for Raster Layers and Vector
Layer Legends. Holding the mouse cursor over the name of the layer shows a
DataTip with the filename, object name, and description of the object in the
layer (see illustration to the right).
Group and layer entries have a small tree control button to expand or collapse
their legends. You can change the order of layers and groups by dragging
layer entries up or down in the sidebar legend (or in the Display Manager
layer list).

Legend
Panel
Show / Hide
Checkboxes

View-in-View

Main View*

Show / Hide Checkbox
Layer and group entries in sidebar legends are also provided with a Show /
Hide checkbox to allow you to control visibility manually. Toggling the Show
/ Hide checkbox (via left mouse-click) in the sidebar legend for a layer or
group only affects visiblity in the main View canvas.
It does not change visibility in the Locator (sidebar
panel or separate Locator window) or in the View-inView tool canvas (if turned on). Right-clicking on a
checkbox opens a menu with toggle items that allow
you to separately control visibility of the View, ViewThe right mousein-View, and Locator (see illustration to the right).
The checkmark symbol in the Show / Hide checkbox
changes color (or disappears) to indicate in which
canvas(es) of that View the layer or group is visible,
as illustrated below.
Black: visible in All

None: hidden in all

Blue: visible only in main View canvas

Buttons to
collapse
or expand
legends

View-in-View*

button menu for the
Show / Hide checkboxes allows setting
visibility separately in
the View, Locator, and
View-in-View.
Legend panel
On/Off

Red: visible only in Locator
Green: visible only in View-in-View
Cyan: visible in View and View-in-View, hidden in Locator
Purple: visible in View and Locator, hidden in View-in-View
Yellow: visible in Locator and View-in-View, hidden in View

Layer Name Color Coding
Layer names in View sidebar legends are also color-coded to indicate the layer status, including visibility status in the main View
canvas, as described below:
Black: indicates that the layer is visible in the View canvas.
Gray: (dimmed) indicates that the layer is not visible in the View
canvas because the Hide / Show control for the layer (or its parent
Group in a layout) have been turned off.
Blue: indicates that the layer is not visible in the View canvas
because its extents do not overlap the current View.
Green: indicates that the layer is hidden automatically by map
scale control (set in the Layer Controls window) at the current
map scale.

* The View-in-View display can be toggled between the inside
or outside of the View-in-View box by right-clicking in the View
canvas or by pressing this icon button in the View toolbar.

Brown: indicates that the layer is excluded from the group extents.
Red: indicates that the layer should be redrawn to apply the current display settings. This status should only occur if the Default
to redraw primary views after any change option is turned off on
the View tabbed panel in the Options window opened from the
Display Manager (Options / View Options).
When layer status triggers one of the special layer name colors
(other than gray), a line of explanation is added to the layer
name DataTip, as illustrated to
the right.

Right Mouse-Button Menus for Legend Entries
Right mouse-button menus for layout, group, and layer entries in
sidebar legends (and in the Display Manager) also allow you to
choose various actions or options (see the TechGuides entitled Layout Right Mouse Button Actions, Group Right Mouse Button
Actions, and Layer Right Mouse Button Actions).
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Style Editor

Style By Attribute: Manual Assignment
The By Attribute style option for elements in geometric objects (vector,
shape, and CAD) associates a separate drawing style with each unique value
in an element database table and field of your choice. This style option
allows elements with different attributes to be visually differentiated in displays. Legends with attribute labels and style samples can be shown in the
View window sidebar and also added to map layouts for printed products.
The associations between styles and attributes are stored in a style assignment table in the element database for the relevant element type (element
for CAD or shape objects; point, line, or polygon for vector objects; node,
edge, or triangle for TIN objects). You set up these style-attribute associations using the Style Assignment Table window in the Display process.
Opening the Style Assignment Table Window
You can open the Style Assignment Table window from the Layer Controls
window using controls on the Element tabbed panel (CAD or shape) or the
corresponding tabbed panel for the specific element type (vector or TIN).
Vector soil-type polygons styled By Attribute
To create a new style assignment table, choose New - by Attribute from the
Style menu (see illustration to the right), which automatically opens
the Style Assignment Table window (illustrated below). The names
of existing style assignment tables are automatically included in the
Style menu. To open the Style Assignment window for an existing
assignment table, select it in the Style menu and press the Edit
Choose New - by Attribute from the Style menu to create
pushbutton to the right of the menu.
a new style assignment table.
Save Style Assignment Table
Open Style Assignment Table

Save Style Assignment Table As

New Style
Assignment Table
Undo Assignment

New
Style

Style Assignment Table:
attribute
style name
For a new assignment table,
choose a table and field
containing the attributes to
associate with the styles.

Manual panel with
Style Editor controls

Insert
Styles
Style List: select
style to be assigned.
Delete
Style

Style name shown in red
if assignment changed in
the current session.

Press arrow icon
button to assign style
to an attribute value.
style controls

New Style Assignment Table Window
When you create a new style assignment table,
the New Style Assignment Table window opens
along with the Style Assignment Table window.
The Tables column in the New Style Assignment
window lists the available database tables for the
relevant element type. Left-click on the desired
table to select it, then choose the desired field in
that table from the Fields list.
(continued)
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The lower part of the New Style Assignment Table window
provides radio buttons for selecting one of three style object
options. When you choose to create a New style object along
with the style assignment table, the styles you create are saved
in a style object that is “embedded” as a subobject of the
style assignment table. If you choose the Copy and embed
with style assignment table option, you are prompted to select an existing style object; a copy of this style object is
saved as a subobject of the style assignment table you are
creating. The style object you select can be a main-level
style object, a direct subobject of a spatial object, or a style
object embedded under another style assignment table.
When you select either the New style object or Copy and
embed options, the Style Object field in the Style Assignment Table window shows the style object location as [styles
embedded with table]. The embedded style object means
that your styles will always be available for this spatial object, regardless of where it might be copied.
The third style object option is to Link to shared location
(main-level style objects only). You are prompted to select a
main-level style object in a Project File; the style assignment table you create will then contain links to the styles in
this style object. The advantages and disadvantages of linked
styles are discussed in the Technical Guide entitled Managing Styles. When you link to styles, the path to the style
object is shown in the Style Object field in the Style Assignment Table window.
The Automatically assign styles by name option is useful
when you are copying or linking to an existing style object.
If the style names and attribute values match, these assignments are made automatically when you press the OK button
on the New Style Assignment Table window.
Style Assignment Table Window
The right side of the Style Assignment Table window shows
the current state of the table. It includes a column listing all
of the unique values in the selected attribute field (the column heading shows the table and field names), a Style Name
column, and a Sample column (see illustration on the previous page).
The left side of the window has two tabbed panels, Automatic and Manual. Controls on the Automatic panel let you
automatically generate a set of styles that are assigned to the
attribute values (see the TechGuide entitled Style by Attribute:
Automatic Style Generation). The Manual tabbed panel provides controls that let you manually create, edit, and select
styles for assignment.
Manual Style Assignment
The Manual tabbed panel includes a style list at the top and
style editor controls appropriate for the current element type.
To assign a style to an attribute value, select the style in the

list by left-clicking on the style name or sample, then in the
Style Assignment Table box press the arrow icon button to
the left of the desired attribute value. The name and sample
for the selected style are then added to the Style Name and
Sample columns in the assignment table. The names of styles
assigned in the current session are shown in red. You can
change the style assignment for any attribute value at any
time using these steps. Press the Undo button in the Style
Assignment Window toolbar to undo the last style assignment.
If you choose to create a new style object along with the new
style assignment table, you will need to create new styles.
The style list includes a <default style> entry based on the
current All Same style. Press the New Style icon button to
the left of the list to create a new style based on the style
currently selected in the list. New styles are automatically
assigned a default name, which you can edit in the list to
provide a name that helps associate the style with the destination attribute value. Use the style controls to set the desired
style parameters for the style you have selected in the list.
Style editor controls for different element types are described
in the TechGuides entitled Creating Styles for Points, Creating Styles for Lines, and Creating Styles for Polygons.
Pressing the OK button on the Style Assignment window
automatically saves the style assignment table and closes the
window. You can save assignments incrementally by pressing the Save icon button, or save the assignment table with a
different name by pressing the Save As icon button. The
title bar of the Style Assignment Window for a saved table
includes the name of the assignment table and the names of
the table and field holding the associated attribute values.
Editing Style Assignments
You can change style assignments in an existing style assignment table at any time in the Display process. When
you open the Style Assignment Table window and the referenced style object is not embedded under the table, the
Locked icon button in the top right corner of the window is
active (appearing pushed in), preventing editing of styles that
might be shared with other objects. (Style assignments in
the current table may be changed while the Locked button is
active, however). You can press the Locked icon button to
unlock the styles if you are sure that editing them will not
cause problems with other objects that might share use of
these styles.

Locked icon button active for a non-embedded style
object, preventing editing of the styles in the Style
Assignment Table window. Press the Locked
button to unlock the styles if it is safe to edit them.
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Spatial Display

Add Styling to DataTips
The DataTip controls on individual Layer Controls windows
allow you to choose a field in a database table to provide DataTip
information for that specific layer and to provide prefix and
suffix text if desired. You can also use text formatting codes to
add formatting to DataTip text to make the information from
one or multiple layers more readable. For example, you may
wish to use bold text for the prefix for each entry and show the
prefix and value text in separate aligned columns, as in the
illustration to the right.
One or more text formatting codes are enclosed in braces (“curly
brackets”) with each code beginning with the tilde character
(~). Format codes can be used to set the font, its size, color,
style, and alignment, and to set tab stops and their alignment.
Some frequently-used format codes are shown in the examples
on this page. For a complete list see the Quick Guide entitled
Text Style Formatting Codes.
Formatting codes can be embedded in the text in the Prefix
field in the DataTips controls (see illustration below right) to
set formatting for simple DataTip text for a layer. In the example below, the ~B code is entered before the prefix text to
set its font style to bold, and the ~/B code is placed after the
prefix text to turn the bold style off for the remainder of the
text. The code string after the prefix also includes the ~TABS
code to set a tab stop to be used with the tab character (entered
after the code string) to separate the prefix and value text. If
Sample Formatting for DataTip Prefix
set bold
style

{~B}Zoning: {~/B~TABS 15L}\t
turn off
bold style

tab character code

set tab stop at 15
characters, left-justified

you use the same prefix formatting for all layers, their prefix
and value text appear in separate aligned columns.
If you set up a multiline DataTip for a layer using a string
expression in a computed text field, you can embed formatting
codes within the string expression as shown in the example at
the bottom of this page. In this example the first format code
string sets the font using the ~F code and sets a left tab stop at
15 characters. It also uses the ~CJ code to center the title text;
the ~LJ code is set after the title to set the rest of text to the
default left-justified setting. In each line of the expression the
prefix text only is set to bold and a tab is also entered after the
prefix to produce aligned columns. Note that in a string expression the format code strings must be enclosed within the
quotes used to specify the prefix text.
As an alternative to MicroImages text formatting codes, you
can use HTML formatting for DataTips, as described in the
TechGuide entitled Design DataTips using HTML.

Multiline DataTip for Parcel layer: uses a computed text
field in table to create a formatted multiline listing of
multiple attributes from same layer. String expression is
shown in box below.
Simple DataTip information for several layers (one
attribute from each) with formatting codes embedded
in prefix string to set bolding and tabs.

String Expression for Formatted Multiline DataTip from Single Layer (Parcels)
set font

set left tab stop at 15 characters

center bold title text, then reset to left justified

"{~FARIAL.TTF~TABS 15L~CJ~B}Parcel Information{~LJ~/B}" + "\n" +
each additional line sets bold style for prefix, then resets to
"{~B}Address:{~/B}\t" + CA032904.SITUS_ADDR + "\n" +
normal style and enters the tab character code (\t) before
"{~B}Owner:{~/B}\t" + CA032904.OWNER + "\n" +
adding text from database field or fields.
"{~B}Owner Occupied:{~/B}\t" + CA032904.OwnerOccupied + "\n" +
"{~B}Owner City:{~/B}\t" + CA032904.OWN_CITY + ", " + CA032904.OWN_STATE + "\n" +
"{~B}Assessed Value:{~/B}\t" + sprintf("$%.f", CA032904.ASSESSED) + "\n" +
"{~B}Parcel ID:{~/B}\t" + CA032904.PRECINCT + "-" + CA032904.SECTION + "-" + CA032904.BLOCK + "-" + CA032904.PARCEL + "-" +
CA032904.SUBPARCEL + "\n" +
"{~B}Acreage:{~/B}\t" + NumToStr(POLYSTATS.Area/4046.873) + " acres";
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Style Editor

Creating Styles for Lines
The Style Editor controls for lines allow you to create and save
styles to use in displaying line elements in vector, CAD, TIN,
and shape objects. Line elements can be styled as solid lines of
various colors and widths or using more complex line patterns
that can include multiple parallel solid, dashed, or dotted elements as well as crossing elements. Line styles can be created
and used when you style lines using the All Same, By Attribute,
and By Theme options and can also be referenced and used in
style scripts with the By Script option.

Solid: Turn on the Solid icon button to create a style

with a solid line drawn with the specified color and width.
Pattern: Turn on the Pattern icon button to use a line

pattern. Turning on this button activates the Create or
Edit Pattern and Insert Patterns icon buttons. Line patterns
you have created or selected are also shown in the list on the
right side of the Line Style controls. Turn on the checkbox to
the left of the pattern that you wish to use for the current style.

New
Style
Insert
Styles
Delete
Style

The Style Editor for styling lines All Same (above)
lets you create a single line style. In the Style
Assignment window for styling lines By Attribute
(right) or in the standalone Style Editor, you can
create multiple line styles.

The basic controls for creating and editing line styles are the
same regardless of the context and are illustrated for the All
Same style option above left; in this context only one style can
be created. These basic controls are described below.
In the Style Assignment window for By Attribute styling and in
the standalone Style Editor (Tools / Edit Styles) you can create
and save multiple styles. In these contexts a Styles box above
the Line Styles controls provides a list of the styles with the
name and sample for each (see illustration above right). The
style list always includes a <default style> entry based on the
current All Same style for lines. Press the New Style icon button to the left of the list to create a new style based on whichever
style is currently selected in the list. New styles are automatically assigned a default name, which you can edit in the list to
provide a more meaningful name. (If you name the style to
match the attribute value of the elements it is designed for, the
Style Assignment window provides an option to automatically
assign styles by name; see the Technical Guide entitled Manual
Style Assignment). Changes made with the Line Style controls
apply to whichever style is currently selected in the list. You
can use the Insert Styles icon button to navigate to and select
styles from another style object to copy to the list. The Delete
Style icon button deletes the selected style.

Line Style Controls
Icon buttons at the top of the Line Style box allow you to choose
either a solid line style or to use a pattern, and in the latter case
to create, choose, or delete patterns. Controls are also provided to set the line color and width.

Create or Edit Pattern: Press this icon button to open
the Line Pattern Editor, which lets you create simple
dashed and dotted lines or more complex line styles with multiple parallel lines and crossing elements. See the TechGuide
entitled Line Pattern Editor for details.
Insert Patterns: Pressing the Insert Patterns icon but-

ton opens the Select Patterns window, which you can use
to copy line patterns to the current style object. This window
by default shows a collection of
Basic line patterns that are provided with TNTgis. You can
press the Browse icon button to
the right of the Pattern Set menu
to navigate to and select any
style object in any Project File
as the source for the line patterns to show in the window.
The list in the Select Patterns
window includes the pattern
name and a graphic sample.
Left click on an entry in the
scrolling list to select it (as
shown by black highlighting).
Hold down the Shift key while
left-clicking again to select a
contiguous range of patterns, or
hold down the Ctrl key while

(continued)
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left-clicking to toggle selection on or off for an entry. When
you have highlighted one or more patterns in the list, press OK
to complete the selection. The selected patterns are copied to
the current style object and are added to the pattern list in the
Line Style controls.
Delete Pattern: Press the Delete Pattern icon button to

delete a pattern that you have highlighted in the pattern
list in the Line Style controls. (Highlight a pattern by left-clicking on its sample or pattern name field in the list.) The deleted
pattern is removed from the current style object.
Color Controls: You can choose a color

for a solid line style by left-clicking on a
color tile in the palette shown in the Line
Style controls. The selected color is
Palette
shown on the Color button below the
palette. To choose colors from a different palette, press the
Palette icon button. The Select
Palette window
which opens
shows a graphic
list of available
discrete color
palettes. Leftclick on the
desired palette
in the list and
press the OK
button to show
this palette in the
Line Style box.
You can also create a custom color by left-clicking on the color
button, which opens the Choose Color window. The Set by
menu in this window determines the type of controls that are
shown. The menu provides a choice of color models that you

can use for specifying a color, including RGB (0-100), RGB (0-255),
HIS, and others. Adjust the color
sliders or enter values in the numeric
fields and press OK to set the custom color, which is then shown on
the color button in the Line Style
controls.
Line patterns can include components set to use a variable color.
Variable-color pattern components are drawn in the color selected for the style in the Line Style controls. Thus a pattern
using variable-color components can be used for several styles
with a different color set for each style. The style color selection has no effect on line pattern components that were set to
use a fixed color.
Width: Line width in the View window can be specified in
inches (in), millimeters (mm), pixels (px), or points (pt), as set
by the menu to the right of the Width field. Enter the desired
width value in this field. Changing the units selection automatically updates the value in the width field to maintain the
same line width. A value of 0 results in lines being drawn with
a width of one screen pixel at any scale.
At Scale: The At Scale setting determines the scale at which

the specified width applies. You can enter a desired map scale
fraction or scale number (e.g., 1:36000 or 36000) in the field or
press the arrow icon button to the right of field to open a menu
from which you can choose Fixed, Design, or Current. The
Current option sets the scale field to the current scale of the
associated View window. The Design option sets the style to
use the design scale specified for a group or print layout in
which the geometric object is used.
With these options lines will appear
wider or thinner as you zoom the view
in or out. With the Fixed option lines
are drawn with the same width on
screen regardless of the scale of the view.
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Style Editor

Creating Styles for Polygons
The Style Editor controls for polygons allow you to create and
save styles to use in displaying polygon elements in vector, CAD,
TIN, and shape objects. Polygons can be styled with a fill and/
or with a border. A polygon fill can be a solid color (with transparency between 0 and 100%), a bitmap pattern, or a hatch
pattern. A polygon border can be a solid line with various colors
and widths or use a line pattern. Polygon styles can be created
and used when you style polygons
using the All Same, By Attribute, and
By Theme options and can also be referenced and used in style scripts with
the By Script option.
The controls for creating and editing
polygon styles are illustrated to the
right. Separate control sets are provided for Fill Style and Border Style.
When you create an All Same polygon style, you can create only a single
style, so the Style Editor window contains only the Fill Style and Border
Style controls. In the Style Assignment window for By Attribute styling
and in the standalone Style Editor (Tools / Edit Styles) you can
create and save multiple styles. In these contexts a Styles box
above the polygon style controls provides a list of the styles with
the name and sample for each. The style list always includes a
<default style> entry based on the current All Same style for
polygons. Press the New Style icon button to the left of the list
to create a new style based on whichever style is currently selected in the list. New styles are automatically assigned a default
name, which you can edit in the list to provide a more meaningful name. (If you name the style to match the attribute value of
the elements it is designed for, the Style Assignment window
provides an option to automatically assign styles by name; see
the Technical Guide entitled Manual Style Assignment). Changes
made with the Fill Style and Border Style controls apply to whichever style is currently selected in the list. You can use the Insert
Styles icon button to navigate to and select styles from another
style object to copy to the list. The Delete Style icon button
deletes the selected style from the current style object.

Fill Style Controls
Use the icon buttons at the top of the Fill Style box to choose
whether to use a solid color, bitmap pattern, hatch pattern, or no
fill for the current style. Controls are also provided to set the fill
color and a transparency value.
None: Turn on the None icon button to disable filling for
the polygon style. A polygon style must include either a
fill or border. If the fill style is set to None and you then set the
Border to None, the fill style is automatically reset to Solid.
Solid: Turn on the Solid icon button to create a polygon
fill with a solid color and transparency specified by the
color controls described on the next page.

New
Style
Insert
Styles
Delete
Style

Bitmap: Turn on the Bitmap icon button to use a bitmap
fill pattern. Turning on this button activates the Create or
Edit Pattern and Insert Patterns icon buttons. Bitmap patterns
you have created or selected are also shown in the list on the
right side of the Fill Style controls. Turn on the checkbox to the
left of the pattern that you wish to use for the current style.

Bitmap fills are rendered by repeating a small raster (bitmap)
pattern, which can contain fixed-color, variable-color, or transparent cells. The fill is drawn with one pattern cell for each
screen pixel, so the size of the pattern elements on screen is
fixed regardless of the map scale of the display. Bitmap polygon fills work better for on-screen viewing than in prints because
the small size of print elements in high-resolution printers and
the dithering applied during printing reduce the scale of the patterns and the distinctions between different colors in the patterns.
Hatch: Turn on the Hatch icon button to use a hatch
pattern for the fill. Turning on this button activates the
Create or Edit Pattern and Insert Patterns icon buttons. Hatch
patterns you have created or selected are also shown in the list
on the right side of the Fill Style controls. Turn on the checkbox
to the left of the pattern that you wish to use for the current style.

Hatch patterns are composed of sets of repeated parallel lines
with a regular spacing and a transparent background. A hatch
pattern can be made up of one or more line sets (hatch elements);
each hatch element can have its own color, angle, spacing, and
thickness. These hatch elements can be assigned a fixed color or
a variable color. The elements can be simple solid color lines or
more complex line patterns created in the Line Pattern Editor.
(continued)
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Because hatch patterns have a transparent background, polygons
with hatch pattern fills can be overlaid on other data layers without fully obscuring these layers.
Create or Edit Pattern: Pressing this icon button opens
the Bitmap Pattern Editor if Bitmap is selected (see the
TechGuide entitled Bitmap Pattern Editor) or the Hatch Pattern
Editor if Hatch is selected (see the TechGuide entitled Hatch
Patterns for Polygon Fills). These editors allow you to create or
edit fill patterns and save them to the current style object.
Insert Patterns: Pressing the Insert Patterns icon button
opens the Select Patterns window, which you can use to
copy hatch or bitmap patterns to the current style object. For
bitmap patterns this window shows a collection of General patterns provided with TNTgis, and you can use the Pattern Set
menu to choose from several other predefined pattern sets. There
are no predefined hatch patterns provided with the software, but
with either type of pattern you can press the Browse icon button
to the right of the Pattern Set menu to navigate to and select any
style object in any Project File as the source for the patterns to
show in the window.

The list in the Select Patterns window includes the pattern name and
a graphic sample. Left click on an
entry in the scrolling list to select it
(as shown by black highlighting).
Hold down the Shift key while leftclicking again to select a contiguous
range of patterns, or hold down the
Ctrl key while left-clicking to toggle
selection on or off for an entry.
When you have highlighted one or
more patterns in the list, press OK
to complete the selection. The selected patterns are copied to the
current style object and are added
to the pattern list in the Fill Style
controls.
Delete Pattern: Press the Delete Pattern icon button to
delete a pattern that you have highlighted in the pattern
list in the Fill Style controls. (Highlight a pattern by left-clicking on its sample or pattern name field in the list.) The deleted
pattern is removed from the current style object.
Color Controls: You can choose a color
for a solid fill style by left-clicking on a
color tile in the palette shown in the Fill
Style controls. The selected color is
shown on the Color button below the
palette. To choose colors from a differPalette
ent palette, press the Palette icon button. The Select Palette
window which opens shows a graphic list of available discrete
color palettes. Left-click on the desired palette in the list and
press the OK button to show this palette in the Fill Style box.

After selecting a color from the palette, you can enter a value
between 0 and 100% in the Transparency field for the selected
color.

You can also create a custom
color by leftclicking on the
color button,
which opens the
Choose Color
window. The
Set by menu in
this window determines the
type of controls
that are shown.
The menu provides a choice of
color models that you can use for
specifying a color, including
RGB (0-100), RGB (0-255),
HIS, and others. Adjust the color
sliders or enter values in the numeric fields for the color
components, then set the Transparency value using the slider or
numeric field. Press OK to set
the custom color, which is then shown on the color button in the
Fill Style controls.
Bitmap and hatch patterns can include components set to use a
variable color. Variable-color pattern components are drawn in
the color selected for the style in the Fill Style controls. Thus a
pattern using variable-color components can be used for several
styles with a different color set for each style. The style color
selection has no effect on fill pattern components that were set
to use a fixed color.

Border Style Controls
Use the icon buttons at the top of the Border Style controls to
choose Solid, Pattern, or None for the border style. As mentioned above, a polygon style must include either a fill or border.
If the border style is set to None and you then set the fill style to
None, the border style is automatically reset to Solid. Except
for the None option, the Border Style Controls are identical to
the Line Style controls for styling geometric lines (see the
TechGuide entitled Creating Styles for Lines).
If the geometric object you are styling contains polygons with
shared boundaries, using different border styles for different
polygon styles is problematic, as the border of one of the adjacent polygons is drawn on top of that of the other polygon. If
the border styles use solid lines, one border simply obscures the
other. If the border styles use line patterns, the border patterns
from the adjacent polygons can interfere with each other.
In vector objects, where polygon borders correspond to line elements, the most flexible approach is to style polygons without
borders. You then have the option to display the object with the
vector lines overlaying the fills to give the appearance of borders, or to display only the filled polygons without the line
overlay.
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Style Editor

Setting Text Styles
The Text Style controls in the Style Editor allow you to set the
font, font style, color, alignment, and size of text displayed in
geospatial views in TNTgis. It allows you to set styles for label
elements in vector, CAD, and sketch objects; dynamic labels;
text layers in print layouts; and legend sample text in print layout
legends.
The controls for creating and editing text styles
are illustrated to the right. In some contexts, such
as adding a text layer to a print layout, you can
only create or edit a single text style, so the Style
Editor window contains only the Text Style controls. In other contexts, such as adding label
elements to a vector object in the Editor, you can
create and save multiple styles. In these contexts
a Styles box above the Text Style controls provides a list of the styles with the name for each
style. The style list may include a <default style>
that you can select or edit. Press the New Style
icon button to the left of the list to create a new
style based on whichever style is currently selected
in the list. New styles are automatically assigned
a default name, which you can edit in the list to provide a more
meaningful name. Changes made with the Text Style controls
apply to the style that is currently selected in the list. You can use
the Insert Styles icon button to navigate to and select styles from
another style object to copy to the list. The Delete Style icon
button deletes the selected style from the current style object.

Font and Font Style
Press the arrow icon button on the right side of the Font combobox
control to drop down a menu listing all of the scalable fonts that
are installed on your computer. The selected font is shown in the
control’s text field.
The font style is set using toggle buttons on the right side of the
panel below the Font menu. When you set the Normal, Bold,
Italic, or Bold plus Italic options, the corresponding predefined
font in the selected font family is automatically used if available,
otherwise the selected effect is applied to the normal font. The
Underline, Enhanced, Shadow, and Outline options apply special rendering effects to the font as illustrated above. The
enhanced and shadow effects can be only be applied to normal or
italic text.
Turning on the Kerning option adjusts the spacing between certain pairs of characters depending on the shapes and sizes of the
characters. The Smooth option applies anti-aliasing to the edges
of the characters to smooth them as they are rendered.

Foreground and Background Color
Use the Foreground Color and Background Color controls to set
the font colors. The foreground color is the primary font color,
while the background color is used for the enhancement or shadow
when those style options are set. Each set of color controls includes a palette of colors, a Palette icon button, and a Color button.
Choose a color by left-clicking on a color tile in the palette; the

New Style
Insert Styles
Delete Style

normal

Palette

bold
italic
underline
enhanced
shadow
outline

selected color is shown on the Color button. To choose colors
from a different palette, press the Palette icon button. The Select
Palette window that opens shows a graphic list of available discrete color palettes. Left-click on the desired palette in the list
and press the OK button to show it in the Text Style controls.
You can create a custom color by left-clicking on the Color button, which opens the Choose Color window. The Set by menu in
this window determines the type of controls that are shown. The
menu provides a choice of color models that you can use for
specifying a color, including RGB
(0-100), RGB (0-255), HIS, and others. Adjust the color sliders or enter
values in the numeric fields and
press OK to set the custom color,
which is then shown on the Color
button.

Text Alignment
The setting on the Text Alignment menu sets the horizontal alignment of the text. The alignment options are Left, Right, Center,
and Both (justified). Justified text fills the full width of the text
block to align with both the left and right margins, altering the
spaces between words and letters to achieve this effect. In order
for the justified setting to take effect, you must turn on the Word
Wrap option and set a block width in the Advanced Settings (see
next section).

Advanced Settings
Use the Advanced Settings button in the Text Style controls to
open the Advanced Settings window. This window allows you to
configure a text block, set the clip distance for label elements,
and customize text style rendering.
(continued)
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If you are adding text consisting of multiple sentences or paragraphs, such as explanatory notes in a print layout, you can set
the width of the text
block in the page by
entering a value in the
Block Width field.
Use the menu to the
right of this field to
choose the page measurement
units
(inches, millimeters,
or points). Turn on the
Word Wrap toggle at
the top of the window
to fit the text to this block width, automatically breaking lines at
a space, tab, or hyphen. When entering the text, you only need to
use the <Return> or <Enter> key at the end of a paragraph. If the
block width is changed, the word wrap is automatically adjusted
to the new width. If the Text Alignment option is set to Both
(justified), the word-wrapped text is also aligned to both left and
right margins of the text block.
The Clip Distance setting applies to label elements in vector, CAD,
and sketch objects. It sets margin distance that defines the dimensions of a clipping rectangle around the label. When the
Clip elements to label boundaries display option is turned on,
other elements in the object are not rendered within the clipping
rectangle (e.g., a line element is not rendered through a line label). The default Clip Distance is 20% of the height of the label
text, but you can increase or decrease this value using the Clip
Distance field.

Boldness 5%
Italic Angle 35%
Underline Offset 8%,
Stroke Width 4%
Enhanced
Thickness 8%
Shadow Offset 5%,
Shadow Angle -60
Outline style with
Stroke Width 3%

Ascender Height, Vertical Space, At Scale
The value in the Ascender Height field sets the height of the tallest characters in the text in the units specified by the adjacent
menu: in (inches), mm (millimeters), pt (points), or px (pixels).
The Vertical Space value sets the spacing between lines of text in
your choice of units. The At Scale setting determines the scale at
which the specified ascender height and vertical space apply. You
can enter a desired map scale fraction or scale number (e.g.,
1:36000 or 36000) in the field or press the arrow icon button to
the right of field to open a menu from which you can choose
Fixed, Design, or Current. The Current option sets the scale field
to the current scale of the associated View window. The Design
option sets the style to use the design scale specified for a group
or print layout in which the text is used. With these options text
will appear larger or smaller as you zoom the view in or out.
With the Fixed option the text is drawn with the same dimensions on screen regardless of the scale of the view.

Use Element Height (Label Elements)

clip distance 20% (default)

clip distance 50%

The remaining Advanced Settings allow you to adjust the rendering of different text styles. You can set the amount of Boldness of
bold text and the slant angle of italic text (Italic Angle). Note
that if the selected font has predefined bold and italic variants,
setting custom boldness and italic angle values results in these
variants not being used; instead the normal font is rendered in
bold or italic style with the specified settings.
The Enhanced Thickness value sets the thickness of the background color rendering in the Enhanced text style. The Stroke
Width value controls the thickness of an underline and of the
outline in Outline text. Any stroke width value that would result
in a width of less one screen pixel is rendered at one pixel wide,
including the default value of 0%.
The Underline Offset value sets the downward offset between an
underline and the text baseline. The Shadow Offset sets the offset distance between the background-color shadow characters and
the foreground text, and the Shadow Angle sets the offset direction in degrees measured counter-clockwise from the x-axis
direction.

The Text Style controls for label elements in vector, CAD, and
sketch objects include a Use Element Height toggle button. All
label elements have an element height (in geometric object coordinates) set when the element was created. Turn on the Use
Element Height toggle to set the display height of the labels to be
equal to the element height. The Ascender Height, Vertical Space,
and At Scale controls are inactive when this option is selected.

Vertical Alignment (Label Elements)
The Vertical Alignment menu is included with the Text Style controls for label elements. The menu choices set the vertical
positioning of the label text relative to the label baseline, as shown
by the illustrations of the text tool below. The Normal option
places the bottom of the first line of the text on the baseline,
while the remaining options place the Bottom, Center, or Top of
the label text at the baseline. The Normal and Bottom options
have the same effect for labels with a single text line.

Normal

Bottom

Center

Top
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Geometric Analysis

Surface Properties by Geometric Element
The Surface Properties by Geometric Element process (Geometric / Attributes / Surface Properties) computes surface property statistics from a
surface raster for lines or polygons in a geometric object (vector, CAD, or
shape). You can choose to compute statistics on
elevation, slope, aspect, and other surface properties. The statistics can be saved as tables added
directly to the geometric object, as tables added
to a copy of the object, or as text (CSV) files. Surface statistics can be tabulated using:
• all elements or only those marked in the
process’s View window
• individual elements and/or elements grouped
by value in a designated attribute field.
Geometric Object Controls
Press the Select pushbutton in the Geometric Object box to select the geometric object to use. The
selected object is automatically shown in the separate View window. Use the Elements icon buttons
(Line or Polygon) to choose the element type to
use for computing the properties. The Use
radiobuttons to the right of these buttons set
whether to use All elements or only those Marked
in the View. Use the Output menu to choose how
to save the statistics: Add table(s) to object, Copy object and add table(s), or Text file(s).

In this example, surface properties are
being computed by element for discrete
polygons indicating areas burned by
wildfires over a period of four years. A
query has been used to mark the larger
fire polygons (red) in the View, and only
the marked polygons are set to be used.

You can choose one or both of the By Element and By Attribute options. The By Element
option compiles statistics independently for each element. With this option you can choose an
ID or Name to embed in the statistics table(s) to identify each record. The choices are None,
Element Number, [Element]_ID.Current (if the element has an ID table) and Choose; the latter
option prompts you to select a database table and field associated with the polygons to provide the ID.
The By Attribute option tabulates statistics by grouping elements that have the same value in
an attribute field you select. When you choose this option you are automatically prompted to
select the table and field to use. You can press the Choose pushbutton to reset this choice if
needed. The selected attribute is included as a field in the resulting statistics table.
Surface Controls
Use the Select button in the Surface box to choose an elevation or other continous surface
raster from which to compile the surface properties. The surface object is automatically displayed in the View. You can enter an elevation value in the Volume reference elevation field to
be used in conjunction with the Volume Below and Volume Above properties for polygons.

Single-record view of resulting surface
properties table with the record for one
of the selected polygons.

Statistics
The Statistics box lists the available statistical measures for the selected element type with a
checkbox allowing you to select or deselect each. Pushbuttons allow you to Set All or Clear All selections. For
lines you can compute minimum, maximum, and mean values of elevation and slope, along with surface length and
percent coverage. For polygons you can compute minimum, maximum, and mean values of elevation and slope,
mean aspect, area percent coverage, and surface area. Two measures of surface roughness are provided: elevation standard deviation, and the area ratio (ratio of 3D surface area to 2D planimetric area). The Volume Above and
Volume Below options compute volumes relative to the specified reference elevation. The various Border options compile line statistics using the borders of the polygons. You can choose the units to use for the surface
property measures by pressing the Preferences icon button and choosing Units to
open the Units window (see illustration to the right). The Save parameter table
option on the Preferences menu saves a table recording the volume reference elevaSurface statistics available tion when you compute the Volume Above or Volume below measures.
for line elements.

Press the Preferences
icon button and
choose Units to
choose surface
measurement units.
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Spatial Display

TIN Layer Controls
The TIN Layer Controls window provides access to display settings
for Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) layers, which are used to
represent numeric values at point locations as a three-dimensional
surface. You can open the TIN Layer Controls window by leftclicking on the layer’s icon button in the Display Manager or by
right-clicking on the layer name and choosing Controls from the
popup menu.
The layer controls are organized in a set of tabbed panels. The Object panel
provides settings that pertain to the entire layer. A tabbed panel is also provided for
each of the TINelement types: Nodes, Edges, and Triangles. The Contours panel
provides controls for displaying contour lines generated from the TIN surface.
After changing display settings, press the Apply button to apply the changes
to the View while the Layer Controls window remains open. Press the
OK button to apply the changes and close the window. The Close
button cancels any changes in settings not already applied and closes
the window.

Object Panel
The Object tabbed panel is exposed by default when the TIN
Layer Controls window opens (see illustration to the right).
Object: The Object field shows the filename and object name

of the object being displayed. Press the Object pushbutton to
open the Select Object window to select a different TIN object
to assign to the current display layer.
Styles: Press the Styles pushbutton to select a style subobject

of the current object or a main-level style object in a Project
File as a source of styles to use to display the elements. Style
subobjects of a spatial object are primarily used to store style
information for elements in that object with All Same styles
that utilize symbols or patterns. Styles assigned to elements by
attribute can be stored in a style subobject of the style assignment table, which is independent of the style object selected on
the Object panel. See the Technical Guide entitled Managing
Styles for more information about style objects.
Georeference : The Georeference menu defaults to the
georeference subobject that was last used. If the object has
more than one georeference subobject (not recommended),
you can use the Georeference menu to choose the desired
georeference to use for the display.

If the object has control point georeference, turn on the Warp
to Model toggle button to use the object-to-map coordinate
transformation model stored with the georeference information when rendering the layer in the View.
Scale Range Visible: The Scale Range Visible fields let you
limit the range of map scales over which the layer is displayed.
For example, you may wish to hide a detailed layer when the
View is zoomed out beyond a certain scale.

You set up scale control by specifying a minimum (field on the
left) and maximum (field on the right) map scale. The mini-

Object panel on the TIN Layer Controls window.

mum map scale controls how far out you can zoom and still
show the layer, while the maximum map scale controls how
far you can zoom in.
The Scale Range Visible fields by default are initially set to
Unlimited, in which case the layer is shown at all map scales.
You can change both scale limits, just one, or neither. To set a
map scale for either field, you can enter the full scale fraction
(e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale fraction
(e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is then shown in
the field. To reset a map scale field to Unlimited, enter 0. For
more information about scale ranges, see the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements and Groups by Scale.
Extra Transparency: Use the Extra Transparency slider and

numeric field to set a transparency percentage for the entire
layer (all elements). Transparency applied to the entire layer is
in addition to any transparency set for particular element styles,
such as partially-transparent triangle fill colors. Layer transparency can also be adjusted using the Transparency controls
in the View window sidebar (see the TechGuide Easily Vary
Transparency for Any Layer). Each transparency control is
updated when the setting on the other control is changed.
(continued)
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Z Offset: A TIN object has 3D coordinates and so defines its
own surface in 3D perspective views. However, a TIN can
also be displayed along with a separate terrain layer (DEM raster or terrain tileset). The value in the Z Offset field sets the
vertical offset (in meters) of the TIN layer from the surface
determined by the terrain layer. This setting can be used to
"float" the 3D TIN surface above the terrain (and any other
layers draped on that terrain surface; see the 3D Perspective
Visualization tutorial).

The Wireframe Color button shows the mesh color used for
the layer in wireframe display in the 3D View. Press the color
button to open a Choose Color window to select a different
wireframe color.
Antialias and Hint: Turning on the Antialias toggle button
applies antialiasing to triangle edges to reduce the stairstep effect on diagonal lines in the View. Antialiasing is applied to any
line that has a width of less than 1.5 pixels on screen. Turning
on the Hint thin line widths toggle applies partial transparency
to lines that would be less than one pixel wide on screen at the
current scale. The degree of transparency is proportional to
the intended scaled width of the lines. For information and
illustrations of antialiasing and hinting see the TechGuide entitled Enhanced Line Rendering.

The scrolling list in the
Select by Attribute window shows all of the
attribute values in the
specified field; turn on the
checkbox for each value
whose elements are to be
displayed. Select All and
Deselect All icon buttons
are provided above the list.

Select by Attribute window

The Table combobox shows the name of the table in which the
attribute selections are recorded. If you are using the “style by
attribute” field, the associated style table is selected by default.
If you are using a different attribute field, a selection table is
created to record the element selections. You can create and
save more than one selection table; all available selection tables
are listed on the Table combobox.
The By Map Scale option on the Show menu lets you set scale
ranges for groups of elements by attribute value; the display
scale in the View then determines which of these elements are
displayed. Pressing the Specify button after selecting this option opens the Scale Ranges window, which is described and
illustrated in the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements
and Groups by Scale.
The Specify button for the By Query option from the Show
menu opens the Script Editor window so you can enter a selection query to specify the elements to display. Examples of
selection queries are provided in the Building and Using Queries tutorial.

Nodes tabbed panel

Common Controls for Nodes, Edges, & Triangles
Many of the controls for individual element types are the same
or similar on the Nodes, Edges, and Triangles tabbed panels.
These common controls are described in this section; refer to
the illustration of the Nodes tabbed panel above.
Show: The Show menu provides choices governing which
elements of that element type to display. The options are All,
By Attribute, By Map Scale, and By Query. Choosing an option
other than All activates the Specify button next to the menu.

The By Attribute option lets you display only elements that
have selected values in a specified database attribute field. After choosing this option from the Show menu, pressing the
Specify button prompts you to choose a table and field containing the desired attribute, then opens the Select by Attribute
window (see illustration at the top of the next column). The
selected table.field reference is shown in the text field next to
the Attribute button (which you can press to select a different
table and field). If the elements are displayed using styling by
attribute, the field on which the styles are based is selected by
default.

Style: The Style menu provides choices for styling the elements; the options include All Same, New - By Attribute, New
- By Theme, and By Script. Press the Edit button next to the
menu to set up the styles.

When you select All Same, pressing the Edit button opens the
Style Editor with style controls for the relevant element type.
The style you create or select is applied to all of these elements.
Choose New - By Attribute to set up different styles for different values in a specified attribute field. Styles can be created
and assigned to attribute values manually or using an automated procedure. Associations between attribute values and
styles are saved in a style assignment table. The names of any
previously-created style assignment tables are automatically
listed in the Style menu. For information on setting up styling
by attribute see the TechGuides entitled Style By Attribute:
Manual Assignment and Style By Attribute: Automatic Style
Generation.
The New - By Theme style option lets you assign elements to a
specified number of theme classes, each with its own drawing
style, based on the values in a numerical attribute field. The
class range boundaries can be set automatically or manually,
and you can specify color and size spreads to automatically
generate drawing styles. After you save a theme for an ele(continued)
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ment, the name of the theme appears as an option on the Style
menu. For information about theme maps see the TechGuide
entitled Theme Mapping Geometric Elements and the Theme
Mapping tutorial.
The By Script style option lets you use a script to set drawing
styles based on element attributes and to use CartoScripts to
create custom cartographic renderings for point and line elements. For more information see the Building and Using
Queries tutorial for examples of simple style scripts and the
Using CartoScripts tutorial.
When the By Script style option is selected, the Convert Script
to Table icon button is active to the right of the Edit pushbutton.
This button allows you to convert the style specifications in
the script to saved styles and style associations. When you
press the icon button, you are prompted to select the database
field on which the script styles are based. The procedure then
interprets the color, dimension, and scale specifications in the
style script, creates the equivalent styles, and creates a style
assignment table relating a style to each unique value in the
specified database field. This procedure can interpret values
assigned to the predefined style variables that are listed in the
Variables group in the Script Reference window. It cannot
convert style scripts that use CartoScript functions.
DataTips: Use the DataTips controls on each element panel
to specify an attribute field as the source for information to
show in the View when the cursor is paused over or near the
element. You can also set Prefix and Suffix text and set the
DataTips to appear over a limited range of map scales. For
more information on these controls see the TechGuides entitled DataTips and DataTip Highlighting of Geometric
Elements.

Specific Controls for Edges and Triangles
Several element-specific controls are found on the Edges and
Triangles tabbed panels; these controls are illustrated below.

The default drawing order for TIN layers draws the triangle
elements before the edge elements. This means that styled
edge elements may be drawn on top of triangle borders. Turn
on the Draw Edges before Triangles toggle on the Edges tabbed
panel to reverse this drawing order and draw the triangles over
top of the edges.
The Fill menu on the Triangles tabbed panel sets the circumstances in which triangle fills can be drawn in the View window.
The options are Enable for 2D only (provided to speed rendering in 3D perspective views), Enable for 2D and 3D, and
Disabled.
Turning on the Disable when highlighted toggle disables filling
for a filled triangle that is highlighted during the DataTip event
(as set by the Highlight toggle in the DataTips controls). See
the TechGuide entitled DataTip Highlighting of Geometric Elements.

Contours Panel
The controls on the Contours tabbed panel allow you to better
visualize the surface represented by the TIN by dynamically
creating and drawing contour lines, which are lines of equal
elevation value. You can show major and/or minor contours
by turning on the Interval 1 and/or Interval 2 toggle buttons,
respectively, and setting interval values in the respective numeric fields to set the elevation difference between adjacent
contours in the interval group. The value in the Interval 1 field
must be an integer multiple of the Interval 2 value. If you
change one interval value such that this is not the case, the
other interval value is automatically updated using the last-used
interval ratio.
Choose the distance units to use to create the contours from
the Interval Units menu. Press the Style pushbutton next to the
Interval fields to open the Style Editor with controls for setting
a line style for the contours (see the TechGuide entitled Creating Styles for
Lines).

Element-specific controls on the Edges and Triangles tabbed panels

A triangle element is made up of bordering edge elements, and
edge elements and triangle borders can be styled separately.

TIN displayed with contour lines at 500-meter
(black) and 100-meter (gray) intervals using
settings on the Contours tabbed panel. TIN
edges are shown in orange.
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Scripting

Automated Geospatial Processing with TNTscript
TNTscript is designed for automated production processing of geospatial data using scripts written in the TNTgis geospatial
processing language (SML). TNTscript enables SML scripts to be executed on computers that do not have any other professional
TNTgis product installed. If you develop SML processing scripts using TNTmips Pro or TNTedit Pro, TNTscript allows you to
execute these scripts on additional computers, at remote sites, or using cloud-computing resources. TNTscript can also be used
separately from the other TNTgis professional products to write, edit, and execute SML programs.
TNTscript executes SML scripts without user interaction during processing. All data-specific variables are passed to the SML
script by TNTscript at the start of execution. The script to be used and the required variable values can be specified on the
command line or in an XML-formatted text file (.smlx).
A TNTscript license includes the runtime TNTscript executable (with its own installer) and a professional license for TNTview
(optional installation using the TNTgis installer). TNTview used with the TNTscript software license key provides access to the
SML Script Editor for writing, editing, and testing SML scripts for use with TNTscript. The built-in Script Reference documentation indicates which functions and classes (those related to interactive components such as pop-up dialogs, View windows,
etc.) should not be used for scripts to be executed in TNTscript. Fully interactive scripts can be written and executed from
TNTview.
Runtime TNTscript is a Windows or Mac executable program that provides all of the non-interactive SML processing functionality found in TNTmips Pro. It does not have a user interface, but instead is launched from the command line manually or by
another program. Status messages from the TNTscript program by default are printed to the console but can be saved instead to
a designated log file. The output of print statements and error messages in the SML script are printed to the console or can be
redirected to a designated text file.

Command Line Syntax
TNTscript can be run manually or programmatically from the command line in any of the following ways:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

tntscript scriptfile parm1:“value” parm2:“value” ... parmX:“value”
tntscript scriptfile parm1:“value” parm2:“value” > messagefile
tntscript scriptfile –log logfile parm1:“value” parm2:“value”
tntscript smlxfile
tntscript smlxfile > messagefile

where: scriptfile = the path to the SML script to be executed
logfile = the path to a log file
parmX = the name of a process variable
“value” = the value of the process variable
messagefile = the path to a text file in which to save the output of SML script messages
smlxfile = the path to an SMLX file specifying the SML script and the name and values of variables
In examples 1 through 3 the path to the SML script to be executed as well as the name and value of each processing parameter are
passed to TNTscript on the command line. In example 1 the output of any script print statements and error messages is printed
to the console, while in example 2 the script console output is redirected to a specified text file. In example 3 a log file is specified
to save status messages from the TNTscript program (while script print output is printed to the console).
In examples 4 and 5 the name of an SMLX file is passed to TNTscript; this file contains the name of the script, the name of a log
file (optional), and the names and values of script variables. Example 5 also redirects the script console output to a text file.
Examples for a simple script that prints a message string to a file are shown below.
1) tntscript C:/test/messagescript.sml message:“Hello World 1234.”
file:“C:/test/message.txt”
2) tntscript C:/test/messagescript.sml message:“Hello World 1234.”
file:“C:/test/message.txt” > c:/test/scriptmessages.txt
3) tntscript C:/test/tntscript.sml –log E:/test/tntscript.log message:“Hello World 1234.”
file:”C:/test/message.txt”
4) tntscript C:\test\message.smlx
5) tntscript C:\test\message.smlx > c:/test/scriptmessages.txt

(continued)
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SMLX File Format
The SMLX file has a simple XML format that specifies the SML script to be called, (optionally) the location of a log file, and the
values of the required parameters. The following is an SMLX file for the message script used in the previous syntax examples.
<smlx>
<script>E:/test/messagescript.sml</script>
<log>E:/test/messagescript.log</log>
<parm name=“message”>Hello World 1234.</parm>
<parm name=“file”>E:/test/messagescript.txt</parm>
</smlx>

An SMLX file has a root element <smlx>. The <script> element can contain either the path to the SML script file to use for
processing (as in the example above) or the script text itself (shown in the example below). An optional <log> element specifies
the path to a log file that records status messages from TNTscript. Each parameter to be passed to the SML script is specified in
a <parm> element. The name attribute of the <parm> element specifies the variable’s name in the script, and the value of the
element specifies the value for the variable.
<smlx>
<script>
# fprintf
string file;
string message;
# Create a file, then write to the file, then close it
class FILE f;
f=fopen(file, “w”);
fprint(f, message);
fclose(f);
print(“console test”);
</script>
<parm name=“message”>Hello World 1234.</parm>
<parm name=“file”>E:/test/tntscript.txt</parm>
</smlx>

An example SMLX file for a script that converts TIFF images to JP2 files is shown below. In this example the inputPath$ and
outputDir$ variables specify the name of the input TIFF file and the directory in which to write the output JP2 file (respectively).
The compType$ variable specifies the type of JPEG2000 compression use for the JP2 file; the assigned value “user” specifies
user-defined lossy compression. The compRatio variable sets the compression ratio for lossy compression.
<smlx>
<script>C:\test\tntscript\TiffToJP2tntscript.sml</script>
<log>C:/test/tntscript/TiffToJP2.log</log>
<parm name=“inputPath$”>G:/Arizona/AzTIFF/3110901_se.tif</parm>
<parm name=“outputDir$”>G:/Arizona/scriptout</parm>
<parm name=“compType$”>user</parm>
<parm name=“compRatio”>15.0</parm>
</smlx>

SML Script Structure for TNTscript
A script designed to run under TNTscript has a form similar to that used for a script designed to run under the TNTgis Job
Processing System (see the Technical Guide entitled Custom Job Processing with Geospatial Scripts). All basic data- and locationspecific variables are simply declared in the script. The names and values for these variables are then passed to the SML script by
TNTscript as specified on the command line or in an SMLX file.
Implementation
TNTscript allows powerful and efficient TNTgis geospatial processes to be integrated into complex automated workflows that
utilize multiple software products and custom programs. A custom program monitoring the workflow can call TNTscript as
needed and specify the name of an SML script and the required script parameters on the command line or by creating and
specifying an SMLX file. The data produced by this processing script can then be passed along to the next step in the overall
workflow. Network licenses for TNTscript are available to allow TNTscript processing to be distributed over multiple networked
computers or use cloud-computing resources.
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Database

Table Properties Window
The Table Properties window lets you view, create, and
modify the properties of a database table, its component
fields, and their relationships to fields in other tables.

Table Box
Controls in the Table box in the upper part of the Table
Properties window set the properties of the table as a whole.
You can enter or edit the table Name and Description in
the corresponding text boxes. Turning on the Hidden toggle
button means that the table is not included by default in
lists of tables in the Display Manager. This setting is most
appropriate for supporting tables that provide ancillary information for records in related tables and for picklist tables
that provide lists of possible values that can be assigned to
specific fields in related tables. (Hidden tables are visible
in Database Editor views and can be included in table lists
in the Display Manager by choosing the Show Hidden
Tables option from the parent element’s right mouse-button menu.)
The Attachment menu choice sets restrictions on how
records in the table can be attached to spatial elements in
the parent object. The choices are shown to the right; see
the Technical Guide entitled Record Attachment Types for
more information. The option you select on the Text Encoding menu sets the encoding types available when you
add a text field.

selected field highlighted in black

Attachment Types for Table Records
Any records to any elements

At most one record to one element

One record to multiple elements

Exactly one record for every element

Multiple Records to one element

Related by key field

Icon Buttons in the Fields Box

Fields Box
The Fields box shows a tabular listing of the fields in the table
(rows) and their properties (columns, described in a table on the
next page), including data constraints. Icon buttons above the tabular list are used to add, copy, or delete fields and to set certain field
characteristics (see the illustration and table to the right).
You can add a field to a table by pressing the Add Field icon button, which reveals a menu showing the available field data types.
The data type choices include Unicode text and text (in the encoding specified for the table), integer and floating-point types with
choice of bit-depth, auto-increment (integer), and date and date/
time fields (see table below for complete list and the TechGuide
entitled Field Types in Tables for descriptions).
The selected option is shown in the Type field for the new field
listing, which is added at the bottom of the list, and the cursor is
placed in the Field column entry so you can enter a name for the
new field.
(continued)
Database Field Types
Unicode Text
[encoding] Text
Integer 32-bit
Integer 16-bit (-32768 to 32767)
Integer 8-bit (-128 to 127)
Integer 64-bit
Unsigned 16-bit (0 to 65535)
Unsigned 8-bit (0 to 255)
Floating-point 32-bit (6-digit precision)
Floating-point 64-bit (15-digit precision)

Auto-increment
Simple Computed
Logical
Single Character
Date
Date/Time (Local)
Date/Time (UTC)
Color
Memo
Binary

Add
Field

Move
field
down

Delete
Field

Copy
Field

Move
field
up

Move
field
to last

Move
field
to first

Edit
Primary
Expression
Key

Computed

Indexed

Read
only

Hidden

Add Field

Adds a new field at the bottom of the list with
type selected from dropdown menu.

Copy Field

Adds a new field using data type and other
settings from field selected in the list.

Delete Field

Delete the selected field.

Move field...

Move selected field in list as indicated.

Computed

Sets selected field to be computed numeric or
computed text depending of field type already set.

Edit
Expression

Opens script editor to allow creating or editing
expression for the selected computed field.

Primary Key

Sets selected field as a primary key field.

Indexed

Creates an index on the selected field to speed
up operations and queries that reference it.

Read only

Sets selected field as read-only (values not
editable).

Hidden

Sets selected field to be hidden in table views.
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Status

New field added; the field name text box is automatically
activated for entry of the name.

You can also create a new field that has the properties of an existing field. Select the desired model field by clicking on the field
name; its field entries are highlighted with a black background.
Pressing the Copy Field icon button creates a new field entry immediately below the model field with the cursor placed in the Field
column entry so you can enter a name for the new field.
If you select an incorrect data type for a new field, you can leftclick on the Type field entry to reopen the data type menu and
choose the correct entry. Once you press the OK button on the
Table Properties window, however, most field data types become
fixed and cannot be changed; their entries in the Type column are
shown in gray, and no data type menu is available from these entries. The exceptions are Integer 32-bit, Auto-increment, and Date
fields, which have Type entries shown in black text; left-clicking
on such an entry opens the Type menu allowing you to change the
data type to either of the other types in this group.
Values for field properties are set in different ways depending on
the property. Some properties are numeric or text entries that can
be entered or edited directly by selecting the field in the list and
left-clicking in the appropriate property column. Direct-entry properties include Size for text and numeric fields; Dec, Default,
Minimum, and Maximum properties for numeric fields; and the
Description property.
The Req (for Required) property can be toggled between No and
Yes simply by left-clicking on the column entry. Clicking on the
Units or Usage entry opens a menu from which to choose the desired value.
Some field properties and constraints apply only to specific data
types. Properties that are not available to be set for a particular
field are shown with a gray background in the list.

Gray background color indicates properties and
constraints not applicable to particular field types.

Computed Fields Two types of computed field are supported:
computed numeric and computed text. Computed fields do not
store values, but instead show a value that is derived dynamically
from a numeric or string expression you provide. These expressions can reference other fields in this or a related table, numeric
or string variables, constants, and various operators. Any changes
in values in fields referenced by a computed field are automatically reflected in the computed field value shown.

Field Properties
Unlabeled column showing field status via
symbols identified by ToolTip:
primary key

related

indexed

computed

read-only

hidden

Field

Field name (click entry to edit)

Type

Data type (set when field is created)

Size

Maximum number of characters for text fields; size
in bytes for other field types (click entry to edit)

Dec

Number of decimal places shown for floating-point
numeric fields; not applicable to other field types
(click entry to edit)

Units

Units for values as stored in record; applies only
to numeric fields (click entry for menu to choose)

Req

Sets whether a value is required if no default (click
entry to toggle No / Yes)

Default

Default value for numeric field; next value to use
for auto-increment field (click entry to edit)

Minimum

Minimum allowed value for numeric field (click
entry to edit)

Maximum

Maximum allowed value for numeric field (click
entry to edit)

Usage

Predefined field usage; available choices depend
on field type (click entry for menu to choose)

Description Description of field contents. If provided, shown
along with field name in DataTip on field name in
tabular views (click entry to edit)

To create a computed field, first add the field with the desired
numeric or text data type. With the field selected in the list, press
the Computed icon button. The Query Editor automatically opens
so you can enter the numeric or string expression for the computed
field. The computed nature of the field is indicated by an icon in
the unlabeled status column on the left side of the list (see table
above for an illustration of the status icons) and by the blue font
color used for the field name. Press the Edit Expression icon button to reopen the Query Editor to edit the expression if needed.
You can also create a new computed field that simply references a
field in this or any related table by choosing the Simple Computed
option from the Add Field icon button’s menu. You are then
prompted to choose the table and field. This operation automatically creates either a computed numeric or compute text field
depending on the type of field you select as the reference. The
new computed field then shows the values from the referenced
(continued)
Computed text field and
its expression that
references three other
fields in the table.
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field. You can also edit the expression that was generated for the
simple computed field to create a more complex expression if desired. See the TechGuide entitled Computed Numeric and Text
Fields for more information.
Primary Key A primary key identifies data that is unique to each
record in the table. A primary key may consist of a single field
containing unique values (such as a property identification number) or multiple fields in combination (such as fields with street
numbers, street names, and street type that in combination form a
unique street address). Primary key fields are the basis for establishing relationships between records in different tables (see the
Foreign Key section below).

You can designate a selected field as a primary key field by pressing the Primary Key icon button; the primary key symbol is then
added to the field’s entry in the Status column and the field name
is shown with a purple font color.
To create a composite primary key made up of more than one field,
set the first field as the primary key field, then use the Next Key
menu below the field list to choose the next field in the combination. For each additional field in the complex key, select the
previous “next key” field in the list and use the Next Key menu to
add a field to the primary key. For composite primary keys only
the first field is indicated by the primary key status icon and field
name color.

mary key has records directly attached to elements in a spatial object, then records in the related table (containing the foreign key
field) are also related to the spatial elements.
You can set a selected field in a table as a foreign key field using
the Relate to menu below the field list. This menu lists all of the
primary key fields in the database (in the form
Tablename.Fieldname). It is good practice to use the same field
name for the foreign key field and its related primary key field in
the other table, but this is not required in the TNT products. When
you have chosen the related primary key field, the “related” icon is
added to the status column for the selected field, and its field name
is shown with a green font color. Pausing the mouse over the field
name in the list shows a DataTip with the table name and field
name of the related primary key field.
Picklists A picklist is a window that shows the list of available
text values that can be assigned to a text field in a single-record
view of a table (see illustration at the top of the next page). Picklists
make use of key field relationships between a pair of tables. The
values shown in the picklist come from the primary key field in a
designated picklist table. The field to be populated is in another
table (referred to in this discussion as the target table) and is set as
a foreign key field related to the picklist field. The picklist can be
used to change values for the field in existing records in the target
table or to assign values when new records are added. Choosing a
value in the picklist window immediately updates the field value
in the target table.

A picklist is automatically available in single-record view for any
text field that has a foreign-key relationship with a primary key
field in another table. Picklist availability is shown by a small
right-arrow icon button in the column to the right of the field name
in single-record view. Press this arrow button to open the picklist
window.

In the table shown above, fields StreetNumber and Street make
up a composite primary key. With the StreetNumber field
selected and set as primary key, the Street field was selected
from the Next key menu to create the composite primary key.

Foreign Key A foreign key field contains the same information
as a primary key field in another table in the database. Identical
primary key and foreign key values for a pair of records in the two
tables allow these records to be related. If the table with the pri-

If you would like to set up a picklist for a text field, you can do so
easily from the table’s Table Properties window. Simply select the
field in the list and press the Setup Picklist pushbutton to launch
the Create Picklist wizard, which guides you in step-by-step fashion through the process. This procedure creates a new picklist
table, sets up the proper key field relationships between the two
tables, and allows you to define the list of picklist choices.
The Setup Picklist button is only active if a text field is selected,
and the target field cannot be a primary key field because it needs
(continued)

The MAPUNIT table in the vector object CBSOILS_Lite, show above left, has a primary key field
muid (purple field name). The WLHABIT table (above right) has a foreign key field muid (green
field name) related to the primary key field in the MAPUNIT table. In the Table Properties window
for the WLHABIT table (right), the muid field is selected and MAPUNIT.muid has been selected
from the Relate to menu to establish the relationship between records in the two tables.
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Picklist Example

picklist
for
plantsym
field in
target
table
shows all
values in
the
plantsym
field in
the
picklist
table.

single-record view
of target table;
plantsym field
related to
PLANTNM.plantsym

plantsym is primary key in picklist table

A picklist is automatically available in single-record view for any
text field that has a foreign-key relation with a primary key field
in another table, as indicated by the arrow icon to the right of the
field name. Press the arrow icon to open the picklist, which
shows all of the values from the primary key field in the picklist
table. Choosing a value in the picklist window immediately
update the field value in the target table. You can press the
Setup Picklist pushbutton in the target table to launch a wizard to
create a picklist table with the proper relationships.

to be related to the primary key field in the new picklist table. For
more information about picklists, see the Database Technical
Guides entitled Picklists Provide Easy Assignment of Attributes,
Wizard to Create a New Picklist, and Picklist Relational Structure.
Entry Style The Entry style menu sets a broader range of text
entry options for text fields with a foreign key relation to a key
field in another table that provides the list of valid values. Unlike
the default Picklist method, which is available only in single-record
views, these text entry options are available in tabular views (and
some in single-record views as well) of the target table. Settings
on the Entry style menu that invoke menu selection override the
default picklist behavior in single-record views, but eligible fields
in single-record views retain the right-arrow icon button regardless of the Entry style menu choice.

Two of the Entry style menu options set up the field to present a
list of attribute choices for selection. The Popup list of choices
option adds a down-arrow icon button to the field in tabular view
(see illustration at top of next column); pressing this button drops
down a menu with the list of text attribute choices from the related
table. If there are a large number of possible attribute values this
long menu can be impractical to use. The Text field with popup list
option is a better choice in such cases. This option allows direct
entry/editing of the text and also adds an icon button with the symbol [...] to the field in tabular views, which when pressed opens a
separate Selection window with a scrolled list of choices. This
window is similar in appearance to the Picklist window but opens

Related text field in tabular view with Text Entry option
for the plantsym field set to Popup list of choices.

Related text field in tabular view with Text Entry option
for plantsym field set to Text field with popup list.

separately for each field value being changed, and requires pressing the OK button to change the field value. Although these two
popup list options produce different selection methods in tabular
views, in single-record views both produce a simple dropdown
menu.
The Text field choice from the Entry style menu applies only to
tabular views. It sets up simple text entry for the text field, but
allows the option to validate entered values using the list in the
related field. Validation options are set using the Invalid value
action menu. If the entered value does not match an attribute value
already in the list, the Accept anyway action option accepts the
entry without further action, while the Show error message option
causes an error message window to open to warn of the mismatch.
The Add new record with defaults option adds a new record to the
table with the value list, adding the entered attribute value in the
primary key field and using default values for any other fields in
the linked table. The Prompt and add new record option shows a
prompt window that allows the user to accept or cancel adding the
new record to the list table.
Two additional text entry choices are included for specialized applications that allow selecting multiple text entries for a field from
a list: Multiple-choice, allow duplicates and Multiple-choice, unique
values. These options invoke a twocolumn selection list window
(shown to the right) that allows
Add
building a set of selected values in
Move up
the right column from the list of
Move down
Remove
possible values in the left column,
as well as buttons to change the order of the selected list.
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Spatial Display

Text Layer Controls
The Text Layer
New Open
Cut Paste
Bold Underline
Shadow
Controls winText
Style
dow lets you
Save As
Copy
Italic Enhanced
Outline
enter and edit
formatted text
for text layers
in layouts. The
window includes a large
canvas area for
entering and
editing text.
You can mix different styles in the same text layer; these style differences are shown in
the Text Layer Controls canvas as well as in the rendered text layer in the layout.
Setting Styles and Entering and Editing Text
Before entering text for a new layer, press the Text Style icon button on the toolbar to
open the Edit Styles window to set the font, size, color, and other characteristics for the
majority of the text (see the Technical Guide entitled Setting Text Styles for a discussion
of the Text Style controls). After entering the text, you can select any portion to edit it or
to apply different styling. You can set various font styles quickly for selected text using
the icon buttons in the toolbar (Bold, Italic, Underline, Enhanced, Shadow, and Outline;
see samples illustrated to the right). To change the font, size, or color for the selected
text, reopen the Edit Styles window by pressing the Text Style icon button or right-click
in the text canvas and choose Format from the right mouse-button menu. Make any
needed changes in the Edit Styles window and press [OK]; these changes apply only to the selected text.

normal
bold
italic
underline
enhanced
shadow
outline

Cut, Copy, and Paste
You can cut or copy selected text to the operating system clipboard
or paste from the clipboard into the current text. You can perform
these operations using icon buttons on the Text Layer Controls
window’s toolbar, using options on the text canvas right mousebutton menu, or using standard keyboard shortcuts (Ctrl+X, Ctrl+C,
and Ctrl+V, respectively).
Working with Linked Text Files
You can open a separate text file to You can apply different styles to different selections in
populate the text layer using the Open the text layer as shown in the sample above The right
menu opened from the text canvas
icon button, or press the Save As icon mouse-button
provides additional options for editing the text.
button to save the current text to a separate text file. In either case the layout then creates a link between the text layer and the text file
rather than embedding the text in the layout object itself. Any subsequent edits made in these
linked text files by any text editor are shown in the layout the next time it is opened. If the
Project File containing the layout is moved to a different directory, drive, or computer, make
sure that the linked text files are moved along with it.
Inserting Special Characters
You can insert characters with diacritical marks and other special characters that are not readily
entered using the keyboard. Choosing Character Map from the text canvas right mouse-button
menu opens the Character Map window, which contains a scrolled list of font characters and codes. Double-click on an entry in the list to insert the selected character
at the position of the cursor in the text canvas.
(continued)
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To set tab positions, enter a {~TABS} formatting code as
shown above. The numbers separated by commas
indicate the character positions of multiple tab stops.
See the QuickGuide entitled Test Style Formatting Codes
for more information.

Formatting Codes
When you change fonts or styles within a text layer, hidden MicroImages formatting codes are automatically embedded in
the text to mark the changes. In most cases you don’t need to be concerned with these codes (that is why they are hidden), but
you can show the codes by choosing the Show Formatting Codes toggle option from the text canvas right
mouse-button menu. When you make this selection, all
text in the canvas is shown without styling and the forMicroImages text formatting codes shown in the Text Layer Controls
matting codes are shown within curly brackets as in the
canvas by choosing the Show Formatting Codes toggle option from
illustration to the right.
the right mouse-button menu. Codes are only shown if there are

font and/or style changes within the text.
If you wish to enter text separated by tabs and set specific tab stops, you will need to manually enter the
{~TABS} formatting code as shown in the illustration at the top of the page. Manually-entered formatting codes are shown
in the text canvas even when the Show Formatting Codes option is turned off. For an explanation of the TABS and other
formatting codes, see the QuickGuide entitled Text Style Formatting Codes.

HTML Text Formatting
TNTgis also supports the use of HTML tags and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) Level 2 style properties to define and apply
font and text formatting. The most common HTML elements are supported, including tables. See the TechGuide entitled
HTML Formatting of Layout Text for details.
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Geometric Extract

Extract from Vector
The Extract from Vector process (Geometric / Extract from /
Vector) extracts elements from one or more input vector objects to create new vector objects. You can select one or more
element types to extract, specify a subset of each selected element type, and set the spatial extents of the extraction area and
how elements crossing the extraction boundary should be
handled. You can also direct the extracted elements from an
input vector to multiple output vector objects based on attribute
value or by polygon areas in a separation vector object.
Input Vector Objects

Press the Select button on the Extract from Vector window to
open the standard Select Objects window and select one or
more input vector objects. You can use this button at any time
to add input vectors to the existing list. To remove an object
from the list, left-click on the list entry to highlight it and press
the Remove button. Press the Remove All button to clear the
input list. Turn on the Clear after run checkbox to automatically clear the input list after running the process. Leave this
checkbox turned off if you wish to do multiple extractions
from the same input object(s).
NOTE: Different extraction parameters can be set for different input vector objects. The settings shown in the
Extract from Vector window are those for the vector object
that is currently highlighted in the input list. When you are
processing multiple input vectors, be sure to check the
settings for each of the inputs. Shortcuts are provided to
apply element selection settings and extraction region
settings to all input objects (see below).

Select one or more
vector objects from
which to extract
elements.
Set element types
and element
subsets to extract.
Set extents of the
extraction area or
choose to separate
by polygons.
Settings for extracting by polygon or by
attribute
Set topology level
and options for
handling attribute
records.

identifying a unique attribute value for each record attached to
the elements. The Select button for the By Attribute option
opens the Select Field Values window (example illustrated below), which provides a checklist of all of the key field values.
Turn on the checkbox for the desired attribute value(s) and
press the Accept button to make the selection.

Elements

The controls in the Elements box set which element types to
extract from an input object and allow designating a subset of
elements in a selected type. Point, Line, Polygon, and Label
controls are active if the currently highlighted input vector includes the corresponding element type. A menu for each element
type lets you specify None or All and provides additional options (By Element, By Script, By Attribute) for specifying a
subset of the elements to extract. Choosing any of the last
three options activates the Select button for the associated element type. Pressing the Select button opens a window for
specifying the element subset. The Select button for the By
Element option opens a standard view window (Select Elements) that provides several ways of marking the elements to
extract. You can mark individual elements manually using the
Select tool, open the GeoToolbox and use any of the provided
graphic tools or a selected region to mark multiple elements, or
press the Mark by Query icon button to open the Query Builder
to construct a query to mark the desired elements. Pressing
Select when using the By Script option opens the Script Editor
window which you can also use to compose a selection query.
The By Attribute option is available if the selected element type
in the input vector has a database table with a primary key field

Element subsets
can be selected By
Script (above) or By
Attribute (left).

The element selection settings shown in the Extract from Vector window apply to the vector object currently highlighted in
the input vector list. You can press the Apply to All Input
pushbutton for an element type to apply the current selection
settings for that type to all input vector objects. When using
the By Attribute and By Script options, make sure that all of the
inputs have consistent attribute sets before using the Apply to
All Input option.
Extents
The controls in the Extents box set the spatial extents of the
extraction area and how elements crossing the extraction bound(continued)
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ary are handled. The default selection (Full) on the Extents
menu uses the full extents of the input vector object. A number
of additional menu options (shown in the table below) specify
how elements are processed using an extraction area; these
selections trigger the appearance of a Region pushbutton below the Extents menu (see illustration below). Press the Region
pushbutton to open the Define Region window to specify the
extraction area using drawing tools or by selecting a region
object (see the Technical Guide entitled Geometric Extract: Define Region for Extraction for details).

Separation

Controls in the Separation panel can be used to choose an element type and associated attribute field to use to create a separate
output vector object for each value of the selected attribute
field. All elements with the same separation attribute value are
extracted to the same output vector object. When you choose
Point Attribute, Line Attribute, or Polygon Attribute from the
Separation menu (see illustration below), you are automatically
prompted to choose a table and field containing the separation
attribute values. The field to the right of the menu then shows
the selected table and field. For more information, see the
TechGuide entitled Geometric Extract: Separation of Vectors
by Attribute.

Extents Options using an Extraction Region

Partially Inside

All elements that are completely or partially
inside the extraction area are copied in their
entirety.

Completely Inside

Only elements that are completely inside the
extraction area are copied.

Clip Inside

Elements inside the extraction area are
copied and those that cross the boundary
of the extraction area are clipped at the
boundary. Polygon elements are closed
where clipped.

Partially Outside

All elements that are completely or partially
outside the extraction area are copied in
their entirety.

Completely Outside Only elements that are completely outside
the extraction area are copied.
Clip Outside

Elements outside the extraction area are
copied and those that cross the boundary
of the extraction area are clipped at the
boundary. Polygon elements are closed
where clipped.

By default the designated region selection applies only to the
vector object currently highlighted in the input list. You can
press the Apply Region to All pushbutton to associate the current extraction region with all input objects.
An additional option on the Extents menu, Separate by Polygons, prompts you to choose an additional vector object with
polygon elements to specify multiple extraction areas, one for
each polygon in the separation vector. The output objects are
named automatically from the value in an associated polygon
attribute field that you designate; the field you specify is shown
in a text field the Separation box. See the TechGuide entitled
Geometric Extract: Separate Vector Objects by Polygons for
more information.
For all choices on the Extents menu other than Full, the Generate Clip Border checkbox is active. Turning this checkbox on
generates a border (made up of one or more line elements)
along the extraction area boundary in the output vector object(s).
Note that a clip border is not required to close clipped polygon
elements, which are automatically closed at the extraction boundary.

When you choose Separate by Polygons in the Extents panel,
the Separation menu is set automatically to Name by, and the
field to the right shows the attribute table and field you selected
to supply the name for each separate output vector object.

The Output to separate files checkbox is available when you
separate the output vectors by polygon or by attribute. When
this checkbox is turned off, the separate vectors for each input
are written to the single Project File you select and are named
using the designated separation (or polygon) attribute and the
optional text set in the Prefix and Suffix text fields. When this
checkbox is turned on, you are prompted to choose a destination folder, and each output vector object is written to its own
Project File that is named in the same fashion.
Topology and Attribute Settings

The bottom panel of the Extract from Vector window provides
miscellaneous additional settings controls. The default selection on the Topology Level menu, Determine from Source,
sets the topology level for each output vector object to be the
same as that of its input object. You can set a specific topology
level for the output vector object(s) by choosing Polygonal,
Planar, or Network from the menu.
The spatial optimization created
by turning on the Optimize vector when saving checkbox
orders vector elements so that
sequentially-numbered elements are close to each other,
which speeds zoomed-in displays of large vector objects. The
remaining checkboxes provide options to Compute standard
attributes for each selected element type, to Remove Unattached Records resulting from extraction of element subsets,
and to Remove Duplicate Records.
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Geometric Extract

Separation of Vectors by Attribute
When you use the Extract from Vector process (Geometric / Extract from /
Vector), you can separate the output by attribute, which means that a separate
output vector object is created for each value of the designated database attribute. All input elements with the same attribute value are copied to a separate output object.

Separation by Attribute settings are specific to the
input vector object currently highlighted in the list.

Vector objects generally have more than one element type.
Use the Separation menu (illustrated to the left) to specify
the single element type to be used for separating by attribute. (Label elements do not have attributes so are not
a choice on the separation option menu.) When you
select the separation element, you are immediately
prompted to choose the database table and field to provide the separation
attribute. You can press the Specify pushbutton to the right of the Separation
menu to choose a different attribute field if needed.
Any other element types that are selected for extraction are also copied to the
output vectors. For example, you may choose separation by polygon attributes to get different output objects for each polygon attribute value. Each
of these output vectors will also contain points, lines, and labels if these element types were also selected for extraction. This result may not be desired
(see illustration at the bottom of the page), so you receive the message shown
to the right if elements other than the type used for separation are selected.

The attribute
selected is
used to name
the output
objects.

Choose the element type that has the
attribute to use for separation from the
menu in the Separation box.

The prefix
and suffix are
optional.

You can choose to output the different vector objects created when separating by attribute to the same or to separate Project Files using the Output to
separate files checkbox. When the process output is to a single file, the
default output file name is the same as the input object and can be changed if
desired. The objects within the file are named by the attribute value of the
You receive this message if elements in addition to the
elements being copied to the file and include the optional text you specify in type used for separation are selected.
the Prefix and Suffix fields in the Separation box. Type a space after the
prefix and/or before the suffix if you want a space between the prefix or suffix and the attribute value in the object name. When
the output is one object per file, you select a folder (new or existing) to contain the output files and each file is named the same as
the object it contains according to the attribute value and the specified prefix and/or suffix.
When you extract from multiple vector objects at the same time, separation by attribute settings apply only to the vector object
currently highlighted in the input list. Separation by attribute options must be set up independently for each input vector object.

Input Vector

KeB polygons separated,
only polygons selected

KaB polygons separated,
only polygons selected

KaB polygons separated,
all lines, polygons, and labels
selected

The output objects shown above are among the 48 vector objects created when polygons are separated by soil class, which involves a total of 48
attribute values in this example. Styles that have been specified by attribute in the original object are transferred to each of the output objects and the
last used style is assigned by default when the new vector objects are displayed.
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Geometric Extract

Separate Vector Objects by Polygons
When you use the Extract from Vector process (Geometric /
Extract from / Vector) in TNTmips, you can choose to create
multiple extracts at the same time using the polygons in a second vector object. One output vector object is created for
each polygon in the separation vector. The polygon attribute
value you select is used to name the output vector objects,
which you can direct to a single output Project File or to separate Project Files (which are given the same name as the
contained vector object). An example of this multiple extraction by polygon is illustrated below, where a vector groundwater
map for a state is extracted to separate vector objects for individual map quadrangles. The data-specific settings for this
extraction are shown in the illustration to the right. (You can
also extract to separate output vectors using an attribute of the
input vector object itself; see the Technical Guide entitled (Geometric Extract: Separation of Vectors by Attribute).
After selecting the input vector object, use the Elements controls to choose which type(s) of vector element to extract. To
extract by polygon, select Separate by Polygons from the menu
in the Extents pane and choose the vector object containing the
polygons. You are immediately prompted to choose a polygon

To extract by polygon, choose Separate by
Polygons from the top menu in the Extents pane.
You can change the
selected polygon
vector object if
needed by pressing
the Polygons button.

The Separation menu
selection is fixed at
Name by when you
choose to Separate
by Polygons.

This toggle determines whether all
output objects are
saved to the same
Project File or to
separate files.

Input vector object with color-filled polygons indicating variations in thickness of
a groundwater aquifer in Nebraska. The red outlines are 1:250,000 map grid
polygons in the vector object used for the separation by polygon.

The attribute in the selected
database field is used to
name the output objects
(and files if saving to
separate files). You can
change this selection later
if needed by pressing the
Specify button.

You can use
the Prefix
and Suffix
fields to enter
text to be
automatically
added to all
of the object
names.

database table and field containing the attribute you
wish to use to name the extracts. These names can
also include a prefix and/or suffix that you specify
in the Prefix and Suffix text fields. If the attribute
field you choose is not unique to an individual polygon (that is, multiple polygons have this same
attribute), then the duplicate output object names
are automatically altered by adding a number to the
end of the name so that each output vector object
has a unique name.

Twelve vector objects extracted by polygon from the input aquifer thickness object. The option
to generate a clip border for each output object was not used in this example. A database field
containing the name of the map quadrangle was used to name the output vector objects (shown
in the illustration of the View window sidebar to the right; the aquifer thickness legend for one
of the output vector objects is also shown).

After setting all of the extraction parameters, press the Run button to start
the extraction. If all extracts are being
saved to the same Project File, you are
prompted to select an existing file or
to create a new Project File. If you
have chosen to output to separate files,
you are prompted to select (or create)
the folder to contain the output Project
Files.
When you extract from multiple vector objects at the same time, separation
by polygon settings apply only to the
vector object currently highlighted in
the input list. Separation by polygon
options must be set up independently
for each input vector object.
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Geometric Extract

Define Region for Extraction
In the Extract from Vector process (Geometric / Extract from
/ Vector) in TNTmips, the Define Region window is used to
specify an extraction area. To open the Define Region window, press the Region pushbutton in the Extents box on the
Extract to Vector window
(see illustration to the
right). The Region
pushbutton is shown
when appropriate selections have been made
from the Extents menu,
such as Partially Inside,
Completely Inside, Clip Inside, and so on. (No
extraction area is required
when Full or Separate by Press to open Press to apply the
specified region to
Polygons is selected on the the Define
Region window all input objects
Extents menu.)
Circle
Rectangle

Polygon
Ellipse

Region

Define Region
Toolset
Action / Settings

Add to
Region

Subtract from Region

angle, Circle, Ellipse, and Polygon drawing tools are provided.
You can use any of these drawing tools alone or in combination
to draw and add shapes to the Defined Region, which is added
as a layer in the Define Region window. After drawing a shape,
right-click or press the Add to Region icon button to add the
shape, which is then shown with a partially-transparent blue
fill color. Press the Subtract from Region icon button to remove the area outlined by the active shape from the Defined
Region.
Pressing the Action / Settings icon button
opens a menu with options to Clear Drawing
Tool (which clears the current tool graphic)
and to Clear Region (which clears the entire
Defined Region). This menu also lets you set the Line mode
for the Polygon drawing tool (Draw or Stretch).
Adding a Previously-Saved Region

You can also add one or more previously-saved region objects
to the defined region by taking the following steps:
• Press the Region icon button in the Define Region toolbar.
This activates the Region Manager in the Define Region
window sidebar if it is not already active (see illustration
below).
• Press the Add Region icon button in the Region Manager
to open the Select Region Objects window.
• Navigate to the desired Project File, select the region
object, and press OK on the selection window. The
region is then listed in the User Added section of the list in
the Region Manager, and its outline is shown as a graphic
in the View.
• Right-click or press Add to Region in the Define Region
toolbar to add the outlined area to the Defined Region.
Sidebar
Region Manager

Add Region

When the Define Region window opens, the Define Region
toolset is turned on by default in the window’s toolbar (see
illustration above). You can use the tools in this toolset to
create a simple or composite outline of the extraction area by
drawing one or more shapes and/or by choosing one or more
region objects. Press the OK button to use the extraction area.
Drawing Shapes to Define a Region

Icon buttons in the Define Region toolset are shown on the
toolbar to the right of the Define Region icon button. Rect-

Region Manager toggle

Use Current View Extents

You can also zoom in using the Define Region window and use
the current View extents as the Defined Region. In the sidebar
Region Manager, expand the Display Group 1 listing and click
on the View 1 entry (see illustration to
the right). Then right-click or press Add
to Region in the Define Region toolbar.
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Spatial Display

View Window
menus
toolbar

sidebar

view canvas

scale bar
Hide or Show the sidebar

sidebar
toolbar

status bar
status message field

coordinate source indicator

position report 1

View windows for the 2D display of geospatial data are an
integral part of many processes in the TNTgis software products. This document provides an overview of the main
components of the View window, which are illustrated above.

View Canvas
The view canvas is the large area of the View window in which
the geospatial data layers are drawn. As you move the mouse
pointer over these data layers, popup DataTips show selected
attribute information about the elements in these layers. You
can use a number of graphic tools in the view canvas to change
the display and explore the data layers. An optional scale bar
can be shown in the view canvas (see the Scale Bar section
below).
Toolbar
The toolbar is the row of icon buttons above the view canvas.
These icon buttons are organized by function (see illustration
below) and the function of each icon button is indicated by a
ToolTip when you place the mouse pointer over it. The buttons in the View toolbar let you zoom the view and perform
other content functions. The Add Layer icon button lets you
add any type of geospatial data layer directly from the View
window. The Mark toolbar provides controls for marking geometric elements in the view canvas. The Tool toolbar lets you

View Toolbar

Add Layer

Mark Toolbar

Tool Toolbar

position report 2

elevation (Z value)

current map scale

activate various graphic tools that you can use in the view
canvas. For a complete description of the View window toolbar
see the Technical Guide entitled View Window Toolbar.

Sidebar
The sidebar is an optional area along the left or right side of the
View window in which you can show a legend, a Locator panel,
and other panels with controls that let you change and explore
the contents of the display. The panels in the sidebar can be
opened or closed separately using icon buttons in the toolbar at
the bottom of the sidebar (see illustration below). The entire
sidebar can be closed or opened at any time using the small
black arrow icon button (see illustration above). You can set
the location of the sidebar on the left or right side of all View
windows using the Sidebar Location controls on the View tabbed
panel of the Options window
Sidebar Icon Buttons
opened from the Display Manager
Legend Locator Zoom
(Options / View Options). For
more information and references
to the individual sidebar panels
see the TechGuide entitled View Layer Magnifier Places
Transparency
Window Sidebar.
Status Bar
The status bar at the bottom of the View window provides a
number of fields that report current information about the display. The field on the left side of the bar presents status messages
from the Display process. The position report fields show the
current point coordinates of a GPS source (if any), the mouse
(continued)
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pointer position in the view canvas (if no GPS source), or the
center of the view canvas (if the pointer is outside of the view
canvas). The Coordinate Source Indicator changes to show
the coordinate source, as illustrated below. The precision for
the coordinates shown (number of decimal places) varies automatically with the scale of the display (more decimal places
as you zoom farther in).
Coordinate Source Indicator

GPS Source

Pointer

View center

Position report 1 shows coordinates by default in the coordinate reference system in use in the view. Position report 2 by
default shows geographic (longitude/latitude) coordinates using the datum currently used by the view. Placing the mouse
cursor over either field reveals a ToolTip with the name of the
coordinate reference system for that field. Submenus on the
View window’s Options menu let you choose whether or not
to show either position report, to choose an alternate coordinate reference system, and to set the format for geographic
coordinates (see below).
The Z value field shows the elevation at the current GPS location or the elevation from the terrain layer (if any) for the current
cursor position or the view center (if the cursor is out of the
view). The field on the right side of the status bar shows the
current map scale ratio in the form 1:628384. The ToolTip for
this field shows several alternative forms for the current scale,
including 1 cm = X meters, 1 in = X feet, and the number of
map units per screen pixel.

View and Tools Menus
The View menu options correspond
to functions provided by various
icon buttons on the View toolbar. In
addition, an option is provided to
Open Additional View. The Tools
menu options provide an alternate
way to activate specific graphic tools
in the view. For
more information
on these View and
Tool options see the
TechGuide entitled
View Window Toolbar.
GPS Menu
The GPS menu on the View
window lets you select and
manage GPS sources and
logs and choose the
marker(s) to be used to
show GPS positions. Active GPS sources (if any) are shown
at the bottom of the GPS menu; a submenu for each source
provides the options to track the GPS position in the main view
and in the Locator. For more information see the TechGuide
entitled Track GPS Position.

Options Menu
The Options menu provides a number of selections affecting
the appearance and operation of the View window and provides access to additional control dialogs.
Colors: opens the Select Colors window (illustrated above) in

which you can choose background colors for the view canvas
(Main Background) and Locator, colors for marked and active
elements and for elements highlighted on mouse-over, as well
as graphic tool colors.
GeoLock Settings: opens the GeoLock

Settings window in which you can set
the mode for GeoLocking the contents
of multiple View windows. You can lock
by Extent and Scale, Scale Only, or by
Extent Only. For more information see
the TechGuide entitled GeoLock Views.
Stereo Settings: The geodata in any

View window can be rendered in stereo using a terrain layer.
This menu option opens the Stereo Settings window, which
lets you choose the stereo viewing mode (Device Settings) and
adjust the characteristics of the stereo rendering. See the
TechGuide entitled Stereo Display Settings for more information.
Snapshot Settings: opens the Quick Snapshot settings window allowing you to set the file format, destination folder, and
other options for view canvas snapshots captured using the
Quick Snapshot function. See the TechGuides entitled Quick
Snapshot of View Contents and Quick Snapshot for Google
Earth for more information.
DataTips: opens a submenu for setting general viewing op-

tions for DataTips in the View window.
The menu provides toggle options allowing you to quickly change the amount and
type of information shown in DataTips, and
a Settings option that opens the DataTip
Settings window providing further controls.
For more information see the TechGuide
entitled View Window DataTip Options.

(continued)
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Position Report: The Options menu has an entry for each of

the two Position Report fields in the status bar. These entries
each open a submenu with a Show toggle option that you can
turn on or off to show or hide that position report. The Reference System option on the submenu opens the Coordinate
Reference System window in which you can choose the reference system to be used for the coordinates shown in the report.
The Geographic Format option opens a submenu to select a
format option for geographic (longitude/latitude) coordinates.
The options are Deg Min Sec (Degrees Minutes Seconds), Deg
Min, Deg (decimal degrees), Min Sec, Min, and Sec.

Projection Accuracy: opens a submenu from which you can

choose the accuracy level for layers that must be reprojected
to match the coordinate reference system currently in use for
the view canvas. The options are Fast and Exact.

HotKeys Menu
Keyboard shortcuts (HotKeys) can
be used to zoom and pan the view
canvas. The HotKeys menu provides a quick reference list of the
available keyboard shortcuts for the
View window.
Scalebar
The optional scalebar in the view
canvas changes its length and units
(e.g., meters or kilometers) dynamically as the scale of the display is
changed. You can set the properties of the Scalebar graphic by
right-clicking on the graphic to
open the Scalebar Settings window (illustrated below). This
window lets you set the scalebar style, location, units, font,
maximum bar length in pixels and how its map length changes
with zoom level.

Toggle Options: a number of toggle options are provided in
the middle portion of the Options menu. Two of the selections
set redraw options for the view canvas and the locator. The
Zoom when traverse marked elements option sets the View window behavior when multiple geometric elements have been
marked and the Previous Marked and Next Marked icon buttons are being used to step through the selected set (see theMark
Toolbar section in the View Window Toolbar TechGuide). With
this option turned on, the View window automatically zooms
to the extents of each successive marked element. Turn this
option off if you want to maintain the same view scale when
traversing marked elements.

Additional toggle options are provided to allow you to show or
hide the scalebar in the view canvas, the sidebar, and the status
bar. The Differential Zooming option applies to the Zoom tool.
The dimensions of the zoom box drawn with this tool are locked
to the proportions of the view canvas unless you turn on the
Differential Zooming option (see the section on the Zoom tool
in the View Window Toolbar TechGuide).
Macro Scripts and Tool Scripts: these options open the Cus-

tomize Macro Scripts and Customize Tool Scripts windows,
respectively, so you can add custom tools and functions to the
View window. See the tutorials entitled Introduction to
Geospatial Scripting and Writing Scripts with SML for more
information.
Customize: opens the Customize Hidden Features window,

which allows you to choose the items to be shown on the
View, Tools, and Options menus and to choose which icon
buttons to include on the View window toolbar. This feature
allows you to simplify the interface if certain options are not
needed or to provide additional tools for expert use. See the
TechGuide entitled Customize the View Window for more information.

The panel on the right side of the Scalebar Settings window
provides a graphic selection of different scalebar styles, including separate or combined scalebars for metric and English
units. This panel also serves as a preview of your other style
choices, including the label font you select from the Font menu
and the label size you select from the Text Size menu. The
Colors box provides color buttons for choosing the colors for
the interior and edge of the scalebar (Bar and Frame, respectively) and the text label (Text and Halo, respectively).
Use the Location menu to choose where the scalebar is placed
along the bottom or top edge of the view canvas. The choices
are Bottom Left, Bottom Center, Bottom Right (the default),
Top Left, Top Center, and Top Right. Using the Units menu
you can choose to have a single scalebar in either Metric or
English units, or a pair of scalebars using both units. The
Metric + English choice places the metric scalebar on the left
(for separate scalebars) or on top (for a combined scalebar).
The English + Metric choice reverses these relationships.
The Step radiobuttons offer a pair of options for the numerical
progression of the scalebar labels as the view scale changes.
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Spatial Display

Inline Filtering of Images
You can sharpen or smooth any raster layer display, or apply other
types of image filters, as an integrated part of the display process in
TNTgis. The filter you select or design is applied to the portion of
the raster layer you are currently viewing without permanently altering the source raster object(s). Whenever you pan or zoom, the
filters you have assigned are reapplied to their respective raster layers as the view is redrawn.
Integrated filters are provided for sharpening, smoothing (noise removal), and edge detection. There are also filters specificially designed
for removing speckle noise in radar images, and gray level co-occurrence matrix texture filters. There are several different filter variants
in each category (see list of all available filters below).
You can apply integrated filtering to each raster layer in the view,
including grayscale rasters, color-composites, or multi-raster layers
such as RGB or RGBI displays. Integrated filtering is fast and effi-

Hold the cursor over
this icon button to
see a ToolTip with a
description of the
selected filter and its
parameters.

Use the controls on the Raster Layer Controls window’s Filter
tabbed panel to choose a category and filter and set the
specific parameters for that filter. You can quickly turn filtering
on or off using the toggle button at the top of the panel.

Example of integrated image filtering applied to an RGB display of three bands of a Landsat scene with bands selected to provide a
color infrared display in which vegetation appears red. The illustrations show a forested area with a history of clear-cut logging.
Mature forest is dark red, regrown clear-cuts are lighter red, and the lightest red and gray patches are the most recently-cut areas.
The illustration on the left shows the raw display with no filtering. The other two illustrations show results using a 3 x 3 high-pass
sharpening filter, as follows: the center illustration is a combination of 40% filtered image and 60% original image (Blending set to 40%),
while the right-hand illustration is a combination of 80% filtered image and 20% original image (Blending set to 80%).
Integrated Filters in Display
Smoothing/Noise Removal
Low Pass/Average
Median
Modal
Olympic
Multi-Level Median
P-Median
Adaptive Mean P-Median
Gaussian Blur
User-Defined
Edge Detection
Standard Deviation
Range
Teager
Laplacian
Laplacian with diagonals
Gradient: Sobel
Gradient: Roberts
Gradient: Prewitt
Gradient: User-Defined

Sharpening
High Pass
High Boost
Volterra/Unsharp
Lower-Upper-Middle
Comparison and Selection
WMMR-MED
User-Defined
Radar
Sigma
Frost
Lee
Kuan (Adaptive
Noise Smoothing)
Gray Level Co-occurrence
Mean
Entropy
Contrast
Variance
Dissimilarity
Correlation
Homogeneity
Angular Second Moment

cient because it is implemented as a stage in MicroImages’
image pipeline processing. You can select the filter to be applied to each layer and set its parameters on the Filter tabbed
panel of the Raster Layer Controls window.
For most filters you can choose a predefined filter size in the
range from 3 x 3 cells to 21 x 21 cells, or edit the Size field to
set custom filter kernel dimensions, and choose between a rectangular or circular window shape. You can also blend the
filtered image with the original image in varying degrees, as in
the illustration above. The Blending slider allows you to adjust
the proportion of the display contributed by the filter between
0 and 100%. Additional controls are provided to set unique
parameters of some filters. Your filter settings are automatically saved with the raster object along with other display
parameters (such as contrast enhancement), and are used automatically in any subsequent display until you alter these
settings.
(continued)
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Left, portion of a Landsat image band with some noisy scan-lines
(arrows). Right, same image displayed with integrated P-Median
filter (Smoothing and Noise Reduction) applied with a 3 x 3 cell
filter window. The Blending slider was set to 100, so this display is

the pure filtered image result. The scan-line noise is greatly
reduced by the smoothing effects of the P-Median filter, while
considerable edge and line detail is preserved along the roads and
field boundaries.

The sharpening, smoothing, and edge-detection categories offer a
User-Defined option in which you can not only choose the size and
shape of the filter kernel but also edit the weighting coefficients
used in the kernel. (Choose a starting filter type, then edit the coefficients, which automatically sets the User-Defined option.) Thus
you can design custom filters for specialized purposes. For example, the sample 3 x 3 custom filter kernal illustrated to the right is
designed to sharpen edges for linear features with a northwestsoutheast trend, such as the rock fracture patterns in the color
satellite image shown below.

Left, color satellite image (15-m cell size) of desert area with
exposed rock layers exhibiting northwest-trending vertical
fractures. Right, same image displayed with integrated filtering

using a custom sharpening filter (filter kernel shown in the
illustration above) designed to enhance edges with a northwest
trend

Left, an elevation raster with color palette displayed with partial
transparency over a shading raster to provide a color shadedrelief display. Right, the same raster layers are displayed with a

5 x 5 Volterra/Unsharp sharpening filter applied only to the
shading raster layer, producing a crisper image of the terrain.
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Georeference

Control Point List
The Georeference window includes a control point list interface that has been carefully designed to allow you to easily
customize the information being presented to suit your changing georeference tasks. At any time you can vary the columns
being shown, sort the list in ascending or descending order
using values in any column, and set the residual units and the
coordinate precision to show. Coordinate values can be edited
directly in the list, and groups of point records
can be simultaneously selected to be disabled,
enabled, or deleted.
Choosing Columns

The control point list always includes a pair of
columns showing the object coordinates of each
point and a pair of columns showing the reference coordinates. You can show or hide optional
columns by choosing Columns from the
Georeference window Options menu or rightclick on any column heading and select Choose
Columns from the popup menu. You
can show secondary reference coordinates, point name, elevation,
overall residual, and separate X, Y,
and Z residuals.
You choose the Coordinate Reference System (CRS) for the
secondary reference coordinates by selecting Secondary CRS
from the Options menu, which opens the standard Coordinate
Reference System window. The default secondary CRS is
WGS84 / Geographic. The names of these columns vary depending on the CRS selected.
Sorting the Control Point List

By default the control point list is sorted in ascending order
downward by control point ID number. You can sort the list
by any column’s values (such as Residual or Name) by rightclicking on the column heading and choosing Sort Ascending
or Sort Descending, or simply left-click on the column heading. The column on which the current sort order is based and
the sort direction are indicated by a small black arrowhead to
the left of the column name. Left-clicking the heading of the
current sort column inverts the sort order.

The names of the mandatory columns in the control point list
automatically vary depending on the type of object you are
georeferencing and the coordinate reference system (CRS) being
used as the reference. The input coordinate columns are named
Column and Row for raster objects (as in the example illustrated
above) and Object X and Object Y for geometric objects (vector,
CAD, shape, and TIN). The reference coordinate columns are
named Easting and Northing for projected reference systems (as
above) and Longitude and Latitude for geographic coordinates.
You can choose to show additional columns as illustrated below.

Units and Precision

The Georeference window’s Options menu allows you to choose
the units to show in the control point list for elevation (meters
or feet) and residuals. Unit options for residuals are object
coordinates (cells for image input) or the distance unit associated with the reference CRS (arcsec for a geographic CRS).
You can also choose the precision (number of decimal places)
to show for all coordinate columns from the Options menu.
Apply to Selected

Delete

A range of control point entries selected using the Shift key.

Selecting Control Point Entries

The Georeference process allows you to perform various actions on one or more control points selected from the control
point list, as described below. To highlight and select any single
entry in the control point list, simply left-click on any of its
fields. You can select more than one entry by holding down
the control key while selecting individual entries or hold down
the shift key to select a contiguous range of entries.
Control point list from the illustration at top right of page but sorted
in descending order by Residual column. The small arrowhead next
to the column name indicates the current sort field and order.

The Control Points menu provides options to enable and disable all selected points. The Delete icon button on the
(continued)
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Geoereference window’s toolbar also applies to all selected
records. The Input and Reference toolbars on the Georeference
window include controls to estimate coordinates from the model
and to snap to elements of a reference geometric object or map
grid (see the Technical Guide entitled Georeference: Snap Control Points to Elements or Reference Grid); each of these
toolbars also has an icon button to apply the selected action to
all selected points.

drag to select a range of characters to replace, and so on.
When you have finished editing the value, select another field
to edit or press the Enter or Return key. When you have finished editing fields in a particular entry, press the Apply icon
button on the Georeference window’s toolbar to apply the
changes (see illustration below left). Alternatively, simply select another control point entry and you are prompted whether
to accept the changes made to the previous entry.

Editing Values in Coordinate Fields

Color Coding of Coordinate Values

You can edit control point coordinate values (input and reference) directly in the control point list when you are adding or
editing control points. With the desired record selected, leftclick again in the coordinate field you wish to edit. A box with
no background highlight appears around the active field. You
can then left-click within the field to place the cursor, click and

Coordinate values in the control point list are automatically colorcoded to indicate the source of the value. Black is used for
coordinates that you have entered manually or that result from
your use of one of the graphical tools (crosshair or tiepoint).
Points read from a previously stored georeference subobject
are also shown in black. Coordinates estimated using the Estimate from Model mode or one of the snapping modes are shown
in color. A description of the coordinate origin appears in a
ToolTip when you hover the mouse cursor over a coordinate
field, as illustrated below.

To edit the value in a coordinate
field, first left-click on the desired
control point entry, then left-click on
the field and begin editing. After
editing the desired fields, press the
Apply button to accept the changes.

Coordinate field values are color-coded by the origin of the value.
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RPC Orthorectification

Georeferencing Ortho-Ready Images for
Rational Polynomial Orthorectification
Ortho-ready images from satellite platforms such as QuickBird,
IKONOS, WorldView, and Pleiades are provided with nominal
(approximate) georeference computed from the satellite’s orbital position and imaging geometry. The accuracy of this nominal georeferencing can vary greatly from image to image.
Although you can orthorectify a nominally-georeferenced orthoready image in the Image Resampling process in TNTmips
using the rational polynomial coefficients (RPCs) supplied with
the image and a digital elevation model (DEM), you can produce a more accurate result by first re-georeferencing the image using well-distributed 3D ground control points. The
Resampling process uses the control points to adjust the RPC
model to provide better registration between the image and the
DEM, ensuring that the appropriate elevation value is used for
each image cell during rectification. As few as four to six
accurate control points may significantly improve the fit of the
RPC model. Rectification using the improved georeference
control produces an orthoimage with better internal geometry
and less residual spatial distortion. For an example of the impact of improved georeferencing, see the Technical Guide entitled Orthorectification Results for QuickBird.

Using the Rational - Predefined Model
When you regeoreference an ortho-ready image, choose the
Rational - Predefined option from the Model menu in the
Georeference window. Your controls points are used to adjust
the rational polynomial model, improving its accuracy in comparison to the nominal georeferencing supplied with the image.
Residual errors shown for each control point are computed by
first projecting all locations through the RPC model to remove
terrain-related displacements. The residuals therefore reflect
the fit of each point to the adjusted RPC model.
When you choose the Rational - Predefined model, you are
prompted to choose the RPC model file for the image and a
DEM that covers the image area. You are also prompted to
enter a geoid height. This value adjusts the elevations in the
DEM (usually referenced to the geoid) to elevations referenced
to the WGS84 ellipsoid as required in the RPC model. You can
use one of several on-line geoid height calculators to find the
geoid height for the image area:
http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm96/intpt.html
http://sps.unavco.org/geoid/
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/GEOID_STUFF/geoid03_prompt1.prl

You can add control points to an ortho-ready image from a
GPS survey or from reference orthoimages or maps. All control points require an elevation value in order to produce an
accurate adjustment of the RPC model. For GPS points, you
can manually enter the elevation recorded by the GPS. For
control points placed from reference data, you can turn on the
Default Z from Surface icon button (see illustration above) to

Use Rational - Predefined model

Default Z from Surface

When you regeoreference an ortho-ready image, choose the
Rational - Predefined option from the Model menu. Residual errors
shown for each control point are computed by first projecting each
location through the RPC model to remove terrain-related displacements. The residuals therefore reflect the fit of each point to the
adjusted RPC model. Turn on the Default Z from Surface icon
button to automatically assign elevations from the DEM to new
control points as you add them.

have the elevation automatically assigned from the DEM for
each new point you add. Be sure to delete control points inherited from the original nominal georeferencing.
When you open a nominally-georeference ortho-ready image in
the Georeference process, control points are generated at the
image corners to represent this georeference information.
After you place some accurate control points, you should
delete these less accurate original control points,as they
will otherwise adversely influence the resulting RPC model.

When you georeference an image using the Rational - Predefined model, the rational polynomial coefficients are stored
in the saved georeference subobject. The auxiliary file that
contained the original RPCs is then no longer needed.

Using Test Points
If you have a sufficient number of accurate control points, you
can reserve some of them as test points by making them inactive and letting only the remaining points provide the
georeference control. The individual residuals for these test
points and their overall RMS errors then provide an independent test of the accuracy of your georeference control and an
indication of the accuracy of the later RPC orthorectification.
The example on the next page illustrates this procedure. The
test image is an IKONOS panchromatic scene of La Jolla, California with 1-meter cell size. One copy of this image was
(continued)
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regeoreferenced using well-distributed ground control points
obtained in a GPS survey, and
another was regeoreferenced
using control points manually
placed from a scanned
1:24,0000 scale topographic
map. Elevation control was
provided by a elevation raster
with 1-meter cell size created
in the Surface Modeling process
in TNTmips from 5-foot topographic contours of the area.
To test the horizontal accuracy
of the RPC orthorectification
model, 12 test georeference
control points were added to Panchromatic IKONOS image (1-m cell size) of La Jolla, California showing GPS survey control points
(green) used as georeference control for the RPC model. Test points (orange) were placed manually
each image and set as inactive from reference orthoimages and made inactive so that they were excluded from the model.
(see illustration above). These
within the error of the model points. The circular error (comtest points were added manually by visual reference to aerial
puted manually from the RMS errors) for the GPS image is
orthoimages with 0.5 foot cell size.
close to that claimed for orthorectified IKONOS images proThe table below shows predicted RMS error statistics for these
vided by the satellite operator.
images using the adjusted RPC model that are computed autoFor more information, see the tutorial entitled Orthorectification
matically by the Georeference process for the active (control)
Using Rational Polynomials.
and inactive (test) points. The GPS georeference control provided
a
more
accurate
Predicted Positional Errors from Rational Polynomial Model and Detailed DEM
orthorectification model, and the
For Georeference Control Points
For 12 Test Points from 0.5-foot orthophotos
RMS error for the test points is
Georeference from:

Root Mean Square (RMS) Circular Error
Errors (meters)
(meters), 90%
Probability
(CE90)
X
Y
XY

Root Mean Square (RMS)
Errors (meters)

X

Y

XY

Circular Error
(meters), 90%
Probability
(CE90)

Global Positioning System Survey

11 well-distributed control points

0.63 m 2.27 m

2.36 m

3.11 m

1.30 m

1.06 m

1.68 m

2.53 m

2.09 m 2.96 m 3.62 m

5.42 m

2.66 m

4.92 m

5.59 m

8.13 m

Scanned 1:24000 topographic map

22 control points

Topographic contours (orange, with 10-foot
contour interval) overlaid on portion of
orthoimage (0.15-meter cell size), both
obtained from County of San Diego. Street
overlay (red fill) traced from same orthoimage for testing. Area has 200 feet (60
meters) of relief from lower right to upper
left; width of area is 440 m.

Street vector overlaid on portion of
IKONOS panchromatic image georeferenced with GPS points, prior to RPC
orthorectification. Significant misregistration of the street overlay results from
internal image distortion in the unrectified
image due to local terrain relief.

Street vector overlaid on IKONOS pan
image after RPC orthorectification.
Rectification successfully removed
terrain relief effects from the image, so
there is now excellent registration with
the planimetrically-correct street overlay.
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Spatial Display

Track GPS Position
View windows in TNTgis can show the current position of an
active Global Positioning System (GPS) unit or play back the
changing track positions recorded in a GPS log file. The GPS
menu on the View window lets you select and manage GPS
sources and logs and choose the marker(s) to be used to show
GPS positions. Active GPS sources
(if any) are shown at the bottom of
the GPS menu; a submenu for each
source provides the options to track
the GPS position in the main view
and in the Locator.

Auto-Scroll
The Auto-Scroll toggle option on
the GPS menu enables the View
window to automatically pan in the
direction of a moving GPS source
when the GPS position reaches the
edge of the view.

If the GPS source
reports a position
outside the extents
of the data in the
display, this symbol appears
at the edge of the view
canvas and points in the
direction of the GPS position.

If the current GPS position is completely outside the extents of the
data layers being displayed, a special marker is automatically shown at the edge of the view to
indicate the direction to the GPS position (see illustration above).

Adding and Managing GPS Devices
To add a GPS device for position tracking, choose Add Device
from the GPS menu to open the GPS Device Settings window.
(You can also add a GPS device from the GPS Source Manager window as described below). The default name of a new
GPS device is “GPS” followed by a number. You can edit the
Description field in the GPS Device Settings window to provide a more descriptive name if desired. Use the Protocol menu
to choose the communication protocol for the stream of coordinate positions; the options are NMEA 0183 (the default),
Trimble ASCII, and Garmin Protocol. The Polling Interval
value sets the time interval in seconds between updates of the
device’s position.
Import Log
from Text
Open Log

Add Device

Choose Add Device
from the GPS menu
or the GPS Source
Manager to add and
configure an active
GPS source.

Sample GPS position
marker in the View.

The GPS Source Manager window lists all of the GPS devices
that have been configured and notes whether the device is currently Active or Inactive. The Add Device icon button opens
the GPS Device Settings window just described. To remove a
device from the list, left-click on the list entry to highlight it
and press the Remove Source icon button. The Controls icon
button opens the GPS Status and Control window.

GPS Status and Control Window
The Status tabbed panel on the GPS Status and Control window shows the current readings for the selected GPS device,
including position, heading, ground speed, and the number of
satellites accessed. The Symbol tabbed panel includes a Point
Style selection control for choosing a marker symbol, color,
and size for moving and stopped sources.
(continued)

Remove Source
Controls

Use the Symbol tabbed panel
to choose marker symbols
and colors for stopped and
moving GPS sources.
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The Predefined icon button is active by default in the Point
Style controls. The scrolling list presents a variety of predefined point symbols you can choose from. Use the Color
controls to select a color for the symbol and the Size and Angle
controls to set the size and orientation of the symbol.
You can choose from a wider selection of symbols or create a
custom marker symbol by pressing the Style Object pushbutton
and selecting a main-level style object in a Project File as the
source of additional styles. Choosing a style object activates
the Symbol and Bitmap icon buttons, allowing you to choose
or create a vector or bitmap symbol. For more information on
point styles, see the Technical Guide entitled Creating Styles
for Point Elements.
The Control tabbed panel provides controls for playing back a
GPS track from a log file, as described in the following section.

Playing Back a GPS Track from a Log File
The View window can “play back” the series of time-stamped
positions recorded in a GPS track in a log file. During playback the GPS marker is moved to successive track positions at
a rate based on the time information recorded with the track
points. When the Auto-Scroll toggle option is turned on in the
GPS menu, the View window automatically pans in the direction of a moving GPS source when the source reaches the
edge of the view.
To open a GPS log file, use the Open Log option from the GPS
menu or press the Open Log pushbutton on the GPS
Source Manager window. The View window can
play back GPS track positions with date/time information from logs in NMEA, GPX, and MicroImages
formats. If you have GPS track data in some other
formatted text form, use the Import Log from Text
option on the GPS menu or the Source Manager
window. The Import log file from formatted text
window lets you specify whether the data is in columns or delimited and to specify the field numbers
for X, Y, and Z coordinates, date, time, and heading,

as well as the format for the date and
time.
The playback controls on the GPS
Status and Control
window’s Control
tabbed panel resemble those for
common audio or
video playback devices
(see
illustration below).
Arrow buttons are provided to Play, Reverse, Fast Forward,
and Fast Reverse. Next Section and Previous Section buttons
are provided to skip to a different track section in the GPS log
file. Enter a larger value in the Playback rate field to speed up
the rate of movement of the GPS position marker in the View.
The Auto-repeat toggle is turned on by default to play the GPS
track on a continuous loop.
Fast
Fast
Reverse Reverse Play Forward

Stop
Pause
Playback

Previous Next
Section Section
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RPC Orthorectification

Rational Polynomial Orthorectification
The Image Resampling process in TNTmips allows you to orthorectify an image
that has rational polynomial coefficients (RPCs) that define an empirical
orthorectification model. The RPC model is a coordinate transformation that relates
row and column positions in the unrectified image to latitude and longitude using
terrain elevation values, so the rectification requires an accurate elevation raster
(DEM) covering the image area. You can rectify an ortho-ready satellite image that
has an RPC model supplied by the vendor and stored as coefficients in an auxiliary
file. You can also use the Georeference process in TNTmips to compute an RPC
model for any aerial or satellite image using 3D control points and an elevation
raster (see the Technical Guide entitled Compute Rational Polynomial Model for
Orthorectification).
The RPC resampling model requires elevation values referenced to the WGS84
ellipsoid. Since most DEMs have elevations referenced to the geoid, a correction
for the geoid height relative to the ellipsoid is required and must be entered in the
Geoid Height field in the Resample Image window. You can use one of several online geoid height calculators to find the geoid height for the image area:
http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm96/intpt.html
http://sps.unavco.org/geoid/
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/GEOID_STUFF/geoid03_prompt1.prl

Ortho-ready satellite images are provided with approximate georeference information computed from the satellite’s orbital position and the imaging geometry. Although you can orthorectify an image with its original georeference, you can produce a more accurate result by first re-georeferencing the image using well-distributed 3D control points and the Rational - Predefined transformation model (see the
TechGuide entitled Georeferencing Orth-Ready Images for Rational Polynomial
Orthorectification).
(continued)
Reference Digital Orthoquarter Quad

For images that have not been georeferenced using
the Rational - Predefined or Rational - Computed
models, choose Rational Polynomial from the Model
menu in the Resample Images window. You should
also enter an appropriate value in the Geoid Height
field (see text).

For images that have been georeferenced using the
Rational - Predefined or Rational - Computed models
you can use the default From Georeference model
and enter an appropriate value in the Geoid Height
field (see text).

RPC-orthorectified
QuickBird Image

The View-In-View box in the illustration above shows a small portion of a
QuickBird panchromatic image of Castle Rock, Colorado (ground resolution 0.7
meters) orthorectified in the Image Resampling process using Rational Polynomial Coefficients adjusted with accurate 3D ground control points. The ground
width of the box is 490 meters and topographic relief in the scene is about 160
meters. A DEM with 10-meter cell size was used in the rectification. A digital
orthophoto with 1-meter resolution (USGS Digital Orthoquarter Quad) is shown
surrounding the box. Note the excellent positional match of features along the
boundary between the two images. QuickBird scene and control point data
provided courtesy of Digital Globe.

Elevation contour map of the boxed area at left (elevations in meters). Black arrows show the change in position for selected ground features in the georeferenced
QuickBird image resulting from the RPC orthorectification. The direction and amount of the position change
varies mostly with ground elevation in this local area.
The largest position change is about 15 meters in the
southwest corner of the area.
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If you choose to rectify an ortho-ready image with its original
georeference, select the image or image bands on the Raster tabbed
panel in the Resample Images window, then choose the Rational
Polynomial option from the Model menu on the Settings tabbed
panel (see illustration at the top of the previous page). You are then
prompted to choose the text file containing the RPC model coefficients and the DEM raster to use for the rectification. The Geoid
Height field is activated so you can enter the appropriate geoid
height value. Other resampling parameters can be set as you
choose, just as you would for any other image resampling operation.

When you create an RPC model in the Georeference process using
the Rational - Computed model, or re-georeference an ortho-ready
image using the Rational - Predefined model, the resulting RPC
coefficients are automatically saved as part of the georeference
subobject. When you select such an image in the Image Resampling
process, the RPC coefficients are read directly and you are prompted
to choose a DEM covering the image area. In this case you can use
the From Georeference option on the Model menu, and the Geoid
Height field is activated for you to enter a value.
For more information see the tutorial entitled Orthorectification
Using Rational Polynomials.
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Raster & Image Processing

Apply Contrast to Images
TNTmips, TNTedit, and TNTview allow you to create contrast tables to enhance the display of grayscale rasters (as
individual images and as components of RGB raster layers)
and for the color components in color-composite raster images (see the Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Enhance
Color Composite Images). The Display process uses contrast
tables to translate the cell values stored in a raster object into
display brightness values each time the image is displayed.
Contrast tables can improve the brightness, contrast, and
color balance of displayed images.
The Apply Contrast process in TNTmips (Image / Contrast
and Trend / Apply Contrast) lets you process one or more
rasters objects using their contrast tables to create new raster
objects which store the display brightness values directly as
cell values. The contrast-enhanced cell values can then be
used in further processing of the images if desired.
You can apply contrast to one or more grayscale rasters, or
one or more color-composite rasters, but not both types at
the same time. All of the selected rasters are shown in a list
in the Apply Contrast window (see illustrations to the right).
When you apply contrast to grayscale rasters, the list includes
a Contrast field for each raster, which shows by default the
contrast mode last used for the raster. Left click on this field
to open a menu that lets you choose any contrast table that has
been saved with the raster or any of the auto-contrast options
(Linear, Normalize, Equalize, or Logarithmic). When you
apply contrast to color-composite rasters, separate contrast
option fields are shown in the list for the Red, Green, and
Blue color components.
When you process grayscale rasters, the Output Type menu lets
you choose to produce either 8-bit
unsigned or 16-bit unsigned output
rasters. A toggle button also lets you
save a linear contrast table with each
output grayscale raster. This nominal linear contrast table produces a
display brightness equal to the cell
value; its purpose is to prevent the
Display process from applying an
arbitrary auto-contrast method to
the already-contrasted raster. (The
output type and save contrast table
options are not available when processing color-composite rasters.)
Standard controls are provided for
choosing a pyramid method and
compression method.

Run

Add
Rasters

Remove
Selected

Remove All

Apply Contrast window with grayscale rasters selected for processing. Left-click on the Contrast field in the list for any input
raster to reveal a menu from which you can choose any contrast
table you have saved for the raster or any of the Auto contrast
options (Linear, Normalize, Equalize, Logarithmic).

Apply Contrast window with RGB color composites selected for
processing. Separate contrast options can be set for each color
component (Red, Green, and Blue) for each input raster.

Left, a natural-color 1-meter orthoimage color-composite of an area in Utah, USA. Right, color-composite image produced by the Apply Contrast process using Exponential contrast tables for
the Red and Green color components and a Linear contrast table for the Blue component.
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Georeference

Auto-Register to Reference Image

Creating georeference control points manually for a large aerial or
satellite image to improve its registration to reference geodata can be a
time-consuming task. The Georeference process in TNTmips (Main /
Georeference) provides an Auto-Register operation that can automatically
generates hundreds to thousands of control points for an input image using
a reference image of the same area. This operation lets you set a maximum residual value to accept for individual control points and the desired
minimum spacing between points. The reference image you use does not
have to match the cell size, coordinate reference system, or extents of the
input image. For accurate results you should use a reference image with
spatial resolution equal to or better than that of the input. The reference
image can be a single grayscale raster, an RGB display of separate image
bands, or a color-composite raster. It can reside in a TNTgis Project File,
any image file format supported for direct use (GeoTIFF, GeoJP2, ...), or
in a standard web tileset structure (Google Maps, Google Earth, or Bing
Maps) on your local network or on the web. You can specify one or more
pairs of input and reference bands or color-composite components to use
to auto-register the images. You can also select a geometric
object containing desired control point map locations to guide The illustration above shows a SPOT satellite image scene (4-bands,
the operation. The control points produced are automatically with color-infrared combination shown) in the Georeference Input View
shown in the georeference views and in the control point list with 800 control points (orange) generated automatically from a refat the completion of the operation. Lens distortion in aerial erence natural-color orthoimage (shown and described below) using
the Auto-Register procedure in the Georeference process. All of the
camera images should be removed in the Lens Correction auto-generated control points have residuals less than two image cells.
process (Image / Resample and Reproject / Lens Correction) This scene is 6000 columns by 6000 lines in size with 10-meter cell
size and shows an area in southeastern Nebraska. The inactive control
before using them in the Auto-Register operation.
(continued) points at the image corners (gray) are derived from the nominal geoAuto-Register

reference control provided with the SPOT scene, which in this example
offsets image features 200 to 300 meters from their correct locations
(see illustrations below). The control points are listed in the Georeference window illustrated to the left. The
overall Root Mean Square XY residual
for the 800 control points generated by
auto-register is 0.88 cell.
The reference image used for the
auto-register operation for this example
(left) is a color-composite mosaic of
1-meter resolution orthoimages downsampled to 4-meter cell size, with dimensions 33,562 columns by 24,908 lines.
The locations of the original corner
control points of the SPOT scene are
shown in black. The green-light band
of the SPOT image and green color
component of the reference composite
were used for auto-registration.
Close-ups of View-In-View overlays of the SPOT scene (outside green
box) and the reference orthoimage (inside green box). Left illustration
shows the SPOT scene with its original nominal georeference; linked
black circles indicate corresponding ground features offset by about
300 meters. Right illustration shows excellent registration of the SPOT
scene with the control points generated by auto-register.

Batch auto-registration of images is available in the
Image / Auto-Register to Reference process. See the
Technical Guide Batch Automatic Image Georeferencing.
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Before starting Auto-Register, the input image must have
sufficient initial georeference to allow approximate spatial
registration between the input and reference images. This initial georeference might be corner control points automatically
read from the nominal georeference provided with a satellite
image, a few points you place manually, or a GPS location (read
automatically from EXIF metadata) that specifies the camera
location (but not the orientation) for an aerial image. You should
also choose the Coordinate Reference System (CRS) to which
to georeference the image; the selected CRS need not be the
same as the reference image’s CRS.
In the Auto-Register example illustrated on the previous page, the
input 4-band SPOT 5 image and the the natural-color composite
reference image have two pairs of bands/components in common: the SPOT Band_2 (red spectral band) spectrally matches
the Red component of the reference composite, and SPOT
Band_1 (green spectral band) spectrally matches the Green
component of the reference composite (shown by the black bars
below). In this example, the latter (green) pair was used for
auto-registration.
Spectral Band
SPOT 5 Image
Reference
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Starting the Auto-Register Operation

The Auto-Register operation is launched from an icon button
on the Georeference window’s toolbar or from the File menu.
If you have not already designated a reference image, you are
prompted to select one. You can choose a grayscale image, color
composite, or an RGB set of separate image bands. If either
of the images has multiple bands or components, the Matching
Bands window (illustrated below) opens so you can specify
which of the displayed input band(s) or component(s) to match
to which reference band(s) or component(s). This window lists
each of the input bands or components and for each provides
a menu from which you can choose a reference component or
band, or None. The matching bands you designate should have
similar spectral properties (see box above for an example).

The Matching Bands
window lets you designate one or more
pairs of input and
reference bands that
have similar spectral
properties.

A single matching pair of bands is usually sufficient to provide
accurate control points. Using multiple pairs increases processing time and would only provide a benefit if the two matching
pairs have significantly different spectral properties, such as a
pair of green bands and a pair of infrared bands.
Auto-Registration Methods

After the matching bands are designated, the Auto-Register
window opens to allow setting other parameters for the operation. The Method menu provides a choice of matching methods

utilizing keypoint matching and/or cross-correlation.
Keypoint matching is primarily used for finding the correct
orientation and approximate position of aerial images that have
been geolocated with a single GPS position but that do not have
a known orientation. It finds and matches distinctive image
features, called keypoints, in the input and reference images,
using one of two options selected from the Keypoint Detector
menu. For registration methods that involve keypoint matching
you must also enter a value in the Estimated Cell Size field to
establish the scale relationship between the input and reference
images. Keypoint matching can only be applied when using a
local reference image. See the Technical Guide entitled Keypoint Matching for Image Registration for a further explanation
of this technique.
The Cross-Correlation technique performs local spatial image
correlations on corresponding patches of the input and reference
image to identify locations as candidate control points. Candidate points are identified and evaluated iteratively at different
image resolutions to produce the final set of points with residual
values that fall below your specified maximum value. The input
image must be at least approximately located and oriented by
multiple control points before the correlations are performed.
MicroImages has found that cross-correlation can produce a
denser and more uniform distribution of control points than
keypoint matching, thus it is the preferred technique for input
images that are already properly oriented. For low-altitude aerial
images of non-urban areas, matching keypoints may be clustered
in certain portions of the input image where high-contrast features (roads, buildings, trees) are present (see illustration on the
next page). Cross-correlation does a better job of finding image
matches in lower-contrast areas. For geolocated aerial images
with unknown orientation, the Auto-Register operation can
use a combination of keypoint matching and cross-correlation
to create a well-distributed set of georeference control points.
Automatic Method: this method adapts to the starting georef-

erence status. If the input image has sufficient georeference
control to establish its approximate location and orientation,
cross-correlation alone is used to generate additional control
points. If the input image is only geolocated with a single GPS
location, keypoint matching at a reduced-resolution is first applied to establish the image orientation and provide an intial set
of control points, then cross-correlation is applied to generate
additional control points.
(continued)
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Cross-Correlation Method: applies the image correlation
technique to images that have sufficient georeference control to
establish the image orientation. Otherwise, it operates as in the
Automatic Method, applying keypoint matching at a reduced
resolution first to establish the image orientation.
Auto-Register Georeference Results for a Geolocated Aerial
Image (with Initial Orientation Unknown) by Different Methods

Keypoint Matching Method: performs keypoint matching at
the highest common resolution of the input and reference image
to find control points. This method is provided in case the reduced-resolution key point matching in the Automatic method
fails to find sufficient keypoints to allow the second cross-correlation stage of the operation to proceed. Cross-correlation may
then be applied to the result of the full keypoint matching step.
Estimate from Single Point: performs keypoint matching on

the reduced resolution pyramid tier closest to the resolution of
the reference image. This method is identical to the first stage of
the Automatic method, and is provided as an investigative option
if the Automatic method fails to find sufficient control points.

You can press the Register to pushbutton select a different reference raster; the file and object name of the selected raster are
shown in the field to the right of the button. Press the Matching
Bands pushbutton to reopen the Matching Bands window to
change the assignment of matching bands/color components.

Estimate from Single Point (keypoint matching on reduced-resolution pyramid tier): 27 control points.

Turn on the Show behind input toggle button to have the reference raster automatically shown beneath the input image in
the Georeference Input View window after the Auto-Register
operation has completed.

Keypoint Matching (on full-resolution image): 57 control points.

Automatic (keypoint matching on reduced-resolution pyramid tier
followed by cross-correlation): 512 control points.

Auto-Register result using the Automatic method for the geolocated
aerial image illustrated to the left, shown here overlaying the reference orthoimage with grid north at the top.
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(continued)

Control Point Generation Options

The Control Points panel on the Auto-Register window lets you
set options for generating control points. There are toggles for
the options to generate control points automatically and to use
a predefined set of control point locations to designate candidate locations (see illustration below). You can use either of
these options alone or in combination. For the predefined point
option you must choose an accurately georeferenced geometric
object (vector, shape, or CAD)
containing point elements with
the designated map locations (in
any CRS).

Display of section corner points (red symbols) from the US Public
Lands Survey System, many of which correspond to section-line road
intersections in much of the midwestern United States. A geometric
object containing these corner points optionally can be used to designate predefined candidate locations for recognizable control points in
auto-registering images from this region.

The Use Existing toggle button sets whether to keep pre-existing control points enabled in the final list or to automatically
disable them, so that the final residual model and statistics are
computed only from the auto-generated control points. Initial
control points derived from nominal georeference provided with
an image are likely to be much less accurate than the points
found by auto-register, so it is advisable not to turn on the Use
Existing option in this case. However, if you have manually
placed accurate initial points from the reference or from GPS
waypoints, you may want to keep them enabled after auto-register is complete. In that event, the radio buttons next to the Use
Existing toggle set whether to keep the specified image coordinates for the existing points or to adjust the image coordinates
in accordance with the new residual model.
Auto-Register Parameters

The following settings in the Parameters box apply to the

cross-correlation matching technique used in the Automatic and
Cross-Correlation matching methods.
Initial Accuracy Estimate: this is an estimate of the typical
spatial offset between input image features and their positions
in the reference image. You can determine this manually by
overlaying the input and reference image and measuring it,
or use the nominal accuracy values for the image sensor type
determined by the imagery provider. Setting a value much in
excess of the actual accuracy can prevent auto-register from
finding corresponding points.
Generated Point Spacing: the minimum spacing you would
like between the generated control points. Smaller values will
typically result in more control points being generated. Generating a large number of points (1000 or more) for medium and
large satellite sensor images is beneficial in that a large number
of accurate points in the residual model can dilute the effect of
potentially less accurate points.
Maximum Point Residual: the maximum RMS residual value
for accepting an auto-register control point. Candidate points
with higher residual values are rejected. This parameter thus
is a major control on the number of control points that are generated and their locations. Areas of an image with significant
geometric distortion due to relief displacement will generate
control points with higher residuals. A low maximum residual
setting may result in rejection of all candidate points in these
problem areas.
Correlation Patch Size: the size in cells of the square image
neighborhoods used in each image to search for control points.
The default setting (128 cells wide) is appropriate for medium
to large images; a larger patch size significantly increases processing time.
Maximum Adaptive Model: you can choose to allow the auto-registration operation to try different residual models to evaluate
the quality of the candidate control points. This menu lets you
pick the highest-order model to allow or choose the As Specified
option to use only the residual model you have set. If you allow,
auto-register will switch to a higher order model if the resulting
RMS residual is less than half that of the previous model.
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Raster & Image Processing

Batch Automatic Image Georeferencing

The Auto-Register to Reference process
(Image / Auto-Register to Reference) allows you to automatically georeference any
number of satellite or aerial camera images
by auto-registering them to one or more reference images. The input images must have
minimal approximate georeferencing to start
with (such as nominal position information
supplied with satellite images) or be geolocated by GPS coordinates stored in EXIF
camera metadata or an auxiliary metadata
file. Lens distortion in aerial camera images
should be removed in the Lens Correction
process (Image / Resample and Reproject
/ Lens Correction) before using them in the
Auto-Register to Reference process.

Remove Selected Remove All
Add

Remove Completed

Apply Specified Cell Size

If you select multiple reference images, the
process automatically assigns a reference
image to each input image based on their
spatial locations and extents.
The auto-registration procedure uses keypoint
matching and/or image cross-correlation
techniques to register each input image to a
reference image. See the Technical Guides entitled Keypoint
Matching for Image Registration and Auto-Register to Reference
for explanations of these image matching techniques.

Images to Auto-Register

To choose input images, press the Add icon button on the toolbar
in the Images to Auto-Register box on the Auto-Register Images
to Reference window (see illustration above). You can choose
any number of grayscale or color-composite images residing
in TNTgis Project Files or in any image format supported for
direct use (JPEG, GeoTIFF, GeoJP2, MrSID, ECW, and others).
The selected input images are listed in the Image list, which
automatically shows the coordinate reference system for each
image’s starting georeference and the dimensions of the image.
After reference image(s) have been selected, the Ref# column
in the input image list shows the number of the reference image
that has been assigned automatically to each input image.
For input images with multiple starting georeference control
points that establish the image scale and orientation, the computed image cell size is shown in the Cell Size column. If an
input aerial camera image is only geolocated with coordinates
for the camera position, the image scale and orientation are
unknown and the Cell Size field is initially blank. You must
enter an estimate of the image cell size in the Estimated Cell Size
field above the list and press the Apply Selected Cell Size icon
button to assign the value to any entries that you have currently
highlighted in the list, or to all entries without a starting cell size
if no entries are highlighted.

You can left-click on a list entry to highlight it, shift-click to
highlight a range of entries, or control-click to toggle highlighting off or on for an entry. Pressing the Remove pushbutton
removes highlighted entries from the list; pressing Remove All
removes all entries. After processing is complete for all images,
you can press the Remove Completed icon button to remove all
images that were successfully registered, keeping in the list any
images for which registration failed. You can then rerun these
images using different matching parameters.

Reference Images

In the Reference Images box, press the Add icon button to select one or more grayscale or color-composite images to use as
reference for auto-registration. For the most accurate results a
reference image should have spatial resolution equal to or better
than the input image.
The selected reference images are listed with columns showing their Cell Size, Coordinate Reference, Dimensions, and
West-East and South-North Ranges. Each selected reference
is assigned a number shown in the “#” column; this reference
number is shown in the Ref# column in the input image list
for the corresponding input images. The coordinate reference
system for the computed georeference control points for each
input image is automatically set to that of the matching reference image.
Reference image entries can be highlighted as for the input
images and removed from the list if necessary using the Remove
Selected and Remove All icon buttons.
(continued)
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Parameters

Matching Bands: If any of the input or reference images are
color-composites, the image cross-correlation portion of the
auto-registration procedure operates on particular image color
components, and so you must designate for the input and reference image which color compent(s) to use for matching (or
which component to match to a grayscale image). The first time
you match color to color (or color to grayscale), the Matching
Bands window (illustrated below for a color-color match) opens
automatically so you can make these selections. Color assignments are saved as defaults for subsequent sessions and shown
in the text field at the top of the Parameters box. You can press
the Matching Bands pushbutton to open the Matching Bands
window and change the color assignments.

The matching components you designate should have similar
spectral properties, which may not be the same as their color
assignments in a composite. For example, a color-infrared
composite would have the near-infrared spectral band assigned
to the red color component, the red spectral band assigned to the
green color component, and the green spectral band assigned to
the blue color component.
The Matching Bands
window lets you designate one or more pairs
of input and reference
bands that have similar spectral properties.

A single matching pair of bands is usually sufficient to provide
accurate control points. Using multiple pairs increases processing time and would only provide a benefit if the two matching
pairs have significantly different spectral properties, such as a
pair of green bands and a pair of infrared bands.
When keypoint matching is used in the auto-registration procedure, keypoints are determined for input and/or reference color
images using a grayscale average of the color component cell
values. If no keypoints are found in this stage, the designated
matching components are used to find keypoints.
Method: Use the Method menu to choose the auto-registration

method. The choices are Automatic, Cross-Correlation, Key
Point Matching, and Estimate from Single Point. These methods are described in the TechGuide entitled Auto-Register to
Reference Image.

Model: Use the Model menu to choose the mathematical model

for the coordinate transformation from image to map coordinates
that will be used to judge the fit of candidate control points. The
options are Conformal, Affine, Plane Projective, and Polynomial
models of Order 2 through Order 6. For a description of these
models see the TechGuide entitled Georeference: Choosing a
Model.

Keep Existing Control Points: this toggle button sets whether

to keep pre-existing control points enabled in the final set or to

automatically disable them, so that the final residual model and
statistics are computed only from the auto-generated control
points. Initial control points derived from nominal georeference
provided with an image are likely to be much less accurate than
the points found by auto-register, so it is advisable not to turn on
the Keep existing control points option in this case. However,
if you have manually placed accurate initial points from the
reference or from GPS waypoints, you may want to keep them
enabled after the auto-register operation is complete. If you
choose that option, the radio buttons to the right of the toggle set
whether to keep the specified image coordinates for the existing
points or to adjust the image coordinates in accordance with the
new residual model.
Cross-Correlation Parameters: The following settings in the

Parameters box apply to the cross-correlation matching technique used in the Automatic and Cross-Correlation matching
methods.
Initial Accuracy Estimate: this is an estimate of the typical
spatial offset between input image features and their positions
in the reference image. You can determine this manually by
overlaying the input and reference image and measuring it,
or use the nominal accuracy values for the image sensor type
determined by the imagery provider. Setting a value much in
excess of the actual accuracy can prevent auto-register from
finding corresponding points.
Generated Point Spacing: the minimum spacing you would
like between the generated control points. Smaller values will
typically result in more control points being generated. Generating a large number of points (1000 or more) for medium and
large satellite sensor images is beneficial in that a large number
of accurate points in the residual model can dilute the effect of
potentially less accurate points.
Maximum Point Residual: the maximum RMS residual value
for accepting an auto-register control point. Candidate points
with higher residual values are rejected. This parameter thus
is a major control on the number of control points that are generated and their locations. Areas of an image with significant
geometric distortion due to relief displacement will generate
control points with higher residuals. A low maximum residual
setting may result in rejection of all candidate points in these
problem areas.
Correlation Patch Size: the size in cells of the square image
neighborhoods used in each image to search for control points.
The default setting (64 cells wide) is appropriate for medium
to large images; a larger patch size significantly increases processing time.
Queue Job

Running the Process

Run

Save

Job
When you have set the processing
parameters, press the Run icon button to run the process immediately. Standard Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons are also
provided to allow you to execute the process using the TNTmips
Job Process system (see the Technical Guide entitled System:
TNTmips Job Processing System).
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Style Editor

Bitmap Pattern Editor

The Bitmap Pattern Editor is used to create small raster (bitmap) images for use
in displaying elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD, and shape). They
can be used as point symbols or in repeating patterns as fills for polygons;
examples are illustrated to the right. Individual cells in the bitmap pattern can
be transparent, assigned a fixed color, or a variable color that can be set to a
different color in each style that uses the pattern. Bitmap point symbols can be
set to different sizes using the point symbol style controls. In contrast, bitmap
polygon fills are drawn on screen with one pattern cell for each screen pixel, so
the size of the pattern elements on screen is fixed regardless of the map scale
of the display. Bitmap polygon fills work better for on-screen viewing than
in prints because the small size of print elements in high-resolution printers
reduces the scale of the patterns and the dithering applied during printing blurs
the distinctions between different colors in the patterns.
The Bitmap Pattern Editor is opened by choosing the Bitmap option in the Fill
Style or Point Style controls and then pressing the Create or Edit Pattern icon
button. The Bitmap Pattern Editor window is divided into several sections
(see illustration below). Icon buttons at the top of the window allow you to
choose a tool for editing the pattern and also provide options to open and save
patterns and to change the view, position, and orientation of the pattern. The
left side of the window is an Edit panel in which you can directly edit the
cells in the unit pattern. The right side of the window provides a panel for
setting the color for one or more cells in the pattern and a pattern sample area
that shows the repeated fill pattern at the same size as it will be rendered in a
polygon fill on screen.

Above, polygons with bitmap fill patterns.
Below, points with bitmap symbols.

Edit Panel

Transparent

Variable

The Bitmap Pattern Editor opens with a new blank pattern. The Edit panel
is a square grid with black background in which each square represents a
cell in the bitmap pattern. Initially each cell is transparent, as indicated by
a T symbol. Cells with a fixed color assigned are shown as squares in that
color, and cells with the variable color assigned are shown in the current
style color with a superimposed V symbol (see illustration below).

The default size of a new bitmap pattern is 32 x 32 cells, but you can specify
a different size when you manually create a new pattern. The illustrations
on this page show patterns that are 16 x 16 cells in size. The Edit panel
for point symbols shows a
single pattern unit, whereas variable cells with pattern unit boundary
transparent cell
for polygon fill patterns it color cell fixed colors
shows a 2 x 2 repeat of the
pattern so that you can see
how the pattern units fit together horizontally and vertically. Thin solid white lines indicate
the pattern unit boundaries in the panel, which has horizontal and vertical scroll bars so you
can scroll to see portions of the repeat that don’t fit in the panel.
Add Color

Colors Panel

Use the Colors controls in the top right portion of the Bitmap Pattern Editor to choose a
color to assign to cells in the pattern. Left-click on a color tile in the palette to pick a fixed
color. A sample of the selected color is added to the sample set below the palette for easy
reselection. (When you open an existing pattern, all of its fixed colors are automatically
added to the sample set.) Left-click on the “T” icon button below the palette (see illustration
above) to set one or more pattern cells transparent. Right-clicking on the palette opens a
Select Palette window, allowing you to choose a different color palette to show in the Colors
panel. Press the Add Color icon button below the palette to open the Add Color window,
(continued)

Edit panel for a 16 x 16 fill pattern
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in which you can use one of a number of available color models
to define a custom color to add to the sample color set. Instead of
assigning a fixed color to a pattern cell, you can press the Variable
icon button below the palette to designate the cell color as variable.
When the bitmap pattern is used for display, a “variable” cell is
assigned the color currently set in the style object for the point
symbol or polygon fill. The same bitmap pattern can then be used
for a number of different styles simply by changing the style color.

Revert to Last Saved: pressing this icon button reverts the pattern
to the last saved version, removing all of the cumulative changes
you have made since the last save.
Resize: opens the Resize Pattern window, which lets you change

the width and height of the pattern (in number of pattern cells).
After setting the Bitmap Width and Bitmap Height, use the radio
control in the lower part of the window to set how the previous
pattern cells are treated. The Zoom to new size option magnifies
the previous pattern unit if you set a
larger pattern size or shrinks it to fit
a smaller pattern size. The Extend or
clip to new size option merely changes the dimensions of the pattern
unit without modifying the previous
assignments of pattern cells.

Bitmap Pattern Editor Toolbar
Zoom Zoom
Rotate
Move Move
Fill Replace Pick Color
In
Out Draw
Color From Pattern Clockwise Up Down

Revert to Resize
Set
Flip
Rotate
Move Move
Last Saved
Symbol Horizontally Anticlockwise Left Right
Base
Flip
Point
Vertically

Set Symbol Base Point (point symbols only): use this tool to
left-click at the pattern location that should align with the point
location in the displayed geometric object.

Editing Pattern Cell Colors

Once you have chosen a color, choose one of the tools below from
the toolbar to change the color of a cell or cells in the pattern.

Pick Color from Pattern: sets the active color from the cell you

Draw: left-click on a cell to change it to the current color setting,

Flip: The Flip Horizontally and Flip Vertically icon buttons

click on in the pattern.

produce mirror images of the pattern horizontally and vertically,
respectively.

or left click and drag to change each cell you drag through.

Fill: left-click on a cell and all contiguous cells with the same color
are changed to the current color. Contiguous cells are in contact
side-to-side or top-to-bottom; cells in contact only at a corner are
not considered to be contiguous (see illustration below).

Rotate: The Rotate Anticlockwise and Rotate Clockwise icon

buttons rotate the pattern by 90 degrees in the specified direction.

Move: The Move Up, Move Down, Move Left, and Move Right

icon buttons shift the pattern by one cell in the specified direction.

Replace: left click on a cell and all cells with the same color setting

as the one you click on are changed to the current color.

New, Open, Save, Save As

Zoom In/Out

When you have finished creating a new bitmap pattern, press the
Save As icon button to name the pattern and save it to the current
style object. If you make incremental changes to a named pattern, press the Save icon button to overwrite the previously-saved
pattern. To create a new pattern, press the New icon button. The
New Bitmap Pattern window opens (see illustration below). Enter
values (in cells) in the Pattern Width and Pattern Height fields to
set the size of the pattern.

You can view the pattern design area at different scales using the
Zoom In and Zoom Out icon buttons on the toolbar.

Preview Panel

The Preview panel shows the pattern as it will be displayed on
screen. For polygon fills the pattern is repeated to fill the Preview
area, whereas for point symbols only the single pattern unit is
shown. Left-click on the Preview panel to open a Select Colors
window to choose a different background color for the panel.

To open an existing pattern, press the Open icon button; the Select
Pattern window then opens. Use the Pattern Set menu to choose
the current style object or a standard pattern library as the source
set, or press the browse icon button to choose a style object from
another Project File. Highlight the desired pattern in the list and
press OK to complete the selection.

Other Editing Operations

You can perform other editing operations on the current pattern
using icon buttons on the Bitmap Pattern Editor window’s toolbar
(see illustration above).
Starting pattern

Draw

Fill

Replace

x

Effects of the Draw, Fill, and Replace tools when clicking on the cell marked with the white “x” in the starting pattern graphic. The current selected color is blue. The Draw mode changes only the cell that is clicked on. The Fill
mode changes all contiguous cells with the same color setting as the cell at the click location. The Replace mode
changes all cells (anywhere in the pattern) that have the same color setting as the click location.
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Geometric Buffer Zones

Buffer Zone Distance Options

Single

Multiple Equal

Multiple Unequal

The Buffer Zone Generation process (Geometric / Spatial Analysis / Buffer Zones) provides a variety of options for setting
buffer zone distance. Use the Mode menu in the Distance box
on the Buffer Zone Generation window to choose the distance
mode: Single, Multiple Equal, Multiple Unequal, By Attribute,
or By Script. Sample results for these modes for a set of three
lines are illustrated above.

By Attribute

By Script

<Add> field appears automatically below the previous value so
that you can enter as many buffer distances as necessary. For
CAD output you can choose to create buffers in a single output
object or separate objects as described previously.

Single Buffer Distance

To set a single buffer distance for all elements, choose Single
from the Mode menu. Enter the desired distance in the Value
field. For all modes, choose the distance unit to use from the
Units menu.

Multiple Equal Distances

The Multiple Equal selection from the Mode menu creates multiple buffers with equal spacing between them. Enter the buffer
distance spacing in the Interval field and the number of intervals
in the Number field. Enter a non-zero value in the Start field
if you want the outside of the first buffer to be at a distance not
equal to the specified interval. (A Start value of 0 is equivalent
to setting the Start value equal to the interval value.)
When the selected output object type is CAD, you can use the
radio buttons in the Distance box to choose whether to create the
buffers in a Single output object or Separate output by distance
(save each buffer distance result in its own object). If you choose
Vector or Region for the output, these buttons are inactive and
Separate output by distance is set automatically.

Multiple Unequal Distances
When you select the Multiple Unequal mode, you enter a series
of buffer distances (distances from the starting element) in the
provided text pane. To enter a distance, click on the field labeled
<Add>, type the distance value, and press the Enter key. A new

Distances By Attribute

The By Attribute selection from the Mode menu lets you set the
buffer distance for each element from a numeric field in database
records attached or related to the elements. This option is not
available if you are buffering more than one type of element at
the same time (such as lines plus points).
When you choose the By Attribute option, the standard Select
Table/Field window opens so that you can choose the desired
database table and field that contains the distance values. Your
selection is then shown
in the field below the
Mode menu. You can
choose a different table
and field at any time by
pressing the Specify
pushbutton.
Distances By Script

When you select the By Script option from the Mode menu, a
script pane and script editor controls are provided so that you
can enter a script that specifies distances based on any type of
element attribute value. For each specified attribute value, use
the return keyword to set the desired buffer distance as illustrated
below. This option is not
available if you are buffering more than one type of
element at the same time.
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Geometric Buffer Zones

Polygon Buffer Zone Options

Expand

Shrink

Outer Ring

Inner Ring
Border

Input
Polygon

Expand

Shrink

Outer Ring

Inner Ring

Border

Polygon Buffer Zone Operations
CAD object. If you choose Region as the output object, all buffers
The Buffer Zone Generation process in TNTmips (Geometric / Spamust be merged, so the Merge Buffers menu is automatically set
tial Analysis / Buffer Zones) provides varied options for generating
to All and the control is disabled. Sample results from these merge
buffer zones for polygon elements in geometric objects (vector,
options are illustrated below.
CAD, shape, or region). Because a polygon being buffered already
has a finite area, even the simple case of a single buffer distance
Polygon Buffer Merge Options (Outer Ring Example)
applied to the polygon can produce different results depending on
Buffer merge options are illustrated below for the
B Polygon Outer Ring operation on three polygons
whether the buffer distance is applied to the outside or inside of
(left), which have attribute value A or B. The option
the polygon boundary (or both) and on how the buffer operates on
A
to transfer attributes was used where permitted, and
the original polygon area. The Buffer Zone process presents these
buffer attributes are labeled. The buffers are shown
choices as separate polygon buffer operations that are selected using
around their input polygons for reference.
A
icon buttons. These operations and their results are:
Merge: None
Merge: By Attribute
Merge: All
Expand: original polygon plus outside buffer
Vector
Shrink: original polygon minus inside buffer
CAD
Outer Ring: outside buffer only
A
A
B
B
B
Inner Ring: inside buffer only
Border: outer ring plus inner ring
The illustration above shows examples of
these buffer operations for a single input
polygon. You can thus choose the type of
polygon buffer operation that is best suited
to your application. The buffer output can
be a vector, CAD, or region object.

A

A+B

A

In Vector result, adjacent
buffers intersect to form
additional polygons, one
of which gets both A and B
attributes.

Merging Buffer Zones
When you use the Expand, Outer Ring, or Border operations, buffer
zones generated for adjacent or nearby polygons may overlap with
each other. The results will differ for CAD and vector buffer output.
Because CAD objects allow elements to overlap, such overlapping
buffer zones in a CAD result remain as separate individual elements. In the vector result, polygonal topology requires that the
overlapping buffer zones must intersect to form separate polygons
for the overlap areas (see illustration for an Outer Ring example
above right), segmenting the original buffer polygons. If you use
the Transfer Attributes option, the overlap polygons have multiple
records attached if their parent polygons had different attributes.
You can choose to merge overlapping buffer zones from separate
input polygons. The Merge Buffers menu offers the options None
(no buffers are merged), All (all buffers are merged), and By Attribute. With the latter option, you are prompted to select a database
table and field from the input object polygons; only buffers from
polygons with the same value in the designated field are merged.
All three merge options are available when the output is a vector or

A

A

In CAD result, buffer
Only buffers of
polygons overlap with- adjacent A polygons
out intersecting.
merged (CAD result
shown).

All buffers merged.
No attributes transferred to the buffer
polygons.

The option to transfer attributes is available if you merge buffers
By Attribute, but not when you merge all buffers. Therefore this
option is automatically disabled for the region output choice.
Merge Polygons Before Buffering
When you merge polygon buffers (All or By Attribute), you also
have the option to Merge polygons into region before buffering.
When this option is used, all polygons are merged into a single
temporary region before the buffer zones are generated. Polygons
that are adjoining and those that are within twice the buffer distance
of each other are affected by this setting, as illustrated for adjoining
polygons below.
(continued)
Merge polygons into region before buffering:
merged
buffers
from
individual
polygons

Input Polygons

No

single
buffer
from
merged
polygon
region

Outer Ring, Merge Buffers = All
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Yes

Buffer Zones for Polygons with Islands
Polygons with enclosed interior polygons (termed island polygons in a vector object) are a complicating factor in generating polygon
buffer zones. The boundary of an island polygon is also a boundary of the enclosing polygon. Therefore if all polygons are being processed, this common boundary will be buffered separately for the parent and island polygon. The result will depend upon the buffer
operation chosen and whether or not you have chosen to merge buffers. Results are illustrated below for different
A
buffer operations and combinations of settings. All examples use the input vector shown to the right, consisting of
an outer circular polygon (attribute A) and an inner circular polygon (attribute B). The Use: All option was selectB
ed. Attributes were transferred where permitted, and attributed buffers are labeled and shown in transparent colors
corresponding to their parent polygon attribute. Merged buffers, which cannot have attributes transferred from the
parent element, are shown in a neutral color. Buffer illustrations include gray lines marking the original polygon
boundaries for reference.
Merge Buffers = None
Merge Buffers = All
Expand
Polygon A expands outward from its outer
(free) boundary and also from its inner
boundary into Polygon B, which expands
outward into polygon A. In the nonmerged result the overlap is preserved in
CAD but in vector creates an intersect
“ring”, centered on the A-B boundary, that
receives both attributes.

A

A

A+B
B

B

Vector

CAD

Merge Buffers = None

Shrink

merge to
region before
buffering

Vector, CAD, Region

A

Polygon A is buffered on its outer and inner boundaries, producing a ring inside the area of the original
Polygon B. Polygon B is buffered on its boundary,
producing a ring inside the area of the original
Polygon A. There are no buffer overlaps. Merging
the polygons before buffering eliminates the rings
around the Polygon B boundary, leaving only the
outer ring around the larger merged polygon.

merge to
region before
buffering

Vector, CAD, Region

A

Polygon A is buffered on its outer and inner boundaries, producing rings inside its area.
Polygon B is buffered on its boundary. There are
no buffer overlaps. Merging the polygons before
buffering eliminates the rings around the Polygon
B boundary, leaving only the inner ring around the
larger merged polygon.

Polygon A gets outer and inner rings
on both its outer and inner boundaries.
The latter buffer area exactly coincides
with the border around Polygon B. In
the nonmerged cases the CAD result
preserves overlapping buffers around
the A-B boundary, but in the vector result
these collapse to a single polygon with
both attributes.

Merge Buffers = All

B
A

Merge Buffers = None

Polygon Border

Merge Buffers = All

B

Merge Buffers = None

Inner Ring

Vector, CAD, Region

A

Polygon A shrinks from outer and inner boundaries
while Polygon B shrinks from its boundary. There
are no buffer overlaps. Simple buffer merge results
in separate concentric buffer zones; merging the
polygons before buffering eliminates the inner B
polygon, leaving the merged larger polygon to shrink
from its outer boundary.

Outer Ring

merge to
region before
buffering

Merge Buffers = All

A
B

merge to
region before
buffering

Vector, CAD, Region

Merge Buffers = None
A

A

A+B

A, B

Vector

CAD

Merge Buffers = All

merge to
region before
buffering

Vector, CAD, Region
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Geometric Buffer Zones

Buffer Zone Generation

Default buffer
fill color

Buffer Zone Examples

Buffer zones created in
one operation from line,
points, and polygon.

Multiple
equal-distance
buffer zones
from lines.

The Buffer Zone Generation process in TNTmips (Geometric /
Spatial Analysis / Buffer Zones) lets you compute single or multiple buffer zones for elements in geometric objects (vector, CAD,
shape, or region). You can create buffer zones for points, lines,
vector nodes, or polygons, and simultaneously buffer more than
one element type. The results can be created as one or more vector,
CAD, or shape objects and are displayed automatically along with
the input object in the Buffer Zone View window.
Input Object and Output Object Type
To select the input geometric object, press the Object pushbutton.
Use the Output menu at the top of the Buffer Zone Generation
window to set the type of output object(s) to create. Other options
in the process may vary depending on the output object type, as
described below.

Border buffer (outer
ring + inner ring)
from a polygon
(dashed gray line).

Buffer zones around
nodes in a network
vector object.

of polygon buffer zone result: Expand, Shrink, Outer Ring, Inner
Ring, and Border. These options are described and illustrated in
the Technical Guide entitled Polygon Buffer Zone Options. You
can only choose one of the polygon buffer types at a time, though
you can use any polygon buffer type while also buffering other
available element types.
Use All or Marked Elements
When you are buffering a single type of element, the Use radio
buttons next to the element icon button row let you choose whether
to apply the buffer zone operation to All elements of the selected
type or only to those currently Marked in the Buffer Zone View.
(The All setting is mandatory when you buffer multiple element
types.) You can mark elements manually in the View using the
Select tool or the tools in the standard GeoToolbox. You can also
mark elements using a database query. To do so, press the Mark
by Query icon button in the View window toolbar. The Mark by
Query window then opens to let you construct the query (see illustration below). Use of the Mark by Query window is described in
the Tech Guide entitled Interactive Query Builder.

The Buffer Zone Generation process automatically sets up polygon
fill styling for the output object(s) using fill colors that are partially
transparent by default. Separate colors are set automatically when
you use multiple buffer distances. The color button next to the Output menu shows the color used as the default fill for single-distance
buffer zones. Press this button to open a standard Choose Color
window to select a different color and transparency.
Elements to Buffer / Polygon Buffer Type
Point Line Node
Polygon

Mark by Query

Border
Expand

Shrink Outer Ring Inner Ring

Selecting Element Types to Buffer
You can create buffer zones for one or more types of element that
are available in the input object. Select the element type(s) to buffer
by turning on the relevant icon button(s) in the button row below
the Object listing. (Element buttons are dimmed and disabled if
that element type is not present in the input object.) There are five
separate polygon icon buttons, corresponding to different types

Transferring Attributes
Turn on the Transfer Attributes checkbox to have database attributes
transferred from the individual input elements to their respective
buffer zone polygons. This option is available when you are buffering to a vector or CAD object. It is not available when you choose
Region as the output object type because region objects cannot
have attribute tables. You also cannot transfer attributes when you
choose to merge all buffers (see following section).
(continued)
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Merging Buffer Zones
Buffer zones generated from nearby geometric elements may
overlap each other. The results will differ depending on the type
of output object you select. Because CAD objects allow elements
to overlap, such overlapping buffer zones in a CAD result remain
as separate individual elements. In the vector result, polygonal
topology requires that the overlapping buffer zones must intersect
to form separate polygons for the overlap areas (see illustration
below). If you use the Transfer Attributes option, the overlap
polygons have multiple records attached if their parent elements
had different attributes.
Input Lines
with
attributes
A and B

gle, Multiple Equal, Multiple Unequal, By Attribute, or By Script.
The multiple distance options allow or in certain cases require
the results for different distances to be placed in separate output
objects. These options are described in detail in the TechGuide
entitled Buffer Zone Distance Options.
Running the Buffer Zone Process
After you set the desired buffer zone
options, press the Run icon button to Run
Save As
run the process immediately. (Standard Queue Job Save Job
Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons are
also provided to use Job Processing: see the TechGuide entitled

Merge Buffers: None
B

CAD

Vector

B

A

A
B

CAD

B

A

A

B

Merge Buffers: By Attribute

fA
so
lr ap d
e
s
ov an ffer
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B

B

A
B

d
cte th
se s wi tes
r
e
int gon tribu
t
ly
o
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+
A
A

B
B
B

In CAD result (left) buffer polygons overlap without
intersecting. In vector result (right) overlapping
buffer polygons intersect to form new polygons, two
of which result from intersecting B buffers and two
from intersecting A and B buffers. If attributes are
transferred, the latter intersect polygons receive
both A and B attributes.

You can choose to merge overlapping buffer zones from separate
input elements. The Merge Buffers menu offers the options None
(no buffers are merged), All (all buffers are merged), and By Attribute. With the latter option, you are prompted to select a database
table and field from the input elements; only buffers from elements
with the same value in the designated field are merged. Sample
results from these options are illustrated above.

Merge options are limited in some cases depending on the result
object type and your process settings:
• all buffers must be merged for a Region result;
• the By Attribute option is not available for vector input if
you choose to buffer more than one element type.
When you merge polygon buffer zones, you have the option to
merge polygons into a region before buffering. This option is
discussed in detail in the TechGuide entitled Polygon Buffer Zone
Options.
Buffer Zone Distance Options
Controls for setting the buffer zone distance are provided in the
Distance box on the Buffer Zone Generation window. Several
methods are provided for setting single or multiple buffer zone
distances. These options are selected from the Mode menu: Sin-

Vector,
CAD, or
Region

Vector
A

A
B

Merge Buffers: All

fA
so
lr ap d
e
s
ov an ffer
bu
B

A

B

d
cte th
se s wi tes
r
e
int gon tribu
t
ly
o
p Ba
+
A
A
merged single B
buffer polygon

B

Only buffers from B lines overlap each other
and are merged into a single buffer polygon.
In CAD result (left), the buffer polygons from
the two A lines overlap the B buffer polygon.
In the vector result (right), the A and B buffers
intersect to form new polygons, which receive
both A and B attributes.

All buffer zones
are merge into
a single polygon. Transfer
of attributes is
disallowed for
this option.

System: TNTmips Job Processing System). A Select Object window
then appears to allow you to designate a Project File and name
for the result object or objects. When only a single result object
is being created, a Skip button is provided on the Select Objects
window. Pressing this button creates a temporary result object that
is displayed in the Buffer Zone View. If the result is satisfactory,
press the Save As icon button to save it to a permanent location.
Otherwise, you can then make any desired adjustments in the buffer
settings and run the process again (you are first prompted whether
or not to save the current temporary result).
Buffer Table
When your buffer result is a vector or CAD object, a Buffer table is
automatically created for the buffer polygons. For single-distance
results this table contains a single record attached to the buffer
polygons that shows the buffer distance (in the Distance field). In
a vector object the Buffer table also includes a logical field (Inside) that indicates which polygons are inside the buffer zone. In
multiple-distance buffer results saved
to a single CAD object, the Buffer
table includes a record for each buffer
distance. (Multiple-distance vector
buffers must be separated to different
output objects by distance).
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Raster & Image Processing

Create Contrast-Matched Images

The Raster Contrast Matching process in TNTmips (Image / Contrast and
Trend / Match Contrast) allows you to process a set of grayscale or color-composite rasters to produce new rasters with cell values adjusted to match the
contrast of a reference raster of the same type. In the Raster Contrast Matching
window (illustrated to the right) you first select a Contrast Reference raster.
You then use the Select button to choose one or more raster objects of the
same type as the reference to be processed to produce the contrast-adjusted
products.

Two Matching Area options are provided for determining the cell value
adjustments for the output rasters: Whole Raster and Overlap. If there is
substantial overlap between all process rasters and the reference, then either
Natural-color 1-meter orthoimage color composites of an area in Utah, USA acquired in three different years. The raw images
have very different contrast and color.properties, with the 2004 image having the best contrast and color saturation. The 2006
and 2009 images were contrast-matched to the 2004 image using the whole raster as the matching area.
2004 image Reference

method can be used. If one or more of
the process rasters does not overlap the
reference, a warning message is shown
and the Whole Raster method is set as
the required Matching Area option.
Best results are obtained when the
matching areas include similar surface
materials imaged under similar atmospheric conditions and illumination.

2006 image matched to 2004

2009 image matched to 2004

2006 raw image

2009 raw image

A toggle button on the Raster Contrast
Matching window lets you choose
to copy any contrast tables from the
reference raster to the output rasters.
Standard menus are also provided for
choosing pyramid and compression
methods.
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Raster & Image Processing

Raster Color Conversions

The Raster Color Conversions process in TNTmips allows you
to make single color-composite rasters from sets of separate
RGB rasters, to convert color-composites to RGB separates,
and to convert image color components to a different color
space. The process provides conversions between RGB,
Intensity-Hue-Saturation, Brightness-Hue-Saturation, CMY
(cyan-magenta-yellow), and CMYK (cyan-magenta-yellow-black); see descriptions on the next page. Multiple input
images of the same type can be converted to the same output
type in a single operation. You have the option to apply saved
contrast tables or automatic contrast enhancement to the input
images during conversions.

Queue Job
Run

Remove Selected
Save Job

Add

Remove
All

Selecting Input Images

Select the type of input images you wish to convert from the
Input menu on the Raster Color Conversions window, then
press the Add icon button to select the images. For multi-band
input images, select the first set of bands; the Multi-band Image Options window (illustrated below) then appears to allow
you to confirm or change the color-component assignments
for each band. (If you will be selecting additional multi-band
images from different files with similar band naming conventions, turning on the Apply same settings to additional 3-band
images toggle allows you to select all of the additional image
band sets at once.) Press the OK button on this window to
accept the band assignments.
The input images are shown
in the Objects
list in the Raster
Color Conversions window.
If you have added an image or
image in error,
left-click on the
list entry to highlight it and press the Remove Selected icon
button. (You can select a contiguous range of input images by
holding down the Shift key while clicking or toggle selection
using <Ctrl> left-click.) Press the Remove All icon button
to clear the list.
Applying Contrast

When the input images are multi-band or 24-bit color composites, you have the option to apply contrast enhancements
during the conversion. The Objects list includes a contrast
column for each color component showing a contrast option.
For RGB images, for example, there are Red Contrast, Green
Contrast, and Blue Contrast columns in the list. The name
of the last-used saved contrast table (if any) is shown in each
column by default. Left-clicking on the small black arrow

Input Types
Single
RGB Separate
Intensity-Hue-Saturation
Brightness-Hue-Saturation
CMY
CMYK

Output Types
4-bit color map
8-bit color map
24-bit RGB
RGB Separate
Intensity-Hue-Saturation
Brightness-Hue-Saturation
CMY
CMYK

icon button in a contrast field opens a menu listing all of the
saved contrast tables for that image component, standard
auto-contrast options (Linear, Normalize, Equalize, Logarithmic, and Hyperbolic Tangent), and None. Choose the desired
contrast option for each image component.
Output

Choose an output image type from the Type menu in the
Output box in the lower part of the Raster Color Conversions
window. Use the Output Range menu to choose the numeric
range to which to scale the color components; the choices are
0 to 255 and 0 to 100. Choose a raster pyramid type from
the Pyramid menu and a compression option from the Compression menu. You can apply color balancing to the inputs
by turning on the Color Balance checkbox, which prompts
you to select a saved color balance object from a Project File.
Running the Process

Press the Run icon button to run the process immediately.
Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons are also also provided
to allow you to run the conversions using TNTmips Job
Processing. See the Technical Guide entitled TNTmips Job
Processing System for more information.
(continued)
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Color Spaces

Color variations can be defined using various standard color models that are most easily understood as three-dimensional color
spaces. Standard color models used in TNTgis include Red-Green-Blue (RGB), Intensity-Hue-Saturation, Brightness-Hue-Saturation, Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (CMY), and Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-Black (CYMK).
Blue

RGB Color Space
Cyan
The RGB color model
represents colors as ad- 255
White
ditive mixtures of three
primary colors: Red,
Magenta
n
Green, and Blue. This
Gree
model can be represent255
0
ed spatially as a cubic Black
volume defined by orYellow
thogonal Red, Green, and
255
Re
Blue axes with ranges 0
d
to 255 (or 0 to 100%).
Black is at the origin of the coordinate system (R=G=B=0),
and white is at the diagonally-opposite corner of the cube
(R=G=B=255). The diagonal connecting the black and white
corners contains the range of neutral gray levels. Complementary colors (such as blue and yellow) lie at diagonally-opposite
corners of the cube. An R-G-B color spread includes colors
found on a straight line connecting the two end-member colors
(for example, the edge connecting red and yellow).
Intensity-Hue-Saturation Color Space
The Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) model also represents colors
using three independent components. Hue is a basic perceptual
property of color that is related to the wavelength of the light
stimulus. The primary colors red, green, and blue all are associated with different light wavelengths.

Intensity is the lightness or darkness of a color. For a completely
unsaturated color, intensity varies from black through grays to
white.
The components of the Intensity-Hue-Saturation color
model can be visualized as a
double-cone space. The two
cones share a common vertical
axis and the same circular base
in the middle of the space. The
vertical axis is intensity, which
represents varying gray levels.

G
C
B

I
n
t
e
n
s
i
t
y

Y
R
M
Hue

Black

In any horizontal (circular) slice through one of the cones in
the model space, the hue varies around the slice, in the order
Red-Yellow-Green-Cyan-Blue-Magenta clockwise around the
circle (assuming an upward view along the intensity axis). The
saturation increases radially outward from the central intensity
axis. Maximum saturation in this model is at the midpoint of the
intensity range, at the shared base of the lower and upper cones.

Brightness-Hue-Saturation C
Color Space
The Brightness-Hue-Saturation
model is closely related to IHS, but
the color space is a single vertical
cone pointing downward.
The vertical axis is brightness, with
black at the bottom and white at the
top. Maximum saturation in this model
is at full brightness, rather than at the
midpoint as in the intensity-hue-saturation model.
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B

R
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t
n
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Hue

Black

Saturation
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow and
Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-Black Color Space
The Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (CMY) model applies to color
produced by mixing or overlaying translucent filters or inks,
as in printing. When laid on a white page, inks absorb or subtract certain wavelengths from white light, and the remaining
reflected wavelengths determine the color.

The subtractive CMY model is represented as a cubic volume
with orthogonal Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow axes with scales 0
to 255 (or 0 to 100%). White is at the origin (C=M=Y=0) and
black (C=M=Y=255) at the diagonally-opposite corner of the
volume. Equal mixtures of all three subtractive primaries define
gray levels along this diagonal of the cube. Equal mixtures of
pairs of the primaries produce red (magenta plus yellow), green
(yellow plus cyan),
Red
and blue (magenta
plus cyan).
255
Yellow

Saturation can be described as the purity of a color. A pure
hue would be perceived for light of a single wavelength
(monochromatic light). Light reflected or emitted is usually
polychromatic, or consisting of a range of wavelengths around
the average (which defines the hue). A color with a narrow range
of wavelengths is said to be highly saturated. As the range of
wavelengths increases, the hue becomes less distinct, and the
color fades toward gray (which includes equal amounts of light
White
at all visible wavelengths).

The 0 intensity level is black (the tip of the bottom cone); full
intensity is white (the tip of the upper cone). IHS values elsewhere along the intensity axis represent different levels of gray.

Saturation

The Cyan-Magent a - Ye l l o w - B l a c k
(CMYK) Model incorporates a black ink
component to more
economically produce grays and black
as well as dark colors.

Black
Green
255

0
White
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Database

Create Geotagged Image Table

A geotagged digital photo has geographic coordinates stored in
EXIF (Exchangeable Image File) tags in the image file (typically
a JPEG file). The Create Geotagged Image Table process in
TNTmips (accessed from the Database menu) creates a table in
a new or existing database that records the geographic position
and other information for each of the selected geotagged photo
files. The photos can be embedded in a field in the table or
the table can merely contain links to the stored locations of the
photos. In either case, the resulting table can be pinmapped
in any geospatial view, where the default DataTip for each
pin symbol is a thumbnail of the image. Alternatively, you
can direct the process to create a vector object with points
representing the photo locations and an associated database
table. The geotagged photo table or vector object allows you
to use the geotagged photos along with your other geospatial
data in your projects. The Create Geotagged Image Table
process can also assign geographic coordinates for digital
photos that are not yet geotagged, either automatically from
one or more GPS logs, or manually (see the Technical Guide
entitled Geotagging Digital Photos).

Add
Remove
Images Image

Remove All
Images

View
Image
View Image MetaOptions Image
data

Show/Hide
all images in
pinmap view

Database
Pinmap

Image List Controls

The Image List at the top of the Create Geotagged Image
Table window shows the information for each digital photo
file selected using the Add Images icon button above the list.
The image list shows the image file name and the acquisition
date and time for each photo. The EXIF GPS column entry
shows (by Yes or No value) whether the image is already
geotagged. The Latitude and Longitude fields automatically
show the coordinates for any geotagged image, otherwise
these fields are blank until coordinates have been determined
or entered in the process. A Description column is provided
which you can use to enter a name or explanation for each photo
to be added to the table.
An image can be selected in the Image List by left-clicking
on any field in its list entry; a selected image is highlighted
in black. Press the View Image icon button to open an image
viewer window displaying the photo. (You can also double-click

on the image’s list entry to open the image viewer.) Press the
View Image Metadata icon button to open a Metadata Properties
window that lists the EXIF tag values stored with the photo.
Pressing the Image Options icon button opens a menu with
choices for assigning coordinates to the selected photo when
you are geotagging. The Database Pinmap icon button opens
a View window that lets you view the photo positions relative
to a georeferenced raster object of your choice and to interactively adjust the positions. These options are discussed in more
detail in the Geotagging Digital Photos
TechGuide.
Press the Remove Image icon button to
remove the selected photo from the list,
or the Remove All Images icon button to
clear the list.
Table Output Options

Press the View Image Metadata icon button to view
the EXIF tag values for the selected photo.

Press the View Image icon button
(or double-click on the list entry)
to view the selected digital photo.

A geotagged photo database table has a record for each photo and includes all of the
fields in the Image List. The Table Output
Options controls let you set other parameters
for creating the table.
(continued)
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Use the Output menu to choose the type of result to create.
You can save a database table in a TNTgis Project File using
the RVC Table option, or save it to a DBASE file, a Microsoft
Access file, or to a MySQL or PostgreSQL database. Choose
the Vector Points option to create a vector object with a point
element attached to each record in the geotagged image table.
Alternatively, you can save the photo links in other formats for
use outside of TNTgis. The Comma Separated Values menu
option sets the standard CSV text format as the output option,
while the Text Formats option lets you set the format of the
output text file when you run the process. Choose the KML
option to save a Google Earth KMZ file containing copies of
the photos and KML code to position them in Google Earth.
You can use the EXIF output option to write the computed or
assigned photo locations to the EXIF tags in the input digital
photo files (see the Geotagging Digital Photos TechGuide).
Turn on the Include Heading/Speed Fields toggle next to the
Output menu to transfer these parameters from GPS logs you
have used to geotag the photos.
Radio buttons above the Output menu let you choose to Save
image filenames in text fields, which creates only a File name
field with a text link including each photo’s directory path and
file name, or Embed images in table as BLOBs, which stores the
actual photos in the table in a Binary Large OBject field named
Image. (The latter option is not available when you choose
the Comma Separated Values or Text Formats output option.)
Geotagged image tables with embedded photos are completely
portable and can be moved to any drive or computer. Tables
with text links and their referenced photo files must be kept in
their original drive and directory locations in order to maintain
the links.
When you embed the photo images, a thumbnail (reduced-size
version) is automatically created for each image and stored in
a separate Thumbnail field. The Maximum width/height for
thumbnail of image numeric field at the bottom of the Table
Output Options box lets you set the maximum dimension of
the thumbnails. These thumbnails are used by default as the
DataTip for the pinmap point symbols, or they can be used as
the point symbols themselves. (For tables with image links,
the DataTip thumbnail is created dynamically from the parent
image as needed, which may delay appearance of the DataTip.)
Geotag coordinates are recorded in image EXIF tags in WGS84
/ Geographic (longitude, latitude) coordinates, and a geotagged
image table always includes Latitude and Longitude fields.
However, you can also include photo position coordinates in
another coordinate reference system. Press the Reference System pushbutton at the top of the Table Output Options box to
open the Coordinate Reference System window to choose the
desired reference system. If you choose a projected reference
system, Northing and Easting fields are created in the table to
contain the projected coordinates.
Running the Process

After you have set all desired options, press the Run pushbutton
at the bottom of the window to create the result. If you are using
the RVC Table output option, a Select Database window appears
in which you can create a new or select an existing database

object; a Select Table window then appears in which you can
select a new or existing table. If you select an existing table,
a record is appended to the table for each image file unless a
matching image name is found in the table; in this case, the
existing record is modified.
For vector output you are prompted to create a new vector object in a Project File and to name the point table to contain the
geotagged photo information.
When you create the photo table in a TNTgis Project File, the
photos can be displayed in several ways from either tabular or
single-record views of the table (see the TechGuide entitled
Viewing Geotagged Image Tables).
If you have selected the Comma Separated Values, Text Formats, Microsoft Access, or DBASE output options, pressing
[Run] opens an Export
Parameters window
opens in which you
can set the text encoding for the table.
For the Text Formats
option you can can also set the format of the output text file as
either columnar or separated and set the Separator character.
Press the Export pushbutton to name the output file and start
the conversion.
If you have selected the MySQL or PostgreSQL output option,
after pressing [Run] you are first prompted to name the output
table, then presented with an Export Parameters window to set
the table encoding. Press [Export] to open the Database Login
window to provide login information for the database.
For KML output, pressing [Run] prompts you to name a KMZ
file. You are also prompted whether to set the image thumbnails
to be used as the point symbols and whether to automatically
launch Google Earth. When the KMZ file is opened in Google
Earth, the view zooms automatically to the extents of the photo
points. Left-click on the placemark symbol to show the photo
in a pop-in viewer window.

Display of pinmapped
geotagged photo table
and other data layers.
Pinmap DataTips have
been set to show the
photo images at maximum size of 200 pixels.
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Vector Analysis

Run EPANET Pipe Network Simulations

EPANET is a public-domain water distribution system
modeling program developed by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). EPANET simulates water
flow and water quality changes in pressurized
pipe networks, such as a city water supply
system. In TNTmips and TNTedit you can
create, edit, import, and export vector
objects representing pipe networks
with attributes that conform to
the EPANET data model (see
the Technical Guide entitled
Import-Export: EPANET Pipe
Networks in TNTmips).
The EPANET Simulation process
in TNTmips (Geometric / Spatial
Analysis / EPANET Simulation) also
lets you compute hydraulic and water
quality simulations on EPANET-compliant
vector objects using the EPANET toolkit library
that is installed with TNTmips. An EPANET simulation tracks the water flow conditions through each
network link (pipe, valve, or pump) and node (junction, tank,
or reservoir) through a series of time steps. The changing concentration of a chemical species can also be tracked. The conditions
at each time step are recorded in Simulation Results tables that
are added to the pipe network vector object, with a record for each
time step that is attached to the relevant line or node element.
Queue Job
Save Job

Run

Add

Remove
Selected

Remove All
EPANET Documentation

EPANET Simulation Window

The EPANET Simulation window (illustrated at the
bottom left of this page) allows you to select
one or more input vector objects to process.
The results of each simulation run are
written into the line and node databases of each input vector object. A
toggle button (Overwrite existing
results tables) lets you choose
whether or not to have the
current results overwrite
the Simulation Results
tables from the previous simulation. If
this toggle is turned
off, new tables are added
without deleting the previous results, and the new tables
have an auto-incremented number
(in parentheses) added to the end of
the table name to indicate the order of the
results.
The lower part of the EPANET Simulation window includes
sections for setting water quality, hydraulic, and time options
for the current simulation run (see below). Default values for
the processing parameters are read from the first vector object
selected, but you can change any of the parameters before running
the simulation. The same set of parameters is applied to all of
the input vector objects and all parameters are saved with those
objects to provide default values for later sessions.
You can run an EPANET simulation interactively by pressing the
Run button or in the background via the TNTmips Job Processing
System by pressing the Queue Job or Save Job icon buttons (see
the TechGuide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System).

Simulation Parameters

An EPANET simulation always computes changing hydraulic
states through time. The Hydraulic Options section of the EPANET Simulation window lets you set parameters such as the
flow units to use and the fluid viscosity and specific gravity. A
water quality analysis is optional; to omit the quality analysis,
choose None from the Quality menu in the Water Quality Options. A complete explanation of the Water Quality and Hydraulic
Options can be found in the EPANET 2 Users Manual (Options,
pages 152-154), which can be accessed by pressing the EPANET
Documentation icon button on the toolbar.
The Times section on the EPANET Simulation window lets you set
the duration of the simulation and the timestep intervals for various
aspects of the simulation. These parameters are also explained in
detail in the EPANET 2 Users Manual (Times, pages 173-174).
(continued)
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Running a Simulation

When the simulation is run, the process transfers the characteristics of your pipe network and the processing parameters you
have set to an EPANET “Input” file (a formatted text file). This
file is passed to the EPANET toolkit library, which performs the
timestep simulation. TNTmips retrieves the simulation results
and writes them back to the node and line databases of the input
vector object(s). The input file is saved with a .inp file extension,
along with a text report file (with a .txt file extension). When you
run the simulation (or designate it for job processing) you are
prompted to provide names for these output files.

Results table. When you display the EPANET vector after running
a simulation, you can view the records for a particular element
marked in the View window in either single-record or tabular
view of the table (chosen using options on the Table menu). In
single-record view, icons at the top of the window allow you to
step through the time-step records for the marked network element
(see illustrations below). In tabular view, you can use the Show
Marked Element Records button to restrict the listing to only the
records attached to the selected element.
First
Attached

Previous
Attached

Next
Last
Attached Attached

The report file can include a summary, a report of average energy
usage by each pump, and a detailed status section that identifies
all network components that change status during each time step.
It can also include reports for individual nodes and links in the
network. The contents of the text report file can be specified by
editing the records in the Report table in the Nodes database;
see the pages 161 to 162 of the EPANET 2 User Manual for the
format and options. The summary section of a sample report file
is shown below.
Page 1

Thu Sep 12 17:09:14 2013

**************************************************************
*
E P A N E T
*
*
Hydraulic and Water Quality
*
*
Analysis for Pipe Networks
*
*
Version 2.00.12
*
**************************************************************
BWNII
Input Data File ......... E:\EPANET\Simulations\BWNII.inp
Number of Junctions................ 399
Number of Reservoirs............... 1
Number of Tanks ................... 7
Number of Pipes ................... 443
Number of Pumps ................... 11
Number of Valves .................. 5
Headloss Formula .................. Hazen-Williams
Hydraulic Timestep ................ 15.00 min
Hydraulic Accuracy ................ 0.010000
Status Check Frequency ............ 2
Maximum Trials Checked ............ 10
Damping Limit Threshold ........... 0.000000
Maximum Trials .................... 100
Quality Analysis .................. Chlorine
Water Quality Time Step ........... 5.00 min
Water Quality Tolerance ........... 0.01 mg/L
Specific Gravity .................. 1.00
Relative Kinematic Viscosity ...... 1.00
Relative Chemical Diffusivity ..... 1.00
Demand Multiplier ................. 1.00
Total Duration .................... 10080.00 min
Reporting Criteria:
Selected Nodes
Selected Links

Single-record views of an attached record for a selected pipe element (above) and a selected pipe junction (below). Marked elements
are shown in magenta in the network illustrations. Each element has
one attached record reporting the results for a particular time step in
the simulation (identified by the value in seconds in the Time Period
field). In single-record view you can use the icon buttons at the top
of the table window (labeled above) to step through the timestep
records for a particular element

Show Marked Element Records

Analysis begun Thu Sep 12 17:09:14 2013

Simulation Results

The EPANET Simulation process records conditions at each time
step for each element in the network. Simulation Results tables
are created for both lines and nodes. The records in these tables
record hydraulic and water quality (if specified) conditions at
each time step for the attached network element. Each network
element thus will have multiple attached records in the Simulation

Tabular view of attached records for
a selected pipe junction element.
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Tilesets

Export Geometric Tilesets

The Export Geometric Tileset process in
TNTmips Pro (Web GIS / Geometry / Export) converts a styled vector, CAD, or shape
object into a geometric web tileset with your
choice of the SVG, SVGz, or KML geometric tileset structure. These tiled structures
allow you to present styled geometric data on
the web for any size area at different levels
of detail over a range of zoom levels. (See
the Tileset Technical Guides entitled SVG
Geometric Structure and Geometric KML
Structure for descriptions and illustrations
of these products.) Geometric tilesets use
Google Maps zoom level numbering and
can be used in either Google Maps or Open
Layers geomashups. Modern web browsers
support the display of the geometric data in
these tilesets and automatically apply enhancements such as anti-aliasing to provide
a high-quality rendering of your map data.

Use the Target menu to
choose the output tileset
type: SVG, SVGz, or KML.

The Export Geometric Tileset process
renders styled geometric object elements
(polygons, lines, points, and/or labels) into
the output tileset. The styles created in the
tileset depend upon the complexity of the input element styles
and the capabilities of the output SVG or KML graphics format.
SVG geometric tilesets allow a more faithful representation of
complex point and line styles, including CartoScript symbology,
than KML tilesets. See the Tileset TechGuide entitled Styling
Map Elements for Geometric Structures for more information.
You can choose which element type or types to convert and
choose the range of Google Maps zoom levels to be created
in the tileset. The process renders the tiles at each zoom level
directly from the source object starting with the maximum (most
detailed) zoom level. Line elements in the source object are
progressively simplified (thinned) prior to creating each successively lower zoom level to provide a level of map detail that
is appropriate for viewing each level. You can also specify the
source of the name/description information that will be shown in
Info Windows when the user clicks on the map elements while
viewing the tileset in a web browser.

General Process Settings

The Export Geometric Tileset process uses the display style and
element selection parameters you have previously set for the
input geometric object as the starting point to control rendering
the elements to a tileset. The input object is displayed with
these styles in the View tabbed panel. You can further constrain
the tileset rendering and set other process parameters using the
controls on the Input tabbed panel.
Target and Render Options
Use the Target menu to choose the format for the output tileset:

Set the range of numeric
Google Maps zoom levels
to create using the Minimum
and Maximum menus.

Create preview HTML files
to view the result in Google
Maps and Open Layers.

SVG, SVGZ (compressed SVG), or KML. Render toggle buttons
are provided to choose the element type to render: Polygons,
Lines, Points, and Labels. An individual toggle button is active
if that element type is present in the input object and is selected
for display. Label elements are rendered as text to both SVG
and KML tilesets. Dynamic labels set in the source vector object
for polygon, line, or point elements are rendered as text to SVG
tilesets but are ignored when creating a KML geometric tileset.
Zoom Levels
The Minimum and Maximum zoom level menus let you set the
range of zoom levels to create in the tileset. Default minimum
and maximum levels are set automatically when you select the
input object. These default values are based on the map extents
of the object, but you can modify these settings. To help determine an appropriate range of zoom levels, you can use the Zoom
panel in the sidebar of any TNTgis View window (including the
View panel in the Export Geometric Tileset window) to preview
your input vector. In this panel you can set the zoom method
to Google Maps and pick any zoom level from the Level menu
(see the TechGuide entitled Sidebar Zoom Panel). In most cases
it is good practice to set a maximum zoom level such that the
corresponding map scale is close to that at which the original
map data were created. Choose a minimum zoom level that
avoids overcrowding the map elements, which may produce an
uninformative and unattractive map and which can also produce
very large tile files for the lower zoom levels, resulting in slow
display of the tileset in the browser.
(continued)
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Choice of Tile Sizes
The standard size for tiles to be used in web geomashups is 256 by
256 pixels. But the Export Geometric Tileset process allows you
to choose larger tile sizes, such as 512 by 512 or 1024 by 1024
pixels, from the Tile Size menu. For tilesets containing relatively
simple geometric data, using a larger tile size reduces the number
of tiles that the browser has to manage in a particular view and
thus may result in faster and more efficient display of the tileset.
The option for larger tile sizes is most useful for SVG geometric
tilesets, in which the geometric data is stored compactly and is
interpreted directly by the web browser. MicroImages does not
recommend using a tile size larger than 256 by 256 for KML
geometric tilesets or for SVG tilesets with extremely complex
geometric data, as the larger-sized tile files may require excessive
download and loading times.
Line Thinning Factor
To produce tileset zoom levels with differing amounts of detail, the input vector object is automatically simplified prior to
rendering the tiles at each level after the maximum zoom level.
(Line thinning is not available for CAD and shape input). Lines
are simplified (thinned) by selectively removing vertices that
cause the line to deviate from a locally straight trend. A nominal
thinning distance (line deviation threshold) is set automatically
for each output zoom level based on the ground dimensions of a
screen pixel at that level. You can modify the thinning distance
and the amount of line thinning actually applied at each level
by varying the value in the Line Thinning Factor field. This
value can range from 0.1 (minimum thinning) to 1.0 (maximum thinning). The value to set for the Line Thinning Factor
depends on the complexity, curvature, and vertex density of the
input vector lines and the type of output tileset you are creating.
Lines that have been overly-thinned for a particular zoom level
will exhibit obvious straight line-segments separated by sharp
angles. Reducing the thinning factor can retain smoothness in
curving lines at all zoom levels. (Examples of different settings
for the thinning factor are illustrated below.) You may need to
run several trials with a particular vector object to produce the
desired appearance of lines in the output geometric tileset.

Keep in mind that reducing line thinning increases the size of the
output geometric tile files, especially at the lower zoom levels
where each tile covers a larger map area and thus includes many
more graphic elements than at higher zoom levels. Because

Thinning Factor = 0.25

Thinning Factor = 0.5

the tiles in KML geometric tilesets must be interpreted and
converted to a different graphic form prior to being displayed
in the browser, insufficient line thinning can result in very slow
load times for these tilesets. Tiles in SVG tilesets, on the other
hand, are stored in a compact format and are read directly by
the web browser, so tile size and graphic complexity have much
less impact on browser performance. You can therefore use less
line thinning and retain greater line complexity without compromising browser performance when creating an SVG tileset;
a KML tileset produced from the same input will likely require
a higher degree of thinning to produce a tileset with acceptable
browser performance.
In some cases the line thinning procedure may encounter a line
for which the automated deletion of vertices would produce line
segments that cross each other or which intersect another line.
Such lines are silently skipped and not thinned, in which case a
relatively complex line is rendered unchanged into each tileset
zoom level. If you notice such effects, you may wish to use the
TNTmips Editor to edit the input vector object and manually
simplify the problem lines before remaking the geometric tileset.
Point, Line, and Polygon Parameters
The Point Parameters, Line Parameters, and Polygon Parameters
sections of the Input tabbed panel provide controls for setting
the Info Window content to be shown in the web browser for
the output tileset. Each of these control sections is active if its
element type is selected for rendering to the tileset, allowing
you to specify the source for text to assign to the Name and Description attributes of the corresponding elements in the tileset.
When the tileset is viewed in a geomashup in a web browser,
the Name attribute text for the map element at the mouse cursor
location can be automatically shown as a floating label next to
the cursor. The Name attribute is also used as a bold heading
in the Info Window that opens when the user clicks on a map
element. The Description attribute text is shown in nonbold text
beneath the Name in the Info Window.

Separate menus are provided to let you set the source for the
Name and Description text. The Name menu provides the options
None, Select Field, and First Line of DataTip. If you choose
Select Field you are automatically prompted to choose an associated database table and field to provide the text for the element
names. The First Line of DataTip option is useful when you

Thinning Factor = 1.0

Automatic line thinning example illustrating the visual effect of using different values for the Line Thinning Factor. Each illustration shows an
SVG tileset with filled polygons and an overlying SVG tileset with black lines that form the polygon boundaries; the same Line Thinning Factor
was applied to both tilesets in each example. Tilesets are shown at one less than the maximum zoom level, so one step of line thinning has
been applied to the source vector lines. The amount of line thinning increases from left to right in these examples. A smaller value for the Line
Thinning Factor results in less line thinning and smoother lines, but larger tile files.
(continued)
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Settings for SVG Geometric Tilesets

In an SVG (or SVGZ) geometric tileset, point and line symbols
are rendered as vector graphics into the SVG file for each tile.
Because each tile area is independently rendered, large point
symbols near tile boundaries may be partially cut off at the
edge of a tile. In addition, polygons that cross tile boundaries
must be stored as closed shapes with boundary segments along
tile edges. If the polygons are rendered with borders, spurious
tile-edge polygon borders can appear.

Name

Description

Browser view of a geometric tileset with polygons, with an Info
Window opened by left-clicking on one of the polygons. The source
vector object has a multiline DataTip set from a computed text field
in the polygon database that concatenates information from various
fields in the attribute table. In the Export Geometric Tileset process
the Name menu for Polygons was set to First Line of DataTip (which
sets the Description option to Following Lines of DataTip), so the Info
Window replicates the information in the TNTgis multiline DataTip.

have set up a multiline DataTip for the geometric elements using
a computed text field in the element database. With this option
the first line of text of the element DataTip is set as the Name;
the Description menu is automatically set to Following Lines of
DataTip, so any subsequent lines in a multiline DataTip are set
as the Description (see the illustration above for an example and
the TechGuide entitled Geomedia Publishing: DataTip Design
for Google Maps/Earth Info Windows for more information).
When you have set the Name menu to Select Field or None,
the Description menu is active and presents the options None,
Select Field, and Select Table. The Select Field option prompts
you choose a single database field to provide the description
text. The Select Table option prompts you to select a table, and
automatically creates a multiline description using all of the
fields in the table, showing the field name followed by the field
attribute value on each line.
Preview HTML
Controls in the Create Preview HTML box at the bottom of the
Input tabbed panel are provided to optionally create an HTML
file (web page) to display the completed geometric web tileset.
Turn on the toggle button(s) to create a Google Maps and/or
Open Layers preview, or None. Each preview web page must
reference a corresponding JavaScript library (Google Maps or
Open Layers) in order to display the tileset; the menu next to each
preview option lets you specify the library location. The default
option Include Scripts in Mashup makes a copy of the required
library in the same directory as the tileset. If you already have an
up-to-date version of the library on your website, you can choose
the Link to JavaScript from option and enter the web address of
the library directory in the URL field to the right of the menu.

The preview files are created to let you immediately view the
output tileset. To present the tileset on your website, you should
use the Assemble Geomashup process to design the appropriate
presentation for the tileset.

To accommodate such style issues, you can choose to create
“oversize” SVG tiles in which the area for storing styled elements
in each tile is expanded by adding an outer margin, specified in
screen pixels. The Outer tile margin... field in the Input panel
for SVG lets you set the width of this margin area, which is not
actually displayed in the browser. If the tileset you are making
includes polygons with borders, you should set the width of the
tile margins to be equal to the width (in screen pixels) you have
set for the polygon borders in the parent vector object. The spurious tile-edge borders thus lie entirely within the tile margins.
The JavaScript code for displaying the tiles in a geomashup
clips the browser rendering of the elements along the nominal
tile boundaries, so the tile-edge polygon borders do not appear
in the browser view.
If the tileset you are making includes large point symbols, you
should set the tile margin width to be as large as the point symbol
size. Near-edge point elements are then included in both adjacent oversize tiles. When these tiles are viewed in the browser,
the symbols for near-edge points are rendered in both tiles but
are clipped at the nominal tile boundary so the visible symbols
originate partially in one tile and partially in the adjacent tile,
but appear seamless in the browser rendering.
You can also set a common opacity percentage for all colors in
the tileset using the Initial Opacity Percentage field. This option
is most useful when you are making a tileset from polygons
with opaque fill colors, letting you set all fills to be partially
transparent in the tileset to reveal underlying basemap features
when viewed in a geomashup. (The Assemble Geomashup
process also lets you include a Transparency control for a layer
in the geomashup so that the user can interactively vary the
transparency of layers.)
Settings for tile margin
width and color opacity
for SVG tilesets.

Style information (color definitions, line widths, etc.) for rendering geometric elements is stored by default in the individual
SVG tile files in the tileset. The same style information may
be repeated in many tiles, increasing the stored size of the tiles
and possibly affecting loading times in the web browser. If you
turn on the Link to Stylesheet toggle, element style information
is stored separately in a single style file (Cascading Style Sheet
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(continued)

or CSS file), and the individual SVG tile files then are created
with links to this style sheet file, reducing their stored size and
improving tileset performance. Note that for polygons with
hatch patterns (not recommended for conversion to tilesets), the
hatch patterns may not render properly in some web browsers
if the tileset has linked CSS styles rather than embedded styles.

Settings for KML Geometric Tilesets
Altitude Settings
KML geometric tilesets can be displayed in 3D in Google Earth,
where elevation information included with the elements can be
used to control the rendering of the elements. The Point, Line,
and Polygon Parameters controls for KML provide an Altitude
menu with choices None and Select Field. If you choose None,
no altitude information is provided for the KML elements, and
they are rendered directly on the terrain surface in Google Earth
(default Clamp to Ground setting in KML). Choosing the Select
Field option automatically prompts you to choose a table and
field containing altitude values. Selecting a field activates the
Mode menu, which contains choices that tell Google Earth how
to interpret the altitude values. The choices are Absolute, which
interprets the values as absolute elevation above sea level, and
Relative to Ground, which interprets them as heights above the
terrain surface. If you turn on the Extrude toggle, Google Earth
renders the elements with vertical curtains connecting them to
the terrain, making the elements appear as if they were extruded
upward from the surface. These settings have no effect when a
KML tileset is displayed in a web browser with Google Maps
or Open Layers.
Line Settings
Lines are stored in KML files with style information that specifies the line color and width in screen pixels. When lines are
rendered into KML tiles from the source object, the nominal line
width is determined automatically from the TNTgis line style
settings. However, you can adjust this width determination in
two ways. The Minimum Line Width setting for KML lets you
set a minimum screen width in pixels for all lines. You can also
set a global Line Scale Factor that is applied when determining
the KML line width from the TNTgis line style. If all lines are
too thin or too thick in the output KML geometric tileset, you
can adjust the Line Scale Factor and remake the tileset without
having to adjust all of the line styles in the source vector object.

KML line style settings

Point Settings
When point elements are rendered to a KML geometric tileset,
the point symbols are automatically rendered to very small PNG
image files (“icons”) that are automatically linked to the relevant
individual KML tile files. The Marker Image Size field in the
Point Parameters section of the Input panel for KML lets you
set the size (in pixels) of the PNG icon files produced from the
source point symbols. The KML file format also incorporates an
icon scale factor that determines the dimensions on screen of the
point icons when the KML tileset is viewed in Google Maps or
Google Earth. You can use the Icon Scale numeric field to set a
scale factor to adjust the screen size of the KML point symbols,
or turn on the Assign icon scale based on view toggle to have
the scale set automatically based on the source object display
settings. One strategy to produce attractive symbols on-screen
is to render the TNTgis symbols to a larger size (24 or 32 pixels,
for example) but use an icon scale factor less than 1 to reduce
the KML symbols to a smaller screen size.
KML point symbol settings:

viewing scale
settings

dimensions (in pixels) of
the symbol’s PNG file

NOTE: When you create a KML geometric tileset consisting only of points, it is not necessary to create multiple
levels. Simply determine the lowest zoom level at which
the points can be viewed without crowding and set this
level on both the Minimum and Maximum menus. In
a geomashup you can view the KML point layer at any
higher zoom level without adversely affecting viewing
performance.

Running the Process
You can run the Export Geometric Tilesets process as a single
process using the Run icon button or as a group of jobs under
the TNTmips Job Processing system by pressing the Save Jobs
or Queue Jobs icon buttons. The latter option can provide
significantly faster processing, as you can set job processing
to run several jobs simultaneously to take advantage of your
computer’s multiple cores (see the TechGuide entitled TNTmips
Job Processing System). When you name the output TileSet
Definition (TSD) file for an SVG tileset or the output master
KML file for a KML tileset, an enclosing directory with the same
name is automatically created to contain all of the contents of
the output tileset.
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System

Searching Geodata Catalogs

In TNTgis you select geospatial data for viewing and
analysis using the Select objects window (which may
have varying names depending on the context). You
can select local data by navigating your computer and
network file system using the controls on the Browse,
Favorites, and Recent tabbed panels, as described in
the Technical Guide entitled System: Select Objects
for Use. Alternatively, you can use the Catalog Search
panel to select local or web data by searching based
on geographic location and/or by text contained in
the object, file, or folder name or the file or object
description.
You can make geographic and text searches for local data using geodata catalogs, which you create,
manage, and update in the Geodata Catalog Manager.
Geodata catalogs record the extents, file path, object
description, and other characteristics of the geospatial
data in the folders you select. Consult the TechGuide
entitled System: Making and Managing Geodata Catalogs for information on creating geodata catalogs.

Catalog Search Panel

The Browse tabbed panel is active by default when you open
the Select Objects window. Click on the Catalog Search tab to
expose the Catalog Search panel, which is shown in the illustration above right. The upper portion of the panel includes a
scrolled list of available geodata catalogs, controls for specifying a geographic search, a Search Text box, and a Search icon
button for carrying out the search. Files and objects found by
the search are shown in the list in the middle portion of the
panel. The Files and Objects controls below the search list can
be used to restrict the types of files and objects returned by the
search. These controls, which are also available when you use
the Browse, Favorites, and Recent panels, are documented in
the TechGuide entitled System: Select Objects for Use.

Geodata Catalog List

The Geodata Catalog list includes an Online Catalog of Web
Map Service (WMS) and ArcIMS layers, and entries for any
catalogs of local geodata that you have created. Use the checkboxes to indicate which catalogs you wish to search. You can
search multiple catalogs at the same time.
Clicking on the Add Catalog entry at the bottom of the list
prompts you to select a catalog file that does not yet appear in
the list; this should only be the case if you have received a set of
geodata with catalog from another TNTmips installation (such
as on an external hard drive or DVD). On Mac systems, which
mount drives by name, such a geodata catalog can be added
to the list and used directly. On Windows computers, which
mount drives by drive letter, the geocatalog entries would only
be valid if the drive letter at the new location is the same as
that of the source data on the original computer.

1
2
3
4

5

Components of the Catalog Search Panel
1

Search Text box; enter text to search by folder/file/object name
or description

2

Search icon button; press to execute the search.

3

Geodata Catalog list; check the catalog(s) you wish to search.

4

Controls for geographic search.

5

Search results list.

Search Text

To search by text, enter a search string in the Search Text field
and press the Search icon button. The search finds any geodata
object in which the search string is contained in the object
name, file name, or the name of any folder in the filepath; or
in the file or object description. Text searches can be used
alone or in combination with geographic search constraints.
The search string can include text, wild card characters, and
other pattern-matching syntax. You can set the type of pattern
matching you can use in the Filter Mode section of the Settings
menu, which is opened from the Settings icon button on the
Browse tabbed panel. The Simple mode allows you to use
simple wild card characters: “_” to match any single character
and “*” to match and character string. The Regular Expression
option allows you to use powerful regular expression syntax
to match more complex text patterns. For more information
see the TechGuide entitled System: Select Objects for Use.

Geographic Search

Controls in the box to the left of the Geodata Catalog list are
used to set up geographic search criteria. Geographic searches
test the geographic extents information stored for each object
in the selected geocatalog(s) against the search location or
(continued)
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extents range information you specify. A set of three icon
buttons determine how a cataloged object’s extents are tested:
(see illustration below): Extents must contain, Extents must
be contained by, or Extents must overlap. When you use the
Point search mode, the Extents must contain constraint is set
automatically.
Geographic Search Mode

Extents Constraints

Point

Extents must contain

Range

Locations

Regions

Extents must be contained by

Saved
Locations

Extents must overlap
Object
Search

Extents must
contain

any reference system for the coordinates using the Coordinates
button. When you choose Point mode, the extents constraints
choice is automatically set to Extents must contain and the
other choices are disabled.

Search

Object
Object

Extents must be
contained by

Search

Extents must
overlap

You can choose one of the five available geographic search
modes using icon buttons on the geographic search panel’s
toolbar: Range (extents by coordinates), Point (point location
coordinates), Regions (extents from a specified object), Locations (using the Bing Maps Service) or Saved Locations.
Different controls appear in the panel below the toolbar depending on the geographic search mode you have selected. When
you provide suitable criteria for the selected geographic search
mode, the Limit Extents checkbox is turned on automatically to
indicate that these criteria will be applied when you press the
Search icon button. You can turn this checkbox off if necessary
if you don’t wish to apply the specified geographic criteria (to
do a text search alone, for example).

Point Controls

Regions

In Regions mode you can use any spatial object to define the
test extents for a geographic search. In this mode the panel
below the geographic toolbar shows a region manager control
with expandable entries User Added and Objects (see illustration below). If you are selecting objects to add to an existing
display, there is also an entry for each open View (such as
Display Group 1 in the illustration). If the View contains a
layout, the view entry will include subentries for each group,
each of which can be expanded to show the layers in the group.
You can use the Add Objects icon button to select any available
spatial object to use to define the test extents; any such objects
are added to the control under the Objects entry. If you have
defined any temporary regions in the current Display session
(e.g., a region from marked polygons), these regions appear in
the control under the User Added heading. You can highlight
any individual object or display group in the region manager
to select it to set the test extents.

Add Objects

Range

In the Range mode you define test extents by entering minimum and maximum map coordinates (Longitude and Latitude
or Easting and Northing) in the numeric fields provided (see
illustration below). The default reference system for coordinate
entry is WGS84 / Geographic; press the Coordinates button to
select a different reference system for the test extents.

Region Controls

Locations

Using the Locations mode you can specify test extents by
submitting location names to the Bing Maps Service. Enter a
location name in the Find Location... text box (see illustration
below), then press the Enter key or press the Query icon button
to the right of the field. Named locations found by the service
are listed in the text box below the field (it may take a few
seconds to complete this query). Pausing the mouse cursor
over a result shows a DataTip with additional information and
a graphic showing its location. Highlight any of the resulting
location entries to use it to set the test extents.
Query

Range Controls

Point

In Point mode you define a test location by entering map
coordinates for a point location (Longitude and Latitude or
Easting and Northing) in the numeric fields provided (see
illustration below). As with the Range mode, you can specify

Location Controls
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(continued)

Saved Locations

When you choose the Saved Locations mode, a Shared folder
icon appears in the panel below the toolbar. Expand this folder
to show a list of any locations you have previously saved in
the Display interface using the Places pane in the View sidebar (see the TechGuide entitled Set View Position with Places
Panel). Highlight any of the locations in the list to use it to
set the test extents.

Saved Locations Controls

Search Results

The results of a catalog search are shown in the scrolled list
below the search controls (see illustration below). Columns in
the list show the file or object name, the catalog name, the type
of object, coordinates of the object’s spatial extents, and other

information. Use the horizontal scroll bar to reveal columns
that are not currently visible. You can drag a column heading
to the left or right to change the order of the columns. Pausing
the mouse cursor over the object name shows a DataTip with
position and extents information and a graphic showing the
location and extents of the object (see illustration below left).
Left-click on a column heading to sort the list alphabetically
by the entries in that column; left-click again to reverse the
sort order. Right-clicking on a column heading shows a popin menu with choices to Sort Ascending, Sort Descending,
and Fit to Content (which changes the column width to fit
the widest entry). The final menu choice, Choose Columns,
opens the Choose Columns window, which lets you pick which
information to include in the list (see illustration below right).
You can use the Files and Objects controls below the results
list to further filter the results by file extension and object
type, as described in the TechGuide entitled System: Select
Objects for Use.

You can add an object from the search
results list to the Selected list at the
bottom of the window in several
ways:
1) left-click on the object icon in the results list
2) double-click elsewhere on the entry in the results list
3) left-click on the results entry to highlight it and press
the Add icon button on the Selected panel.
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Geometric Analysis

Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon

The Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon process (Geometric / Statistics
/ Element Statistics by Polygon) computes statistics over polygonal areas in a
destination geometric object from:
• points, lines, or polygons in a source geometric object, and/or
• numeric values in selected database fields associated with the source elements
(minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, and others).
The destination and source objects can be vector, CAD, or shape objects. You can
choose to save the statistics as tables added directly to the destination polygon
object, as tables added to a copy of the destination object (leaving the original
unchanged), or as text (CSV) files.
Statistics can be tabulated for the destination object using:
• all polygons or only those marked in the process’s View window
• individual polygons and/or polygons grouped by value in a designated attribute field.
Element statistics for each destination polygon (or polygon group) can also be
broken down (separated) by value in a designated source attribute field.
You also can choose to compile statistics using all source elements or only those
marked in the View. (Destination and source elements can be marked for processing
manually, by region, or by query.)
Destination Polygons Controls
Use the Object pushbutton in the Destination Polygons box to select a geometric
object with polygons (see illustration to the right). The selected object is automatically displayed in the separate View window. Use the Output menu to choose
how to save the statistics: Add table(s) to object, Copy object and add table(s), or
Text file(s). The Use radiobuttons to the right of this menu set whether to use All
destination polygons or only those Marked in the View.

You can choose one or both of the By Polygon and By Attribute options. The By
Polygon option compiles statistics independently for each polygon. With this
option you can choose an ID or Name to embed in the statistics table(s) to identify
each polygon. The choices are None, Element Number, Polygon_ID.Current (if
the object has a Polygon_ID table) and Choose; the latter option prompts you to
select a database table and field associated with the polygons to provide the ID.

Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon window.
In this example, the Destination object is a vector
object with county polygons of the state of Nebraska (black boundary lines in illustration below). The
Source object is a shapefile with polygons showing
soil associations (colored polygon fills below). The
separation attribute set for the source is a field with
the soil association names. The process is set to
compute summary element statistics for the destination polygons (Total checkbox) and a breakdown of
those statistics by soil association, with a separate
record for each association (results on next page).

The By Attribute option tabulates statistics by grouping polygons that have the
same value in a designated attribute field. When you select this option you are
automatically prompted to choose the table and field to use. You can press the
Choose pushbutton to reset this choice if needed. The selected attribute is included
as a field in the resulting statistics table(s).
Source Controls
Use the Object pushbutton in the Source box to select the geometric object from which to compile the statistics; this object is automatically added to the View. Use the Type radiobuttons to
choose the element type; if only one element type is present, this control is set automatically.
The Use radiobuttons to the right set whether to use All source elements or only those Marked in the View. Press the Separation
Attribute pushbutton to choose a source table and field if you wish to compute statistics by source element attribute in addition to or
instead of the summary statistics for all elements being used.
Statistics from Source Elements
The Statistics from Source Elements box provides controls for computing statistics directly from the source elements. The Statistics
column on the right side of the box provides a choice of element statistics via a checkbox for each statistic that is available for the
selected source element type. The Count option (available for all element types) counts the number of source elements within each
destination polygon (or polygon group). Line source elements provide an additional Length option, while source polygon elements
provide Area and Coverage % options.
(continued)
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Tabular view of Total element statistics for the soil association example
shown on the previous page. This
table has one record per destination
polygon (county), with Count, Area,
and CoveragePct fields.
Right, single-record view of element
statistics table resulting from setting
Total and Separate Fields by Attribute
options (see text).

Turn on the Total checkbox in the Statistics from Source Elements
box to compute the selected element statistics by destination
polygon (and/or polygon attribute). This option produces a table
with one record for each destination polygon (see illustration
above left). If the Include zero-count totals checkbox is turned
off, records for polygons with no source elements are not included
in the result.
When you wish to break down the element statistics by source
element attribute, you have two mutually exclusive options: Separate Fields by Attribute and Separate Records by Attribute. With
the Separate Fields option, the statistics for each attribute value
are added as fields to the table with the Total polygon statistics
(see illustration above middle). If there are many attribute values,
this option results in a table with a very large number of fields, as
there may be one to three fields per attribute value, depending on
the source element type and the statistics you have selected. In
some cases (such as the soil association example illustrated), many
of the attribute statistic fields may be zero-valued. However, this
table structure is well-suited to use in a spreadsheet.
The Separate Records option creates a table with a separate record
for each combination of 1) destination polygon or polygon group
and 2) value of the source element separation attribute (see illustration above right). Thus there are multiple records per destination
polygon. Zero-count records are automatically excluded from this
table, providing a more compact presentation of the data than the
Separate Fields by Attribute option. If the Total option is used in
combination with Separate Records by Attribute, the Total and
By Attribute statistics are created in separate tables (due to the
required difference in table structure).

Above, tabular view of source element statistics
table created by the Separate Records by Attribute option for the soil association example. This
table has one record for each unique combination
of destination polygon (county) and value of the
designated source element separation attribute (soil
association). Zero-count records are automatically
excluded from this table.

Statistics from Selected Source Fields
The Statistics from Selected Source Fields box provides controls
for computing statistics from numeric fields in an attribute table
associated with the source elements. Use the Table menu at the
top right of the box to choose the table. The fields in the table
are then shown in the picklist below the menu; turning on the
Numeric Only checkbox filters the field list to show only fields
with numeric values. Click in the square to the left of a field to
select it. You can clear these selections if needed by pressing the
Deselect All iconbutton (see illustration below).

The available field statistics are listed in the lower left portion
of the Statistics from Selected Source Fields box. They include
Minimum, Maximum, Mean, Variance, Standard Deviation, and
Relative Std Deviation %*. Choose any combination of the individual measures by turning on their checkboxes, or choose All.
(continued)

Deselect All

* Relative Standard Dev % expresses the standard deviation as a
percentage of the mean: 100 x Standard Deviation / Mean. This
statistic allows comparison between measurements in different
units.
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Turn on the Total checkbox in the Statistics from Source Fields box to compute
field statistics by destination polygon (and/or polygon attribute). The result is a
tabulation with one record for each destination polygon (“by polygon” structure).
If the Total option is also used in the Statistics from Source Elements box, the
element statistics and source field statistics are combined in a single “by polygon”
table as illustrated below (unless the Separate table for each field toggle is turned
on; see below).
To break down the source field statistics by source element attribute, turn on the
Separate by Attribute checkbox. The result is a tabulation with one record for
each combination of 1) destination polygon and 2) value of the source element
separation attribute (“by polygon by attribute” structure; see illustration at the
bottom of page). In the example on this page, this table contains only source field
statistics and no element statistics, because the Separate Records by Attribute option was not selected in the Statistics from Source Elements box (see illustration
to the right); only the Total element statistics option was selected. If Separate
Records by Attribute (for source elements) and Separate by Attribute (for source
fields) are both selected, the element and field statistics are saved to a single table
with the “by polygon by attribute” structure.
Turning on the Separate table for each field toggle in the Statistics from Selected
Source Fields box causes the statistics for the each of the selected source fields
to be saved in different tables. This option applies to both Total (by polygon or
polygon attribute) field statistics and field statistics separated by source attribute.
In the example on this page, this choice would result in creation of five tables:
one “by polygon” table for the Total element statistics, a “by polygon” table with
the Total field statistics for each of the two selected fields, and a “by polygon by
attribute” table for each of the two selected fields from the Separate by Attribute
setting.
(continued)

Settings producing the tables illustrated below. The
Source object is a shapefile with points representing
water well locations. The source Separation Attribute is a field with codes indicating well use (e.g.
irrigation, domestic, etc.)

Tabular view of table with statistics by polygon from point elements (Count field) and from the Acres and PumpRate fields.

Tabular view of table with statistics by source point attribute from the Acres and PumpRate fields. This table has one record for each
unique combination of destination polygon (county) and value of the designated source element separation attribute (well use ID).
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Queue
Running the Process
Run Job Save Job
When you have selected the desired settings, press
the Run icon button to run the process immediately.
Standard Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons are
also provided to allow you to execute the process
using the TNT Job Processing system (see the Technical Guide entitled System:
TNTmips Job Processing System). If you have chosen to Copy Object and
add tables, a Select output window then appears to allow you to designate a
Project File and a name for the result object. A Select tables for output window
then appears so you can save the output table or tables. The Object column in
the Selected box in the lower part of this window lists partial default names
for each of the output tables. These names indicate the structure of the table
(e.g., “By Polygon”, “By Polygon By Useid”). If you have chosen to produce
separate tables for each field for source field statistics, those default table
names are prepended with the field name (see illustration). You can press the
Auto-Name button on the window to accept the default table names. If you
do so, each of the default names is prepended with the name of the source
object and shown in the Name column. Press OK to accept the names and
begin processing.

Press the Auto-Name button on the Select tables for
output window to assign default names for the output
statistics tables. These names include the name of
the source object, a descriptor of the table structure
(e.g. By_Polygon_By_Useid), and the field name if
producing a separate table for each set of attribute field
statistics.
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Georeference

Georeference Overview

Geospatial data that you obtain for use in your projects may
be provided without georeference information or with nominal
georeference that may not be accurate enough for your objectives. The Georeference process in TNTmips and TNTedit has
been designed with an intuitive and flexible interface to let you
efficiently carry out various georeferencing tasks, including:
• georeference spatial objects that have no prior georeference
or have a geolocation point but unknown orientation
• improve or replace previous georeference information
• automatically generate many georeference control points for
an image using a reference image
• derive a Rational Polynomial orthorectification model using
a reference image and digital elevation raster
• use reference objects in any coordinate reference system
• set up simple georeference for images and implied georeference for geometric objects
• snap control points to elements in a geometric reference
object
• snap control points to intersections of a virtual map grid
• import GPS points as control points.

Input Data and Georeference Types
You can use the Georeference process to georeference any type
of spatial object (raster, vector, CAD, TIN, shape) including
external files in any format that can be directly used in the TNT
products (TIFF, JP2, shapefile, ...). You can simultaneously
georeference multiple bands of multispectral images and view
any single band or combination of the image bands while georeferencing (see the Technical Guide entitled
Georeference: Multiband and Multiresolution
Images, which also describes how you can
easily transfer georeference between band sets
of multiresolution images).
The input data layer is automatically displayed
in the Georeference Input View (see illustration
to the right). This view includes all of the familiar controls and tools provided with standard
view windows in the TNTmips Display process. The Georeference process also provides
icon buttons for a number of specialized tools
(described below) for creating georeference
control points.
You can also set up georeference information that does not require multiple control points: Simple Georeference for raster
images and Implied Georeference for geometric objects. As
described in the TechGuide entitled Georeference: Simple and
Implied, procedures for creating these georeference types are
integrated into the normal workflow of selecting an input object
and defining georeference parameters.

Reference Data
You can use any type of spatial object as a visual reference layer
to provide the reference (map) coordinates for your control

Open
Image Band
Save Combination

Default Z
from Surface

Set Z
from Surface
Delete

Auto-Register
Add Control
Points

Apply

Pan Views to Show
Selected Control Points

The Input View (below left) automatically displays the input spatial
object(s). You can use the Options menu on the Georeference
window to open a separate Reference View to display one or more
reference objects. By default these views are geolocked by scale
and position once sufficient control points are defined. When you
hover the mouse cursor over a control point, a DataTip shows residual values for the point. Control points are shown in a separate layer
in each view, either of which can be toggled on/off as needed.

points. When you use an image as a reference, you can use a
single grayscale raster, an RGB display of separate image bands,
or a color composite raster. This image can be in a TNTgis
Project File (standard raster object or tiled raster), in an external
file in any format supported for direct use (GeoTIFF, GeoJP2,
MrSID, ...), or in a standard web tileset structure (Google Maps,
Google Earth, or Bing Maps) on your local network or on the
web. Thus you can use any MicroImages’ sample web tileset,
such as the global 10-meter Landsat tileset or one of the USA
state orthoimage tilesets, or your own image tileset, to provide
a reference image for georeferencing.
(continued)
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A Reference View to display one or more reference layers can
be opened using the Options menu on the Georeference window. A Crosshair tool is provided in each view to allow you
to manually designate corresponding control point locations in
the input and reference views. Turning on the crosshair tool in
one of the views automatically turns it on in the other. You can
drag the crosshair intersection with the mouse to reposition it
and drag a crosshair line to rotate the crosshairs.

Crosshair tool (yellow lines) in the Input View (left) and Reference
View (right) being used to set the input and reference coordinates for
a new control point. The Input View crosshair has been rotated to
align with the intersecting roads in the image.

If the input object is at least minimally georeferenced, a reference layer can be added directly to the Input View. This option
is particularly useful when you are using a geometric object as
a reference for an input image. The reference geometric object
can be overlaid directly on the input so you can visually relate
line intersections, points, and other features in the geometric
object with corresponding features in the input. You can also
display input and reference images together in the Input View.
Special raster overlay modes are available to display the input
and reference image with transparency and in different colors
so you can see both images at the same time and identify corresponding feature in each. You can also display both images in
their normal colors and use the layer controls to show or hide the
overlaid image to compare features. The raster/raster overlay
modes can be selected from the Options menu on the Input View.
When the reference object is displayed in the Input View a
Tiepoint tool is provided to let you graphically create control
points. This is an elastic line tool with a “+” symbol marking
the input object position and an arrowhead marking the reference
position. Click and drag to place the tiepoint line beginning
with the “input” end of the line.

Auto-Register Image to a Reference Image
When you are georeferencing an image and have a reference image of similar or higher resolution available, you
can use the Auto-Register operation in the Georeference
process to automatically generate hundreds to thousands of
control points within a specified residual limit. This operation is described in the TechGuide entitled Georeference:
Auto-Register to Reference Image. Fully automated georeferencing of geolocated images is also available in a separate
Auto-Register to Reference process (Image / Auto-Register to
Reference), as described in the TechGuide entitled Batch Automatic Image Georeferencing.
Setting Initial Georeference Parameters
When you select an object or set of objects to georeference,
the process first checks each input object for an existing georeference subobject (or an EXIF geolocation tag for JPEG and
TIFF images). If each input object has a single georeference
subobject and all are equivalent, these georeference parameters
are automatically loaded. If different georeference parameters
are detected, a dialog window prompts you to either select the
georeference to edit or to skip the existing georeference in order
to create a completely new georeference subobject.
If you are starting with no georeference, a sequence of dialog
windows appears so you can set up necessary georeference parameters. The Coordinate Reference System window appears
first, enabling you to designate the coordinate reference system
(CRS, consisting of datum and coordinate system) to use to
georeference the object. This is the standard dialog window
used throughout TNTgis for this purpose (see the TechGuide
entitled Coordinate Reference System Window).
Once you have set the CRS, the Select georeference model window appears (see illustration below). A number of mathematical
models are provided to relate the distribution of control points
in object coordinates to their distribution in map coordinates
in the CRS you have selected. The dialog window provides a
brief explanation of each model to aid you in selecting a model
appropriate for your input object (see the TechGuide entitled
Georeference: Choosing a Model). Simpler models requiring
fewer control points are listed at the top of the list. Once you have
more control points than the minimum for the selected model, the
geoference process computes a global best fit between object and
map coordinates and computes residuals for each control point.

Input View with a geometric object with
roads (black lines) being used as a reference object for an input image (shown with
color-infrared display). The Tiepoint tool (in
yellow in this illustration) is used to graphically place control points when input and
reference objects are overlaid in the Input
View.

(continued)
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You can change the spatial reference system (CRS) at any time
as you work by pressing the Reference to pushbutton on the
Georeference window. You can specify whether to convert
existing points to the new CRS or to keep the current values (in
the rare case when the old CRS was incorrectly specified and
the existing points are actually in the new CRS). You can also
change the residual model at any time by making a selection
from the Model menu.

Editing and Adding Control Points
The Georeference process has two overall modes for working
with control points. When you have loaded a partially-georeferenced object, the default mode allows you to edit the existing
control points. To edit points graphically, select an entry in the
control point list and turn on the available graphic tool (Crosshair
if you are working with a Reference View, or Tiepoint tool if
you have overlaid input and reference). You can also edit the
input or reference coordinates for the selected point directly in
the control point list (see the TechGuide entitled Georeference:
Control Point List).
To add new control points, press the Add Control Points icon button (a toggle) in the Georeference window’s toolbar (this mode
is activated automatically when you load an ungeoreferenced
input object). You can then use the Crosshair or Tiepoint tool
to place new control points. The georeference process provides
several modes that are available to assist you in placing points.
The Input and Reference toolbars provide icon buttons indicating
the current “helper” mode. Using the default mode of Estimate
from Model, when you use one of the graphic tools to set either
the input or reference coordinates, the other pair of coordinates
are automatically estimated using the current model and shown
in the control point list; you can accept these or use the tool to
set your own. Other helper modes are provided to snap control
points to reference elements or to a virtual reference map grid, as
described in the TechGuide entitled Georeference: Snap Control
Points to Elements or Reference Grid.

Control Point Styles
Control points are
displayed in the Georeference process as
an independent layer
in the Input and Reference views. You can
open the Control Point
Layer Settings window
by choosing Control
Points / Layer Controls
from the Georeference
window, or right-click
on the Control Point
layer name in the view

Control point and label colors set by
color spread indicating residual value
(blue = low, red = high).

window’s sidebar (or the Layer Manager if open) and choose
Controls from the popup menu. You can set colors and sizes to
use for the control points and their labels and choose to auto-hide
point labels to prevent crowding when many points are shown in
the view. You can also assign colors to control points based on
residual values. This option is especially useful when you are
evaluating residuals for a large number of control points created
using the Auto-Register procedure. For more information see
the TechGuide entitled Style Control Points by Residual.

Georeferencing for
Rational Polynomial Orthorectification
A rational polynomial orthorectification model is an empirical
coordinate transformation that relates row and column coordinates in an unrectified image to latitude, longitude, and terrain
elevation. Although you can orthorectify a nominally georeferenced ortho-ready image in the Image Resampling process in
TNTmips using the rational polynomial coefficients (RPCs) supplied with the image and a digital elevation model (DEM), you
can produce a more accurate result by first re-georeferencing the
image using well-distributed 3D ground control points. Choose
the Rational - Predefined model from the Select georeference
model window or the Model menu to use the rational polynomial
coefficients and an elevation raster to compute terrain-corrected
residuals as you add control points. See the TechGuide entitled
Georeferencing Ortho-Ready Images for Rational Polynomial
Orthorectification for details.
You can also place 3D control points using a DEM to compute
a rational polynomial orthorectification model for an image that
was not supplied with rational polynomial coefficients. Choose
the Rational - Computed model from the Select georeference
model window or the Model menu for this purpose. See the
TechGuide entitled Compute Rational Polynomial Model for
Orthorectification for more information.

Georeferencing for 3D Manifolds
3D perspective views in TNTgis can display manifolds: raster or vector objects projected onto vertical planes, such as
cross-sections, or more general 3D shapes. A manifold contains
its own shape and position information in the form of a set of
3D georeference control points. These control points define a
triangular mesh representing the manifold surface onto which
each object is projected.
Georeference control points can be set up for a manifold object
using the Manifold geometric model. The Georeference process
provides a 2D view of the input object with overlays showing
the control points and the resulting triangulation. Control points
can be placed or edited in this 2D view as for other types of
georeference control. In addition, tools are provided to edit the
triangulation defined by these points. See the TechGuides entitled Control Points for Manifold Surfaces and Editing Manifold
Surface Triangulation for more information.
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Database

Geotagging Digital Photos

The Create Geotagged Image Table process in TNTmips (accessed from the Database menu) allows you to select a set of
geotagged digital photo files and creates a database table with
a record for each of the photos. Each record stores the digital
image (or a link to the image file), its geographic position, and
other information, allowing the photo locations to be pinmapped
along with your other geospatial data. However, you may have
digital photos that were not geotagged when the photos were
taken. The Create Geotagged Image Table process also can
assign geographic coordinates for digital photos that are not yet
geotagged, either automatically from GPS logs, or manually. See
the Technical Guide entitled Create Geotagged Image Table for
an overview of the process and the output options.
Geotagging from GPS Logs
The automated procedure for geotagging digital photos uses
Global Positioning System (GPS) logs that were acquired
concurrently with the photos. This procedure determines map
coordinates for each photo in the Image List using the date and
time recorded in the EXIF (Exchangeable Image File) header of
the photo’s JPEG file and the times and positions recorded in one
or more GPS log files. The logs can contain continuous track data
or discrete waypoints coinciding with each photo acquisition.

To select GPS log files, press the Add Logs icon button in the
Log List box. The process can directly read log files in NMEA
Remove Log
Add Logs

Remove All Logs

Import log file
from formatted text
Log Records

0183, GPS Exchange (GPX), and Microimages formats. You
can also import logs from any formatted text file by pressing
the Import log file from
formatted text icon button. The window opened
by this action allows you
to specify the structure of
the file (number of header
lines, columnar or delimited text) and the fields
containing the required
information.
The Log List has an entry
for each selected log file
with columns showing the starting and ending date and time for
each log. You can open a window that shows the records for any
of the selected logs by left-clicking on its list entry to highlight
it and pressing the Log Records icon button. The Log Records
window shows the date,
time, and 3D position
values for each waypoint
or trackpoint in the log.
You can remove any log
from the list by selecting
it and pressing the Remove Log icon button.
Press the Remove All
Logs icon button to clear
the list.
Log Processing Options
GPS logs record times in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC),
whereas EXIF header times for your digital photos depend on
the current clock setting of your camera. The Log Processing
Options section of the Create Geotagged Image Table window
provides fields in which you specify the offset of the photo times
(hours, minutes, and seconds) relative to UTC time.

A pair of radio buttons allow you to set the Geotag process to
either interpolate photo coordinates between the pair of GPS
positions with the closest bracketing times, or to simply assign
the coordinates from the closest GPS position. You can also set
the maximum allowed difference in time between photos and
GPS records for computing coordinates.
Latitude and longitude coordinates are automatically computed
and shown in the image list after you select the desired images,
GPS logs, and time offset, and are automatically recomputed
when you change any of the geotagging options. Each entry in the
Log List is shown in a different text color; these colors are also
used in the coordinate field entries in the Image List to indicate
which log was the source for the coordinates shown for each
photo. The Coordinate Format menu above the Log Processing
(continued)
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Options box allows you to choose the format in which to list the
latitude and longitude values for the images in the Image List.
Photos that already have geotags in their EXIF headers are
indicated in the image list by the entry “Yes” in the EXIF GPS
field, and those stored coordinates are automatically shown in
the Latitude and Longitude fields in black text. These existing
values are not automatically replaced in the image list when
coordinates are computed or recomputed from the selected logs.
You can choose how the coordinates are set for a photo you have
selected in the Image List by pressing the Image Options icon
button. The resulting menu lets you choose to Use Computed
Coordinates, Use Existing EXIF Coordinates, or to Transfer
Coordinates from Other Image. If you choose the latter option,
a separate Image List window opens, allowing you to select an
image and press [OK] to transfer the coordinates.

Manual Geotagging
Two methods for manually geotagging photos are provided. If
you have already obtained map coordinates for the photos from
another source, you can directly enter latitude and longitude
values in the respective fields in the Image List. (You can also
press the Reference System pushbutton to choose a different
coordinate reference system in which to enter coordinates; your
coordinates and their latitude/longitude equivalents are all automatically included in the output table.)

Alternatively, you can derive geographic coordinates for each
photo by locating their positions in a Database Pinmap view that
includes a georeferenced raster object such as an orthoimage,
satellite image, or scanned map. This procedure can also be used
to adjust the positions of previously-geotagged photos.

The procedure for manually geotagging photos from a reference
raster is illustrated below. Press the Database Pinmap icon button
on the Create Geotagged Image Table window, then press the
Input Raster button on the Database Pinmap view window to
choose the reference raster. Selecting an image file in the Image
List automatically activates the Point tool in the Database Pinmap
window. Drag the tool’s cross-in-circle symbol to the desired
location, then right-click to set the position. The corresponding
map coordinates are automatically determined from the raster
object’s georeference (and converted to the WGS84 / Geographic
coordinate reference system, if necessary) and transferred to the
Latitude and Longitude fields in the Image List for that photo.
The photo position is also marked in the view using the selected
pinmap symbol.
Setting the position for the selected photo also automatically
activates the view’s selection tool with which you can select any
photo pin in the view for repositioning; selecting the pin symbol
(or selecting its photo record in the Image List) reactivates the
point tool, which you can use to reposition the photo pin in the
view as described above. Once you have geotagged all of the
selected photos, press the Run button to save the image database
table.
Write EXIF
You can select the EXIF option from the Output menu to write
the computed or assigned photo position information to the EXIF
tags in the input digital photo files. These files can then be used
with other geotag-aware software or web applications.
You can change the pin symbol used to mark geotagged photo locations in the View by choosing Controls from the right mouse-button
menu on the Geotagged Images entry in the sidebar legend. In the
Pinmap Layer Controls window, press the Style button on the Symbol
tabbed panel to open the Point Style Editor to set the desired style.
Select Tool

Point Tool

To manually geotag digital photos
using a georeferenced image:
1

Use the Add
Images icon
button to select
the photo files to
geotag.

2

Press the Database
Pinmap icon button
to open the Database
Pinmap view window.

3

Press the Input Raster button
and choose the georeferenced
raster object to provide the map
coordinates.

4 Left-click on a

photo in the Image
List to select it.

5 Drag the point tool’s crosshairs symbol to the desired location

in the view and right-click to accept the position.

6

Repeat the last two steps for the remaining photos.

7

Press [Run] in the Geotag process window to save the image table.
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Style Editor

Hatch Patterns for Polygon Fills

Hatch patterns are one option for styling polygon fills in vector,
CAD, and shape objects. Hatch patterns are composed of sets of
repeated parallel lines with a regular spacing and a transparent
background. A hatch pattern can be made up of one or more
line sets (hatch elements); each hatch element can have its own
color, angle, spacing, and thickness. The hatch elements can be
simple solid color lines or more complex line patterns created in
the Line Pattern Editor.
Because hatch patterns have a transparent background, polygons with hatch pattern fills can be overlaid on other data layers
without fully obscuring these layers. Hatch patterns allow you
to design a more diverse set of “transparent” fill styles than using
partially-transparent solid fill colors alone. Like bitmap fills,
hatch patterns are always rendered at the same scale on screen,
but they can be easily modified by changing any of the pattern
settings, such as color, angle, and spacing.

Hatch Pattern Editor

The Hatch Pattern Editor is opened by choosing the Hatch option
in the Fill Style controls and pressing the Create or Edit Pattern
icon button. The Hatch Pattern Editor window is divided into
several sections (see illustration below). The toolbar has icon
Hatch pattern fills can include one or more simple line elements or
more complex line patterns. Use two hatch elements at different
buttons for adding a new solid line element, adding a line pattern
angles to create cross-hatch patterns.
element, or creating or editing a line pattern. Each hatch element
you add is shown in the element list with its settings. Use the
controls in the Colors box to set the color for each element. The Preview panel at the bottom
of the window shows the complete hatch pattern at the same size as it will be rendered in the
polygon fill on screen. Standard icon buttons in the top left corner of the Hatch Pattern Editor
window let you create a New hatch pattern, Open an existing pattern in the style object, Save
the current pattern, or Save As to save with a different pattern name.
Add Solid Line

Delete

Toolbar

Lower
Raise

Undo
Add Line Pattern Element

color for
element

Edit Line Pattern

Hatch
Element List

variable color selector
Add Color
colors added to selection pane

pattern sample

The Hatch Pattern Editor opens with a new
empty pattern. Press the Add Solid Line
icon button on the toolbar to add a hatch
element consisting of simple repeated
solid lines. To use an existing line pattern
for the hatch element, press the Add Line
Hatch fill patterns have a transparent
Pattern Element icon button; the Select background, so that underlying data
Pattern window (right) then opens. The layers are not obscured by the fill.
Pattern Set menu in this window provides
the choices Basic (for the basic set of standard line
patterns) or Styles, which shows any line patterns
that are already available in the current style object.
Left-click on a line pattern name in the Select Pattern
window and press OK.
You can create a new line pattern to be stored in the
current style object by pressing the Edit Line Pattern
icon button. The Line Pattern Editor window then
opens to allow you to create and save the pattern. See
the Technical Guide entitled Line Pattern Editor for
a description of this window.
(continued)
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The remaining icon buttons in the toolbar are provided for managing the list of hatch pattern elements. The Delete icon button
deletes the selected hatch element. Use the Raise and Lower
icon buttons to move the active element up or down in the list.

Hatch Element Geometric Settings Examples

Hatch Element Settings

Enter values in the fields in the Pattern Elements list to set the
geometric properties of the selected hatch pattern element.

Angle = 0 deg

Angle = 30 deg

Angle = 90 deg

Spacing = 1 mm

Spacing = 2 mm

Spacing = 3 mm

Thickness = 0 mm

Thickness = 1 mm

Thickness = 1.5 mm

Type: shows the element type (Solid or Pattern).
Color: shows the color that has been assigned to the element

using the Colors controls (see below).

Angle: sets the angle of the hatch element in degrees. The initial
value is 0 degrees, which results in horizontal lines. Positive
angles are measured clockwise from the horizontal (see Angle
samples in illustration to the right). You can enter values between
-180 and +180 degrees.
Spacing: sets the distance between the lines on the screen in
the unit set on the Units menu in the upper right corner of the
window; the choices are millimeters, inches, and points. Samples
with spacing between 1 and 3 mm are illustrated to the right.
Offset: all hatch elements are drawn from a common origin
on the screen, so that different patterns with the same spacing,
thickness, and angle are aligned at common boundaries. You can
enter a value in the Offset field to change the origin for a hatch
element. For example, you can create a pattern with alternating
lines of different colors by using two hatch elements with the
same angle, spacing and thickness, but with the Offset for one
element set to half of the spacing (see illustration above right).
Thickness: sets the width of the hatch lines on the screen in the

selected unit. The minimum thickness of 0 (the default) results
in lines 1 pixel wide (on screen, in print, or in rendered raster).
If you increase the thickness without increasing the spacing, the
hatch lines may merge into a solid color.

Colors

When you add a line pattern as a hatch element, the colors set
for the line pattern elements are maintained in the hatch pattern.
When you add a simple hatch element, use the controls in the
Colors box to set the color for the element. To choose a fixed
color for the pattern element currently selected in the list, leftclick on a color tile in the palette. A sample for the chosen color
is added to the pane to the right of the palette. You can click on
this sample or the corresponding color palette tile to assign this
color to additional elements.
You can choose a different color palette by right-clicking on the
palette, which opens the Select Palette window. This window
shows a graphic list of the available discrete color palettes. Leftclick on the desired palette in the list and press the OK button to
show this palette in the Hatch Pattern Editor.
You can choose a color that is not in a palette by pressing the Add
Color icon button, which opens the Add Color window. The Set
by menu in this window determines the types of controls that are
shown. The menu provides a Palette option as well as a choice

Pattern with two vertical hatch elements, each with Spacing = 4 mm
and Thickness = 0. The blue element has Offset = 0 while the red
element has Offset = 2 mm, which produces a uniform interleaving
of the two parallel elements. Without the positive Offset value, the
red lines would be superimposed on the blue lines.

of color models that you can use
for specifying the color, including
RGB (0-100), RGB (0-255), HIS,
and others. Adjust the color sliders
or enter values in the numeric fields
and press OK to set the custom
color, which is then shown as a
sample in the Colors box.
Instead of assigning a fixed color to a hatch element, you can
press the Variable icon button next to the palette (the word “Variable” is then shown in the Color field for the element in the list).
When the hatch pattern is used in a polygon fill style, a hatch
element with “variable” color is assigned the color currently set
for the polygon fill. The same hatch pattern can then be used
for a number of different styles simply by changing the color in
the Fill Style controls. Hatch patterns can include elements with
both fixed and variable colors.
You can change the background color for the Preview pane by
left-clicking in the pane. A standard Select Colors window opens
that allows you to select a color for the background.
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Raster & Image Processing

Image Statistics for Category Raster
The Image Statistics for Category Raster process in TNTmips (Image / Statistics / Statistics
by Category Raster) computes statistics from one or more source images over areas defined
by cell values in a category raster. Class rasters created in the Automatic Classification
or Feature Mapping processes are examples of category rasters.
Category Raster

Press the Select pushbutton in the Category Raster box to select a category raster. You
can limit processing to specific portions of the selected category raster if desired using a
region object or a binary mask raster that matches the category raster in area, cell size, and
row/column dimensions. Press the Mask pushbutton to select the mask raster or region.
Use the Output menu to specify how to save the resulting statistics. Choose Add table(s)
to object to save the statistics in one or more tables in the category raster database, or
Text file(s) to save as one or more CSV files. Use the ID/Name menu to specify how the
categories will be identified in the table records. Choose Cell Value to use the category
cell value as the identifier, or select Choose... to open a dialog and select a database table
and field containing category names.
Images

Press the Select pushbutton in the Images box
to choose one or more images from which
to compute the statistics. All of the selected
images must match the category raster in area,
cell size, and row/column dimensions. You
can choose grayscale, hyperspectral, or color
composite images; statistics are automatically
computed for each of the color components
for color composites.
The file and object names of the selected
images are shown in the list in the Images
box. To remove any image, left-click on its
list entry to highlight it and press [Remove].
Press the Remove All button to clear the list.
When you are analyzing multiple images,
use the radio buttons below the list to choose
whether to combine or separate the statistics
by image (All images in same table or Separate table for each image).

Above, ISODATA class raster from
unsupervised classification of an agricultural and urban area using Landsat Thematic
Mapper scenes for three dates during a single
growing season. Right, NDVI rasters for the
three dates, used as input images for statistics compilation. A statistics table for one of
the NDVI rasters is shown below.

Statistics

The Statistics box lists the available statistical measures
with a checkbox allowing you to select or deselect each.
The options include Cell Count and standard statistical
measures such as Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and so
on. Relative Std Deviation % is a dimensionless value
computed by dividing the class standard deviation by
the class mean and multiplying by 100 to express the
value as percentage. The Relative Mean is computed
by dividing the class mean by the overall image mean.
The Histogram Table option creates a separate table
with category histogram data: a set of records for each
category with the image cell value, cell count, and area.
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Raster & Image Processing

Image Statistics by Geometric Element

The Image Statistics by Geometric Element process (Image / Statistics / Statistics by
Geometric Element or Geometric / Attributes / Image Statistics) computes raster cell
statistics from one or more selected images for points, lines, or polygons in a geometric
object (vector, CAD, or shape). You can choose to compute standard statistical values
such as mean, median, and standard deviation, and also compute a number of Gray Level
Co-occurrence Matrix statistics. The statistics can be saved as tables added directly to the
geometric object, as tables added to a copy of the object, or as text (CSV) files. Image
statistics can be tabulated using:
• all elements of the selected type or only those marked in the process’s View window
• individual elements and/or elements grouped by value in a designated attribute field.
Geometric Object
Press the Select pushbutton in the Geometric Object box to select the geometric object
to use. The selected object is automatically shown in the separate View window. Use
the Elements icon buttons to choose the element type to use for computing the statistics.
The setting on the Boundary Cells menu determines how values
are handled from cells that are only partially covered by a polygon.
The choices are Include if partially inside, Include if center is inside,
Compute proportionally, or Exclude if partially outside.
Use the Output menu to choose how to save the statistics: Add
table(s) to object, Copy object and add table(s) (leaving the input
object unchanged; for vector and CAD only), or Text file(s) (to
save as CSV-formatted text). The Use radiobuttons to the right of
this menu set whether to use All elements or only those Marked
in the View.
You can choose one or both of the By Element and By Attribute
options. The By Element option compiles statistics independently
for each element. With this option you can choose an ID or Name to
embed in the statistics table(s) to identify each record. The choices
are None, Element Number, [Element]_ID.Current (if the element
has an ID table) and Choose; the latter option prompts you to select
a database table and field to provide the ID.
The By Attribute option tabulates statistics by grouping elements
that have the same value in an attribute field you select. When
you choose this option you are automatically prompted to select
the table and field to use. You can press the Choose pushbutton to
reset this choice if needed. The selected attribute is included as a
field in the resulting statistics table.
Images
Press the Select pushbutton in the Images box to choose one or
more images from which to compute the statistics. You can choose
grayscale, hyperspectral, or color composite images; statistics are
automatically computed for each of the color components for color composites. The images are added to the View if the Display
images automatically option on the Preferences menu is turned on.
The file and object names of the selected images are shown in the
list in the Images box. To remove any image, left-click on its list
entry to highlight it and press [Remove]. Press the Remove All
button to clear the list. When you are analyzing multiple images,
use the radio buttons below the list to choose whether to combine
or separate the statistics by image (All images in same table or
Separate table for each image).

Statistics
The Statistics box lists the measures available for the selected element type with a checkbox allowing you to select or deselect each.
The options include Cell Count and standard statistical measures
such as Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and so on. Relative Std Deviation % is a dimensionless value computed by dividing the class
standard deviation by the class mean and multiplying by 100 to
express the value as percentage. The Relative Mean is computed
by dividing the class mean by the overall image mean.
A number of Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) texture
measures are available when computing statistics for polygons.
These measures first quantize the range of image cell values encompassed by the polygon into bins using the value in the Number
of GLCM bins field (range 16 to 64). A co-occurrence matrix is
computed to record how often specific pairs of bin values occur in
immediately neighboring cell positions (horizontally and vertically)
within the polygon or polygon class. Each GLCM option derives
a different statistical texture measure from that matrix. For details
of the individual measures, see the Technical Guide entitled Raster
& Image Processing: Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix Filters.
The Histogram Table option for polygons creates a separate table
with histogram data: a set of records for each polygon or polygon
class with the image cell value, cell count, and area.
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Raster & Image Processing

Keypoint Matching for Image Registration

Keypoint matching is a common technique in computer vision
applications such as image registration and image stitching. The
Auto-Register operation in the Georeference and Auto-Register
to Reference processes in TNTmips provides the option to use
keypoint matching to generate control points by registering an
input image to a georeferenced reference image. In this application keypoint matching is primarily used for finding the correct
orientation and approximate position of aerial images that have
been “geolocated” with a single GPS position but that do not have
a known orientation.
Image Keypoint: a distinctive image feature that can be
detected repeatably despite changes in 1) image scale
(resolution), 2) illumination and noise, and 3) image
orientation and perspective.

Image Keypoints

Keypoints are identified by analyzing the magnitude and direction of intensity changes in local image neighborhoods to detect
high-contrast corners and edges. To insure that the keypoints can
be detected at different image resolutions, this analysis extends
across multiple reduced-resolution versions of the image that are
constructed dynamically according to the rules of the particular
keypoint detection algorithm.
The image neighborhood characteristics of each keypoint are
recorded in a descriptor, a binary string that encodes information
about the magnitude, pattern, and dominant direction of intensity
gradients. This binary encoding allows very fast comparison of
keypoints from different images during image registration.
Keypoints can be determined in TNTmips from a full resolution
raster image (grayscale or color composite) and/or from one or
more of its pyramid tiers. The keypoint descriptors are stored
in a FeatureLocator subobject of the raster object or pyramid
subobject.
Optimal keypoint creation methods must find a sufficient number
of high-quality keypoints without excessive computational requirements. TNTmips provides two efficient keypoint detection

Detail of a natural-color aerial image

TNTmips Processes Related to Image Keypoints
Main / Georeference
Image / Auto-Register to Reference
Image / Utilities / Compute Key Points
Image / Utilities / Convert Key Points to Vector

algorithms, AKAZE and BRISK, which differ in their methods for
locating and evaluating keypoints and in the information content
and structure of their keypoint descriptors.
The BRISK method uses a variant of the FAST corner detector to
assess the significance of prospective keypoints and uses sample
locations on equally-spaced concentric circles around a keypoint
to construct the keypoint descriptor.
S. Leutenegger, M. Chli and R. Y. Siegwart, 2011. BRISK: Binary
Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints, in IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), pages 2548-2555.
http://www.asl.ethz.ch/people/lestefan/personal/BRISK

The AKAZE method uses locally-adaptive smoothing to reduce
noise while preserving boundaries in the image and the constructed
pyramid levels for multi-scale keypoint detection.
P. F. Alcantarilla, A. Bartoli, and A. J. Davison, 2012. KAZE
Features, in European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV),
Fiorenze, Italy, pages 214-227.
P. F. Alcantarilla, J. Nuevo, and A. Bartoli, 2013. Fast Explicit
Diffusion for Accelerated Features in Nonlinear Scale Spaces, in
British Machine Vision Conference (BMVC), Bristol, UK, pages
13.1-13.11.
http://www.robesafe.com/personal/pablo.alcantarilla/kaze.html

Keypoint Matching

The keypoint detectors may find thousands or tens of thousands
of keypoints in typical aerial images. When attempting to match
images acquired in different years, seasons, and/or times of day,
many keypoints in one image may have no corresponding keypoint
in the other image due to differences in illumination direction,
vegetation condition, and the location of cultural features (such
as vehicles). For example, the edges of shadows cast by trees and
(continued)

Image keypoint locations: AKAZE method

Image keypoint locations: BRISK method
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buildings are high-contrast features that create strong keypoints,
but the shadow geometry is highly variable in time and thus these
keypoints are not typically useful for image matching.
The Auto-Register operation uses a modified RANSAC procedure
(RANdom SAmple Consensus) to separate valid from non-matching keypoints and create an image match. This is an iterative
procedure that creates a prospective matching model based on a
minimal subset of keypoints chosen randomly (with the restriction
that the model points must have sufficient spatial separation to
span a large portion of the image). The model parameters are then
used to test the spatial fit of all other keypoints. If a sufficient
number of matching keypoints are found, these points become
the consensus set of keypoints and the nonmatching points are
considered as outliers. These steps are repeated in each iteration;
if the model used in the current iteration results in a larger number of matches than the previous model, its matching keypoints
become the new consensus set. Iterations continue until various
quality criteria are met.

Using Image Keypoints in Auto-Register

The Auto-Register operation can utilize keypoint matching and/
or image cross-correlation techniques to register input images
to a reference image. MicroImages has found that keypoint
matching is most useful for determining the correct orientation
and approximate location for geolocated aerial images with unknown initial orientation, whereas cross-correlation can produce
a denser and more uniform distribution of control points for
images that have been approximately registered and oriented.
The Auto-Register operation can use a combination of keypoint
matching and cross-correlation to create a well-distributed set of
georeference control points for geolocated aerial images. See
the Technical Guide entitled Auto-Register to Reference Image
for more information.

Creating Image Keypoints

Image keypoints are created and stored automatically by the
Auto-Register operation as needed for both input and reference
images. However, you can use the Compute Image Key Points
process (Image / Utilities / Compute Key Points) to create keypoints for images prior to their use in Auto-Register. For example,
you can precompute keypoints for an image that will be used as a
reference for georeferencing a large group of aerial camera images.
Lens distortion in aerial camera images should be removed in the
Lens Correction process (Image / Resample and Reproject / Lens
Correction) before creating keypoints.

reference system. You can left-click on a list entry to highlight
it, shift-click to highlight a range of entries, or control-click to
toggle highlighting off or on for an entry. Pressing the Remove
pushbutton removes highlighted entries from the list; pressing
Remove All removes all entries.
Use the Keypoint Detector menu to choose the desired keypoint
detection method. Keypoints created by the AKAZE and BRISK
detectors are stored and used separately, so you can create keypoints using both detectors in separate processing runs for the
same image(s). Keypoints are created at the full resolution of
each input image and for reduced-resolution pyramid tiers as
determined by the setting on the Additional Resolution Levels
menu. The Automatic option on this menu determines the selection of pyramid tiers based on the row-column dimensions of
the image. You can also manually select the number of pyramid
tiers to use (from 1 to 7). Pyramid tiers are created by the process
automatically if needed.
For color-composite images, use the Component menu to set
whether the keypoints are computed for the Red, Green, or Blue
color component or choose Combined to compute keypoints based
on the average of the component cell values.

Image keypoint locations cannot be viewed directly. The Convert
Image Key Points to Vector process (Image / Utilities / Convert
Key Points to Vector) can be used to create a vector object showing
the keypoint locations if you are interested in viewing them. The
Convert Image Key Points to Vector window (illustrated above) is
nearly identical to the Compute Image Key Points window. Use
the Keypoint Detector menu to choose the detector method, and
the Resolution Level menu to choose to create vector points for
the full image resolution or for a numbered pyramid tier. This
process will also create keypoints using the specified settings if
they do not already exist.

Use the Select pushbutton on the Convert Image Key Points window (illustrated below) to choose one or more images to process.
The columnar list in the upper part of the window shows information about the selected images, including the raster data type,
cell size, cell value range(s), the image extents, and coordinate

Vector points (orange) showing locations of over 125,000 keypoints
(AKAZE detector) for a lens-corrected aerial camera image.
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LIDAR

Use LAS Files as Single Seamless Dataset

Lidar surveys can cover large areas and record hundreds of millions
to billions of return points. Because the large size of the resulting
merged data poses a challenge for further processing and analysis
in some software, survey data are commonly subdivided into a set
of separate LAS files on a square tile grid. Individual tile files can
then be processed, viewed and analyzed separately. However, it is
also useful to be able to view and use the entire set of Lidar point
files together in a convenient and seamless fashion. The Lidar
Manager in TNTmips Pro makes this possible by allowing you
to create a single Lidar DataSet (LDS) file that links to an entire
set of LAS files. You can create a Lidar DataSet from any set of
LAS files, including LAS tile files or original flight line files that
are mixed, contiguous, or disjoint.

The LDS file records the path to each of the component LAS files,
their areal extents and elevation ranges, available point classes,
and other statistics for the set of files. To use the set of LAS
files in the Lidar dataset in the TNTmips Display process, simply select the single LDS file that links to the set. You can view
the data seamlessly using color spreads for point elevation and
intensity, or display a virtual terrain surface constructed from the
point elevations (using an elevation color spread, relief shading,
or a combination; see the LIDAR Technical Guides entitled LAS
Point Cloud Display Options, Style Points by Class, Elevation,
Intensity, and View LAS Point Cloud as Surface). Point data are
read automatically from all of the LAS files in the current view,
and the dataset statistics are used to ensure that all of the data is
rendered using consistent ranges of values so that no boundaries
are visible, as shown in the illustration to the right. Lidar DataSets
of tiled LAS files provide faster display performance than flight
line datasets, as only the small tile files in the current view need
to be processed for each redisplay.

Color shaded-relief TNTmips display of virtual surface created
on-the-fly from point elevation values in a Lidar Dataset. This
sample Lidar dataset was loaded as a single display layer that
links to points stored in 44 tiled LAS files produced by the Merge
and Tile operation in the Lidar Manager in TNTmips Pro. Point
statistics from the entire dataset are used to present seamless
renderings of Lidar point elevation, point intensity, and virtual
terrain elevation and shading from all of the component tiles in
the view. The area of the view above encompasses a number of
component LAS tile files. The extents of this view are indicated
by the red box in the illustration below, which also shows the
rectangular extents of the component LAS tile files in blue.

The option to create a Lidar DataSet (LDS) file is set in the Lidar Manager using a toggle
button in the Other Files section of the Output tabbed panel (see illustration below). You
can create an LDS file for an existing set of LAS files by selecting all of the files as input
and using the Scan and link only operation. You can also make LDS files when you create
tiles using either the Tile inputs separately or Merge and tile operations.
(continued)

The option to create a Lidar dataset (LDS) file in the Lidar Manager is found in the Other Files section of the Output tabbed panel.
In this example, the Lidar Manager is set to create a Lidar dataset
for the set of tiled LAS files being produced by the Merge and tile
operation from a set of flight line files.
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In this example, the Lidar Manager is
set to create a Lidar dataset for a set of
6 flight line files (illustrated to the right)
using the Scan and link only operation.
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LIDAR

Extract Lidar Points by Area, Class, Return Type
You can use the Lidar Manager in TNTmips Pro (Terrain / Lidar
Manager) to extract points from one or more input LAS files and
transfer them to one or more output LAS files. (See the Technical
Guide entitled LIDAR: Manage Lidar Point Clouds for a general
introduction to the process). You can extract all input points or
limit the selection by area, by class, and/or by return type.
Point selection parameters for extraction are specified on the Selection tabbed panel. An extraction area can be specified either by
choosing a pre-existing region object or by entering coordinates
defining the extents of a rectangular area. Rectangular extraction

The Selection panel provides controls for choosing points for extraction by area, by class, and by return type. The extraction area
can be limited using a region object (as in the illustrated example)
or by specifying rectangular extents in any coordinate reference
system. The Classes controls allow you to create a list of classes to

extents can be provided in any supported coordinate reference
system. The Classes section of the Selection panel allows you to
choose Lidar point classes to build a class list to determine the
selection. The list can be used to set the point classes to include
in the extraction (Classes menu setting Only these listed) or to exclude from the extraction (Classes menu setting All except listed).
The Return Type controls allow you to select one or more (or all)
pulse return types (such as First of Multiple or Last of Multiple).
The point selection controls can be used in conjunction with the
merging and tiling options in the Lidar Manager (see the TechGuide
entitled LIDAR: Merge and/or Tile
Lidar Point Clouds). For example,
you can extract points from inividual inputs to individual output files,
select points by class from multiple
inputs and merge (and optionally
tile) the output, as well as other
possible combinations of operations.

be included or excluded during the extraction. In this example, points
in the Ground class are set for extraction. You can also select points
by Return Type, such as Single or First of Multiple. The Operation
(set on the Output tabbed panel) for this example is Output one file
per input.

Above left, TNTmips display of input classified LIDAR points styled by class. The area includes a large building (red points), vegetation (green),
and parking lots and streets; the inset at lower left shows the legend for the point colors. The background reference layer is Bing Maps Aerial
with Labels. The dark blue line is the boundary of a region object (inside to the right) used to designate the area for extracting ground points in
the Lidar Manager. Above right, TNTmips display of the resulting LAS file containing the extracted ground points (brown). Only ground points
inside the region were extracted.
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LIDAR

Manage Lidar Point Clouds

TNTmips Pro allows you to directly view and process LIDAR
point data stored in the standard LAS file format. The Lidar
Manager process provides a suite of specialized tools that
allow you to prepare, repair, and process large sets of LAS
files. In the Lidar Manager you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

scan and link to multiple LAS files
update LAS files in place or produce new LAS files
change class numbers assigned to points
extract points by area, class, or return type
reproject points to a different coordinate reference system
merge Lidar point clouds
subdivide individual or merged inputs into rectangular tiles
create a Lidar DataSet file for a set of LAS files.

header information. Controls on the Repair tabbed panel allow
you to fix incorrect header information and to set the Manager
to perform such repairs automatically.
When you highlight an input file in the list, you can open the
Statistics tabbed panel to see a full set of point statistics, including counts of points by class, return type (such as single
return, last return, and so on), and information on the range of
intensities and scan angles in the file. The Points tabbed panel
shows a full list of the contained points in the highlighted file
including the point coordinates and attributes.

Operations
The Operation menu on the Output tabbed panel lets you
choose the general operation to be carried out on the input LAS
Queue Jobs
Remove Selected
files. The Scan and link only operation lets you prepare large
Save
Add
Remove
sets of existing LAS files for efficient viewing and processing
Run
Jobs
Files
All
in TNTmips (see the following
section). The Update In-Place
setting applies any changes you
select directly to the selected
input files. The remaining operation choices produce new LAS
files. The Output one file per
input option is self-explanatory.
The Merge to Single File, Tile
Point count values shown in
inputs separately, and Merge and
red font indicate errors were
All selected LAS files in this
tile options allow you to spatially
found in the file header. A
example already have TNT link
merge adjacent LAS point clouds
DataTip on the point value lists
files, as shown by the symbol in
the errors found.
and to subdivide individual or
the Link Status column.
merged inputs into sets of output
LAS files along rectangular grid
File List
lines
with
any
designated
spacing
and coordinate reference
You can choose one file or a set of LAS files to work with in
system (see the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: Merge and/
the Lidar Manager. All of the selected files are shown in a
or Tile Lidar Point Clouds).
list in the upper part of the Lidar Manager window. For files
not previously used in TNTmips, the manager automatically
scans the points in the files to determine and list for each file
the number of points, the coordinate reference system, the
x-y-z ranges of the point coordinates, and other information.
The scan also builds a spatial index of the points (for efficient
spatial processing), which is automically saved in a file with
the extension LASX. The LAS file name is shown with a blue
font color until the scan has been completed, at which time
it reverts to black.
The scan also identifies any inconsistencies between the point
set and the summary parameters stored in the file header. If
errors are detected, the point number in the list for that file
is shown in red. Hovering the mouse over the point value
shows a DataTip describing the discrepancy. Header values
checked include the number of points at each return value,
extra return numbers not counted in the header, and missing

Scan and Link
The Scan and link only operation includes the scan and indexing described previously (performed automatically on loading
if required) and the option to create a link file for each input.
The link file (with file extension RLK) stores georeference
information, display style settings, and other information
needed for efficient use of the LAS file in TNTmips.

If any input files already have TNTgis link files, a link symbol
is shown in the Link Status column just to the left of the file
name. The Other Files box on the Output tabbed panel includes
separate toggle buttons you can turn on to create link files for
input LAS files that lack them, and to update existing link files.
LAS files containing points from an entire LIDAR flight line
include a parameter that identifies points at the edges of the
acquired point cloud. For such swath data files, the scan and
(over)
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link operation uses these edge points to construct a TNTgis
region object demarking the exact boundary of the point cloud.
When you create tiled output, a region is created outlining the
rectangular extents of the tile, which may exceed the actual
point coverage. The LAS region object is also stored in the
TNTgis link file. It can be selected for viewing along with
LAS points so that the data boundary is visible even when
the view is zoomed out to levels at which it is impractical to
render the closely-spaced LIDAR points.

Reprojecting LAS Points
You can choose to reproject the input LIDAR points to a
different coordinate reference system in any of the operations
that create new LAS files. Use the Output CRS button on the
Output tabbed panel to select the desired output CRS. The
Precision menu lets you set the precision to use for the output
coordinates. For a projected CRS using meters, for example,
you can choose precision values from 1 m to 1/10000 m.

LIDAR Classes
The Classes menu below the input list lets you choose the point
classes that will be available for use with the input LAS files
being linked or updated and with any output LAS files. You
can choose the default ASPRS class set, a custom set you have
previously defined, or create a new class set (see the Technical
Guide entitled LIDAR: Auto-Linking to Lidar Point Clouds).
Class Renumbering
The Lidar Manager allows you to change the class numbers
assigned to the point classes. The Class Renumbering tabbed
panel becomes active when you choose to update input files
in-place or to make new output LAS files. The controls on this
panel let you choose individual current point class numbers
and assign them different output class numbers.

Georeference
The Lidar Manager’s input list shows the coordinate reference
system (CRS) for each input LAS file or lists it as Undefined
if none is detected. (Only CRS information stored directly in
the LAS file is detected; a CRS you may have designated for
a previously-linked LAS file, which is stored in the TNT link
file, is not shown in the list). You can use the Default CRS
button on the Lidar Manager to choose a CRS to assign to
ungeoreferenced files; pressing this button opens the TNTgis
standard Coordinate Reference System window for this selection procedure. If you are only linking to or updating in place,
the designated CRS information is added to the TNTgis link
file created or updated for each input; this georeference information is used automatically when you display or process the
LAS files in TNTmips. If you are using one of the operations
that creates new output LAS files, the CRS information is also
written into the LAS file header for each updated or output
file. If the CRS information stored with an input LAS file is
incorrect, you can turn on the Override detected CRS toggle
to assign the correct CRS.

In the illustration above the individual input LAS files are being
reprojected from Pennsylvania State Plane coordinates to
UTM coordinates (set using the Output CRS button).

Extracting LAS Points
You can use the Lidar Manager to extract points from one or
more input LAS files and transfer them to the output files. This
option is available for any operation that produces new LAS
files. You can select points to extract by area, class, and/or
by return type using controls on the Selection tabbed panel.
For more details see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Extract
Lidar Points by Area and/or by Class.
Create Lidar DataSet File
You can turn on a toggle in the Other Files box on the Output
tabbed panel to create a Lidar DataSet (LDS) file for a set of
input files you are scanning and linking or updating, or for a
set of new output files.The LDS file makes it easy to select,
view, and process the tiled set in a convenient and seamless
fashion (see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Use LAS Files as
Single Seamless Dataset).
Job Processing
Lidar Manager operations with many input files can involve
processing tens to hundreds of millions of elevation points.
You have the option to run these operations immediately in
the Lidar Manager or to assign them as jobs to be run in the
TNTmips Job Processing system. For job processing you
can choose to either Queue Job or Save Job. The Queue Job
option adds the job to the pending jobs queue in the TNTmips
Job Manager, where it will be run immediately or as soon as
a job slot becomes available. The Save Job option adds the
job to the queue with Hold status; this status allows you to
queue the job manually when it is convenient or schedule the
job to be run automatically at the designated time (such as
after normal work hours).
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LIDAR

Merge and/or Tile Lidar Point Clouds

The Lidar Manager in TNTmips Pro (Terrain / Lidar Manager) can
perform a number of operations on Lidar point files in the LAS
format (see the Technical Guide entitled LIDAR: Manage Lidar
Point Clouds). Among these operations are the options to produce
new output LAS files by merging and/or tiling the input files.

Inidividual input LAS files can be subdivided into separate sets
of output LAS files along user-specified rectangular grid lines in
the coordinate reference system (CRS) chosen for the output LAS
points. (The output CRS can be the same as that of the input file or
the points can be reprojected to any CRS). You specify the desired
east-west and north-south tile dimensions (intervals) in the units of
the output CRS. The resulting tile boundary coordinates are integer
multiples of the tiling intervals. Tile files are automatically named
using the easting and northing coordinates of their lower left corner,
but you can specify a prefix and/or suffix to add to the root names.
You also have the options to merge a number of input LAS files to
a single output LAS file or to merge the inputs and then subdivide
the result into a set of tiled output files. The merge options are
Queue Jobs

intended for use with sets of LAS files acquired along adjacent
flight lines (swath data) in the same project area.
When you create tiled output you also have the option to create a
single Lidar DataSet (LDS) file that links to the entire set of LAS
files. The LDS file makes it easy to select, view, and process the
tiled set in a convenient and seamless fashion (see the TechGuide
entitled LIDAR: Use LAS Files as Single Seamless Dataset).
Merging and tiling operations can involve processing tens to hundreds of millions of elevation points. You have the option to run
these operations immediately in the Lidar Manager or to assign
them as jobs to be run in the TNTmips Job Processing system.
You can choose to either Queue Job or Save Job. The Queue Job
option adds the job to the pending jobs queue in the TNTmips Job
Manager, where it will be run immediately or as soon as a job slot
becomes available. The Save Job option adds the job to the queue
with Hold status; this status allows you to schedule the job to be
run at any convenient time (such as after normal work hours).

Run

Save Jobs
In this example, 6 LAS files containing flight-line point collections have
been selected as input files. These
files contain in aggregate over 118
million elevation points and associated point attributes. (The footprints of
these input swath line files are shown
in the illustration below.)

Use the Operation menu to choose
how the input LAS files should be
processed. Among other options,
you can choose Tile inputs separately, Merge to single file, and
Merge and tile, the three specific
options described here.

Use the Tiling panel controls to set
the parameters for tiling the output.
You set east-west and north south
tiling intervals and optional file
name prefix and suffix text.

Bounding regions for 6 input LAS files
containing flight-line point collections are
shown above over a Bing Maps terrain
image. The longest of the flight lines is
just over 10 kilometers in length.

Shown above are the rectangular extents
of the LAS tile files produced by merging
and tiling the 6 LAS swath files. The
east-west and north-south tiling interval is
1000 meters.

Detail of one of the resulting LAS tile files displayed
using a virtual color-shaded relief display from the
LAS points (overlaid in white). The yellow line
marks one edge of the overlap area between two
adjacent input swath files.
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Raster & Image Processing
All camera lenses introduce geometric and
illumination artifacts into the acquired images. Artifacts such as geometric (barrel)
distortion, vignetting, and transverse chromatic aberration may be especially severe in
aerial images acquired by small Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), many of which use
light-weight, low-cost cameras designed for
the consumer market. Removing geometric,
tonal, and color artifacts is a prerequisite for
creating seamless and geometrically correct
mosaics of UAV images.
The Image Lens Correction process in
TNTmips is designed to remove common
geometric and illumination artifacts in aerial
camera images. The process can balance
exposure for sets of images acquired with
varying camera settings, remove vignetting
and transverse chromatic aberration, and correct geometric lens distortion. The process
automatically reads required image attributes
such as focal length, aperture, ISO speed,
and shutter speed from the EXIF tags for the
input images and uses an open-source lens
calibration library called Lensfun to provide
additional correction parameters. Corrected
images can be output as RVC raster objects,
JPEG files, or TIFF files.

Lens Correction

Left: UAV camera color image with severe barrel distortion from a very wide angle lens.
Right: same image after correction in TNTmips for Geometric Distortion.

Left: UAV camera grayscale image with modest vignetting (darkening near the edges).
Right: same image after Flat Field correction in TNTmips.
Add RGB Separates

Queue Job
Run

Definitions:

Save
Job

Add

Remove Selected
Remove
All

Barrel Distortion: a radially-symmetrical lens
distortion in which image magnification decreases with distance away from the center. Objects
near the edges of the image appear closer to the
center than their true position. Straight-line features curve inward as they approach the edges
of the image.
Vignetting: reduction of brightness toward the
image edges due to light obstruction and differences in light paths in the optic system, which
depends on lens focal length, aperture, and
distance to the subject.
Transverse Chromatic Aberration: color
fringing along boundaries separating bright and
dark areas near the edges of the image. These
fringes appear because the geometric distortion
introduced by the lens varies with wavelength,
so different colors do not focus to the same point
on the focal plane.

Image List

Use the Add icon button in the Image Lens Correction window
toolbar to add a set of either color-composite or grayscale images.
Alternatively, you can add 3-raster color-separate images individually using the Add RGB Separates icon button. You can add

camera images saved in common formats such as JPEG and TIFF,
or images that have been previously imported to TNTgis Project
Files. The selected images are added to the Image list, which has
columns for the image name and for the image properties automatically read from each image’s EXIF tags, including camera/lens
(continued)
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parameters, image dimensions, and, if the images are geotagged,
longitude, latitude, and altitude.
You can left-click on any image list entry to select it; the selected
entry is highlighted in black. Press the Remove Selected icon button to remove a selected image from the input list; press Remove
All to clear the list.

Camera and Lens Parameters

When you choose the input images, the camera make and model
are read from the image EXIF metadata. If this information
matches a camera in the Lensfun database, the Camera and Lens
combobox fields in the Parameters box are automatically filled in.
If the camera has a removable lens mount, you can press the arrow
icon button on the Lens combobox control to open a menu of the
available lenses for the camera. If you are not sure of the lens used,
the focal length and aperture values shown in the image list may
indicate which of the available lens selections matches the images.
If no match is found in the Lensfun database for the camera make
and model, a Select Camera and Lens window automatically opens
and shows the list of supported cameras. If you find an equivalent camera in the list, select it to populate the list of lenses in the
window; select the lens and press the OK button. If no entry in
the supported list matches the camera, press the Cancel button;
the images are not added to the list and you cannot perform the
lens correction.
If your camera or lens is not in the Lensfun database, you
can submit test images to the Lensfun Calibration Service for
calibration and addition to the database. For more information see the Lensfun Lens Calibration website:
http://lensfun.sourceforge.net/calibration

If Focal Length and Aperture values were not found in the EXIF
tags for the input images, the corresponding fields to the right of
the Camera menu are editable, allowing you to enter these required
values, assuming that the same settings apply to all of the photos.
The value in the Focus Distance field is used in the Flat Field
(vignetting) correction. If the exact focus distance is not known,
enter a value equal to or greater than the average altitude of the
camera platform, or accept the default value of 1000 meters.

Lens Corrections

The suite of potential lens corrections that can be applied are Flat
Field (vignetting), Dark Current, Exposure Balance, Transverse
Chromatic Aberration, and Geometric Distortion. Corrections are
applied in that order; turn on the toggle button for each correction
you wish to apply. If the parameters necessary for a correction
are not available in the Lensfun database (or in the image EXIF
tags for the Dark Current correction), then that correction cannot
be applied and its controls are dimmed and inactive.

Flat Field (Vignetting)

Two methods are potentially available from the Flat Field menu
for correcting vignetting.
Use Lens Parameters: This method uses a mathematical model

of the variation in light intensity due to vignetting, with coefficients
in the Lensfun database that were derived from tests at various
camera settings. This method is only available if there are correction parameters in the database for the lens and exposure settings.

Multiply by Reference: This method requires the use of a ref-

erence raster derived from a flat field image, an image of a target
with uniform color and brightness, so that all brightness variations
are solely due to vignetting. The flat field image should be acquired with the same camera and lens settings as the images to be
corrected. From the flat field image, compute a scaling factor for
each image cell to boost the brightness of the darker edge cells
to match the brightness in the center of the image. The resulting
scaling factors should be stored in a reference raster for use in the
Multiply by Reference method. When you choose the Multiply
by Reference method, you are prompted to select the reference
raster to use for the correction.

Dark Current

The Dark Current correction controls are active if multiple dark
current values are found in the image EXIF metadata. Dark current is the signal recorded by the camera sensor elements when
not exposed to light. If not automatically corrected by the camera
firmware, the dark current value should be subtracted from the
brightness values recorded during a camera exposure. Some cameras report multiple dark current values; the Dark Current menu
allows you to choose to correct brightness using the Minimum
value or using a Bilinear method. The latter method assumes that
four reported dark current readings represent the four corners of
the image, and applies a bilinear interpolation from the reported
values to compute a dark current value for each image cell.

Exposure Balance

The Exposure Balance controls allow you to adjust for the differing
relative brightness of images that were acquired with different ISO
and Shutter settings. The process computes an exposure value for
each image by dividing the ISO value by the shutter speed. The
Exposure Balance menu lets you adjust the images to the Average,
Minimum, or Maximum exposure value; the shutter value corresponding to your selection is shown automatically in the Shutter
field. If you choose the Manual option from the Exposure Balance
menu, the ISO and Shutter fields are editable so you can enter
specific values for the adjustment. This correction is unnecessary
if all images were acquired with the same exposure settings.

Transverse Chromatic Aberration
and Geometric Distortion

These methods correct for color artifacts and barrel distortion,
respectively; they have no user-defined parameters. These methods
are selectable if correction parameters are available in the Lensfun
database for the selected camera and lens.

Output Settings

Use the Output menu to choose the format for the corrected
images. Choose RVC to save the images as raster objects in a
TNTgis Project File; EXIF image information is automatically
saved in a metadata subobject for each image. Alternatively, you
can choose to output either JPEG files or TIFF files. EXIF tags
are automatically saved to output JPEG files.

Running the Process

When you have set the processing parameters, press the Run icon
button to run the process immediately. Standard Queue Job and
Save Job icon buttons are also provided to allow you to execute the
process using the TNTmips Job Process system (see the Technical
Guide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System).
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Line Pattern Editor

Use the Line Pattern Editor to create or edit patterns to
use in styling lines and polygon borders in vector, CAD,
or shape objects. A line pattern can be made up of one or
several parallel lines that lie beside or on top of each other.
These pattern elements can be solid, dashed, or made up of
repeating circles (dotted line). You can also add repeating
perpendicular crossing lines to the pattern. Different colors
and dimensions can be set for each of the elements in the
pattern. A variable color option can be set for any line
pattern element instead of a specific color. The variable
color is assigned in the Style Editor window when the
pattern is selected for use. A single line pattern can thus
be used to represent several geometric element types in a
specific application simply by changing the variable color
in the Style Editor.
Standard icon buttons in the top left corner of the Line Pattern Editor let you create a New pattern, Open an existing
pattern, Save the current pattern, or Save As to save with
a different pattern name. Use the Add Solid Line, Add
Dashed Line, Add Circle (outline), Add Circle (filled),
and Add Crossing Line icon buttons to add elements to the
pattern. Each pattern element is shown in the list in the
Pattern Elements box. Use the controls in the Colors box
to set the color for each pattern element. The Preview box
shows a preview of the pattern.

Pattern Elements List and Settings
Each pattern element you add is shown as a row in the Pattern
Elements list. Pattern elements are drawn in the order shown:
elements higher in the list are drawn after elements lower
in the list. Left-clicking on an entry in the list highlights it;
you can then use the Lower and Raise icon buttons to move
the entry up or down in the list. The Delete Element icon
button deletes the highlighted pattern element. The Undo
icon button removes the last pattern element added.
The Type column shows the element type (e.g. Solid Line,
Dashed Line), while the Color column shows the color assigned to the element (or “Variable” for the variable color).
The unit used for the values shown in the remaining columns
is selected on the Units menu at the top of the window.
Enter a value in the Thickness column to set the thickness of
the solid or dashed pattern element, crossing line, or outline
of the repeating circle. Because solid and dashed pattern
elements are drawn parallel to the geometric line element, the
thickness value sets the “line width” of the solid or dashed
pattern elements (width perpendicular to the trend of the line
element in the geometric object being rendered).
Enter a positive or negative value in the Offset column to
offset the pattern element from the center of the line. In the

Add Solid Line

Add Crossing Line

Add Circle
(filled)

Lower

Undo

Raise

Add Dashed Line

Delete Element

Add Circle (outline)

variable color selector

Add Color
colors added to the selection pane

illustration above, a pair of thin solid line pattern elements
are used to bound thicker solid and dashed pattern elements.
Each of these thin elements is offset half of the width of the
thicker elements, with one offset value positive and the other
negative.
Dashed Line

Circle

interval
start

size

The Start, Interval, and Size values
apply to repeating line pattern
elements (red element in these examples). The meaning of the Size
setting varies for
dashed lines, crossing lines, and
circles (dotted pattern elements).

interval

start

size
Crossing Line
start

interval
size

Style Editor

The values in the Start, Interval, and Size columns apply to
repeating pattern elements: dashed line, crossing line, and
circle (see illustration above). The Start distance sets the
distance from the start of the line to the beginning of the
first repeating pattern element. The Interval value is the
distance between the starting ends of successive dashes or
between the centers of circles and crossing elements. The
meaning of the Size parameter varies. For dashed lines it is
the length of the dashes. For crossing lines it is the length
of the crossing line (perpendicular to the line element in the
geometric object being rendered). For repeating circles the
Size is the diameter of the circle.
(continued)
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The Cap and Join columns set rendering options for the pattern elements. Left-click in either column to pop up a menu
showing the option for the column. The Cap menu setting
governs how the ends of pattern elements and subelements
(solid lines, dashes, and crossing lines) are drawn. The choices are Flat (flat right-angle termination) and Round (rounded
termination); see illustration below. Rounded terminations
are added to the specified size of dashes and crossing lines;
this has the effect of reducing the visible spacing between
dashes.
Cap
Options
Flat

Round
Join Options

palettes. Left-click on the desired palette in the list and press
the OK button to show this palette in the Line Pattern Editor.
You can use a color not in the provided palette by pressing
the Add Color icon button, which opens the Add Color window. The Set by menu in this
window determines the type
of controls that are shown.
The menu provides a choice
of color models that you can
use for specifying the color,
including RGB (0-100), RGB
(0-255), HIS, and others. Adjust the color sliders or enter
values in the numeric fields
and press OK to set the custom color, which is then shown
as a sample in the Colors box.
Preview Box

Miter

Round

Bevel

The options on the Join menu set how the outside edges of
solid and dashed pattern elements are rendered at line vertices
where the geometric line changes direction (see illustration
above). The Miter option produces sharp corners; the edges
of the two line segments converge to a single point. The
Round option produces rounded corners at the vertices,
while the Bevel option terminates the edges of the two line
segments in a straight line parallel to the average direction
of the line segments.
Colors Box
Colors for the pattern elements you have added are selected
using the controls in the Colors box. The controls include
a color palette and the icon for the Variable color. To
choose a fixed color for the pattern element currently
selected in the list, left-click on a color tile in the palette.
A sample for the chosen color is added to the pane to the
right of the palette. You can click on this sample or the
corresponding palette tile to assign this color to additional
elements. To assign the variable color to the selected pattern
element, left-click on the Variable icon button.
You can choose a different color palette by right-clicking
on the palette, which opens the Select Palette window. This
window shows a graphic list of the available discrete color

Horizontal

Zigzag

Wavy

The Preview box pro- Zoom
In
vides a preview of the
line pattern so you can
Zoom Out
Zoom 1X
Colors
assess the result and
adjust settings if needed. Icon buttons on the right side of
the button row in the box let you switch the preview between
Horizontal (straight), Zigzag, and Wavy renderings so you
can assess how the pattern will look with different line geometries. Standard icon buttons let you zoom the preview in or
out. The Colors icon button opens a standard Select Colors
window that allows you to select a color for the preview
background and change the current Variable color.
Pattern Preview Options
Horizontal

Zigzag

Wavy
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Raster & Image Processing

Radiometric Correction of Satellite Images

The Radiometric Correction process in TNTmips (Image / Radiometric
Correction) calibrates images acquired by satellite optical sensors to
radiance or reflectance values. These corrections allow more accurate
assessment of ground surface properties and facilitate comparison between images acquired at different times or for different areas. You can
use this process to:
• Convert image digital numbers to at-sensor radiance.
• Convert image digital numbers to top-of-atmosphere reflectance with
specified raster data type and scale.
• Apply dark-object (path radiance) correction from image histograms,
from a scattering model, by manual entry, or by designating a dark
area in the View.
• Apply cosine TZ (COST) atmospheric transmittance correction.
• Apply topographic correction using a DEM.

Supported Satellite Optical Imaging Sensors
Sensor

Metadata
Format

Metadata
File Extension

ASTER		

HDF		

embedded in HDF

DMC		DIMAP		*.dim
GeoEye1		

Digital Globe

*.xml

IKONOS		GeoEye		*_metadata.txt
KOMPSAT-3

KOMPSAT

*_aux.xml

KOMPSAT-2

KOMPSAT

*.eph, *.txt

Landsat 8 OLI

ODL		

*.mtl

Landsat 7 ETM+

ODL		

*.mtl

Landsat 4,5 TM

ODL		

*.mtl

Pleiades		DIMAP		DIM_*.xml

RapidEye
RapidEye
*_metadata.xml
Satellite sensors that are currently supported are listed to the right. TIFF/
QuickBird2
Digital Globe
*.xml
GeoTIFF and JP2/GeoJP2 images can be used in their original format;
SPOT
6,7
DIMAP		
DIM_*.xml
correction parameters are read automatically for these images from
WorldView 2,3
Digital Globe
*.xml
metadata files in the specified format. Images in other formats (e.g.,
HDF, NITF) should first be imported to a MicroImages Project File;
sensor metadata is automatically imported to a metadata subobject that is also read automatically by the Radiometric Correction
process. Default values for missing parameters are provided from a TNTmips reference file. Correction parameters can also be
entered manually for these images and for images from other satellite optical sensors.

Radiometric Correction Window

Press the Add icon button on the RaRemove Selected
diometric Correction window toolbar
to select image bands to process. You
Add
can select TIFF or JP2 files (one file
Remove All
per band or multiple bands from a single file) or raster objects from a MicroImages Project File. All
selected image bands are shown in the columnar list (see illustration above). You can select and process more than one image
at a time; listings for different images are automatically grouped

with alternate background colors. Images are also automatically
displayed in the View window. You can remove any band(s)
that were incorrectly selected by left-clicking on the entry in
the list to highlight it, then pressing the Remove Selected icon
button. (You can hold down the shift key to highlight a range
of entries or the control key to toggle highlighting on/off for an
entry). Press the Remove All icon button to remove all bands.
The sensor name, band assignments, and correction parameters
are automatically read from the accompanying metadata if
(continued)
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available and shown in the various columns in the list. If the
sensor metadata file or object
is not found automatically, the
value “Unknown” is shown in
the Sensor and Band columns. If
a metadata file in the supported
format is available, left-click in
the Sensor column for any of
the image bands, choose Select
Metadata File from the popup
menu, and use the Select File
window to navigate to and select
the file. If a metadata file in the
proper format is not available, you
can use the Sensor column popup
menu to choose the sensor, which
is assigned to all bands in the
image. For each band, left-click
in the Band column and choose
the spectral band from the popup
menu. Correction parameters
that are not scene-specific are filled in
automatically from the TNTmips sensor
reference file.
Values for correction parameters not found
in the metadata are listed as “Unspecified”.
These values can be filled in manually for
each band and parameter.
The Options box (lower right corner of
Radiometric Correction window) provides a Set Zero as Null
toggle button. When this toggle is on, 0 values in the input
image bands are interpreted as non-image (null) values if the
band lacks a null mask or does not have a null value set. The
corresponding cells are set as null in the output rasters.

Radiance

At-sensor spectral radiance for values in each image band is
computed from image digital numbers by applying band-specific
gain and offset values. This computation has the general form:
Radiance = gain * cell value + offset
The exact form of the computation varies from sensor to sensor
depending on the form of the stored radiance calibration factors
(for example, a scale factor that is the reciprocal of the gain or
needing to divide the raw result by the bandwidth of the spectral
band). Spectral radiance is expressed in units of Watts / (m2
* steradian * μm).
Two mutually-exclusive options are provided in the Radiance
box. Turning on the Output toggle creates an output raster with
radiance values for each input image band. Turning on the Set
Scale on Input toggle instead sets scale and offset values for the
input image bands so that the raw cell values are expressed as
radiance. (The scaled and offset values are used automatically
in many raster processes in TNTmips.)

Reflectance

Spectral reflectance is the ratio of the radiance reflected from a
surface at a particular wavelength to the radiant energy incident
on the surface (irradiance) at that wavelength. The irradiance
value for an image band is calculated from the solar irradiance
for the particular wavelength band (ESUN), the earth-sun distance (d) on the imaging date, and the sun elevation angle (θ)
at the time of image acquisition.
π * Radiance * d2
Reflectance =
ESUN * sin θ
Landsat 8 image metadata includes reflectance scale and offset
values that encapsulate all factors except the sun elevation angle.
The reflectance computation for Landsat 8 images is:
Reflectance =

reflect. scale * cell value + reflect. offset
sin θ

Turn on the Output toggle in the Reflectance box to compute
a reflectance raster for each input band. If no Dark Object or
COST atmospheric correction is applied, the result is top-of-atmosphere reflectance or apparent reflectance, which includes
atmospheric effects.
Since reflectance is a ratio, raw reflectance values can vary from
0 to 1.0. The default raster data type for reflectance rasters is
therefore 32-bit floating-point. If you prefer to work with scaled
integer reflectance values, you can choose an integer data type
from the Type menu and set an appropriate scaling value in the
Scale field.

Dark Object Correction

Solar radiation interacts with water vapor, other gas molecules, and small particles in the atmosphere, and some portion
of this radiation is scattered in all directions. The amount of
scattering is strongest for shorter wavelengths (blue band) and
diminishes exponentially as wavelength decreases. Scattering
also increases with the amount of water vapor and dust (haze)
in the atmosphere. Light scattered upward toward the satellite
sensor by this means contains no information about the surface
properties, but is simply atmospheric noise. This path radiance
is added to the radiance received from the ground surface by
the sensor in each image band.
The Dark Object correction attempts to remove band-specific
path radiance effects using image values for dark objects in the
scene. Most satellite images contain at least some cells that
should be effectively black, with near zero reflectance, such as
deep shadows cast by topography or structures, or deep clear
water bodies. These areas should not contribute any suface radiance to the image, so any measured values are assumed to be due
to atmospheric path radiance. The “dark object value” in each
band can then be subtracted from all image values to produce
a path-radiance corrected image. The Dark Object correction
can be applied to reflectance and/or output radiance rasters.
Dark object values can be determined in several ways, specified
by the selection on the Dark Object menu in the Correction box.
The options are None, From Histogram, Manual, and Predicted.
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(continued)

The resulting value for each band is shown in the Dark Object
column in the image list.
From Histogram: this method automatically determines dark

object values from the band histograms by attempting to identify
the inflection point on the lower end of the value range where
the cell count begins to rise rapidly with increasing cell value.
The assumptions are that dark object cells are far less numerous
than other image cells and there is a range of dark object values
due to sensor noise. The method attempts to identify the upper
end of this dark object value range. An example for the Red,
Green and Blue bands of a Pleiades image is illustrated below.

Example of Dark Object values found automatically from
band histograms. Portions
of the histograms for the
Blue, Green, and Red bands
are shown.

matically computed and shown in the Dark Object column (see
illustration at the bottom of the previous column using a region
in an urban building shadow to define the dark object values).
Predicted: a drawback of the previous methods is that the
dark object value for each band is determined independently,
whereas atmospheric scattering is wavelength-dependent. Radiance-corrected dark object values should conform to a negative
exponential function with increasing wavelength.

Choosing the Predicted method activates the Conditions and
Dark Object Band menus in the Correction box. Use the Conditions menu to choose a relative scattering model to define
the wavelength dependence of the dark object values, based on
your qualitative visual assessment of the atmospheric conditions
in the scene. The choices on the menu are Very Clear, Clear,
Moderate, Hazy, and Very Hazy. Each of these choices sets
a different value for the wavelength function exponent in the
relative scattering model. Use the Dark Object Band menu to
choose either the Green or Red band as the starting dark object
value to anchor the wavelength function. For details of the
methodology, see the following reference:
Chavez, Pat S., 1988, An Improved Dark-Object Subtraction Technique
for Atmospheric Scattering Correction of Multispectral Data. Remote
Sensing of Environment, vol. 24, pages 459-479.

When you use the Predicted method, the Dark
Object column shows
the histogram-derived
values on the left and
the predicted values on
the right.

121 215 335

Manual: this method lets you set dark object values manually in

two ways. If you have separately determined dark object values
(such as by your own examination of the band histograms), you
can enter the values directly in the Dark Object column in the
When you use the Predicted method, the Dark object column
image list. Alternatively, you can use the Define Region tool
in the image list shows both the histogram-derived and the
set in the View window to draw one
predicted values for each band for
Rectangle Ellipse
Define
or more points or shapes to define a
comparison. The predicted values
Point
Circle Polygon Region
Region
region identifying dark features. (See
shown are in raw digital image values,
the Technical Guide entitled Define
but radiance-corrected values are used
Region Toolset for instructions on the
by the method when fitting the expouse of these tools). Average band values
nential function. You can change your
from the defined region are then autoselections from the Conditions and
Dark Object Band menus if the current
selections appear to over-correct the
other bands.

COST Atmospheric
Correction

Dark Object value set manually by drawing a polygon outlining the dark shadow
of a building.

The COST Atmospheric correction
applies a first-order correction to
reflectance values to account for
atmospheric absorption effects. A
portion of the sunlight illuminating
(continued)
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a scene may be absorbed by gases during its passage through
the atmosphere. For a given set of atmospheric conditions, the
amount of attenuation of the incoming radiation is dependent on
the length of the path through the atmosphere. A correction for
this effect on reflectance values can be made by multiplying the
values in each band by the cosine of the solar zenith angle (TZ),
the angle between the vertical (zenith) and the sun’s position in
the sky at the time of image aquisition. The solar zenith angle
is equal to 90 degrees minus the sun elevation angle recorded in
the image metadata. For a technical discussion of this correction
see the following reference:
Chavez, Pat S., Jr., 1996. Image-Based Atmospheric Corrections —
Revisted and Improved. Photogrammetric Engineering & Remote
Sensing, vol. 62, pages 1025-1036.

angle, the angle between the sunlight direction (calculated from
the sun elevation angle and sun azimuth angle from the image
metadata) and the normal to the local surface. Reflectance
values are corrected by multiplying the relief shading value
and the fraction of the reflectance value assumed to be due to
direct solar illumination.
Because the skylight fraction is a result of atmospheric scattering, it is assumed to vary with band wavelength using the
same relative scattering model you chose for the predicted Dark
Object correction. Use the Skylight Band menu to choose the
band (Green, Red, or None) to which to assign the value in the
Skylight Fraction field (default 0.40). The computed values for
individual bands are listed in the Skylight field in the image list.

Topographic Correction

The Topographic correction in the Radiometric Correction process normalizes image reflectance values for terrain effects using
a digital elevation model (DEM). To activate the Topographic
correction toggle, press the DEM pushbutton below the image
list and select a DEM raster that covers the entire extents of the
image(s) being corrected. The DEM raster does not have to
match the cell size or exact extents of the images, but it should
have a cell size roughly equal to or less than that of the images.
The Earth’s surface is illuminated in part by direct sunlight
and in part by diffuse light from all parts of the sky, another
consquence of atmospheric scattering. The amount of the direct
sunlight reflected from a local surface varies depending on its
orientation with respect to the direction to the sun, introducing
a terrain dependence to the reflectance values calculated from
image values. To a first approximation, the diffuse skylight can
be assumed to be equal in all directions and thus the portion of
the surface reflectance originating from skylight is not dependent
on the terrain orientation.
The Topographic correction adjusts reflectance values using
relief shading values computed from the DEM. The relief
shading value for each DEM cell is the cosine of the incidence

The Topographic correction brightens image cells on slopes
that are not oriented toward the sun. (Applying the Topographic correction without incorporating the skylight adjustment
tends to overcorrect [overly brighten] these cells). Reducing
or removing the terrain influence on reflectance produces an
image that appears “flatter”, providing a better starting point
for image classification than an uncorrected image. However,
natural vegetation patterns are also strongly influenced by terrain
orientation, so vegetation differences may reveal topographic
features even in a terrain-corrected reflectance image.

Natural-color display of Landsat 8 image bands: reflectance with topographic effects (left) and reflectance after terrain correction (right).
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Raster & Image Processing

Convert Raster Data Type

The Convert Raster Data Type process (Image / Convert
Raster / Data Type) allows you to change the data type and/
or rescale one or more continuous-value (grayscale) raster
objects. This type of task can also be performed in the Raster
Arithmetic and Indices (Scale / Offset operation) and Raster
Extract processes, but the Convert Raster Data Type process
provides a set of simple controls dedicated specifically to data
type conversion and rescaling.
Rasters List

The upper part of the Convert Raster Data Type window is a
columnar list of the rasters selected for processing. Press the
Select pushbutton under the list to choose one or more raster
objects to process. You can choose any grayscale (non-composite) raster object in a Project File or any raster file format
supported for direct use in TNTgis, including TIFF/GeoTIFF,
JP2/GeoJP2, Arc Grid, JPEG, PNG, MrSID, and others. All input rasters must have the same data type, and all are processed
using the same settings. You can remove any raster from the
list by left-clicking on its listing to highlight it and pressing
the Remove pushbutton. Press [Remove All] to clear the list.

Convert Raster Data Type window. The input elevation rasters have
floating-point values in meters; these values are being rescaled to
integer feet in the 16-bit signed data type using a User Defined scale
factor. The illustration below shows a display of the source and result
for one of the elevation rasters with a DataTip showing the source
and output values for one raster cell location.

The columns in the Rasters list show the object names, data
type, range of values, dimensions, cell size, geographic extents, and coordinate reference system for each input raster. A
Scale value is also listed if the input raster has a Value Scale
factor other than 1.0 set in its object information. Likewise,
an Offset value is listed for any input raster with a nonzero
Value Offset set, and the Unit is listed if the raster has a Value
Type and Unit set.
The value range is read from the raster histogram. If the
histogram is sampled, the range values are followed by a
question mark (?) to indicate that some raster values may be
outside the range shown. If the histogram is outdated (parent
raster has been modified since the histogram was computed),
the range is followed by an asterisk (*). If the raster does not
have a histogram, the Range column shows “unknown”. To
update and compute full histograms if needed, remove the
rasters from the list, use the Compute Full Histograms process
(Image / Utilities / Compute Full Histograms), then reselect
the rasters in the Convert Raster Data Type process.
Output Type and Out of Range Controls

Use the Output Type menu to select the data type for the output
rasters. The choices include 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit signed or
unsigned integer, and 32-bit or 64 bit floating-point.
Depending on the source and output data type and the scale
and offset settings, some source values may translate to values outside the selected output data range. The Out of Range
controls determine how such values are handled. The options
are Limit, which resets any out-of-range value to the limiting
value of the valid range, and Set to Null.

Scaling

The Scaling menu provides three options for scaling the source
values to the selected output data range. The Automatic option
rescales the source values automatically to fill the output data
range and ensure that all values fit within it. The From Source
option is available when all input rasters have scale factors
other than 1.0 set in their object information; source values
are rescaled using each raster’s scale factor. Choosing the
User Defined option activates the Scale and Offset numeric
fields to allow manual entry of values to control the rescaling.
Compression and Pyramid Settings

Use the Compression menu to set a compression type for the
output rasters (or Uncompressed). The compression options
are Standard Lossless, Huffman (lossless), JPEG2000 Lossless, JPEG2000 Best Quality, and JPEG2000 User Defined.
When you choose the latter option, a Ratio numeric field is
provided so you can set a target compression ratio. Use the
Pyramid menu to set the method for computing pyramid tiers
for raster display; the choices are Average, Sample, and None.
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Image Classification

Raster Unique Value Combination

The Raster Unique Value Combination process in TNTmips (Image / Classify / Unique
Value Combination) combines the spatial information in two or more input rasters into a
single combination raster. The process is designed to help you analyze sets of categorical
rasters in which the raster values identify spatial classes of some type. The input rasters
might represent different spatial conditions (such as soil type and crop yield) or a single
condition at different times (such as land use). The process examines the set of input
raster values for each cell location, then assigns each unique set of values to a distinct
arbitrary cell value in the new combination raster. An attached CELLVALUES table
details the actual combinations: it has a record for each cell value in the combination
raster and fields containing the corresponding source raster cell values, as well as the
count of cells having that combination. By analyzing this table you can identify the
degrees of correlation between different spatial conditions or determine the nature and
areal extent of changes in conditions through time.

Land Use Raster for 1995
Land Use Raster for 1986
This illustration shows portions of two land use rasters that were combined in the Automatic Raster
Combination process. Values in each input raster follow the same numerical coding system for land
use. Both are shown with the same color palette keyed to land use classes.

CELLVALUES table showing all
combinations of land use classes
for the two dates, along with a
count of the number of cells for
each unique combination.

All raster types including color composites and complex rasters
may be used as input rasters in this process, but it is best suited for
categorical rasters. All source rasters must have the same number
of lines and columns.

An option is provided to transfer additional attribute tables
from the input rasters to the combination raster. These
tables retain their original structure and have attachments
from the combination raster cell values to the corresponding
records as needed. This feature allows you to further
integrate information from the different input rasters.

You can elect to transfer color information from each input raster to
the combination raster to aid in interpretion. For each input raster
with color information (stored as color palette entries or composite
color cell values), the process creates a corresponding color palette
subobject for the combination raster. The combination raster can
then be displayed to appear identical to any input raster by selecting
the appropriate color palette. This feature is only available if the
number of unique source value combinations is less than 65536,
as that is the current upper limit on the number of colors in a color
palette.
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Raster & Image Processing

Raster Arithmetic and Indices

The Raster Arithmetic and Indices process (Image / Combine / Arihmetic and
Indices) in TNTmips performs mathematical operations using the cell values in
one or more input raster objects to produce an output raster with the same row and
column dimensions as the input. Calculations are performed independently for
each cell position. Many of the operations perform calculations using values from
two or more input rasters, in which case all inputs must have the same row and
column dimensions. Other operations (such as Scale/Offset and Auto-Scale) are
applied independently to one or more input rasters, in which case the input raster
dimensions do not have to match.

Raster calculations are organized into four groups: Algebraic, Logical, General
Indices, and Broadband Vegetation Indices. The Algebraic group provides mathematical combinations of values from grayscale rasters, several options for rescaling,
and an operation to replace values in a specified value range. The operations in
the Logical group produce a binary raster object and include methods to convert
grayscale and RGB color sets to a binary raster as well as logical combinations of
multiple input binary rasters.
The General Indices group includes two methods to compute normalized ratio indices
from a pair of input rasters. These and the previous group operations are described
below. The Broadband Vegetation Indices group includes a variety of vegetation
index computations, which are described in the Technical Guide entitled Image Processing: Broadband Vegetation Indices.
Raster Arithmetic and Indices Interface

Algebraic Operations

If the Treat null input cells as zero toggle is turned on, null
input cells are included in the selected computation using a
zero value, and the output cell value is the result of the computation. If this toggle is off, null input cells are ignored and
the corresponding cells in the output are set as null.

The remaining operations in the Algebraic group [Scale/Offset,
Logarithmic (base 10), Replace by Range, and Auto-Scale]
apply a mathematical transformation separately to the values
in each individual input raster.

Choose the desired group from the Group menu, then select
from the Operation menu for that group. The description pane
shows the mathematical formula used in the operation. Use the
Rasters button to choose the input raster or rasters, which are
then listed in the pane below. Some operations that combine
values from multiple inputs can use either separate rasters or
color components from a color-composite raster. For these
operations the Type menu is active, allowing you to choose
either Composite or Separate before pressing the Rasters button; the Type setting establishes the filter that is applied in the
selection dialog for the input.

The Parameters box may include calculation parameters that
can be set by the user for the chosen operation.
Use the menus in the Output box to choose the Raster Type
and a Compression option for the output raster or rasters. The
Raster Type selection is restricted to Binary for the operations
in the Logical group. Some of the operations allow setting a
Scale, a multiplier that is applied to the result to allow you to
scale the output values to a range suitable for the input data
and the selected output raster type. The default Scale Factor
value is 1. You should take special care to set an appropriate
scale when you choose an integer raster type for the results
from an algebraic operation.

The Algebraic group provides a set of operations that let you
perform individual mathematical calculations using multiple
input rasters. The Add and Multiply operations can use values from two or more input rasters, which can be selected in
any order. The Subtract and Divide operations are restricted
to a pair of input rasters, with values in the second raster (B)
subtracted from or divided into the values in the first raster
(A). The only additional parameter for these operations is the
Scale Factor. These operations can be used to perform custom
spatial modeling in a raster-based GIS context in which each
raster represents a different spatial parameter in the model.

Add: sum values from 2 or more rasters:
Sum = R1 + R2 + ... + Rn

Subtract: subtract values in raster B from those in Raster A:
C=A-B

Multiply: multiply values from 2 or more rasters:
C = R1 * R2 * ... * Rn

Divide: divide values in raster A by those in raster B:
C=A/B

Scale/Offset: apply a scale factor, pre-scale offset, and postscale offset:
C = (A + offset1) * Scale + offset2
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(continued)

The Parameters panel provides
fields for entering the scale
factor, pre-scale offset, and postscale offset.
Logarithmic (base 10): take the log to base 10 of the values
in the input rasters:
C = Log10(input)

Replace by Range: replace values inside (or outside) of the
specified range:
Inside range:
if lower limit <= Input <= upper limit, C = replacement value
otherwise C = Input
Outside range:
if Input < lower limit or Input > upper limit, C = replacement value
otherwise C = Input

The Parameters panel provides
fields for entering the replacement
value, lower limit, and upper limit.
Use the Replace Value to choose
whether to replace values inside
or outside of the specified range.
Auto-Scale: auto-scale the input values to the range of the
specified output raster type. This operation has no additional
parameter settings.
Logical Operations

The operations in the Logical group includes methods to
produce a binary raster from other raster data types as well as
logical (boolean) combinations of input binary rasters.
Threshold: compute binary raster C from a grayscale raster
using a specified threshold value:
If Input < threshold, C = 1 else C = 0

The Parameters panel provides
a Threshold Value field for entering the desired value. You
can also use the Output White
menu to select the comparison operator: Less Than, Greater
Than, Less Than Or Equal To, or Greater Than Or Equal To.
Threshold Gray: compute a binary raster D from an RGB
composite or separate R, G, and B rasters using a threshold
distance from the average gray level:
avg = (R + G + B) / 3
distance = sqrt( (R - avg)^2 + (G - avg)^2 + (B - avg)^2)
If distance < threshold then D = 1, else D = 0

The Parameters panel provides a Threshold Value field for
setting the threshold distance. The Output White menu lets you
choose the comparison operator, providing the same choices
as for the Threshold operation.
Extract Color: compute a binary raster D from an RGB composite or separate R, G, and B rasters by extracting a color using
color thresholds. The choice of color to extract (black, red,
green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, or white) sets the operator
(greater than or less than) for each color channel. Example
for the color cyan:

if R < red threshold and G > green threshold and
B > blue threshold then D = 1, else D = 0

On the Parameters panel,
choose the color from the Color to Extract menu and use the
provided fields to enter threshold values for Red, Green, and
Blue color channels.
Range: compute a binary raster C, setting 1 for input values
inside (or outside) of the specified range:
Inside range:
if lower limit <= Input <= upper limit, C = 1, else C = 0

Outside range:
if Input < lower limit or Input > upper limit, C = 1, else C = 0

The Parameters panel provides
fields for entering the lower limit
and upper limit and an Output
White menu to choose whether to
assign 1 to input values inside or
outside of the range.
Complement: compute the complement of a binary input
raster, replacing 1 with 0 and 0 with 1:
if Input = 0, C = 1; if Input = 1, C = 0

The following operations produce an output binary raster that
is a logical (boolean) combination of two or more input binary
rasters. These operations have no user-defined parameters.
OR: set value 1 in binary output raster C if any binary input
has value 1:
C = R1 or R2 or ... or Rn

AND: set value 1 in binary output raster C if all binary inputs
have value 1:
C = R1 and R2 and ... and Rn

Exclusive Union: set value 1 in binary output for each cell
where a pair of input rasters differ in value. For more than
2 inputs, set 1 where an odd number of inputs have value 1:
C = R1 xor R2 xor ... xor Rn

General Indices

Compute an index from a pair of grayscale input rasters (A and
B) or from the red and green components of an RGB composite
raster. When you
select Composite from the Type
menu and select
the composite raster, the red and green components are automatically assigned
to inputs A and B, respectively. You can apply a scale factor
to the result of the index calculation.
Normalized Difference: compute a normalized difference
ratio index raster (ND):
ND = (A - B) / (A + B)

Transformed Normalized Difference: compute a transformed
normalized difference ratio index raster (TND):
TND = sqrt[ (A - B) / (A + B) + 0.5]
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Spatial Display

Raster Theme Mapping

The Raster Theme Mapping option in the TNTgis Display
process lets you display grayscale raster objects as a set of
discrete numeric intervals with a different color assigned to
each. As an alternative to grayscale display or a continuous
color palette, the discrete interval colors provided by raster
theme-mapping can simplify the display and emphasize overall
spatial patterns in the data.
The Raster Theme Mapping option
automatically generates interval
categories and display colors from
the cell values of the raster object.
You can set the number of categories, choose from Equal Interval or
Equal Count options for defining
interval boundaries, or manually
set the boundaries. You can generate interval colors using random
colors, a color spread, from a color
palette, or manually assign colors.
You can save multiple themes for a
raster object and choose any saved
theme to use in the current session.
Press the Edit button to open the Raster
Theme Map Controls window.

You can save multiple themes for a raster
object and use the Theme menu to choose
one to use for the current display.

Raster theme-map of terrain slope values (raw grayscale slope image shown in inset). This User-Defined theme uses 7 intervals, each (except the last)
representing a 10-degree range of slope angles.
Interval colors are assigned from a color palette in
reverse order from the palette (Palette Reversed
option).

Intervals and Distribution

To set up a raster theme map, open the Raster Layer Controls window and on the Object
panel press the Edit button to the right of the Theme label and menu (see illustration
to the left), which opens the Raster Theme Map Controls window. Enter a value in the
Intervals field at the top of this window to set the number of value intervals (categories)
to use (the default number of intervals is 10). The boundaries between intervals are set
automatically from the global range and the option you choose from the Distribution
Type menu. The Equal Count option assigns an approximately equal number of raster
cells to each range, while the Equal Intervals option sets an equal numeric range for
each interval. (The Equal Count option is available for integer raster data types but not
for floating-point rasters.) The
tabular list in the Raster Theme
Map Controls window shows for
each interval the minimum and
maximum values, range, and
percentage of cells in the interval.
This list automatically updates
when you change the number of
intervals or the distribution type.

Raster mapping variation in average rainfall in millimeters displayed with continuous rainbow palette (above left) and with
a 10-interval equal-range theme (above right) using a simple
color spread (illustrated to the right). The discrete interval
colors provided by raster theme-mapping can emphasize the
spatial patterns in the raster data.

You can customize the theme
intervals by editing the minimum
or maximum values, which automatically sets the Distribution
Type menu to the User Defined
option. Adjacent ranges are automatically adjusted in response
to each change.
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(continued)

Color Assignment

The Generate Colors box at the bottom of the Raster Theme Map
Controls window provides controls for creating a set of colors to
use. The Color by menu provides several options for automatically generating colors: Palette Sequential, Palette Reversed,
Random in Palette, Random, and Spread. These methods are
described below. The Classes controls let you specify how the
generated colors are applied to the set of intervals. The default
setting, All, applies the color generation operation to the entire
range of intervals. If you turn on the Range button, you can use
the numeric fields to the right to apply the operation only to a
specific contiguous range of intervals. After choosing a color
method and class range, press the Apply button to update the
colors in the interval list. You can also manually set the color
for any intervals by left-clicking on a color sample to open the
Select Color window.
The Palette Sequential, Palette Reversed, and Random in Palette
methods generate colors from a selected palette of discrete colors.
The name of the current palette is shown in the text field below
the Color by menu (see illustration at the top of the previous
page); press the pushbutton to the right of this field to open the
Select Palette window to choose a palette. A number of the available palettes provide color progressions with varying numbers
of discrete colors, while others
simply provide
an assortment of
colors. The Palette Sequential
method assigns
the first palette
color to the first
interval, the second palette color
to the second interval, and so
on. The Palette
Reversed method assigns colors
from the palette in the reverse order, starting with the last color
in the palette. The Random in Palette method assigns the palette
colors to intervals in random order. Be sure to choose a palette
with at least as many colors as there are intervals in your theme,
otherwise more than one interval will be assigned the same color.
A warning message is shown when you press the Apply button
if there are fewer palette colors than intervals.
The Random color generation method generates a set of random
colors for the intervals. The candidate set of colors is shown
below the Color by menu (see illustration below). You can press
the Repick Colors pushbutton to create a different set of random
colors; press the Apply button to assign these colors to the theme
intervals in the
order in which
the colors are
shown.

When you choose the Spread color option, interval colors are
sampled from a “continuous” color palette of your choice or
from a manual color spread that you design. The color sampling
uses the full color range of the palette or spread and maintains
a consistent separation in palette position for successive colors.
The name of the current continuous palette is shown in the text
field below the Color by menu (see the illustration below); press
the pushbutton to the right of this field to open the Select Palette
window to choose a continuous color palette. The palette colors
are shown at the bottom of the window. You can sample the colors in the reverse
order by turning
on the Reversed
toggle button.

If you choose None in the
Select Palette window,
the Spread option is set to
the Manual mode (see illustration at the bottom of the previous
page). A pair of color buttons are shown for setting the start and
end of the spread. Clicking on either button opens the Choose
Color window from which you can choose a color from a palette
or set exact color values. The Path menu provides a choice of
color models for creating the spread: RGB, HIS CW (clockwise),
HIS CCW (counter-clockwise), HBS CW, and HBS CCW. The
resulting spread is shown at the bottom of the window; press
Apply to generate colors for the theme intervals.

Saving and Using Raster Theme Maps

Raster theme map settings are saved as a subobject of the raster
object, so you can save and use multiple themes for the same
raster object. Pressing the OK button on the Raster Theme Map
Controls window saves the current theme map settings; if no
theme has been previously saved, the Save As window opens so
you can name the object. After a theme has been saved, pressing [OK] updates that theme with any changes you have made.
You can press the Save As button instead to save the changes to
another theme subobject. The saved theme subobjects (if any)
are listed on the Theme menu in the Raster Layer Controls window, from which you can select a theme to use for the current
display. Choosing a theme from this menu automatically disables
the Contrast and Color Palette menus. Choose None from the
Theme menu to discontinue use of the theme and reactivate the
Contrast and Color Palette menus.
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Raster & Image Processing

Reassign Image Cell Values

The Reassign Image Cell Values process (Image / Classify / Reassign Cell Values) transforms individual cell values or ranges
of cell values in an input raster object to different values in an
output raster object of the same dimensions. The input raster
can be any single-value integer or floating-point data type, and
the output raster can have a different data type than the input.
Multiple input rasters with the same data type can be processed
together using the same reassignment settings. Some possible
uses of this process include:
• convert a continuous range of values (integer or floating-point) to a series of discrete integer values, each representing an equal range of input values (sometimes called
density slicing)
• map unequal ranges of continuous values to a series of integer values
• extract specific ranges of values from the input raster, with
input cells outside those ranges set as null in the output
• change one or more individual cell values in a raster object
with condition scores to be used in map overlay analysis
operations
• apply a contrast lookup table to one or more grayscale images.

The Reassign Image Cell Values process includes some of the
same capabilities as the more specialized Apply Contrast and Set
Raster Null Cells processes, but takes a more general approach
to transforming raster cell values by providing multiple methods
for value reassignment. The Automatic method segments a range
of input values into a set of uniform contiguous intervals and
automatically assigns an output integer value to the cells in each
interval. In the Threshold, Range, and Value methods, you manually define a lookup table that maps input cell values to output
cell values. In the Database Table method, new cell values are
assigned using lookup values in a specified field in an attached
raster database table.
Reassign Image Cell Values Window
Use the Add Rasters icon button (see illustration above right)
to choose one or more input raster objects to process. The
selected rasters are listed in the Rasters box. This columnar
list shows the file and object name in the Objects column, and
additional columns provide other information about each object,
such as the numeric range of cell values, the numeric data type,
dimensions, cell size, extents ranges, and coordinate reference
system. The cell value range is read from the raster histogram.
If the histogram is sampled, the displayed range may be smaller
than the full range of cell values; in this case, the range listing is
followed by a question mark. (You may wish to recompute a full
histogram before using the raster as input in this process.) You
can remove objects from the Rasters list in two ways: select one
or more input rasters in the list and press the Remove Selected
Rasters icon button, or press the Remove All Rasters icon button
to clear the list.

Remove Selected
Rasters

Add
Rasters

New
Lookup
Table

Remove All Rasters

Open

Delete
Selected
Items

Save Lookup Table

Use the Reassign by menu to select the reassignment method.
The lower portion of the window presents Parameters controls for
the Automatic method, Lookup Table controls for the Threshold,
Range, and Value methods, and a list of database fields in the
Database Table method.
Automatic Method
The Automatic method is designed to let you quickly segment a
range of input values into a set of uniform contiguous intervals
and automatically assign an output integer value to the cells in
each interval. For example, the input might be a terrain slope
raster with floating-point values in degrees, and you wish to
create a slope class raster with integer values each representing
a 5-degree range in slope (the interval value; see illustration on
the next page).
When you choose the Automatic method, you enter values in the
Input Minimum and Input Maximum fields in the Parameters box
to define the range of values (including the specified minimum
and maximum) to be processed. With the range defined, entering
an Input Interval value computes and shows a corresponding
Number of Intervals value; likewise, entering a Number of Intervals value recalculates the Input Interval Value. You can specify
minimum and maximum values outside the range of actual raster
values, but the resulting output raster may have fewer intervals
than the number shown.
Intervals are assigned output cell values beginning with the
Starting Output Value that you enter (default value is 1) and incremented by the Output Interval value (default 1). If the input
range you designate for processing does not include the entire
(continued)
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presents a menu with choices to Open saved lookup table and
Import from contrast table. You can remove one or more
entries from the current table using the Delete Selected Items
icon button. Left-click in an entry to select it exclusively,
<Ctrl> left-click to toggle selections, and <Shift> left-click
to select more than one entry (or a range of entries). Press
the New Lookup Table icon button to clear the current table
and start a new one.

Shown above is a grayscale
raster object with floating-point
terrain slope values ranging
from 0 to 84.6336 degrees. The
Automatic method was used
to segment the range 0 to 84.7
into 5-degree intervals (total 17).
The resulting integer slope class
raster is shown to the right with
a color palette.

input range, you can use the Output Below Minimum and Output
Above Maximum controls to set the output values assigned to
cells outside this input range. You can enter a specific value in
each editable field or select Null from the menu button.
When you use integer starting and interval output values, the
Automatic method produces integer output from an integer or
floating-point input raster. The integer datatype (4-, 8-, 16-, or
32-bit signed or unsigned) is set automatically based on the range
of output values you specify. However, if you set a non-integer
starting value and/or output interval value to produce decimal
output values, the process creates a 32-bit floating-point raster.

Threshold: The Threshold method is designed to let you
segment the range of input values into a set of contiguous
but not necessarily equal intervals by specifying threshold
input values and associated output cell values. If you want
to segment using equal intervals and create integer output,
it is easier to use the Automatic method.

The Lookup Table for the Threshold method has Threshold
and Output fields. The default table entry has a Threshold
value equal to the minimum possible value for the input
raster data type and an Output value of Null, which you can
change to a specific value or Unchanged. Left-click on the
Add> control in the Threshold field to add a threshold value,
then press <Tab> to activate the corresponding Output field
(or left-click in the field) to enter or select an output value. The
output value is assigned for all input values from the specified
threshold up to but not including the next greater threshold value
(or the maximum raster value if there is no higher threshold). If
the lowest threshold value you enter is greater than the minimum
value in the input raster, input values less than this threshold are
assigned the output value you specified for the initial threshold.
If you enter thresholds out of numerical order, the Lookup Table
listing is automatically resorted to show the entries in order of
increasing threshold value.

Threshold, Range, and Value Methods
When you select the Threshold, Range, or Value option from
the Reassign by menu, you use the Lookup Table controls in
the lower portion of the window to create a lookup table with a
series of entries that define how output values are assigned from
individual input cell values or ranges of values. You can set the
output value for an entry to be a specific numeric value, null, or
set values in that entry to be left unchanged. The table has two
or three fields (depending on the method); left-click on the Add>
entry in the left-hand field to add a table entry and fill in the fields.
The Lookup Table panel has several columns to accommodate
tables with many entries.

For each of these methods the Output field is used to set the
output value for a specific table entry. Left-click in this field to
enter a specific numeric value, or right-click for a menu from
which you can choose Null or Unchanged. You can also leave
the field blank or enter “n” to set the value to Null, or enter “u”
for Unchanged. Use the Output Type menu to choose the data
type for the output raster (8-, 16-, or 32-bit unsigned or signed
integer, or 32- or 64-bit floating-point).
You can save the lookup table as an XML-formatted text file
(*.lutx) by pressing the Save Lookup Table icon button in the
toolbar at the top of the window. Pressing the Open icon button

Sample Lookup Table
using the Threshold
method.

Range: The Lookup Table for the Range method has Minimum,
Maximum, and Output fields that let you set any number of contiguous or noncontiguous range intervals. The table has a default
entry Other that sets the output value (specific value, null, or
unchanged) for all input values outside of the ranges you specify.

Ranges are required to be exclusive and non-overlapping. If you
enter a new range that overlaps any previous ranges, the previous range limits are automatically adjusted as needed to prevent
numeric overlap and preserve the last range limits entered. For
(continued)
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example, if you enter a range 300 to 400 and then 400 to 500 for
integer input, the resulting ranges will be 300 to 399 and 400 to
500. When you are processing rasters with integer data type, the
minimum and maximum values you enter for a range are always
inclusive; the range includes all values equal to or greater than the
minimum and less than or equal to the maximum. For floating
point inputs the range limits are inclusive by default, but you
can enter “>” before a minimum value or “<” before a maximum
value to exclude the limit from the range (see illustration below).

Database Table Method
The Database Table method uses values in a designated field in a
raster database table with records attached to cell values to provide the lookup table values. The input cell value is replaced by
the value in the selected field in the attached record. When you
choose this method from the Reassign by menu, a Table menu is
shown to the right from which you can choose a database table
(if more than one table is present). The Fields box below these
menus lists the name of the fields in the selected table (Field
column) along with the field data type and the range of numeric
values in the field. Numeric fields and string fields with only
numeric characters can be selected (entries shown in black text);
other field types are shown in gray text and cannot be selected.
Left-click on the box to the left of the field name for any fields
you wish to use. A separate output raster object is created for
each field you select.

Sample Lookup Table
using the Range method.

Value: In the Value method you assign an output value to each
specific input cell value that you wish to process. The table has
a default entry Other that sets the output value (specific value,
null, or unchanged) for all other input values. This method is
most useful for processing a raster object with a small number of
cell values or a small number that you want to change.

In the example illustrated here, the input raster object is a set of
three buffer zones around streams. The raster value is a numerical
score to be used in map overlay analysis operations with other
spatial data. The Value method is used to change the set of scores
in the input (10, 50, and 100) to 25, 75, and 200.

The Output Type column shows the default raster data type to
be used for the output raster object for each selected field; leftclick on this field to show a menu from which you can select a
different raster data type. The No Entry column sets the value
to assign to output cells when the input cell value has no record
in the selected table or the selected field in the attached record is
blank. You can enter a specific value or select Null or Unchanged.
In the example illustrated here, the input raster was created from
slope class and aspect class raster objects using the Automatic
Raster Combination process in TNTmips (Image / Combine /
Automatic), which creates an output raster with a unique value
for each numeric combination of input raster values; a database
table records the component input values for each output raster
value. The VALUE field in this table shows the output cell value.
A new field (VALUE2) was
added manually to this table
and different values were entered for some of the output cell
values (all values where the
ASPECT_CL value = 0 were
set to 0). The VALUE2 field
was then used as the source
for the lookup table values in
the Reassign Image Cell Values
process.
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Spatial Display

Render to Raster

The Render to Raster operation in TNTgis allows you to render the
contents of the View window to a raster in your choice of several formats. The operation can render the visible layers in complex layouts,
including raster and geometric layers, WMS and ArcIMS layers, map
grids, legends and scale bars, and text labels. You can choose to render
the full extents of the data layers or restrict the rendering to the area
shown in the View, and set the image size and resolution of the result.
When the View is in anaglyph stereo mode, you also have the option
to render the displayed group as an anaglyph stereo image. To use the
Render to Raster operation, choose Display / Render to / Raster from
the Display Manager (Display / Render to Raster in TNTview).

Formats and Compression

Use the Format menu in the Render to Raster window to choose the
format for the output raster. The options are RVC 24-bit RGB, RVC
16-bit RGB (5 bits per component), JP2/GeoJP2, JPEG, TIFF/GeoTIFF,
and PNG. The color depth is fixed at 24-bit RGB for all non-RVC
image formats. (In TNTview only the RVC options are supported.)
Press the Background button to open a Choose Color window to select
a color to render for any areas with no data within the selected extents.
If you are rendering to PNG, such areas are also set to be transparent
in the PNG file.
The Compression menu provides a choice of compression options for
all formats except PNG. The compression options vary by format and
are shown in the table below.

Georeference

TIFF file rendered from a TNTgis map layout.

The raster produced by the Render to Raster operation can inherit the georeferencing
of the geospatial group being rendered. If the output format is RVC, GeoJP2, or GeoTIFF, georeference information is automatically saved internal to the file (georeference
subobject for an RVC raster, and GeoTIFF tags for GeoJP2 and GeoTIFF files). For the
non-RVC formats the Georeference
controls are active in the Render to
Raster window, allowing you to save
georeference information in auxiliary
files. Toggle buttons are provided to
choose World+PRJ and/or KML formats. The KML option converts the
data extents to WGS84 / Geographic
coordinates, which may be approximate depending on the CRS in use in
the View and if the layers in the group
are not upright.

Extents and Size

NOTE: Rendering from web tilesets, including
Bing Maps and MapQuest public reference layers, is not permitted in TNTgis software.

Format

Available Compression Types

RVC

None
DPCM (lossless)
Huffman (lossless)
JPEG2000 (lossless)
JPEG2000 Best Quality
JPEG2000 User Defined
JPEG Best Quality
JPEG User Defined

GeoJP2
JP2

JPEG2000 Lossless
JPEG2000 Best Quality
JPEG2000 User Defined

GeoTIFF
TIFF

None
LZW (lossless)
PackBits (lossless)

JPEG

JPEG Best Quality
JPEG User Defined

PNG

N/A

The Extents menu allows you to set the extents of the display to be rendered. The
Entire Display option renders the entire extents of the display, including areas
outside the extents of the current View window(s). The menu also provides a
Match View option for each open View window, allowing you to render just the
area shown in a particular View.
The Size menu provides Proportional and Manual options. The Proportional
option restricts the output line and column dimensions to be proportional to
(continued)
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that of the display extents (for the Entire Display extents option) or to that of the selected View (for a Match View option).
The Manual option lets you set row and column dimensions
independently.
You can set the size of the output raster directly by editing the
values in the Image Rows and Image Columns fields, or indirectly by editing the value in the Cell Size field or the Resolution
field. You can set Cell Size in units determined by the menu to
the right of the Cell Size field and set Resolution in pixels/in,
pixels/cm, or pixels/mm as selected from the menu to the right
of the Resolution field. Values in the Cell Size, Resolution, and
Image Row/Column fields are interdependent as determined by
the display extents being rendered and the design scale of the
layout or group.

(up to a maximum set by the Maximum Relief Exaggeration
setting).
As you determine the appropriate stereo settings for the Render
to Raster procedure, also keep in mind that stereo rendering in
the View itself is applied at screen resolution (i.e., after the View
contents are resampled to screen pixels) and also depends on
the range of elevations currently visible in the view. The combined result of these effects is to produce a noticeable decrease
in vertical exaggeration for large images as you zoom in from
full extents to the Maximum Detail (1X) zoom level. If you are
rendering to an image size similar to that of the input image, 1X
zoom thus provides the best preview of the stereo effect you can
expect to see in the rendered image at comparable viewing scale.

Hidden Layers

Layers that have been set manually to be hidden in the View
are not rendered to the output raster. Layers that are hidden by
map scale at the current display scale are rendered to the raster
if they are set to be shown at the design scale of the group or
layout. Conversely, layers that are on at the current view scale
are not rendered if they are set to be hidden at the design scale.

Stereo Rendering

The Display process allows you to view any image in stereo
using a terrain layer and your choice of stereo viewing modes.
When the selected View is in any stereo mode, the Render
to Raster window provides Stereo Rendering controls with a
Render as anaglyph stereo toggle option, which renders the
left- and right-eye images in different colors so the image can
be viewed with anaglyph color glasses on screen or in a print.
Fields are provided to set the Relative depth scale, Maximum
relief exaggeration, and Percentage of depth beyond view pane
(see the TechGuide entitled Stereo Display Settings for an explanation of these settings.)
When the View group is rendered to a stereo anaglyph image, the
stereo displacement is determined after the group contents are
resampled to the output raster dimensions. The dimensions and
cell size of the output image have
an effect on the vertical exaggeration perceived when viewing
this image in stereo: for a given
Relative Depth Scale setting, an
output image with larger cell size
(smaller image dimensions) will
show higher vertical exaggeration

View these illustrations
through red-cyan anaglyph 3D
glasses to see their images in
stereo.

This View displays an extract of a natural color Landsat image of a
volcano in Kamchatka (Russia) rendered in anaglyph stereo using
MicroImages’ Global 90-m Lossless Elevation dataset. The illustrations below show images rendered to anaglyph stereo from this View
using differing stereo settings to provide different degrees of vertical
exaggeration.

Anaglyph stereo image rendered from the group
shown above with Relative Depth Scale and
Maximum Relief Exaggeration both set to a value
of 10.0.

Anaglyph stereo image rendered from the group
shown above with Relative Depth Scale and
Maximum Relief Exaggeration both set to a
value of 40.0.
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Spatial Display

Render to SVG

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is a graphic file format developed to present high-quality vector graphics in web pages. The
Render to SVG operation in TNTgis allows you to render one
or more displayed geodata layers to an SVG file. The operation
can render geometric and raster layers, map grids, legends and
scale bars, and text labels. You can choose to render the full
extents of the data layers or restrict the rendering to the area
shown in the View, and set the coordinate accuracy of the result.
To use the Render to SVG operation, choose Display / Render
to / SVG from the Display Manager in TNTmips or TNTedit.
The Render to SVG operation is not available in TNTview.

to PNG format. Raster layers are reproduced in either PNG or
JPEG format, and these images can be embedded in the SVG
file itself or saved to separate files linked to the SVG file.
Modern web browsers include direct support for reading and
rendering SVG graphics. These browsers also automatically
apply standard graphic enhancements such as anti-aliasing lines
to produce a smooth, high-quality rendering of the vector data
at the desired graphic size in the browser window. The ability
of SVG to present both image and styled geometric data make
it well suited to web illustrations of GIS data.

Geologic map rendered to SVG (right) from multiple TNTgis layers (left), including relief shading raster, map polygons with dynamic labels,
contact lines, fold and fault lines styled by CartoScript, and CartoScript point symbols and labels indicating strike and dip of rock layers.

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)

SVG files are XML-based text files that can include points, lines,
closed shapes (polygons, circles, ellipses, rectangles), and text
along with associated style information. The rendering operation
is able to reproduce in SVG the complex styles you have set up
in TNTmips for points, lines, and polygons (including varying
transparency of fill colors). Custom point symbols and line
renderings created by TNTgis CartoScripts are also reproduced
in SVG, along with styled text from label elements and dynamic
labels. Bitmap point symbols in geometric layers are rendered

Polygons, styled lines, and bitmap and graphic point symbols in TNTgis
view (left) and rendered to SVG (viewed in web browser, right).

Render to SVG Options

The Options tabbed panel on the Render to SVG window allows
you to set general options for the render operation.
Coordinate Accuracy and Units: You can set the cell size

of rendered raster layers and the spatial accuracy of geometric
elements by entering a value in the Coordinate Accuracy field
and choosing a distance unit from the Units menu. Setting a
smaller Coordinate Accuracy value increases the size of the
(continued)

NOTE: Rendering from web tilesets, including
Bing Maps and MapQuest public reference layers, is not permitted in TNTgis software.
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arbitrary coordinate space that contains the data in the SVG
file, allowing for greater spatial accuracy for geometric data.
For raster layers the Coordinate Accuracy value sets the cell
size of the rendering.
Extents: The Extents menu allows you to set the extents of the

display to be rendered. The Entire Display option renders the
entire extents of the display, including areas outside the extents
of the current View window(s). The menu also provides a Match
View option for each open View window, allowing you to render
just the area shown in a particular View.

Compression: Turning on the Compression toggle creates a
gzipped SVG file with the “svgz” file extension. Compression
can substantially reduce the file size and result in faster downloading of the file when used in a web page.

option is provided for older web browsers that may not support
CSS style definitions.
Embed in HTML: This option embeds the SVG code within a

simple HTML file which can then be edited to provide additional
text or graphic content.

Embed TrueType Fonts: Turning on this toggle transfers font
definitions to the SVG file for any TrueType Fonts used in the
rendering. Use this option if the source data includes unusual
fonts that may not installed on the destination computer or web
server. In this case embedding the font definitions allows the
text in the SVG file to be rendered with the intended font.

Exclude Hidden Layers from Render: When this toggle

is turned on, any layers that have been manually hidden in the
view are not included in the SVG output.

Style Options: The Render to SVG operation creates style

definitions for text and graphic elements using Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS) syntax. In the default mode, any elements that are
styled by attribute are detected, a list of the unique styles is created in the SVG file, and each graphic element or text string is
linked to the appropriate style definition. All style information
is thus contained in the file in the most compact form.

If you turn on the Link to Stylesheet toggle, the style definitions
are written to a separate CSS file with the same root name as
the SVG file, and the SVG elements are linked to the styles in
this external file. If you create a number of SVG files from the
same dataset, these text-based files could be edited rather easily
to link to a single common CSS style file to avoid duplicating
style information.
If you turn on the Use Inline Styles toggle, style information is
written independently for each graphic element and text string.
If multiple text strings or elements share the same style, the
style defintion is duplicated, increasing the size of the file. This

Raster Controls

The Raster Controls tabbed panel provides settings for raster
layers being rendered to SVG. Turn on the Embed images toggle
to embed rendered images in the SVG file itself rather than saving as separate files linked to the SVG file. Embedding images
simplifies file management and transfers to other computers.
Raster layers can be rendered in either PNG format, which
supports lossless compression and transparency (such as for
null cells in TNTgis rasters) and JPEG, which provides lossy
compression but does not allow for transparency. By default the
Render to SVG operation automatically uses PNG format if it
detects that the raster layer uses transparency, otherwise JPEG
format is used. The Use only PNGs and JPGs preferred toggle
buttons (which are mutually exclusive) allow you to override
the default behavior and specify the output raster format. The
value in the JPEG Quality field (0 to 100) sets the image quality
by varying the amount of lossy compression applied. Higher
values result in less compression and more faithful reproduction
of the original image, but result in larger file sizes.
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System

Select Objects for Use
Navigation Bar

Sidebar

Locations
Recent
Paste
Enter
Tree View
Hide
In TNTgis you select geospatial data Up One Back
Level
menu
menu Path/URL Path/URL
Preview Sidebar
Forward
for viewing and analysis using the
Select objects window (which may
have varying names depending on the
context). The upper part of the window
has several tabbed panels with controls
you can use to specify files or objects to
add to the selected list at the bottom of
the window. You can use the controls
on the Browse panel to select local data
by navigating your computer and network file system directly, as described
in this Technical Guide; or select InBrowse List
ternet-based data such as web tilesets
hosted by MicroImages, KML files,
WMS layers, and others, as described
in the TechGuide entitled System: UsSelected List
ing Internet-based Maps and Images.
You can create a list of frequently-used
spatial objects that is maintained on the
Favorites panel for quick selection. The
Select Objects window with the Browse tabbed panel exposed.
Recent panel automatically shows a list
of your most recent selections. You can use the Catalog Search
an icon to the left of the name, identifying it as a file, folder,
panel to search for local or web data by geographic location and/
or drive. You can use the navigation bar in combination with
or by text contained in the object, file, or folder name or the
the browse list below it to navigate to the desired destination.
file or object description (see the TechGuide entitled System:
Browse List Items: The browse list for a folder shows names
Searching Geodata Catalogs).
and icons for all of the contained subfolders and files. You can

The sidebar to the right of the tabbed panels can include a Tree
View of the current folder path and a Preview of an object you
have highlighted in the list on one of the tabbed panels. Icon buttons at the top of the sidebar allow you to turn the Tree View and
Preview panes on or off, and to hide or show the entire sidebar.

Browse Panel

The Navigation Bar at the top of the Browse tabbed panel provides controls for manually navigating through your computer’s
drives and directories to locate the desired items. The contents
of the current directory, file, or Project File folder are shown in
the list below these controls. The Files and Objects controls
below the browse list can be used to restrict the types of files
or objects listed, as described in the section File and Object
Filters below. Once you have navigated to the correct location,
choose one or more objects from the browse list and press [OK].
To select objects/files from multiple Project Files/directories,
add each to the Selected list at the bottom of the Select Objects
window before navigating to the next location.
Navigating

The navigation bar shows the components of the path to the
current folder or file, beginning with the drive letter or volume
name on the left and proceeding through folders and subfolders
toward the right. The last (deepest) component of the path has

left-click on a folder or file icon, or double-click on the name,
to navigate down one level into the folder or file. You can navigate into MicroImages Project Files and into files in any format
supported for direct use in TNTgis if these files contain multiple
spatial objects. Examples are TIFF and JP2 files containing
multiple image bands and ESRI geodatabase files containing
multiple shape objects. The contents list for a file shows names
and icons for all of the contained objects.

Folder Names: You can jump to any level in the current path
by clicking on the name of a folder (or drive/volume name) in
the navigation bar.
Up One Level: Press the Up One Level icon button to

the left of the navigation bar to move upward one level
in the directory hierarchy.

Back and Forward: You can also press the Back

icon button to the left of the navigation bar to step
back through the last-used folders. Once you have pressed the
Back button, the Forward icon button also becomes active so
you can step forward through the last-used sequence of folders.

Path Separator Buttons: In the navigation bar a small arrow-

head icon appears to the right of the drive entry and each folder
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(continued)

entry in the path (see illustration below). Clicking on this icon
drops down a menu from which you can choose any subfolder
at that level. That subfolder will then
appear as the next component to the
right in the path.
Dropdown menu for the folder named
States, listing its subfolders for selection.

Locations Menu: Pressing the Locations icon button (large

black down-pointing arrowhead at the left end of the navigation
bar) drops down a menu that provides high-level navigation options. The upper portion of this menu (number 1 in the example
illustrated below) provides the options Web, Computer, Desktop,
Home, and Network (the latter only on Windows computers).
The Web option shows a hierarchical listing of Internet-based
map and image layers, including web tilesets
and KML files hosted by MicroImages and
1
cataloged Web Map Service (WMS) and
ArcIMS layers (see the TechGuide entitled
System: Using Internet-based Maps and
2
Images). The Computer option shows in
the browse list all of the drives or volumes
accessible from your computer. The Desktop
option jumps to your Desktop folder, while
the Home option jumps to your User folder.
3
The Network option allows you to access
other computers available on your Windows
4
network.
The section of the Locations menu labeled 2 in the illustration
lets you jump to any drive or volume available to your computer.
Section 3 on the Locations menu is present if you have used
the Add to Saved Locations option in the menu. This option
adds the path to the current drive or directory to the Saved
Locations section in the menu, allowing you to directly choose
frequently-used directories from the menu. If you have saved
locations, the Organize Saved Locations option is also provided
in the menu. Choosing this option opens a window that allows
you to remove any saved location from the menu.
The section of the Locations menu labeled 4 in the illustration
has selections for each component of the path above the current
level; this section is not shown if there are less than three levels
above the current level.

Recent Paths Menu: Pressing the Recent icon button
(large black arrowhead at the
right end of the navigation
bar) drops down a menu
listing the most recent paths
used in any process (maximum of 20 listings). You can
use this menu to move to any
recently-used folder.

the Enter Path/URL icon button or by left-clicking in the blank
portion of the navigation bar to the right of the last path component. You can also paste a path or URL from the clipboard into
the navigation bar by pressing the Paste Path/URL icon button.
The latter option is especially useful
Enter
Paste
when you are selecting tileset TSD
Path/URL
Path/URL
files or KML files from a web location
for display or for use in the Assemble
Geomashup process (see the TechGuide
entitled Geomedia Publishing: Adding
Refresh
Settings
Custom Web Layers to Geomashups).
Default Browse Location: The Select Object window opens

with the browse path set to a default location dependent on your
previous selection actions. The Start Browse Location toggle
options in the Settings icon button menu let you choose how
that default location is determined. If you choose the Separate
for each process option, the default browse location is set from
your last selection in the current process.
Settings
If you choose the Shared by all processes
option, the last selection location used
in any process (input or output) sets the
default browse location. This option may
simplify the navigation steps when you
are processing data in sequence through
a number of different processes. In this
mode the last selection location used in
the current process is included at the top
of the Recent icon button menu.

Sidebar Tree Control: The Sidebar
tree control automatically updates to
show the current directory level set
by the other navigation controls. It
can also be used directly to navigate
through your drives and folders. You
can use the vertical scroll bar to scroll
through all of the drives and their
main-level folders available to your
computer. A “+” control next to a
folder icon indicates that it contains
subfolders; press this icon button
to expand the folder to show the
subfolders (the icon changes to a “-”
icon that you can press to collapse the folder). Left-click on a
folder entry to set it as the current folder and show its contents
in the browse list on the Browse tabbed panel.

Browse List

The browse list below the navigation bar shows the contents of
the current file or folder. If the contents of the current folder
change while the Select Objects window is open, you can
press the Refresh icon button to the right of the navigation
bar to update the browse list.

Entering or Pasting a Path or URL: You can manually type a
directory path or a web URL into the navigation bar by pressing

Highlighting and Selecting Objects or Files: You can select
objects or files from the Browse list in several ways. Left-clicking on the icon for an object in a Project File (or a single-object
(continued)
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external file such as a shapefile or KML file) adds the object
to the Selected list; double-clicking on the name has the same
result. You can also highlight one or more objects or supported
external files in the browse list for selection using the Add icon
button in the Selected list. Left-click on an object or file entry
to highlight it exclusively. If no entries have been highlighted,
right-clicking on an entry also highlights it. Left-click on two
list entries while holding down the Shift key to highlight those
two entries and any entries in between them. Left-click while
pressing the Ctrl key to toggle highlighting of an entry on or off.
When you have navigated into a Project File (or external file with
multiple objects), the OK button on the Select Objects dialog is
activated when you highlight one or more objects in the browse
list. If all of the objects you wish to select are highlighted, you
can simply press [OK] to select them for the current process;
you do not need to add them to the Selected list first. However,
highlighting single-object external files (such as shape files)
does not activate the OK button; these files must be added to
the Selected list (see the section on the Selected list below).
You may also wish to select objects from multiple Project Files
or folders in one operation; to do so, add each to the Selected
list before navigating to the next destination. When all desired
objects are in the Selected list, press [OK].

single-object external file) shows a DataTip with position and
extents information and a graphic showing the location and
extents of the object.
Left-click on any column heading to sort the list alphabetically by the entries in that column; left-click again on the same
heading to reverse the sort order. Right-clicking on any column
heading reveals a menu with choices to Sort Ascending, Sort
Descending, and Fit to Content (which changes the column
width to fit the widest entry). The final menu, Choose Columns,
opens the Choose Columns window, which lets you pick which
information to include in the list. In List mode the column headings are shown so you can sort the list by the hidden contents
of these columns.
Right Mouse Button Menu: Right-clicking on the browse list

with one or more entries highlighted opens a menu that lets you
take actions on or show information about the highlighted items.
The options on this menu vary depending on the number and
type of entries highlighted. For all selections
the menu includes the options Add to Favorites (see next section) and Delete (which
deletes the object, file, or folder from your
system). When only a single folder, file, or
object is highlighted, the menu also includes
the Rename option. When a spatial file or
object is highlighted, Properties and Metadata options are included. The Properties
option opens a window showing file or
object details including path, size, creation
and modification dates, along with a list
of contained objects and subobjects. The
Metadata option opens a window showing
any metadata that has been created for the
file or object. For MicroImages Project
Browse list in List view mode
Browse list in Details view mode
Files and objects the menu also includes
Browse List View Mode: The format of the browse list is set
an Edit Access Control List option, which opens a login dialog
using the toggle options in the View Mode section of the Setfor the access control list (see the TechGuide entitled System:
tings icon button menu. The Details option (the default) shows
Access Control Lists).
one entry per line in the list, with additional information shown
Favorites Panel
in columns. If some list items are not visible at the current
You can add frequently-used spatial objects and files to the list in
window size, the list can be scrolled vertically using the scroll
the Favorites tabbed panel (illustrated below) for easy selection.
bar to the right of the list. The List option arranges all of the
You can select and highlight objects and files in this list in the
entries in multiple columns (if necessary), and the list can be
same ways as in the Browse panel list. When you highlight an
scrolled horizontally if there are multiple columns that do not
(continued)
all fit within the list pane. These options are illustrated above.

Columns and Sorting: In Details mode

the browse list includes a Name column
and optional additional columns such as
Type (for files), Created, and Modified
(providing creation and last-modified
dates, respectively). You can drag the
separators between the column headings
to resize columns and drag the column
headings to reorder the columns. Pausing the mouse cursor over the name of a
spatial object in a file (or the name of a

Rename

Remove from
Favorites
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item in the Favorites list, its enclosing folder is highlighted in
gray in the Tree View pane (if open). Choosing another folder
in the Tree View automatically switches the window to the
Browse tabbed panel.
You can add an object or file to the Favorites list from either the
Browse or Recent tabbed panel. Highlight the desired items in
the Browse or Recent list, then right-click and choose Add to
Favorites from the pop-in menu.
The Favorites list shows the name of each object or file by
default. However, you can provide a different name for any
listed item. To do so, highlight the item in the list and press the
Rename icon button. A Rename window opens allowing you to
edit the name of the item in the list. This action only applies to
the Favorites list; it does not alter the actual name of the object
or file. To remove one or more items from the list, highlight
the entries and press the Remove from Favorites icon button.

Recent Panel

File and Object Filters

The File and Objects filters below the Browse, Favorites, Recent,
and Catalog Search panels allow you to limit the entries shown
in these lists by file type, object type, and by file or object name.
These controls (illustrated below) provide variable content
depending on the selection context.
The Files control provides options selected using radio buttons. The All option shows all files at the current level, while
Selectable shows only those that can be selected for the current
operation. The RVC option at the folder level shows only MicroImages Project Files and excludes from the list other external
file types that can be used in TNTgis. One additional file radio
button is provided for a recently-used file type, and another is
provided to allow you to apply a choice from the adjacent menu,
which provides choices appropriate for the current selection
context. For example, when you choose an option from the
Add Raster menu in the Display Manager, file filter options are
presented for raster file types that can be directly displayed.

The Recent tabbed panel lists up to twenty of the
File and
filter by file extension
filter by object type
filter by file or
objects most recently used in any process. You
Object Filters
in Project Files
object name
can highlight and select objects from the Recent
list in the same ways as in the Browse list. You
can also add any items in the Recent list to the
turn on toggle and use menu to choose other supported file types
Favorites list using the right mouse-button menu.
You can also remove any highlighted items from the Recent list
The Objects menu provides a list of object types appropriate
using the Remove from Recent icon button.
for the current selection context; choose one at the Project File
level to limit the list to objects of the selected type.
Remove from
Recent

Catalog Search Panel

The Catalog Search panel provides controls that allow you to
search for local or web data by geographic location and/or by
text contained in the object, file, or folder name or the file or object description. See the TechGuide entitled System: Searching
Geodata Catalogs for a description of this panel.

The Filter field allows you to filter a file list or object list by
a pattern match on the file/object names. Use the Filter Mode
section of the Settings menu to set the type of pattern matching
you can use; the choices are Simple and Regular Expression.
The Simple mode allows you to use simple wildcard characters: “_” to match any single character and “*” to match
any character string (see example illustrated below). The
Regular Expression option allows you to use powerful regular
expression syntax to match more complex text patterns. An
explanation of regular expressions is beyond the scope of this
document; see the web page referenced below for an explanation
of the regular expressions available for use.
http://userguide.icu-project.org/strings/regexp

Preview Pane

The optional Preview pane in the sidebar automatically displays
a thumbnail rendering of the spatial object currently highlighted
in any of the lists, including web layers such as web tilesets,
KML files, and WMS layers (see the TechGuide entitled System:
Preview Local and Internet Geodata Layers). If the object is
too large for the thumbnail to be drawn immediately,
an arrow icon button is shown in the center of the Preview pane; you can press this icon button to draw the
Preview. You toggle the Preview pane on or off using
the Preview icon button at the top of the sidebar.

Left, object list unfiltered (Filter field set to match any character string
using the “*” wildcard). Right: list filtered to show only object names consisting of “BAND” followed by a single character (using the “_” wildcard).
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(continued)

If you use the File controls to filter by file type, the search string
you enter in the Filter operates on the file name only and does
not need to match the file extension.

Selected List

In processes that allow selection of multiple objects, the lower
portion of the Select Objects window includes a list of the
objects you have selected. You can add objects from the list
of a file’s contents (or single-object external files from a folder listing) to the selected list in several ways, as discussed in
previous sections:
• left-click on the icon for the object/file in the browse list
• double-click on the name of the object/file in the browse
list
• highlight one or more objects/files in the browse list and
press the Add icon button on the Select pane toolbar
• press the Add All icon button on the Select pane toolbar to
add all objects/files in the browse list (whether highlighted
or not).

Add All
Add

Remove

Remove All
Views

When the current browse level is a folder containing Project
Files and/or external files with multiple objects, using the Add
icon button for highlighted files (or the Add All button) adds
all of the objects contained in the relevant file or files to the
selected list. For example, highlighting a 4-band JP2 file in the
browse list and pressing the Add icon button adds all four of its
contained raster objects to the selected list. On the other hand,
clicking on the file’s icon button or double-clicking on its name
navigates into the file, allowing selection of individual objects.
If you use the Add All option when the browse list
includes folders, an Add
window opens to let you
specify how the folders
should be handled (see
illustration to the right).
You have the option to skip
the folders and only add the
files at the current level; to
add files from the folders but not from any subfolders within
them; or to add all files in the folders and any of their subfolders.
You can enter a search string in the File Names Matching and/
or Object Names Matching field to filter the result by name and/
or extension. These fields use the filter mode you have set for
the Filters field.
You can use the Views icon button menu on the
Selected panel toolbar to switch the selected list
between Details and List modes (see the previous discussion of the browse list). You can also
remove items from the selected list if needed. To
remove a single item, highlight it in the list and
press the Remove icon button. Press the Remove
All icon button to remove all items from the list.
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System

Create Output Files and Objects

TNTgis processes that create output objects use a variant of
the Select Objects window to allow you to navigate to the
desired location in your computer’s file system, create a new
folder, select or create a Project File, and name the output
object or objects.
Up One Forward
Navigation Bar
Level Back
Locations
Recent

Sidebar
Tree View

Navigating

The navigation bar at the top of the window (see illustration
above) shows the components of the path to the current folder
or file, beginning with the drive letter or volume name on the
left and proceeding through folders and subfolders toward
the right. The last (deepest) component of the path has an
icon to the left of the name, identifying it as a file, folder,
or drive. The list below shows the contents of the current
directory or file. To navigate down into a folder or file in the
list, left-click on the item’s icon or double-click on the name.
You can jump to any level in the current path by clicking on
the name of a folder (or drive/volume name) in the navigation bar. Press the Up One Level icon button to the left of
the navigation bar to move upward one level in the directory
hierarchy. A small arrowhead icon appears to the right of
the drive entry and each folder entry in the path. Clicking
on this icon drops down a menu from which you can choose
any subfolder at that level.
The sidebar to the right of the browse list can include a Tree
View of the current folder path which you can also use to
navigate through your drives and folders. Use the vertical
scroll bar to scroll through all of the drives and their main-level folders available to your computer. A “+” control next to
a folder icon indicates that it contains subfolders; press this
icon button to expand the folder to show the subfolders (the
icon changes to a “-” icon that you can press to collapse the
folder). Left-click on a folder entry to set it as the current
folder and show its contents in the browse list on the Browse
tabbed panel.

recent paths used in any process (maximum of 20 listings).
For more information about navigating, see the Technical
Guide entitled System: Select Objects for Use.
Creating a New Project File

You can save the results of most TNTgis processes in an
existing or new Project File. To save in an existing Project
File, navigate to the folder containing the file, then
into the desired file.
To create a new Project File, first navigate to the desired
folder. You can create a new folder at this location if
desired by pressing the New Folder pushbutton (see
illustration below). A New Folder window opens so
you can name the folder; when you press [OK] on
this window, the current path in the Select Objects window
automatically updates to the new folder.

Enter a name for the new Project File in the New File Name
field. You can also enter an optional description for the
Project File in the Description field. When you have entered a suitable name and description, press the Create File
pushbutton. The current path in the window automatically
updates to the new file.
Single Output Object

When you have selected or created a Project File for the
output, you can then provide name(s) and description(s) for
the output object(s). The controls in the lower portion of the
Select Objects window differ somewhat for single-object and
multiple-object cases.
When the process produces only a single output object, New
Object Name and Description fields are shown after the file is
designated (see illustration below). Many processes provide
a default name and description for the new object. You can
accept the defaults and Press [OK] to begin process execution,
or enter a different name and description for the object first.
When either the New Object Name or the Description field
has focus (cursor is in the field), you can also press <Enter>
to accept the new text and begin process execution.

Pressing the Locations icon button (large down-pointing
arrowhead at the left end of the navigation bar) drops down
a menu that provides high-level navigation options, such as
selecting a local or network drive. Pressing the Recent icon
button (large arrowhead at the right end of the navigation bar)
drops down a menu from which you can select from the most
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(continued)

The New Object Type menu shows the type of output object
being created. In most processes the type of output object
is fixed by the process or selected in the process window,
in which case the menu shows only that fixed object type.
In a few processes, such as saving output from the region
manager, the New Object Type menu provides a choice of
object type to save (e.g., Region or Vector).

in the Name column and the OK button is activated. If you
wish to provide other names for any or all objects, click in the
Name field and enter the desired text. When all objects have
been named, press [OK] or <Enter>. (If Auto-Name is used
before a Project File is specified, each output object is saved
to a different Project File with the same name as the object.)

Multiple Output Objects

When you are saving multiple objects, the lower part of the
Select Objects window includes a Selected list with default
object names shown in the Object column, a Name column
showing “[not specified - click to assign]”, and a blank Description column (see illustration to the right). You can press
the Auto-Name button at the bottom of the window to assign
the default name to each object; these names are then shown
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Raster & Image Processing

Set Raster Null Cells

Raster objects in TNTgis can have null cells, the term used
to indicate that the specified cells do not represent valid data
and should be ignored during display or processing. Null cells
can be identified in one of two ways:
• a single null value: all cells with the designated value are
treated as null;
• a null mask: a binary raster subobject that has value 0 for
null cells and value 1 for valid (non-null) cells.
Null masks are a more flexible means of indicating null cells
because they can indicate null areas having more than one cell
value or including only a subset of cells with a specific value.
The Set Raster Null Cells process (Image / Utilities / Set Null
Cells) lets you set or remove null cell assignments for one or
more input rasters using numeric criteria. You can set a single value as null, set values outside a specified range as null,
change all current null cells to a specified value, or change
existing null cells to valid (non-null). Raster histograms and
pyramid tiers are automatically rebuilt by the process. If you
need to set null cells by area (e.g., set marginal 0 areas to null
while preserving interior 0-valued cells as valid), you can use
the interactive Mask Editor (Image / Utilities / Edit Mask);
see the Technical Guide entitled Create and Edit Null Masks
and Mask Rasters.
Rasters Controls

Press the Select pushbutton in the Rasters box to choose one
or more raster objects to process. All selected raster objects
must have the same cell data type (e.g., all 8-bit unsigned integer, or all 24-bit color-composite). The selected rasters are
then shown in the Objects list. This columnar list shows the
file and object name in the Objects column, and information
about current null settings in the Existing Nulls column. This
column shows the numeric null value if a single null value is
set, “Mask” if the input raster has a null mask, or “None” if
there are no null settings. Additional columns in the list show
the raster data type, dimensions, cell size, range of cell values,
extents ranges, and coordinate reference system.

Designate null cells by specific cell value or as cells outside a valid
range of values.

Null Value Controls

Turn on the Null Value toggle to set a specified cell value as
null. For single-valued data types (integer and floating point),
a single numeric field is provided in which you can enter a
numeric value, or you can use the menu button to the right of
the field to choose Minimum, Maximum, or Zero. For 24-bit
color-composite raster objects, three fields and accompanying
menu buttons are provided to set the null value for the three
components. If you choose Minimum or Maximum from
the menu button, the actual numeric value appropriate for
the input raster data type is shown in the field.
When you choose the Null Value option, the Change all null
cells to specified Null Value toggle is also active (unless the
input raster is has JPEG2000 or lossy compression or is a link
to an external file). This option changes the raster values of
all cells considered to be null to the specified output null value
(even if the cells are set to null in the output by a null mask).

You can remove objects from the list in two ways: select one or
more input rasters in the list and press the Remove pushbutton,
or press the Remove All button to clear the list. Left-click on
a list entry to select it exclusively, <Ctrl> left-click to toggle
selection, or <Shift> left-click to select more than one entry
(or a range of entries).

Valid Range

Process in-place

For typical raster data you would use either the Null Value
setting or the Valid Range settings. However, in special cases
you can use these settings together. For example, you could
use the Null Value controls to set a specific value inside the
Valid Range as null.

If you turn on the Process in-place toggle button, the specified
null settings are applied directly to the input raster or rasters.
If this toggle is not turned on, you are prompted to select an
output raster object for each input to receive the null settings,
and the inputs are left unaltered.

You can designate a range of cell values as valid and set all
cells with values outside that range as null. To apply a valid
range, turn on the Valid Range toggle button and enter the
minimum and maximum values in the desired range in the
numeric fields to the right of the toggle label.
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(continued)

Null Mask or Null Value

The process sets a null value (rather than creating a null mask)
under the following conditions:
• the input raster does not have a null mask;
• the result of your settings is a single numeric null value;
• you choose to Process in-place;
• the raster does not have lossy compression, does not
have JPEG2000 compression, and is not a link to an
external file.
In all other cases in which null cells are specified, a null mask
is created as the result.
Change Existing Null Cells to Valid

You can turn on the Change existing null cells to valid toggle
to remove existing null designations for the inputs. If an input
raster has a null mask, this action may result in cells with
more than one value being marked as valid, so this option
should be used with caution. You can also use this option in

combination with the Valid Range and Null Value options to
remove existing null settings and impose new settings.
Pyramid Rebuilding

The Pyramid rebuilding menu provides standard options for
computing reduced-resolution pyramid tiers for fast display
of large raster objects. The Average option provides the best
result for images and other continuous-value raster objects.
The Sample option is most appropriate for categorical raster
objects (such as class rasters) in which the cell values have
no actual numeric significance. The option None should only
be used for very small raster objects.
Running the Process

Press the Run button to run the process immediately. Queue
Job and Save Job buttons are also provided to allow you to
run the process using the TNTmips Job Processing System.
See the Technical Guide entitled TNTmips Job Processing
System for more information.
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Spatial Display

Shape Layer Controls

The Shape Layer Controls window provides display settings for shape
layers. You can open the Shape Layer Controls window by left-clicking
on the layer’s icon button in the Display Manager or by right-clicking
on the layer name and choosing Controls from the popup menu.
The layer controls are organized in a set of tabbed panels. The Object
panel provides settings that pertain to the entire layer. The Elements
tabbed panel provides control settings for the shape elements, and the
Labels panel provides controls to set up dynamic display labels.
After changing display settings, press the Apply button to apply the
changes to the View while the Shape Layer Controls window remains open. Press the OK button to apply the changes and close
the window. The Close button cancels any changes in settings not
already applied and closes the window.

Object Panel
The Object tabbed panel is exposed by default when the Shape
Layer Controls window opens (see illustration to the right).
Object: The Object field shows the filename and object name
of the shape object being displayed.
Styles: Press the Styles pushbutton to select a style subobject of

the current shape object or a main-level style object in a Project
File as a source of styles to use to display the elements. Style
subobjects of a spatial object are primarily used to store style
information for elements in that object with All Same styles
that utilize symbols or patterns. Styles assigned to elements by
attribute can be stored in a style subobject of the style assignment
table, which is independent of the style object selected on the
Object panel. See the Technical Guide entitled Managing Styles
for more information about style objects.

Georeference: The Georeference menu defaults to the georeference subobject that was last used. If the object has more
than one georeference subobject (not recommended), you can
use the Georeference menu to choose the desired georeference
to use for the display.

If the shape object has control point georeference, turn on the
Warp to Model toggle button to use the object-to-map coordinate
transformation model stored with the georeference information
when rendering the layer in the View.
Scale Range Visible: The Scale Range Visible fields let you

limit the range of map scales over which the layer is displayed.
For example, you may wish to hide a detailed layer when the
View is zoomed out beyond a certain scale.
You set up scale control by specifying a minimum (field on the
left) and maximum (field on the right) map scale. The minimum
map scale controls how far out you can zoom and still show
the layer, while the maximum map scale controls how far you
can zoom in.
The Scale Range Visible fields by default are initially set to
Unlimited, in which case the layer is shown at all map scales.

Object panel on the Shape Layer Controls window.

You can change both scale limits, just one, or neither. To set a
map scale for either field, you can enter the full scale fraction
(e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale fraction
(e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is then shown in
the field. To reset a map scale field to Unlimited, enter 0. For
more information about scale ranges, see the TechGuide entitled
Display Layers, Elements and Groups by Scale.
Extra Transparency: Use the Extra Transparency slider and
numeric field to set a transparency percentage for the entire layer
(all elements). Transparency applied to the entire layer is in addition to any transparency set for particular element styles, such
as partially-transparent polygon fill colors. Layer transparency
can also be adjusted using the Transparency controls in the View
window sidebar (see the TechGuide Easily Vary Transparency
for Any Layer). Each transparency control is updated when the
setting on the other control is changed.
Z Offset: The value in the Z Offset field applies when displaying

in a 3D Perspective View. It sets the vertical offset (in meters)
of the layer from the surface determined by the terrain layer.
This setting can be used to “float” the 3D layer surface above
the terrain (and any other layers draped on that terrain surface;
see the 3D Perspective Visualization tutorial).

The Wireframe Color button shows the mesh color used for
the layer in wireframe display in the 3D View. Press the color
button to open a Choose Color window to select a different
wireframe color.
(continued)
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Antialias and Hint: Turning on the Antialias toggle button
applies antialiasing to lines or polygon borders to reduce the
stairstep effect on diagonal and curving lines in the View. Antialiasing is applied to any line that has a width of less than 1.5
pixels on screen. Turning on the Hint thin line widths toggle
applies partial transparency to lines that would be less than one
pixel wide on screen at the current scale. The degree of transparency is proportional to the intended scaled width of the lines.
For information and illustrations of antialiasing and hinting see
the TechGuide entitled Enhanced Line Rendering.
Merge Duplicate Styles: When elements are styled by attribute, a style sample can be shown in the sidebar legend for each
attribute. If the same style is assigned to different attributes,
turning on the Merge duplicate styles in legend toggle shows
only a single style sample for each set of duplicates and the
legend label lists up to two attributes associated with that style,
separated by commas. If there are more than two attributes, an
ellipsis (...) follows the second attribute name.

Elements Panel

The Elements panel includes display settings for the shape elements, including DataTips and legend settings. A shape object
can contain only one type of element: point, line, or polygon.
The controls on the Elements panel vary slightly depending on
which type of element is present. The illustration below shows
the Elements panel for a shape object containing lines.

of the attribute values in
the specified field; turn
on the checkbox for each
value whose elements are
to be displayed. Select All
and Deselect All icon buttons are provided above
the list.
The Table combobox
shows the name of the
table in which the attribute
selections are recorded. If
you are using the “style
Select by Attribute window
by attribute” field, the
associated style table is selected by default. If you are using
a different attribute field, a selection table is created to record
the element selections. You can create and save more than one
selection table; all available selection tables are listed on the
Table combobox.
The By Map Scale option on the Show menu lets you set scale
ranges for groups of elements by attribute value; the display
scale in the View then determines which of these elements
are displayed. Pressing the Specify button after selecting this
option opens the Scale Ranges window, which is described and
illustrated in the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements
and Groups by Scale.
The Specify button for the By Query option from the Show menu
opens the Script Editor window so you can enter a selection
query to specify the elements to display. Examples of selection
queries are provided in the Building and Using Queries tutorial.
Style: The Style menu provides choices for styling the ele-

ments; the options include All Same, New - By Attribute, New
- By Theme, and By Script. Press the Edit button next to the
menu to set up the styles.

Elements tabbed panel

Show: The Show menu provides choices governing which
elements to display. The options are All, By Attribute, By Map
Scale, and By Query. Choosing an option other than All activates
the Specify button next to the menu.

The By Attribute option lets you display only elements that have
selected values in a specified database attribute field. After
choosing this option from the Show menu, pressing the Specify
button opens the Select by Attribute window (see illustration at
the top of the next column). This window allows you to choose
an associated database table and field by pressing the Attribute
button; the selected table.field reference is shown in the text
field next to the button. If the elements are displayed using
styling by attribute, the field on which the styles are based is
selected by default.

When you select All Same, pressing the Edit button opens the
Style Editor with style controls for the relevant element type.
The style you create or select is applied to all of these elements.
Choose New - By Attribute to set up different styles for different
values in a specified attribute field. Styles can be created and
assigned to attribute values manually or using an automated
procedure. Associations between attribute values and styles
are saved in a style assignment table. The names of any previously-created style assignment tables are automatically listed
in the Style menu. For information on setting up styling by
attribute see the TechGuides entitled Style By Attribute: Manual
Assignment and Style By Attribute: Automatic Style Generation.
The New - By Theme style option lets you assign elements to a
specified number of theme classes, each with its own drawing
style, based on the values in a numerical attribute field. The
class range boundaries can be set automatically or manually, and
you can specify color and size spreads to automatically generate drawing styles. After you save a theme for an element, the

The scrolling list in the Select by Attribute window shows all
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(continued)

name of the theme appears as an option on the Style menu. For
information about theme maps see the TechGuide entitled Theme
Mapping Geometric Elements and the Theme Mapping tutorial.

right of the button. When the elements are styled by theme
the legend automatically includes labels showing the numeric
range of each style sample.

The By Script style option lets you use a script to set drawing
styles based on element attributes and to use CartoScripts
to create custom cartographic renderings for point and line
elements. For more information see the Building and Using
Queries tutorial for examples of simple style scripts and the
Using CartoScripts tutorial.

Legend entries by default are sorted based on the label text. You
can choose to have the legend entries sorted by the entries in
a different field; press the Sort Field button to select the field.
For more information see the TechGuide entitled Vector and
Shape Layer Legends.

DataTips: Use the DataTips controls on the Elements panel to
specify an attribute field as the source for information to show
in the View when the cursor is paused over or near the element.
You can also set Prefix and Suffix text and set the DataTips to
appear over a limited range of map scales. For more information on these controls see the TechGuides entitled DataTips and
DataTip Highlighting of Geometric Elements.
Legend: When the style option for the elements is set to All
Same, the View sidebar legend shows a single style sample with
no label. If the elements are styled by attribute, the Legend
controls are active on the Elements tabbed panel in the ShapeLayer Controls window. In this case the legend has a separate
entry for each style with a style sample and a label. The default
legend label is set from the database field that is the basis for
assigning the styles. Press the Label Field button to choose a
different field as the source for the sidebar legend labels; the
selected table and field name are shown in the text field to the

When the shape object contains line elements, the Legend Style
menu to the right of the Legend Label button and field lets you
choose to show line samples in the sidebar legend in either a
Straight or Zigzag style.

Labels Panel

The controls on the Labels panel let you configure the layer to
show automatic display labels for the shape elements using information in the element database. You can set text style options
and choose to enclose the dynamic labels in frames with your
choice of fill and border colors. Dynamic labels can also be set
to display only within a specific scale range. For more information on these
controls see the
Technical Guide
entitled Dynamic
Labels for Geometric Elements.
Labels tabbed panel
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Sidebar Features

Vector and Shape Layer Legends

Legends in the View sidebar for vector and shape layers show
style and attribute information for the displayed geospatial elements. For a vector layer, a legend is shown for any element
type in the object that has been set to be displayed. A vector
layer thus could have legends for points, lines, polygons, and/or
nodes. A shape object can only contain one type of geometric
element, so a shape layer can have only one element-type legend.
Legends can be shown for elements with any styling option: All
Same, By Attribute, By Theme, and By Script.

Legends for All Same Style
When an element type is styled All Same, a single style sample
is shown for each element type in the legend, and there are no
labels. The legend sample for line elements with any style
option can be shown as either a straight line or a zig-zag line
using the Legend Style menu in the Legend control box on the
Lines tabbed panel of the Vector Layer Controls window or the
Element tabbed panel of the Spatial Layer Controls window for
a shape layer (see illustration below).
Legend for vector layer with points, lines, and
polygons, each styled All Same. There is one
sample for each element type. Line samples
can be show with a straight or zig-zag line using
the Legend Style menu (below).

zigzag line samples

straight line samples

lines styled By Attribute, with attribute labels

View window with sidebar legends for a number of vector layers
(point and line element legends visible in this illustration).

Polygons styled By Attribute can have both a legend label (to
the right of each sample) and a short sample label (inside the
polygon samples). Use the Sample Label pushbutton on the
Polygons panel in the Layer Controls window to choose a database field with a short abbreviation or code string to provide
the sample label text (the sample width is fixed and does not
expand to accommodate wider labels). You can then choose a
field with longer, more descriptive text for the legend label (as
in the illustration below).

Legends for Style by Attribute
Legends for layers styled By Attribute have a legend entry for
each element style with a style sample and a label shown to the
right of the sample. The default legend label is set from the
database field that is the basis for assigning the styles. You can
use the Legend Label pushbutton in the Legend control box in
the Layer Controls window to choose a different field to provide
the label text. Legend entries are sorted alphabetically by the
label field by default, but you can use the Sort Field pushbutton
to choose a different database field to determine the order of the
entries, as illustrated below and to the right.

The Legend controls allow you to choose database fields as the
source for the legend labels, the sorting order, and (for polygons) a
sample label shown within the legend sample.

Legend for a vector object with polygons mapping city zoning districts. The sample label (inside the style sample) shows the zoning
code, while the legend label describes the zoning use. The legend
on the left has entries sorted by the legend label field, while the one
on the right is sorted by the field used for the sample labels.
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(continued)

When you style elements By Attribute, there may be cases in
which the same style is assigned to closely-related attributes.
You have the option to show a separate legend entry for each
attribute regardless of the styles assigned, or to merge entries
that share the same style (see illustration to the right). The label
for a merged legend entry lists up to two attributes associated
with that style, separated by commas. If there are more than two
attributes, an ellipsis (...) follows the second attribute name in
the label. You choose between these behaviors using the Merge
duplicate styles in legend toggle button on the Object tabbed
panel of the Layer Controls window.

Legends for Layers Style By Theme or By Script
When an element in the layer is styled by theme (thememapped), which assigns styles to sets of elements by value
ranges of an associated numeric attribute, the legend automatically includes a sample for each theme interval and labels
showing the numeric range of each interval. For points or lines
styled By Script (using simple style scripts or CartoScripts),
legend samples for particular styles can be added manually to
the legend by selecting representative elements in the View.
For more information see the Technical Guide entitled Legend
Samples for CartoScript Styles.

Sidebar legend for vector
points styled By Attribute in
which two entries (red box)
share the same style.

With the option to merge duplicate styles turned on, one legend
sample is shown for the style and
the label lists the associated attributes, separated by commas.
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Style Editor

Style By Attribute: Automatic Style Generation
The By Attribute style option for elements in geometric objects (vector, shape, and
CAD) associates a separate drawing style with each unique value in an element
database table and field of your choice. This style option allows elements with
different attributes to be visually differentiated in displays.
The associations between styles and attributes are stored in a style assignment
table in the element database for the relevant element type. You set up these
style-attribute associations using the Style Assignment Table window in the Display process. This window allows styles to be created and assigned to specific
attribute values either manually or by a user-guided automatic procedure. The
general characteristics of the Style Assignment Table window and the manual
procedures are discussed in the Technical Guide entitled Style By Attribute: Manual
Assignment. This document discusses automatic style generation and assignment.

Automatic Style Generation

The controls on the Automatic tabbed panel of the Style Assignment Table window
(illustrated below) can be used to automatically create and assign new styles for
points, lines, or polygons. A style is automatically created and assigned for each
unique attribute value in the designated database field. Style names are assigned
based on the name of the associated attribute value. Automatic style generation
can create styles with a variety of colors for point symbols, lines and polygon
borders, and polygon fills. You can also specify a range of sizes for point symbols
or a range of widths for lines and polygon borders. The automatic style generation
option is especially useful when you are creating a new style assignment table
with a new embedded style object, but it can also be used to replace existing
styles. Styles that are automatically generated can be edited subsequently using
the controls on the Manual tabbed panel.

Vector points with symbols with varying colors
and sizes created and assigned automatically in
the Style Assignment Table window.

The controls on the Automatic panel vary depending on the element type for which
you are generating the styles. The Point Style panel provides color controls, controls for specifying symbol size, and a list from which you can choose a predefined point symbol shape (see illustration below left).
The Line Style panel provides controls for line color and for setting line width (see illustration below right). For polygon elements
the Automatic panel provides Fill Style controls for setting fill color and transparency and Border Style controls that are identical to
the Line Style controls (see illustration on the next page).

Automatic panel with Point
Style generation controls.

After setting the style generation controls, press the Generate
Styles pushbutton at the bottom of the Automatic panel to create
and assign the styles. The style names and samples are then
shown in the Style Assignment Table portion of the window.
If you are not satisfied with the result, you can adjust the style
generation controls and press the Generate Styles button again
to update the styles.

Color Controls

The color controls include a Color by menu from which you can
choose a color generation method. Several methods allow col(continued)

Press Generate Styles to
create and assign styles.

Automatic panel with Line
Style generation controls.
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ors to be generated from a color palette of your choice: Palette
Sequential, Palette Reversed, and Random in Palette. When one
of these methods has been selected, a text field below the menu
shows the name of the current palette. You can press the icon
button next to the text field to open the Select Palette window
in which you choose from a number of color palettes with sets
of discrete colors designed for elements in geometric objects.
The range of colors in the selected palette is shown below the
menu. The remaining color generation choices are All Same,
Random, and Spread.
All Same: all styles are assigned the same color. When you
choose this option, a Color button is provided below the menu
(see the Border Style controls in the illustration to the right).
Pressing the button opens a standard Choose Color window from
which you can select a color from a palette or create a custom
color using your choice of color models.
Palette Sequential: colors are assigned to attributes in the
order in which they appear in the palette. If there are not enough
colors in the palette to assign a different color to each attribute,
color assignments repeat in palette order.
Palette Reversed: colors are assigned to attributes in the
reverse order in which they appear in the palette. Color assignments are repeated in the same reverse order if necessary.
Random in Palette: colors are assigned in random order from
the selected color palette. The order of color sampling and assignment changes each time you press the Generate Styles button.
Random: a color is generated at random for each needed style
and shown in a color bar below the menu. Press the Repick
Colors pushbutton next to the menu to create a different set of
colors before pressing the Generate Styles button.
Spread: sample colors from a custom continuous color spread
or a selected continuous (raster) color palette. Colors are sampled at uniform intervals in order through the spread or palette.
A color bar below the controls shows the color range that was
created or selected.

When you choose the Spread option, another menu is provided
below the Color by menu. This menu provides a list of available
continuous color palettes that you can select, as well as a Manual
option. When you choose any of the palettes, you can turn on the
Reversed toggle button to reverse the palette order.
When you choose Manual from the spread menu, a pair of color
buttons are shown below it so that you can set beginning and
ending colors for the spread. Use the Path menu next to the color
buttons to choose the spread type. The choices are Automatic,
RGB, HIS Clockwise, HIS Counter-Clockwise, HBS Clockwise,
and HBS Counter-Clockwise. These options use different color
models to generate the range of colors.
The Automatic option picks the optimal spread type depending
on the starting and ending colors selected in order to produce the
greatest variety of colors. An RGB color spread includes colors
found on a straight line connecting the two end-member colors
in the cubic Red-Green-Blue model space (for example, the
edge connecting red and yellow). HIS color spread paths define
colors in the double-cone Hue-Intensity-Saturation color model.

Automatic panel for polygons
with Fill Style and Border Style
generation controls.

You can choose either clockwise or counter-clockwise spreads
between the selected end-member colors. HBS color spread paths
define colors in the single-cone Hue-Brightness-Saturation color
model. You can choose either clockwise or counter-clockwise
spreads between the selected end-member colors. For more
information on color spreads and color models, see the Getting
Good Color tutorial.

Size and Width Controls

The Size controls for points and Width controls for lines and
polygon borders let you create styles with a single size or width
or a range of sizes and widths. Use the provided numeric fields
to set value limits in the units specified by the menu to the right
of the fields (millimeters, inches, points, or pixels). Set the same
value in both fields if you want the same size/width for all styles.
The Size or Width menu to the left of the numeric fields sets how
the dimensions are assigned within the specified value range.
The Spread option assigns values in order through the range at
uniform intervals. You can create styles with decreasing size/
width in order through the attribute list by setting the higher
range limit in the left-hand value field (see the illustration at the
bottom right of the previous page). The Random menu option
assigns the computed sizes/widths to the styles in random order.
The At Scale menu setting determines the scale at which the
specified size or width apply. The option None sets a fixed
screen size for the elements, so that they appear at the same size
on screen regardless of the zoom level. The Design option sets
the styles to use the design scale specified for a group or print
layout in which the geometric object is used. When you choose
the User Defined option, you can enter a scale value in an adjacent numeric field. You can enter a map scale fraction or a scale
number (e.g., 1:36000 or 36000) in the field. With the Design or
User Defined option, the elements will appear larger or smaller
on screen as you zoom in or out.
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Style Editor

Creating Styles for Points

The Point Style controls in the Style Editor allow you to create
and save styles to use in displaying point elements in vector,
CAD, shape, and LIDAR layers as well as nodes in vector and
TIN objects. Points can be styled using predefined geometric
shapes in various colors, using custom vector
graphic symbols that you design or import,
or using bitmap symbols that you create or
import. Point styles can be created and used
when you style points using the All Same, By
Attribute, and By Theme options and can also
be referenced and used in style scripts with
the By Script option.
The controls for creating and editing point
styles are illustrated to the right. When you
create an All Same point style, you can create only
a single style, so the Style Editor window contains only
the Point Style controls. In the Style Assignment window for
By Attribute styling and in the standalone Style Editor (Tools
/ Edit Styles) you can create and save multiple styles. In these
contexts a Styles box above the Point Style controls provides a
list of the styles with the name and sample for each. The style
list always includes a <default style> entry based on the current
All Same style for points. Press the New Style icon button to
the left of the list to create a new style based on whichever style
is currently selected in the list. New styles are automatically
assigned a default name, which you can edit in the list to provide a more meaningful name. (If you name the style to match
the attribute value of the elements it is designed for, the Style
Assignment window provides an option to automatically assign
styles by name; see the Technical Guide entitled Manual Style
Assignment). Changes made with the Point Style controls apply
to whichever style is currently selected in the list. You can use
the Insert Styles icon button to navigate to and select styles from
another style object to copy to the list. The Delete Style icon
button deletes the selected style from the current style object.

Point Style Controls
Icon buttons at the top of the Point Style box
allow you to choose Predefined, Symbol, or
Bitmap options for a point style. The latter
two options activate additional icon buttons to
create, insert, and delete symbols or bitmaps.
Controls are also provided to set the height,
width, angle, and scale for the point markers.
Predefined: Turn on this icon button

to choose from a number of predefined
geometric symbols that are shown in the list
in the right side of the Point Style controls
(see illustration to the right). These symbols
include outline and filled versions of simple

New Style
Insert Styles
Delete Style

geometric shapes (box, circle/ellipse, triangle, diamond, and
stars) as well as several crosshairs symbols. Turn on the checkbox for the predefined symbol you wish to use for the current
style. All of these symbols have a variable color component,
so the color of the symbol can be set for the current style using
the color controls described on the next page.
Symbol: Turn on the Symbol icon button to use a custom geometric symbol for the point style. This selection
activates the Create or Edit Symbol and Insert Symbols icon
buttons to the right. Symbols you have created or selected are
also shown in the symbol list on the right side of the controls.
Turn on the checkbox for the symbol you wish to use.
Bitmap: Turn on the Bitmap icon button to use a bitmap
pattern element as the marker for the current style. This
selection activates the Create or Edit Bitmap and Insert Bitmaps
icon buttons to the right. Bitmaps you have created or selected
are also shown in the symbol list on the right side of the controls.
Turn on the checkbox for the bitmap symbol you wish to use.
Create or Edit Symbol/Bitmap: Pressing

this icon button opens the Symbol Editor if
the Symbol mode is selected (see the TechGuide
entitled Symbol Editor) or the Bitmap Pattern Editor
if the Bitmap mode is selected (see the TechGuide
entitled Bitmap Pattern Editor). These editors allow
you to create or edit markers and save them to the
current style object.
Insert Symbols: Pressing the Insert Sym-

bols icon button exposes a menu
(shown to the left) allowing you to
choose the source of the geometric symbols you want to use. You
can copy one or more symbols from a style object
(continued)
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(style library), from a CAD object in a Project File, or from a
CGM (Computer Graphics Metafile) file. You can also copy a
glyph from any TrueType font such as Wingdings.
When you choose the From Style Object option, the Select
Symbols window (illustrated below) opens. This window by
default shows a Basic collection of point symbols that are provided with TNTgis. The Symbol Set menu provides a list of
additional provided collections of symbols that you can choose.
You can also press the Browse icon button to the right of the
Symbol Set menu to navigate to and select any style object in
any Project File as the source for the symbols.
The list in the Select Symbols window includes the symbol name
and a graphic sample. Left click on an entry in the scrolling list
to select it (as shown by black highlighting). Hold down the
Shift key while left-clicking again to select a contiguous range
of patterns, or hold down the Ctrl key while left-clicking to
toggle selection on or off for an entry. After highlighting one
or more symbols in the list, press OK. The selected symbols are
copied to the current style object and are added to the symbol
list in the Point Style controls.

The From CAD and From CGM
options open a standard selection
window that you can use to navigate to a CAD object in a
Project File or to a CGM file (respectively) that contains the
symbol graphic you wish to copy. The From TrueType option
opens the Select TrueType Symbol window (illustrated above).
Use the Font pushbutton to select an installed TrueType font.
The glyphs in the font are shown in an array of squares in the
scrolling list. Left-click on the desired symbol glyph and press
OK to add the symbol to the current style object.
Insert Bitmap: Pressing the Insert Bitmap icon button

exposes a menu (shown to the left) allowing
you to choose the source of the bitmap symbols you want to use. You can copy one or
more bitmap symbols from a style library or
style object, or import a bitmap symbol from an ICO or PNG file.

Choosing the From Style Object option opens the Select Patterns
window, which is very similar to the Select Symbols window
described and illustrated above. The Pattern Set menu in this

window lets you choose one of several collections of predefined
bitmap patterns as the source, or you can browse to choose a
pattern from a style object in a Project File. The Select Patterns
window shows each of the small bitmap pattern units replicated
as they would appear in a polygon fill, but the pattern unit is
used without replication as a point symbol.
The From ICO and From PNG options open a standard selection window that you can use to navigate to and select the file
containing the bitmap symbol you wish to import.
Delete Symbol/Pattern: Press this icon button to delete
a symbol or pattern that you have highlighted in the list
in the Point Style controls. (Highlight a symbol or pattern by
left-clicking on its sample or name field in the list.) The deleted symbol or pattern is removed from the current style object.
Color Controls: You can choose a color

for a point style by left-clicking on a color
tile in the palette shown in the Point Style
controls. The selected color is shown on
Palette
the Color button below the palette. To
choose colors
from a different
palette, press
the Palette icon
button. The
Select Palette
window which
opens shows
a graphic list
of available
discrete color
palettes. Leftclick on the
desired palette
in the list and
press the OK button to show this palette in the Point Style box.
You can also create a custom color by left-clicking on the color
button, which opens the Choose Color window. The Set by menu
in this window determines the type of controls that are shown.
The menu provides a choice of color models that you can use
for specifying a color, including
RGB (0-100), RGB (0-255), HIS,
and others. Adjust the color sliders
or enter values in the numeric fields
and press OK to set the custom color, which is then shown on the color
button in the Point Style controls.
Point symbols and bitmap patterns
can include components set to use a variable color. Variable-color pattern components are drawn in the color selected for the
style in the Point Style controls. Thus a geometric symbol or
bitmap pattern using variable-color components can be used for
several styles with a different color set for each style. The style
(continued)
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color selection has no effect on bitmap pattern components that
were set to use a fixed color. It also does not affect fixed-color
symbol components unless you use the Override Pattern Colors
option discussed next.
Override Pattern Colors: This toggle button is provided

below the color controls when the Symbol mode is selected.
When the toggle is turned on, the current style color overrides the
stored color for all elements in the geometric symbol; this change
is shown immediately in the graphic sample in the symbol list
in the Style Editor. This option is most useful when the symbol
has a single fixed color; you can use the symbol in several styles
that override the stored color with different style colors.

Override
Colors Off

Override
Colors On

Smooth Pattern Zoom: This toggle is provided below the col-

or controls when the Bitmap mode is selected. When this toggle
is turned on, a smoothing filter is applied to the bitmap symbol
when it is rendered at a larger size than its pattern dimensions.
The smoothing reduces the sharpness of the color boundaries
between cells in the magnified bitmap pattern.

Smooth
Pattern Off

Smooth
Pattern On

Height and Width: Enter values

in the Height and Width fields to
set the dimensions of the point
symbol on screen. When the “=”
toggle to the right of the Width
field is turned on, the Width is
automatically set equal to the height and the Width field is
inactive. You can specify symbol dimensions in inches (in),
millimeters (mm), pixels (px), or points (pt) using the menu to
the right of the Width field.

Angle: You can rotate any symbol by entering an angle value
in degrees in the Angle field. Rotation angles are measured
counterclockwise.

Symbol
Rotated 60°

Symbol
No Rotation

At Scale: The At Scale setting determines the scale at which

the specified height and width apply. You can enter a desired
map scale fraction or scale number (e.g., 1:36000 or 36000)
in the field or press the arrow icon button to the right of field
to open a menu from which you can choose Fixed, Design, or
Current. The Current option sets the scale field to the current
scale of the associated View window. The Design option sets
the style to use the design scale specified for a group or print
layout in which the geometric object is used. With these options
point symbols will be larger or smaller as you zoom the view
in or out. With the Fixed option the
symbols are drawn with the same
dimensions on screen regardless of
the scale of the view.
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Style Editor

Setting Text Styles

The Text Style controls in the Style Editor allow you to set the
font, font style, color, alignment, and size of text displayed in
geospatial views in TNTgis. It allows you to set styles for label
elements in vector, CAD, and sketch objects; dynamic labels;
text layers in print layouts; and legend sample text in print layout
legends.
The controls for creating and editing text styles are
illustrated to the right. In some contexts, such as
adding a text layer to a print layout, you can only
create or edit a single text style, so the Style Editor
window contains only the Text Style controls. In
other contexts, such as adding label elements to
a vector object in the Editor, you can create and
save multiple styles. In these contexts a Styles box
above the Text Style controls provides a list of the
styles with the name for each style. The style list
may include a <default style> that you can select
or edit. Press the New Style icon button to the left
of the list to create a new style based on whichever
style is currently selected in the list. New styles
are automatically assigned a default name, which you can edit
in the list to provide a more meaningful name. Changes made
with the Text Style controls apply to the style that is currently
selected in the list. You can use the Insert Styles icon button to
navigate to and select styles from another style object to copy to
the list. The Delete Style icon button deletes the selected style
from the current style object.

Font and Font Style

Press the arrow icon button on the right side of the Font combobox control to drop down a menu listing all of the scalable fonts
that are installed on your computer. The selected font is shown
in the control’s text field.
The font style is set using toggle buttons on the right side of the
panel below the Font menu. When you set the Normal, Bold,
Italic, or Bold plus Italic options, the corresponding predefined
font in the selected font family is automatically used if available,
otherwise the selected effect is applied to the normal font. The
Underline, Enhanced, Shadow, and Outline options apply special
rendering effects to the font as illustrated above. The enhanced
and shadow effects can be only be applied to normal or italic text.
Turning on the Kerning option adjusts the spacing between certain pairs of characters depending on the shapes and sizes of the
characters. The Smooth option applies anti-aliasing to the edges
of the characters to smooth them as they are rendered.

Foreground and Background Color

Use the Foreground Color and Background Color controls to set
the font colors. The foreground color is the primary font color,
while the background color is used for the enhancement or shadow when those style options are set. Each set of color controls
includes a palette of colors, a Palette icon button, and a Color button. Choose a color by left-clicking on a color tile in the palette;

New Style
Insert Styles
Delete Style

normal

Palette

bold
italic
underline
enhanced
shadow
outline

the selected color is shown on
the Color button. To choose colors from a different palette, press
the Palette icon button. The Select Palette window that opens
shows a graphic list of available discrete color palettes. Left-click
on the desired palette in the list and press the OK button to show
it in the Text Style controls.
You can create a custom color by
left-clicking on the Color button,
which opens the Choose Color
window. The Set by menu in this
window determines the type of
controls that are shown. The menu
provides a choice of color models
that you can use for specifying a color, including RGB (0-100),
RGB (0-255), HIS, and others. Adjust the color sliders or enter
values in the numeric fields and press OK to set the custom color,
which is then shown on the Color button.

Text Alignment

The setting on the Text Alignment menu sets the horizontal
alignment of the text. The alignment options are Left, Right,
Center, and Justified. Justified text fills the full width of the text
block to align with both the left and right margins, altering the
spaces between words and letters to achieve this effect. In order
for the justified setting to take effect, you must turn on the Word
Wrap option and set a block width in the Advanced Settings (see
next section).

Advanced Settings

Use the Advanced Settings button in the Text Style controls to
open the Advanced Settings window. This window allows you
to configure a text block, set the clip distance for label elements,
and customize text style rendering.
(continued)
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If you are adding text consisting of multiple sentences or paragraphs, such as explanatory notes in a print layout, you can set the
width of the text block
in the page by entering
a value in the Block
Width field. Use the
menu to the right of
this field to choose
the page measurement
units (inches, millimeters, or points). Turn
on the Word Wrap
toggle at the top of
the window to fit the
text to this block width, automatically breaking lines at a space,
tab, or hyphen. When entering the text, you only need to use the
<Return> or <Enter> key at the end of a paragraph. If the block
width is changed, the word wrap is automatically adjusted to the
new width. If the Text Alignment option is set to Justified, the
word-wrapped text is also aligned to both left and right margins
of the text block.
The Clip Distance setting applies to label elements in vector,
CAD, and sketch objects. It sets margin distance that defines
the dimensions of a clipping rectangle around the label. When
the Clip elements to label boundaries display option is turned
on, other elements in the object are not rendered within the
clipping rectangle (e.g., a line element is not rendered through
a line label). The default Clip Distance is 20% of the height of
the label text, but you can increase or decrease this value using
the Clip Distance field.

Boldness 5%
Italic Angle 35%
Underline Offset 8%,
Stroke Width 4%
Enhanced
Thickness 8%
Shadow Offset 5%,
Shadow Angle -60
Outline style with
Stroke Width 3%

Ascender Height, Vertical Space, At Scale

The value in the Ascender Height field sets the height of the
tallest characters in the text in the units specified by the adjacent
menu: in (inches), mm (millimeters), pt (points), or px (pixels).
The Vertical Space value sets the spacing between lines of text in
your choice of units. The At Scale setting determines the scale
at which the specified ascender height and vertical space apply.
You can enter a desired map scale fraction or scale number (e.g.,
1:36000 or 36000) in the field or press the arrow icon button to
the right of field to open a menu from which you can choose
Fixed, Design, or Current. The Current option sets the scale field
to the current scale of the associated View window. The Design
option sets the style to use the design scale specified for a group
or print layout in which the text is used. With these options text
will appear larger or smaller as you zoom the view in or out. With
the Fixed option the text is drawn with the same dimensions on
screen regardless of the scale of the view.

Use Element Height (Label Elements)

clip distance 20% (default)

clip distance 50%

The remaining Advanced Settings allow you to adjust the rendering of different text styles. You can set the amount of Boldness
of bold text and the slant angle of italic text (Italic Angle). Note
that if the selected font has predefined bold and italic variants,
setting custom boldness and italic angle values results in these
variants not being used; instead the normal font is rendered in
bold or italic style with the specified settings.
The Enhanced Thickness value sets the thickness of the background color rendering in the Enhanced text style. The Stroke
Width value controls the thickness of an underline and of the
outline in Outline text. Any stroke width value that would result
in a width of less one screen pixel is rendered at one pixel wide,
including the default value of 0%.
The Underline Offset value sets the downward offset between an
underline and the text baseline. The Shadow Offset sets the offset
distance between the background-color shadow characters and the
foreground text, and the Shadow Angle sets the offset direction
in degrees measured counter-clockwise from the x-axis direction.

The Text Style controls for label elements in vector, CAD, and
sketch objects include a Use Element Height toggle button. All
label elements have an element height (in geometric object coordinates) set when the element was created. Turn on the Use
Element Height toggle to set the display height of the labels to be
equal to the element height. The Ascender Height, Vertical Space,
and At Scale controls are inactive when this option is selected.

Vertical Alignment (Label Elements)

The Vertical Alignment menu is included with the Text Style
controls for label elements. The menu choices set the vertical
positioning of the label text relative to the label baseline, as shown
by the illustrations of the text tool below. The Normal option
places the bottom of the first line of the text on the baseline, while
the remaining options place the Bottom, Center, or Top of the
label text at the baseline. The Normal and Bottom options have
the same effect for labels with a single text line.

Normal

Bottom
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Geometric Analysis

Surface Properties by Geometric Element

The Surface Properties by Geometric Element process (Geometric / Statistics / Surface Properties by Element) computes surface property statistics
from a surface raster for lines or polygons in a geometric object (vector,
CAD, or shape). You can choose to compute statistics on elevation,
slope, aspect, and other surface properties. The
statistics can be saved as tables added directly to
the geometric object, as tables added to a copy of
the object, or as text (CSV) files. Surface statistics
can be tabulated using:
• all elements or only those marked in the
process’s View window
• individual elements and/or elements grouped
by value in a designated attribute field.

Geometric Object Controls
Press the Select pushbutton in the Geometric
Object box to select the geometric object to use.
The selected object is automatically shown in the
separate View window. Use the Elements icon
buttons (Line or Polygon) to choose the element
type to use for computing the properties. The
Use radiobuttons to the right of these buttons set
whether to use All elements or only those Marked
in the View. Use the Output menu to choose how
to save the statistics: Add table(s) to object, Copy object and add table(s), or Text file(s).

In this example, surface properties are
being computed by element for discrete
polygons indicating areas burned by wildfires over a period of four years. A query
has been used to mark the larger fire
polygons (red) in the View, and only the
marked polygons are set to be used.

You can choose one or both of the By Element and By Attribute options. The By Element option
compiles statistics independently for each element. With this option you can choose an ID or
Name to embed in the statistics table(s) to identify each record. The choices are None, Element
Number, [Element]_ID.Current (if the element has an ID table) and Choose; the latter option
prompts you to select a database table and field associated with the polygons to provide the ID.
The By Attribute option tabulates statistics by grouping elements that have the same value in
an attribute field you select. When you choose this option you are automatically prompted to
select the table and field to use. You can press the Choose pushbutton to reset this choice if
needed. The selected attribute is included as a field in the resulting statistics table.
Surface Controls
Use the Select button in the Surface box to choose an elevation or other continous surface raster
from which to compile the surface properties. The surface object is automatically displayed in
the View. You can enter an elevation value in the Volume reference elevation field to be used
in conjunction with the Volume Below and Volume Above properties for polygons.

Single-record view of resulting surface

properties table with the record for one
Statistics
of the selected polygons.
The Statistics box lists the available statistical measures for the selected element type with a
checkbox allowing you to select or deselect each. Pushbuttons allow you to Set All or Clear All selections. For
lines you can compute minimum, maximum, and mean values of elevation and slope, along with surface length
and percent coverage. For polygons you can compute minimum, maximum, and mean values of elevation and
slope, mean aspect, area percent coverage, and surface area. Two measures of surface roughness are provided:
elevation standard deviation, and the area ratio (ratio of 3D surface area to 2D planimetric area). The Volume
Above and Volume Below options compute volumes relative to the specified reference elevation. The various
Border options compile line statistics using the borders of the polygons. You can choose the units to use for the
surface property measures by pressing the Preferences icon button and choosing Press the PreferUnits to open the Units window (see illustration to the right). The Save parameter ences icon button
table option on the Preferences menu saves a table recording the volume reference and choose Units to
choose surface meaSurface statistics available
elevation when you compute the Volume Above or Volume below measures.
surement units.

for line elements.
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Spatial Display

Theme Mapping Geometric Elements

Theme mapping is a style option that allows you to assign elements in a
geometric object to a specified number of theme classes, each with its own
drawing style, based on the values of a numerical attribute in their database
records. The class range boundaries can be set automatically or manually,
and you can specify color and size spreads to automatically generate the
drawing styles. A View sidebar legend is automatically created with an
entry for each theme class and a label showing its range of values. You can
create multiple theme maps for the same geometric object and quickly switch
between them in the Layer Controls window. Theme class assignments are
stored in a theme style assignment table in the element database; associated
style definitions are stored in a style subobject of the assignment table. You
can theme map points, lines, and polygons in vector and shape objects and
nodes, edges, and triangles in TIN objects. Theme mapping is not available
for elements in CAD objects.

Selecting Styling by Theme

You choose theme mapping as an option from the Style menu on the relevant element’s tabbed panel in the Layer Controls window. To set up a
new theme, choose New - by Theme from the menu. The Select Table/Field
window then opens to allow you to specify the database table and field containing the numeric attribute to be used to define the theme. After you save
a theme for an element, the name of the theme appears as an option in the
Style menu, allowing you to easily switch between multiple saved themes
or other style options.
Previously-created theme
maps can be selected
from the Style menu.

Points indicating earthquake locations theme-mapped by
earthquake magnitude. Five theme classes were created
using Equal Interval boundaries as shown in the illustration below. Point symbol size and color were both set to
vary by theme class using spread settings.

Choose New - by Theme
to create a new theme
map.

The Theme Mapping Controls window opens when you choose to create
a new theme map (you can reopen it for an existing theme selected in the
Style menu by pressing the Edit pushbutton to the right of the menu). The
Attribute field at the top of the window shows the name of the table and field
you selected that contains the numeric values. You can press the Attribute
pushbutton to select a different table and/or field.

Theme Classes and Distribution

Enter a value in the Classes field to set the number of theme classes to create.
The initial boundaries between theme classes are set automatically from the
global value range of the selected field and the settings on the Count menu
(see next section) and the Distribution menu, which provides three options
(described below): Equal Count, Equal Interval, and User Defined. The
tabular list below these controls shows for each class the minimum and
maximum values, count, and percentage of values in the class along with a
style sample. This list automatically updates when you change the number
of classes or the distribution type. The Statistics pane shows a histogram of the attribute values with value on the horizontal axis
and count on the vertical axis. Histogram bars are colored using the theme class color, and class boundaries are shown as vertical
dashed lines. The Options menu provides Vertical Scale and Horizontal Scale submenus that allow you to choose either Linear or
Logarithmic scaling for a histogram axis. The Statistics pane also lists the global range, maximum count for any value, and the mean
and standard deviation of the global set of values.
Equal Count: The Equal Count distribution option attempts to assign an equal number of values to each class, without regard to the
ranges over which these values fall. This goal is readily achieved if each value in the set is unique and the number of values is even(continued)
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ly divisible by the number of
classes. But in many cases these
conditions are not met. Several
or many elements in the set may
have the same attribute value,
for example. Because all instances of the same value must
belong to the same class, some
classes may have fewer than the
expected number of values and
adjacent classes more values.
Consider an example in which
a class currently has one less
than the target “equal” count
as values are being tabulated.
Earthquake points theme-mapped using Equal Count disIf the next value is unique, it is tri-bution. Compare with illustrations on the previous page.
added to the class, completing
the class with the target count,
options are By Reference, All Records, and By Element Size.
and the process goes on to the next class. But if that next value
By Reference: Using the By Reference option, each geometric
occurs 10 times in the set, the class ends up with 9 more than
element is processed and the first attached (or related) record is
the target count. That excess must be compensated by assigning
used as the source of the element’s value. Any additional records
one or more of the remaining classes fewer counts than the target
attached to the element are ignored. If multiple elements are
number. The Equal Count method distributes values to produce
associated with the same record, the value from that record will
classes with counts as close to equal as possible.
be counted once for each of these elements. This count method
Equal Interval: The Equal Inteval distribution method divides
should be used when each element is considered an indepenthe overall value range into classes of equal range. There is no
dent entity even if it shares a record with other elements. In an
restriction on the number of values within a class, and some
earthquake magnitude theme map, for example, a number of
interval classes may have no members if the values occur in
earthquake points may have the same magnitude. If the attribute
widely-separated clusters.
table includes only one record for each magnitude, all of the points
that share that record should be counted separately if the theme
User Defined: You can modify the theme boundaries manually
map uses the Equal Count distribution method.
by editing the minimum or maximum values in the theme class
list or by dragging the class boundaries in the Statistics pane
histogram. Either action automatically sets the Distribution
menu to User Defined and adjusts the adjacent class boundaries
if necessary.

Count Method

Theme mapping can be used with geometric objects with varying attachment restrictions between elements and records. For
example, there may be multiple elements attached or related to
a single record; multiple records attached to a single element; or
a one-to-one relationship between elements and records. The
choice on the Count menu determines which records are used
for tabulating the values from the designated attribute field. The
Left, detail of map of counties in Washington state,
USA. Several coastal
counties include islands (all
polygons for each county
are shown in the same
color).

All Records: Using the All Records option, every record in the

table is used exactly once, whether it is attached to zero, one,
or multiple elements. If multiple elements are attached to the
same record, this count method is appropriate to use when these
elements are considered to be part of one entity represented by the
value in the shared record. In a theme-map of political boundary
polygons by population, for example, a coastal province, state, or
county may include offshore islands, each of which is a polygon
element with the record containing the unit population attached to
each (see illustration below). The population value is a property
of the set of polygons that make up the unit rather than an independent property of each polygon. Using the All Records count
(continued)

Right, Equal Count theme
map of county population.
The count method was set
to All Records so that the population value for each
county is counted once for each county record rather
than once for each polygon attached to the county
record.
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method, the population is tabulated once for the set of polygons
rather than being counted separately for each polygon, as it would
using the By Reference method.
Note that if there is a one-to-one relationship between elements
and records, the By Reference and All Records methods produce
the same count results.
By Element Size: The By Element Size option is available on

the Count menu for lines or polygons if the geometric element
has a standard attributes table containing element statistics. When
you choose this method, each element attribute value is multiplied
by the line length or by the polygon area. This count method
is therefore appropriate for use when the selected attribute field
contains values per unit length or area. Soil map polygons, for
example, commonly include attributes with potential crop yields
per unit area (e.g., bushels per acre), so the By Element Size count
option allows you to produce a theme map of potential yield for
each polygon directly based on its area. A standard attributes table
can be computed using the Object Statistics process (Geometric
/ Attributes / Standard Element Attributes from the TNTmips
menu) or in the Editor.

Rounding
The Rounding controls let you set the precision applied to the
values when assigning them to classes. The options on the
Rounding menu are None, Closest, Down, and Up. Enter the
decimal value to round to in the field to the right of the menu
(e.g., 0.1, 1.0, 10, and so on). Since rounding changes individual
values and increases the number of replicated values in the data
set, changing the rounding setting typically affects the class assignments for either Equal Count or Equal Interval distributions.
Minimum and Maximum values in the class list in the Theme
Mapping Controls window are always shown to four decimal
places regardless of the current rounding setting, but rounding
is applied to the class range values shown in the theme legend
in the View window sidebar.

Exclude First Class / Last Class from Distribution

The values you use for theme mapping may include a number
of extreme values at the low and/or high end of the range. Such
values can have an undue influence on the distribution of values. Equal Count distributions can be skewed by having a large
number of values at one end of the range, and Equal Interval
distributions can be skewed by a few extreme values, making
it difficult to distinguish the differing relative values among the
majority of the elements.
To deal with these issues, the Theme Mapping Controls window
provides two toggle options: Exclude first class from distribution
and Exclude last classs from distribution. (The first class is the
one with the lowest values.) Turning on one of these toggles
excludes the values in that class from being used to compute the
distribution of the values for the remaining classes. When you
are using an Equal Count distribution, turning on one of these
toggles may result in an immediate change in the remaining
class boundaries if the number of values in the excluded class
is significantly smaller or larger than the other classes (due to
clumped values as discussed above). For Equal Interval distributions there is no immediate effect from turning on either toggle.
However, with one of these toggles turned on you can manually
set the boundary of the excluded class while retaining the selected
distribution type for the remaining values; editing the boundary
does not automatically change the distribution mode to User
Defined. The illustration below shows an example in which the
last theme class is set to include a small number of points with
a wide range of high values, which are excluded from the Equal
Interval distribution of the remaining values.

Style Controls

The Style Controls in the Theme Mapping Controls window
let you design the drawing styles for the set of theme classes.
You can automatically generate differing styles for the classes
using the Spread controls or set up styles manually for any or
all theme classes.

Wildfire point locations theme mapped by size of the burn area. A small number of fires had much larger burn
areas than the majority, with the largest fire having an area of 9607 acres. (Note that the Statistics histogram in the
Controls window has been set to use a logarithmic scale on both vertical and horizontal axes.) To better discriminate
the differing areas of the majority of the fires, the Exclude last class from distribution option was turned on and the
minimum value of the last class (largest fires) was set to 500 acres. This class (with only 10 out of 628 points) is
therefore excluded from the Equal Interval distribution of the remaining fire areas.
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The Pattern option menu provides
choices for the type
of point symbol,
line style, or polygon style to use,
depending on the
element type. The
choices available for
each element type
are shown in the table on the next page.
Simple style options
include a selection
of predefined symbols for points; Solid
Line for lines; and
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(continued)

Pattern Options by Element Type
Points / TIN Nodes
Box (outline)
Box (filled)
Circle (outline)
Circle (filled)
Crosshair (simple)
Crosshair (enhance)
Symbol
By Style

Lines / TIN Edges
Solid Line
Line Pattern
By Style
Polygons / TIN Triangles
Solid Border
Solid Filled
Bitmap Pattern
By Style

Solid Border or Solid Filled for polygons. Choosing Symbol
from the Pattern menu for points, Line Pattern for lines, or Bitmap
Pattern for polygons automatically opens the Select window so
you can select a symbol, line pattern, or bitmap pattern from the
libraries provided in TNTgis or custom symbols or patterns you
have designed. (The Specify button also becomes active with
these Pattern menu selections; you can press this button to reopen
the Select window.)

Theme map Style Controls for points.

Color Spread: Color Spread controls are available for all

element types. Turn on the Color Spread toggle button to automatically assign a range of colors for the class styles. A pair of
color buttons are provided to set the start color (button on the
left) and the end color. Pressing either of these buttons opens
the Select Colors window, which lets you choose start and end
colors from a palette or to define custom colors using a choice
of color models.
The Path option menu sets the color model and path of the color
spread. The default Auto option picks the optimal spread type
depending on the start and end colors in order to produce the
greatest variety of colors. You can also select a specific color
model and path to define the spread: RGB, HIS CW (clockwise),
HIS CCW (counter-clockwise), HBS CW, or HBS CCW.
Color spread colors are applied automatically to predefined point
symbols, solid lines, and solid polygon borders or fills. They
are also applied to the Variable color (if any) in a custom point
symbol line pattern, or bitmap fill pattern. Any specific colors
defined in custom symbols or patterns are used without change.
Color spreads are applied by default to all classes, but you can
restrict the spread to a selected range of classes (by class numbers)
using the Spread Classes controls. Radio buttons let you choose
either All or Range; when you choose the latter, the pair of Range
fields to the right are activated. By default the left range field

is set to 1 and the field on the right shows the total number of
classes. You can edit either field to define the numeric range of
classes to which to apply the color spread. Classes outside the
spread range retain their current color, but you can manually edit
these class styles (see below).
Spread Size / Width: For point or line elements you can also

automatically vary the symbol size or line width across classes.
The relevant controls are labeled Spread Size for points and
Spread Width for lines. Turn on the Spread toggle button to apply
the spread values you set. Two numeric fields are provided to
allow you to define the lower (field on the left) and upper values
of the size/width range. The same value is shown in both fields
by default for a new theme; you can change either or both values.
The menu to the right sets the size units (inches, millimeters,
points, or pixels).

The At Scale menu lets you choose the scale at which the size
units are applied; the choices are None, User Defined, and Design.
The Design option sets the styles to use the design scale specified for the group or map layout in which the geometric object
is displayed. Choosing User Defined activates the numeric field
to the right, allowing you to enter a specific map scale fraction.
With these options the styled elements will be larger or smaller
as you zoom the view in or out. With the None option the styled
elements are drawn with the same dimensions on screen regardless of the map scale of the view.
Edit Styles: In addition to these automatic methods, you can
press the Edit Styles pushbutton to open the Style Editor for the
current element type, allowing you to manually create or edit
the style for any or all of the theme classes. If you change any
of the styles, the Pattern menu automatically reverts to the By
Style option, and the spread controls are deactivated to show
that you have overridden some or all of the previous automatic
styling options.

Theme Menu

When you have finished designing your theme map, choose Save
from the Theme menu to name and save the theme, then choose
Theme / Close to close the Theme Mapping Controls window
and return to the Layer Controls window. If you have opened
the Theme Mapping Controls window for an existing theme and
make changes, you can save the result to a new theme using the
Save As option from the Theme menu. You can also use the
New option to create a new theme with default settings, or the
Open option to open an existing theme table you have saved for
the current object.
The Save as Default option from the Theme menu lets you save
certain current settings as defaults for creating future theme maps.
The settings that are saved by this option include the number of
classes, count method, distribution method, and rounding options.
Parameters set in the Style Controls are automatically saved as
defaults whenever they are changed and so are not affected by
the Save as Default operation.
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Tilesets

Subset Google Earth Tilesets for Android Tablets

The Tileset Subset process in TNTmips (Web
GIS / Image / Subset) lets you extract subsets
by area from standard web tilesets (Google
Maps, Bing Maps, Google Earth, and NASA
World Wind; see the Technical Guide entitled
Tilesets: Subset Structures). You can easily
extract small Google Earth tilesets that can be
transferred to your Android tablet for display
using the Google Earth Android app.

In testing with the Samsung Galaxy Note 10
tablet, MicroImages has found that the tablet
version of Google Earth works best with an
image tile size of 512 x 512 pixels. Although
the desktop version of Google Earth functions
well with a tile size of 1024 x 1024 pixels, this
large tile size strains the memory resources of
tablets, resulting in slow loading of the image
overlay and time lags in navigating the Google
Earth 3D environment. On the other hand,
using smaller tiles (256 x 256 pixels) increases
the number of tiles that need to be loaded for
tilesets covering large areas, which also results
in slow loading of the image overlay. Tilesets
with the 512 tile size reduce the number of tiles
required without causing memory-related delays.

A Google Maps tileset can be used as the
source for extracting a Google Earth tileset.

The Tileset Subset process in TNTmips allows you to extract an area from a source tileset, create a different tile size for the result, and even convert from one tileset structure to
another. In this example a small Google Earth tileset is created from the global Landsat
7-4-2 False Color Google Maps tileset hosted at microimages.com. A Google Earth
subset can also be packaged as a KMZ file.

In the Tileset Subset process you can choose the tile size to
create in the subset, independent of the tile size of the input
tileset. So you can use a tileset created for the desktop Google
Earth application as the source to create Google Earth extracts

for your tablet with the appropriate smaller tile size.
The Tileset Subset process also can convert from one tileset
structure to another. For example, you can use a Google Maps
tileset as the source and create a subset in the Google Earth
structure. Thus you can use any of your Google Maps tilesets,
or any of the many Google Maps / Bing Maps
tilesets hosted at microimages.com, as the
source for creating Google Earth tilesets for
use on your tablet. (When extracting from
any on-line tileset, the size of the subset you
produce is limited to a small area.)

Google Earth Android app displaying the custom Google Earth tileset extracted and
converted from MicroImages’ global 7-4-2 False Color Google Maps tileset.

When you create a Google Earth tileset subset, you can now also choose to package the
entire tileset in a single compressed KMZ
file. This option simplifies moving the tileset
and transferring it to the tablet via data cable,
SD/MicroSD card, cloud storage, or e-mail.
This option works best for small tilesets (100
MB or less for tablet use). The decompression required when reading tiles from a large
tileset packaged as a KMZ file can increase
tile load times and reduce performance in
the Google Earth Android app. See the
TechGuide entitled Tilesets: Create Google
Earth Tilesets as KMZ for more information.
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Geometric Analysis

Transfer Attributes

The Transfer Attributes process in TNTmips (Geometric / Attributes / Transfer) automatically transfers
attribute tables and records from elements in a source
geometric object to spatially matching elements in
a target object. Vector, CAD, or shape objects can
be used as either source or target, and attributes can
be transferred to the same or different element type
(points, lines, polygons, or labels) using your choice
of matching criteria. The process can also transfer
attributes from a source raster object with a database
(such as a classification raster) to geometric points.
You can process all geometric elements in the source
and target objects or only those marked (manually
or by query) in the View window that automatically
displays the inputs. The attributes can be added directly to the target object or to a copy of the object.
You can choose which attribute tables to transfer and
whether or not to join the transferred tables to target
tables with the same structure. You can also choose
to create a text report file with a summary and details
of the transfer operation.

Points

Lines

Polygons

Labels

Points (red dots) marked
in the View by a query are
used here as the source
for transferring attributes
to polygons.

The Transfer Attributes process transfers database
records from the source elements to the target elements. Records
may be transferred from a particular source element to zero, one,
or multiple target elements and/or to a particular target element
from one or more source elements. The exact result for each
target element depends on the spatial matching criteria you set
and the spatial relationships between the elements. The attachment type of a target table is modified from that of the source if
necessary to permit multiple attached records or no record for
particular elements.

Source and Target Controls

The Source and Target boxes in the Transfer Attributes window
contain similar sets of controls. In each box press the Select

pushbutton to choose a vector, CAD, or shape object to use as
the source/target for the transfer. The file and object name of the
selected object is then shown in the text field to the right of the
pushbutton. The relevant Elements icon buttons are activated
automatically according to the element types available in the
object. If more than one element type is present, turn on the icon
button for desired element type.
The Use radiobuttons for the source and target elements allow
you to choose whether to use All elements of the designated type
or only the elements that have been Marked in the View window.
You can mark individual elements manually in the view or use
the Query Builder to mark elements based on their attributes (see
the Technical Guide entitled Interactive Query Builder for more
(continued)

Match Elements Criteria Options for Different Source/Target Element Types
Target

Point

Line

Polygon

Label

Point

Nearest Source for each Target
Nearest Target for each Source
Nearest for Both Source and Target
All within Minimum Distance

Nearest Line for Each Point
Nearest Point for each Line
Nearest for both Line and Point
All within Minimum Distance

Polygon Contains Point
Nearest Polygon for each Point

Nearest Point for each Label
Nearest Label for each Point
Nearest for both Point and Label
All within Minimum Distance

Line

Nearest Line for each Point
Nearest Point for each Line
Nearest for both Line and Point
All within Minimum Distance

Intersecting
Target is Subset of Source
Source is Subset of Target
Equivalent within Distance
All within Minimum Distance

Polygon Contains Line
Overlapping

Nearest Line for each Label
Nearest Label for each Line
Nearest for both Line and Label
All within Minimum Distance

Polygon

Polygon Contains Point
Nearest Polygon for each Point

Polygon Contains Line
Overlapping
Split Lines by Polygon

Source Contains Target
Target Contains Source
Overlapping
Equivalent within Distance

Polygon Contains Label
Nearest Polygon for each Label

Label

Nearest Label for each Point
Nearest Point for each Label
Nearest for both Label and Point
All within Minimum Distance

Nearest Label for each Line
Nearest Line for each Label
Nearest for both Label and Line
All within Minimum Distance

Polygon Contains Label
Nearest Polygon for each Label

Nearest Source for each Target
Nearest Target for each Source
Nearest for Both Source and Target
All within Minimum Distance

Source
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information. Make the desired layer active in the View before
using the Query Builder.)
In the Target box a menu to the right of the Element controls lets
you choose whether to write the attributes directly to the selected
target object (Update in Place) or to make a new copy of the target
object to receive the attributes (Copy and Update).
The selected entry on the ID/Name for Report menu specifies
the element identifier to be used in the report (if the Save Report
option is selected). The default option is Element ID (if available)
or Element Number; selecting the Choose... option prompts you
to select a database field containing the desired unique element
identifiers.

Match Elements Controls

Matching source and target elements are identified by the process
using the spatial matching method you choose from the Criteria
menu in the Match Elements box. Different matching criteria
are available depending on the combination of source and target element types you are using. The available criteria for all
source-target element type combinations are listed in the table
on the previous page. Some of the matching criteria include a
Distance factor, in which case the Distance field and menu are
active. Enter a numeric value in the Distance field and choose the
length units for that distance from the menu (default is meters).
If you turn on the Save Report toggle, the process generates
a text report that gives you an overview of the transfer results
(see sample below). It provides summary information (numbers
of source and target elements that had no, single, or multiple
matches) and detailed tabulations of the matching elements and
the source and target elements with no matches.
Sample Report File
Transfer Attributes
Criteria: Nearest Polygon for each Point
Distance: 150

Criteria for Spatial Matching

The spatial matching criteria are described and illustrated below.
For criteria in which the word Source or Target is shown in square
brackets, the Criteria menu entry uses the actual element types
if source and target element types are different, or “Source”
and “Target” when they are the same element type. The lists of
element types for which each criterion is available show source
element types on the left and target element types on the right.
Nearest [Source] for each [Target]
point or label --> point, line, or label
line or polygon --> point or label

This method transfers attributes to each target element from
the nearest source element if the minimum distance between
them does not exceed the specified distance. A target element
receives attributes from at most one source element (see illustration below).
Nearest [Target] for each [Source]
point or label --> point, line, polygon, or label
line --> point or label

For each source element, attributes are transferred to the closest
target element if the minimum distance between them does not
exceed the specified distance. A particular target element may
receive attributes from more than one source element (see illustration below).
Nearest for Both [Source] and [Target]
point or label --> point, line, or label
line or polygon --> point or label

Attributes are transferred to a target element from the nearest
source element if that target element is also the closest one to
(continued)

Attribute Transfer Results Point to Point using Different Match Criteria
(arrows indicate attribute transfer; distance setting is 600 meters for all)
Source Point

Target Point

From: SoilPolys.rvc / SoilPolys
Processed 4 of 4 Polygons
4 elements had multiple matches
To: SoilPolys.rvc / Points10_Nearest150m
Processed 10 of 10 Points
10 elements had a single match
Source Polygons with multiple matching Points
1 -> 8 + 9 (2)
2 -> 3 + 7 (2)
3 -> 1 + 10 (2)
4 -> 2 + 4 + 5 + 6 (4)
Target Points with one matching Polygon
1 <- 3
2 <- 4
3 <- 2
4 <- 4
5 <- 4
6 <- 4
7 <- 2
8 <- 1
9 <- 1
10 <- 3

Nearest Source for each Target

Nearest Target for each Source

600 meters

Nearest for Both Source and Target

All Within Minimum Distance
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the source element. A target element receives attributes from at most one
source element (see illustration on previous page).

Intersect

All within Minimum Distance

point, line, or label --> point, line, or label

In this method, attributes are transferred from a source element to all target
elements for which the minimum distance between source and target is
within the specified distance. Different target elements may have attributes transferred from more than one source element (see illustration on
the previous page).

Attributes are transferred from the source line (black)
to the green target lines that intersect it, but not to the
non-intersecting line (orange).
Subset

Intersecting
line --> line

Attributes are transferred from a source line to any target line that intersects
it at least once (see illustration to the right). A target line may have attributes
transferred from more than one intersecting source line.
Target is Subset of Source
line --> line

Attributes are transferred from a source line to a target line if no part of the
target line is farther from the source line than the specified distance. The
target line end nodes do not have to be within the specified distance from
the corresponding source line nodes (see illustration to the right).
Source is Subset of Target
line --> line

Attributes are transferred to a target line from a source line if no part of the
source line is farther from the target line than the specified distance. The
source line end nodes do not have to be within the specified distance from
the corresponding target line nodes.

Attributes are transferred from the source line (black) to
the green target line, which has no point farther from the
source line than the specified distance (indicated by the
yellow buffer zone polygon). Target lines which have
portions farther away from the source line (orange) do
not have attributes transferred.
Equivalent within Distance

Attributes are transferred from the source line (black)
to the green target line that lies everywhere within the
specified distance from the source (indicated by the
yellow buffer zone polygon) and which has end nodes
no farther from the source end nodes than the specified
distance.

Equivalent within Distance
line --> line
polygon --> polygon

Attributes are transferred from a source line to target line (or source polygon
to target polygon) if the lines (polygon boundaries) are everywhere within
the specified distance of each other. Corresponding source and target line
end nodes must also be within the specified distance of each other (see
illustration to the right).
Overlapping

Target lines do not have attributes transferred (orange) if
any part is farther from the source line than the specified
distance or if an end node is farther from the corresponding source line end node than that distance.
Split Lines by Polygon

Polygon Contains

Target Line

Attributes from the source polygon
(yellow) would be transferred to the
overlapping polygon or lines (green)
but not to the orange line or polygon.

Overlapping

Attributes from the source polygon (yellow) would be transferred to any of the
contained elements (green) but not to the
orange elements that are partially or completely outside the polygon boundary.

line --> polygon
polygon --> line or polygon

With the Overlapping criterion, attributes are transferred from
a source line to any target polygon that overlaps it (or from a
source polygon to any target line or polygon that overlaps it; see
illustration above). A target element that overlaps more than one
source element receives attributes from each one.

Copy of
target line split at
polygon boundaries
with attributes from traversed polygon attached to each line.

Polygon Contains [Target]
Polygon Contains [Source]
polygon --> point, line, polygon, or label
point, line, polygon, or label --> polygon

Only elements entirely contained within the boundary of a polygon serve as valid target or source for the transfer of attributes
(see illustration above).
(continued)
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Split Lines by Polygon
polygon --> line

The Split Lines by Polygon method changes the topology of the
target lines, so choosing this matching criterion automatically
sets the element output method to Copy and Update. A target
line crossing one or more source polygons is split in the output
by insertion of a node at each location where the line intersects
a polygon boudary. Each resulting line element receives attributes from the polygon it traverses (if any; see illustration on
the previous page).
Cell Containing Point

raster with database --> point

The Cell Containing Point method is set automatically when the
source object is a raster object with a database and the target is
point elements in a geometric object. The cell value attributes
are transferred to each point element from the raster cell that
contains the point.

Tables Panel

The Tables panel at the bottom of the Transfer Attributes window
provides controls that let you choose which tables and records
should be transferred and whether a source table should be joined
to an existing target table (records written to the existing target
table rather than into a new target table).
The Name column lists the available tables for the selected
element type in the source object. Turn on the checkbox to the
left of the table name for each table you want to transfer to the

Turn on a toggle button for each source table in the Name column
you want to transfer to the target. If the field for a table in the Join
column has a white background rather than gray, it means that one
or more tables with the same structure as the source table (number
of fields and same field types) exists in the target object. Left-click in
the Join To field to show a menu from which you can choose a table
to write the records to, or choose None to copy the source table to a
new target table.

target object. For source label elements a Label Text entry is
also provided to use the text string of the label as the attribute
value to transfer. Right-click on the column heading for options
to Select All or Deselect All tables.
Use the Join To field to designate whether to join the source table
to an existing target table. The Join To field has a white background if one or more target tables has the same structure (number
of fields and same field types) as the source table; otherwise the
field is gray. Left-click on a white Join To field to show a menu
from which you can choose a target table or None to copy the
source table to a new target table. Right-click on the column
heading for options to Set All to None or Set All to Default.
The setting in the Records column indicates which records to
transfer from source table to target table. The default setting
Used transfers only records from the source table for which there
is a matching element in the target. The setting All transfers
all records from the source table to the target; records without
a matching target element do not have an element attachment.
Left-click on the Records field to toggle its setting between these
two options. Right-click on the column heading to choose to Set
All to ‘Used’ or Set All to ‘All’.

Running the Process

Queue

When you have selected the desired Run Job Save Job
settings, press the Run icon button to
run the process immediately. Standard
Queue Job and Save Job icon buttons are
also provided to allow you to execute the
process using the TNTmips Job Processing system (see the Technical Guide entitled System: TNTmips Job Processing System).
If you have chosen to Copy and Update, a Select output object
window then appears to allow you to designate a Project File and
a name for the result object. A Select tables for output window
then appears so you can save the output table or tables. You can
press the Auto-Name button on the window to accept the default
table names, or you can manually name the output tables. Press
OK to accept the names. If you have turned on the Save Report
toggle button, you are then prompted to provide a name for the
output report file. Name the file and press the OK button to
begin processing.
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Geometric Extract

Extract from Vector

The Extract from Vector process (Geometric / Extract / Vector)
extracts elements from one or more input vector objects to create
new vector objects. You can select one or more element types
to extract, specify a subset of each selected element type, and
set the spatial extents of the extraction area and how elements
crossing the extraction boundary should be handled. You can
also direct the extracted elements from an input vector to multiple output vector objects based on attribute value or by polygon
areas in a separation vector object.

Select one or more
vector objects from
which to extract
elements.
Set element types
and element subsets to extract.
Set extents of the
extraction area or
choose to separate
by polygons.

Input Vector Objects

Press the Select button on the Extract from Vector window to
open the standard Select Objects window and select one or
more input vector objects. You can use this button at any time
to add input vectors to the existing list. To remove an object
from the list, left-click on the list entry to highlight it and press
the Remove button. Press the Remove All button to clear the
input list. Turn on the Clear after run checkbox to automatically clear the input list after running the process. Leave this
checkbox turned off if you wish to do multiple extractions from
the same input object(s).
NOTE: Different extraction parameters can be set for different
input vector objects. The settings shown in the Extract from
Vector window are those for the vector object that is currently
highlighted in the input list. When you are processing multiple
input vectors, be sure to check the settings for each of the
inputs. Shortcuts are provided to apply element selection
settings and extraction region settings to all input objects
(see below).

Settings for extracting by polygon or by
attribute
Set topology level
and options for
handling attribute
records.

identifying a unique attribute value for each record attached
to the elements. The Select button for the By Attribute option
opens the Select Field Values window (example illustrated below), which provides a checklist of all of the key field values.
Turn on the checkbox for the desired attribute value(s) and press
the Accept button to make the selection.

Elements

The controls in the Elements box set which element types to
extract from an input object and allow designating a subset of
elements in a selected type. Point, Line, Polygon, and Label
controls are active if the currently highlighted input vector
includes the corresponding element type. A menu for each element type lets you specify None or All and provides additional
options (By Element, By Script, By Attribute) for specifying a
subset of the elements to extract. Choosing any of the last three
options activates the Select button for the associated element
type. Pressing the Select button opens a window for specifying the element subset. The Select button for the By Element
option opens a standard view window (Select Elements) that
provides several ways of marking the elements to extract. You
can mark individual elements manually using the Select tool,
open the GeoToolbox and use any of the provided graphic tools
or a selected region to mark multiple elements, or press the Mark
by Query icon button to open the Query Builder to construct a
query to mark the desired elements. Pressing Select when using
the By Script option opens the Script Editor window which you
can also use to compose a selection query.
The By Attribute option is available if the selected element type
in the input vector has a database table with a primary key field

Element subsets
can be selected By
Script (above) or By
Attribute (left).

The element selection settings shown in the Extract from Vector window apply to the vector object currently highlighted
in the input vector list. You can press the Apply to All Input
pushbutton for an element type to apply the current selection
settings for that type to all input vector objects. When using
the By Attribute and By Script options, make sure that all of
the inputs have consistent attribute sets before using the Apply
to All Input option.
Extents
The controls in the Extents box set the spatial extents of the extraction area and how elements crossing the extraction boundary
(continued)
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are handled. The default selection (Full) on the Extents menu
uses the full extents of the input vector object. A number of
additional menu options (shown in the table below) specify how
elements are processed using an extraction area; these selections
trigger the appearance of a Region pushbutton below the Extents
menu (see illustration below). Press the Region pushbutton to
open the Define Region window to specify the extraction area
using drawing tools or by selecting a region object (see the
Technical Guide entitled Geometric Extract: Define Region for
Extraction for details).

Separation

Controls in the Separation panel can be used to choose an
element type and associated attribute field to use to create a
separate output vector object for each value of the selected
attribute field. All elements with the same separation attribute
value are extracted to the same output vector object. When you
choose Point Attribute, Line Attribute, or Polygon Attribute
from the Separation menu (see illustration below), you are automatically prompted to choose a table and field containing the
separation attribute values. The field to the right of the menu
then shows the selected table and field. For more information,
see the TechGuide entitled Geometric Extract: Separation of
Vectors by Attribute.

Extents Options using an Extraction Region

Partially Inside

All elements that are completely or partially
inside the extraction area are copied in their
entirety.

Completely Inside

Only elements that are completely inside the
extraction area are copied.

Clip Inside

Elements inside the extraction area are copied and those that cross the boundary of the
extraction area are clipped at the boundary.
Polygon elements are closed where clipped.

Partially Outside

All elements that are completely or partially
outside the extraction area are copied in their
entirety.

Completely Outside

Only elements that are completely outside
the extraction area are copied.

Clip Outside

Elements outside the extraction area are
copied and those that cross the boundary of
the extraction area are clipped at the boundary. Polygon elements are closed where
clipped.

By default the designated region selection applies only to the
vector object currently highlighted in the input list. You can
press the Apply Region to All pushbutton to associate the current
extraction region with all input objects.
An additional option on the Extents menu, Separate by Polygons, prompts you to choose an additional vector object with
polygon elements to specify multiple extraction areas, one for
each polygon in the separation vector. The output objects are
named automatically from the value in an associated polygon
attribute field that you designate; the field you specify is shown
in a text field the Separation box. See the TechGuide entitled
Geometric Extract: Separate Vector Objects by Polygons for
more information.
For all choices on the Extents menu other than Full, the Generate
Clip Border checkbox is active. Turning this checkbox on generates a border (made up of one or more line elements) along the
extraction area boundary in the output vector object(s). Note that
a clip border is not required to close clipped polygon elements,
which are automatically closed at the extraction boundary.

When you choose Separate by Polygons in the Extents panel,
the Separation menu is set automatically to Name by, and the
field to the right shows the attribute table and field you selected
to supply the name for each separate output vector object.

The Output to separate files checkbox is available when you
separate the output vectors by polygon or by attribute. When
this checkbox is turned off, the separate vectors for each input
are written to the single Project File you select and are named
using the designated separation (or polygon) attribute and the
optional text set in the Prefix and Suffix text fields. When this
checkbox is turned on, you are prompted to choose a destination
folder, and each output vector object is written to its own Project
File that is named in the same fashion.
Topology and Attribute Settings

The bottom panel of the Extract from Vector window provides
miscellaneous additional settings controls. The default selection
on the Topology Level menu, Determine from Source, sets the
topology level for each output vector object to be the same as
that of its input object. You can set a specific topology level
for the output vector object(s) by choosing Polygonal, Planar,
or Network from the menu.
The spatial optimization created by turning on the Optimize
vector when saving checkbox
orders vector elements so that
sequentially-numbered elements are close to each other,
which speeds zoomed-in displays of large vector objects. The
remaining checkboxes provide options to Compute standard
attributes for each selected element type, to Remove Unattached
Records resulting from extraction of element subsets, and to
Remove Duplicate Records.
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Geometric Extract

Separation of Vectors by Attribute

When you use the Extract from Vector process (Geometric / Extract / Vector),
you can separate the output by attribute, which means that a separate output
vector object is created for each value of the designated database attribute. All
input elements with the same attribute value are copied to a separate output
object.

Separation by Attribute settings are specific to the
input vector object currently highlighted in the list.

Vector objects generally have more than one element
type. Use the Separation menu (illustrated to the left) to
specify the single element type to be used for separating
by attribute. (Label elements do not have attributes so
are not a choice on the separation option menu.) When
you select the separation element, you are immediately
prompted to choose the database table and field to provide
the separation attribute. You can press the Specify pushbutton to the right of
the Separation menu to choose a different attribute field if needed.
Any other element types that are selected for extraction are also copied to the
output vectors. For example, you may choose separation by polygon attributes
to get different output objects for each polygon attribute value. Each of these
output vectors will also contain points, lines, and labels if these element types
were also selected for extraction. This result may not be desired (see illustration
at the bottom of the page), so you receive the message shown to the right if
elements other than the type used for separation are selected.

The attribute
selected is
used to name
the output
objects.

Choose the element type that has the The prefix
attribute to use for separation from
and suffix are
the menu in the Separation box.
optional.

You can choose to output the different vector objects created when separating by attribute to the same or to separate Project Files using the Output
to separate files checkbox. When the process output is to a single file, the
default output file name is the same as the input object and can be changed
if desired. The objects within the file are named by the attribute value of the
You receive this message if elements in addition to
elements being copied to the file and include the optional text you specify the type used for separation are selected.
in the Prefix and Suffix fields in the Separation box. Type a space after the
prefix and/or before the suffix if you want a space between the prefix or suffix and the attribute value in the object name. When
the output is one object per file, you select a folder (new or existing) to contain the output files and each file is named the same
as the object it contains according to the attribute value and the specified prefix and/or suffix.
When you extract from multiple vector objects at the same time, separation by attribute settings apply only to the vector object
currently highlighted in the input list. Separation by attribute options must be set up independently for each input vector object.
Input Vector

KeB polygons separated,
only polygons selected

KaB polygons separated,
only polygons selected

KaB polygons separated,
all lines, polygons, and labels
selected

The output objects shown above are among the 48 vector objects created when polygons are separated by soil class, which involves a total
of 48 attribute values in this example. Styles that have been specified by attribute in the original object are transferred to each of the output
objects and the last used style is assigned by default when the new vector objects are displayed.
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Geometric Extract

Separate Vector Objects by Polygons

When you use the Extract from Vector process (Geometric /
Extract / Vector) in TNTmips, you can choose to create multiple
extracts at the same time using the polygons in a second vector
object. One output vector object is created for each polygon in
the separation vector. The polygon attribute value you select is
used to name the output vector objects, which you can direct to
a single output Project File or to separate Project Files (which
are given the same name as the contained vector object). An
example of this multiple extraction by polygon is illustrated
below, where a vector groundwater map for a state is extracted to separate vector objects for individual map quadrangles.
The data-specific settings for this extraction are shown in the
illustration to the right. (You can also extract to separate output
vectors using an attribute of the input vector object itself; see
the Technical Guide entitled (Geometric Extract: Separation of
Vectors by Attribute).
After selecting the input vector object, use the Elements controls to choose which type(s) of vector element to extract. To
extract by polygon, select Separate by Polygons from the menu
in the Extents pane and choose the vector object containing

To extract by polygon, choose Separate by
Polygons from the top menu in the Extents pane.
You can change the
selected polygon
vector object if
needed by pressing
the Polygons button.
The Separation menu
selection is fixed at
Name by when you
choose to Separate
by Polygons.
This toggle determines whether all
output objects are
saved to the same
Project File or to
separate files.

Input vector object with color-filled polygons indicating variations in thickness of
a groundwater aquifer in Nebraska. The red outlines are 1:250,000 map grid
polygons in the vector object used for the separation by polygon.

The attribute in the selected
database field is used to
name the output objects
(and files if saving to separate files). You can change
this selection later if needed
by pressing the Specify
button.

You can use
the Prefix and
Suffix fields to
enter text to
be automatically added
to all of the
object names.

the polygons. You are immediately prompted to
choose a polygon database table and field containing
the attribute you wish to use to name the extracts.
These names can also include a prefix and/or suffix
that you specify in the Prefix and Suffix text fields.
If the attribute field you choose is not unique to an
individual polygon (that is, multiple polygons have
this same attribute), then the duplicate output object
names are automatically altered by adding a number
to the end of the name so that each output vector
object has a unique name.

Twelve vector objects extracted by polygon from the input aquifer thickness object. The option
to generate a clip border for each output object was not used in this example. A database field
containing the name of the map quadrangle was used to name the output vector objects (shown in
the illustration of the View window sidebar to the right; the aquifer thickness legend for one of the
output vector objects is also shown).

After setting all of the extraction
parameters, press the Run button to
start the extraction. If all extracts are
being saved to the same Project File,
you are prompted to select an existing
file or to create a new Project File. If
you have chosen to output to separate
files, you are prompted to select (or
create) the folder to contain the output
Project Files.
When you extract from multiple vector
objects at the same time, separation
by polygon settings apply only to the
vector object currently highlighted in
the input list. Separation by polygon
options must be set up independently
for each input vector object.
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Geometric Extract

Define Region for Extraction

In the Extract from Vector process (Geometric / Extract /
Vector) in TNTmips, the Define Region window is used to
specify an extraction area. To open the Define Region window,
press the Region pushbutton in the Extents box on the Extract
to Vector window (see
illustration to the right).
The Region pushbutton
is shown when appropriate selections have been
made from the Extents
menu, such as Partially
Inside, Completely Inside, Clip Inside, and so
on. (No extraction area
is required when Full or
Separate by Polygons is Press to open Press to apply the
selected on the Extents the Define Re- specified region to
gion window
all input objects
menu.)
Circle
Define Region
Toolset

Rectangle

Action / Settings

Polygon
Ellipse

Region

Add to
Region

Subtract from Region

gle, Circle, Ellipse, and Polygon drawing tools are provided.
You can use any of these drawing tools alone or in combination
to draw and add shapes to the Defined Region, which is added
as a layer in the Define Region window. After drawing a shape,
right-click or press the Add to Region icon button to add the
shape, which is then shown with a partially-transparent blue fill
color. Press the Subtract from Region icon button to remove
the area outlined by the active shape from the Defined Region.
Pressing the Action / Settings icon button opens a menu with
options to Clear Drawing Tool (which clears
the current tool graphic) and to Clear Region
(which clears the entire Defined Region).
This menu also lets you set the Line mode for
the Polygon drawing tool (Draw or Stretch).
Adding a Previously-Saved Region

You can also add one or more previously-saved region objects
to the defined region by taking the following steps:
• Press the Region icon button in the Define Region toolbar. This activates the Region Manager in the Define
Region window sidebar if it is not already active (see
illustration below).
• Press the Add Region icon button in the Region Manager
to open the Select Region Objects window.
• Navigate to the desired Project File, select the region object, and press OK on the selection window. The region
is then listed in the User Added section of the list in the
Region Manager, and its outline is shown as a graphic in
the View.
• Right-click or press Add to Region in the Define Region
toolbar to add the outlined area to the Defined Region.
Sidebar
Region Manager

Add Region

When the Define Region window opens, the Define Region
toolset is turned on by default in the window’s toolbar (see
illustration above). You can use the tools in this toolset to
create a simple or composite outline of the extraction area by
drawing one or more shapes and/or by choosing one or more
region objects. Press the OK button to use the extraction area.
Drawing Shapes to Define a Region

Icon buttons in the Define Region toolset are shown on the
toolbar to the right of the Define Region icon button. Rectan-

Region Manager toggle

Use Current View Extents

You can also zoom in using the Define Region window and
use the current View extents as the Defined Region. In the
sidebar Region Manager, expand the Display Group 1 listing
and click on the View 1 entry (see illustration to the right). Then right-click
or press Add to Region in the Define
Region toolbar.
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Spatial Display

Vector Layer Controls

The Vector Layer Controls window provides access to display settings for
vector layers. You can open the Vector Layer Controls window by left-clicking
on the layer’s icon button in the Display Manager or by right-clicking on the
layer name and choosing Controls from the popup menu.
The layer controls are organized in a set of tabbed panels. The Object panel
provides settings that pertain to the entire layer. A tabbed panel is also provided for each of the vector element types: Points, Lines, Polygons, Nodes, and
Labels. One or more of these tabs may be dimmed and inactive if no elements
of that type are present. The 3D tabbed panel provides display options for 3D
perspective views.
After changing display settings, press the Apply button to apply the changes
to the View while the Vector Layer Controls window remains open. Press
the OK button to apply the changes and close the window. The Close button
cancels any changes in settings not already applied and closes the window.

Object Panel

The Object tabbed panel is exposed by default when the Vector
Layer Controls window opens (see illustration to the right).
Object: The Object field shows the filename and object name of

the vector object being displayed. Press the Object pushbutton
to open the Select Object window to select a different vector
object to assign to the current layer.

Styles: Press the Styles pushbutton to select a style subobject of

the current vector object or a main-level style object in a Project
File as a source of styles to use to display the elements. Style
subobjects of a spatial object are primarily used to store style
information for elements in that object with All Same styles
that utilize symbols or patterns. Styles assigned to elements by
attribute can be stored in a style subobject of the style assignment
table, which is independent of the style object selected on the
Object panel. See the Technical Guide entitled Managing Styles
for more information about style objects.

Georeference: The Georeference menu defaults to the georeference subobject that was last used. If the object has more
than one georeference subobject (not recommended), you can
use the Georeference menu to choose the desired georeference
to use for the display.

If the vector object has control point georeference, turn on the
Warp to Model toggle button to use the object-to-map coordinate
transformation model stored with the georeference information
when rendering the layer in the View.
Scale Range Visible: The Scale Range Visible fields let you

limit the range of map scales over which the layer is displayed.
For example, you may wish to hide a detailed layer when the
View is zoomed out beyond a certain scale.
You set up scale control by specifying a minimum (field on the
left) and maximum (field on the right) map scale. The minimum
map scale controls how far out you can zoom and still show
the layer, while the maximum map scale controls how far you
can zoom in.

Object panel on the Vector Layer Controls window.

The Scale Range Visible fields by default are initially set to
Unlimited, in which case the layer is shown at all map scales.
You can change both scale limits, just one, or neither. To set a
map scale for either field, you can enter the full scale fraction
(e.g., 1:10000) or just the denominator of the scale fraction
(e.g., 10000); the resulting map scale fraction is then shown in
the field. To reset a map scale field to Unlimited, enter 0. For
more information about scale ranges, see the TechGuide entitled
Display Layers, Elements and Groups by Scale.
Extra Transparency: Use the Extra Transparency slider and
numeric field to set a transparency percentage for the entire layer
(all elements). Transparency applied to the entire layer is in addition to any transparency set for particular element styles, such
as partially-transparent polygon fill colors. Layer transparency
can also be adjusted using the Transparency controls in the View
window sidebar (see the TechGuide Easily Vary Transparency
for Any Layer). Each transparency control is updated when the
setting on the other control is changed.
Z Offset: The value in the Z Offset field applies when displaying

in a 3D Perspective View. It sets the vertical offset (in meters)
of the layer from the surface determined by the terrain layer.
(continued)
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This setting can be used to “float” the 3D layer surface above
the terrain (and any other layers draped on that terrain surface;
see the 3D Perspective Visualization tutorial).
The Wireframe Color button shows the mesh color used for
the layer in wireframe display in the 3D View. Press the color
button to open a Choose Color window to select a different
wireframe color.
Antialias and Hint: Turning on the Antialias toggle button

applies antialiasing to lines and polygon borders to reduce
the stairstep effect on diagonal and curving lines in the View.
Antialiasing is applied to any line that has a width of less than
1.5 pixels on screen. Turning on the Hint thin line widths
toggle applies partial transparency to lines that would be less
than one pixel wide on screen at the current scale. The degree
of transparency is proportional to the intended scaled width of
the lines. For information and illustrations of antialiasing and
hinting see the TechGuide entitled Enhanced Line Rendering.
Merge Duplicate Styles: When elements are styled by attri-

bute, a style sample can be shown in the sidebar legend for each
attribute. If the same style is assigned to different attributes,
turning on the Merge duplicate styles in legend toggle shows
only a single style sample for each set of duplicates and the
legend label lists up to two attributes associated with that style,
separated by commas. If there are more than two attributes, an
ellipsis (...) follows the second attribute name.

the top of the next column). This window allows you to choose
an associated database table and field by pressing the Attribute
button; the selected table.field reference is shown in the text field
next to the button. If the elements are displayed using styling
by attribute, the field on
which the styles are based
is selected by default.
The scrolling list in the Select by Attribute window
shows all of the attribute
values in the specified
field; turn on the checkbox
for each value whose elements are to be displayed.
Select All and Deselect All
icon buttons are provided
above the list.
Select by Attribute window
The Table combobox
shows the name of the
table in which the attribute selections are recorded. If you are
using the “style by attribute” field, the associated style table is
selected by default. If you are using a different attribute field, a
selection table is created to record the element selections. You
can create and save more than one selection table; all available
selection tables are listed on the Table combobox.

The By Map Scale option on the Show menu lets you set scale
ranges for groups of elements by attribute value; the display
scale in the View then determines which of these elements
are displayed. Pressing the Specify button after selecting this
option opens the Scale Ranges window, which is described and
illustrated in the TechGuide entitled Display Layers, Elements
and Groups by Scale.
The Specify button for the By Query option from the Show menu
opens the Script Editor window so you can enter a selection
query to specify the elements to display. Examples of selection
queries are provided in the Building and Using Queries tutorial.

Points tabbed panel

Common Controls for Points, Lines, & Polygons

Many of the controls for individual element types are the same
or similar on the Points, Lines, and Polygons tabbed panels.
These common controls are described in this section; refer to
the illustration of the Points tabbed panel above.
Show: The Show menu provides choices governing which
elements of that element type to display. The options are All,
By Attribute, By Map Scale, and By Query. Choosing an option
other than All activates the Specify button next to the menu.

The By Attribute option lets you display only elements that have
selected values in a specified database attribute field. After
choosing this option from the Show menu, pressing the Specify
button opens the Select by Attribute window (see illustration at

Style: The Style menu provides choices for styling the elements; the options include All Same, New - By Attribute, New
- By Theme, and By Script. Press the Edit button next to the
menu to set up the styles.

When you select All Same, pressing the Edit button opens the
Style Editor with style controls for the relevant element type.
The style you create or select is applied to all of these elements.
Choose New - By Attribute to set up different styles for different
values in a specified attribute field. Styles can be created and
assigned to attribute values manually or using an automated
procedure. Associations between attribute values and styles
are saved in a style assignment table. The names of any previously-created style assignment tables are automatically listed
in the Style menu. For information on setting up styling by
attribute see the TechGuides entitled Style By Attribute: Manual
Assignment and Style By Attribute: Automatic Style Generation.
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(continued)

The New - By Theme style option lets you assign elements to a
specified number of theme classes, each with its own drawing
style, based on the values in a numerical attribute field. The
class range boundaries can be set automatically or manually, and
you can specify color and size spreads to automatically generate drawing styles. After you save a theme for an element, the
name of the theme appears as an option on the Style menu. For
information about theme maps see the TechGuide entitled Theme
Mapping Geometric Elements and the Theme Mapping tutorial.
The By Script style option lets you use a script to set drawing
styles based on element attributes and to use CartoScripts
to create custom cartographic renderings for point and line
elements. For more information see the Building and Using
Queries tutorial for examples of simple style scripts and the
Using CartoScripts tutorial.
When the By Script style option is selected, the Convert Script
to Table icon button is active to the right of the Edit pushbutton.
This button allows you to convert the style specifications in the
script to saved styles and style associations. When you press
the icon button, you are prompted to select the database field on
which the script styles are based. The procedure then interprets
the color, dimension, and scale specifications in the style script,
creates the equivalent styles, and creates a style assignment
table relating a style to each unique value in the specified database field. This procedure can interpret values assigned to the
predefined style variables that are listed in the Variables group
in the Script Reference window. It cannot convert style scripts
that use CartoScript functions.
DataTips: Use the DataTips controls on each element panel to
specify an attribute field as the source for information to show
in the View when the cursor is paused over or near the element.
You can also set Prefix and Suffix text and set the DataTips to
appear over a limited range of map scales. For more information on these controls see the TechGuides entitled DataTips and
DataTip Highlighting of Geometric Elements.
Dynamic Labels: The Dynamic Labels controls let you
configure the layer to show automatic display labels for the
geometric elements using information in the element database.
You can set text style options and choose to enclose the dynamic
labels in frames with your choice of fill and border colors. Dynamic labels can also be set to display only within a specific scale
range. For more information on these controls see the Technical
Guide entitled Dynamic Labels for Geometric Elements.
Legend: When the style option for a vector element type is
set to All Same, the View sidebar legend shows a single style
sample with no label. If the element is styled by attribute, the
Legend controls are active on the element’s tabbed panel in the
Vector Layer Controls. In this case the legend has a separate
entry for each style with a style sample and a label. The default
legend label is set from the database field that is the basis for
assigning the styles. Press the Label Field button to choose a
different field as the source for the sidebar legend labels; the
selected table and field name are shown in the text field to the
right of the button. When the elements are styled by theme

the legend automatically includes labels showing the numeric
range of each style sample.
Legend entries by default are sorted based on the label text. You
can choose to have the legend entries sorted by the entries in
a different field; press the Sort Field button to select the field.
For more information see the Technical Guide entitled Vector
and Shape Layer Legends.

Lines Panel

Several element-specific controls are found on the Lines tabbed
panel; these controls are illustrated below.
The Legend Style menu to the right of the Label Field button
and field lets you choose to show line samples in the sidebar
legend in either a Straight or Zigzag style.
A polygon element is made up of one or more bordering line
elements, and line elements and polygon borders can be styled
separately. The default drawing order for vector layers draws
the polygon elements before the line elements. This means that
styled line elements may be drawn on top of polygon borders.
The default order enables you to set an All Same style for lines
using a color contrasting with the polygon fills to produce the
appearance of uniform polygon borders, without the need to
set a contrasting border color for each polygon style. Turn on
the Draw lines before polygons toggle to reverse this drawing
order and draw the polygons over top of the lines.

Element-specific controls on the Lines tabbed panel

If you would like to have all of the line vertices drawn in the
View, turn on the Show line vertices toggle button and press the
Style button to open the Style Editor with controls for setting
a point style for the vertices. This option is most useful when
you are editing a vector object.
A special drawing mode can be applied to lines styled with line
patterns made up of multiple pattern elements. The Multi-pass
mode, set by turning on the Use multi-pass for improved style
joining toggle, draws the first pattern component for all of the
lines, then the second pattern component for all, and so on. If
the line patterns are properly designed this mode can improve
the appearance of the intersections between lines with pattern
styles. See the TechGuide entitled Enhanced Line Rendering
for details.

Polygons Panel

Legends for polygons styled by attribute allow you to show not
only a label next to each style sample, but also a label (such as
a class code) within the style sample. The Sample Label pushbutton on the Polygons tabbed panel allows you to select the
(continued)
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database field to supply the text for the sample labels; the selected table and field names are shown in the adjacent text field.

Element-specific controls on the Polygons tabbed panel

The Polygon Filling menu sets the circumstances in which
polygon fills can be drawn in the View window. The options
are Enable for 2D only (provided to speed rendering in 3D
perspective views), Enable for 2D and 3D, and Disabled.
Turning on the Disable when highlighted toggle disables filling
for a filled polygon that is highlighted during the DataTip event
(as set by the Highlight toggle in the DataTips controls). See
the TechGuide entitled DataTip Highlighting of Geometric
Elements.

Nodes Panel

Turn on the Show Nodes toggle on the Nodes tabbed panel to
display the vector nodes. When this toggle is turned on the
Show in Locator toggle is also active, allowing you to choose
whether or not to also show the nodes in the Locator.
The Nodes panel also includes point style controls for choosing
or creating symbols for the nodes (see the TechGuide entitled
Creating Styles for Points). Separate styles can be set for nodes
at intersections between lines (joining nodes) and those at the
unconnected ends of lines (dangling nodes); the Joining and
Dangling radio buttons above the style controls determine the
node to which set the current style is applied.

play of the labels (see the TechGuide entitled Display Layers,
Elements and Groups by Scale).
Style: The Style menu sets the text style(s) to use for the labels;
the options are By Element and All Same. The By Element
option uses the named text style that was assigned to each label
when it was created or edited. Pressing the Specify button with
this option selected opens the Style Editor with a list of the
assigned styles. These individual text styles can be modified
in the Style Editor, but their
assignments to
labels cannot be
changed in this
window.

The All Same
Labels tabbed panel
style option uses
the same text style for all of the label elements. Pressing the
Specify button opens the Style Editor with controls for setting
text style to use. See the TechGuide entitled Setting Text Styles.
Other Label Controls: Turning on the Clip elements to label

boundaries toggle prevents other elements in the vector layer
from being rendered within the confines of the rectangle bounding the label; this choice can make the label text more legible.
Label elements are stored with a baseline that is hidden unless
you turn on the Show label baselines toggle. Pressing the Line
Style pushbutton to the right of this toggle opens the Style Editor
with controls for setting a line style for the baselines (see the
TechGuide entitled Creating Styles for Lines).

Label elements can have the label enclosed in a frame with your
choice of frame shape and fill and border colors. For labels with
leader lines you can choose the leader line width and color or
choose to show the leader as a triangular extension of the frame.
Press the Frame Style pushbutton to open the Label Frame Style
window to set these options; see the TechGuide entitled Label
Frames and Leader Lines for more information.

3D Panel

The 3D tabbed panel provides controls for point and polygon
elements in 3D perspective views, allowing them to be “extruded” above the terrain surface with varying styles. See the
following TechGuides for more information: Vector Points on
Stalks in 3D Views and Extruded Polygons in 3D View.

Nodes tabbed panel

Labels Panel

The Labels tabbed panel provides controls for the display of
label elements in the vector layer.
Show: The Show menu provides the options None, All, and By

Map Scale to determine label display; when the latter option is
selected, the Range fields to the right of the menu are activated
so you can enter minimum and maximum map scales for disMicroImages, Inc. • TNTgis - Advanced Software for Geospatial Analysis
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Raster & Image Processing

Broadband Vegetation Indices
The Raster Arithmetic and Indices process (Image / Combine / Arithmetic and
Indices) in TNTmips allows you to compute a variety of vegetation indices using
operations in the Broadband Vegetation Indices group. (See the Technical Guide
entitled Raster & Image Processing: Raster Arithmetic and Indices for an overview of the process.) The provided index operations perform computations using
specific visible and near-infrared bands of multispectral satellite or aerial images.
After choosing Broadband Vegetation Indices from the Group menu in the Raster
Arithmetic and Indices window (illustrated to the right), use the Operation menu
to choose the desired vegetation index. The formula for the selected index is
shown in the Description panel. Press the Rasters button in the Input Rasters box
to select the input raster(s). Indices computed using only Near-Infrared (NIR) and
Red (or Green) bands allow you to use images with separate raster objects for
each band or a color-composite image; in the latter case, the red component in
the composite image is assumed to be the NIR spectral band and the green component is assumed to be the Red (or green) spectral band. For these indices the
Type menu is active, allowing you to choose either Composite or Separate before
pressing the Rasters button; the Type setting establishes the filter that is applied
in the selection dialog for the input. When using color composites, multiple input
images can be processed in one operation.

Color-infrared display (Display Red =
NIR, Green = Red, Blue = Green) of
agricultural fields with various states
of crop cover. Red areas correspond
to dense crop cover.

Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (MSAVI2) result computed in Raster Calculation process. Raster is theme-mapped using 5 classes,
with dark green for the highest index values and
brown for the lowest values.

Background

Vegetation indices are used as measures of biomass, amount of
vegetative cover, and vegetation condition. The interaction of
incident sunlight with green vegetation is strongly controlled by
leaf pigments and leaf structure. Chlorophyll, the dominant leaf
pigment, strongly absorbs light in the red and blue portions of the
visible spectrum while reflecting green wavelengths, resulting in
the green leaf color we see. Near-infrared light penetrates the
leaf surface and encounters numerous cell walls and air-water
boundaries, resulting in strong upward scattering (diffuse reflection) of this energy.
The contrast between strong near-infrared reflectance and low red
reflectance of green vegetation is the basis for most vegetation
indices. This contrast can also be illustrated by a scatterplot of
image cell values with near-infrared brightness plotted against
red brightness (see illustration above right) for an area with variable vegetation cover. Near-infrared and red brightness values
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Raster correlation scatterplot of near-infrared
versus red brightness for the agricultural area
in the images to the left.

of soils and manmade materials (asphalt, concrete) are strongly
correlated over a wide range of image brightness, defining a “soil
line” trending upward to the right in the diagram. Conversely,
healthy green vegetation has high near-infrared brightness and
low red brightness, occupying a position at the apex of the scatter
of points. Positions between the green vegetation peak and the
soil line are mostly image cells that include variable proportions
of green leaf cover and soil background.
Many vegetation indices compute some form of ratio of near-infrared to red image band values. This ratio computation tends to
remove some of the extraneous variation resulting from topography and differences in the direction of incident sunlight. Other
indices perform more complex computations that in some cases
include green and blue image bands in addition to near-infrared
and red.
(continued)
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Vegetation indices are constructed so that higher index values
indicate higher amounts/cover of green vegetation. These indices
can be described in three categories: General, Atmospherically
Resistant, and Soil-Adjusted. The Operation menu lists the vegetation indices in the order shown below but does not indicate
their category.

Subtract Offset, Divided by, and Scale Fields

For most vegetation indices the Parameters box includes a pair of
numeric fields for each band used in the calculation. The Subtract
Offset field accepts a positive value that will be subtracted from
the raw raster values. The default value is 0. Use the Divided by
field to enter a value that the offset raster values will be divided
by. The default value is 1.
The Output box includes a Scale field. Enter a numeric value
in this field to rescale the output of the index calculation to the
desired range of values. Be sure to choose a scale factor that is
appropriate for the choice you have made from the Raster Type
menu.

Path Radiance and Reflectance

Dust and gas in the atmosphere may scatter sunlight upward
toward the image sensor, where it adds to the brightness signal
received from the surface materials. The amount of this atmospheric scattering (sometimes called path radiance) is greatest
for blue wavelengths and decreases nonlinearly with increasing
wavelength. Thus the path radiance value is different for red and
near-infrared image bands, and the path radiance effect does not
cancel out in ratio calculations. Vegetation index results can be
improved by estimating and subtracting the path radiance values
from the image bands before computing the index. You can use
the Subtract Offset field to enter a path radiance value for raw
image bands, or use bands that have already had the path radiance correction applied. A number of techniques for estimating
band-dependent path radiance values are described in the remote
sensing literature.
Some of the vegetation indices that include additive factors
are designed to process image bands that have been converted
to apparent surface reflectance values ranging between 0 and
1.0. The Description box for these indices (GEMI, EVI, EVI2,
SAVI, OSAVI, and MSAVI2) include the statement that “Inputs
should be reflectance values between 0 and 1”. You can use the
Subtract Offset and Divided by fields to enter the image-specific
corrections needed to convert scaled radiance values to apparent
surface reflectance.

General Vegetation Indices
RVI - Ratio Vegetation Index
RVI = NIR / RED

The RVI captures in simplest form the contrast in near-infrared
and red values for areas of healthy green vegetation. For fully
vegetated areas the red values may approach zero and the ratio
value then increases without bound. The RVI is thus a non-linear
measure of vegetation that is very sensitive to variations in areas
with high vegetative cover but much less sensitive in areas with
sparse cover. Reference:
Birth, G. S., and G. R. McVey, 1968, Measuring color of growing turf
with a reflectance spectrophotometer. Agronomy Journal 60:640-649.

GRVI - Green Ratio Vegetation Index
GRVI = NIR / GREEN

The GRVI has the same form as the RVI, but substitutes the green
image band for red in the denominator. Because of vegetation’s
higher reflectance in green wavelengths compared to red, the
GRVI is less sensitive to cover variations in high vegetative cover
areas than RVI. Reference:
Sripada, R. P., R. W. Heiniger, J. G. White, and A. D. Meijer, 2006,
Aerial color infrared photography for determining early-season nitrogen requirements in corn. Agronomy Journal 98: 968-977.

NDVI - Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
NDVI = (NIR - RED) / (NIR + RED)

NDVI is the most widely-used vegetation index. By computing
the ratio of the difference and sum of the near-infrared and red
bands, NDVI produces a linear index that is more sensitive in
areas of sparse vegetation than RVI. However, it tends to saturate
in areas of high biomass, becoming insensitive to cover variations
in these areas. It is also sensitive to variations in soil background
brightness and moisture conditions, especially in areas of low
vegetation cover, and is also sensitive to atmospheric effects of
aerosols. Areas of little to no vegetative cover have positive or
negative values near zero; when you choose an unsigned integer
output raster type, negative values are output as 0. Reference:
Rouse, J. W., R. H. Haas, J. A. Schell, and D. W. Deering, 1973,
Monitoring vegetation systems in the Great Plains with ERTS. Proceedings, Third ERTS Symposium, NASA SP-351, 1:309-317.

IPVI - Infrared Percentage Vegetation Index
IPVI = NIR / (NIR + RED)

Crippen (1990) argued that subtracting red from near-infrared in
the NDVI numerator is unnecessary. He proposed that the IPVI is
functionally equivalent to NDVI, is never negative, and is faster
to compute. Reference:
Crippen, R. E., 1990, Calculating the vegetation index faster. Remote Sensing of Environment 34:71-73.

TVI - Transformed Vegetation Index
TVI = sqrt[ (NIR-RED) / (NIR + RED) + 0.5 ]

TVI modifies NDVI by adding a constant (0.5) to all values and
taking the square root of the result. These changes were designed
to eliminate negative values and to produce a normal distribution
of values. Reference:
Deering, D. W., J. W. Rouse, R. H. Haas, and J. A. Schell, 1975,
Measuring forage production of grazing units from Landsat MSS
data. Proceedings, 10th International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment 2:1169-1178.

Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Indices

Indices in this category attempt to minimize atmospheric effects
that may vary within and between scenes.
ARVI - Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index
ARVI = (NIR - 2*RED - BLUE) / (NIR + 2*RED - BLUE)

This index can be used with imagery that incorporates a blue
spectral band, which is the visible band most sensitive to atmo(continued)
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spheric effects. ARVI is a modified form of NDVI that attempts
to minimize atmospheric effects on the red band by using the
blue band to correct the red values. References:

OSAVI - Optimized Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index

Kaufman, Y. J. and D. Tanre, 1992, Atmospherically resistent vegetation index (ARVI) for EOS-MODIS. IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing 30:261-270.

OSAVI has the same formula as SAVI but has a fixed L factor
value of 0.16. Inputs should have reflectance values between 0
and 1. Reference:

Kaufman, Y. J. and D. Tanre, 1996, Strategy for direct and indirect
methods for correcting the aerosol effect on remote sensing: from
AVHRR to EOS-MODIS. Remote Sensing of Environment 55:65-79.

GEMI - Global Environmental Monitoring Index
GEMI = eta * (1 - 0.25*eta) - (RED - 0.125) / (1 - RED)
where
eta = [2 * (NIR2 - RED2) + 1.5*NIR + 0.5* RED] / (NIR + RED + 0.5)

GEMI is a non-linear index that applies a standardized atmospheric correction to near-infrared and red values that have been
converted to reflectance (values between 0 and 1). Comparative
studies have shown it to be very sensitive to soil background
variations in areas of low vegetation cover. Reference:
Pinty, B. and M. M. Verstraete, 1991, GEMI: a non-linear index to
monitor global vegetation from satellites. Vegetatio 101:15-20.

Soil Adjusted Vegetation Indices

Indices in this category attempt to compensate for variations in
the amount and condition of soil background (brightness and
moisture content).

EVI - Enhanced Vegetation Index
EVI = 2.5 * (NIR - RED) / (NIR + 6*RED - 7.5*BLUE + 1)

EVI was developed as a standard vegetation index product for the
MODIS sensor to provide improved sensitivity in high-biomass
areas and to provide corrections for soil background effects and
atmospheric aerosol effects. Inputs should have reflectance values
between 0 and 1. Reference:
Liu, H. Q., and A. Huete, 1995, A feedback based modification of the
NDVI to minimize canopy background and atmospheric noise. IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing 33:457-465.

EVI2 - Enhanced Vegetation Index (2-band)
EVI2 = 2.5 * (NIR - RED) / (NIR + 2.5*RED + 1)

This index is a version of EVI for use with images from sensors
that lack a blue band, calibrated to give similar results to EVI.
Inputs should have reflectance values between 0 and 1. Reference:
Jiang, Z., A. Huete, K. Didan, and T. Miura, 2008, Development of a
two-band enhanced vegetation index without a blue band. Remote
Sensing of Environment 112:3833-3845.

SAVI - Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
SAVI = (1 + L) * (NIR - RED) / (NIR + RED + L)

SAVI is a modified form of NDVI that includes a soil-adjustment
factor L to account for effects from a variable soil background.
In a near-infrared versus red scatterplot, the L factor shifts the
origin of the plot so that the soil line and all lines of equal index
value pass through the origin. The L factor can be specified as an
estimate of the percentage of bare soil in the scene. Use the Bare
Soil % parameter field to set this value. The default value is 50%.
Inputs should have reflectance values between 0 and 1. Reference:

OSAVI = (1 + L) * (NIR - RED) / (NIR + RED + L)
where L = 0.16

Rondeaux, G., M. Steven, and F. Baret, 1996, Optimization of
soil-adjusted vegetation indices. Remote Sensing of Environment
55:95-107.

MSAVI2 - Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
MSAVI2 = [2*NIR + 1 - sqrt( (2*NIR+1)2 - 8*(NIR - RED))] / 2

This is a modified version of SAVI with parameter values derived
by iterative analysis of images over a range of L factor values and
soil line slopes/intercepts in near-infrared versus red scatterplots.
In comparison to SAVI and TSAVI (below), the resulting equation
does not require an estimate of soil cover percentage or a determination of the soil line slope and intercept values. Inputs should
have reflectance values between 0 and 1. Reference:
Qi, J., A. Chehbouni, A. R. Huete, and Y. H. Kerr, 1994, A modified
soil adjusted vegetation index. Remote Sensing of Environment
48:119-126.

TSAVI - Transformed Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
TSAVI = s * (NIR - s*RED - a) / [ a*NIR + RED - a*s + X*(1+s2) ]
where
a = soil line y-intercept in NIR vs RED scatterplot
s = soil line slope
X = 0.8 (adjustment factor to minimize soil noise)

TSAVI uses soil-line slope and intercept values determined by the
operator from a near-infrared versus red scatterplot in place of the L
factor in SAVI. These values must be entered in the Soil Line Slope
and Soil Line Intercept fields in the Parameters box. Reference:
Baret, F., and G. Guyot, 1991, Potentials and lmits of vegetation indices for LAI and APAR assessment. Remote Sensing of Environment
35:161-173.

Gram-Schmidt Greenness / Soil Brightness Indices
To understand the Gram-Schmidt operation, consider each band of
a multispectral image as one orthogonal axis of a multidimensional
spectral space and the image cell values as points within this space.
The plot of near-infrared versus red values shown on the first page
of this TechGuide is a projection of image values into one plane
through this spectral space. The Gram-Schmidt operation reprojects the image cell values to a new set of orthogonal coordinate
axes such that one axis is parallel to the soil line (soil brightness)
and a second perpendicular axis expresses the amount of green
vegetation (greenness). This method requires selection of at least
two bands, red and near-infrared (selected in that order), but other
bands can be selected to help constrain the computation. Use the
fields in the Parameters box to enter red and near-infrared values
for dark soil, bright soil, and green vegetation (obtained from the
image scatterplot). Reference:
Kauth, R. J., and G. S. Thomas, 1976, The Tasseled Cap - a graphical description of the spectral temporal development of agricultural
crops as seen by Landsat. Proceedings of the Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana, 41-51.

Huete, A. R., 1988, A soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI). Remote
Sensing of Environment 25:295-309.
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Database

Viewing Geotagged Image Tables

Tables of digital photos produced by the Create Geotagged Image Table process can be shown as either Single Record or Tabular
Views just like any other database table. But each type of view not only shows the text/numerical attribute information for the photos, it also allows you to view the photos. Photo viewing is available for tables with links to external image files as well as for those
with embedded images.
In a Single Record View of the table, in which the field names and values for a single record are listed in a vertical column, the image
for the current record is automatically shown at the bottom of the table view. The image resizes automatically when you change the
size of the window. A right mouse button menu for the image allows you to zoom to extents, zoom in or out, or zoom to 1X. You
can also use the mouse scroll wheel to zoom in or out, and pan the image by left-clicking and dragging.
Tabular Views provide several means of viewing the photos. Hovering the mouse
cursor over a photo’s Image field pops up a DataTip showing a small thumbnail of the
image. For tables with embedded images, the thumbnail stored for each image is used
to generate the DataTip image. For tables with links to the original image files, the
DataTip thumbnail is created dynamically from the external file as needed. You can
also view photos in one or more separate image viewer windows using options on the
right mouse button menu for the Image field. The View image menu option opens the
selected image in the currently-open viewer window (or opens one if none is currently
open). The View image in new window option allows you to open separate simultaneous views of different photos. The titlebar of each viewer window shows the date,
time, and description (from the Description field in the image table) of the image being
viewed. The viewer windows can be resized as needed, and icon buttons provide zoom
functions. Mouse-wheel zooming and left-mouse button panning are also provided as
for the Single Record View window. The image viewer can show linked JPEG, TIFF,
or PNG files in addition to images embedded in the table. For more information on
creating geotagged photo tables, see the Technical Guide entitled Create Geotagged
Image Table.

A Single Record View of a geotagged image
table automatically shows the image for the
current record in the bottom part of the same
window. Right-click on the image to pop in a
menu with zoom and other options.
In a Tabular View of a geotagged image table, a
DataTip showing a thumbnail of the image automatically appears when you hover the mouse cursor over
its entry in the Image field. This example shows a
table with embedded images.
The right mouse button
menu for the image field in
a Tabular View allows you to
view the image in a separate
image viewer window that
can be resized if needed.
The viewer window provides
icon buttons to zoom to full
extents, zoom in and out,
and zoom to 1X. The mouse
scroll wheel can also be used to zoom in and out. You can pan a zoomed
image by left-clicking on the image and dragging. The Image window

above left is at full extents; the one above right has been zoomed to
1X and panned.
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Spatial Display

View Window Toolbar

The toolbar on each View window in TNTmips provides icon buttons that
let you control the content of the View (View toolbar), to mark geometric
elements in the View (Mark toolbar), and to activate graphic tools that you
can use in the View (Tool toolbar). An Add Layer icon button allows you
View Toolbar
Mark Toolbar
Tool Toolbar
to add any type of geospatial data layer directly from the View window.
Add Layer
The function of each button is indicated by a ToolTip when you place
the mouse pointer over the button. The default installation of TNTmips provides a selection of the most frequently-used icon buttons.
You can add buttons for other actions (or remove buttons) using the Customize Hidden Features window (Options / Customize; see the
Technical Guide entitled Spatial Display: Customize the View Window).
Add Layer. Opens a menu with entries for selecting
specific types of spatial objects to add to the View and a
Quick-Add option that allows selection of a mixture of
spatial object types.

View Toolbar

Refresh. Redraws the View canvas. By default the View
is automatically refreshed after any change, so it is seldom
necessary to refresh manually. You can change this behavior
on the View panel of the Options window (Options / View
Options in the Display Manager).
Stop. Cancels the redraw in progress. The View canvas is
partially updated to the point at which stopped.
Full. Zooms the View canvas to show the maximum extents
of all the layers in the display.
Previous. Returns the View to the zoom and position just
prior to the previous redraw. Press repeatedly to step back
through a series of zoom/position changes.
Zoom In. Zooms the View in by a factor of 2 while maintaining the View center position. Press the “+” key to zoom
in 2X centered at the cursor position.
Zoom Out. Zooms the View out by a factor of 2. The View
center position is maintained unless the pre-zoom center is
close to the edge of the group extents. Press the “-” key to
zoom out 2X centered at the cursor position.
Zoom to Active Layer. Zooms so that the extents of the
active layer fill at least one dimension of the View canvas.
Zoom to Active Group. [Layouts only.] Zooms so that
the full extents of the active group fill at least one dimension
of the View canvas.
Zoom to Maximum Detail. Zooms a View with one or
more raster or terrain layers so that one screen pixel corresponds to one cell in the currently active layer. If the active
layer is not a raster or terrain, then the highest-detail raster
layer that has the Preferred for 1X zoom toggle turned on
(on the Options tabbed panel of the Raster Layer Controls
window) is used. If none is set as preferred then the raster
or terrain layer with the highest detail is used. The button
has no effect if the view contains only geometric layers.

GeoLock. Synchronizes the View with other View
windows that have GeoLock turned on. Views can be synchronized by scale, extent, or both; to change the setting,
choose Options / GeoLock on the View window. See the
TechGuide entitled GeoLock TNT Views.
Stereo. When a terrain layer is present, turns on stereoscopic 3D rendering for the terrain and/or any drape layers
using the current Stereo Settings (Options / Stereo Settings).
See the TechGuides entitled View Geodata in Stereo in 2D
Views and Stereo Display Settings for details.
Synchronize External GeoViewer. Opens a menu with
choice of Google Maps, Bing Maps, or Google Earth. The
first two options open your default browser with the selected
GeoViewer zoomed to the area of the current View. The
third option opens the desktop Google Earth application
(if installed) zoomed to the current View area. Changes in
zoom level and/or position in the TNT View are mirrored in
Google Earth as they are made. See the TechGuide entitled
Synchronize External GeoViewer.
Quick Snapshot. Saves a snapshot of the current View
canvas to the location and in the format you have specified
in the Snapshot Settings (Options / Quick Snapshot Settings
from the View window or Options / View Options from the
Display Manager using the Snapshot tabbed panel). If you
have not yet established snapshot settings, you are prompted
for a location and format the first time you use this feature.
See the TechGuide entitled Quick Snapshot of View Contents.

Mark Toolbar

The next four icon buttons (Mark Exclusive, Toggle Marked, Mark
Additional, and Unmark) set the behavior of the Select tool that
is used to mark geometric elements in the View. Mark Exclusive
and Toggle Marked are provided by default.
Mark Exclusive. The Select tool marks the geometric
element at the cursor location and unmarks any previously-selected element of the same type. (This mode allows
only one element of each type to be marked at a time.)
Elements of more than one type (e.g., line and polygon) at
the location may be marked as determined by the current
settings for each type.
(continued)
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Toggle Marked. The Select tool toggles the status of the
element at the cursor location: it marks the element if unmarked or unmarks the element if marked. Does not affect
the marking status of other elements, and thus allows manual
marking of any number of elements.
Mark Additional. The Select tool marks the geometric
element at the cursor location if unmarked but does not
change the status of any other marked elements. Selecting an
already-marked element does not change its marking status.
Unmark. The Select tool unmarks the geometric element
at the cursor location if it is marked.
Mark by Query. Opens the Query Builder dialog, which
provides an interactive interface for designing and applying a
database query using one or more attributes to mark elements
in the View. See the TechGuide entitled Spatial Display:
Interactive Query Builder.
The Previous Marked and Next Marked buttons are used to step
through a set of two or more marked elements, setting a different
element in the marked set as active (identified by a different highlight color) with each step. A zoomed-in View automatically pans
to the location of the new active element.
Previous Marked. Makes the previous element in the
marked set the active element.
Next Marked. Makes the next element in the marked set
the active element.
Unmark All. Unmarks any marked elements, restoring
them to their assigned drawing styles.

Tools Toolbar

View Position. Left-click and drag to pan a zoomed-in
View. The View contents are moved in the direction you
drag. Zoom in/out using the mouse scroll wheel. See the
TechGuide entitled Pan and Zoom with the View Position
Tool.

buttons appear on the right side of the Tools toolbar, allowing
you to draw points, lines, polygons, rectangles, circles, and
text, with control of colors, line weight, and font style. See
the TechGuide entitled Annotate Tool for more information.
GeoToolbox. Opens the GeoToolbox, which provides
a comprehensive set of tools for sketching, measuring,
marking elements, and generating regions. See the Tutorial
booklet Sketching and Measuring for more information.
View-in-View. In a display group with multiple layers, layers on top may completely hide the layers below. With this
tool you draw an elastic box to define an area for comparison
of different layers. The top layer in the View is automatically
turned off inside the box, while the remainder of the view
uses the original layer visibility settings. To reverse this relationship, press the Swap Inside / Outside icon button on the
toolbar or right-click in the View. Right-click on the Show /
Hide checkbox for a layer in the Display Manager or in the
View sidebar legend to open a menu that allows you to set
the visibility of that layer in the View-in-View box. For more
information see the TechGuide entitled View-in-View Tool.
Examine Raster. Place the point marker in the View to
examine raw raster cell values for the surrounding area from
the active raster layer. Cell values are shown in the associated Raster Inspection window (see the TechGuide entitled
Inspecting Raster Cells).
Point Profile. [Non-layout Views only.] Creates a vertical
profile of 3D points (in a LIDAR, vector, or shape layer)
within the designated rectangular area. The profile is shown
in the Point Profile window. The dashed line extending out
from the center of the box in the View indicates the direction
of the profile view and provides a handle for rotating the
profile. Drag the default profile box to reposition it, drag the
corners or edges to resize it, or used the dashed end lines to
rotate it around either end of the profile. For more information see the TechGuide entitled LIDAR: Point Profile Tool.

Zoom. The Zoom tool has multiple modes of operation.
Left-click in the View to zoom in by 2X at that location;
right-click to zoom out by 2X. Left-click and drag to draw
a box to define the new area for the zoomed-in View. The
View zooms to the boxed area immediately unless the Use
right mouse button to perform zoom or pan toggle is turned
on in the View panel of the Options window (Options / View
Options from the Display Manager); in that mode the box
can be repositioned and/or resized before you right-click to
zoom. The dimensions of the zoom box are proportional
to the view canvas dimensions unless you turn on the
Differential Zooming toggle item on the View window’s
Options menu.

Adjust Viewpoint. [Non-layout Views only.] Activate a
graphic for setting the viewing geometry in an associated
3D Perspective View window. For more information see
the Tutorial booklet entitled 3D Perspective Visualization.

Select. Left-click in a View of a geometric object (vector,
shape, CAD, or TIN) to mark or unmark the element at that
location. The marking behavior is set by turning on the Mark
Exclusive, Toggle Marked, Mark Additional, or Unmark
button as described above.

HyperIndex Navigator. [Layouts only.] Left-click on
HyperIndex links that have been embedded in a layout.
These links can open other layouts, files such as PDF or
Excel, or open a web link in a browser.

Annotate. The Annotate tool provides quick access to basic
sketching tools. When this tool is active, additional icon

Placement. [Layouts only.] Interactively position groups
in a page layout by dragging them while maintaining all established group attachments (to the page or to other groups).
Group extents are indicated by wireframe boxes. Right-click
in the View to open a menu and choose Wireframe to show
only the boxes or Solid (filled boxes) for faster rendering
while adjusting. See the TechGuide entitled Placement Tool
for Map Layouts for more information.

HyperIndex Linker. [Layouts only.] Create HyperIndex
links in a layout. See the Tutorial booklet entitled Constructing an Electronic Atlas for more information.
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Key to colors:
New process
Renamed process or menu
New submenu
Relocated process

TNTmips 2016 Menu
®

• Main
•
•
•
•
•
•

Display…
Edit…
Georeference…
Import…
Export…
TNTatlas
Viewer…
Assembly Wizard…

• Exit

• Image
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extract…
Auto-Register to Reference…
Mosaic…
Radiometric Correction…
Hyperspectral…
Convert Raster
Data Type...
Color…
Threshold…
Thin Lines…
Color Extraction…

• Convert Geometric
Raster to Geometric Boundaries…
Raster to Geometric Lines…
Vector to Raster…

• Resample and Reproject
Lens Correction...
Resample Using Georeference…
Radar Slant to Ground…

• Contrast and Trend
Apply Contrast…
Match Contrast...
Locally Adaptive Contrast…
Decorrelation Stretch…
Remove Trend…
Restore Trend…

• Filter
Spatial Filter…
Forward FFT…
Inverse FFT…
FFT Destripe...
FFT Filters...

• Combine
Arithmetic and Indices...
User-Defined Linear…
Multilinear Regression…
Principal Components…
Progressive Transformation…
Harmonic Series…
Multiresolution Fusion…
GeoFormula...

• Classify
Auto-Classify…
Feature Map…
Unique Value Combination...
Reassign Cell Values...

• Statistics
Raster Combination Statistics...
Statistics by Category Raster…
Statistics by Geometric Element...

• Spatial Analysis
Distance Raster…
Morphological Functions…
Hough Transform…
Point Density Raster…

• Utilities
Edit Mask...
Pyramid…
Compute Full Histograms…
Compute Key Points…

Set Null Cells…
Create Empty Raster…
Convert Key Points to Vector…
Extract and Trim DRGs…

• Web GIS
• Image
Export…
Mosaic...
Link …
Merge…
Subset...
Convert...
Manage…
Validate…
Database...

• Geometry
Export...

• Terrain
Export...
Mosaic...
Merge…
Subset…

• Assemble Geomashup...
• Assemble Composite KML...
• Build Collada Dataset...

• Geometric
• Extract
Vector…
CAD…

• Convert Geometric
Geometric to CAD…
Geometric to Region…
Geometric to Vector…
2D Vector to 3D Vector…
Database to Vector…
Points to Voronoi Polygons…
TIN to Voronoi Polygons…
Region to Triangles…

• Convert Raster
Raster to Geometric Boundaries…
Raster to Geometric Lines…
Vector to Raster…

• Terrain
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface Modeling…
Lidar Manager…
Lidar Classificatiion…
Topographic Properties…
Viewshed…
Watershed…
Fill Depressions…
Cut and Fill Analysis…
Path Analysis…
Gradient Descent Path…
Convert 2D Vector to 3D...
Extract Points or Mesh…

• Database
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create Geotagged Image Table…
Edit…
Attach…
Copy…
Convert to Vector…
Setup Schema...

• Script
•
•
•
•
•

Run…
Edit Script…
Builder...
GeoFormula…
Reference...

• Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File Manager…
Job Manager...
Geodata Catalog Manager…
Recover Project File…
Scan Files...
Edit Styles…
Change Coordinate Reference System…
Map Calculator…
Create 3D Animation...
System
Preferences…
Language...
Fonts…
Configure License...
Upgrade License…
Upgrade to TNTmips Basic...*

• Reproject…
• Filter…
• Combine
Vector Combinations…
Merge to Vector…
Merge to CAD…
Merge to TIN...

• Miscellaneous
Edit Text Files…
Attach Metadata…
Inspect Files…
Change Text File Encoding…
Screen Recorder…
View Session Log…
Timings…
Text Localization Utility…

• Attributes
Transfer…
Standard Element Attributes…
Polygon Shape Properties…
Stream Orders...

• Stastistics
Image Statistics by Element…
Surface Properties by Element…
Element Statistics by Polygon…

• Spatial Analysis
Buffer Zones…
Polygon Fitting…
Sample Point Generation…
Grid Generation…
Distance Raster…
Point Density Raster…
Network Analysis...
Directional Analysis...
EPANET Simulation...

• Utilities
Validate…
Optimize…

• Help
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Browse Documentation
Search…
Search Web…
Tutorials…
What’s New…
News...
Contact Support…
TNTtalk User Group...
Registration Form…
About TNTmips…
Configure License...
Upgrade License...
Upgrade to TNTmips Basic...*
* Appears only if running TNTmips Free.
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Key to TNTmips 2016 Menu Locations for Relocated Processes
If you can’t find a process in the new TNTmips 2016 menu structure, use this key to locate the process based on its
previous menu location in TNTmips 2015. Only processes that have been relocated are shown in these lists.

TNTmips 2015 Menu

TNTmips 2016 Menu

• Main

TNTmips 2015 Menu

TNTmips 2016 Menu

• Geometric

• Assemble

• Extract from

Geomashup…
Composite KML...
TNTatlas Assembly Wizard…
3D Animation…

Vector…
CAD…

Web GIS / Assemble Geomashup
Web GIS / Assemble Composite KML
/ TNTatlas / Assembly Wizard
Tools / Create 3D Animation
/ TNTatlas / Viewer

• TNTatlas...

• Convert
Raster to Geometric Boundaries…
Raster to Geometric Lines…
Vector to Raster…
Geometric to CAD…
Geometric to Region…
Geometric to Vector…
Region to Triangles…
2D Vector to 3D Vector…
Database to Vector…

• Image
/ Combine / Arithmetic and Indices

• Calculation…
• Convert
Color…
Raster to Geometric Boundaries…
Raster to Geometric Lines…
Vector to Raster…

/ Convert Raster / Color
/ Convert Geometric / Raster to Geometric Boundaries
/ Convert Geometric / Raster to Geometric Lines
/ Convert Geometric / Vector to Raster

Vector…
CAD…
TIN…

/ Filter / Forward FFT, Inverse FFT, FFT Destripe, FFT Filters
/ Contrast and Trend / Apply Contrast
/ Contrast and Trend / Match Contrast
/ Contrast and Trend / Locally Adaptive Contrast
/ Convert Raster / Threshold
/ Convert Raster / Color Extraction
/ Convert Raster / Thin Lines
/ Spatial Analysis / Morphological Functions
/ Contrast and Trend / Remove Trend
/ Contrast and Trend / Restore Trend

/ Combine / Merge to Vector
/ Combine / Merge to CAD
/ Combine / Merge to TIN

• Attributes
Image Statistics…
Surface Properties…
Element Statistics by Polygon…

/ Statistics / Image Statistics by Element
/ Statistics / Surface Properties by Element
/ Statistics / Element Statistics by Polygon

• Compute
Buffer Zones…
Distance Raster…
Grids…
Point Density Raster…
Polygon Fitting…
Sample Points…
Stream Orders...
Voronoi Polygons from TIN…
Voronoi Polygons from Vector…
EPANET Simulation

• Combine
/ Classify / Unique Value Combination
Automatic…
/ Statistics / Raster Combination Statistics
Statistics...
• Interpret
/ Classify / Feature Map
Feature Map…
/ Classify / Auto-Classify
Auto-Classify…
/ Spatial Analysis / Distance Raster
Distance Raster…
Terrain / Gradient Descent Path
Gradient Descent Path…
/ Spatial Analysis / Hough Transform
Hough Transform…
/ Statistics / Statistics by Category Raster
Statistics by Category Raster…
Statistics by Geometric Element... / Statistics / Statistics by Geometric Element
/ Spatial Analysis / Point Density Raster
Point Density Raster…

/ Convert Raster / Raster to Geometric Boundaries
/ Convert Raster / Raster to Geometric Lines
/ Convert Raster / Vector to Raster
/ Convert Geometric / Geometric to CAD
/ Convert Geometric / Geometric to Region
/ Convert Geometric / Geometric to Vector
/ Convert Geometric / Region to Triangles
/ Convert Geometric / 2D Vector to 3D Vector
/ Convert Geometric / Database to Vector

• Merge to

• Filter
Frequency Filter…
Apply Contrast…
Match Contrast...
Locally Adaptive Contrast…
Threshold…
Color Binarization…
Thin Lines…
Morphological Functions…
Remove Trend…
Restore Trend…

/ Extract / Vector
/ Extract / CAD

• Network Analysis…
• Directional Analysis…

•

/ Spatial Analysis / Buffer Zones
/ Spatial Analysis / Distance Raster
/ Spatial Analysis / Grid Generation
/ Spatial Analysis / Point Density Raster
/ Spatial Analysis / Polygon Fitting
/ Spatial Analysis / Sample Point Generation
/ Attributes / Stream Orders
/ Convert Geometric / TIN to Voronoi Polygons
/ Convert Geometric / Points to Voronoi Polygons
/ Spatial Analysis / EPANET Simulation
/ Spatial Analysis / Network Analysis
/ Spatial Analysis / Directional Analysis

Database
• Create Geotagged Image Database… / Create Geotagged Image Table

• Tileset

Web GIS

• Collada...
Build...
Assemble Composite KML…

/ Build Collada Dataset
/ Assemble Composite KML
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